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ISCRAM 2021: Embracing the Interdisciplinary Nature of Crisis
Management
The theme of ISCRAM 2021 is “Embracing the Interdisciplinary Nature of Crisis Management.” These
proceedings highlight the range of interdisciplinary research required to understand the design, behavior,
and performance of crisis and emergency management systems. We are pleased to present the included
papers, which offer excellent contributions on a wide range of topics related to the use of information
systems in crisis response and management.
The ISCRAM 2021 Proceedings include three types of papers: Completed Research (CoRe), Work in
Progress (WiP), and Practitioner. CoRe papers are longer in length and describe completed research
studies. Only CoRe papers were candidates for the Best Research Paper or Best Student Paper awards.
WiP papers are shorter and meant to describe preliminary or more focused research findings. Both paper
types (CoRe and WiP) underwent a rigorous peer-review process to determine the papers included in
these proceedings and archived in the ISCRAM digital library.
Practitioner papers are also shorter in length and are peer reviewed to high practical standards to meet
the needs of practitioners, professionals, and policy makers. Their primary aim is to provide insight into
real-world problems that arise during crises and identify how these problems can be addressed through
the design and use of information systems. Practitioner papers are eligible for the Best Practitioner Paper
award. Accepted Practitioner submissions have been included as extended abstracts in these conference
proceedings.
The overall acceptance rate for the Completed Research (CoRe) papers at the conference was 47%.
• 51 CoRe papers were submitted, 24 were accepted
• 9 CoRe submissions were rejected as CoRe papers but recommended as WiP papers
• 18 CoRe submissions were rejected
The overall acceptance rate for the short format papers (WiP & Practitioner) at the conference was 69%.
• 80 WiP & Practitioner papers were submitted, 55 were accepted
• 76 WiP papers were submitted, 53 were accepted, 23 were rejected
• 4 Practitioner papers were submitted, 2 were accepted, 2 were rejected
The program is completed with 4 workshops, 18 posters, and 3 demonstrations.
Five criteria (relevance, significance, originality, validity, and clarity) were used to judge all types of
ISCRAM papers. However, some of these criteria are defined differently between the paper types. Papers
were submitted to one of sixteen tracks, which included:
• AI and Intelligent Systems for Crises and Risks
• Analytical Modeling and Simulation
• Command & Control Studies
• Cross-Border & Transboundary Resilience
• Data and Resilience: Opportunities and Challenges
• Disaster Public Health & Healthcare Informatics in the Pandemic
• Enhancing Protection of Critical Infrastructures
• Enhancing Resilient Response in Inter-organizational Contexts
• Ethical, Legal, and Social Issues
• Geospatial Technologies and Geographic Information Science for Crisis Management
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Planning, Foresight and Risk Analysis
Social Media for Disaster Response and Resilience
Technologies for First Responders
Usability and Universal Design of ICT for Emergency Management
Visions for Future Crisis Management
Open Track

All authors of the papers in these proceedings have agreed to the ISCRAM 2021 Proceedings copyright
agreement. This copyright agreement and use license state that an author retains copyright. It also
permits any user – for any non-commercial purpose, including unlimited classroom and distance learning
use – to download, print out, extract, archive, distribute and make derivative works of an article published
in the ISCRAM 2021 Proceedings, if appropriate credit is given to the authors, the source of the work, and
all derivative works are placed under the same license.
We would like to recognize the efforts of the Organizing Committee and Program Committee (track chairs
and reviewers) for making the ISCRAM 2021 virtual conference possible. We also thank our Partners and
Sponsors for their significant support of the conference. Lastly, we sincerely thank the authors who
submitted their work to ISCRAM 2021. We thank you all for your service to the ISCRAM community over
the past year and look forward to when we can meet again—in person—at future ISCRAM conferences
for many years ahead.
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Workshops
Workshop 1 : 3rd Intelligent Crisis Management Technologies (ICMT): Big Data Analytics and AI
for Disaster Risk Reduction
Anastasios (Tasos) Karakostas (Information Technologies Inst. - Ctr for Research and Tech. Hellas)
Claudio Rossi (Istituto Superiore Mario Boella)
Evangelos Sdongos (Institute of Communication and Computer Systems (ICCS))
Stefanos Vrochidis (Information Technologies Institute - Centre for Research and Technology Hellas)
Format: Dialogue between practitioners and researchers
Description: This workshop aims to provide a forum to advance the understanding of the current and
prospective opportunities and risks of AI for disaster management through discussing the current status
of AI technologies, their potential applications, as well as the ethical, legal, and social implications posed
by the adoption of these technologies. The workshop targets end users, industry partners, academic
researchers, and civil society. The main outcome of the workshop will be a white paper which will outline
the future directions of Big Data and AI for Disaster Risk Reduction.

Workshop 2 : Measuring aspects of situation awareness and understanding in safety-critical
situations
Graham Edgar (Professor of Psychology and Applied Neuroscience at the Univ. of Gloucestershire, UK)
Ms Stella Polikarpus (Senior lecturer in the Estonian Academy of Security Sciences)
Dr Anna Figueras Masip (The manager of research in risk, emergencies, and civil protection at the
Firefighters Research Unit and Civil Protection School of Catalonia)
Format: Hands-on session for techniques for crisis management
Description: This workshop will present the tool developed within the pan-European FireFront project,
along with some of the data that have been collected so far - together with an opportunity for participants
to try-out one of the training scenarios we have developed. The training scenario is a RTC or Road Traffic
Collision (which should be perfectly accessible to non-firefighters) and has been implemented in XVR
because we have been endeavouring to produce a scenario with as little culture-specific information as
possible – within the FireFront project, the scenario is designed to be run in a number of different
countries.
Although the scenario demonstrated is that of a RTC, the general approach has been successfully
implemented in medical (obstetrics), military (command and control) and driving (autonomous vehicles)
scenarios. The scenario runs entirely online and includes automated, but personalized, feedback to each
participant on their performance within the scenario.
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Workshop 3 : User Diversity -- A Virtual Hands-on Guide to Universal Design of ICT for
Emergency Management
Dr. Terje Gjøsæter (Centre for Integrated Emergency Management, Department of Information Systems,
University of Agder, Norway)
Prof. Weiqin Chen (Research Group for Universal Design of ICT, Department of Computer Science,
Oslo Metropolitan University, Norway)
Format: Virtual Hands-on session / Assistive technologies for underrepresented groups
Description: The main purpose of this virtual workshop is to increase the knowledge of universal design
in the ISCRAM community and to provide practical information that is useful for participants in different
roles, including researchers, decision makers and first responders.
Usability and Universal Design of ICT in Emergency Management is becoming an important emerging
area of research within the ISCRAM community with the related special track, there is also a need for
practical hands-on guidance on taking into account universal design in practice. This workshop intends to
fill this gap by providing practical information that is suitable for participants at all levels of previous
knowledge on the topic.
Learning outcomes:
- Understand Universal Design of ICT and assistive technology
- How to take into account situational disabilities
- How to make requirements that include diverse users

Workshop 4 : Strategic Devices and Technologies for Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster
Relief (HADR)
Prof. Rajendra Akerkar (Vestlandsforsking/ Western Norway Research Institute, Norway)
Dr. Akshay Pottathil (Intelligence Research Institute, San Diego, USA)
Format: Assistive technologies for underrepresented groups
Description: The workshop discusses the design challenges, technology requirements, innovative
devices, and emerging research into this domain. The objective is to gain an understanding of how to
integrate the needs of those that are underrepresented and to accommodate various social groups and
conditions. The discussion will range from digital technologies such as computer vision to physical
infrastructures ranging from Strategic Habitats, a temporary shelter device to house families with
members that face disabilities, homelessness, extreme poverty, to HADR-POD’s (Portable Operations
Devices) that help deliver remote healthcare to underrepresented locations such as tribal areas, disaster
zones, or refugee camps. A blend of technology and structural innovations creates a new opportunity to
access and serve the growing amount of vulnerable people. The session will address how the COVID-19
pandemic continues to highlight the need for coordinated localized responses in regions that are
underrepresented and underserved. The current efforts by workshop speakers and their representative
organizations will serve as the framework to launch audience discussion. Workshop participants will be
given an exclusive view into emerging products, current research, and global initiatives from the private
sector, non-profits, government, and academia.
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ISCRAM 2021 Best Paper Awards
Awards Committee Chair: José Canós, Universitat Politècnica de València, Spain
Awards Committee: Julie Dugdale, Université de Grenoble; Yuko Murakama, Tsuda University;
Muhammad Imran, Qatar Computing Research Institute; Hemant Purohit, George Mason University

Best CoRe Paper Award
Incident Streams 2020: TRECIS in the Time of COVID-19
Authors: Cody Buntain, Richard Mccreadie and Ian Soboroff
Best CoRe paper nominees:
-

Single-handed gesture UAV control and video feed AR visualization for first responders Dimitrios Sainidis, Dimitrios Tsiakmakis, Konstantinos Konstantoudakis, Georgios Albanis,
Anastasios Dimou and Petros Daras

-

Incident Streams 2020: TRECIS in the Time of COVID-19 - Cody Buntain, Richard Mccreadie
and Ian Soboroff

-

Supporting Emergency Health Services during a Pandemic: Lessons from the Canadian
Red Cross - Briony Gray and Matthew Colling

Best Student Paper Award
Automated Crisis Content Categorization for COVID-19 Tweet Streams
Authors: Zijun Long and Richard Mccreadie
Best Student paper nominees:
-

Modeling Civilian Mobility in Large-Scale Disasters - Julian Zobel, Patrick Lieser, Tobias
Meuser, Lars Baumgärtner, Mira Mezini and Ralf Steinmetz

-

A question answering system applied to disasters - Xiaojing Guo, Xinzhi Wang, Luyao Kou
and Hui Zhang

-

Automated Crisis Content Categorization for COVID-19 Tweet Streams - Zijun Long and
Richard Mccreadie
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Best Practitioner / Insight Paper Award – Murray Turoff Award
Considering end user needs when developing new technologies – a new plug and play sensor
technology for locating trapped victims
Authors: Lennart Landsberg, Alexandra Braun, Ompe Aimé Mudimu and Klaus-Dieter Büttgen
Murray Turoff Award nominees:
-

Considering end user needs when developing new technologies – a new plug and play
sensor technology for locating trapped victims - Lennart Landsberg, Alexandra Braun,
Ompe Aimé Mudimu and Klaus-Dieter Büttgen

-

Combined innovative technologies for ensuring water safety in utilities: The city of
Thessaloniki case study - Aikaterini Christodoulou, John Lioumbas, Kostantinos Zambetoglou
and Nikoletta Xanthopoulou
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ABSTRACT

In emergency management, identifying disaster information accurately and promptly out of numerous documents like
news articles, announcements, and reports is important for decision makers to accomplish their mission efficiently.
This paper studies the application of the question answering system which can automatically locate answers in the
documents by natural language processing to improve the efficiency and accuracy of disaster knowledge extraction.
Firstly, an improved question answering model was constructed based on the advantages of the existing neural
network models. Secondly, the English question answering dataset pertinent to disasters and the Chinese question
answering dataset were constructed. Finally, the improved neural network model was trained on the datasets and
tested by calculating the F1 and EM scores which indicated that a higher question answering accuracy was achieved.
The improved system has a deeper understanding of the semantic information and can be used to construct the
disaster knowledge graph.
Keywords

Emergency management, disaster, natural language processing, deep learning.
INTRODUCTION

Disasters are events that impact humans as well as the natural and social environments on which humans depend
(Shi et al. 2020). It is of great importance to extract the useful disaster information including the disaster type, the
occurring date and time, and the number of injured and killed people from a large number of documents like news
articles, announcements, and reports based on which the situation of the disaster can be assessed and the strategies
to mitigate the damage of the disaster can be developed (Moel and Alphen 2009). Professionals will write relevant
documents when or after a disaster occurs which are very valuable. There are thousands of documents related to a
disaster. For example, Wenchuan earthquake is a devastating earthquake that occurred in Sichuan province, China
on May 12, 2008 with about 683,000 pieces of data containing "Wenchuan earthquake" on Google1 and about
67,400,000 on Baidu2. However, traditional systems return relevant documents to the question only at a coarse level
and users have to devote extra time and energy to searching the entire document for the answer (Hristidis et al. 2010;
Cairns et al. 2011). Besides, disasters are a kind of special crisis situation which is characterized by social chaos
and disorder, leading to fear, pressure, and shock (Baum 1987). Such incidents are outside the domain of normal
daily experience and beyond the direct control of people, impacting people’s ability of information processing
(Reser 2007; Tombu and Jolicoeur 2003). Considering the limitations of people and traditional systems, we thought
about the possibility to apply the question answering system to disasters.
∗ corresponding

author
1https://www.google.cn/
2https://www.baidu.com/
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With the rapid development of computer science, languages can be understood not only by humans but also by
computers. The question answering system uses natural language processing techniques to understand questions
and documents. In the question answering system, the task of the computer is to find the answer from the passage
according to the given question and the passage, similar to the reading comprehension problem in the school exams.
Natural language processing is to process, understand, and use human languages like English and Chinese by
computers, which is an interdisciplinary subject of computer science and linguistics (Di Felippo and Dias-da-Silva
2009; Collobert et al. 2011). Deep learning provides technical support for most natural language processing tasks.
Deep learning builds a common neural network framework that extracts and analyzes the underlying information of
the data to enable an automated learning process. The neural network model is a mathematic model that mimics
animals’ neural networks to conduct calculations on computers. In the field of natural language processing, the
neural network model of deep learning can automatically learn good representations or features of the language, thus
completing various natural language processing tasks. The question answering system is a kind of neural network
model with a specific structure designed for the question answering task. It greatly reduces the environmental
interference, namely the possibility that people’s thinking is disturbed in disasters which may cause mistakes in
searching for disaster information (Reser 2007). Therefore, the question answering system can be well applied
to disaster contexts with high efficiency and accuracy (Ojokoh and Adebisi 2019). A knowledge graph can be
constructed based on the output of the question answering system. It describes all kinds of entities or concepts and
their relationships in the real world. It builds a huge semantic network, with nodes representing entities or concepts
and edges representing attributes or relationships, which presents structured information and a more complete
picture of knowledge. Therefore, full information and relational facts of entities or concepts can be quickly obtained
from the knowledge graph (Pujara et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2014; Lin et al. 2015). It helps to grasp the situation in
disasters, based on which the measures to mitigate the impact of disasters can be taken.
The current models of the question answering system trained on the Stanford Question Answering Dataset (SQuAD)
are applied to the English text containing a wide range of topics since SQuAD is a reading comprehension dataset
built on top of Wikipedia (Rajpurkar, Zhang, et al. 2016; Rajpurkar, Jia, et al. 2018). This paper aims at improving
the model by increasing the question answering accuracy and extending the scope of application to domain-specific
English question answering and Chinese question answering. Firstly, the characteristics of the existing neural
network models were integrated to improve the question answering accuracy of the neural network model. Second,
a disaster dataset was constructed for domain-specific question answering by extracting data related to disasters
from SQuAD so that the trained model was able to obtain disaster-related information. Third, considering that
English and Chinese were both widely-used languages in the world, a Chinese question answering dataset was
constructed so that the trained model could be applied to Chinese.
This paper is organized as follows. The model structure of the question answering system is described in Section 2.
Then, the training conditions and results are presented in Section 3. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 4.
THE QUESTION ANSWERING MODEL IN A DISASTER CONTEXT

With the passage and question as inputs, the question answering system uses natural language processing techniques
conducted on computers to output exact answers to questions, eliminating the need to manually find answers from
the documents (Stupina et al. 2016). The model structure of the question answering system is introduced in this
section. A simple example of the question answering system is shown in Figure 1. The red indexes in Figure 1
are the ordinal values of the words in the passage. With the input of a question and the corresponding passage,
the question answering system automatically outputs the answer to the question by calculating the start index and
the end index of the answer in the passage. For example, if the passage "On May 12, 2008, Wenchuan county in
Sichuan province, was hit by an 8.0 magnitude earthquake. The earthquake began at 2:28:01 p.m. and the epicenter
was 19 km deep." and the question "Which county did the earthquake hit?" are put into the system, it will find
the exact answer "Wenchuan" from the passage and output the answer. We selected and used the questions and
passages containing disaster keywords in the SQuAD dataset whose information was from Wikipedia. The details
of the dataset are in Section 4. The answers contain disaster information like the location, time, and severity based
on which we can identify and analyze risks in disaster areas, transmit the information in time to inform other people,
and put forward proper measures. Figure 2 shows the knowledge graph plotted according to the disaster information
in Figure 1.
The basic framework of the question answering neural network model is shown in Figure 3 (Weissenborn et al.
2017). The inputs of the model are the word embeddings of the question and the passage. Question embeddings are
𝑛-dimensional vectors corresponding to each word in the question which can represent the features of each word,
while passage embeddings are 𝑛-dimensional vectors corresponding to each word in the passage. The embeddings
used in this paper are detailed in section 3.1.2. The question embeddings and passage embeddings are encoded
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Figure 1. Examples of the question answering system in a disaster context.

Figure 2. An example of the knowledge graph.

by attention functions to enrich the passage with weighted states from the question and the passage itself. Then
the calculation results of the encoder are put into the decoder. Based on the output of the encoder, the decoder
calculates the scores of each word in the passage as the start position and the end position of the answer respectively.
The index of the word with the highest start position score is the start index of the answer in the passage, and the
index of the word with the highest end position score is the end index of the answer in the passage. The words
between the start index and the end index (containing the start index and the end index) form the answer to the
question. In short, the question and the passage are put into the model, and the encoder and decoder of the model
calculate the range of the answer in the passage, outputting the answer text. The encoder and decoder are the core of
the model framework which are detailed in section 3.1 and 3.2 respectively.

Figure 3. The basic framework of the question answering neural network model.

Based on this basic framework, researchers put forward various innovative models of different advantages. Some of
the question answering models and their characteristics are as follows. The r-net model uses a double interaction
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layer structure in the encoder. The first interaction layer calculates the interaction between the passage and question
by matching the passage and question with gated attention-based recurrent networks, and the second interaction
layer calculates the interaction between the words within the passage through a self-matching attention mechanism,
which solves the long-term dependency problem of long texts (Group 2017). The Dynamic Coattention Networks
(DCN) model is a neural network model for question answering consisting of a coattentive encoder and a dynamic
pointer decoder. It uses a dynamic iteration mechanism in the decoder. Each iteration updates the start position
and the end position of the answer based on the output of the last iteration. After several rounds of iteration, the
answer range becomes more precise and the correct result can be obtained (Xiong et al. 2016). The DCN+ model is
developed from the DCN model. It increases the number of attention layers and uses the residual network to fuse
the output of each attention layer so that the representation of the passage contains more deep information. At the
same time, the self-criticism policy learning mechanism is introduced. It is a concept in reinforcement learning
whose reward is related to word overlap between the answer output by the model and the ground truth answer.
Therefore, it increases the proportion of the same words between the predicted answer and the ground truth answer
(Xiong et al. 2017). The jNet model encodes the question type like when, where, who, how, why, and focuses on the
specific information in the passage related to the type of the question, which can better adapt to different types
of questions (Zhang et al. 2017). The BERT model (Devlin et al. 2019), which stands for Bidirectional Encoder
Representations from Transformers, is a kind of language representation models. It pretrains deep bidirectional
representations from unlabeled text based on the Transformer structure (Vaswani et al. 2017) by jointly conditioning
on both left and right context in all layers. It uses the masked language model and the next sentence prediction
as joint pretraining objectives. It can learn high-quality word representations and be migrated to various natural
language processing tasks including question answering. Considering the advantages and disadvantages of the
models, this paper combines the encoder layer of the BERT model and the decoder layer of the DCN model to
complete the question answering task in a disaster context. The combination performs well and achieves a high
question answering accuracy, which is presented in the following sections.
Text Encoding in A Disaster Context

The BERT model is applied for text encoding corresponding to the Encoder in Figure 3. It encodes the question
and the passage. The full name of BERT is "Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers". The
masked language model and next sentence prediction are used as a joint goal to pre-train the model and get the
high-quality representation of words. The model structure, input vectors, and pre-training tasks of BERT are
specifically described below (Devlin et al. 2019).
The Model Structure of BERT

The model structure of BERT is shown in Figure 4. The word embeddings 𝐸 of the question and the passage are
put into the model, and the output vector 𝑇 corresponding to each word can be calculated. The output vector 𝑇
represents the dependence of the word on the context.

Figure 4. The model structure of BERT.

The Transformer (Trm) is the most important component of the BERT model structure, corresponding to the Trm
module in Figure 4. The Transformer structure is the first sequence transduction model based completely on
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attention. It converts the distance between any two words in a sentence to 1, effectively solving the long-term
dependency problem in natural language processing tasks. A Transformer is composed of several Encoders. Each
Encoder consists of a multi-head attention layer and a fully connected layer. It can calculate the interdependence
between texts and convert the input text into its corresponding feature vectors. The detailed architecture, equation,
and description of the Transformer can be seen in (Vaswani et al. 2017).
The Input Vector of BERT

An example of the input vectors (namely input embeddings) of BERT is shown in Figure 5 where input embeddings
are denoted as 𝐸. The question and passage in the example are from Figure 1. The input vector of BERT is the sum
of three vectors embedded with features, which are as follows.

Figure 5. An example of the input vectors of BERT.

Token Embedding: It uses WordPiece (Wu et al. 2016) to characterize the semantics of words. WordPiece can
effectively reduce the influence of word suffixes without actual semantics (such as different forms of verbs in
different tenses) by dividing words into tokens, namely common character combination units with a high frequency
of occurrence. For example, "played", "plays", and "playing" are different tenses of the verb "play" but have the
same meaning. WordPiece divides "played" into "play" and "##ed", "plays" into "play" and "##s", and "playing"
𝑇
𝑇 , and 𝐸 𝑇
into "play" and "##ing" and finds the corresponding embeddings 𝐸 𝑇𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑦 , 𝐸 ##𝑒𝑑
, 𝐸 ##𝑠
##𝑖𝑛𝑔 of the tokens in its
token vocabulary. In this way, "played", "plays", and "playing" have the common token "play" and their meanings
can be consolidated. Therefore, WordPiece reduces the number of words in common vocabularies and makes the
semantics of the words clearer.
Segment Embedding: For the question answering task, the input of the model is not a single sentence, but a question
and a passage. A special symbol [SEP] is inserted between the two sentences to separate and distinguish them.
Besides, different segment embeddings are assigned to them, that is, the tokens in the question are given the segment
embeddings of 𝐸 𝑆𝐴, and the tokens in the passage are given the segment embeddings of 𝐸 𝐵𝑆 .
Position Embedding: The change of the token position may completely change the meaning of a sentence, so the
position representation is very important for the understanding of a sentence. The position information is encoded
into the position embedding to represent the positional relationship between different tokens in the sentence. For
example, the first token has the position embedding of 𝐸 0𝑃 and the second token has the position embedding of 𝐸 1𝑃 .
The Pre-training Tasks of BERT

BERT obtains the pre-trained parameters of the model through two self-supervised pre-training tasks and learns the
feature representation of the language so that other natural language processing tasks can be trained based on the
pre-trained model, which greatly reduces the training time and computational load.
The first pre-training task is the Masked Language Model. To obtain the deep two-way representation of the
language, some words in the text are randomly masked, and the masked words are predicted by BERT according to
the left and right context, similar to a cloze test. 15% of the words from all the training data are randomly selected
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as the masking objects. However, considering the specific circumstances of the training process, the selected words
are not masked with a 100% probability. The specific practices are described below.
80%: replace the selected word with [MASK].
10%: replace the selected word with a random word.
10%: keep the selected word unchanged.

Figure 6. An example of the Masked Language Model.

An example of the Masked Language Model is shown in Figure 6. In this way, the BERT model does not know
which word it needs to predict, nor which word is replaced by a random word, so it must maintain the uniform
contextual representation for each word. Besides, since only 1.5% of the words are randomly replaced (10% * 15%),
the language comprehension ability of the model is not damaged.
The second pre-training task is the next sentence prediction. The question answering task is based on the
understanding of the relationship between the question and the passage, but the masked language model cannot learn
the relationship between sentences. The next sentence prediction task is designed to train a model that understands
the relationship between sentences.
The task of the next sentence prediction is to determine whether sentence B is the next sentence of sentence A. If B
is the next sentence of A, the output is "IsNext"; if B is not the next sentence of A, the output is "NotNext". The
training data is obtained by randomly extracting two consecutive sentences from the parallel corpus, in which 50%
of the data retains the two sentences, and the other 50% replaces the second sentence with a randomly extracted
sentence. Next sentence prediction is of great significance for improving the accuracy of the question answering
task.
Text Decoding in A Disaster Context

The DCN model is applied for text decoding corresponding to the Decoder in Figure 3. The output vectors 𝑇 0 of the
encoder corresponding to each word in the passage are decoded by the Dynamic Pointer Decoder of the Dynamic
Coattention Networks (DCN) model (Xiong et al. 2016). The Dynamic Pointer Decoder imitates the process of
humans repeatedly thinking about the solution of the practical problems and uses a dynamic iterative mechanism to
update the start and end positions of the answer until the positions do not change or the set number of iterations is
reached. The model structure of Dynamic Pointer Decoder is shown in Figure 7. During iteration 𝑖, 𝑠𝑖 denotes the
estimated start index and 𝑒 𝑖 denotes the estimated end index. 𝑇𝑠0𝑖 and 𝑇𝑒0𝑖 are the corresponding output vectors of the
encoder. The elements related to the estimation of the start position are in blue and the ones related to the end
position are in red. Each iteration puts the output matrix 𝑇 0 of the encoder, the calculation results 𝑠𝑖−1 and 𝑒 𝑖−1 of
the last iteration, and the history information ℎ𝑖 into the Highway Maxout Network (HMN). The model structure of
HMN is shown in Figure 8. HMN calculates the start score 𝛼 of each word in the passage and selects the word
corresponding to the highest start score (which is "in" in Figure 7) as the start position of the answer. Similarly,
another HMN with the same structure and different parameters calculates the end score of each word and selects the
word with the highest end score (which is "province" in Figure 7) as the end position of the answer.
HMN combines the Highway Network with the Maxout activation function. The Highway Network connects each
layer of the network to the last layer to increase the depth of the model. The Maxout activation function is a kind of
activation functions in neural network models, the equation of which is
𝑓 (𝑥) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑤𝑇1 𝑥 + 𝑏 1 , 𝑤𝑇2 𝑥 + 𝑏 2 , ..., 𝑤𝑇𝑛 𝑥 + 𝑏 𝑛 ).

(1)

It gets 𝑛 outputs per node which are
+
+
+ 𝑏 𝑛 and takes the maximum of them as the final
output 𝑓 (𝑥), which can theoretically fit any activation function. The combination of the Highway Network and the
𝑤𝑇1 𝑥

𝑏 1 , 𝑤𝑇2 𝑥

𝑏 2 , ..., 𝑤𝑇𝑛 𝑥
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Figure 7. The model structure of Dynamic Pointer Decoder.

Figure 8. The model structure of Highway Maxout Network.

Maxout activation function improves the performance of the network. The equations and more details of HMN are
in the DCN paper (Xiong et al. 2016).
The BERT model and the DCN model have different advantages. The deep bidirectional encoder and the pre-training
tasks of the BERT model can learn high-quality word representations that fully fuse contextual information. The
dynamic iterative decoder of the DCN model repeatedly updates the calculation results through an iterative process,
which helps to get a more accurate answer scope in the passage. Combining the encoder portion of the BERT with
the decoder portion of the DCN and training it on a large-scale corpus can improve the accuracy of the question
answering task. The overall network structure of the question answering model in a disaster context is shown in
Figure 9.

MODEL TRAINING AND RESULT ANALYSIS

The accuracy of the model is highly relevant to the quality of the dataset on which the model is trained. Three
datasets are used to train the model. First, the model is trained on the whole dataset of SQuAD 2.0 (Rajpurkar, Jia,
et al. 2018), which is a reading comprehension dataset with questions proposed according to Wikipedia articles and
answers that are part of the reading passages. Second, a disaster dataset is constructed based on SQuAD 2.0 and all
of its content is related to disasters. Third, a Chinese dataset is converted from WebQA (Li et al. 2016), which is a
large-scale manual labeled Chinese dataset mainly based on a Chinese question answering website. The training
and test of the model on the three datasets are described below.
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Figure 9. The improved model combining the network structure of BERT and DCN.

Training and Result Analysis on the English Dataset
Training and Result Analysis on the Whole Dataset

The improved model is trained on the question answering dataset and the loss and accuracy information is recorded
and evaluated. The Stanford Question Answering Dataset (SQuAD) is a reading comprehension dataset built on top
of Wikipedia (Rajpurkar, Zhang, et al. 2016). SQuAD consists of passages, questions, and answers. The passage
is from the Wikipedia articles, the question is presented by the labeling personnel based on the passage, and the
answer is the fragment of the passage. There are two versions of SQuAD currently. SQuAD 1.1 contains more than
100,000 question-answer pairs based on over 500 articles.
SQuAD 2.0 (Rajpurkar, Jia, et al. 2018) adds more than 50,000 questions that do not have answers in passages to
SQuAD 1.1. SQuAD 2.0 puts forward higher requirements for the question answering system, that is, not only
should it find the answer from the passage according to the question, but also judge whether the question can be
answered. SQuAD 2.0 well suits the situation in disasters because it is impossible to collect all the disaster-related
information in a short time. Except for obtaining disaster information timely and accurately, the question answering
system should also indicate which information is missing or not yet known to provide guidance for information
collection and emergency rescue of the next stage. Considering that, the disaster model is firstly trained and tested
on the SQuAD 2.0 dataset.
SQuAD 2.0 contains 130,000 pieces of training data and more than 10,000 pieces of test data. The improved neural
network model based on BERT and DCN was trained on SQuAD 2.0 using 4 NVIDIA Tesla V100s with a batch
size of 12, a learning rate of 5e-5, and a training epoch of 19.
The model calculates a start score and an end score for each word in the passage. In the example shown in Figure 10,
the word with the highest start score is "in" whose index is 7, and the word with the highest end score is "province"
whose index is 9. Therefore, the predicted answer is "in Sichuan province" which is consistent with the ground truth
answer.

Figure 10. An example of scoring.
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Loss and accuracy are the indicators of deep learning effects. The loss refers to the error between the predicted
result and the ground truth result. The accuracy includes two evaluation indicators for the question answering task
which are Exact Match (EM) and F1-score (F1). EM measures the percentage of predictions that exactly match
any ground truth answer and F1 measures the average overlap between ground truth answers and predictions. The
ground truth answers and predictions are taken as bags of tokens and then their F1 are calculated. The F1 for all
the questions in a dataset is computed by taking the maximum F1 for a given question over all of the ground truth
answers and then averaging over all the questions. For example, the ground truth answers to the questions in Figure
1 are "Wenchuan", "May 12, 2008", "in Sichuan province", "8.0", "at 2:28:01 p.m.", and "19 km" respectively.
If the predicted answers are "Sichuan", "May 12", "in Sichuan province", "8.0", "at 2:28:01 p.m.", and "19 km"
respectively, the first predicted answer is totally wrong and two-thirds of the words in the second ground truth
answer are the same as the words in the predicted answer. Therefore, for the six questions, EM = 4/6 = 66.7% and
F1 = (0 + 2/3 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1)/6 = 77.8%.

Figure 11. The variation of the loss and accuracy with the epoch on the SQuAD dataset.

In the training scenario of this section, the loss and accuracy (EM, F1) as a function of the training epoch are shown
in Figure 11. It can be seen that the accuracy rate reaches the highest at the fourth epoch. The accuracy of the
model on the SQuAD 2.0 test dataset can reach F1 = 79.0% and EM = 75.3%. With the same training parameters,
the accuracy of the BERT model is F1 = 76.3% and EM = 73.1%. F1 of the improved model is 3.5% higher than
the BERT model relatively and EM is 3.0% higher relatively. The DCN model can only be applied to the SQuAD
1.1 dataset and cannot handle the problem in SQuAD 2.0 that the answer cannot be found in the passage. It can be
seen that the improved model has a better performance and can well suit the complex situation in a disaster context.
Training and Result Analysis on the Disaster Dataset

We have evaluated the performance of the model on the SQuAD 2.0 dataset and get good results. A disaster
training dataset and a disaster test dataset are constructed to further improve the ability of the model to understand
the information more closely related to disasters. First, we searched for documents related to disasters in online
newspapers and the Internet search engine and collected the words that appeared with high frequency as disaster
keywords, considering that high-frequency words had a close relationship with disasters. The keywords are mostly
names of all kinds of disasters, like earthquake, flood, plague, drought, hurricane, tornado, typhoon, and so on.
There are also words which are probably results of disasters, like die, death, pollute, pollution, and so on. Second,
the data containing the keywords of disasters were extracted from the SQuAD 2.0 dataset to form a disaster dataset.
The training set of the disaster dataset contains nearly 70,000 pieces of data and the frequencies of the keywords are
shown in the left of Figure 12. Among them the five keywords with the highest frequency are ice, war, die, rain, and
death and the frequencies are 29055, 23441, 14025, 8072, and 4562; the five keywords with the lowest frequency
are tsunami, blizzard, blow up, pestilence, and avalanche and the frequencies are 13, 10, 9, 5, and 3. The test dataset
contains nearly 7000 pieces of data and the frequencies of the keywords are shown in the right of Figure 12. Among
them the top five high-frequency keywords are ice, war, die, rain, and plague and the frequencies are 2851, 1867,
1601, 881, and 241; the five keywords with the lowest frequency are hail, pollute, tornado, pestilence, and typhoon
and the frequencies are 10, 10, 10, 9, and 9 respectively.
The data structure of the disaster training set is shown in Figure 13. The dataset contains several {𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑙𝑒, 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑟𝑎 𝑝ℎ𝑠}
pairs. "Title" corresponds to the title of the article. An article can be divided into several pieces to avoid the
passage being too long, so each "paragraph" contains several {𝑞𝑎𝑠, 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡} pairs. "Context" is the fragment
of the article, which is, in other words, the passage corresponding to the question and answer. "Qas" contains
several {𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝑖𝑑, 𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑠, 𝑖𝑠_𝑖𝑚 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒} quads. "Question" is based on the context and "id" is the unique
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Figure 12. The frequencies of keywords on the disaster training (left) and test (right) dataset.

number of each question. "Is_impossible" is a variable that indicates whether the question can be answered.
When the answer can be found from the passage, the value of "is_impossible" is false; when the answer cannot
be found from the passage, the value of "is_impossible" is true. If the value of "is_impossible" is false, there is
a {𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡, 𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑟_𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡} pair in "answers". "Text" is the text content of the answer. "Answer_start" is the start
position of the answer in the passage, that is, the position number of the first character of the answer in the passage.
If the value of "is_impossible" is true, "answers" will be empty. Instead, an element named "plausible_answers"
will be added, which contains a seemingly reasonable, but actually wrong answer. That is the whole frame of the
disaster training set. Several examples of the data in the disaster training set are shown in Figure 14. The only
difference between the test set and the training set is that there are three {𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡, 𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑟_𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡} pairs instead of a
{𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡, 𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑟_𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡} pair in "answers" of the test set. When calculating the accuracy of question answering on the
test set, the predicted answer can be determined to be correct as long as it is the same as any of the three given
answers.

Figure 13. The structure of the disaster training set.

The improved neural network model based on BERT and DCN was trained on the disaster dataset. The GPU used
was 4 NVIDIA Tesla V100s, the batch size was 12, the learning rate was 5e-5, and the number of training epochs
was 14.
In the training scenario of this section, the loss and accuracy (EM, F1) as a function of the epoch are shown in
Figure 15. It can be seen that the accuracy rate reaches the highest at the second training epoch. The accuracy of
the model on the disaster test dataset can reach F1 = 78.7% and EM = 75.7%. Compared with the accuracy on the
whole dataset (F1 = 79.0%, EM = 75.3%), F1 is 0.4% relatively lower, and EM is 0.5% relatively higher. Although
the data volume of the disaster dataset is smaller than the whole dataset, the overall difference in accuracy is little,
indicating that the model can capture the linguistic features in the specific field of disaster when trained on the
disaster dataset. Therefore, the model is able to extract useful information from disaster-related documents in a
disaster context. After the second epoch, the accuracy fluctuated downwardly, indicating that with the increase of
the training epochs, although the model can better fit the training data, its transfer ability to the test dataset weakens.
More training epochs do not often bring about better results, so the number of epochs should be selected according
to the training and testing conditions.
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Figure 14. Examples of the data in the disaster training set.

Figure 15. The variation of the loss and accuracy with the epoch on the disaster dataset.

Training and Result Analysis on the Chinese Dataset

Chinese is also a widely-used language besides English. As a country with a large population and broad land
and consequently a high incidence of disasters, China is attaching great importance to emergency management
(Zou and Yuan 2010; Ye et al. 2012). The above research on the question answering system studies the English
language which has different characteristics from the Chinese language (Huang and Yao 2003). If the question
answering model can be applied to the Chinese language as well, it will increase the accuracy and timeliness of
disaster information extraction in China. So this paper constructs a Chinese question answering dataset based on
WebQA (Li et al. 2016).
WebQA is a large-scale manual labeled Chinese dataset based on the Baidu Knows website and other resources
which is also composed of {𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑒, 𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑟} triples. Most of the data were collected from the large
community question answering site, "Baidu Knows", and a small portion was manually collected from the documents
of other sites. WebQA also has a large number of data that the answer can be found in the passage. We extracted
such data, calculated the start position of the answer in the passage, and converted the data into the same format as
the English dataset. Then it could be put into the neural network model for training and testing.
The model should be modified to adapt to the change of the language. The Chinese and English data processing
methods are different in terms of the token embedding. In the English text, the words are firstly separated by spaces
and then divided by WordPiece into common character combination units. While in the Chinese text, the language
is continuous instead of being separated by spaces. One Chinese character is a minimal semantic unit, so the
sentence can be split directly into characters. Figure 16 shows the process of turning the Chinese text into input
vectors. All common words in Chinese form a vocabulary list and each word has a corresponding serial number in
the vocabulary list. The input ids are the serial numbers and the segment ids and position ids are the same as those
in the encoding method of BERT.
A training dataset containing more than 30,000 pieces of data and a test dataset containing nearly 3,000 pieces of
data were extracted from WebQA. The improved neural network model based on BERT and DCN was trained on
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Figure 16. An example of the Chinese input vector.

the Chinese dataset. The GPU used was 4 NVIDIA Tesla V100s, the batch size was 48, the learning rate was 5e-5,
and the training epoch was 17.
In the training scenario of this section, the loss and accuracy as a function of the training epoch are shown in Figure
17. It is shown that similar to the above training scenarios, the model reaches high accuracy after one training epoch
based on the pre-training parameters, which indicates that pre-training is an effective way to raise the convergence
speed as well as reduce computing time and computing load. The accuracy rate reaches the highest at the fourth
epoch. The accuracy of the model on the Chinese test dataset can reach 79.9%, which is higher than the accuracy
on the English dataset (F1 = 79.0%, EM = 75.3%). Therefore, the model can be well transferred to the Chinese
question answering task and can contribute to information extraction in a disaster context in China.

Figure 17. The variation of the loss and accuracy with the epoch on the Chinese dataset.

In summary, the training results of the model on the SQuAD 2.0 dataset, disaster dataset, and Chinese dataset are
presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Summary of the results on the three datasets

Dataset
The SQuAD 2.0 dataset
The disaster dataset
The Chinese dataset

Accuracy
79.0% F1, 75.3% EM
78.7% F1, 75.7% EM
79.9%

CONCLUSIONS

The efficiency of the situation assessment and decision making in disasters highly relies on information acquisition,
because the decision should be made based on the effective information found from the disaster documents. While
traditional systems can return the documents pertinent to the disaster, it takes extra effort for users to read the entire
document to locate the disaster information. The employment of computer technology can solve this problem. This
paper constructs a question answering system that can be applied to the disaster context to extract information
automatically and promote communication. Since the model of the question answering system is trained on datasets,
the accuracy of the question answering system depends on the quality of the datasets and the model structure of the
system. Therefore, dataset acquisition and model construction are the two main tasks of the question answering
system.
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In the aspect of dataset acquisition, the contribution of this paper is as follows. First, this paper selects the questions
and answers related to disasters and forms the disaster question answering dataset which contains about 70,000
pieces of training data and 7,000 pieces of test data. Second, this paper constructs the Chinese question answering
dataset that can be put into the question answering model by modifying the text segmentation method. The Chinese
dataset contains more than 30,000 pieces of training data and nearly 3,000 pieces of test data.
In the aspect of model construction, this paper comprehensively analyzes the advantages and disadvantages of the
existing models of the question answering system. The BERT model can fully integrate contextual information and
calculate the relevance degree of the text. The DCN model can combine the last prediction result and the historical
information to iteratively update the answer span. The advantages of BERT and DCN are combined to construct an
improved model. F1 and EM are generally accepted metrics to evaluate model performance for question answering
(Rajpurkar, Zhang, et al. 2016). All question answering models use the two numbers to describe their accuracies, so
the models in our paper use them as well. The improved model is trained and tested on SQuAD 2.0 dataset, the
disaster dataset, and the Chinese dataset respectively and the accuracies are calculated. The results are as follows.
First, the accuracy achieves F1 = 79.0% and EM = 75.3% on SQuAD 2.0 and is higher than the BERT model which
is F1 = 76.3% and EM = 73.1%. The increase in accuracy indicates that our model of the question answering
system is able to understand the natural language more deeply. Second, the model of the question answering system
trained on the disaster dataset achieves the accuracy of F1 = 78.7% and EM = 75.7%. It can effectively extract
disaster-related information from the documents. Third, the accuracy on the Chinese dataset can reach 79.9%,
indicating that the model of the question answering system can be transferred to the Chinese disaster context.
In conclusion, we developed a question answering system combining the advantages of existing neural network
models. The system was trained on the English and Chinese datasets and tested by calculating the F1 and EM
scores which indicated that a high question answering accuracy was achieved. The results show that the question
answering system can efficiently extract disaster information such as the location, date, time, and magnitude from
the documents related to the disaster consisting of news articles, announcements, reports, and so on based on which
a knowledge graph can be constructed. It is practically valuable for learning about the situation and taking measures
to mitigate the negative effects in a disaster context. The study has several limitations. First, English and Chinese
point to the culture of two types of civilization. Therefore, words can be used in different manners related to these
two cultures. Although the similarity of the question answering accuracies of the system on the English and Chinese
datasets can in some degree reveal that our approach could adapt to these two cultures, we will go deeply into the
different manners of word using related to English and Chinese in the future work and analyze if our approach can
show the differences. Second, there are works on pragmatics and interaction analysis domain that study discussions
and communication (Youn 2015; Hoque et al. 2018). They may help to extend our approach to an analysis that goes
beyond word classification. Nevertheless, the question answering system makes the computer understand implicit
semantics instead of simple word matching, which increases the precision rate and recall rate. It can automatically
obtain disaster information by computers, saving the energy and time of human beings.
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ABSTRACT

Currently social media are largely used in interactions, especially in crisis situations. We note a big volume of
interactions around events. Observing these interactions give information even to alert the existence of an incident,
event, or to understand the expansion of a problem. Crisis management actors observe social media to be aware
about this type of information in order to consider them in their decisions. Specific organizations are founded in
order to observe social media interactions and send their analysis to rescue and crisis management actors. In our
work, an experience feedback of this type of organizations as VISOV, a crisis social media analysis association,
is capitalized. First results show main concepts used in their investigations. These concepts are then used as
keywords to explore social media using Text Mining. IMPLIC-R system is developed to link Protégé(Ontologie
management system) and R-studio (Text Mining tools) in order to simulate some social media investigations in
crisis management. This system will be integrated in CRIMSON, a crisis management support system.
Keywords

Social media analysis, text mining, sentiment analysis, crisis management decision making.
INTRODUCTION

Social media is perceived as a helpful tool to allow people to give their opinion, to alert about some perception,
to obtain information, to discuss subjects, etc. [Alexander, 2014, Van Wyk et al, 2020]. Platforms such as twitter,
Instagram, Facebook, are very easy to use and support in a large scale these interactions. The big volume of
messages around crisis and incidents prove the use of these tools. These interactions vehicle different types of
information: perception of facts [Midleton et al, 2013 Lorini et al, 2020], sentiments, distress [Jin et al, 2014,
Vignal Lambert et al, 2018], opinions, official communications. Several researchers study currently social media
interactions. For instance, from several years, specific tracks and issues in crisis management conferences and
dedicated to social media analysis. Researchers as Alexander [Alexander, 2014], and Reuter [Reuter et al, 2018],
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Bubendorff [Bubendorff et al, 2020] study the nature of social media exchanges in these situations. They put on
the interest of social media use as people’s resilience and the integration of social media observation in crisis
management actions by authorities.
Crisis managers use social media in crisis management in two different ways. Firstly, social media are used to
deliver safety messages to the public. The goal is to share a description of the current situation, good practices, or
instruction to follow to stay safe. In this way, social media appears as an efficient alternative mean to influence a
large kind of population behavior [Saroj and al., 2020]. Secondly, social media are used to follow critical
information regarding the event. In this case, crisis managers can catch comments, pictures or movies, shared by
people in real time. Then these “online” information can be integrated directly in the overall analysis of the
common operating picture. This makes it possible, for example, to better characterize the local effects of a
particular event (the level of snow present on a highway), or even the level of assistance required by the population
(people isolated by a flood). From the crisis management point of view, social media appears nowadays as critical
tools to enhance Emergency Situation Awareness [Sun and al, 2020].
Many studies describe possible software enhancements and systems that could improve the usability and
usefulness of social media for disaster management [Hiltz and al. 2020]. However, the question of the analysis of
massive data flows from different platforms, and integration of relevant information into the decision-making
processes remain a major issue in crisis management [Ehnis and al., 2020].
The main goal of our work is to identify how social media analysis can help crisis management actors. More
precisely, we study how a French association, VISOV, supports French crisis managers during disaster by using
social media. The VISOV association1 (International volunteers for virtual operational support) was created in
2014. It is the first French-speaking virtual community of digital volunteers in emergency management.
In this paper, the social media analysis is mainly based on the observation of the use of crisis management actors
of these tools. So, firstly, we capitalize social media analysis volunteers experience feedback «the VISOV
association actors» who are generally solicited by authorities in crisis situations. Based on the knowledge so
capitalized, Twitter and Instagram are analyzed using Text Mining techniques [Kao et al, 2007, Meyer et al, 2008]
in order to give these actors a support to explore large volumes of data.
This work takes part in the French INPLIC scientific project (Analysis of Local Population Initiatives and
Integration in Crisis Management) which is funded by the French national research agency. The INPLIC project
brings together ten scientific, institutional and industrial partners specialized in crisis management. The goal is to
develop methods and tools to better understand the behavior of populations in disaster situations, and to provide
information relating to this population to crisis managers in real time.
USE OF SOCIAL MEDIA IN CRISIS MANAGEMENT

The use of social media in crisis management is analyzed by several researchers. Reuter et al, (Reuter et al, 2018)
show different types of these analysis:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Content of interactions: missing people, crisis, disasters, emergency events, rumors, credibility, location,
emotion, etc.
Actors: people, government, emergency actors, news, communities, etc.
Interactions’ form: text, photos, etc.
Media types: Twitter, Facebook, Flickr, etc.
Crisis types: floods, earthquake, Tsunami, Wide fire, Large accidents, Terrorisms, etc.
Interaction types: Authorities vs citizens.

Ngamassi et al, show [Ngamassi et al, 2020] the relation between disaster problems and people exchanges using
social media asking help. Reep et al [Reep et al, 2020] and Spielhofer [Spielhofer et al, 2019] show for instance
the necessity to use social media analysis by crisis managers in order to compensate the lack of crisis information.
Lorini et al, [Lorini et al, 2020] developed a system that enhances European floods awareness based on Twitter
messages analysis. When analyzing ISCRAM 2019 and 2020 Social Media track papers2, similar words can be
emphasized. Figure 1 shows a Text Mining analysis of social media papers of the proceedings of these
conferences.

1
2

http://www.VISOV.org/).
ISCRAM Digital Library: http://idl.iscram.org/
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Figure 1. Main words of ISCRAM 2019 and 2020 social media Papers.

Otherwise, several organizations, linked to emergency actors, are created in order to observe social media
interactions. We note for instance Red Cross Digital volunteers in the USA and VISOV Volunteers association in
France. In our work, Experience feedback of VISOV actors has been captured in order to understand the main
activities of these digital volunteers. VISOV is a volunteers’ community gathering several actors having different
experiences (crisis management, geography, Weather, stress and decision making, etc.). During a crisis
management, emergency authorities ask VISOV to observe social media in order to consider this type of
interaction in their actions. Otherwise, VISOV volunteers survey continually some social media and sometimes
alert authorities about potential events to deal with.
Capitalization of Social Media Analysis Experience Feedback

Knowledge capitalization is a technique of knowledge management [Nonaka et al, 1995]. that tends to make
explicit experience feedback in an organization [Matta et al, 2003]. Several approaches are proposed in the
literature to handle this type of task [Dieng et al 1999]. We can note mainly the MASK method [Ermine, 2013]
that guides interview experts in order to model the “What; what the main concepts they use in their work”, “Why;
the main goals they aim in their activity” and “How; method followed to achieve their goals”. Experts are invited
to co-build with the knowledge manager these models (Figure 2). This method has been used to capitalize
knowledge in several companies [Ermine, 2013]. It is based on knowledge engineering to structure knowledge as
classifications of concepts and systemic modelling to draw process models. In our work, we follow the MASK
method in order to identify the main concepts used by VISOV experts in social media analysis. MASK concepts
model is so used in order to identify typologies of these concepts. In fact, knowledge manager draws a tree with
empty content and invite the expert in order to fulfill the tree by asking: What are the different types of an object
(for instance, accidents, competences, etc.) and what are the main characteristics of each type? So, knowledge
manager co-build with the expert the classifications of main concepts she/he use in her/his reasoning.

Figure 2. Mask knowledge capitalization process. In our work, we follow only the Co-building step.
The Consensus step aims at enriching models with experts’ team. The result is organized in a
Knowledge Book that can be a base of training of company actors.
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Methodology of Experience Feedback Capitalization

When interviewing the main VISOV association expert, using MASK models [Ermine, 2013, Matta et al, 2002],
several aspects to be considered in social media analysis have been identified. In fact, firstly, experts are asked to
present the type of crisis analyzed, in order to focus interviews. Then, methods followed have been emphasized
that help to understand the main goals of their work. They show us directly the main competences needed to
achieve these goals and which type of social media platform they observe. Based on that, we asked them to go
deeply and express the main criteria they use in their observations given two specific crisis situations: flew and
industrial accidents. This information has been extracted in two interviews with the main expert who organizes
all volunteers’ activities. Based on MASK method, we drew with the expert different models revealing:
● The type of crisis they deal with
● Main competences needed to analyze social media in crisis management
● Observed social media platform and for which aim
● Main criteria of information retrieval
Main Results

As stated above, crisis management authorities ask VISOV association’s responsible to launch social media
observations during crisis situations. The responsible asks volunteers to start observations and analysis related to
their competences. For instance, he asks geographical experts to geolocalize interactions and images, Weather
experts to give information about possible alerts and constraints, etc. (Figure 3). The observation results are
gathered in table and shared with authorities.

Figure 3. VISOV’ association actors’ Competences required. This typology is co-built directly with
the expert, using MASK concept model.

VISOV association volunteers observe twitter, Instagram and Facebook interactions. Twitter and Instagram allow
you to follow situations information at real time and discover its evolution. Facebook used by a large number of
people that join generally geographical place groups, helps to identify population feelings and comments. They
look in interactions about the frequency of messages, the location of crisis, distress, danger, factual information,
comments and sentiment expressions (Figure 4). They use common errors as keywords for information retrieval
ie. flow (flew), fir (fire), hom (home), etc.
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Figure 4. Exchanges main concepts to look for in social media observation. This typology are cobuilt directly with the expert, using MASK concept model.

Factual information is very important to identify location, evolution and consequences of the situation. The
number of exchanges and contributors’ identity also give some information about the credibility of messages. As
same as, the form of syntaxes: personal and no-personal sentences, direct and indirect expression, feeling and
sentiment forms can give some elements to trust on the interaction or not (rumors) (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Credibility and rumor analysis of expressions.

These models confirm the same topics found when analyzing crisis management social media papers stated above
as: the type of observed platform (Twitter, Instagram and Facebook), the interactions forms: text and images, the
expressions (sentiment, danger, information). In this experience feedback capitalization, the effective importance
and use of this information are shown.
We implement these models in the Protégétool in order to use them in a semi-automatic information retrieval tool
using Text Mining analysis. This tool helps VISOV association actors to explore a big volume of data from one
side and to simulate some routines in their work. We present in the following the links between Protégéclasses
and Text Mining systems.
TEXT MINING ANALYSIS BASED ON EXPERIENCE FEEDBACK

Text Mining is generally defined as techniques to extract information from Textual documents [Feldman et al,
2007, Hotho et al, 2005]. These techniques use natural language processing and especially linguistics analysis.
Based on that, terms can be extracted from documents and clustered. Different support tools are proposed in the
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literature to handle Text Mining “Voyant Tools3, OrangeTools4, Gates5 and R6”. In our work, we use RStudio7,
based on R, in order to extract terms from social media and especially Twitter and Instagram. Topics are extracted
from the OWL Knowledge Base using SPARQL inquiries via the inference engine Apache Fuseki. User selects
expressions on topics she/he wants to explore. RStudio parses Twitter and Instagram interactions. Results are then
shown in RStudio Interface and stored in a Database to be analyzed later (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Main bricks of IMPLIC-R: our social media extraction system.
Twitter Analysis

As we noted above, Tweets have been explored in order to extract information linked to Exchange concepts. For
instance, distress expression can be extracted. SPARQL requests firstly give several terms to look for related to
this topic. Then, Tweets, related to a specific date linked to a flood event, are analyzed using R-Studio in order to
extract distress messages (Figure 7). Adding on, sentiment analysis related to this type of event can be shown
(Figure 7). The big number of distress expressions like “Je vais mourir” I will die, expressed in tweets at a specific
time linked to a given weather alert (heavy rainfall) can give information on the consequences of this event, like
flood, or landslide, etc. As same as, sentiment analysis of tweets related to this event shows the importance of the
problem. As same as, Twitter images (Figure 8) shows that the consequences of heavy rainfall is a flood.
These types of messages are very important to alert actors about potential crisis situations they have to deal with.
The IMPLIC-R system can be launched when there is some weather alert that happens in order to obtain
information about the consequences of these events. The system can also be used continuously in order to detect
events like industrial accidents or terrorism attack. Perception concepts as noise, offensive smell, smoke, etc. are
very useful for this aim.

3

Voyan tools : https://voyant-tools.org/
Orange Toolbox : https://orange.biolab.si/
5
Gate : https://gate.ac.uk/
6
R : https://www.tidyText Mining.com/
7
RStudio : https://rstudio.com/products/rstudio/download/
4
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Figure 7. Distress tweets analysis

Figure 8. Image twitter results analysis at heavy Rainfall alert.

The detection of rumor and information credibility, the form of expression can be analyzed in order to identify
personal and no-personal feelings. For instance, expressions like: maybe, they told me, I heard, it is possible it
can be related to rumor and fake news, etc. Figure 9 shows an example of the detection of this type of expression.
As same as, information Credibility can be detected based on the links of the identity of tweets senders, number
of followers, number and expression type of publications and the age of the account.
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Figure 9. No-personal expression twitter detection
Scenario of Usage

IMPLIC-R can be used in twitter observations. For instance, every day, VISOV association actors can launch
some key words search as “fire”, “attack”, “terrorism”, etc. Firstly, they start to select the type of event:
“Terrorism” and then they can select keywords they want to observe, for instance ‘gunshot” (coup de feu, fusil)
(Error! Reference source not found.)A list of tweets is then shown (90 tweets has been found (Error! Reference
source not found.) at 6th April 2021). They can also identify main keywords used in these tweets and sentiment
words (Figure 11). These tests are a first steps on the use evaluation of IMPLIC-R. We tend to explore with
VISOV association actors different lacks of the system in order to enrich it.

Figure 10. Selection of topics and Keywords to observe twitter interactions at 6th April 2021 using
R-Implic.

Figure 11. Showing terrorism keywords and sentiment found at 6th April 2021 using R-Implic.
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INTEGRATION OF SOCIAL MEDIA ANALYSIS IN AN OPERATIONAL PLATFORM

One of the aims of IMPLIC project is to enrich simulation platforms for crisis management actors training based
on different populations behavioral studying results. CS GROUP8 one of the project Partners developed several
tools as support for rescue and crisis actors training and activity management. One of these tools, Crimson, is an
innovative software solution for the hyper vision and the conduct of operations as:
●

2D/3D shared Common Operational Picture display on workstations and mobiles terminals.

●

Data sharing considering actors needs to ensure to each command level the optimum information
granularity.

●

Crisis Management guides and decision support tool.

●

Trainers support guides and toolboxes.

●

Augmented reality devices to provide situations close to real ones.

Figure 12. CRIMSON tools

Crimson can be deployed for Management and operational levels taking into account their different activities
(Figure 12). IMPLIC-R will be a service of CRIMSON that offers from one side an interface to select and analyze
social media interactions considering specific actors needs and from another side, an enrichment of shared data in
decision making support (Figure 13).

Figure 13. Integration of IMPLIC-R in CRIMSON

Flood and industrial accident cases will be simulated using Crimson, as soon as possible in order to test the
usability of IMPLIC-R during crisis management and its contributions on decision making. IMPLIC-R can be
also used by VISOV association as a support of their social media observations even during a crisis management
8
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or continuously to alert about an abnormal situation.
CONCLUSION

Currently, the use of social media is one of the major subjects of study in the field of crisis management.
Information extracted from these media help to identify elements about population problems and incident
extension. Actors can then deal with situations using adequate means. The social media interactions analysis
become so very important in crisis management decision making. Different works use Text Mining and sentiment
analysis to explore interactions. We believe that capitalization of experience feedback on social media
observations give more guides to analyze and make sense from extracted information then unsupervised
exploration as used usually in this type of work. We prove in this work, our hypothesis by guiding Twitter Text
Mining analysis based on expert knowledge formalization. The IMPLIC-R system we develop gathers Ontology
inferences and NLP techniques. Crisis Management actors are delighted about the results obtained in the first
tests. IMPLIC_R will be so integrated in CRIMSON as a crisis management support system. This paper presents
the first results of our work, we aim at exploring more social media interactions especially from Instagram and
Facebook in order to extract information about facts and personal sentiments. Patterns Mining techniques can be
also used in order to simulate interaction intention analysis based on pragma-linguistics (Atifi, 2016). Even this
work is launched based on the needs of social media investigators but, a feedback of the use of IMPLIC-R system
by emergency stakeholders will be identified in order to enrich its integration as one of crisis management support.
Exercises are going to be organized in this aim.
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ABSTRACT

Information systems support to crisis response and management relies on presenting actionable information in a
manner that supports cognitive processes. We outline how AI Planning can be used viably to support the delegation
and sequencing of tasks, using standard operating procedures as initial specifications of plans. When expressed in
the AI planning language Answer set Programming (ASP), machine reasoning can be used in a pre-incident review
to display the cooperative structure inherent in a plan. The purpose of this is to uncover weaknesses and to optimize
the plan. Further, adaptive planning can be supported in during-incident reviews by updating the current status and
recomputing the consequences. At this point, initial goals may no longer be viable and the explicit suggestion of
prior sub-optimal goals now worth pursuing can be a game-changer under stress.
Keywords

Decision support, AI planning, delegation, sequencing, adaptivity, cognitive processes.
INTRODUCTION

One reason why effective emergency management is such a challenging problem, most responders would agree, is
because it is not strictly speaking a problem. Rather it is an open-textured large conglomerate of interdependent
cases often held together by ad hoc or very situation specific connections. A typical emergency situation involves
adaptation to sudden and unexpected events (Christian et al. 2017; Chen et al. 2008), management of precarious
time pressure and urgency, allocation and reallocation of insufficient resources and mitigation of infrastructure
disruptions (Janssen et al. 2010).
Whereas some of these tasks will be loosely interwoven and incidental to the emergency at hand, others core tasks
recur frequently and link together to form stable patterns. These task are interesting insofar as they can be isolated,
studied and sometimes uniformly implemented across information systems. There is arguably many benefits to be
expected from carving emergency management at such “natural” joints, as opposed to at its institutional joints only.
It is a known problem that information systems for emergency management usually reflect departmental borders a
bit too closely. This results in fragmented and unrelated computerized applications that, although they overlap in
function and content, cause major interoperability problems (Magnusson et al. 2018; Janssen et al. 2010).
In the present work-in-progress paper we isolate and make a first foray into the study of one such recurring task that
we shall call the delegation-and-sequencing problem. In brief outline this is the problem of allocating manpower to
collaborative tasks under constraints on the proper ordering of these tasks. That is, we are presented with a set of
tasks, a set of teams or companies of responders, and a set of constraints on the temporal ordering of these tasks.
The problem is to allocate manpower in a way that respects the temporal constraints including implicit ones that
may arise from the interplay between the collaborative structure of the tasks and the actual size of the teams to
which these tasks can be delegated at a given moment.
We adopt a simple, yet real, running example of an operation procedure taken from a small fire department studied
in (Simpson 2008). We identify its key sources of complexity and describe a simple approach for computing a
∗ corresponding
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deployment of it, understood as a detailed task assignment over a given set of teams that conforms to the constraints
expressed in the procedure. The implementation is a purely declarative Answer Set Program (Gelfond 2008) which
is at this point best regarded as a proof of concept. The take-away message is not the implementation as such.
Rather it is the methodology,a s it offers a way of regimenting a standard operating procedure in a computable
knowledge representation language in a manner that facilitates automated adaptive planning.
In (Chen et al. 2008), the activities involved in emergency response management are broken up into three
commonly perceived phases: the pre-incident phase,
the during-incident phase and the recovery phase. Each
in turn iterates five activities associated with task flow,
resource allocation, information dissemination, decision making and response respectively, cf. Fig. 1.
The kind of application proposed in this paper fits particularly well into the task flow related activities in
the pre-incident phase. Here, the coordination issues,
Figure 1. The coordination life-cycle (Chen et al. 2008)
according to the said framework, concern operating
procedure deployment, and the coordination goals are
to give an exact mapping from objectives to tasks and sub-tasks distributed over actors. We argue further that our
basic encoding can easily be extended, using a programming paradigm called multishot answer set solving, to
cater for the evolution and adaptation of the task flow also in the during-incident phase. Here the coordination
issues concern rescheduling of tasks in response to contingencies that make the initial deployment of an operating
procedure unrealizable for some reason or other.
The need for decision support for collaborative coordination in emergency management is emphasized in several
recent studies. To mention but a few, (Fogli et al. 2017) suggest an approach to system design based on design
patterns, the more conceptually oriented work (Treurniet and Wolbers 2021) studies the relationship between
information sharing and distributed decision making, (N. Power 2018) analyses team decision making from the
point of view of sociotechnical networks and procedural guidelines and (O’Brien et al. 2020) studies collaborative
systems in terms of distributed situation awareness. A full survey is out of scope for the present paper, for obvious
reasons.
In comparison our ASP encoding of the delegation-and-sequencing problem is focused exclusively on the interaction
between temporal constraints and the required sizes of collaborating teams. This is a deliberate choice intended to
make the combinatorial essence of the problem stand out in clear relief. However, many other types of constraint
can easily be fit into this basic pattern to make for a more realistic support system. We discuss some possibilities
towards the end of the paper.
AN EXAMPLE

The East Aurora Fire Department, or EAFD, is an unpaid department within the village government of East Aurora.
The Village owns and maintains six fire trucks, and is staffed by an all-volunteer organization of residents (Simpson
2008). Table 1 gives the EAFD operating procedure for responding to confirmed residential structure fire. The
EAFD is small for an emergency department, of course, and the procedure minute compared to how complex
emergency operations can get. However, it displays the delegation-and-sequencing problem clearly, the present
claim being that this particular problem is an invariant of emergency operations as such.
Table 1 exemplifies several typical constraints on the delegation of responsibilities: there are temporal constraints
on the execution of actions, there are requirements on the number of agents needed to expedite tasks, and there are
stipulated capacities or roles that agents must fill.
The last two rows give alternative courses of action to be pursued in the event of a flashover. A flashover is an
abrupt combustion that occurs when a free-burning fire within an enclosure heats all materials in its immediate
surroundings to their respective ignition temperatures. Firefighters cut vent holes in the roof (vertical ventilation)
and/or removes windows (horizontal ventilation) to ventilate the smoke and superheated gases that result. he
following points are to be be noted:
Actors and companies. The operation procedure requires coordination between different companies: the first
attack engine company, the second attack engine team and the ladder tower team. It is mostly, though not always
explicit which company is responsible for which task (a counterexample being ventilation), and sometimes, but
not always, explicit how many (e.g. in the case of h) or who (the attack engine driver in the case of f) among the
members of a company that are supposed to expedite it.
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Table 1. Task description for response to confirmed residential structure fire

Task description

Abbreviation

Immediate predecessor(s)

Department turn-out
Travel of attack engine to 911 address
Travel of second engine to 911 address
Travel of ladder tower to 911 address
Attack engine crew advance 1.75” hose to seat of fire
Attack engine driver prepare to pump water
Attack fire with tank water aboard attack engine
Second engine crew member prepare nearest hydrant for
hook-up
Second engine drop 5” hose between attack engine and
nearest hydrant
Second engine hook to hydrant and to attack engine and
prepare to pump water
Attack fire with hydrant water
Set up ladder tower
In the event of a flashover
- horizontal ventilation, or
- vertical ventilation

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h

a
a
b
b
b
e and f
c

i

c

j

h and i

k
l

g and j
d

m
n

e and f
e, f and l

Task structure. Tasks are of three different kinds: primitive actions, such as hooking a hose to a hydrant
or removing a window, can be executed directly by a single agent. Cooperative actions require joint effort, obvious examples being department turn-out and transportation of the companies. Less obviously, and
not explicitly stated in the table, this category also includes tasks such as e, since hoseline advancement
typically takes several firefighters on the attack line, see e.g. (Kerber et al. 2019). Finally, abstract tasks
are goals that can be decomposed into a disjunction of subgoals, each of which provides a method1 for
executing that abstract task. The aforementioned task of providing ventilation is a case in point. Ventilation is also an example of a conditional task that should only be performed in the event of a flashover.
h
c

Execution order. Ordering constraints are given in the third
column of the table. Most constraints reflect physical or logical
necessity. For instance, the first attack engine crew could not
advance a hose to the seat of fire (e) if the first attack engine
were not at the scene (b). Other constraints express procedural
proprieties that reflect best practices for fire fighters. For instance,
that ventilation (m and n) be preceded by hoseline preparedness
(e and f). These explicit ordering constraints form the partial order
given in Figure 2.

j
i
m

k

e
a

b

g
f
n
d

l

Figure 2. The partial ordering of tasks

Implicit ordering constraints. In general, there will also be
implicit ordering constraints that are deducible from the task list
and the staffing of companies. Suppose for the sake of argument that the tasks h and i both require two members
from the second engine company and that the second engine company consists of three people. By the pigeonhole
principle, it follows that h and i cannot be performed simultaneously. Implicit constraints are computationally
significant, and we shall come back to them later.
FROM GUIDELINES TO DEPLOYMENT: SOURCES OF COMPLEXITY

Whereas the EAFD operating procedure gives guidelines for coordination and cooperation, it does not, by necessity,
say exactly who is to do what when and under what conditions, since that depends on the size of companies and the
evolution of the actual emergency. There is, in other words, a necessary gap between the rules of thumb expressed
1adhering to established terminology from the computational study of hierarchical task networks
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by a standard operating procedure, on the one hand, and the specific assignment of actions to companies and their
members that a successful fire fighting operation relies on, on the other.
Let ae, se and lt stand for the attack engine company, the second engine company and the ladder tower company
respectively. Suppose, for the sake of argument that each company has three members, each with a designated
driver. One plausible distribution of responsibilities is hypothesized in Table 2. Here, tasks a-d are analyzed,
quite naturally, as group actions that involve the whole respective company. Task f on the other hand is delegated
specifically to the driver of the attack engine. Task g refers to the application of water from the exterior by the
first-arriving engine company before making an interior attack. It typically requires more than one firefighter;
one person to control the nozzle, and one of or more of his team members to advance the hose. Similar
considerations apply to task e. The corresponding entries in Table 2 both claim two firefighters, therefore.
Table 2. A distribution scheme for companies

From a combinatorial point of view, selecting firefighters from
ae, se, lt each of size 3
companies is an instance of the general problem of selecting a
subset of size 𝑘 from a set of size 𝑛—it is a combination:
Task ID Company
𝐶 (𝑛, 𝑘) =

𝑛!
𝑘!(𝑛 − 𝑘)!

On the assumption that there are three firefighters in each company,
there are 𝐶 (3, 2) = 3 ways of delegating each of tasks g and e to
two of them.

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j
k
l
m
n

se
ae
se
lt
ae
ae
ae
se
se
se
se
any
lt
lt

Number
all
all
all
all
2
driver
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
1

For fixed, 𝑘 the growth of 𝐶 (𝑛, 𝑘) is O (𝑛𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝑘,𝑛−𝑘 } ), so the number
of possible delegations grows polynomially as the size of the
company increases. This effect makes itself felt if one is not
as specific as one can be when responsibilities are distributed.
Consider the entry for task l in Table 2. It is left open which
particular company the two firefighters are to be taken from. As
there are 3×3 firefighters in total, there are 𝐶 (9, 2) = 36 ways of
delegating it to two agents. Assuming that horizontal and vertical
ventilation are not both necessary, the operation procedure has two
branches. For each branch there is a total of 36 × 36 ways to delegate responsibilities to agents, putting the total
number of ways of deploying Table 1 in accordance with the distribution scheme of Table 2 up to 157464.
In this particular example, experienced fire fighters would simply ignore the combinatorial complexity and come up
with a viable assignment based on what is most available at any particular moment. From a computational point of
view, however, it points to a source of complexity that is inherent in the delegation-and-sequencing problem and
that needs to be tackled algorithmically if the application is to scale to larger, more feature-rich examples. Indeed, it
is the task of the information system to handle this complexity, and by doing so, to abstract complexity away for the
benefit of the decision maker. The human ability to ignore complexity and make good enough decisions in line with
fast and frugal processes (Gigerenzer and Todd 1999) and naturalistic decision making (Lipshitz et al. 2001; Klein
et al. 1989) is what we are looking to support. Such decision making usually succeeds in calm conditions. However,
the adverse effects of situational stress on cognition and skilled performance has been studied both functionally
(Dismukes et al. 2015) and medically (Robinson et al. 2013). Even seemingly trivial tasks regulated by checklists (a
particularly rigid form of standard operating procedure used, for example, by aircraft personnel) are prone to failure
and faulty sequencing and delegation during acute stress. An information system that can display viable options in
real time as a crisis situation evolves is therefore worth exploring.
Sequencing

Sequencing is the problem of assigning an execution order to actions in accordance the ordering constraints
stipulated in the operation procedure. It involves defining a mapping from a sequence of discrete timesteps to the
set of delegated cooperative actions in a way that is compatible with the partial order in Fig. 2.
The EAFD operation procedure does not express an opinion on the temporal ordering of every pair of actions. This
is as it should be. There is little reason to, say, instruct the attack engine company to wait until the the second engine
company has prepared the hydrant for hookup (h) before advancing the 1.75” hose to the seat of the fire (e), since
the 1.75” hose draws water from the attack engine and not the hydrant.
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This suggests that incomparable actions should be considered prima facie simultaneously executable, which in turn
entails that the task sequence can be compressed into a linear sequence of possibly concurrent actions.
It is a standard result of lattice theory that there is exactly one such compression or layering provided that every
maximal chain in the given partial order has the same length. This unique layering is represented by a function 𝜌
from the natural numbers to elements of the poset satisfying
1. 𝑥 ≤ 𝑦 implies 𝜌(𝑥) ≤ 𝜌(𝑦), and
2. if 𝑥 ≤ 𝑦 and 𝑥 ≤ 𝑧 ≤ 𝑦 implies 𝑥 = 𝑧 or 𝑦 = 𝑧 then 𝜌(𝑦) = 𝜌(𝑥) + 1
The EAFD operation procedure is not layered in this sense, since the maximal chain of temporal constraints from
task a to task m is strictly shorter than the maximal chain from task a to n. It follows that there is more than one
way to compress Table 1 wrt. time. In fact there are two, cf. Figure 3.
h
c

h
c

j
i

g

k

e
a

j
i

g
b

a

m

b

f

m
f

n
d

k

e

n
d

l

l

Figure 3. Two possible sequencings of the EAFD procedure

As an illustration of the interplay between the cooperative structure of tasks and temporal constraints, we pause to
note the effect of implicit time constraints on the admissibility of layerings. Suppose for the sake of argument that
the operation procedure in Table 1 is changed in accordance with the maxim ’be as specific as you can’ such that task
l (setting up the ladder tower) is allocated specifically to the ladder tower company instead of to any available agent.
Then since there are only three firefighters in lt, one cannot select two of them to remove windows simultaneously
with l. It follows that l and m form a mutex group, i.e. a set of tasks all of which cannot both be performed at the
same time. Applied to Fig. 3, this rules out the right-hand side as inadmissible.
In general mutex groups can have more than two elements. There may be multiple ways to resolve them, the
resolution of one may create another, and the length of the execution sequence may have to be extended. Keeping
tabs on these ripples, by reallocating and re-sequencing, is a core functionality of the application we are proposing.
A FLY-BY OF ANSWER SET PROGRAMMING.

The present section gives a brief overview of Answer Set Programming, a relatively young offshoot of the logic
programming family of languages (Lifschitz 2008). We keep the presentation on an informal level and try to steer a
course between the Scylla of technical nomenclature and the Charybdis of imprecision.
Language basics. We consider an ASP program a collection of rules of one of two forms:
1. Normal rules:
𝐿 :- 𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦.

(1)

𝑚{𝐿 : 𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦 0 }𝑛 :- 𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦 1 .

(2)

2. Choice rules :

The symbol :- denotes implication from right to left. 𝐿 is a positive literal in the sense of classical logic, that is,
an atomic formula formed from variables, constants, functions and predicates with the usual inductive definition
of termhood for the arguments of functions and predicates. A literal can be prefixed by the negation as failure
operator ’𝑛𝑜𝑡’, in which case it is called a naf -literal.
In the schematic rules 1 and 2, 𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦 𝑛 is a placeholder for a set of positive and negative (naf -)literals. Together they
state the conditions of application for the given rule instance. This condition is satisfied if all of the positive literals
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are provably true and none of the negative ones are. A rule of form 1 may have an empty body, in which case it is a
fact, or an empty head, in which case it is an integrity constraint (to be explained). A rule of form 2 is a choice rule
with lower and upper bounds 𝑚 and 𝑛 respectively. The bounds apply to the set expression {𝐿 : 𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦 0 }, which
denotes the set of all literals 𝐿 satisfying 𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦 0 . Thus, a choice rule asks the inference engine to select at least 𝑚
and at least 𝑛 literals qualified by 𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦 0 for every rule instance that satisfies 𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦 1 The utility of choice rules for
expressing combinations, in the sense of the preceding section, will be amply illustrated.
ASP has certain other programming constructs that we shall have occasion to use, notably aggregates and
optimizations statements. These are expressive modeling constructs used for respectively counting (among other
things) and model selection (choosing the best model according to stipulated criteria). They will be explained as we
go.
Answer set solvers. The basic idea of ASP is to describe a problem by means of a nonmonotonic logic program.
Solutions correspond to the models of that program, the so-called answer sets aka. stable models. The rules and
constraints of the program demarcate the space of all possible solutions. ASP programs are purely declarative, the
express the problem but not the logic of an algorithm for computing answers.
That task is deferred to a dedicated inference engine called an answer set solver. An ASP solver attacks the
evaluation of a program in a two-stage process: it starts with grounding the ASP program, instantiating its variables
by constants and, more generally, by variable-free terms. The resulting program has the same answer sets as the
original one but is propositional. Next, the answer sets of the grounded program are computed using a suitably
repurposed satisfiability checking algorithm modified to exclude the classical models that are not stable in the
requisite sense. Thus, given an ASP program, an answer set solver grounds the program and generates models
in the form of sets of facts that satisfy all rules of the program and that violate none of its integrity constraints
(Gelfond 2008).
Modeling methodology. The different language constructs of ASP are usually played off against each other in
a matrix called the generate-and-test methodology. This methodology is inspired by, and closely resembles, the
definition of the class of NP problems to which many classical AI problems belong: a solution or model is chosen
at random and it is checked whether or not it satisfies all the required properties. Analogously, an ASP program
is often organized into a generate part consisting of choice rules and normal rules, and a test part consisting of
integrity constraints. Integrity constraints are normal rules with empty heads, for example
:- 𝑝(𝑋), ¬𝑞(𝑋).

(3)

They have the function of excluding models, namely the models that satisfy the conjunction of all of the literals in
the body. Rule (3) excludes models in which 𝑝(𝑋) is true and 𝑞(𝑋) false for some value of 𝑋.
The generate-and-test methodology is a helpful template to keep in mind in the following.
AN ASP REPRESENTATION

In the rest of this paper we sketch a general strategy for representing and reasoning about operation procedures
conceived as delegation-and-sequencing problems; how they are to be deployed and how they are to be revised and
adapted as an emergency evolves. Centering the discussion on our running example, we explain in a few easy steps
how to leverage the generate-and-test methodology to obtain a computable representation that is split conceptually
into a delegation stage and a sequencing stage. We shall refer to this encoding as the basic representation.
Preliminaries about the actor taxonomy. An essential component of the delegation-and-sequencing problem is
selecting agents for collaborative tasks from a set of companies. Note though, that a coordinating entity, typically
a remote emergency operations center, may not always need maximum specificity. Rather, if a task requires no
specialist skills or competencies, it might be advisable to leave the allocation of responsibilities up to onsite
personnel, as exemplified in Table 2 by l.
In combinatoric terms this is equivalent to selecting agents from the superclass that is the union of all companies.
In general, there is of course the entire range of options represented by the boolean algebra of sets of agents to
choose from, and complex selection criteria can be expressed by unions, intersections and complements of agent
groups. To support such set-based reasoning, the representation of companies forms an inheritance hierarchy.
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Reasoning about inheritance hierarchies is one of the oldest topics in symbolic AI, and would be covered by any
introductory textbook; e.g. (Gelfond and Kahl 2014, chap. 4). Our representation adds nothing new, so we will
forego the particulars. One detail worth mentioning, though, is that we standardize the nomenclature for ascribing
unary properties to agents, asserting for instance that John is a fire engine driver:
property(john, driver).

(4)

Unary properties provide a simple but general mechanism for associating capacities, roles and competencies with
agents or sets of agents. Applied to our running example, the expression (4) together with a membership expression
𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 (john, 𝑎𝑒).

(5)

allows us e.g. to refer to John as the driver of the attack engine. More generally, we conjecture that the combination
of membership assertion and property ascription will allow us to represent the concept of a role, which is a
fundamental one for the description of any multiagent system. A role defines the capacities in which an agent
may act, and/or the institutional powers and privileges he or she is invested with. By associating conditions with
roles, it is possible to describe the flow and transference of authority and responsibility between institutions during
collaborative operations. This is a planned extension of the current work which must be left at that for now.
The delegation stage. As previously mentioned, the EAFD procedure can be analyzed in terms of three different
sorts of task; primitive, cooperative and abstract. Corresponding to each kind of task, our representation contains a
deployment description, e. g.:

primitive( 𝑓 ).
responsible( 𝑓 , 𝐴𝑔) :-

collaborative(𝑒).
delegate(𝑒, 2, 𝑎𝑒) :-

deploy( 𝑓 ),
property( 𝐴𝑔, 𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟),
member( 𝐴𝑔, 𝑎𝑒).

(6)

(7)
deploy(𝑒).

𝑎𝑏𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡 (𝑣).
1{deploy(𝑚); deploy(𝑛)}1 :-

(8)
deploy(𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡), holds(flashover).

On this encoding, only the deployment of primitive actions issue direct responsibilities. In contrast, descriptions of
collaborative tasks issue constraints on the distribution of primitive actions, whereas the deployment of abstract
tasks chooses one among a specified set of alternative methods to substitute for that abstract task.
Complying distributions of responsibilities are computed by adding a choice rule exemplifying the generation phase
of the generate-and-test methodology:
𝑁 {responsible( 𝐴𝑐, 𝐴𝑔) : member( 𝐴𝑔, Group)}𝑁 :-

delegate( 𝐴𝑐, 𝑁, Group).

(9)

The rule (9) converts a delegation statement into a set of individual responsibilities as per the associated delegation
rule (the affinity between (9) and combinations 𝐶 (𝑥, 𝑦) should be apparent). Since delegation statements are
detached only from delegation rules, (9) applies only after a task has been chosen for deployment. Presupposing a
rule objective( 𝐴𝑐) :- primitive( 𝐴𝑐), and similar ones for abstract and collaborative tasks, a concrete deployment is
selected by a second choice rule with no condition of application, i.e. no body:
{deploy( 𝐴𝑐) : objective( 𝐴𝑐)}.

(10)

There is more than one way to satisfy (10) since there are as many models of it as there are ways to choose tasks.
Not all these deployments are intuitively valid. For instance models in which collaborative and/or primitive tasks
are omitted are inadmissible, as are models that deploy more of the methods of an abstract task than stipulated by
the associated delegation rule. Such models are removed by integrity constraints in what amounts to the test phase
of the generate-and-test methodology.
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The sequencing stage. The sequencing stage is similar in structure to the delegation stage in the sense that it
employs the generate-and-test methodology. This time, however, we are choosing time points for executing the
delegated responsibilities:
1{executes( 𝐴𝑐, 𝐴𝑔, 𝑇) : time(𝑇)}1 :- responsible( 𝐴𝑐, 𝐴𝑔).

(11)

Rule (11) chooses exactly one time point for the execution of each responsibility that has been output from the
delegation stage.
Time points must be explicitly represented in ASP. There is no such thing as a for-loop, and a point in time is just
one discrete entity among others. The delegation-and-sequencing program should be generic, i.e. applicable to
different operating procedures. Since we cannot in general assume that tasks are executable concurrently, we need
as many time points as there are individual responsibilities.
This can be implemented with a programming construct called an aggregate expression. Aggregates are expressive
modeling constructs that allow for forming numeric values from sets of items (Gebser et al. 2011). Together with
the equality predicate they can be used to declare ranges of values. The rule
time(1..𝑌 ) :- 𝑌 = #𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡{𝐴𝑐, 𝐴𝑔 : responsible( 𝐴𝑐, 𝐴𝑔)}.

(12)

states that the interval between 1 and the cardinality of the set of individual responsibilities are time steps, thus
securing a large enough interval to work with.
Of course, there is nothing so far that forces time points to self-organize into a gapless linear execution sequence
starting at 1. This needs to be ensured by integrity constraints in the test phase of the program. Here is a sample of
constraints in an inefficient but reader-friendly representation:
𝑇1 = 𝑇2 :-

preceded( 𝐴𝑐 1 ) :-

executes( 𝐴𝑐, 𝐴𝑔, 𝑇1 ), executes( 𝐴𝑐, 𝐴𝑔, 𝑇2 ).

executes( 𝐴𝑐 1 , 𝐴𝑔1 , 𝑇), executes( 𝐴𝑐 2 , 𝐴𝑔2 , 𝑇-1), time(𝑇).

:- executes( 𝐴𝑐, 𝐴𝑔, 𝑇), 𝑇 > 1, 𝑛𝑜𝑡 preceded( 𝐴𝑐).
start :-

executes( 𝐴𝑐, 𝐴𝑔, 1).
:- 𝑛𝑜𝑡 start

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

Rule (13) is equivalent to the constraint that a task only be executed once, the rule (14) defines a predecessor relation
for time points that is is used in the constraint (15) to shape the set of time points into a cohesive sequence. Finally
the pair (16), guarantees that this cohesive sequence starts at 1.
It remains to ensure that the generated execution sequence respects the ordering constraints stipulated by in the
third column of Table 1. Presupposing an encoding of that column by expressions of form before(𝑑, 𝑏), one last
constraint will do:
:- executes( 𝐴𝑐 1 , 𝐴𝑔1 , 𝑇1 ), executes( 𝐴𝑐 2 , 𝐴𝑔2𝑇2 ), 𝑛𝑜𝑡 (𝑇1 < 𝑇2 ), before( 𝐴𝑐 2 , 𝐴𝑐 1 ).

(17)

Before rounding off this section, we should quickly revisit the question of time compression or layering. It is natural
to assume that these are the deployments one would normally be interested in when assessing the merits of a plan.
The ASP language offers optimization statements for such purposes. They are modeling constructs that extend the
basic question of whether a set of atoms is an answer set to whether it is an optimal answer set. Thus, the statement
#minimize{𝑇 : executes( 𝐴𝑐, 𝐴𝑔, 𝑇)}

(18)

instructs the answer set solver to generate an execution sequence within a minimal time interval bounded by an
integer 𝑇. This has two interesting consequences. First, and as expected, it compresses the execution sequence or
conversely maximizes parallelism, generating the layerings in Fig. 3. Secondly, it makes the answer set solver
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perform a branch-and-bound search for an optimal model, aborting the search once the first such model has been
found. This built-in branch-and-bound algorithm provides a satisfactory algorithmic solution to the inherent
complexity of delegation mentioned above. Adding (18) to the running example, makes the answer set solver choose
one of the 157464 ways to distribute responsibilities. Since we have no basis for preferring any of these over another,
nothing is lost. Moreover, even though combinations grow in the order O (𝑛𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝑘,𝑛−𝑘 } ) in the size 𝑛 of teams, the
application is likely to scale well in this respect, since larger teams do not make the computation of an optimally
time-efficient execution sequence significantly harder.
ADAPTING TO CONTINGENCIES

It is somewhat of a sui generis paradox of emergency response management that zealous planning often leads to
response inflexibility (Chen et al. 2008). Mendonça (2007) argues that information systems for managing standard
operating procedures are not likely to be perceived as useful unless they can support decision makers in modifying
these procedures to make them feasible and relevant to the goals of the response. Janssen et al. (2010) calls for
flexible coordination mechanisms that can be easily customized for the specific situation and provide better support
for improvised responses. There seems to be consensus that this is a core problem that is nearly always a problem
and something belonging to the essence of emergency response (Maynard et al. 2015).
An example in point is the London Grenfell Tower incident (Moore-Bick et al. 2019). Besides catastrophic structural
failure of the building itself, the London Fire Brigade experienced problems in sequencing and delegating crucial
tasks. Of particular consequence was the sequencing in time, with other tasks, of deciding the change of status from
“stay put” to “get out” and the delegation of who was responsible to take that decision and who was responsible to
relay that status change from the initial observation from boots on the ground via incident command to the control
room operators who were handling communications with residents in the building.
Plan Revision with Multishot ASP

From an abstract point of view, continually adapting a plan to an evolving scenario is a matter of revising an initial
plan upon learning of a deviation. For instance, if a particular agent is incapacitated or an emergency vehicle is
stuck in traffic, it is going to have ramifications for the allocation of responsibilities. Adapting plans and goals as
events unfold is the modern way of handling the uncertainty inherent in forecasting the future. Agile management
and self-organizing teams are modes of operation that are designed for gathering information continuously, learning
quickly and taking timely decisions (making plans) when there is information of sufficient quantity and quality
to do so (Hannay et al. 2015). That timeliness relies on the delegation of responsibility to where information is
at hand. One important proviso that seems natural, very much studied in the field of theory revision, is that the
evolution of the plan over time should heed the maxim of minimal change. That is, the plan before and after the
revision should be as similar as possible.
In the present section we sketch, with rather broad strokes, how adaptive planning can be implemented with this
proviso. What we propose is to animate, so to speak, the basic representation of delegation and sequencing outlined
in preceding sections in a procedural extension to the basic ASP idiom known as multishot solving.
The concept of multishot solving can be described as iterative, stateful grounding and solving. The idea is to model
evolving processes by repeatedly grounding and solving a program in steps, accumulating internal state in the form
of known facts as one goes (Kaminski et al. 2020). Multishot solving refers specifically to the functionality of
Clingo, its support for incremental ASP constructs, and its built-in Python API for manipulating logic programs.
Multishot solving has three key features listed below.

Subprograms. A multishot ASP program is split into subprograms by means of a #program-directive. A
subprogram has a name and an optional list of parameters and extends down to the next such directive or to the end
of the file. The program name base is a reserved name for a special subprogram with an empty parameter list. In
addition to the rules in its immediate scope, it collects all rules not preceded by a #program-directive.

Externally defined atoms. An external atom is an ASP atom whose truth value is not deduced from the rules of
the ASP program itself, but set in a control script outside of the solver (hence the name external). Such atoms are
declared in ASP by #external-directives appended to a subprogram declaration.
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#program base.

2
3
4
5

/*
... task declarations and actor taxonomy
*/

6
7
8
9

#program step(n).
#external remove(Ac, Ag, n).
#external add(Ac, Ag, n).

10
11
12

:- responsible(Ac, Ag, n), remove(Ac, Ag, n).
responsible(Ac, Ag, n):- add(Ac, Ag, n).

13
14

....

15
16
17

N{responsible(Ac, Ag, n): member(Ag, Group)}N :{deploy(Ac, n): objective(Ac)}.

delegate(Ac, N, Group, n).

18
19
20

#minimize{Ac, Ag: responsible(Ac, Ag, n-1), not responsible(Ac, Ag, n)}.
#minimize{Ac, Ag: responsible(Ac, Ag, n), not responsible(Ac, Ag, n-1)}.

21
22
23
24

#script (python)
from clingo import Function
import clingo

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

def main(prg):
i = 0
revision = ""
prg.ground([("base", [])])
while True:
revision = input(">> ")
prg.ground([("step", [i])])
term = clingo.parse_term(revision)
predicate = term.name
action, agent = term.arguments[0], term.arguments[1]
prg.assign_external(Function(predicate, [action, agent, i]), True)
i+=1
prg.solve()
#end.

Listing 1. Elementary structure of adaptive program

Embedded Python control. A Python control script can be enclosed in a #script-environment in the ASP code
itself. This script has access to the grounder and solver through the Clingo Python API, enabling procedural control
over the grounding and solving of subprograms, as well as over the assignment of truth values to external atoms.
The idea is to utilize this apparatus to implement adaptive deployment in four steps: first we make responsibilities
time-relative in a subprogram step(n) that takes an integer input, intuitively a time point. Second, we define a
Python control loop that sets the truth value of external atoms add and remove for each increment of 𝑛. These
external atoms take tasks, agents, and time points as arguments and interpolates new responsibilities or negations of
responsibilities into the solving process. The ASP solver will consequently output a new allocation of responsibilities
and a sequencing of tasks taking these new facts (possibly none) into consideration. Finally, as a way of adhering
to the maxim of minimal change, we add optimization statements to make the solver prefer models in which the
allocated responsibilities differ as little as they can from the deployment computed in the previous iteration.
A skeletal and partial implementation of these ideas is given in Listing 1. The program has two subprograms base
and step. The former contains all static information that remains unchanged over time, such as the actor taxonomy
and the static part of task declarations (lines 1-6). The delegation rules go into the step program where they are
made relative to the current value of the parameter 𝑛. This is exemplified by the temporal recasting of the generating
rules (9) and (10) in lines 16 and 17 (the particular delegation rules for the different objectives are hidden behind
the ellipsis in line 14 but conform to the same ternary format). The distribution of responsibilities to agents is
constrained in each increment by external input add and remove declared in lines 8-9. The incremental process is
controlled by the main routine in lines 26-38, which takes a Clingo control object prg as argument. In main the base
program is first grounded in line 29, before the flow of control steps into the infinite loop in lines 30-38. In each
iteration, the program waits for an input from the user, here exemplified by command line input on line 31. Once
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received, the input is parsed and the corresponding external atom is set to true for the current iteration of the control
loop. If the atom in question is add then the rule in line 12 ensures that there is a corresponding responsibility. If,
on the other hand, the atom is remove, then the integrity constraint in line 11 eliminates models containing the
corresponding responsibility. Finally, the models of each increment are prioritized by the optimization statements in
lines 19 and 20, instructing the solver to select a model that differs minimally from the optimal model computed in
the previous iteration.2
SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

The machine reasoning support for delegation and sequencing that we have outlined in this discussion is the nucleus
of a decision support system that is model-driven in terms of (D. J. Power 2002) by virtue of ASP specifications and
the answer set models generated. Further, it is passive in terms of (Hättenschwiler 1999), since the system would
not make decisions, but rather augment (in fact, by simplifying) the information cues that decision makers will use
both before and during acute stress.
The conceptual power and expressive economy of AI planning languages such as ASP entails that our small
“delegation and sequencing machine reasoning module” can easily be expanded with further planning features;
including the logical representation of resource requirements, institutional representation, role transfer, geographical
proximity, to name but a few.
In any case, the off-the-shelf answer set solver (Clingo in our discussion) performs all the computations and renders
any systems development unnecessary; apart from embedding this reasoning power into existing command &
control tools and operations support tools. The extreme computational economy of the AI planning paradigm
means that one can easily run this functionality on handheld devices in the field.
By integrating an ASP-based scoring system into the scenario modelling language, the ASP-planner can also be
used for simulation and training purposes. Low -hanging fruits would be to evaluate the relative merit of alternative
courses of actions or to compute the optimal reallocation of responsibilities given a preference ordering over temas
and agents. At the time of writing this is work in progress.
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ABSTRACT

Traffic emergencies and resulting delays cause a significant impact on the economy and society. Traffic flow
estimation is one of the early steps in urban planning and managing traffic infrastructure. Traditionally, traffic flow
rates were commonly measured using underground inductive loops, pneumatic road tubes, and temporary manual
counts. However, these approaches can not be used in large areas due to high costs, road surface degradation and
implementation difficulties. Recent advancement of computer vision techniques in combination with freely available
closed-circuit television (CCTV) datasets has provided opportunities for vehicle detection and classification. This
study addresses the problem of estimating traffic flow using low-quality video data from a surveillance camera.
Therefore, we have trained the novel YOLOv4 algorithm for five object classes (car, truck, van, bike, and bus). Also,
we introduce an algorithm to count the vehicles using the SORT tracker based on movement direction such as
“northbound” and “southbound” to obtain the traffic flow rates. The experimental results, for a CCTV footage in
Christchurch, New Zealand shows the effectiveness of the proposed approach. In future research, we expect to train
on large and more diverse datasets that cover various weather and lighting conditions.
Keywords

Computer vision, traffic flow, YOLOv4, CCTV big data.
INTRODUCTION

Today, with the high rate of urbanization, the number of vehicles in an urban road network has increased significantly.
According to statistics released by the Ministry of Transport, there were 11,449 accidents in New Zealand, including
2,449 that caused serious and fatal injuries in 20191. The resulting congestion and related issues after crash
incidents cause substantial economic loss and disrupt the community’s everyday life. Furthermore, other natural
∗ corresponding

author
1https://www.transport.govt.nz/statistics-and-insights/safety-annual-statistics/
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and man-made disasters such as flooding, landslides and terrorist attacks causing traffic emergencies are inevitable.
During such emergencies, the road network becomes congested, making evacuation impossible and rescue personnel
and supplies unable to be transported (Alam et al. 2018; Mostafizi et al. 2019). Therefore, traffic emergencies must
be addressed in an intelligent transport system to ensure secure, responsive and efficient transportation for everyone
(Peppa et al. 2018; Fedorov et al. 2019).
Understanding road traffic behaviour is a key component of an emergency traffic response plan. Traffic flow
estimation is the first step for identifying the road traffic patterns, contributing to traffic modelling, urban planning
and design processes for all aspects of a road network (Fedorov et al. 2019). Traffic data acquisition is typically
performed using underground inductive-loops, pneumatic road tubes, and manual counts. However, these methods
are labour intensive, expensive, difficult to install and can be inaccurate. Also, they could damage the road surface
and reduce the quality and life of the road and thus can not be used in large areas (Algiriyage et al. 2020).
Closed-circuit television (CCTV) systems are now increasingly popular and are installed in many public places to
enable real-time surveillance. As these systems are continuously operated, they generate a vast amount of data
that contribute to big data. Recent developments in computer vision research have heightened the need for using
CCTV images to tackle practical problems such as traffic congestion detection (Kurniawan et al. 2018), automatic
licence plate recognition (Indira et al. 2019; Laroca et al. 2018), emergency vehicle detection (Roy and Rahman
2019) and accident detection (Ijjina et al. 2019; Veni et al. 2020). However, traffic flow estimation using computer
vision algorithms for surveillance camera datasets is still in very early development. Difficulties in moving, storing,
processing and developing efficient algorithms to analyse CCTV data have been identified as significant challenges
(Fedorov et al. 2019).
This study aims to answer the research question: 1) Can traffic flow be estimated from low-quality CCTV video
footage in real-time?. As a case study, we focus on a multi-lane road in Christchurch Central Business District
(CBD). We obtain the traffic flow based on vehicle movement direction such as “northbound” and “southbound”.
Furthermore, vehicle counts are obtained for five vehicle classes, such as car, bus, van and truck and bike. We train
You Only Look Once (YOLOv4) algorithm (Bochkovskiy et al. 2020) for vehicle detection and classification and
Simple Online and Real-time Tracking (SORT) (Bewley et al. 2016) algorithm for vehicle tracking. Last year, we
introduced our algorithm as a conference poster2. However, it was an early in-progress work that we used YOLOv3,
trained on Common Objects in Context (COCO) dataset for four vehicle classes. The algorithm discussed in this
paper is improved by custom training YOLOv4. Authorities can use our algorithm for traffic flow monitoring,
traffic anomaly identification, and the development of emergency rescue plans. Also, responders are able to make
management decisions such as detour allocation and changing traffic light timing length during emergencies by
using real-time traffic flow.
The contributions of the paper are as follows:
• We have trained YOLOv4 with our own vehicle image dataset and publicly made available the dataset for
future researchers 3.
• We have introduced an algorithm to count directional traffic flow using YOLOv4 and SORT tracker.
• We show that the custom trained YOLOv4 performs well having a F1-score of more than 0.95 for car class
during day, evening and night times using a low-frame-rate footage.
The rest of our paper is outlined as follows. The section Related Work reviews the existing work. Then in the
Methodology section, we illustrate the architecture and algorithms implemented. The Results section describes our
research findings. Finally, we present concluding remarks and future research steps in section the Discussion.
RELATED WORK

Recently, visual datasets obtained from surveillance cameras and aerial vehicles have been explored for many traffic
monitoring applications (Im et al. 2016; Zhang et al. 2017; Ke et al. 2018; Agarwal et al. 2020). Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNN) based object detectors have been widely adopted for such visual datasets in computer
vision research. These algorithms can generally be divided into two major groups, namely, single-stage detectors
and two-stage detectors. Single-stage detectors such as Single Shot Detector (SSD) and YOLO are generally fast
and predict object bounding boxes together with classes within a single network pass (Redmon, Divvala, et al.
2https://conference.eresearch.edu.au/2020/09/real-time-traffic-flow-estimation-based-on-deep-learning-us
ing-cctv-videos/
3Annotated vehicle dataset, Traffic_Flow_Estimation
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2016; Liu et al. 2016). In contrast, two-staged detection happens in two stages. First, the model proposes a set of
regions of interests by selective search or using Regional Proposal Network (RPN). Then a classifier only processes
the region candidates to identify the objects (Uĳlings et al. 2013; Girshick et al. 2014; Girshick 2015; Ren et al.
2015; He et al. 2017) (see Fig. 1). As a result, two-stage detection tends to be slow (e.g., R-CNN family networks
including the original R-CNN, Fast R- CNN, Faster R-CNN and Mask R-CNN).

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Two-stage detection vs single-stage detection (a) R-CNN architecture (Girshick et al. 2014) (b) YOLO
object detection (Redmon, Divvala, et al. 2016).

Vehicle object detection, classification and tracking are the three main tasks involved while processing video datasets
for traffic flow estimation (Fedorov et al. 2019; Oltean et al. 2019). Object detection deals with drawing bounding
boxes around the objects of interest to locate it within the image. Classification helps to categorise objects into
different classes such as “car, bus, truck”. In 2015, Redmon et al. introduced You Only Look Once (YOLO) as a
fast, accurate and real-time object detection system. It went through several modifications of the architecture until it
produced YOLOv3 in 2018 (Redmon and Farhadi 2017; Redmon and Farhadi 2018). Chakraborty at el. (2018)
evaluated the performance of deep convolution neural network (DCNN), support vector machine (SVM) and basic
YOLO algorithm for classifying traffic congestion from CCTV images. They show that YOLO algorithm obtaining
the highest accuracy of 91.4 for the task. In a similar study by Algiriyage et al. (2020) uses a CCTV image dataset
to obtain traffic flow and compare the performance of YOLOv3, faster R-CNN and mask-RCNN for object detection.
They show that among them, YOLOv3 showed the best performance in terms of speed and accuracy for their image
dataset having a precision value of 0.96. Corovic at el. (Corovic et al. 2018) train YOLOv3 to detect five classes of
objects, namely, cars, trucks, pedestrians, traffic signs and traffic lights under different lighting conditions. Though
they used a small dataset having 300 images, they could get an F1-score of 0.59. YOLOv3-tiny version pre-trained
on COCO dataset was used by Oltean at el. (2019) for real-time traffic counting. They show that for the few frames
they considered for the experiment out of the total 27, 26 vehicles were correctly detected. In 2020, YOLOv4 was
introduced as a faster and more accurate detector than the all available CNN based detectors (Wang and Liao 2020).
However, far too little attention has been paid to research on using YOLOv4 for vehicle object detection.
Object tracking analyses the movement path of an object across different frames. Depending on the tracking target,
there are two categories of tracking algorithms such as Single object tracking (SOT) and Multiple object tracking
(MOT). In SOT, a single object is tracked from the beginning, while in MOT, several objects are detected and tracked
from one frame to the other (Nam Bui et al. 2020). Two well-known examples of SOT algorithms include Kalman
Filtering and Particle Filtering, whereas SORT and DeepSORT are two state-of-the-art MOT algorithms (Bui et al.
2020). Several studies have investigated vehicle tracking and counting from CCTV videos (Choudhury et al. 2017;
Lucking et al. 2020; Chakraborty et al. 2018; Shaweddy and Wahyono 2019). For example studies by, Bui et al.
(2020) and Nam Bui et al. (2020) use DeepSORT for vehicle tracking and virtual lines for traffic counting. However,
the direction of vehicle movement is not considered while obtaining the traffic flow. Closer to our objective is the
traffic counting system introduced by Fedorov et al. (Fedorov et al. 2019). They use Faster-RCNN object detector
and SORT tracker. However, they have carried out experiments for 982 video frames and do not obtain the traffic
flow by vehicle class. Apart from Fedorov (2019), there is a general lack of research in investigating the real-time
traffic flow estimation from surveillance video, while also considering movement direction and vehicle class. Thus,
this study was set out to explore traffic flow estimation in real-time from CCTV video considering these gaps.
METHODOLOGY

This study investigates real-time traffic flow estimation from low-quality surveillance video data. Also, we classify
vehicles and obtain the flow rate based on their movement directions. In order to achieve this objective, we train the
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novel YOLOv4 algorithm with a custom image dataset collected from the same camera to detect five object classes
namely, car, bus, truck, van and bike. Then the trained weights are used for the traffic flow estimation module (see
Figure 2). The traffic flow estimation module counts vehicles based on the direction of movement and the class of
the vehicle from CCTV video data. Therefore, this module is divided into three sub-tasks: vehicle detection, vehicle
tracking, and traffic flow estimation. The vehicle detection module draws a bounding box around vehicle objects
in order to locate it within a frame, while the vehicle tracking module tracks the movement of a vehicle object
between different frames. Our algorithm can be easily applied to any similar location with very few modifications
and extended to complex locations with changes based on the degree of complexity.

Figure 2. Methodology for Real-time traffic flow estimation.

Dataset

We obtained CCTV image and video datasets from the New Zealand Transport Agency (NZTA), Christchurch,
New Zealand. As a case study, we selected a busy road namely “West along Yaldhurst Rd from Curletts Rd” in
Christchurch CBD. The image datasets were used to train YOLOv4 while the footage datasets were used to validate
the real-time traffic flow counting algorithm. The camera at the selected location generates video with a frequency
of ≈ 10 frames per second (fps) and resolution of 1280 ∗ 720 (𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ ∗ ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡). The three video footage that we
analysed for this research was recorded during the day, evening and night times, in February 2020. Table 1 and
Table 2 summarise the details of the image and video dataset respectively.
Table 1. Details of the image dataset used to train YOLOv4

Vehicle Class
Car
Bus
Van
Truck
Bike

Total Instances
13,627
141
779
1,273
280

Table 2. Details of the analysed CCTV videos (hr: hours, mins: minutes and secs: seconds)

Description
Video 01
Video 02
Video 03

Start Time
10:00:00 (UTC + 12:00)
18:06:17 (UTC + 12:00)
20:26:12 (UTC + 12:00)

Finish Time
11:42:33 (UTC + 12:00)
19:06:56 (UTC + 12:00)
21:56:30 (UTC + 12:00)

Duration
1 hr, 42 mins & 33 secs
1 hr, 0 mins & 39 secs
1 hr, 30 mins & 18 secs
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Vehicle detection

The foundation of our detection module is the novel single-stage YOLOv4 detector (Bochkovskiy et al. 2020). This
model was trained on the image dataset obtained from the NZTA as described in Table1, using the Darknet 14
implementation of the YOLOv4 algorithm. The images were annotated using LabelImg tool5 prior to carrying out
the training process. The training was carried out using the Mahuika High-Performance Computing (HPC) cluster
of the New Zealand eScience Infrastructure (NeSI) for a total of 10,000 epochs. The total amount of time taken for
the training was around 15 hours on 2 GPU cores.
Vehicle tracking

Vehicle tracking deals with identifying the vehicle movement from one frame to the other. To handle this, we
adopted SORT tracker (Bewley et al. 2016) as it is both powerful and fast (Fedorov et al. 2019).
Vehicle movement direction estimation and traffic flow counting

Figure. 3 shows a drawing of the location we analysed which is a “multi-lane” road where there are two lanes for
each direction. The traffic flow rate can be defined as the number of vehicles during the 𝑡 𝑡 ℎ time interval at the 𝑖 𝑡 ℎ
observation location in a transportation network which is given by Eq. 1 (Kumarage et al. 2017).
𝑋𝑖𝑡 = 𝑛/𝑡

(1)

where:
𝑋𝑖𝑡 = traffic flow rate
𝑛 = number of vehicles
𝑡 = time duration

Figure 3. Drawing of the location analysed - Line coordinates (L1[0], L1[1], L2[0], L2[1]) and bounding box
properties of a vehicle object (x, y, width (w), height (h)).

The width and height of a single frame in the analysed video is 1280 ∗ 780. We define two lines with coordinates
(400, 300) − 𝐿1[0], (750, 300) − 𝐿1[1], (820, 300) − 𝐿2[0] and (1160, 300) − 𝐿2[1] to identify the movement
direction of a vehicle such as “northbound” and “southbound”. We analyse each frame (𝑖) in the set of frames (𝐼) of
the footage. If a vehicle enters a particular line, it is detected, classified and tracked over different frames. A simple
mathematical calculation is applied to count the intersections between the vehicles’ previous and current frame
positions using the defined lines. This is performed using the center of the bounding boxes (𝑐𝑛𝑡0, 𝑐𝑛𝑡1) in the current
and previous positions and also using the line coordinates. Then, when an intersection is found, our algorithm
checks the YOLOv4 class label to increase the car (𝑛_𝑐𝑎𝑟_𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡), bus (𝑛_𝑏𝑢𝑠_𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡), van (𝑛_𝑣𝑎𝑛_𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡), truck
(𝑛_𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑘_𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡) and bike (𝑛_𝑏𝑖𝑘𝑒_𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡) count in each movement direction. Our algorithm writes the real-time
traffic counts into a text file. We use python pandas library 6 and and matplotlib FuncAnimation 7 to live plot the
traffic flow. The pseudo-code for the traffic estimation is proposed in Algorithms 8 and Algorithm 9.
4Darknet, open source neural network framework, https://github.com/pjreddie/darknet
5LabelImg, graphical image annotation tool, https://github.com/tzutalin/labelImg
6pandas software library, https://pandas.pydata.org/
7Real-time plotting library, https://matplotlib.org/stable/api/_as_gen/matplotlib.animation.FuncAnimation.html
8Traffic flow estimation algorithm, Traffic-Flow-from-Footage/blob/master/Traffic_Flow_Estimation.png
9Intersection detection algorithm, Traffic-Flow-from-Footage/blob/master/Intersect.png
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RESULTS

The overall Mean Average Precision (mAP) of the YOLOv4 model was 92.35%, and the performance on each class
as per the validation dataset is summarized in Table 3.
Table 3. Man Average Precision (mAP) of vehicle detector classes

Class
Car
Bus
Van
Truck
Bike

Average Precision (AP)
96.94%
93.64%
90.22%
90.24%
90.72%

Figure 4. Traffic flow estimation from video footage.

The AP value has dropped proportionately to the number of instances we used in the training dataset. For example,
we used a higher number of images for the car class and hence it has got an AP value of 96.94%. Figure 4 illustrates
the real-time traffic flow estimation system based on custom trained YOLOv4. Two live plots are generated to show
the directional traffic flow, and the flow counts by vehicle class, as presented in Figure 5.
To measure the detection accuracy, we manually counted the number of vehicles in each class for the video footage
analysed and used as ground-truth values. Then the accuracy value is measured using the equation 2.
Accuracy =

No of correct detections
No of ground-truth detections

(2)

Table 4 illustrates the accuracy scores for all three videos considered for our experiments. The mean accuracy for
obtaining “northbound” traffic flow is 0.7114 while the “southbound” is 0.6397 for all vehicle classes. A possible
explanation for this might be that the camera was located close to the “northbound” lane. Therefore, our detection
module could identify vehicles in the “northbound” lane more accurately. Furthermore, the flow count for the car
object class is more accurate; obtaining a mean accuracy score of 0.9595. For the location we considered, the vast
majority of the vehicles consisted of car class. The higher accuracy for car class indicates that our system performs
well finding the traffic flow from video footage. However, the detection accuracy for bus class is lower (mean
accuracy score : 0.1667). An implication of this is the possibility that the lower number of bus image instances
in the training dataset. Furthermore, it is interesting to note that there is no significant difference between the
accuracy scores of the three footage considered during different times of the day. Finally, several limitations need to
be considered. First, we didn’t incorporate the vehicle re-identification problem. For instance, the same vehicle
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5. Live plots of traffic flow (a) Directional traffic flow (b) Traffic flow by vehicle class.

Table 4. Number of vehicles counted by humans (ground-truth), automatically by our algorithm and the accuracy
for video 01 (day), video 02 (evening) and video 03 (night).

Video
Dataset

Vehicle
Class

car
bus
Video 01 van
truck
bike
car
bus
Video 02 van
truck
bike
car
bus
Video 03 van
truck
bike

Ground-truth
northbound
1832
8
40
343
2
1396
3
20
34
2
798
3
22
68
2

southbound
1308
4
58
389
2
1057
2
18
26
0
802
2
17
46
1

Number Detections
northbound
1770
5
28
220
1
1368
2
14
24
1
774
1
18
58
1

southbound
1189
2
34
248
0
1022
1
12
18
0
774
0
12
38
0

Accuracy
northbound
0.9662
0.6250
0.7000
0.6414
0.5000
0.9799
0.6667
0.7000
0.7059
0.5000
0.9699
0.3333
0.8182
0.8529
0.5000

southbound
0.9090
0.5000
0.5862
0.6375
0.0000
0.9669
0.5000
0.6667
0.6923
1.0000
0.9651
0.0000
0.7059
0.8261
0.0000

can be counted many times with the current approach. This can affect the traffic flow count as duplicated entries.
Second, our CCTV footage was captured during the summertime in New Zealand. The lighting conditions might
vary during other times of the year. Future work needs to explore the detection accuracy during night times. Third,
we lose tracking vehicle objects in some frames due to occasional poor quality visuals generated from the cameras.
As a result, some vehicle objects are missed by the flow counting algorithm.
CONCLUSION

In this study, we focused on obtaining real-time traffic flow using low-quality CCTV footage. As a case study, we
selected one of the busiest multi-lane roads in Christchurch CBD, New Zealand. We trained the YOLOv4 model to
detect five vehicle object classes: car, bus, van, truck and bike. The test results of this study show that we could
obtain a high accuracy for the car class (mean accuracy score : 0.9595) while obtaining the traffic flow based on the
movement direction. However, as our training image dataset was unbalanced, we obtained a lower accuracy score
for the bus class. Therefore, further work needs to train YOLOv4 with a higher number of vehicles for low accurate
classes. Therefore, in future work, we hope to train YOLOv4 algorithm with a large and diverse dataset. In addition,
we hope to apply this work to more complex crossroads and consider the traffic count per lane.
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ABSTRACT

Disasters often occur without warning and despite extensive preparation, disaster managers must take action to
respond to changes critical resource allocations to support existing health-care facilities and emergency triages. A
key challenge is to devise sound and verifiable resourcing plans within an evolving disaster scenario. Our main
contribution is the development of a conceptual self-adaptive system featuring a monitor-analyse-plan-execute
(MAPE) feedback loop to continually adapt resourcing within the disaster-affected region in response to changing
usage and requirements. We illustrate the system’s use on a case study based on Auckland city (New Zealand).
Uncertainty arising from partial knowledge of infrastructure conditions and outcomes of human participant’s actions
are modelled and automatically analysed using formal verification techniques. The analysis inform plans for routing
resources to where they are needed in the region. Our approach is shown to readily support multiple model and
verification techniques applicable to a range of disaster scenarios.
Keywords

Disaster management, self-adaptive systems, formal verification, probabilistic model checking, constraint solving.
INTRODUCTION

Disasters occur suddenly and often without warning. They have the potential to cause loss of human life, impact
health, and cause damage to land, buildings and transportation infrastructure. In response, disaster managers must
consider plans coordinating personnel and first-responders to distribute scarce resources with the disaster-affected
region. Resource allocation plans form the basis for disaster management, disaster medicine and more recently,
disaster healthcare (Madanian et al. 2020). During preparation phases of disaster management, sufficient resources
are allocated at every location in the region to satisfy resource demands. Finding a suitable allocation essentially
corresponds to a constraints solving problem 𝛼 |= 𝐾, where resourcing demands are formalised as logical predicates
𝐾 and an allocation is modelled by the satisfying assignment function 𝛼 (Johnson, Madanian, et al. 2020). However,
due to a disaster’s inherently uncertain and unpredictable nature, disaster managers must assume that the scenario
evolves: i.e., more resources are required at a location, initial resourcing is inadequate and new locations arise and
must be resourced. In response, plans must be continually devised to transport resources to the locations where they
are needed.
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To address this challenge, we propose the Self-Adaptive Critical Response (self-cr) System presented in Figure 1.
We illustrate how this adaptive system is used on a real-world case study based on the Auckland Central Business
District (CBD), represented by the street-level map in Figure 1.

Figure 1. MAPE Loop of the Self-Adaptive Critical Response System (self-cr).

The self-cr system comprises two main parts:
1. the managed system comprising a state representing the disaster-affected region and operations to modify the
state, reflecting actions performed in the disaster-affected region by disaster managers, and
2. the managing system, comprised of a four phase Monitor-Analyse-Plan-Execute (MAPE) feedback loop (Kephart
and Chess 2003), a paradigm commonly used to engineer self-adaptive software-intensive systems.
The self-cr system continually senses vital information from the Auckland region:
• changes related to resourcing in Auckland, detected by e.g. reporting and digital audits from health-care
professionals at clinics, hospitals or triage stations,
• reports on travel conditions throughout the region, from e.g. online traffic tracking services, social media
analysis and eye witness accounts.
The MAPE feedback loop processes sensor input and updates the graph structure in the managed system state:
locations are vertices, associated with staff and resources while routes between locations are edges, associated
with travel conditions. The updated state acts as input for the analysis phase. We use two formal verification
techniques to analyse the current state of the managed system. First, constraint solving is used to automatically
determine how many resources are needed and at which locations, based on the requirements developed during the
disaster preparedness phase. The results of this kind of analysis is useful for deciding on logistical operations for
transporting resources from locations with a surplus to those identified as having unsatisfactory amounts.
While it may be obvious to transport resources via the shortest route, infrastructure damage or other events may
make this impossible, or at least more prone to failure. The analysis phase therefore uses probabilistic model
checking (Kwiatkowska et al. 2011; Dehnert et al. 2017) as a means to analyse uncertainties within the region
relating to both traffic conditions and emergency worker staffing. Markov models synthesised from the region’s
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infrastructure network are automatically verified against probabilistic temporal logic formulae encoding the source
and destination of transportation through the region. Probabilistic model checking can automatically and continually
identify optimal routes based on current infrastructure conditions. Additional information on staffing, such as skills,
experience and which shifts they work on can be synthesised as Markov models to help choose candidate staff best
positioned to successfully perform the transportation and other operations.
Contributions

Our work identifies the need to devise verifiable plans that can react to uncertainty and changes in resource usage
and needs during critical response.
Our paper presents work in progress research with the following main contributions:
• Algebraic specification of the self-cr system, comprising a MAPE loop as a conceptual framework compatible
with a broad range of analysis and verification techniques
• Illustration of the self-cr system on a real-world case study based on the Auckland CBD
• A sketch of how the analysis phase can be instantiated with two verification techniques for constraint solving
and probabilistic model checking
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. We give an algebraic specification of the managed system
comprising a state representing the region and operations mirroring actions performed by disaster managers. We
describe the MAPE loop in detail with an example in which plans must be devised to adapt resourcing according to
changes in needs and requirements. Focusing on the analysis phase, probabilistic model checking is introduced to
verify properties of Markov models representing the region’s transport infrastructure. By composing this model
with Markov models synthesised from a simple ontology modelling human decision-making, disaster managers are
able to plan optimal resource transportation.
RELATED WORK

The MAPE loop in the self-cr system is compatible with a range of analysis techniques. There has been a fuzzy
logic optimisation approach described in (Sarma et al. 2019) that uses transport costs as the single factor to be
optimised. Planning for resource use has started to use Artificial Intelligence techniques such as deep learning to
predict evacuation traffic (Aqib et al. 2020).
A formal model of a disaster management system with a focus on modelling wireless sensor and actor networks and
their activities using graph theory appears in (Zafar and Afzaal 2017). Modelled as a complex adaptive system
using agents, the focus of this system is to detect earthquakes in specific locations and propagating this information
throughout the network in a efficient manner. In contrast, the self-cr system focuses on assisting with the dynamic
and real-time decision-making required in post-disaster recovery efforts, such as resource distribution. Other works
focus on formally modelling specific aspects of a disaster management system using carefully selected models,
such as emotional agent behaviour (Kefalas et al. 2014) and disaster recovery plans ((Noel) Bryson et al. 2002).
Graph theory has also been more widely used in resource distribution and allocation (Johnson, Madanian, et al.
2020; Wagner and Neshat 2010; Kumar and Zaveri 2017), as well as in identifying infrastructure availability during
disasters (Hu and Janowicz 2015). In comparison to existing works, the self-cr system provides a generalised
self-adaptive approach configurable to a wide range of specific use-cases and analysis techniques for post-disaster
management.
DISASTER-AFFECTED REGION AS A MANAGED SYSTEM

The self-adaptive approach envisions management of a disaster-affected region as a managed system, as shown in
Fig. 1. The managed system is used by disaster managers to track first-aid provision and medical resources within
the region and respond to evolving demands by reallocating scarce resources. In a mathematical sense, the managed
system’s state is the triple 𝜎 = (𝐺, 𝐾, 𝛼) comprising a graph 𝐺, resource demands 𝐾 and resource allocation 𝛼.
Let 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 be the set of all states of the managed system.
The graph 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸) is a pair such that 𝑉 is a finite set of vertices representing locations in the region such as
hospitals, clinics and triage stations that are critical for resource allocation. Locations are interconnected via edge
pairs (𝑢, 𝑣) from the finite set 𝐸, representing paths (e.g., a sequence of city streets) between two location vertices
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𝑢, 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉. Edges may be annotated with additional attributes, such as distance, state of the physical road, etc., via
mapping functions.
Resource demands are constraints 𝐾, formed from logical predicates. These predicates express how many of
each kind of resource is needed at locations in 𝑉. There are a finite number of resource types that we consider,
enumerated by the set 𝑅 = {𝑟 1 , . . . , 𝑟 𝑛 }.
To reason about the amount of resources of type 𝑟 𝑖 are at location 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉, we form its resource allocation model; a
finite set 𝑍 𝑣 = {𝑟 1 𝑣 , . . . , 𝑟 𝑛 𝑣 } of variable symbols from the countable set 𝑍.
Resource allocation for 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 is specified by the function 𝛼 𝑣 : 𝑍 𝑣 → Z such that the equation 𝛼 𝑣 (𝑧𝑣 𝑖 ) = 𝑛 means
there are 𝑛 ∈ Z of resource type 𝑟 𝑖 ∈ 𝑅 available at location 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉. We collect the set of all resource allocation
functions for the region as 𝛼 = 𝛼 𝑣 ∈𝑉 : 𝑍 𝑣 → Z. Thus, 𝛼 is a record of the region’s current resource allocation.
This treatment of resource allocation allows for flexibility for expressing general constraints. For example, the
high-level requirement The total amount of allocated resources
of type 𝑟 𝑖 must be between 10 and 50 throughout
Í
the region is formalised by the logical predicate 10 ≤ 𝑣 ∈𝑉 𝑧𝑣 𝑖 ≤ 50 over the resource allocation models of 𝑉.
Standard ordering relationships on the integers specify resourcing relative to locations. For example, Location 𝑢
must have more of resource 𝑟 𝑖 than 𝑣 is specified by the predicate 𝑧𝑢 𝑖 > 𝑧𝑣 𝑖 .
We suppose the minimal demand for resourcing is specified by the logical predicate 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑣 such that 𝑍 𝑣 ⊆
𝑣𝑎𝑟 𝑠(𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑣 ); e.g., the predicate 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑣 constraints every variable in 𝑍 𝑣 , and possibly contains other variable
symbols. Let 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑣 ∈ 𝐾 for all 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉.
Tests and Operations

The managed system represented a dynamic and evolving disaster-affected region. As such, we will develop, through
case studies, algebraic operations of the form 𝑓 : 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 → 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 such that 𝜎 0 = 𝑓 (𝜎) is the updated state after a
change in the region, modelled by 𝑓 .
When we collect the operations in Σ together with the states in 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒, we form an algebraic data type 𝑆 = (Σ, 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒)
of the managed system and refer to 𝑓 as a Σ-operation.
AUCKLAND CBD CASE STUDY

The topmost portion of Figure 1 presents a map of Auckland’s Central Business District (CBD) overlaid with a
graph of seven city locations labelled a to g that are pertinent to disaster managers. The dashed location h will
be added as part of the next scenario. Locations are connected via shortest paths represented by bi-directional
edges, labelled with the distance between two locations. The graph 𝐺 is part of the state tuple 𝜎 = (𝐺, 𝐾, 𝛼) that
represents the Auckland CBD.
Resource allocation demands in 𝐾 are typically determined during the disaster preparedness stage. For example,
suppose vertex e is the location of a health-clinic, requiring i) built infrastructure ii) staffing medical personnel
and iii) medical supplies. In symbols, we set 𝑅 = {𝑏𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑡, 𝑠𝑡𝑎 𝑓 𝑓 , 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙}. Based on known population density
statistics at e, we might specify the conjunction
𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑e ≡ (𝑏𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑡e ≥ 20) ∧ (𝑠𝑡𝑎 𝑓 𝑓e ≥ 5) ∧ (𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 e ≥ 50)

(1)

of logical predicates over model 𝑍e as resourcing demands. Prior to any disaster, we have satisfactory resource
availability throughout the region. This means the resource allocation function 𝛼 assigns values to resources such
that the demand at each location is satisfied. For example, if 𝛼e = {𝑏𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑡e := 20, 𝑠𝑡𝑎 𝑓 𝑓e := 6, 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙e := 54}
then (1) is satisfiable. In symbols,
[[𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑e ]] (𝛼e ) ≡ [[(𝑏𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑡e ≥ 20) ∧ (𝑠𝑡𝑎 𝑓 𝑓e ≥ 5) ∧ (𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 e ≥ 50)]] (𝛼e )
≡ [[(20 ≥ 20) ∧ (6 ≥ 5) ∧ (54 ≥ 50)]]
≡ 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒.
During disaster preparedness, resource demands are carefully considered and a suitable resource allocation
supplied. This essentially means computing an 𝛼 satisfying 𝐾. This analysis can be automated using Satisfiability
Modulo Theories (SMT) software tools e.g., Z3 (Moura and Bjørner 2008) such that 𝛼 = 𝑠𝑚𝑡 (𝐾) if, and only if,
[[𝐾]] (𝛼) ≡ 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒. In case, we deem the state of the system to be in good health, since the resourcing allocated by 𝛼
to each location satisfies its demand. If 𝐾 is not satisfied then resources are lacking at one or more locations, and
the state is bad.
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ADAPTING TO RESOURCE CHANGES

In this scenario, we suppose administrative staff at location e have performed an audit of their supplies and determine:
𝑏𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑡e := 20, 𝑠𝑡𝑎 𝑓 𝑓e := 5 and 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 e := 20. While this location already falls below the necessary 50 units of
medical supplies according to (1), staff report larger than expected casualties. Therefore at least 70 units of medical
supplies are needed to satisfy demand. Furthermore, two more staff members are required to handle additional
casualties. This new information is processed by disaster managers to determine if current resourcing at e is
satisfactory. If not, a plan for self-adapting the managed system to bring necessary resources from other locations is
devised and carried out.
The following adaptation MAPE feedback phases occur:
Monitor

First, the result of the audit is modelled as an algebraic operation modifying the managed system state, currently
recorded as 𝜎 ∈ 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒. Let 𝑎𝑢𝑑𝑖𝑡 : 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 × 𝑉 × 𝑍 𝑛 → 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 be the Σ-operation
𝜎 0 = 𝑎𝑢𝑑𝑖𝑡 (𝜎, e, 𝑏𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑡e , 𝑠𝑡𝑎 𝑓 𝑓e , 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙e , 20, 5, 20)
updating the assignment in state 𝜎 0 = (𝐺, 𝐾, 𝛼 0) such that
(
{𝑏𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑡v := 20, 𝑠𝑡𝑎 𝑓 𝑓v := 5, 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙v := 20}
0
𝛼v =
𝛼v

if v = e,
otherwise.

(2)

(3)

All other elements of the state remain unmodified. The resulting 𝜎 0 ∈ 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 reflects the new observations concerning
resource amounts, obtained from the audit report.
Next, to accommodate an update to the resource demands at location e, we specify the Σ-operation 𝑢 𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 :
𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 × 𝑉 × 𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 → 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 such that the equation
𝑢 𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒(𝜎, e, 𝜙) = 𝐾 \ {𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑e } ∪ {𝜙}

(4)

replaces the minimal demand predicate 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑e with the new predicate 𝜙 in the set 𝐾. If 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑e does not exist
in 𝐾, then 𝜙 is added.
In this scenario, we have 𝜙 ≡ (𝑏𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑡e ≥ 20) ∧ (𝑠𝑡𝑎 𝑓 𝑓e ≥ 5) ∧ (𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 e ≥ 70).
Analysis

In this phase, we analyse the system state to determine its health. First, we compute the resources necessary for
location e based on new demands. Hence, we evaluate 𝛼𝑠 = 𝑠𝑚𝑡 (𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑e ) using an SMT solver to compute the
supply assignment 𝛼𝑠 = {𝑏𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑡 𝑠 := 20, 𝑠𝑡𝑎 𝑓 𝑓𝑠 := 5, 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑠 := 70}. Lifting standard arithmetic operations to
assignments yields the pointwise operation 𝛼s − 𝛼e0 e.g.,
𝑏𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑡 𝑠 − 𝑏𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑡e0 = 20 − 20 = 0
𝑠𝑡𝑎 𝑓 𝑓𝑠 − 𝑠𝑡𝑎 𝑓 𝑓e0 = 5 − 5 = 0
𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑠 − 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 e0 = 70 − 20 = 50.
From the analysis, we determine that 50 units of medical supplies must be delivered to location e to meet the current
demands.
Plan

In this phase, we devise an adaptation plan with the goal of adapting the managed system back towards a good state.
Formally, an adaptation plan 𝑃 is a finite sequence 𝑓 ∗ of Σ-operations applied in sequence to the current state 𝜎 of
the system. The empty sequence of Σ-operations means no adaptation is necessary.
These operations are meant to correspond to, and model, actual real-world disaster-relief commands performed
by disaster managers. In this scenario, the disaster managers must transport 50 medical aid resources from other
locations in region to location e. To model the transport of resources from source to destination, we define the
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Σ-operation 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 : 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 × 𝑉 → 𝑉 × 𝑅 × Z → 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 such that amount 𝑛 of resource 𝑟 is transported from
source location u to destination v. In symbols,
𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 (𝜎, u, v, 𝑟, 𝑛) = 𝑎𝑢𝑑𝑖𝑡 (𝑎𝑢𝑑𝑖𝑡 (𝜎, u, 𝑟, 𝛼𝑢 (𝑟) − 𝑛), v, 𝑟, 𝛼v + 𝑛)

(5)

if there are enough resources at location v; e.g., | 𝛼v (𝑟) − 𝑛 |≥ 0. Otherwise, the state 𝜎 remains unmodified.
While the analysis phase revealed the system was in a bad state, it is up to the planning phase to devise a plan to
return the system to a good state. To this end, we first query the graph 𝐺 to identify locations with a surplus of
medical supplies. From these locations, we might select two locations: d and f with 20 and 30 units respectively
who are geographically closer than other candidate locations, based on shortest paths information stored by the
graph edges.
Thus, the adaptation plan 𝑃 to resolve resource demand at location e comprises the sequence of two 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡
operations:
1. 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 (𝜎, d, e, 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙, 20) using shortest path (d) → (g) → (e) and
2. 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 (𝜎, f, e, 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙, 30) using shortest path (f) → (e).
Execute

The execute phase is required to actuate the adaptation plan in the region, and is represented by the dashed line from
the system to the physical environment in Figure 1. From the perspective of the managed system, simply executing
the 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 operation updates the current state and resources are at the correct location. However, in the physical
environment of the disaster-affected region, resource transport is much more complex. It requires coordination of
vehicles, infrastructure availability and personnel to support the operations. In this scenario, we only considered the
shortest path between locations, assuming roadways are undamaged and available throughout the region.
ADAPTING RESOURCING FOR A NEW TRIAGING STATION

In this scenario, we suppose it becomes necessary to form a new emergency triaging station. To update the state
𝜎 = (𝐺, 𝐾, 𝛼) we add a new location h t0 𝐺, represented by the dashed node in Figure 1. The new location is
connected to existing vertices d and f, represented by dashed bi-directional edges. In symbols, we update the graph
such that: 𝐺 0 = (𝑉 0, 𝐸 0), where
𝑉 0 = 𝑉 ∪ {h}
𝐸 0 = 𝐸 ∪ {(h, d), (d, h)} ∪ {(h, g), (g, h)}
where the added edges are labelled with corresponding shortest-path distances. Let 𝜎 0 = (𝐺 0, 𝐾, 𝛼) be the updated
state of the managed system.
The first-responders report they require built infrastructure for at least 10 beds, two more staff and 40 units of
medical aid. We formalise these requirements as the following logical predicate
𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑h ≡ (𝑏𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑡h ≥ 10) ∧ (𝑠𝑡𝑎 𝑓 𝑓h ≥ 5) ∧ (𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 h ≥ 40)

(6)

over resources in 𝑅. Updating the (currently nonexistent) resource demands for h in state 𝜎 0 , we set 𝜎 00 =
𝑢 𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒(𝜎 0, h, 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑h ).
Currently, there is only makeshift built infrastructure and three first-responders staff with a limited supply of 5 units
of medical aid at h. Formally, 𝛼h = {𝑏𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑡h := 0, 𝑠𝑡𝑎 𝑓 𝑓h := 2, 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙h := 5}.
The remaining MAPE loop phases are similar to the previous scenario. We utilise SMT solving 𝛼𝑠 = 𝑠𝑚𝑡 (𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑h )
to obtain resourcing requirements at location h. By calculating outstanding resource requirements 𝛼𝑠 −𝛼h determines
the need for 10 built infrastructure, 3 staff and 35 units of medical aid to be transported.
ANALYSING PROBABILISTIC MODELS OF INFRASTRUCTURE AVAILABILITY

Transportation route decisions are often made with a high level of uncertainty arising from infrastructure conditions
in the affected region. The previous scenarios did not consider this when devising adaptation plans. While
𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 (𝜎, 𝑢, 𝑣, 𝑟, 𝑛) might be performed optimally in terms of geographically shortest path between 𝑢 and 𝑣,
the route may have a low likelihood of success due to dangerous circumstances or from road damage.
To provide disaster managers the means to evaluate alternative routes based on likelihood of success, we synthesis
the Markov model 𝑚 that represents all paths through the graph 𝐺 of the disaster-affected region. The analysis
phase performs probabilistic model checking of a temporal logic formula 𝜙 on 𝑚 to compute an optimal path for
reaching 𝑣 from 𝑢.
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Model Synthesis

We synthesis a Markov Decision Process (MDP) model 𝑚 from the Auckland CBD graph 𝐺 to analyse the maximum
probability of the 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 (𝜎, d, e, 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙, 20) operation succeeding.
The model is expressed in Prism’s high-level modelling language (Kwiatkowska et al. 2011) and a fragment of
the model is listed in Figure 2. In Prism, a model is composed of interacting modules. The transport module
contains state variable s that varies between values 0 and 8. In particular, 0 through to 6 encode locations a to g=6
in 𝐺 and are specified by constants in the model fragment in Figure 2. The initial state is d=3, corresponding to the
transport’s source location and the other states encode locations from the graph. The two states succ and fail
model the success or failure of the 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 operation respectively.
The models’ behaviour is specified by transitions labeled with probability distributions that decide the next state.
Probabilities encode the likelihood of successfully traversing between connected locations. Probabilities are
computed via the monitor phase of the MAPE loop and must be continually updated using observations from variety
of sensors, on-site personnel reporting, or from social media analysis such as in (Paterson et al. 2019).
To determine the next state, first an available transition from the current state is non-deterministically selected. Then
the next state is randomly chosen based on corresponding distribution. For example, the three transitions
[da] (s = d) -> pda:(s’=a) + (1-pda):(s’=fail);
[dc] (s = d) -> pdc:(s’=c) + (1-pdc):(s’=fail);
[dg] (s = d) -> pdg:(s’=g) + (1-pdg):(s’=fail);
model the choice of available directions from location d to a, c and g in the graph. Each have a guard predicate
(s=d) over the state variable 𝑠. If we decide to select the last transition labelled [dg] then the updates s’=g and
s’=fail specify new state based on the distribution with probability pdg the transport will successfully traverse to
location g. Otherwise the model will traverse to the 𝑓 𝑎𝑖𝑙 state with probability 1-pdg.
When the 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 (𝜎, d, e, 20) is performed, model 𝑚 is synthesised and the following adaptation MAPE feedback
phases occur.
Model Analysis Using Probabilistic Model Checking

The synthesised Markov model 𝑚 acts as input to a probabilistic model checker which computes the probability of
the model satisfying a probabilistic temporal logic formula 𝜙. Let 𝑝𝑚𝑐 : 𝑀 × 𝑃 → [0, 1] be a probabilistic model
checker such that 𝑝𝑚𝑐(𝑚, 𝜙) = 𝑝 if, and only if, the probability of 𝜙 |= 𝑚 is 𝑝. Probabilistic model checking has
mature, well established software tools (Kwiatkowska et al. 2011; Dehnert et al. 2017) to automatically analyse a
wide range of Markov models.
In this scenario, we are interested in selecting a route with the maximum probability of reaching the 𝑠𝑢𝑐𝑐 state,
from initial state d. To analyse the synthesised Markov model, we specify the probabilistic temporal logic formula
𝜙 ≡ Pmax=?[F(s=succ)]. which essentially queries the model to answer what is the maximum probability that we
Finally reach a state from the initial state s=d such that s = succ is true? In symbols, we equate
0.8633 = 𝑝𝑚𝑐(𝑚, Pmax[F (s=succ)])
= maximum probability of 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 (𝜎, d, e, 𝑟, 20) succeeding in state 𝜎.
Continual model analysis incorporates new observations such as previously unknown road damage to update the
path d to e while resources are still en-route. For example, suppose analysis of 𝑝𝑚𝑐 is performed after transition
(d) → (g) is completed. The transition (g) → (e) has availability reduced to 0.1, as extensive damaged has
occurred on the route. Reanalysis of the model 𝑚 with updated probability transitions yields the alternative path
(𝑔) → ( 𝑓 ) → (𝑒) which, although it is not the shortest path, it does have an increased probability of success.
SELF-ADAPTIVE SYSTEMS WITH HUMANS IN THE LOOP

So far, we have focused on the ways model synthesis and analysis can be automated to devise plans. In this section,
we focus on the role humans have in the different parts of the self-cr system adaptation MAPE loop. For example,
humans act as sophisticated sensors that supply information by e.g., interacting with eHealth application to carry out
digital auditing or interacting with social media platforms (Paterson et al. 2019). Ultimately, it is the human disaster
managers decision-makers that approve planning for emergency workers who become actuation agents, conducting
actions that are difficult to automate (e.g., physically process and transport resources between locations).
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//transport operation model from location d to e
mdp
const int a=0;,...,const int g=6;const int succ = 7;const int fail = 8;
const double pcb = 0.9;
const double pce = 0.8;
const double pdc = 0.78;
const double pdg = 0.89;
const double pge = 0.97;
...
module transport
s : [0..8] init d;
[ab] (s = a) -> pab:(s’=b) + (1-pab):(s’=fail);
[ac] (s = a) -> pac:(s’=c) + (1-pac):(s’=fail);
[ad] (s = a) -> pad:(s’=d) + (1-pad):(s’=fail);
...
[da] (s = d) -> pda:(s’=a) + (1-pda):(s’=fail);
[dc] (s = d) -> pdc:(s’=c) + (1-pdc):(s’=fail);
[dg] (s = d) -> pdg:(s’=g) + (1-pdg):(s’=fail);
...
[gd] (s = g) -> pgd:(s’=d) + (1-pgd):(s’=fail);
[ge] (s = g) -> pge:(s’=e) + (1-pge):(s’=fail);
[gf] (s = g) -> pgf:(s’=f) + (1-pgf):(s’=fail);
[succ] (s = e) -> 1.0:(s’=succ);
[succ] (s=succ) -> 1.0:(s’=succ);
[fail] (s=fail) -> 1.0:(s’=fail);
endmodule
Figure 2. Synthesised MDP fragment modelling Auckland CBD infrastructure availability.

Humans play a critical role in the success of any action forming a crisis response. However, the MAPE loop
planning phase devises plans in terms of geospatial data and infrastructure availability. We describe the actuation
role of humans within the self-cr system. In this sense, there is a growing need to model the impact of human
participants on mission goals.
To model human involvement in the self-cr system MAPE loop, we use the Opportunity-Willingness-Capability
(OWC) ontology (Eskins and Sanders 2011). The OWC ontology is a readily applicable and generic framework,
used in cyber security applications and for analysing human in the loop of self-adaptive systems (Cámara, Garlan,
et al. 2017; Cámara, Moreno, et al. 2015; Li et al. 2020). OWC models effects of human decisions on a socio-cyber
physical system (SCPS), composed of interacting humans, physical and digital components. The disaster-affected
region is a SCPS composed of
• human participants: disaster managers, casualties, first-responders and emergency workers
• physical locations, roads and resources, and
• eHealth digital systems and smart technologies prevalent in modern cities.
Using our current elementary models, plans devised by the MAPE loop are simply a sequence of operations
performed by one or more human participants using the system components. However, in principle, plans often
comprise complexities featuring multiple actions taking place in parallel at different locations
Personnel Profiles of Human Participants

To analyse effects of human decisions on the state of the disaster-affected region, we need to include updated
information about the system’s human participants, such as their skills and competencies, experience and location.
We consider in particular, emergency workers who are dispatched to the disaster-affected region as first responders.
Ð
Mathematically, we extend states in 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 to tuples of the form 𝜎 = (𝐺, 𝐾, 𝛼, 𝑃) where 𝑃 = 𝑣 ∈𝑉 𝑃 𝑣 . The set
𝑃 𝑣 contains 𝑝 ∈ 𝑃 𝑣 representing the personnel profile of a human participant at location 𝑣, comprising subsets of
metadata tags in the sets 𝑆𝑅, 𝐷 𝑅, 𝐸 𝑋 describing
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• 𝑆𝑅 ⊆ {VEHICLE-ACCESS, MEDIC, ENGINEER}, identifying skills and responsibilities that correspond to the
human participant’s disaster relief role
• 𝐷 𝑅 ⊆ {READY, ACTIVE, RELIEVE} identifying the human participant’s duty roster status: ready to be
deployed, active on location, and waiting to be relieved and
• 𝐸 𝑋 ⊆ {HIGH, MED, LOW}, identifying levels of experience and competencies.
Opportunity-Willingness-Capability

Given the operation 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 (d, e, 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙, 20), we are interested if it is successful or not. If successful, we
expect the resulting system state 𝜎 0 to represent the achievement of 20 medical supplies transported from location d
to location e. Otherwise, the operation has not been performed properly.
To perform this Σ-operation successfully, the current state 𝜎 of the disaster-affected region must satisfy an
intersection of predicates on the states in 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒.
This section defines three functions that categorise states in 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 by factors relating to a given human participant
𝑝’s opportunity, willingness and capability to perform the operation on the state 𝜎 ∈ 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 and follows (Eskins and
Sanders 2011) closely.
Opportunity

Opportunity formalises prerequisites to be satisfied for 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 to be performed. They are essentially formalised
as a predicate on 𝜎 and codified in (5). To meet the conditions to attempt the operation, the human participant 𝑝
must i) be physically present at source location d ii) have access to a suitable vehicle, iii) have access to enough
medical aid resources to transport. Let 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑜 : 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 × 𝑃 → B be defined by the following conjunction of
three predicates on the input state 𝜎 such that
𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑜 (𝜎, 𝑝) = ( 𝑝 ∈ 𝑃d ) ∧ (VEHICLE-ACCESS ∈ 𝑅𝐸) ∧ (| 𝛼d (𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙) − 20 |≥ 0).

(7)

Willingness

Willingness capturing the desire of the human participant 𝑝 to perform the 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 operation.
For example, 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑤 : 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 × 𝑃 → [0, 1] assigns values to tags in the duty roster 𝐷 𝑅 of participant 𝑝 such
that


0.99 READY ∈ 𝐷 𝑅,



𝑤
(8)
𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 (𝜎, 𝑝) = 0.85 ACTIVE ∈ 𝐷 𝑅,


 0.1 RELIEVE ∈ 𝐷 𝑅.

Essentially, we have related willingness to fatigue, as indicated to 𝑝’s current duty roster status. Determining
such probabilities can be achieved using a range of run-time monitoring techniques that include, among others,
brain-computer interaction. For more details about how such techniques have been employed in combination with
OWC in the context of self-adaptive systems, please refer to (Lloyd et al. 2017).
Capability

Capability formalises the idea that given the first two predicates of opportunity and willingness that participant 𝑝 can
succeed in completing an operation only some of the time. Therefore capability is expressed in terms of elements of
the current state that specify participants 𝑝’s level of experience, based on previous success of performing similar
operations. We define the function 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑐 : 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 × 𝑃 → [0, 1] such that


0.90 HIGH ∈ 𝐸 𝑋,



𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 (𝜎, 𝑝) = 0.50 MED ∈ 𝐸 𝑋,


 0.35 LOW ∈ 𝐸 𝑋.

𝑐

(9)

This assignment of values to tags in 𝐸 𝑋 formalise the intuitive idea that higher experience in performing an
operation often results in success, whereas inexperience may lead to an increased probability of failure.
To summarise, the tuple 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑜𝑤 𝑐 = (𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑜 , 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑤 , 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑐 ) provides a formal means to
categorise states elements and identify key variables affecting operation performance. These properties are
particularly useful for simulating a range of potential first-responder deployment configurations (e.g., which
participant should go where) and can inform necessary training and professional development programs for staff in
future scenarios.
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OWC in localised Staff and Resource Allocation

The OWC ontology can be used to plan localised disasters, such as a fire service dealing with a large building fire.
Such an event requires rapid fire response and subsequent adaptation as the situation evolves over the course of the
response. It also requires the allocation of available personnel to specific fronts the fire is being fought on. In a
recent fire at the SkyCity Convention Centre in Auckland1, it was found that the dynamic nature of fighting a large
fire over several days often makes it difficult to ensure the right allocation of personnel to fronts. For instance, some
personnel may need to stay at a front for longer than desired due to non-availability of adequate replacements. In
some other cases, personnel waiting in a “holding area" may not be clearly identified and hence cannot be assigned
to fronts in a timely manner.
//constants extracted from current state and personnel profile of participant [
const int dMedical = 33;//medical unit count at location d
const bool p_dLocation = true;//is p at location d?
const bool p_vehicle = true;//does p have vehicle?
const bool p_active = true;//is p on active duty
const double pActive = 0.85;//probability associated with Active tag
const double pHigh = 0.90; //probability associated with high experience
module transport_o
opp : [0..1] init 0;
[] (opp = 0)&p_dLocation&p_vehicle&p_active&dMedical>=20 -> (opp’=1);
[] (opp = 1) -> true;
endmodule
module transport_w
will : [0..2] init
[] (will = 0) ->
[] (will = 1) ->
[] (will = 2) ->
endmodule

0;
pActive:(will’=1) + (1-pActive):(will’=2);
true;
true;

module transport_c
cap : [0..2] init 0;
[] (cap = 0)&(opp=1)&(will=1) -> pHigh:(cap’=1) + (1-pHigh):(cap’=2);
[] (cap = 1) -> true;
[] (cap = 2) -> true;
endmodule
Figure 3. Synthesised Markov Model fragment for OWC analysis of personnel profile.

OWC Markov Model Synthesis and Analysis

Analysing models of humans-in-the-loop during the analysis phase of the MAPE loop can positively impact
on the overall success of the adaptive plan chosen by disaster managers. To automate analysis, Markov
models are synthesised from the current state 𝜎 and the human participant 𝑝’s personnel profile: 𝑝 :=
({VEHICLE-ACCESS}, {ACTIVE}, {HIGH}) and current position at location d.
Each function in the 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑜𝑤 𝑐 tuple is modelled by a Markov model, presented in Figure 3 in Prism’s high-level
language. Each module is small with two or three states and all with initial state 0. The modules reference Boolean,
integer and double constant parameters that are instantiated from the current system state 𝜎 and profile 𝑝. In
particular,
• transport_o transitions to state 1 from the initial state whenever predicates formalised in (7) are satisfied,
• transport_w transitions to state 1 according to the corresponding ACTIVE probability distribution value
instantiated as pActive = 0.85, specified by (8). Otherwise the transition to state 2 is triggered to represent
that the operation fails to be performed, and
1www.stuff.co.nz/national/300125069/skycity-convention-centre-fire-fire-and-emergency-could-not-have-prevented-damage
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• transport_c transitions to state 1 whenever 𝑝 has the opportunity and willingness to perform the operation.
The operation succeeds according to the probability distribution value instantiated as pHigh = 0.90,
specified by (9). Otherwise the transition to state 2 is triggered to represent that the operation fails to be
performed.
Now, by composing these three modules with the transport Prism model listed in Figure 2, we can select a route
with the maximum probability of reaching the 𝑠𝑢𝑐𝑐 state and that the human participant 𝑝 has the opportunity,
willingness and capability to transport resources from d to e. We formalise this property by the probabilistic
temporal logic formula
0.66042 = 𝑝𝑚𝑐(𝑚, Pmax=?[F((s=succ)&(opp=1)&(cap=1)&(will=1))])
= maximum probability 𝑝 performs 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 (𝜎, d, e, 𝑟, 20) successfully in state 𝜎.
CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we formalised a conceptual framework in which the disaster-affected region is managed by a
self-adaptive system feedback MAPE loop. A key technical challenge for analysing disaster models is their
changeability. Disasters evolve and their models must also change to reflect what is happening in the real world,
as micro-events may make previous analysis results outdated and model reverification necessary. Our approach
is not dissimilar to managing digital computing systems and therefore draws on its extensive body of theoretical
results from runtime verification (Weyns 2020). The aim is to minimise the amount of costly reverification and
reuse previous results whenever possible, often by isolating reverification to parts of the model affected by change
(Johnson, Calinescu, et al. 2013), thus reducing the amount of analysis needed.
Another important aspect to consider is uncertainties related to impact of changes in a system (Perez-Palacin and
Mirandola 2014). Sensitivity analysis (Goseva-Popstojanova and Kamavaram 2004) is particularly important for
disaster management applications as small disruptions could have serious consequences for planning outcomes. For
example, unavailability of a single critical route through a city can seriously disrupt resource allocation planning.
Our work in this paper has focused on the analysis phase to determine what resources are required and where.
We extended logical analysis via probabilistic model checking to determine optimal routes through the region,
based on current road conditions and profiles of human participants. Indeed, while the current paper features a
simple ontology mapping personnel profiles to task performance, our overall aim is to validate compatibility of
first-responder groups’ plans during the response to a disaster to support parallel planning operations. In addition,
we can also consider analysis techniques such as fuzzy set representation to study several alternatives in resource
allocation and transportation planning (Zheng and Ling 2013; Zhang et al. 2019).
Our research programme aims to develop a generic and re-usable self-adaptive system framework, where phases are
extendable using standardised interfaces to support
• multiple sensory inputs from digital and human sources, such as wearable sensors for first-responders
• multi-stage analysis and automated planning across several formal verification techniques, extending our
current results
• integration of deep-learning and AI techniques to better understand the efficacy of plans and support
decentralised planning
The theoretical framework will form the basis of software tools amenable for developing a number of simulationbased applications to test and validate planning, such as analysing critical sections of the graph to help understand
disaster plan vulnerabilities. We aim to develop formalised disaster plans that are testable and repeatable across a
range of what-if disaster scenarios. This may allow planners to identify critical resource placements and information
needs by running simulations that change these parameters.
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ABSTRACT

Situation Awareness (SA) has been recognized and studied as an important requirement for an effective task
performance of first responders. The integration of increasingly advanced sensor and artificial intelligence technology
into the work processes affects the building, maintenance, and sharing of SA. Connecting SA to decision-support
models provides new possibilities for the development of actionable SA (aSA), entailing information that guides
the momentary decision-making processes of the concerning actors. In the European ASSISTANCE project, we
develop an aSA module that displays information about gas distributions, its current and predicted future states
(e.g., entailing risks of breathing-in of toxic gases), with references to effective decision-making patterns for this
situation. The aSA model is continuously updated based on sensor data. This paper gives an overview of this aSA
module for chemical hazard prediction and corresponding display, and presents initial team design patterns that will
be integrated into this display to support its actionability.
Keywords

Situation awareness, actionability, decision support, chemical hazard.
INTRODUCTION

First responders (FRs) face large natural and man-made disasters (e.g., large wild fires, terrorist attacks, industrial
incidents) that put their own lives and those of thousands of others at risk. These incidents usually take place in
situations that are dynamic and vague. When FRs respond to an emergency call, they have to quickly understand
what is going on, what the source of danger is, how to mitigate the danger and not lose track of how the situation is
evolving. They need to have good situation awareness (SA) to mitigate the threat while keeping themselves and
civilians safe. To do this, FRs need not only to have a perception and comprehension of the current situation, but
also need to be able to project the current status into the future (see also (Endsley 1995)) and know what it means
for their own decision-making and team communication.
The ASSISTANCE project1 aims to develop tools that increase FRs’ SA. ASSISTANCE proposes a holistic solution
that adapts a well-tested SA application as a core of a wider SA platform, capable of offering different configuration
modes for providing the tailored information outcome needed by each FR organization, while they work together
mitigating the disaster (Perez et al. 2020). One of the new modules that will be integrated into the SA platform is a
chemical hazard module that calculates potential hazard footprints, presented on a map, with continuously updated
measurement from external chemical sensors. In addition, the output is continuously adapted and adjusted based on
real-time information from sensor-data, meteorological data, and input by FRs.
1assistance-project.eu
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A lot of research has been done on supporting (individual) SA for FRs (e.g., (Yang et al. 2009)), often focusing on
SA building and maintaining, without including explicit support for decision-making, which overlooks the fact that
people in different roles may want different information in different formats at different times (Zade et al. 2018)
and the perspective of multi-agency emergency response which includes for example shared authority, dispersed
responsibility and resources that are geographically spread out (O’Brien et al. 2020).
In this paper, we present an actionable SA (aSA) module that supports FRs in understanding, assessing, and
predicting hazardous situations and decision-making by means of making teaming patterns, responsibilities, tasks,
and dependencies between team members explicit, thus supporting actionable SA for FRs. To establish (individual)
SA for the FRs, a chemical hazard module has been implemented, which is updated by real-time measurements
and input from FRs, presenting the distribution of gas clouds on a map, and taking the inherent uncertainty of
measurements and predictions into account. This module has been developed in close cooperation with FRs. It
is designed as an adaptive intelligent system, acting as an artificial team member, to further support FRs in their
decision-making according to their role, goals, and changes in the environment. We propose to specify these teaming
aspects with Team Design Patterns (TDPs), and present a first example of a specification for decision-support.
SITUATION AWARENESS AND ACTIONABILITY

Since the 1980s the interest in situation awareness has been growing and even though the research into this construct
started in military aviation, it has expanded into many critical domains that involve people performing tasks in
complex situations (Salmon et al. 2006).The most prominent theory within the situation awareness literature is
Endsley’s model of situation awareness (Endsley 1995). The formal definition of Situation Awareness (SA) is
“the perception of the elements in the environment within a volume of time and space, the comprehension of their
meaning, and the projection of their status in the near future” (Endsley 1988). This formal definition breaks down
into three separate levels: perception, comprehension and projection. The first level of SA, Perception relates to
observing critical information and cues in one’s surroundings. Level 2 of SA, Comprehension refers to integrating
perceived elements to an understanding of the situation. The third and highest level of SA, Projection, refers to the
ability to anticipate the near future based on information of level 1 and 2. Level 3 enables the operator to understand
which possible actions can lead to the desired outcome. In this approach SA is viewed as a product and state of
knowledge in the individual’s cognition. That means that the process of acquiring SA is distinguished from ‘having
SA’.
As research interest in SA grew, it expanded from the individual level to the team level. Definitions of SA came
to reflect this expansion, e.g., to be “the shared understanding of a situation among team members at one point
in time.”(Salas et al. 1995). This view represents a significant departure from the individualistic models of SA
rooted in cognitive psychology. It can also include the notion that SA can reside in human as well as non-human
(technology) agents, which is becoming increasingly important given technological advances such as artificial
intelligence and advanced automation, and so too is the notion of multiple ‘agents’ cooperating over time in order to
remain coupled to the dynamics of their environment (Stanton 2016; Stanton et al. 2017).
Zade et al. (2018) explores approaching this problem from a different perspective, one of actionability. This
approach is based on delivering the right information to the right person at the right time. The goal is to help FRs
deal with the persistent challenges of information overload, limited organizational capacities, and the time- and
safety-critical nature of their work. They investigated this in the context of social media data for first response and
found that FRs already usually look at data from an actionability lense. All FRs in their study had mechanisms for
thinking about how they prioritize information around what could be acted upon. Different FRs valued different
kinds of information; actionability varied across role, contextual factors, and format. These results show that
new, improved, responder-in-the-loop solutions that adapt to the needs of specific FRs are needed to optimally
support them in their task and roles. Instead of systems that ‘just’ display relevant information to support SA,
actionability could be achieved by introducing adaptive intelligent systems (i.e., intelligent agents) that can function
as an artificial team member to adapt to the information and communication needs of the FRs. As team members
are interdependent, they have to organize or coordinate their joint activities; hence, an (artificial) team member
needs the ability for both task-work and teamwork (Bradshaw et al. 2011). Coordination within a team benefits from
successful communication, where needed information is anticipated and shared proactively (Demir et al. 2017).
Teamwork between humans and AI is not straightforward to implement into a (semi-)autonomous system (Diggelen
and Johnson 2019). Although a lot of research has been focusing on describing requirements and guidelines for
agents as teammates (e.g., (Klein et al. 2004)), the implementation remains difficult and conventional interaction
design methods fail to adequately address the capabilities of intelligent systems. Team Design Patterns (TDPs)
attempt to fill this gap and provide the means to capture human-agent teaming processes, to explore how agents can
be designed as adequate team members, and to contribute to team performance, resilience and cohesion (Diggelen
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Figure 1. Overview of the components of the chemical hazard module.

and Johnson 2019). These TDPs can be seen as templates that can be re-applied to solve similar problems. A variety
of application domains have used design patterns as a tool because they offer a good way of sharing and structuring
design knowledge (e.g., interface design patterns (Van Welie et al. 2001), educational design pattern (Goodyear
2005)).
SITUATION AWARENESS SUPPORT FOR CHEMICAL HAZARD PREDICTION

In the ASSISTANCE project, we develop different modules that form the ASSISTANCE support tool for FRs. In
the following, we take one of the modules, the chemical hazard module, as example to show how SA is supported,
and in how the module is being improved to actually achieve actionable SA. First, an overview of the chemical
hazard module is given. Afterwards, we describe how FRs have been involved in the design and development
process, and the results of a first usability test.
Chemical hazard module

The chemical hazard module is designed to assist FRs when mitigating an incident that involves gas exposure.
It provides operators with SA about the position of toxic gas clouds after accidental releases and calculates the
probable distribution of the gas. The chemical hazard module calculates potential hazard footprints, presented on a
map, based on user input describing the type of hazard. The output is continuously adapted and adjusted based on
real-time information from sensor data, meteorological data, and input by FRs. It produces and shows the most
likely position and size of the cloud, but also the uncertainties in position and size, which are due to uncertainties in
e.g. the amount of released gas, the wind direction and wind turbulence. This helps the FRs understand where
to be careful to avoid the toxic hazard and where to measure the gas concentrations to establish the actual gas
concentrations that occur.
For an overview over the module’s components, see Figure 1. Model calculations are done at three levels:
1. Core dispersion calculation (of a single plume) in the dispersion model.
2. Ensemble calculations (taking uncertainty in inputs into account) in the Scenario module.
3. Data fusion using measure data to reduce uncertainty in the Data fusion module.
In the following, the different components are described in more detail.
Dispersion model The central part of the hazard module is a dispersion model which is implemented as a web
service and can be accessed through a web browser. In the map-based user interface, the operator must enter just a
few very basic inputs to obtain a first sketch of the hazard area. In fact, indicating only the location of the accident
from where the gas cloud is emitted is sufficient to start a first calculation and to get a first model output. The
interface shows a template on the map as a first indication of where the hazard might be going (see Figure 2).
The meteorological circumstances are retrieved in real-time from an external server. The operator does not need to
spend time finding out the wind direction and speed at the accident location. Other important dispersion parameters
like atmospheric stability and surface roughness can be modified and have significant influence on the calculation
results. Based on this additional data, new dispersion calculations can be started and a more accurate picture is
presented, showing the length and width of the gas plume as contour lines for 3 levels of toxicity: the life threatening
level, the potentially harmful level and the discernible level (see Figure 3).
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Figure 2. Template view of the gas
cloud distribution.

Figure 3. Contour view of the gas
cloud distribution.

Figure 4. Ensemble view of the gas
cloud distribution.

Scenario module All input variables that are used to calculate the contours have a certain inaccuracy. Many of
the source parameters, like the release rate or released amount, the location and the time when the release started,
are estimations by the person who reported the incident. Other parameters like the wind speed, direction and
atmospheric stability are obtained from model predictions that also have an inherent inaccuracy. These uncertainties
need to be taken into account for the calculations. For each of the input parameters, a distribution type and
distribution parameters are assumed. These distribution specifications for each parameter are used to generate sets
of N values that represent the distribution. From these sets of values, combinations are made to form N random
input scenarios. Each of the scenarios is calculated by the dispersion model and results in a set of plume trajectories
with associated contours of the hazardous concentration levels. The N sets of contours form an ensemble of equally
likely realizations of where (and how large) the gas plume may be (see Figure 4). Based on the calculated ensembles,
it is possible to show not only the most likely (expected) position and size of the cloud, but also the areas within
which the cloud will be with a certain level of confidence, e.g. 90 % certainty.

Data fusion module Concentration measurements made in the field can be used as input to the model and improve
the results of model calculations. For each concentration measurement value, reported for a certain position and
time, a ‘likelihood of correspondence’ value is calculated for each member of the ensemble, based on the difference
between the calculated and the measured concentration at that location and time. This results in the assignment
of probability values to all ensemble members; low probability values can be eliminated from the ensemble set,
whereas remaining ensemble members (and their associated input parameter values) are reinforced by the actual
measurements and are assigned a higher probability.

SA support The goal of the ASSISTANCE project is to support building and maintaining SA. Regarding the
hazard prediction module, integrated into the general ASSISTANCE system, Perception is supported by the different
measurements that can be taken, on different locations, by FRs and robotic systems. In addition, weather data, for
example wind directions and speed, and location of the different actors is observed and presented on the display.
Comprehension is supported by the integration of the different kinds of data and the calculation and presentation
of the hazard cloud position. It uses sensor data to reduce the inherent uncertainty in its prediction. Prediction
is supported by the model by providing a projection into the future, based on current data. The movement of
the hazard cloud is predicted, and the uncertainty is presented. In addition, a time slider is available to see the
development of the cloud in time.
Iterative development and evaluation

The development of the chemical hazard module has been done in close cooperation with FRs to make sure that the
chemical hazard module is in line with the FRs’ needs and use context. Several workshops and interviews were held
with different groups of fire fighters, for example fire fighter teams that would be handling the situation on location,
hazmat experts that are stationed at a distance and would be involved in large-scale accidents, and commanders and
team leaders that would be mostly stationed in the command post at location. These different groups of FRs were
introduced to the researchers’ vision of the chemical hazard module and the ASSISTANCE goals, and the concept
of the chemical hazard module. During these sessions, the researchers asked the FRs about their current practice of
handling accidents with dangerous substances, their tasks and decision-making process, their information needs
(which differ for the different roles), the communication that takes place, and their wishes regarding the module
and SA building and maintenance. In addition, the module was used by the FRs in example scenarios to evaluate
functionalities and display options.
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Usability Test

Besides the workshops, interviews, and sessions mentioned above, an interim usability test with two FRs (both
male, one of them hazmat Officer, the other an on-scene commander) was conducted to assess the current work,
shed light on possible improvements, and determine next steps.
The tool was explained while the user was trying it out and also asking questions. Then, five tasks were given to
verify that the tool was understood. These tasks included calculating a gas cloud for a location, changing automatic
meteorological data to manual, deciding a safe way to get to the site, and change the visualization of the cloud. This
was followed by playing a scenario in which a gas leak was reported. The FRs were asked to verbalize what they
would do at each step with information. As the scenario evolved, it was assessed how the system was used and what
issues arose. After the scenario was played out a last question round was performed in which the FRs were able to
state what could be improved.
The usability test showed two aspects: (1) the FRs used the chemical hazard module as intended, as a means to gain
situation awareness of the gas cloud and the predicted development of the gas distribution, and (2) the FRs need and
wish a good situation awareness to better decide on follow-up actions.
Gaining situation awareness The FRs appreciated the module and different views on the hazard prediction.
They understood how to interpret the visualization and were happy with the different possibilities. However, they
stated that there should be differentiated between a standard and an expert mode, as some of the outputs might be
interpreted incorrectly by non-experts. For example, the hazmat expert reported that he has experienced that the
ensemble view which displays three clouds as possible deviations in the prediction of the hazard development (see
Figure 4) has been wrongly interpreted by non-expert FRs to mean the general expected distribution of the gas
cloud. As the missions are often stressful and dynamically evolving, there is no room for misunderstandings and
explanations and according to the hazmat expert, non-experts should only see the easier-to-understand template
view (see Figure 2).
Gaining actionability During the scenario, the FRs used the information presented by the chemical hazard
module to identify a safe route to reach the incident site and to make assumptions about possible actions regarding
vulnerable locations (e.g., hospitals or residential buildings). As the Hazmat Officer put it: “The whole reason
that you want to see the cloud on a map is to see vulnerable spots to decide whether we should take action and
for example evacuate particular parts of the surroundings.” Moreover, the displayed cloud distribution was used
to decide where to send FRs of the regional teams to do measurements in the affected areas. The Hazmat officer
mostly used the ‘contour’ visualization of the cloud to aid his decisions (see Figure 3).
ACTIONABLE SITUATION AWARENESS

As described above, SA is not a goal in itself; the understanding and prediction of the situation is embedded in
decision-making processes, communication with team members, and actions taken in the environment. At the same
time, all of these activities lead to changes in the environment and the need of an updated SA of team members. As
described above, the chemical hazard module supports individual SA. It displays data measurements and other
information, an interpretation of the situation, and prediction of the future development of the gas cloud. In the
following section, we describe first ideas to add to a model of (team) SA to support actionable SA. As a first step,
we propose to use Team Design Patterns (TDPs) to explicitly design teaming aspects such as communication to
support decision-making of FRs.
Team Design Patterns

With Team Design Patterns (TDPs) we provide the means to capture teaming processes and explore how agents can
be designed as adequate team members. They help to identify how dynamic changes in the environment can be
understood and adapted to as a team. It is a way to describe design choices regarding coordination, communication,
and responsibilities. Compared to other modelling languages, TDPs provide a concise overview of the design
of human-agent (or human-robot) teaming concepts (e.g. role and task allocations) and is explicitly intended to
involve the various stakeholders in the design process. For that reason, the TDP descriptions or formalizations
should be coherent and concise, and be presented in an easy-to-understand format. When discussing teaming
aspects with end users, a graphical representation as described in (Diggelen and Johnson 2019) is particularly
suitable. This graphical representation is less formally linked to software engineering concepts than representations
in other modelling languages, such as UML or SysML; the advantage however is that the graphical representation
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Figure 5. Example of Team Design Pattern Actionability Supporting AI Agent.

of TDPs is quite intuitive to understand and use, and facilitates discussion with end users. Recent research shows
how to specify TDPs in more detail and make particular choices more explicit (Waa et al. 2020; Stĳn et al. 2021),
describing the different processes and design choices more formally.
With respect to the chemical hazard module, individual SA is supported by for example displaying the predicted
position of a gas cloud and other data, such as the position of FRs, on the map. However, decision-making
and coordination should also be supported. For example, if the wind direction changes, the module as specified
above automatically recalculates the (new) predicted position of the gas cloud and displays it on the map. This
functionality corresponds for example to having the responsibility to always present the current (and predicted)
situation, without additional support for notification or advise. By specifying this choice by means of TDPs, the
envisioned cooperation and responsibility mechanisms are made explicit.
In Figure 5 and Table 1, one possible TDP for an intelligent system with more decision-support capabilities is
specified both graphically and textually. This example TDP shows the different responsibilities and the coordination
between the human and artificial team member (in our case the intelligent chemical hazard module). It also offers
the possibility to make advantages and disadvantages of this solution explicit. This TDP specifies of course only
one possible design for supporting actionable SA; in this example, the designers chose to give the artificial team
member the role of adviser. Other possibilities are for example to give the artificial team member the responsibility
to execute actions in the environment itself, without prior approvement of a FR (e.g., communication acts such
as notifications as well as coordination aspects such as re-positioning sensors to improve hazard calculations), or
to specify situations in which notifications are sufficient. By making these choices explicit, consequences can be
identified that have to be taken into account when designing adaptive systems.
Currently, we have identified several relevant TDPs which we have further specified in more detail. In addition, for
these TDPs, interaction design patterns were specified and are being implemented to make specific design choices
for particular interaction mechanisms, such as giving explanations. In Figure 6, a first version of the design of the
interaction with an advising agent is shown. We are planning to evaluate a selection of different TDPs (specified and
further translated into interaction design patterns for the chemical hazard module) with FRs to determine whether
(1) the TDPs facilitate communication and evaluation of design choices regarding coordination, communication,
responsibilities between different team members with FRs and (2) whether the different selected TDPs lead to a
better actionable SA for FRs.
In addition, we will determine whether explicating TDPs in this generic way make them reusable for different
applications, and whether generic knowledge about advantages and disadvantages can be gained and applied for
different applications.
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Table 1. Description of the TDP Actionability Supporting AI Agent.

Name

Actionability Supporting AI Agent

Description

The FR is performing a task when a change in the environment occurs. The artificial team
member is monitoring the FR and the environment. It recognizes the change and initiates a
recalculation of the model and its implications. It displays the consequence of the change,
notifies the FR and gives a suggestion with explanation for how to adapt to the change. The
FR decides whether the suggestion is valid and accepts or declines the suggestion. The
artificial team member recognizes the conditions that where accompanied with the decline
or acceptance of the suggestions and learns the applicability of this suggestion for similar
future situations.
The Human team member needs to have sufficient understanding of what is happening in the
environment.
The Artificial team member has to understand the implications of the change and provide a
suggestion for actions.
The Artificial team member has to be able to show the changes in the environment and to
explain why the suggestion is made.
The Artificial team member has to be able to learn from declined and accepted suggestions.
+ The Human team member is assisted in the decision making process.
+ The human team member is notified about and shown dynamic changes in the environment.
+ The Artificial team member does not need to understand the implications of the proposed
action, only the implications of the change that happened.
- Constant suggestions might annoy the human agent.
- Not well calibrated suggestions might confuse and distract the human agent.
- Artificial team member might be take too long to learn how to adapt its suggestions.
(a) The wind direction changes and the agent recalculates and displays the new gas distribution.
It suggests to the Commander to get new measurements from specific locations to get more
certainty. The commander can accept or decline (or ignore) those suggestions. The agent
learns the certainty threshold that the commander would like to have.
b) While the FR in the field is doing measurements, a warning is sent that the wind direction
changed and the gas cloud moves towards the FR. The agent indicates that the FR should
leave that area and indicates which direction to go. Again the firefighter can decline or
accept.

Requirements

Advantages

Disadvantages

Example

Figure 6. Screenshot of design of the interaction with an advising agent, including displaying consequences of a
dynamic change in the environment, notification of the FR and giving a suggestion for an advised action.
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CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

This paper presented a novel SA module that displays information about gas distributions, its current and predicted
future states, with references to effective decision-making patterns for this situation. The SA module allows for
development of actionable SA, which guides the FR in their decision-making process. The gas distribution model
and corresponding display was iteratively developed, tested, and improved. Results showed that the model supports
the SA building and maintenance of FRs. Furthermore, interviews have been held with FRs that provided important
insights in the usefulness of the current module, and indications of future improvements. One of the topics that
have been identified to further extend is the support in decision-making, adding actionability, thus connecting SA to
Decision Support. First steps towards actionable SA have been described.
As next step, the use of TDPs as solution for making teaming aspects explicit will be evaluated with different FRs.
First of all, we will evaluate how understandable TDPs are for FRs for designing cooperation; secondly, we will
research which joint activities have to be coordinated when reacting to dynamic data, and how the collaboration
within the team looks like. A set of TDPs will be further specified and implemented for particular situations and
roles in the chemical hazard module and evaluated regarding decision support and building of SA. In addition,
one of the next steps regarding future research of TDPs is linking the concepts to software engineering principles,
to support the translation of TDP concepts into software concepts, while keeping the (graphical) representations
intuitive and easy to understand and use.
Specification of TDPs is done in the design phase. However, optimizing the division of tasks between team members
at a single point in time is not sufficient for effective team work, but can only be seen as the basis for further
specification during implementation. It is hereby crucial to look at momentary task allocation, to consider how
trust, cohesion, and coordination develops over time, and how members of teams dynamically shift between various
arrangements of task allocation on the fly (Mioch et al. 2018). One way to do this are working agreements, which,
in short, specify permissions, obligations, or prohibitions on agent behaviour. An example of a work agreement
between the FR interacting with the chemical hazard module and the module itself could be that the chemical
hazard module is obligated to notify a specific FR about the change in the movement of the gas cloud and that
the module has to ask a FR for permission to set new positions for measurements. This work agreement could
be adapted during run-time based on for example the task load of the specific FR, the position, or an estimated
consequence of not notifying the FR. Future research will investigate the use of working agreements as one way to
implement specific TDPs and evaluate the effects on (actionable) SA of FRs.
A lot of work has been done in the past on decision-support systems (e.g. (Loriette et al. 2019)). These systems
mostly focus on the decision-making process, i.e., what information to take into account, how to reason about
the information and how to present this information to the human decision-maker. TDPs specify teaming aspects
such as responsibilities of for example decision-making and information sharing. The focus lies thus not on the
decision-making process itself, but on the teaming aspects. However, for the future, we plan to link the TDPs not
only to the chemical hazard module as described in this work, but apply them to other decision-making processes for
FRs and other domains. In addition, we plan to investigate team learning and construct TDPs that include learning
to improve the decision making, e.g., by providing experience feedback with the corresponding decision choices to
further support actionable situation awareness (Loriette et al. 2019).
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ABSTRACT

Recently, the concept of robustness measurement has become clearly important especially with the rise of risky
events such as natural disasters and mortal pandemics. In this context, this paper proposes an overview of a
hardware architecture for massive data collection in the aim of evaluating robustness indicators. This paper
essentially addresses the theoretical and general problems that the scientific research is seeking to address in this
area, offers a literature review of what already exists and, based on preliminary diagnosis of what the literature
has, presents a new approach and some of the targeted findings with a focus on the leading aspects, having a
primary objective of explaining the multiple aspects of this research work.
Keywords

Business continuity plan, social sciences, risk management, robustness, embedded hardware.
INTRODUCTION

The consequences of harmful and brutal events at the origin of crisis situations (pandemic, fire, flood, terrorist
attack, etc.) are constantly rising. In fact, the increasing complexity and densification of our society (i) generates
additional events to natural events, (ii) disrupts the environment, thus creating additional natural events, and (iii)
increases its sensitivity to events (Elmqvist et al. 2019).
In fact, industrial societies do not only produce wealth but also risks. Those risks do not tend most of the times to
be under control and thus their management is a challenging aspect for the recent research works and theories that
are trying to solve the risk issues (Beck 2001).
For example, the end of the Cold War promised a move away from nuclear, radiological, biological, and chemical
threats. Since September 11, 2001, the fear of large-scale terrorism has been considered at the highest level of
national risk prevention policies (Revel 2005).
Another example is illustrated by the fact that the Permanent Observatory of French Natural Disasters and Natural
Risks has counted between 2001 and 2017, 1593 events having caused 25,870 victims for a cost of 34,895 million
dollars. The COVID-19 health crisis we are facing illustrates, if proof were needed, the acuity of this issue.
These events affect many organizations and can lead to a delay or a permanent cessation of activities.
Crisis management is generally defined by four phases: preparation, prevention, response, and recovery (Altay
and Green 2006). In this research work, the preparation phase is the one that is essentially considered. In fact,
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Anticipatory management has become a priority for many public and private stakeholders: the government, public
services, private companies, law enforcement organizations, operators, etc. (Kamissoko et al. 2019)
To meet this major security and business continuity challenge, organizations are required to develop a plan known
as a Business Continuity Plan (BCP). It "represents the set of measures designed to ensure the maintenance of the
provision of services or other essential or important operational tasks of the company, followed by the planned
resumption of activities" according to the French GSDNS (General Secretariat of Defense and National Security)
practical guide “A Guide to Implementing a Business Continuity Plan”.
However, one main drawback of BCPs is that they are sometimes not easily deployable, nor are they assessable
in real-life situations (Liu et al. 2015). The main reasons that can be suggested are the following: (a) because it is
impossible to reproduce risks without their irreversible consequences; (b) because economic losses, the difficulty
of mobilizing all resources and stakeholders at the same time, and human behaviors are not easy to anticipate nor
to simulate. It is therefore essential to have indicators to measure the feasibility and the robustness of BCPs without
having to fully deploy them.
The main question that this article aims at tackling is the following: How to design and implement robustness
indicators which are required in the design of better BCPs, but also in the identification of areas for
improvement in the day-to-day management activities of organizations?
In fact, this paper basically discusses the general and scientific problems that scientific research seeks to solve in
this field, provides a literature review of what already exists, introduces a new approach, experimental study, and
some of the targeted results, with a focus on the leading aspects and the consequences of the research work.
GENERAL PROBLEMS AND ISSUES

Studies and methods have attempted to deal with the issue of how to build a better BCP in various ways. With the
increasingly growing crisis events, new studies are being undertaken and this research is one of them. In the next
following two subsections the general issues that this study is aiming to answer are discussed.
Risk and Business Impact Aspect

The purpose of this research work is mainly to solve different issues in various aspects, one of them is the
managerial aspect. When risk events happen, the organization should still be able to resume its activities using a
pre-defined BCP. To this day, many models, and tools for BCP elaboration are available (Savage 2002). Risk
analysis tools have basically two different approaches: quantitative risk analysis (Finney 2005) and qualificative
risk analysis (Conrad et al. 2017).
However, the qualification of the BCP itself is still a challenging scientific question because evaluating a tool that
its main objective is to assure the activities’ continuity means measuring a purpose-driven assessing tool. On this
issue, our main contribution will be the qualification of BCPs in terms of robustness, efficiency, and resilience.
To be able to qualify the BCP in an efficient way, all surrounding data should be considered, particularly the
societal events and information, which are discussed within the following subsection.
Societal Aspect

Most of the present BCP tools and guidelines do not include the societal events and the society’s data while
dealing with the risk events that can perturb and even sometimes suspend the organization’s activity (Okrent
1980).
On this point, this research work will include a societal data analysis and interpretation that should be realized
objectively. The faced challenge then is to assure the objectivity of this step and to interpret it correctly. Namely,
the data will be obtained through result-oriented and objective approaches of surveys, and questionnaires when
needed, to identify the relevant data for the organization. The organization that will be considered as the first use
case of this research work is the Hospital Center in Albi, France. In fact, the importance of this step is making the
organization able to consider different surrounding crucial data, especially from the society’s activities, figures,
and aspects.
Hybridity of the Project

As observed in the two previous subsections, the consideration of both aspects; the Risk impact aspect and the
societal aspect, is the key to this contribution.
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Risk analysis with considerations to the societal factors will enable the qualification of the BCP and its robustness
measurement with even a more realistic sense. In fact, the considered approach for this research work is then the
following: Taking into consideration the variety of societal events that can contribute to the crisis situations
making it possible to develop better BCPs throughout a robustness measurement process.
The following section will include an overview for the scientific issues within this approach.
Scientific Issues

The interest of this study is basically to proceed using a hardware implementation the data analysis in the risk or
crisis management context. In fact, most applications for risk management are implemented only on software and
providing then simulated results. The hardware implementation notion in this field of study, which is the industrial
engineering applications, is a recent approach. By partially running the data within a hardware implementation to
perform the acquisition phase for example, the application case is more customized and hence can perform better
in terms of the time delay execution (Aporntewan and Chongstitvatana 2001).
Given the diversity of data sources, the difference in transmission frequencies and the risks of loss (hacking,
disruption, failure), defining a hardware architecture could be a challenging task to face since such issues could
always occur and should be then treated carefully. There are approaches such as WSN (Wireless Sensor
Networks), Multi-Sensor Fusion Technology, Internet-scale resource-intensive sensor network services, IoT.
Even though these technologies are improving the performance in many domains, some aspects such as largescale integration, reliability, security, deployability, transposability to any organization and the capacity of
integrating several types of sources (including those from surveys, human expertise, etc.) are still challenging
facets to cover during a hardware/software development and especially in the context of risk management
(Abdulkader et al. 2018). The hardware implementation can assure a high security for the gathered information in
some application and a high speed of data proceeding (Biasizzo et al. 2005).
Treating data using WSN for example can be very useful for different reasons: (i) Minimizing the energy
consumption while maintaining connectivity of the nodes (sensors), (ii) Suitable for real-time applications, (iii)
Making it possible to gather and aggregate an important amount of data with a high frequency and (iv) WSN is a
cloud-friendly approach making it possible to store an important amount of data (Raghavendra et al. 2006).

Figure 1. WSN’s nodes and the users’ interactions (Raghavendra et al. 2006)

The objective will be to propose the architecture of a decentralized network of data sources (Figure 1) that meet
the previous limitations. The proposal of this architecture will consider the Humanities and Social Sciences (HSS)
data collected through the survey. The aim is to facilitate access to information by stakeholders depending on the
context (before, during or after the disruption).
The definition of a hardware architecture integrating several data sources is a new aspect especially for risk
management application. In this context, the next section will discuss the literature review of this research work.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

The establishment of an efficient BCP in a good shape and form has been a scientific question for a long time.
Several studies and approaches mentioned some of the ways to optimize the business continuity policies. In the
following paragraphs, some of those studies and approaches will be discussed with a mention to what is missing
and how this new study can consolidate the results obtained.
Business Continuity General Guidelines

W. Lam (2002) in his study “Ensuring business continuity” mentioned the steps to obtain a good business plan.
The steps such as identifying the business threats and conducting a risk analysis included several aspects and
resources to consider, but very less societal data and societal aspects related to the threats faced. As well, the step
of testing the BCP did not consider any robustness indicators or recommendations for reviewing the plan. The
aim of this study is to basically to give the recommendation to build a good business plan. For this reason, focusing
on this study is what gives a better idea about what aspects are missing in making the BCPs and how to solve
them.
A research work called “Business Continuity Planning: A New Road to Nurture Business Growth” held by D.
Kumar, A. Kumar Rai, H. Mishra, and P. Srivastava (2013) discussed the key-features of BCP in order to define
the goals that should be met when a BCP is implemented within an organization. This work focuses basically on
the following milestones: (a) identifying the critical business operation; (b) identifying the risk associated with
those operations, and (c) Finding the ways to mitigate or avert the risk. The study takes into consideration the
financial and business risks but lacks consideration and explanation of other types of risks. In fact, the risks can
be various as they can be the result of different abnormalities in one or many dimensions such as the sociological
aspect. It is thus a focused research in the financial sector and taking as a use case the banks’ business activity
while considering the requirement analysis, design and implementation of BCP based on the business units within
the studied structure and the operational risks, especially on the financial aspect and significantly to banks as a
use case organization.
Another study called “A new framework for business impact analysis in business continuity management” held
by S.A. Torabi, H. Rezaei Soufi and N. Sahebjamnia (2014), considered an analytic network process (ANP) to
determine the network structure of the problem and estimate the continuity parameters. Although this study was
based on several key products’ breakdown, it did not mention the importance of multidimensional data in
measuring the risks and thus deducting the well-based business continuity plan. As for the testing part, a use case
is studied but only with simulating the internal technical and numeric data. The external data or societal events
are not measured or included and as well robustness indicators did not take part of the simulation but a different
approach which basically considers the key products is treated.
Business Continuity within Healthcare Organizations

When it comes to healthcare organizations that should not suspend its activities in any way or form such as
hospitals, as of 2000, attacks on hospital staff have made it necessary to rethinking the protection of individuals
by putting in place agents, among other things security. Moreover, before the COVD-19, it was terrorism, the heat
wave and the H1N1 pandemic (2009-2010) that caused a huge damage to the healthcare system and hospitals in
France. This addresses the question of how to maintain hospitals in their best performance of activities when it
comes to crisis situations. The research work done by C. Van der Linde (2018) in this context names the nature
of the crisis in order to best organize the health response, identifies the cognitive behaviors adapted to stress
situations, essential for crisis management steering and tackles the principles, method of reasoning and
management tools required steering the organization of the healthcare activity of his health establishment.
Furthermore, this work considers also that the culture of questioning must take precedence over that of the plan.
It is a question of creating and putting in action a transverse management privileging collaborative intelligence
(Van der Linde 2018).
On the other hand, the threat of an influenza pandemic is a serious risk, mentioned as one of the major crisis
scenarios by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security, due to its significant impact on society. This risk requires
a preparation, by means of an anticipative and proactive approach and the whole of society, in each of its areas of
activity (Breton-Kueny and Segovia-Kueny 2008). In this context, the covid-19 that the world is experiencing
recently makes the healthcare organizations an interesting and justified choice as a first use-case to be considered
in this specific period. In fact, healthcare services are affected in their organization (activity, overload, capacity
breakdowns, staff fatigue and absence, priority management of the pandemic, deprogramming), in their
environment (patients, providers, etc.) and by the local national and international context (global spread of the
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pandemic, political decisions, media information, standards and regulations).
The crisis is not uniform and can evolve over time. Indeed, there may be different levels of severity that disrupt
the day-to-day running of the hospital (human resources, equipment, etc.). Thinking in this way means first
identifying the activities that are essential for the hospital and knowing how to adapt. Example: the COVID-19
pandemic in March 2020 was associated with a widespread containment and deprogramming of the healthcare
services. This is not the same situation that we are living today while the health crisis is still present.
Breton-Kueny and Segovia-Kueny (2008) proposes a model for the development of BCP based on several
successive stages. However, this model, despite its relevance in terms of planning different actions to be
undertaken chronologically in the specific case of a “flu pandemic” crisis, it lacks some subtlety because it mainly
applies to a general case that does not necessarily integrate the real situation.
The Particularity of this Research Work

The hardware architecture that this research work is aiming to tackle will make it possible to consider the types
of data available in the organization, particularly the healthcare ones, since the first use case of this study is Albi’s
Hospital Center. The previous study mentioned the cognitive behaviors adapted to stress situations and some of
ways to act in these situations. The way to develop a hardware implementation and the robustness keys for
qualifying the BCP is the horizon of this study and here comes this research work to answer the future questions
of how to make a better BCP.
Based on the previous studies, this research work is covering some of missing aspects for making BCPs such as
the consideration of societal data but also proposes a new approach to proceed the gathered data through a
hardware implementation. In fact, the hybridity within this study consists of integrating both technical and societal
data which is a key point. Moreover, the hardware architecture for proceeding all the collected data through a
data-gathering process and the proposal of robustness indicators along with recommendations for the BCP is what
makes it possible to efficiently review, consolidate and iterate the process of building BCPs for a variety of
organizations.
THE PROPOSAL

Our contribution is mainly to assure the quantification of BCPs. To meet this goal, the principal idea is to include
the societal data into the quality measurement and to propose some robustness indicators for the under-test plans
making it possible to suggest recommendations in a further step.
The methodology of the study is based principally on the following milestones:
·

Proposal of a knowledge gathering process: Including several types of technical data and societal
data. The types of data and the approach to collect them will be more detailed in the following
section.

·

Proposal of a hardware architecture: Storage and interpretation of the collected and aggregated
data using a physical type of memory such as SRAMs and ROMs, a cloud storage or a hybrid
storage combining both technologies depending on the need.

·

Proposal of robustness indicators: Indicators taking into consideration the data gathered through
the first process and making it possible to qualify the BCPs of multiple types of organization. By
studying the gathered data and representing the aggregations within the organization’s type or
model, the robustness indicators are possible to build.
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Figure 2. The proposal’s methodology overview

Figure 2 below shows how the three different milestones are implemented. Starting from the data gathering
process (8-10 months process), then the hardware model (12-16 months process) and finally the robustness
indicators’ proposal (6-8 months process) which will make it possible at the end to interpret the quality of the
BCPs and follow up with recommendations accordingly.
The particularity in this proposal is to integrate effectively different types of data at the same time such as societal
data, financial data, physical data (sensors and interconnected objects) and use them to perform a complete data
analysis of the organization’s environment. This approach will make the evaluation of the BCP in an integral and
multidimensional aspect possible which will lead to performing better results in terms of both risk and business
continuity management.
The Experimental Study

Based on what is mentioned previously, the experience traits of this study are basically including three forms:
·

The societal data collection: To gather the societal data some voice and written surveys are held. The
surveys with the relevant organizations aim to provide proper data for one or more use-case. Noting
that the surveys are held on a defined period such as some months of a real happening pandemic like
covid-19, the collected data have enough pertinence to be interpreted and result into the societal aspect
definition for one or more organizations in a risk or crisis event. This type of data is thus forming one
form of the experimental purpose of this study.
In this context, this research work concerns an exceptional health situation (EHS). For the French
authorities, this refers to “the occurrence of an emerging, unusual and/or little-known event that goes
beyond the scope of routine alert management in terms of its scope and seriousness (particularly in
terms of its impact on the health of populations or the functioning of the healthcare system) or its
media nature (actual or potential) and which may go as far as a crisis” (Nahon and Michaloux 2016).
Which is given by the Instruction No. 274 DGS/DUS/CORRUSS 2013 of June 27, 2013).
The specificity of the proposed approach is to use a past case, the history of the crisis experienced
(beginning of the organization's exposure to the Covid 19 crisis). The social data are gathered from
feedback from practitioners (hospital staff) and users (patients) through interviews and a survey type
of inquiry concerning a lived history. As S. Huberson and B. Vraie (2015) wrote: “the philosophy of
the BCP is to prepare for war in peacetime, except that we can use what happened during the war to
build a more robust BCP”.

·

The technical data collection: The technical data can have many forms but also sources such as
physical sensors, information systems, databases, knowledge models, BIM (Building Information
Modeling), GIS (Geographical Information System), simulation models and more. The collection of
this data will be based on a hybrid and customized approach that involves both the consultant and the
organization. To require the data to gather, the consultant must take into consideration the data
available within the organization but also relevant to the use case of this study.

·

The hardware architecture testing: As the final aim of this study as mentioned before is to propose
a hardware architecture for the evaluation of robustness indicators, the collected data should be
physically implemented within a hardware architecture. Simulations at first can provide some initial
results and thus the expected results from the hardware architecture should be in match the simulation
aims and outputs. The purpose of this part is to propose robustness indicators by exploiting the data
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stored in the physical architecture.
The Targeted Results

The key results of this study are the proposition of robustness indicators and their evaluation within the hardware
implementation. These robustness indicators will be based as discussed previously on the societal aspects,
deducted from the surveys’ information, added to the technical data obtained within the organization’s different
services or departments. This evaluation will allow the qualification of BCPs of different use-case organizations.
The system as shown in figure 3 consists of five main phases which are the acquisition of data, its storage,
processing to perform the indicators’ calculus and then finally the assessment of the elaborated indicators which
will result in the predictions and recommendations given for the considered BCP of a particular organization. The
datapath that will invoke the targeted results is given below by figure 3.

Figure 3. The system’s overview

The results should as well include an “advisory” option. This option will treat the BCPs robustness case by case
and define their profile as well in terms of resilience, efficacity, reliability, etc.
The outputs of this study and architecture in general will allow the optimization of risk management methods
within the organizations by characterizing their evolutionary paths and possible improvements in terms of BCPs.
In fact, firstly this research work is considering the societal aspects throughout the data collected using the surveys.
Secondly, the technical data will be obtained from the different equipment such as GIS, BIM, sensors and more.
This data will be then proceeded within the hardware architecture. Finally, the proceeded and aggregated data will
be used to test the robustness indicators making it possible to deduct the adequate recommendations for the
qualified BCPs.
Using those results, the organizations such as Albi Hospital Center, which is our first use case, will be able to face
crisis events using more solid plans adapting to the complex and multidimensional real-life situations.
CONCLUSION

Studies and approaches tried in different ways to treat the question of how to make a better BCP. With the crisis
events that are constantly rising, new studies are being held and one of them is this study.
The originality of this study is to go beyond the technical data by fully considering other dimensions, in particular
social factors to be applicable to any type of organization to make the link with the steering and decision support
processes. The results will make organizations less vulnerable to crises by proposing more robust BCPs and
identifying critical components and resources.
On another side, this developed hardware architecture resulting of this research work should let it be possible for
organizations with different types to consolidate their BCP with robustness indicators generated by the proceeding
data within the hardware implementation. The implementation should be transposable and generic to multiple
types of applications. The tests on the use cases should on their part qualify a structured methodology to be adopted
on several structures of organizations.
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Having a main objective of explaining this recent research work, this paper discusses basically the scientific and
general issues that the scientific research is trying to solve in this field, gives a literature review of what already
exists and proposes a new methodology and some of targeted results with a focus on the leading aspects. The next
step following this research work will be the proposition of a knowledge-gathering process and the aggregation
of both the technical and societal data. On the long term, this research work will be followed by the hardware
architecture proposal after the full definition of the data-gathering process.
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ABSTRACT

Large crisis scenarios involve several actors, acting at the blunt-end of the process, such as rescue team directors,
and at the sharp-end, such as firefighters. All of them have different perspectives on the crisis situation, which
could be either coherent, alternative or complementary. This heterogeneity of perceptions hinders situational
awareness, which is defined as the achievement of an overall picture on the above-mentioned crisis situation. We
define knowledge fusion as the process of integrating multiple knowledge entities to produce actionable knowledge,
which is consistent, accurate, and useful for the purpose of the analysis. Hence, we present a conceptual modelling
approach to gather and integrate knowledge related to large crisis scenarios from locally-distributed sources that can
make it actionable. The approach builds on the WAx framework for cyber-socio-technical systems and aims at
classifying and coping with the different knowledge entities generated by the involved operators. The conceptual
outcomes of the approach are then discussed in terms of open research challenges for knowledge fusion in crisis
scenarios.
Keywords

Distributed situational awareness, knowledge fusion, WAx framework, crisis management, cyber-socio-technical
systems.
INTRODUCTION

Modern society is continuously challenged by several crises due to natural events, such as earthquakes, avalanches,
and pandemics, and to anthropic events, such as terrorist attacks, and to technological events, such as power
blackouts. To cope with this variety of situations, several methods, models and applications have been developed by
researchers and practitioners. Most of them assume that crisis management lifecycle consists of phases. Even if
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there is not an agreement on their number and the names, the following four are widely accepted ones: preparedness,
response, recovery, and mitigation. Each phase requires the involvement of several actors that have different views
and perspectives on the crisis situation to be faced. Gathering such knowledge and make it actionable requires to
achieve a shared understanding among the different involved actors. Ontologies are good means to fit with this
purpose. However, sometimes the different backgrounds of crisis operators or their different personal objectives
hinder the creation of a common view. For instance, we can consider the situation where a rescue operator piloting a
drone may cause damage to citizens and buildings during a rescue intervention and, consequently, wants to hide some
information related to this accident to the operation manager. Even considering less extreme situations, shouldn’t we
start taking into account that sometimes an actual, complete, comprehensive and unique, shared awareness model of
a crisis situation is rather hard to reach? And in this case, shouldn’t we start designing crisis management systems
that acknowledge the limitations of over-simplified assumptions and leverage on multi-perspective distributed data
sources?
To this extent, we adopt the recently introduced WAx framework (Patriarca et al. 2021), developed as a conceptual
artefact to deal with cyber-socio-technical systems. According to it, Work-As-Imagined, Work-As-Done, Work-AsDisclosed, and Work-As-Observed are different representations of the same work activity. The framework considers
them as knowledge entities generated by different agents, such as sharp-end and blunt-end operators, and describes
the relationships between them. Here, the idea is to apply it to explore distributed situational awareness among
crisis agents, with the ultimate goal of modeling such variety of work representations, as they emerge from mutual
knowledge conversions. We define knowledge fusion as the process of integrating multiple knowledge entities to
produce actionable knowledge, which is consistent, accurate, and useful for the purpose at hand. We propose to use
knowledge conversion maps as a means to represent the conversions of knowledge entities occurring during the
knowledge fusion activity performed by an analyst, which could be either human or automated. Finally, we discuss
some possible applications and some research challenges related to the adoption of the presented approach for crisis
knowledge fusion to be addressed by the research community in the next years.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Firstly we present the related work in the area of conceptual modelling
approaches to situational awareness. Then, we introduce a knowledge integration framework for situational
awareness and some research challenges to achieve a model of distributed situational awareness. Lastly, the
conclusions provide open questions and potential for future research.
RELATED WORK

Converting information into knowledge, knowledge analysis, knowledge integration, and reasoning are part of the
knowledge fusion process, which is a precondition to achieve situation awareness (Smirnov and Levashova 2019)
in a crisis management scenario. Ontologies aim at creating a shared understanding among the involved actors
(Borglund 2017) and are considered as a valuable tool to improve situational awareness in large crisis scenarios.
Furthermore, ontology integration techniques have now reached a good maturity level to the purpose of knowledge
fusion (Osman et al. 2021). Even if building crisis ontologies is not an easy task that requires a huge endeavour and
the involvement of domain experts (De Nicola and Missikoff 2016), there are already some proposals. Among
the most recent works on crisis management ontologies, we cite: (De Nicola et al. 2019) that present an ontology
for crises and emergencies impacting on critical infrastructures; (Coletti et al. 2020) that propose TERMINUS,
an ontology for managing territorial knowledge and predicting hazardous situations; (Elmhadhbi et al. 2020) that
present an ontology to improve information exchange among stakeholders; and (Chehade et al. 2020) that, similarly,
propose an ontology to effectively handle communications in rescue operations. Finally, (Benaben et al. 2020)
describe a comprehensive meta-model for crisis knowledge and data. All these works deal with information sharing
during emergencies, which is considered as a relevant issue in crisis management (Van de Walle et al. 2016).
However, with respect to them, we focus on the different perceptions of agents about the crisis situation and deal
with how they are generated and transformed into different forms of knowledge.
MODELLING FOR KNOWLEDGE FUSION TO THE AIM OF DISTRIBUTED SITUATIONAL AWARENESS

This section presents our modelling approach for knowledge fusion finalized to distributed situational awareness.
First, we provide more details on the WAx framework. Then, we describe how to apply it for modelling the
knowledge fusion activity aimed at situational awareness during crisis management. Finally, we present a case
study related to a simplified mountain rescue operation after an avalanche.
WAx Framework

The WAx framework (WAx: Work-As-x) (Patriarca et al. 2021) is a recent outcome of a research in the field of
Resilience Engineering for industrial systems, built to support safety management and in general, performance
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management of a work process. In the WAx, a natural science perspective was adopted to detail relationships
and analyze types of transformation between different representations of work, or knowledge entity types, such
as Work-As-Imagined (WAI), Work-As-Done (WAD), Work-As-Disclosed (WADI), Work-As-Observed (WAO),
Work-As-Prescribed (WAP), and Work-As-Normative (WAN), extending the definitions of these concepts provided
by (Moppett and Shorrock 2018). Briefly, the WAI expresses an expectation or a belief about how the work is
conducted; the WAD is the actual activity carried out in the working environment, the WADI is a work description
provided by a certain agent; the WAO is a model of how the work is interpreted by an observer, either directly or
indirectly; the WAP encompasses the available prescriptive aspects of the work; and the WAN indicates the external
norms such as international standards and governmental security procedures. The WAx knowledge entity types are
instantiated by different agents, which could be grouped into two main categories, namely, blunt-end operators (BO),
including managers and decision makers, sharp-end operators (SO), such as those performing the practical activities
of the organization, and analysts. Indeed, the framework describes the knowledge entities enabling to distinguish the
various agent perspectives of the same WAx entity type, e.g., WADIBO , WADISO and WADIANALYST .
Furthermore, the WAx framework provides a rigorous conceptual structure to represent and analyze knowledge
dynamics, i.e. how knowledge is created and converted by an agent (intra-agent modelling) and among the various
agents of the system (inter-agent modelling). This accounts for types of knowledge flows that affect an agent mental
model of the work (tacit knowledge), the way an agent represents and communicates work knowledge (explicit
knowledge) to the external word, and how the agent acts in the real world. Moreover, the framework is recursive and
fractal in its structure, so that it is adaptable for different granularity levels of analysis, fostering the understanding,
modeling, and analysis of work practices in more general contexts, from an individual (human or autonomous
machine) within a single organization to the whole organization in a inter-organizations collaborative work.
The description of the knowledge dynamics leverages on the concept of knowledge conversion, which has been
deeply analysed in the organization management literature (Nonaka and Konno 1998). In particular, the knowledge
dynamics of the WAx framework is founded on a conceptual model, which represents the basic types of knowledge
conversion activities and how they apply to a WAx entity, throughout its tacit (WAxt ), explicit (WAxe ), and
enactment (WAD) states. Specifically, for an individual agent the following activities are examined.
• Introspection refers to the conscious or unconscious examination of the agent’s own WAx tacit knowledge.
The effect may be a change on his/her mental model about the work.
• Internalisation is the agent’s conversion from a WAx explicit knowledge (e.g., a document or a discussion)
into his/her tacit knowledge.
• Externalisation is the expression of the agent’s WAx tacit knowledge into comprehensible forms for other
agents.
• Conceptualization is the creation of the agent’s WAx tacit knowledge from real world actions or data.
• Reification is the agent’s activity of applying his/her own WAx tacit knowledge to perform actions in the real
world.
Additionally, the following two activities require interactions with other agents.
• Socialization refers to WAx knowledge sharing among different agents, so that this activity affects the WAxt
knowledge of the participating agents.
• Combination operates on the various individual explicit representations of WAx to create a new common
WAxe .
Guidelines for Modelling Flows of Crisis Knowledge

As mentioned in the introduction, crisis management is usually divided in phases with different goals ((Steen et al.
2021). For instance, the goal of the preparedness phase is to prepare to possible crises by means of simulated
activities, training sessions and preparation of intervention plans including procedures, best practices, and actors
that should be involved in a crisis scenario. The goal of the response phase is to coordinate and adopt all the
measures required to react at the occurrence of a crisis. Finally, the goals of the recovery and the mitigation phases
are, respectively, to reach at some degree the normal situation and to reduce the impact of a crisis in the long
term. Each phase requires the involvement of several actors that contribute to the different phases by bringing their
knowledge on the situation at hand and their experience on similar situations. Keeping track of the knowledge
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Figure 1. Crisis management lifecycle and knowledge conversion maps

flows among them is fundamental to ensure that the knowledge fusion activity required for distributed situational
awareness is limitedly affected by communication and interpretation losses. To this purpose, here, we present how
the WAx framework can be applied to reconstruct such knowledge flows by means of knowledge conversion maps,
which show how a source knowledge entity is converted to a destination one. The final aim is to build a knowledge
conversion map for each phase of the crisis management lifecycle. For the sake of clarity, this is sketchily depicted
in Figure 1.
According to the WAx framework, the steps to build knowledge conversion maps for a specific case study are as it
follows:
1. Identify key agents. Given a case study, blunt-end operators, sharp-end operators, and analysts have to be
identified. These can be cyber agents (e.g., drones, software applications), humans (e.g., soldiers), or even
animals (e.g., search and rescue dogs).
2. Identify knowledge entities. Relevant WAx knowledge entities concerning the crisis situation have to be
identified for each agent.
3. Build knowledge conversion maps. The design structure matrix (see (Eppinger and Browning 2012)) is a
valuable technique to model complex systems. Along this line, the knowledge conversion map is a matrix
where the previously identified knowledge entities are placed in its rows and columns. Each row represents
the target knowledge entity whereas columns represent the source ones. Hence, the resulting cells show the
corresponding knowledge conversions, if any.

Case Study on Mountain Rescue

This subsection presents a simple exemplifying case study to show how a knowledge conversion map can be built in
practice. This example concerns a mountain rescue operation. Due to extremely bad weather conditions followed by
a temperature rise, an avalanche hits some houses close to the mountain. It is not known if (and how many) people
were inside the houses and, hence, if there are casualties. Roads are also interrupted and rescue team operators
cannot reach the buildings by car. The rescue operator manager decides to send a team of rescue operators, equipped
with a flying drone. A search and rescue dog is part of the team, too. Meanwhile, the emergency room manager has
the goal to reconstruct the overall situation and coordinate next intervention actions.
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Table 1. WAx agents in the mountain rescue scenario

WAx agent role

Agents

Analyst
Blunt-end operator
Sharp-end operator

Emergency room manager
Rescue operator manager (OM)
Rescue operator (RO), drone, and search and rescue dog

According to the above-mentioned steps, first of all we identify the WAx agents (see Table 1). A rescue operator
(RO), a drone, and a search and rescue dog are the sharp-end operators. A rescue operator manager (OM) is the
blunt-end operator and the emergency room manager (ERM) plays the role of analyst, which will exploit the WAx
entities generated by the other agents to reconstruct the situation.
The second step consists in identifying the involved knowledge entities. The WAD is the actual crisis situation that
is only partially accessible. Since the crisis scenario is usually dynamic, unstable and unpredictable, the WAD is
usually different from what is imagined by the different agents. Each agent has its own view (i.e., its own WAI)
on the crisis situation. Hence, there are: the WAIDog , the WAIDrone , the WAIRO , the WAIOM , and the imagined
reconstructed situation by the emergency room manager (which is the WAIERM ). Then, there are different WADISO
generated in different forms by the sharp-end operators involved in the rescue operation. For instance, the search
and rescue dog gives alert signals to the rescue operators by barking (i.e., WADIDog ). The rescue operators receive
data from drones (i.e., WADIDrone ) and combine this information with their perspectives on the situation. Finally,
they periodically send reports to the rescue operator manager and the emergency room manager by mobile phone
calls and sms messages. The WADIBO is the perspective on the crisis scenario of the rescue operator manager (i.e.,
WADIOM ). He/she receives field information from the RO and interprets it through his/her past experience on
mountain rescue interventions, his/her knowledge of rescue operation procedures (i.e., WAP) and of norms (e.g.,
drones cannot fly over population centers without prior authorization). The last knowledge entity here considered
is the WADIAnalyst -of-WAD, which is the reconstructed situation as done by the emergency room manager. This
is originated by a knowledge fusion activity that should takes into account all the different knowledge entities
generated during the on-field operations.
The third step consists in building the knowledge conversion map. The actual crisis situation represents the real
world together with the activities of the sharp-end operators. Limited to the rescue intervention, it can be considered
as a reification of the WAIDog , the WAIDrone , and the WAIRO . Conversely, these knowledge entities are the result of a
conceptualization activity starting from the actual crisis situation. The WAIDog is originated from an internalisation
activity of the WAP. Whereas the WAIDrone is the result of the WAP, in the form of software code required to its
functioning. Similarly, the training of the activity can be considered as the the means to teach the dog how to behave
in similar circumstances (i.e. again the WAP). Hence, the explicit knowledge entities generated by the sharp-end
operators are the WADIDog (e.g., the alert signals given when it finds a victim), the WADIDrone (e.g., the pictures of
the impacted area), and the WADIRO (e.g., communications between the rescue operator and the rescue operation
manager and the emergency room manager). The WADIRO is periodically updated and it is also the result of a
combination activity starting with the WADIDrone and the WADIDog . The WAIOM is the result of an internalisation
activity of the WADIRO , the WAP, and the WAN, a socialization activity with the rescue operator, and introspection.
The WADIOM is an externalization of WAIOM and is periodically updated depending on the new occurrences of the
WADIRO . The imagined reconstructed situation of the emergency room manager is the result of an internalisation
of the WADIRO , the WAP, the WAN, and the WADIOM , a socialization activity with the rescue operation manager,
and of an introspection activity. Finally, the disclosed reconstructed situation is originated from an externalisation
of the emergency room manager, and a combination activity involving also the WADIRO and the WADIOM .
Figure 2 depicts the ideal knowledge conversion map for the mountain rescue case study. In general, since the
number of involved agents and knowledge entities increases in more complex scenarios, it is worthy to assess
the differences between the ideal knowledge conversion map and the actual one to assess potential lack in the
communication flows.
RESEARCH CHALLENGES FOR DISTRIBUTED SITUATIONAL AWARENESS

In this section, we highlight a plan of research activities towards knowledge fusion for situation awareness leveraging
on the presented instantiation of the WAx framework. We envisage that the following steps should be accomplished.
1. Building a platform to manage the plethora of WAx knowledge entities referring to the same situation from
different angles. To this aim, the platform should support building knowledge upon entities of various nature
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Figure 2. Knowledge conversion map for distributed situational awareness in the mountain rescue case study.

and/or structure (e.g., data, video, process models, free text) in order to realize situation-specific knowledge
conversion maps.
2. Identifying automatic approaches to support detection of the inherent coherence of WAx knowledge entities
from their individual semantics, as a precondition for knowledge integration.
3. Reconstructing the situation as result of a knowledge fusion activity, performed by an analyst or by means of
automatic techniques, based on one or more instances of knowledge conversion maps.
4. Analysing the situation by means of formal models to identify, for example, flaws in the communication or
in the coordination of the rescue activities. Ideally this analysis could be semi-automatic to shed lights on
communication patterns that do not respect a certain set of rules.
CONCLUSION

The effectiveness of distributed situational awareness in large crisis scenarios impacts crisis management performance.
Achieving a deeper understanding of knowledge flows between agents is a precondition to avoid a lack - or misinterpretation - of information provision from sharp-end operators to the agents in-charge of reconstructing the
scene. In this paper, we presented an approach to represent such knowledge flows by means of knowledge conversion
maps that exploit the WAx framework for cyber-socio-technical systems. Future research activities will be devoted
to define methods and tools capable to make reactive and proactive usage of such maps with the ultimate goal to
support crisis management.
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ABSTRACT

Traditional seismic risk assessment approaches focus on assessing the damages to the urban fabric and the
resultant socio-economic consequences, without adequately incorporating the social component of risk. However,
the behaviors people adopt in response to earthquakes, affect their exposure to the threat, and should be considered
in quantitative risk assessment studies. This paper proposes an interdisciplinary agent-based modeling framework
for simulating pedestrians’ evacuation in an urban environment during and in the immediate aftermath of an
earthquake. The model is applied to Beirut, Lebanon and integrates geo-spatial, socio-demographic, and
quantitative behavioral data corresponding to the study area. Several scenarios are proposed to be explored using
this model in order to identify the influence of relevant model parameters. These experiments could contribute to
the development of improved of emergency management plans and prevention strategies.
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INTRODUCTION

Earthquakes are high-impact natural hazards characterized by their rapid onset. Although the occurrence of
earthquakes is not preventable, a significant reduction in earthquake disasters losses could be achieved through
improving infrastructure resilience, emergency preparedness, and response systems (UNISDR 2015).
Various disciplines have analyzed earthquakes from different perspectives. Earth and Engineering Sciences have
developed earthquake risk assessment studies, based on the characterization of the earthquake hazard and the
assessment of the exposed assets’ vulnerability (Erdik 2017). Social scientists have addressed the importance of
the social determinants of vulnerability and the behaviors adopted during and immediately after the earthquake
on people’s exposure, which affect the disasters’ the impact and recovery time (Aerts et al. 2018; Rojo et al. 2017).
However, human behavior is still rarely included in seismic risk assessments, mainly due to the difficulty in
quantifying behaviors into tangible measures that can be integrated into these quantitative methodologies.
Surveys that investigate how people behave in emergencies provide empirical data on human behavior and the
decision-making process. Therefore, post-seismic surveys can be a valuable tool for integrating the theories from
behavioral sciences into quantitative seismic risk assessments. Recreating earthquake crisis scenarios that
integrate social interactions could be achieved through agent-based models (ABM). In these models, agents can
represent inanimate objects, such as buildings and debris, and animate objects, such as humans that can move and
have complex reasoning abilities. ABMs can also be used to test “what-if” scenarios to explore emergency
management strategies through simulations.
This paper presents PEERS (Pedestrians’ Evacuation in Earthquake Risk Simulations), an interdisciplinary ABM
for simulating pedestrians’ earthquake evacuation in an urban environment. The model integrates both the
physical and the social aspects of an earthquake crisis. The physical component is taken into account in the realistic
estimation of buildings’ damages and debris formation. The social aspect is incorporated by the human behaviors
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in reaction to the earthquake, represented by the individuals’ evacuation and mobility decisions, and the
interaction among the individuals resulting in groups formation. PEERS is adapted to the case of Beirut, Lebanon,
due to the availability of data related to buildings’ seismic damages at building-scale (Salameh et al. 2017),
population’s vulnerability and reactions to earthquakes (Beck et al. 2018), and on-going surveys on the
population’s reactions to sudden onset events. The objectives of this paper are to describe the conceptual model
adapted to the case of Beirut, its implementation and the proposed experiments plan.
Human Behavior in Seismic Crises

Several social theories exist on human behavior in emergencies. Some examples include Panic theory (Chertkoff
and Kushigian 1999) according to which the social response in an emergency would be irrational and chaotic.
Normative theory (Chu et al. 2011) argues that the norms that exist in everyday life are maintained in emergencies.
However, Emergent Norm Theory (Turner and Killian 1987) suggests that an emergency overrides existing norms
and forces people to establish new norms that will guide their behaviors. Social Attachment theory (Mawson
2005) states that in emergencies, individuals seek the proximity of familiar people and places, even if this would
mean staying in or approaching dangerous situations. Nevertheless, theories are not sufficient to develop a model
of seismic crisis including human behavior. They need to be complemented with quantitative data on the actual
adopted behaviors and the factors that influence these behaviors. Post-seismic surveys, which investigate how
people behaved when faced with an earthquake, provide data that can be used directly in models.
There is limited research on post-seismic surveys in the literature. The research papers identified (Goltz and
Bourque 2017; Jon et al. 2016; Lindell et al. 2016; Prati et al. 2012, 2013; Santos-Reyes and Gouzeva 2020)
studied seismic events that occurred in Italy, the USA, New Zealand, Japan and Mexico. These studies seem to
agree on the predominant behaviors during earthquakes: evacuating, taking cover, freezing in place and protecting
others. However, the frequency of each adopted behavior varies from one earthquake to another, despite very
close reported maximum intensities (from VIII to IX) (Table 1). For instance, the percentage of the survey
respondents that reported evacuating immediately ranges from below 10% in (Goltz and Bourque 2017) and
exceeds 50% in (Santos-Reyes and Gouzeva 2020). Other behaviors such as bracing objects (Goltz and Bourque
2017), information seeking and recovering personal belongings (Prati et al. 2012; Santos-Reyes and Gouzeva
2020) have also been reported during earthquakes.
Table 1. Behaviors adopted during an earthquake. The studied earthquakes are given in brackets

Earthquake Evacuating
Maximum Immediately
Intensity

Taking
Cover

Freezing in
Place

Reaching/
Protecting
Others

Prati et al. 2012* (UmbriaMarche, Italy, 1997)

IX

38%

12%

22%

4%

Prati et al. 2013 (EmiliaRomagna, Italy, 2012)

VIII

36%

30%

33%

No data
available

Goltz and Bourque 2017
(Whittier Narrows, USA,
1987)

VIII

6%

39%

35%

6%

Goltz and Bourque
2017 (Loma Prieta, USA,
1989)

IX

8%

25%

37%

11%

Goltz and Bourque
2017 (Northridge, USA, 1994)

IX

8%

27%

39%

17%

Lindell et al. 2016
(Christchurch, New Zealand,
2011)

IX

11%

17%

38%

10%

Lindell et al. 2016 (Tohoku,
Japan, 2011)

IX

28%

7%

32%

10%

Santos-Reyes and Gouveza
2020 (Mexico City, Mexico,
2017)

VIII

53%

14%

2%

17%

* In this survey, the respondents cited all the behaviors they adopted. Therefore, the choices between behaviors were not exclusive

Similarly, the behaviors adopted in the minutes following the shaking are mainly: evacuating, returning home,
reuniting with family members or continuing previous activities (Table 2).
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Table 2. Behaviors adopted immediately after the earthquake. The studied earthquakes are mentioned between
brackets

Earthquake
Maximum
Intensity

Evacuating

Returning
to house

Reuniting
with family
members

Continuing
previous
activities

Prati et al. 2012*
(Umbria-Marche,
Italy, 1997)

IX

93%

59%

51%

4%

Jon et al. 2016
(Christchurch, New
Zealand, 2011)

IX

Going to a public
shelter (1%)
Going somewhere else
(20%)

28%

12%

13%

Jon et al. 2016
(Tohoku, Japan,
2011)

IX

Going to a public
shelter (12%)
Going somewhere else
(11%)

29%

11%

6%

Jon et al. 2016 (Cook
Strait, New Zealand,
2013)

VI

Going to a public
shelter (12%)
Going somewhere else
(8%)

10%

10%

54%

Jon et al. 2016 (Lake
Grassmere, New
Zealand, 2013)

VI

Going to a public
shelter (1%)
Going somewhere else
(13%)

22%

9%

42%

Santos-Reyes and
Gouveza 2020
(Mexico City,
Mexico, 2017)

VIII

16%

8%

54%

4%

* In this survey, the respondents cited all the behaviors they adopted. Therefore, the choices between behaviors were not exclusive.

Tables 1 and 2, show that the behaviors adopted during and immediately after earthquakes do not follow the same
trends in the different studies. These differences could be due to several factors: higher felt intensities were found
to be correlated with undertaking protective behaviors (Jon et al. 2016; Lindell et al. 2016), socio-demographic
characteristics such as being male made people more prone to evacuate buildings (Goltz and Bourque 2017; Prati
et al. 2012, 2013). The cultural context including the society’s willingness to adopt earthquake preparedness
measures, the reliance on the government and the likelihood to engage in volunteerism were also linked to
differences in earthquake behaviors (Palm 1998). This makes it difficult to generalize survey results among
different societal contexts. Therefore, in order to model the human response to an earthquake in a society of
interest, the best approach is to analyze, within the same culture, the behaviors adopted during events that are
relatively similar to the events modeled.
Agent-Based Models for Emergency Evacuation Simulation

ABMs are computational models that model a system as a collection of autonomous IT entities defined in terms
of their attributes and behaviors, called agents. Agents are able to operate without direct human intervention and
are capable of perceiving and responding to their environment (Wooldridge and Jennings 1995). ABMs have
proven to be a powerful tool for modeling and understanding phenomena in several fields such as economics,
health care and social sciences (Kravari and Bassiliades 2015).
ABMs are widely used in the simulation of emergency evacuations. This is particularly due to the ABMs’ ability
to represent the heterogeneity of social agents at the individual level, and the emergent phenomena that result
from the interactions among individuals, and between the individuals and their environment (Bonabeau 2002).
An important advantage of ABMs is also their capability to include individual-decision making and social
behaviors of individuals and groups (Cimellaro et al. 2017). ABMs have been developed to simulate evacuation
for non-hazard specific emergencies at both the building scale (Manley 2012; Pan et al. 2007) and the urban scale
(Daudé et al. 2019; Zia et al. 2013).
ABMs have also been used for earthquake evacuation simulation in urban environments. AMEL (Beck et al. 2014;
Truong et al. 2013) was one of the first models to simulate human behaviors and pedestrian mobility in an urban
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area after an earthquake. Derived from survey data, the social agents’ behaviors include moving to safe areas,
perceiving people and obstacles, and following leaders.
EPES (D׳Orazio et al. 2014) relies on behaviors derived from the analysis of earthquake evacuation videos to
model pedestrians’ evacuation in urban scenarios. EPES also integrates buildings damage estimation and ruins
formation inferred from the correlation between the macro-seismic intensity and the probable damage grade. It
includes pre-evacuation and evacuation behaviors, and algorithms to calculate paths towards safe areas.
SOLACE (Bañgate et al. 2017, 2018, 2019), based on the social attachment theory to model the human behavior
following an earthquake in a city, focuses on the influence of human and social factors, e.g. perception and
attachment bonds, and physical factors (intensity of the earthquake, resulting ruins and damages) on successful
evacuation.
While PEERS shares similarities with the previously mentioned models, the novelty of PEERS is the integration
of physics-based evaluation of damages at the building scale, as well as more complex human behaviors derived
from a targeted literature review of human behaviors and adjusted to the local context using detailed survey results.
CONCEPTUAL MODEL

PEERS is a model for simulating pedestrians’ mobility and behaviors during, and the following minutes after an
earthquake in a city. The model integrates the damages to the buildings, the debris formation and the people’s
reactions to these sudden onset changes. The model focuses on the city’s residents, and integrates the social bonds
shared by household members that could influence their behaviors. The model is designed for Beirut (Lebanon)
that has faced several destructing earthquakes (Elias et al. 2007) and has recently witnessed a rapid uncontrolled
urbanization .
An online questionnaire was conducted to collect data on individuals’ responses to previous earthquakes in
Lebanon. The questionnaire was designed to collect data needed for the development of an agent-based model for
human behavior in earthquakes. It was developed by a multidisciplinary team, and it was iteratively validated
between computer and social scientists and tested by domain experts (Beck et al. 2020). The questionnaire covers
several aspects including the respondent’s earthquake experience: the spatial and social context of the event, the
time and intensity of the earthquake, and the behaviors adopted. It also contains questions related to the preparation
strategies and knowledge, such as the knowledge of the open spaces, as well as questions related to the sociodemographic characteristics of the respondent. Moreover, the catastrophic explosions that occurred in Beirut’s
port on August 4 2020 provided valuable observations on the behaviors in rapid onset disaster, namely the influx
of people towards hospitals just after the explosion, which resulted in the saturation of Beirut’s hospitals. Due to
the shared aspect of explosions and earthquake in terms of their sudden onset, another online questionnaire was
carried out to collect quantitative data on the behavioral responses to the explosion.
The next sections describe the architecture of the model, the individuals’ decision-making process and the
formation of groups resulting from people’s interactions.
Agents’ Description

The architecture of the model is shown in Figure 1. The model consists of an environment that contains five
classes: persons, households, buildings, debris zones and open spaces.
Person Agent

The person agent represents the residents of the city. Each person has a home building and belongs to a household.
For a day scenario, people can be located either outdoors or indoors, whereas for a night scenario all people are
considered to be at home. Person agents can navigate on a continuous topology formed by the area of the
environment minus the buildings. They also have a travel speed that depends on their age (Bañgate et al. 2018)
and the debris zone they cross. The individuals have socio-demographic attributes related to their age, gender and
educational level (see the Implementation section) and have one of the following states: safe when in an open
space, in danger if in a debris zone and vulnerable if not in a debris zone nor in an open space. During the
earthquake, people might be injured or die if they are inside a building or in a debris zone.
Since the model focuses on pedestrians’ mobility, evacuation is the only dynamic behavior modeled for indoor
situations. Although other indoor behaviors (collecting belongings and looking for information) are not directly
modeled, they are considered as pre-evacuation behaviors and accounted for in the time taken before evacuation.
When outdoors, people can follow the recommended behavior and go to the nearest open space or choose to join
a family member and thus go to their home to look for their relatives. People might also need to go to a hospital
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or can just wander if they have no target destination. The decision-making process behind the behavioral and
mobility choices is further explained in this paper.

Figure 1. Simplified UML class diagram of the model
Household Agent

People who live in the buildings are organized in households that have different sizes (see the Implementation
section). The head of the household is the person who in charge of the household and governs the other household
members.
Building Agent

This agent represents the buildings in the city, having one of the following functions: residential, business or
hospital (see the Implementation section). The door of the building is a point on one of its edges, from which the
inhabitants can enter and leave the building. Buildings have also attributes related to their damage level: a damage
state and an indoor casualty rate for the people who are inside the building during the earthquake.
Debris zone Agent

Debris zone agents represent the area created by the debris around each building. Debris constrain the mobility of
the people and force them to reduce their speed. A person located in a debris zone is in danger. The casualty rate
in a debris zone depends on the building’s physical vulnerability and its damage state.
Open Space Agent

In emergency evacuation plans, open spaces are considered the target destinations of evacuees. The open space
agents represent formal open spaces: e.g. parking lots, public gardens and stadiums, and spontaneous open spaces
that are free from debris at a certain distance from buildings. A door or a gate can prevent access to designated
open spaces that become inaccessible to the population. The area of each open space determines the maximum
number of people it can receive.
Decision-Making

Decision-making in ABM can be implemented through several approaches, such as psychosocial and cognitive
models, participatory agent-based modeling and empirical or heuristic rules (An 2012). In PEERS, decisionWiP Paper – AI and Intelligent Systems for Crises and Risks
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making is a data-and-assumption-based approach: decisions are based on data derived from the statistical analysis
of survey results. When the required data for the model cannot be extracted from the survey results, assumptions
based on observations or hypothesis are made. Specifically, the decisions that need to be modeled are the person’s
decision to evacuate if they are indoors when the earthquake occurs, and the target destination’s choice in the case
of mobility.
Evacuation Decision for People who are Indoors when there is an Earthquake

An approach based on binary logistic regression was used to evaluate a person’s probability of evacuation if they
are in a building during the earthquake. This approach allows characterizing the relation between a binary variable,
here the evacuation decision, and one or many explanatory variables. The explanatory variables are the factors
that influence a person’s evacuation decision obtained from the survey data. Namely, the building’s damage and
derived seismic intensity, the sex, age and level of education of the person, their previous earthquake experience,
whether the person received earthquake information, and being in the presence of other people.
Using this approach, the probability of evacuation can be calculated for each person i as follows:
𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝛽0+𝛽1𝑋1+⋯+𝛽𝑛𝑋𝑛)

pi,evacuation=1+𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝛽0+𝛽1𝑋1+⋯+𝛽𝑛𝑋𝑛)
with 𝑋1,. . , 𝑋𝑛 being the explanatory variables, and 𝛽0,. . ., 𝛽𝑛 the log Odd Ratios obtained from the logistic
regression analysis.
Target Destination Decision for People who Adopt Mobility Behaviors

The defined target destinations for person agents are going to the nearest open space, joining a family member at
their home, or going to the nearest hospital.
The survey provides the percentage of population that knows the location of open spaces and the percentage of
the population that wants to join someone during the earthquake. The probability of being injured can be directly
computed during the simulation, whenever a person is in a building or in a debris zone during the earthquake.
Therefore, the following assumptions were made in order to fill the data gap:
- If a person agent knows the location of open spaces, its target destination is the nearest open space.
- If a person agent wants to join someone, its target destination is its home.
- If a person agent is injured, its target destination is the nearest hospital.
- If a person agent has more than one of these attributes, its target destination is chosen by a probabilistic approach,
with higher priorities to going home and to hospitals rather than an open space. This choice comes from reported
evidence in the literature (Alexander 1990).
The probabilities of choosing a target destination depending on the person’s attributes are presented in Table 3.
If a person agent does not know the location of open space, and does not want to join someone, and is not
injured, it does not have a definite target destination and would just wander around.
Table 3. Target Destination Choice According To a Person’s Attributes

Person’s attributes
Knows
open
space location
Yes

Wants to
someone
No

No

Target destination probability choice
join

Is injured

Open space

Home

Hospital

No

100%

0

0

Yes

No

0

100%

0

No

No

Yes

0

0

100%

Yes

Yes

No

30%

70%

0

Yes

No

Yes

30%

0

70%

No

Yes

Yes

0

50%

50%

Yes

Yes

Yes

20%

40%

40%

Group behavior
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As suggested by social theories, in emergencies people try to ensure the safety of their family members. Therefore,
families tend to group and evacuate together (Chu et al. 2011). A group is typically characterized by a leader,
often in charge of the decision-making. The other group members will follow the group leader in both decisionmaking and navigation (Kuligowski 2011). Other group behaviors can be seen, such as communication and
information sharing (Averill et al. 2005).
In PEERS, people from the same household can form groups, either indoors or outdoors, and navigate together.
For indoor situations, if a person, or a group, detects another household member within the same building, the
grouping action is then executed. In outdoor scenarios, the grouping action occurs when a person from the same
household is nearby.
Once a person is added to a group, they do not leave their group. A group may only lose one of its members if the
member dies. Every time a group changes in size, the group leader is reevaluated as follows:
- If the head of the household is in the group, the head of household is the group leader.
- If the head of the household is not in the group, the person with the highest leadership score is assigned as the
group leader.
The leadership score is a metric, between 0 and 1, to classify people according to their level of influence on others
during emergencies. The metric is calculated for each person as the average of their open space knowledge and
age, normalized over 100, which is the maximum age that a person can have in this model. These assumptions
come from observations that in Lebanese families, older members, such as parents or older siblings often assume
leading roles with respect to other family members. Additionally, it has been observed in previous emergencies
that people with a better knowledge of emergency egress routes often lead other evacuees towards safe
destinations (Chu and Law 2013).
The group follows the leader’s decisions in both indoor and outdoor scenarios. Therefore, if the group is indoors
during the earthquake, the group members’ decision to evacuate will be the same as the leader. In the case where
the group evacuates, all group members evacuate at the same time (Mikami and Ikeda 1985) waiting for the group
member that has the longest evacuation delay.
As for navigation, the leader navigates towards its target destination while the followers navigate towards the
leader’s location. Therefore, all group members navigate towards the target destination of the leader. Group
members adapt their speed to the speed of the slowest group member in order to maintain the group cohesion
(Proulx 1995).
Group members communicate with each other, and share information about open space locations. Therefore, if
one of the group members knows the location of an open space, all group members will gain this knowledge too.
IMPLEMENTATION

PEERS is implemented in GAMA (Taillandier et al. 2018) (Figure 2) an open-source modeling and simulation
platform that provides a development environment for building spatially explicit agent-based simulations.
GAMA’s ability to handle large-scale simulations makes it a suitable platform for simulations at the city-scale.
Although, PEERS can run dynamic simulations of residents' evacuation and mobility, it does not directly handle
the computation of earthquake damages and related debris, nor the generation of the synthetic population..
Separate models, which need to be executed before the simulations, handle these two aspects and their
corresponding outputs are loaded into PEERS.
Processing of Spatial Data
Geo-spatial files of Beirut’s buildings and open spaces were retrieved from OpenStreetMap after the digitization
of the missing buildings and the characterization of the buildings’ functions. The buildings’ heights were retrieved
from satellite images analysis (Iskandar et al. 2020). A database of buildings obtained from in-situ surveys
(Salameh et al. 2017) was used to infer the buildings’ vulnerability classes according to their heights; heights
having been found as an appropriate proxy of vulnerability classes (Salameh et al. 2017). The computation of the
buildings’ mean damages for the simulated earthquake scenarios are performed using an approach based on
artificial neural networks that predict buildings’ damages based on simple indicators of the building’s, soil’s and
earthquake’s characteristics (Salameh et al. 2017). The casualty rates caused by buildings damages for indoor and
outdoor situations are retrieved from (Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) 2012). Following the
assumption that rectangular buildings collapse in a truncated pyramid shape, the footprint of the debris resulting
from the buildings damages are computed (Iskandar et al. 2020).
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The resulting data are added to the GIS files of buildings, debris zones and open spaces and the corresponding
agents in PEERS are directly instantiated from these files.

Figure 2. Screenshot of the simulation environment in GAMA
Synthetic Population Generation in GAMA

PEERS is a data-driven model, with social agents having behaviors determined by their individual characteristics.
Thus, constructing a synthetic population that represents the population in Beirut as closely as possible is critical
for the accuracy of the simulation (Chapuis et al. 2018). Generating synthetic populations is possible within
GAMA, using the Gen* plugin (Chapuis et al. 2019).
The Central Administration of Statistics (CAS) in Lebanon provides tables with aggregate data on the distribution
of the age, sex and educational level of the Beirut’s residents. The only data that can be found in the CAS database
on households’ composition in Lebanon are the distribution of households according to household size, the
distribution of the head of households according to their age, sex and household size, and the distribution of
residents according to their relation to the head of the household. Due to the sparsity of the available information
on households’ composition, an ad hoc methodology was developed (Figure 3) in order to aggregate the generated
individuals into households. This methodology is described as follows:

Figure 3. Schematic representation of the methodology used to aggregate individuals into households

Step 1: Individuals are generated using Gen* with attributes of sex, age and educational level according to the
distribution of the residents provided by the CAS.
Step 2: Households with different sizes are generated to fit in the number of created individuals while respecting
the distribution of household sizes.
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Step 3: For each household, a person that satisfies the distribution of the age and gender of the head of the
household with respect to this household’s size is drawn from the population and assigned as the head of the
household.
Step 4: If the household is composed of more than one person, other people are drawn from the pool of individuals
and assigned to this household.
For choosing other household members, the role they occupy is chosen according to the distribution of the
residents’ relations to the head of the household (spouse, child, etc.). The role then gives age and gender
constraints according to which a person is drawn.
Steps 3 and 4 are repeated until all households are complete. Finally, the generated households and individuals
are then saved into files that can be directly imported in the main model to create the corresponding agents.
Experiments

The simulations can result in outputs related to the populations’ safety status. These include the evolution of the
numbers of safe and vulnerable people over time, the number of casualties and the number of families with all
members safe. The simulations can also track the status of the open spaces and provide indicators such as the
percentage of full open spaces at the end of the simulation, the percentage of the population in each open space
and the average time taken by the people to reach each open space.
The scenarios planned to be explored have been defined in order to test the influence of some relevant model
parameters on the simulation results:
- The seismic intensity, defined in the model by the Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) that control the buildings'
damage level and generated debris. Simulations will be run for PGA values of 0.3g, as prescribed by the Lebanese
seismic code, and 0.5 g a more pessimistic but still plausible earthquake scenario. This experiment will evaluate
the impact of the buildings’ damages on the evacuation and the post-seismic mobility.
- The time of the day, translated in the model by the distribution of the population. The simulations will cover
night scenarios and day scenarios and will allow to to evaluate the impact of the population’s spatial distribution
on the simulation results.
- The population’s knowledge of the locations of the open spaces, an attribute of the person agents. A scenario
where all people know the location of an open space can be implemented and compared to a realistic scenario,
based on the survey results. This experiment will evaluate the effect of an information campaign targeted to
increase the awareness of the population.
- The accessibility to open spaces, an attribute of the open space agents. A scenario where all open spaces are
accessible will be compared to a realistic scenario in which some of the open spaces are locked in order to evaluate
the influence of having all open spaces accessible.
CONCLUSION

Earthquakes are sudden onset hazards; nevertheless, their impacts could be reduced by improving the seismic risk
characterization and establishing effective emergency management plans. Integrating human behavior in seismic
risk assessments is a critical factor for increasing their realism. PEERS, an interdisciplinary ABM for the
simulation of the physical and the social aspects of a seismic crisis at the city-scale is proposed. PEERS integrates
the interaction between individuals and their household members, and the interaction of people with the buildings,
the debris and the open spaces in the city. The model takes into account individuals’ evacuation and mobility
decisions and the formation of groups between household members. PEERS is applied to Beirut (Lebanon), where
survey data are collected to feed PEERS with realistic behaviors of individuals. Implemented in GAMA, PEERS
also relies on other models to generate real geographic data and a synthetic population. The model has yet to be
calibrated with the survey results, once the treatment of the survey data is finalized. Future works will focus on
performing a thorough sensitivity analysis to identify the model’s sensitivity to the input variables. The simulation
results will be then validated by domain experts and practitioners through participatory simulations. Once
validated, we would be able to start the experimentation. The planned experiments cover scenarios that test the
influence of the earthquake scenario, the time of day, the population’s knowledge of the location of open spaces
and their accessibility. These simulations will contribute to identify the key factors that control the seismic risk in
Beirut, and to test emergency management strategies. Future perspectives include the proposal of a seismic risk
index that takes into account the physical and the social components of a seismic crisis, calibrated by the
simulation results.
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ABSTRACT

During disasters public health organizations increasingly face challenges in acquiring and transforming real-time
data into knowledge about the dynamic public health needs. Resources on the internet can provide valuable
information for extracting knowledge that can help improve decisions which will ultimately result in targeted and
efficient health services. Digital content such as online articles, blogs, and social media are some of such
information sources that could be leveraged to improve the health care systems during disasters. To efficiently
and accurately identify relevant disaster health information, extraction tools require a common vocabulary that is
aligned to the health domain so that the knowledge from these unstructured digital sources can be accurately
structured and organized. In this paper, we study the degree to which the Unified Medical Language System
(UMLS) contains relevant disaster, public health, and medical concepts for which public health information in
disaster domain could be extracted from digital sources.
Keywords

Public health, disaster informatics, health informatics, UMLS, metathesaurus.
INTRODUCTION

During disasters, international and national public health organizations increasingly face challenges in acquiring
and transforming real-time data from online digital sources such as social media into knowledge about the health
facility availability, disease outbreaks, and changing public health needs (Chan and Purohit 2020). These
challenges prevent effective coordination of health response services and stewardship of scarce resources. For
example, maintaining awareness of health facilities status (e.g., hospital power outages, damaged clinics) requires
continuous information monitoring (Texas Department of State Health Services 2018). Such knowledge extracted
from these online data sources can help improve decisions that can ultimately result in targeted and efficient health
services. Such critical data may exist in non-traditional sources of social media platforms like Twitter, Facebook,
and Reddit (Lauren 2018), where previous studies have shown that social media contains timely and relevant
information to provide situational awareness for response during disasters (Houston et al. 2015; Reuter and
Kaufhold 2018). Health focused governmental and non-governmental organizations have often sought improved
capabilities to integrate non-traditional data sources into decision making processes (Texas Department of State
Health Services 2018), however, struggled to resolve a common terminology for information management.
While the need for improved knowledge engineering during disasters is well known (Zhang et al. 2002) what has
resulted in the digital information age has been an explosion of information from unstructured data sources.
Information overload is a commonly cited challenge in disaster response where the influx of data and information
is not met with effective information and knowledge management systems that can assist in making the data or
information meaningful or useful for decision support. Standardized structures and schemas for organizing
information in these systems are needed (De Nicola et al. 2020), which can ultimately support a user in the disaster
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management agencies to methodically search, organize, and present information for any operational task.
Table 1. Examples of unstructured social media posts that need to be transformed to some structured form for
efficient information and knowledge management of agencies focused on health response.

Tweet
1

Another #HurricaneHarvey infectious disease risk to consider is rodent borne infections like
leptospirosis

2

Diarrheal illnesses & skin infections are likeliest to spread in contaminated floodwaters
#HurricaneHarvey

The Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) is a collection of standardized vocabularies and software brought
together to form a unified biomedical information system (Bodenreider 2004). The UMLS contains vocabulary
from more than a hundred source vocabularies, some in a number of languages. Although UMLS is comprehensive
in clinical vocabularies, it is observed to lack certain words and phrases used commonly in health narrative text
such as web blogs and emails. Research has shown that it is often incomplete, citing that up to 20-25 percent of
health expressions by laypersons were not covered by professional health vocabularies (Zeng et al. 2002; Zeng
and Tse 2006).
Identification of healthcare terms in social media poses even more challenges mainly due to the ambiguity of
terms used in the user-generated text (Chan and Purohit 2020). In order for disaster related social media
information to be useful for disaster health responders, the technical capabilities of computers and the vocabulary
systems that they use to mine relevant social media information must be sensitive enough to retrieve concepts and
terms that are used among three key groups that communicate this information during disasters: 1) medical and
public health providers, 2) disaster responders, and 3) the public. Previous studies have shown that laypersons
may describe clinical conditions differently (e.g., nosebleed vs. epistaxis) (Keselman et al. 2008). While public
health providers and disaster responders may use similar terms such as ‘disease outbreak’, there are other terms,
for vulnerable groups, and relationships that are unique to disasters such as child militia, unaccompanied minors,
and water sanitation and hygiene (WASH). For example, a given term may have multiple meanings in different
contexts (Murphy and Barnett 1996). Furthermore, the context of the terms in user-generated text on social media
may not relate closely to only one definition of the term as understood by the disaster responders or public health
professionals. Additionally, terms used in social media are different from the ones used in formal documents in
the health domain (Keselman et al. 2008; Zeng and Tse 2006).
Examples in Table 1 illustrate two tweets (i.e., unstructured text) on disaster related health issues. There is a need
for converting these unstructured text forms to structured forms with the help of medical knowledge bases for
improving the machine understanding. A subtask of this process is to analyze the words and phrases in tweets to
find the relevant concepts from the knowledge base. The terms infectious and leptospirosis have closely related
concepts in UMLS. Therefore, those words can be easily mapped to a UMLS concept. However, the term rodentborne has only a distantly related term in the UMLS vocabulary. Nevertheless, it is equally important to identify
the concepts of terms missing in the vocabulary of UMLS. Additionally, words such as infectious and leptospirosis
in the Tweet 1 in Table 1 yields more than one matching concept from UMLS. Therefore, it raises the question
whether the UMLS vocabulary is sufficient for analyzing social media content.
In this exploratory study, we investigate how the commonly used terms in the disaster health domain for response
map to Concept Unique Identifiers (CUIs) in the UMLS, and to what extent these terms align with existing
concepts in the UMLS. The hypothesis is that the majority of lexical strings or terms will map to the UMLS, but
a relevant minority of terms will not exist in the UMLS knowledge base. In addition, other terms will have
erroneous relationships and a few terms will neither exist in the UMLS nor map to concepts. If the hypothesis is
confirmed, this preliminary work will highlight the needs for future scientific advancement to either establish a
more comprehensive ontology or vocabulary, or advance scientific methods to improve information extraction
techniques to build a more robust knowledge base for use during disasters. The ultimate consequence will be a
knowledge engineering direction to improve the information systems designed to support health-focused response
operations in the future.
Paper Organization: The rest of this paper is structured as follows. The related work section includes a brief
description of the background work that uses UMLS. In the methodology section, we describe the approach used
for extracting concepts of disaster health terms. The results and discussion section presents the results of our
analysis and provides an extensive discussion. The final section concludes our paper with a summary and future
work.
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Table 2. The list of concept attributes obtained from UMLS REST API

Type of
Attributes

Description

1

CUI

Concept Unique Identifier – a unique identifier for each concept in Metathesaurus.

2

SemType

A list of Semantic Types

2

AUI

Atom Unique Identifier – Atoms are the basic building blocks of Metathesaurus
that identifies lexical units of each vocabulary uniquely (similar lexical unit in
different vocabulary will get different unique AUIs).

3

Definition

All definitions of a known CUI (when available)

4

RSAB

Source vocabulary

RELATED WORK

Metathesaurus is a part of UMLS that provides a large biomedical thesaurus that is organized by concepts while
linking concepts of different vocabularies that has the same meaning (Bodenreider 2004). This resource has been
utilized by many in the biomedical field for different applications from extracting terminologies (Amos et al.
2020) to making chatbots for medical domain (Kazi et al. 2012). Majority of prior work utilized UMLS for
processing text to extract concepts, relationships, or knowledge (Amos et al. 2020). Moreover, while the majority
of work maps formally written text documents as the source to obtain the target concepts, there is still a lack of
extensive exploration on extracting concepts from informal text documents such as social media and usergenerated text across a variety of application domains (Amos et al. 2020).
To understand the gap between the understanding of health-related terms by health professionals and consumers,
Keselman et al. (2008) analyzed terms that could not be mapped to UMLS concepts. They identified 64 unmapped
concepts and 17 of them were considered layperson terms that could not be included in UMLS terms. Hence, we
can infer that a considerable number of terms may not be found in UMLS. However, Keselman et al. (Keselman
et al. 2008) were particularly interested in analyzing terms that could not be mapped to the UMLS concepts rather
than the terms that were partially mapped.
Chen et al. (2018) proposed a Machine Learning-based approach based on Knowledge-Involved Topic Modeling
for analyzing posts on online health communities. Although this work is using community-generated posts, they
are based on a health-specific online community. Moreover, approaches that use deep neural networks have shown
good performance in health related entity recognition and entitiy linking. The state of the art approaches using
medical word embeddings and sentence embeddings were introduced in the recent years to determine the health
related concepts in scientific pubilications and electronic health record data (Murty et al. 2018). However, the data
from health specific forums are not specific to diaster domain. Therefore, it may still need fine-tuning for
analyzing data in disaster context. Jimeno-Yepes et al. (2015) have created a dataset and an approach for
recognizing concepts relating to diseases, drugs, and symptoms in Twitter. However, it is only applicable to those
concepts and may need adjustments when trying to analyze data generated during disaster events such as
hurricanes and floods.
While many have studied the use-cases of UMLS in different domains, there is still a gap of terms used
professionally and by laypersons when it comes to domain-specific vocabularies, in particular for disaster
management. Our focus in this study is to analyze that gap for public health informatics during disasters.
METHODOLOGY

The aim of our approach is to map disaster health and humanitarian health terms and relationships to the UMLS
using the Metathesaurus. In order to map or assess the occurrence of these terms and related concepts within the
UMLS, a pre-existing set of terms were selected from prior published studies and disaster management
guidebooks that reflect both US and global disaster environments. The inclusion criteria were the presence of a
term in two or more instances in disaster manuals, guidebooks, or protocols, or terms acquired through inductive
and reductive qualitative methods for code assignments, based on a previous study of humanitarian health situation
reports from the 2010 Haiti Earthquake (Chan et al. 2019). Twenty-four terms were purposively sampled from
the composite term list and used in the analysis by an expert in public health informatics, emergency medicine,
and disaster management. We limited to the scope to a small set of input terms, given we required an exhaustive
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review of all the output by the UMLS REST API with a human expert. Six existing vocabularies were selected
for analysis, including SNOMEDCT_US, MSH, HL7V3.0, WHO, LNC, and MEDLINEPLUS based on the
responses from the UMLS as detailed next.

Figure 1. Algorithm for extracting concepts using UMLS REST API

For each selected disaster health term, the UMLS REST API was used to obtain specific attributes listed in Table
2. Results were evaluated by an expert in public health informatics, emergency medicine, and disaster
management. The set of retrieved CUIs for a term was analyzed to determine the degree of relevance to the disaster
domain-specific context of the term. Each returned CUI was assigned a relevance category using the following
assignments: 1) Exact - when the relevance of the retrieved CUI perfectly matches the context of the domain term,
2) Partial - when the relevance of the retrieved CUI does not match the context of the domain term, and 3) Missing
- when there is no retrieved CUI for the domain term. All Concept Unique Identifiers (CUIs) were considered in
the analyses, and the first four atoms if present were included in the analyses based upon the return order in the
UMLS REST API.
Figure 1 illustrates the algorithm for extracting required information from UMLS for an input term. The overall
process takes the terms as the input and provides a list of concepts for each term as the output. Specifically, we
first use the search endpoint of UMLS REST API to obtain the concepts. We specify the parameter ‘sabs’ (source
vocabularies) to SNOMEDCT_US, MSH, HL7V3.0, WHO, LNC, and MEDLINEPLUS to filter out other
vocabularies that we are not interested in (therefore reducing the information overload). Additionally, to obtain
more information about each CUI and to obtain atoms associated with each CUI we use the ‘content endpoint’
service of UMLS REST API. Input to the ‘content endpoint’ is CUI of a concept obtained through search endpoint.

Figure 2. Snapshot of sample output of the intermediate steps of the proposed approach containing different attribute
columns for the input terms provided.
Table 3. The list of terms with unique exact matches (Number of Terms: 13)

Disaster Health Terms
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children
community health centers
Coordination
Displacement
evacuation
famine
hurricanes
malnutrition
Protection
refugees
shelter
tornadoes
vulnerable populations
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Executing the UMLS REST API on the identified health disaster terms resulted in 492 CUIs. Figure 2 illustrates
a snapshot of sample output of the intermediate steps of the proposed approach containing different attribute
columns for input terms provided. The results were analyzed by a credible expert with the credentials of Doctor
of Medicine (MD) who works closely with humanitarian organizations.
Table 4. Disaster health domain terms for which there was at least one exact match.

Term

CUI Name

CUI Code

Name of SemType 0

children

Child

C0008059

Age Group

community health
centers

Community Health Centers

C0009469

Health Care Related
Organization

Coordination

coordination of care

C4724363

Health Care Activity

Displacement

Qualitative Displacement

C0456080

Qualitative Concept

evacuation

Emergency Shelter

C3178959

Manufactured Object

famine

Famine

C0015619

Phenomenon or Process

hurricanes

Hurricanes

C0020183

Natural Phenomenon or
Process

malnutrition

Child Malnutrition

C1257753

Disease or Syndrome

Protection

Referred to social services for
adult protection

C1562621

Health Care Activity

refugees

Refugees

C0034961

Population Group

shelter

Emergency Shelter

C3178959

Manufactured Object

tornadoes

Tornadoes

C0040476

Natural Phenomenon or
Process

vulnerable populations

Vulnerable Populations

C0949366

Population Group

Table 5. Examples of terms with the retrieved CUIs for irrelevant concepts (partial match).

Term

CUI Name

CUI Code

Name of
SemType 0

Disaster Health Domain Definition
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Coordination

Cerebellar
Ataxia

C0007758

Disease or
Syndrome

coordination in disasters is a healthcare
activity and not a sign of a clinical disease.

Displacement

Hip
Dislocation

C0019554

Injury or
Poisoning

displacement refers to the voluntary or forced
displacement of individuals during disasters
(ReliefWeb 2008)

evacuation

Incision
and
drainage

C0152277

Therapeutic
or Preventive
Procedure

Therapeutic or Preventive Procedure

Foot
protection

C0337164

Manufactured
Object

A concept that encompasses all activities
aimed at obtaining full respect for the rights
of the individual in accordance with the letter
and spirit of human rights, refugee and
international humanitarian law. (ACAPS
2015)

Protection

Security measure to clear a region of its
inhabitants generally under threat, which
involves the collaboration of civil society at
an individual or group level. (ACAPS 2015)

Of the 24 disaster health domain terms entered into the Metathesaurus, 54% (n=13) of all terms resulted in at least
one CUI with an exact relevance assignment (see Table 3 for terms that resulted in unique exact matches). Among
the 492 CUIs, only 16% (n=79) had an exact relevance assignment. A large proportion of the other returns were
irrelevant to the term as it would be applied in the disaster health domain.
Exact Matches

Table 4 illustrates the disaster health domain terms for which there was at least one exact match, and their
respective CUI codes, names and semantic types. The terms related to disaster events such as tornadoes and
hurricanes and population groups such as children and refugees were retrieved which are important for information
systems to support operational decision making. There were also exact returns for specific places or facilities for
which health services or disaster services are frequently provided during a disaster event such as community health
centers and shelter.
Partial Matches

A larger percentage of CUI returns for each disaster health term were assigned a partial match relevance and
further sub-categorized as relevant to the disaster health domain or irrelevant to the domain, where the relationship
would be judged based on the potential relevance for the coordination of health services in the disaster response
operations. Figure 3 shows the patterns of partial-relevant and partial-irrelevant returns for each term.
For example, while the disaster domain term “children” may have an exact match as seen in Figure 3 the majority
of the other CUI returns for that term are partial and irrelevant. Similar trends are seen for displacement,
protection, evacuation, and coordination. Table 5 provides examples of partial irrelevant CUIs and the semantic
types of the retrieved terms/returns. This can be largely due to the ambiguity of the terms in different contexts.
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Figure 3. Patterns of returns from CUIs (N=492)
Missing Concepts

We have observed 33% (n=8) of all terms that do not match with any concept in the UMLS. Our hypothesis was
that a minority of terms would not end up retrieving any concepts from the UMLS. This hypothesis in the
preliminary purpose sample was confirmed, where we found this pattern to be more noteworthy than previously
published findings from other disciplines such as Consumer Health Vocabularies (CHV) (Keselman et al. 2008).
Lists of terms that do not have any retrieved concepts from UMLS REST API is as follows: Water/Sanitation
(WASH), Road access, Medical Logistics-distribution, Emergency Operations Center (EOC), Damaged health
infrastructure, Complex emergency, Burial Practices/Management, Acute respiratory illness (health risks).

Figure 4. Distribution of Match type by Vocabularies
Individual Vocabulary Performance

In this subsection we analyze the performance of an individual term’s retrieved concept CUIs, for the UMLS
vocabularies. Figure 4 shows the specific vocabulary performance. We note that the Logical Observation
Identifiers Names and Codes terminology (LNC) vocabulary (that provide formal names and standardized codes
for laboratory and other clinical observations) has a wider coverage. Therefore, it will be a good candidate to
review the underlying data for the input terms and corresponding retrieved concept CUIs, as well as the domain
relevance/match label assignment to better determine the significance of such types of vocabulary in the UMLS
knowledge base from the disaster management viewpoint. We also note that there is less overlap between included
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vocabularies that no single vocabulary would provide the necessary CUIs to meet the needs of the disaster health
domain.
CONCLUSIONS

This paper explored the potential use of standardized vocabularies of UMLS knowledge base for information
management systems to support the decision makers in governmental and non-governmental organizations
regarding health-focused response during disasters. We have assessed the relevance of UMLS vocabulary for the
recognition of public health terms commonly used by the general public during disasters. We selected 24 expertderived health terms related to disaster domain for our analysis. Next, each term’s retrieved concept/CUI extracted
from UMLS is labelled with relevance levels based on an expert’s experience in public health, emergency
medicine, and disaster management. Then the evaluation was carried out with respect to the unique exact matches,
overall exact matches, missing returns, partial matches and individual vocabulary performance. We found that
many of the concepts in the existing ontologies and vocabularies of UMLS are not aligned with the disaster domain
terminology resulting in a large percentage of “noise” or irrelevant and missing concepts, when retrieving the
concepts from the knowledge base for a domain term. These preliminary results motivate a need for extending the
ontologies and knowledge base of UMLS to enable accurate structured representation of unstructured data from
various data sources in the disaster domain. Such structured organization of information could then timely provide
information to decision makers in standardized format, being consistent with the existing structured representation
of information in the current information systems for disaster management with a health-focused response. Further
studies are also needed to determine how Natural Language Processing (NLP) methodologies in Artificial
Intelligence can improve the retrieval of relevant concept CUIs from UMLS knowledge base by leveraging
approaches beyond the lexical term matches, especially in the narrative text of social media with several
grammatical errors and abbreviations.
We acknowledge a few limitations of this study given the preliminary exploratory work. First, the sample size of
the set of disaster domain terms queried for UMLS REST API is small, which was partly due to the involvement
of a human expert to judge the relevance of the API output exhaustively. In the future work, we plan to expand
the study with the crowdsourcing platform where the users may not be experts, by consulting with our expert
evaluator on designing such a study using a crowdsourcing platform for relevance judgement. Second, we were
limited to the retrieval of concept CUIs from UMLS through its REST API only, which could be further improved
with additional NLP approaches to improve the recall of the retrieved set of concepts from the knowledge base.
Lastly, we explored the disaster domain terms sampled from the prior literature in the public health and crisis
informatics, which could be future expanded to incorporate frequent terms from the additional data sources such
as user-generated content on social media shared during the recent crises that are not just natural hazards, for
instance, the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic.
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ABSTRACT

There is a need for tool support for structured planning, execution and analysis of simulation-based training for crisis
response and management. As a central component of an architecture for such tool support, we outline the design of
an AI-based scenario event controller. The event controller is a component that uses machine reasoning to compute
the next state in a scenario, given the actions performed in the corresponding simulation (execution of the scenario).
Scenarios are specified in Answer Set Programming (ASP), which is a logic programming language we use for
automated planning of training scenarios. A plan encoding in ASP adds expressivity in scenario specification
and enables machine reasoning. For exercise managers this gives AI-based tool support for before-action and
during-action reviews to optimize learning. In line with Modelling and Simulation as as Service, our approach
externalizes event control from any particular simulation platform. The scenario, and its unfolding in terms of events,
is externalized as a service. This increases interoperability and enables scenarios to be designed and modified
readily and rapidly to adapt to new training requirements.
Keywords

Scenario event controller, AI planning, Modelling and Simulation as a Service (MSaaS), simulation controller.
INTRODUCTION

There are two substantial challenges in simulation-based training for crisis response and management. One is the
lingering pain over many years of insufficient planning and analysis of simulations and their intended learning effects
(Hannay and Kikke 2019; Grunnan and Fridheim 2017). The other is the technological challenge of achieving the
necessary interoprability between systems when constructing simulation-based training systems (Durlach 2018;
Tolk 2012a; Edgren 2012). This article presents an approach where the events in a simulation are managed by
a designated simulation event controller, which (1) supports machine reasoning in the unfolding of events of a
scenario, and (2) is external and loosely coupled from any particular simulation platform.
The simulation event controller executes simulation scenarios specified in Answer Set Programming (ASP) (Lifschitz
2008); a declarative logic programming language, which supports automated reasoning of many forms—abductive,
inductive and deductive. In this paper, we are using ASP in the so-called abductive mode for planning scenarios. A
scenario is here understood as the sum total of ways of achieving a desired end or goal. The focus on goals (for
example, put out the fire according to a given set of standardized procedures) relieves the scenario designer from
specifying every single play that would fulfill those goals. The event controller’s machine reasoning capability will
instead generate all possible plays that meet the goals, step by step as the scenario unfolds through a particular play.
∗ corresponding

author
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Figure 1. Overall architecture of our approach, with the focus of this article indicated in red.

Compared to state of practice, this is a markedly different approach to both scenario specification and execution that
should give scenario designers substantially enhanced means of expressivity and reasoning power at their disposal.
The event controller can be used in “batch mode” in pre-action reviews of a scenario to examine and compare
all possible (and relevant) plays of a scenario. This should increase the scenario designer’s capability to design
scenarios that are specifically aimed at stimulating goal-directed actions.
The loose coupling of the simulation event controller from any particular simulation platform is intended to decrease
simulation construction time and increase interoperability and is in line with the Modelling and Simulation as a
Service (MSaaS) paradigm (T. W. van den Berg et al. 2018; Hannay and T. W. van den Berg 2017). Currently, the
construction of a simulation often consists of custom work in specific simulation platforms that requires months,
and sometimes years, to complete. ASP enables an extremely concise and efficient specification of scenarios that
lends itself readily to adaptations and modification. This flexibility should significantly reduce scenario (re-)design
time, which is crucial for employing repetitions-based training according to learning principles. By externalizing
simulation execution in our proposed event controller, construction time in the simulation platform is also reduced
substantially; in fact, any specific simulation platform is, in our approach, simply a means of rendering whatever the
event controller dictates. In MSaaS terms, both the digital scenario and the event controller provide services to
be shared across simulation platforms and across instances of simulation-based training. These services facilitate
interoperability at higher levels between systems (Tolk 2012b) by providing common data and functional resources.
In effect, the employment of machine reasoning and the externalizing of simulation execution in a single component
is a step toward the automatic generation of simulations. This power comes from the expressivity of AI Planning
and the event controller that is able to compute the appropriate event sequences for, in principle, any scenario. This
picture is completed by an external stage and content controller (to be discussed at a later occasion) that generates
the environment of a simulation. This methodology of AI-based scenario event control will give a significant
contribution to dynamic scenario creation and control of execution which in term allows for part automation and
dynamic customization control which allows Modelling and Simulation as a Service (MSaaS) as apposed to custom
projects with extensive developments time and a lack of customization options. Figure 1 summarizes our approach.
The main body of this article elaborates our ideas laid out above in more detail. We contrast our approach to state of
practice in specifying scenarios and scenario event control. We also remark on architecture.
ASP SCENARIO SPECIFICATIONS VERSUS STATE OF PRACTICE

There are standard methods for specifying scenarios in machine-readable format. The Coalition Battle Management
Language (CBML) is a machine-readable language for expressing a commander’s intent, across command and
control (C2) systems, simulation systems and also autonomous systems (Simulation Interoperability Standards
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Organization 2014; Simulation Interoperability Standards Organization 2019). The Military Scenario Definition
Language (MSDL) SISO-STD-007-2008 (Simulation Interoperability Standards Organization 2008) is a standard
for initializing or taking snapshots of the objects in simulations and their positions and states. Together, CBML and
MSDL can be used to state what amounts to a machine-readable plan or digital scenario. Typically, CBML and
MSDL are used to simulate operational plans in the defence domain; e.g, (Gautreau et al. 2014; Bruvoll et al. 2015).
There are initiatives to define similar specification languages for domains other than the defence domain. The focus
of CBML and MSDL is to specify the objects (also called entities) of a plan and then to specify what those objects
should do, in the outset. This amounts to a script, or a static plan, that does not evolve as actual plays in a scenario
unfold. There is no way to specify causal relationships between objects or to specify causal actions between objects,
and therefore no inherent support for machine reasoning.
In contrast, planning in Answer Set Programming (ASP) is all about specifying causal relations. These causal
relations describe how states in a scenario change subject to actions. To demonstrate this point we will be describing
the method and implementation of a small scenario based on a kitchen fire. This example and accompanying
description will be contrasted to current methodologies of creating traditional scrips for event and object control
and the advantages an AI-based event controller would give. The method for encoding the event and state control
using an ASP program will be demonstrated as to provide a clear picture of what this methodology would could
look like when implemented.
To illustrate, consider the following mini scenario:
A pan is sitting on a hot stove without a lid in an industrial kitchen. The pan contains cooking oil that
will ignite and burn unless some measure is taken. In the best-case scenario, a trainee notices that the
stove is turned on, recognizes the threat, and simply turns the stove off. Or, he may, sub-optimally, only
realize the danger when the oil starts to give off smoke. Even at this point, there may still be time to
prevent a fire if he acts quickly and both turns the stove off and puts a lid on the pan (thus countering
that residual heat in the stove will ignite the oil even when the stove is turned off). Other things the
trainee can do may be smart if performed at the right time but not otherwise, for instance turning on
the fan to ventilate the smoke. If the stove is already turned off and the pan has a lid on it, then this is a
useful thing to do. However, if there is still a chance of a fire in the pan then turning on the fan may
cause the fire to spread to the ventilation system.
The corresponding ASP specification can be visualized as the transition diagram in Fig. 2. Here, the the edges are
actions that the employee may perform, and the nodes are sets of states that are admissible by the program and the
corresponding action.
For example, this ASP program has a causal relation
∼on(stove) :- turnOff(stove)
stating (right to left) that turning off the stove causes the state of the stove to be “off” (or “not on”), and also the
causal relation
heats(pan) :- ∼turnOff(stove) and on(stove)
stating that not turning off the stove when the stove is on will heat the pan. By a technique known as reification
causal rules are relativized to time points, or equivalently, to steps in the evolution of the scenario. Using the
predicate "holds" to reify facts and "occurs" to reify actions the last rule becomes
holds(heats(pan), T+1) :- ∼ occurs(turnOff(stove), T) and holds(on(stove), T)
The reified rule is a bit more verbose, due to the semantic ascent that is thereby effected. It asserts the truth of the
proposition "the pan overheats" at time 𝑇 + 1 if the "turn off stove" action does not occur at time 𝑇 and "the stove is
on" is true at the same time. A very important gain of reifying causal laws, is that in addition to modelling the
effect of actions over time, it facilitates default reasoning about states and actions. For instance, all facts that are not
affected by an action can be propagated forward in time in accordance with the classical law of inertia. That is,
since facts tend to persist across time, only changes need to be computed. The effect of inertia is apparent in the
nodes in Figure 2. Default reasoning can also be applied to actions as exemplified by the wait action in the same
figure. It is supported by a default rule
occurs(wait, T) :- ∼ occurs(A, T) and action(A)
saying that the wait action can be inferred to have occurred if there is no evidence that a positive action was
performed.
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Figure 2. The kitchen scenario as a transition diagram

ASP-BASED EVENT CONTROLLER VERSUS STATE OF PRACTICE

Scenario specifications in MSDL and CBML are usually used to custom build simulations using some simulation
platform, such as VR-Forces, VBS, Unity or Unreal. When constructing everything needed in a scenario in a game
engine, two-dimensional (2D) or three-dimensional (3D) models that represent objects are programmed with scripts
attached to them specifying their behavior, possible states and other attributes. These scripts dictate how an object
reacts to actions in a simulation.
A training simulation for the industrial kitchen fire example above must include a pan filled with oil. The script
attached to the pan object in Unity, say, would have a variable that keeps track of the current heat of the pan and a
function that checks when the pan is over a certain amount of heat. When this is detected, another function in the
script would be called to trigger the appropriate change of state. The overall scenario in terms of all the possible
events would have to be programmed and stored in a separate script, waiting for triggers and actions to start the
next part of the simulation for that object. In other words, all actions and objects’ behavior would be programmed
procedurally into the game engine; a process that is lengthy and time consuming for any simulation scenario of any
relevant size.
In contrast, our approach replaces completely the need to program actions and the reactivity of objects into the
simulation engine. The 2D or 3D models that represent objects still have to be programmed or picked from a
library, but any scripting is, in our approach, simply for rendering visual effects, not for programming any logical
functioning. In our approach, the meaning of actions and the resulting change of state are computed by the event
controller.
The state change of objects in the scenario which is based on actions applied to objects, is calculated by the Clingo
logic engine (Gebser et al. 2014). In a nutshell, using ASP as the driver of the application state of a simulation,
means navigating a transition diagram such as that of Figure 2 when updating state in the simulation. This requires
a two-way communication between the answer set solver and the rendering simulation platform.
In somewhat more detail, the output of an ASP program is a set of states or models (in the logical sense) that
satisfy the program in question. For the event controller, we are exploiting this feature to evolve a simulation in a
stepwise manner, setting up a correspondence between the state of the simulation and a model of the associated ASP
program. To that end, the associated ASP programs are formulated as causal theories (refs); that is, as set of causal
relationships within an individual system or domain. We are particularly interested in actions, whence a causal
theory, in the more specific sense (following refs) that that term is used in the present paper, is a description of the
changes caused by executing actions that produces a sequence of models. This sequence represents the world as it
unfolds over time corresponding to the choice of one or more agents. Due to the nature of ASP causal theories, this
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Figure 3. The ASP-Unity loop.

communication follows a very simple and easy-to-implement protocol illustrated in Figure3 for Unity simulation
platform.1
This architecture reduces the responsibility of the simulation or game engine to that of rendering the scene and
recording actions. Once an action is recorded, a message is sent to ASP which computes the consequences of that
action according to the causal theory. The output is a complete description, in the form of a model, of the state of
all objects in the simulation scenario. This includes the state of the objects that are affected by that action, as well
as the state of objects that are not, the state of the latter being propagated forward in time by default.
Now, the usual way to handle events in a 3D engine like Unity is to associate actions with callback functions in a
mediator object that manages the interaction between listening objects. Each callback function is bound to a single
object and implements the effect of the action in question on that object. In order to update the state of the entire
scenario or simulation, therefore, each callback listening to that action must be executed to yield the new state of the
involved objects. Moreover these new object states may interact among themselves and trigger ripple effects, as for
instance when a fan is turned on and there’s a fire in the pan sitting under it.
Each of these ripple effects require their own callbacks. Hence, the number of callbacks required will in general
grow quickly with the complexity of the scene. In contrast, when ASP is made to act as the driver of the application
state, one can always make do with only the function that sets up the ASP-Game Engine communication protocol.
All effects of actions, all indirect effects of action, and every interaction between objects is computed by ASP and
recorded in a single returned model. At the face of it therefore, not even considering the benefits of symbolic AI for
reasoning about dynamic domains, there is a major architectural simplification to be gained from factoring the event
logic out of the game engine itself.
It is key to understand that we are replacing the combination of object script’s hard coded behavioral functions,
callbacks and scenario scripts waiting for triggers, with a single centralized AI engine that takes over these duties by
taking a performed action and creating a model filled with all the new object states, which is entirely determined by
a causal theory.
A major advantage of using an AI language such as ASP and its corresponding AI engine (Clingo) to control the
flow of the scenario execution and object state is that one does not have to reprogram large amounts of behavioral
scripts for objects or the overall scenario script. By simply changing the causal relations one can dramatically
change the behavior of objects in response to actions on them. In a traditional implementation of the example of the
industrial kitchen, the pan may be programmed to hold specific functionality. Perhaps the pan can be releasing
smoke or on fire. If one wanted to create a completely new type of state or situation the pan can be in, one would
have to go into the pan script and manually code in that functionality. If one wanted a pan on fire to unlock all the
doors in the building (as a fire safety mechanism), one would need to reprogram the script for the pans, doors or the
manager object that checks for this. In our apporach, it suffices to add a causal rule to the ASP rule file that reads
holds(unlock(door), T):- occurs(onFire(pan), T-1)
This one rule states that if the pan is on fire, all objects that are a ’door’ become unlocked at the next time step of the
program.
1For the logically inclined, the communication loop in Figure 3 can be considered a function from actions to the power set of facts in the
Herbrand base of the causal theory. That is, the loop expresses a function from action expressions to the set of all ground atoms that can be
formed from predicate symbols in the causal theory by substituting symbolic constants, i.e. names, for variables. The thing to note about this
function is that its return value consists of multiple facts, each one recording the state of an object at the same singular point in time. Intuitively
this return value is a time slice or snapshot of the entire system at that particular time.
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This enables very quick adaption of a scenario without having to spend time-intensive changes to procedural scripts
within the simulation/game engine. The additional future benefit is that when scoring systems are integrated in a
simulation system to identify points of attention for which the trainee needs more training, scenarios can be very
easily adapted with minimal coding and changes. This allows the trainee to do iterative training while the scenario
adapts to their needs. This could even in part be done automatically by having a set of adaptive causal rules that are
activated in the relevant circumstances. This is actually a fairly low-hanging fruit since adaptiveness is just another
name for default reasoning in this context: ways of adapting is a matter of keeping tabs on the exceptions that defeat
certain rules and reinstate others.
EXAMPLE OF AN EVENT CONTROLLER IMPLEMENTATION.

In its most basic form, we illustrate our approach by outlining an implementation of an ASP-based event controller
in conjunction with Unity, which is a video game engine.
The Unity engine communicates with the reasoning engine via embASP (Calimeri, Fuscà, et al. 2019). embASP is
"A framework for the integration (embedding) of Logic Programming in external systems for generic applications. It
helps developers at designing and implementing complex reasoning tasks by means of solvers on different platforms."
This is an example of an event controller implementation. The event controller is a system that controls the flow of
the training scenario. To integrate this with the Unity engine we will be using the embASP 𝐶 # implementation.
In other words, this framework integrates ASP in other programming environments that use popular object oriented
programming languages such 𝐶 # .
There is an example where embASP is implemented into Unity to utilize ASP for the purpose of AI decision making
(Calimeri, Germano, et al. 2018). This paper uses embASP to implement a decision making process for an AI
character. It takes the the game "Pacman" and makes Pacman an AI character rather then player controlled, driven
by ASP. The paper by Calimeri et al described the actions of Pacman based on a threshold calculation fed by the
position of a set number of variables in the scene (location of pellets, location of enemy ghost, location/using
powerup) and then choosing from a limited set of options for AI decision making (picking a direction to move).
But in distinction with Calamari et al we are not using the embASP and numeric calculations for AI decision
making of an actor, but for global scenario event control via actions (state changes) on scenario relevant objects,
which in turn drives the scenario forward via the causal theory. This paper utilizes embASP for scenario event
handling across the entire scene based upon the actions of a user. This paper proposes to use the ASP reasoning
ability to handle all aspects of state changes, thereby controlling the entire simulation via a causal theory, while still
allowing a user to be the cause of the change by conducting an action. This changes the implementation from a
game character AI engine to that of a scenario event control system.

Figure 4. Implementation Overview.

The overview of the event manager architecture as shown in Figure 4, consists of a GameObject with an attached
script, in the the embASP specific format. This would include the objects possible states and other object specific
information. A GameObject in unity is defined as "the fundamental objects in Unity that represent characters,
props and scenery. They do not accomplish much in themselves but they act as containers for Components, which
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Figure 5. The ASP-Unity detailed loop.

implement the real functionality."2 In something like the kitchen scenario, a gameObject would be the furniture,
building, lighting, avatars and essentially everything else in the scene. The specific information that describes
what it can do is defined in the attached script. In the kitchen fire training scene the ASP relevant objects would
be the objects onto which actions need to be performed to complete the training exercises, such as the pan, stove,
ventilation, etc. A ceiling lamp would be an example of a unity GameObject, but one that does not require the
functionality of a embASP Script since it requires no change of state for the completion of the training scenario.
This would mean that those specific gameObjects that are required to be acted on to complete the training scenario,
need their scrips to be formatted in accordance to the embASP 𝐶 # requirements so that it can be interpreted by the
AI engine. Figure 6 has a simple example of what this would look like. This would correspond to some simple
changes in how a class would be setup compared to the traditional unity scripting setup, so that it can be interpreted
by embASP. This format is defined in the 𝐶 # implementation for embASP.3 The ontology database as show in figure
4 contains the descriptions and necessary features required by various objects that are to be simulated in a scene.
This information is partially what will be required to build embASP scripts for gameObjects. The information in
this ontology would need to be formatted into the 𝐶 # embASP script format.
The state change of objects in the scenario which is based on actions applied to objects, is calculated by the Clingo
logic engine (Gebser et al. 2014). Figure 5 shows the ASP-Unity loop with the actions from unity being passed to
the ASP reasoning engine (which utilizes Clingo) and it passing back a "model" which describes the meaning of the
actions and which is what determines the new "state" of objects within the Unity scene.
A benefit of using an ASP based reasoning engine is that it keeps the information that was previously communicated
to it when the scene was created, retaining the previous state of all the objects in the scene. The ASP engine only
requires the actions that are applied to the ASP gameObjects. This has the benefit that the object state does not have
to be re-iterated to the ASP engine. Any computational complexity that requires resources would be minimized to a
limited amount of calls to the ASP engine, which happens only when a change state occurs in a relevant object.
The added explicitly to the scenario event management leaves no doubt as to the determined effects of actions within
a training simulation. Even when causal effects are not expressed by a rule within the ASP rule file, the ability of
default reasoning which is integrated in ASP allows for the creation of models based on actions without having to
specifically define in detail the causal effect of every action. This allows for assigning default values to constraint
variables or to leave them undefined while still being able to create a model which will describe the change of state
to ASP objects within the simulation.
2https://docs.unity3d.com/560/Documentation/Manual/class-GameObject.html
3https://www.mat.unical.it/calimeri/projects/embasp/#License
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The ASP scenario rule file contains the information that creates the simulation’s scenario structure. It holds the
generated scenario, but in a series of rules that depending on the actions will change the state of objects in a scene.
This allows for the entire scene to be played out simply with actions(object state changes). In the kitchen fire
example, if the pan is heating up at a dangerous rate, there are a number of actions a trainee could take. 1. switch off
the heat source, 2. switch on the ventilation, 3. take the pan off the heat source. The ASP scenario rule file would
hold the information that defines the change of state of objects in the scene based on these 3 actions. Action 1 and 3
may end the scenario successfully, while action 2 would create airflow, which would lead to a fire and the scenario
continuing from there. This example is simplified, but the idea of action and state change increases exponentially
and the ASP reasoning engine is designed to handle this kind of exponential growth. EmbASP Utilizes the defined
ASP rules as the driver of a scenario. An example of such a rule can be seen below
holds(heats(pan), T) :- occurs(turnOn(stove), T-1).
In the example of the kitchen fire, the stove switch, having changed from the off to the on position would be
registered as a change of state in the simulation and send as an action to the ASP reasoning engine. The ASP
reasoning engine would apply this action to its knowledge base and compare it to the rule specified above. In this
case the rule would detect that the pan will overheat in the next time step ’T’ if the stove has been switched to the
turnOn position. The ASP reasoning engine would return the information that the pan is "overheated" in the next
time step and this would be applied to the pan’s state in the embASP script in Unity. This would complete a simple
scenario event as controlled by the ASP reasoning engine as portrayed in figure 5.
The ASP reasoning engine can be externalized from multiple simulation engines to function as a central point
for calculating cause and effect from various simulation sources. The generated models would be returned to
each simulation and the state updates could be implemented in each simulation accordingly. These models hold
the state information based upon the latest action in accordance to the placement in time (time step) of all the
scenario relevant object (ASP objects) in the simulation scene. The time step is the factor that is synchronised in all
simulations and kept track of in the centralized system. This allows the ASP driven scenario event controller to
return models of all causes and effects. There would be no need to register objects in such a manner as to create
forms of ignorance between objects to save on computational complexity. ASP is created to handle large amounts
of interdependent data and with the rule checks only conducted at the time of an action (change of state) within
the simulation, the amount of times the ASP engine needs to be called is reduced as to minimize the amount of
computations necessary.
A NOTE ON SIMULATION ARCHITECTURE

The fact that our approach centralized event control completely requires some remarks in relation to state of
practice that often favors distributed and delegated approaches. Figure 7 shows the layout of a simulation according
to the High Level Architecture (HLA) (Simulation Interoperability Standards Organization 2016) standard for
distributed simulation systems (Petty and Gustavson 2012; Kuhl et al. 1999). In HLA, the simulation software that
make up a simulation system are distributed into modules called federates. Federates are be combined to form a
federation, coordinated by a runtime infrastructure (RTI). HLA prescribes a publish/subscribe protocol: federates
publish object attributes and interactions between attributes, and federates may subscribe to updates of published
attributes and interactions. The RTI coordinates these messages. Federates may also query the RTI on-the-spot for
updates. HLA thus adheres to the Observer and Mediator patterns (Gamma et al. 1995). This architecture enables
participants to train on various simulation platforms distributed geographically, but it is also common to use HLA
for non-distributed simulations with only a single federate.
The RTI administers the shared state of the federation and also administers time according to several time
management schemes (Fujimoto 2000). The federates themselves are ignorant with respect to the shared state;
i.e., a federate is not aware of the states of other federates, except for the parts of the shared state that the federate

Figure 6. embASP gameObject Script.
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subscribes to. For example, a federate may simulate an object that deposits fire extinguishing measures toward an
object that represents a fire at a specified location without needing to know what other objects are in the simulation.
Nevertheless, a federate who wishes to monitor if any of its objects are affected by the fire extinguishing measures
can subscribe to the part of the shared state that reflects the relevant information.
Thus, in HLA, simulation control resides decoupled in the federates. This effectively separates concerns, which is
necessary, given the intricate procedural programming that is necessary to implement simulations. The distributed
and delegated concept is taken even further in edge computing approaches such as SpatialOS.4
In our approach, scenario control, and thus simulation control, is centralized and not delegated in any way. What is
delegated, is the particular rendering mechanisms of simulation and game engines. There are several points to be
made on this.
First, the machine reasoning that our approach employs to maintain a focus on goal achievement requires a
component that not only holds the shared state of the system (as does the RTI in some sense), but is also able to
compute future plays and states of a scenario. In the outset, it is more efficient to do this centrally.
Secondly, the need for separation of concerns by distribution and delegation that is necessitated by procedural
programming of object behavior is not present with declarative programming in ASP.
Third, distributed training can still take place with our approach. In fact, this is made even simpler by the fact
that the particular simulation and game engines that trainees use during training simply render the unfolding of
a centrally computed scenario. As mentioned above, rapid changes and adaptations can be applied even during
training in the ASP scenario specification, with no need to reprogram each simulation and game engine.
These benefits and, indeed the architectural choices in our approach are very much in line with the MSaaS reference
architecture (Hannay and T. W. van den Berg 2017). Our external scenario event controller corresponds to the
simulation controller service in (Hannay, T. van den Berg, et al. 2020).
In HLA, the objects and interactions that are shared (i.e., whose attributes are published and subscribed) among
federates in a federation are declared in a Federation Object Model (FOM), which is input to the RTI. Thus,
all federates must relate to this data declaration during runtime, and also during design time. At run-time, the
declarations in the FOM give rise to variables that constitute the shared state of the federation.
FOMs are relevant to our approach, since they are, in effect, ontologies of the relevant objects and their possible
interactions for a particular domain. A FOM or an ontology functions as a library of standardized objects and
interactions in the form of causal relations that can be imported into a particular scenario, prior to specifying the
particulars of that scenario.
DISCUSSION

So why is using an AI reasoning engine an advantage as opposed to simply changing the existing scripts already
attached to objects in the simulation? We mentioned earlier that there is a major architectural simplification to be
gained from factoring the event logic out of the game engine itself because all actions are returned in a single model.
4https://www.improbable.io/blog/how-spatialos-works-with-game-engines

Figure 7. The High-Level-Architecture (Simulation Interoperability Standards Organization 2016) for federating
distributed simulation systems.
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Rather then having a distributed system where a possible action can cause a chain reaction between objects, each
having to perform a sub-routine, the entire chain of change states would be calculated in a single cycle via the AI
reasoning engine.
Another strengths is that you can edit a training scenario without having to touch the rendering engine (game engine)
or scripts. You can drastically change the way a scenario is played out by changing a minimal number of rules
using the ASP causal relations. This allows for both rapid prototyping and simulation re-use, where a single created
scenario could be utilised over and over to train different skills, procedures and goals.
As part of the ExManSim architecture, the consistent machine readable format of generating ASP based rule-sets
can in part be automated from information specifications in the design phase of the simulation. When a user defines
specifications withing a digital format such as a web interface, these specifications can be added as simple rules into
an ASP rule file. If the user designing the scenario adds more information that would alter the causal effects from
previously defined rules, the ASP engine would be able to deal with this quite simply because it is designed to
analyze the rule-set and create a solution model based on the resulting outcome of all the rules. For instance, if two
rules were to cancel each other out, it would know to ignore both these rules all together and not use them when
calculating a solution.
An additional benefit of a externalized event controller based on ASP is that it could be moved away from the client
side software and centrally managed on an external server, this allows for synchronized updates of the simulation
to multiple clients and allows for greater control. Competitive multiplayer games for instance, don’t usually have
client side hit detection because of the prevalence of cheating, instead hit detection is handled on server side. In the
simulation using the ASP based event manager you could do this for every action of the simulation state and the
returning information would define the state of every object in the scene. This is sort of how a multiplayer game
currently works because every players game needs to be in sync with all the others. An external ASP based handler
could simplify this because all effects of actions, all indirect effects of action, and every interaction between objects
is computed by ASP and recorded in a single returned model in accordance with the systems time step.
Because such an AI engine can also calculate the optimum solution to the set training scenarios based on its rule
set there is a potential for future research and products which allow for scoring mechanisms which could collect
information from the trainee performance and determine the optimum training focus that a trainee would require
which allows for quick adaption of the scenario accordingly. It would not require rebuilding or changing of the
scenario but instead, small changes in the causal theory. To return to the kitchen example, the previous runs of the
simulation could potentially find that the trainee handles the situation perfectly before a fire happens, but after the
fire starts, the trainee does not take the appropriate actions. The ASP rules can be adjusted quite easily to make sure
that a fire always occurs or that a different type of fire occurs, so that the areas where the trainee needs to most
training become the new focus of the scenario. The rapid customization of the AI-based external scenario event
handler allows for this flexibility and specification without having to reprogram the scenario from scratch.
CONCLUSION

This paper has argued the benefits of using Answer Set Programming as a simulation event controller, backed by
known benefits of ASP and new ones deriving from its contextual use as a scenario event controller. We created
a communication loop which allows for the change of state in ASP simulation objects based upon the actions
performed in the simulation by a trainee and the ASP rule set. This information is interpreted by the Glingo engine
and returns a model of state changes which is interpreted by the simulation engine and applied to the corresponding
objects.
There are a large number of benefits that an ASP based externalized AI engine for event control offer, which is
why we propose this as a new methodology which should be applied to automated simulation systems such as
the ExManSim project. The benefits include fast prototyping, dynamic changing of scenario’s, high specificity
with ability fore default reasoning and a centralized infrastructure for calculating the simulations world state. This
coupled with the future potential of creating automatic customized scenario creation based on the trainees needs
from iterative training sessions makes it a particularly powerful methodology for controlling scenario events.
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ABSTRACT

When disasters destroy critical communication infrastructure, smartphone-based Delay-Tolerant Networks (DTNs)
can provide basic communication for civilians. Although field tests have shown the practicability of such systems,
real-world experiments are expensive and hardly repeatable. Simulations are therefore required for the design
and extensive evaluation of novel DTN protocols, but meaningful assertions require realistic mobility models for
civilians. In this paper, trace files from a large-scale disaster field test are analyzed to identify typical human behavior
patterns in a disaster area. Based on this, we derive a novel civilian disaster mobility model that incorporates
identified behaviors such as group-based movement and clustering around points-of-interests such as hospitals and
shelters. We evaluate the impact of mobility on DTN communication performance by comparing our model with
other established mobility models as well as the trace file dataset in a simulative evaluation based on the field test
scenario. In general, our mobility model leads to a more realistic assessment of DTN communication performance
compared to other mobility models.
Keywords

Civilian disaster communication, Delay-Tolerant Networks, human mobility, mobility models, disaster response,
simulation.
INTRODUCTION

Throughout the last years, an increase in the occurrence and devastation of natural disasters, such as extreme weather
conditions or earthquakes, was observed and is expected to further increase in the future (Université catholique
de Louvain (UCL) 2019; Toya and Skidmore 2018). These events often impair information and communication
technologies (ICT), by either significantly damaging or destroying ICT infrastructure itself or by inhibiting critical
infrastructure such as the power grid on which ICT infrastructure relies on. However, the subtraction of ICT
is actively obstructing effective disaster relief efforts, for example, by rendering otherwise crucial means of
communication for coordinating and informing affected civilians unusable (Mori et al. 2015; ICRC 2017; Zorrilla
2017).
Everyday mobile devices such as smartphones can provide basic, fast-deployable communication functionalities for civilians during disasters where the ICT infrastructure is unavailable, by creating Delay-tolerant
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Networks (DTNs) (Nishiyama et al. 2014; Álvarez et al. 2018; Lieser, Zobel, et al. 2019). In DTNs, ad hoc
communication capabilities of mobile devices are used to directly exchange messages between them. However, the
short communication ranges and the high mobility of devices lead to a frequently changing and highly partitioned
network topology. Typical routing approaches, as used in pure Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) are therefore
not applicable. Instead, DTNs rely on the store-carry-forward principle, where messages are carried around by
each mobile device in a digital backpack and exchanged with other devices when in range. Disconnected network
partitions are unable to communicate with each other without this mobility. Hence, the communication performance
of DTNs is directly linked to the mobility of civilians carrying these devices. Civilian mobility in disaster scenarios,
however, is usually non-random and clustered around points-of-interests or localized social communities, which leads
to increased contact times between specific users and lower mobility between separated network partitions (Álvarez
et al. 2018; N. Richerzhagen et al. 2017). Therefore, a good understanding of civilian movement patterns in
exceptional situations is crucial to fully evaluate the potential of DTN protocols and applications. However, data of
civilian mobility in real disaster scenarios is scarce (Stute et al. 2017).
In this paper, we use the publicly available dataset1 from a real-world field test to assess requirements for realistically
modelling civilian mobility. This field test was conducted in Germany in 2017 with 125 participants to evaluate the
capabilities of smartphone-based DTNs for civilian communication, coordination, and disaster response (Álvarez
et al. 2018). In cooperation with experts from the German Federal Office of Civil Protection and Disaster Assistance
(BBK), the German Federal Agency for Technical Relief (THW), local fire departments, and other NGOs, civilian
disaster services were tested in a realistic environment with several scripted disaster events (Álvarez et al. 2018).
Throughout the field test, user behavior and digital interactions were recorded in detail.
Although it is nearly impossible to recreate a real disaster with all its facets, the available dataset provides novel and
valuable information. In this paper, we specifically focus on the dataset properties that provide unique conclusions
about human behavior in disaster scenarios and the human factor on DTN performance in general. We use these
insights to increase the expressiveness of simulative evaluation models of civilian DTNs based on smart mobile
devices in disaster scenarios. Specifically, we make the following contributions that are relevant for the evaluation
of DTN communication in disaster-related scenarios in general:
• We model civilians’ mobility in large-scale natural disasters based on traces from a real-world disaster field
test with civilian participants.
• We present a novel model for civilian mobility in disaster scenarios which is integrated in the discrete-event
open-source simulation platform Simonstrator (B. Richerzhagen et al. 2015).
• We demonstrate the influence of human mobility on DTN communication performance and compare our
model with other commonly used mobility models in a simulative evaluation based on the field test scenario.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In the next section, mobility models and related works are discussed.
Afterwards, the field test trace files are analyzed with respect to participants’ mobility. We present the civilian
disaster mobility model in the subsequent section, which is then compared and evaluated to other models. Eventually,
we conclude the paper and discuss further approaches for future work.
RELATED WORK

To assess the communication performance of Delay-Tolerant Networks (DTNs), real-world traces would be the
most realistic approach. But they are often scarce due to missing records during or after a real disaster, or due to
restrictions related to security or data privacy of users and mobile network operators (Stute et al. 2017; Álvarez
et al. 2018). Additionally, they are also highly scenario-specific, which may decrease the expressiveness of results
outside of that specific scenario (Krug et al. 2014). Other traces are derived from connectivity logs of, e.g., access
points or Bluetooth devices, and thus, are imprecise with regard to the specific user location (Pelusi et al. 2006).
Furthermore, obtaining traces requires elaborate preparation and may be subject to human, software, or hardware
failures (Álvarez et al. 2018). Trace generators such as BonnMotion (Aschenbruck, Ernst, et al. 2010) can create
additional trace files that are, for example, modeled after real firefighter traces and used to evaluate domain-specific
applications for firefighters or first responders in disaster scenarios (Aschenbruck, Gerhards-Padilla, et al. 2009;
Martín-Campillo et al. 2013; Krug et al. 2014). Trace generators, however, are unidirectional as they provide fixed
movement without a real interaction between network and mobility. Hence, modeling reactions in the movement to
1Dataset available online: https://seemoo.de/smarterfield-test/ (last accessed 22.02.2021)
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Figure 1. The field test area of approximately 2𝑥5 𝑘𝑚 2 . Village outlines are shown in yellow. The main road
connecting all three villages is marked in blue. Villages B and C were close to each other, around 1 km in distance
or 20 minutes walking time apart. Villages A and C were farther away with around 5 km distance or 60 minutes
walking time. (Álvarez et al. 2018)

events in the simulation is impossible with trace generators, but becomes possible with mobility models directly
calculated in simulation time (N. Richerzhagen et al. 2017).
Simple and widely used mobility models include, for example, Random Walk, Random Direction, or Random
Waypoint movement, in which mobility is computed based on random values for speed, direction, target location,
and more. Node movement is often unrestricted, but more sophisticated versions also include map-based random
node movement (Cerqueira and Albano 2015) or simple movement groups of multiple nodes (Hong et al. 1999).
Nevertheless, such models do not take human mobility into account, which is usually not random or uniformly
distributed. Therefore, simulated results of tested DTNs can usually not be used to determine the performance in
real-world scenarios. For that, more sophisticated approaches to model human mobility are created. An example
is the SLAW mobility model (Lee et al. 2009) that initially defined abstract geographic constraints to mobility.
Consequently, it was later-on enhanced to also include real-world map data (Schwamborn and Aschenbruck 2013).
For mobile social applications, a mobility model based on map-based movement and public points-of-interest like
cafés or parks (Stingl, B. Richerzhagen, et al. 2013) was extended to support complex human social ties and models
user interaction by providing interactivity between mobility model and the networked application (N. Richerzhagen
et al. 2017). In the scope of large-scale disaster scenarios, a complex simulation of different vehicles and pedestrians
moving on a real-world map is available (Uddin et al. 2009), but the mobility is based on assumptions on human
behavior in the specific scenario rather than on real-world traces. A similarly sophisticated simulation re-modeled a
real-world disaster based on profound expert knowledge, providing many different roles such as civilians, emergency
service members, and scientists moving throughout a large-scale disaster area. Node mobility was defined for
each node by specific behavioral patterns and daily activities. However, the model lacked comparability to the real
disaster as there were no movement traces available (Stute et al. 2017). In this paper, we specifically use real-world
disaster movement traces to tackle realistic human mobility problems in such scenarios. In contrast to most related
work, our model is modular and fully configurable, providing the possibility to evaluate a wide range of different
scenarios and behaviors.
FIELD TEST MOBILITY ANALYSIS

The evaluation of DTN applications and approaches would be ideally performed in a real disaster situation, which is
obviously not feasible. Instead, real-world simulations with staged disasters or field tests are used, but they require
extensive planning and preparation. They are therefore also unfavorable for regular evaluation of applications and
especially unreasonable for simply trying out new ideas and concepts. A significantly less labor- and cost-intensive
option are simulation-based evaluations, which are mimicking disaster characteristics while providing a sandbox for
the evaluation and testing of various approaches. However, extensive knowledge provided from real disasters or
real-world field tests also allows the increase the realistic assessment within simulation-based environments.
To evaluate the capabilities of smartphone-based DTN applications for civilian self-coordination and communication,
a large field test was conducted in 2017 at the military training area Senne near Paderborn, Germany (Álvarez et al.
2018). In cooperation with experts from the German Federal Office of Civil Protection and Disaster Assistance
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(BBK), the German Federal Agency for Technical Relief (THW), local fire departments, and other NGOs, a large
set of disaster services such as distress calls, I-am-alive-messages, and a resource market (Lieser, Alvarez, et al.
2017) was tested with 125 civilian participants. They were distributed in three villages with concrete buildings and
provided with smartphones using the IBR-DTN implementation of the Bundle Protocol (RFC5050) (Schildt et al.
2011) for DTN communication and the disaster services. Each participant received a set card, including social
relations with other participants and a set of tasks for the field test, e.g., finding relatives or collecting batteries.
Several points-of-interests like shelters, hospitals, and food distribution points were located inside villages and
scripted events like multiple-casualty incidents were staged with professional actors to increase stress and encourage
the disaster services usage. User behavior and digital interactions were recorded in detail and the dataset provides
real-world mobility traces as a foundation for further analysis with significant insight into human mobility in disaster
scenarios.
As analyzed by Álvarez et al., participants showed a high willingness to form groups and did not walk alone
when moving between villages. Furthermore, group movement between the villages was scarce which negatively
influenced message distribution. Participants stayed in villages most of the time and formed groups otherwise,
therefore the average number of network neighbors was significantly higher than expected. However, due to the
limited communication range of Wi-Fi, this also led to a high network separation with groups and villages forming
distinct network partitions. As a result, message spread was slow or impossible between network partitions and
resulted in only a small percentage of reached devices (Álvarez et al. 2018).
By analyzing the available dataset, our goal is to gain additional insights into human mobility in disaster scenarios.
Metrics on digital interaction, but also participant behavior and the influence of weather and disaster events are
already provided by Álvarez et al. Here, the goal is to combine this information with knowledge gained from
the analysis, to be able to assess requirements for a realistic civilian mobility model in disaster scenarios. We
incorporated the available mobility traces into the simulation environment Simonstrator (B. Richerzhagen et al.
2015), which allowed us to visualize and compare the device movement against other mobility models.
Parts of the trace files were lost due to hardware and software malfunctions, empty batteries, or wrong user
interaction during the field test (Álvarez et al. 2018). This is typical for real-world measurements and an additional
reason why obtaining real-world traces is very difficult. Hence, just around 40% of the 125 traces cover the field test
duration of 4.5 hours entirely. More than 30% percent of trace files cover less than 3 hours, with the shortest being
only 32 minutes. On average, the trace files provide movement information of 70 participants with a minimum of
49 and a maximum of 94 participants simultaneously. Furthermore, jitter and inaccuracy of GPS locations and
gaps in the GPS intervals have a significant influence on the trace file analysis. Dense vegetation—roads between
villages run through dense forest—and occurring rainfall also impaired the GPS signal’s accuracy. To cope with
this problem, we smoothed the traces with a rolling average and allowed gaps between GPS measurements of up
to 30 seconds. Larger gaps are treated similarly to impartial trace files, in these cases, the respective nodes are
removed from the simulation environment for that time until new location information may be available.
To understand human mobility, an analysis of the participants’ mobility and its possible dependence on the respective
location is required. The average walking speed of the participants was around 0.4 𝑚𝑠 . But more than 50% of the
measurements are static or slower than the average. More than 15% are significantly faster with speed between
1.0 𝑚𝑠 and 3.0 𝑚𝑠 . Therefore, the average seems to be not very expressive and this high deviation must be assessed.
From a qualitative view on the traces, we saw significant behavioral differences inside and outside the villages. First,
participants seem to roam through villages. They often stopped close to other participants and around gathering
points—most probably for social interactions—, which conforms to the static behavior described in (Álvarez et al.
2018). Furthermore, we observed that all groups formed within villages. During the formation, these groups often
remained static for a short period, before heading out towards another village. Comparing the mobility behavior
inside and outside of villages, groups’ overall movement speed seemed faster when moving between villages.
Second, mobility outside of villages also reveals social interactions between participants. When different groups
met on their way, they often stopped for a few minutes. Sometimes, when a faster group caught up to a slower group
walking in the same direction, they merged and moved together.
To better understand the mobility differences, we, therefore, conducted measurements of the participants’ mobility
on the available trace files. Measurements were separated for being in- or outside of the villages, as marked in
yellow in Figure 1. As shown in Figures 2a and 2c, static or near static behavior was measured nearly 50% of
the time inside villages, with most of the measurements being below 0.9 𝑚𝑠 . This corresponds to the qualitative
assessment for the static behavior of participants inside of villages. In contrast, mobility outside of the villages was
much more dynamic with the majority of measurements outside being within 0.9 𝑚𝑠 and 1.6 𝑚𝑠 . These values are
similar to the typical walking speed given by related work (Stute et al. 2017). Only 13% of measurements outside
of villages showed static or near static behavior below 0.5 𝑚𝑠 , corresponding to pauses and roaming of groups when
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(a) Speed distribution within villages.

(b) Speed distribution outside of villages.

(c) Box plots comparing overall
measurements against inside and outside
measurements.

Figure 2. Movement speed distribution of participants in the field test traces. Inside of villages, the movement was
slower and very static, in contrast to faster mobility outside of villages.

(a) Allocation total time. Colored boxes show 25th to 75th
percentiles, whiskers 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles, respectively.
Bold strokes denote median values.

(b) Distribution for participants inside villages respective to the
available trace time.

Figure 3. Total time for participant allocation and distribution of relative time inside of villages. Most of the time
was spent within villages, but mobility between villages also required a considerate amount of time due to the long
travel time.

encountering each other. Significantly faster speeds above 2 𝑚𝑠 , for example, when participants were running, were
much rarer than static behavior. Both match our initial observation of less static behavior and faster movement
speed outside of villages. Therefore, it becomes obvious that there is a significant difference of the participants’
mobility whether they are moving between points-of-interests or inside of villages.
In addition to speed, the allocation of participants for inside and outside of the villages is another issue for
understanding the participants’ mobility in the field test. Figure 3a depicts the total time of participants located
inside or outside of villages, respectively. Participants spent significantly more time inside villages than outside,
between approximately 2 and 3 hours. However, these total values must be taken with care due to the predominantly
partial availability of traces. Thus, we also look at the share of each trace file that is spent inside villages, depicted
in Figure 3b in combination with the allocation time in Figure 3a. For this, we can deduct that nearly every trace file
shows at least 50% allocation inside of villages, or 72% allocation inside on average, corresponding to approximately
3 hours. Furthermore, a total of 19 participants never left their starting village (w.r.t. to the trace file duration).
An additional 9 participants were only outside for less than 25 minutes, which is just enough to make a single
trip at walking speed between the two closest villages. Concerning the mobility between villages, the majority of
participants that were outside for longer times moved towards or from the farthest Village A, which took around 1
hour in normal walking speed from Village C. Due to this long travel distance, most participants only performed
one trip between Village C and A in either direction. Between the much closer Villages B and C, however, some
participants moved multiple times back and forth. Regarding the overall time, around 50% of participants spent
more than 50 minutes traveling. Only two participants spent more than 75% or 3 hours moving between villages.
This generally low mobility between villages corresponds to the long delivery delays and low distribution rates of
messages as described in (Álvarez et al. 2018).
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(a) Distribution of the average number of neighbors of each
participant.

(b) Distribution of the average distance to neighbors of each
participant.

Figure 4. Participants were regularly highly clustered within a range of 10 to 20 meters, either in smaller groups
of a few or larger groups of up to 20.

Another negative influence on the message distribution in DTNs is the natural behavior of humans to cluster around
points-of-interest, form groups, and social interaction. Data transfer between DTN devices is usually significantly
faster than the time social interactions take, for example when groups meet while traversing between villages.
Therefore, pausing and talking to other groups delays the propagation of messages between villages. Additionally, a
single device is sufficient to transport data between DTN partitions like villages. Thus, a group of devices with
the same information moving at the same time to the same destination is generally less efficient than every single
participant moving at a different time to different destinations would have been. For a realistic human-centric
disaster scenario, group mobility and clustering of the network is a significant impact factor as the number of
usable devices is often limited and movement is also restricted, e.g., due to blocked streets. Group formation
usually happened within a village, starting by gathering at a location before leaving. On average, five groups moved
between the villages simultaneously. The typical size of such groups was between two and six participants. When
encountering each other, groups usually stopped between 1 and 5 minutes to talk to each other, but sometimes also
just passed by. On some occasions, groups merged when moving in the same direction.
Besides short-term encounters of groups and long-term movement of groups between villages, network clustering
typically happened within villages, predominantly around points-of-interest like the simulated hospitals. Figures 4a
and 4b show the distributions for the number of neighbors in a 1-hop network neighborhood and the average
distance to these neighbors, respectively. The distribution of the number of neighbors shows two summits around 2
to 5 neighbors, similar to the perceived group sizes, and around 10 to 16 neighbors, respectively. As detailed in
Figure 4b, the average 1-hop distance is usually around 17 meters, and longer distances between neighbors are rarer,
indicating a highly clustered network.
Despite clustering around several points-of-interests in the villages, the DTN was usually highly interconnected and
short-range communication performed well (Álvarez et al. 2018). Even with a simple flooding-based approach,
intra-village message exchange was fast and reliable. On the other hand, inter-village communication performed
significantly worse. The DTN’s store-carry-forward capability was severely inhibited by slow and infrequent
mobility between villages. Additionally, there was a lack of faster, more frequent, and more efficient means of
transport like bikes or means of message distribution like UAVs (Lieser, Zobel, et al. 2019; Álvarez et al. 2018). To
conclude, the participants’ mobility was the predominant influence factor on the overall communication performance.
The dataset shows a high deviation in the mobility of participants when considering mobility in and outside of
villages. A realistic model for civilian mobility and social interactions within a disaster scenario, as perceived in the
field test, therefore, has to incorporate the described features. Simultaneously, such a model must be adjustable for
the simulation of alternative scenarios and the evaluation of DTNs under various circumstances.
CIVILIAN DISASTER MOBILITY MODEL

Based on the field test data (Álvarez et al. 2018), it becomes clear that civilian mobility in a disaster scenario has to
be differentiated between individual mobility for short-distance movement around points-of-interests and group
mobility for long-distance travel. In this work, we specifically focus on the representation of the available civilian
mobility data from the field test (Álvarez et al. 2018), as a reference. However, one of our main objectives is to
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provide a modular and configurable model that can be adjusted to represent a wider variety of different scenarios
and is not limited to represent the specific scenario of the field test.
Our civilian mobility model for disaster scenarios (Civilian Disaster Mobility, CDM) is implemented as an extension
to the discrete-event open-source simulation and prototyping platform Simonstrator (B. Richerzhagen et al. 2015),
which focuses on the evaluation of networked mobile applications and services. In detail, mobility models are
implemented within the PeerfactSim runtime environment (Stingl, Gross, et al. 2011), which already provides a
broad range of models like simple Random Walk, map-based SLAW (Stingl, B. Richerzhagen, et al. 2013), or social
graph-based mobility for networked social applications (N. Richerzhagen et al. 2017). Furthermore, it combines realworld OpenStreetMap2 data with the offline routing library GraphHopper3, allowing the deterministic reproduction
of mobility experiments in a realistic setting under varying simulation parameters. Specific points-of-interests
and surrounding areas can be defined as attraction points for mobility models in PeerfactSim, modeling parks,
neighborhoods, or in case of disaster scenarios hospitals, shelters, and similar.
The CDM implementation is modular and extensible, comprising of distinct components for individual mobility,
group mobility, group formation, and group encounter behavior, that model different features perceivable from the
field test traces. Individual mobility and group mobility define separate mobility models for themselves, which are
fully adaptable and exchangeable. The full model allows to portray a wide variety of scenarios and behaviors, and
is therefore also applicable for various types of disasters. Furthermore, CDM could also be integrated into other
network simulators like ONE (Keränen et al. 2009), if required properties such as attraction points and network
and mobility simulation interaction are given. The components and their interaction are sketched in Figure 5 and
described in detail in the following.

Figure 5. Components of the mobility model and their interaction with each other.

Individual Mobility

The individual mobility component specifies mobility for individual node movement within the area of attraction
points, that is w.r.t. the field test mobility each of the villages. For our case, we use an adapted map-based random
waypoint mobility model that represents the roaming of participants through the villages. Movement is restricted to
roads and pedestrian walkways within the area of an attraction point, and therefore, this component cannot define
mobility between different attraction points. Our model for individual mobility is defined by two distributions,
which specify the speed of a node while moving on the one hand, and on the other hand the time a node remains
static for social interactions or other activities. The pause time distribution can either be defined globally or
for each attraction point separately. Since no significant differences could be perceived in the field test data, a
uniform distribution in the range of 5 to 10 minutes is used for all APs to represent the field test. For the speed
distribution, we approximated the results from the trace file analysis by a normal distribution using 𝜇 = 1.05 𝑚𝑠 and
𝜎 = 0.3 𝑚𝑠 . In general, however, this component can be exchanged with any attraction-based mobility model which
can define individual node movement restricted to specific areas, like a more sophisticated model defining specific
points-of-interest within the attraction point area itself.
Group Formation

When and how groups are formed is defined by the group formation component. In the field test, we see that after
an initial burst of groups being created to explore the area, the number of groups was relatively stable around five.
2www.openstreetmap.org (last accessed 09.12.2020)
3www.graphhopper.com (last accessed 09.12.2020)
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A new group formed approximately every 10 minutes, while others dissolved when arriving at their destination.
Therefore, we used this as the range for another uniform distribution specifying the interval between group formation.
The attraction point in which a group is formed is randomly selected from the set of attraction points, as there was
no predominant variance in the field test data for the formation of groups in specific villages. The group formation
process considers all nodes within that attraction point as potential candidates for the new group. In our case, we
define a side-condition to exclude nodes that are currently less than 30 minutes within that attraction point, with
regard to the analyzed traces. Furthermore, the group size is defined as a uniform distribution between 2 and 6
nodes, similar to the analyzed group sizes. The selection of group members is made randomly from the candidates
until the group size is reached, or no more candidates are available. In case the minimum size is not met, e.g., if
there are no other nodes around the attraction point, the group formation process is repeated at another attraction
point. The selection could also be made based on the time a node is already inside that attraction point. However,
no clear evidence for such behavior could be found in the traces. After the group members are selected, a group
head is chosen and its location is used as a gathering location. Using individual mobility, all members will then
proceed to that location, before the group mobility component is applied.
Group Mobility

In contrast to individual mobility, Group mobility defines the movement behavior between separate attraction points
for every group. It is applied after that group’s formation until its destination is reached and the group is dissolved.
Initially, one attraction point—different from the one the group is formed in—is chosen as the group’s destination. In
the field test, the smaller Village B is less frequented, and thus, defined to be also less likely (80% of the likelihood
for Village A or C, respectively) to be chosen in this step4. The group head defines the general mobility of its
group, on which we apply a map-based movement model (Stingl, B. Richerzhagen, et al. 2013) heading towards the
chosen destination. The head’s speed is approximated similar to the found results for speed outside of villages by a
normal distribution using 𝜇 = 1.3 𝑚𝑠 and 𝜎 = 0.3 𝑚𝑠 . All other members are placed within 10 meters around the
head corresponding to the average neighbor distance (c.f. Fig. 4b) but are similar to the head restricted to roads and
accessible pedestrian pathways. When outside of attraction point areas, the group may encounter another group and
then switch to Group Encounter Behavior. When the group arrives at its destination, it dissolves and all nodes
switch back to individual mobility.
Group Encounter Behavior

From the field test, we know that groups usually stopped and paused for several minutes (approx. 3 minutes on
average) for social interactions when encountering each other outside of villages. The group encounter behavior
component specifies such behavior by suspending group mobility on an encounter. An encounter is specified as to
when two or more groups have moved within 5 meters of each other. Social interactions may take some time, and
this pause time is randomly chosen from a uniform distribution between 1 and 5 minutes. Other groups that arrive
within that pause time will also stop for the remaining time. After this time is expired, the encounter is resolved and
every group resumes their initial route as before using group mobility. Note, that our implementation also provides
different possibilities for groups to partially or fully merge and a probability for groups to ignore group encounters.
However, such specific behavior cannot be correlated with the traces and is therefore not used for depicting the field
test, but rather left open for future work.
EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the Civilian Disaster Mobility (CDM) model and compare it to other prevalent mobility
models. Additionally, we compare these models with trace mobility (Trace) to show similarities or differences
and assess how realistic simulations with these models are in a well-known scenario. All experiments were
performed using the Simonstrator (B. Richerzhagen et al. 2015) simulation platform with the modifications to the
PeerfactSim runtime environment (Stingl, Gross, et al. 2011) as described in the previous section. Results are
collected and aggregated over ten simulation runs with different random seeds. For analyzing the communication
performance, we rely on the epidemic DTN protocol HyperGossip (Khelil et al. 2007), which is available in
Simonstrator and very similar to IBR-DTN used in the field test (Schildt et al. 2011; Álvarez et al. 2018).
Specifically, CDM is compared with three other, commonly applied mobility models: (1) the Random Waypoint
(RWP) mobility model where target waypoints are chosen randomly and nodes move there unrestricted in a
straight line, (2) the map-based Random Waypoint (RWP-MAP) mobility model in which nodes still randomly
choose waypoints but are restricted to roads and pedestrian walkways, and (3) an adaption of the SLAW (Stingl,
4Simonstrator defines weights for each attraction point
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B. Richerzhagen, et al. 2013) mobility model. SLAW is similar to our approach such that it allows for the same
map-based movement restrictions, the definition of attraction points, and the movement of single nodes between
them. However, it does lack some possibilities, e.g., to form groups and specify different behaviors for inside and
outside of attraction points. Each village from the field test is defined as an attraction point for SLAW and CDM.
The most important environmental simulation settings are summarized in Table 1.
In this paper, we restrict parameters and components of the simulation environment to retain comparability between
the simulated models and the field test traces. First, the number of simulated nodes is chosen to resemble the size of
given traces and is required for a fair comparison in a same-sized scenario. Simonstrator, PeerfactSim, and the
simulated mobility models are however not limited to a specific number of nodes. Second, we restrict node mobility
to pedestrian movement only, since it was likewise restricted in the field test. Nevertheless, future work could
include multiple forms of movement like bikes or cars in combination with pedestrian movement in the evaluation.
We note that the realistic inclusion of different forms of movement may require detailed knowledge of each type
and their possible interaction, similar as done for pedestrian movement for groups and single nodes in this work.
Message sizes of 300 Byte and a rate of 6 generated broadcasts per minute are based on the average values in the
field test.
Spatial Node Distribution and Mobility

Typically, a DTN’s performance is highly affected by both mobility and clustering of nodes. While communication
within clusters is fast and performant, the communication between clusters usually relies solely on node mobility.
Consequently, inter-cluster mobility over larger distances—as experienced in the field test—leads to slow and
incomplete message spread and potential message drops due to the expiration of the Time-to-live (TTL) of messages.
The mobility of nodes, their spatial distribution, and the amount of clustering in the network are therefore important
factors influencing DTN communication.
For that, we visualize the spatial node distribution for RWP, RWP-MAP, CDM and SLAW, and Trace, respectively,
in Figure 6. Node positions are sampled every 30 seconds and aggregated into grid cells of 20 m by 20 m size. The
number of positions in a cell is denoted by a logarithmic color scale ranging from white over bright yellow to dark
purple. Circles show attraction points areas for CDM, SLAW, and Trace.
The random distribution of the RWP model can be seen in Figure 6a, with the restricted RWP-MAP model in Fig. 6b
as a contrast. In the latter case, we see that the node distribution is significantly higher on the main roads, side
roads and forest paths are less frequented. There are, however, no recognizable hotspots with node clusters in
either case and a rather equated node distribution. Naturally, both models fail to mimic human behavior as seen in
the field test. Figure 6c visualizes the node distribution for CDM. The map for SLAW shows only insignificant
visual differences and was therefore not included. Although a similar spatial node distribution may suggest a high
similarity between SLAW and CDM in general, later comparisons will better highlight their differences. Also note
that measurements in Figure 6d do include GPS inaccuracies. Thus, some positions are scattered off the roads rather
than on them, in contrast to simulated movement in Figure 6c. Another difference is best seen in Village A. The
node distribution in CDM is relatively centered in the area. However, Trace shows several distinct hotspots primarily
in the south of the village and a more evenly distribution as participants also moved cross-country. A more extensive
Table 1. Simonstrator Environmental Settings

Area
Map and APs
Duration
Nodes

4,500 m x 4,500 m
Field Test
4.5 h
Trace, 70

Comm.

PHY
Range
Data Rate

Wi-Fi (IEEE 802.11g)
approx. 90 m
5 Mbit/s

DTN

Protocol
Msg TTL
Msg Size
Msg Rate

epidemic DTN (Khelil et al. 2007)
60 minutes
300 Byte
approx. 6 per minute

Model

Trace, RWP, RWP-MAP, SLAW, CDM

Scenario

Mobility
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(a) RWP

(b) RWP-MAP

(c) CDM (SLAW shows a similar node distribution)

(d) Trace (Álvarez et al. 2018)

(e) Color code, node measurements per cell.

Figure 6. Collected spatial node distribution for mobility models (a-c) and trace files (d). Node positions are
sampled every 30 seconds and aggregated in cells of 20 by 20 meters size. Circles denote attraction points used in
mobility models. The color scale is logarithmic to highlight more frequented locations.

individual mobility could encompass this for CDM in future work, but within the size of the field test villages and
the anticipated communication ranges, we do not expect a significant difference for the DTN performance.
The amount of clustering in the network is an important factor influencing the quality of DTN communication.
For that, we compared the number of neighbors (cf. Figure 7a) and the distance to that neighbors (cf. Figure 7b),
respectively. Again, RWP and RWP-MAP cannot accurately depict reality with predominantly zero neighbors
and—if there are any—large distances between them. Due to the incorporation of attraction points, results for
SLAW are closer to reality than that of the random models. With an increased node count and shorter distances,
the network becomes more clustered. But as visualized in Figure 6, nodes in villages are distributed more evenly
in CDM and SLAW, and thus, the topology is less clustered than in reality. This results in more opportunities for
nodes to be in range, but also a generally higher distance between nodes. Therefore, both models show a higher
node distance in comparison to Trace. However, the single node movement between attraction points of SLAW has
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(a) Average number of network neighbors
(1-hop distance)

(b) Average distance between network
neighbors (1-hop distance).

(d) Node speed outside of attraction points.

(c) Node allocation inside and outside of
attraction points.

(e) Node speed inside of attraction points.

Figure 7. Network topology and mobility metrics, values are aggregated every 10 seconds.

a significant effect and reduces the average amount of neighbors to around half that of Trace. In contrast, with
CDM the average neighbor count is only increased by two and the average neighbor distance increased by ten
meters, respectively, due to the more evenly distribution. Thus, although not perfectly depicting the high degree of
clustering inside villages, CDM provides a topology significantly closer to reality.
Additionally, the number of nodes inside and outside of attraction points is presented in Figure 7c. RWP and
RWP-MAP were excluded as these models do not incorporate the attraction points. Trace has significantly larger
deviations in the allocation compared to CDM or SLAW. We attribute this on the one hand on the changing numbers
of available traces at a time, as described in the trace analysis. On the other hand, simulated models usually provide
a much steadier and more even mobility, in contrast to sometimes bursty behavior in reality which may be impossible
to integrate into mobility models. In direct comparison to Trace, the number of nodes inside of villages is higher for
CDM and lower for SLAW. More importantly, however, CDM approximates the average outside allocation, which is
more important for the overall communication performance because it determines the number of possible message
transfers between large DTN clusters. Outside allocation in SLAW, on the contrary, is significantly higher due to an
increased single node movement between attraction points.
The last assessed mobility metric is the node speed, separated for outside in Figure 7d and inside of attraction points
in Figure 7e, respectively. Inside attraction points, SLAW results in much higher speeds due to the indistinction of
mobility based on node allocation and the absence of behavioral models for social interactions. CDM, on the other
hand, better approximates the trace files although not perfectly matching the real-world speed distribution. Outside
of attraction points, however, the differences between the models are less. Although RWP and RWP-MAP show
similar speeds, results for RWP are lower despite using the same speed distribution, which might be a result of
shorter travel times and thus more frequent pause times at arrival on a random waypoint. Because similar pause
times are only tracked inside of attraction points for CDM and SLAW, their upper quartiles are significantly higher
in comparison. However, both cannot incorporate infrequent faster speeds above 2 𝑚𝑠 as seen in comparison to
Trace in the upper quartiles, respectively. On the other hand, the lower quartiles of CDM suggest that the used
group mobility component correctly resembles social interactions and group encounters outside of attraction points.
DTN Communication Performance

Eventually, the network topology and the mobility of nodes directly influence the performance of DTN applications.
Thus, communication performance must also be evaluated to assess the expressiveness of mobility models. To this
end, we focus on the two standard performance metrics Recall and Delivery Delay.
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Recall is defined as the fraction of the total number of nodes that a message reached in the end, therefore denoting
the spread of a message in the whole network.
Average Delivery Delay is defined as the average time it takes for a message to spread to all the recipients it reaches.
Maximum Delivery Delay is defined as the maximum time a message takes to propagate to a reached recipient. This
is comparable to the time between the creation of the message until it reaches the last recipient.
All three metrics are required because low average or maximum delay does not necessarily denote good performance
in general. Since messages spread quickly within a network cluster, e.g., at an attraction point, both the average and
maximum delivery delays will be very low—in range of seconds or less—if that message never spreads farther
than just within that cluster. In such cases, the recall is also low. With a high TTL, a message can propagate to
more nodes after a significant amount of time. In such a case, the recall and the maximum delivery delay increase
significantly above the average delivery delay. Similarly, a high delivery delay does not imply a high recall. The
evaluation results for the DTN performance metrics are visualized in Figure 8.

(a) Average delivery delay.

(b) Maximum delivery delay.

(c) Recall (message spread).

Figure 8. DTN performance metrics. Box plots show the aggregated values over all messages.

Comparing the different mobility models in Fig 8c, we see that RWP has the lowest recall due to the low number of
encounters. RWP-MAP achieves a higher recall due to the restriction of streets and thus more encounters. Both
models, again, cannot depict reality accordingly. In contrast to low recall of the random models, SLAW performs
significantly better with a recall of more than 0.5 for every message. Even more, 75% of messages achieve a recall
between 0.68 and 1.0, resulting in an average recall of 0.83, which outperforms both Trace and CDM by far. The
single-node movement between attraction points obviously also increases the capability of messages to spread in the
network, which in turn also increases the delivery delays. The performance of CDM, on the other hand, is much
better resembling that of the real-world traces. Around half of all messages have a recall between 0.4 to 0.74 in
Trace, while CDM gives a slightly lower recall between 0.36 and 0.71. Together with slightly increased delivery
delays, we see that CDM underestimates the civilian mobility between attraction points, as similarly seen for the
speed distribution in Figure 7d. Additionally, the lower percentile of Trace also shows that some messages could not
spread at all, which is not incorporated by CDM. Furthermore, Trace provides a faster dissemination for around a
quarter of messages (cf. Fig 8b). All of this can be attributed to two different issues. Firstly, an increased participant
movement between the closer villages, which is not exactly modeled by the chosen weights in the weighted target
selection in CDM’s group mobility component. And secondly, some traces are fragmented which results in these
nodes being removed during the simulation. Thus, messages on that node are not distributed further, which reduces
the communication performance and explains the lower recall and maximum delivery delay of Trace approximating
zero, respectively.
Nevertheless, the most important conclusion is the significant difference between Trace and CDM compared to
SLAW (cf. Fig. 8). Such high recall values—some messages even achieved a full network spread—were neither
achieved in the field test nor with the simulated traces or our mobility model. The single-node movement of SLAW
outperformed the real-world trace message spread by an average of around 20%, and therefore, overestimates the
capability of the simulated DTN. CDM, at the same time, resembles the real-world performance much better than
other state-of-the-art mobility models with a slightly worse performance of around 4% on average. Overall, this
evaluation highlights the direct impact of mobility models on DTN performance as expected and with that outlines
the necessity for more realistic mobility models such as CDM.
CONCLUSION

The application of Delay-Tolerant Networks for civilian disaster response using everyday smart mobile devices
shows great potential to provide communication when ICT infrastructure is completely unavailable. Evaluating such
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applications requires complex simulations, since real-world testing is expensive, time-consuming, not repeatable
under the same conditions, and does not scale. However, simulation models have to reflect reality to gather
expressive results. As presented, modeling human mobility is a highly complex topic with numerous approaches for
various applications and scenarios.
In this paper, we used recorded trace file data of a real-world field test to analyze the mobility of civilian participants.
Based on this analysis, we created a Civilian Disaster Mobility (CDM) model that uses group-based movement and
clustering of humans. This model is comprised of several components that are fully exchangeable and adaptable.
Therefore, the model can be customized to reflect many use cases by providing different behaviors for groups or
single persons, movement of small groups or large masses, social interaction of groups, and more. The modularity
and complexity of CDM is especially necessary since every disaster scenario provides different features and
constraints that may not be addressed by simple mobility models. This also allows the flexible adaptation of CDM
to portray various types of disasters. Comparing the communication properties of real-world traces with CDM
and other state-of-the-art mobility models, we see that random movement models are especially unqualified for
expressive simulation results. Additionally, non-group-based models like SLAW overestimate the DTN performance
in the same scenario by around 20%. The proposed Civilian Disaster Mobility model closes this gap with only a
4% underestimation of the DTN performance. Simultaneously, CDM provides an extensive set of parameters to
simulate a wide variety of different scenarios and group-based behaviors, that differ from the specific field test
scenario given by Álvarez et al. 2018.
Future work may address open issues like a higher degree of clustering within villages by regarding the human
movement in greater detail or also incorporate erratic behavior of humans that could not be defined by the used
mobility models. Furthermore, the complexity could be increased by supporting a combination of mobility models
for pedestrians, bikes, or cars concurrently. Most notably, the application of CDM must be tested in other scenarios
than that of the field test, such as inner-city environments with higher node densities to provide a more thorough
insight into DTN performance under varying influences.
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ABSTRACT

In the recent months, many measures have been taken by governments to fight the COVID-19 pandemic. Due to the
unknown properties of the disease and a lack of experience with handling pandemics, the effectiveness of measures
taken was often hard to evaluate the effectiveness of measures, leading to inefficient measures and late execution
of efficient measures. Many models have been proposed to evaluate the performance of these measures on the
spreading of a pandemic, but these models are commonly vastly simplified and, thus, limited in expressiveness. To
extend the expressiveness of the models, we developed a epidemic simulation inside of a flexible and scalable city
simulation game to analyse the counter measures to a pandemic in this city and spot common places of infection on
a microscopic level. The configurability of our developed epidemic simulation will also be useful for potential
future pandemics.
Keywords

Simulation, disaster communication, pandemic.
INTRODUCTION

Finding new ways to solve complex real-world problems often means modeling the real world and experimenting
with different approaches to identify optimal solutions. Many such models share similar properties and challenges,
especially if human behavior is involved. Researchers try to answer this question by implementing these models in
simulations that range from the evaluation of communication protocols over vehicular traffic management to the
exploration of different epidemic countermeasures. Often specialized solutions are focusing on a single aspect
of simulation, e.g, networking (Riley and Henderson 2010, Stingl et al. 2011, Varga and Hornig 2008) or urban
mobility (Lopez et al. 2018). For practical and more realistic What-If analyses, such simulations need to model
human behavior more realistically. Thus, the agents in the virtual world need to have a daily routine instead of just
random movement, realistic traffic patterns and daily requirements and social interactions should be considered.
These factors also influence how effective, e.g., disruption-tolerant networking routing protocols can be. Global
pandemics such as COVID-19 also show the usefulness of realistic simulations to predict and evaluate different
countermeasures such as closing schools, using masks, or providing contact-tracing apps to citizens. Here, realistic
models of daily routines and social interactions are even more important.
An approach used more and more by governments and researchers is building digital twins of, e.g., urban
environments (Baeder et al. 2019). These serve as sandboxes to safely explore different solutions and their effects
on the environments. Again, the quality and usefulness of such analyses are strongly connected to the models and
parameters driving the simulated environment as well as how good of a copy this digital twin is. Thus, having
public transportation, roads and even different dedicated areas for shopping, living, and industry modeled after a
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real city is key for successful analyses. Besides high-quality models, accessibility and useful visualizations are
essential for non-academic professionals to adopt such solutions for What-If scenarios.
In this paper, we present our approach of using a commercial city building game, Cities: Skylines, that we modified
to make it usable for research simulations. Other researchers (Pinos et al. 2020; Olszewski et al. 2020) as well
as educators (Haahtela et al. 2015) have also built their work on this game in different areas. The benefit of
building upon the game engine is that we already have AI for human behavior including work duties, schools and
shopping, a functioning traffic and public transportation system, and power grid functionality plus the bonus of an
excellent visualization. Furthermore, there are responses to accidents and disasters such as fires and earthquakes.
Our approach modifies the engine to make the relevant data like agent positions available to external tools, e.g,
for incorporation in dedicated network simulator. Also we integrated functionality to simulate proximity-based
interactions such as spreading a disease or exchanging data on a device-to-device basis. This allows us simulate a
epidemic including spreading behavior, symptoms and effects of masks as well as contact tracing apps within the
same environment. Furthermore, parameters such as infection rate in indoor and outdoor environments as well as
different lockdown actions can be configured. Finally, we offer various analysis tools for subsequent evaluation
of the simulation. In our evaluation, we show how our models are in line with different predictive models for
COVID-19 often cited and the real numbers observed in 2020. Thus, it shows the power of our simulation system
even for complex disasters such as epidemics spreading in urban environments and its usefulness for What-If
analyses.
To summarize, we make the following contributions:
• A novel, flexible simulation toolkit build upon proven an urban city planning simulation
• A unique epidemic model with different spreading behavior and symptoms
• A novel way to study the effects of a pandemic and different governmental measures like masks, quarantines,
and shutdowns in local environments including travel patterns and living arrangements
• An integrated way to simulate external influences such as digital contact tracing and virus testing capacities
• A thorough evaluation showing the power of our approach in scenarios with different countermeasures and
spreading behaviors.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, we present related research regarding different simulation
environments as well as COVID-19-specific work. In the next section, we give an overview our system’s design,
describing the models used to drive our epidemic simulation. How this was implemented in Cities: Skylines is
shown in more detail in the following section. In the next section, we present an experimental evaluation with
various scenarios and configurations. Finally, we conclude the paper in the next section, giving a summary and
short outlook on future work.
RELATED WORK

Digital twins are digital images or representations of real-world objects, systems, services, or processes (Barricelli
et al. 2019) and are used in almost all areas of application. For example, digital twins find application in
cyber-physical systems and Industry 4.0 (Tao et al. 2018), healthcare and medicine (Björnsson et al. 2020), critical
infrastructures (Farsi et al. 2020) or climate forecasts (Voosen 2020). They are created from both existing systems,
as well for future systems (digital prototyping). In the virtual space, these twins can be modified, stressed, or linked
to other twins, and accordingly, the systems response, performance, or resilience can be captured and measured
without the need to interact with a physical system. It quickly becomes apparent that a digital twin is only valuable
if both the representation and all influencing factors (linked systems, environmental parameters, user behavior) can
be realistically transferred, integrated, and represented in the digital space.
One of the biggest challenges in representing real systems in digital space is modeling realistic human behavior.
Guo et al. 2019 call this challenge the "digital mirror of the physical world". This representation is essential for
digital twins used or influenced by people, such as critical infrastructures (transportation systems, power grid, ICT).
Such representations often rely on recorded user behavior data, for example movement (Aschenbruck et al. 2011)
or energy-consumption traces ( Kelly and Knottenbelt 2015), which represent realistic behavior on the one hand but
can usually only be applied to the recording’s original scenario on the other hand. Necessary for the creation and
use of digital twins that interact with humans, is the use of human population models that can generate realistic
behavior for arbitrary scenarios.
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In particular, human mobility behavior is tremendously important for such a system evaluation and is a significant
research challenge. In the last decades, more and more realistic mobility models have been developed. They range
from simple random-based behavior models, such as random walk or random waypoint (Camp et al. 2002), to more
sophisticated models, such as SLAW (K. Lee et al. 2009), SWIM (Kosta et al. 2010) or the Working Day Movement
Model (Ekman et al. 2008), which are able to map environmental features like streets, social interactions or routines.
Thus, the used mobility model of city inhabitants in the computer game Cities: Skylines is very well suited for the
simulation of the everyday workflow of citizens, as it models all required actions taken during the day.
In the current situation with COVID-19 and containment efforts, digital twins of the population, especially
movement and social interactions (person-to-person contacts) are more important than ever to perform meaningful
cause-and-effect (e.g. vaccination, social distancing) analyses regarding the dynamics of infectious-disease
transmission.
There exist well known mathematical or epidemiological models that use differential equations to describe disease
dynamics, such as the forces of infection in combination with statistical movement characteristics (Kermack and
McKendrick 1991; S. Del Valle et al. 2005). However, such models have been replaced by modern agent-based
models, which allow for more realistic and diverse assumptions and configurations (S. Y. Del Valle et al. 2013).
For example the object-oriented platform for people in infectious epidemics (OPPIE) (Mniszewski, S. Y. Del
Valle, Priedhorsky, et al. 2014; Mniszewski 2012) which extends the Los Alamos Epidemic Simulation System
(EpiSimS) (Mniszewski, S. Y. Del Valle, Stroud, et al. 2008) supports a description of social contact networks and
human behavior based on the National Household Transportation Survey (NHTS)1.
In this work, we aim at increasing the realism of these models using a city-scale simulation, which encodes the
everyday life of citizens of every age group. In addition, any city can easily be recreated in the simulation to analyse
the effect of different measures to the city itself.
DESIGN

In the related work, we identified a challenge of realistic citizen movement (Guo et al. 2019), which is a heavy
influence factor to the spreading of a epidemic. For this purpose, we rely on the city-building simulation game
Cities: Skylines (Cities: Skylines 2015). In this game, the player has the task to build and manage an city of
increasing size. The game has a very high level of detail in simulating individual citizens based on their needs and
their character. For example, the daily routine of an adult citizens can include going to work, shopping, relaxing,
and going out for a walk. Furthermore, children will go to school and seniors will not have any obligations during
the day. For their daily commute to work, the adult citizens have multiple possibilities like walking, driving with
the car, or using public transportation. Thus, we expect to be able to capture the influence of parts of society on
the spreading of the epidemic. As an example, the influence of the closing of schools can easily be evaluated by
analysing how many infections actually happened in schools. This is easily possible in simulations and may provide
an insight on the effectiveness of measures when shutting down different parts of society. This can then be used as
valuable information before taking these measures in the real-world. In the remainder of this section, we discuss
the necessary features of a epidemic simulation. As a first feature, we highlight the configuration options of the
epidemic, followed by the possibilities to configure measures taken by the government.
Epidemic Modeling

In this section, we describe our modeling of the epidemic in the simulator. For that purpose, we divide the properties
into two aspects, first the spreading behavior of the disease and second the symptoms associated with it. While the
first directly influences the speed with which the epidemic spreads in society, the second is using for measuring for
the consequences of the spreading disease.
Spreading Behavior

An epidemic is majorly characterised by the possibility of the disease to spread fast among the citizens. We model
the spreading behavior based on known properties of the COVID-19 pandemic, with some modifications to keep the
computational complexity low. The progress of the disease is as follows:
In general, an infected citizen will not immediately start spreading the disease itself, but only after a certain amount
of time, the so-called latent period. We use this time as a parameter to control the simulation and to be adaptable to
potential future diseases with different characteristics. This time-span might be even before the end of the so-called
incubation period, in which the citizen is infectious without having any symptoms. To reflect this disease behavior
1https://nhts.ornl.gov/
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in the simulation, we track the infection times of each citizen, and only consider him as infectious after the end of
the latent period.
An infectious citizen may infect other healthy citizens. We do not consider the exact way of the transfer of the
disease, e.g, physical contact, air-borne etc., but assume that citizens in the same building or flat (if they are inside),
the same vehicle (if they are in a vehicle), or in a certain distance (if they are outside) may be infected by infectious
citizens. We modeled the degree of the spread of the disease by a transmission probability 𝑝 𝑖𝑛 𝑓 per hour, which
can be set independently for indoor, vehicle, and outdoor occasions. 𝑝 𝑖𝑛 𝑓 can be configured at the start of the
simulation to account for possible future pandemics. If the contact duration of two citizens is different to one hour,
the probability for an infection can be calculated as shown in Equation 1. In this equation, 𝑡 is the contact duration
in hours, and 𝑝 𝑖𝑛 𝑓 the infection probability for an one hour long contact. This equation is derived by calculating the
probability that the citizen does not get infected over the duration 𝑡, and then reversing it. That is, as a citizen must
not be infected at any point in time to remain healthy. Additionally, a citizen cannot be infected twice, i.e., the
infection probability converges to one for very long exposure periods. We assume that the infection probability is
constant and does not change, for example, during the night.
𝑝 𝑖𝑛 𝑓 (𝑡) = 1 − (1 − 𝑝 𝑖𝑛 𝑓 ) 𝑡

(1)

Similarly, the range in which the disease may spread outdoors can be configured freely. After the end of the
infectious period, the citizen remains ill, but is not considered in the spreading of the disease anymore, which is
similar to the behavior of Sars-CoV-2. If required, the infectious period can be configured to be the full duration of
the disease. However, he remains ill until the lifetime of the disease expires.
Symptoms

In addition to the infectious period of a citizen, he might develop various symptoms. In reference to current
knowledge of the COVID-19 pandemic, we introduced a probability with which a person gets infected. Citizens
without symptoms will not notice that they are infected if they are not tested, and thus will not follow all governmental
measures. Also, only citizens with symptoms are potential candidates for dying through the consequences of the
disease. We modeled the death of the citizens based on their age group (junior, teen, young adult, adult, and senior).
With that, we are able to differentiate between the consequences of a disease for the different age groups. Each
citizen has a certain probability to die during the disease, which is based on his age group. Chosen citizens will
then be declared dead and removed from the simulation. In future work, we plan to extend the modeling by sending
severely sick people to the hospitals instead of just using the overall death percentages independent of the workload
of the hospitals. This will enable an even more fine-granular analysis of the epidemic.
Governmental Measures

For governmental measures, we implemented similar ones to those taken by the German government throughout
the COVID-19 pandemic. These measures include: wearing masks, sending infected people to quarantine, and
going into lockdowns of various degrees. In the following, we will describe our design choices for each individual
measure.
Masks

The wearing of masks in public is a promising approach to reduce the spreading of the epidemic without decreasing
the mobility of the citizens. Depending on the type of masks that is used, the influence of the infectiousness of
people may be different. We capture this difference by reducing the spreading probability described previously by a
predefined factor. While this approach of modeling cannot capture different types of masks among the citizens
(some wearing everyday masks and mainly protecting others, some wearing FFP2/N95 masks, protecting both
themselves and others), it provides a good and easy-to-configure overview on the general influence of masks on the
spreading of disease. We plan to extend the configurability further by, for example, having different types of masks
for senior people.
In addition to that, we allowed for different types of strictness regarding the wearing of masks. These types are
masks only worn in buildings, in buildings as well as vehicles, and masks worn in public. For the masks only in
buildings case, we excepted residential buildings as the citizens will not comply with wearing masks at home or
when visiting friends. Especially with strict masks policies, we will show in the evaluation that the majority of
infections is related to private meetings in residential buildings. For the masks in buildings and vehicles case, we
had the same restrictions as previously, but added the need for citizens to wear masks while driving in vehicles.
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This has mainly an influence to public transport and drastically limits the infections taking place in busses and
trams. For the last case, masks are required everywhere, meaning citizens will also wear masks when walking
anywhere in public.
Quarantine

The government can send infected or potentially infected citizens to quarantine to reduce the spreading of the
disease. This aspect is pivotal for controlling a disease, as the number of contacts of potentially infectious people is
reduced drastically.
We offer four modes for quarantine: No quarantine at all, quarantine of infected citizens, quarantine for infected
people including their families, and quarantine for infected citizens including their contacts. People will be sent to
quarantine either if they have been sick (are infected and show symptoms) or they have been tested positive for
the disease. We allow for configuring the quarantine behavior of the citizens, by either sending all citizens with
symptoms and tested citizens to quarantine, or by only sending tested citizens to quarantine. While being at home in
quarantine at home, further infections might still happen within the same household. These potential infections are
acknowledged and handled by the third quarantine mode, in which the family is proactively also sent to quarantine
to prevent the further spread of the disease. While this already proves quite effective, we added the possibility to
also send the contacts of the quarantined citizen into quarantine. The share of contacts that is send to quarantine
depends on the reliability of the contact tracing. Contact tracing will be explained later in Governmental Tools.
Governmental Tools

There are different tools available to the government that can be used to control the epidemic. The first one is
tracing the contacts of infected people, such that the exponential growth in active cases can be prevented. Secondly,
the government can deploy testing centers, which also aim at isolating infectious citizens, such that they can cure
and recover without infecting any other people.
Contact Tracing

Contact tracing can either be done manually, e.g., by the health department, or using a smartphone app that people
must have installed. For the manual contract tracing, we implemented the probability 𝑝 𝑏𝑢𝑖 to track citizens that are
in the same building. Notice that the probability of successfully detecting a contact between two persons, each with
𝑝 𝑏𝑢𝑖 , is equal to 𝑝 2𝑏𝑢𝑖 , as it is required that the presence of both people at the particular building has been traced.
This is inspired by one measure in Germany, in which the presence of people in restaurants had to be documented
to track the chain of infections. For this measure, we enable the possibility to define a conformity ratio, as it has
happened that people filled out wrong information to avoid being traced. In addition, we provide the possibility for
an app-based contact tracing, which can also be configured to reflect the number of citizens that use the app. The
app recognizes a contact when two citizens are in a configurable range, such that potentially infected citizens can
be send to quarantine precautionally. This is much more effective compared to the building-based tracing, as the
app is able to trace contacts even outside of buildings and in public transport. The acceptability of this solution
strongly depends on the trust of the citizens in the provider of the app and the technical requirements of the app.
Thus, we enabled to configure the percentage 𝑝 𝑎 𝑝 𝑝 of citizens that uses the app. Notice again that the probability a
successful contact detection between two people, each with 𝑝 𝑎 𝑝 𝑝 , is equal to 𝑝 2𝑎 𝑝 𝑝 , as both citizens need to be
using the app for the detection to work.
Testing Capacities

As a last governmental tool considered in our simulation, wide-spread tests can be used to detect and isolate infected
citizens before they can spread the disease to others. In the general case, the government will not have sufficient test
capabilities to test all citizens, which is why we choose to limit the testing capabilities. This limitation is done by
setting the share of people that can be tested per week. We support both testing of sick citizens only or testing
citizens randomly. Additionally, we allow to reserve a configurable share of tests for people with symptoms, while
the remaining tests can be used to test random persons. The targeted testing of citizens has the advantage that
infectious persons can quickly be isolated, without sending people with other diseases into quarantine. However,
the infected persons without symptoms will not be detected and, thus, cannot be isolated. This is the advantage
of testing citizens randomly, but the large number of tests required for this strategy makes large-scale testing of
random people often impossible.
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IMPLEMENTATION

We implemented our epidemic simulation as part of the RealTime mod (dymanoid 2020), that is already available
for Cities: Skylines (Cities: Skylines 2015). In the following, we will briefly introduce the functionality provided by
Cities: Skylines and the RealTime mod, and then highlight contribution2.
Cities: Skylines (Cities: Skylines 2015)

Cities: Skylines is city-building simulation based on the Unity engine, in which the player tries to build a large-scale
city. We chose this game as our simulation environment due to its open modification API and the realistic behavior
of the citizens. This behavior consists, beyond other, of shopping trips, working days, taking walks, and traveling.
Most citizens have a family, which is managed by the game, and shares their home building. From there, the people
travel to their work place every day, and come back in the evening. For their commute to work, they can either walk,
take their personal car, or use one of several public transports like buses, trams, and trains that are available to
increase the realistic behavior of the citizens. A citizen may become sick, but there is no spreading implemented in
Cities: Skylines. Thus, we needed to extend the game to be able to simulate a epidemic inside of one of our cities.
For configuration purposes, we use the option panel provided by Cities: Skylines. In that option panel, parameters
for the pandemic like the efficiency of masks and the spread of the disease can be configured.
RealTime Mod (dymanoid 2020)

The RealTime mod is a modification of Cities: Skylines aiming at increasing the realism in the game. For that
purpose, they reduced the high simulation speed of the game, which did not match the movement of the citizens
in the city. Additionally, they decreased the aging of citizens, allowing citizens to live longer than originally
implemented in Cities: Skylines. These modifications are important for our simulation, as people will more rarely
die of other causes then the ongoing epidemic and, thus, will not forge our simulation result.
Additionally, the mod improves the everyday behavior of the citizens, by sending adults to work only on work days,
and sending children to school. For relaxation and recreation, this mod makes citizens watch football matches, go
to party places (if available), or do shopping trips. This increases the realism of the simulation, as citizens move
around the city to fulfil their responsibilities and needs. While there are other features available in this mod, these
are not necessary for our epidemic simulation and, thus, will not be discussed further in this paper.
Epidemic Simulation

In this section, we describe our extension of the RealTime mod, which is one of the contributions of this work.
While both the game itself and the modification provide close-to-realistic human behavior, they do not provide the
necessary tools to simulate and evaluate the spread of an epidemic.
Cities: Skylines
RealTime Mod
Update()

TestCitizen(…)

Pandemic Manager

IsPositive(…)

Testing Manager
ChangeBehavior(…)

AddContacts(…)
GetContacts(…)

Contact Manager

AddStatistics(…)
AddInfection(…)

AddCitizenInQuarantine(…)
AddCitizenInProphylacticQuarantine(…)

Quarantine Manager

Lockdown Manager

Pandemic Observer

Figure 1. Architecture of our developed extension.
2The source-code is available at https://dev.kom.e-technik.tu-darmstadt.de/gitlab/tobiasm/pandemic-skylines.
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For that purpose, we developed four components, a Pandemic Manager, a Testing Manager, a Quarantine Manager,
and a Lockdown Manager. Their interaction between each other and with Cities: Skylines and the RealTime mod is
shown in Figure 1. Each of these components contains important functionality for the simulation of an epidemic,
which was injected into the functionality of the RealTime mod to adapt the citizens’ behavior. These components
are used in conjunction with the Pandemic Observer, which is responsible for persistently storing the results.
Pandemic Manager

The Pandemic Manager is responsible for the spreading of the disease from infected to healthy citizens and for the
tracking of infection time and deaths. Based on the configuration, the Pandemic Manager starts infecting citizens
at the start of the simulation, such that a certain number of citizens is infected with the disease at the start of the
simulation. On the call of the Update function of Unity, we force a pause of the simulation. At a first step, the
Testing Manager is called to decide on which citizens will be tested. Based on the configuration, this decision
may either be done randomly within the set of citizens with symptoms or with the whole population. To prevent
unnecessary tests from already tested citizens, we decided that a citizen may not be tested more often than once a
week. Without that precaution, the randomness of the decision might lead to a few citizens being tested repetitively,
while others might not be tested at all. Tested citizens will then be sent to quarantine.
After the testing has been performed, the contact manager is called to trace contacts. Then, the spread of the disease
is performed as described in Design. The modeling of the spreading of the disease for large residential buildings was
especially difficult. In the early stages of our approach, the infected cases in large residential buildings skyrocketed
due to the high number of people living in this particular building. To address this issue, we limited the spreading
of the disease inside of residential buildings to family members, and used a lower infection probability to account
for random infections in the hallway. Consecutively, we determine the death of citizens based on a similar formula
like Equation 1, and set the Dead flag of the citizens to true if he died. Once this flag is set, the RealTime mod will
take care for the handling of the dead citizen. In the end of each Update call, the current state of the simulation is
transferred to the Pandemic Observer.
Testing Manager

The Testing Manager is responsible for simulating testing of citizens. Its main challenge was to transfer the
configured number of tests per week into an actual testing system. To not exceed the configured number of tests, we
developed a virtual queuing system considering this number to decide on the testing order of the citizens. As a
certain share of tests may be reserved for sick citizens (infected citizens with symptoms), we use two virtual queues
for the testing, one for sick people only and one for all citizens. While healthy people may only use the second
virtual queue, sick citizens can be queued into both. Each queue is processed with the speed possible based on the
number of available tests and has a configurable maximum length in processing time, such that the queues are not
filled with outdated tests. Additionally, we ensure that citizens tested positive are not tested again, as we assume
some form of immunity after recovery. Thus, testing these citizens would not provide any additional insight, while
consuming important testing resources.
We provide the possibility to set the false-positive and false-negative rate of the respective tests, such that the effects
of the test quality can be investigated. Due to the queuing of tests, the executing of a single test may take a while.
As the citizen might continue infecting other citizens in that time, we implemented the possibility to precautiously
send tested citizens to quarantine. In that case, their contacts will not yet be notified, but the notification of the
contacts will only happen when the positive test results is there. The handling of the quarantine measures is then
left to the Quarantine Manager.
Quarantine Manager

The Quarantine Manager is responsible for managing the quarantine of citizens. This includes: Sending citizens
to quarantine after their test and releasing them if they are either tested negative or recovered from the disease.
Additionally, it is important to be able to send citizens to prophylactic quarantine, which is only necessary if one of
their contacts was confirmed positive. The decision to send a citizen to quarantine is made by the Testing Manager
and the Pandemic Manager, which state the necessity for quarantine. Once a citizen is sent to quarantine, its
behavior in the game changes such that he stays at home until he is released from quarantine.
Lockdown Manager

In addition to sending citizens to quarantine, the whole city can be locked down to reduce the contacts of each
individual person. We offer two possibilities for lockdown, the first closing down everything except work and
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Figure 2. City used for this evaluation. Screenshot of Cities: Skylines (Cities: Skylines 2015).

schools, and the second closing down everything, i.e., a hard lockdown. In contrast to quarantine, the behavior
of all citizens is changed during a lockdown. As a hard lockdown reduces the social contacts to a minimum, it is
reasonable to set a relatively high start-infection rate of the citizens to analyse the effects of a hard lockdown.
Contact Manager

The contact manager keeps track of citizens that had contact, depending on the configured policy for contact tracing.
If app-based contract tracing is enabled, a contact is detected if the citizens are within a configurable range. If
contract tracing in buildings is enabled, a contact is detected if the citizens are in the same building.
Pandemic Observer

The Pandemic Observer is responsible for storing the simulation results persistently. For that purpose, data is
provided by the other components, which is then exported as csv-file for easy and human-readable access. Based on
these csv-files, we generate the plots using external python scripts.
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we present experimental results of our epidemic simulation platform. This includes simulating the
epidemic with different measures taken by the government and different tools available to them. For this purpose,
we build a small city with 11.452 inhabitants, which is shown in Figure 2. The number of citizens is controlled by
the game giving the (pre-pandemic) setup of the city. This number can be increased by declaring more zones as
residential areas or increasing the living standard of the citizens in the city. The yellow zones are industry buildings,
blue zones are commercial buildings, and green zones are residential buildings. Between these zones there is empty
land, which could be used for further building. In addition, multiple schools, firefighter stations, police stations, and
hospitals are placed in this city. There are several parks available for the citizens to relax and meet, including a
Christmas market at the center of the city. While the city layout does not correspond to the traditional German city,
using a real city as an example is possible. The complexity of building a city depends strongly on the required level
of detail for the simulation. Thus, our developed epidemic simulation can be used on any city, given that a person is
willing to create a digital twin of it. With that, majors or governments may get more detailed explanations of the
spreading behavior and infection hotspots in their city.
For the configuration of the disease, the default parameters used are shown in the Table 1. Without doubt, these
parameters heavily influence the spreading behavior of the disease and need to be chosen carefully. In this work,
we aimed at reflecting some properties of the COVID-19 pandemic, without any claim of completeness. For a
more accurate modeling of the epidemic, the knowledge of experts in the field of medicine or similar is required.
However, the properties of the epidemic we modeled are:
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1. The latent period of the disease is shorter than the incubation period, i.e., a citizen is infectious before
developing symptoms.
2. Not every infected person will develop symptoms, but may still be infectious.
3. The transmission probability indoors seems to be higher than outdoors, which is reflected in our chosen
transmission probabilities.
4. The base R-value of Sars-CoV-2 is assumed to be between 2 and 3. Thus, we chose our transmission
probabilities such that the R-value is between 2 and 3 if no measures are taken.
5. Masks can reduce the spreading of the disease significantly, but they alone do not seem to stop the epidemic.
Thus, we adjusted the probability reduction through masks such that the R-value is around 1.
Disease Properties
Disease Duration [days]
Start of Symptoms [days]
End of Symptoms [days]
Start of Infectious Period [days]
End of Infectious Period [days]
Infected Citizens at Start [%]

10
5
10
4
7
0.1
Spreading Behavior

Indoor Transmission Probability [% / h]
Outdoor Transmission Probability [% / h]
Probability Reduction through Masks [%]
Transmission Range [m]

4
2
80
1.5

Table 1. Default configuration of the experimental evaluation
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Figure 3. Development of the epidemic without any measures.

To begin with, we analyse the development of the disease if no measures are taken as shown in Figure 3. For that
purpose, we first analyse the cases in the city in Figure 3a. In this figure, we see the number of overall infected
citizens in blue, the number of recovered in orange, the healthy citizens in green, and the number of deceased
citizens in red. We can clearly observe that by simply using the movement of the citizens and the spreading of
the epidemic, we obtain the typical behavior of a epidemic. That is, at the beginning, the number of cases raises
exponentially until a major part of the citizens is infected, and then reduces again as herd immunity is established.
In our simulation, we obtained herd immunity at around 50% of citizens that have been infected, which is a little bit
lower than the expected behavior of Sars-CoV-2 (Fontanet and Cauchemez 2020). The behavior of the pandemic
can be fine-tuned and the herd immunity target can be adapted using the spreading parameters of the disease. For
the infections in the simulation, we show the place of infection (outdoors, indoors, vehicles) including the building
type in which they were infected in Figure 3b. There we can see that many infections are taking place outdoors,
although the transmission probability there is comparably lower. The reasons for this are crowds at, for example,
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Figure 4. Crowded bus stop inside of the city. Screenshot of Cities: Skylines (Cities: Skylines 2015).

bus stops and parks, which we observed during the simulation as also shown in Figure 4. Similarly, we assume
that the higher number of cases in vehicles is not related to the private cars, but to using public transport. For the
buildings, it is quite interesting that, even for the no-masks case, the main infections happen inside of residential
buildings, while other building types are much less relevant. This might be related to, for example, a low density
of citizens in a shop caused by the game model. Never the less, it is interesting that the infections in residential
buildings dominate that strongly.
Influence of Masks

Building Type
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44.1%
34.5%
82%
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2020-03-01 2020-03-12 2020-03-24 2020-04-05 2020-04-17 2020-04-29

(a) Development of infected people over time.

Vehicles

Residential
Education
Commercial
Public Service

(b) Type of infection for the mask-everywhere policy.

Figure 5. Development of the epidemic depending on the mask policy.

Masks can drastically influence the behavior of an epidemic, as it reduces the spread of the disease among citizens.
For this simulation, we reduced the infectiousness of citizens by 80% when they are wearing masks. What is evident
is that the number of indoor infections increases drastically if masks are required everywhere in public as shown in
Figure 5b compared to Figure 3b. The reason why the indoor infections seem to increase is correlated to the lower
number of overall infections and the missing masks in private households. We can also observe that the share of
infections in residential buildings increases compared to the case without measures, as the infections for all other
buildings decrease due to the wearing of masks. In addition, we provide an insight in the behavior of the epidemic
in Figure 3a, in which we display the total number of infected citizens over time. We can observe that the policy of
wearing masks only in buildings has just a minor effect to the total number of infections and the behavior of the
epidemic. The citizens commonly use public transport to get around the city and, thus, get infected already in the
buses and at the bus stops, which are commonly very crowded as shown in Figure 4. This also explains minor
improvements of the policy of wearing masks in buildings and vehicles, which still does not protect the citizens
from getting infected at bus stops.
Influence of Contact Tracing

In Figure 6, we can see the different effects that contact tracing and its acceptance in society have on the spreading
of the disease. In Figure 6a, we show the different effects of contact tracing in commercial buildings like shops and
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Figure 6. Development of the epidemic depending on type of contact tracing.

restaurants. The spread of the disease is influenced depending on the share of citizens that accept contact tracing.
We define acceptance as installing and actively using the app (for app-based contact tracing) or providing real data
(for building-based tracing). For no additional contact tracing outside of the family, there is already an improvement
compared to the case without any measures taken, as tested citizens and their families will be sent to quarantine to
prevent the spread of the disease. When we enable the contact tracing in buildings, the improvement increases
further. Please notice that for an acceptance level of 25%, only 25% · 25% = 6.25% can be successfully traced.
Interestingly, the difference between the 25% and the 50% case seem to be rather small, but we explain this minor
different through the notification of the family of the infected citizens. If many infections happen inside the family,
this explains the minor different between the 25% and 50% cases. For 100% contact tracing in buildings, we see
quite a significant improvement, as every infection of a person inside of a building can now be successfully traced.
In Figure 6b, we analyse the effect of using an app on the smartphone to trace contacts of the citizens. For all levels
of acceptance, we see that the app-based tracing outperforms the manual contact tracing in buildings, which is
to be expected as the app can trace infections in all parts of everyday life. Please notice that the disease can be
stopped almost immediately when we assume 100% app-based contact tracing, as every citizen in infection range is
immediately notified and sent to quarantine when a contact is tested positively.
CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented an approach to an all-encompassing, realistic disaster simulations. We modified a city
building game to act as a digital twin for urban crisis planing and what-if analyses. In addition to existing mobility
models, we provide necessary work to research the spreading of pandemics such as COVID-19. Our work enables
different spreading behavior and symptoms as well as countermeasures such as various degrees of lockdowns,
masks, and digital contact tracing. Furthermore, a thorough evaluation in various configurations has shown that our
models are aligned with the observed behaviour in various scenarios and countries during the COVID-19 pandemic.
There are several areas of future work. First, the integration of live statistics as well as interactively triggering
countermeasures within the running simulation would benefit researchers and governmental users. Furthermore, a
real-time integration of other use-case specific simulation software for more realistic network simulations or the
power grid would increase the usefulness of the digital twin even further. Finally, the automatic construction of the
urban environment from OSM data can be further improved to get an accurate digital twin with less manual work.
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ABSTRACT

Twitter (one example of microblogging) is widely being used by researchers to understand human behavior,
specifically how people behave when a significant event occurs and how it changes user microblogging patterns.
The changing microblogging behavior can reveal patterns that can help in detecting real-world events. However, the
Twitter data that is available has limitations, such as, it is incomplete and noisy and the samples are irregular. In
this paper we create a model, called Twitter Behavior Agent-Based Model (TBAM) to simulate Twitter pattern and
behavior using Agent-Based Modeling (ABM). The generated data from ABM simulations can be used in place or
to complement the real-world data toward improving the accuracy of event detection. We confirm the validity of our
model by finding the cross-correlation between the real data collected from Twitter and the data generated using
TBAM.
Keywords

Agent-based model, Twitter, modeling and simulation, event detection.
INTRODUCTION

The widespread use of microblogging services, such as Twitter, which generate immense content has resulted
in considerable research focusing on utilizing their counts and semantic content for many different practical
applications. For example, researchers can use microblogging data to gain insight into events and how people
behave when an event occurs. The change in microblogging behavior when an event occurs creates patterns that can
aid in detecting events. Detecting an event is important as it allows local authorities to both respond to the event and
inform the public in a timely manner (Ozdikis et al. 2017).
An event is defined as a real-world one-time occurrence that generates the interest of people and is based on specific
spatial and temporal properties (Atefeh and Khreich 2015; Ozdikis et al. 2017). Events have been classified as
unexpected or expected (Atefeh and Khreich 2015; Ozdikis et al. 2017). Unexpected events are rare or at least
infrequent occurrences that are unpredictable, unidentified, unscheduled or unknown. Prior knowledge about event
type, time and location may not be readily available until well after the event has occurred.
The purpose of this paper is to create a novel approach, called Twitter Behavior Agent-Based Model (TBAM), that
can simulate microblogging behavior in an event. The necessity for creating the model is due to the limitations
researchers have with the real world Twitter data. Such data are scarce and unreliable in terms of the delivery,
knowledge of ground truth, and information content. Before using the real world content, further complicated
processing of the data would be required so that it is suitable for event detection. The data generated from simulations
can be used to understand patterns or to enrich this underdeveloped data.
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Figure 1. Dimensions of Data

We define underdeveloped data under two dimensions. These two dimensions are reliability and delivery slate.
Data can have high or low reliability and data delivery can be regular or sporadic. We can consider medical data
from instruments (e.g. EKG data) to have high reliability and regular delivery slate. On the other hand, Twitter data
has low reliability and low delivery slate.
Twitter content involves humans as source of the data which means that the data could intentionally or unintentionally
be distorted and further only provides subjective information mixed with personal emotion. For example,
microblogging data usually does not contain complete spatial information (like latitude and longitude) that is
essential for accurate event detection. Use of location anonymization techniques for privacy preservation makes
the latitude and longitude (geotags) not readily available. Moreover, the data available is typically aggregated in
space which reduces the event detection accuracy. Alternatively, researchers have used location names found in
the message (also called place name) and user location found in their profiles to localize an event. But again, this
information is not reliable as users may use multiple locations or may be slow in updating location information.
This means that the location in the profile and the user location need not be consistent. Users may include incorrect
location information which further reduces the data reliability (Atefeh and Khreich 2015). Twitter messages are
short in length and can contain ambiguous words making it hard to obtain correct semantic information from the
messages. Hence, Twitter data has low reliability. Another example of data with low reliability is mis-information
data like fake news data (McNair 2017) because fake news data also involves humans as data sources.
The sporadic delivery slate of Twitter data is because there is no control over the delivery frequency and not all
users are sending out event related data and even if they do, it may not be about an event and users may microblog
only when it is convenient or of their interest. Factors like number of users who actively microblog, time of day,
population density, significance of the microblog or event, etc. influence how frequently people may send out
standard and event-related microblogs. Sensor data is another example of data with potentially sporadic delivery
slates because of the battery life, duty cycle, random triggers, etc. For example, many sensors with limited battery
life that cannot be replaced for long periods of time generate data only when events are detected and sometimes
with long duty cycles. Other sensors only send out data when there is an external trigger (e.g. motion detection
sensors only are triggered and send data when motion is detected). Thus, sensors may have unreliable delivery slate.
Figure 1 shows the placement of different data types according to their reliability and delivery slate.
A consequence of the underdeveloped nature of data is that there might not be granular data or location information.
These limitations reduce event detection accuracy. Data generated through models could not only be used as a
replacement to real data to understand event change patterns but also complement and enrich the real data by
providing information that the real data may not contain. As one example, the generated data may be used to train
machine learning models to find event signatures. These machine learning models can then be applied to real data
from Twitter to detect events. To create TBAM we use agent-based models (ABM). An ABM implements a top-down
modeling approach where we can set different parameters that change the generation and distribution of tweets. An
alternative approach for modelling could be through machine-learning, like generative adversarial networks (GAN)
which would work as a bottom-up approach. In the bottom-up approach, instead of using parameters to generate
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data, the real data is directly used to train GAN and generate synthetic data. The limitation of the latter is the lack of
explain-ability of the synthetic data.
To generate data using TBAM, we assume that there are users with known locations distributed throughout the
(synthetic) world. There is a reference sensor (we call it a social sensor) placed at a known location that counts the
number of tweets at radial distances from itself. In Figure 2 the sensor is placed at the origin (0, 0). We believe
that counting the number of tweets can give us reasonable information about microblogging behavior and we use
this rather than focusing on the messages within the tweets (which need further processing). The changes in the
number of tweets can be used for event detection. For example, previous work has shown that peaks in a time
series of the number of tweets is an indication of an event (Ben Lazreg et al. 2020). We assume the spreading of
information about an event is analogous to rumor-spreading (Jin et al. 2013). The rumor spreading model assumes
that information about an event spreads out gradually similar to the ripple effect when a stone is dropped in a puddle
of water.
Figure 2 also shows different parameters like the probability that a user will tweet, distance and time from event,
significance of an event, etc. By changing these parameters we have more control over the delivery slate. This
allows generation of synthetic data that can match different scenarios. Finally, we validate our generated synthetic
data by comparing it with data obtained from Twitter. Figures 3(a), 3(b) and 3(c) show the comparison between the
generated data using TBAM and the data obtained by scraping Twitter around three events. We describe the data
sets later.

Figure 2. An example of TBAM’s interface: the left side shows the parameters and the right side shows the
simulation space

In summary, our goals and contributions in this paper are as follows:
Formulation and Algorithm: We propose a methodology called Twitter Behavior Agent-Based Model (TBAM)
and build a simulation using Netlogo to generate data using agent based modeling. Our model is able to identify the
major parameters that affect the microblogging behavior in users.
Accuracy: Based on our results, we are accurately able to generate data that are statistically significant to real data
as seen in Figures 3(a), 3(b) and 3(c).
LITERATURE REVIEW

There are numerous surveys that focus on event detection and how humans behave when an event occurs (Steiger
et al. 2015; Atefeh and Khreich 2015; Cordeiro and Gama 2016; Garg and Kumar 2016; Imran et al. 2015; Ajao
et al. 2015; Hasan et al. 2018; Ozdikis et al. 2017; Zheng et al. 2018). It is believed that whenever an event occurs,
there will be a change in the user behavior which will be reflected in the change in the microblogging activity. These
papers have also mentioned how unreliable Twitter data is for event detection and that the data require considerable
pre-processing before they can be used.
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(a) Plot of VIRG Twitter Data vs TBAM generated data

(b) Plot of STEM Twitter Data vs TBAM generated data

(c) Plot of Garlic Festival Twitter Data vs TBAM generated data

Figure 3. Comparison of Real Twitter data with TBAM generated data

A part of the enrichment process for underdeveloped data is to use data generated through models. Generated data
has been used in prior literature for data augmentation and data imputation. Data augmentation and imputation
are relatively recently developed techniques. Data augmentation has been used in previous literature for image
(e.g., facial data augmentation (Wang et al. 2020)), speech and natural language processing (NLP) (Dai and Adel
2020) and time-series data to reduce over-fitting (Shorten and Khoshgoftaar 2019; Wen et al. 2020). Augmentation
increases the size of the training data set by geometric and color transformations and deep learning techniques like
Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN). Augmentation also alleviates the issue of class imbalance, which is a
data set with skewed majority to minority sample ratios (Shorten and Khoshgoftaar 2019). The effect of different
augmentation techniques on time-series data was evaluated in Iwana and Uchida (2020) where there is also a
guide for researchers and developers to help select the appropriate data augmentation method for their applications.
Generative adversarial networks (GAN) was one of the popular methods used to generate synthetic images in the
medical domain (Bowles et al. 2018; Frid-Adar et al. 2018; Han et al. 2018). These works generated images of CT
images of liver lesions (Bowles et al. 2018; Frid-Adar et al. 2018) and MR images (Han et al. 2018) which were very
close in comparison to the real data. Similarly, cycle-Consistent Generative Adversarial Networks (CycleGANs)
were proposed as an image classification method to detect floods using images found in social media (Pouyanfar
et al. 2019). An agent-based model simulator called paysim was created to simulate mobile money transaction and
to create a synthetic data that is similar to the original data set (Lopez-Rojas et al. 2016).
Data imputation is the task of estimating missing values in a data set. Data imputation is usually done to find
missing values in traffic data arising from sensor damage, malfunction, or transmission errors, etc. using low-rank
matrix decomposition. Most work on data imputation has focused on using GANs for data imputation by slightly
varying its structure or the loss function (Kim et al. 2020). Two of the prominent works that have used GAN as a
method for finding missing values in time-series data are found in Luo et al. (2018) and Yoon et al. (2018).
However, there is little literature that has addressed the issue of using generated data to understand user microblogging
behavior. The research studies have used Agent-Based modelling (ABM) to study information diffusion but none
of the works focus on how user tweeting behavior changes when an event occurs. In Cui et al. (2013) ABM was
used to investigate how information was spread during the 2011 Wenzhou train crash through the Sina Weibo.
They use the ABM framework to compare information diffusion through word-of-mouth and mass media and to
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determine which is a more significant means of spreading information when it comes to social media. ABM has
been used to create an information propagation model to study how retweeting occurs (Xiong et al. 2012; Pezzoni
et al. 2013). In Pezzoni et al. (2013) a retweeting model was created based on two main parameters: the influence
of the user (number of followers a user has) and the time at which the tweet was received. In Xiong et al. (2012) the
retweeting model was based on the susceptible-infected-refractory (SIR) model. Similarly in Gatti et al. (2013),
ABM was used to study user behavior in a social network. The model was created to predict the sentiment of users
and whether they choose to forward, reply or do nothing about a topic.
BACKGROUND

In this section we look at how agent-based modeling and the Twitter network works. We design our agent-based
model based on these definitions.
Agent-Based Modeling

ABM has been used in many different fields for analysis and understanding of the real world like biology, chemistry,
cyber-security, social and economic modeling, etc. (Allan 2010). Agent-based models (ABM) (Wilensky and Rand
2015) have entities or agents. An agent can be an individual or an object that has specific properties and actions.
The agents may move around in a two dimensional grid called the world. The interactions between the agents can be
quite complex but can be defined according to a set of rules. An agent can be autonomous, flexible, adaptable, and
self-learning (Macal and North 2005). There may be other models that can simulate scenarios pertaining to human
social behavior and social media information dispersion (like system dynamics). However, ABM is able to better
represent complex and heterogeneous interactions (Wilensky and Rand 2015; Macal and North 2005) which makes
it suitable for creating our model. Further, the microblogging behavior of one human may be considered actions of
an agent, that may be influenced by what the agent sees in the environment and the actions of other agents. We
believe that this is best modeled using ABM.
Twitter as a Microblogging Service

Twitter is currently the fastest growing (and by far the most popular) microblogging service with a lot of research
being done on the generated content to understand human behavior (Atefeh and Khreich 2015). A Twitter user
can send out a standard Twitter message called a tweet about a specific topic and can contain a short text, links, or
images. Messages can be grouped together based on their topic or group by use of their hastags. Tweets can also
be forwarded by other users and they are called retweets. A retweet can only be received if a user is in the same
network as the user who originally sent out the tweet. The tweets for research and analysis can be obtained from the
Twitter API1. The Twitter API can provide past tweets as well as stream tweets. The Twitter API only allows tweets
to be collected over the past two weeks and has restrictions in terms of the amount of number of tweets that can be
collected.
TWITTER BEHAVIOR AGENT-BASED MODEL (TABM) DESCRIPTION

To generate synthetic data we developed the Twitter Behavior Agent-Based Model (TBAM) that uses Agent-Based
Modelling (ABM) to simulate how users tweet and how microblogging behavior changes when an event occurs. In
this section we provide a detailed overview of the model and the different parameters used to generate TBAM data.
TBAM Design

The scope of TBAM is to simulate user behavior when an event occurs, more specifically to investigate the change in
number of tweets as time and distance from event changes. For our model we consider "local events" (Ozdikis et al.
2017), i.e., events restricted to a certain region. Our model simulates microblogging behavior of people similar to
what may happen within a city or a few small neighborhoods and helps us examine how people’s microblogging
behavior changes when they have close spatial and temporal proximity to an event.
We use Netlogo (Wilensky 1999) to create our agent based model. In Netlogo there are four types of agents: turtles,
patches, links and observer. The turtles are agents that move around in the world. The world is sub-divided into
smaller squares called patches and each patch has a unique coordinate. Links are agents that connect two turtles.
The observer observes the agents and their interactions. In Netlogo models, time passes in discrete steps called ticks.
1https://dev.twitter.com/overview/api
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Figure 2 shows a snapshot of the synthetic world at a particular tick. In our model, the turtles are the Twitter users
(people) who send out the tweets. A tweet can be a non-event related tweet (which is a standard or routine tweet
indicated by green colored users), an event related tweet (indicated by users colored yellow) or tweets sent out
during low Twitter activity (indication by users colored black). The patches represent the locations over which
Twitter users lie and where an event can occur. Initially all patches are colored blue. Once an event occurs, the
patches change color to red as the patches are influenced by the event. In a real world setting a patch could represent
a geographical coordinate. A tick is a unit of time over which the total number of tweets are measured. Ticks could
be in hours, minutes or seconds depending on the time granularity that is required.
TBAM Parameter Description

In order to generate data that may accurately reflect real world settings we define different parameters. The
parameters are summarized in Table 1 and Table 2. In this section, we provide an overview of these parameters and
explain how our model simulates microblogging behavior and event generation. The model is made of two phases.
In the first phase, also called the setup phase, the synthetic world settings are created in which the users will tweet.
In the second phase, also called the simulation phase, the users tweet and once an event occurs, their microblogging
behavior changes.
Table 1. Fixed parameters for all TBAM data generation simulations

Parameter
n-events?
event-sources
eight-mode?
twitter-network
num-links
people
probability
step
num-clusters
cluster?
percentage-clustering
tweet-threshold
user-interest
event-interest
night-mode

Description
binary: chooses between one event or n-events
sets number of events. Only valid if n-events is true
binary: chooses between spreading event to both diagonal and
adjacent patches or only to adjacent patches
binary: chooses between Erdos-Renyii and random network
number of links in the random network
number of people microblogging
probability of a link being created between two people in the
Erdos-Renyii Network
distance between each layer
number of clusters of people
binary: choose to cluster people (1) or distribute people uniformly (0)
percentage of people in clusters
used to generate random number that a user will tweet
duration over which people remain interested about a tweet
duration over which people remain interested about tweets
related to an event
to consider periodicity in tweets and separate users microblogging at day and night

Value
FALSE
1
true
ErdosRenyii
-NA1000
0.45
7
9
1
0.75
0.7
5
5
True

The setup phase begins with the creation of 𝑁 users. The users are randomly distributed throughout the world.
Some of the users are clustered together. The number of clusters are defined by the parameter num-clusters.
The parameter cluster? determines if the users are clustered or not and percentage-clustering determines
what percentage of users are clustered together randomly in each of the clusters. The setup phase also generates
concentric circles around the central coordinate, i.e (0, 0). The central coordinate is the location of the sensor that
counts the number of tweets. Each consequent circle increases its radius by the parameter step. These circles aim
to provide a visual understanding of how tweets change with changing distance.
To simulate a Twitter network, some users are linked together with bi-directional links. The links are generated
using Erdos-Renyi model which has been used in previous literature to study social networks (Erdős and Rényi
1960). In the Erdos-Renyi model, each link between a user has a fixed probability of being present and being absent
independent of the links in a network. The parameter probability can be varied to change the probability and
create networks with a lot of links or with very few links between users. There is also an option for generating
a network with random links between users. The num-links is a parameter specific to random networks which
randomly creates num-links number of links between different users. The twitter-network can be set to true
or false to choose between Erdos-Renyi or random model to generate the network.
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Table 2. Variable parameters for different TBAM data generation simulations

Parameter
tweet-chance
event-duration
event-tweet-chance

Description
probability of a person sending out a tweet
length of time that event remains active
probability of a person sending out a tweet
about an event
night-tweet-chance probability of sending out tweets during low
Twitter activity
night-duration
the duration of low Twitter activity
ndist
scaling factor effecting decay for 𝑞 𝑖

VIRG
0.33
31
0.49

STEM
0.29
48
0.55

GAR
0.22
8
0.67

0.17

0.16

0.12

8
0.07

8
0.12

8
2

In the simulation phase at each tick the total number of tweets sent out are counted. The total number of tweets
are the sum of standard tweets, event related tweets, and tweets sent out during low Twitter activity. It should be
noted that we are able to separate these in TBAM but it may not be possible to do so with scraped Twitter data.
At each tick, a random number 𝑧 𝑖 is generated for each user. The random number is used to create the random
conditions where users may not choose to tweet at a specific time. Since it is hard to determine these random
conditions, we assume that 𝑧𝑖 is normally distributed random number of mean tweet-threshold and variance
0.2. The scraped twitter data also follows a rough normal distribution which is why we chose the random conditions
to be normally distributed. Before an event occurs a user will only send out a routine tweet. A user will only tweet
if 𝑧𝑖 < tweet-chance where 𝑧𝑖 is a random number generated for user 𝑖 and tweet-chance is probability of
sending out a standard tweet (from Table 2).
At a specific time (tick) and location (patch) the event occurs and with each tick spreads across the world. The
rumor spreading model has been used as a basis to simulate spreading of an event influence (or information)
(Wilensky 1997). There may be other models that can be used to simulate spreading of an event, like the
susceptible-infected-refractory (SIR) model (Xiong et al. 2012). In a manner similar to the rumor spreading model,
immediately after an event occurs, the event influence starts spreading to all of the neighboring patches (shown
by the red colored patches in Figure 2). However, the rate at which the event influence spreads to its adjacent
neighbors may not be uniform and may vary with time. Initially, as soon as the event occurs, the event influence
immediately spreads to all patches within a fixed radius. The influence then spreads to adjacent neighboring patches
with decreasing rate as more time elapses. This assumption is based on the observations made from collected
Twitter data that show a sharp rise in the counts immediately after an event. The parameter that affects the spreading
of an event is eightmode?. Setting eightmode? to true causes the event to spread to its diagonals and its adjacent
neighbours but setting the eightmode? to false causes the event to only spread to its adjacent neighbours. It should
be noted that when eightmode? is true, then the event spreads outwards more quickly.
Once an event occurs, a user can send out either an event related tweet or a routine tweet. A user will choose to send
𝑞𝑖
out a tweet about an event if 𝑧 𝑖 < (𝑞𝑖 +tweet-chance)
where 𝑧 𝑖 is a random number generated for user 𝑖 as described
previously, 𝑞 𝑖 is probability a user 𝑖 will tweet about an event and tweet-chance is from Table 2. Once a user
chooses to tweet about an event, then a user will only send out tweet about an event if they are on a patch where
an event has spread to and 𝑧 𝑖 < 𝑞 𝑖 where 𝑧 𝑖 is a random number generated for user 𝑖 and 𝑞 𝑖 is probability a user 𝑖
will tweet about an event. There are multiple methods of determining 𝑞 𝑖 . The value of 𝑞 𝑖 could be fixed or vary
with time and distance from event. For the model, we employ a hybrid approach. In the immediate vicinity of the
event 𝑞 𝑖 = event-tweet-chance where event-tweet-chance is one of the parameters from Table 2. But as
the distance and time from event increase, 𝑞 𝑖 decreases according to Equation 1.
𝑞 𝑖 = 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 − 𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡 − 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 ∗ [(𝑡 − 𝑡 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 ) −ndist/𝛼 ∗ (𝑑 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 ) −ndist/𝛽 ]

(1)

The variable 𝑡 is the current time tick measured after the event occurs, 𝑡 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 is the time tick at which event occurred,
𝑑 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 is the distance of the user from the event, ndist/𝛼 and ndist/𝛽 are scaling factors. A high ndist value
means that event-tweet-chance decays less rapidly with changing time and distance. For our model we keep 𝛼
fixed at 1 and 𝛽 fixed at 20. Since we are considering local events and users would generally be in close proximity
to the event, the decay of event-tweet-chance with distance should be less rapid than decay due to time. Hence,
we choose a larger value of 𝛽 than for 𝛼. It should be noted that there are many different functions that could
be used to simulate the decay of probability of microblogging about an event. But previous literature (Pezzoni
et al. 2013; Sakaki et al. 2010) have considered exponential distribution for tweets which can also be observed
from the collected twitter data. Hence, we choose a simple exponential function to change how the probability of
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microblogging about an event decays with time and distance in our simulations. Figure 4 is a plot of the function
showing how 𝑞 𝑖 changes as distance and time from event changes when 𝛼 = 1 and 𝛽 = 20.
During the simulation phase, users can also send out retweets. A user will send out a standard retweet if
𝑧𝑖 < tweet-chance AND there is a link with another user who has sent out a standard tweet. Consequently, a user
will only send out an event related retweet, if 𝑧𝑖 < 𝑞 𝑖 and there is a link with another user who has sent out an event
related tweet. We define the parameters event-interest and user-interest as the tick duration over which
users will keep on talking about an event or a routine tweet. These parameters quantify the importance of standard
or event related tweets and the higher these parameters are, the larger will be the number of retweets sent out. For
our simulations, we keep these values constant for the simulation duration.

Figure 4. Changing 𝑞 𝑖 with changing distance or ticks (with 𝛼 = 1 and 𝛽 = 20)

The event ends when event-duration ticks have elapsed. Once the event ends, just like the rumor spreading
model, the patches loose the influence of the the events. No new tweets relating to an event are generated and the
event related tweets gradually decrease until they eventually stop. A higher event-duration value signifies that
users will continue to generate new tweets about an event for longer periods of time.
There is also the option of choosing multiple events which is done by setting n-events? true. If there are multiple
events then event-sources sets the number of event sources. For this paper, we use one event source. In short,
event-duration, event-tweet-chance and event-interest determine how significant an event is. If these
values are set high then it indicates an event that has a high impact on users’ lives and they will tweet and retweet
more about the event and remain interested in the event for longer duration. These parameters can be changed to
incorporate different types of events.
The data collected from Twitter reveals periods of time with very few tweets being sent out. To incorporate
such behavior we introduce the parameter night-mode that enables or disables consideration of time when there
is low Twitter activity. If night-mode is enabled, then there are two parameters that affect the low Twitter
activity. One parameter night-duration effects how long the low activity period lasts. The other parameter
night-tweet-chance is a measure of the probability of a user microblogging during the low Twitter time period.
A user sends out tweets during this time only when 𝑧𝑖 < night-tweet-chance. Usually night-tweet-chance
would be less than tweet-chance which in turn is usually less than event-tweet-chance.
TBAM VALIDATION

For our comparison we used three data sets, referred to as VIRG, STEM and GAR, collected directly from the
Twitter API using the ’TwitteR’ package in R (Gentry 2015). The social sensor (reference point) coordinate was 2
miles from the event along the y-axis. It shows the number of tweets within a 2.8 mile radius changing with time.
The data are related to three events and are summarized in Table 3. Figures 3(a), 3(b) and 3(c) represent the plots of
the data. Real indicates data obtained from Twitter and TBAM indicates data generated through TBAM. Each tick
represents the number of tweets sent out in an hour. The occurrence of an event is indicated by the vertical line.
From the plots it can be clearly seen that after an event occurs, there is a sharp rise in the number of tweets which is
similar to the real data.
To generate data using TBAM, we use the parameter values described in Table 1 and Table 2. Table 1 shows the
parameters that are kept fixed for all the simulations. Table 2 shows the parameters that are changed according to
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Table 3. Summary of Real Data

Event Name

Reference
Name

Event Date

Event Location (latitude, longitude)

Virginia Beach Shootings
STEM School Shootings
Garlic Festival Shootings

VIRG

05-31-2019
4:44pm
05-07-2019
1:53pm
07-28-2019
5:40pm

36.7509,-76.0575

Social Sensor Location (latitude, longitude)
36.77974,-76.05750

39.556,-104.9979

39.58482,-104.99790

36.997778,-121.585278

37.02661,-121.58528

STEM
GAR

the Twitter data set they are meant to match. The parameters in Table 2 were estimated by inspection of the Twitter
data. Table 4 summarizes how we estimated the different parameters from the Twitter data. The event-duration
was estimated as the duration over which the number of tweets sent after the event were higher than tweets sent
before the event. For example, in Figures 3(b) the number of tweets in the Real data return to the value before the
event after 48 ticks, hence, the TBAM event-duration parameter was set to 48 to generate the data in that figure.
Similarly, from the real data we calculate the values for 𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑠 𝑛𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 , 𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑠 𝑝𝑟 𝑒−𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 and 𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑠 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡−𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 . Then
using these values we estimate the probabilities for the TBAM parameters of tweet-chance, event-tweet-chance
and night-tweet-chance which are then used to generate TBAM data.
The heuristic analysis of the data from Twitter reveals how the different parameters vary for different areas and
events. The difference in these parameters could be due to the difference in demographics, Twitter usage, and
density of the Twitter network. For all three data sets we considered a similar event. VIRG and STEM had roughly
similar parameters but GAR has very different parameters. This is because GAR refers to two events combined as
one. GAR event is different from the other two events as it started off as a different event which was a festival but
ended up as a shooting event. As a result there were more Twitter users compared to usual days and the parameters
event-tweet-chance, event-duration and ndist are significantly different than the other two events. The
parameter of event-duration is significantly shorter due to Twitter users leaving the event location and hence,
the scaling factor is high to account for the high outflow of Twitter users.
Parameter
𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑠 𝑛𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑠 𝑝𝑟 𝑒−𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑠 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡−𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡
event-duration
tweet-chance
event-tweet-chance
night-tweet-chance

Description
mean number of tweets sent in low Twitter activity hours
mean number of tweets sent before the event (excluding low
Twitter activity tweets)
mean number of tweets sent after the event (excluding low
Twitter activity hour tweets)
duration over which number of tweets sent after event are remain
higher than number of tweets sent before event
𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑠 𝑝𝑟 𝑒−𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡
(𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑠 𝑛𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 )+𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑠 𝑝𝑟 𝑒−𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 +𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑠 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡−𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑠 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡−𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡
(𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑠 𝑛𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 )+𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑠 𝑝𝑟 𝑒−𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 +𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑠 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡−𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑠 𝑛𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
(𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑠 𝑛𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 )+𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑠 𝑝𝑟 𝑒−𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 +𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑠 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡−𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡

Table 4. Determining the probabilities from Twitter data for TBAM

Model Validation

In order to measure the accuracy of the TBAM generated data compared to the data collected from Twitter, we use
the cross-correlation function (ccf) (Shumway et al. 2000). The cross-correlation function between two time series
𝑥 𝑡 and 𝑦 𝑡 is given by:
𝛾 𝑥 𝑦 (𝑠, 𝑡)
𝜌 𝑥 𝑦 (𝑠, 𝑡) = p
(2)
𝛾 𝑥 (𝑠, 𝑠)𝛾 𝑦 (𝑡, 𝑡)
where
𝛾 𝑥 𝑦 (𝑠, 𝑡) = 𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝑥 𝑠 , 𝑦 𝑡 ) = 𝐸 [(𝑥 𝑠 − 𝜇 𝑥𝑠 ) (𝑦 𝑠 − 𝜇 𝑦𝑡 )]

(3)
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𝜇 𝑥𝑠 is the mean of time series 𝑥 𝑠 and 𝜇 𝑦𝑡 is the mean of time series 𝑦 𝑡 .
The cross-correlation measures the dependence between two points on different time series observed at different
times. In other words, ccf measures the linear predictability of the series at time 𝑠, say 𝑥 𝑠 , using only the value 𝑦 𝑡 .
In our TBAM data we are trying to see if the trends and patterns in the original data match. Hence, ccf will be a
suitable metric and give an overview of the statistical significance between the two data sets.
Figures 5(a), 5(b) and 5(c) shows the ccf between VIRG, STEM and GAR data sets and the TBAM generated data
respectively. It can be seen that the TBAM generated data and the real data have a very similar pattern as the ccf is
higher than the threshold for most lags. Another important observation is that the correlation is also high at 𝑙𝑎𝑔 = 0.
High correlation at 𝑙𝑎𝑔 = 0 indicates a strong statistical significance and shows that the patterns in both the data
match very closely. This also means that any events found in the real data could also be found in the same position
in the TBAM data.
For comparison, to show that our method does generate reasonably accurate data, we measure the ccf between data
from Twitter and uniformly randomly generated data. The random numbers were generated between 1 and the
maximum value in the number of tweets of the specific data set. Figures 6(a), 6(b) and 6(c) shows the ccf between
VIRG, STEM and GAR data sets and uniformly randomly generated data. It is clearly seen from the plots that there
is very low correlation at all lags. This shows that the data generated using TBAM is significantly better.

(a) Cross Correlation between VIRG Twitter Data and TBAM data

(b) Cross Correlation between STEM Twitter Data and TBAM data

(c) Cross Correlation between GAR Twitter
Data and TBAM data

Figure 5. CCF of Real Twitter data with TBAM generated data

(a) Cross Correlation between VIRG Twitter Data and Uniform Random Data

(b) Cross Correlation between STEM Twitter Data and Uniform Random Data

(c) Cross Correlation between GAR Twitter
Data and Uniform Random Data

Figure 6. CCF of Real Twitter data with randomly generated data

As shown above, TBAM reasonably reproduces microblogging behavior. Unlike real tweets, here we can (a)
identify, control, and tune parameters which impact the tweet counts and microblogging behavioral patterns (b)
separate event related tweets from standard tweets without looking at semantics (c) create aggregates in space or
time (which we have not done here, but it is straightforward) which can reflect real world data scraping and provides
different space and time granularity (d) intentionally, randomly, or using other models, introduce gaps or noise (e)
add additional demographics - groups that tweet more or less (f) add system-wide or regional variations - all in a
controlled manner. In this way, there is more control over the delivery slate and reliability of the microblogging data.
CONCLUSION

The result from our analysis indicates that the data generated using TBAM can be used to complement and possibly
enrich the underdeveloped real-world data. The main application of our data generation model is in detecting and
localizing events using crowd-sourced “social sensors” whose aggregate counts of event alerts are collected at
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reference sensors. The generated data can be used to enrich the data collected from Twitter. This can potentially
improve event detection accuracy that may enable applications like first response during minor, yet consequential
disasters such as road closures. Our model may also be used for data augmentation and imputation (estimation), for
generating training data for machine learning models, testing event detection models and determining parameters
that determine tweeting behavior of people.
An important method in event detection are machine learning methods (like long short-term memory (LSTM),
classification, etc.) (Atefeh and Khreich 2015). The machine learning methods can be used to find event patterns in
number of tweets. In case of event detection there might be the problem of class imbalance as there might be a
single event signature in a long sequence of tweets. This can cause errors in event pattern detection when using
machine learning methods. There might also be the problem of insufficient tweets to train the machine learning
methods. In such cases the TBAM generated data can be used for data augmentation by creating additional synthetic
data that can be used to train the machine learning methods.
Other previous works, such as Ben Lazreg et al. (2020) and Comito et al. (2017), have considered peaks as indication
of an event and have created models to find events using peaks. In fact a quick visual analysis does show that peaks
in TBAM generated data and the data collected from Twitter have peaks in very close proximity to each other. We
will perform detailed comparison of the peaks in future work. Nevertheless it does show that the data generated
using TBAM can be used in lieu of Twitter data to find peaks and detect events.
Another application of the model could be to create a data base that would list different probabilities for different
locations and different event-types. Our model quantified and identified different parameters that effect the
microblogging behavior of users. These parameters could then be used to identify different events.
In our model we made simple assumptions for the parameters, some of which we estimated from the real data and
some parameters, which could not be determined from the real data, were randomly generated. For example, the
distribution of the people and their clusters was random which may not be the case in real world. Furthermore,
each user is assigned a random number 𝑧 𝑖 to reflect the inclination of a user to tweet. As a result, the magnitude
of the number of tweets in the TBAM data and real data are different. As part of future work, we aim to design
a method to better estimate these parameters. Different event spreading techniques and equations for decay of
probability of microblogging about an event can be applied and tested. One way to better estimate the parameters
would be to create an optimization problem that maximizes ccf or use past Twitter data. But since Twitter data is
underdeveloped, we could generate data using alternative methods like generative adversarial networks (GAN) and
use GAN generated data to learn TBAM parameters. In this way both TBAM and GAN could work together to
further enrich the data. Alternatively, we could also compare TBAM and GAN data generation techniques.
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ABSTRACT

Many cities, especially those in developing countries, are not well prepared for the devastating disaster of
exceptional rain-induced waterlogging caused by extreme rainfall. This paper proposes a waterlogging scenario
prediction and crisis management method for such kind of extreme rainfall conditions based on high-precision
waterlogging simulation. A typical urban region in Beijing, China is selected as the study area in this paper. Highprecision and full-scale data in the study area requested for the waterlogging simulation are introduced. The
simulation results show that the study area is still vulnerable to extreme rainfall and the subsequent waterlogging.
The waterlogging situation is much more severe with the increase of the return period of rainfall. This study offers
a good reference for the relevant government departments to make effective policy and take pointed response to
the waterlogging problem.
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INTRODUCTION

With rapid urbanization and fast population growth, rain-induced waterlogging has been a common dilemma for
many cities around the world (Li, 2012). Rain-induced waterlogging is usually induced by multiple causes, such
as extreme weather, land cover composition, and limited capacity of drainage system (Sofia et al., 2019; Zhang et
al., 2020). Waterlogging can not only cause traffic congestion and property loss, sometimes it can even cause
casualties. For example, the direct economic loss has been estimated to be about 1.6 billion dollars and 79 people
have died in an extremely heavy rainfall and the consequent severe waterlogging in 2012 in Beijing, China (Gu
et al., 2013). To avoid the serious consequences of waterlogging in cities, especially under the condition of
extremely heavy rainfall, scenario prediction before the waterlogging happens is very important.
Traditionally, there are mostly three categories of the analysis and scenario prediction methods in the view of the
waterlogging problem, including the experiment method, simulation method, and data analysis method (Ni et al.,
2018). In this paper, we mainly focus on real-world-scale waterlogging simulation, thus the experiment method
is not applicable because it is almost impossible to conduct man-made precipitation in such a large scale. At the
same time, data analysis method is also not suitable. Actually, the authors do have the historical precipitation and
waterlogging data in the past four years (from 2017 to 2020) of the study area mentioned later in this paper.
However, it can be found that there is seldom waterlogging situations at the data monitoring points in the study
area. There are two main reasons for this phenomenon. One reason is that it is difficult to induce the waterlogging
problem in a rainfall with normal rainfall intensity while the extremely heavy rainfall with a huge rainfall intensity
is rare and hardly to be recorded. The other reason is that waterlogging scenario usually happens in some locations
in a city, instead of the entire city. If the number of monitoring sensors is insufficient, the waterlogging scene may
be missed even it happens, while the cost of large-scale layout of the monitoring sensors is also very high. In brief,
the simulation method is most suitable for the study purpose of this paper.
According to customary norms, the water runoff in the drainage system or in rivers is named as 1-D pipe flow or
1-D river flow, while the water runoff on the ground is named as 2-D runoff. Correspondingly, the models to
simulate the 1-D water flow is named as 1-D hydraulic models while the models to simulate the 2-D runoff is
named as 2-D hydraulic models. There has been various relevant research on analysis and scenario prediction of
waterlogging based on simulation. Xu et al. proposed an urban waterlogging simulation model by coupling the 1D river channel, 2-D land surface, and 1-D drainage system into one integrated model where river tributaries,
roads, and buildings were thoroughly considered (Xu et al., 2020). However, despite the authors took into
consideration the structure of some kinds of infrastructure, such as the curbs of the road, whether large-scale
digital elevation model (DEM) was mastered and utilized in the study was not mentioned. Pan et al. emphasized
the importance of the road network and proposed a distributed three-dimensional urban waterlogging model where
the urban space was divided into four parts, including the 1-D river channel, 2-D land surface, 1-D road network
and 1-D drainage system. The flood flow on the land surface was simulated based on 2-D Saint-Venant diffusionwave model, while the flood flow on the roads, in the drainage system, and in rivers was simulated based on 1-D
Saint-Venant model (Pan et al., 2012). However, the authors didn’t have high-precision data of the road network
so the roads are generalized to pipes in the study. At the same time, the dataset of drainage system was lacked in
some areas so the authors can only get the waterlogging simulation results at a small zone. Chen et al. proposed a
rain-induced waterlogging model from another perspective that the formation process of the waterlogging was
divided into four parts, including runoff generation, confluence, drainage, and waterlogging. A case study was
conducted at 16 waterlogging points in Changchun and it could be seen from the results that the model performed
well (Chen et al., 2017). However, the authors only master the dataset of DEM and the distribution of nodes and
pipes of the drainage system, while the dataset of roads, buildings, size and detailed structure of the nodes and
pipes of the drainage system were not mentioned at all. In summary, despite the enormous effort in this research
field, there still exists a main shortcoming in many studies that it is usually very difficult to obtain a full set of the
high-precision data requested for waterlogging simulation, thus some essential data are generalized by estimation
method in some study, which will certainly affect the precision of the simulation results. Some other examples
can be found in previous studies. For example, Su et al. only took into consideration the 2-D runoff model on the
ground while directly ignored the 1-D pipe flow part because of the lack of drainage system data (Su et al., 2015).
The main contribution of the study described in this paper is to propose a set of accurate and generalizable
waterlogging scenario prediction method based on high-precision simulation. At the same time, this paper
emphasizes the importance of the basic dataset in high precision, which is also essential to waterlogging scenario
prediction. This paper purposely focusses on the formation process of the waterlogging, aiming to disentangle the
root cause and overall process of the waterlogging problem. The crisis management measures to waterlogging is
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also discussed in this paper.
WATERLOGGING SCENARIO PREDICTION METHOD

Since the extremely heavy rainfall does not occur frequently, it is usually difficult to directly obtain city-scale
waterlogging scenarios under these extreme rainfall by field observations. In contrast, simulation is another
potential and powerful method based on which waterlogging scenarios can be investigated thoroughly. The set of
waterlogging scenario prediction method based on high-precision simulation proposed in this paper is partly
supported by InfoWorks ICM, which is developed by Innovyze. The formation procedure of waterlogging is
generalized and finally divided into two main phases in the proposed method, including the pipe flow phase
underground based on the 1-D pipe flow model, and surface runoff phase on the ground based on the 2-D hydraulic
model. The interaction between two phases is realized by the nodes in the drainage system with 2-D interactive
properties. The exchange of the water on the ground and underground after a rain begins is thoroughly considered
in the proposed method.
Design Rainfall Generator

Referring to the design standard of outdoor drainage (GB 50014-2006) in China, the rainfall density formula of
design rainfall applicable to China is shown in Eq. 1. 𝑖 𝑇 (mm/min) denotes the rainfall density. 𝑃 (a) denotes the
return period of rainfall. 𝑇 (min) denotes the rainfall duration. 𝑏 (min) denotes a correction parameter to rainfall
duration. 𝐴1 (mm), 𝐶, 𝑚, and 𝐴 (mm) denote different rainfall parameters.
𝑖𝑇 =

167 ∙ 𝐴1 ∙ (1 + 𝐶 ∙ lg𝑃)
𝐴
=
(𝑇 + 𝑏)𝑚
(𝑇 + 𝑏)𝑚

(1)

In this paper, a typical urban region in Xicheng district, Beijing, China will be selected as the study area later. As
to this specific study area, the following rainfall density formulas of design rainfall (Eq. 2 and Eq. 3) are
recommended in the latest research by Yuan et al. (Yuan et al., 2020). Eq. 2 and Eq. 3 are essentially identical
while the values of the parameters are different when the units of 𝑖 𝑇 are different.
𝑖𝑇 =

1859.475 × (1 + 0.906 × lg𝑃)
(L ∙ s −1 ∙ hm−2 )
(𝑇 + 11.665)0.729

(2)

11.157 × (1 + 0.906 × lg𝑃)
(mm/min)
(𝑇 + 11.665)0.729

(3)

𝑖𝑇 =

Referring to InfoWorks ICM handbook, Eq. 4 is utilized to calculate the total cumulative rainfall 𝐻𝑇 (mm) and
Eq. 5 is utilized to calculate the cumulative rainfall at time 𝑡, 𝐻 (mm).
𝐻𝑇 = 𝑖 𝑇 ∙ 𝑇 =

𝐴∙𝑇
(mm)
(𝑇 + 𝑏)𝑚

−𝑚
𝑡
𝑡
𝐻𝑇 × {𝑟 − (𝑟 − ) ∙ [1 −
] },0 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑟 ∙ 𝑇
𝑇
𝑟(𝑇 + 𝑏)
𝐻=
(mm)
−𝑚
𝑡
𝑡−𝑇
𝐻𝑇 × {𝑟 + ( − 𝑟) ∙ [1 +
] },𝑟 ∙ 𝑇 < 𝑡 ≤ 𝑇
(1 − 𝑟) ∙ (𝑇 + 𝑏)
𝑇
{

(4)

(5)

In Eq. 4 and Eq. 5, 𝑟 denotes the time ratio to the peak intensity during the whole rainfall procedure. According
to the latest findings by Yuan et al. (Yuan et al., 2020), the recommended value of 𝑟 in Beijing is 0.382. When it
comes to the study area, the values of other parameters in Eq. 4 and Eq. 5 are the same as the values of the
parameters in equations above (Eq. 1 to Eq. 3), that is, 𝐴 = 11.157 × (1 + 0.906 × lg𝑃), 𝑏 = 11.665, 𝑚 =
0.729.
The instantaneous rainfall intensity 𝑞 (mm/h) can be calculated by Eq. 6.
𝑞=

𝜕𝐻
× 60 (mm/h)
𝜕𝑡

(6)

1-D Pipe Flow Model

Rainwater enters the drainage system and form pipe flow in the drainage system at the early stage during a rainfall.
1-D pipe flow model is needed to simulate the flow state of the rainwater in pipes. In this paper, 1-D pipe flow
model is established based on classic 1-D Saint-Venant Equation applicable to pipes with variable cross-sections.
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The mass conservation equation and momentum equation of 1-D pipe flow model are respectively shown in Eq.
7 and Eq. 8 (Aricòand Tucciarelli, 2007). In Eq. 7 and Eq. 8, 𝑥 (m) denotes the travel distance of rainwater in
the flow direction. 𝑡 (s) denotes the time. 𝑔 (m⁄s 2 ) denotes the acceleration of gravity. ℎ (m) denotes the depth
of water. 𝑆 (m2 ) denotes the area of the flow cross section. 𝑞 (m3 ⁄s) denotes the discharge flow rate. 𝑆0 denotes
the bed slope. 𝑅 (m) denotes the hydraulic radius. 𝑛 denotes the Manning’s roughness coefficient.
𝜕𝑆 𝜕𝑞
+
=0
𝜕𝑡 𝜕𝑥

(7)

𝜕𝑞 𝜕 𝑞 2
𝜕ℎ 𝑛2 𝑞|𝑞|
+ ( ) + 𝑔𝑆 ( + 2 4⁄3 − 𝑆0 ) = 0
𝜕𝑡 𝜕𝑡 𝑆
𝜕𝑥 𝑆 𝑅

(8)

When the pipes are in the surcharged condition, the classic Preissmann Slot method (Preissmann, 1961) is
introduced into the 1-D pipe flow simulation, in order to ensure that the model still stands in complicated hydraulic
conditions.
2-D Hydraulic Model

When the drainage capacity is insufficient, the rainwater will come from the drainage system into the 2-D mesh
element on the ground, spread along the mesh grid, and finally form waterlogging. 2-D hydraulic model is utilized
to describe the spread process of flood water on the ground. The method to calculate and update the water depth
in each mesh grid is shown in Eq. 9 to Eq. 11. 2-D hydraulic model in this paper is established based on 2-D
shallow water equations (Alcrudo and Mulet-Marti, 2005).
𝑁

𝜕ℎ 𝜕(ℎ𝑢) 𝜕(ℎ𝑣)
+
+
= ∑ 𝑞𝑖
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑦

(9)

𝑖=1

𝜕(ℎ𝑢) 𝜕
𝑔ℎ2
𝜕(ℎ𝑢𝑣) 𝜕
𝜕𝑢
𝜕
𝜕𝑢
+
(ℎ𝑢2 +
)+
−
(𝜀ℎ ) −
(𝜀ℎ )
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑥
2
𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑦
𝑁

(10)

= 𝑔ℎ(𝑆0,𝑥 − 𝑆𝑓,𝑥 ) + ∑ 𝑞𝑖 𝑢𝑖
𝑖=1
2

𝜕(ℎ𝑣) 𝜕
𝑔ℎ
𝜕(ℎ𝑢𝑣) 𝜕
𝜕𝑣
𝜕
𝜕𝑣
+
(ℎ𝑣 2 +
)+
−
(𝜀ℎ ) −
(𝜀ℎ )
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑦
2
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑦
𝑁

(11)

= 𝑔ℎ(𝑆0,𝑦 − 𝑆𝑓,𝑦 ) + ∑ 𝑞𝑖 𝑣𝑖
𝑖=1

In the equations above, ℎ (m) denotes the depth of water. 𝑡 (s) denotes the time. 𝑢 (m/s) and 𝑣 (m/s) denote the
flow velocities respectively in the 𝑥 direction and 𝑦 direction. 𝑞𝑖 (m/s) denotes the source discharge volume in
the 𝑖th source discharge grid per unit time per unit area. 𝑢𝑖 (m/s) and 𝑣𝑖 (m/s) denote the flow velocities
respectively in the 𝑥 direction and 𝑦 direction in the 𝑖th source discharge grid. 𝑁 denotes the number of the source
discharge grids. 𝑔 (m⁄s 2 ) denotes the acceleration of gravity. 𝜀 (m2 ⁄s) denotes the eddy viscosity. 𝑆0,𝑥 and 𝑆0,𝑦
are respectively the bed slopes in the 𝑥 direction and 𝑦 direction. 𝑆𝑓,𝑥 and 𝑆𝑓,𝑦 are respectively the friction slopes
in the 𝑥 direction and 𝑦 direction.
𝑆𝑓,𝑥 and 𝑆𝑓,𝑦 in Eq. 10 and Eq. 11 can be calculated by Manning formula. Suppose that ⃗⃗⃗
𝑆𝑓 = (𝑆𝑓,𝑥 , 𝑆𝑓,𝑦 ), the value
⃗⃗⃗
of 𝑆𝑓 can be calculated by Eq. 12 (Su, 2017).
2

⃗|
𝑛2 |𝑉
⃗⃗⃗𝑓 | =
|𝑆
2
𝑘 ℎ4⁄3

(12)

⃗ (m/s) denotes the vector of flow velocity.
In Eq. 12, 𝑛 denotes the Manning’s roughness coefficient. 𝑉
𝑘 (m1⁄3 /s) denotes a conversion coefficient. ℎ (m) denotes the depth of water.
STUDY AREA

A typical urban region in Xicheng district, Beijing, China is selected as the study area in this paper (Figure 1).
The study area has an area of about 8.4 km 2. Nowadays, all the flood control rivers in the study area have been
well treated by the government. The latest government report claimed that flood disasters will not happen in these
flood control rivers even in particularly severe rainfall, such as a heavy rainfall with a return period to be 100
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years. Therefore, the backwater effect of flood from the rivers to the outfall nodes of the drainage system will not
be considered in this study.

Figure 1. The study area

Roads and Buildings

Roads and buildings are the most important infrastructure on the ground in urban space. The structure of the road
network in the study area is shown in Figure 2(a). The peripheral roads in the study area are mainly provincial
roads (No. 1 and No. 2 in Figure 2(a)) and county roads (No. 3 and No. 4 in Figure 2(a)). The roads in the internal
framework of the road network are mainly the township roads with lower speed limit compared to the provincial
roads and county roads. The height of the curbs on the sides of the roads is in the range of 12 cm to 18 cm. In this
paper, the height of the curbs is set to be 15 cm.
All the buildings in the study area are shown in Figure 2(b). The core zone in the study area was cut into eight
blocks according to the framework of the road network and the properties of buildings. Block 1, Block 5, Block
6, and Block 7 are residential districts, while Block 2, Block 3, Block 4, and Block 8 are business districts. The
heights of the buildings actually do not have an impact on the waterlogging simulation results. Therefore, a
generalization of the heights of all the buildings was implemented. The heights of all the buildings are set to be
20 m in this paper.

(a) Road network

(b) Buildings

Figure 2. The roads and buildings in the study area
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Drainage System

The drainage system in the study area can be divided into two categories, including sewage drainage system and
rainwater drainage system, as shown in Figure 3(a). These two systems are independent of each other which means
that the rainwater cannot enter the sewage drainage system and the sewage cannot enter the rainwater system. It
can be found by comparing Figure 2(a) and Figure 3(a) that the drainage pipelines are mainly laid along the roads.
In the original dataset of the drainage system, there are a lot of kinds of nodes, including manholes, chamber
points, chamber edge points, eccentric points, and rainwater grates, etc. However, many adjacent nodes in the
original dataset essentially correspond to the same drainage facility in real world. Such redundant nodes have been
manually identified and simplified. The rainwater drainage system after simplification is shown in Figure 3(b).
The distribution of the nodes and pipes of the rainwater drainage system is imbalanced. Most nodes and pipes are
located in the southwest of the study area, that is, the business districts. The exact reason for this phenomenon is
not clearly declared by the government department in charge but it may be related to the surface elevation of the
study area, which will be introduced later in this paper.

(a) All nodes in sewage drainage system and rainwater
drainage system

(b) Rainwater drainage system after simplification

Figure 3. The drainage system in the study area

After the simplification of the rainwater drainage system, the number of the nodes is 928 and the number of the
pipes is 907. All the pipes in the study area are made of concrete. Manning’s roughness coefficient of this material
is from 0.013 to 0.014. In this paper, Manning’s roughness coefficient of the pipes is set to be 0.0135. In other
words, the parameter 𝑛 in Eq. 6 above is set to be 0.0135.
Digital Elevation Model (DEM)

The DEM dataset provided by a government department was utilized in this paper (Figure 4). The vertical
accuracy of the DEM dataset is 0.01 m which means the vertical precision is very high. The average surface
elevation of the study area is 48.15 m. The minimum surface elevation is 43.09 m. The maximum elevation is
52.18 m. The DEM data indicates that the study area is located in plain terrain.
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Figure 4. DEM of the study area

Land Cover Type

Different land cover types correspond to different runoff coefficients and Manning’s roughness coefficients.
Furtherly, different runoff coefficients and Manning’s roughness coefficients lead to different runoff process of
flood water. Therefore, determining the land cover types in the study area before the waterlogging simulation is
very important.
Runoff coefficient is defined as the ratio of the runoff depth to the rainfall depth during any period of the rainfall.
The larger the runoff coefficient is, the less the rainfall is absorbed by the surface. Theoretically speaking, the
burden of the drainage system is greater and the waterlogging risk is higher when the runoff coefficient is larger.
According to Design standard of outdoor drainage GB 50014-2006 and Design standard of water supply and
drainage in building GB 50015-2019 in China, the recommended values of the runoff coefficients for different
land cover types are listed in Table 1. In this paper, the runoff coefficient of a specific mesh grid is set to be 0.90
if the mesh grid is located inside the building or roads. Otherwise, the runoff coefficient of a specific mesh grid is
set to be 0.30.
Table 1. Runoff coefficients for different land cover types

Land cover type

Runoff coefficient

Building roof, concrete, and asphalt pavement

0.90

Other surfaces such as unpaved surface

0.30

Park or grassland

0.15

Table 2. Manning’s roughness coefficients for different land cover types

Land cover type

Range of Manning’s
roughness coefficient

Recommended value by
InfoWorks ICM

Concrete/asphalt

0.01-0.013

0.011

Bare sand

0.01-0.016

0.011

Graveled surface

0.012-0.033

0.02

Bare clay-loam (eroded)

0.012-0.033

0.02

Bluegrass sod

0.39-0.63

0.45

Short grass prairie

0.10-0.20

0.15

Bermuda grass

0.30-0.48

0.41
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Manning’s roughness coefficient reflects influence of surface roughness on runoff. According to the well-known
Manning formula, the greater Manning’s roughness coefficient is, the lower the flow velocity is. Referring to the
handbook of InfoWorks ICM, the Manning’s roughness coefficients for different land cover types are listed in
Table 2. According to National Catalogue Service for Geographic Information in China, the land cover type of
the study area is artificial surfaces, so the Manning’s roughness coefficient for the surface is set to be 0.011. It
means that the parameter 𝑛 in Eq. 12 above is set to be 0.011.
Boundary Conditions

The boundary condition needs to be taken into consideration in the following aspects, including rainfall area, the
drainage system under the ground, and water runoff on the ground.
As to the rainfall area, the boundary of the study area is treated as a natural boundary between the catchments
inside the study area and the catchments outside the study area. That means the rainfall outside the study area will
not be captured by the catchments inside the study area. As to the drainage system under the ground, the study
area is cut into it is now mainly because the drainage system inside the study area is relatively complete, which
means the drainage system inside the study area has independent and available outfalls. It is approximately
considered that the pipelines outside the study area do not affect the pipe flow in the drainage system inside the
study area. As to the water runoff on the ground, “passable boundary” is utilized which means that the runoff
inside the study area could flow into the ground outside the boundary if only the elevation of the objective ground
outside the study area is relatively smaller. This setting is in line with the reality.
RESULTS

A 120-minute-long rainfall with return period of 5 years is taken as an example in the following two subsections.
The return period (𝑃) in Eq. 3 is set to be 5 years and the total rainfall duration (𝑇) is set to be 120 min. The
rainfall density 𝑖 𝑇 , cumulative rainfall 𝐻, and instantaneous rainfall intensity 𝑞 then can be respectively calculated
by Eq. 13, Eq. 14, and Eq. 6.
𝑖𝑇 =

11.157 × (1 + 0.906 × lg5)
(mm/min)
(120 + 11.665)0.729

𝑖 𝑇 ∙ 120 ∙ {0.382 − (0.382 −
𝐻=

−0.729
𝑡
𝑡
) ∙ [1 −
]
} , 0 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 45.84
120
50.296

𝑡
𝑡 − 120 −0.729
𝑖 𝑇 ∙ 120 ∙ {0.382 + (
− 0.382) ∙ [1 +
]
} , 45.84 < 𝑡 ≤ 120
120
81.369
{
𝑞=

(13)

(mm)

(14)

𝜕𝐻
× 60 (mm/h)
𝜕𝑡

(6)

The variation of the instantaneous rainfall intensity during the process of rainfall calculated by Eq. 6 is shown in
Figure 5. According to the standard released by China Meteorological Service Association, a rainfall with hourly
intensity larger than 45.0 mm/h belongs to extremely heavy rainstorm. In this design rainfall, the rainfall intensity
from 00:39:00 to 00:59:00 exceeds 45.0 mm/h which means the duration of the extremely heavy rainstorm is
about 20 minutes.

Figure 5. The variation of the rainfall intensity during the process of rainfall (return period: 5 years; rainfall
duration: 120 min)
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Dynamic Changes of The Drainage System’s State

Generally, the rainwater will firstly enter the drainage system through the catchment area at the beginning of a
rainfall. Only when some pipes in the drainage system are surcharged, the rainwater in these pipes will come up
from the nodes adjacent to these surcharged pipes and then form waterlogging. In brief, the state of the drainage
system is the fundamental reason for the formation of waterlogging and the determining factor of the waterlogging
severity. Investigating the dynamic changes of the drainage system’s state is an essential part of the study on the
dynamic formation process of waterlogging.
Surcharge coefficient is defined here as the ratio of the upstream flow depth or the downstream flow depth to the
height (diameter) of a square (circular) pipe, taking the larger value. Take the pipe No. 16549086.1 as an example.
This pipe is a circular pipe with a diameter of 0.7 m. When the time comes to 00:15:00, the upstream flow depth
in this pipe is 0.24 m and the downstream flow depth is 0.22 m. The surcharge coefficient of this pipe is 34.35%
and the profile of this pipe is shown in Figure 6(a). When the time comes to 00:45:00, the upstream flow depth in
this pipe is 1.05 m and the downstream flow depth is 0.98 m. The flow depth has exceeded the diameter of the
pipe. Therefore, the surcharge coefficient is bigger than 100% and the profile of this pipe is shown in Figure 6(b).
All the surcharge coefficients bigger than 100% are uniformly recorded as “>100%”.

(a) The profile of the pipe No. 16549086.1 at 00:15:00

(b) The profile of the pipe No. 16549086.1 at 00:45:00
Figure 6. The profile of the pipe No. 16549086.1 during the rainfall

The dynamic changes of the drainage system’s state in the study area during the design rainfall are shown in
Figure 7. It can be seen from Figure 7 that before 00:40:00, the surcharge coefficients of most pipes are less than
100%, which means that most pipes still have sufficient capacity to discharge the rainwater swimmingly. When
it comes to 01:00:00, the surcharge coefficients of a large number of pipes are bigger than 100%, possibly due to
a quick increase of the rainfall intensity. In this period, the capacity of a large number of pipes is insufficient.
Afterwards, the surcharge coefficients of most pipes decrease gradually during the period from 01:00:00 to
03:00:00 with the decrease of rainfall intensity. At the time point of 03:00:00 when the rain has stopped for 1 hour,
the surcharge state of all the pipes is still a little worse than that at the time point of 00:20:00, indicating that the
drainage system has not fully recovered from a heavy rain even 1 hour after the rain has stopped. The results are
a good reference for drainage system design in urban planning or drainage system improvement in infrastructure
upgrading project.
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(a) 00:20:00

(b) 00:40:00

(c) 01:00:00

(d) 01:20:00

(e) 01:40:00

(f) 02:00:00

(g) 02:20:00

(h) 02:40:00

(i) 03:00:00

Figure 7. The dynamic changes of the drainage system’s state during the design rainfall (characterized by the
surcharge coefficients of the pipes)
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Dynamic Formation Process of Rain-induced Waterlogging on the ground

(a) 00:20:00

(b) 00:40:00

(c) 01:00:00

(d) 01:20:00

(e) 01:40:00

(f) 02:00:00

(g) 02:20:00

(h) 02:40:00

(i) 03:00:00

Figure 8. The dynamic formation process of waterlogging on the ground (characterized by the depth of
water on the ground)
The dynamic formation process of waterlogging on the ground in the study area is shown in Figure 8. It can be
seen from Figure 8 that the waterlogging with water depth bigger than 0.5 cm does not appeared until 00:40:00.
At the time point of 00:40:00, the waterlogging scenario appears at a few points in the northeast of the study area
while the general situation seems still good. However, obvious waterlogging scenario suddenly appears at various
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points in the study area when it comes to 01:00:00. This phenomenon may be induced by the relatively huge
rainfall intensity during the period from 00:40:00 to 01:00:00. From 01:00:00 to 01:20:00, there is an evident
overflow phenomenon in the study area. The area of inundated zones increases during this period. Afterwards, the
waterlogging begins to dissipate and the area of inundated zones starts to decrease. However, it can be seen from
Figure 8(e) and the following figures from Figure 8(f) to Figure 8(i) that the process of waterlogging dissipation
is very slow, much slower than the process of waterlogging formation from 00:40:00 to 01:00:00. There are still
a lot of inundated zones with different depth of water 1 hour after the rain stopped. This phenomenon reminds us
that it may be difficult for cities to recover in a short time from waterlogging caused by an extremely heavy rainfall.
CRISIS RESPONSE AND MANAGEMENT BASED ON SIMULATION RESULTS

When faced with waterlogging, the crisis response and management measures of the government usually include
artificial drainage by drainage pumps, regional blockade, and so on. However, the emergency resources are usually
limited. In this background, how to identify the most vulnerable location(s) timely is very important issue in
practice. The simulations results introduced above could well address this problem and furtherly provide
reasonable guidance for government’s crisis response and management measures. Below we take six observation
points at the locations liable to waterlogging are set in the study area as an example. The locations of these
observation points are shown in Figure 9. Design rainfall scenarios with different return periods of 1 year, 2 years,
3 years, 5 years, 10 years, 20 years, and 50 years were set. The rainfall durations of all the rainfall scenarios keep
to be a constant, that is, 120 min.

Figure 9. The locations of the observation points set in the study area

The depths of water at the observation points during the rainfall with different return periods are shown in Figure
10. The following main findings can be got from Figure 10.
(1) It can be found from Figure 10 that the rainfall intensity, here characterized by the return period, is a key factor
affecting the waterlogging results. The waterlogging may occur earlier when the rainfall intensity is larger.
Similarly, it can be seen from Figure 10(c) and Figure 10(e) that the waterlogging may disappear later, if it could
disappear before 03:00:00, when the rainfall intensity is larger. Moreover, the depth of water at the same
observation point at the same time is generally larger when the rainfall intensity is larger. All these evidences
indicate that the rainfall intensity has a significant impact on the waterlogging situation. This result reminds the
relevant government departments that waterlogging may be severer with the increase of the rainfall intensity, and
more adequate emergency preparedness is required for severer rainfall.
(2) Location is another key factor affecting the waterlogging results. Firstly, It can be found, by comparing the
subfigures in Figure 10, that the waterlogging scenarios vary a lot at different locations. For example, the
maximum depths of water at observation points 1, 3, 4, 5 even in the rainfall with a return period of 50 years are
still less than 20 cm, while the maximum depths of water at observation points 2 and observation points 6 in the
same condition are both bigger than 20 cm, which corresponds to a severe waterlogging scene. Secondly, the
changing trends of the water depths at different locations may be totally different. For example, the depths of
water at observation points 1, 3, 5 finally decrease to zero or a value close to zero, while the depths of water at
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observation points 2, 4, 6 are larger than zero until 03:00:00. For the locations such as observation points 2, 4, 6,
it may take a very long time for the flood water to discharge naturally and artificial drainage measures could help
solve this problem. All the results give good reference for the relevant government departments on emergency
resource allocation in crisis response and management process, since more vulnerable locations require priority
treatment.

(a) Observation point 1

(b) Observation point 2

(c) Observation point 3

(d) Observation point 4

(e) Observation point 5

(f) Observation point 6

Figure 10. The depths of water at the observation points during the rainfall

LIMITATIONS

Validation is always important to help check whether the waterlogging scenario prediction method could produce
realistic results. However, the validation work of this paper has not been implemented yet because of the following
difficulty. As is well known that light rain and moderate rain are frequent in our daily life. The waterlogging
monitoring dataset has been obtained from Beijing Water Authority, while it proves that no waterlogging scene
exists in the study area in light rain and moderate rain. It means that the drainage system in the study area is
resilient enough when sustaining light rain and moderate rain, but also means that it is impossible to utilize scenes
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of light rain and moderate rain to conduct the validation work. As to the heavy rain, rainstorm, or heavy rainstorm,
these rainfall has a high possibility to induce waterlogging, where a validation work could be conducted, but there
exists a dilemma that these rainfall with a huge intensity seldom takes place in the study area. Therefore, the
validation work has not been completed yet. The authors will take other ways, e.g. by monitoring the water depth
in pipelines in the drainage system, into consideration through which the validation work could be implemented.
CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a waterlogging scenario prediction and crisis management method for extreme rainfall conditions
was proposed, based on which high-precision waterlogging simulation results in a real-world scale could be
obtained. The success of this method depends on two aspects. One is a set of reasonable hydraulic models to
reproduce the rainfall scenario and profile the formation process of the waterlogging in a way close to the reality,
and the other is a series of high-precision dataset supporting the waterlogging simulation.
The simulation results show that both the surcharge state of the drainage system and the waterlogging scenario on
the ground will get to the worst shortly after the peak intensity during a heavy rainstorm. The simulation results
also evidence the fact that it takes a longer time for both the drainage system and the urban space on the ground
to recover from the surcharging or waterlogging problem than the formation of the problem, once the problem
happens. This phenomenon reminds us the importance of waterlogging prevention. It can be found that the rainfall
intensity and location of the mesh grid on the ground are the two key factors that have huge impact on the
waterlogging situation in heavy rainstorm. Waterlogging may be severer with the increase of the rainfall intensity
and the waterlogging scenarios vary a lot at different locations.
This paper gives an attempt to realize waterlogging scenario prediction based on high-precision simulation. The
methods proposed in this paper can be easily promoted and applied in other cities once the requested highprecision dataset of the target city can be got. The simulation results in this paper offer a good reference for the
relevant government departments to make effective crisis management policy and develop pointed
countermeasures to the waterlogging problem.
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ABSTRACT

As a result of the ongoing commitment to climate protection in more and more countries and the corresponding
expansion of renewable energies, the importance of renewables for the security of electricity supply is increasing.
Wind energy generated in offshore wind farms already accounts for a significant share of the energy mix and will
continue to grow in the future. Therefore, approaches and models for security assessment and protection against
threats are needed for these infrastructures.
Due to the special characteristics and geographical location of offshore wind farms, they are confronted with
particular challenges. In this context, this paper outlines how an approach for threat analysis of offshore wind
farms is to be developed within the framework of the new research project "ARROWS" of the German Aerospace
Center. The authors first explain the structure of offshore wind farms and then present a possible modeling
approach using Qualitative function models and Bayesian networks.
Keywords

Threat analysis, bayesian networks, process modeling, critical infrastructure.
INTRODUCTION

Climate change is forcing a shift away from conventional, fossil-based power generation to renewable and thus
much cleaner methods of energy production. Since the early 2000s, wind power has been increasingly
commercialized for energy generation (Arbeitsgemeinschaft Energiebilanzen e.V. 2020; BP p.l.c. 2020).
Although the largest share of power generation is accounted for by onshore wind turbines, the offshore wind
energy sector has been able to show higher growth rates in recent years in some cases (Deutsche WindGuard
GmbH 2021a, 2021b; Fraunhofer Institute for Wind Energy Systems 2018). As a result, offshore wind farms
(OWF) are becoming increasingly important for the power supply and are therefore more relevant in terms of
security of supply.
While an individual wind turbine may not be a critical infrastructure in the true sense of the term, an OWF in its
entirety qualifies as a critical infrastructure (German Federal Ministry of the Interior 2009). It is assumed that the
failure of a large wind farm would have a similar impact as that of a conventional power plant (German Federal
Office for Information Security 2015). Wind farms in the North Sea meanwhile achieve power outputs of several
hundred megawatts, so that they are also formally considered critical infrastructures by the legislator (Verordnung
zur Bestimmung Kritischer Infrastrukturen nach dem BSI-Gesetz, 2016). Accordingly, the individual
infrastructure elements in offshore power generation and OWFs require an approach to evaluate and, if necessary,
increase their safety and security.
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The common approaches of risk analysis in the (wind) industry are sufficient for the consideration of technical
risks and hazards, but show considerable deficiencies in the analysis of socio-technical and highly complex,
interconnected systems. Since wind farms fulfill the criteria of complex infrastructures with regard to their
corresponding structures and a view to the entire life cycle of the wind farm (Dunović et al. 2014), the
implementation of more advanced methods for risk and threat analysis is required. To date, there is no holistic
approach to threat analysis of offshore infrastructures using probabilistic methods. Due to the specificities of these
offshore structures, this paper will present an approach by using Bayesian networks as they are able to deal with
high degrees of uncertainty and allow a reasonable estimation of the likelihood for probable attack vectors. As
such, the authors believe Bayesian networks can provide a building block for a holistic view of the threat
assessment for OWF.
The paper focuses on developing a probabilistic threat assessment model for this infrastructure by qualitatively
modeling the possible threat scenarios and a subsequent quantification of the individual nodes. In the paper, the
authors first outline the general structures of an OWF to introduce the topic and its relevance. They then discuss
some exemplary threat scenarios that have been qualitatively described. The subsequent development of a
qualitative model based on the knowledge of attack processes and wind farm systems provides the basis for the
development of a corresponding Bayesian network. Using two particular examples, the authors demonstrate how
to parameterize the network and what results the network might be capable of producing in the future, followed
by an outlook on potential future research and applications.
DESIGN, LAYOUT AND INFRASTRUCTURE ELEMENTS IN OWF

According to Sill Torres et al. (2020), OWF can be regarded as complex cyber-physical and socio-technical
systems. The wind farms consist of several subsystems and components, some of which interact with the other.
Besides the individual wind turbines used for power generation, the main components are the cable connections
within the wind farm. These connect the wind turbines to the offshore transformer substations located on offshore
platforms and, via a central undersea cable, to a transformer substation onshore that connects the wind farm to the
landside power grid. The connection between the wind turbines and the offshore platform can take the form of a
star-shaped cabling or branching of the individual wind turbines to the platform or it can be a ring-shaped
connection.
Besides this mere perspective on the infrastructure side, the control and maintenance processes are of particular
importance in the operation of a wind farm. Central control is provided by onshore control and operation centers.
Predominantly, automated control via Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) is used for this
purpose. The data automatically collected from each wind turbine is evaluated and used for planning maintenance
and repair activities. For these maintenance measures, personnel are deployed by vessels or helicopters from
onshore or the offshore transformer substations. A simplified depiction of the overall structure of an OWF is
shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Simplified representation of an OWF (Source: Sill Torres et al. 2020)

Of particular interest are the submarine cables connecting the OWF to the onshore substation and the offshore
platforms themselves. As central elements of the wind farm, these platforms carry the direct current or alternating
current substation. In Germany, mostly direct current substations are used, as they have a lower loss due to the
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long transmission distances.
The platforms themselves are divided into a substructure with a mooring for boats and ships and the so-called
topside with the living and recreation area for crew and maintenance personnel as well as the actual transformer
stations (Robak and Raczkowski 2018). The number of transformers depends on the size of the wind farm and
can vary accordingly. The upper deck of the platform usually has a helicopter platform in addition to workshops
and social rooms for the crew's stay and supplies. Depending on their location, the wind turbines or offshore
platforms are marked with lights to indicate that they are an obstruction to shipping and are also named and listed
accordingly on the freely available nautical charts.
THREAT SCENARIOS IN OWFS

OWFs face a variety of different threats. These can be of natural or anthropogenic origin, whereby the latter may
include technical failures as well (Carroll et al. 2016; Crabtree et al. 2015; Staggs et al. 2017). A comparatively
facile determination of probabilities can be made for natural threats in particular, since for extreme weather events,
for example, sufficient multi-year data such as wave height and wind speed are often at hand. Anthropogenic
threats, on the other hand, can be divided into accidents and deliberately caused incidents. In addition to accidents
involving ships and aircraft as well as accidents during normal operations of the offshore platforms, the installation
and disassembly phases in particular are likely to be associated with such safety-related incidents. In addition,
aging and failure-related events also play a role here. These unintentional events are also relatively easy to grasp
statistically and thus to evaluate, so that the established methods of risk analysis are usually sufficient here.
Intentionally caused, security-related events, however, cannot be statistically analyzed, because there is a lack of
sufficient data and because there are too complex relationships, especially for intended events, which are not easy
to resolve probabilistically (Brown and Cox 2011). In this paper, we will mainly focus on these events. These may
include minor incidents such as theft, but also intentional damaging, arson or unauthorized access to the facilities
and platforms by third parties. In addition to purely physical attacks using various means of attack, cyber-physical
threats in particular may pose a considerable danger in the future (Gabriel et al. 2018).
A common tool in the safety and security research is to design scenarios which are used to evaluate threats and
especially the efficacy of countermeasures (Dutch Ministry of Justice and Security, National Coordinator for
Security and Counterterrorism 2009; Kim and Cha 2012; Liu et al. 2012). Four exemplary security incidents or
rather scenarios have been identified for this paper. These are to be understood as a first approach to test the
usability of qualitative models and derived Bayesian networks for threat analysis. The scenarios presented
therefore serve as examples demonstration purposes and will have to be supplemented by further scenarios at a
later stage of the project.
For the example of an OWF four possible scenarios have been identified (Progoulakis and Nikitakos 2019). Each
of these scenarios was assigned a short qualitative description of the process and a short description of the attacker
and accordingly its characterization (c.f. attacker types in Gabriel et al. 2018). The exemplary scenarios including
the descriptions can be found in Table 1. The considerations are based on the working hypotheses from Gabriel
et al. (2017) with regard to the motivation and approach of possible attackers.
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Table 1. Exemplary scenarios and qualitative description

Qualitative description

Characterization of the attacker

Unauthorized
access

Out of curiosity one or more pleasure boaters
decide to enter an unmanned offshore platform.
Not all areas of a platform are CCTV monitored.
As they enter an area which is monitored, the staff
in the onshore control room gets aware of the
intruders. Via speakers installed on the platform,
the intruders are requested to leave the platform
and at the same time alarm is issued to the Coast
Guard.

Hobbyists usually neither have the
technical expertise nor the
equipment for complex attacks.
Nevertheless, vandalism can cause
considerable damage if adequate
security measures are not in place.

Helicopter crash

During the normal transfer of personnel, an
improvised explosive device (IED) ignites shortly
before the helicopter lands on the platform. Due to
the lack of inspections, the IED had been placed on
board of the helicopter unnoticed in a backpack by
a disgruntled employee. The crash of the helicopter
onto the platform causes a fire on the platform and
damage to its structure.

Internal attackers may be either
aware of the security measures and
could thus bypass them, or these
measures
only
take
effect
externally. The principle of
perimeter protection may be
applicable only to a limited extent.

IED attached to
platform structure

A group of attackers attaches an IED to the support
structure of the platform, which the attackers
approached using a rigid inflatable boat. The
explosive device is not detected in time. Therefore,
no countermeasures take place and the explosive
device detonates, leading to a failure of the
supporting structure.

This complex form of attack
requires an intelligent and
coordinated
approach
and
planning.
The
development/acquisition
of
expertise and the financing of such
operations is only feasible with
support of organized structures.

Vessel proximity
hazard

The maritime traffic control center notices a
change in the heading of a vessel and the
deactivation of its automatic identification system
(AIS) transponder. Attempts to contact the crew
are unsuccessful, whereupon the platform situated
ahead is notified and evacuated. The platform is
cleared before the ship arrives at the platform.

Using a ship as a weapon requires a
highly planned and orchestrated
approach. The necessary resources
and logistics can only be provided
by organized groups or stateaffiliated /-financed actors.

MODELLING ATTACK PROCESSES IN OWF

Qualitative process models were developed for each of these four scenarios. These process models describe the
steps required to achieve the respective objectives of an attack (Gabriel et al. 2017). This approach of using the
attacker's perspective has proven to be very feasible for qualitative modeling, but shows considerable
shortcomings when it comes to quantification of probabilities in Bayesian networks. As described above, it is
difficult or impossible to estimate valid probability values for intended attacks. Accordingly, it was necessary for
the development of Bayesian networks to adopt a perspective from the "defender's" point of view, i.e., from the
point of view of safeguarding the protection goals of the infrastructure. As could be determined from previous
research by Köpke et al. (2019), the protection goals of wind farm operators include:
•

accident prevention (avoidance of accidents between the plant and e.g. ships),

•

security (defense against e.g. attacks, vandalism),

•

compliance (respecting laws and regulations),

•

occupational safety (safety of people in the OWF),

•

environmental protection (protection of flora and fauna),

•

reputation (image of stakeholders),

•

plant safety (functioning of the OWF including operation and maintenance),

•

supply reliability (guarantee of energy supply),
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finance (monetary interests).

Qualitative Function Modeling

A common approach for the representation of complex systems or processes is the use of function models (FMs).
FMs are a structured representation of the functions, e.g. activities, actions, or operations, the elements of the
system or process contribute to its operation. The interaction between individual functions, usually represented
by connecting arrows, can be preconditions or flows of mass, energy or information.
Process models were developed for each of the four exemplary scenarios, which describe the process qualitatively
and from the perspective of an attacker. In each scenario, the objective is the successful execution of the respective
attack or action. The thick black arrows indicate the flow of main functions or process steps, while the dashed
arrows connect sub-processes, conditions or framework parameters for carrying out the actual process step.
Figure 2 depicts the example of unauthorized platform access. This scenario has been chosen, as only limited
technical equipment is necessary to execute this attack (Table 1). The only technical equipment required is a boat.
The knowledge that is needed for this attack covers knowledge with regard to navigate and steer a boat as well as
knowing the location of OWFs. The technical and knowledge requirements for a successful execution of the other
attack types by far exceeds that level of knowledge and abilities. This in turn highlights the comparatively low
threshold to successfully commit an unauthorized access and is the reason why it has been chosen to presented as
the example in this paper.

Figure 2. Qualitative function model of unauthorized access to platforms. Thick arrows indicate the flow of the main
functions, dashed arrows connecting supporting functions/pre-requisites
Bayesian Networks for Threat Assessment

Risk management generally consists of the following steps: risk identification, risk analysis, risk assessment and
subsequently risk treatment by the definition of countermeasures (DIN ISO 31000:2018-10). Hereby, the risk can
be assessed using a qualitative, semi-quantitative or quantitative method. A qualitative method for example is a
hazard and operability study (HAZOP). This method identifies risks by searching for deviations from the normal
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process using keywords like “less” or “more” (Mannan and Lees 2005). Semi-quantitative methods are methods
which still use verbal expressions but try to implement categories which can be compared (Brauner et al. 2014;
Gabriel et al. 2018). Quantitative methods may be able to deliver the most precise results. They aim at issuing risk
with a value which can be determined and ordered by size. Common quantitative methods are for example event
tree analysis or Bayesian networks (Zinke et al. 2020).
Bayesian Networks

Several different research disciplines use Bayesian networks (Ramirez Agudelo et al. 2020). Their strength is that
they can consider uncertain knowledge (Witte et al. 2020). Bayesian networks are used, for example, in plant
safety, especially for determining the spread of pollutants, but also in the maritime sector (Wan et al. 2019; Zinke
et al. 2020). Bayesian networks are probabilistic graphical models consisting of directed acyclic graphs. The nodes
of such graphs represent the systems variables as probability distributions (PDs), while the edges represent their
probabilistic dependencies. Thus, dependent nodes are represented by conditional probability distributions (CPDs)
of the form 𝑃(𝑣|𝑃𝑎(𝑣)), where 𝑃𝑎(𝑣) represents the parent nodes of a node 𝑣. The notation 𝑃(𝐵|𝐴) hereby
describes the (conditional) probability that the event B occurs under the condition that A occurred.
The probability of a system of variables 𝑣𝑖 … 𝑣𝑁 to be in a given state 𝑋 then is the combined probability of the
single variables to be in that respective state.
𝑁

𝑃(𝑋) = ∏ 𝑃 (𝑣𝑖 = 𝑥𝑖 |𝑃𝑎(𝑣𝑖 ))

(1)

𝑖=1

Since Bayesian networks allow to perform inference, i.e. to consider incomplete and uncertain evidence on
observed variables and thus dynamically update the marginal distributions of the missing ones, this makes them
especially useful for reasoning about the specific cause of the observations, as well as to estimate their
consequences. In the context of risk analysis, it makes them a useful tool to keep track of the current threat level.
The qualitative function models predetermine the structure of the resulting Bayesian network (c.f. section
Qualitative Function Modeling).
Modeling and Parametrization

Based on the above qualitative process model, a Bayesian network has been derived in multiple steps: First, the
functions of the qualitative process model have been used to describe the series of actions leading to a certain
threat to the OWF. Next, supporting functions and pre-requisites (like additional nodes describing the weather)
have been added to the network. Finally, the states and their respective conditional probabilities have to be
determined for each node.
Since no meaningful probabilities can be determined for some nodes (e.g., motivation of the offenders), these
should consequently be excluded from the analysis and the focus shifted to the preservation of the protection goals
by adopting the "defender" perspective. For some other nodes (e.g. skills of the offenders), in contrast, only the
distinction between qualitative categories like “high” and “low” is possible.
Depending on the node, different techniques were used to obtain the conditional probabilities: While there exists
a wide variety of high-quality quantitative data for e.g. any weather-related variables, some nodes need to be
defined further, based on scientific publications, technical literature or even expert judgement (Directive
2013/53/EU of 20 November 2013 on recreational craft and personal watercraft, 2013; Hu et al. 2019; Mell 2008;
Witte et al. 2020). The following examples shall illustrate these different approaches:
The node “Beaufort wind force ocean” describes the strength of the wind and depends only on the season. For the
present analysis, it is only of interest if it is too strong for an intruder to reach the platform, i.e. above six Beaufort.
The respective probabilities can be derived from weather data from the Copernicus Climate Change Service and
the second data set from the German Weather Service (German Meteorological Service 2021; Hersbach et al.
2018), by counting the points in time, in which the conditions of interest are actually reached in the respective
season. The datasets used in this case contains data for the period from January 2019 to February 2021 for a
previously determined reference point in the German North Sea north-west of the offshore island of Heligoland.
The time resolution of the datasets is one hour.
𝑝(𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒 > 6|𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑛 = 𝑠) =

#{𝑑 ∈ 𝐷|𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒(𝑑) > 6, 𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑛(𝑑) = 𝑠}
#{𝑑 ∈ 𝐷|𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑛(𝑑) = 𝑠}

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑑: 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠, #: 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑎 𝑔𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑛 𝑠𝑒𝑡
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The resulting conditional probabilities for the node “Beaufort wind force ocean” are depicted in Table 2. It can be
clearly stated that especially in winter the probability of wind forces above six Beaufort is significantly higher
than for summer or the other two seasons.
Table 2. Conditional probabilities for the node "Beaufort wind force ocean"
season

spring

summer

autumn

winter

below 6 Beaufort

0,9771

0,9968

0,9732

0,9119

above 6 Beaufort

0,0229

0,0032

0,0268

0,0881

wind force

For other nodes like “successful mooring on platform”, no representative data is openly available. It therefore
requires reasonable assumptions to describe its dependencies on its four parent nodes “offender’s knowledge”,
“type of boat”, “reach platform” and “suitable weather conditions for successful mooring”. Some of them can be
logically deducted from the processes (if the platform has not been reached, it is not possible to moor at the
platform, i.e. 𝑝(𝑚𝑜𝑜𝑟 ∨ 𝑛𝑜𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑) = 0) or from limit cases (if the weather conditions are not suitable it is not
possible to moor at the platform, i.e. 𝑝(𝑚𝑜𝑜𝑟 ∨ 𝑢𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑤𝑒𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠) = 0).
If the weather conditions for the type of boat are moderate, the probability depends on the knowledge of the
offender. With a higher degree of assumed knowledge, the probability for successful mooring rises. An extract of
conditional probabilities is presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Extract of conditional probabilities for the node "successful mooring at the platform"

(M= Monohull, C=Catamaran)
reach platform

yes

type of boat

Monohull (M)

offender’s
knowledge

High

Suitable weather
conditions

Yes

Successful
mooring

Medium
Moderate
for…
M

C

no

Yes

low

Moderate
for…
M

C

no

Yes

Moderate
for…
M

C

no

yes

1

0,75

0

0

1

0,6

0

0

1

0,5

0

0

no

0

0,25

1

1

0

0,4

1

1

0

0,5

1

1

As can be seen from the table excerpt, suitable weather is assumed to have a significant influence on the probability
of a successful landing and this influence exceeds the influence of an attacker's individual skills or knowledge.
RESULTS

Following the approaches describes in the above sections, the software GeNIe was used to generate the Bayesian
network shown in Figure 3. This depiction of a Bayesian network for the scenario of unauthorized access considers
the qualitative dependencies from Figure 2 and quantifies them in a reasonable manner. In its current state of
development, the network consists of 14 nodes and 21 edges. Once the offenders have boarded the platform, the
countermeasures have to be actively taken to preserve the security goals. This in turn means that the threat has
occurred, which ends the determination of probability values by the Bayesian network.
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Figure 3. Bayesian network for the threat of unauthorized access to the platform
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Using this network, a case study has been carried out as a first test of the Bayesian network. To do so, the states
of two nodes are considered to be known, namely the nodes “offenders” and “season”. The first one has been
chosen because from previous research it was assumed that the knowledge of the attacker or offender is important
for the success of an attack (Gabriel et al. 2017). The second parameter has been chosen because suitable weather
conditions are a key factor for a successful arrival at the offshore platforms.
The resulting probability values for the different cases considered in the case study are outlined in Table 4. The
overall probability for a successful boarding of the platforms are higher during summer than in winter. However,
the knowledge of the offender is crucial to exploit this advantage, as low knowledge will most likely lead to the
failure of his attack in any case. In this context, it should be noted that because the qualitative model and the
resulting Bayesian network have not yet been validated, the statements can only provide indications. As the subject
of further research, these must be substantiated and tested.
Table 4. Probability for successful boarding depending on the season and the knowledge of the offenders
Probability for
successful boarding

summer

winter

Yes

No

Yes

No

High

82,5%

17,5%

54,8%

45,2%

Medium

40,3%

59,7%

26,5%

73,5%

Low

0,3%

99,7%

0,3%

99,7%

Knowledge

OUTLOOK AND CONCLUSION

The previous research results show that it seems to be possible in principle to determine a threat level for offshore
infrastructures and wind farms based on the environmental parameters and capabilities of the attackers or
offenders. For the scenario introduced previously, first indications of a possible influence of the various
parameters are already provided by the Bayesian network. For example, it can be seen that, depending on the
season, the probability of reaching the offshore platforms in the cold seasons is lower than in the warm season.
At the same time, the influence of capabilities and wind in particular seem to be of considerable importance for
the threat level.
The currently limiting factor is the availability of sufficiently valid probability values for some nodes and edges.
In addition to the availability of information, the increasing complexity of the network with the incorporation of
additional parameters has to be examined further. For example, the node “offender’s knowledge” could be further
separated. Surely the knowledge of the offender influences the outcome of the attack. But only because a possible
offender knows how to moor at a platform that doesn’t necessary mean that the person is able to moor at the
platform. Accordingly, a distinction between theoretical and practical or procedural knowledge seems advisable.
Using this node as an example, it is apparent that a major problem in Bayesian networks is their validation. The
as yet open question of the approach presented here remains the validation of both the qualitative process model
on which the Bayesian network is based and the Bayesian network itself. If sufficient information about the
network is known, this could be used or a comparison with real events could be performed. However, if, as in the
example presented in this paper, the lack of real events and thus of data does not allow validation in the common
way, a new solution has to be developed.
For the planned future expansion, it is therefore necessary to involve experts in order to make more meaningful
estimates for the probability values of nodes that cannot yet be determined from the literature or from data. At the
same time, limitations are also apparent in the application of Bayesian networks in general. For example, the
Bayesian network can only ever determine the probability value for the current situation. An estimation of future
developments is therefore only possible to a limited extent, whereby the use of dynamic Bayesian networks could
offer a worthwhile possibility to at least partially overcome this limitation.
Within the research project ARROWS, it is planned to extend the approach presented here to further scenarios
and to link the Bayesian network with other already existing models. This means that e.g. for current wave heights
no more probability values have to be determined, but these data can be fed in real time from existing weather
models. On this basis, the current threat situation can be predicted even more accurately and future developments
can be predicted more precisely. Thus, a set of Bayesian networks should ultimately contribute to support wind
farm operators in assessing their current state of security and to assist in the implementation of situation-adapted
security measures. A possible further development to evaluate the effectiveness of safety measures also seems
worth considering. In conclusion, Bayesian networks can make a valuable contribution to the security of critical
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and complex infrastructures, but a meaningful assessment of intentional threats and attacks is only possible in
conjunction with other methods (Ezell et al. 2010).
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ABSTRACT

Emergencies are management challenges, and emergency exercises that involve multiple collaborating parties is
a means towards mastering them. Such exercises are often conducted in a virtual training environment based on
complex disaster scenarios. The reported study was carried out using a requirement-focused design approach. The
aim was to describe and discuss a relevant design for lean, dynamic, and cost-efficient emergency management
exercise systems. Data were gathered from a literature study and analyses of earlier emergency management
projects in which the authors had participated. Despite the complexity of many current emergency management
exercises, the scenarios usually involve only the response phases and have a linear structure that hinders both
didactic aspects and the software structure. The conclusion drawn from the study is that an emergency
management exercise model should focus on managing the activities that correspond to alternatives that unfold
from a dynamic scenario. Finally, the authors recommend the principles of alternate reality games as a way
towards more dynamic and cost-efficient emergency exercise systems.
Keywords

Emergency management exercises, vulnerability assessment, non-linear emergency exercise model, Norwegian–
Swedish cross-border collaboration, gaining security symbiosis (GSS) projects.
INTRODUCTION

Emergencies ranging from everyday events to large-scale disasters pose management challenges. Different
emergencies create different demands with respect to response organizations and to the solutions to the tasks at
hand. The notion of four disaster phases—preparedness, response, recovery, and mitigation—has been a guiding
framework for emergency management and emergency research since the 1970s. Researchers have used these
categories to organize their findings, while practitioners have relied on them in efforts to improve their capacity
to manage emergencies (Neal, 1997; Adams, 2002). Briefly, preparedness is about planning and training for
managing emergencies, response concerns taking actions to prevent harm when the emergency occurs, recovery
refers to measures taken to normalize the situation and increase safety, and mitigation is about preventing
emergencies (Neal, 1997).
Emergency response organizations, such as police, fire services, and ambulance and emergency units, usually
focus their training efforts on preparedness and response, whereas significantly fewer exercises concern mitigation
and recovery. Exercises for all four emergency management phases (Figure 1) can be carried out as part of fullscale emergency exercises or as desktop exercises with varying levels of complexity and sophistication regarding
simulation and data equipment. In this paper we explore the general requirements for structuring an emergency
management exercise system that is lean, in the sense of sparse with respect to the system development efforts
needed and the requirements for specialized equipment that are reusable and dynamic, and thus cost-efficient.
In central Scandinavia, neighboring counties close to the border between Sweden and Norway share several
challenges. The border region is large and has a small population. At 53,120 km2, the area of the border
municipalities in the counties of Trøndelag and Jämtland is larger than, for example, Switzerland (Figure 4), and
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in 2020 the population of the border municipalities was only 83,330 and decreasing (Statistics Norway, 2021;
Statistics Sweden, 2021). The high number of tourists places a disproportionate burden on health services and
rescue services. Distances are long and in the case of an emergency, the nearest form of assistance may be located
across the border. Hence, these are strong incentives for transboundary collaboration in the field of emergency
response. The research reported in this paper has been carried out in the three phases (2011–2014, 2015–2018 and
2018–2021) of the research project Gaining Security Symbiosis (GSS), which was run jointly between Sweden
and Norway, with the aim of gaining new knowledge about cooperation between central risk and crisis actors in
Sweden and Norway. The project members have been responsible for arranging several emergency exercises and
have observed and evaluated other. The overall goal of the ongoing project is to contribute to increased security
for residents and visitors to the border region.
An identified problem that motivated the study is that the relatively expensive crisis management exercises have
had weak results and poor learning outcomes (Borodzicz & Van Haperen, 2002; Borell & Eriksson, 2013).
Furthermore, in exercises the emphasis has tended to be placed on the operational crisis management, while the
ability to deal with the far-reaching consequences of crisis situations has been neglected. The exercise concept
needs to be developed to include, also the preventive and recovery phases, which in practice implies that more
actors need to be included (Kvarnlöf et al., 2017). Exercises are repeatedly mentioned as an important activity,
but time and opportunity are limiting factors (Borglund & Granholm, 2020). COVID-19, which has prevented the
implementation of exercises involving a physical presence, has increased the relevance of crisis management
exercises.
Conventional response exercises are necessary to build preparedness. However, in effect, an additional demand
exists for flexible training arrangements that allow for other than search and rescue organizations to engage and
for persons with a variety of responsibilities to “meet” and train.
ITC tools may be a means of bringing more people together for exercise purposes, as they can facilitate processes
across geographical distances, allowing for collaboration, instruction, and learning. This has been and still is at
the core of the GSS projects. As the ability to respond to unknown specific threats may be viewed as depending
on the general level of preparedness, ITC tools developed for emergency exercises typically fall between two
extremes. According to the Federal Emergency Management Agency in the USA, they can be very specific, such
as the “Cyber Ready Community Game” (FEMA, 2020a), which was developed to allow organizations to explore
how to protect essential services against cyber incidents within certain limiting factors, such as budget and time
constraints and available facilities. At the opposite end of the spectrum, also from FEMA, there is the
“Preparedness Toolkit” (FEMA, 2020a), which is a set of generic tools that allow organizations to facilitate their
own exercises such as workshops and tabletop exercises. The GSS Emergency Exercise system (Asproth et al.,
2014) has a similar focus, allowing participating organizations to prepare and conduct their own exercises
remotely.
GSS1, the first GSS project, aimed to create an emergency exercise facilitation system prototype based on
conventional web-technologies. The system’s main purpose was to allow the researchers to gain insight into
communication issues across languages, professions, and physical barriers. In GSS2 the prototype was further
developed to allow researchers and stakeholders to carry out distributed emergency exercises, and thus not
requiring participants to be absent from their daily tasks at their local workplaces. The third iteration of the project,
GSS3, has aimed to evaluate the results of the two prior projects and target the further development efforts
accordingly.
The aim of the study presented in this paper was to describe and discuss relevant design topics for a lean, dynamic,
and cost-effective emergency exercise system. Exercise systems of this type are not common. The important
research question to answer was what the general structural requirements could be for a lean, reusable, dynamic,
and cost-efficient emergency training system.
The results from an analysis of earlier GSS projects and the literature study contributed some preliminary
guidelines for improving the current emergency exercises. These guidelines, which we concretize in a framework
for exercises (Figure 5), should be regarded in the next generation of emergency exercises in cross-border
collaboration between Norway and Sweden. It would be of interest for future research to evaluate emergency
response exercises in which these guidelines are implemented.
EXTENDED BACKGROUND

To summarize some key background topics, we have divided this background section into three parts
(subsections). The first part looks at several theoretical models for disaster and emergency event management. In
the various GSS projects, the choice has been the globally well-known emergency management cycle, also known
as the FEMA model (FEMA, 2020b), in which emergency management is viewed as a cyclic process. In the
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second part, cross-sectoral collaboration is explained as an important principle in the sparsely populated central
Scandinavian counties along the border between Sweden and Norway. Involvement of more stakeholder groups
in exercises may make emergency services response more effective, and it may lay the foundation for
encompassing the recovery and mitigation phases of the emergency management cycle. Lastly, in the third part
we focus on alternate reality game design as an interesting area that might have concepts that can be used to
reinforce current emergency exercises.
The emergency management cycle

To understand the dynamics of disasters and emergencies, the identification of emergency phases has been an
important approach used by both practitioners and scholars since the 1930s (Neal, 1997). Carr (1932) argues that
all social change, including that which is forced upon a community by a disaster, follows a distinct sequential
pattern. Disasters start with a preliminary period during which the destructive forces are under way. The next
phase is a dislocation and disorganization period in which disaster strikes. This phase passes into a readjustment
and reorganization phase, a third phase during which the community responds to the impact and institutionalized
agencies gradually become involved. In events in which the coordination of community life is disrupted, a fourth
phase, a phase of delayed confusion, lasts until recovery plans start to have an effect and readjustment is set in
motion and continues until a new equilibrium is reached.
There are several models for emergency management, each with specific advantages and drawbacks. Haas et al.
(1977) hold that preparation, response, recovery, and mitigation are four distinct functions, not temporal phases,
that need to be managed to avoid events or reduce the impact. These lines of thought have been incorporated in
the emergency management cycle (FEMA, 2020b) that is based on the National Governors Association’s guide
to Comprehensive Emergency Management (Whittaker et al., 1979). According to the guide, emergency-related
activities tend to cluster into phases that are related by time and function, and that are relevant for all types of
disasters. These activity clusters are mitigation, preparation, response, and recovery. The cyclic activity
orientation of the model differs from the rather deterministic sequence pattern argued by Carr (1932), both by
leaving more room for human agency and by placing emphasis on planning and training as ways forward to be
better prepared for the next emergency. The model has since been adopted by Scandinavian authorities and the
FEMA, among other. It has also been modified to encompass activities or functions not anticipated by the National
Governors Association.
Our study was based on the ambition that emergency management exercises should be structured to encompass
all phases of the FEMA model. The phase order differs in research studies (Neal, 1997; Adams, 2002), but
according to the FEMA the phase order is (1) Preparedness, (2) Response, (3) Recovery, and (4) Mitigation, as
depicted in Figure 1:
1) Preparedness:
The essence of this phase is to take the risk that has been identified and, after mitigating it, start to prepare
for all kinds of scenarios, even the unthinkable. If a disaster occurs, the involved stakeholders should be
able to get through it safely, and to respond effectively.
2) Response:
This phase begins when a state of emergency threatens or is detected. All prepared plans should be put
into action, involving the mobilization of staff, and the positioning of emergency equipment.
3) Recovery:
This phase consists of the rebuilding after a disaster, a long-term process in which the public and private
sectors work together. The phase also includes psychological counselling for disaster survivors and the
relatives of those who did not survive.
4) Mitigation:
FEMA describes mitigation efforts as “those which try to eliminate or reduce the impact of a hazard,
such as the traditional lightning rod,” and as the actions “taken to reduce or eliminate the long-term risk
to human life and property from natural hazards” (FEMA, 2020b)
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Figure 1. The FEMA four phase emergency management cycle (FEMA, 2020b).

Cross-sectoral collaboration

Emergency exercises are considered by both researchers and practitioners as a valuable tool for testing and
strengthening emergency management capacity. In a review of studies of emergency exercises, Kvarnlöf et al.
(2017) argue that emergency management and emergency exercises have become more complex and crosssectoral. However, there is still an overrepresentation of accident scene exercises. Kvarnlöf et al. (2017) advocate
that exercises concepts should be developed to include the preventive and recovery phases and that actors with
diverse backgrounds need to be included in exercises. In an explorative study of how actors from different
backgrounds may contribute differently to dealing with emergency situations, Danielsson (2016) investigated how
personnel from the police, the emergency services, and a nursing home would act in potentially dangerous
situations. She found that the positive contribution from lay people’s understanding of emergency situations, based
on their knowledge, might make responses more effective. When emergency organizations are called in to handle
emergency situations, they enter organizational fields of which they have little knowledge and in which they meet
people with good knowledge of the field but with limited knowledge of emergencies. Emergency response
professionals respond to what is known to them and therefore need to train in emergency situations together with
people from other groups in order to gain access to knowledge about their home grounds. Emergencies often take
place in settings that are workplaces or otherwise familiar grounds to other groups than the emergency
professionals, and cross-sectoral training will raise awareness and knowledge of unfamiliar situations among the
professionals and increase competence about emergency situations among the other groups that participate.
Alternate reality games

As in the case of certain types of computer games, immersion is an important element of virtual emergency
exercises to stimulate engagement and quality learning outcome. As pointed out by Y. F. Chen et al. (2008), smallscale individual-task training exercises in highly controlled environments could decrease realism and immersion.
At the same time, it has been reported that complex and costly emergency exercises have not delivered the
expected learning outcomes (Kvarnlöf et al., 2017). For emergency exercises, as an alternative genre to
educational games, alternate reality games (ARG) may be an interesting, realistic, and lean alternative.
In the space between costly high realism simulations and oversimplified cheap games, ARGs are designed to
challenge the player with real-world tasks instead of multimedia extensive fantasy game worlds. ARGs should be
designed for the player to get more out of real life, as opposed to fantasy games that are played to escape reality.
As a genre, ARGs involve several learning stimulating elements, such as realistic and immersive narration,
problem solving, and collaborative learning with peer communication (Moseley, 2012). The combination of storydriven game structures in ARGs (Stenros et al., 2011), and the ARG potential of acting as virtual platforms for
collaborative learning (Bonsignore et al., 2012), makes the ARG concept a promising source of inspiration for the
design of lean and cost-efficient digital emergency exercises.
For our study, the ARG genre is a promising approach and allows for the ambition that emergency management
exercises can take place on different platforms depending on the situation and the role of the participants, and that
participants will be able to alter the narrative during the exercise. Thus far, our framework has not been fully
developed as an ARG exercise.
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METHOD

The study was conducted with an approach inspired by the design science framework outlined by Johannesson
and Perjons (2014), which is reproduced in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Phases in the design science research framework. Adapted from Johannesson & Perjons (2014, p. 77).

Design science studies do not always involve all five phases of the method framework depicted in Figure 2. Our
study was conducted as a requirement-focused design science project, with a focus on the first two phases only:
explicating the problem and defining the requirements. This type of design science study starts with an existing
problem, explicates the problem and defines the requirements for building a new artefact or updating an existing
artefact. In requirement-focused design science research, the artefact design is only outlined and does not involve
artefact demonstration or artefact evaluation (Johannesson & Perjons, 2014). Extending the study by going
through with the third, fourth and fifth phases, respectively developing the artefact prototype, testing it in an
exercise, and evaluating the outcome, was first carried out in February 2021 and will be reported later.
Data collection

Data were gathered through a combination of a literature study and analyses of data from earlier GSS projects.
The gathering of requirements was done with the aim of creating a foundation for future work, in which the
remaining phases shown in Figure 2 will be executed. This future work will involve the updating and evaluation
of the training system that has been developed in the earlier projects, GSS1 and GSS2. The literature study focused
on the FEMA cycle, cross-border collaboration, and alternate reality games, and the findings are presented above,
in the section “Extended background.”
Communications data from emergency exercises were ordered chronologically and analyzed using content
analysis (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005). For this paper, we investigated emergency radio communication from the
Norwegian-Swedish ISI (Inter-System Interface) exercise conducted in November 2016 that was monitored as
part of the GSS2 project.
The ISI 2016 exercise comprised two incidents: (1) a bus accident in Norway involving a Norwegian bus, a
Swedish bus, and a stolen Norwegian car that left the scene in the direction of Sweden; (2) a subsequent accident
in Sweden, where the stolen car had been driven into the ditch, and the driver and potentially any injured
passengers had fled the scene. A total of 1015 radio voice calls within 196 communication exchanges were
analyzed. Categories of calls and exchanges were developed based on the data, rather than defined beforehand.
Several communication exchanges might have taken place simultaneously, and the individual communication
threads were identified through the content analysis. For the second of the incidents, police moved their
communication to a talk group that the project did not monitor, and consequently our records of this part of the
exercise are less complete, and with a blind spot on the coordination of search activities that was taking place at
the scene of the second incident. At the scene of the bus accident, most communication was spoken person to
person. During exercises, it is known that some radio communications were often conducted using other
communication channels than Nødnett-Rakel talk groups. for example, personnel use cell phones when talk groups
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are crowded or to send photos of an incident. During the ISI exercise, however, cell phone communication was
difficult due to poor mobile coverage.
EXPERIENCES FROM PREVIOUS GSS PROJECTS

During the GSS1 and GSS2 projects, a team from Nord University and Mid Sweden University made efforts to
create a digital, web-based emergency management training system. The computer-based training tool consisted
of well-known, industry-standard, open web technology (Linux, Apache webserver, MySQL database, and PHP
server-side scripting). Participants in the projects included personnel from all levels within central Scandinavian
emergency response organizations (operational, tactical, and strategic levels representing the supply side, and
participants representing the demand side), the municipalities, county officials, and electric power companies
(Asproth et al., 2014, Ekker, 2016).
The GSS emergency exercise system presents an emergency scenario to respond to and allow for communication
between the participants who may be in their everyday working environment. To date, scenarios have been
conventionally highly structured. They have included different types of media elements to illustrate or give
specific information about the scenario events. The system has been built to record written communication
between the participants, aggregate data about how the participants collaborate and communicate, and to allow
for different ways of presenting information about the exercise. The main purpose of the data recording during
the exercises has been to investigate how different parties communicate across organizational, language, and
regional boundaries, and national borders.
The modelling concept for the GSS1 and GSS2 emergency exercise system uses a linear model (Figure 3), based
on a generalized idea of the progress of an exercise or a catastrophic event. The model uses a fixed scenario
manuscript and set of events, and the participants’ goal is to respond to one situation or event at the time. New
situations and events are strictly monitored and managed by the exercise management team.

Figure 3. Linear model for developing the front end of the emergency exercise used in GSS1 and GSS2.

Exercise scenarios usually involve several elements, with the intention to stretch the capacities of the participating
organizations and stimulate collaboration. In the context of Norway and Sweden, the scenario events usually will
be located near the border, and the events will ideally have a character that make them shared responsibilities and
that involve victims from both countries. This will require participants to open communication that extends
beyond the normal chains of command to agencies across the border. Subsequent developments to the exercise
will add new tasks that further stretch capacities and that demand collaboration or new information to be added
that require reconfiguration of the response.
From 2013 to 2016, the Inter System Interoperability for Tetra-TetraPol Networks (ISITEP) project aimed to
improve cross-national emergency communication in Europe. TETRA talk-group communication applied across
national emergency communication systems enables half-duplex communication between personnel from
different countries. This implies that a user from one country that is transmitting can be heard by all others in the
same talk group, irrespective of nationality. The first operational connecting of two national TETRA systems, the
Norwegian Nødnett and the Swedish Rakel, was done during a large transboundary emergency exercise in
Meråker Municipality, Norway, in November 2016. The exercise that was the most thoroughly documented of all
exercises documented by the GSS project. The GSS system was applied to document radio communication
between the officers from Norwegian and Swedish public protection and disaster relief organizations (fire
departments, emergency medical services (EMS) and regional EMS communication centers, the police, and civil
protection). Five talk groups assigned for the exercise were observed.
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Figure 4. Location of the November 2016 ISITEP exercise, with participating hospitals, and the counties of
Trøndelag, Jämtland and Västernorrland that participated in the GSS project.

Following research on emergency radio communication, Borglund & Granholm (2020) identified the main content
categories as information about the incident, communication about operational decisions, safety issues, and
information and questions of a geographic nature. Our study of the recorded communication during the ISI
exercise revealed that it is possible to follow distinct activities within an exercise and in many instances identify
the start and termination of activities. However, the activities do not take place in an orderly sequence. After the
alarm is sounded, many things happen at the same time. Consequently, it is problematic to report what is
happening in terms of phases. Because many different things are ongoing simultaneously, it is more informative,
and in line with Haas et al. (1977), to describe them as several distinct activities that are being managed and
coordinated simultaneously. The experiences from the ISI exercises suggest that except for a distinct alarming
phase, it is difficult structure events sequentially. We identified distinct tasks that were attended to, but they did
not follow in chronological order (Table 1).
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Table 1. Chronology and topics that were communicated on Nødnett-Rakel emergency radio during the NorwegianSwedish ISI exercise in November 2016.

Start

Topics in radio communication

End

Incident 1. Bus accident involving two buses, caused by persons in a stolen car who has
fled the scene after the accident.
11.07

Alarm. Accident involving two buses near the Sweden–Norway border.

11.17

11.07

Mobilization of resources.

11.40

11.11

Units move out. Communication between units about who are moving out. Preparations
for what awaits the crews at the scene of the accident.

11.26

11.12

Coordination of radio communication.

13.26

11.22

First situation reports from crew at the site of the accident. Conveys scope more accurately.

11.37

11.33

Rescue. First responders move in. Coordination of resources on-site. Geographic
coordination at the scene of the accident–parking, maneuvering, where to send crews and
ambulances. Reporting of what different crews do. At 12.23 the operations manager for
the medical units reports that he no longer has a complete overview, at 12.28 that there is
chaos at the scene of the accident. Radio communication peaks between 12.40 and 12.45.

13.36

11.40

Coordination between EMS communication center and on-site incidence management.
Regional incidence management informs on-site management about what resources will
be available for treatment of the injured.

12.14

11.52

Transportation. Communication about transportation of the injured (vehicles, helicopters,
buses) and where they are to be transported. Communication about the requirements of the
injured during transportation. Directions for returning emergency vehicles and air
ambulances.

13.37

12.08

Search. Communication about search for potentially missing people.

13.09

12.14

Traffic management.

13.25

12.24

Patients on the way. Coordination between ambulances and EMS communication center
and hospitals about numbers of patients under transportation, the patients’ condition and
their destination. Communication between on-site command and EMS communication
center about the number of injured and the care requirements for the injured and others
who have been involved.

13.35

12.36

Rescue completed. Situation reports, all injured under transportation or waiting for
transport, reports of mortalities. Communication about catering for the personnel.

13.28

12.38

Clearance work.

13.24

Incident 2. Search for persons from the hit-and-run car.
11.33

Alarm that stolen car that caused the bus accident escaped in the direction of Sweden.

12.34

Escaped car identified in Sweden, redirection of police units towards location.

12.34

12.35

Mobilization of resources. Redirection of units from incident 1.

13.19

12.39

Coordination of radio communication.

12.40

12.50

Situation reports about incident, potential number of persons and injuries, search activity.

13.06

On-site activities coordinated on police talk group that was not monitored by project.
13.12

Direction of ambulance to the scene of the accident.

13.28

13.30

Report about apprehension of missing persons.

13.30

Communication is an essential part of the exercise, and the radio communication that can be observed reflects the
events on the ground well and can be used to monitor the event. For example, the first responders tend to report
by radio when an activity is terminated, and consequently, that exact time is logged. However, some blind angles
exist. For example, people on scene will communicate directly with each other if possible, and the persons in
charge of the different emergency response units will gather with the commander in charge on-site to discuss how
to proceed. Furthermore, in some situations, the personnel will use cell phones instead of emergency radio
communication. For example, during the Norwegian-Swedish ISI exercise in 2016, despite poor mobile coverage,
cell phones were used to transmit photo-documentation.
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When the alarm is sounded, resources are mobilized and coordinated, and information about the incident is
exchanged. Thus, a distinct introductory phase can be observed. The ending of the exercise also has distinct
features characterized by communication about activities such as clearing up the scene and letting traffic through.
However, the overall picture is that communication splits into many threads that simultaneously guide and follow
the different activities that take place. Information about the units and their work is transmitted throughout the
operation, as are operational decisions.
The GSS emergency exercise system allows for documentation of communication and for graphical presentation.
However, in order to learn from what has taken place during an exercise and to understand how decisions are
made and events evolve, it is desirable to be able to follow the individual communication threads. However,
because the system is structure linearly and not designed to differentiate between communication threads, this
will be difficult and time consuming.
We have elaborated on how emergency exercises tend to be highly scripted and structured, and focused on
improving preparedness capacity through exercising response. Usually, exercises involve only the agencies and
offices with direct responsibilities during emergencies, while the public are the object of rescue or assistance.
Considering the present COVID-19 crisis, pandemics tend to score high on both likelihood and impact in risk
matrixes. Hence, it could be expected that response organizations are prepared for such specific events. However,
during the crisis the whole population has taken responsibility to reduce spread of the disease. This demonstrates
that the regular crisis response apparatuses need to collaborate with lay persons and organizations during crises.
The COVID-19 pandemic has also demonstrated the adequacy of systems that facilitate emergency management
exercises that do not require participant to be gathered at the same place.
The GSS emergency exercise system requires those who participate in an exercise to make decisions on how to
manage a developing situation as it is presented in a scenario. Responses are given in writing and must be directed
to a receiver, which may be other units in the participant’s own organization or in other organizations. Typically,
exercises set up complex temporal scenarios based on a finite number of singular events, in which a limited
number of persons are involved in activities based on one or few individuals’ perceptions of that event. The
linearity of the system requires that the scenario stimulates a certain response that leads to the next scenario
element, and so forth, in a manner that is consistent with existing emergency response plans. This makes it difficult
for an exercise to sidetrack into alternative but conceivable courses of action. It also makes it difficult to include
the element of uncertainty that is involved in collaborating with groups from outside the professional apparatus,
who may respond in ways that conflict with the exercise playbook. Last, linearity of the system rules out the longterm and often political perspectives involved in recovery and mitigation.
The GSS project has shown that a lean emergency exercise system can add elements to emergency management
exercises that are innovative, such as distributed training and facilitation for asynchronous training. However, for
the reasons outlined above, it is not well adapted for the many divergent scenarios that may unfold from one
emergency, and it is not adapted for collaboration across the divide between professional responders and other
impacted groups or officials who must be involved in longer term processes.
DISCUSSION

In the perspective that emergency management is full cycle, also encompassing the recovery and mitigation
phases, we argue that emergency management training should facilitate involvement of a broad range of
participants, including civil groups together with the emergency response organizations. During training,
participants should interact, aiming towards finding solutions to mitigation, preparedness, response, and recovery
challenges. Mitigation, preparedness, response, and recovery cannot be fully trained in one exercise. Nevertheless,
we need training methods with an all-encompassing potential, and that facilitate exploration of many types of
difficult emergency situations. Furthermore, a broad range of participants should be involved in finding solutions
to the challenges.
To stimulate cross-sectoral collaboration (Danielsson, 2016), we suggest a model based on the following premises:
a)

Emergency management is about decisions, communication, and coordination regarding distinct but
parallel activities.

b) Learning from exercises will be enhanced through access to the individual threads of communication.
c)

Mitigation, preparedness, response, and recovery are included.

d) Stakeholders other than professional emergency response organizations participate.
We suggest a practice based on questions that allow for exploration of emergency situations involving different
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stakeholder groups. Each group would explore the vulnerabilities that from their perspective may ensue from a
scenario, and elaborate the responses that each vulnerability calls for, short-term and long-term. In that context,
vulnerability would mean susceptibility to harm (Adger, 2006). The questions that we propose are:
1.

What will happen if?
A scenario is presented for the participants.

2.

How will events unfold?
Participants reason and discuss the situation to explore potential development of the situation, as relevant
for the group they are representing.

3.

Who are vulnerable in the situation?
Participants make assessment and identify vulnerabilities, as relevant for the group they are representing.

4.

Who will respond, and how?
Participants identify responsibilities regarding the situation and determine alternative/complementary
courses of action to mitigate or alleviate the imminent situation.

5.

What can we learn so far?
Evaluation. Identify resources, operation and collaboration needed to manage situation. Alternatively,
identify resource gaps, inoperativeness and barriers to collaboration that worsen the situation.

A framework for how an exercise built around these questions may proceed is depicted in Figure 5. Repetition of
the procedure allows for exploration of the new situation based on first iteration and so on. The scenario for a
further iteration should, in line with ARG principles, be adapted to the outcome of the previous iteration. By
following this routine, participants in exercises will collaboratively be able to build scenarios based on sparse
initial inputs rather than follow a linearly scripted manual, and they will be able to explore vulnerabilities and
feasible short-term and long-term responses.

Figure 5. Framework leading towards a structured dynamic model for cross-sectoral emergency and vulnerability
exploration.

Our suggestion is that lean and cost-efficient emergency exercises could be built around the principles used in
alternate reality games (ARGs) and found in the literature study, and that these principles could be implemented
in the next version of the GSS technological platform for emergency exercises. Emphasis should be on developing
slim, flexible, and asynchronous emergency training systems that allow users to modify scenarios without changes
having to be made to the program code. The structure should also prevent the issue with exercises that become
obsolete in just a few years and instead allow parts of scenarios mapped to phases in the FEMA cycle to be reused
in new emergency exercise scenarios.
Furthermore, it seems important to stick to the fundamental ARG ideas about realism and immersion, but also to
extend the concept of individual tasks (Y. F. Chen et al., 2008) to collaborative exercises with rich peer
communication opportunities (Moseley, 2012). It might also be of interest to try to increase exercise participants’
engagement by adding the motivational effect identified in digital game-based learning (Y. C. Chen, 2017; Breien
& Wasson, 2020). Our recommendation is to design virtual emergency exercises with the modern serious game
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idea of building games designed for a purpose beyond entertainment, but that despite the serious purpose the
games should still be entertaining and fun (Wilkinson, 2016).
CONCLUSIONS

Our study aimed at describing a relevant design for a lean, dynamic, and cost-efficient emergency exercise system,
by asking what the general requirements for the structuring of such a system could be. Emergency management
exercises, including those in which the GSS project has been involved, tend to focus on building preparedness by
training emergency response among professional responders. Scripted in accordance with emergency management
plans, the exercises have limitations regarding involving other stakeholder groups and regarding the long-term
perspectives of recovery and mitigation. For these reasons, there is a need for cross-sector emergency management
training that encompasses recovery and mitigation.
The suggested lean and cost-efficient emergency management exercise model should have a focus on management
activities that correspond to the alternatives that unfold from a dynamic scenario. Experience, if acted upon, can
reduce procedural frustration in times of emergency, when responsible, fast decisions and follow-up are needed,
and thus improve future preparedness and response.
Based on the findings and suggestions presented in this paper, a novel and improved approach to emergency
management exercises could be to incorporate not only the linear exercise scenario with a subsequent debriefing,
but also the preliminary exploration of the situation and its inherited risks and vulnerabilities. A natural extension
of this approach would be to add a structured review of the entire exercise, and the participants’ responses to the
events and development of the scenarios during the exercise. Such a review could then be used as direct input to
improve future exercises based on the same general structure.
According to the design science framework depicted in Figure 2, the next steps will be to (1) implement the
insights from the study presented here, and (2) demonstrate and evaluate the artefact. Based on the vulnerability
exploration, and with inspiration from the studied alternate reality game principles, new scenarios should be
created and tested by various stakeholders in emergency management. The plan is to carry this out during the final
part of the GSS3 project with a user test administered during the Norwegian-Swedish Border Rescue Council
(Grenseredningsrådet) meeting in 2021.
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ABSTRACT

The resilience of water supply infrastructure (WSI) is of utmost importance as threats to predominantly, although
not exclusively, urban WSI may accompany virtually all kinds of natural disasters. In this paper, we present some
of the challenges posed by climate change in modeling emergencies in WSIs. Climate change is a global
phenomenon that significantly impacts global lifestyle. It is expected that an increase in global temperatures
causes sea levels to rise, increases the number of extreme weather events such as floods, droughts, and storms
while highly impacting WSI. In this respect, the challenge is to be prepared for the unexpended by modeling
various complex scenarios. Only with a multidisciplinary approach at the global, regional, national, and local
levels, can success be achieved. We discuss some of the specific challenges posed by climate change in modeling
emergencies in WSIs with a case study modeled using EMERTIC. EMERTIC is a software based on AI and
scenarios, that is aimed at supporting decision-making at different stages of the Emergency Management cycle.
Keywords

Disaster modeling, urban resilience, water supply infrastructures, climate change, scenarios.
INTRODUCTION

The initial developments within the field of Information Systems for Crisis Response and Management (ISCRAM)
can be found in the Emergency Management Information System and Reference Index (EMISARI) system in the
Office of Emergency Preparedness (OEP) in the US (Turoff, (2002). EMISARI allowed 200 to 300 users scattered
around the US to exercise a coordinated response to crises during the 70s. The principles of EMISARI were
revised and extended in the Dynamic Emergency Response Management Information System (DERMIS), which
includes a set of generic design principles, in turn providing a framework for the development of flexible and
dynamic Emergency Response Information Systems (Turoff et al., 2004). Initial investigations of system design
considerations for emergency management decision support were reported by Belardo, et al. (1984). Marovac and
Stähly (2001) discuss the general principles of major disaster management decision support systems (DSS).
During the last 15 years, a majority of the relevant developments in disaster modeling have been carried out by
the ISCRAM community. Their progress has been periodically reported since 2005 in its annual world conference
Decision Support Systems and Foresight. We can underline the DSS for creating evacuation strategies in the event
of flooding (Windhouwer et al., 2005) or for location planning in disaster areas using multi-criteria methods
(Degener et al. 2013), to name a few. Other ISCRAM research relevant for this proposal has been focused on
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and DSS, such as intelligent decision support systems for decision making under
periods of uncertainty in distributed reasoning frameworks (Comes et al., 2010). We could also reference the
research about collaborative scenario modeling for the protection of critical infrastructures (Bañuls et al., 2010);
Lopez-Silva et al., 2015; Ramirez de la Huerga et al. 2015; Turoff et al., 2014,2017), climate change-driven
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disaster resilience (Comes and Van De Walle, 2014; Yang et al., 2015; Turoff et al., 2018) and others. Turoff et
al. (2016) provide a systemic interrelation between 16 components of critical infrastructures. These relations may
serve as a background for studying optimal resilient structures and for aligning such structures in resilienceoriented DSSs. These ideas are then followed in a special issue of the TFSC journal devoted to increasing
resilience for future disasters (Hernantes et al., 2017). We also found recent articles in the ISCRAM community
on the resilience of plant water distribution networks (Papion, 2018) as well as emergency event decision support
systems at WSI (Che and Liu, 2013; Wang et al, 2020). In this research, AI development trends observed over the
past decades, when coupled with recent Earth climate and natural disaster models and confronted with real-life
needs, should allow for the creation of intelligent technology solutions to enhance mankind’s reactions to natural
disasters. This line of research further delves into the effect that climate change can potentially have on WSI. To
this end, we raise extreme scenarios with the potential impact on water distribution systems to cities, such as flood
or snow droughts, and analyze the level of resilience of drinking water supply and sewage management to such
events in cities. To do this, we consider not only the technical aspects but also the interrelationships with other
essential services or terrorist attacks. Thus, we want to measure amplifier or cascading effects that service
disruptions would yield. In normal contexts, such disruptions would have a low impact. We utilize EMERTIC
software to accurately measure these effects of generating scenarios.
This work in progress paper is structured as follows. First, we will analyze disaster modeling issues in WSI. Then,
we will introduce the software EMERTIC and a case study of its application in a WSI. We will end with
discussions and preliminary conclusions.
DISASTER MODELING IN WATER SUPPLY INFRASTRUCTURES

The resilience of WSI is of utmost importance as threats to predominantly, although not exclusively, urban WSI
may accompany virtually all kinds of natural disasters. Contamination of drinking water is a frequent result of
flooding, particularly in the case when floodwater persists to stay a long time covering or close to water supply
networks. This may result in epidemics and breaks in water pipelines and is a major threat to water reservoirs.
Due to the essential WSI service support condition, it is crucial not to simply respond to the emergency but to also
recover normal service in the shortest possible time. For example, Hasan et al (2019) apply the reinforcement
learning and Markov decision processes to solve a dynamic multi-objective optimization problem by modeling
the identification of vulnerable zones concerning water quality resilience in São Paulo, Brazil. The results could
serve as a meta-policy selection for city managers.
The WSI resilience problem is closely related to flood protection and mitigation. Floods can damage the municipal
water treatment station and flood inundation is often accompanied by the contamination of water. Furthermore,
flood prevention infrastructure such as water reservoirs are often combined with water supply facilities. Compared
to the general area of natural disaster resilience management, floods exhibit several specificities that show up in
their management. First, unlike other kinds of natural disasters that usually occur during a short period, floods can
persist for a longer period of time, which increases the importance of flood management DSS. Second, the areas
endangered by floods are those close to rivers or seas, so the risk reduction measures can be strictly situated. This
is the reason most countries endangered by floods implement flood risk reduction programs (McCallum et al.,
2016). Besides, floods can be of mixed, natural, or anthropogenic nature, and natural flood disaster losses can be
multiplied by a lack of or false flood mitigating activities and a lack of coordination (Skulimowski, 2019). An
important role, in flood emergency management, is played by precipitation and water level forecasting,
particularly in a flood-prone region. Therefore, flood-related forecasting problems have been researched by many
authors. For example, Wu and Chau (2006), proposed a neural network (ANN) model with parameters tuned by
a genetic algorithm that has been applied to a prototype channel of the Yangtze River. Water levels at the HanKou downstream station are forecasted with water levels and lead times at the Luo-Shan upstream station. A linear
regression model and a conventional ANN+GA model has been compared, revealing the superiority of the newer
approach. An application of virtual reality (VR) in a flood control DSS is presented in Ma, Wang, and Zhao
(2015). The software incorporates real-time simulation of water flow in the Yellow River, flood disaster
assessment, and flood prevention planning. VR interface integrates pattern recognition, communication,
multimedia technology, and geographic information systems. It aims to build a digital twin for a Yellow River.
Nasim and Ramaraju (2019) point out a major role played by AI technologies in flood-related evacuation and
recovery planning. Search and rescue robots (Pransky, 2018) as well as emergency detection with autonomous
robots (Skulimowski and Ćwik, 2017) became a feasible alternative to human first responders due to the progress
in AI.
Further information about the relations between AI and disaster resilience management can be found in the survey
by Saleh and Allaert (2011), who also present two real-life examples of their environmental planning DSS
applications in Belgium, including real-time monitoring of water management. According to Abu Bakar and Mohd
Hafez (2016), about 60% of disaster management software used AI techniques. The same paper provides a
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taxonomy of disaster management support with AI methods. AI-supported methods of systems analysis and
control, their significance in responding to grand challenges, and future trends are discussed in LamnabhiLagarrigue et al. (2017). Sun, Bocchini, and Davison (2020) study the applications of 26 AI methods such as
neural networks, Hidden Markov models, and diverse heuristics in 17 disaster management areas and provide the
related bibliographic analysis. As a motivation behind using AI techniques in disaster modeling, the above surveys
as well as the papers cited therein mention the growing amount of data that accompany disasters and the need to
analyze them in real-time to support the decisions of first responder and management teams. For example, aerial
disaster image data can be analyzed automatically with core AI pattern recognition and image understanding
techniques, while social network data, such as tweets, require AI-based emotion and causal relation analysis. This
is why AI is often used jointly with big data techniques (Shah et al., 2019). In this paper, we use AI-supported
EMERTIC, which will be introduced in the next section.
EMERTIC

EMERTIC is a scenario-based simulation software for the management of emergencies based on information and
communication technologies. The methodology is based on the construction of scenarios, building different
futures, and learning from them. It aims to not only contribute to the constitution of emergency plans but also to
participate in the training that these plans require, providing continuous learning that updates both the Emergency
Plan and the necessary training. EMERTIC uses AI for detecting critical events and recommending actions based
on CIA-ISM algorithms.
Scenario-based Disaster Modeling Scenarios are frequently used in the field of emergency management,
especially in the planning process. In an Emergency Plan, scenarios are developed based on significant events that
have occurred in the past and need to be updated by accounting for the current conditions. By an event we mean
a significant change of the state of an object of interest or a change of the value of a predefined relevant indicator
(Bañuls and Turoff, 2011; Bañuls, Turoff and Hiltz, 2012). In the field of emergency management, scenario-based
planning is also known as contingency planning. This mode of planning is a dynamic process in situations of
uncertainty, where scenarios and objectives are evaluated. Managerial, technical actions and structures with
possible response systems are defined in order to prevent or improve response to these emergencies. One of the
most important contributions of scenario planning to the management of emergencies, often comes from the
process itself: the identification of partners, their capacities and resources, the development of a teamwork
relationship, and the ability to reach an agreement on the issues, priorities, and responsibilities. Despite the
common belief that by using scenarios we can predict the future, we have to account for the uncertain and varying
character of the future, being impossible to accurately predict. The uncertainty and complexity of this future drive
us to build scenarios with didactic purposes. The aim is not to know exactly what is going to happen, but through
the approach of possible futures to learn how to act against them and design appropriate strategies. Through the
construction of scenarios, more versions of the future appear, being able to carry out an exhaustive analysis of
them and to escape from a linear and closed thought to a more open and dynamic one. Consequently, building
additional versions of the future creates more information, so the other advantage is the application of scenarios
as a solution and helps to systematize this large amount of information by making it easier to manage and study.
Also, it allows us to differentiate between variables that we assume as fixed (with little uncertainty) and those
more changing (with a greater degree of uncertainty), cf. (Jordán, 2016). There are numerous techniques to
generate scenarios; however, taking into consideration that EMERTIC aims to contribute to planning potential
emergencies and disasters, a great range of technical and social factors need to be considered, such as the scenario
methods used by EMERTIC to imply a dynamic interacting model. This means that, by controlling the likelihood
of the occurrence and non-concurrence of individual events, a variation in outcomes is produced. These results
influence the choice between better preparedness decisions, as well as in identifying the best reaction of the
modeled environment. Information systems are needed to manage such amounts of alternatives resulting from the
dynamic model, as the number of combinations of future events might be very large.
Proposed Methodology

EMERTIC is based on Cross-impact Analysis (CIA)- Interpretative Structural Modeling (ISM) methodology
(Bañuls and Turoff, 2011). CIA-ISM can be applied to modeling any emergency. This enables EMERTIC to
address a wider audience, improving its flexibility. CIA-ISM contributes to the determination of relationships
between events in general, and their impact on final events. By doing so, uncertainty is reduced. CIA resides in
the idea that events do not occur independently, but that there are relationships between them, requiring iteration
until the estimates correspond with reality. Following this process, subject estimates cause participants to estimate
the influence (or causality) resulting from assuming occurrence or non-occurrence of a given event to change the
outcome of other events. Analytically, the correlation coefficients (C ik) can be calculated using a variation of the
Fermi-Dirac (i.e. logistic) distribution function by asking subjects about the probabilities (Pi) as determined by
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this relationship:
Pi = 1 / [1 + exp(-Gi -



Cik Pk)]

(1)

i k

where:
Pi

represents the probability of occurrence of the i-th event.

Gi

(the gamma factor) is the effect of all (external) events not specified explicitly in the model.

Cik

represents the impact of the k-th event on the i-th event. Positive Cik means it enhances the occurrence
of the event, and negative Cik detracts from the occurrence of the event.

A scenario can be mathematically defined as the occurrence of a set of events in a specific order. Conceptually,
for a set of events, we can find n! permutations, which is why we have n! scenarios. In EMERTIC, we are able to
model whether a threat, atmospheric situations, decision-making, or different results materialize. Although there
are many event categorizations, in EMERTIC we will typify them based on when an emergency occurs. In this
sense, there can be three stripes. A first stripe places pre-emergency events or initial conditions. This stripe
includes events that involve the context of emergency preparedness as well as other aspects over which managers
cannot have control. A second stripe is the emergency, the dynamic part that includes events that evolve with the
passage of the emergency. In the third stripe, we place the results of the emergency. We will be able to formulate
these events based on the range of events in which they occur according to their nature, (Bañuls et al., 2013):
•

Dynamic Events (DEi): those events could or could not occur during a determined period.

•

Source Events (SEi): they correspond to the assumptions we have mentioned before. These assumptions
are events that have occurred before the period that we are analyzing or events that, before that period,
have a probability of being true or false.

•

Outcome Events (OEi): these are the outcome of the period model, the ones that can be used to measure
the results of the modeled system.

Secondly, ISM is used to analyze the complexity of the resulting graph. This different modeling method is applied
to the outputs produced by the Cross-Impact Analysis. By implementing the ISM, a linear visualization of the
results is created where improvements take place (Bañuls et al., 2013). Once the technical support software for
simulations is described in the next section, we will explain the use and application of EMERTIC for emergency
modeling in a WSI.
CASE STUDY

In this section, we will report the modeling with EMERTIC on possible emergencies in the first Water Supply
Company in Andalusia (Spain). This company manages the direct supply of drinking water in the capital city of
Seville and the other 12 municipalities in the area. It provides raw water to 26 additional cities around the vicinity
and is also responsible for the public sewage and purification service in this area. Its model consists of a total of
101 interrelated events that are subjected to two classifications during their recording. The first classification takes
place according to their origin, as they can be source, dynamic, or result events. Since we are dealing with a WSI,
an example of a source event could be the water in a reservoir or a failure of the electricity service. On the other
hand, as a dynamic event, referring to those that we can manipulate, we can use a generator as an example. Lastly,
as a result event, that is, one that we want to modify, an example would be the supply of raw water. The second
classification can be defined by event character, either positive or negative: positive events are those that favor
the organization, such as a generator, while negative events could be failures, attacks, or extreme weather events.
After implementing the model in EMERTIC, we were able to extract the simplified graph of interrelations from
the relationships between the events. In the graph, we can identify the safeguards in green, the internal
dependencies in light blue and the external dependencies in dark blue (Figure 1). Once the WSI and both, its
external and internal dependencies are modeled, the next step is to analyze the potential diverse impact of various
extreme weather conditions caused by climate change on different events of the model. It is important to note that
this impact can occur on a set of events at once. For example, extreme snowfall, such as those that have occurred
in much of Europe and the US in early 2021 in areas where they are not common, can collapse roads by making
it difficult to supply reagents and fuel for electricity and heat generators. They can also pose difficulties in both
water collection and distribution, so this impact must be measured in an aggregated form rather than an individual
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form as traditionally done by risk analysis methodologies.

Figure 1. Interrelations map of the WSI

It is important to underline that when working with n=101 events, we are potentially working with n!9.42x10159
scenarios. Traditional scenario calculation methodologies should simulate all of them to calculate probability or
the most likely event in certain types of circumstances. This would not be possible because of the number of
potential combinations of events. In this sense, the EMERTIC's basic methodology allows us to optimize
calculations and detect scenarios as combinations that can put essential services at greater risk. With EMERTIC,
we can also monitor weak signals about the occurrence of most risky scenarios to alert well in advance and help
decision-making by giving a longer response time.
As a main result, in the Seville WSI case, a set of risk scenarios were detected in climate change contexts. These
scenarios are the result of a combination of events that under normal conditions, do not pose a high risk to essential
service but when combined and under a climate change context can jeopardize the city's essential services. Each
of these scenarios has a series of trigger events and weak signals, which were introduced within the EMERTIC
system to be able to perform as an early warning system and to timely respond to them. These notifications, in
addition to assuming an early warning, include recommendations of action for each scenario to the relevant
personnel of the organization (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. EMERTIC Infrastructure

By implementing the above event model in EMERTIC, and including many such events and relationships between
them, it has been possible to carry out highly realistic simulations. Based on the initial results for Andalusia, we
aim to develop future disaster scenarios in the context of climate change with potential global impact. These
scenarios will serve as the backbone for integrating computer and information technologies with human dimension
study to develop AI and other advanced information and communication technology (ICT) tools for continuously
assessing climate-driven threats. We will focus on multi-hazard scenarios triggered by climate change and
growing atmospheric events. The scenarios will use an integrated view and consider technical, social,
organizational, and environmental vulnerabilities.
DISCUSSION AND PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS

In this work in progress paper, we have reported the advances in the implementation of EMERTIC software in a
large European WSI. The initial results derived from the application of EMERTIC for risk analysis show different
types of risk scenarios for the continuity of service in WSI. These include failures in water pipes and pipelines,
discontinuity of service in critical suppliers, failures in the control of WSI operation, extreme events caused by
climate change, and terrorist attacks. Although, in all such cases, the AI can have different applications for the
anticipation of the scenarios in case of the climatic events due to a greater availability of data in real-time. We
have found several challenges posed by modeling extreme events’ impact on essential services in water and waste
treatment infrastructures. At this point, we are working on the response and strategies to these scenarios to close
the Emergency Management cycle. That is, our purpose with EMERTIC is to go beyond the preparation and risk
analysis phases. Our next steps will be oriented at supporting detection, response, and mitigation. In this way, it
is intended to provide a more comprehensive approach to the WSI Emergency Management cycle. In this sense,
it is essential to evaluate different strategies to mitigate the possible effects of climate change in WSI under
different drought scenarios, extreme temperatures, or extreme coastal phenomena, among other possible adverse
atmospheric events. Resources are limited; hence, before executing costly investments, it is very important to
analyze their effectiveness in different complex contexts.
We have pointed out the limitations of traditional Risk Analysis due to their lack of measuring interdependencies
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and cascading effects. This is because these methodologies focus on an individualized analysis of probability or
impact for each threat, which, although they can give very low results individually, as a whole, can be catastrophic.
Thus, the essential character of cascading risk assessment appears a measurement that these traditional methods
are far from being able to provide useful scenarios to be prepared against climate change and build resilient WSI.
The causal relationships between events and scenarios can be further modeled with Bayesian and anticipatory
networks (Skulimowski 2016), and other causal models.
From our perspective, academics and practitioners need to build an ecosystem of AI tools to respond to different
emergency scenarios at various stages. With this approach, based on an ecosystem of solutions, the focus is not
on the technology but on the user, and the information they should be given to become aware of the situation and
carry out an effective response in each disaster scenario.
Technological developments will be geared towards adjusting information needs to detect, respond to, and manage
an emergency. AI tools such as EMERTIC will be required for this purpose. This focus on information and the
user is motivated by the fact that despite the multitude of data that is available through open databases, news
streams, scientific reports, and published models, we continue to fail to detect the triggering and amplifying events
of a disaster situation. We have been able to verify this recently with the COVID-19 pandemic. This is because
each emergency is unique, even if it is caused by a common event, such as a flood or an adverse coastal
phenomenon. The types of response to emergencies must have the flexibility of being able to give a personalized
response to the needs specified by the team and that is why they should not be overly structured. It does not make
sense to create a specific emergency management system to deal with each of the infinite scenarios that can occur.
Precisely, the concept of resilience is based on the ability of absorption and return to normality in situations in
which those affected by an emergency were not prepared. It is for this reason that our future research will be
oriented to deploy a fully upgradeable and flexible ecosystem, first developments in AI to support certain
emergency circumstances that are fully parameterizable with changing scenarios, cascading, and responding to
different scenarios.
This data-centric focus implies four main challenges at the level of information analysis: the first challenge is
whether the information sources can be trusted. A second challenge involves the semantic interpretation of the
messages, and a third challenge is the interpretation of the message and its contextualization to make sense of an
effective response. Finally, a challenge involves providing the system with sufficient capacity for filtering and
processing information so that it is not possible to simulate all the possible options, but rather the last one based
on the context, avoiding information overload.
Most existing emergency management systems use proprietary data with very inflexible structures and little
capacity to anticipate events that have never occurred. Hence, they will not be valid for facing the forecasted
climate change challenges. With flexible ecosystems of ICT solutions, we intend to break this barrier using a
decentralized and self-managed system, service-oriented, and independent of technological architecture.
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ABSTRACT

Orange County, Florida is intimately familiar with impacts of natural disasters because of the yearly threat of
hurricanes in the southeastern United States. One of the tools that has aided them in their efforts to monitor and
manage such disasters is their 311 non-emergency call system, through which local residents can issue requests
to the municipality for disaster-related information or other services. This paper provides a preliminary
examination of the potential for the Orange County 311 system to provide actionable information to them in
support of their efforts to manage a different type of disaster: the COVID-19 pandemic. The potential of the
system to support the County in this context is illustrated through several preliminary analyses of the complete
set of service requests that were registered in the first ten months of 2020.
Keywords

Disaster management, COVID-19, 311 system, Orlando.
INTRODUCTION

Orange County, Florida, which includes the city of Orlando, lies within the southeastern part of the United States
in a region that is particularly susceptible to hurricanes and other natural or man-made disasters. As a result, the
county and city governments continually examine and enhance their capacity for disaster and emergency
management (Orange County / City of Orlando Consolidation of Services Study Commission Final Report, 2006).
The 2004 Atlantic hurricane season was one of the most consequential in the history of the Orlando metropolitan
area. In that year, much of the Central Florida area was directly impacted by four consecutive major hurricanes:
Charley, Frances, Ivan, and Jeanne, which resulted in damage to one-fifth of the area’s homes and the loss of 177
lives (NOAA National Centers for Environmental Information, 2005). It was an unusual disaster scenario since
no other U.S. state has been affected by four hurricanes during a single season since 1886 in Texas. Consequently,
media releases and local government reports reveal the Greater Orlando area’s significant efforts towards
preparing the region for future severe disasters (Williams, 2011; Williams & Phelan, 2011; Kennedy, 2015).
While the metropolitan area was getting prepared for hurricanes and other related emergencies, a novel
coronavirus disease – COVID-19 – spread worldwide and became a global health crisis. The outbreak was
declared a pandemic by the World Health Organization (WHO) on March 11th, 2020, and many countries have
since announced shutdowns, travel bans, stay-at-home orders and other safety restrictions. As a result of the need
to address the health consequences of the disease, the COVID-19 pandemic has yielded significant social and
economic impacts (Parr et al., 2020), and caused unprecedented levels of disruption in almost all public and private
sectors, such as education, transportation, and tourism (Pamukcu & Zobel, 2021). In the state of Florida, for
example, drastic changes in traveling and daily routines caused statewide traffic volume to drop by 47.5% in 2020,
from the previous year (Parr et al., 2020). In addition, Disney World also announced the longest park closure in
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its history due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Even when a crisis such as this strikes a municipality, the local government maintains responsibility for continuing
to provide critical services to citizens. Recently, smart technologies have become one of the types of tools that
governments are using to maintain these services and to communicate with citizens before, during and after an
emergency. Centralized systems for processing citizens’ requests for help are good examples of smart technology
implementations, as they bring government and citizens together to communicate and collaborate on maintaining
the public’s well-being (O’Brien, 2016). In the U.S. and Canada, there are several easy-to-remember three-digit
request numbers designated for supporting such services. Some examples are 211 for community information and
referral services, 311 for non-emergency services, 411 for general information, 511 for transportation, and 911
for emergency services. Although initially call-center based, these services have been improved over time by
adding web-based service options such as web chat, online request, or smartphone app services.
The 311 call system was initially built to relieve the congestion in the 911 emergency system due to the high
numbers of non-emergency calls (Schwester et al., 2009). Such 311 systems exist in many municipalities within
the United States as part of a movement towards enabling smart cities (Zobel, Baghersad, & Zhang, 2017). Smart
cities have many benefits such as improving the citizens’ life quality, local economy, transportation and traffic
management and interaction with government via incorporating information and communication technologies
(Ismagilova, Hughes, Dwivedi, & Raman, 2019). Existing research efforts point out the 311 systems’ high
potential for the improved governmental service delivery in smart cities (Hartmann, 2019) and discuss the
potential value of using 311 service data to enable more effective and efficient disaster management by leveraging
enhanced citizen participation (O’Brien, 2016). In particular, this improved participation allows for more timely
information exchange between the government and its citizens, not only during and after an emergency but also
in preparation for it to occur (Pamukcu & Zobel, 2021). As a good example of this, prior investigation into the
311 call system in New York City (NYC) demonstrated that non-emergency call data is able to capture variations
in citizen reactions to the COVID-19 pandemic and the city government’s associated actions. The city’s
commitment to utilizing the 311 system enables it to capture a variety of information about the ongoing crisis and
provides it with the potential for improving service delivery effectiveness (Pamukcu & Zobel, 2021).
Although recent studies highlight the potential value of using 311 call data in emergency preparedness and
response, the literature on the role of 311 systems in disaster management is still rare. Existing efforts mostly
focus on resiliency to sudden-onset natural disasters (Zobel, Baghersad, & Zhang, 2017, 2018; Zobel &
Baghersad, 2020). In contrast, the COVID-19 pandemic provides an opportunity to examine 311 system reactions
to a long-term global-scale crisis, which is both rare and unique in terms of its scale and impact. In addition,
although different 311 systems have a shared mission of serving citizens’ non-emergency service and information
requests, they vary in how they categorize service requests and in how they collect and report data. Such variations
in system implementations point to the opportunity to examine not only common attributes across such systems
but also to study locally-specific attributes that provide potential for even better utilization of system resources
and systems performance analysis before, during, and after a crisis event. The COVID-19 pandemic enables
observing locally-specific response efforts to the same global health crisis. This will contribute to the disaster
management literature by capturing differences, similarities, and new opportunities for comparative analysis.
The value of non-emergency call data to local government emergency management efforts and the variations in
311 system implementations across different metropolitan areas indicate that there is potential for further
examination of 311 system performance in different areas, during the COVID-19 pandemic in particular. With
this in mind, the current study expands on previous efforts by focusing on the use of the Orange County 311
system during this significant and ongoing crisis. By considering the specific structural differences within the
system, and in this new context, our objective is to uncover new opportunities to capture and manage fluctuations
in service and information request behavior before, during, and after emergencies.
The Role of 311 Non-Emergency Call Systems in Disaster Management

When the 2004 hurricanes hit the Orlando metropolitan area, the local government used the 311 non-emergency
call system to receive post-hurricane services requests. Recognizing the system’s significant contribution to
informing citizens, collecting needs, and responding to requests effectively during the 2004 hurricane season, the
local government in Orange County began to promote 311 as a reliable source of information during an emergency
and to encourage residents reporting disaster-related problems to the 311 Service Center (Williams & Phelan,
2011; Kennedy, 2015). Today, Orange County’s 311 system is an integral part of their emergency preparedness
and response activities (Williams & Phelan, 2011).
As we mentioned before, despite the shared mission of 311 systems on serving citizens’ non-emergency service
and information requests, they vary in how they categorize service requests and in how they collect and report
data. For example, unlike the NYC 311 system, the Orange County 311 System provides the option for a detailed
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textual description of each service request and it also supports specifying the request’s relative priority. Moreover,
Orange County’s system separates requests for information from other types of service requests, and it utilizes a
detailed tree of sub-categories to capture specific behaviors more accurately. In contrast, the NYC 311 system
simply assigns a descriptor attribute to each request from a pre-determined set of options, and it identifies the
corresponding name of the agency to which the request is directed (Pamukcu & Zobel, 2021). Neither of these
characteristics are presented in the Orange County 311 data. These variations in non-emergency system
implementations point to the opportunity to examine not only common attributes across such systems but also to
study locally-specific attributes that provide potential for even better utilization of system resources and systems
performance analysis before, during, and after a crisis event.
Researchers have recently begun to highlight the potential value of 311 systems in disaster and emergency
management. Schellong and Langenberg (2007), for example, discuss the greater need for knowledge sharing
during a disaster situation, and they mention the benefits of 311 systems in their ability to provide timely access
to continuously updated information and services. More recently, O’Brien (2016) explores how residents’
participation in identifying and reporting Hurricane Irene’s consequences via the 311 system sped up damage
assessment in the City of Boston and greatly improved the city government’s capability to address disaster
outcomes and rebuild the public infrastructure. Zobel et al. (2018) note that the significant amount of historical
and time-based information about citizens’ non-emergency service needs provide great potential for capturing the
varying effects of a disaster on a city by examining the changes in 311 service request behavior of citizens. This
initial work was then extended to characterize and quantify the multi-dimensional nature of a municipality’s
disaster resilience, based on the type, number, and duration of 311 service requests (Zobel et al., 2017; Baghersad
et al., 2020; Zobel & Baghersad, 2020).
From a practitioner’s standpoint, the Orange County Public Safety Communications Division Assistant Manager
William and Consultant Phelan (2011) summarizes the benefits of the 311 system during an emergency in terms
of the following characteristics that support resilient behavior: faster information dissemination, automated system
processes, transparent and quick responses to citizens, and decreased communication errors. 311 call systems
provide a great opportunity for city governments to better manage limited resources and capacities, thanks to
residents’ collaboration with identifying and reporting the consequences in their neighborhoods (O’Brien, 2016).
Given their growing prevalence, there is need for effective 311 systems that can meet communication needs during
a disaster, including sharing up-to-date information with emergency response personnel and responding to public
requests (Williams, 2011).
ORANGE COUNTY 311 NON-EMERGENCY CALL SYSTEM

The Orange County Government Information and Services System, or “311 system,” was initially established in
2002 as a pilot program. Like the 911 Emergency System, the 311 calls were automatically routed to
corresponding municipalities while the 311 system was being tested. Following the pilot program, however, the
County took on the role of the initial responder to and facilitator of such calls (Orange County / City of Orlando
Consolidation of Services Study Commission Final Report, 2006).
Today, the Orange County 311 system provides phone and web-based services to residents to get help or
information about local government services. Orange County residents can connect to 311 system via phone call,
web chat, online request or smartphone app. In this way, residents can inquire about various non-emergency issues
such as debris, damaged trees, traffic matters, road conditions, and animal or neighborhood concerns (Orange
County, n.d.). 311 service providers are responsible for answering questions, coordinating complaints, and
handling service requests. 311 call data is well-structured and consists of a pre-determined list of attributes for
each entry, which are specifically defined by the given municipality. Table 1 presents some of the selected features
of the Orange County 311 System, including the exact time of the service request, detailed description of the
incident category, resolution status, the priority of the complaint, contact method, coordinates of the incident, and
so on. Figure 1 subsequently provides an example of the attribute assignment process for each service request
within that system.
The detailed complaint descriptions in the Orange County 311 data resemble social media data (e.g., tweets or
Facebook posts), where we can examine citizen needs in more detail using text analytics tools, but it has
advantages over such social media data. For example, since each entry has a complaint category, 311 data do not
necessitate an additional labeling process based on the complaint descriptions. Additionally, 311 data includes
exact location information for each entry, which is not always available in the significant proportion of the social
media data (Banweer et al., 2018). Moreover, the mthd_of_contact attribute gives the method used to submit the
request, i.e. “app,” “chat,” “email,” “phone call,” “voice mail,” or “web.”
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Table 1. Selected attributes of Orange County 311 System Requests

Attribute Name

Description

UID_number

Unique identifier

created_on

Date and time the record was created

closed_on

Date and time the record was closed

complete_category

Complete description of incident category

category

Main category of complaint

sub_category

Sub-category of complaint

sub_category_detail

Detailed sub-category of complaint

sub_category_detail_ext

Extra detailed sub-category of complaint

status_desc

Description of resolution status

priority

Priority of the complaint

mthd_of_contact

Method of contact

client_type

Client type

full_address

Full address of the incident

zipcode

Zip code of incident location

latitude

Latitude of incident location

longitude

Longitude of incident location

issue_desc

Detailed description of complaint

issue_resol

Resolution information of complaint

As mentioned above, the Orange County 311 system also assigns priority labels to each request, such as “Critical,”
“Important,” and “Routine”, in order to define its urgency in response. This attribute enables doing analyses and
making conclusions about the operational performance of the 311 system. For example, the priority attribute
allows us to make sense of different service performance for the request types and examine if service delivery
behavior matches the labeled priority categories

Figure 1. The creation of each data entry in 311 database
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ORANGE COUNTY 311 SERVICE REQUESTS DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC

Orange County declared a State of Local Emergency on March 13 th, 2020 when the County had its first confirmed
case. Disney World, in the neighboring Osceola County, subsequently announced the longest park closure in its
history. Because Disney World has such a prominent place in the economic activity of the area, many people have
struggled with the financial impacts of the pandemic, including tens of thousands of workers and local
entrepreneurs in this well-populated county. The Walt Disney Co. has announced at least a $5 billion loss to its
theme parks and film production efforts during the pandemic (Watson, 2020), and in order to try to offset this,
they reopened Disney World in the summer with serious updates and enhanced health and safety precautions
(Walt Disney World, n.d.).
The Orange County government received $243.2 million in Coronavirus Relief funds to meet the immediate needs
of residents, business owners, nonprofits, municipal and community partners in response to the pandemic. As a
part of the Coronavirus Aid, Relief and Economic Security (CARES) Act, the Orange County Government
determined four funding and one replenishment categories: Small Business Financial Assistance, Social Services
and Community Needs, Orange County Public Safety and Health Expenditures, Municipality and Constitutional
Officer Expenditures and Orange County COVID-19 Eviction Diversion Program (Orange CARES, n.d.). The
County has defined new information sub-categories under Public Safety (PS) in the 311 system to serve residents’
information requests about CARES Act assistance programs.
Leveraging an existing partnership with the East Central Florida Regional Planning Council, the authors were
able to get access to the complete dataset of 311 service calls made in Orange County between January 1st and
October 27th, 2020. The remainder of the discussion examines this dataset from the perspective of monitoring the
impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on citizens’ service request behavior in Orange County during this time period.
The dataset consists of 206,179 requests that were made during the specified time period, and Figure 2 provides
the six categories that received the highest number of requests overall.

Figure 2. Orange County 311 calls – Top 6 categories of 2020

Figure 2 indicates that a significant portion of the 311 calls received during the health crisis were information
requests associated with different Orange CARES funding programs. These information requests actually started
a couple of days before each assistance program’s application period. For example, the Orange CARES Individual
and Family Assistance Program and Small Business Grant Program began on June 8 th, 2020, whereas these
programs’ information requests started on May 30 th, 2020. Similarly, the Orange CARES Eviction Program’s
information requests, which is the 10th highest requested category, began a couple of days before the applications
were accepted on August 25th, 2020. It is also interesting to note that calls to Public Safety for Information about
Emergency Management began to increase at the same time that COVID-19 was declared a pandemic by the
WHO (March 11th), and a State of Local Emergency was declared in Orange County (March 13 th). It is at this
point that the relative regularity of call volumes across the different categories also began to become much more
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variable across a number of different call types. Additionally, animal information requests significantly increased
after the Orange County Animal Services announced the inclusion of pets in the preparedness plan amid COVID19 on March 10th (Orange County Animal Services, 2020a). Similarly, the animal information requests reached
another peak volume just after the Orange County Animal Services have started to collect free pet food for pet
owners financially impacted due to COVID-19 on June 23rd (Orange County Animal Services, 2020b).
Information Requests During the Pandemic

The 311 data also exhibit some interesting behaviors within the individual sub-categories of information-related
service requests. To illustrate this, we selected the Public Safety category for our second analysis of citizens’
information request behavior during the COVID-19 pandemic. Figure 3 represents the classification tree for the
Public Safety category to provide a clear understanding of Orange County’s 311 system’s categorization method.

Figure 3. An example of the categorical classification of 311 calls

Figure 4 shows that 6 of the 10 top sub-categories within the Public Safety category, in terms of number of calls,
were related to information requests, and in fact 92% of the Public Safety calls made between January 1st and
October 27th were associated with requests for information. Figure 4 clearly shows the large increase in the
numbers of such calls received after the start of the pandemic. Whether these new calls are associated with
existing request types, or the result of new public assistance opportunities as discussed above, the County must
somehow allocate resources to handle the increased call volumes.
We may assess the impact of this increased number of information-related calls by analyzing the difference
between when each record was opened and when it was closed (see Table 1), as a measure of resolution time.
According to the data, such information inquiries actually only correspond to 2.15% of the total resolution time
associated with all Public Safety requests. In order to test this further, we calculated the average resolution time
for each type of Public Safety service request. Whereas information requests took 1.25 hours to resolve on average,
the other types of service requests in this same category had an average resolution time of 12.53 hours. The
significance of this difference in average resolution times was verified by running a Student’s t-test (at α = 0.05),
which resulted in a p-value less than 0.001. This is an important result from the perspective of the municipality
because it indicates that the impact of an increase in service requests, in terms of the resources that they need to
allocate to manage that increase, is much less for information inquiries than for other types of requests.
Consequently, being aware of the different resolution needs and time requirements of varying request types will
allow city governments to manage limited resources and capacities more efficiently.
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Figure 4. Orange County 311 calls – Top 6 Public Safety (PS) sub-categories of 2020
Identifying Pandemic-specific Requests via Text Analysis

Our third analysis in this preliminary looked at the impacts of COVID-19 on Orange County’s 311 system focuses
on the detailed description of each service request: the issue_desc attribute. In particular, we analyzed these
descriptions to see if the dataset can provide additional useful information about citizen needs related to the
ongoing pandemic. The issue descriptions are detailed text-based explanations about the inquiries that are similar
to the content of social media data such as tweets and Facebook posts. As such, we can examine the citizens’
needs in more detail by using text analytics tools.
In this initial look at the issue_desc data, we selected “COVID,” “social distancing,” “face cover,” “mask,”
“sanitizer,” “corona,” “virus,” “pandemic,” “epidemic,” “lockdown” and “CARES” as keywords by which to filter
311 calls directly related to the COVID-19 pandemic. The resulting data subset is able to show when pandemicspecific requests began to be received by the system, regardless of the request type. The results also reveal the
category types that are directly related to pandemic-specific calls, along with the call volumes associated with
each of these request types.

Figure 5. Orange County 311 calls – Coronavirus-specific requests only

Figure 5 provides the results, in terms of call volumes, for service requests that were filtered using the keywords
given above. There were 8,850 unique requests that included at least one of these keywords in their issue
descriptions. This is 5.15% of the total volume of requests after the State of Local Emergency was declared on
March 13th. In particular, the figure shows that Public Safety Emergency Management information requests began
in early March after the first warning of the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) was given on
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February 25th, and that they spiked up immediately after the State of Local Emergency declaration. The results
also validate that information requests specific to COVID-19 started a couple of days before the assistance
programs’ applications begin. Based on Figure 5, we can say that most coronavirus-specific requests were
assigned to the Public Safety (PS) main category, and that the majority of the calls were information requests,
which require fewer resources to address than do other types of requests.
CONCLUSIONS

The traditional view of public service delivery involves a directed flow of governments providing assistance to
citizens. Smart cities expand on this by incorporating online and electronic means of enabling interaction, which
affords the opportunity to engage more effectively with citizens and allow them to take a more active role in
service provision (Clark, Brudney, & Jang, 2013). Widespread internet connectivity, electronic databases, and
new information and communication technologies help to resolve the difficulties in measuring and assessing
government responsiveness (Clark et al., 2020). Moreover, multiple modes of access to government services
provide a basis for participation from socioeconomically diverse neighborhoods and allow for much broader
representation for the population (Clark et al., 2020). This is particularly important in times of disasters, when
both sides need access to accurate and up-to-date information about an ongoing crisis.
The COVID-19 pandemic is a compelling example of a slow-onset, extended disaster that necessitates continuous
participation of the residents in the city’s efforts to resist, respond to, and recover from the disaster’s impacts. Our
preliminary analysis has shown that Orange County, Florida’s 311 system provides significant potential for
providing relevant information to the community and for uncovering specifics of how the community is reacting
and responding to the evolving situation. Further analysis is needed to more fully characterize the community’s
response, and to identify new community needs in a timely and comprehensive manner. Particularly in the context
of a significant, long-term event such as the COVID-19 pandemic, access to more and better information, such as
that provided by public information systems like 311, can provide significant support for addressing those needs
and improving the resilience of the community not only to the current conditions but also to the next disaster event
that will occur.
There are many possible future research questions that could be analyzed by extending this preliminary analysis
of Orange County, Florida’s 311 data. For example, this same dataset could be used to identify changes in service
request behavior after the pandemic. Specifically, the data could potentially explain how the pandemic impacted
service request volumes and the corresponding response rates. Additionally, there is opportunity to examine if
there is a difference between the number of requests made using traditional phone calls and the number made
using web-based services, and how the COVID-19 pandemic affected the tendency of using alternative modes for
accessing public services. Such a comparison could serve to enlighten the value of implementing new information
and communication technologies in public services, especially during emergencies. Another future research
opportunity would be to conduct qualitative analyses of the different challenges that service responders face
during emergencies. For example, interviews and focus groups involving 311 service providers could help develop
a more complete understanding of how well Orange County’s 311 non-emergency call system supports preparing
for, responding to, and recovering from the impacts of disasters. Another potential opportunity for future research
would be to compare 311 systems with other centralized systems. For example, if 911 emergency report data were
available, then one could analyze 911 and 311 data from the same time period and the same area when an
emergency or a disaster occurs. This would allow for a more complete spectrum of self-reported data to be
constructed which could augment the existing categories of data that can be reported from the 311 data system.
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ABSTRACT

The devastating economic and societal impacts of COVID-19 can be substantially compounded by other
secondary events that increase individuals’ exposure through mass gatherings such as protests or sheltering due
to a natural disaster. Based on the Crichton’s Risk Triangle model, this paper proposes a Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) simulation framework to estimate the impact of mass gatherings on COVID-19 infections by
adjusting levels of exposure and vulnerability. To this end, a case study of New York City is considered, at which
the impact of mass gathering at public shelters due to a hypothetical hurricane will be studied. The simulation
results will be discussed in the context of determining effective policies for reducing the impact of multi-hazard
generalizability of our approach to other secondary events that can cause mass gatherings during a pandemic will
also be discussed.
Keywords

COVID-19 pandemic, mass gatherings, multi-hazard, vulnerability.
INTRODUCTION

The world is experiencing a widespread biological hazard – the COVID-19 pandemic – which has presented a
severe threat to global health. By the end of January 2021, the total number of confirmed COVID-19 cases
exceeded 26 million worldwide, with more than 440,000 deaths in the U.S. alone (John Hopkins University and
Medicine, n.d.). Many countries have declared restrictive orders to prevent the spread of the virus, including travel
bans, stay-at-home orders, social distancing, and face-covering practices. Scientific evidence suggests that mass
gatherings play a significant role in COVID-19 spread, especially during the early phase of the pandemic (Ebrahim
& Memish, 2020; World Health Organization, 2020). As a result, many mass gathering events were canceled or
postponed by authorities worldwide, such as the Euro 2020 football championship, the Hajj in Saudi Arabia, and
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the Mobile World Congress in Barcelona (McCloskey et al., 2020).
Some mass gatherings caused by certain extreme events such as natural disasters (e.g., earthquakes, hurricanes,
or floods) or other complex emergencies (e.g., protests or military movements) are inevitable or unpredictable
(Aitsi-Selmi et al., 2016; Hariri-Ardebili, 2020). These mass gatherings may have cascading effects on the
COVID-19 infections. In addition to the COVID-19 pandemic’s devastating social and economic impacts, the
magnified consequences of intersecting natural and biological disasters have already become apparent:
communities have been obliged to mobilize due to natural disasters and other emergencies, which challenged
policymakers to impose social distancing rules particularly in crowded shelter locations within the affected areas
(Sarkar-Swaisgood & Srivastava, 2020). The massive winter storm in Texas in February 2021 was an example of
an unexpected extreme event during COVID-19 pandemic that resulted in over 170 million displaced people, left
millions of people without electricity and caused at least 111 fatalities by March 26 (Whelan, 2021). Many
emergency and homeless shelters and warming stations in Texas served not only homeless people but also the
people that do not have heating or electricity with increased health precautions and reduced capacities due to the
necessity of social distancing (Garnham, 2021).
Global mass protests were also held throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, which raises the question of whether
those mass gatherings may have led to more COVID-19 cases (Karan & Katz, 2020). The killing of George Floyd
on May 25, 2020, sparked nationwide Black Live Matter (BLM) protests against racism, which resulted in what
may have been the largest movement in U.S. history: four polls suggested that between 15 and 26 million people
have participated in the BLM protests in the United States (Buchanan, Bui, & Patel, 2020; Hoover & Lim, 2020).
The combined impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, natural disaster(s), and the social justice crisis can impede the
common mitigation measures used to control pandemic spread. Additionally, the inevitable mass gatherings
during both disaster response and social justice demonstrations may have cascading effects on the number of
COVID infections, especially considering the inferred increase in exposure and vulnerability. This paper first
analyzes the potential impacts of mass gatherings due to secondary events (e.g., a natural disaster, a social crisis)
on the COVID-19 pandemic. Considering New York City as a case study, this paper proposes a Markov Chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation framework based on Crichton’s Risk Triangle model (Crichton, 1999) to
estimate COVID-19 infection by adjusting levels of exposure and vulnerability in the context of mass gathering
due to a hypothetical hurricane. We conclude with a discussion of what policies could be effective in the multihazards context based on the simulation results, along with a discussion on the generalizability of our approach
to any events causing mass gatherings, such as protests, during a pandemic.
LITERATURE REVIEW

Recent incidents remind us that the simultaneous occurrence of a pandemic and other extreme events is quite
likely and poses significant threats to communities’ well-being. Adverse consequences dramatically increase if
the authorities are not well prepared to enforce necessary actions to prevent infection spread, or the individuals
do not entirely practice restrictions. For example, in May 2020, 11000 people were forced to evacuate due to the
Michigan dam failures during the COVID-19 pandemic (Hariri-Ardebili, 2020). In their response, local authorities
tried to encourage evacuees to take precautions to prevent the virus’s transmission (Graber, 2020). Additionally,
during Cyclone Amphan in 2020, Eastern Indian and Bangladeshi evacuees found that many evacuation centers
had already been converted to quarantine shelters, resulting in inadequate space for social distancing and limited
hospital capacities (Sarkar-Swaisgood & Srivastava, 2020).
In addition to natural disasters, health care providers and governments have been challenged with an increased
risk of infection spread due to mass gatherings. World Health Organization (WHO) (2016) defines a mass
gathering as a spontaneous or planned event that gathers a significant number of participants who may overstretch
the region’s health planning and response capacities. Protests and major sporting, religious, and cultural events
are examples of mass gatherings. Historical events such as the Festival of Pacific Arts and the Micronesian games
in 2016 or the Rio de Janeiro Olympics and Paralympics in 2016 reveal that mass gathering events can cause
serious public health challenges and potentially cause the global spread of infectious diseases (Memish et al.,
2019).
Researchers have recently studied the multi-hazard perspective of pandemics, considering the likelihood of
simultaneous disasters during an ongoing pandemic, potential consequences, and preparedness for such extreme
scenarios. For example, Little et al. (2021) examine how a community’s recovery time from a hurricane could be
affected due to an ongoing pandemic, including the potential consequences of this multiple-disaster scenario. Silva
and Paul (2020) study the coincidence of earthquakes with epidemics and analyze the impact on the affected
regions’ infection rate. Hariri-Ardebili (2020) explores multiple hazard scenarios considering natural disasters
(e.g., earthquakes or floods) and complex emergencies (e.g., mass protests) during the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Sarkar-Swaisgood and Srivastava (2020) point out the challenges in incorporating a multi-hazard perspective in
disaster preparedness during the COVID-19 pandemic and discuss key priorities for governments to build resilient
infrastructure from the current crisis.
Although the BLM protests raised concerns among some government officials and public health professionals on
the potential health consequences of mass gatherings, many scholars argue that anti-racism protests are
understandable or reasonable during the COVID-19 pandemic (Kampmark, 2020). Karan and Katz (2020) argue
that while large crowds may lead to more COVID-19 cases, anti-racism protests are understandable because
racism is also a public health problem, as demonstrated by higher rates of COVID-19 among Black and Hispanic
populations (Vahidy et al., 2020). Dave et al. (2020) use SafeGraph cell phone data to determine that outdoor
BLM protests did not reignite community-level COVID-19 growth, thanks to the risk-avoiding responses (e.g.,
wearing masks) taken by many protesters. Currently, there is no evidence showing a direct causal relationship
between protests and the growth of COVID-19 infections.
Given the public health restrictions put in place to slow the spread of infections during a pandemic, Hariri-Ardebili
(2020) emphasizes that it becomes even more challenging to manage the displacement of a large number of people
when an additional extreme event occurs. Any event that mobilizes crowds exacerbates the impact by constraining
the pandemic response plans. Prior studies emphasize the increased infection risk at evacuation centers during a
pandemic (Okada et al., 2014). Although simulation models for mass evacuations due to natural disasters are wellestablished in the literature (Pidd et al., 1996; Kimms & Maassen, 2011; Goto et al., 2012; Bernardini et al., 2014),
little research examines the impact of mass gatherings during a pandemic (Lant et al., 2008; Araz et al., 2011;
Okada et al., 2014). In this study, we investigate how simultaneous events that mobilize people may affect the
spread of COVID-19 infections.
CONCEPTUAL MODEL

In the following section, we summarize the state-of-the-art knowledge on concepts of hazard, vulnerability, and
exposure, which relies on Crichton’s Risk Triangle (Crichton, 1999) (Figure1) and the modifications applied to
evaluate mass gathering impact on these components.

Figure 1. Crichton’s Risk Triangle (Crichton, 1999)

A hazard can be defined as “a physical event, a phenomenon caused naturally or technologically, and/or human
activity that potentially causes loss of life or injury, damage to property, disruption in social and economic
activities, or environmental degradation” (Schneiderbauer, 2006). Although single event hazards are generally
studied more extensively, hazards can also be “sequential or combined” in their origin and effects. Also,
Middlemann (2007, Chapter 3) explains that hazards are characterized by a certain magnitude or likelihood of
occurrence. For the purpose of our study, we are considering multiple hazards like meteorological (storm surge)
and biological (COVID-19 pandemic) hazards happening either at the same time or in close succession. We aim
to use the triangle model to study the combined impact of multi-hazards on COVID-19 cases and subsequent
management of disasters like sheltering and evacuation.
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Vulnerability is more commonly defined as “the characteristics of a person or a group in terms of their capacity
to anticipate, cope with, resist and recover from the impact of a natural or man-made disaster - noting that
vulnerability is made up of many political-institutional, economic and socio-cultural factors” (Schneiderbauer,
2004). Therefore, in regards to sequential multi-hazards of different categories like meteorological and biological
hazards, vulnerabilities will be quantified differently. However, these categories can be linked together to identify
the population most vulnerable to a combination of hazards. For instance, the Social Vulnerability Index (SoVI)
(Cutter et al., 2003), a widely recognized vulnerability measure for natural hazards, is comprised of eleven factors,
while the COVID-19 Pandemic Vulnerability Index (Marvel et al., 2021) consists of twelve factors that are distinct
but could also be used for defining vulnerability in different contexts, as shown in Table 1. It should be noted that
another Social Vulnerability Index (SVI) was developed by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
to help emergency managers identify and help communities before, during, and after disasters (CDC, 2015) (Table
1). Unlike Cutter et al.’s SoVI calculation, CDC follows a ranking-based approach in social vulnerability
quantification (SVI 2016 Documentation CDC, 2016).
Table 1. List of variables used to measure different kinds of vulnerability

Theme

COVID-19 Pandemic
Vulnerability Index
(Marvel et al., 2021)
Population Demographics

Socioeconomic
Status

Household
Composition
and Disability

Built
Environment
(Housing &
Transportation)

(CDC, 2015)

(Cutter et al. 2003)

Below Poverty
Unemployed

Personal Wealth
Occupation
Single-Sector economic
dependence

Income
Age Distribution
Health Disparities
Co-morbidities

No High School diploma
Age 65 or older
Age 17 or younger
Older than 5 with a disability
Single parent households

Air pollution

Multi-unit structures

Hospital Beds

Mobile homes

Population Mobility
Residential Density

Crowding
No Vehicle
Group Quarters
Minority
Speak English “less than
well”

Minority Status
and Language

Infection Rate
and
Intervention

Social Vulnerability Indices

Age

Density of built
Environment
Housing Stock and tenancy
Infrastructure dependence

Race-Asian
Ethnicity- Native
American
Ethnicity-Hispanic
Race-African American

Testing
Social Distancing
Transmissible Cases
Disease Spread

Concepts and measures of vulnerability change with respect to the kind of hazard considered and whether and
which type of vulnerability index is utilized. Chakraborty et al. (2005) found that considering spatial variability
in social vulnerability along with geophysical risk is crucial for successful evacuation management. The authors
also found that different measures of social vulnerability and social component selection can affect evacuation
strategies. For instance, Ng et al. (2014) studied the difference in evacuation behavior and needs of medically
fragile people over the general population. Therefore, in the context of determining sheltering needs amidst
COVID-19 and a natural hazard, it might be essential to consider factors relevant to sheltering needs for
individuals with different vulnerabilities.
Middlemann (2007, Chapter 3) mentions that the elements (structures, people, environment, etc.) which are the
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subject of the impact of a specific hazard make the component ‘exposure’ of the Crichton’s Risk Triangle.
Exposures vary for each hazard, meaning that exposure in a multi-hazard environment might be dynamic and
change with each hazard considered. Our proposed framework will implement time-dependent probabilistic
models to account for the varying nature of exposure due to multi-hazard sequence.
CASE STUDY & DATA SELECTION
Case Study: New York City

We selected New York City as our case study for three key reasons. First, New York City (NYC) was considered
an epicenter of the COVID-19 outbreak in the United States during spring 2020. From March 1 to June 1 in 2020,
NYC reported a total of 203,792 COVID-19 cases, which has the highest overall cumulative COVID-19 incidence
among all jurisdictions in the United States (Bialek et al., 2020; Thompson et al., 2020). As of February 9, 2021,
there are 551,982 confirmed cases and 22,819 confirmed deaths in NYC, according to the NYC Health Department
(2021). Second, besides the COVID-19 pandemic, NYC has also experienced multiple natural disasters in the past
20 years, including Hurricane Sandy, which provides prior data on multi-hazard occurrence. As one of the most
densely populated cities in the United States, NYC is highly vulnerable to multiple hazards such as terrorism and
hurricane storm surge in the future (Harrigan & Martin, 2002; Lin et al., 2010; Depietri, & McPhearson, 2018).
Third, NYC has witnessed large BLM and other mass protests, enabling us to study the impact of mass gatherings.
Thousands of BLM demonstrators in New York City marched in public every day in June following George
Floyd’s death (Robinson, 2020).
In summary, NYC was an early epicenter of the COVID-19 pandemic in the United States. We can anticipate that
it will also be systematically affected by future natural hazards, such as heatwaves, hurricanes, and social crises,
like terrorism and civil unrest, in the long term. Combining the real-time data of the pandemic and historical data
about other hazards, the multi-risk context of NYC can help us better understand the potential impacts of multiple
disruptive events during the COVID-19 pandemic.
COVID-19 Data Source

The New York Department of Health disseminated COVID-19 data through a public repository (NYC Health,
n.d.) starting from February 29, 2020 (date of the first laboratory-confirmed case in New York). Citywide daily
counts of confirmed cases, hospitalizations, and deaths are included in this dataset. In addition, the dataset
provides a 7-day average of daily confirmed cases to address variations in diagnosed patients.
Protest Data Source

The mass protest data in NYC during the COVID-19 pandemic is available through Crowd Counting Consortium
(Crowd Counting Consortium, 2021). This online crowdsourcing platform covers data on dissent and collective
action arising during the COVID-19 pandemic in the United States. In addition to general civil unrest activities
during the COVID-19 pandemic, this dataset also includes a separate part which focuses on anti-racism
movements, including BLM. The data source includes the location, date, estimated number of participants, the
actors and their claims, event type, and other details for each event.
Hurricane Sandy Data Sources

The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) provides open access to Hurricane Sandy
damage estimates by block groups, which was used to determine eligibility for FEMA Individual Assistance
(HUD Open Data, 2014). Additionally, the New York City Office of Emergency Management provided a list of
consolidated, operating evacuation centers following Hurricane Sandy (NYC Office of Emergency Management,
2012).
SafeGraph Data Source

SafeGraph COVID-19 data consortium provides free access to aggregated and anonymized datasets on social
distancing and foot traffic to businesses in the United States for researchers interested in investigating the
mobilization during the COVID-19 pandemic (SafeGraph, 2020). We will use this dataset to identify mass
gatherings in NYC during the pandemic and observe changes in community behavior with respect to changes in
the number of infections.
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MODELING FRAMEWORK

The epidemic’s transmissibility is often characterized by the average number of new infections from a single
infected person at time t, referred to as effective reproduction number (Rt). Following Fraser (2007), the number
of new COVID-19 cases are represented using a Poisson distribution as follows:
𝐼𝑡 ∼ 𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠 ( 𝑅𝑡 ∑𝑡𝑠=0 𝐼𝑡−𝑠 𝑤𝑠 )

(1)

where It is the number of new cases, ws is the transmissibility profile of each infected case, and Rt is the COVID19 effective reproduction number. It is assumed that ws can be characterized as the time interval between
symptoms onset for primary and secondary cases (Cori et al., 2013; Silva and Paul, 2020), which for COVID-19
follows a Gamma distribution with a mean of 6.5 days and standard deviation of 3.8 days (Fergusen et al., 2020).
A Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) (e.g., Speagle, 2019) model is then used to evaluate the impact of a
secondary hazard (i.e., hurricane) on COVID-19 transmission. MCMC is a numerical approach combining Monte
Carlo simulation with Markov Chains’ properties to introduce uncertainties in modeling parameters (e.g., in Rt
parameter of Equation 1) using a sequence of random samples. The Monte Carlo method approximates complex
probability distributions (e.g., It) by drawing a large number of random samples from the target distribution,
whereas Markov chains generate sequences of samples that are probabilistically dependent on the immediate prior
values (e.g., each new COVID-19 cases sample is only dependent on the number of cases at the previous iteration
of the algorithm). In the context of the current problem, at each iteration, Rt is sampled from a distribution and
new cases are introduced into the sampling scheme (Silva and Paul, 2020).
To evaluate the impact of the secondary hazard, it is assumed that only the evacuated population will be more
vulnerable to COVID-19 due to presumably poorer health situations at shelters (e.g., congested area, lack of
personal protective equipment, etc.). The increased vulnerability is introduced as an increase in Rt factor (Rtadj),
and a new number of cases due to the secondary event will be obtained as follows (Silva and Paul, 2020):
𝐼𝑡 ∼ 𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠 ( 𝑅𝑡 ∑𝑡𝑠=0 𝐼𝑡−𝑠 𝑤𝑠 ) (1 − 𝑝𝑒 ) + 𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠 ( 𝑅𝑡 𝑎𝑑𝑗 ∑𝑡𝑠=0 𝐼𝑡−𝑠 𝑤𝑠 ) (𝑝𝑒 )

(2)

Where pe is the probability of attending a mass gathering. For the case study, pe equals the probability of each
given individual going to the shelter due to the hurricane; however, this parameter can account for other types of
mass gatherings such as the probability of an individual participating in the BLM protest. Based on Mileti et al.
(1991), it is expected that a maximum of 20% of the population go to shelters due to the hurricane, hence pe is
taken as 0.2 in this study. Regarding Rtadj, several scenarios can be implemented such as a constant increase from
pre-event Rt to a peak Rt value in the studied timeframe (worst-case scenario), or an increase-decrease model (an
optimistic scenario). Additional sensitivity assessment on the impact of Pe and Rtadj can be carried out in the
performed MCMC. We aim to use MCMC results to discuss the interaction of sheltering activities and health
policy enforced at shelters.
Application of the conceptual model

Rtadj is proposed to be determined using the “vulnerability” component of the conceptual model. With multiple
hazards occurring at the same time, we anticipate the vulnerability indicators will be different. Therefore, a zonal
study is required to identify those populations that are vulnerable to multiple disasters. Hence, Rtadj will be
determined using expert judgment and indexing methods. The distribution of the Rtadj will be characterized either
through sampling approaches (i.e., fitting an empirical distribution) or possible literature. We assume that
exposure will be dynamic through time and space and will be impacted with increased cases of COVID-19 and a
second event, which necessitates attending a mass gathering (e.g. evacuating to a shelter). Exposure in our study
will be defined by the number of people affected by multi-hazards.
Considering the potential data sources we present in this paper, we will create a hypothetical hurricane scenario
that coincides with the COVID-19 pandemic. Based on the historical data sources available for Hurricane Sandy
(in 2012), we plan to identify areas that are more likely to be affected by a hurricane and are, thus, likely to order
evacuation to shelters. Additionally, protests data sources and the SafeGraph dataset will provide information
about mass gatherings in NYC during the ongoing pandemic. With the actual infection rates provided by the New
York Department of Health, we can also assess the impact of mass gatherings during the BLM protests. In this
way, we aim to adjust and validate the model parameters using the aforementioned data sources. We will build an
MCMC model to estimate the impacts of a hypothetical hurricane on COVID-19 infections, which will be
generalizable to other secondary events that cause mass gatherings. Although the proposed numerical study will
explore a hypothetical scenario at which real data does not exist, the probabilistic model parameters will be
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estimated from collected data described in the previous section. Therefore, the numerical analysis will be grounded
on accurate representation of COVID cases, mobility and sheltering data.
FUTURE WORK

The COVID-19 pandemic is continuing globally and its impacts remain uncertain in the long-term. As President
Biden announced in January 2021 in the National Strategy for the COVID-19 Response and Pandemic
Preparedness, “the honest truth is we are still in a dark winter of this pandemic; it will get worse before it gets
better” (White House Office, 2021). The social unrest and related gatherings are also not over; in addition to the
ongoing BLM protests, the U.S. Capitol Riots in January 2021 caused a new round of policing crises (Alexander,
2021). As for natural disasters, the 2020 Atlantic hurricane season generated 30 named storms, which is the highest
on record (NOAA, 2020), and coastal communities will continue to be threatened by storms in the coming
hurricane season. It is very likely that the multi-hazard situation will become a “new normal” in the U.S.
Therefore, we would like to estimate the impacts of different disruptive events on the COVID-19 infection from
a multi-hazard perspective. Existing research on COVID-19 pandemic infections rarely takes into account the
multiple disasters scenario, and we aim to fill this gap. In this paper, we developed a preliminary conceptual model
based on Crichton’s Risk Triangle to clarify the key elements affecting the infection risks. We emphasized the
changes in mobility caused by natural disasters or social unrest, and paid special attention to the potential effects
of mass gatherings on the number of COVID-19 infections. Taking New York City as a case study, a Markov
Chain Monte Carlo framework is a promising approach for projecting how changes in exposure and vulnerability
levels will affect the COVID-19 infections in different multi-hazard scenarios.
We expect the results can help decision-makers and experts in emergency management to better understand risks
in the multi-hazard context, and to make effective pandemic response plans. For example, suppose the simulation
results show that the COVID infection rate has increased significantly due to NYC residents gathering in shelters
during a hurricane. In that case, the emergency management department should give priority to improving the
quality of shelters, such as increasing the stock of masks, disinfectants and other personal protective equipment
(PPE) in the shelters. This can help decision-makers to more effectively distribute resources, which is especially
important given that local resources are generally limited in multi-hazard situations.
There are several limitations in the approach proposed herein. First, it is difficult to identify specific vulnerability
indicators and obtain the corresponding data. Different population groups have varied vulnerability levels towards
different hazards, and more importantly, the research on vulnerability during the pandemic is far from perfect.
What is more, some data, such as protesters’ demographic characteristics, are difficult to observe. Second, our
MCMC framework currently considers only hurricane and BLM protests, other disruptive events such as
earthquakes, heat waves, or terrorist attacks may affect COVID-19 infections in different ways. Last but not least,
this research only addresses the impact of mass gathering on COVID-19 infections, and we do not address how
the pandemic affects human behaviors in other crises. This may cause some bias. For example, non-protesters
may be worried about being infected with COVID-19, so the more vulnerable elderly are less likely to participate
in the BLM protests.
In the near future, we seek to improve the conceptual model and find more empirical evidence to support the
development of a vulnerability index in a multi-hazard context. If possible, we would like to obtain more firsthand data by conducting surveys and interviews. Our future work will also discuss characteristics of mass
gatherings in other disruptive events, and demonstrate how the analysis method and framework can be applied in
different situations. Finally, we desire to conduct an extensive sensitivity analysis to address the effect of each
parameter on the model outcomes and a robust test to reduce potential biases on the simulation results.
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ABSTRACT

Situational awareness (SA), the ability to perceive, comprehend and predict situation around you and it is a key
in attending any incident as critical foundation for successful decision-making. Because incidents are solitary
events, development and assessment of SA presents a significant challenge. In this article we analyze the authoring
process of twenty-two scenarios implemented in the XVR on-scene virtual simulation software used to assess
rescue incident commanders’ (ICs) SA. To allow the scenarios to be used by different assessors, the Collaborative
Authoring Process Model for Virtual Simulation Scenarios (CAPM) was developed. In Estonia, 473 assessments
were recorded in Effective Command database and analysed by all three levels of SA as recommended by Endsley
(2000). Introduction of CAPM resulted in scenarios being re-used by different assessors for authentic SA
measuring. In the last sections of this article, we introduce our suggestions to improve virtual scenario design and
SA research.
Keywords

Situational awareness (SA), virtual simulation, virtual simulation scenario, process model, effective command
behavioral marker framework.
INTRODUCTION

Situational awareness (SA) is “the perception of the elements in the environment within a volume of time and
space, the comprehension of their meaning, and the projection of their status in the near future”. The construct,
thus, combines three levels: SA Level 1 perception, SA Level 2 comprehension, and SA Level 3 prediction
(Endsley, 2000). SA is the foundation of dynamic decision-making (DDM) to execute command and control
activities. Even if the “elements” of SA vary widely between domains, it can be characterized the same way
(Endsley, 2000). Researchers seem to agree that to train and assess SA, virtual simulations could be used
(Lukosch, van Ruijven, & Verbraeck, 2012). Moreover, the use of simulations to train and assess SA is a wellknown practice in training pilots (Endsley, 1995) and rescue incident commanders (ICs) (Polikarpus, Ley, &
Poom-Valickis, 2020). However, the use of virtual simulations for training SA (Polikarpus et al., 2020) and
assessment of SA is still an open research topic (Edgar et al., 2018).
SA training requires immersive and meaningful virtual training environment (Lukosch et al., 2012). Such
environments often require co-operation with programmers. Duval and colleagues studied the use of participatory
game design approach by non-experts highlighting two dimensions for virtual simulation scenario design: the
pedagogy – the feedback that the learner receives in the virtual environment during a training session; and the
procedure – modeling the learners activities in the simulation itself (Duval et al., 2015). The study did not,
however, explain how to execute that for example, in XVR On-Scene (XVR OS) software. A study by Reis and
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Neves (2019) concluded that training activities using Effective Command Behavioral Marker Framework – the
pedagogy dimension – seem adequate to develop ICs DDM. However, they state that further studies are needed
to improve the virtual scenarios (Reis & Neves, 2019), the procedure dimension implemented in XVR OS.
The appropriate training tool for SA should have high functional and physical fidelity, a high degree of realism,
and challenging elements in the scenario to give a meaningful experience for participants within an authentic
virtual training environment (Lukosch et al., 2012). Creating scenarios for a virtual simulation platform is a timeconsuming task (Wijkmark & Heldal, 2020). Unfortunately, the implementation process of virtual simulations for
training emergency personnel could have several obstacles, such as a skeptical attitude towards the use of virtual
simulations or insufficient trainer competence, or a mismatch of expectations concerning learning outcomes
(Heldal & Wijkmark, 2017). Collaboration of experts from different disciplines in the design of these scenarios
can increase their acceptance and effectiveness (Leoste, Tammets, & Ley, 2019). Heldal and Wijkmark (2017)
also find that the virtual simulation building process has to be adjusted to local needs. In order to enable all trainers
in an organization to share and use the virtual simulation scenarios, the process of implementing virtual
simulation-based training in organizations should be documented, but it very seldom is.
To our best knowledge, no process model has so far been documented that would facilitate the systematic creation
of scenarios by different assessors in a practical setting for authentic IC SA assessment. To address some of these
problems and eliminate, or shorten, this gap, we propose the Collaborative Authoring Process Model for Virtual
Simulation Scenarios (CAPM). The model has three key characteristics:
•
•
•

it is a practically feasible and tested method that allows scenarios to be used in authentic settings of
training organizations;
it is a collaborative process model which involves trainer teams in the creation of scenarios for scaling
up in the organization and increasing acceptance;
it allows including situational elements in virtual simulation that are critical for SA training and
assessment.

This article reports on the implementation of CAPM in the context of rescue incident commanders SA training
and assessment in Estonia. We present an evaluation that highlights how the implementation of the method
allowed us to include situational elements into the scenarios used for assessing SA. We also discuss some further
steps to improve SA scenario building and assessment in the future.
CO-AUTHORING OF VIRTUAL SIMULATION SCENARIOS

The aim of the development project in the Estonian Academy of Security Sciences (EASS) was sustainable
implementation of Effective Command while using XVR OS software (Polikarpus, 2019). The key-element in the
project was to bring virtual simulation software users together so they could support and learn from each other.
In table 1, the steps and activities of designing virtual simulation scenarios are described. Five scenario-building
steps were jointly agreed among certified Effective Command assessors, who could also build scenarios in XVR
OS. Both authors should have knowledge of incident command and Effective Command framework. To make a
clear distinction between different tasks, we used metaphors from film production. In table 1 the “producer”, is
the person with XVR OS programming skills and the other author is referred to as “scriptwriter” to tell the story
of the scenario.
In the first phase of CAPM, the virtual scenario map is drafted. The map is necessary for introducing the
assessment scenario idea in the organization in order to make budget decisions and contracts with the authors. The
virtual scenario map is an A4 Microsoft Excel spreadsheet with different questions asked from authors to draw
them to consider different aspects of the scenario. These aspects include an abstract of the storyline; learning
goals/main dilemmas; risks of the scenario build and use; SA; plan; review; other information. To make sure the
storyline idea is feasible, the scenario map includes the first screenshot from XVR OS, where most important 3D
objects and elements are presented. The scriptwriter starts to draft the scenario´s user manual and the producer
starts building the XVR OS file.
During the second step of CAPM, it is important for the co-authors to develop the storyline further. Co-authoring
helps to think about the pedagogy and the procedure dimensions (Duval et al., 2015). The storyline must allow
the implementation of DDM model for SA assessment. For example, it could start with information about a traffic
accident, where a car drove off the road. The next piece of information given to the IC is that the vehicle may fall
into a river. Then information about hazardous materials truck is presented and so on. This kind of story creates
dilemmas for IC and as does the lack of resources to deal with all threats at once. So, the IC makes an initial plan
to deal with the incident, but then updates his/her SA during the response and modifies the plan to deal with other
threats that were presented later in the storyline.
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Table 1. The Collaborative Authoring Process Model for Virtual Simulation Scenarios (CAPM)

Steps

Sub-activities

Producer activities

Scriptwriter
activities

1. Writing the ICs virtual scenario • Finding a co-author
map.
• Writing ICs scenario map
• Choosing XVR environment
and important 3D elements
2. Scenario authoring according to • Building in XVR OS
the EASS virtual scenario building • Discussions between authors
guideline. Building starts from
to find relevant situational
static environment visualization
elements for storyline to be
where dynamic elements are
suitable for implementation
added that introduce situational
of DDM model.
changes.

Finds the XVR
environment and essential
3D objects.

Writes the scenario
map.

• Dynamic play-through of the
scenario
• Discussion based on three
criteria (see below)
• Threshold play-through
agreement
4. Finalizing the virtual scenario • Amendments in XVR OS file
by fixing unclear points in
and user manual based on
scenario user manual and/or XVR
technical play-through
OS file.
• Adding missing elements
agreed in technical testing
5. Modelling the threshold play- • Dynamic threshold playthrough for the scenario to all
through
assessors.
• Assessment debrief
discussion and filling in the
certificates
• Comparison of assessment
criteria
• Agreements for different
tactical approaches

Plays the scenario as
technical author in
dynamic phase.

Plays the scenario as
author who does
voices to avatars in
dynamic phase.

Makes amendments in
XVR OS file.

Makes amendments in
scenario user manual
and adds expected
threshold response.

Plays the scenario as
technical author in
dynamic phase of
assessment.

Plays the scenario as
author who does
voices to avatars in
dynamic phase of
assessment.

3. Virtual simulation scenario
technical testing: reviewed by
others who have same
competences as authors.

Builds the scenario in
Describes in the user
XVR OS. Merging already manual storyline.
existing situational
elements like template
files and favourite objects.

All assessment scenarios are built according to the EASS virtual scenario building guideline. The guideline is a
checklist of non-dynamic (3D objects like hazmat truck labelling) and dynamic (like fire, leak etc.) situational
elements to help producers to use them consistent ways in XVR OS to visualize the storyline and trainees’
activities. For example, in the guideline it is stated that all 3D objects added to the scenario that do not need to be
moved during the play should be disabled. The objects that might be moved by responders, like cars, victims etc.
need to be locked. All resources available for IC need to be added etc. Template file for first level ICs minimum
resources needs to be merged, meaning at least three fire pumps with teams, one police vehicle, one ambulance
and their crews are merged into scenario. Events should be used for dynamic elements that does not depend on
ICs` decisions (like certain kind of fire spread in building, arriving of resources etc.).
The third step of CAPM requires the technical testing of the virtual simulation scenario. The step appears when
co-authors have reached the point that they feel the scenario user manual and XVR OS file are ready. The authors
of the scenario present their work to two other equally qualified colleagues in EASS. Three criteria are checked
during the technical testing phase:
a) Understandability of visual and audio inputs to non-authors;
b) Credibility of the story and
c) Evaluation of the use of the EASS virtual scenario building guideline.
To allow a fresh look at the scenario, it is played through by a person who has not seen the visual in XVR OS or
heard the story before. After the dynamic play-through, the earlier named three criteria are discussed in a group
of four assessors. It is jointly agreed what changes in the story and files are made. At the end of technical testing,
the ICs threshold of the scenario is agreed. Threshold for required rescue activities are added to user manual. The
threshold (expressed with yellow colour in certificate, see explanation below) must be in accordance with ICs
vocational occupation qualification standard.
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In step four of CAPM, the authors finalize the virtual scenario by making the final changes in the storyline. Agreed
changes are written down in the scenario user manual and made in XVR OS file.
The fifth and last CAPM step is modelling the threshold play-through for the scenario, and in this step, the new
assessment scenario is introduced to all certified Effective Command assessors in the EASS. The storyline from
user manual and XVR OS file is presented and the dynamic play of the scenario is done on previously agreed
threshold level. The co-authors of the scenario act as assessors. After dynamic assessment phase the feedforward
assessment dialog is carried out by co-authors and ICs role-player. Then co-authors fill in one certificate and all
other assessors fill individually in the certificates. All eight DDM assessment blocks in Effective Command and
nine criteria in each block are compared with authors certificate and discussed. Other possible tactical solutions
to the incident, and the assessment of these solutions are discussed.
TRAINING AND ASSESSMENT OF DECISION-MAKING AND SITUATIONAL AWARENESS IN ESTONIA

Estonia is a country in the European Union with a population of 1,3 million and it has state funded centralized
rescue service authority. There are around 350 first level ICs, who work in 24/7 shifts in 72 fire stations all over
the country. All first level ICs´vocational education is carried out in EASS Rescue College. To work as a first
level IC, Rescue unit leader level 5 occupational qualification certificate is required.
Implementation of Effective Command (Lamb, Farrow, Olymbios, Launder, & Greatbatch, 2020) started in 2016
during the obligatory training and assessment day as part of work attestation for all first level ICs in Estonia
(Polikarpus et al., 2020). During the day, Effective Command is used to assess DDM skills as well as measure
ICs SA levels (Lamb et al., 2020). The named framework is based on a DDM model. Here, however, we focus
only on SA assessment using virtual simulation scenarios.
At the end of the training and assessment day, two certified assessors fill in the Effective Command web-based
form using coloured scoring for each of the DDM five key-behaviours. The SA has three subsections for each
level – perception, comprehension, and prediction. All subsections in Effective Command are measured with nine
assessment criteria on the five-point coloured scale. The scoring of section can be between 20 to 100 points.
Excellent subsection result meaning green colour is given when 70 points in a subsection is received, and yellow
result meaning threshold is above 55,5 points. Score below 55,5 points is seen as fail and marked with red colour.
(Lamb et al., 2020) Recorded SA formal assessment results allowed us to study the implementation of CAPM in
organization.
EVALUATION OF CAPM

This research followed evaluation research paradigm where we employed a mix of qualitative and quantitative
analyses to evaluate the implementation of the CAPM. The overall research strategy here was to employ data on
previous applications of the SA assessments using Effective Command framework to derive data-informed
decisions on the further development of virtual simulation scenarios for SA assessments.
To accomplish our aim to evaluate a process model for co-authoring virtual simulation scenarios for ICs authentic
SA assessment in an organization, two research questions were introduced to be answered based on the data we
had from the development project and formal assessment results.
•

RQ1: What are the situational elements for assessing ICs SA within scenarios in an authentic virtual
training environment?

•

RQ2: How can the consistency of the SA scores be increased?

During the development project team meetings, agreements concerning the authoring virtual simulations were
documented. We analysed content generated from team meetings and the scenario user manual for a qualitative
research focus. For the quantitative analysis, we collected a dataset consisting of 473 formal first level working
ICs` attestation. The dataset was a result of assessments conducted using Effective Command for SA assessments
implemented on XVR OS. All virtual simulation scenarios were built using XVR OS software and used for first
level ICs formal DDM assessments during the training and assessment days (see more details in the background
chapter). Effective Command using DDM and XVR OS is seen a reliable way to measure all three SA levels
(Polikarpus et al., 2020). All formal assessments were carried out by two certified assessors and uploaded to
Effective Command database. Assessment results from 2017 to February 2020 were downloaded from database
on 28.02.2020. The dataset included 22 different scenario codes uniquely designed for each scenario. Ten
scenarios were created before the co-authoring and twelve using CAPM.
To answer the first research question, we analysed project meeting minutes, scenario user manual, and descriptive
statistics in Microsoft Excel. We used the following variables from Effective Command database: IC´s IDWiP Paper – Command & Control Studies
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number; scenario code; SA level 1 perception score; SA level 2 comprehension score; SA level 3 prediction score.
To answer the second research question, we analysed the IC SA levels score differences in relation to the scenario
and its storyline. We used scenario user manuals and the previously mentioned variables from Effective Command
database. Using Microsoft Excel, we found out how many times each scenario has been used and calculated the
mean scores for the whole dataset as well for each scenario SA levels.
RESULTS

Over the years 2016-2019 there were eleven authors and twenty-two virtual scenarios built on XVR OS.
The Situational Elements of Virtual Simulation Scenario

To answer the question concerning the situational elements for assessing ICs SA within scenarios, we analysed
twenty-two scenario user manuals and meeting minutes.
One scenario (TM118) out of twenty-two was used fifty-five times and four of them (JM118; LK118; RT118;
AS118) more than forty times (see table 1 column Used). In contrast, four scenarios were used only once in official
ICs work-attestation in years 2017-2020. All virtual scenarios involved casualties to be rescued. The number of
victims varied from two severely injured victims in traffic accident (SCRAC15) to multiple victims during a fire
in a festival area (AT118) (see table 2 column Victim). Fire was used eighteen times in some point in the storyline
(see table 2 column Fire) to create dilemmas for incident commanders. Another element to create dynamic
situation change for measuring the SA criteria is hazardous material leak (used 9 times) as seen column Leak.
Risks and issues from traffic were used ten times (see table 2 column Traf.).
N
o
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Table 2. The scenarios used for SA assessments
Year/
Name
Code
Used
Victim
CAPM
Bus and train collision
TR119
1
2020/1
yes
Car fire in gas station
AB15_2
1
2016/0
yes
Fire in industrial building
IE15_4
1
2016/0
yes
Diesel leak from truck on highway
DCM15_5
1
2016/0
yes
Facade fire in office building
AB15_7
4
2016/0
yes
Collapse of a building due to snow
TM318
7
2018/1
yes
Bus and gasoline truck accident
AT119
12
2019/1
yes
Apartment fire
AB15_8
12
2016/0
yes
Garage fire in apartment building
AB15_10
12
2016/0
yes
Suicide from gunshot and fire
JM218
18
2018/1
yes
Abounded semi-detached house fire
SMH_11
19
2017/0
yes
Under construction building fire
TR218
20
2018/1
yes
Car crash, electrical substation fire
TM218
21
2018/1
yes
Gas fire in pet shop
SMH15_9
25
2016/0
yes
Hazmat truck accident
SCRAC15
28
2017/0
yes
Tent fire in festival area
AT118
29
2018/1
yes
Traffic accident with elk
3LM16
29
2017/0
yes
Industrial building roof fire
JM118
40
2018/1
yes
Truck between gate
LK118
44
2018/1
yes
Gas explosion and fire
RT118
46
2018/1
yes
Fire in liquor store
AS118
48
2018/1
yes
Truck - loader collision, fire
TM118
55
2018/1
yes
CAPM:
Total
473
22
12

Fire

Leak

Traf.

no
yes
yes
no
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
yes
no
no
no
no
no
no
yes
yes
no
no
yes
yes
yes
no
no

yes
yes
no
yes
no
no
yes
no
no
no
no
no
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
no
no
yes

18

9

10

To summarize, the most popular situational element in scenarios is victims to be rescued. This element was
followed by fire (see Table 2) as scenarios with fire were used 430 times for formal SA assessments. In a storyline
the leak (see Table 2) was used 195 times. Scenarios with traffic element (see Table 2 column Traf.) were used
218 times. Scenarios with fire but no leak or traffic elements (for example TR218 and AS118) included were
implemented 129 times. Scenario with fire and issues from traffic but no leak (for example AT118 and 3LM16)
were solved 134 times. One scenario (SCRAC15) out of sixteen (used 28 times) has no fire, but has leak and
traffic included. Finally, scenarios LK118 and AT119 that involved all four analysed elements (victim, fire, leak,
traffic) were used 56 times.
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The reasons for some scenarios being used only once in the dataset are that it is a new scenario, not used yet
(TR119; TM318); it is an assessment scenario changed to training scenario (AB15_2); it was used a lot already
in 2016 (IE15_4); or the scenario was found to be not well aligned with the DDM model (DCM15_5). As highrise buildings are not common in Estonia, the scenario (AB15_7) was only used 4 times, because it is not a
probable accident type to most of ICs in Estonia and the skills required to solve it are above occupational
qualification standard. In Table 3 we summarize the qualitative reasons for continued use and discontinued use of
scenarios.
Table 3. Reasons for continued use and discontinued use of virtual simulation scenario
Reasons for continuing the use of virtual simulation
scenario
•
Storyline fits local circumstances
•
In accordance with the theoretical model of
SA and DDM
•
Technically easy to use in XVR OS
•
XVR OS updates allowing better
visualization

Reasons for discontinuing the use of virtual simulation
scenario
•
Storyline fits only urban locations ICs
•
Too few dynamic changes in storyline to assess
DDM
•
Overused scenario with a risk of being already
familiar to ICs

The XVR OS software updates have also inspired technical changes of visualizing some elements in scenarios. For

example, leaks could be animated. It is worth mentioning that XVR control center was changed significantly in
2018. That change required the update of the EASS virtual scenario building guideline concerning how different
elements in the storyline need to be visualized for ICs. However, the process steps in CAPM to design, build,
introduce, and implement the new scenarios into organization remained workable (see Table 1) and did not need
to be updated. Effective Command web-based tool changed in year 2017 and that is the reason why formal
assessment results from year 2016 were not included to the study.
The fact that twelve scenarios were built using CAPM and used by different assessors indicates that CAPM is
useful for the re-use of virtual scenarios between different assessors. However, it should be considered that the
CAPM was developed during the same time as the virtual scenarios were built and used. Therefore, it is impossible
to distinguish if the model influenced scenario building and SA assessment results or it was the other way around.
The assessors’ experiences during the assessments influenced the CAPM and its implementation for virtual
scenario built in XVR OS. Because virtual simulations were created by non-experts who gained expertise during
the building and using of virtual simulations we consider that as the strength of the process model. There were
four situational elements in scenarios to assess ICs SA in dynamically changing incident: casualties, fire, leaks
and traffic issues.
The Influence of Situational Elements on The Consistency of Situational Awareness Scores

The second research question concerned ways of increasing the consistency of the SA scores. To answer this, we
used descriptive statistics for the scores of ten scenarios implemented 333 times. These scenarios were built using
CAPM and used more than ten times for assessments.
Table 4 presents the average scores (means) and standard deviations (SD) of ten assessment scenario SA levels
scores. The average of SA level 1 score is 66.70 and SD is 7.20 for these ten scenarios. SA level 2 is 65.85 (SD
7.89) and SA level 3 is 63.68 with highest SD 8.51. In all ten cases SA levels perception and prediction score
means differ from each other, meaning that perception is better than prediction (see Table 4). In table 4 is seen
that four cases (TR218; JM218; RT118 and TM118) SA level 1 score is below average, three cases (TR218;
JM218; RT118) SA level 2 is below average and four cases is SA level 3 below average (TR218; JM218; RT118
and AS118).
We studied the inconsistency in SA scores relating to scenarios (see Table 4 blue coloured cells). In two scenarios
(JM218 and TM218) the average SA level 2 comprehension was higher than level 3 prediction (see Table 4
column Diff SA2, SA3). The storyline (JM 218) might be difficult for ICs to understand the development of the
fire inside the building because the person, who later shot himself, first purposefully set his house into fire. This
finding from data analyses shall be used during the reflective discussion phase with ICs. For car crash, electrical
substation fire (TM218) the difference between SA level 3 prediction and SA level 2 comprehension is small
(used 21 times and 0,1 points). However, the scenario storyline is interesting as the traffic accident causes the fire
in the electrical substation because of damaged electricity pole and wires. Fire in electrical substation requires a
specific response and that should be practiced.
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Table 4. SA mean scores and standard deviations
Code

SA1
Mean

SA1
SD

SA2
Mean

SA2
SD

SA3
Mean

SA3
SD

Diff SA1, SA2

Diff SA2, SA3

TR218

62.75

6.40

61.85

5.96

59.95

6.98

0.90

1.90

JM218

64.67

5.26

59.39

7.70

60.89

8.16

5.28

-1.50
2.15

RT118

64.89

8.28

65.33

8.17

63.17

9.77

-0.43

TM118

65.73

8.67

67.07

9.58

63.87

9.01

-1.35

3.20

AS118

66.96

6.81

66.35

6.87

62.88

8.03

0.60

3.48

AT118

67.38

6.51

66.24

6.94

63.93

8.63

1.14

2.31

JM118

68.05

6.56

66.70

7.23

64.08

9.17

1.35

2.63

AT119

68.42

5.42

69.33

5.30

67.25

4.11

-0.92

2.08

LK118

68.50

5.76

65.86

7.36

64.16

7.21

2.64

1.70

TM218

69.86

6.92

67.76

8.26

67.86

8.64

2.10

-0.10

In three cases (RT118, TM118 and AT119) SA level 2 comprehension was higher than SA level 1 perception (see
table 4 column Diff SA1, SA2). Truck – loader collision, fire (TM118, used 55 times) and gas explosion in
building under construction (RT118, used 46 times) should not be used any more as they are overused (see Table
3 above). Inconsistency in those two scenarios may have been caused by the absence of key-person in first phase
of incident. However, the bus and gasoline truck accident (AT119, used 12 times) should be continued to be used.
To improve the scenario and get rid of the inconsistency that SA level comprehension is higher than perception,
the only key-person alive – the truck driver – should have information available on paper. The documentation of
gasoline truck should be added to the scenario as extra source of information. It would allow the IC to understand
the situation in more details (number of sections, amount of gasoline, section leaking etc.) in convenient time for
him/her.
Considering these findings, it should, however, be borne in mind that SA scores are also influenced by several
other factors like the ICs and assessors’ previous experiences, tiredness level, the IT tools used during the virtual
simulation presentation like radio transmitters, screens, computers and so on. Still, we account the scenario
storyline, dynamic and non-dynamic elements presentation using the XVR OS to be the most important factors
for SA assessment.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we analysed virtual scenarios that were used to assess the SA of rescue service ICs in Estonia. Our
aim was to evaluate the process model for co-author virtual simulation scenarios for ICs authentic SA assessment
in an organization. We found that the CAPM is feasible because of twelve scenarios co-authored and used. It helps
to implement authentic virtual scenarios based SA assessment for assessments (SA level 1 mean 66.70; SA 2
mean 65.85 SA 3 is 63.68, see also Table 4). The virtual scenarios created with CAPM are used 341 times for
formal assessments (see Table 2) and new scenarios ready to be used indicate successful implementation of CAPM
in the organization. CAPM is a process model that allows systematic design, use of dynamic and non-dynamic
situational elements while building the scenarios to assess ICs SA in practical setting.
For authentic Estonian IC SA assessment, virtual simulations need to be built to fit local needs (see Table 3). This
finding fits with those from other studies using same virtual simulation software (Heldal & Wijkmark, 2017). The
organization´s expectation was at least 10 scenarios in year. In average, only 5,5 were built in a year, resulting in
the overuse of some scenarios (see Table 3). The need to design a larger number of scenarios to avoid “learning
the scenario” to happen, is expressed also in the another study (Reis & Neves, 2019). Therefore, further research
is needed to improve the effectiveness of using CAPM, as it allows to create scenarios that different trainers can
use for ICs SA and DDM training to avoid overuse of the scenarios.
The pedagogical dimension, the feedback learner receives in the virtual environment (Duval et al., 2015), is
presented visually using XVR OS, and audible input is given by an assessor, who plays the roles of key-persons
defined in user manual. The virtual scenarios built using CAPM allowed ICs to collect information about the
situation from audio and visual sources like fire plans, hazmat truck documentation, or talking with key-persons.
The procedure dimension, to model the learners’ activities in the virtual simulation, (Duval et al., 2015) the
scenario maps are used in CAPM, as well as a user manual and the EASS virtual scenario building guideline to
communicate the storyline of a scenario. The EASS virtual scenario building guideline helps to set the minimum
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standard while using situational elements in XVR OS for SA assessment. The use of the guideline helped to share
scenarios between assessors and use the scenarios built by others. It gives guidelines, how to use the situational
elements that can be divided into dynamic (victims, fire, leak, traffic) and non-dynamic elements (labelling, fireplans etc.) in XVR OS.
We detected the situational elements for assessing ICs SA within scenarios in an authentic virtual training
environment (RQ1). All scenarios included the dynamic situation change element of casualties to be rescued.
Beside that fire, leak and issues from traffic were realistically visualized using XVR OS. An earlier study that
collected feedback about scenarios´difficulty from IC 53% self-reported the scenarios to be suitable for them and
33% noted that it was rather difficult (Polikarpus et al., 2020 p 212). We conclude that victims, fire, leak and
traffic are dynamic situational elements to be used for storylines that include dilemmas to assess IC SA and DDM.
Furthermore, we need more studies on how different elements in scenarios influence the SA levels of ICs.
We analysed how the consistency of the SA scores could be increased (RQ2). The analysis of SA scores showed
that if the key-person is not easily accessible in the life saving phase of the incident, it makes it difficult for the
IC to collect information, understand it, and predict the changes during the incident. Lower SA scores from
scenario design could be improved by providing some information on paper to the commander, so they could
return easily to the information on paper when they need it. Moreover, as the key-person is an important dynamic
situational element, the fire plans or hazardous materials carrying truck documentation could be added to the
scenario non-dynamic situational elements to serve as sources of information.
In the current study we examined the implementation of the CAPM and it turned out that SA level 1 perception
scores were higher than SA level prediction scores. Similar results have been found in other studies. Our results,
however, indicated that some storylines and virtual simulations can produce SA levels scores when in different
order. The fact that different scenarios may produce different SA scores shows the need for further research of
SA in general but also more specifically on how to create authentic virtual scenarios to improve IC SA training
and assessment.
ICs show a positive attitude towards using virtual simulations (Wijkmark & Heldal, 2020). As training and
assessment of DDM is challenging and engaging (Polikarpus et al., 2020) CAPM and simulations for ICs training
should continue to be used and researched for practical purposes. To conclude, the CAPM enforced the building
of assessment scenarios collaboratively inside the organization and that helped to share knowledge and
experiences between assessors. Shared virtual scenarios building guidelines and process model helped to
contribute to the authentic SA assessment.
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ABSTRACT

What happens when an organization requires its employees to work from home during a pandemic that needs to
be managed? This research in progress article focuses on TELCO_ALPHA and the transition of their emergency
operation centre (EOC) to digital and distributed. A qualitative research method approach was applied and
liminality has been used as lens to investigate the shift from analog to digital. Focus has been on understanding
the transition and how they handled ambiguity within the organization when their crisis management moved
online. The transition was successful, and two areas were identified as important to this success: 1.
TELCO_ALPHA used IT that the staff in the crisis organization already had experience of working with prior to
the Covid-19 pandemic; 2. TELCO_ALPHA ran crisis management team meetings as they would run regular
business meetings. There was no new “crisis management structure” at the meetings.
Keywords

Crisis management, EOC, liminality, transition.
INTRODUCTION

During the Covid-19 pandemic, old work structures were put aside and new distributed work structures were
introduced. In this article, we depart from one of many effects that Covid-19 has had on society, namely physical
distancing and encouraging working from home.
When an extraordinary event occurs, the crisis organization is triggered, and in many situations the special
organization is located in some type of Emergency Operation Center (EOC). In the EOCs, the work is focused on
both managing the upcoming situation and finding strategic and tactical ways out of the crisis. In municipalities,
private companies and at police authorities, the EOC staff entering the EOC is moving from one work assignment
or responsibility that they carried out before the crisis, to another work assignment or responsibility in the EOC
(see e.g. Bergsten & Gustafsson, 2005; Erik. Borglund, 2017; E. A. M. Borglund, 2020; Johansson, Danielsson,
& Borglund, 2012; Svensson, 2007). Most often the EOC is what is best described as a temporal organization
(Lundin & Söderholm, 1995) and the temporal organization exists side by side with the permanent organization
but with different tasks. In the EOC there are several important tasks, but Landgren and Bergstrand (2016) present
findings from an ethnographical study describing the huge collaborative work taking place in the EOC as
intertwined with technology usage. Five key activities were identified: “Assembling, monitoring, exploring,
converging, and consolidating” (Landgren & Bergstrand, 2016, p. 4). In some organizations, e.g. the police, the
activities taking place in the EOC are familiar to the staff that will be assigned to the EOC, but for some
organizations the staff has rarely worked in an EOC, e.g. a municipality (Granholm, 2019; Myndigheten för
samhällsskydd och beredskap, 2014, 2017). To be prepared for the work in the EOC, staff members actively
participate in emergency training exercises (Asproth, Borglund, & Öberg, 2013; Svensson, 2007).
During the Covid-19 pandemic, at the request of public authorities in Sweden, people that could should work from
home. At TELCO_ALPHA, an international telephone company, the head of the company decided that all
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employees should work from home, except for the most important technicians. This was also the case for the
security department, a group that regularly works in EOCs during crises. In this case, the security department
needed to deal with both the pandemic and the effect it had on the company, as well as be prepared for any other
emergency that might threaten the company and their business. From one day to the next, TELCO_ALPHA
adjusted their crisis management approach from working in a well-equipped physical EOC during a crisis, to only
working from home and still fulfilling their crisis management responsibilities in a virtual EOC, with the same
social structures included as in the physical EOC.
This paper is research in progress, where the first 7 months of pandemic work at TELCO_ALPHA is in focus.
The aim is to understand how TELCO_ALPHA has managed their transition from EOC work practice in a physical
EOC, to the work practice in a virtual/distributed EOC, i.e. the adaption process of going virtual.
The remainder of this paper consists of a brief presentation of EOC, followed by the research method and the
theoretical lens applied in this paper. Finally, the result is presented, followed by an analysis and conclusion of
the work.
EOC AND RELATED RESEARCH

“The EOC concept allows for interpersonal communication, technically supported information exchange, and
decision-making among the representatives of different agencies” (Kendra & Wachtendorf, 2003, p. 39).
Quarantelli (1978) argued that an EOC can be considered both a social system and a place. However, the concept
of EOC in the literature is closely linked to a physical location in the form of a room or a similar. EOCs can be
formalised in different ways (Perry, 1995), often related to the complexity of the incident and the impact on the
community. The EOCs are differently equipped (Perry, 1995); some organisations have well-equipped, permanent
places designated for EOC activities, while other organisations configure the place at the time of emergency
(Perry, 1995). EOCs are “designed to coordinate activities of actors working toward common goals” (Landgren
& Bergstrand, 2016, s. 158). Quarantelli (1978) found that EOCs are highly important during crisis management
– they are the centre of activity necessary to manage crisis events. The EOCs function as a hub for communication
throughout the event. They are known to have six key functions: co-ordination, policy-making, operations,
information gathering, public information and hosting visitors (Perry, 1995, 2003; Quarantelli, 1978). Among
these functions, co-ordination has historically been viewed as the central function (Perry, 1995).
In the rather normative descriptions from the Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency (MSB) on how to organize
and manage crises from local to national level, it is clear that the organization and EOC is physical (see e.g.
Myndigheten för samhällsskydd och beredskap, 2014, 2017). During the large forest fire in Sweden 2014, the
organization of a temporal EOC at a small nearby hotel was carried out as planned by the County Administrative
Board of Västmanland (Skogsbrandsutredningen, 2015). This means that the EOC can either be set up in a
temporal location, or be pre-designed and equipped at a physical location. According to Granholm (2019), staff
in an EOC can more easily understand what kind of tasks they are expected to carry out in an EOC through the
design and technology found in the EOC.
Prior to 2011, the New York City Office of Emergency Management had its EOC in World Trade Center 7
(7WTC). Due to the terror attack, 7WTC was set on fire and eventually collapsed, forcing the EOC to evacuate
and move to another location. Three days later, they had relocated into a semi-permanent location that in many
aspects mirrored the original EOC location. (Kendra & Wachtendorf, 2003) Quarantelli (1997) notes that “At one
level, the place—particularly the physical facilities—is of relative importance. As a minimum, adequate
communication provision, computers, sufficient work space and certain resources, such as maps and equipment
inventories, are required. However, the physical facilities in themselves cannot make up for social factors”. That
is, extraordinary high-tech equipment is irrelevant, because without people who know how to use the technology
and what to do in the heat of the moment, the EOC as a physical place would be useless.
The concept of a virtual EOC can be found in the literature, for example: In the virtual Emergency Operation
Center (vEOC) developed in the project Ensayo (Becerra-Fernandez et al., 2008), they did not develop an EOC
for operational use. The vEOC of Ensayo focused on developing a virtual EOC, which looked like a real-life EOC,
but on a screen or in a system – to achieve this, VR technologies were used. The vEOC of Ensayo was designed
to be an important tool for “Design and Development of a Virtual Emergency Operations Center for Disaster
Management Research, Training, and Discovery”, “Design and Development of a Virtual Emergency Operations
Center for Disaster Management Research, Training, and Discovery”, and “Design and Development of a Virtual
Emergency Operations Center for Disaster Management Research, Training, and Discovery” (Becerra-Fernandez
et al., 2008, p. 3). Wright and Madey (2008) argued that the vEOC is an important product to complement EOC
simulations and similar. They also emphasized that the underlying architecture of the vEOC should be fully open
source.
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Even if examples of virtual/distributed EOCs are difficult to find, there are tools that aim to support distributed
work during crisis like for example Collabbit, which is a web-based software to support collaboration during crisis
focusing on information sharing (Lanerolle et al., 2010).
RESEARCH METHOD

This research is based on a qualitative research approach (Creswell, 2013; Myers & Avison, 2002) and a
combination of data collection methods has been applied. Part of the research has had an etnographic approach
(Van Maanen, 1988), but is better described as self-ethnography (Alvesson, 2003).
The data collection from TELECO_ALPHA has been carried out by three researchers with different approaches,
and the research has been iterative throughout the Covid-19 pandemic. Two of the researchers have been outsiders,
i.e. they have not worked at TELECO_ALPHA, but they have carried out extensive research within EOC work
and crisis management. One of the researchers was an insider, i.e. working at TELECO_ALPHA; this researcher
collected data as an ethnographer on an everyday basis. During the data collection of this research (7 months), the
insider collected data through short interviews and internal documents. On a regular basis, the two “outsiders”
interviewed the “insider”, which was done iteratively, and was more of a continuous analysis of the data collected.
The interviews resulted in questions that the insider needed to find answers to at TELECO_ALPHA. That is to
say, the insider used an an ethnographical approach to collect data, which was then iteratively analyzed by the
outsiders As a complement, interviews with representatives of TELECO_ALPHA have been carried out. The
interviews were unstructured which is more common in ethnographical studies. Data was collected from the day
the corona pandemic caused the TELCO_ALPHA employees to be required to work from home. This paper
represents the first 7 months of work, and is therefore preliminary findings.
Applied Analytical Lens

In this article, we aim to understand the process of TELECO_ALPHA organizing into a virtual EOC and adapting
to the new situation. We are using liminality as tool in the analysis process. According to Söderlund and Borg
(2018), there is an increasing interest in understanding the in-between phases and ambiguity that comes with
temporal organizations and temporal work. The concept of liminality (Thomassen, 2018) has gained increased
popularity as a way to understand e.g. the passage from one organization form to another (Söderlund & Borg,
2018). When a crisis occurs and selected employees in e.g. the police or in a municipality leave their regular job
to join the crisis organization in an EOC, we argue that liminality can be used to understand the ambiguity these
employees can feel in such situations, as well the ambiguity for the entire organization, as it also needs to manage
regular work as well as the crisis. Liminality is about “rites of passage” between states.
The organization’s transition from one (state) position/assignment prior to the crisis to the (state)
position/assignment during the crisis in the EOC, can be seen and understood as a passage between states. In this
article, we aim to understand the ambiguity TELCO_ALPHA as an organization experienced when entering into
a crisis management mode and organizing into a fully vEOC. We are interested in understanding how
TELCO_ALPHA tackled the resulting challenges and how the organization dealt with the in-between phase of its
ambiguity.
What About Liminality?

Arnold van Gennep wrote the book “Les rites de passage” (later translated into English) in 1909 (Gennep, 1960),
where he introduced the concept of liminality. Van Gennep (Gennep, 1960) used the concept to understand and
present what happens during the rituals in the passage between two states. Today liminality is widely used in
organizational studies (Söderlund & Borg, 2018; Tempest & Starkey, 2004). According to Thomassen (2018),
Van Gennep’s (Gennep, 1960) concept liminality has its origin in the Latin limen that could be translated as
threshold. Van Gennep (Gennep, 1960) described the passage over the threshold through several ritual phases. He
argued that rites of passages could be divided into stages: “rites of separation”, “transition rites”, and “rites of
incorporation” (Gennep, 1960, p. 11). He further argued that theoretically one could describe the rites of passages
as “preliminal rites (rites of separation) liminal rites (rites of transition), and postliminal rites (rites of
incorporation)”. Each rite is not always as present or important.
According to Söderlund and Borg (2018), the use of liminality as concept has greatly increased in recent years. In
their review (Söderlund & Borg, 2018) of how liminality has been used, three separate themes are found: Theme
1: Liminality as process, when individuals or an organization carry out the passage. Theme 2: Liminality as
position, when individuals and organization are on the “threshold” they manage this position. Theme 3: Liminality
as place, where the ritual of passage is a spatial form of passage. Liminality is often used to further elaborate and
understand the “betwixt-and-between”; Garsten (1999) presents an example focusing on temporary workers and
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their passage. Betwixt-and-between can be seen as the between of moving from one state to another, a neitherthis-nor-that state. In this case, the between is the moving from being a physical EOC to being a virtual EOC.
Liminality has also been used in studies on learning on both individual and organizational level (Tempest &
Starkey, 2004), where liminality was both negative and positive through new positive learning outcomes.
Söderlund and Borg (2018) argue that these liminal occasions, when an individual or organization are betwixtand-between, are moments that trigger reflexivity and learning. This is the primary reason that liminality has been
used as lens as the staff of TELCO_ALPHA moved from a live EOC to a vEOC. The passage between is about a
transition.
RESULTS

To understand TELCO_ALPHA’s in-between journey it is important to understand how the company organized
their crisis management prior to the Covid-19 pandemic.
TELCO_ALPHA Pre Covid-19

Before the pandemic outbreak, TELCO_ALPHA had a rather trimmed and well-working crisis organization. The
company had two physical EOCs where the crisis organization met and worked. The two EOCs were connected
through a link. During each crisis, some employees joined the meeting in the EOC remotely. The common
operational pictures (Erik Borglund, Landgren, & Lintzen, 2014; Myndigheten för samhällsskydd och beredskap,
2014) were always created in the EOC using information that was gathered at TELCO_ALPHA. One shortcoming
that several in the crisis management staff at TELCO_ALPHA addressed was that when you joined a crisis
management meeting from the outside, i.e. remotely, it was difficult to take an active part in the work in the EOC.
The staff on location in the two EOCs focused on their work tasks to create the common operational picture, and
remotely connected staff was rarely involved. If you were not in the EOC in person, it was difficult to be part of
the work.
Prior to Covid-19, TELCO_ALPHA had extensively trained crisis and incidents within their domain related to
various cyber security threats.
TELCO_ALPHA COVID-19

In March, the Public Health Agency of Sweden recommended that all employees in private and public
organizations work from home instead of going to the office, if possible. The Swedish CEO at TELCO_ALPHA
decided that all except a few employees should carry out their work from home. In January 2020,
TELCO_ALPHA implemented Office365 for the entire company.
Initial Phase

When the Public Health Agency of Sweden declared that there was an uncontrolled spread of Covid-19 in
Stockholm, TELCO_ALPHA initiated their Crisis Management Team (CMT). The CMT consists of
representatives from the business management and the security division. The Covid-19 situation was then
managed by an Incident Team – the Incident Team can organize into several task groups, depending on what the
situation needs. By separating the CMT from the Incident Teams, TELCO_ALPHA was prepared to manage
multiple ongoing crises. Each task force takes responsibility for a certain area. TELCO_ALPHA organized into
the following task forces: Risk, Network, IT, Business, Consumer, and Challenge. There was one task group for
each division in TELCO_ALPHA. The Incident Team reported directly to the CMT, and the Incident Team
consisted of representatives from each task force. This organization did not differ from traditional crises or
incidents at TELCO_ALPHA.
The meetings were initially organized by using an internal video-system using the VPN connection. This solution
was problematic as the entire company shared the same VPN connection, which turned out to be too limited, and
shortly this solution was abandoned for MS Teams.
Second Phase

After one or two days of capacity problems caused by using the internal video system, TELCO_ALPHA switched
to MS Teams, which solved the issue. The entire staff was used to the MS Teams environment, which they had
been using since January. In MS Teams they could reach and use different standard document templates for the
minutes, as well as for other tasks. The CMT meetings were organized in the same way as traditional business
meetings instead of being organized as special “crisis meetings”. From day one, TELCO_ALPHA required all
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employees in the meeting to have their camera turned on, whether they used the telephone, tablet or the laptop.
TELCO_ALPHA used MS Teams as intended, i.e. as a conference software, where chat and voice together with
screen sharing was the way of communication.
One interesting reflection is that the CMT did not transform and initiate “crisis mode” in their meetings, which
was common in previous crises. Crisis mode is when each member of the EOC receives a pre-defined role1 and
work in the EOC greatly focuses on establishing and documenting what will be a common operational picture on
whiteboards in the EOC. By entering a room specially designed to manage crises and severe situations, the room
itself also puts the staff into a “mode”. When TELCO_ALPHA used MS Teams to organize a virtual EOC, it
rather resembled a business meeting setup. Each member in the meeting behaved more as in a regular business
meeting, where it is natural to follow a structured meeting agenda. Each meeting was documented following
standardized minutes for meetings, which also meant that the Common Operational Picture was always
documented. Nothing was added to the walls because the meeting was fully virtual.
The positive effects TELCO_ALPHA quickly discovered were:
-

More effective meetings

-

Everyone was more alert

-

The COP was shared in Teams using standardized TELCO_ALPHA document templates, available for
everyone with access

-

You could participate in the meetings from various platforms

-

The routines were the same for these meetings as for regular business meetings

-

The security levels were the same as during normal business operations

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

Prior Covid-19, TELCO_ALPHA managed crises from a well-known physical EOC. This location worked as a
tool in the liminal process to transition from one activity, their everyday work, into the new activity that is crisis
management. Granholm (2019) argues that the way a room is organized and equipped supports the staff’s
understanding of what actions are to be carried out in the room. TELCO_ALPHA had extensive training in crisis
management from their two EOC locations. This training reinforces what tasks have to be carried out and how the
room and its equipment can be used to support these tasks. Training also reinforces rules and conventions of crisis
management. TELCO_ALPHA relied on rehearsed patterns, roles and routines to assemble and work within the
CMT. These routines, rules and conventions also contributed to their transition from one activity to another.
When the decision to carry out work from home was issued by their CEO, a new situation was presented. The
CMT was “betwixt and between” striving toward creating an environment for crisis management without the
physical location. During this transition they had to define what they were doing in the physical EOC in order to
move these activities to a virtual EOC. They turned to tools previously used and relied on routines created for
management in the physical location. One example was the use of the internal video system. However, it quickly
became obvious that the tools and structure used at the physical location were not suitable for crisis management
in a vEOC. In the liminal space they reviewed what resources they had at hand in their virtual room provided by
their organization. This way they defined the new reality, juxtaposting it with their way of organizing their EOC
work at the physical location. Defining actions performed and crafted the new reality to comprise these actions
afforded by the materiality available in their virtual room.
TELCO_ALPHA started to look for other tools and create a structure that in turn would help them create the new
vEOC. Since they had to solve the situation quickly, they turned to tools already used in the organization. Even
though MS Teams was relatively new in the organization, all members of the CMT had used it for a couple of
months. Once again, the room, now digital, and the conventions used in this room guided the way of working.
The vEOC meetings were formalized as standard business meetings. That is, formalized as the kind of meetings
the staff were used to when using MS Teams, including the structured agenda and routine of documenting the
meetings. Using these familiar tools lowered the threshold when transitioning from the physical EOC to the vEOC.
Turoff (2002) argues that technology used in action is dependent on daily use. The result of this study extends this
statement to also include conventions and routines. It is not only about using the technology, it is about working
in familiar ways regardless of whether or not there is a crisis. It includes what to do and how to do it. This was
1

At TELCO_ALPHA there are the following mandatory roles: incident manager, recovery manager, log
manager, and some or all of the following roles: business decision manager, continuity manager, communication
manager, business impact analysis manager, supplier impact.
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also the case for the security level. The organization used the same security level as for normal business meetings.
However, there was one adjustment: the requirement to use the camera when participating in the CMT meetings.
This made it possible to confirm the presence of the participants in the meeting. This created an environment that
was familiar to the staff even if the agenda now consisted of Covid-19 and its consequences.
When working in the physical EOC, the walls were used to visualize information. In the vEOC this was not
possible, since the staff participated from home with computers or smartphones. During the liminal space the staff
thought of this specific action. They asked themselves questions such as: What information is visualized? How
do we use this information? What do we have instead of walls? How can we share this information? Instead of
the walls used in the physical EOC, the organization turned to well-implemented routines. Templates formulated
day-to-day routines and ways of organizing and naming documents were put to use in the vEOC. By using
standardized templates and routines to document the meetings, the COP was always documented, up to date and
available for anyone with access. MS Teams made it possible to share documents with information that was up
for discussion in the vEOC and thereby imitate the discussion previously carried out infront of the walls with
information. This way they connected existing resources in a new way to fit into the vEOC practice. Since online
netiquette, e.g. taking turns to talk, was implemented, each CMT member took part of all information. In addition,
the issue of not being able to fully participate when remotely joining the physical EOC was no longer an issue.
This created an environment that made all CMT members alert and involved in the work. Each CMT member was
constantly updated on the COP and the decisions made. Weick (1993) describes the importance of each member
of a group keeping risks, goals and actions in mind when working in crisis situations. The way TELCO_ALPHA
organized their vEOC also created a foundation that made it possible for all CMT members to be aware of risks,
goals and actions.
Seven months into the pandemic, TELCO_ALPHA had not identified any severe negative outcomes during the
transition from working in EOCs to working in virtual EOCs. The period of ambiguity in the in-betwexit was
short; there were two main reasons for this: the CMT managed their meetings in a familiar way, i.e. in the same
way as business meetings at TELCO_ALPHA, and; TELCO_ALPHA used a familiar technology, MS Teams,
and familiar document templates for documentation. The structure and the technology used created an
environment making the period of the liminal phase as short as possible, and the transition became rather
unproblematic for TELCO_ALPHA. As described by Gennep (1960), rituals are important in the passage, as well
as to support individuals in the new phase, and minimize the time of uncertainty. According to Söderlund and
Borg (2018), rituals have been addressed in the literature as important for the transition between phases. At
TELCO_ALPHA, the business meeting can be seen as a ritual, following a predefined structure. By relying on
well-known rituals, the transition to a virtual EOC was rather smooth. The business meeting ritual had a similar
structure and phases regardless of whether the meeting was online or face to face. We therefore argue that rituals
in both phases can be useful for a smoother passage between phases.
CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLINES FOR COMING RESEARCH

In this article, the aim was to investigate and study how TELCO_ALPHA, an international telephone company,
managed the transition from a classical crisis management approach with physical meetings in an EOC to a fully
virtual crisis management creating a virtual EOC. This transition took place over just a few days, and the lens
used to investigate this transition was liminality (Gennep, 1960). This in progress research has found that
TELCO_ALPHA carried out the transition from physical crisis management to virtual without any problems or
challenges. The expected ambiguity and uncertainty during this passage between physical to virtual was not
detected at organizational level. The success factors identified were that TELCO_ALPHA managed to minimize
the new and unfamiliar during the transition. Two important decisions by TELCO_ALPHA helping to minimize
uncertainty can be found: 1. The digital, distributed crisis management organization used information technology
that all staff involved was used to. MS Teams was introduced at TELCO_ALPHA in early 2020, making the
technology familiar, including the O365 package as a whole; 2. During meetings in the virtual EOC held by the
Crisis Management Team, they followed a business meeting structure and not a “crisis management mode
structure”. A natural continuation of this research is to further investigate whether the findings at organizational
level are applicable on individual level amongst the staff at TELCO_ALPHA. Whether the staff also managed the
transition smoothly will be the forthcoming focus of this research. A given long-term aim of this research is to
investigate to what extent physical and virtual environments, organizational structures and IT-systems can
minimize the liminal phase that occurs during a crisis when organizations make changes to their organization to
manage the developing situation.
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ABSTRACT

Resilience of Critical Infrastructures (CI) is high on the agenda of countries’ efforts. Modern CI are highly
interdependent and span countries, so disruptions occurring on one side of the border can significantly affect
economic and social functions on the other. To build CI resilience, stakeholder organizations must collaborate
and exchange information throughout the Emergency Management (EM) cycle. In this paper, we present the
Critical Infrastructure Platform (PIC in Italian). PIC is a technological piece of a broader cross-border regional
resilience strategy between Lombardy Region (Italy) and Canton Ticino (Switzerland) aiming to improve the
capacity to manage accidental events involving transportation CI between the two countries. The main goal of the
PIC platform is to support secure and effective information-sharing, inter-organizational risk assessment,
monitoring and operational coordination under critical situations. The paper presents the key requirements of such
ICT system, its high-level architecture including the description of its main modules, main takeaways and future
steps.
Keywords

Critical infrastructure, interdependencies, resilience, cross-border, information sharing, IT platform, GIS.
INTRODUCTION

Contemporary societies are increasingly dependent on the availability of services provided by Critical
Infrastructure (CI). Modern infrastructures have become highly interconnected, due to the increased flow of data,
goods, people, energy, between CI sectors. CI assets do not operate in isolation but rather as a ‘system of systems’
where failure of one structure could result in serious disruptions in others (Lewis and Petit, 2019). This means
that a single operator may have the best possible protection against direct hazards and threats and still have its
operations and services disrupted due to the cascading effects, i.e. propagation of impact due to infrastructure
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interdependencies. Even minor disruptions now easily cause service interruption in dependent infrastructures
causing significant overall impacts, which must be considered on the system level.
In wake of a broadened range of hazards and threats which span across borders due to their spatial dimension
(earthquakes, fires, severe weather, floods), it is also CI interdependencies that transmit impacts across sectors
and across countries. It has become clear that CI stakeholder organizations cannot operate in isolation and must
work together to ensure CI resilience, which became a shared responsibility between government and the private
sector (Trucco and Petrenj, 2017). The increasing complexity of disruptions requires a collective (multi-agency,
cross-sectoral and cross-border) approach in all risk management phases, where each actor benefits from
connectivity, from sharing information and collaboration. In the efforts to build the resilience of CI systems,
countries are working to establish mechanisms for information sharing, involving CI operators and other
stakeholder organizations. Their aim is to establish a comprehensive and shared understanding of risks and
vulnerabilities and coordinated emergency response, while ensuring the security and confidentiality of
information shared. Numerous programs and approaches have been developed to foster trust-based connections
between government and private owners and operators (OECD, 2019). The major (continental) initiatives
fostering cross-regional and cross-country collaboration around CI systems include: The European Union’s
Critical Infrastructure Warning Information Network – CIWIN (EC, 2021); United States Information Sharing
and Analysis Centers – ISACs (US DHS, 2016); Canada Critical Infrastructure Gateway (Government of Canada,
2020); Australia’s Trusted Information Sharing Network for Critical Infrastructure Resilience – TISN (Australian
Government, 2020); South-America PROSUR (PROSUR, 2020).
In European context, CI often span across countries, and there is a high level of heterogeneity of the involved
organizations (data, technologies, procedures, organization, regulation, etc.), making it extremely difficult to
exchange information and collaborate. “All disasters are local” (Serino, 2011), or at least start locally, and this is
the principal level at which resilience is built. However, when a disaster hits, the neighbors will feel the impact
too, and often be among the first responders.
In this paper, we present the Critical Infrastructure Platform (PIC in Italian), which is being developed within the
SICt project (Resilience of Cross-Border Critical Infrastructure) which aims to improve the capacity to manage
accidental events involving the transportation CI between Lombardy Region (Italy) and Canton Ticino
(Switzerland). The goal of the PIC Platform is to support building cross-border regional resilience by supporting
the cross-border coordination and decision-making, both in emergencies and in times of normal operation. The
PIC will achieve this by encouraging end enabling secure information sharing to break down the boundaries
between the stakeholder organizations. It will establish the cross-border information flows that are currently
missing, but are necessary for: understanding of infrastructure vulnerabilities caused by interregional
interdependencies; assessing criticality of specific infrastructure assets/facilities; estimating consequences of
disruptions under specific scenarios; identifying risk-based and cost-effective mitigation options; and for
coordinated incident management. For instance, the possibility to analyze and share information on how an
emergency event (e.g. railway accident), occurring close to the border, will affect the traffic in both countries is
useful to rapidly put in place adequate countermeasures. A collaborative approach would also allow for more
effective management of the available resources, for coping with the emergency, securing the continuity of
services and for limiting cascading effects.
The paper is structured as follows. In the following section, we give a brief state-of-the-art review of cross-border
resilience, highlighting the gaps and the problem we are addressing. The methodology section explains the steps
we have made to collect and analyze the requirements for the PIC platform. We then present the PIC platform by
means of the requirements for cross-border information sharing, the high-level platform architecture and
description of its internal and external modules. The paper ends with the main conclusions, limitations of the work
and future developments.
CROSS-BORDER RESILIENCE

Much of the research in the fields of communication and information sharing for emergency management has
focused on practices and training of key emergency management organizations, such as first responders (e.g. INPREP, 2021). In contrast, there has been little empirical investigation of the communication and informationsharing which would include CI operators (Reilly et al., 2018). Involving CI systems is relevant not only due to
their importance for the normal functioning of societies but usually continuous CI operation is required during
disasters to fully enable recovery activities and respond to community needs. However, during disasters the
service capacity of many CI is knocked down. An unaddressed issue is certainly the need for synchronized
information flows and shared situational awareness, especially when the impact spans across borders (Adrot et
al., 2018).
When countries share CI and supply chains (including food, water, fuel and medical supply chains), disruptions
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coming from one side can significantly affect economic and social functions on the other. The EC recognized that
cross-border dimensions of risks could benefit from a more systematic assessment (EC, 2017). National risk
assessments coordinated by the European Commission (EC, 2019) again revealed that while cross-sectoral
interdependencies of risks are tackled to some extent, the cross-border/regional/international dimension is still
missing. There has been significant effort dealing with cross-border Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) and Climate
Change Adaptation (CCA), including cross-border flood management, wildfires, and extreme weather (e.g. Abad
et al., 2018; Bracken et al., 2016; EU-CIRCLE, 2021; Murphy et al, 2016;), but limited with transboundary
infrastructure resilience. An overview of European programs and projects devoted to resilience is given by Adrot
et al. (2018).
When it comes to cross-border coordination, another gap is that prior research and development effort has been
mostly focused on the response phase of emergency/crisis, while it should cover each stage of the Emergency
Management (EM) cycle and should be further enhanced in preparedness and risk mitigation phases (EC, 2020).
Rather than designing systems for (cross-border) crisis management only, we should design systems that will
function during both anomalous and routine operations (Allen et al., 2014).
Over the last decade, there has been an expansion of Public-Private Collaborations (or ‘Public-Private
Partnerships’) with a goal of improvement of Critical Infrastructure Resilience (CIR) and Emergency
Management (EM) all over the world (Trucco and Petrenj, 2017). In the US there has been a growing focus in
developing cross-sector, multi-jurisdiction, and discipline partnerships to identify and address resilience gaps, and
most recently on “operationalizing” resilience (Fisher et al., 2018). One of the first initiatives was developed in
the Pacific Northwest Economic Region (PNWER) starting in 2001, to address regional cross-border
infrastructure interdependencies (and potential disruption consequences) between the US and Canada. The
development of a regional alert and warning system named ‘Northwest Warning, Alert and Response Network’
(NWWARN), encouraging cross-sector information sharing, was among the PNWER’s major achievements. On
the national scale, the "Canada-U.S. Action Plan for Critical Infrastructure" was designed to strengthen the safety,
security, and resilience of CI, through an enhanced cross-border approach. The Action Plan identifies partnerships,
information sharing, and risk management as the three key elements to better prevent, respond to, and recover
from CI disruptions.
‘Crisis Informatics’ research combines social science and ICT knowledge to better understand how organizations
and people use digital technology to better respond to disasters and crises (Karanasios et al., 2019). This field
consists of many streams, and the focus of this paper is on developing and improving cross-border interorganizational information sharing and collaboration, to improve the protection and resilience of CI. Timely,
trusted information sharing and collaboration among stakeholders are crucial within the CIP and CIR mission
(DHS, 2016). There are significant efforts to improve crisis and emergency situations focusing on the problems
and significance of inter-organizational information sharing and collaboration (Allen et al., 2014). On top of
numerous issues and barriers to inter-organizational information sharing and collaboration for CI resilience
(Petrenj et al., 2013), cross-border CI dimension further increases the complexity of risk and resilience
management. With different countries, regions, and agencies working together there are additional challenges
associated with administrative and economic conditions, cultural and language barriers, systems in place, habits
and social standards (Adrot et al., 2018; Bharosa et al., 2010). It seems that current methods and tools for
collaborative networks are not fully suited to facilitate collaborations between different types of organizations in
the crisis management domain. (Benaben et al., 2017). Emergency response plans and Incident Command Systems
are well defined on the intra-organizational level, following organization’s own hierarchy and resources, while,
in reality, organizational units are forced to carry out tasks collaboratively (Noori et al., 2016).
(Inter-)Organizational resilience refers to the organizations that operate and manage the CIs, including the
processes of organizational capacity and capability, planning, training, leadership, communication, and so forth
(Rød et al., 2020). It is not a sole matter of an ICT system (technology) and its interoperability that would allow
for efficient information sharing and collaboration, but it is a piece of a broader strategy dealing with interorganizational resilience building. As CI operators might not always be inclined to share sensitive information
about their vulnerabilities and critical dependencies outside of safe circles, ensuring mutual trust and security of
shared information is an important aspect to foster a joint approach (OECD, 2019).
In this paper, we investigate the specific requirements of a collaborative environment that is necessary to facilitate
collaboration for improved cross-border transportation system resilience. We are not aware of any common
approach, technique or tool is available to enable continuously updated and shared information between
organizations that would support the whole CI resilience management cycle, across agencies and across borders.
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METHODOLOGY

The requirements for the cross-border information sharing platform (PIC) were collected from two main sources.
On one side the experiences and expertise gained from the development and use of previous IT platforms for
emergency management in the Lombardy Region was fundamental (e.g. Emergency Dashboard – Cruscotto
Emergenze in Italian). On the other, the platform requirements specific for this new use case (cross-border) have
been collected through SICt project workshops and interviews with the stakeholder organizations from both sides
of the border. The steps followed to collect and analyze the requirements are the following:
1) Identification of stakeholder organizations. The identified groups were: road operators and police,
firefighters, rail operators, medical emergency services operating in the geographical area of study.
2) Gathering requirements. Starting from September 2020, two workshops involving all the stakeholders
have been organized in order to get the first set of high-level requirements. In addition, four crossregional roundtables have been conducted gathering Italian and Swiss organizations in homogeneous
groups (i.e. road operators and police, firefighters, rail operators, medical emergency services). A followup in the form of unstructured interviews has been conducted with individual organizations with the aim
of understanding organization-specific requirements. In all these cases, there was continuous interaction
between the interviewers (including at least a researcher and an IT expert) and the practitioner
organizations, without adoption of a specific protocol, in order to favor an open discussion around the
PIC requirements. The focus of these meetings was on the information needs (information flows and
gaps) and on functionalities that could be introduced in the PIC platform to facilitate stakeholders’ EM.
In addition, the existing information systems in use were analyzed. The online meetings were recorded
with the participants’ permission, in order not to miss any detail and review without distraction what has
been discussed.
3) Analysis of requirements. The requirements, previously collected in the form of summary lists, were
analyzed by means of their clarity, completeness and possible conflicts. The requirements were then
documented in a detailed report and shared with stakeholders. Moreover, the NATO Architectural
Framework (NAF, 2018) was used as a standardized way of representing relevant viewpoints, such as
the organizational structures and information flows.
The interviews are still ongoing and the requirements will go through a final revision before the PIC development.
PIC PLATFORM

This section describes the requirements collected for the development of the PIC platform and the proposed highlevel architecture of the platform including the internal and external modules. The context of the platform
application is the cross-border coordination between the Lombardy Region (Italy) and Canton Ticino
(Switzerland) to build the resilience of the interconnected transportation network. The platform will be used to
manage all types of incidents affecting the transportation infrastructure, regardless of the type of hazard (natural,
man-made, technological).
Requirements for a Cross-Border Information Sharing IT Platform for CIR
Understanding the Current Situation

The analysis of the current situation focused on the information needs of the inter-regional stakeholders. The lack
of an information-sharing tool for managing CI systems between the two countries was obvious.
The interviews with the stakeholders from both sides of the border revealed that inter-organizational
communications were limited. The communication relied on personal relations, and were mainly performed using
the telephone, and, in specific cases, email or radio. This is mainly because the telephone represents one of the
quickest communication channels for emergencies. However, as stated by all the interviewed organizations, there
are information that do not require a direct and synchronous interaction between people. For instance, a decision
to close a section of the railway network can be communicated through a platform without using a telephone.
Moreover, as highlighted in Figure 1, the major part of the cross-border communications is between first
responders, which then forward the information to the other involved organizations. Still, there are plenty of cases
where a direct (peer-to-peer) interaction between individual organizations would be beneficial. This stands for
both emergencies and periods of normal operation, where risk assessment and emergency planning take place. An
in-depth study (not included in this paper) identified the existing gaps in the information flows. It immediately
revealed the absence of direct communication between the two states to communicate the occurrence of an event
that affects a transport infrastructure system generating cascading effects on other systems. It means that the
stakeholder organizations do not have proper access to all the external information they need for the best possible
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risk and emergency management. Moreover, the cross-border exchange of information through an information
system, as done by the rail operators, is much more efficient compared to the road operators’ communication
mediated by the police and done over a telephone. The interviews also pointed out that many operators do not
have a geospatial platform to consult, and in addition, not all geographic data of interest are currently available.
The PIC will therefore support a geographic representation of information and, the flow of missing data to the
shared platform will be added.
Rail
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Figure 1. Existing information flows between the regional stakeholders

To address the gaps in the information flows we proceeded with the collection and definition of the PIC platform
requirements, which is the first step of the system development process.
Functional Requirements

The functional requirements of the platform are divided in:
• General functionalities;
• Critical Infrastructure Dashboard functionalities;
• Collaborative Emergency Management functionalities;
• Mobility functionalities.
Considering the General functionalities of the platform, different user profiles are defined, each of them having
specific permissions and access to different types of information, all according to the privacy requirements of the
shared information. The current types include the configurator (high level), local administrators (mid-level) and
general users (low level). The users that will have access to the platform include first responders, CI operators and
public entities that operate in that geographical area. The users will be assigned to a specific group and each group
will be characterized by a role. Belonging to a group gives the user the visibility of one or more scenarios – a
specific set of information that can be viewed and consulted through the geographical interface (map) of the
Critical Infrastructure Dashboard. The functionalities are linked to user groups, not scenarios.
The geographic component (i.e. Critical Infrastructure Dashboard) allows visualizing, consulting and
interrogating data on a map. The presented data can be static or updated in real-time thanks to the possibility of
PIC to collect data from some of the information systems of the users (stakeholder organizations), or get data
inserted directly by users. For instance, there will be the possibility to have access to the contents of webcams
owned by CI operators positioned in strategic locations, or to see the location of some resources owned by CI
operators and first responders. As shown in Figure 2, by clicking on the webcam icon on the map it is possible to
see all the layers of information associated with that icon (i.e. webcam locations with the corresponding images,
the owner of the webcam, CI asset visualized in the images). Similarly, by clicking on the icons of resources
owned by CI operators (e.g. railway stations, road segments) it is possible to have information about the status of
the traffic. By interrogating resources owned by first responders (e.g. health facilities, police stations, firefighter
stations) it is possible to get the address of the facilities and their contacts. Moreover, the alerting system will be
associated with critical events on the map so that the user is immediately informed through alerts.
To favor Collaborative Emergency Management, there will be the possibility to use the platform as an information
sharing system containing an address book, a messaging system and a document repository. This module will
allow the possibility to manage events and alerts.
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Mobility module will complete the platform through functionalities related to the analysis of the transportation
system considering specific scenarios. It will provide information on the possible strategic measures to improve
the resilience and/or actions to be taken in a specific scenario.
Finally, the functionality will include viewing and querying through the information and results of other connected
modules (internal and external) – the integration requirements will assure their compatibility.

Figure 2. Geographic component of PIC
Information Requirements

The information requirements are related to all the information present in the geographic platform of PIC (i.e.
critical infrastructure dashboard) and in the management part (i.e. collaborative emergency management module).
By default, geographic services are made available through the Critical Infrastructure Dashboard, which will
provide data related to the geographic area of the project, the road and the rail network (including the details of
each designated transportation network node). Moreover, it will show the location of the resources, vehicles and
assets of some stakeholders. This will be completed through the other modules that will suggest the actions to
implement in order to improve the resilience of the system (e.g. simulation of the effects of an emergency event,
traffic management, infrastructure accessibility).
Other Requirements

The functional and information requirements are completed through the architectural and integration
requirements. They are related to the integration of the internal modules and the external systems that will provide
useful information and analytics. The modules are presented in more detail in the following section of the paper.
Moreover, the accessibility and compatibility with different browsers is guaranteed, together with the privacy
requirements.
PIC Platform High-Level Architecture

PIC is a unique, shared platform for Italian and Swiss operators to access information and analytical tools, to share
planning procedures in the preparedness phase and coordinate response actions during an emergency event.
The platform is being developed as a web application and it is composed of three internal modules with specific
functionalities, as framed in Figure 3:
•
•
•

Critical Infrastructures Dashboard;
Collaborative Emergency Management Module;
Mobility Module.

PIC Platform will be also integrated with external applications and systems, represented outside the red line in
Figure 3, which are:
•
•

Emergency Operations Room register and Alert Management;
GRRASP-DMCI (suite for CI vulnerability and risk analysis jointly developed by EC-JRC and
Politecnico di Milano (Galbusera et al., 2020);
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Infrastructures Monitoring Network;
Applications and systems of operators and first responders.

Figure 3. PIC platform architecture
Internal Modules and Legacy Systems

The internal modules inside PIC are based on legacy systems that were already in use by the regional government
(e.g. Emergency Dashboard). They were improved and advanced according to the specific requirements of the
project. Internal modules interact through uni or bidirectional flows of data.
Critical Infrastructure Dashboard (CID) is the component enabling the visualization and the cartographic analysis
of all the information useful for operators. It represents the data collection hub of the platform and interacts with
an Oracle/ArcSDE database which physically hosts data that cannot be made available through other services. It
is the geographic component of PIC platform, therefore it will enable users to visualize, consult and interrogate
data on a map. The CID is the core element of PIC, which will provide the Common Operation Picture by
integrating and displaying all the relevant information in one place, and make it available to stakeholders on both
sides of the border.
It will interact with other internal modules of the platform and with the external applications. More specifically,
it includes:
•
•
•

A bidirectional flow of data with Mobility Module. CID provides this module with input data to be
processed, it receives the results of the processing and it represents them on a map;
A unidirectional information flow from Collaborative Emergency Management module. CID can show
the georeferenced message;
A unidirectional information flow from Emergency Operations Room, GRRASP, Monitoring Network
and Applications of operators and first responders. CID can show all the received data on a map.

The CID is the principal user interface and the first thing users see upon access to the PIC through authentication.
The data that users can visualize within this module are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Presence of construction sites or traffic blocks;
Road traffic;
Rail traffic;
Installations and sites: location of hospitals, first aid, fire stations and other relevant sites;
Video surveillance;
Mass and dimension limitations;
Resilience indicators: resilience level of different segments of the road network. It could be further
investigated to analyse the components that contribute to the aggregate resilience value.
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Collaborative Emergency Management (CEM) module is an application component endowed with the following
functionalities:
•
•
•

Directory: it includes data and contact details of operators involved in the emergency management;
Document repository: it allows saving documents and photos related to an event;
Messaging system: it enables communication through real-time chat or emails. Users can create new
message templates or use predefined ones. The module allows selecting the receivers of the messages
(broadcast or selected group of users) and receive appropriate notifications.

CEM will also enable operators to insert new Alerts and Events, giving the possibility to associate to them all the
related information, and support them in managing and coordinating response actions. An Alert is a warning that
users receive to be prepared to deal with potential emergencies. Qualified users can create a new Alert by map
editing of a point, a line or a polygon, or by selecting the affected road segment. Users proceed by inserting
significant information related to the selected geometry or road segment in a template. The set of information
characterizing an Alert is (information marked with a star is mandatory to create an Alert):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Expected date*;
Expected time*;
Expected duration;
Geolocation*;
Phenomenon location: possibility of adding a description to the geolocation of the phenomenon;
Phenomenon description*: possibility to select the type of phenomenon by a drop-down menu
(Hydrogeological risk, Hydraulic risk, Severe thunderstorms, Snow, Avalanches, Severe wind, Fires,
Other) and to specify the expected magnitude;
Reporting operator*.

On the other hand, an Event is any happening that could undermine the functionality of the CI and that requires
an intervention of operators to be managed. An Event generation can be triggered by an unforeseen accident or it
could result from an escalation of an Alert into an emergency. Qualified users can create a new Event by map
editing a point, a line or a polygon, or by selecting the affected transportation node. In particular, CI operators can
create a new Event when it is located on a road/rail segment within their competence. Users proceed by inserting
relevant information in a template. The set of information characterizing an Event is (information marked with a
star is mandatory to create an Event):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Date*;
Time*;
Geolocation*;
Event location: possibility of adding a description to the geolocation of the Event;
Event description*: possibility to select the type of Event by a drop-down menu;
Reporting operator*;
Expected duration;
Event status: possibility to associate the Event status by a drop-down menu (Open or Closed).

It will be possible to further detail an Event by activating different templates, whenever new information emerges
and new measures are implemented. Additional information that could be relevant for users, since it supports them
in managing emergencies, are listed in Table 1. Knowing the details about events happening on one side of the
border can help operators on the other side in implementing actions to manage the propagation of the effects.
Information is grouped in different categories, according to their nature:
• Event features: operators will have the possibility to insert information, to update information already
entered or to share new details;
• Response actions to respond to the event;
• Recovery actions: measures and resources put in place by operators to restore CI conditions to normal.
Operators will also have the possibility to declare their state of emergency if an ongoing event requires their
intervention, and finally, to notify about the closure of an event.
Mobility Module is an application component linked to the transport domain. It is based on processing that will
suggest the measures to implement in order to improve the resilience of the CI system. On one hand, considering
the available resources for managing a significant event, it aims at analysing resources accessibility on the
territory. On the other, it aims at assessing plans and procedures for road and rail mobility/traffic management.
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For instance, there will be the possibility to have information about alternative routings and to visualize them on
the map.
Table 1. Additional information related to an Event

Event features
Information

Substances

Substance quantity
N°involved people

Description
Leaked dangerous substances within the area:
• Flammable;
• Toxic;
• Radioactive;
• Pollutants;
• Other (to be specified).
Quantity of substances leaked in the environment.
It includes deceased, injured, people to be evacuated, potential targets and isolated
people.

N°injured
N°deceased
N°people to be evacuated

Medical aid

N° and type of vehicles
involved on the road

N° and type of wagons
involved on the rail

Information
Restriction on transit of
heavy vehicles
Restriction on transit of light
vehicles
Restriction on transit of train
Variable message sign
Request of support

It shows effects related to heath care, showing the main pathology of patients:
• Traumatized;
• Polytraumatized;
• Burn victims;
• Intoxicated;
• Other (to be specified).
Beside each pathology item, users will insert the estimated number of involved
patients.
It shows the types of involved vehicles:
• Light vehicles: Car, Other (to be specified);
• Heavy vehicles: Bus, Truck, Lorry, Other (to be specified).
Beside each vehicle item, users will insert the estimated number of involved
vehicles.
It shows the types of involved wagons:
• Freight wagon;
• Passenger train;
• Other (to be specified).
Beside each wagon item, users will insert the estimated number of involved
wagons.
Response/recovery measures
Description
It displays potential restrictions on transit of heavy vehicles and supports
operators in managing the areas used to store this category of vehicles.
It displays total or partial restrictions on transit of light vehicles.
It displays potential blocks of rail traffic.
It offers visibility on the position of variable message signs and the possibility for
the operators to add the relative text.
It allows operators to ask for support in case of need.

External Applications

External applications are already existing systems used in other contexts, which are able to process and return
information of interest for the PIC platform users. The selection of these systems was made taking into
consideration the insights and benefits they could bring in, but also the feasibility of their integration with PIC
platform.
Emergency Operations Room (EOR) Register is an application currently used by the Civil Protection of Lombardy
Region for monitoring of events during emergencies. The service is reserved to the General Directorate
responsible for Civil Protection, to operators of the EOR and to the members of the Regional Crisis Unit. It enables
to access or upload information related to events involving Civil Protection at the local, provincial, regional and
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national level.
The EOR Register includes information about Events, Alerts, Warnings and Criticality level in the EOR (absent,
ordinary, moderate, high, emergency). It supports users in managing actions to be undertaken and requests of
activities.
Alert Management (GESTCOM) includes a set of services for configuration, generation and multichannel delivery
of alerting releases from Functional Risk Monitoring Centre – Civil Protection RL. Alerting status managed
through GESTCOM is analogous to those described in the EOR Register.
The Dynamic Functional Modelling of vulnerability and interoperability of Critical Infrastructure (GRRASPDMCI) is a discrete event simulation that analyzes the dynamic behavior of the CI system-of-systems as a result
of a threat impacting one or more infrastructure nodes. DMCI objective is to develop knowledge about how
disruptive events or disturbances acting on CI could spread to the whole network because of different types of
interdependencies and affect businesses, end-users and the entire society. The first DMCI model (Trucco et al.,
2012) was enhanced in recent years and integrated into the Geospatial Risk and Resilience Assessment Platform
(GRRASP) developed by the JRC (Galbusera and Giannopoulos, 2016). The latest version of the model (DMCIe;
Galbusera, et al., 2020) is currently being used for the needs of the SICt project.
The DMCI model had been previously applied to analyze the wider EXPO 2015 area in Milan (Italy); critical
scenarios analysis and evaluation of resilience strategies (Petrenj and Trucco, 2014); supported regional decisionmakers in evaluating transportation unlock policies in the metropolitan area of Milan during COVID-19
contingency (Trucco et al., 2020); for Vital Node Analysis (VNA) in the SICt project.
GRRASP combines geospatial technologies and computational instruments for complex network analyses, with
the aim of identifying functional, geographical and logical interdependencies among the different network
components. More specifically, the purposes are:
•
•

To simulate potential impacts on interdependent CIs following an emergency situation and plan
procedures of intervention in advance;
To support operators’ activities during emergency events, providing information about the impacts and
the potential propagation of the disservice.

GRRASP can be used for analyses of CI interruptions at local, regional, national and international level.
Functionalities of GRRASP will be available through its integration with the PIC platform, without further
authentication. The system will be prepared and pre-populated with a master dataset that contains the following
information:
•
•

Identification of critical nodes of transport cross-border CI. Information about nodes and their descriptive
parameters are gathered by both available public data and direct collection from operators of specific
nodes;
Vulnerability and nodes interdependence analysis, with standardization of analytical criteria of
judgement between the two countries. Static and dynamic parameters will be used to describe the
characteristics of each CI node and they will lead to defining vulnerability levels, referred to a
standardized scale, for each threat and hazard affecting the node itself.

CI operators will be able to use the pre-populated dataset for processing and personalised analyses about CI nodes
interdependencies, thus creating their own project.
Infrastructures Monitoring Network

SICt project will include the implementation of an Infrastructure Monitoring Network. Decisions related to the
typology of instruments to be used for monitoring are still in progress, however, the data that will be received by
the PIC platform are the following ones:
•
•
•

Satellite images;
Images from drones;
Frame videos from drones and cameras.

For satellite images, radar data acquisition will be programmed with a frequency of 36 days. The collected data
will be the input for interferometric processing, whose results will enrich the information asset of PIC.
Applications and Systems of Operators and First Responders

Operators and first responders involved in the project currently use their own applications and systems to manage
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emergencies and to store geographical data not related to specific events. Where possible, the data included in
Table 1 will be made available and shared within the PIC platform.
Key Technical Details

The technology behind the PIC platform will be: Tomcat lispa 3.9.1, Open JDK 13, Esri API Javascript and Esri
ArcGIS server. All modules will be implemented via Web-Application and the databases (DB) used will be
different according to the considered modules. Concerning the geographical component, CID will be mainly a
service collector and the few data physically available will be collected in an Oracle/ArcSDE 10.8 DB. On the
other side, CEM will have an Oracle 18c DB.
To guarantee data security, the access to the PIC platform will require authentication by both Italian and Swiss
users. Furthermore, most of the data will be provided to PIC through services, while for the data contained in the
DBs, the data security rules will be the ones provided by the DBs themselves.
CONCLUSIONS

The present work fills the gap in the wider literature by providing the empirical investigation on the information
requirements for improved cross-border risk and resilience management of networked CI systems. Firstly, there
has been little analysis that involves CI operators among the key stakeholders. Secondly, there is a lack of focus
on CI in the context of cross-border resilience (compared to DRR and CCA). Finally, the previous efforts mainly
tackled information sharing in the emergency response phase rather than covering all resilience capacities
(phases).
The study starts from the acknowledgement of the importance of collaboration and information sharing as the key
capability for improving the resilience of CI systems. This is particularly relevant when dealing with cross-border
CI disruptions and related cascading effects. This paper provided an overview of the PIC IT platform for
information sharing that is being developed in the context of the SICt project, where CI operators, first responders
and governmental institutions from Italy and Switzerland are involved. The development and implementation of
this kind of cross-border information system presents one of the key steps towards building resilience capabilities
between the two countries. The PIC responds to the need for an integrated cross-border system that would allow
covering the information sharing issues and gaps in all EM phases. Different modules, providing specific
functionalities, are integrated into one common platform. The modules acquire information directly from the
systems that operators currently use, without requiring additional effort from their side. The presented architecture
of the PIC platform, as well as the functionalities of each module, are still a work in progress and subject to
changes based on the testing and end-user feedback upon the first release.
The main technical challenge is the integration of the information coming from the existing IT systems in use by
different stakeholders. The social dimension brings challenges such as differences in terminology (even though
the Italian language is spoken in both regions). The previous phases of the project have also revealed differences
in the standards for the classification of natural hazards, and in metrics used to express their probabilities and
magnitudes. An open issue inside the PIC requirements is the management of related (‘father-son’) events, for
example in cases when an event causes another event, or when an event is caused by a combination of two father
events.
Resilience planning cannot be done without having the key stakeholders connected and enabled to securely and
trustfully share information. In this regard, an IT platform is not the solution on its own, but the enabler of a
collaborative process between organizations. Hence, even though the PIC presents a considerable step forward,
as one of the key elements for building cross-border resilience, it must be accompanied by proper interorganizational arrangements and collaborative models to achieve its full potential and effective exploitation. A
major hurdle for cross-border incident management, and resilience building in general, remains the unfeasibility
of cross-border response. This kind of response would require a cross-border movement of resources, some of
which might be prohibited, such as firearms or medicaments, and movement of personnel, which raises regulatory
issues of responder training, liability and insurance. Tackling these issues would require national-level support
through coordinated national CI resilience policies with neighboring countries and beyond, and development of
cross-border assistance mechanisms.
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ABSTRACT

The COVID-19 pandemic affected societies worldwide, compromising socio-technical systems across
geographical, judicial, and administrative borders. It therefore a cross-border, transboundary crisis. It also exposed
the global medical supply chain’s vulnerability. Authorities' inability to restore it quickly caused serious problems
in crisis response, but private initiatives provided unexpected bottom-up solutions. How social entrepreneurs
respond to a crisis alongside the formal crisis governance system and generate resources related to product
development and logistics deserves more attention. We therefore present a case study about a Dutch social
enterprise (Refugee Company) engaged with the cross-border dimension of the COVID-19 crisis. We show it is
possible to establish a supply chain and domestically produce personal protection equipment using a bottom-up
approach. Policy and crisis governance should not overlook the potential of entrepreneurial activities to strengthen
supply chains during crises, as they make supply chains more sustainable and crisis-resilient.
Keywords

COVID-19 crisis response, supply chain, personal protection equipment, face masks, social entrepreneurship.
INTRODUCTION

The COVID-19 crisis, which the World Health Organization (WHO) officially declared a pandemic on 11 March
2020 (Cucinotta and Vanelli, 2020), has deeply affected societies around the world. From a crisis management
viewpoint, it can be considered a slow-burning, creeping crisis, implying that it causes “a threat to widely shared
societal values or life‐sustaining systems that evolves over time and space, is foreshadowed by precursor events,
subject to varying degrees of political and societal attention, and impartially or insufficiently addressed by
authorities” (Boin et al., 2020, p. 7). Indeed, the COVID-19 crisis had a long incubation time, and unlike a fastburning crisis, it has no clear beginning or end, which means that it will remain undefined for a long time. It is
also a cross-border, transboundary crisis: societies worldwide have been affected, and the crisis has compromised
complex socio-technical systems that stretch across geographical, judicial, and administrative borders (Boin and
Rhinard, 2014).
The cross-border, transboundary dimension of the crisis became visible in many ways. The harm it did to people
and communities had a severe impact on supply chains, production lines, and manufacturing in various economic
sectors (Burger, 2020; De Sousa Jabbour et al., 2020). It also revealed the vulnerability of the global medical
supply chain, especially for testing materials and personal protection equipment (PPE) (Gereffi, 2020; Illahi and
Mir, 2021; Ivanov and Dolgui, 2020; Mollenkopf et al., 2020). The supply chain clearly lacked resilience, as it
had become too dependent on a small number of PPE producers (from China). Because of its lean and mean
nature, the chain lacked buffers (i.e., stockpiled PPE), which are crucial for responding to a sudden increase in
demand during a crisis situation (Esper, 2021; Iyengar et al., 2020; Kovács and Falagara Sigala, 2021; Rowan and
Laffey, 2020). However, unexpected alliances and independent entrepreneurs successfully produced respiratory
ventilators, face masks, and hand sanitizers domestically through companies that did not traditionally belong to
the field of medical equipment producers. For example, individual designers used 3D printing to provide critical
medical supplies to fight the pandemic (Attaran, 2020; Vordos et al., 2020). DSM, a plastics and nutritional
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products manufacturer, and Auping, a mattress manufacturer, collaborated to produce face masks, combining their
expertise on materials and production lines (Hoekstra and Leeflang, 2020). Such entrepreneurial initiatives took
place in various parts of the world.
This paper aims to focus attention to the value of bottom-up generated initiatives in restoring the broken supply
chain during the cross-border, transboundary COVID-19 crisis. Our case study on the Dutch Refugee Company’s
“Mondmaskerfabriek” (Face mask factory) provides important lessons on how such initiatives have contributed
to the crisis response. It also shows how companies that are willing to respond to a crisis alongside the formal
crisis governance system create general processes regarding product development, logistics, and collaborations
with stakeholders, and how general bottom-up approaches to crowdsourcing tasks are created under (time)
pressure and with scarce resources. In presenting social entrepreneurial behavior and innovative activities
(Christensen et al., 2015) in the production of PPE, particularly face masks, this paper highlights the role that
bottom-up generated activities, including production, trading, and distribution (logistics), play in the complex
cross-border ecosystem of PPE. It thus contributes to the growing attention on the private sector’s role in
harnessing resources in response to crises (Horwitz, 2009, 2020). Indeed, the case illustrates the role of civil
society’s and private organizations’ initiatives and the potential of cross-border, networked organizational
responses to the COVID-19 crisis (Boersma et al., 2020). Our main research question is: How did Refugee
Company engage with the cross-border dimension of the COVID-19 crisis to set up its own supply, operation,
and (domestic) production of PPE to restore the broken supply chain from below?
To answer that question, we first present our methodological approach to collect data. We then elaborate on the
broken (medical) supply chain and the formal authorities’ struggle to repair it. Next, we describe the formal
COVID-19 crisis management structure in the Netherlands in order to understand the context in which Refugee
Company was operating. We then explain how Refugee Company set up its production line and provide details
on the type of mask it produced, the materials it used, and the challenges it overcame to obtain the necessary
certifications. We end by discussing the broader implications of this research.
METHODS: A GROUNDED APPROACH

Our research used a grounded theory approach. This methodology, which is widely used in qualitative research,
applies inductive reasoning, a method of reasoning where statements/premises are considered as evidence of, but
not a total guarantee of, the conclusion’s veracity (Bryman, 2012; Rainbolt and Dwyer, 2014). Research using
grounded theory usually starts with a broad research question. In this paper, the research question presented in the
introduction provided the initial focus. We then collected data (including primary and secondary sources)
(Eisenhardt, 1989). Following the grounded theory research perspective, data collection and analysis took place
simultaneously to structure the findings and decide what kind of data should be collected next (Suddaby, 2006).
To combine different data collection methods and adapt to the dynamic situation studied, we adopted a case-study
approach. This perspective allowed for continuous description and comparison of data and theory and the
generation of new theoretical perspectives. By zooming in on Refugee Company’s practices in setting up a
production line for the manufacturing of PPE, we were able to recognize the role of entrepreneurship (especially
in restoring the medical supply chain) in times of crisis. This paper thus builds on the notion of societal resilience
as it recognizes the potential for adaptation and transformation of systems and society and the self-organizing
principles of emergent response networks. Using the lens of societal resilience emphasizes the strengthening
capabilities of local organizations and communities in response to crises (Aldrich, 2002; Comfort et al., 2010).
For this case study, we utilized qualitative research methods such as interviews, primary data collection, and
analysis of documents (Mason, 2017). These methods were used to deconstruct and reconstruct important
moments and events in Refugee Company’s response to the COVID-19 crisis. We interviewed six key actors in
the setup and running of the factory. Three were from external stakeholders that played a vital role in transporting
the first machines and materials (KLM Royal Dutch Airlines), financing the factory (Philips Foundation), and
installing and monitoring the machines (Qing Engineering and Consultancy). Of the other three respondents, two
were professionals working ad honorem. One was an expert in food production, and the other had formerly
managed “inward/outward” logistics for Bol.com, the largest Dutch online store. The third was the Refugee
Company (and Mondmaskerfabriek) director.
Semistructured interviews were used to deconstruct and reconstruct the case study, allowing relevant themes to
surface, and to take advantage of unique opportunities that might occur during an interview. Document analysis
involved the study of press releases and publicly available material (social media, media appearances, public and
confidential material), providing data to complement the interviews’ findings (Bryman, 2012). We analyzed the
data to create a narrative about Refugee Company’s initiative. This narrative details Refugee Company’s
contribution to restoring the PPE supply chain from below. It also reveals how the company managed to establish
a production line and successfully produce face masks.
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SETTING THE SCENE: THE BROKEN SUPPLY CHAIN

In April 2020, EU countries started to report PPE shortages; China, the main producer of PPE, had drastically
decreased its exports of such materials (Campbell and Doshi, 2020). This situation became problematic in various
member states, including Italy, Spain, France, and the Netherlands, countries with very high numbers of patients
in intensive care units. In response, the EU Commission launched joint public procurements through which its
member states hoped to address their PPE shortages. These initiatives aimed to procure a range of essential items
from masks to laboratory equipment to medical ventilators and other respiratory equipment. However, the EU
Commission struggled to utilize its potential as a crisis manager (Boin et al., 2013) and to take a coordinating role.
Individual member states began purchasing equipment and making bilateral agreements with suppliers.
Furthermore, the EU commissioner for the internal markets reported that national purchasers were facing immense
pressure to guarantee PPE availability. The commissioner advised member states to do most of the EU law and
being flexible when possible. Similarly, guidelines for manufacturers were established to accelerate the production
of PPE, hand sanitizers and 3D-printed medical products.
The diffuse nature and inherent complexity of the COVID-19 crisis meant that coordination and decision-making
had to cut across various governance arrangements, sectors (or “organizational fields” in organization theory
terms) and working processes (Boersma and Wolbers, 2021; Wolbers and Boersma, 2018). However, restoring
the supply chain as part of the crisis response was not just a matter of integrated actions coordinated by a central
authority; it also involved many innovative actions from below. The COVID-19 crisis (and previous crises and
disasters for that matter) revealed that potential or latent capacities to contribute to crisis response have not been
used to their full potential (Van Fenema and Romme, 2020).
THE FORMAL COVID-19 CRISIS MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE IN THE NETHERLANDS

In the Netherlands, the National Institute for Public Health and the Environment (RIVM) has played a significant
role in the country’s response to COVID-19 (particularly infectious disease experts but also behavioral experts to
a lesser extent) and in the development of knowledge on infectious diseases and the effectiveness of measures.
The role division between the scientists (infectious disease experts) and the policy advice provided to the
government is organized as follows (Ten Dam, 2018). In the event of a nationwide infectious disease outbreak,
the RIVM’s Center for the Control of Infectious Disease plays a coordinating role in controlling that disease. In
addition, the RIVM convenes an Outbreak Management Team (OMT). Throughout the COVID-19 crisis, for
example, specialists and experts with different backgrounds and knowledge about the disease and its control have
been invited to the OMT to discuss how to respond to the outbreak based on current information, professional
knowledge, and scientific literature. The OMT advices the Dutch government through the Administrative
Consultative Committee (BAO). The BAO assesses the advice on the basis of administrative feasibility and
implementation and ultimately determines the control policy. However, neither the OMT nor the BAO actually
makes decisions; the Dutch government (the state) makes the formal decisions.
In the current COVID-19 crisis, the member association GGD/GHOR (Municipal Public Health Service/ Medical
Response Organization in the Region) and the ROAZ (Regional Network Healthcare Crisis Response) have been
in charge of the response operation. Whereas the OMT advises the government, which decides what measures to
take, the 25 GGD regions are responsible for executing the policy and the actual response. The nature of the
COVID-19 crisis legitimated a change in this area: the role of the mayor (who, in local crisis situations, is the
“commander in chief of an emergency operation” within their municipality) was taken over temporarily by the
“Veiligheidsberaad” (Safety Council), which consists of the mayors of the main cities in the 25 Safety Regions
(the public bodies whose task is to facilitate regional cooperation between response organizations in dealing with
crises) , in order to get countrywide consistency in the implementation of measures. On 12 March 2020, after the
prime minister’s press conference, the Safety Council decided to seriously “scale up” their crisis management
organizations (Van Duin et al., 2020).
To deal with the increasing demands of the Safety Regions’ operational capacity, the National Operational Team
Corona; LOT-C was set up on 20 March as an ad hoc, temporary organization (Burke and Morley, 2016)
responsible for coordinating the operational aspects of the crisis response and executing the complex crisis
response tasks. The LOT-C was embedded in the 25 Safety Regions, which, by Dutch law, play an important role
in emergency response and crisis management. It was organized via various units, including Healthcare;
Continuity and PPEs; Scenarios, planning, and behavioral protocols; Policy and Stakeholder collaboration;
Societal Resilience; Civil–Military collaboration; and Information and Communication.
Because of face mask shortages in the Netherlands, the Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sport founded the
Landelijk Coördinatiecentrum Hulpmiddelen (National Consortium for Medical Supplies; LCH) in collaboration
with the healthcare sector (hospitals, academic centers) and suppliers and manufacturers of medical aids. The
LCH was set up for the joint procurement of medical supplies in danger of running out. The LCH purchased
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medical supplies jointly, on a nonprofit basis, in the national interest. It also started to monitor the national daily
need for medical supplies and to make arrangements regarding distribution.
REFUGEE COMPANY IN ACTION

Refugee Company is a private, social enterprise that began in 2015 and became part of the Dutch organizational
crisis response ecosystem supporting refugees during the “refugee crisis” of 2015–2017. Its origins are
intrinsically related to the organizational dynamics that occurred when local and national governments, as well as
established response organizations, were unable to deal with the cross-border crisis – the high numbers of refugees
arriving in the Netherlands (Boersma et al., 2019; Larruina et al., 2019) – and bottom-up initiatives emerged.
Since then, Refugee Company has adapted its mission to assist both asylum seekers in reception centers and status
holders with their socioeconomic inclusion. Status holders are asylum seekers who have obtained the legal status
to remain in the country. Refugee Company’s social mission is to enable refugees to move toward social and
economic independence via the organization’s commercial subsidiaries, making the organization economically
independent and sustainable.
Before March 2020, Refugee Company had two subsidiaries: Makerspace (clothing design and production) and
Beautiful Mess (restaurants in three different locations). Starting that March, however, their activities were
severely impacted by the pandemic. The protective measures established in the Netherlands (physical distancing,
working from home, etc.) meant that they – like so many other enterprises – had to develop online activities or
temporarily cancel their operations. Thus, in February 2020, with the impending outbreak of COVID-19 in the
Netherlands, the management team began to consider the possibility of producing masks.
Responding to a crisis situation and seeing business opportunities at the same time is at the heart of Refugee
Company. The following quote from their blog suggests some of the early steps taken and the maneuvering of
social capital that was needed to make the factory a reality (translated from Dutch;
https://www.mondmaskerfabriek.nl/updates/klm-last-minute/):
I am thinking along with Naz Kawan (co-initiator), who, along with the atelier team,
develops face mask samples. Different models are being tried out, and we are looking into
whether they can be certified in conjunction with Waag1.
One month after the lockdown began in the Netherlands, Refugee Company announced the beginning of
operations in their new mask factory in the Dutch city of Arnhem. They aimed to produce certified surgical masks
locally in a factory operated mainly by status holders living in that municipality. The press release shared with
250 media outlets read: “Status holders are working hard to reduce the face mask shortage in the Netherlands”
(translated from Dutch). Thus, since the end of April 2020, Refugee Company has been running a third subsidiary:
de Mondmaskerfabriek (MMFactory).
Refugee Company’s social entrepreneurs considered de Mondmaskerfabriek as an initiative to create disruptive
innovation through the production of face masks. It was supported by the Philips Foundation2 (financial support)
and Qredits (micro financing; financial support). The Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate Policy and the
Ministry of Health, Welfare, and Sport also played a massive role in providing financial support and in creating
the market/distribution. The LCH, responsible for coordinating the distribution of PPE in the Netherlands,
guaranteed the purchase of 1 million face masks per week. Another important governmental partner was the
Municipality of Arnhem,3 with whom Refugee Company collaborated in creating jobs for refugees/status holders
(in combination with language lessons).
SETTING UP THE PRODUCTION LINE

After establishing MMFactory, the next step was acquiring, installing, and correcting the functioning of the
relevant equipment. Because setting up a production line for fabricating face masks was complicated and outside
the scope and expertise of Refugee Company, Qing Engineering and Consultancy collaborated with the company,
offering engineers who could advise them on how to set up and operate the production line.

1

A knowledge institute in Amsterdam operating at the intersection of science, technology, and the arts, focusing
on technology as an instrument of social change and guided by the values of fairness, openness, and inclusivity:
https://waag.org/en.
2
3

https://www.philips-foundation.com/a-w/articles/mouth-mask-factory.html
https://www.omroepgelderland.nl/nieuws/2447006/100-000-mondkapjes-per-dag-Arnhemse-fabriek-kan-los
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We are an engineering company. And what we do is we help companies optimize their
production facilities […] because the machines, when they arrived here from China, they
did not comply with European regulations regarding safety. Not on any level [...] It was
just, it was a hazard. So, the first thing we had to do was modify the machines to make
them comply with European regulations. (Respondent from Qing Engineering and
Consultancy)
Refugee Company had to build the production line from scratch. With help from the company founder’s sister
who works as a KLM pilot, they were able to import the production machines from China in cargo space offered
by the airline (See Figure 1 and 2).

Figure 1. Machines being loaded onto the KLM cargo flight from Shanghai4

Figure 2. Mondmaskerfabriek’s face mask production line

At the beginning of its operation, MMFactory employed 20 status holders living within Arnhem, enabling the
factory to expand its working hours and production. To be considered for this position, status holders had to have
completed their Dutch residence exam or be in the later stages of preparation. Thus, this social initiative brought
together the production of certified masks and the recruitment of status holders, who gained experience and
learned essential skills for their socioeconomic inclusion in Dutch society. The following statements from press
releases agree:
We are proud that we can contribute to a social enterprise that can make a difference in
these times. Our form of social credit is a perfect fit for social initiatives such as these,
which also create work experience places for refugees in the Netherlands. (Commercial
director of Qredits)
It is great that there will be a factory in Arnhem where face masks are produced. […]
Thanks to the good collaboration between our municipality and Refugee Company, they
were able to switch quickly and they managed to achieve this in a very short time. It is
great that in this way, inhabitants of Arnhem with a refugee background can contribute to
fighting the corona crisis. (Alderman for the Municipality of Arnhem)

4

Captions are from the video blog, with authorization from KLM’s Communication and Marketing department.
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CREATING THE MASKS

As important as setting up the production line was the question of which type of mask to make and what was
needed to make it. From the beginning, MMFactory focused on making certified 3-layer surgical masks, type IIR,
which are suitable for regular hospital care, elderly care in nursing homes, home care, and oral care
(Mondmaskerfabriek, 2020; Philips, 2020). This type of PPE was chosen because it has a relatively easy
certification process and it is widely used in public transport, private venues, and the streets. Its wide use also
provided more chances to find potential buyers and guarantee a more sustainable business model. It is important
to note that the contract with the ministry of health was not completed until July (three months after starting
operations and deciding which type of mask to produce).
So, the initial thought with Refugee Company was to produce FFP2 and FFP3 masks,
which are high-grade masks where you need a lot of certification, a lot of audits. […] So,
we said, do not do that. Go through what we call surgical masks. They are less regulated.
And these will always be needed because, guys, you’re also both sitting in Amsterdam. If
you go to the tramways or the subways, you have to wear a face mask. That need will
always be there. […] Everybody is wearing the surgical mask. So, if you want to have a
sustainable business model, also a part of COVID-19, you have to have a product portfolio
which is lasting beyond that. (Respondent from the Philips Foundation)
However, setting up a face mask production line from scratch was not easy. Medical masks have a sophisticated
fabrication process. Their filtering and protecting capacity rely mainly on multilayered structures made of nonwoven fabric. The standard material used is polypropylene, which is “melt-blown” to form fibers that can catch
small particles in the air that passes through, possibly thanks to electrical charges (electret treatment) (Chellamani
et al., 2013). Refugee Company’s concern, therefore, was to obtain good quality raw material:
And then I called Jaap5, who’s my shareholder, also here in the restaurant. And I know he
used to live in China. And I called him and I said, well can’t we arrange something from
China that we get the right filter material so they can at least work with the right materials
here. (MMFactory director)
Refugee Company appeared in the PPE production ecosystem with the motto “To reduce dependency on factories
on the other side of the world” (MMFactory press release) and to respond to the shortage of medical face masks
in the Netherlands. They were one of the first factories to produce PPE in the Netherlands. Production began with
filter material obtained from Philips intermediates.
The Philips Foundation has been involved from the start. It is great to see how we can use
the knowledge in intermediates of Philips and convert it to filter material crucial for
ensuring the quality of these medical face masks. (Respondent from the Philips
Foundation)
However, obtaining high-quality material was difficult, not only to start but also to maintain a steady production
of masks. The main challenge was finding reliable and stable suppliers, which at that time, were not available in
Europe.
What you saw during the COVID-19 crisis is that you saw a lot of fake suppliers coming
into the markets. Companies who never produced PPE before, all of them had millions
available at horrendous pricing without the right certification […] an interesting Wild West
business today. (Respondent from the Philips Foundation)
The MMFactory logistics manager described the difficulty of obtaining raw material for the masks and the lack
of European suppliers in the following:
We don’t have a fixed supplier, so we buy what we can buy. But it’s pretty ad hoc, pretty
chaotic. We work sometimes with companies that don’t speak English. So, Jaap’s wife, she
is Chinese. She then does the communication. I, myself, I’m not able to communicate yet
with the parties involved. So that makes it a bit difficult to structure this in a way I would
like too. But that’s the reality of where we are at the moment, is that there’s a big scarcity
and we buy what we can get our hands on […] But there’s a big risk that this whole venture
could run out of supply if we cannot secure a more structured supply, supplier for our base,
base materials.

5

Independent entrepreneur who co-founded MMFactory
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Once the obstacles to obtain materials were temporarily fixed, the question became how to transport those
materials to the Netherlands.
We have quickly come to realize that the necessary raw materials are not easy to obtain.
[…] My sister is a pilot for KLM and flies the 747 airplanes. She is coincidentally flying
to Shanghai today to pick up respiratory equipment for the Ministry. I will call her to ask
if she can bring back a roll of cloth. I will explain to her what it is for. I will also call Jaap,
as he is always willing to think along. He lived in China for 5 years, and together with his
wife Ling, he spent some hours calling around and close to Shanghai. They found a factory
that can supply 25 kilos non-woven melt-blown, which is good for 25,000 masks.
(MMFactory director)
CERTIFYING THE MASKS: THE LAST HURDLE

Despite setting up its production line, knowing which type of product they wanted to make, and having the
material they needed to make it in May 2020, MMFactory could not start producing fully certified PPE until
October 2020. The six-month delay was due to the certification process – the preparation, application, and final
approval of the relevant certification necessary to sell their product to the Ministry of Health.
Every machine needs to be certified. Every packaging you do needs to be certified. Every
fabric you work with needs a specific certification. So, if you change a supplier to another
one, you need to certify this whole product again. (MMFactory director)
The product needs to be tested on several parameters and that needs to be done at an
accredited test lab, which is not available in the Netherlands. (MMFactory production
manager)
This delay was aggravated because certification of medical products no longer takes place in the Netherlands.
Furthermore, because of the pandemic, there were long queues at laboratories and test centers all over Europe.
Some of these places were declining to certify more products due to their huge backlogs. Moreover, certification
is a long process that can take up to two years. To get the quality of their masks approved, Refugee Company sent
batches of the masks to accreditation institutes in Austria and Spain.
We were working with Austria because there is no certification in the Netherlands possible,
the knowledge is not here. […] So, we have sent it in now to Austria and to Spain. And in
Spain it takes 12 working days. And in Austria, they said 10 working days, but they’re
already 20 working days busy with our products. So that takes a longer time. And they also
told us, yeah, the whole world wants this now [certification of PPE]. So, yeah, you just
have to wait. And the thing is, now we’ve sent in things, we don’t have the fabric anymore
of that supplier. So, Monday we will maybe get something back, but then we need to start
all over again because it’s a different supplier. (MMFactory director)
But all the other labs in Europe are filled up. So, they will not pick up the phone. Or when
they pick up the phone, they will tell you we are not taking in any other test material for
the next four weeks because we don’t have the capacity. So, that’s an issue. (MMFactory
production manager)
The MMFactory director also reported that “after tests, it turned out that something was still not 100 percent in
order”. This was a shock. The factory had applied strict quality control requirements since the beginning of its
operations because it aimed to produce PPE suitable for hospitals and other clinical care. The failure to pass the
first round of tests was mainly due to small dust particles found in some of the masks. This issue was corrected
by setting up a white room (a type of clean room). Once certification was obtained, the MMFactory was ready to
produce and deliver masks to the LCH, honoring its contract with the Dutch Ministry of Health for 50 million
masks. “It is great that it worked out [the whole venture]. Everything we make now, we will deliver to healthcare”
(MMFactory director, quoted in Heller, 2020).
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Since October 2020, Refugee Company has been part of the PPE supply chain in the Netherlands. Their production
of face masks helps restore the broken supply chain. The company produces 350,000–500,000 masks weekly, all
of which are delivered to the LCH. They are one of the few enterprises directly providing PPE to the Dutch
government. The factory’s current government contract ends in the summer of 2021, making its future uncertain,
especially because China is increasing its production of PPE and offering competitive prices. Still, the factory has
many potential customers, mostly healthcare providers and organizations willing to buy masks for their staff, who
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have already inquired about possible supply contracts. Furthermore, the Dutch government has expressed the
desire to have face masks permanently produced domestically to avoid the vulnerability of global, transborder
PPE supply chains during future crises.
This paper addressed the vulnerability of the global supply chain for medical equipment and PPE during the
COVID-19 pandemic, a cross-border, transboundary crisis. It therefore contributes to the discussion on the
promising role of social entrepreneurs and enterprises in response to such crises. Our case study on the Dutch
Refugee Company’s face mask factory contains important lessons on how such initiatives contribute to crisis
response. It shows how social enterprises can respond to a crisis alongside the formal crisis governance system to
generate processes for product development, logistics, and stakeholder collaborations and how bottom-up
approaches to crowdsourcing tasks are generated under (time) pressure and with scarce resources.
The challenges in maintaining the global supply of PPE during the COVID-19 crisis have shown that building
more resilient supply chains and diversified resource channels is crucial. Given the cross-border and crossboundary nature of current crises related to global risks and challenges, including climate change, rapid
urbanization, poverty and vulnerability, (forced) migration, mass tourism, animal welfare, and loss of biodiversity,
global supply chains will likely be under constant pressure in the future. Refugee Company’s entrepreneurial
initiative to develop a supply chain, set up a production line, and begin the production of face masks during the
COVID-19 crisis shows what an important asset bottom-up generated initiatives can be. The main lesson for
policy makers is that social entrepreneurial activities from below can play a valuable role in strengthening supply
chains to make them more sustainable and resilient to crises.
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ABSTRACT

Community resilience is coming under scrutiny recently because of its need to support communities in preparing
and protecting lives against risks and bouncing back to normal operations after disruptions. However, community
resilience is an intricate concept that is arduous to capture and turn into explicit knowledge. This motivated us
to propose a general architecture for a resilience data repository that enables communities to adopt a general
methodology for collecting, storing, managing, and sharing resilience-based information. To ensure that the
repository is useful and practical, we started with in-depth literature review and conducted survey with practitioners to
obtain their insights into community resilience and potential data sources from local communities. Furthermore, we
presented the utility of the repository by describing several potential applications. Information systems professionals
of community stakeholders and disaster management agencies can construct their own resilience repositories by
utilising the proposed design of the architecture.
Keywords

Community resilience, resilience data repository, resilience dimension, static and dynamic indicator.
INTRODUCTION

Community resilience (Norris et al. 2008; Kameshwar et al. 2019) concentrates on depicting the capacities of a local
community as a complex system, involving actions and interactions of local agencies, natural and built environments,
critical infrastructures, and citizens, to mitigate, withstand, and even recover from impacts of hazards (Cutter,
Barnes, et al. 2008; Summers et al. 2018), as well as the competence to develop themselves to be less vulnerable to
future disasters and emergencies. Towards pre-disaster, we focus on predicting risks proactively in order to reduce
detrimental effects. Furthermore, the ability to recover reasonably and sufficiently is a crucial purpose during the
post-disaster. Recently, there are many studies attempting to build community resilience for different perspectives,
some of which are tourism (Cheer et al. 2019), biodiversity management (Kuhlicke 2019), and mental health
(Masson et al. 2019) in both global scope and regional levels (e.g., Brazil (Leite et al. 2019), Greece (Apostolopoulos
et al. 2019), and United Kingdom (Ntontis et al. 2019)). Research studies about community resilience can help us
in alleviating disaster risks (Alexander 2013; Porebska
˛
et al. 2019), adjusting for climate changes (Ristino 2019),
∗ corresponding
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and developing pragmatic strategies to grow in a sustainable and efficient manner. Nonetheless, this research topic
still requires significant efforts from researchers and practitioners in diverse disciplines.
Due to the complexity, we find it difficult to have an accurate and complete picture of community resilience as well
as potential elements that communities should focus on to mitigate potential harm and hazards. Besides, different
communities can face similar difficulties. If we are able to provide a common architecture for collecting data from
different sources across communities, the communities can analyse and learn from each other, then reducing their
efforts in coming up with strategies that are well suited to their own problems at a starting point. Prior research
has given limited attention to the design of such data repositories. Thus, in this paper, our objective is to design a
general architecture of a community resilience data repository based on the following research questions:
1. What are the main components that shape resilience at the community level defined from existing studies,
projects, and tools?
2. How do we design a repository architecture that can be used to gather community resilience-related data from
different communities and who are potential users involved in the use of gathered data?
To address these research questions, we surveyed with practitioners, as well as literature review guidance, to capture
their current understanding of community resilience, highlight their needs, and identify available data sources at the
community level. The insights derived then directed our design and helped us identify, categorise, and prioritise
repository components for practical use. Our resilience repository aims to support communities in resilience-based
data collection from various sources at the local level suitable for different end-users, such as local authorities,
experts, and citizens. These end-users can access a massive amount of resilience information from the repository,
and then, develop capabilities to predict potential hazards and risks for creating and optimising their resilience
strategies for proper preparedness and prevention. Our main contribution in designing this resilience repository is
to assist communities to determine potential risks that have to be considered, highlight their available resources to
build community resilience regarding different dimensions for optimised management and share. To ensure our
repository is usable and practical, we placed communities at the centre by considering the needs of practitioners and
professionals involved in emergency services and other critical community functions directly. Several studies have
been conducted to consolidate and organise resilience data but they more concentrated on family (Burnette et al.
2020), workplace (McLarnon and Rothstein 2013), or suicide resilience (Osman et al. 2004). In (Yoldaş and Tılıç
2019), the authors aimed at generating a local organisational inventory for disaster; nonetheless, their case studies
targeted on earthquakes only.
Communities can leverage the data repository designed in this paper for managing, sharing, and understanding
the information and insights of resilience and valuable practices with others. We describe potential use cases to
help end-users to leverage and utilise the resilience repository. In addition, there are often persistent latent risks to
the communities that are severe but challenging to be recognised in advance due to the lack of timely information
extracted from the data and experience. For example, several risks can correlate with each other (e.g., heavy snow
not only causes avalanches but also leads to other hazardous conditions and hidden problems such as transport
delays, roof collapse, power outages, and even high public stress levels). By collecting an adequate amount of data
through our resilience repository, we could further leverage data analysis and machine learning methods to discover
underlying patterns for interdependent risks.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In the next section, we will provide vital insights from the literature
reviews and survey conducted for the design of resilience repository. Further, we will describe the overview of the
resilience repository and its primary components. In the following section, we will provide different scenarios to
utilise the resilience repository. Finally, we will draw essential conclusions and state future directions.
METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH

To ensure the usefulness and practicality of the resilience repository, we carried out the in-depth literature review
and survey with practitioners and professionals to identify essential requirements for the resilience repository design.
Literature Review

By performing in-depth literature reviews in (Nguyen and Akerkar 2020; Patel et al. 2017), a list of various resilience
dimensions that was defined from 77 different literature records published from 2000 to 2020, are visualised in the
Figure 1. The resilience dimension is a synthetic representation of community resilience as different components.
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Figure 1. Community resilience dimensions and their relations.

Furthermore, a resilience dimension can be constituted from a set of resilience indicators based on a mathematical
formula or a clustering methodology.
This diagram, which is simplified based on the figure proposed in the previous research in (Nguyen and Akerkar
2020), includes nodes and edges representing resilience dimensions and their relations respectively. A connection
exists between two dimensions if they co-appear in a model. Besides, A bigger node means that this dimension is
more times defined in literature than the others. For details on how to extract nodes and generate the network, we
can refer to this study.
We have also learned from our literature review that we should not define too many dimensions because they can
overlap and be arduous to divide into lower-level elements. Besides, stakeholders and other end-users may find it
difficult to comprehend and control many dimensions for giving precise decisions, especially in the time of adversity.
Therefore, we start with the top four resilience dimensions in this paper: social, economic, physical, and institutional
dimensions, where the detail definitions of these four resilience dimensions are given below. We decided to skip the
community dimension because this work aims at building community resilience; hence, all the definitions basically
placed the community at the centre. Through resilience dimensions, communities can understand their potential
hazards and assess community resilience to have good preparation and proper activities. We have also learned from
the literature review that the order of dimensions does not reflect their importance.
• Social dimension: this type of dimension portrays the ability of communities to protect themselves from
being negatively impacted by various stresses (Peacock and Ragsdale 1997) due to different characteristics
inherent in 𝑖) social relationships, networks, and interactions or 𝑖𝑖) bonds that establish cooperation.
• Economic dimension: lack of resources to construct sturdy structures can lead to significant economic
losses at the community level; therefore, the economic dimension aims to mitigate future economic impacts
(Noy 2009) in terms of housing capital, equitable incomes, or business capacity.
• Physical dimension: physical dimension can also be referred to biophysical dimension (Adger et al. 2005).
This type of dimension demonstrates efforts to prevent physical attacks that target overall ecosystems and
critical infrastructures that support societal functions in our communities.
• Institutional dimension: institutional dimension depicts institutional contexts that affect community
resilience characterising in resisting, planning and recovering from hazardous events (Cutter, Burton, et al.
2010), some of which are legislation, regulations, and participation options.
From a hierarchical perspective, a resilience dimension constitutes a set of resilience indicators. Resilience indicators
are observable and measurable elements that can support different communities in reducing disaster risk, adapt to
climate change, and construct a sustainable community. To define and build a completed list of resilience indicators,
we should consider multiple types of hazards from chronic stresses (e.g., deficiency of food and water, overtaxed or
inefficient public transportation system, and high unemployment) to acute shocks (e.g., severe economic recessions,
natural disasters, and infrastructure-related emergencies) (Blades et al. 2017), instead of focusing only on a specific
circumstance.
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Survey

We conducted a survey to study the practitioner’s and researcher’s view of the resilience repository. We curated a
list of questions based on three primary categories. The categories and questions are introduced based on our prior
knowledge in the resilience domain and the related work. Those three categories are:
• G1: Understand and assess community resilience.
• G2: Sources and availability of data at the community level.
• G3: Potential applications of the community resilience repository.
There are 23 questions in this study that belongs to one of the above three categories. Apart from the categories
aforementioned, we have two questions about the experience and role of the respondents. Table 1 illustrates the
categories of questions (column G#), question identifiers (column Q#), and the questions in our survey. Category
G0 indicates the questions related to the experience and role of the respondents.
Table 1. List of questions provided in the survey.
G#
G0

G1

Q#

Question

Q01

Which of the following organisations related to community resilience do you believe to be affiliated with the most?

Q02

Which of the following roles describe your work related to community resilience the most?

Q03

Do you currently know how to assess the resilience of your community?

Q04

Do you currently know through which data you can assess the resilience of your community?

Q05

How do you find the idea of modelling community resilience along different dimensions?

Q06

Select resilience dimensions that you think are important towards your community to assess resilience

Q07

Which of these types of indicators are necessary for assessing community resilience?

Q08

If static indicators are required, select which information that you think is required to assess community resilience.

Q09

If dynamic indicators are required, select which data sources that you think are helpful to access community resilience.

Q10

If dynamic indicators are required, how long do you believe a system to provide decision support for community resilience can wait
for getting the required information?

G2

G3

Q11

Do you think it is beneficial to have data from more than one source for community resilience?

Q12

Select which type of data sources that you think is helpful for community resilience.

Q13

Select which type of data sources is helpful for community resilience in your current professional role and work?

Q14

Select which type of data sources that you think is available in your community?

Q15

Select which data sources that you know have availability through Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) in your community?

Q16

Would you be interested in learning from others’ experiences to assess resilience?

Q17

Have you used or known any community resilience repository?

Q18

If you experienced any resilience repository, please specify the name of the resilience repository.

Q19

If you experienced any resilience repository, how do you find this tool useful for your community?

Q20

If you experienced any resilience repository, is something missing from it?

Q21

Which of the following are effective and useful interfaces for a resilience repository?

Q22

In resilience repository would it be beneficial to see semantic relationships between different data sources?

Q23

Who are potential end-users of a resilience repository?

Q24

In which phase of the disaster management cycle you think that the resilience repository would most likely be used?

Q25

Select potential challenges that you think that the resilience repository should take into account.

We conducted the survey by distributing it with the disaster response personnel from different backgrounds. We
used snowball sampling to distribute the questionnaire through Google Forms1. We received a total of 35 responses.
The survey was open from November 11, 2020 to December 11, 2020. A possible bias of this approach could be the
limitation on the number of answers available. Although we had a text field for respondents to add extra thoughts in
the questionnaire, we only obtained the preference for the predefined answers.
Detailed Findings

In this section, we discuss the responses and the observations of our survey that are valuable for modelling and
designing the community resilience data repository.
1https://www.google.com/forms/about/
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Figure 2. Distribution of organisations of respondents.

Figure 3. Distribution of
roles of respondents.

Figure 4. Distribution of roles for each type of
organisation.

Experience and roles: Figure 2 shows the respondents’ organisations at the time of the survey. The majority of
respondents are working in academic institutes. It is vital to note from Figure 4 that a large number of respondents
who work in educational institutes are researchers. Therefore, they become one of the expert users of the resilience
repository. The second-largest contribution to the survey is from respondents working in emergency services. The
number of respondents working in healthcare follows those who work in emergency services. Both industries are
important when obtaining a practical perspective on challenges and usage of a community’s resilience repository.
Figure 3 shows the distribution of roles of respondents. The majority are involved in research activities, while some
hold the role of manager/team leader.
Assessing the community resilience: nearly 43% of respondents have the necessary knowledge to assess community
resilience, and 34% respondents know about data that helps assess community resilience. Accordingly, there is a
lack of knowledge of respondents in assessing the community. More importantly, there is a lack of data/information
needed to assess the community’s resilience. Moreover, we see a positive correlation of 0.71 between these two
variables. Therefore, we believe that the lack of data and the lack of knowledge on those data could have affected
the lack of knowledge on assessing community resilience.

Figure 5. Opinion on the idea of
modelling community resilience.

Figure 6. Distribution of static
and dynamic indicators.

Figure 7. Distribution of the wait
times of dynamic indicators.

Modelling community resilience: Figure 5 illustrates the distribution of the respondents opinion on modelling
community resilience. The majority has pointed out that modelling community resilience is valuable and should be
explored (85%). Figure 8 demonstrates different dimensions that are important to assessing resilience. We conclude
that the dimensions listed are important for assessing resilience as economical, social, physical, and institutional
dimensions. Apart from these four prominent dimensions, one respondent suggested using psychology. However,
we will leave the psychology dimension for our future work since it is not commonly used in other literature, as
shown in the previous section.
Types of indicators: as shown in Figure 6, both dynamic and static indicators are found useful for assessing
community resilience. Static indicators update information non-frequently, and the updated information replaces
previous truth. Dynamic information adds more information to previous information infrequent intervals. For
example, risk perception at time 𝑡 will be replaced by another at a later time. However, dynamic indicators like
sensors keep adding to previous information. Figure 9 shows the types of static and dynamic indicators: risk
perception, vulnerability, exposed value, community capacity, hazard, social media, and sensor. The majority
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Figure 8. Number of responses indicating the importance of each resilience dimension.

Figure 9. Number of responses indicating the importance of each type of information.

of respondents provided that all of these indicators are required (> 50%). Therefore, all of those indicators are
considered when modelling problem and designing the solution in future sections. In addition to the dynamic
indicators provided above, the respondents commented that mobility information is also valuable. However, we can
consider that as a type of sensor data. Moreover, Figure 7 illustrates the wait time for dynamic indicators. Generally,
It shows that for resilience, people can wait for information longer time.

Figure 10. Number of responses for each data sources
that might be useful.

Figure 11. Number of responses indicating availability
of different data sources.

Data sources: 97% of participants responded that it is important to have information from more than one source.
Figure 10 shows the distribution of votes for each data source: business sector, local knowledge, public web,
regional/national project, remote sensor, and social media. While many believe that different data sources are useful
in community resilience, not all are useful in the currently involved domains. The number of respondents who think
local knowledge is useful exceeds all others. This might be because local knowledge provides unique information
based on location. Regional/national projects and social media data have a similar interest to the respondents. In
response to Q16, 94% of responses stated that they are interested in learning from others’ experiences to assess
resilience. Therefore, knowledge sharing is also a viable knowledge source for assessing resilience.
Data availability: the majority (> 70%) of participants believed that local knowledge is the most acquirable
information source. Many (> 50%) said that public web, social media, and regional/national project data is available.
The remote sensor data and business data has the least votes. This might be because those data have constraints
such as privacy of sensor data and business data’s organisational policies that prevent them from being exposed to
the public. This could be a challenge when developing a resilience repository.
Existing resilience repositories: only 2 respondents out of 35 said they had experienced a resilience repository.
One respondent mentioned “RØDE-KORS” as an existing resilience repository. None of the participants in our
survey replied to question 19 and 20. This might be because there is a lack of knowledge on resilience repository
systems.
Resilience repository interfaces: Figure 12 shows the kinds of interfaces that are effective and useful in applying
resilience repository. Most respondents identified that search engines are useful. Simulations are preferred less than
search engines but are still preferred by more than 50% of respondents. Only 45% of the responses identified that
recommendation interfaces are useful. Few respondents stated that they don’t know about any form of interface that
can be useful. The respondents may have selected the most commonly observed interfaces without thinking about
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Figure 12. Different types of interfaces of a community
resilience repository.

Figure 13. Potential end-users of a community resilience repository.

the potential benefits of advanced interfaces like a recommendation. Additionally, 97% of respondents stated that it
is beneficial to see semantic relationships between different data sources.

Figure 14. Phases of disaster management cycle that a
community resilience repository can be used.

Figure 15. Potential challenges that a community resilience repository should take into account.

End-users of resilience repository: Figure 13 shows the distribution of votes for different types of end-users.
More than 50% agreed that local community experts, resilience experts, and citizens would benefit from a resilience
repository. Most of the respondents believe that local community managers will benefit from this system the most.
Phases of resilience repository: Figure 14 shows the distribution of votes for different phases of disaster
management that a resilience repository can be used. The majority agreed that a resilience repository would be
used in the preparedness phase. This could be why the respondents select longer wait times for the information
since there is no emergent risk in the preparedness phase. The response, mitigation, and recovery phases follow
preparedness accordingly to the respondents’ replies.
Challenges of resilience repository: Figure 15 shows the distribution of responses for the potential challenges
that the resilience repository should take into account. Most respondents thought data privacy to be a challenging
factor. Therefore, we should carefully address privacy in the design of the resilience repository. Although data
authenticity is the challenge that the least percentage of respondents agreed, it is still greater than 50% of all
responses. Therefore, we identify that all of the previously mentioned challenges are relevant factors to consider
when designing the repository.
Next, we leverage the insights from the survey to propose the design of a resilience repository.
Overview of the Repository

Figure 16 represents the overview of the architecture of the community resilience data repository. Six potential
data sources to collect both static and dynamic indicators based on their availability in users’ communities are
described as follows. An indicator is static in case it represents information that is stable or gradually change in
a long duration, including risk perception, vulnerability, exposed value, capacity, and hazard, which follow the
definitions on disaster risk reduction2. Contrariwise, a dynamic indicator depicts 𝑖) dynamic risk perception through
sentiment analysis using social media data and 𝑖𝑖) dynamic exposed value by fusing available sensor data. We keep
2https://www.undrr.org/terminology
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Figure 16. Overview of the community resilience repository.

in mind that the remote sensor data and business data may be less available than the others due to these data sources’
privacy and policy.
• Local knowledge: it is crucial to derive valuable experience from local community managers, experts, and
citizens at the community level. Our repository can be enriched with practical hazardous information from
local knowledge through case studies, literature review, interviews, surveys, and observation.
• Regional/National project: the experience from previous regional/national projects can bring us various
knowledge and insights. There are many open knowledge bases available from relevant projects.
• Business sector: business sectors can provide applications that are the set of tools, programs, and software
developed to streamline business-related tasks. We can collect necessary information through applications
for project management, content management, and human resource organisation.
• Public web: every day, we are generating an enormous amount of content and publishing them to websites.
There is much useful information related to resilience indicators, such as government, weather, traffic, health
care services, economics, and regulatory, available in this data source.
• Social media: this dynamic data source can help us in gaining a better understanding of our citizens’
perceptions and needs. It is beneficial to collect all public information from popular social media (e.g.,
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and YouTube).
• Remote sensor: sensor data can provide reliable, detailed, accurate information with less human error. The
present generation of fixed and mobile sensors can enable the ability to anticipate risks precisely and in
real-time.
To fill up our repository, we can use either qualitative methodologies or application programming interfaces (APIs)
for data collection. Each type of data collection is responsive to a specific data source; for example, we can use
social media harvesting and social media interaction APIs to crawl data from social media. Due to the extensive
data collection from multiple sources, our repository may contain a lot of noise and inconsistent. Therefore,
we need to sequentially pre-process our data, including data cleansing, data integration, data normalisation, and
data reduction, by applying data fusion and augmented intelligence techniques. This is a must-have step to
reduce the heterogeneity, irrelevance, and inconsistent content in the repository. Many tensor factorisation-based,
translation-based, blocking-based, and probabilistic-based methods are available and efficient in fusing data from
multiple sources; however, we do not go into details about data pre-processing in this paper.
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Data privacy and security are critical since we aim to gather resilience data from various sources; some of them
can be personal and sensitive. This data can be the target of bad intentions or unlawful intents. To guarantee the
integration of privacy and security by design in the earlier stage of the repository development, it is essential to
define a standard security system development life cycle, which will help developers and researchers capture what
should be contemplated or best practices in each phase of the repository elaboration. Besides, repository managers
must seek appropriate methodologies to protect personal information while retaining its significant and potential
benefits.
To develop the repository in the “Development” phase, we will use and derive benefit from open methodologies,
models, and technologies. The Agile development methodology is suitable because it increases the collaboration
between developers, end-users, and stakeholders through progressive interactions of comment, validation, and
verification. Also, this method places end-users at the forefront by consecutively sending releases and receiving
feedback.
Eventually, on top of the repository is a set of interactive user interfaces (UIs) to provide end-users with the
possibility to populate and derive essential information from our resilience repository. To design the UIs, we should
follow the road map given by (Mandel 1997), which are: (1) placing users in control, (2) reducing user’s memory
load, and (3) making interface consistency. These three golden rules can boost users’ effectiveness and efficiency in
using and interacting with our repository.
UTILISING THE COMMUNITY RESILIENCE DATA REPOSITORY

In this section, we present different scenario on how we utilise the resilience repository for practical applications.
Local community managers, resilient experts, and citizens can refer to these use cases for designing, implementing,
and supporting more robust and more resilient emergency plans and analytics. Besides, researchers and practitioners
can also use this section, as open issues, for sharping and guiding their future research directions.
Search Engine

A search engine is one of the simplest forms of utilising the resilience repository. This interface’s main goal is to
provide a list of resources associated with a query provided by an individual. Thereafter, the individual can decide
what to do with the resources provided by the system. Given a query as input to the system, the system will provide
all knowledge resources associated with that query. The system can use a mapping function to generate a set of
resources. Subsequently, query results should be sorted and presented to the user for easy access.
A query can be a simple text query like in queries generally used in web search engines. Additionally, it could
contain metadata queries. Metadata query will look through the specific metadata associated with the resource
and try to filter the data. For example, you might only require the resources that originated throughout a certain
period of time. We can utilise the metadata fields associated with each resource for such queries. We can create
the mapping function by indexing the resources in a search engine. Elasticsearch3 and Solar4 are some of the
enterprise search platform options that are commonly used for these purposes. Sorting of the resources requires
more sophisticated mechanisms as we have particular data. For example, the latest and validated information may
be more important than old and invalid information.
Machine Learning-Based Simulation

Resilience experts can create simulations based on stored dimensions and indicators. Simulations with highperformance will be captured as snapshots to create actions and macro-actions at the community level. To conduct
a simulation, a set of vulnerability, risk perception, and exposed value indicators, along with their values and
weights, are necessary as inputs for defined functions and algorithms to a group and assess resilience dimensions.
The selection of indicators and the precision of the weights and values is challenging; it may impact simulations’
accuracy. Therefore, we can apply different machine learning models to help end-users improve and enhance the
performance of simulations with minimum efforts and work input. Particularly, computational models can be
constructed to learn and optimise variables based on previous simulations automatically instead of requiring users
to check and manipulate these variables by themselves.
Besides, based on the set of indicators provided by users, we can apply feature selection methods to discover
hidden relationships between dimensions and indicators from previous simulations, allowing us to predict a new
simulation to validate whether it is good enough to recommend to users. A machine learning model will achieve
better performance in case we derive an adequate number of previous simulations.
3https://www.elastic.co/elasticsearch
4https://lucene.apache.org/solr/
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Recommendation System

The recommendation system is another use case, which leverages the repository as the input to offer emergency
suggestions to end-users. One potential application is to organise communities and resilience indicators in a
multi-dimensional matrix 𝐴 ∈ N𝑚×𝑛 where 𝑚 is the number of communities, 𝑛 is the number of resilience indicators,
and each index 𝑎 𝑖 𝑗 of the matrix reflects the value of a resilience indicator 𝑗 concerning community 𝑖. The
methodology to assess the resilience indexes 𝑎 𝑖 𝑗 should consider both static and dynamic indicators from different
disasters and past events. We can then apply collaborative filtering methods, which do not overspecialise in
communities’ s profiles, to suggest indicators that have never been considered essential to communities for driving
better and more comprehensive decision-making.
CONCLUSION

This paper aims at designing a data repository to be generally used by communities and relevant stakeholders.
The repository can support local community managers (e.g., public administrations and first responders), experts
(e.g., city planners and advisors), researchers, and citizens in enhancing community resilience towards different
types of risks and providing better decisions. Eventually, we demonstrate the utility of the repository through
various scenarios. We believe that our work can increase the perception of resilience in communities and give
our communities the capacity to develop in not only standard but also challenging conditions. Generally, this
research paper is in the “Design" phase, and its results provide essential fundamentals for the “Development and
Demonstration” phases.
There are several limitations in this paper. The first shortcoming is related to the diverse types of participants in
the communities (e.g, a deficiency of multiple geographies) for the survey. Another limitation is that we did not
provide specific solutions to overcome the resilience repository challenges (e.g., data privacy, data authenticity,
and data security). These remaining matters will be considered and direct our future research. In addition to
that, we planned to extend the types of resilience dimensions and indicators and potential data sources for well
adapting with other communities and different stakeholders. After implementing the repository, we will propose
an appropriate methodology to deploy it on a cloud-computing platform and infrastructure to guarantee high
accessibility, excellent mobility, and better performance. Along with the repository, potential functions that support
emergency management will also be implemented, including a semantic search engine, indicator recommendation,
and resilience information visualisation.
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ABSTRACT

Increasingly, data-driven instruments are used in disaster risk reduction to foster more efficient, effective, and
evidence-based decision-making. This data revolution brings along opportunities and challenges, which are
sometimes related to the data itself, but more often seem related to the environment in which the data is put to
use. To provide insight into such an emerging data ecosystem, this paper uses a qualitative case study to assess
the use of data in flood early warning systems (EWS) in Nepal. In response to the research question ‘How does
the data ecosystem impact the opportunities and challenges regarding data use in flood early warning systems in
Nepal?’, this paper discusses the importance of considering the broader context instead of regarding data as an
entity unto itself. It shows how actors, policies and other contextual factors impact the effectiveness of data use
by either presenting opportunities, like the establishment of a national disaster data repository, or challenges, like
inadequate human resources for working with data.
Keywords

Floods, early warning systems, Nepal, data ecosystem, social shaping of technology.
INTRODUCTION

Floods are among the earth’s most common and most destructive natural hazards. More than 250 million people
are affected by floods every year, leading to losses of resources, incomes, homes, and lives. Due to climate change,
both the amount and intensity of floods is only set to rise (Winsemius et al., 2015; Zurich Flood Resilience
Alliance, 2019). Early warning systems (EWS) have been introduced as an instrument to be better prepared for
floods and to reduce the losses of lives and properties (UNDP, 2018). EWS can be defined as the ‘set of capacities
needed to generate and disseminate timely and meaningful warning information to enable individuals,
communities and organizations threatened by a hazard to prepare and to act appropriately and insufficient time to
reduce the possibility of harm and loss’ (UNISDR, 2012).
In the development of EWS, many countries and organizations have shifted towards using more data-driven and
high-tech tools as this would foster more efficient, effective, and evidence-based decision-making, and can
increase the lead time to prepare and anticipate to floods (Budimir et al., 2020; Haak et al., 2018). Both in their
design and function, EWS increasingly depend on computing power (Budimir et al., 2020). This shift towards
using more small and big data in disaster risk reduction is often discussed as part of the broader ‘data revolution’
(United Nations, 2014). Although this data revolution brings along great advantages, particularly in terms of more
up-to-date, validated an reliable information, it is crucial to not regard data as an entity unto itself, but rather as a
component of a broader data ecosystem in which it interacts with the technological, institutional and social context
(Mulder et al., 2016; Van den Homberg & Susha, 2018).
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Especially in flood-prone countries like Nepal, it is important to have a well-working EWS and make optimal use
of data to establish this. To assess the opportunities and challenges regarding enhancing the use of data in EWS,
it is important to have a clear overview of the data ecosystem, in which all relevant actors, infrastructures,
characteristics and policies are mapped. However, despite Nepal’s elaborate disaster risk reduction strategies and
its increased use of data to fulfil its ambitions, the country lacks an overview of its flood EWS data ecosystem,
and therewith insights in opportunities and challenges regarding the data use. This research, therefore, provides
an answer to the research question: ‘How does the data ecosystem impact the opportunities and challenges
regarding data use in flood early warning systems in Nepal?’. By answering this research question, this paper
underlines the importance of considering the broader context in which data is applied, and shows how a broad
range of societal, technological and institutional factors impact the opportunities and challenges regarding data
use in flood EWS in Nepal. The insights of this paper go beyond the particular case of Nepal, and are aimed to
provoke further and broader research on this topic. Moreover, this research aims to provide concrete tools for
practitioners in Nepal to optimize the data use regarding flood EWS.
The following section sets the framework for the analysis by discussing the relevant literature regarding the
datafication of early warning systems and the importance of context when working with data. Thereafter, the
methods and research design are presented, followed by a discussion of the most important outcomes, conclusions
and recommendations.
BACKGROUND
The Datafication of Early Warning Systems

Early warning systems (EWS) are increasingly recognized in both international and national disaster risk reduction
strategies as an instrument to become more resilient to floods and other disasters (UNDRR, 2019). EWS are
systems used to reduce the impact of natural hazards by providing timely and relevant information systematically
(UNDP, 2018). Although EWS vary strongly in terms of use, purpose, complexity, and scope, scientists,
policymakers, and practitioners agree that complete early warning systems consist of four main elements: risk
knowledge; monitoring and warning; dissemination and communication; and a response capability (e.g. Basher,
2006; UNISDR, 2012; IFRC, 2012).
Herein, risk knowledge concerns the information about the combination of hazards and vulnerabilities at a
particular location. Disaster risk knowledge is based on the systematic collection of data and disaster risk
assessments. Monitoring and warning refers to the system and technology for monitoring and detecting hazards
in (near) real time and providing forecasts and warnings (WMO, 2018). Different kinds of information and
variables are collected in order to determine risks and, if necessary, send out warnings to people exposed to the
risks. Closely integrated with this monitoring and warning element, is the dissemination and communication
component. This concerns the distribution of understandable warnings and preparedness information to those at
risk of a hazard. Dissemination and communication include an official source of authoritative, timely, accurate,
and actionable warnings and associated information on likelihood and impact. The response capability element
includes the existence of management plans that contain knowledge, responsibilities, and resources needed for
timely and appropriate action in the event of a flood. Preparedness at all levels (from individual households up to
national level) is necessary to respond to the warnings received. The overall aim of these four components of a
flood EWS is to work seamlessly end-to-end (WMO, 2018) and reach the so-called last mile. Or in other words:
in an effective EWS, people to be affected by the floods (and the organizations supporting these people) should
receive, understand and act upon the early warning in the lead-up to the flood event. By fostering early action, the
EWS helps to protect lives and livelihoods and reduce economic and material losses (UNDP, 2018, Kumar Rai,
2020).
Decision-making based on up-to-date, validated, and reliable information is often seen as a main challenge in
working with EWS, due to stress, time pressure, and uncertain information (Comes, 2016; Haak et al., 2018).
Several studies have suggested that using data can help shift towards more efficient, more effective, and more
evidence-based decision-making in this context (Benini, 2015; Haak et al., 2018). Therefore, small and big data
are increasingly combined to improve the functioning of flood EWS.
In the risk assessment, small data, such as data collected through a national census or a survey, is increasingly
supplemented by big data to enrich the information available. Big data enables the identification of infrastructure
and the built environment on satellite maps, either through crowdsourcing initiatives such as volunteered
geographic information, the help of experts, or artificial intelligence. This makes the exposure dimension of risks
more accurate.
Regarding monitoring and warning, the detection and monitoring of hazards is facilitated by several types of
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ground-based monitoring stations, such as flood gauges in a river. For example, Open Source Electronics and 3D
printing, cheaper monitoring stations can be developed, allowing deployment of a denser network of sensors.
These can then form an Internet of Things, a network of connected embedded objects or devices, with identifiers,
in which a communication using standard communication protocol can happen without human intervention.
Several technologies support dissemination and communication and these generate more and more big data
streams. For example, early warning messages can be sent via Social Media (such as WhatsApp groups) or mobile
services (hotlines, SMS or voice SMS (to also reach illiterate people)). Affected people can text or call specific
flood-related hotlines to express their needs and send valuable locally collected data, such as water levels. More
in general, digital inclusion is an important enabler for effective communication. Key EWS stakeholders can more
easily extend their reach into communities through digital channels, either by directly engaging with them or by
monitoring and analysing user-generated content. The smartphone allows more extensive bidirectional
communication and engagement between to be affected communities and responding professionals.
Regarding the response capability, big data can for example be used for the identification of evacuation routes,
demarcation of safer areas and location of temporary shelters through satellite imagery. Big data can also be used
to assess whether public awareness and education campaigns are conducted and to evaluate their impact.

Figure 1. A visualisation of the applications of small and big data in EWS
The Importance of Context

The increased datafication of EWS thus provides many opportunities for disaster risk reduction both in terms of
applications and innovations. However, although (big) data offers many possibilities for the development of flood
EWS, it is important to consider the context in which the data is put to use. As Mulder et al. (2016) explain, all
kinds of data are socially constructed, and can thus not be seen as fully neutral. This can have far-reaching social
implications, for example, when data-driven technologies used in disaster risk reduction reinforce pre-existing
patterns of socio-economic inequalities. These risks do not directly follow from data itself, but rather from how
the data is put to use, and how the data interacts with the context, it is used in.
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Indeed, there is by now a broad body of research that underlines the importance of approaching data and
technologies not as isolated entities but to consider them in the broader context in which they are implemented.
This involves, among others, the literature on the social shaping of technology (SST) (e.g. Baym, 2010,
MacKenzie and Wajcman, 1999; Rip & Kemp, 1998). Rip & Kemp (1998) explain that ‘technology is shaped by
social, economic, and political forces, and […] in the same process, technologies and technology systems shape
human relations and societies’ (p. 328). Some technologists tend to see their environment only in terms of
opportunities and constraints for the technology or technological system. However, it is important to acknowledge
that the social environment has its own dynamics, and it has already shaped the opportunities for, as well as the
ideas about the technological system (Rip & Kemp, 1998). It is, therefore, necessary to take structural aspects of
the environment, existing systems and the sociotechnical landscape into account when one wants to optimize the
use of data or technologies. Hence, it is important to see data as a component of a broader data ecosystem in which
it interacts with the technological, institutional and societal context (Mulder et al., 2016; Van den Homberg &
Susha, 2018; Bierens et al., 2020).
Defining a Data Ecosystem

A data ecosystem can be defined as ‘the people and technologies collecting, handling and using the data and the
interactions between them’ (Parsons et al., 2011, p. 557). As any other ecosystem, data ecosystems can be
understood as ‘a system of people, practices, values, and technologies in a particular local environment’ (Nardi &
O’Day, 1999). Van den Homberg & Susha (2018) argue that it is important to consider the data ecosystem to
realize the full potential of data. They created a framework, the Integrated Data Ecosystem Framework, which
can be used to characterize data ecosystems. This framework is structured around five dimensions: actors and
roles; data supply; data infrastructure; data demand; and data ecosystem governance. Van den Homberg & Susha
(2018) used a Political Economy Analysis (PEA) to show how resources, actors, processes, and mechanisms result
in output and outcome for their case study around water governance at different global, national, and local levels.
Against this backdrop, they showed how the data ecosystem framework can be used for reporting on Sustainable
Development Goals around water governance. However, the PEA was only loosely linked to the data ecosystem
framework. In this research, we supplement the five elements by a sixth dimension, which concerns the societal
context. This element is added to underline the importance of the social shaping of technology. A description of
the six elements is provided in table 1. Besides enabling the characterization of data ecosystems, the data
ecosystem framework also offers the possibility to identify opportunities and challenges regarding the use of data
in a particular environment. Assessing the six dimensions of the framework makes it possible to get more insights
into how e.g. actors interact with data and how different factors such as policies can either foster or hinder the
data use.
This research aims to fill several gaps, both in theory and practice. The theoretical contribution of this paper is
twofold: First, little to no research has been done on the concepts of data ecosystems and the social shaping of
technology in the context of disaster risk reduction and early warning systems. Though these concepts have
received attention in other context (e.g. Parsons et al., 2011; Data Pop Alliance, 2016; Van den Homberg & Susha,
2018), the application of data in early warning systems has mainly been studied from a predominantly technical
and data-science perspective (e.g. Lohani et al., 2014; Sood et al., 2018). This research aims to investigate how
considering the societal, economical and institutional context of data can improve both theory and practice
regarding data applications in the field of disaster risk reduction and early warning systems. As EWS, and disaster
risk reduction in general, increasingly become datafied, it is crucial to investigate how EWS-data interacts with
the broader ecosystem and context in which it is implemented. Second, earlier studies have discussed a broad
range of barriers and limits to successfully implementing big data in disaster risk reduction. Letouzé et al.
discussed three barriers, big data crumbs (the access to, sharing and interoperability of data), capacities and
communities (governance, ethical and political issues) for climate risk management (Data Pop Alliance, 2015).
Van den Homberg and Posthumus (2014) developed a strategic framework for the socio-economic viability of
community-based EWS from a design, pilot and commercialize perspective. Successful scaling up and adoption
of innovations in the EWS require adequate institutes, policies and strategic alignment, business models and
financing, and capabilities. This research seeks to contribute to this field of research by investigating the barriers
to successful data use in the specific context of flood EWS.
The practical contribution concerns the provision of concrete insights and steps on how to better contextualize
and mature the use of data and data ecosystems. This study may help practitioners and scholars to gain more
insights in how to improve their data efforts and collaboration.

Table 1: A description of the six relevant dimensions in the data ecosystem. The first five dimensions are retrieved
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from Van den Homberg & Susha (2018). The sixth one is added by the authors.
Dimension

Description / Operationalization

Actors and roles

Which actors are present in the data ecosystem?
What are their roles (producers/intermediaries/consumers)?
How do they relate to each other?

Data supply

What kind of data is supplied?
How easy is it to get access to- and use the data? (costs of data extraction)
Is the data up-to-date, reliable, accurate and complete? (quality of the data)

Data demand

Which problem does the data address?
What is the expected/desired outcome of the data?
What is the purpose of the data use?

Data infrastructure

What platforms are used to store, share and use data?
Do these platform allow for collaboration with other actors?
What knowledge, skills or resources are needed to access the data?

Data ecosystem governance

What policies or agreements are relevant for working with the data?
Do actors have the right knowledge, skills and resources to participate in
the ecosystem?
What incentives exist for data sharing and collaboration?

Contextual factors

How do cultural, political, historical, economical and social factors impact
the storing, sharing and use of data?

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Introducing the Case Study: The Data Ecosystem of Flood EWS in Nepal

Despite the increased occurrence of floods due to climate change, the amount of flood damages and causalities
has worldwide dropped significantly in the past decades (Ritchie & Roser, 2019). This can be related to the
increased disaster risk reduction efforts, of which flood EWS are an integral part (Perera et al., 2019). A country
that has dedicated significant resources to the development of disaster risk reduction and EWS is Nepal. Due to
its vulnerability to floods, the country is highly dependent on its flood EWS. Collaborate efforts of the
government, NGOs, private sector parties and academia have led to the establishment of both national and more
local EWS, which increasingly rely on data and technologies. However, despite the increased presence of datadriven EWS, no research has yet been done on the role of data in the Nepalese EWS and the functioning of the
data ecosystem. This, combined with the country’s increased efforts to improve its flood resilience, make Nepal
an interesting case for this research. The case study can help to get a better understanding of a phenomenon and
provides the possibility to go into depth, detail and context (Given, 2008). The focus of this case study was mainly
exploratory; the goal was to explore the ways in which data interacted with its environment, and to learn more
about the opportunities and challenges that arose from this.
Methodology

To better understand these interactions, relevant actors involved in Nepal’s flood EWS were invited for online
interviews. A total of 9 interviews were conducted, for which participants were selected through both purposive
and snowball sampling. Participants were working for (I)NGOs and government institutions, such as ministries
and the department of hydrology and meteorology. Performing interviews made it possible to gain more
understanding about the processes, roles, and experiences and the interviewees’ ideas on these processes and roles
(Bryman, 2012). Following the conceptualization of data ecosystems introduced above, in the semi-structured
interviews, six main themes were addressed: ‘actors and roles’; ‘data supply’; ‘data infrastructure’; ‘data demand’;
‘data ecosystem governance’; and ‘contextual factors’. Interviewees were asked general questions about these six
themes (e.g. ‘who do you consider as main data providers?’; ‘how is data among actors being shared?’), and they
were asked about related opportunities and challenges (e.g. ‘how do you think data sharing among actors could
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be improved?’). After a three-step coding process (see figure 2), codes were compared with relevant literature and
policy documents following an abductive approach, in which the theory used was adjusted before, during, and
after the interview process. For example, the theory on the social shaping of technology and the inclusion of the
societal context dimension in the data ecosystem framework was only added after conducting a few interviews,
which showed the importance of the economical and political context of Nepal.

Figure 1. The three stages of coding (see Corbin & Strauss, 1990)

RESULTS
Opportunities and Challenges

The policy- and literature review and interviews provided clear and thorough insights in Nepal’s data ecosystem
regarding flood EWS. These insights revealed clear opportunities and challenges, of which the most noticeable
ones are discussed below. Figure 3 shows how these opportunities and challenges are related to the data ecosystem.
The Actors and Their Common Goals

In Nepal’s data ecosystem regarding flood EWS, many different actors are involved in the community-based,
national and regional EWS. Both on national and international level hydrological and meteorological data is
delivered by organizations such as ICIMOD, RIMES and the Nepalese Department of Hydrology and
Meteorology (DHM). Whereas these organizations are seen as the important sources of flood forecast information,
governmental institutions like the Ministry of Home Affairs (MoHA) are the main sources for vulnerability
information, such as demographic data and infrastructure data. This data combined delivers clear insights in the
flood risks. The exchange and dissemination of important flood related data is facilitated by a broad range of
actors, such as (I)NGOs, (local) government institutions, and private sector parties, like telecom providers. All
interviewees and policy reports stress similar objectives and desired outcomes of the flood EWS:
“The main objective of implementing this kind of system is to safe the lives of the community and the property of
the people who are living in these areas.”
“We can not stop the disaster. If there’s going to be a disaster, we cannot stop it. This EWS also helps us to be
prepared and have a plan for the new disasters”
The goal of using an early warning system is thus twofold: saving the lives, livelihoods, and properties of the
people in the community, and being better prepared for future disasters. Using data-based forecasting models can,
according to the interviewees, make this process more efficient and effective, and make it possible to act earlier
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in time. All actors seem to work towards this similar goal, which can foster collaborations and more effective
decision-making. However, the interviews also make clear that actors are often not aware of other organizations’
efforts, and that several organizations seem to work side by side, wanting to reinvent the wheel themselves. Datasharing among different organizations seems not (yet) to be seen as a logical step towards more effective datadriven EWS, which is particularly striking given the actors' common goal. Hence, the recent establishment of the
NDRRMA and their BIPAD-system might be very valuable for optimizing the use of data.
Data Infrastructure: The BIPAD-system for Collaborative Data Use

Also the Nepalese Disaster Risk Reduction and Management Authority (NDRRMA) recognizes that ‘disaster
data/information is still scattered, insufficient and not fully harmonized’. To improve this, they developed the
Building Information Platform Against Disaster (BIPAD), aiming to enhance disaster preparedness and early
warnings. Interviewees stress that the aim of developing this BIPAD is to create a common platform in which all
disaster-related data and information can be stored, shared, and consumed:
“The objective of this BIPAD is to at the end of 2021 to only have one disaster portal in the country which is an
open database.”
Interviewees stress that the BIPAD is a promising development for disaster information sharing in Nepal, and that
many people are enthusiastic about working together through using the system. However, they also emphasize the
novelty of the system and the challenges that accompany this:
“It is very new. They have just launched in 2020 March”
“This is a kind of developing and implementing, developing and implementing.”
“This BIPAD is still under progress and it has not become functional hundred percent”
Moreover, some also question the sustainability of the system, due to the short operation time of previous similar
platforms:
“They have so many systems, and they are not operating for the long run. But BIPAD have some long run plan.
Let's see. Because it is a baby for now. It is a baby system.”
One could thus say that the BIPAD data infrastructure is promising, but not yet very mature. This is also visible
in the limited amount of organizations that are actively contributing data to the BIPAD. The adoption of the
infrastructure is thus still relatively low. As most interviewees expect the BIPAD to be fully operational in 1 to 2
years from now, it would be good to keep monitoring the development of the platform.
Low Costs, Low Quality

Access to Nepal’s flood-related data has generally low costs. Costs should hereby not be taken literally as actual
costs, but rather as the resources and effort an actor has to put into making use of certain data. The more data is
difficult to find, is of different quality, hard to combine, not open or hosted at different infrastructures, the higher
the costs. Though access to data of the other hydrological and meteorological data providers is less accessible for
the broader public, accessing and using data from the DHM has fairly low costs. The government institution shares
their information online on their website and through several other communication channels in a clear and visual
way. The data can be accessed by anyone with a working internet connection:
“In that website there is a separate tab for rainfall and river. During monsoon season, on other season as well.
All the data are freely available on our website. Anybody who visit our website can freely see that data and the
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data of one week is freely available to the public to download or collect. After one week it will disappear and new
data for next one week will be displayed.”
Also the vulnerability data is easily accessible online or can be requested at the MoHA. However, most of this
data is still based on the national census of 2011, which 10 years later might not be very accurate anymore.
Although the use of alternative data sources and the new national census in 2021 provides a solution to this, it is
important to consider the broader scope of this problem. Interviewees mention that not only the vulnerability data
is lacking, but also a lot of the hydrological and meteorological data is incomplete or of considerably low quality.
A lot of the rainfall- and hydrological stations are still based on manual reading of the data. This way of collecting
data is highly prone to mistakes, and can therefore lead to unreliable models, unnecessary warnings or the absence
of warnings while necessary. High-quality data is important for developing reliable and accurate models for
predicting floods and developing policies to act upon this. If the quality of the data is bad, also the models, policies
and plans may be useless. As one interviewee states it:
“garbage in garbage out, right. So this forecast has to be really accurate…”
Though there is thus still a lot of room for improvement, most of these points are also recognized by the involved
actors, who are putting increased efforts into improving the data quality and models. However, these institutions
face challenges in terms of funding, technology, and (particularly) human capacity, which slow down this process.
These challenges in terms of resources also lead to issues regarding the alignment between policy and practice.
The Gap Between Policy and Practice

A broad range of policy documents, strategy plans, initiatives, and Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) have
been developed in the past years to optimize Nepal’s flood early warning systems. Some of these address issues
and plans on more abstract levels (e.g. the National Policy for Disaster Risk Reduction 2018), others concern
practical action plans for specific scenarios (e.g. the Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) For Flood Early
Warning System In Nepal). These documents are generally concise, elaborate and illustrate the great amounts of
effort put into the disaster risk reduction in Nepal. Moreover, using data is increasingly mentioned as an important
tool for strengthening EWS. However, there seems to exist a gap between the plans and strategies set out in these
documents and the actual practice at this moment in time. The interviews make clear that a lack of financial and
human resources, particularly regarding working with data, lead to the inability to fulfil the actions set out in the
documents:
“I think everyone is super keen to and enthusiastic and want to improve the system, but it [funding and human
capacity] is just very, very limited.”
“It's all about funding, like if we were given unlimited funding, there's a huge amount that we could do”
“Main is educating the people not only local level, even in province, even in national level, this is the main
challenge we are facing.”
“I would say existing capacity of the staff, or the people engaged with this in this area, should, have some capacity
building as well. Because you have to be updated on the system technology, the way how you deal with these data,
[…] there is room for improvement”
The lack of human and financial resources is thus seen as a barrier for optimizing the use of data in EWS, and
therewith also mitigates the disaster risk reduction efforts. Moreover, also the recent changes in Nepal’s federal
structure lead to uncertainties regarding the use of data in Nepal’s disaster risk reduction actions. This federal
change, in which many responsibilities have shifted from the national government to local governments, is
generally seen as an important step forward in Nepal. However, interviewees recognize that the uncertainties in
terms of tasks and responsibilities negatively impact the data exchange and the availability of certain data and
infrastructures. This was recognized by Vij et al. (2020) and is also mentioned by the interviewees:
“…engagement of three tiers of government, and this whole system is very important, you know, I would say like
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how, who has the role for this, which role is to you know, generate the data would be analysing, would be
disseminating, who will be, you know, taking care of this operational and maintenance matters, which is major
challenges at some point.”
“They've recently changed the federalization structure. So the municipalities now have responsibility for flood
early warning within their municipalities. But they're still trying to work out how that works in practice, because
they don't have, or they may not have expertise at the local level, to do this sort of work”
“The capacity at the local level or the local government is still at the newest stage you know, there still needs
some recruitment of the technical people at the local level.”
Though policy- and strategy documents thus show clear ambitions regarding data use and flood EWS in general,
interviews reveal that aligning practices with these strategies is much more difficult due to uncertainties in terms
of finances, human capital, and federal structure.

Figure 2. A visualisation of the data ecosystem regarding Nepal's flood EWS. The related opportunities are visualised
in the green bubbles, the challenges are visualised in the red bubbles. The arrows show to which element of the data
ecosystem these opportunities and challenges are related. As the BIPAD system provides both opportunities and
challenges, this bubble is green and red.
CONCLUSION, DISCUSSION, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Early warning systems increasingly rely on big data and technologies. This brings along opportunities in terms of
more up-to-date, validated, and reliable information, leading to more efficient, effective, and evidence-based
decision-making. However, we argue that data should not be seen as an entity unto itself, but rather as component
of a data ecosystem in which it interacts with the technological, institutional, and societal context in which it is
applied.
This research was aimed at answering the question: ‘How does the broader data ecosystem impact the
opportunities and challenges regarding data use in flood early warning systems in Nepal?’. Interviews and a
policy- and literature review revealed that most opportunities and challenges that impact the use of data were not
directly related to the data itself but rather to the broader technological, institutional and societal context in which
the data was handled. The challenge and opportunity that can directly be related to the data itself were,
respectively, the low quality of the data and the low costs of data extraction. The low quality of data should
definitely be recognized as a major issue, but it is important to acknowledge that the other evident challenges and
opportunities mentioned by interviewees all seem more related to the broader data ecosystem. A main opportunity
regarding this broader context concerns the existence of a common goal of the actors involved, fostering
collaborations and thus more efficient data use. Moreover, the recent establishment of the BIPAD-system is
regarded as a promising development for more active data sharing and more general access to disaster data. Lastly,
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the existence of elaborate policy documents and strategy plans reveal a clear ambition regarding disaster risk
reduction and can help to align complex processes more smoothly. However, these opportunities can also directly
be linked to main challenges. Despite the common goal of the actors involved, collaboration between actors is
often still lacking, which leads to duplications of efforts and thus less efficient use of data. Moreover, both the
BIPAD system and the elaborate policy plans suffer from the lack of resources in terms of finances and human
capacity. This, combined with the shift of responsibilities due to the new federal structure of Nepal, lead to
uncertainties in terms of investments and roles. The people responsible for handling the flood data are often not
(yet) in place or lack the necessary skills or resources to work with it.
In response to the research question one could thus say that the data ecosystem does not only impact the
opportunities and challenges regarding data use, but rather that the opportunities and challenges regarding data
use are contained within the data ecosystem. With this, we mean that most opportunities and challenges related to
the data use are not necessarily related to the quality or quantity of the data itself, but are rather related to e.g. the
capacities and resources of actors, the adoption of infrastructures and the availability of resources. If one wants to
optimize the data use regarding flood EWS in Nepal, it should start with looking at contextual factors, such as the
financial and human resources that are available for flood EWS. These contextual factors do not only impact the
success of data use in a flood EWS, but are also more generally important for the functioning of Nepal’s flood
EWS as a whole. The gap between the desired functioning of EWS and the application of (big) data in EWS, as
presented in the introduction of this paper, and the actual practice in Nepal, as presented in the result section, is
significant and requires ongoing attention, action and resources of scholars, policy makers, politicians and funding
organizations.
Though this research concerned a case study, which generally provides little basis for generalization of results to
the broader population or other cases, the research may provide ideas about the general interactions between data
and its context. This study showed that ‘optimizing the use of data’may actually mean ‘optimizing the context in
which the data is used’. This conclusion may also be applicable to other context, and using a data ecosystem model
could also in other contexts help to provide better understanding about how to optimize the use of data. To test
whether this is the case, future research could be aimed at applying a data ecosystem model to other or more cases,
for example, by doing a multiple case study among different contexts. This could help to provide a better
understanding of the ways in which different contextual factors impact the data use in different ways, or might
give more insights in the factors that most strongly impact the use of data. Moreover, in the context of Nepal more
research could be done on the ways in which data sharing among actors can be fostered and how the BIPAD
system, or data repository systems in general, can add to this. Lastly, more research should be done on the ways
in which higher quality flood forecasts models can be developed, based on the (limited amount of) data available
in Nepal. This research could be built upon the work of Dugar (2015) and Smith, Brown & Dugar (2017).
At a practical level, we argue that a better understanding of the emerging data ecosystem and the related challenges
and opportunities among all actors involved can lead to a more mature data ecosystem. The common
understanding can lead to more willingness among actors to lower barriers to data sharing and may lead to a
converging of data infrastructures instead of scattered data in several platforms. Also, in the other components of
the data ecosystem, more awareness of opportunities and challenges helps to identify clear areas of improvement.
The resulting more mature data ecosystem will help an EWS to become more effective and efficient in all its
components.
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ABSTRACT

Mortality statistics tend to be inaccurate because of the imperfections related to individual deaths’ recording.
Recently, the COVID-19 pandemic has brought controversies regarding the quantification of deaths in many
countries. Mainly, controversies were fueled by the sudden change of the criteria being applied, the limited testing
and tracing capacities, and the collapse of the healthcare system. This work analyses the case of Spain, which
constitutes one of the European countries with the highest number of cases and deaths during the ‘first wave’, and
where these numbers were highly controversial. It provides a discussion about the coherence, traceability, and
limitations of quantitative data sources, as a basis to improve the quality of the data and its comparability between
different countries and over time. Official data sources and non-official data sources are considered. Finally,
suggestions of improvement and research needs are gathered, for the reliability of mortality data as a way to
enhance learning and resilience for future crises.
Keywords

COVID-19, mortality data, public health data, crisis analytics, health crisis, open data sources.
INTRODUCTION

The statistics on causes of mortality are not easy to obtain, even in normal times, as shown by the imperfections
or omissions that may occur in the recording of data regarding individual deaths. These errors of individual data
pose a challenge to obtain aggregated data (Bowker and Star, 2000). In the case of COVID-19, worldwide
pandemic first noticed in Wuhan (China), the quantification of deaths is even more difficult than in normal times
and for previously known diseases. In this sense, quantitative data about COVID-19 related deaths has been
controversial not just in Spain but in other countries (Minder, 2020).
An approach and discussion to such data in the case of Spain may bring useful insights about quantitative data
sources available regarding deaths related to COVID-19, their coherence, traceability, and limitations, as a basis
for future improvements to the quality of the data, so as to enhance better crisis management and analytics. This
is the aim of our paper.
The remaining of this paper is as follows: First, we set up objectives and methodology; secondly, we provide a
briefing about the context of Spain regarding this pandemic; thirdly, we provide briefing and discussion to official
data sources; fourthly, we provide briefing and discussion about non-official data sources; fifthly, we expose
global synthesis and discussions; and finally, we set up our conclusions including suggestions of improvement
and further research. Chronologically, this paper is focused on the ‘first wave’ of the pandemic.
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OBJECTIVES AND METHODOLOGY

As objectives of this work in progress we set up:
●
●

●

Localize all open data sources about numbers of deceased due to COVID-19 pandemics in Spain.
Discuss the traceability and coherence of these sources, both regarding quantitative data and qualitative
methodological information about their data. Traceability is understood as the extent to which the
correctness of information is verifiable in the context of a particular activity (Stvilia et al, 2007).
Coherence refers to the internal consistency of data (HIQA, 2011).
Gather insights and suggest improvements and future research about the quality of these data, to enhance
better crisis analytics in the present and future pandemics.

We have found the data sources either through Internet search engines, either through searches in digital databases
devoted to news in Spain (MyNews) or to international news (Reuters Factiva). Most relevant features and
information about sources have been compiled.
We have worked with data of the first wave in Spain, mostly since the beginning of March 2020 to the beginning
of June 2020. When judged necessary, criteria of the data sources have been checked through international
directives set up by organizations such as the World Health Organization (WHO). We have preferred to work at
this point with consolidated data about the ‘first wave’, rather than more updated data. We think ‘first wave’ data
in Spain are representative enough, as a first approach, about questions regarding these data in developed
countries.
SPAIN AND COVID-19 PANDEMICS

Regarding the chronology of data discussed, in Spain the first wave due to COVID-19 occurred mostly since the
beginning of March 2020 to the beginning of June 2020 (lockdown in the whole country was adopted on March
14th and gradually removed, since the beginning of May to the end of June). First death attributed to pandemic
was confirmed for a person who died on February 13th, and by the end of May the official number provided by
the Ministry of Health (Ministerio de Sanidad) was 27,127 (on June 1st). Chronologically, Spain was the second
European country with a great affectation in the first wave, being Italy the first one. In terms of deaths relatively
to the total number of inhabitants, Spain was the second in Europe more affected by this first wave and the fifth
worldwide, being Belgium the most affected European country and Peru the most affected worldwide: as of
September 16th, death per million was 642 in Spain, 869 in Belgium and 966 in Peru (Statista, 2020).
There have been public discussions about the official death figures from the very beginning. For instance: in the
parliament (Congreso de los Diputados) in plenary session on April 9th (Spain, April 9th 2020); the regional
Catalan government (Generalitat de Catalunya) proposed on April 15th to increase the death count significantly
upwards, incorporating more realistic criteria in its opinion, but this has not been incorporated to the official count
of the Ministry of Health (López and Ricart, 2020); the Spanish data science company Inverence affirmed since
April 13th that the actual deaths in Spain were between 51% and 64% more than those stated in the official count
on those dates in the middle of April (Inverence blog, April 13th 2020); the Superior Court of Justice of Castilla
La Mancha autonomous region started an investigation about the count of deaths in that region (Sánchez and
Sevillano, 2020); the Foundation for Applied Economics Studies (Fedea, 2020) stated that as of April 26th the
number of deaths was 46.2% higher than data from the Ministry of Health (Martín-Barroso et al., 2020); etc. These
are a few examples of public discussion about these data. The New York Times echoes in April the controversy
in Spain, contextualizing it internationally (Minder, 2020) and a Reuters calculation indicates the coronavirus
death toll could be as much as 49% above the government's tally (Faus, April 20th 2020). This is not an exclusive
issue of Spain: an upward correction was done for the official Chinese figures for fatalities on April 17th (BBC
Mundo, 2020); in USA criteria differ from one state to another (Koenig, 2020); and Belgium finds the comparison
between countries of the death toll unfair because their counting system is much more comprehensive than others
when taking into account not only the hospital cases (Strauss and Rossignol, April 22nd 2020).
According to the current constitution of 1978, the Spanish state has a distribution of power and responsibilities
between the national government and the regional governments. This distribution implies that in normal times
regional authorities are in charge of the health service and public health issues. In broad terms, in normal times
the national government through the Ministry of Health takes care mostly of general regulatory issues all over
Spain.
In the rise of the pandemic in Spain, the central government announced the declaration of the State of Alarm
(Estado de Alarma) (Spain, March 14th 2020). It is a provision provided in the Spanish Constitution, so to
empower the central government to deal with some crisis or exceptional issue, such as a great health crisis. This
declaration was developed by several legal dispositions, two of them were specifically devoted to regulate the
count of death related to COVID-19 (Spain, March 15th 2020; Spain, April 16th 2020), and will be discussed
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further on in this paper.
OFFICIAL SOURCES

In the case of Spain (as in most countries), the official data were updated regularly, usually daily, during the first
wave, and were regularly accessible on the website of the Ministry of Health on its situation reports page
(Ministerio de Sanidad, 2020). These reports included some methodological information and were based on data
reported by the regional governments and included cases confirmed with a positive diagnostic test, as well as
cases reported before May 11st that required hospitalization or died with a clinical diagnosis of COVID-19. This
same data was used as the official reference in the online editions of the newspapers of Spain and other countries,
and in international scope websites such as John Hopkins (John Hopkins University, 2020), Statista (Statista,
2020), Datadista (Datadista, 2020), etc.
The data published by the Ministry of Health correspond to the number of deceased people who are known to
suffer COVID-19, confirmed by a clinical laboratory test when alive. Based on this idea, the Ministry collected
daily the data provided by the autonomous regional authorities (see the Order of April 16th, (Spain, April 16th
2020), which partially corrects the Order of March 15th (Spain, March 15th 2020). The initial criterion of March
15th was more restrictive than that of April 16th. Specifically, from March 15th to April 15th, deaths were counted
if a person died in a hospital facility, in addition to having tested positive in a laboratory test when alive. As of
April 16th, all deceased persons who had tested positive are considered in the calculation, regardless of where
their death occurred (whether in a hospital, in a residence, at their own home, etc.). It is to note that, especially
during the first weeks of the pandemic (in broad terms until late April) a significant number of people are reported
to have died of COVID-19 outside hospitals. On the other hand, there is no evidence that, when more restrictive
criteria set up on March 15th were modified on April 15th, the death account was modified retroactively according
to the new criteria. This should have brought a significant sudden increase in the account. In fact, later, on May
24th occurred the opposite: the number of deaths reported by the Ministry of Health decreased to nearly 2,000
without a clear explanation about it (from 28,752 on May 24th to 26,834 on May 25th) (Ministerio de Sanidad,
May 24th 2020; Ministerio de Sanidad, May 25th 2020). These mentioned nationwide orders made it mandatory
for the regional governments to send their updates daily to the Ministry of Health according to the criteria set up
by the national government, who was ultimately responsible for the official national count.
The application of these official criteria implies a downward approximation with respect to the real figures. From
a qualitative point of view, the press reports on situations of death of people alone in their homes (Bécares and
Barrio, 2020) or of the elderly in nursing homes (Sosa Troya, 2020), often without having been subjected to tests
and therefore outside of the official list generated with these criteria. Also, the low availability of laboratory tests,
and the collapse or near collapse of the health system in many zones during the first weeks of the pandemic
contributed to the underestimation.
These data from the Ministry of Health were based on the aggregation of individual data of deaths related with
COVID-19. There was another source of official data available, with a different approach based on statistics: it is
the Mortality Monitoring System (MoMo) of the National Epidemiology Center and the Carlos III Health Institute
(Sistema de Monitorización de la Mortalidad (MoMo) del Centro Nacional de Epidemiología en Instituto de Salud
Carlos III). Their reports were uploaded and published regularly (MoMo Sistema de Monitorización de la
Mortalidad Diaria, 2020) since the beginning of the pandemics in Spain, as well as a dashboard (MoMo
Dashboard, 2020). Its methodology is documented on its website (Momo Documentación, 2020).
The idea of this system consists in comparing the statistics of the mortality that is actually occurring in times of a
pandemic with the mortality that would have occurred under normal circumstances. Broadly, it is based on the
following points:
1. Calculate, based on recent historical data, the expected mortality for a given period.
2. Obtain the total mortality observed, by adding the observed data on deaths at the level of the whole Spain,
whatever their cause, collected by civil registries.
3. Then, the difference between observed mortality and expected mortality gives us the excess of deaths
attributable to the pandemic.
This method has some limitations, mostly the following: 1) They only collect data of civil registries which are
digitized and computerized, which cover the 93% of Spanish population, so not the whole population; 2) They
consider a delay of 7 days in notification of death, in practical terms the delay was higher during most of the first
wave because of the high workload of funeral services and civil registries; 3) The pandemic and a severe lockdown
may have an impact over other causes of mortality different than the pandemic itself (for instance: it may decrease
the number of people deceased in working centers or traffic accidents, or it may increase number of deaths due to
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other causes, for instance because of people being afraid of going to hospitals or because of hospitals being
overwhelmed by the pandemic). Anyway, the methodological explanation offered by MoMo is clear and
transparent, and since the beginning of April its primary data can be downloaded, so that one can make their own
calculations from them (Momo Datos, 2020). MoMo is part of a European monitoring network, with similar
systems in other countries (EURO MOMO, 2020).
The National Statistical Institute (INE) published a preview of data about deaths from January to May classified
by cause of death (INE, December 10th 2020). According to these data, there were 45,684 deaths caused by
COVID-19 during this period, all of them in March, April and May. It distinguishes between deaths with identified
COVID-19 virus (32,652) and deaths with suspected COVID-19 (13,032), that is people with symptoms
compatible with the disease. According to the report, these two causes of death related to COVID-19 were added
by the WHO to the International Classification of Diseases (ICD-10) in March 2020 (World Health Organization,
March 2020). INE bases its methodology for developing statistics of deaths by cause of death on the analysis of
the medical death certificates as well as on the application of two international standards, the mentioned ICD and
standards adopted by the WHO that determine the different causes of death, comorbidities and how to record them
on the International Form of Medical Certificate of Cause of Death (World Health Organization, April 20th 2020).
European guidelines, such as the European Center for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC, 2020), also suggest
mortality monitoring should be conducted according to the WHO definition.
Some regional official entities also published information more disaggregated territorially. Autonomous regions
such as Andalusia, Cantabria, Castilla-León, Catalonia, Basque Country or Madrid, have public and daily updated
data about the main epidemiological indicators by province or municipality (Cobarsí-Morales, 2020).

Figure 1. Evolution of death toll in Spain for the ‘first wave’ of the pandemic with official data sources, Ministry of
Health and Mortality Monitoring System

As shown in Figure 1, by the end of the first wave, official sources differ significantly. Indeed, the Ministry of
Health reported 27,127 deaths, in contrast with the 44,729 of MoMo. The number provided by INE, 45,684, is
closer to that offered by MoMo.
NON-OFFICIAL SOURCES

There are a bunch of non-official estimations, conducted by different organizations in Spain. We explain it in the
following in chronological order.
Since the early stage of the pandemic, official numbers by the Ministry of Health were discussed. One of the first
journalistic reports to do it was published by ABC Madrid journal on April 9th. They estimated that at that time
the real number of deceased was about 10,000 more than the number reported by the Ministry of Health (about
15,000), quoting qualified professional sources involved in the process (Montañés and Miranda, 2020). No explicit
calculation or methodology was provided, just informal estimates from insiders.
The first estimates properly said published, alternative to official data, were conducted by the company Inverence,
which specializes in data science application to business strategy, with headquarters in Madrid (Inverence, 2020).
In broad terms, they acknowledge limitations of data from MoMo covering only 93% of Spanish population, and
they also take into account inconsistencies in data regarding some Spanish regions; they use statistical techniques
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to correct these limitations and inconsistencies (Inverence blog, April 16th 2020). They began to publish their
own estimations in a website created on April 13th and last updated May 20th (Inverence blog, from April 14th
to April 20th 2020). Their initial estimation for the end of the first wave was at least 38,700 and at most over
40,000. They published later on their final estimation of death by the end of the first wave on May 17th: near
50,000 deaths (this May 17th date was not far from the end of the first wave, which in broad terms could be
considered by the end of May or early June) (Inverence blog, May 17th 2020).
There is also a study and estimation conducted by researchers of Universidad Politécnica de Madrid (Cascón
Porres et al., 2020). Their estimation on April 29th is 42,800 deceased (no more estimations were published).
They conducted their own calculation based on official source MoMo, and they did some corrections mostly to
address main MoMo’s limitations: 1) MoMo gathers its data from civil registries which correspond only to the
93% of Spanish population and 2) MoMo considers a delay of about 7 days between the death and the notification,
but based on the study of previous data during the pandemic, these researchers considered the delay between
MoMo and real data was larger.
On June 1st, the Spanish Association of Funeral Service Companies and other 5 related organizations published
a report (Asociación Española de Profesionales de los Servicios Funerarios, 2020). According to it, the number
of deaths until May 25th was 43,985. There is not much methodological explanation in the report; they aggregated
the primary data from death certificates, which managed on a daily basis because of their professional duties, and
computed not just the main cause of death but other contributor causes, which is aligned with the guidelines of
the WHO.
On July 26th, the Spanish journal El País published its own estimation, 48,686 deceased since the beginning of
the pandemic to near that date (Romero, 2020). Their approach was mostly based to count all the deceased, true
or suspected, according to the data and criteria of regional governments. This is a significantly different approach
than the approach of the Ministry of Health, who aggregated the data supplied by regional governments, but with
more restrictive criteria in wide terms than the criteria usually held at local level by some regional governments.
It brings a significant difference mostly because of the data of 4 regions: Madrid, Catalonia, Castilla-La Mancha
and Castilla-León.
On the other hand, the Foundation for Applied Economics Studies (Fedea, 2020) estimated the number of people
infected by COVID-19 (Martín-Barroso et al., 2020) from a corrected series of fatalities that integrated data from
MoMo and other sources. Then, lethality rates by age obtained in reference epidemiological studies were applied
to approximate the infected population. Corrections on the deaths series focused on the following arguments: 1)
MoMo defined an excess mortality period (Momo Documentación, 2020) and did not include the first days,
between the first death and the beginning of MoMo period, and the last days, those from the end of MoMo period
and the official data of daily deaths; 2) It is possible that a percentage of the population that was previously ill, or
that fell ill during this period, and who had died from other causes, was infected by COVID-19; 3) Lockdown
reduced mobility and attendance at work, so it probably caused a reduction in ordinary mortality due to common
causes such as traffic accidents or work-related accidents, as well as Easter holidays travel. This study estimated
40,335 deaths at the end of the first wave, which was considered to end on August 31st 2020.
All in all, we brief as a synthesis in Table 1 the number of deaths according to the mentioned sources (official and
non-official):
Table 1. Quantitative estimates by non-official sources of the number of deaths by the end of the ‘first wave’ with
official data sources, Ministry of Health and Mortality Monitoring System.

Institution

Type of source

Number of deaths

Date

Academics from Universidad Politécnica de Madrid

Non-official

42,800

April 29th

Inverence (data science company)

Non-official

49,974

May 17th

Ministry of Health

Official

27,121

May 27th

MoMo (Mortality Monitoring System)

Official

44,419

May 27th

INE (National Statistical Institute)

Official

45,684

May 31st

Association of funeral services companies and 5
other related organizations

Non-official

43,985

June 1st

Journal El País

Non-official

48,686

July 26th

Fedea (Foundation for Applied Economics Studies)

Non-official

40,335

August 31st

According to all sources available, the first wave was mostly finished by the end of May or early June, and the
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very end could be by the end of July. Deaths in the period June 1st to July 25th could be between 1,000 and 1,500,
a pace significantly slower than in March, April and May.
In this sense, El País does not publish data regarding June 1st, but data published on July 26th suggest that number
of deaths at the end of May could be about 47,000, which is not far from Inverence data for May 17th (49,974),
and their projection of over 50,000 at the very end of the first wave. We could guess estimations conducted by
academics from Universidad Politécnica de Madrid, if they had done some projections, they could bring similar
results than those of Inverence and El País. Also, all these counts are not far from the numbers gathered by the
Association of Funeral Services Companies and by MoMo, although both of them are lower. In conclusion, the
gap between the approaches of these different agents using different methodologies and the official data by the
Ministry of Health is great.
GLOBAL SYNTHESIS AND DISCUSSION

Statistics of health crises are key to monitor their evolution, make predictions, assess the effects of the strategies
already applied, and help to plan new ones. These statistics have to be relevant, timely, reliable, and designed and
implemented by independent, transparent, mature, and strong statistics institutes. Their methodology has to be
solid, based on international standards to ensure comparability between territories and periods of time, and
publicly available, so anyone interested may get all the information.
In this work we have introduced different sources of quantitative estimates of the number of deaths: 3 official and
5 non-official. Regarding the official sources, the Ministry of Health published data regularly but followed some
criteria that clearly underestimate the real number of deaths by COVID-19 and modified the methodology without
updating the previous estimates accordingly. The second official source, MoMo, presented a clear and transparent
methodology (including limitations), which allows the comparison of different European countries. The third
official source, INE, presented also a solid methodology following international standards but reported its
estimates months later. It is important to note that these big differences regarding quantitative estimates and
methodologies applied from these official sources add complexity to the understanding of the crisis and its
management, likely causing confusion among citizens.
Aiming to correct the estimates of the official sources, several non-official ones reported their own estimates. In
table 2 we compare the main aspects of their methodologies. All of them presented estimates higher than those of
the Ministry of Health. However, many of them do not publish a comprehensive methodology and/or do not
provide timely and regularly updated estimates. An important fact is the alignment with the WHO guidelines in
terms of counting both confirmed and suspected cases. Only one of the official sources, the National Statistical
Institute (INE), is compliance with these guidelines. The Ministry of Health, as the main official source, was not
counting neither deaths with symptoms compatible with the disease (Pérez, June 10th 2020) nor the cases of
COVID-19 confirmed after death (Méndez and Coll, June 16th 2020). Some non-official sources tried to correct
this mismatch by computing not just the main cause of death but other contributor causes.

Table 2. Comparison of the methodologies of official and non-officials data sources.
Institution
Ministry of
Health

MoMo

Data source
Regional
governments.

Criteria
Cases confirmed
by a clinical
laboratory test
when alive.

Periodicity
Daily data
and post.

Weaknesses
1) Deaths without previous
tests are not counted. 2)
Before April 15th, only
deaths in hospitals were
counted. 3) Methodology
was modified without
updating data
retrospectively.

Strengths
Unique and
mandatory criteria
for regional
governments.

Expected
mortality from
recent historical
data and
observed
mortality from
civil registries
(for any cause).

The excess of
deaths
attributable to the
pandemic is
estimated as the
difference
between observed
mortality and
expected

Daily data
and
regularly
post.

1) Only digitized civil
registries data (93% of
population). 2) A delay of
7 days in notification of
death is considered, but it
was higher during most of
the first wave. 3) Pandemic
and lockdown may have an
impact over other causes of

1) Clear and
transparent
methodology. 2)
Data can be
downloaded. 3)
Similar systems in
other countries
(EURO MOMO,
2020).
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mortality.

mortality.

INE

Medical death
certificates.

It distinguishes
between deaths
with identified
and suspected
COVID-19 virus.

Aggregated
data and
specific
publication.

1) Time series not
published. 2) It does not
publish current data but
from a past period.

1) People with
symptoms
compatible with the
disease are counted.
2) Aligned with the
WHO guidelines.

Inverence

MoMo data.

Statistical
techniques to
correct MoMo
limitations and
inconsistencies.

Daily data
and specific
publication.

No details about their
methodology.

Improve MoMo
data.

Universidad
Politécnica
de Madrid

MoMo data.

Corrections to
MoMo
limitations.

Daily data
and specific
publication.

Poor details about their
methodology.

Improve MoMo
data.

Funeral
services
companies

Aggregated data
from death
certificates.

Computed not just
the main cause of
death but other
contributor
causes.

Aggregated
data and
specific
publication.

Poor details about their
methodology.

Aligned with the
WHO guidelines.

Journal El
País

Regional
governments.

Counting all the
deceased, true or
suspected,
according to
regional
governments data
and criteria.

Aggregated
data and
specific
publication.

Heterogeneous criteria for
regional governments.

1) Aligned with the
WHO guidelines. 2)
People with
symptoms
compatible with the
disease are counted.

Fedea

MoMo data and
other sources.

Corrections to
MoMo
limitations based
on lethality rates
by age obtained
in reference
epidemiological
studies.

Daily data
and specific
publication.

Data is not regularly
updated.

1) Some details
about their
methodology. 2)
Improve MoMo
data.

During the first weeks of the pandemic, the WHO encouraged countries to accompany social distancing measures
with enough diagnostic tests (Corbella, March 14th 2020). At first, Spain was unable to perform the proper amount
of tests. Availability, variety and criteria for performing the tests, as well as the number of locations where it was
possible to perform them, improved over time, although it was not enough in most Spanish regions (Sevillano,
April 19th 2020). Despite the variety of tests available in Spain, the Ministry of Health only counts deaths
confirmed with PCR (polymerase chain reaction) (Cano, April 28th 2020) for being the most reliable. It means
that a large number of deaths with virus unconfirmed, due to lack of tests or system saturation, or confirmed with
another type of test are not included.
Differences between the number of deaths from official sources and the estimate for excess deaths also occurs in
other countries. In Table 3 we show the number of deaths and excess deaths for some of the most affected
European countries in the first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic, data per 100,000 citizens, and a calculation of
the percentage that represents the difference between deaths (as reported by ministries of Health) and excess
deaths (as reported by statistical monitorization systems).

Table 3. European countries ordered by death toll for the first wave of the pandemic.

Country

Deaths per
100,000

Excess deaths
per 100,000

%
Difference

Time frame

Belgium

83

79

-4.8

Mar 2nd - May 31st

United Kingdom

78

96

23.1

Feb 29th - Jun 5th

Spain

63

95

50.8

Mar 4th - Jun 2nd
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Italy

50

87

58.2

Mar 4th - Jun 2nd

France

45

42

-6.7

Mar 4th - Jun 2nd

Data source: Tozer and González (2020)

Thus, this analysis demonstrates the need to strengthen official statistics institutes that collaborate with other
institutes and international organizations from all over the world. Statistics are key to understand and combat
pandemics, but they need to be of high quality. Otherwise, they may lead to wrong conclusions and inefficient or
even counterproductive policies.
CONCLUSION

Spain has been one of European countries most affected by the COVID-19 pandemic during the first wave. There
have been controversies regarding the quantification of deaths in many countries. In this paper we analyze the
criteria of both official and non-official data sources and the estimates for the case of Spain. The official data
sources considered are the Ministry of Health, the Mortality Monitoring System (Momo) of the National
Epidemiology Center and the Carlos III Health Institute and the Instituto Nacional de Estadística (INE). Regarding
non-official data sources, we compile the following ones: Academics from Universidad Politécnica de Madrid,
Inverence (data science company), Association of funeral services companies and 5 other related organizations,
Fedea and journal El País. While there are significant differences among the estimates of all these sources (their
criteria and their methodological traceability have been presented and discussed in the previous sections), the
lowest estimate corresponds to the Ministry of Health and the difference with respect to the mean is huge, mostly
because of the fact of taking into account (or not) comorbidities and suspected cases.
Several lines of research stem from this work. For instance, it would be interesting to expand this work by
comparing mortality statistics (their methodologies, criteria, and results) among different countries. A deeper
discussion regarding the causes and the consequences of the different criteria applied is required, as well as an
analysis of the most common criteria. Indeed, all the countries need reliable data sources that may provide statistics
of high quality, complete, and timely published and updated to enable politicians, scientists, companies, citizens
and the whole society to understand the magnitude of the pandemics, their evolution, and the effects of the
different strategies applied. In this sense, WHO criteria and its application in different countries should be
reconsidered for future pandemics, in order to have better data for future health crises management and analytics.
In this sense, we think a significant practical development could be the boosting of the systems devoted to
monitoring excess of death (MoMo type) with three major improvements: 1) assuring unified criteria between
countries, 2) providing more territorial granularity, and 3) providing real time data. In order to achieve 2) and 3),
the experience reported from Italy by Buonnano and Puca (2021) seems promising.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we propose the use of semantic technologies for the representation of concepts and relationships
required for the modeling of vulnerability data for local communities. First, we discuss the theoretical concepts
of vulnerability and resilience and we try to identify the relationship between the two. We provide background
knowledge and we present basic characteristics of the two concepts. Next, we discuss the motivation behind the
use of semantic technologies, and we show how the proposed framework can address existing challenges in terms
of vulnerability assessment. The core part of this paper focuses on the semantic representation of community
vulnerability aspects. We give an overview of the layered semantic framework consisting of interconnected
ontological models and we provide a set of use-cases where the use of semantic-based modeling and query
answering can prove beneficial in terms of assessing vulnerability.
Keywords

Community vulnerability, semantic modeling, community resilience, knowledge representation and reasoning.
INTRODUCTION

Vulnerability may be understood as both a concept and a phenomenon. Its high degree of complexity makes it so
that currently there is no universally accepted definition of the term. Vulnerability gained an increased interest
over the past decades in disaster studies and related disciplines, both in terms of academic research and policydriven studies (Cutter, 2008). Across disciplines and research frameworks, vulnerability is often linked with
related concepts such as risk, hazard, exposure and resilience (Fuchs et al., 2018). In literature vulnerability entails
elements referring to exposure, sensitivity and adaptive capacity/coping mechanisms (Fuchs & Thaler, 2018). A
further degree of complexity to the definition of vulnerability is given by the potential interactions and relations
between its inherent elements, such as the spatial scale of vulnerability (national, regional, local, individual), the
temporal scale (before, during or after a disaster) and the sectors of interest (physical, economic, institutional, or
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social system) (Fuchs & Thaler, 2018).
One ordering element when analyzing vulnerability appears to be the so-called subject of concern, who is
vulnerable, or better yet, what is the unit to which the vulnerability analysis applies. Stemming from the literature,
vulnerability may be analyzed in terms of place, systems, and social groups. A stream of influential studies has
addressed the vulnerability in terms of place (a trend set by Cutter et al., 2000; 2008), meaning by this the
vulnerability of a locality. The term place emphasizes in this perspective the geographical notion as well as the
physical characteristics. Another perspective in analyzing vulnerability is that of considering the sensitivity of
individual and social groups, by focusing on existing societal structures and processes that may determine that
different socially defined groups may suffer disproportionally as a result of a hazard (Birkmann 2013).
In this paper, the subject of concern, thus the unit of analysis, will be the community and we assume that the
concept of vulnerability can be generally defined as “The conditions determined by physical, social, economic
and environmental factors or processes which increase the susceptibility of an individual, a community, assets or
systems to the impacts of hazards”1 (UNDRR).
This multitude of perspectives and definitions of the concept led to many attempts of establishing methodological
frameworks for its analysis. Assessments and measurements of vulnerability have been done in various ways,
from vulnerability curves to vulnerability matrixes, to Geographic Information Systems (GIS) maps. Among all
the assessment approaches, the most widespread method for assessing vulnerability has been using indicators.
These indicators include (explicitly or implicitly) goals that should be reached in reducing vulnerability (or
increasing resilience) to natural hazards (Fuchs et al., 2018). Both quantitative and qualitative methods have been
used to elaborate measurements of vulnerability, as well as a mixture of both. What is clear is that there is no
agreement upon the right method to measure such a complex phenomenon (Fekete & Montz, 2018).
Various critiques have been voiced at the methodologies of measurement, and these focus mainly on the
challenges of using indexes, on problems associated with spatial and context differences and assessment of data
at various scales of analysis (Barnett et al., 2008; Fekete & Montz, 2018). Comparisons have been warned against,
on the argument that vulnerability is a context-specific rather than a generic condition (Barnett et al., 2008). Also,
another critique is focused on the dynamic nature of the vulnerability phenomena, which is in a continuous state
of flux (Adger, 2006), which brings limitations to the use of socioeconomic indicators measured at certain points
in time to actually predict the vulnerability of assessed communities. Such an approach to the analysis may revel
essential elements for quantification of the damage produced by exposure, however, it may result limiting for
what concerns the adequate assessment of adaptive capacity elements, such as skills and resources, which may be
deployed differently in different contexts. 2
Usually, most studies derived from the widely-used methodologies devised by Cutter (e.g. Cutter et al., 2003,
2010; Guillard-Gonçalves et al., 2015), provide a spatial assessment and an empirical ranking. So, in brief, a
vulnerability score (a numerical value which aggregates all the operations performed through collecting values
for indicators, aggregating them, etc), cannot be in itself high or low, but it can be high or low only by reference
(distance) to a mean value, therefore, only by reference to other units of analysis, which compose this mean. It is
challenging to identify thresholds or benchmarks in vulnerability assessments (Fekete, 2019). Vulnerability, as
well as resilience, are relative (Cutter, 2016; Fekete, 2019).
If assessment of vulnerability (or of resilience frameworks) is considered in the perspective of strategy design and
setting it is desirable to adopt a participatory approach, in which communities themselves are included in building
the indicators and finding the proxies for data collection, as well as in defining their weight and vector. By doing
so, the assessment becomes a bottom-up one, and thus becomes meaningful for the end-users, instead of being a
top-down approach, with metrics elaborated independently.
Relativity, thus, appears an essential element in the assessment of proxies and indicators (and thus for building
1
2

https://www.undrr.org/terminology/vulnerability
Taking the example of a community, flood prone, in which the number of senior citizens (i.e. above 65 years old)
is significatively high. Looking at this variable from a merely quantitative approach would be associated with a
negative connotation, implying that an ageing population represents an element of vulnerability (Cutter, 2003).
However, incorporating qualitative elements that contextualise the implications of the variable at local level
could challenge such hypothesis. Senior residents in the community, for instance, may be considered as a
resource in terms of adaptive capacity, as they retain knowledge on the territory and the impact of floods, that
may guide the community both in preparing to face the hazardous event, as well as in the recovery phase (ISIG,
ECOSTRESS, 2015).
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indexes) of both vulnerability and resilience. Previous studies focused on relativity mainly within continuous
geographical area within which different units of analysis face a similar hazard (Cutter, 2003; ISIG/ECOSTRESS,
2015). This paper proposes, however, a different approach in the assessment of vulnerability and of resilience that
maintains the relativity perspective in the sense that, by applying clustering parameters, different profiles of
similar communities can be identified. Such clusters or community profiles allow for the application of the
relativity perspective, beyond the limits of location, thus allowing communities from different and distant contexts
across Europe to assess their vulnerability (and later resilience) against similar communities. The approach to
relativity is tested within the Community Vulnerability Analysis, within the limits of the data availability.
The contribution of this paper is twofold: First, we provide a common language (i.e., the semantic framework)
that can be used by different communities to represent vulnerability data; this approach minimizes the required
human intervention to integrate heterogeneous metrics, concepts and attributes regarding vulnerability. Secondly,
we describe a specific use-case where the adoption of semantics proves necessary in order to cluster communities
based on vulnerability data and, when data is missing or vulnerability cannot be calculated, identify relative
communities that might provide useful and reproducible practices. Providing a methodology to define and assess
the vulnerability of a community, will help the local experts identify issues within the area and with the policies
in place, and take further action to strengthen the community resilience and lower its vulnerability in face of an
emergency. In addition, by using this framework, they have access to all the other areas that have provided
information and can compare their vulnerability. The aim of this feature is not to create competition between the
various communities, but to promote the value of peer-to-peer cooperative learning process among them.
In the rest of this paper, we describe a semantic modeling approach for representing vulnerability data. We first
provide a literature review of vulnerability and we identify the connections between the concepts of vulnerability
and resilience. We give the motivation of the work by identifying the challenges that need to be met. Next, we
propose a semantic modeling framework for community vulnerability data. Finally, we specify the next steps of
this work by focusing on the relative assessment of vulnerability between communities and a couple of use-cases
we plan to support.
RELATION BETWEEN VULNERABILITY AND RESILIENCE

Resilience is defined by the United Nations (United Nations) as “the ability to resist, absorb and accommodate to
the effects of a hazard, in a timely and efficient manner”. Thus, resilient communities are those in which their
citizens, environment, businesses, and infrastructures have the capacity to withstand, adapt, and recover in a timely
manner from any kind of disaster they face, for which they may be either prepared or not. In recent years efforts
have been spent to understand and increase resilience and there is, still, a long way forward in defining an EU
valid and sound approach to this issue.
In the literature, vulnerability and resilience are related yet “remain different approaches to understanding the
response provided by systems and actors to natural hazards” (Fekete & Montz, 2018, p.3). As concepts they are
similarly multifarious, and they belong to several paradigms, amenable to multiple definitions, depending on the
field and focus of study, also to multiple ways of measuring. “Resilience refers to the capacities of people, places,
and infrastructure to, not only cope with hazards, but also the longer-term adjustment and learning processes to
adapt to future threats” (Fuchs & Thaler, 2018, p.3). Literature also suggests that the factors which determine
vulnerability may also contribute, to different extents, to the building of resilience (ECLAC 2011).
For what concerns academic research across different disciplines, the relation between vulnerability and resilience
can be broadly divided in two main streams:
• One that sees the concepts in an inverse relation (i.e., vulnerability as the flipside of resilience).
• Another that acknowledges the correlation but it does not envisage it as a simple linear inverse proportionality
(Fuchs & Thaler, 2018).
From early on, the disaster research community adopted divergent paths in the study of vulnerability and resilience
(Cutter, 2018; Cutter et al., 2008). As vulnerability, put forward especially by the social sciences, examined the
susceptibility for harm, especially to people and things they valued, resilience, by contrast, was furthered by the
ecological sciences in order to understand “disturbances in systems and the ability of such systems to absorb
“shocks,” recover from them, and return back to some steady-state condition” (Cutter, 2018).
In the context of this paper, both vulnerability and, at a later stage, resilience are analysed from a systemic view
that implies that vulnerability and resilience are highly dependent on the context, thus requiring to be analysed
within their multidimensional system of references (i.e. ecological, social, economic, political) (Manca et al,
2017). Here, we propose a community perspective, which analyses vulnerability and explores resilience-related
considerations within a multidimensional system – i.e. the community.
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ANALYSIS OF COMMUNITY VULNERABILITY: THE RESILOC APPROACH

The project Resilient Europe and Societies by Innovating Local Communities (RESILOC) aims to increase the
understanding of resilience in local communities and to generate strategic tools empowering local actors to assess
concepts such as the vulnerability and the resilience of their communities and identify actions to improve them.
In that context, the RESILOC Community Vulnerability Analysis is premised on the fact that understanding the
vulnerability of a community is key for designing resilience-enhancing recommendations and strategies in a
sustainable manner, both locally and at a global level. Furthermore, given the complexity of the concept, as well
as the absence of standard assessment benchmarks and thresholds, the most adequate way to approach
vulnerability analysis, and consequently its assessment, is in relative (i.e., comparative) terms.
Understanding vulnerability as a relative concept should consider vulnerability in context, vulnerability in
comparison with other similar units of analysis, that is to say neighbouring communities exposed to similar
hazards. Within this perspective a community is defined as a ‘group of interacting people living in a common
location’3. In operational terms the community has been defined as a functional one, described by means of 5
interacting dimensions that shape a community (i.e. social, economic, institutional, environmental and human
capital) as well as in terms of hazard-related interacting factors (i.e. hazard elements and hazard governance)4.
For each of the 5 dimensions defining a community, vulnerability indicators and related proxies have been
identified (i.e., by means of a literature review) so to allow for depicting the overall vulnerability frameworks of
the communities under analysis.
RECVI – RESILOC Community Vulnerability Indexes

In this paper, the analysis of vulnerability is performed as a calculation of vulnerability relative indexes. The
participatory design and implementation of the data collection process for the purpose of building those indexes
were conducted in five phases and targeted 5 communities in 4 countries5. First, vulnerability indicators (27) and
proxies (158) were identified through the literature review. For each of the 5 communities, contextualisation
interviews and focus groups were organised (with expert respondents from the partnership) in which the list of
indicators and proxies was assessed against two variables: relevance for the context at focus and availability of
data. This supported the elaboration of community-specific sets of indicators and proxies. Lastly, the statistical
data was collected by the local partners according to the determined list of proxies and the RESILOC Community
Vulnerability Indexes (RECVI) indexes were built for each community.
By ‘indicators’ we refer to variables which provide an operational representation of a characteristic of a
community (Birkmann 2006). By ‘proxy’ we refer to an indirect data source contributing to the assessment of an
indicator. The RECVIs are built in relative terms (i.e., comparative terms), implying that each unit of analysis
(i.e., community) was placed in comparison with its area of reference (i.e., neighbouring territorial/administrative
units). Thus, statistical data was collected for both: (i.) pilot areas communities and (ii.) the neighbouring
communities. The vulnerability indexes allowed, finally, for depicting a snapshot, a ‘static’ picture of the
communities under analysis, in terms of the 5 dimensions considered as relevant for describing a community and
under which the vulnerability indicators and proxies were clustered (i.e., social dimension, economic dimension,
human capital dimension, institutional dimension, environmental dimension). Such a snapshot of vulnerability
can be upgraded with ‘dynamic’ elements (e.g. adaptive capacity) as interviews with experts and stakeholders will
allow for the upgrading of the Vulnerability Inventory, integrate further local knowledge, ultimately allowing for
the identification of resilience enhancing strategies. Hence, the indicators and proxies may be further elaborated
with ‘dynamic’ components by the RESILOC communities. In this sense, the participatory design and of the data
collection, under focus, may be considered as a first test towards the further developments envisaged by this work.
Based on the performed analysis, it was shown that data availability represents a limit across EU communities,
both in terms of data describing the specific community and of its relative area (i.e., as highlighted by the gap
between indicators and proxies considered relevant and actually used ones in the analysis). Although communities
in general appreciate the availability of a rich list of indicators and proxies, the availability of open-source data is
limited and difficult to collect especially for smaller administrative units. Finally, it was also shown that allowing
for flexibility in the selection process of the proxies (i.e. allowing local communities to add proxies under the
proposed indicators) has been proven successful.
MOTIVATION
3

Elaboration from Sharifi (2016) and Project Glossary definition of Community
For facilitating the data collection process, the unit of analysis should ideally correspond to an administrative
unit.
5 Municipalities of Gorizia – IT, Catania – IT, West Achaia – GR, Tetovo – BG, Kamnik – SL
4
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Data availability, especially when talking about small regions and communities, is not always easy to achieve. In
that sense, collecting, storing, and making community data available might be problematic. In some cases, even
if the data exist, it might be outdated. Sometimes, it might be also conflicting because they are referring to different
periods of time. Such limitations make evident the fact that the assessment of vulnerability is not always feasible.
In addition, even if the data is available, vulnerability is difficult to measure and to assess in absolute terms. In
the absence of critical benchmarks and thresholds, assessing vulnerability in relative (i.e. comparative) terms
appears to be one of the most adequate approaches especially when such analyses are aimed to provide support to
policymaking. Previous studies of vulnerability focused mainly on delineating such relative area in a continuous
territorial perspective (Cutter & Emrich, 2017; Cutter et al. 2010; Burton et al., 2018). Such continuity, especially
when it does not cross over national borders tends to facilitate, first the process of data collection, and even more
so, it allows decision makers to relate, most of the times, to familiar contexts (e.g. taking the example of a
vulnerability index that puts in relation municipalities across a province of a region). Furthermore, it must be
stressed that assessing vulnerability by means of relative indices should not be seen as a contest in between
different units administrative-territorial units, but rather it should serve the purpose of stimulating an exchange
between peers faced with similar challenges.
The relative character of the indexes implies that there are not absolute thresholds under or above which the
vulnerability of a community on a certain dimension is high or low, but that a certain measure gains its degree of
significance only in relation to the indexes calculated for similar units of analysis. Operationally, this implied the
necessity to perform data collection not only for the units of analysis but also for a certain number of same-level
neighbouring cities or municipalities, exposed to the same hazards and of comparable sizes.
The relative area is delineated in previous studies based on territorial continuity. That is to say that the relative
area is envisaged as encompassing the unit of analysis, in terms of administrative, territorial and statistical setting
(e.g., if the unit of analysis is a municipality, the relative area could be represented by the province or the region
within which the municipality is included). Where does the ‘interest’ perimeter end? In practice, the definition of
the relative area is, just like in the case of the unit of analysis, highly dependent on the availability of reliable
statistic data.
As a direct consequence, the necessity for a capability of local communities to learn from the experiences of other
‘similar’ communities becomes apparent. As a proposal to overcome the above limitations, this paper advances a
different view on relativity in the analysis of vulnerability (i.e., as a further theoretical elaboration), that stems
from the operational definition of community (i.e., unit of analysis itself). Such an approach envisages the
identification of ‘clustering’ parameters that allow for the establishment of community profiles (i.e., what makes
communities similar). Once the clusters have been created, the relative area can be constructed between similar
communities beyond geography/territorial limits. In that sense, based only on available data, a local community,
whenever this is needed, could infer good practices that worked well for communities with similar characteristics
and assess its resilience against similar communities.
For what concerns the parameters for clustering communities, similarity can be treated in various ways
considering different types of criteria such as geography (e.g., communities within the same geographical limits
are considered similar) or degree of urbanization 6. For instance, communities can be compared against their
neighbouring municipalities, either within their geographical area of reference (e.g., province, region, etc.), or one
with the other in order to understand their vulnerability to hazards. In the next sections, we describe how such a
clustering approach could be facilitated by a semantic framework that would allow the labelling of
proxies/indicators as well as their relationships.
A SEMANTIC ARCHITECTURE FOR MODELING THE VULNERABILITY OF LOCAL COMMUNITIES
Data Modeling Approach

Data related to the vulnerability of local communities may originate from different information sources (e.g.,
official statistical data from local and regional authorities, internet data, dynamic sensor data, social media), it
may be of different types (e.g., social data, physical and digital infrastructure, economic data) and may come in a
wide range of formats (e.g., numerical data, qualitative data, unstructured data from social media). Such an
increased data complexity calls for a well-defined and, at the same time, agile data architecture that will facilitate
data management procedures and will serve data needs of the upper-level services and, finally, users (e.g., civil
protection agencies, local administrators, and municipality officers). To cover the wide range of needs stemming

6
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from this data heterogeneity, systems usually need to combine heterogeneous modeling approaches for data
representation that considers the use of both relational and non-relational data structures.
On top of the data storage, the use of a semantic model allows for establishing connection links between the
different types of databases (Figure 1). Semantics can also support automated classification and correlation of
data coming from different communities. Specifically, we envisage a multi-layered semantic framework that can
be used to semantically describe, integrate and manage heterogeneous community data that will be collected by
the system. The main goals of the semantic layer we propose in this paper are to (i) facilitate information
integration for data coming from multiple communities based on different locations and with different
characteristics, and (ii) improve system intelligence by allowing for the deduction of new knowledge based on
semantic reasoning techniques (e.g., identify or cluster relative communities with similar characteristics).

Figure 1. Data storage approach for vulnerability- and resilience-related data

The Semantic Web (SW) is considered as "a web of data that can be processed directly and indirectly by
machines" (Berners-Lee, Hendler and Lassila, 2001). Practically, it constitutes an extension of the World Wide
Web (WWW) in which web resources are supplemented with semantic notations that describe their intended
meaning in a formal, machine-understandable way. The Semantic Web (SW) is considered as an integrator across
different content, applications and systems connected to the WWW. Ontologies play a key role in SW, providing
the machine-interpretable semantic vocabulary and serving as the knowledge representation and exchange vehicle.
The Web Ontology Language (OWL) has emerged as the official W3C recommendations for creating and sharing
ontologies on the Web (Bechhofer, S., 2009).
The W3C OWL 2 Web Ontology Language (OWL) is a knowledge representation language, designed to
formulate, exchange and reason with knowledge about a domain of interest. The fundamental notions of how
knowledge is represented in OWL 2 are the following:
•
•
•

Axioms: the basic statements that an OWL ontology expresses
Entities: elements used to refer to real-world objects
Expressions: combinations of entities to form complex descriptions from basic ones

An ontology can be considered a collection of statements, axioms, which refer to objects of the world and describe
them e.g., by putting them into categories (like “Mary is female”) or saying something about their relation (“John
and Mary are married”). All atomic constituents of statements be they objects (John, Mary), categories (female)
or relations (married) are called entities. In OWL 2, objects are denoted as individuals, categories as classes and
relations as properties. Properties are further subdivided. Object properties relate objects to objects, while datatype
properties assign data values to objects.
Regarding the modelling features of OWL2, the central feature is classes, which essentially represent sets of
individuals. They are used to group individuals that have something in common in order to refer to them. A
hierarchy to classes is also possible by using the axiom “SubClassOf”. Between two classes A and B, a subclass
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relationship can be specified, if the phrase “every A is a B” makes sense and is correct. Additionally, OWL
provides a mechanism by which two classes are considered to be semantically equivalent, if they contain exactly
the same individuals.
An ontology is also meant to specify how the individuals relate to other individuals. The entities describing in
which way the individuals are related are called object properties. The order in which the individuals are written
is important and not interchangeable. In addition, it is possible to infer information about individuals from the
relation that connects them through the “Domain” and “Range” axioms, that enable class correspondence and
order for a property. Since individuals can also be described by data values, OWL provides another kind of
properties for that purpose, the datatype properties. Domain and range can also be stated for datatype properties
as it is done for object properties. In that case, however, the range will be a datatype instead of a class.
In OWL, general information about a topic is almost always gathered into an ontology that is then used by various
applications. Instead of requiring the copying of this information, OWL allows the import of the contents of entire
ontologies in other ontologies. Several constructs in OWL can be used to state that different names refer to the
same class, property, or individual, so, instead of renaming entities, the names used in an ontology can be tied to
the names used in an imported ontology using e.g., the “Equivalent” axiom. (OWL 2 Web Ontology Language
Primer)
The notions introduced above are essential to understand the development of the considered ontologies and the
relation between the entities they describe. The OWL editor used for this purpose is Protégé (Protege) (Musen,
M.A.), a free open-source editing framework developed at Stanford University.
The Vulnerability Ontology Network

The semantic architecture is designed as a network of ontologies organized in three layers: the interoperability,
the community and the scenario layer (Figure 2). This structure allows the ontologies of lower layers to be used
on combination with those of upper layers to provide a more complete image of the available information. A more
detailed description of how the model is integrated into each layer will be given in the following section, as it is
used in its entirety or partially in all ontologies of the network.
The approach for the model that was decided during the vulnerability analysis describes 10 main concepts: proxy,
indicator, index, community, scenario, hazard, action, macro-action and relevancelevel. A proxy can refer to a
specific community (proxyRefersToCommunity), have a relevance level (hasRelevanceLevel) and also be related
to an indicator (isProxyRelatedToIndicator) for a certain scenario. Since associations between more than 3 entities
cannot be represented using a single relation in RDF, the latter is achieved by including the
“isProxyRelatedToIndicator” property in the respective scenario ontology. Furthermore, we also include an
additional property “isScenarioRelatedToProxy” that signifies the relation between a scenario and a proxy, as well
as “scenarioRelatesToCommunity” to state to what community a scenario refers to. A scenario can also be defined
by the type of hazard it covers (hasScenarioType). Then, there is the relation between an action and a macroaction (actionPartOfMacroAction), an action and a specific proxy it affects (actionHasEffectOnProxy) and a
macro-action which is taken when a certain scenario occurs or is examined (macroActionForScenario). Finally,
an indicator is connected to an index (isIndicatorRelatedToIndex) according to the RECVI.
In terms of the adopted ontological engineering methodology, we have adopted the NeOn methodology (SuárezFigueroa et al., 2009) which specifies a Scenario-based process for guiding the ontology engineer to define
efficiently the requirements and characteristics of the ontology. It supports the reuse/reengineering of knowledge
resources by taking into account the existence of existing ontologies in the ontology networks.
Interoperability Layer

The first layer consists of the core upper-level ontology that serves as a semantic model for the representation of
the vulnerability data. It is the heart of the semantic approach where the rest of the models are connected. The
core ontology provides semantic descriptions, terminology, and relationships for the different types of
vulnerability data considered by the system. It consists of classes representing communities, proxies, hazard types
as well as interfaces for data found in the community ontologies (index, indicator, scenario, action, macro-action),
that enable the querying over the data uniformly and efficiently. Similarly, the classes are connected through
several object and data properties (i.e., proxyRelatedToIndicator, hasValue), some of which act as interfaces for
the respective ones in the community models. Those models are connected to the core ontology under the
CommunityProxy class. The Proxy Class, which contains most of the information regarding the proxies, has
several subclasses describing the hierarchy of the dimensions and indicators. On the first level, there are the
dimension classes (e.g., Social, Institutional, Human Capital, Economic, Environmental) (Figure 3), and on the
second level there are the indicator classes which are interfaces for the community indicator subclasses (Figure
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4). The third level refers to the community models.

Figure 2. Structure of Vulnerability ontology network

Figure 3. Core Taxonomy

Figure 4. Economic Proxy Example

The core ontology, on its own, is quite concise but it is possible to gather information about all communities and
scenarios by importing their corresponding ontologies. Some example ontologies have been added using real data
gathered by each community’s authorities, and therefore, it currently enumerates 135 classes, of which 41 are not
imported, while there are 6 “EquivalentClass” axioms relating to some other imported classes. There are also 151
“SubClass” axioms connecting the imported ontologies to the core one, as well as 13 object properties, 6 data
properties and 95 instantiations of classes (individual count) (Table 1).
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Table 1. Core ontology metrics

Metrics
Class count
SubClass axioms count
Object property count
Object property – Domain axioms count
Object property – Range axioms count
Data property count
Data property – Domain axioms count
Data property – Range axioms count
Individual count
Equivalent classes count
DL expressivity

Total Value
135
151
13
12
11
6
6
2
95
6
ALHF(D)

Imported
94
35
5
0
7
-

The core elements of the interoperability layer and the core ontology, besides the imported ones, are the following classes:
Community, CommunityProxy, Hazard, Index, Indicator, Scenario, Proxy and RelevanceLevel. Some additional, equally
important concepts are represented as subclasses of the Proxy class (Figure 5).

(a) All ontologies’ hierarchy inside the core ontology
(b) Hierarchy of the main concepts in the core ontology
Figure 5. RESILOC core ontology's hierarchy
Community Layer

Each community is able to specialize the core ontology according to its own procedures, policies and regulations
that are followed at community level. For each community, a low-level ontology is specified to cover all the local
aspects. Each community will be able to define its own vulnerability data (e.g., proxies) in order to describe a
certain vulnerability indicator according to local/regional/national procedures, the availability of data and
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relevance for the community authorities and actors. For instance, the city of Catania may use the proxy “Human
Development Index - HDI” (United Nations Development Programme) to represent the ‘Wealth and
Socioeconomic status’ indicator while the municipality of West Achaia may use the proxy “Human Poverty Index
– HPI” to represent the same indicator.
The classes in the community model are similar to the Proxy classes of the interoperability layer. However, there
is a third level of actual proxies as individuals of the indicator class they are related to. For example, the proxy
“Ratio of Skilled and Unskilled Population” is under the ‘Occupation’ indicator of the economic dimension and
therefore is an individual of that class (Figure 6). Multiple proxies can represent one indicator, and multiple
indicators can represent one or more dimensions.

Figure 6. Achaia Economic Proxies as Individuals

A type of ontology imported to the core ontology is the community one. To better understand the model, we
present the ontology created for the municipality of West Achaia and use information gathered from the
community. It contains information about the proxies of a certain community and their values using 35 classes, 3
data properties and 78 instantiations (Table 2).
Table 2. Community example ontology metrics

Metrics
Class count
SubClass axioms count
Object property count
Object property – Domain axioms count
Object property – Range axioms count
Data property count
Data property – Domain axioms count
Data property – Range axioms count
Individual count
Equivalent classes count
DL expressivity

Value
35
37
0
0
0
3
3
2
78
0
ALF(D)

It is noticeable that there are no object properties used because, within this particular model, there is no need for
such relations to be determined.
The main elements found in this level’s ontology are classes AchaiaProxy, VulnerabilityProxy,
AchaiaEconomicProxy, AchaiaEnvironmentalProxy, AchaiaHumanCapitalProxy, AchaiaInstitutionalProxy and
AchaiaSocialProxy, as well as several more that can be seen in Figure 7.
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Scenario Layer

A set of community-specific scenarios is modelled to
represent different incidents where the community
vulnerability needs to be evaluated against a certain
risk. Each one of these scenarios may describe the
semantic parameters of either a real incident or a
virtual event that a community may want to respond
to. For example, the Achaia community that suffers
from coastal forest fire incidents is able to re-use the
terminology of the upper layers (i.e., Core ontology
and Community Layer) to semantically represent a
Fire Incident scenario by defining a set of parameters.
Some of the parameters that can be included in this
scenario may refer to the community proxies that are
related to this scenario, connections between proxies
and indicators or between indicators and dimensions
in this specific scenario, actions and macro-actions
that need to be taken, the way that proxies are linked
with those actions, etc. In particular, the Scenario
Layer provides the proper semantic vocabulary to the
communities to further specialize the scenarios of
interest. It also allows the communities to link proxies
with certain actions that may affect them facilitating
the monitoring process during a real or a simulated
incident.
Figure 7. Example of a community ontology's hierarchy

Since, even in the same community, the way indicators, dimensions and proxies are related is more than likely
different for each type of hazard, their relationships must be defined for every scenario. Therefore, the classes of
indicator, index, action, and macro-action are present and linked through several object properties (Figure 8).
Using the same information obtained by the Municipality of West Achaia, an example showing data in case of a
fire, we present the scenario layer’s ontology model, containing 5 classes, 6 object properties, 2 data properties
and 7 instantiations (Table 3). Even though it is not very populated, in combination with the rest of the ontology
network, it provides useful tools for the representation of vulnerability in a community during an emergency
scenario.

Figure 8. Relationship between Proxies and scenario actions
Table 3. Scenario example ontology metrics

Metrics
Class count
SubClass axioms count
Object property count

Value
5
0
6
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Object property – Domain axioms count
Object property – Range axioms count
Data property count
Data property – Domain axioms count
Data property – Range axioms count
Individual count
Equivalent classes count
DL expressivity

4
4
2
1
0
7
0
ALF(D)

The core concepts of this ontology type are the Action, Index, Indicator, MacroAction and Scenario as seen in
Figure 9.

Figure 9. Example of a scenario ontology's hierarchy

All the above middle- and low-level ontologies are aligned with the core ontology to support the semantic
integration process. As a result, the core ontology provides the base where a set of community-specific semantic
models are mapped to. Finally, a set of semantic reasoning functionalities that the proposed ontology network can
address is given in the following table (Table 4).
Table 4. Potential semantic reasoning functionalities

Semantic reasoning scenarios
Get the wealth proxies/indicators for a specific community.
Infer all the social indicators for a specific community.
Infer all the economic proxies for all the communities.
Estimate the value of a combined indicator based on weighted values.
Retrieve all the different proxies that are used for a specific indicator across all the communities.
Expand the physical indicators list with a new type of indicator.
What are the relevant indicators for a particular scenario?
Which indicators and dimensions are affected by a specific proxy?
What are the actions included as part of a specific macro-action?
Given a particular scenario, what are the proxies affecting an indicator?
Calculate an indicator value for a specific scenario based on a given formula.
CONCLUSION AND NEXT STEPS

In this paper, we discussed the relation between the concepts of vulnerability and resilience and we proposed a
semantic framework to address the challenge of vulnerability assessment considering (i) the difficulty to assess
vulnerability in absolute terms, and (ii) the lack of required data.
As a next step, the proposed framework will be validated with real data provided by 5 local communities that
participate in the RESILOC project (i.e., Municipalities of Gorizia – IT, Catania – IT, West Achaia – GR, Tetovo
– BG, Kamnik – SL). The ontologies mentioned above have been populated with data already collected from
those communities, referring to the vulnerability proxies, indicators and dimensions, and they reflect the
availability and heterogeneity of the data given by experts from the local communities. The population of the
models is automated through a set of dedicated user interfaces that have been requested by the respective
communities considering the existing types, format and structure of the available vulnerability data (i.e., Comma
Separated Value files that should be automatically handled by the system).
Building upon the capabilities offered by the semantic layer (e.g., taxonomy of proxies/indicators/dimensions,
multi-level integration), we propose the identification of similar communities following a Machine Learning
approach based on data clustering (Long, B., Zhang, Z., S. Yu, P., 2010). In particular, we plan to cluster
communities based on the values calculated during the vulnerability assessment process. Hence, each community
will come with a set of values, one for each vulnerability dimension. As a next step, a data clustering algorithm
will be applied to cluster similar communities.
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ABSTRACT

The COVID-19 pandemic has tested Canada’s readiness capacity as emergency health needs continue to exceed
some communities’ capacity to respond. To address this gap, the Canadian Red Cross (in collaboration with local,
provincial, territorial, national, and Indigenous partners) have leveraged international experience in humanitarian
response and preparedness, developing innovative new response services, delivery modalities, and protocol
through which to mitigate and manage risk. This approach breaks down emergency management into two main
streams - health interventions and disaster management - to innovatively and effectively cope with increasingly
complex and frequent requests for support. Using internal data from within the Canadian Red Cross, this paper
presents and discusses the services, roles and expectations of this two-stream approach which has been designed
to (i.) support COVID-19 testing and vaccination, (ii.) support outbreak crisis management, especially through
epidemic, prevention, and control interventions, and (iii.) support traditional emergency management responses
in the midst of a pandemic. It concludes by reporting on the successes of the two-stream approach to date while
scoping further the potential evolutionary track of some of these services, their underpinning methodology, and
appetite for recovery operations in the near future. This approach may therefore be of value to other organizations
or practitioners coping with emergency management challenges during a pandemic.
Keywords

Pandemic, health, emergency management, Red Cross, COVID-19.
INTRODUCTION

Disasters in Canada are becoming more frequent, more severe, and their human consequences more complex
(Database of Canadian Disasters, 2020). As the COVID-19 pandemic has thrust humanity into a face-to-face
standoff with human consequences, economic devastation, and mental health challenges - be it through exercises
and pandemic modeling or academic historical analysis - Emergency Management systems have been impacted
and stretched in many cases beyond their limits of design. Furthermore, the risks posed to Canadian communities
are becoming more uneven, which is predicted to increase with underlying phenomenon such as the flu season,
seasonal flooding and loneliness. In response, the Canadian Red Cross (CRC) has assessed, designed and
implemented a range of services which can more effectively address the provision of humanitarian aid to
vulnerable people and communities in both the short and long-term. This relieves pressure on government
agencies and provides better support to Canadians by, enhancing capacity, and capitalizing on traditional areas of
expertise the CRC hold in both health and emergency management (EM).
The pandemic has laid bare the strengths and shortcomings of traditional response systems aligned to an
environment of less risk and hazard and it has become increasingly evident that there is a pressing need for
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Canada’s wider EM landscape to evolve in response to present and anticipated future risks. This is even more so
the case given the country’s unique interplay between its geographical anomalies, multi-jurisdictional system and
its pocketed population dispersion. Rising levels of urbanization, a demographically diverse population and
complex infrastructure dependencies all continue to make clear that disaster and emergency response (whereby
an emergency is an unexpected event requiring immediate action and/or help, whereas a disaster is a large-scale
phenomenon resulting in damages and mortality) will only continue to increase in complexity alongside public
expectations on government bodies and emergency management infrastructure.
To address these gaps in rising expectations, EM may now be in an ideal position to consider more robust, holistic,
and tailored approaches to traditional response methodology in order to ensure future risk can be mitigated,
planned for, and robustly handled through adequate and more broadly managed targeted response mechanisms.
Citizenry in case of disaster (and disruptive events more broadly) or emergency are fundamentally shifting their
approach to how they collaborate with support agencies and non-state actors, including the CRC in its unique role
as auxiliary to public authorities, augmenting government programming and support at the municipal, provincial,
first nation or national level when called upon in the provisioning of certain essential services as they relate to
disaster mitigation, preparedness, response, and recovery.
Using internal data from within the CRC, this paper scopes gaps as seen and experienced from the perspective of
CRC leadership and staff working closely to respond to pressing requests for support through established
government and community partners across Canada and explains the rationale behind steps that the CRC has
undertaken to effectively support partners throughout the COVID-19 pandemic. It summarizes the main findings
and observations from the CRC’s response, which are methods in (i.) supporting COVID testing and vaccination,
(ii.) supporting outbreak crisis management and (iii.) supporting EM responses during a pandemic. These may
offer valuable knowledge for other organizations in the not-for--profit sector, while emphasizing the importance
that non-governmental actors have in this modern EM era; and will continue to have in coming years. It concludes
by discussing the importance of supporting roles and knowledge between emergency health interventions and
EM, which is becoming increasingly important in a world where both the risk of disasters, and the escalation of
health phenomenon, is rising.
BACKGROUND

Over the last decade, natural disasters have killed on average 60,000 people, have exceeded damages in excess of
187 billion USD, and have displaced roughly 24 million individuals annually (Merz et al., 2020; PreventionWeb
2020). Among the global risks, extreme weather events and geophysical phenomena such as damaging
earthquakes and tsunamis are perceived as the top first and third risks in terms of likelihood, and as the top third
and fifth risks in terms of impact (World Economic Forum, 2019). These remain the predominant hazards that the
Canadian landscape is prone to, and ones that are predicted to increase in frequency, severity and complexity in
coming years (Agrawal & Cox, 2019). Alongside this, Canada faces floods, wildfires, drought, extreme heat,
tropical storms, melting permafrost, and coastal erosion which all contribute to its unique physical riskscape (EM
Strategy Canada 2020; Agrawal & Cox, 2019).
Urbanization, population growth and increasing interconnectivity, are expected to further aggravate the risks
imposed by hazards also (Huppert & Sparks, 2006; Jongman, 2018), which coincide with Canada’s yearly upward
1.4% trend in population (Canadian National Census 2016). Combined, this poses significant risks to communities
with many Indigenous communities among the most vulnerable due to their remote and coastal locations, lack of
access to Emergency Management (EM) services, and reliance on natural ecosystems (EM Strategy Canada 2020;
Donatutu et al., 2014). Climate change, too, is acting as a major driver and amplifier of hazards globally (UNDRR,
2019). While climate change is a global phenomenon, its impacts are often the harshest on the most vulnerable
communities (Gidley et al., 2009). Particularly for indigenous populations in Canada, studies such as Downing &
Cuerrier (2011) and Newton et al. (2005) argue this may be the largest threat to land use, fishing and cultural ties
to the land. Climate change has become - and remains - a major scientific, political, economic, and environmental
issue during the last decade that must be accounted for in any kind of disaster management planning and processes
development (UN Framework on Climate Change 1992; Kyoto Protocol 2005).
Particularly in 2020, the risks posed by global hazards have significantly increased due to the discovery and
subsequent spread of the new novel coronavirus (COVID19) (Cardil & de-Miguel, 2020), which developed into
a pandemic as of March 2020 (World Health Organization 2020). This has resulted in the undertaking of
substantial and rapid emergency health interventions in most countries world-wide, not only in response to the
crisis, but also for the mitigation, preparedness and prevention of future outbreaks (Phillips et al., 2020). It has
also had a dramatic effect on emergency response to hazards, driving up the economic cost of deployments,
increasing mortality rates, exposing more to additional risks, slowing response times and generating multi-faceted
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chaos (UN Habitat 2020; Cardil & de-Miguel, 2020; Hariri-Ardebili, 2020). To meet the challenge of reducing
coming natural disaster impacts on human health while minimizing the risk of virus transmission, national and
international policies need to address contingency plans aiming to improve prevention, preparedness, mitigation,
response and rehabilitation to new emergency events (UN Habitat 2020).
Such contingency plans need to be adapted and implemented by emergency agencies to their specific work
environments (Cardil & de-Miguel, 2020). This includes establishing safe work protocols through Epidemic
Prevention and Control (EPC) guidance and infection, prevention, and control mitigation strategies to prevent
new infections through strict security measures according to international health regulations (Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, 2020; World Health Organization, 2020), identifying possible cascading hazard scenarios
(where one hazard may trigger or exacerbate another), risk assessments and re-designing activities considering
social distancing (Fearnly & Dixon, 2020). Pre-crisis emergency planning and coordination of all stakeholders,
and response management plans for early mobilization of resources are critical (Coombes, 2020). In this sense,
agencies need to optimize resources in strategic planning through proportional responses to incidents based on
potential consequences, risks and community vulnerability (Fearnly & Dixon, 2020; Coombes, 2020; Winter,
2020).
Given the unprecedented nature of hazards in the current day, new approaches need to be established to respond
to disasters and other disruptive events while managing the COVID-19 pandemic (World Health Organization,
2020). These are already beginning to be documented while countries rush to adapt their disaster management
protocols (Gersons et al., 2020). In Canada, the Province of Manitoba, the Regional District of Wood Buffalo
(Fort McMurray) and Ottawa City responded to flooding caused by a particularly unpredictable 2020 freshet
season, while aiming to protect response workers from COVID-19 (Ishiwatari et al., 2020). In Japan, local
governments suspended receiving volunteers in February 2020 who had been engaged in rehabilitation works in
areas devastated by Typhoon Hagibis in 2019, delaying recovery from the disaster (Sakamoto et al., 2020). In
Bangladesh, humanitarian assistance and government organizations prepared for cyclones as well as a COVID19 outbreak in the densely crowded camps in Cox' Bazar, which shelter some 900,000 Rohingya refugees (Islam
& Yunus, 2020). The following section will therefore introduce the unique aspects of the Canadian riskscape,
which is the setting for the CRC’s COVID and EM responses. This is an important foundational step in
understanding, creating and adapting a national strategy.
THE CANADIAN RED CROSS & NATIONAL RISKSCAPE

The CRC has a long history of supporting the needs of Canadian citizens facing the impacts of disasters and world
events. Originating back to the society’s roots in the late 1800s, health interventions were considered one of the
fundamental roles of the Red Cross (Glassford, 2008). This developed throughout both world wars and continued
into the 21st century where the organization maintains its peacetime health and risk orientated mandate (Glassford,
2008). The current landscape of the national society has developed into one of the most trusted brands in the eyes
of Canadians - a trend also replicated globally (for example Boenigk & Becker, 2016, illustrate that the German
Red Cross has by far the highest brand awareness and trust of all non-profit organizations in the country). The
CRC remains united by the overarching will to do good, with its foundations notably based upon what it calls “the
seven fundamental principles” which include: humanity, impartiality, neutrality, independence, unity, and
universality (The IFRC, 2020).
The CRC maintains these principles in their development of tailored EM and health responses to the unique
aspects of the country in the present. In 2018 it created and implemented its Indigenous Peoples Framework
designed through an inclusionary consultation process at a time where the organization has explicitly endorsed
and promoted steps towards reconciliation with First Nations, Métis, and Inuit communities. This remains critical
in the Canadian context where racism, discrimination and preconceptions of Indigenous peoples still contribute
to heightened vulnerability and risk. In 2020, the society outlined its future goals to continue improving disaster
relief particularly adapting to increasing wildfires and flooding (CRC, 2020). Now, the society is able to offer
valuable additional resources proven to help with disaster relief - such as emotional and psychosocial support and
temporary accommodation for displaced individuals - that goes beyond humanitarian services alone.
Currently, the CRC maintains a roster of over 10,000 trained volunteers across Canada, including over 100 local
responders specifically trained to support Indigenous communities and an additional nearly 400 volunteers trained
in delivering psychosocial support. Beyond this, the Red Cross has systems in place to recruit and deploy surge
volunteers, partners or staff for all its core services across the country, enabling the organization to effectively
integrate Canadians who want to contribute with their skills, capacity and time to the CRC mandate. This is
complemented by approximately 150 trained and highly skilled emergency management staff, including a team
of Rapid Response Managers (RRMs) whose role it is to deploy and provide leadership to emergency operations.
These can include augmenting local capacity as reception and information centers are first stood up, emergency
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shelters or management of commercial lodging operations are undertaken, outreach and rapid assessment is
conducted, and local authorities are generally offered tailored support where they may need surge capacity.
Further, the CRC often finds itself— whether formally identified, or informally designated—as a convener agency
within the nonprofit community, interested in working alongside local, national, and international partners in an
effort to mitigate duplication of services, avoid causing harm, while leveraging and streamlining coordination and
collaboration of agencies where complementary organizational missions and resources align. This surging
workforce during both medium and large-scale responses provides continued support to those most vulnerable
throughout the disaster lifecycle. This remains important as immediate relief services and assistance evolve into
sustainable long-term recovery operations that in some devastating disaster cases can span several years.
The CRC remains engaged at many levels responding to urgent relief needs of vulnerable populations as the
COVID-19 pandemic continues to evolve in terms of size and scale. People who were already marginalized, or
had limited access to services prior to COVID-19, face some of the most significant risks to contagion and survival
(Donatutu et al., 2014). Certain groups are seen to be more vulnerable due to their social, legal and/or economic
status, such as the elderly, low-income populations, people experiencing homelessness, people without family,
wage workers, migrants, people living with disabilities, people deprived of liberty, and Indigenous communities
which are at risk due to variances in Indigenous title, rights and sovereignty as well as gaps in the social
determinants of health (figure 1 below). Dynamic modelling has shown that despite phased reopening of daily life
across Canada, there is a need to adapt the CRC’s current and future responses to increase readiness and capacity
(shown in figures 2 and 3 below).

Figure 1. COVID-19 cases recorded in Indigenous communities in comparison to the general population as of February
2021 (Source: Public Health Agency of Canada)
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Figure 2. Long-range forecast modelling of Canadian COVID-19 cases as of February 2021 (Source: Public Health
Agency of Canada)

Figure 3. Disaster trends and future modelling of the Canadian riskscape (Source: CRC; Canadian Disaster Database
2021)

Coupled with persistent community spread, the projected impacts and compounding risk factors such as seasonal
flooding and an increasing number of pocketed COVID-19 outbreaks, there is a recognized need to continue to
build upon and maintain this strengthened national capacity to respond to our heightened risk environment. This
will avoid key response actors from having to withstand continuous stand up/stand down cycles, which may limit
a collective ability to respond in the context of increasing volume and intensity of events. These capacities will
include but not be limited to conducting needs assessments, strengthening and augmenting local health services,
strengthening local emergency and relief services, convening partners, supporting especially vulnerable
populations such as the elderly through targeted post-pandemic recovery programming, and support coordination
efforts, ensuring culturally safe spaces and services across the spectrum of responses. The following section details
the method for formulating the CRC’s adaptive response strategy, as well as detailing the individual components
of the two-stream approach.

METHOD: FORMULATING AN ADAPTIVE RESPONSE
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To reduce disaster and all-hazard risk while minimizing the negative impacts of the pandemic, leading world
health authorities have postulated that national and international policies need to address contingency plans aiming
to improve prevention, preparedness, mitigation, response and rehabilitation to new emergency events (UN
Habitat 2020). In the initial stages of the pandemic and the request of national authorities such as the Government
of Canada the CRC formulated an adaptive EM plan which aims to address both the COVID-19 pandemic as well
as regular EM processes that occur in the country. To do this, first a literature review was conducted in relevant
disaster management and pandemic management materials. This was sourced through keyword searches on
platforms such as Google Scholar, using a combination of keywords used in conjuncture with one another such
as “pandemic” and “adaptive emergency management”. Similarly, official international and national advice was
sourced through publications, statements and reports produced by credited world body’s such as the World Health
Organization (WHO). From this, researchers were able to manually analyze emergent themes and best practices
which were the most likely to be beneficial to the Canadian riskscape.
Following this analysis, internal expertise from within the CRC was identified and leveraged. Employees with
extensive skill profiles predominantly in emergency management (however also from a range of backgrounds for
logistical purposes) collaborated to form an adaptive design plan. Employees originated from a variety of regional
branches as well as from international and domestic operations teams, bringing in experience from the whole
organization. Next, partners of the society were engaged for their own experiences and knowledge, adding another
dimension of innovation to the proposed adaptive EM plan. Finally, lessons learned from other responses (such
as military deployments into long-term care facilities) were fed back into the strategy and a progressive
evolutionary method was used to continually adapt to the rapidly shifting situation. This process formed the twostream strategy: the first stream targets supporting health surge capacity and pandemic control measures; the
second targets surge support for natural disasters and more traditional EM delivered during the pandemic. While
these streams have been broadly conceptualized as individual areas for the sake of clarity, it is important to note
the relationship between the two is more complex. By this we mean that all health interventions among other
relevant services are nested within wider EM. For example, repurposing EPC expertise practiced abroad to safe
health procedures within long-term care facilities.
Supporting COVID Testing and Vaccination

The CRC has implemented a coordinated approach to provide immediate and scalable intervention to assist in
filling identified gaps in the testing and vaccination programs of local health authorities. CRC teams have and
will continue to be deployed to augment public health measures led by local and provincial government response
structures. These structures and approach ensure coordination and integration with the site and local authorities.
Service delivery is based on capacity to surge a range of services, including reinforcing service delivery in longterm care centers, deploying COVID Testing Assistance Response Teams (CTARTs) or vaccination support teams
comprised of various profiles including MD and Registered Nurse clinical specialists, Public Health advisors,
Emergency Care Workers, occupational health and safety (OH&S) leads, mental health and psychosocial support
(MHPSS) and general leadership within an activation window of 24–72 hours. This model also ensures
standardization in recruitment, onboarding and training, EPC protocols (i.e., proper zoning, PPE donning doffing
processes), as well as protection of the health and safety of its personnel. Services in this area are;
Community Mobilization and Stakeholder Engagement

In consultation with various local, regional, provincial, territorial, federal and First Nations public health
authorities, CRC has assisted (and continues to assist) in the design, coordination and implementation of programs,
including the mobilization of community and their participation in response, distribution of information,
navigation, and logistics support as required. With local teams and personnel already embedded in most
communities across Canada, preexisting established relationships with government and community stakeholders
leverage local salient knowledge in finding ideal linkages and audiences for engagement. This team coordinates
efforts through a unified National Communications team, liaising through local resources to support enhanced
awareness, engagement, and increased access and reach of public health information. These teams can consist of
a variety of profiles including: Government or Community Liaisons, Communications Liaisons, Dynamic Media
& Content Specialists, Provincial Government Relations Leadership as well as other media specialists as required.
The team responds to Provincial EM Operations and Health Leadership.
COVID-19 Testing and Vaccination Site & Mobile Modules Support

The COVID testing assistance response team (CTART) provides both clinical and non-clinical support to manage
and/or assist testing and vaccination sites. It also offers testing support at land-border crossing sites and scalability
of mobile testing and vaccination efforts. As each region or local site presents unique needs, an advance team is
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deployed in order to conduct a rapid assessment of needs inclusive of interviews with the health authorities in
order to understand which services to activate, while assessing the location of the potential services, designing the
CRC implementation approach and addressing current gaps along with epidemic prevention and control (EPC)
recommendations and implementation measures, as well as consultative reviews of health and safety protocol
adoption strategies as well as tailored site approaches to managing things like breaches in PPE protocols to ensure
effective team safety.
Modules may include the establishment of stand-alone sites with CRC providing both personnel and materials
including deployment of assets from its field hospitals augmenting public health care capacity. CRC also offers
non-clinical personnel for reception, information, and site support including line-up management. Further, CRC
developed vaccination modules with varying sizes and type applications to support ongoing vaccination. A
Provincial Disaster Coordination Team (PDCT) provides oversight and support to both Field and Virtual
Operations and includes the following profiles: An Emergency Health Director, EM Operations Leads, People
Services support Leads, Logistics Leads, Planning Leads, People Services Leads, Risk Advisors, and Mental
Health and Psychosocial Support (MHPSS) Leads among other support and administrative functions.
Teams deployed to support on-site operations can be formed from the following profiles: Public Health Advisors,
Clinical Health Specialists including Doctors/Nurses/Lab Technicians, Community Liaisons, Site Managers,
Generalists Responders (reception, information, distribution), Occupational Health & Safety Advisors, People
Services Advisors, Logistics Specialists and other volunteer or auxiliary capacities as needed. Additionally, a
Virtual Operations Team (VOT) supports call center operations, data management, support to information
delivery, and referrals to ensure service escalations are prioritized based on beneficiary need. Off-site teams
consist of the following profiles: Virtual Operations Team Site Managers, Supervisors, and Emergency
Responders.
Research, Innovation and Evaluation Programming

The CRC will assist in the design and coordination of program implementation, mobilization of community
participation, distribution of information, navigation support, and logistics support as required. As part of this
initiative, the CRC also recognized the value in documenting the evolution of strategy throughout the pandemic.
Finally, in collaboration with research partners, CRC has implemented information system and research-enabled
programs that will allow capture insights in understanding and evaluating vaccination programming including its
uptake, tiered release strategies, as well as its direct impact and timing on mitigating the spread of COVID-19.
Data linkages between project-specific data collection and regional administrative data examine long term impacts
of programs and their adoption rates. The team consists of the following profiles: Readiness planners, Data
Analysts, Research Coordinators, and other necessary supporting information roles as required.
Supporting Outbreak Crisis Management

Areas of activation have included potential and full-fledged outbreak settings whereby individuals are in close
proximity, including long term care facilities (LTC’s) and correctional facilities. The objective has been for the
CRC to enhance and maintain capacity to support a variety of urgent requests, such as the operation of isolation
sites and quarantine sites for infected individuals, contact tracing follow-up in urban and rural communities alike
in support to local health authorities. The deployment of field hospitals supporting existing facilities (e.g., at
capacity ICU’s, while offering psychosocial support and personal care services has remained an important feature
offer to municipalities and provinces/territories. CRC capacity is based on providing support to provincial and
territorial operations while maintain capacity to execute federal mandates concurrently as required. These
mandates include:
Epidemic Prevention and Control (EPC)

The CRC recognizes a broad need across various institutional clients in Canada, beyond already-targeted groups
such as Indigenous organizations, and long-term care facilities for expertise to prevent or contain the spread of
COVID-19. CRC EPC teams conduct site evaluations, EPC assessments, and support EPC protocol
implementation and compliance, providing technical advice to on-site and service delivery design. Public Health
technical advisory services on Epidemic Prevention and Control (EPC) through Infection Prevention and Control
(IPC) measures to support at outbreak sites, institutions and living environments like long-term care and
correctional facilities. This service supports the safe adaption and implementation of IPC protocols and enhances
the development and organization of a safe healthcare environment in the COVID-19 pandemic context. This
service includes EPC rapid assessment, EPC enhancement (zoning, cohorting, improvement of donning/doffing,
support IPC monitoring) and EPC training as a service. The service can be adapted to LTC, corrections
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institutions, seasonal agricultural industrial and other workers setting, indigenous communities and other settings.
The service can be focused on preparedness/ prevention and/or containment / mitigation of COVID-19 outbreak
Health Emergency Response Unit (ERU)
CRC maintains modular field hospital(s) that are warehoused and ready to be deployed on short notice to
international or domestic emergencies. To date they have filled requests for field hospital modules in four
provinces. These are mobilized in several configurations based on identified needs with assets pre-packaged in
categorized kits that are dispatched from a central warehouse within 24-48h following a formal request. The team
composition is tailored to the service package needed and includes pre-selected medical professionals who work
alongside technicians and logistics professionals mobilized to support advanced planning, seamless integration
and set up in existing health care settings. Front line service delivery need based and tailored accordingly.
Emergency Care Services in Living Environments

To ensure appropriate care remains in place in living environments such as Long-Term Care facilities, CRC
employs a client-centered approach to strengthen the care team in assisting residents with the basic activities of
daily living. Through this work, CRC fosters a mutually safe, trusting connection-based rapport approach through
collaboration, communication, mutual understanding and respect.
Support to Contact Tracing

In support of federal and provincial tracing infrastructures and in support of local health authorities, CRC supports
local and provincial capacities as requested supporting follow-up, investigation directly (in isolated
community/facility), and can do so through virtual call center operations. CRC when requested plays a role in
patient notification augmenting public health communication and advisement.
Emergency Relief Services for Isolated Canadians (including Financial Assistance)

As part of the relief effort, the CRC provides coordination support for emergency lodging, food, transportation
and personal services where there is an identified gap in ensuring basic needs are met, including targeted financial
assistance services - reflective of the collective needs of those impacted by the disruptive event.
Mental health and psychosocial support (MHPSS)

Psychosocial Support addresses the psychosocial needs of those affected and contributes to individual and
community capacity. MHPSS aims to support those directly and indirectly affected by COVID-19 through
enhancing resilience and coping, decreasing isolation, by providing connections and referrals, and direct
emotional/psychosocial support, including considerations for gender, diversity and inclusion. The CRC ensures
effective referral pathways and non-duplication of services, thereby enhancing efficiency.
Supporting EM Responses and Capacity

This section represents another stream of focus aimed at preparations to support more traditional all-hazards
responses through existing and newly augmented disaster management structures keeping COVID-19 protocols
in mind from planning through to activation phases – an integral aspect of reducing risk from all types of hazard
and one which remains a core component of Red Cross societies globally. With more than 195 major disasters
identified in the Canadian Disaster Database between 2008 and 2018, traditional EM similarly remains at the heart
of CRC operations. Combined, these disasters have cost tens of billions of dollars in damages and have displaced
hundreds of thousands of people.
In contrast to stream one, stream two is more dedicated to enhancing disaster response capacity and coordination,
and fostering the development of new capabilities as a priority area of activity to strengthen Canada’s overall
resilience to disasters, especially in cases where they exceed the capacities of municipalities, provinces, territories,
and First Nations communities alone. The CRC maintains disaster agreements with all provinces and 900
municipalities across the country and works in partnership with over 500 communities. Much of this programming
can be facilitated remotely through online registration and distribution strategies, supported by Personal Disaster
Assistance (PDA) teams or larger Emergency Response teams (ERTs).
During and after emergency events, the CRC provides emergency social services including: emergency lodging;
reception and information; registration and mass financial assistance; emergency food; emergency clothing;
family reunification; and safety and well-being support. The society maintains the ability to administer programs
that provide wrap-around support using a case management approach to assist households, community
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organizations and small business owners in their medium and long-term recovery from disasters and emergencies.
The COVID-19 pandemic has evidently and significantly increased the complexities of these approaches, forcing
the organization to develop a more robust, sustainable, predictable, virtual, and responsive surge capacity to
respond to disasters; but it did not start from scratch in 2020. It’s recent experience in complex disaster response
included:
Disaster Financial Assistance

Following the Alberta fires in 2016, for example, the Canadian Red Cross was tasked with the role of distributing
mass assistance through emergency financial transfers (EFTs). One year later during the 2017 British Columbia
fires the CRC advanced $10 million in funds to meet immediate needs as the agency participated through
partnership with the provincial government in a variety of initiatives early on. In both instances it began fund
disbursements without a formalized agreement signed, nor an advance of funds. This underscores the need to
invest in response capacities and structures prior to events to support rapid action.
Increasing Volunteer and other emergency Surge Capacities

As the country’s largest voluntary sector organization there is an opportunity to build on the momentum and create
an enhanced emergency response surge capacity, in many cases capitalizing on specialized and professional
workforces, that can be maintained post-COVID for future disasters and crises. For example, at the request of
Health Canada and the Province of Quebec, the CRC first operationalized volunteers and other personnel recruited
through government programs and campaigns for emergency care work. On a pan-Canadian level, the CRC has
built a large humanitarian workforce comprised of health, operational leadership and support experts available to
rapidly respond to requests for support from public authorities. The remaining sections of this paper report on the
results, conclusions, limitations and future work to date.
RESULTS & CONCLUSIONS

The services and roles that the Canadian Red Cross (CRC) have designed and implemented in partnership with
federal, provincial, territorial, local and Indigenous partners, in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, have so far
been met with measurable success. In stream one, for vaccination and testing purposes, the CRC has been able to
provide timely intervention assistance to local and public health authorities. Furthermore, in a range of provinces
and territories the society has become valuable in distributing, information, navigating support, leveraging supply
chains, and doing so as a trusted partner, living up to its mission statement, its auxiliary to public authorities role,
and fundamental principles within the Canadian riskscape. Deployed CTART teams have enhanced overall public
health readiness posture by providing both clinical and non-clinical support to assist testing and vaccination sites
along with scale up of mobile testing efforts. This has positively impacted Canadian communities, but particularly
those more isolated, such as in First Nations communities. Furthermore, it has consciously invested in
documenting and researching cumulative efforts in real-time during the unprecedented response, so as to learn
from and adapt to challenges in, while collecting a valuable resource dossier of academic resources that may
foster a beneficial dialogue between humanitarian organizations across EM as well as global health response
practitioners.
Modules of the Emergency Health Unit (ERU) staff and stock deployed to initially support quarantined travelers,
and then later deployed to support Vancouver Coastal Health (VCH) Authority and Health Emergency
Management BC (HEMBC) in the installation of a temporary 100-bed Severe Acute Respiratory Infection (SARI)
treatment facility to Edmonton intended to provide medical services to COVID-19 patients. ERU deployments
continued to rise in number during the second wave of the pandemic in Canada, particularly in the regions of
Quebec and Ontario. In these deployments the CRC has therefore had a positive impact in augmenting capacity
to established facilities or providing standalone capacity where requested in separate overflow facilities. The CRC
have also provided Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) and Preventing Disease Transmission Training in
support of front-line staff and volunteers across a variety of facilities including border operations, corrections
facilities, and long-term care homes for example. To ensure that local community organizations can continue
delivering vital services during this pandemic, the CRC offers an innovative tailored-to-site Preventing Disease
Transmission Training program (PDT). This program supports charitable and non-profit organizations
undertaking direct service delivery by providing training to volunteers and staff on use of personal protective
equipment and infection prevention. Furthermore, protocols on PPE usage devised by the CRC have been
distributed to other global Red Cross societies. Currently, the CRC has deployed over 56,000 emergency response
stock items and over 66,000 PPE nationally.
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Figure 4. A Timeline of CRC services and roles during the COVID-19 pandemic from Jan-May 2020

In addition to the services and roles explained previously, the CRC have been able to design, implement and/or
enhance further service offerings. These have been constructed to support the pandemic-driven services through
local and provincial health authorities, in a combined effort to ensure Canadian citizens face lower levels of risk
with regards to infection, prevention, and control. Firstly, financial assistance has been made available to
individuals to partially alleviate the burden of unplanned additional expenses to address immediate needs as
necessitated by the emergency or to contribute to other unexpected costs as a result of the impact. As of September
2020, over 445,000 individuals registered for relief assistance and over 236,0000 households. A further 2242
travelers have also been supported to date. Mass Financial Assistance is typically targeted to individuals and
families impacted by isolation and most in need. These funds are also available and tailored to meet specific needs
of community based not-for-profits and small businesses facing challenges trying to remain solvent while bearing
the costs of adapting and continuing to deliver critical goods or services locally.
The Community Partnerships Program (CPP) is a grant driven program which provides funding to community
organizations, enabling them to address community needs while prioritizing building resilience. This is a PanCanadian program with a localized approach leveraging the local connectivity of our over 300 branch offices
across the country ensuring community needs are met. This program includes an educational component to support
more effective recovery. In the context of COVID-19 the CRC supported over 1,000 local agencies amounting to
over $56 million of financial assistance provided on behalf of provincial partners to those in need of urgent
financial relief as of September 2020. Furthermore, 126 LTC sites have been supported nationally.
Secondly, virtual relief services have been enhanced to host relevant information and referrals to established
community resources. In this capacity, CRC acts as a connector between beneficiaries and government &
community resources while mitigating the negative consequences related to misinformation and stigmatization.
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For beneficiaries calling with urgent unmet needs, an escalation process is initiated to ensure client needs are met
through further triaging and referrals to both internal and external appropriate resources. Since September 2020
over 158,000 incoming calls have been received across Red Cross Call Centers. This figure does not include
outbound friendly calls in support of those in self-isolation and quarantine. Thirdly, the CRC is able to register
individuals requiring assistance by conducting wellness checks through non-medical needs assessments (virtually
or in-person, when following IPC protocol), if required, and provide relevant information and/or referrals. This is
often the first step in assisting those impacted and enables the provision of services, by targeting, proactive and
responsive communication messaging, with impacted populations.
In stream two, the CRC has been able to leverage its experience in humanitarian response and preparedness, at all
levels with particular expertise in previous operations supporting Indigenous communities across Canada (for
example, refer back to the Indigenous Communities Framework approach. It combines to contribute to collective
efforts to reach the ultimate outcome of reducing COVID‐19 morbidity and mortality among Indigenous
communities in Canada, by ensuring that all COVID‐19 response services take into account existing and emerging
needs while delivering services in an appropriate, invited, and thoughtful way that addresses commitments to
cultural safety and the principal of “Do no harm”. The CRC response to the pandemic has been built upon existing
relationships and capabilities in order to provide support by addressing three main pillars: (i) risk reduction, (ii)
promotion of health services, and (iii) linking community and individuals to virtual support. In conjunction with
these initiatives, the CRC has been able to leverage increased volunteer capacity as it has prioritized the standing
up of a “Civilian Humanitarian Workforce” program designed to help better surge local capacity with pre-trained
and certified expertise. However, due to its complexity, size and substantive rationale this program will be
unpacked and discussed in a future paper.
Ultimately, the COVID-19 pandemic has demonstrated that emergency management and health interventions are
two areas that are becoming ever more inextricably intertwined. Consequently, an increasing amount of focus
needs to be placed on streams one and two, while more importantly making sure that they can complement one
another. This approach avoids detrimental tendencies towards duplication of efforts, isolationism, and barriers to
collaboration. Following this shift in perspective will reduce future risks both in the Canadian riskscape, but also
globally should other organizations, practitioners and humanitarian societies continue to enhance their own
emergency and health responses collaboratively. Though organizing through centralized mechanisms allows for
efficiency, consistency, and evidence-based quality improvement metrics, it is important that programming
development needs still address the nuances of case-by-case applications through all levels. The CRC will
continue to promote, adhere to and support international calls from global authorities such as the World Health
Organization in its efforts to implement innovative initiatives. Gathering and distributing knowledge among a
wide array of government partners and humanitarian actors will ultimately help reduce risk as we face inevitable
increases in future hazards and health phenomenon; not only in Canada but around the world.
CHALLENGES AND FUTURE WORK

While this paper has reported on the successes of the CRC, it is important to acknowledge that, given the scale
and complexity of the adaptive EM strategy for response during a pandemic, it is natural that there are challenges
to overcome and future work to establish. A predominant challenge is that there are few modern day parameters
to compare against what has been done in previous examples, such as during SARs or Ebola. This is due to the
rarity of the phenomenon, but also the opaqueness of humanitarian organizations detailing their response
strategies. Learning from this, the CRC intends to re-evaluate and validate the strategy illustrated in this paper
over the coming 6-12 months as vaccination efforts continue to unfold. This will involve conducting an impact
assessment of the two-stream approach, in addition to the collection and analysis of staff and collaborator feedback
surveys and interviews. Moreover, additional parameters to measure the expansion of the organization - such as
the application of theoretical frameworks – will be researched and employed. This may further validate the results
of the strategy, highlight other limitations and ensure that the gap in research is sufficiently addressed for future
pandemics.
Due to the nature of emergency response, challenges often only become apparent throughout various different
stages of their execution. Limitations therefore can be revealed throughout the application of a strategy or in
response to new triggers or complications. For example, as a result of participating in some of the first operations
supporting expats returning from the Wuhan Province in China, it was clear that many unknowns existed, and that
the one thing the CRC could focus on would be to further develop and reinforce initiatives like the approach to
Epidemic, Prevention, and Control expertise (EPC). In so doing, they sourced a workforce that was recruited,
trained, and onboarded to be ready for deployments across a variety of operations that the organization had not
yet fully imagined. It was then clear that having developed a workforce, there remained challenges in their sizing,
forecasting, training, payment and scalability. These were overcome through constant re-evaluation of strategy
implementation and successive pivots to new services and needs as they emerged. Despite this, the workforce
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service offerings were adapted and made transferable, while new specialized applications to domestic operations
such as EPC were formulated and remain critical within the Canadian riskscape.
The future of the adaptive strategy appears to be promising. Since its 6-month operational pilot, the CRC has been
able to increase its support and service offerings across Canada through generous donations and government
funding while continuing with missions abroad (see for example December 2020 ERU deployment for flooding
in Honduras). They have also expanded existing data management tools, adopting or enhancing existing use of
technology like Zoom, Smartsheet, and Microsoft cloud-based products now ubiquitous in the corporate sphere.
The adoption and maintenance of various cloud-based platforms at times lagged in performance when too many
users were accessing data-heavy functions simultaneously. As with maintaining any type of similar application,
the amount of manual time required from people charged with the tool’s oversite (inputting, managing, and
updating data to populate for example personnel’s status to deployable, “ready”, availability surveys, training
modules, personal information, etc.) is significant and requires constant resourcing. Unlike newer cloud-based
database platforms where users are able to update their own profiles at their leisure, schedule themselves into
operations, and quickly access requisite trainings, the organization found its strength only through combining
manual inputs with automated processing, where with some upfront manual data manipulation, applications could
only then magnify work output exponentially. Working across two different languages requires further refinement
of tools and operational considerations (more relevant to the Canadian riskscape considering its dual national
languages).
While some of these platforms were initially seen as temporary solutions, their widespread adoption and overall
advantages to workflow became visible. Through these iterative large-scale shifts in modes of operation,
supporting the rapidly formed specialized workforce (a concept which will be introduced in further papers),
became not only an imagined possibility but a reality born out of necessity. Foundational key stones laid over
decades of direct engagement with the Canadian public allowed the structural walls of the organization to absorb
the ground swell of new personnel without compromising or collapsing the critical infrastructure of ongoing
operations. This increased the organization’s reach and capabilities, as newly acquired external professionals not
only helped staff the initiatives, but also shaped their ultimate delivery models. Moreover, the tools that helped
facilitate iterative change were introduced in such a way that they complimented and worked within existing
infrastructure; or in some cases supplanted products that were quickly recognized as somewhat inferior in userexperience. Tapping into the strategy’s inherent agility has increased expertise in new tools and software that the
CRC predicts will be valuable in future developments, and to all actors involved in adaptive responses during the
COVID pandemic – as well as future phenomenon.
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ABSTRACT

This research intends to answer: how do (i) generation frequency and (ii) retweeting count of health agencies’
messages impact the exposure of the general users to vaccine-related misinformation on Twitter? We creatively
employed a Susceptible-Infected-Recovered (SIR) System Dynamics paradigm to model interactions between
message dissemination of 168 U.S. health agencies and proportions of users who are at different exposure statuses
to misinformation, namely “Susceptible”, “Infected”, or “Recovered” status. The SIR model was built based on
the vaccine-relevant tweets posted over November and December in 2020. Our preliminary outcomes suggest that
augmenting the generation frequency of agencies’ messages and increasing retweeting count can effectively
moderate the exposure risk to vaccine-related misinformation. This model illustrates how health agencies may
combat vaccine hesitancy through credible information dissemination on social media. It offers a novel approach
for crisis informatics studies to model different information categories and the impacted population in the complex
digital world.
Keywords

COVID-19, misinformation, social media, system dynamics, vaccine hesitancy.
INTRODUCTION

Online health misinformation, i.e., false claims due to the lack of scientific evidence (Chou, Oh, and Klein, 2018),
has the potential to affect public health-related behaviors by confusing people’s perception and belief towards
health issues (Chou et al., 2018). Compared to traditional media, social media platforms have a great potential to
propagate health misinformation due to their high reachability, immediacy, and efficiency regarding information
diffusion (Jamison et al., 2020). Social media platforms are currently being used widely in crisis events for
communicating risk information (Dailey et al., 2018). For example, Twitter has also become a major platform for
sharing health information (Hughes and Palen, 2009; Vraga and Bode, 2017) and around 59% of Twitter users in
the U.S. have shared and consumed public health information (Wilford et al., 2018). Since the worldwide outbreak
of COVID-19, 24.8% of randomly extracted tweets about COVID-19 contained misinformation (Kouzy et al.,
2020). Exposure to large-volume health misinformation related to medical therapies can affect beliefs and
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behaviors of reactive response, which may lead to the rejection of viable disease treatment (Ghenai and Mejova,
2018; Breakwell, 2020). The vaccine-related misinformation has made many U.S. residents trust the link between
vaccines and autism (Bode and Vraga, 2018). Recently, a survey conducted by American Nurses Foundation
(2020) indicated that 37% of the participants were not confident about the safety and effectiveness of COVID-19
vaccines.
The false beliefs on the safety and necessity of immunization may contribute to the long-existing vaccine hesitancy
in the U.S. (Gunaratne et al., 2019). Vaccine hesitancy describes the belief of people who (i) decide to accept
vaccination services but have significant concerns about vaccinating their infants; and (ii) delay or reject
vaccination services (Dubé et al., 2013). Reluctance to become vaccinated against an infectious disease can
decrease safe levels of immunity coverage and increase the risk of vaccine-preventable disease outbreaks and
epidemics (MacDonald, 2015). Misinformation spreading on social media platforms can fuel vaccine hesitancy
by affecting people’s understanding of inoculation performance efficacy (Puri et al., 2020). This type of inaccurate
messaging can make the public distrust the guidance from scientific data and medical professionals and make
them hesitant towards vaccination services (Yaqub et al., 2014). The public distrust caused by misguided content
related to disease inoculations has been observed in the phenomenon of parents being reluctant to immunize their
children to vaccine-preventable illnesses (Napolitano et al., 2018).
The increasing infection rate and global spread of SARS-CoV-2 have made it critical to develop a vaccine quickly
and to promote vaccination services that ensure robust public acceptance and uptake of immunizations (Coustasse
et al., 2021). A notable obstacle affects the widespread vaccination services that the existing belief about the
vaccine’s negative influence may affect the public’s acceptance of the COVID-19 vaccine (National Academies
of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine, 2020). The misguided beliefs in the COVID-19 vaccine efficacy can be
related to the vaccine-related misinformation on social media platforms such as Twitter. Based on pre-vaccinationrelated survey outcomes among U.S. and U.K. residents in September 2020, increasing misinformation about the
COVID-19 vaccine appeared to contribute to a decreased intention in becoming immunized when the vaccine was
made available among those who would otherwise “definitely” vaccinate by 6.4% in the U.K. and 2.4% in the
U.S. (Loomba et al., 2020).
To improve the potential for public acceptance of COVID-19 vaccination, various strategies of combatting
misinformation of vaccine effectiveness have been proposed and implemented on Twitter, including validating
online information (Al-Rakhami and Al-Amri, 2020) and publishing credible information widely (Vraga et al.,
2020). A recent study (Wang et al., 2021b) has investigated the importance of agencies’ crises and risk
communication during COVID-19. A previous work (Bode and Vraga,2018) also suggested the essential role of
the health agencies in providing credible information and moderating the influence of misinformation. A
preliminary study (Wang et al. 2021a) has also found that the predominant factual information can suppress
misinformation of preventative measures (e.g. wearing masks) in an aggregated manner on Twitter. The ongoing
emergence of SARS-CoV-2 infectivity makes it critical to identify proactive strategies that can efficiently and
effectively promote vaccine-related credible information.
However, although measures of combatting false contents related to the COVID-19 vaccine have been active,
there still appears to be a large group of the population who appear to be communicating distrust for coronavirus
vaccination effectiveness (Gallup, 2020; Jamison et al., 2020). Additionally, to date, there is no clear and
consistent evidence-based guidance for public health agencies and vaccination services to disseminate messages
related to vaccine efficacy that ensures widespread visibility and intent clarity (Dunn et al., 2015; Dailey et al.,
2018). To achieve wide public acceptance, it is also important to understand the dynamic relationships between
(i) factors of health agencies’ message dissemination and (ii) Twitter users’ exposure to misinformation in
complex environments where the messages and misinformation are being disseminated (Cho et al., 2008). This
research intends to answer two research questions (RQ):
RQ1: How does the agencies’ daily average frequency of generating vaccine-related messages effect the general
users’ exposure level to vaccine-related misinformation on Twitter (i.e., the proportion of users who are under the
risk of exposure to misinformation)?
RQ2: How does the daily average retweeting count of agencies’ vaccine-related messages effect the general users’
exposure level to vaccine-related misinformation on Twitter?
We utilize the Susceptible-Infected-Recovered (SIR) System Dynamics model to simulate the dissemination of
different information categories about the COVID-19 vaccine (i.e., credible information and misinformation)
generated by general Twitter users and health agencies, and the consequential exposure risks of the general users.
We define tweet content as credible if it is evidence-based or trustworthy (Fogg et al., 2001). For example,
messages published by the selected health agencies and stakeholders are credible and tweets that share similar
contents/sentiments are also regarded as credible information. In the contrast, we regard tweets as misinformation
if they contain inaccurate or false information (Reuter and Kaufhold, 2018).
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To answer the research questions, we measured how generation frequency and retweeting count of agencies’
messages influenced the proportion of Twitter users, who were under different exposure statuses, i.e., including
“Susceptible”, “Infected”, and “Recovered” status. These three statuses indicated possible Twitter users’ exposure
risk to vaccine-related misinformation. Specifically, the users were “Susceptible (S)” if they were potentially
“Susceptible” to the risk of exposure to vaccine-related misinformation. “Infected (I)” users, in the contrast, were
regarded as ones under the risk of exposure to vaccine-related misinformation at each time step. The users were
regarded as “Recovered (R)” if they were reduced from the risk of exposure to the misinformation. We selected
the SIR model instead of other variant models (e.g. Susceptible-Exposed-Infectious-Recovered), as we assumed
that online users who were exposed to the vaccine-related misinformation were also influenced, so users were
under “Infectious” status if they were “Exposed”. A baseline scenario for the System Dynamics model was
developed by calculating the real-world values of factors in the model based on the Twitter data about the COVID19 vaccine generated over November and December 2020. This baseline scenario was then adjusted to reflect the
changing values of the (i) generation frequency and (ii) retweeting count of health agencies’ messages separately.
The simulation results were then compared to analyze the population change of Twitter users under the different
status of exposure to the vaccine-related misinformation on Twitter under baseline and adjusted scenarios. The
results of these simulations offer critical insights into the relationship between the health agencies’ message
dissemination behaviors and Twitter users’ exposure to health misinformation.
METHODOLOGY
Collecting and Retrieving Tweets Relevant to COVID-19 Vaccine

Our preliminary analyses focused on English tweets relevant to the COVID-19 vaccine over November and
December in 2020 (61 days in total) when the vaccine development was nearly finished in the U.S.: Pfizer
announced successful COVID-19 vaccine candidates on November 9, 2020 (Pfizer, 2020). The U.S. CDC
confirmed the vaccine’s effectiveness and published orders for utilizing the Pfizer vaccines (CDC, 2021).
Additionally, on December 17, 2020, FDA has published a report about authorize the emergency use of COVID19 vaccines (FDA, 2020). The official information ignited online discussions about the production and the
effectiveness of the vaccine in the U.S. Over the study period, we collected tweets with keywords “coronavirus”
and “covid” using an open Twitter Streaming API. Then, we utilized “vaccine”, “vaccination”, and
“immunization” as the keywords to filter the collected tweets and retrieved 5,237,303 tweets that are potentially
relevant to the COVID-19 vaccine. Because the streaming API could not retrieve the full texts of tweets (most
were truncated), we used Hydrator (Documenting the Now, 2020) to extract the full text of each tweet before
further text mining.
To remove tweets that contain the keywords but are not relevant in meaning, we utilized the Support Vector
Machine (SVM) classifier to further filter the tweets dataset as SVM-based classifier has high performance in
similar text classification tasks (Colas and Brazdil, 2006). The annotation was conducted by one researcher and
the outcome was agreed upon by the other two researchers. After being trained with the annotated data, the SVMbased classifier has the performance of 95.51% for accuracy, 99.22% for precision, and 95.52% for recall. Finally,
we obtained 4,765,945 tweets that are relevant to the COVID-19 vaccine for general Twitter users.
Classifying COVID-19 Vaccine-Relevant Tweets Containing Different Information Categories

The procedure for tweet collection and classification are shown in Figure 1.
Relevance
Classifier

Credibility
Classifier

Category Classifier for
Credible Information

Tweets Containing Credible Information Type 1
Tweets Containing Credible Information Type 2

Twitter Streaming
API & Hydrator

Raw Tweets

Irrelevant
Tweets

Vaccinerelated Tweets

Tweets Containing
Credible Information

Tweets Containing
Misinformation

Tweets Containing Credible Information Type 3

Tweets Containing Misinformation Type 1
Tweets Containing Misinformation Type 2

Tweets Containing Misinformation Type 3
Category Classifier for
Misinformation

Tweets Containing Misinformation Type 4

Figure 1. Information Classification for the Collected Tweets

Using the criteria in Table 1, the COVID-19 vaccine-related tweets posted by general users were further classified
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into two information categories (i.e. misinformation and credible information) with specific types. A tweet was
labeled with a specific category/type if one of the criteria was met. One researcher manually labeled 2,000 relevant
tweets as the training data and the labeling outcomes were agreed upon by the other two researchers. Using the
training data, we first trained an SVM classifier for determining the credibility of tweets, of which the performance
is listed in the first row of Table 2. We classified tweets for the overall filtered two-month dataset. We then trained
two SVM classifiers to determine the detailed types under credible information and misinformation. After this
classification process, we automatically labeled the tweets of normal users based on the criteria they met.
Table 1. Criteria and Examples of Classifying Tweets Containing Different Information Categories
Credibility
Misinformation

Credible
Information

Criteria
Type 1: Contain information
verified as false by the fact-checking
websites (e.g., Poynter)

Example tweets
“Hydrogels are part of the genome-modifying COVID-19 mRNA
vaccines’ delivery system and will connect you to the internet.”

Type 2: Contain the following topics
towards the COVID-19 vaccine:
negative attitudes towards vaccine
creation or influence of COVID-19
vaccine.

“Packaging of AstraZeneca Covid 19 Vaccine states that the
Vaccine contains the cells of aborted male Caucasian babies:
Also there is an admission that the vaccine may be harmful or
even fatal to humans.”

Type 3: Contain the contents that
dissuade people from getting
vaccinated.

“People may think: oh, there are vaccines coming, right? If
COVID-19 is a long-term illness, then NOT getting it is key to
protection if vaccines work. If have it? No vaccine can help.”

Type 1: Be verified as true by the
verified medical agencies (e.g.,
CDC, FDA)

“CDC: a COVID-19 vaccine may not be available for young
children until more studies are completed.”

Type 2: Contain the following topics
towards the COVID-19 vaccine:
positive attitudes towards vaccine
creation or influence of COVID-19
vaccine.

“CDC Director Robert Redfield tells @DanaPerino: The Covid19 vaccine is going to begin to be rolled out probably by the end
of the second week in December.”
“Let's dispel some rumors especially because misinformation
about COVID-19 may and can cost lives. Enough already! 1.
Vaccine efficacy results are real. They were not delayed to hurt
or help any politician. 2. The Pfizer vaccine doesnt contain the
SARS CoV-2 virus or parts of it!”

Type 3: Have a basis in scientific
fact or valid epidemiological
research

“Pfizer says final data analysis shows Covid vaccine is 95%
effective
plans
to
submit
to
FDA
in
'days'
https://t.co/nFPqlevDn3”

Type 4: Contain the contents that
encourage the public to conduct
vaccination.

“Will I get a vaccine for COVID-19 when it is approved and I
am eligible to do so? Absolutely.”

Table 2. Performance of SVM Classifiers for Each Step
Classification Step

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

Credibility Classification

91.93%

98.55%

88.31%

Classification of Credible Information
Based on Criteria

85.52%

87.17%

83.32%

Classification of Misinformation Based
on Criteria

94.48%

92.41%

93.33%

Collecting Risk Communication Messages of Public Health Agencies using a Twitter Search API

To investigate the messages about the COVID-19 vaccine posted by the U.S. health agencies, we have collected
an additional dataset to retrieve vaccine-related tweets from the health agencies’ official Twitter accounts through
the Twitter Search API. We selected 168 vaccine-related agencies as the message sources, including (i) 54 CDC’s
partners of vaccination services (e.g., American Academy of Family Physicians), (ii) 50 state-level health agencies
(e.g., public health agency in Alabama), (iii) 32 state-level hospital association (e.g., California Hospital
Association), and (iv) 32 major health systems in the U.S. (e.g., Community Health Systems). These agencies are
selected based on the websites of CDC (2016), AHA (2020), and U.S. health systems (Dyrda, 2020). We mainly
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focused on risk communication (i.e. messages) of federal- and state-level agencies, because vaccination services
are governed by the federal and state health agencies in the U.S. They are responsible for promoting vaccination
services to control the spread of the COVID-19. Additionally, these agencies also have a high number of followers.
For example, U.S. CDC has approximately 3.63 million followers as of February 2, 2021. After the data collection
with the Search API, we utilized “vaccine”, “vaccination”, and “immunization” as the keywords to extract the
vaccine-related messages. Finally, we developed a dataset that contains 2,918 messages generated by 168 public
health agencies.
Developing A Susceptible-Infected-Recovered (SIR)-Inspired System Dynamics Model of COVID-19
Vaccine Information Dissemination.

We utilized System Dynamics to analyze how the generation frequency and retweeting count of the agencies’
information impact Twitter users’ exposure to vaccine-related misinformation. The model was generated on the
software Vensim PLE (Ventana, 2021). The SIR stock and flow model is shown in Figure 2, which represents
how the user population (i.e., stocks) of different exposure statuses changed and transferred (i.e., flow) with other
populations. The model structure includes three primary stock variables (which can be measured per day) that
illustrate the primary flow of monthly COVID-19 information dissemination on Twitter. We set the time scale as
two months, i.e., November and December of 2020, and time unit as one day. A Euler integration was used for
simulation. The stock variables include:
Susceptible Twitter User Population refers to the average number of Twitter users observed per day who tweeted
about COVID-19 vaccines or retweeted health agencies’ messages of COVID-19 vaccine.
Twitter Users Under Infectivity Risk refers to the average number of Twitter users observed per day tweeting
with the content that contradicts credible messages being disseminated or retweeting false information regarding
COVID-19 vaccine information. We defined “Infected” as under the risk of exposure to vaccine-related
misinformation.
Twitter Users Reduced from Infectivity Risk refers to the average number of Twitter users observed per day
tweeting with content that was aligned with credible information being disseminated regarding the COVID-19
vaccine.

Figure 2. Structure COVID-19 Vaccine Information Dissemination SIR

The development of this model was based on the previous SIR model in the domain of information dissemination
(Kabir et al., 2019). We defined users with three statuses: Susceptible (S), Infected (I), and Recovered (R),
representing the users’ different statuses of exposure to the risk of misinformation of COVID-19 vaccine (see
definitions in Introduction). The calculation of transformation rates among these user groups was based on
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Equation 1 to 3. “Susceptible” users may become “Infected” with the “misinformation infection rate” (Equation
1) when they were exposed to the vaccine-related misinformation. The infection rate was affected not only by the
population of “Susceptible” and “Infected” users but also by the infectivity of vaccine misinformation. The
infectivity of the vaccine-related misinformation was influenced by the rate that misinformation tweets were
retweeted and the dissemination rate of the vaccine-related misinformation.
misinformation infectious risk rate (Ir) =

S × I × fI
N

(1)

Because of the generation and dissemination of the health agencies’ messages (which were regarded as credible),
the Twitter users were “Recovered” from the “Infected” status with the reduction rate (Equation 2). The reduction
rate was affected by the population of “Infected” users, dissemination rate of agencies’ messages, and the
misinformation “sanitization rate”, which represented the comparison between the number of agencies’ messages
and the misinformation spread by persons on Twitter. The sanitization rate was calculated by dividing the
dissemination rate of agencies’ messages by that of the misinformation.
misinformation infection reduction rate (Rr) = I × fS × fvD

(2)

However, although the users may be reduced from the risk of exposure to vaccine-related misinformation, it was
still possible for them to become “Susceptible” again with the “re-entry rate”, which was calculated by Equation
3. The re-entry rate was influenced by the response rate of vaccine misinformation and the average amount of
vaccine-related misinformation tweets in a month, and the population of users who were removed from the
“Infected” population also affected this rate.
re − entry rate (ReR) = mS × RespR × R

(3)

We determined the dissemination rates of misinformation and agencies’ messages based on the collected Twitter
data. For the vaccine-related misinformation, the dissemination rate was calculated based on the initial volume of
misinformation under specific topics (MisK), the number of misinformation sources (MisN), and the
misinformation generation frequency (MisfR). We calculated the MisN by extracting the misinformation tweets
generated in the first week and counting the number of all users who posted these tweets. For the agencies’
messages, the dissemination rate was calculated based on the initial average volume of vaccine-related messages
generated by each agency (AK), the number of agencies (AN), the messages generation rate (AfR), and the
average retweeting count of these messages. The calculation process was shown in Equations 4 and 5. The time
delay was also considered in this calculation process, because the misinformation and agency messages generated
at a certain time point may affect the population of Twitter users under different risk levels of exposure to
misinformation in the future time point. The value of time was set as one week based on the average time gap
between the generation time of retweets and original tweets in the collected Twitter dataset.
misinformation dissemination = MisK × MisfR × MisN

(4)

agencies′ message dissemination = AK × AfR × AN × Retweeting Rate

(5)

In the simulation process, we input the initial values for the auxiliary variables of which the values were based on
the collected Twitter data, and the definitions of these variables were listed in Table 3. After setting the initial
value, we can simulate the population transformation condition under the baseline scenario.
Table 3. Definitions of Input Variables and Variables for Adjustment in the Baseline Scenario
Variable

Definitions/Calculation

Initial “Susceptible” Twitter Users
Initial “Infected” Twitter Users
Retweeting Count of
Misinformation/Credible Information
Dissemination Rate of Vaccine-related
Misinformation Tweets

The “Susceptible” users on the first day.
The “Infected” users on the first day.
The proportion of retweeted tweets that contain credible information
(or misinformation).
Multiplying the initial volume of misinformation of specific topics, the
number of misinformation sources, and the misinformation generation
frequency.
Multiplying the initial average volume of vaccine-related messages
generated by each agency, the number of agencies, the messages
generation rate, and the average retweeting count of these messages.
The average level of daily generation frequency of messages from each
health agency.
The average level of retweeting count of all the vaccine-related
messages generated by health agencies.

Dissemination Rate of Health Agencies’
Vaccine-related Messages
Generation Frequency of Health
Agencies’ Vaccine-related Messages
Retweeting Count of Health Agencies’
Vaccine-related Messages
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The virtual scenarios allowed us to examine the performance of the implementation of different strategies of
disseminating credible information to suppress the vaccination-related misinformation on Twitter. In this study,
the adjusted variables (which formed the virtual scenarios) included the generation frequency and retweet count
of credible messages generated by agencies, and the observed variables were the population of three groups of
Twitter users.
We determined the range of value adjustment for the generation frequency and retweeting count based on the
information dissemination behaviors of health agencies in the collected dataset. over November and December
2020, which was also regarded as the baseline scenario. Next, to identify how the value change of generation
frequency or retweeting count effect the population of users under different level of exposure risk, we revised the
value range for these two variables separately in the adjusted scenarios. After adjusting the values of these two
variables in the simulation scenarios, we observed the changing trends and volumes of “Susceptible”, “Infected”,
and “Recovered” populations. The adjustment of the variable’s value would be regarded as effective if these
changing trends were obvious and heavy.
RESULTS
Baseline Outcome of System Dynamics

We first simulated the information dissemination and Twitter population transformation under the baseline
scenario, in which the values of the input variables were listed in Table 4. After the determination of input
variables’ values, we ran the Vensim PLE to get the population change of “Susceptible”, “Infected”, and
“Recovered” Twitter users, which were shown in Figure 3.
Table 4. Initial Values of Input Variables and Variables for Adjustment in the Baseline Scenario
Variable

Value

Initial “Susceptible” Population

9,810

Initial “Infected” Population

57

Retweeting Count of Misinformation Information

13

Retweeting Count of Agencies’ Message

0.69

Dissemination Rate of Vaccine-related Misinformation Tweets

16.18

Dissemination Rate of Health Agencies’ Vaccine-related Messages

3.23

Generation Frequency of Health Agencies’ Vaccine-related Messages

1.25

Retweeting Count of Health Agencies’ Vaccine-related Messages

0.69

Figure 3. Simulation Outcome of the Baseline Scenario

The baseline scenario showed that because of the dissemination of misinformation and health agencies, the users’
population under three exposure statuses showed different changing patterns. In general, the “Susceptible” users
affected by vaccine-related misinformation were quickly decreased, and the population of Recovered users was
generally increased at the same time. The trend of the population of “Infected” users was different: the population
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generally increased at the initial stage (i.e., in the first two weeks), then the population slowly decreased to a
relatively stable level. The outcomes of the baseline scenario indicated several issues with the current generation
frequency and retweeting counts of health agencies’ messages. First, at around the second week in the study
period, the “Infected” population (higher than 60% of the overall simulation population) reached the peak level
of the whole period and was the largest group of simulated Twitter users. If the “Infected” population was
predominant, the discussion of the COVID-19 vaccine would be dominated by the users who distrusted the
vaccine’s effectiveness. Meanwhile, the workload of misinformation correction would suddenly increase and may
exceed the agencies’ capacity for misinformation correction. Second, although the population of Recovered users
became the largest group when the three populations were stable after the third week, the population of “Infected”
users was still large, indicating that the health agencies’ message dissemination did not effectively help most users
avoid the exposure risks. The population change in the baseline scenario provides a reference for the adjusted
scenarios, as we can identify whether and how the selected factors (i.e., generation frequency and the retweeting
count of health agencies’ messages) influence the misinformation prevalence conditions by comparing the
population changing trends between adjusted scenarios and baseline scenario.
Simulation of Adjusted Scenarios

In this pilot study, we developed two groups of scenarios by adjusting the generation frequency or retweeting
count of the agencies’ vaccine-related messages. In each adjustment process, we only change one variable’s value
and kept the other one stable. The separate adjustments represented that (i) all the agencies more frequently
generating vaccine-related messages on Twitter, and (ii) agencies encourage the general Twitter users to retweet
their vaccine-related messages. We set the ranges for frequency values and retweeting times (shown in Table 5).
The simulation outcomes were shown in Figure 4. The effect of adjusting generation frequency or retweeting
count on the changes of three groups of Twitter users was different. After adjusting the two factors separately, we
observed the changes of different user populations in the adjusted scenarios focusing on the peak level and the
stable population level.
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Scenario_1: Adjusting Generation Frequency of Credible
Messages
(a)

Scenario_2: Adjusting Retweeting Count of Credible
Messages
(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

Figure 4. Simulation Outcome of the Adjusted Scenarios

Table 5. Adjustment Range in Virtual Scenarios
Variable

Pilot Values

Retweeting count of health agencies’ messages
(Times per day)

0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.1

Generation frequency of
messages (Tweets per day)

1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7

health

agencies’

Based on the System Dynamics model in the baseline and adjusted scenarios, we found that augmenting of
generation frequency or retweeting count could reduce the possibility of users becoming “Infected” by
misinformation through increased exposure to the vaccine-related misinformation. For health agencies, by
increasing the message dissemination frequency, the peak and stable value of the “Infected” user population
significantly decreased, and more proportion of users were not under the exposure risk of vaccine-related
misinformation (RQ1). The adjustment of the retweeting count was still effective, as the “Infected” user
population was also suppressed to a lower level comparing to the baseline scenarios. However, comparatively,
adjusting the retweeting count was not as influential as increasing dissemination frequency in influencing the
“Infected” or “Recovered” user population in the simulation process (RQ2). Also, increasing the generation
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frequency or retweeting count had little impact on the time when different populations reached peak levels, but
the population increased/decreased more rapidly than the change rate in the baseline scenario. This condition
indicated that adjusting the generation frequency and retweeting count can suppress the "Infected" or
"Susceptible" population to a certain level efficiently. Additionally, we identified that when generation frequency
reached a certain value (around 1.5), the effect of adjustment was reduced. Specifically, when the generation
frequency exceeded 1.5 (i.e., averagely each agency published 1.5 new messages per day), the peak level and
stable level of the “Recovered” population were lower than the condition with lower generation frequency. Such
conditions may indicate that there was an optimal value of generation frequency, with which the health agencies
can increase the “Recovered” population to the highest available level.
CONCLUSION

This research revealed the impact of agencies’ information dissemination on the exposure to health
misinformation among the general public. The simulation outcomes of our System Dynamics model provided
references for health agencies about social media risk communication strategies and approaches to combat health
misinformation. The research advances on previous work in several ways. It innovatively utilizes the SIR-inspired
System Dynamics model in a crisis informatics study, which offers a novel approach to model different
information categories and their impacts on population exposure to misinformation in online platforms. This
model can help identify the impact of credible message dissemination patterns on the overall level of exposure to
misinformation on Twitter. The SIR model can inspire more investigations on factors leading to the change among
online populations that are exposed to or affected by misinformation. Specific strategies thus can be proposed to
mitigate the negative impacts of misinformation by managing these factors. Our research also contributes to
bridging several research gaps. Previous studies lacked analysis of vaccine-related agencies’ message
dissemination behaviors on social media (Chou, Oh, and Klein, 2018). There is also lacking evidence-based
guidance for the agencies to disseminate credible messages for mitigating the public’s vaccine hesitancy,
especially during public health crises (i.e., COVID-19). We focused on the generation frequency and retweeting
count of credible messages in this preliminary study. The outcomes can inform agencies and stakeholders of
vaccination services to publish credible messages more actively on social media to decrease users’ exposure risk
to vaccine-related misinformation when vaccination services become more available among the public.
In our future work, we will investigate the effects of content-related factors of the vaccine-related credible
messages on suppressing misinformation and consider sentiments in evaluating the impacts of different
information categories. Our study period from November and December 2020 in this preliminary work will be
extended to cover the periods when the COVID-19 vaccine becomes more available to understand the emergence
and evolution of different information categories and effects over a longer period, thereby generalizing the
modeling outcomes. We also noticed that the issue of vaccine hesitancy appears to be dissimilar in different
countries or communities, and this study only focused on U.S. health agencies and general Twitter users. The
communities refer to the population who has similar socio-demographic characteristics. Further work can refine
the System Dynamics model to make it area-specific or consider different sociodemographic characteristics, such
as determining the range of input variables’ values by calculating them based on geo-referenced social media
posts generated across countries and communities. We will also improve the System Dynamics by including more
detailed components of the information dissemination behaviors on social media to better approximate the
complex information and behavior interaction in crises. Additionally, Twitter users cannot represent the whole
population due to factors like the digital divide, user preferences, etc. Future studies will investigate strategies to
combat health misinformation across different social media platforms over different stages of crises.
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ABSTRACT

During the COVID-19 health crisis, local public officials continue to expend considerable energy encouraging
citizens to comply with prevention measures in order to reduce the spread of infection. During the pandemic,
mask-wearing has been accepted among health officials as a simple preventative measure; however, some local
areas have been more likely to comply than others. This paper explores methods to better understand local attitudes
towards mask-wearing as a tool for public health officials’ situational awareness when preparing public messaging
campaigns. This exploration compares three methods to explore local attitudes: sentiment analysis, n-grams, and
hashtags. We also explore hashtag co-occurrence networks as a possible starting point to begin the filtering process.
The results show that while sentiment analysis is quick and easy to employ, the results offer little insight into specific
local attitudes towards mask-wearing, while examining hashtags and hashtag co-occurrence networks may be used a
tool for a more robust understanding of local areas when attempting to gain situational awareness.
Keywords

Social media analytics, situational awareness, sentiment analysis, N-grams, social network analysis.
INTRODUCTION

In 2020, the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) was the cause of a global public health crisis. Even with evidence
that wearing a mask can reduce the spread of the virus (Prather et al., 2020), doing so became a controversial and
politicized action in the United States. As a result, the American Medical Association (AMA), American
Hospital Administration (AHA), and American Nurses Association (ANA) teamed up to encourage nationwide
mask-wearing, and also to dispute misinformation that discouraged their use (A.M. Association, 2020). Public
messaging campaigns were bolstered at all levels by government agencies and public health departments, while
additional marketing efforts were used to distribute messaging in areas that were hardest hit by the virus (I.D.S.
of America, 2020). Public messaging campaigns were often tailored to local areas’ needs, but it is not always
obvious what the predominant attitude of particular community might be. This paper explores the merits of
several commonly used social media analysis techniques and evaluates their merits with regard to helping local
officials understand local attitudes towards mask-wearing while planning targeted messaging campaigns.
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The ISCRAM research community has a history of using social media analytic tools to meet the needs of practitioners
responding to crises (Imran et al., 2013; Hiltz and Plotnik, 2013). These tools aim to extract relevant information
from social media posts to inform practitioner decision-making; research teams have devised various strategies
that help with different types of situational information needs. This study explores the use of commonly
employed social media labeling methods including sentiment analysis, n-grams, and hashtags as they apply to
understanding citizens local attitudes towards mask-wearing. We pose the following overarching research
questions to guide this work:
RQ1: What are the descriptive characteristics of local data analyzed using three labeling approaches (sentiment
analysis, n-gram analysis, and hashtag analysis)?
RQ2: How do these three labeling approaches compare to manual coding when used as methods to understand
local attitude towards mask-wearing?
The first of these research questions is aimed at understanding the analytic value of each approach, while the second
aims to assess the utility of each approach in accurately identifying the attitude towards mask-wearing expressed in
a post. To compare these methods, Twitter data were collected from a geographic area corresponding to a local US
county between the dates of 7/16/2020 to 8/22/2020. These were first analysed through a popular Python sentiment
analysis package called VADER. Next, 1-, 2-, and 3-word token combinations (also known as n-grams) were
extracted from a mask-related subset using another popular Python package called NLTK and evaluated for apparent
mask-wearing attitude. Finally, hashtags relating to pro-mask and anti-mask attitudes were identified as a method to
label Tweets. All methods were compared to mask-wearing attitude in Tweets as assigned by human coders.
We found that both sentiment analysis and n-gram filtering yielded low (<50%) consistency in identifying Tweets
that represent either pro-mask or anti-mask attitudes; however, hashtags more consistently identified (>90%) local
attitudes towards masks. We further utilized hashtag co-occurrence networks as a method to understand the
landscape of nuanced local attitudes that exist within a region to provide initial hashtag starting points to explore
attitudes on social media.
This research contributes to ongoing literature that uses social media aggregation tools for local situational awareness
as it applies to the context of the current global pandemic. The process of analyzing these data in this context
contributes to the development of a new analytic tool that is specific to the diffusion of public attitude through
Twitter posts. We conclude by discussing how these methods can be used in the design of new social media analysis
tools used to understand local attitudes towards masks, other COVID-19 preventative measures, and additional use
cases.
BACKGROUND
Situational Awareness in Times of Crisis

Crisis informatics examines the social, information, and technical aspects of a crisis. A genre of technologies
called "decision support systems" have been successfully used to help in this regard when trying to predict the
scale of an event (Chatfield and Brajawidagda, 2012), assist in knowledge distribution (Van de Walle and Turoff,
2008), detect and assess damage (Avvenuti et al., 2014), and facilitate courses of action (Mendonca et al., 2001).
The objective of many crisis informatics tools is to provide situational awareness for crisis responders. Situational
awareness is a concept that was first introduced by Endsley (1995) after observing pilots orienting to complex
situations in short periods of time; simply defined, it is a comprehensive understanding of an ongoing situation
that can be based on spatial, geographic, and temporal data. Hiltz et al. (2013) extended Endsley’s situational
awareness concept to the field of crisis informatics, emphasizing the importance of having a dynamic model when
trying to gain understanding of unpredictable phenomena during a crisis. As a source of near real-time updates
of information (Imran et al., 2013; Hiltz and Plotnik, 2013), social media data aggregation, labeling, and analysis
have become commonly explored methods to support situational awareness by the ISCRAM community.
Social media is a data rich, but chaotic information environment, therefore crisis informatics researchers wishing to
employ this data have developed a variety of techniques to filter for information most relevant to decision-making.
We review some common methods in the following sections.
Sentiment Analysis

Sentiment analysis has been one of the most active research areas in natural language processing in the last 20 years
(Liu, 2012). The aim of sentiment analysis is to use automatic tools to extract this subjective information from
natural language text, using this information to create structured and actionable knowledge to be used by either a
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decision support system or a decision-maker.
Sentiment analysis has been used successfully in crisis informatics when examining how the polarity of a message
can contribute to the situational awareness of the crisis. For example, Nepalli et al. (2017) explored how polarity
of social media messages was correlated with location and distance from a crisis event, and Halse et al. (2018)
found that both the sentiment and the emotion of a message affected its perceived trust and actionability. Further
works have examined how sentiment analysis can be used to measure the public’s response to an organization’s
message (Singh et al., 2018), enabling information to be leveraged to adjust and customize messaging
hyperlocally.
Although many researchers have found relative success using these tools, prior studies have illustrated accuracy
issues with generalized sentiment analysis algorithms and social media. For example, Hassan et al. (2013) found
poor performance when evaluating seven publicly available sentiment analysis tools against three large twitter
datasets, citing an imbalance in neutral Tweet sentiment and “feature sparsity” of Tweets due to character limits and
limited sentiment cues. Mishra et al. extend the definition of sentiment in the context of social media to the full
typology of emotion, including general mood, attitude, or overarching personality traits as well (Mishra et al.,
2017). This added complexity in social media expression can create a problem for automated sentiment analysis
techniques—as the authors note, while many online platforms allow for the express indication of sentiment in a
post (e.g., a product review), researchers evaluating social media are required to mine the textual content of a Tweet
for signals indicating sentiment. Given varied results with this labeling tool, our analysis examines the relative
merits of other Tweet labeling techniques in addition to sentiment analysis.
N-grams

N-grams, sometimes referred to as a "shingles" or "tokens", are truncated word combinations that are n-length
sequence of words. For example, in the following sentence: “Please wear your mask.” we can extract the following
two-word n-grams (also known as bigrams): (“please”,“wear”), (“wear”,“your”), (“your”,“mask”).
N-grams have been used for web-based scientific research for nearly a quarter century (Broder et al. 1997) and
have been a standard in language analysis for over 50 years (Damerau, 1966). Collections of commonly occurring
n-grams can be derived from a particular body of text to form a corpus for various methods of statistical analysis
(Rabiner and Juang, 1993; Brown et al., 2001). By focusing on key recurring word groups, which are presumably
more likely to contain greater context than single words alone, training data can be made for various statistical,
machine learning and AI techniques. N-gram analysis has assisted crisis researchers in ways as varied as event
detection (Toosinezhad et al., 2019), classification (Nguyen et al., 2017), enhancing geolocation capability
(Middleton et al.), and—very recently—in gauging where public attention is being directed in the midst of an
ongoing global crisis (Alshaabi et al., 2021).
Given the established use of n-grams in both general language analysis and the domain of crisis response, we
extend its use to explore if Twitter n-gram sequences might possess clear meaning with regard to mask-wearing
attitude. If it is possible to link attitude with n-gram combinations, this will pave the way for context-independent
and potentially less computationally costly methods for identifying mask-wearing sentiment across the broader
corpus of Tweets.
Hashtags

Hashtags are an omnipresent feature of modern social media communication, used extensively on Twitter and
across all other major social media platforms, and indeed have proliferated through other forms of web related
and non-web related media as well. First introduced to the Twitter platform in 2007 (Structured journalism,
2014), it was not long before researchers noticed their communicative value and began systematically analyzing
hashtag metrics (Bruns et al., 2012). During this time hashtags have evolved their own sense of conversational
logic, and can be employed by users in a number of ways. They can, for instance, be used to identify the
“semantic domain” of a post, link it to a collective ideal, or be used to reinforce the emotional content of the
message (Zappavigna, 2015).
The language structure of Twitter posts tends to be very disorganized; of the structure that does exits, some is
explicit, as in the form of structured Twitter JSON data, or the presence of geolocation coordinates. Other structure
is less obvious, such as the inferred geolocation of a Tweet, or semantic cues as to a Tweet’s relevance towards a
particular topic. Zappavigna (2015) observes that in addition to whatever formal structure or linguistic/semantic
value they may possess, hashtags may also serve as a method of markup or what she terms “social metadata”.
Indeed, as Zappavigna points out, the presence of the hashtag is a form of markup structurally similar to those
found in other markup languages such as XML and HTML; meaning users are quite literally organizing their
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own content.
In 2009, hashtags received the now indispensable feature of being hyperlinked on Twitter (Rao, 2009). While
metadata has existed in information management for quite some time (Zappavigna, 2015), the hyperlinking of the
hashtag in particular allowed for information organization across the spectrum of online social discourse, not
only internal to a particular social media platform and eventually between platforms, but into the wider culture
beyond, creating a multidimensional scaffolding for an otherwise extremely chaotic mode of personal
communication (Van den Berg, 2014) The tendency for Hashtags to self-organize by co-occurrence has been
exploited by a number of researchers. Wilson (2018) lays out a simple strategy for using hashtag co-occurrence
graphs to help evaluate semantic networks, and Lee et al. (2018) developed a method to use hashtag cooccurrence strength ties in determining relevance to a particular root topic or line of reasoning. Hachaj and
Ogiela (2017) found that in a business context, utilizing hashtags as opposed to natural-language word
morphology was able to reveal far more structure among association for trending topics.
In crisis informatics research, the tendency for social self-organization and the network analysis of hashtag cooccurrences has been no less important. Wukich and Steinberg look at levels of community self-organization
during crises involving social media (Wukich and Steinberg, 2013) of which hashtags play a crucial role in
message proliferation, both locally and to wider jurisdictions. In 2012 the Australian Research Council released a
report following the use of popular hashtags during the 2011 Queensland floods (Bruns and Stieglitz, 2013), and
in 2019 Son et al. (2019) looked at how hashtags and other Tweet variables facilitate communication during the
2013 Colorado floods, in terms of Retweeting time. Taking all of this into account, in addition to looking at the
relevance of particular keyword combinations in locating attitude towards mask-wearing, we explore the contextrich content of hashtags in our analysis. Our work will extend this previous work to briefly explore co-occurrence
of anti-mask and pro-mask hashtags to better understand the diffusion of attitudes within these networks. The
following methods section will describe how we have approached the use of the above social media analysis
tools in our investigation.
METHODS
Data Collection Methods

Data collection for this study occurred between the dates of 7/16/2020 and 8/22/2020, the summer following the
onset of the coronavirus pandemic in the United States. Using the free Twitter Developer API, the Python
programming language and the python-twitter package, Tweets were collected from a particular region by means
of a geographic query using zip code approximation (Elrod et al., 2021), the region corresponding to a single
mid-western U.S. county that includes a moderately sized city. Data was aggregated by geography rather than
keyword because not relying on Tweet selection by a priori keyword assumption yielded what we ascertain to be a
full set of geographic Tweets from the time period, and allowed the freedom to apply post-collection text filtering
as desired.
For sentiment and n-gram analysis, a subset of Tweets from our geo-located data was generated by filtering the
dataset for content containing the words ‘mask’ and ‘face cover’.
Overall Study Design

Data were analyzed in the context of a concatenated study. In order to accurately assess Twitter users’ attitudes
towards mask-wearing, a number of labeling techniques were explored: conventional sentiment analysis, n-gram
evaluation, hashtag evaluation, and a brief qualitative analysis of a hashtag co-occurrence network, each compared
against the analysis of mask-wearing attitude as arrived upon by manual coders. We describe each of these steps of
the study design in further detail in the following subsections.
Sentiment Analysis

Valence Aware Dictionary for Sentiment Reasoning (VADER) is a text sentiment analysis tool available on the
Python programming platform (Github). VADER purports to detect polarity of opinion expressed in a Tweet as
well as the intensity of the emotion expressed, and provides output as a series of vector scores (Gilbert and
Hutto, 2014). These scores show individual polarity values (positive, negative, and neutral) for each piece of
text, ranging from 0 to 1, and also a composite score ranging -1 to 1 representing the overall sentiment of the
text. Values below -0.05 are interpreted as having a negative sentiment and values above 0.05 are scored as
positive; scores between -0.05 and 0.05 are considered neutral.
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N-grams

To obtain n-grams from the dataset, Python and the NLTK natural language processing package were used. In
particular we utilized the class TweetTokenizer, a word token extraction utility optimized specifically for Twitter
content (Source Code, 2020). All Tweets from the previously described mask subset were compiled into a single
block of line- separated text, filtered to remove punctuation, and converted to lower-case. TweetTokenizer was then
used to extract individual word tokens from the text body, and the nltk BigramCollocationFinder and
TrigramCollocationFinder packages used to assemble value counts of n-grams of these respective lengths.
The top 200 most frequently occurring n-grams from each category were selected to be manually scored as positive
(+1), negative (-1), or neutral/not relevant (0) as indicating attitude towards mask-wearing. The mask Tweet subset
was then looped back through programmatically using Python and the total n-gram mask-wearing attitude summed
per each Tweet. If the net score was greater than zero, the Tweet was assessed as being pro-mask if and if below
zero it was assessed as anti-mask; a score of zero was interpreted as neutral or not-related (Algorithm 1).
Data: mask_tweets, ngram_mask_attitudes
Result: tweet_attitude
for tweet ∈ mask_tweets do
ngram_score = 0;
for ngram ∈ tweet do
if ngram ∈ ngram_mask_attitudes then
get ngram_attitude;
ngram_score + = ngram_attitude;
end
end
if ngram_score ≥ 1 then
tweet_attitude = positive;
else if ngram_score≤ 1 then
tweet_attitude = negative;
else if ngram_score == 0 then
tweet_attitude = neutral;
end
Algorithm 1: N-gram evaluation algorithm pseudocode

Hashtags

Using Python and the Pandas package the full Tweet set was cycled through, and all unique hashtags containing
the substring "mask" were extracted from the entities_hashtags tag of the JSON data. All of these hashtags were
assigned a value of +1, -1 or 0 (pro-mask, anti-mask, or neutral/not-related) to represent their respective attitude
towards mask-wearing. Using the same algorithm as the n-gram analysis, the sum hashtag attitude values were
calculated per Tweet and interpreted as an overall attitude.
Manual coding

To determine actual Tweet sentiment and attitude towards mask-wearing among Tweets, an inter-coder reliability
check was performed. Inter-coder reliability refers to the extent to which two or more independent manual coders
agree on the coding of the content of interest with an application of the same coding scheme (Lavrakas, 2008).
Coders analyzed each Tweet individually to determine the sentiment associated within the Tweet, classified as promask, anti-mask, or neutral/unrelated. The coders then established consensus for each Tweet where there was
disagreement. This labeled data set was used as the point of comparison to the results of the various
aforementioned techniques in order to establish labeling accuracy of automated methods.
Hashtag Co-occurrence Network

As a hashtag can serve not only as a vehicle for sentiment or meaning but to link a Tweet to a broader community of
thought, we explored whether hashtag network forces might also assist in the assessment of mask-wearing attitude.
In particular, we look at hashtag co-occurrence in terms of semantic networks. We did so by generating a bipartite
graph of Tweet-to-hashtag relations - a graph possessing two distinct classes (or modes) of vertices, one representing
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Tweets and the other hashtags, the edges indicating the presence of a hashtag in a certain Tweet. This graph was also
collapsed into a one-mode hashtag co-occurrence matrix (i.e. hashtag-by-hashtag, as opposed to hashtag-by-Tweet)
in which vertices represent hashtags and the edges between two nodes one or more co-occurrences of that hashtag
pair in a Tweet.
We explore these networks for additional heuristic cues as to a hashtag’s actual mask-wearing attitude, and
affordances to first responders and crisis researchers greater ability to fill in the blanks, in the absence of any further
syntactic content.
RESULTS

We begin this section by reviewing the overall characteristics of our dataset and the presence of conversations
focusing on masks. Then we review the type of descriptive data available by implementing each of the three labeling
methods (RQ1) and also compare how each compares to manual approaches to understanding local attitudes towards
masks (RQ2).
Overall Characteristics of Social Media Data Collected

The Tweet JSON files were collected and parsed in Python, with nested JSON data flattened into a one-dimensional
dataframe using the Pandas package. 259,456 Tweets were retrieved in total, associated with 51 zip code geographies.
Because a number of these geographies were overlapping, duplicate Tweets were present in the set; using the ID
property unique Tweets were filtered out, resulting in 129,877 Tweets posted by 17,898 individual users. 17,149
(13.2%) of these Tweets were Retweets (see Table 1); Retweets were not removed, however, the rationale being that
a Retweet can still be an expression of attitude towards mask-wearing, even if the that attitude is not original in
content. The average user posted 7.26 times during this period, though this varied considerably (SD = 36.68), while
the average ‘Rewteeter’ Retweeted 1.58 times with notably less variation (SD = 2.47). 18,328 Tweets (14.11%)
contained hashtags. The mask filtered Tweet set resulted in a dataset of 1,331 Tweets by 786 users—1.02% of the
total number Tweets, Tweeted by 4.39% of the users. 271 (20.36%) were Retweets. 194 (14.58%) of these Tweets
contained hashtags.
Table 1. Unduplicated Tweets Descriptive Statistics for Sentiment Analysis and Manual Coding

Unfiltered
Total Tweets
129,877
Unique Users
17,898
Mean Tweets/User
7.26 (SD = 36.68)
Total Retweets
17,149
Unique Users Retweeting
10,842
Mean Retweets/Retweeting user
1.58 (SD = 2.47)
Total Tweets Containing Hashtags
18,328

Filtered for mask-wearing
1,331
786
1.69 (SD = 2.4)
271
248
1.09 (SD = .49)
194

Sentiment Analysis

Descriptively, of the Tweets that were labeled by VADER in the mask subset, 36% were identified as positive, 27.5%
were identified as negative, and 36.5% were neutral. Some examples:
Positive:
"Saw some of our students at curbside pick up today. It was great to see you and we are excited to get you back
to school virtually and in person. Excellence in learning, leadership, innovation, and service! We are IHMS!
#IHPromise #bravemasks"
Negative:
"@sassyfrassy25 Probably the same reason people don’t wear masks...rules don’t apply to them"
Neutral:
"E513_315E SenTedCruz senjudiciary UN Ambassador Power unmasked hundreds of people herself."
Consistent with Hassan et al. [18] the VADER sentiment analysis package evaluated only 112 of the 200 (56%) in
agreement with the sentiment analysis conducted by manual coders. There was even less parity between the VADER
general sentiment analysis score and attitude towards mask-wearing as determined by manual coders (i.e., negative
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sentiment corresponding to anti-mask attitudes, positive sentiment to pro-mask), with 41.5% correspondence
between the two. Some examples of mask-wearing sentiment:
Pro-mask:
"School bullying needs to come back for the kids who refuse to wear masks"
Anti-mask:
"Mask of the day! If the pandemic was real this is more along the lines of what would be needed to stop the spread!
Cloth and paper masks do Zero Ziltch Nada. #MasksDontWork #Scamdemic #perfectcrisis #GreatAwakening"
Neutral/unknown:
"Are they all wearing masks though?;"
Comparisons of the various automated analyses to methods of manual coding results are shown in Figure 1; in
comparison to trigrams and hashtags, sentiment analysis was the least consistent with manual coding when it came
to identifying pro-mask and anti-mask attitudes in a local area. We will further describe the n-gram and hashtag
descriptives and comparative situational awareness affordances in the following subsections.

Figure 1. Comparisons of sentiment/mask-attitude accuracy to manual coding results

N-grams

After stripped for punctuation, the filtered dataset yielded 6,181 unique unigrams, 17,948 unique bigrams, 20,868
unique trigrams (Figure 2). Of these, each were filtered for the top 200 occurrences. In attempting to match uniand bi-grams to local attitudes towards masks, most simply did not contain enough contextual information to draw a
conclusion among coders as to their semantic meaning. Even trigrams - which we anticipated would more closely
resemble common language structure - turned out to be largely equivocal in their interpretation, and though after a
low initial agreement, a 100% inter-coder consensus was finally reached.

Figure 2. Comparison of Tweet Artifacts

For n-gram analysis comparsion to manual coding, 200 Tweets were randomly selected from the body of mask
Tweets; by manual coder evaluation of trigrams we found with respect to attitude towards mask wearing, these Tweets
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were 59% pro-mask, 6% anti-mask, and 35% neutral or not-related. Trigram analysis fared only slightly better than
VADER sentiment analysis, with 48% of trigram attitudes corresponding to the manually coded mask-wearing
Tweets (see Figure 1; hashtags will be further explored in the next section). A comparison of labeling by pro-mask
and anti-mask is shown in Table 2. While the three-word combinations initially appeared to possess a great deal
of meaning, it appears that this may largely have been the coders imparting their own preconceptions on to the
trigram—in isolation, for instance, the phrase "wear a mask" appears to be a call to action, we know nothing of the
remaining content. The following example, for instance, is clearly a pro-mask Tweet:
"@WyomingSports: Student athletes- how many games we get to play depends a lot on the way you control what
you can control. Wear a mask"
However, the same phrase can be found in the following Tweet that is not expressing a pro-mask attitude:
"@Local12 Just one step closer to locking people up in concentration camps ridiculous. They let people out of jails
because of the virus why don’t they make them wear masks if they are that effective instead of letting criminals out?
Wear a mask or don’t should be a choice"
Given these discrepancies, we further explore hashtag analysis and explore merits of each further in the discussion
section.
Table 2. Manually Coded Attitudes Towards Masks

Pro-mask
Anti-mask
Neutral/Not Related

N-gram Sample Tweets
118
60
22

Hashtag Sample Tweets
123
7
32

Hashtags

Overall descriptives of hashtags are shown in Table 3. The full Tweet set contained 34,225 hashtag occurrences in
17,804 Tweets, 10,930 hashtags which were unique. The mean number of hashtags per Tweet was .26 (SD = .95);
of only hashtag-containing Tweets, this value increased to 1.92 hashtags per Tweet (SD = 1.85). The maximum
number of hashtags in a single Tweet was 24. Individual hashtags occurred an average of 3.13 times (SD = 15.74),
the maximum number of occurrences being 1,246.
Table 3. Overall Descriptives of Hashtags in Data Set

Unique Hashtag Count
Total Hashtag Occurrences
Mean Hashtags per Tweet
Mean Hashtags per Tweet (Hashtag-Containing Tweets Only)
Max Hashtags per Tweet
Mean Hashtag Occurrence
Max Hashtag Occurrence

All Hashtags
10,930
34,225
.26 (SD = .95)
1.92 (SD = 1.85)
24
3.13 (SD = 15.74)
1246

Mask Hashtags
48
184
1.14 (SD = .45)
1.14 (SD = .45)
4
3.83 (SD = 8)
44

When filtered for hashtags containing the word ’mask’, the Tweet set returned 48 unique hashtags (.44% of all
unique hashtags), occurring 184 times across 162 Tweets. While the dataset yielded far fewer hashtags than n-grams,
we found that the hashtags were far more likely to contain contextual information, with 26 (54.17%) containing
what appeared to be clearly positive attitude towards masks, 6 (12.5%) containing what appeared to be clearly
negative attitudes towards masks, and 16 (33.33%) being neutral or unknown.
Compared to the relatively low parity offered by the other methods, 149 of the 162 of the Tweets containing mask
hashtags (91.98%) were evaluated correctly for mask-wearing attitude when compared to inter-coder consensus.
Mask-wearing attitude in hashtags appears to be quite unequivocal; in fact in many cases, the hashtag is the sole
bearer of information relating to attitude towards mask-wearing. Take the following Tweet:
"Had a blast at the @cincinnatizoo today! #maskup #staysafe #cincinnati #fatherhood #parenthood #dadsdontbabysit
@Cincinnati Zoo & Botanical Garden https://t.co/frXXvlIs3V"
In this instance, if we were only look at the textual component we see no opinion regarding attitude towards
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mask-wearing; in fact, but for the presence of the hashtag "#maskup", this Tweet would have no relevance to
coronavirus or mask-wearing whatsoever. The inclusion of a simple term imbues the Tweet with pro-mask attitude.
We see that when present, hashtags have the potential to carry a great deal of contextual meaning in a Tweet, which is
evident when comparing hashtag keyword clouds of the full Tweet set compared to Tweets related to mask-wearing.
Hashtag Co-Occurrence Network

We conclude our exploration of this data with a brief qualitative examination of hashtag co-occurrence in a network
of posts, in order to further our descriptive analysis of this data. The relationship of Tweets to mask-wearing
hashtags can be seen in Figure 3, depicted as a two-mode/bipartite hashtag-by-Tweet network graph. The small blue
vertices represent tweets and the larger multicolored vertices are representative of the mask hashtags contained
within those tweets as indicated by edge relationships. Hashtag attitudes toward mask-wearing are indicated by the
vertex colors green (pro-mask), red (anti-mask), and yellow (neutral or unknown). This graph illustrates that Tweets
containing a particular mask hashtag tend to contain very few other mask hashtags on average, with a mean of 1.14
mask hashtags per tweet, (SD=0.45), the maximum being 4. Moreover, wee see that while the average mask hashtag
occurrs in 3.83 tweets (SD=8), three hashtags - "#wearadamnmask", "#maskup", and "#wearamask" - are distinct
outliers, showing up in 16, 34 and 44 tweets respectively

Figure 3. Mask Hashtag-by-Tweet (2-mode) Co-Occurrence network

In Figure 4 the two-mode network is reduced into a single-mode, hashtag-by-hashtag graph, with edges representing
hashtag co-occurrences within Tweets. This is a strategy frequently employed in social media research, focusing on
dyadic hashtag relationships within tweets. We find that the 48 mask hashtags organize into 4 subgraphs, each
appearing to represent a broader pro- or anti-mask attitude. In this graph there are also 29 isolated mask-wearing
hashtags that do not co-occur with any other mask-wearing hashtags. When including these isolated hashtags, the
average hashtag co-occurs with another hashtag .92 times (SD = 1.42), and the mean of these co-occurrences is 1.32
(SD = 1.13).
There is little co-occurrence in these clusters of pro-mask and anti-mask keywords, such that each isolated subgraph
appears (with some exception) to generally represent a different attitude towards masks. Only in one cluster do we
observe what might be considered an ambivalence in mask-wearing attitude, with apparently pro- and anti-mask
hashtags co-occurring inside the same tweets. This may be interpreted in a number of ways; again, this is a matter
of lack of context. In sections below we contemplate ways in which these graphs may be augmented in future work.
Also in the following section we will further discuss the relative contribution that each of the four social media
analysis methods offer when contributing to situational awareness about local attitudes.
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Figure 4. Mask Hashtag-by-Hashtag (1-mode) Co-Occurrence Network

DISCUSSION

In response to our first overarching research question, which focused on the descriptive characteristics of local data
analysis, we examined our data overall and also the descriptive qualities of labeled data. Our exploration of this
local data set for the given time period showed that approximately 1.02% of all Tweets gathered were related to
mask-wearing (see Table 1). In the deluge of semantic data present in our Twitter dataset, we found that by examining
common vehicles of automated and semi-automated natural language analysis provided by sentiment analysis and
n-gram evaluation, the information was far too noisy to provide clear paths towards identifying mask-wearing
attitude. This seems to be in part due to general issues in language sentiment detection, but also technical and
use-driven challenges specific to the Twitter mode of communication and the way in which mask-wearing is publicly
discussed. Hashtags are the clear flag-bearer of unequivocal meaning in our dataset. As asserted by the prior
literature, this seems likely due to the self-organizing nature of hashtag use, including the tendency of users to
self-annotate their posts for the purpose of increased clarity or emphasis. As Tweets containing hashtags comprised
only 12% of our mask-wearing dataset, however, the key seems to be building a bridge between attitude among
hashtaggers and general mask-wearing attitude, as found inside the textual content of Tweets.
In response to our second overarching research question, which focused on a comparison of labeling approaches to
manual coding, we found that labels that were derived from hashtags were most consistent with manual coding
(see Figure 1). For this reason, we believe that hashtags are most useful to establishing a baseline attitude towards
masks for a given region. We further explored hashtag co-occurrence networks which revealed that pro-mask and
anti-mask hashtags tend to be clustered together in subgraphs, which offers opportunities for better categorizing the
attitude that may commonly be associated with a particular hashtag. In the following section, we further discuss the
relative limitations of each social media labeling method for gaining local situational awareness.

Comparing Limitations of Common Social Media Labeling Methods to Understand Attitude

A limitation present in ascertaining both general sentiment and mask-attitude appears to be a more general limitation
inherent in all natural language processing—a lack of situational context. We saw this not only in our proposed
VADER and n-gram methodologies, but even in simply arriving at human intercoder consensus: very often, the
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attitude represented in a Tweet is simply not clear.
Natural human (face-to-face) communication is replete with contextual cues and redundancies, both verbal and
non-verbal, that can reinforce the message of the communicator and reduce the chance of miscommunication; as
Rabiner & Juang (1993) point out, verbal elements are interpreted very differently between auditory/speech
recognition and the evaluation of textual content, not to mention the role of volume, tempo, inflection, and the
presence of parallel visual cues. It is extremely easy for subtleties in communication to be missed via forms of
digital communication, and thus the impetus for more formalized modes of digital communication such as
“structured journalism" (Structured journalism, 2014; Graves and Anderson, 2020). However, owing to technical
limitations of the platforms and the overwhelmingly pedestrian/conversational tone of the medium, this
measured approach to social media communication is the exception rather than the norm.
One clear limitation in dealing with hashtags is that relevant topical hashtags were few in number; indeed,
hashtag-containing Tweets in general were comparatively lacking compared to the full number of Tweets in our
dataset. This, among other things, makes it difficult to say definitively if the attitude of hashtagging users is reflective
of Twitter users in general, or if they are representative of a distinct population or populations. Indeed, the large
difference in distribution of mask-wearing attitudes between the mask hashtag Tweet set and the random sample of
mask Tweets seem to suggest this.
Expanding on this last point, we found a distinct homogeneity in mask-wearing attitude among hashtags; among
manually-coded Tweets there were nearly twice as many pro-mask than anti-mask posts, and among the hashtagcontaining Tweets, the ratio was almost 18:1. Such a low degree of variation in attitude towards mask-wearing
among hashtagging users, in addition to highlighting the possibility that it may not be indicative of users in general,
would also have the tendency to drown out any potential experimental effect on the anti-mask hashtag group.
Our network analysis was restricted to a handful of hashtags containing the word mask and the 162 Tweets in which
they were contained. Expanding the hashtag network to include all other hashtags contained within those Tweets
(as depicted in Figure 5) or through recursive searches into adjacent Tweets, we would conceivably gain greater
understanding of how hashtags were being used semantically. While such recursion would increase the complexity
of the network, the trade off would be a greater contextual account of the mask hashtag network, and presumably
more heuristic information with which to ascertain proper meaning.

Figure 5. Expanded mask hashtag co-occurrence networks
Study Limitations and Future Work

There are several limitations to this study that may prevent its generalizability to other locations or datasets. First, it
should be noted that all Tweets used in this study were associated with a geographic query - all Tweets contained
explicit geographic information in some structured form. Geographic Tweets make up a fraction of available Tweets
and are thus not necessarily representative of that area as a whole. Second, our study focuses on one particular
locale that may experience unique demographic and social media patterns. Another limitation is that the majority
of our analysis focuses on random subsets of the dataset in order to feasibly manually code data for comparative
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purposes. Finally, manually coding may be subject to coder bias even though multiple coders were used to reduce
the impact of this limitation. In the following paragraphs, we explore directions for the future of this work.
From our observation, N-grams alone were not particularly useful in our current method of attempting to identify
mask-wearing attitude, however, we are not prepared to abandon them just yet. Middleton et al. for example
demonstrated that in crisis research, n-grams could be useful markers for inferring the geolocation of Tweets when
explicit geodata was otherwise absent, through a simple statistical model. Perhaps using a similar approach but
from the standpoint of attitude-assessment might yield output more usable for comparison.
While hashtags and textual content reside side-by-side in a Tweet, they are often evaluated as distinct types of
entities. In a variation of observing hashtag co-occurrence, we ponder whether enriching our co-occurrence network
with the inclusion of n-gram word tokens might increase the contextual value of both hashtags and the word tokens.
By treating hashtags and n-grams as the same time of vertex, we may very well discover new avenues of centrality
and meaning-transmission.
Our ultimate goal is provide an automated or semi-automated pathway through which mask-wearing attitude (and
potentially other event-specific types of attitude) can be derived from a corpus of Tweets. If and when this is
achieved, Tweet data will lend itself more readily to machine learning and other statistical models of language
prediction and analysis, and ultimately contribute to increased situational awareness during crisis situations. This
could potentially enable more efficient and impactful public messaging, especially during protracted crises such as
we have seen with COVID-19.
CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have examined local attitudes towards mask-wearing on using a variety of social media analysis
methods. Our results highlight several factors that help in selecting social media analysis methods using for
situational awareness of local attitudes, namely the reliability of various methods in correctly identifying local
attitude and methods to identify hashtag analysis starting points quickly. Overall, our results indicate that sentiment
analysis and n-gram filtering are not reliable tools to gauge local attitudes on this topic and warrants future work
to refine methods that allow researchers to identify a baseline metric that establishes the percent of all Tweets on
a topic that are either for or against an issue. One important contribution from this study is the use of hashtag
analysis to better understand the variety of ways that a community has discussed an issue as a method to quickly
select hashtags that co-occur in Tweets, as we observed with the network analysis that was performed on hashtag
co-occurrence networks.
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ABSTRACT

During the COVID-19 pandemic, face mask scarcity in the US hindered infection control efforts. Because areas
with a history of racial segregation and poverty experienced differential COVID-19 morbidity and mortality rates,
supplying masks to these communities equitably and rapidly became an urgent public health priority. To address
this need, a partnership was formed in April 2020 between a local manufacturer with available polypropylene
fabric and the Medical College of Wisconsin, with the capability to assemble and distribute masks. An improvised
logistics framework allowed for rapid distribution more than 250,000 masks, and later facilitated hand-off to other
organizations to distribute over 3 million masks. Using a multi-actor, action research framework three phases of
the effort are considered, 1) initial deliveries to community clinics, 2) equitable distribution to community
agencies while under emergency shelter in place orders, and 3) depot deliveries and transfer of logistics
management as larger agencies recovered. Through the multi-actor lens, we interrogated the information needs
of faculty and staff remotely directing distribution, medical student volunteers delivering masks, and the
manufacturer monitoring overall inventory. Logistics information was managed using Google Sheets augmented
with a small SQLite component. A phenomenological view, toggling back and forth from the “socio” to the
“technical” provides detailed insight into the strengths and limitations of digital solutions for humanitarian
logistics, highlighting where paper-based processes remain more efficient. This case study suggests that rather
than building bespoke logistics software, supporting relief efforts with non-traditional responders may benefit
from extensible software components that augment widely used digital tools.
Keywords

Logistics, face masks, google sheets, modular software, community engagement.
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INTRODUCTION

Early response to COVID-19 was hampered in the US by lack of face mask availability (Mandrola, 2020), initially
impacting hospitals and healthcare systems on the frontline, but rapidly becoming a problem at the community
level as well. Milwaukee, Wisconsin is a mid-sized city in the Midwest region of the US. Like other diverse and
segregated communities, Milwaukee initially experienced initially very high rates of infection and death in its
African American communities (McNeely, Schintler, & Stabile, 2020), leading to a push to identify and distribute
face mask alternatives early in the crisis. The problems associated with mask shortages were also compounded
by conflicting information about their utility in COVID-19 infection control (Malecki, Keating, & Safdar, 2020).
Disposable masks were made available to the community early in the pandemic through a unique partnership
involving Rebel Converting, an industrial manufacturer, and the Medical College of Wisconsin (MCW, a large
private medical school). This partnership delivered just over a quarter of a million masks between April 6 th and
May 2nd, 2020. The partnership expanded to include multiple other agencies and ultimately delivered over 3
million masks to the Milwaukee metro area. The project created relatively simple information systems - using
commercially available products like Google Sheets - to manage the logistics of community wide delivery focused
on three main principles: 1) rapid distribution to try to slow the spread of the disease, 2) equitable distribution,
ensuring communities and groups that appeared most vulnerable to the sequelae of COVID-19 were provided
masks; and 3) whole of community action as no single entity had all of the needed resources to respond.
This paper straddles two worlds, moving some of the authors from a scholarly view of crisis response toward a
much more practitioner focused view – centered on the need for direct public health actions in response to COVID19. The result suggests in addition to formalized software solutions for humanitarian logistics, continued work
around lighter weight, extensible, and modular software is also needed.
Thus, this paper is organized slightly differently than a traditional scholarly paper, first we present a summary of
the MaskUpMKE effort’s overall logistical picture and information needs; second, we briefly summarize existing
research on humanitarian logistics information systems; next we present a case study of the early MaskUpMKE
informatics approach. The case study examines three key response phases - Phase 1: managing early deliveries
to community clinics, Phase 2: managing numerous smaller deliveries to community agencies and individuals,
and Phase 3: managing depot deliveries to “hub” agencies as these entities recovered sufficiently to take larger
shipments and ultimately transitioning logistics operations to groups better prepared to operate at scale. Finally,
the discussion offers key benefits and drawbacks of using simple, commercially available tools for managing
logistics efforts and considers approaches to extend this approach through small, modular software components.
LOGISTICS OVERVIEW & COMMUNITY CONTEXT FOR MASKUPMKE
Milwaukee Metro Area & Community Engagement

In our prior examination of the intersection of Community Engagement and disaster response, we centered on
where MCW’s primary campus is located, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Milwaukee is a secondary city. Importantly
most prior research on FEMA “whole community” response has involved megacities where disaster planning and
resources have been concentrated by the US Federal government (Brillembourg & Klumpner, 2013; Koch, Franco,
O'Sullivan, DeFino, & Ahmed, 2017). More than a quarter of the US population lives in secondary cities, making
the study of coordinated disaster response in this context an important area for further examination. The City of
Milwaukee has a population of about 600,000 with 1.57M in the Metro Milwaukee area overall, the largest metro
population in the State of Wisconsin, and 40th in the US (US Census Bureau, 2013). Milwaukee is ranked as the
second most segregated city in the US by racial or ethnic background and first by economic status (Cooper,
Cooper, McGinley, Fan, & Rosenthal, 2012). Segregation is a noted impediment to implementing generic, cityor region-wide crisis protocols (Koch et al., 2017).
Mask Manufacturer

Early in the pandemic all available surgical and N95 masks were diverted to hospital and first responder use,
creating a profound shortage of commercially available mask products for purchase by the general public. Seeking
to address this shortage, Rebel Converting used their available stock of melt-blown polypropylene material –
usually used to manufacturer hospital disinfecting wipes – to design simple, improvised face masks
(https://youtu.be/D8973sdBb2w ). Notably, melt-blown polypropylene is the same as is used in surgical masks,
using a method that electrostatically charges the fibers, reducing their permeability (Fig. 1). The manufacturer
was located about 30 miles north of Milwaukee, and began searching for partners in Milwaukee to assist with
assembly and distribution.
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Figure 1. Scarcity as the Source of Invention. A Community Partner demonstrating the Rebel Converting masks, made
from polypropylene the manufacturer had on hand at the beginning of the crisis.
Medical School / Manufacturer Partnership

The Medical College of Wisconsin (referred to from here on as the Medical School) had similar interests, large
unused auditorium spaces, and medical students available to assist with assembly and distribution logistics. The
medical students had been taken off clinical rotations due to COVID-19 risks and many were available and eager
to assist. Specifics about this partnership, student involvement in all aspects of the crisis response, and community
and civic engagement efforts during the pandemic are offered elsewhere (Franco et al., under review). Starting
the operations for the MaskUpMKE effort rapidly took on the classic contours of humanitarian logistics
management, with cycles of bulk deliveries occurring simultaneously with cycles of smaller community
distributions. Each of these cycles is briefly described here, with a deeper exploration around the information
strategies in each cycle explored later.
Multi-Step Logistics Cycle
Cycle 1: Bulk Shipments to Medical School

Bulk shipments of raw materials had to be shipped from the mask manufacturer to the Medical School assembly
facility, typically as boxed kits containing enough polypropylene material and rubber bands to create 700 masks,
or in some cases larger boxes of material and rubber bands. Materials were palletized by the manufacturer and
required at least a full-size truck to allow a forklift to load the materials for shipment to the Medical School. New
deliveries from the manufacturer were arranged by phone based on ongoing inventory assessments.
Cycle 2: Community Assembly

Medical students were asked to assist with assembly of the masks. This was undertaken in large auditoriums
where assemblers could be stationed at socially distant workstations. However, the Wisconsin Governor’s Safer
at Home order (WI Emergency Order #12; Evers, 2020) came into effect and as the Medical School campus began
to further restrict unnecessary traffic into the college’s buildings, we shifted to allow at home assembly for
Medical School and community volunteers. This required collecting information on the volunteers, labeling and
tracking unassembled kits that had been delivered (and recalling these kits if community assemblers took too long
to complete them) and coordinating a driver to drop off unassembled materials and later pick-up assembled masks
at each volunteer organization or home.
Cycle 3: Community Mask Distribution

Once assembly and was complete, the final step of distribution to community agencies, particularly in minority
neighborhoods, was undertaken. The emphasis on making deliveries in an equitable way that prioritized
communities of color was in response to early differential death in African American neighborhoods. Underlying
medical conditions that placed the population at higher risk for morbidity and mortality underscored systemic
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problems in Milwaukee with segregation and other upstream determinants of health. This generally involved
medical students driving 1-3 boxes (700-2100 masks) to an agency location for drop off. Agencies then
subdivided the delivery and managed community distribution based on local needs.
MaskUpMKE Information Needs and Management

The MaskUpMKE effort brought together actors who had never responded to a major disaster before, and who
had also never worked together before, presenting some classic issues with multi-agency crisis coordination
(Gilpen Jr, Carabin, Regens, & Burden Jr, 2009; Janssen, Lee, Bharosa, & Cresswell, 2010). Specific issues
included lack of a shared technical language, varying degrees of experience handling a rapidly changing situation,
constraints on availability and inability to convene all team members simultaneously. We needed to be able to
track the location of mask kits waiting to be assembled, assembled boxes of masks, not just address information
but also finer grained way-finding and final mile delivery instructions, photographs of deliveries, requests for
masks, delivery confirmations, and delivery counts, among many other considerations.
Because the partners had not worked together before, providing open information to all partners was key (Lai et
al., 2012). Delivery information that was initially stored by staff in Excel was transitioned to Google Sheets in
part just to store information, but also to create a shared rudimentary dashboard showing progress, assisting with
prioritization, and showing delivery stuck points. Google Sheets and Forms were selected because these
commercially available products provided a “lowest common denominator” tool that was readily understood by
all stakeholders and required no implementation or training (Leidig & Teeuw, 2015). As a result, the ease of
shareability, transparency and availability of information for everyone involved without the need of any training
resulted in a smoother adoption of technology that had low barrier to entry for everyone (Sniezek, Wilkins,
Wadlington, & Baumann, 2002).
INFORMATION SYSTEMS IN HUMANITARIAN LOGISTICS – A BRIEF REVIEW

Systematic development of humanitarian logistics information software focuses on issues around developing
nations and large-scale international migration, rather than domestic use in developed nations. For example, the
United States Agency for International Development (USAID), United Kingdom’s Department for International
Development (DFID), United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), the World Food Program (WFP), International
Federation of the Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement, and Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) have invested
heavily in developing software systems (Howden, 2009; Sigala, Kettinger, & Wakolbinger, 2020). Research on
Humanitarian Organizations (HOs) stresses that these organizations must be able to work in particularly complex,
rapidly changing environments, and be able to deliver relief even under conditions of scarcity. Thus, HOs must
be able to manage critical supply chains, and often multiple types of supply chains with varying levels of
integration and separation. Perspectives from commercial logistics management emphasizing agility,
adaptability, and alignment can be applied to some degree, but HOs also must respond to situational dynamics
that do not fully conform to business logistics models (Sigala et al., 2020).
Notably, while there are a number of humanitarian logistics specific software available now, some involving
decades of development and field testing, HOs still often fall back to paper record keeping or simple technologies
like Microsoft Excel to facilitate asset management and situational awareness across the supply chain (Van de
Walle, Brugghemans, & Comes, 2016). Even robust HOs may not use more sophisticated information systems
because of barriers such as lack of integration with existing enterprise software and lack of trained personnel
(Gavidia, 2017). Development of humanitarian logistics software is more complex in part because value is placed
on relief actions rather than exacting data accuracy in the supply chain (Sigala et al., 2020). As a result of these
constraints, an increasing emphasis has been placed on aligning humanitarian logistics software to the task
environment and needs of crisis responders rather than trying to create software systems that enforce set
procedures that responders may or may not adapt to (Van de Walle et al., 2016).
Exploring design principles that should inform humanitarian logistics software for multi-agency collaboration –
particularly in situations where these agencies have never worked together before, have little experience with
professional disaster management and inter-agency coordination standards, and profoundly mixed technology
skills – sets the stage for this case study (Coletti, Mays, & Widera, 2017; Kumar & Søraker, 2015). Importantly,
while numerous humanitarian logistics software platforms exist (e.g., SAHANA, Surge Information Management
Support, NetHope, Pham, etc.), none of the agencies involved in the MaskUpMKE were trained to use these
systems or had used them prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, presenting key barriers to implementation (Blecken,
2010; Detzer, Gurczik, Widera, & Nitschke, 2016).
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METHOD

When the COVID-19 crisis struck, we rapidly shifted toward a response framework, interestingly moving some
of us with extensive crisis research backgrounds, but little practical crisis response experience in responder roles.
We have taken a multi-actor action research approach here (Landgren, 2010; Lempinen & Rajala, 2014).
Individual faculty with backgrounds in needed areas were rapidly brought together by the Kern Institute on our
campus, merging Public Health, Community Engagement, and information systems expertise, along with support
from campus staff and medical student volunteers. Perspectives from each of these domains have been integrated
into this multi-axial case study.
Because the lead authors were forced to switch roles from researcher to responder, we were in effect designing
information systems on the fly to solve problems as they came up (Cross, 1982). Wearing both hats, the response
work took precedence. Data collection was therefore primarily opportunistic instead of dictated by a
predetermined research question or hypothesis. By shifting back to a research perspective and reconstructing the
complete case study after the fact to be reported to the crisis management research community, we have come full
circle.
Interestingly, divergent understandings of these events between the actor groups emerged through the
collaborative act of formulating this paper (Olsen, Prenkert, Hoholm, & Harrison, 2014). Rather than trying to
simplify and summarize, where these difference became apparent we instead back-tracked and expanded the
discussion, looked for documents, photographs and small stories (De Fina & Georgakopoulou, 2011) that
demonstrated what had occurred and worked to create a multi-positional view of events and approaches taken.
The net effect of this method on the lead authors was a much more multilayered view of nested strategies that
were embedded in each team’s needs, with these procedures touching in some critical areas through shared data
systems, but with many other details and data encapsulated at the team level. For example, the student’s use of
post-it notes as data elements and Google maps to economize travel time were not initially considered as key
elements of the response until discrepancies in understanding of how information was handled, and tasks assigned
became apparent. This event reconstruction approach allowed us to pause and understand these additional
elements for the first time as a group, and we worked to ensure that each actor group was satisfied that the telling
of the events accurately represented their understanding within the overarching effort as best as possible. This
approach afforded us much more comprehensive view of the actions taken, and paints a picture of the complexity
encountered by response teams in completely improvised settings (Zhang & Mendonça, 2020).
RESULTS
Phase I: Mask Deliveries to Federally Qualified Health Center (FQHC) Clinics

The first priority became Federally Qualified Health Centers (FQHCs), often referred to as community clinics.
FQHCs are community-based health care providers that receive funds from the US Health Research Services
Administration Health Center Program to provide primary care services in underserved areas (Wakefield, 2021).
HRSA documentation notes that FQHCs are intended to “overcome geographic, cultural, linguistic, and other
barriers to care by delivering coordinated and comprehensive primary and preventive services. This care reduces
health disparities by emphasizing care management of patients with multiple health care needs” (2018). FQHCs
in Milwaukee serve approximately 85,000 patients, with more than 85% uninsured or receiving federal health
insurance support through Medicare or Medicaid (NACHC, 2019a, 2019b).
In part because the initial deaths associated with the COVID-19 event in Milwaukee disproportionately impacted
African Americans on the North Side of the city, our response prioritized all FQHCs in the city, including
Milwaukee Health Services, Isaac Coggs Heritage Health Center, Progressive Community Health Center,
Sixteenth Street Community Health Centers, Outreach Community Health Center, etc. This effort was intended
to broaden the umbrella of PPE availability to patients at the FQHCs, thus reducing potential spread at the
community level, within the clinic staff, and ultimately with the intent of reducing load on the hospital systems.
These deliveries were undertaken directly by faculty members and were guided by experienced CE program
management staff with particularly strong relationships with operations managers at the FQHC clinics.
Reestablishing Community Connections as Situational Awareness

As part of prior planning for community engaged disaster response, we had created a custom SalesForce instance
to better manage relationships and POC data for community social services agencies (Franco, Ahmed, Kuziemsky,
Biedrzycki, & Kissack, 2013; Koch et al., 2017). However, like all disasters, the COVID-19 pandemic disrupted
many assumptions about the operational picture (Dynes, 1994). Across Phase I and II, many of the larger
community agencies expected to act as depot distribution points were closed under the Safer at Home Emergency
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Order from the Governor. To prioritize where to send the masks, we had to rapidly rebuild situational awareness
and respond to real time requests (Beggs, 2018). To accomplish this, we adopted another strategy that we had
explored, i.e., that disruptions in community connections would require falling back on older, largely dormant
relationships or finding alternative social pathways to activate current partnerships (Franco et al., 2013).
Guided Delivery Through Boundary Spanners

Nationally, FQHCs were at the tip of the spear during early COVID-19 response, with these clinics serving
populations that were hardest hit by initial infection spikes, death, and sequela of COVID-19 (Halperin, Conner,
Telleria, Agins, & Butler, 2021). Further, while FQHCs were responding to COVID-19, they also had to try to
manage routine care for other patients with chronic illness, expectant families, newborns, as well as mental health
and social work concerns. Locally, operational changes included outside tents to triage possible COVID-19 cases,
multi-step screening prior to routine visits, etc. Notably, because of the intensity of the clinical response, primary
POCs became increasingly unresponsive to emails and calls to work phones. Initially we had hoped to ask the
FQHCs if they needed disposable masks and assess their ability to assemble masks. Recognizing the inability to
respond to routine communication channels as an indicator of operational stress, we moved from a “pull” stance
to “push”, however even pushing assets in this context required insight into FQHC operations and hierarchy.
Working with a federally funded research program housed at the Medical School with strong ties to the FQHC
system, we used two main strategies to reestablish connections to operations coordinators within the clinics:
Strategy 1: Where faculty had significant prior connection to clinic operations managers, in some cases
we simply drove to a clinic location and texted the operations manager that we were parked outside and
seeking to deliver masks. This usually resulted in being connected to the assistant to the operations
manager and personal delivery was made to that assistant by hand inside the clinic.
Strategy 2: Where faculty connections to clinic operations managers did not exist, we leveraged
relationships held by a Medical School program director to the FQHCs. In this case, the program director
would call ahead, noting our desire to make a delivery to operations managers she knew and she would
ask for the preferred location and the POC’s designee to receive masks. In this case, the program director
acted as a command operator for the faculty delivery driver. In some cases, the delivery driver was at or
near the location simply waiting until a firm connection had been made and the preferred POC was
identified. In many of these cases, the FQHC requested depot delivery to one location and then distributed
the masks internally to their other clinic locations (Figs. 2 & 3).
When we were able to discuss the mask deliveries in more detail with FQHC partners, they noted the enormous
need for masks in the community, with instances of patients taking entire boxes of surgical masks intended for
clinic staff out of fear of COVID-19. The disposable masks were viewed as a critical way to meet this community
need while retaining professional grade PPE for staffers. Overall, 11,900 masks were distributed to the community
early in the pandemic through FQHCs.
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Figure 2. Federally Qualified Health Center (FQHC) Mask Deliveries Google Sheet. The sheet helped us to remain
aware of the organizational structure of each FQHC clinic, as some have multiple locations. For 16th Street Health Centers,
MCW faculty delivery went to both of their two main locations separately, while Progressive Community Health Center
preferred to have a single depot delivery to one location that was then distributed internally to their other locations.

Figure 3. Depot delivery to Progressive Community Health Center’s Lisbon Avenue location for internal distribution
to multiple clinic locations. (April 7th, 2020)
Phase II: Community Deliveries & Relational Awareness

We quickly realized quickly that our pre-existing list of community agencies and POCs had been rendered largely
useless, and that hub/spoke model distribution was not possible in the short run. A hub/spoke model distribution
relies on a central agency, in this case large CBOs as the anticipated hubs, acting as the through-point and
coordinator of requests and moving resource supply from source to destination. After distribution to the FQHCs,
we moved to re-establish community “relational awareness” (as a form of situational awareness) with individuals
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and smaller agencies who could fill the gap. Several strategies were used to regain this situational picture
including: 1) a rapid, informal environmental scan working through other groups and individuals interfacing with
the community to identify which agencies were remaining active and responding during the crisis, 2) reconnecting
with community project leads from prior community/academic projects via phone, SMS text, Facebook
messenger, and Facebook posts, 3) working to establish if larger organizations actually still had some response
operations occurring even if the “front door” to the organization was closed.
Medical Student Volunteers

Students from various groups interested in medical student service-learning opportunities during the crisis were
identified and suggested as possible volunteers to MCW. Because of the complexity of the project and its
distributed management, volunteers represented both an important source of labor and capacity, but also a
significant potential challenge in terms of onboarding, rapid training, supervision and risk management. We were
aware from multiple prior disasters that volunteers are often a double-edged sword in crisis response (Whittaker,
McLennan, & Handmer, 2015). Thus, student volunteers for this project were typically given emailed instructions
about the effort and asked to complete one relatively small task, with specific steps. Those not responding quickly
or effectively to these small tasks were not invited to participate further. About seven students demonstrated
ability to follow instructions offered by faculty and staff and were fully integrated into the response effort.
Medical school staff assigned to the project provided “on the ground” feedback, working directly with the students
to manage mask inventory, and faculty provided direction largely remotely. The students worked on the project
when they were able; in between course work, clinical rotations, and other duties, making asynchronous
communication and management of the students a central element in coordination.
Google Sheet for Community Deliveries

The Google sheet created for the Phase I FQHC deliveries was simple and setup to communicate information to
a very limited group; it was editable by the faculty and the delivery driver, and medical school staff controlling
inventory and viewable by the mask manufacturer to also observe delivery success and look at links to photos of
deliveries. As we moved to community agency deliveries, multiple processes were occurring, and multiple data
consumers needed information. As discussed, we were literally reconstructing our understanding of the
community landscape, listing agencies we believed to be still operating or requesting assistance in Column 1,
even if we did not yet have complete location / POC information for the agency. This created some problems as
student drivers looking at the data were not always sure which agencies warranted a delivery attempt, or if we
were simply listing the agency while we tried to gather information on POC. Column 2 provided a quick visual
indicator of delivery status; although used relatively infrequently, Column 3 noted incoming – and usually high
priority – requests from the agencies. Column 4 indicated if the agency could independently assemble masks, a
consideration discussed more as part of Phase III; and while several approaches to tracking multiple deliveries to
the same location were available, we decided to list each agency only once and implemented a SQLite call to a
source of truth (Fig. 4). The SQLite approach is detailed later.
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Figure 4. Google Sheet for Social Services Agency Delivery. Rebuilding a list of agencies that remained active during
COVID-19. Annotations depict 1) INFA and VLOOKUP used for some within-sheet data validation (pink); 2) SQLite call
for source of truth information on deliveries (orange); 3) Delivery failure point note as a comment from a student volunteer
driver (purple); and 4) strategies used to visually prioritize deliveries into task chunks for volunteer drivers (blue).

The lowest common denominator approach of using spreadsheets in humanitarian logistics has been noted to
suffer from many problems. The approach we took had some of these inherent weaknesses. For example, fields
not displayed in the screen (unless the user is used to scrolling horizontally) included critical information for both
delivery management and inventory control. Further, the sheet was not easily reviewed or updated by drivers in
the field.
Location and POC information
-Address
-Agency POC name
-Agency Cell
-MCW POC
-Verification photo
-FQHC Requests

Inventory control fields
-New distributions - last number distributed [pulled into SQLite]
-Date of last distribution [pulled into SQLite]
-Previous total
-Notes
-Box #
-Kit #
-Delivery confirmation photo link

A student volunteer making delivery drops and assisting with data management (MH) began to use the comments
option to annotate information in specific fields to increase shared situational awareness across the group. The
comments fell into three broad categories: 1) problems with delivery and instructions on wayfinding based on
calls to POCs so that drivers would be aware of special instructions for deliveries, 2) working to establish
connections with agency POCs to facilitate deliveries and clarifying incoming agency requests, and 3) data
management, data quality, and guidance on where to find and input information in the Sheets. Exemplar
comments from the Sheets are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Categories of comment types used in spreadsheet
Delivery Issues and
Wayfinding

▪ No physical address. Overseeing

CoC department is located in city
hall and building is closed per
phone inquiry

▪ This [location] consists of a

collection of food pantries, senior
centers, public schools, etc. many of which we have already
made deliveries to.

Establishing Connection with
Agency POC & Clarifying Requests

▪

▪
▪

▪ deliver to back door
▪ Take elevator to 4th floor, leave
boxes outside office (building
open from 8am to 6:30pm)

▪ big red brick building at end of

▪
▪

Michelle: called - message box is full //
Andrew: Im in correspondence via
email. Thanks for following up Michelle!
I'll update this when I get a response.
Call before to arrange drop-off
delivered to <POC> at <Updated
Address> W North Ln, New Berlin due
to limited hours for donations at site.
Call her at 262-###-#### before
delivery.
see comment on delivery address of
row 14 ring doorbell
only wants one box assembled [location
unable to assemble masks]

Data Management & Guiding
Information Finding in Sheets

▪ link to more info in RC sheet
▪ [ZF] Am I pulling this in correctly for
this new line? [AY] Looks like you
did. New data should go in L. Then
populates here.

▪ two separate deliveries made here
(see above - row 14)

▪ They stated that they already
received 3500

▪ I'm marking the ones we have

receipts for today, but I will leave
entering the amounts to you AY
[data manager] as we've been
doing.

[street name]

▪ before 11am, through rear-gated

▪

Flagged as priority by Dr. CD

area. If afternoon delivery [call
POC]

▪ Entrance upstairs in the back
Developing a Hybrid G-Sheets+SQLite Backend to Manage Multiple Distributions

In order to develop a standardized, but partially automated workflow to update total items delivered to any
particular requesting organization, we created a SQLite database back-end “source of truth.” One issue that we
faced was that while the Sheets dashboard approach allowed for sharing information and insight across multiple
stakeholders, it of course came with the downside inadvertent errors introduced that were difficult to track, etc.
A second consideration was the desire to list agency names only once so we could tally and display overall delivery
numbers to each location – rather than taking the simpler approach of listing each delivery sequentially. This
focus on ensuring normalized agency name data was shown in the G-Sheet was driven both from a desire to
improve agency level situational awareness across the team, and at a broader level assisted in ensuring equity of
community distribution. In effect, we sought to balance the advantages of a spreadsheet based approach (user
familiarity, shareability, simple dashboarding features); but also to minimize the disadvantages of sheets, like the
tendency to end up with denormalized information that often overwhelms and confuses end users (Cunha,
Fernandes, Mendes, Pereira, & Saraiva, 2013). In effect, we came to a hybrid solution, integrating key features
of both G-Sheets and an open-source relational database. Only a few examples of hybrid G-Sheet solutions for
disaster management have been described to date (WHO, 2021). In hindsight, alternative approaches, like using
pivot tables might have achieved similar results, but the strategy adopted has a number of implications for
improvised software development in the context of crisis events.
This hybrid approach relied on a python script that read a deliveries sheet (populated by a Google form) that
captured fulfilled deliveries, inserted new delivery rows into a deliveries table, rolled up the total number of items
distributed to each organization by organization name, sent these organization totals to a “totals” sheet in the
google spreadsheet, and then used a G-Sheets lookup function to dynamically deliver the total for a given
organization on our community priorities spreadsheet to a column (with a single row for each organization) that
everyone on the team understood as the current total count.
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Figure 5. Google Sheets Augmented with Relational Data in SQLite using Python. Daily reconciliation of the SQLite
database allowed for improved data integrity and separated the UI from the source of truth.
Creating Distribution Momentum and End-to-End Delivery Assurance

While early, small deliveries were relatively easy to accomplish, as as the number of student volunteers and
community assemblers increased, issues common to disaster management began to occur. For example, these
ensured adherence to inventory control procedures established by staff at the medical school, ensuring that to the
degree possible community deliveries were handled through “warm hand-offs” and not lost within receiving
agencies, and assuring the manufacturer that their product was in fact reaching its intended target became
increasingly important. Early on, the students identified several points of conflicting information or conflicting
priorities, which the faculty tried to address (Table 2) and students also identified strategies (Fig 6).
Early Clarifying Email
1.

2.

3.

4.

Later Momentum Setting Decision Rules

(Student) Are these organizations expecting a delivery of
face coverings or do they need to be contacted again
before delivery? (FACULTY) WE ARE MOVING TO "PUSH"
RATHER THAN "PULL" MODE - WHICH IS A CLASSIC
DISASTER MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUE - IF YOU WANT TO
CALL THEM FIRST AND SEE IF THEY WANT SOME, THAT IS
FINE, BUT IF YOU GET NO RESPONSE, MAKE A DELIVERY
Is the assumption that every organization will want/need
2 boxes (1 complete and 1 unassembled) if they did not
specify an amount desired? AGAIN, THIS IS YOUR
CALL. IF YOU DON'T HAVE AN EXPLICIT REQUEST, YOU
CAN CALL AND SEE HOW MUCH THEY CAN TAKE. THE
OTHER THINGS WE ARE ASKING BY IMPLICATION IS THAT
THESE AGENCIES SERVE AS LOCAL DISTRIBUTION SITES,
SO EVEN IF THEY CAN'T USE ALL THE MASKS THAT THEY
FIND OTHERS WHO NEED THEM WITH NO FURTHER
INTERVENTION FROM US
For organizations requesting less than 700 (ex. Wisconsin
Heros Outdoors-Peer Support only requested 50 masks),
should completed boxes be opened and separated into
smaller quantities? This may cause quite a bit of
confusion for data/logistic organization. Perhaps they
should only be offered quantities of 350 or 700? SEE
ABOVE, GIVE THEM ONE BOX OR TWO IN MOST
SITUATIONS RATHER THAN BREAKING THEM DOWN INTO
SMALLER QUANTITIES AND LET THEM DISTRIBUTE FROM
THERE.
Is there any more clarification about the Rogers
Memorial Hospital site as they operate in 3 locations
(Oconomowoc, West Allis, and Brown Deer)? PICK THE
CLOSEST LOCATION.

We've lost some momentum in the last couple of days - I was glad to get
the time off for the holiday, I know students have OSCEs this morning, and
we had a miss on a large delivery this AM because Otis got pulled
away. This is common in emergency management, but we need to refocus
quickly if we are going to have a positive impact on the community. We
delivered about 50,000 face coverings rapidly last week. I'd like us to
target reaching 100,000 this week.
We need to use some simple decision rules to reach that number:
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

Work the list. Please start at line 35 in the list - which is Voces
de la Frontera, and work down to line 48. This is about 15
agencies. Don't think about anything else - just getting
deliveries out to those agencies.
Act and resolve points of confusion later. If there is a point of
confusion in the Google Sheet, simply move to the next agency
in the list
Deliver if no answer by phone. It is worth trying once or twice
to reach each agency by phone (and having one volunteer do
this - maybe working down 10 or so lines in the list), but if you
can't reach them by phone --> Send the delivery with a driver
to the best address you have and try to make personal contact
to evaluate the agencies needs at their door.
Keep it simple. Deliver one box and one kit to each location
unless we have a specific request otherwise.
Send specific requests forward. If you have an agency make a
specific request, send it forward to me and I will put it high on
the list.

If we keep to these simple decision rules, we should be able to hit 75,000
delivered in a couple of days, and 100K by this weekend. If you have
questions, please call my cell (909) ###-####

Table 2. Emailed Instructions to Medical Student Volunteers.

While we easily reached 50,000 masks distributed from April 6th to April 10, religious observances for Easter
and Spring break slowed our efforts, resulting in a delivery stall from April 10th -14th. While holiday activities
were part of the issue, it became clear that student volunteers needed clearer decision rules to operate from.
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Figure 6. Post-Its as Multi-Feature Data Elements. As in many other disasters, logistical information was often conveyed
on paper or Post-it notes. Boxes readied for delivery included 1 assembled box, 1 unassembled kit, and written mask
wearing instructions for agencies and individuals. Each post-it included agency name, address, POC, POC cell number,
address, and inventory control for box number, and kit number (pink box). A review of the images of these Post-Its found
that they often also conveyed key way-finding and delivery guidance. This one says “Call before dropping off at her
residence” (blue box). Notably, while the delivery is for an agency, the drop off location is for the POC’s personal residence
(blurred).
Leveraging Smartphones - Delivery Photos & Routing Information

The Google Sheet was made available to multiple collaborating response agencies, including the mask
manufacturer. In large part to create a sense of “end-to-end” assurance for the mask manufacturer that kits were
not only being assembled, but ultimately delivered to the community, early faculty deliveries to FQHC locations
were photographed with the FQHC site in the background (see Fig. 2), stored to Google Photos and a link to the
photo was placed in the FQHC Google Sheet.

(A)

(B)

(C)

Figure 7. Delivery Receipt Photos & Routing Information. (A) Unattended delivery to the Guest House, a homeless
services agency with 1 assembled box, 1 unassembled kit, and a set of instructions for mask use and infection control
strategies. (B) Student led use of available technology to economize available volunteer labor using routes in Google Maps
with 6 stops on a 40-minute route. (C) Attended delivery directly to POC at Ayuda Mutua through a window as the agency's
front door was closed and locked.

We had one early instance where a delivery was made but was never actually received by the POC, with the
delivery incorrectly routed within the receiving agency. The informal photo receipt system addressed several
needs at once – first, to provide early assurance to the manufacturer that deliveries were reaching the community
(and thus encouraging the manufacturer to release additional kits in quantity); second, providing the faculty “on
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the ground insight” about conditions in the community (and sometimes a personal call from faculty to community
POCs noting that delivery had occurred); third, on a few occasions we were able to use the photos to clarify where
an unattended drop had occurred for a POC verbally; and fourth, and perhaps most importantly, the photos
provided a rallying point for the entire team – the manufacturer, Medical School staff and faculty, the medical
student volunteers – and the community itself. Receiving community agency staff often wanted to be included in
delivery photos, and although we are unable to display those photos here, they represent the heart of community
engagement in this moment of crisis. Ultimately, pushing the photos from multiple volunteers into Google Photos
became cumbersome, and the students simply included the photos as part of an email delivery receipt.
Another example of leveraging existing smartphone technology was a pragmatic response to operational
constraints. To economize the labor of a limited number of medical student volunteers, one of the medical students
began chunking deliveries into routes for each student driver, using Google routes. Again, while not novel in
itself, the faculty involved in managing the process were unaware of this, focusing instead on broader logistics
and inventory control issues. The student’s informational needs were different, and they also relied on a broadly
available commercial tool to better manage this level of tasks.
Phase III
Community Depot Deliveries

In the final phase of the MaskUpMKE effort, larger social services agencies in the community were beginning to
recover their own operational ability. Some smaller organizations we had begun working with had built strong
enough local distribution networks to receive larger shipments. At this point, we transitioned to the more
traditional hub/spoke model of distribution. The medical students were advised to emphasize large deliveries at
this point, and the G-sheet was modified to highlight this operational pivot (Fig. 8). Following the equity
considerations, we emphasized Northside Milwaukee organizations serving largely African American
neighborhoods, Southside organizations serving Hispanic neighborhoods, and regions outside of Milwaukee.
Using this strategy, cumulative deliveries to ten larger “hub” organizations reached 87,500 masks in the last two
weeks of April, 2020.

Figure 8. Community agency recovery allows for large depot deliveries. Notably, even for hub organization
distributions, some deliveries were still directed to an individual staffer’s home (masked).
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Shutting Down & Scaling Up

As these depot deliveries were being made, several factors began
to push the collaborators to transition to a distribution hub that
could handle much larger volumes. Among many other
considerations, the Medical School began to dramatically tighten
restrictions to enter the campus as infection rates grew and
requested that we move operations to another location. Through
connections with large philanthropic organizations, the
Milwaukee Bucks (a professional sports team) and their venue, the
Fiserv Forum provided a large docking bay and warehouse to
receive palletized distributions of mask kits at scale (Fig. 10).

Figure 9. Cumulative mask deliveries by
date, April 8th through May 1st, 2020.

Data from the initial project was made available to all agencies
managing the hand-off, with Code for Milwaukee volunteers
providing continuity across this transition point. The new group
selected another commercial product, AirTable, to manage the
same overall logistics picture. Using this strategy, and an
accompanying
public
health
messaging
campaign
(#MaskUpMKE; Franco et al., under review) over 3 million masks
were distributed throughout the Milwaukee Metro region, and
behavioral change around community-wide mask wearing was
gradually
achieved.

Figure 10. Fiserv Forum offers its facility to massively scale up MaskUpMKE community distributions
CONCLUSION
Software Considerations

Building formal, enduring humanitarian software has been a major focus of activity within ISCRAM and related
communities (Salvadó, Lauras, Comes, & Van de Walle, 2015). However, smaller, early-stage relief efforts with
non-traditional responders lack the software infrastructure, training, and experience collaborating with each other
required for highly structured logistics software deployment. Strategies that augment existing, widely used
commercial data management platforms provide an important alternative. Because these systems are in wide use,
uptake is almost intuitive for most end-users, enabling an edge-of-network approach for tasks from data entry to
remote sensing (Benali, Ghomari, & Zemmouchi-Ghomari, 2018). These systems have the advantage of being
built from the ground up, following the exact user requirements and contours of the specific crisis.
A library of small software components designed to extend common data management products for humanitarian
logistics tasks might be one step in this direction. But this project also underscored that what is more important
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than the code is the ability to quickly conceptualize strategies for leveraging multiple existing systems. Ensuring
that public health systems are routinely working with programmers skilled at assessing practical data needs of
non-traditional responder groups and rapidly deploying useful solutions will remain key to successful crisis
response. Training civic tech volunteers in disaster informatics strategies may play an important role in public
health crisis response (Harrell, 2020).
Opportunities for deepening integration of several light-weight software or data management systems into a
rapidly formed, user driven applications deserve further exploration (Shih et al., 2013; Tan, 2020). For example,
enabling the medical students to view routing information, capture delivery details, and take a photo of the delivery
as an all-in-one app would have been helpful. Further, the ability to capture this information systematically while
they were in the field would have helped simplify the volunteer workflow and achieved closer to real-time
situational awareness for those managing the overall logistics effort.
Methodological Considerations: Moving from AARs to After Action Research:

We have referred to the method for this paper as using an event reconstruction approach in that we used multiple
sources of information (e.g. data in the Google Sheets) and artifacts (e.g. photos of deliveries, paper based
tracking) and documents (e.g. faculty emails) that were captured opportunistically at the time of the event to drive
a constructivist understanding of a multi-layered response effort with different types of actors. Because many of
the deeper insights we came to about the process did not occur during the actual response, but through the
reconstruction of events, or re-interrogating why we took certain decisions or paths – and in this sense, while the
term “reconstruction” emphasizes constructivist understanding, but that it is really co-reconstruction and
interpretation. Our methods borrow extensively from traditional research strategies that are well documented, but
are also governed by the constraints of actual practice. Thus, the results are messier in some sense, but also
arguably more complete. We tried to embody the “radical research” in crisis informatics proposed by Landgren
(2010), emphasizing covering the whole network of actors, continuous field work, using a bottom-up perspective,
studying real events, user involvement in design, and creating prototypes that are small but rich in usability. The
reflection on, and re-interpretation of artifacts suggests that radical crisis informatics research would benefit from
deeper integration of hermeneutic methods (Thapa, Budhathoki, & Munkvold, 2017). This blending of disaster
response practitioner’s after-action review and traditional research methods suggests that a hybrid
practitioner/researcher model can be thought of more formally as an after action research strategy incorporating
multiple formal and informal methods. Despite efforts to be comprehensive, views from some actors, including
staff and the manufacturer are not fully represented here.
Insights from Community Engaged Public Health Practice

Milwaukee’s history of segregation provides a unique case study during the initial peak of the pandemic where in
evaluating the public health response there was considerable need to reflect on and prioritize distribution equitably
to African American/Black (North side of Milwaukee) and Hispanic/Latinx (Southside of Milwaukee)
communities whom were disproportionately being impacted by the pandemic. Within these microcosms, we
prioritized FQHCs in these neighborhoods. Although they serve all who fit the federal requirements, the FQHCs
tend to prioritize culturally-tailored service models to interface with the minority population, for example with
bilingual health providers and health information. However, because of the important role the FQHC play, they
rapidly were forced to prioritize clinical care servics. Throughout the rest of the year we sought to support the
FQHCs indirectly by activating smaller agencies phyiscally near them in mask distribution and health information
dissemination, working with mutual aid groups, food pantries, community centers, churches that were also
disseminating food, essential items, etc. as these agencies had capacity to take on broader public health roles.
Through this process, more nuanced needs with mask distribution came up, including packaging small numbers
of masks for distribution to individuals in families (e.g. three masks in an envelope), translating mask wearing
and infection control information into Spanish, and printing that information directly on the distrubiton envelopes.
Availability of mask assembly information in Spanish was a rate limiting factor for some depot delivery locations.
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ABSTRACT

As information and communication technologies, real-world physical systems, and people become interconnected
in critical infrastructure, attention has shifted to the operations of Cyber-Physical-Social Systems (CPSS). CPSS
are progressively integrated in core critical infrastructure organisational processes to achieve a combination of
benefits. However, the high degree of integration of technology into human society and mission-critical processes
leads to an increase in complexity and introduces novel risks and vulnerabilities. These novel constraints extend
beyond what is known from previous cyber-physical and critical infrastructure systems studies and prompt the
need for revised risk perception and identification methodologies. This paper aims to develop a novel qualitative
risk identification framework that is used in the identification of risk and vulnerability in CPSS ecosystems deployed in critical infrastructure or mission-critical organisational processes. The framework emphasizes interactions between humans and the system making it possible to identify and understand how non-technical risk impacts the CPSS ecosystem.
Keywords

Cyber physical systems, cyber-physical-social systems, social processes, risk, vulnerability, mission-critical.
INTRODUCTION

Advancement in the digitalization of most critical infrastructure (CI) sectors has created ecosystems comprising
various critical operations. In the early developments, CI operations integrated cyber and physical elements into
their rather complicated background processes, referred to as cyber-physical systems (CPS). CPS combined the
capabilities of interacting computational components and networks of physical systems. These combinations are
popularly adopted in industrial process control systems, national power grids and smart traffic control (Yilma et
al., 2018). The introduction of CPS further complicated CI operations, making them complex two-layer architecture systems that existed in the cyber and physical terrain.
While human actors have always been central to CPS ecosystems, there is a shift in the management of these
integrated systems – through the coordination of closely coupled human and machine actors. In such systems,
people progressively work closely alongside sensor enabled smart devices, machines, control systems, and robots
to complete processes and operations. Personalized healthcare, emergency response, traffic management,
transport, and smart manufacturing are examples of sectors where we observe these changes (Dey et al., 2018).
The end goal of adopting the smart systems into the foreground of ‘social contexts’ vary, ranging from introducing
new functionalities, to technological advancements leading to efficiency, convenience, personalized service, improved quality of life for users (Wang & Rong, 2009). These smart systems, characterized by the engineered
networking of human or social, computational, and physical components are known as Cyber-Physical-Social
Systems (CPSS). Human actors are known to be prominent components in the CPS, however, in CPSS environments, they are particularly centralised in the management of CI operations introducing levels of dependence and
uncertainty. This necessitates efforts in exploring and understanding how this close coupling of human-machine
components may lead to novel risks and system exposure emanating from human behaviour.
Generally, CPSS can be considered a fusion of social systems with cyber-physical systems. Social systems play
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a prominent role in CPSS, often incorporating interaction with expert and non-expert users. CPSS are popularly
embedded into CI sectors such as healthcare, transport, and emergency response., but are also deployed in other
application domains, such as a business or organisational setting. Recently, CPSS are incorporated into the critical
functions of an organisation such as in decision making, monitoring services, control of organisational processes,
and supply chain management. Critical functions are core to achieve the objectives of the organisation. Therefore,
any processes that are linked to the delivery of critical functions are ‘mission-critical’ processes (JTFTI, 2011).
CPSS do present a potential for varying degrees of heightened efficiency, sustainability, and scalability in core
organisational processes. For this potential to be realized, customized technological developments, policy, control,
and security methods need to be implemented (Frazzon et al., 2013). Unfortunately, due to their complexity and
qualitative dissimilarity of the system components (social, physical, and computational), CPSS are widely affected
by novel risk, vulnerability, and security threats (Wang & Rong, 2009). CPSS may face security breaches in cases
where the people, processes, technology, and other components are compromised. In case of incident, an understanding of the human induced risks, organizational risks and the intertwined nature of the two risks types are
important for efficient response to such failures associated with CI and CPSS environments. Questions often arise
regarding the nature of the human-organisational relationships that may occur in a CPSS and how they may compound the risk and vulnerabilities that pose a threat to the CPSS.
In CPSS, risk identification is somewhat complicated by the qualitative dissimilarity of the system components,
the challenges encountered in CPSS ecosystems are unique. However, existing research related to the risk in CPSS
mainly considers CPSS as purely technical systems and provides abstractions from this perspective, focusing on
the system architecture layer (Bou-Harb, 2016; Gharib et al., 2017). Therefore, the social system issues such as
cognitive behaviour, and human error are often overlooked. Indeed, numerous works examine and propose human
risk assessment frameworks (Cacciabue, 2000; Kirwan, 1998a, 1998b), especially in the safety engineering domain, or organizational risk frameworks, especially in the information security management domain (Sebescen &
Vitak, 2017; Singh et al., 2014). However, studies that examine the human and organizational-wide risk frameworks in the context of CPSS in CI organisations are still rare. This will be the main contribution of this work.
Hence, the aim of this paper is threefold: First, to provide an overview, of how CPSS are gradually adopted and
deployed in an organization´s ‘mission-critical´processes. Second, to understand the potential exposure to novel
organization wide and human factor risks and the interactions between these two factors. Third, to propose a
qualitative evaluation framework for use in the risk identification process to analyse CPSS ecosystems through
the organization-wide risk approach. The ultimate goal is that this framework will fill existing gaps and facilitate
the understanding of the CPSS ecosystem dynamics through the decomposition of CPSS into easily identifiable
components that are essential from a security risk perspective and how they interact. This framework will serve
as an enabler for anticipating and taking comprehensive corrective actions that minimize risk in the social, computational, and physical system layers of the CPSS. This paper is an exploratory attempt to apply the organizational processes into CPSS ecosystems. The research question is: In what way can a qualitative organizational
risk approach to CPSS analysis provide useful insights into CPSS risk assessment approaches?
The methodological approach of the paper is conceptual, incorporating interrelated literature analyses and drawing
further on empirical illustrations. The next section discusses the origins and understanding of CPSS. The ‘Previous
Studies’ section follows where insights from existing works serve as basis for shaping the conceptual reflections
in the paper. In later sections, a risk identification framework is developed and applied to empirical illustrations.
This is done using secondary data sources through profiling of two cases of CI compromise related to the transportation, and health sectors. The scenarios show the potential and relevance of CPSS usage in mission-critical
processes in CI sectors. The rest of the paper is a brief discussion on the Contributions and Limitations of this
research work followed by the Conclusion and Future Research Section
ORIGINS, UNDERSTANDING, AND DEFINITION OF CPSS

The origins of CPSS can be traced back to cyber-physical systems (CPS). CPS are 4th industrial revolution smart
systems that include the engineered networking of physical and computational components, i.e., information and
communication technologies, software, hardware, and data. The physical elements may be any combination of
machines, electronic devices, and industrial plants. CPS are characterized as a ‘system of systems’, often supporting cross domain applications (Lee, 2006; Wang & Rong, 2009).
Typically, CPS harvest data from the environments through use of interconnected devices such as sensors. They
bear a potential impact on the physical world due to this connectedness and it is a common cause for concern on
their trustworthiness (Gharib et al., 2017; Gunes et al., 2014). As mentioned earlier, CPSS emerges from the
further integration of CPS into social systems. In social systems, CPS include interacting individuals that act as a
part of the systems and have their own “cognition, preferences, motivation and behaviour” (Zhou et al., 2019).
Zhu and Milanović (2020), define CPSS as “a system deployed with emphasis on humans, knowledge, society
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and culture in addition to cyber and physical space. It connects nature, cyber-space, and society with certain rules”.
Figure 1 is an illustration of the concept of CPSS seen through a three-layer architecture with two aspects of
integration, the cyber-social and cyber-physical.
The concept of CPSS is somewhat new, and therefore in the literature, a variety of terms are used to describe the

Figure 1: CPSS Architecture (adapted from Zhou, 2019)
integration of human aspects into CPS operations. Frazzon et al. (2013), propose “Socio-Cyber-Physical Systems”, highlighting the social aspects of CPS and showing how context-dependent behavioural aspects bear impact on the system. Frazzon (2013) further describes that the technological elements are developed to provide
support to the human actors in a production network CPS. “Cyber-physical Human System” is found the literature
to describe systems of interconnected computers, cyber-physical devices, and people that allow other systems,
people and data streams to connect and disconnect. It emphasizes the ‘human connection’ in the systems (Sowe
et al. 2016; Kumar et al. 2017). In another term, “Social Cyber-Physical Systems”, are described as complex
socio-technical systems in which humans and technical aspects (CPS) are massively intertwined” (Xu et al, 2018).
The highlighted terms capture notions of CPSS in varying degrees, exploring different paradigms and abstractions
of the influence of human aspects such as culture, motivation, and cognitive limitations based on the application
domain of the system under study. The essence captured in the reviewed literature is the dependence on equal
prominence of both cyber-social and cyber-physical integration elements in the smart environments (Zhou et al.,
2019). A common trend across the various application domains is that CPSS require stability, robustness, security,
reliability, and efficiency. Additionally, CPSS demand the cognitive interaction of humans with technological and
industrial systems in the execution of organizational tasks and processes. This interaction introduces ‘human behaviour’, a rather complex dynamic aspect compared to the traditionally fully automated domain of CPS. Unlike
machines, humans are prone to individuality and may not always follow rules that do not match their logic, needs
or capabilities (Yilma et al., 2018). The quality of collaboration, linking the technical, physical, and social prospects determines the overall performance of the system (Frazzon et al., 2013).
The following subsection presents the different CPSS application domains as discussed in the literature. The essence captured in the reviewed literature is the dependence on equal prominence of both cyber-social and cyberphysical integration elements in the smart environments (Zhou et al., 2019).
PREVIOUS STUDIES

This section provides overview of two literatures, first, how CPSS are gradually adopted and deployed in an
organization´s ‘mission-critical´processes, and second, on the potential exposure to novel organization-wide and
human factor risks and the interactions between these two factors. The first literature selection is based on highly
cited publications related to CPSS. It reveals the current discourse, application domains, and deployment of CPSS
in engineering, computer science and information systems. The second analyses are based on a set of literature
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that discusses CPSS risk and threat identification or assessment methodologies from an organisational process
viewpoint. It considers the associated risk perception and security recommendations. The aim is to uncover what
the prevalent concerns are and potentially considering CPSS as a complex organisational process system in mission-critical
Extant literature on the CPSS paradigm describes it as an interdisciplinary subject area. The methods of investigation and interpretation tend to be aligned to the traditions of the research discipline under which the study is
being conducted. This confinement to isolated research areas may be a limitation of sorts in different application
fields due to the diversified nature of requirements and outcomes. Given the prominence of the human role, the
majority of the studies assume user-centric views, yet in existing traditional design principles for CPSS the human
aspect is not factored into the system architecture (Frazzon et al., 2013; Zhou et al., 2019). Much of the literature
discussed in the first review reveals a bias to the technical aspects of CPSS, even when the human aspect is
acknowledged. However, Frazzon et al. (2013) and Kirwan (1998a) provide compelling argument for research
focusing on the ‘human influence’, highlighting that the efficiency of the resulting network depends on the capability to bridge technical differences and the culture induced behavioural differences among human actors. Given
the prominence of the human role, it would be expected that the majority of the studies assume user-centric views,
yet in existing traditional design principles for CPSS the human aspect is not factored into the system architecture
(Frazzon et al., 2013; Zhou et al., 2019). Much of the literature discussed in the first review reveals a bias to the
technical aspects of CPSS, even when the human aspect is acknowledged. However, Frazzon et al. (2013) and
Zeng et al. (2020) provide compelling argument for research focusing on the ‘human influence’, highlighting that
the efficiency of the resulting network depends on the capability to bridge technical differences and the culture
induced behavioural differences among human actors.
CPSS in CI and Mission-critical Applications

As discussed in the introduction, CPSS has gradually been adopted in CI sectors and as a part of mission-critical
organisational processes. A mission-critical system or process is “one in which a failure or interruption comes
with intolerable operational or human cost. Examples of such costs may be information or research compromise,
safety at risk, loss of data, and when critical business function is impacted (Skarin et al., 2018). CPSS is commonly integrated into transportation, energy, and healthcare. In health care, sensors have been deployed for clinical monitoring and rapid response in case of medical emergencies, which can be considered as a mission-critical
process in order to deliver continuous health services to the public. Figure 2 shows a CPSS applied in remote
patient monitoring, as an illustration of the CPSS in mission-critical application.

Figure 2: CPSS remote patient monitoring via cloud service (normen.no)

Such remote deployment of e-health services can induce more unknown threats and risks, triggered by a combination of vulnerabilities inherited in the technology and infrastructure itself, new ways of using it, and unpredicted
behaviors of the patients when exposed to a new electronic service. This example highlights even more, why
studies examining various aspects of human-induced risks in the CPSS system are becoming pressing needs, and
motivate us to conduct this research.
The malfunctioning of the cyber elements (e.g., wearable health sensors) may lead to remote therapy disruption
or even loss of life. In transport, vehicle-to-vehicle, and car-to-road communications to ensure safer automatic
driving have become prevalent. They are mission-critical, because any malfunctioning sensors leas to a lack of
situational awareness of road traffic, possibly leading to accidents. In energy, electricity grids and smart devices
have been mounted on the grids to monitor power distribution, acquiring customer data and power consumption.
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These are among mission-critical processes in electricity sectors. Of interest across the respective application
domains revealed in literature is the “new relationships between physical and cyber components that entail new
architectural models” (Dey 2018, Zhou 2019). Basically, a certain level of reliability, predictability and safety are
required for the use of CPSS in CI sectors. Most discussions centre around the dynamic, decentralised, and changing ecosystem that CPSS create. The systems are repeatedly identified as complex socio-technical environments.
It is argued that due to these CI sector applications, CPSS have acquired additional characteristics over ordinary
CPS such as the awareness of users in social contexts. CPSS also possess an adaptability towards ‘optimal collaboration’ and accomplish the high levels of dependability (Dey et al., 2018; Frazzon et al., 2013).
The major challenges of CPSS are mainly related to security, safety, and reliability of the systems. It is repeatedly
mentioned that to attain these goals and fully understand the CPSS ecosystem, improvements need to be made to
computing abstractions, software development and physical processes. Further, research models need to be developed to reflect the revised properties of interest in CPSS (Bou-Harb, 2016; Dey et al., 2018; Gharib et al.,
2017). Authors engage the system architecture (Yilma et al., 2018), application contexts, and resource management. Surprisingly, even though CPSS ecosystems are repeatedly identified as a part of critical function, little
mention is made of the possibility to analyse CPSS from a process-oriented view, with a focus on mission-critical
processes (Bou-Harb, 2016).
Risk Identification Perspectives, Frameworks, and Guidelines for CPSS

There are widely used and accepted risk management guidelines such as ISO 31000, IEC 31010, and NIST frameworks that outline suitable approaches to the different risk-related activities in CI and organisations. The NIST
framework for improving CI cybersecurity (2018), emphasizes that there is no ‘one size fits all’ approach to
managing cybersecurity risk in CI. There is need to customise practices described in a framework to reflect the
unique needs of any CI operations. This implies that any framework should be flexible, and easily modifiable to
suit different environments. The NIST framework provides a systematic approach to the identification, assessment, and management of security risk in CI. The framework also serves as a basis for novel security approaches,
providing a basis for improved risk activities. In the case of CPSS in CI processes, the arrangement and organisation the elements are significant to risk related activities. A perspective of the system that reveals all the relationships for ensuring a comprehensive risk assessment outcome, with wide risk management approach can be seen
in Figure 3, which stratifies the risk management process of any organisation into three tiers.

Figure 3: Multitiered organization-wide risk management (adapted from NIST, 2011)

While the layered architecture (Figure 1) provides a system level viewpoint, this is rather complex and provides
no conceptualisation of the actual processes that the CPSS is part of. This makes it difficult to identify the novel
risk or vulnerability posed through the implementation of the CPSS within the organisation or CI. A possibly
simpler viewpoint is proposed in the multi-tiered organisation-risk related activities are applied across all three
tiers making it possible to identify strategic and tactical risk, overlaps and dependencies. Of particular interest to
this paper is Tier 2. The description of the interconnection that exists between the mission/business process and
the underlying technology that is implemented to execute the processes (JTFTI, 2011). The translation of a CPSS
ecosystem within this framework would provide a process level view that enables the identification of novel risk
and vulnerability.
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Research Gaps and Potential Contributions

Yoneda et al. (2015), propose the Risk Breakdown Structure (RBS) approach for use in the extraction and analysis
of risk for CPS in ‘office’ environments. The emphasis of the work is on information and physical security. Notably, to begin with, in the risk extraction phase, ‘risk factors’ are identified and classified into either ‘physical
threats’ or ‘information security threats. Identified risks such as virus infection, spoofing, and illegal copying are
weighted and classified based on a quantitative scale that they refer to as the ‘risk matrix method’. Based on the
matrix, control measures such as regular anti-virus updates, secure authentication systems and illegal copy check
tools are then determined. This is a quantitative evaluation method, and the approach captures the essence of
system performance which is ideal for CPS environments. However, the initial RBS classification of possible risk
only into two streams – physical and information security, only makes it partially applicable to CPSS, focusing
on the physical and cyber aspects of the system. Singh and Jain (2018) suggest purely technical measures by
looking at vulnerabilities in hardware, software, technical, network, platform, and management vulnerabilities.
Risk is interpreted as the various types of attacks that can be made to the network. This is once again a quantitative
approach with a strong weight towards the cyber and physical components of the operational environment.
The prior sections highlight the prevalent use of CPSS in critical sectors such as personalized health care and
emergency management lead to an increase in cyberattacks on CPSS. While cybersecurity continues to focus on
the cyber and physical tiers of the systems the risk has evolved and this is no longer enough to protect the systems
(Zhou et al., 2019). Different techniques have been used to introduce human actors in CPS. The use of smart
devices and the tight coupling to their users has led to the possibility of ‘human sensors’, instances where humans
are the primary source of information for the system. The need for revised methodology that factors in the social
aspects of the CPS has also been highlighted in several studies (Lee, 2006; Zeng et al., 2020; Zhou et al., 2019).
The revision of the risk and vulnerability identification process as a preliminary step to wider revisions in the riskrelated activities of operations would lead to a balanced, comprehensive process. The risk identification process
is used to establish other risk-based activities such as assessment, response, and monitoring. It is the identification
of the “assumptions, constraints, risk tolerances and priorities/trade-offs”, and establishes effective communications and feedback loops for continuous improvement in the risk-related activities of an organisation. The identification and appropriate classification of human induced risk in a CPSS is a key component to the development
of comprehensive risk decision making, ensuring that all three layers (cyber, physical, social) are factored in.
While general risk identification has been suggested in different frameworks, there is very little information on
how CPS or CPSS human induced security risks should be assessed. In the areas of CIs, twenty tools and frameworks have been identified targeting various users ranging from operators, asset managers, CI operators to policy
makers (Giannopoulos et al., 2012). Typically, an additional step is required before identifying risk source, i.e.,
identifying CI assets. There is a need for adaptations of previous frameworks to address the organization wide
CPSS risk identification processes and highlight the prominent role of human actors and how this leads to novel
risk. In short, the authors observe the following gaps in the literature:
•

Research on the security of the cyber and physical layers of CPSS has a bias to the technical components
(Kumar et al 2020). In fact, the nature of risk has evolved in current systems. Thus, methodological changes
that provide more holistic approaches to human-induced risk related activities of CPSS are required.
• Some authors, e.g., Yoneda et al. (2015), Singh and Jain (2018) propose different risk management approaches for CPS that operate in ‘social settings. However, the suggested methodologies are quantitative,
have a technical bias in the risk identification processes. The exploration of risks emanating from human
activity would require primarily qualitative approaches.
• Majority of the proposed risk frameworks emphasize the identification of vulnerabilities and risk at a system
level. They lack emphasis on the notion of interdependencies and the possibility of cascading effect/ risk.
• Existing works provided rarely consider CI operations from an organisational process-oriented perspective,
and as a result provide limited insight into why research is now obliged to consider human actors as essential
components in the management of critical infrastructure.
Hence, the proposed framework is intended to fill the highlighted gaps. The novelty in this work is to offer a
customizable qualitative risk identification approach in CPSS ecosystems that provides the possibility of understanding the relationship among the social, cyber, and physical layers of a given CPSS. We propose and inclusive
and balanced perspective using the multi-tiered organisation wide risk management approach. This is important
to tailor the technical and non-technical aspects within mission-critical processes.

METHODOLOGY
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To address our research goals, we used a combination of qualitative research techniques. For the first and second
research goal, a literature analysis was conducted. This was done to support the previously mentioned problem
statement and clarify how CPSS has evolved and come to use in critical infrastructure organisations. This was a
non-exhaustive literature search targeting studies that focus on specifically CPSS or CPS in CI organisations. We
selected recent, highly cited publications that identify the prevailing understanding of CPSS to reveal the degree
to which it has been adopted and deployed in mission-critical organisation processes. The literature search also
targeted studies that focus on the perception of security risk in CPS and CPSS, specifically risk identification and
assessment methodologies. The activities and findings related to these two goals are detailed under ‘Previous
Works: Problem Statement and Potential Contributions’ sections of this paper.

Figure 4: Vulnerabilities found in CI sectors 2016, with occurrences > 10
(Adapted from: ICS CERT Report, NCIC 2016)

To achieve the third research goal, the development of the so-called Qualitative Risk identification framework
(Q-ID), the authors reviewed several models uncovered in the literature analyses that have been used by scholars
to identify the risks and vulnerabilities in the CI and CPS systems and refined them to cover the various notions
of risk in the CPSS, as a part of the mission-critical business processes (TIER2 as seen in Figure 3).
Furthermore, a qualitative evaluation is done to validate the proposed framework and demonstrate it can be applied
satisfactorily to identify the novel risk and vulnerabilities of CPSS in mission-critical organisational processes.
This is done through the identification of practical application scenarios and empirical illustrations, which have
been selected, where the significance is supported through data. Over the years, CIs have been attractive targets
for disempowering an organization or even a country. Figure 4 shows the vulnerabilities reported based on attacks
occurred in Industrial Control System (ICS) in Fiscal Year (FY) and Calendar Year (CY) 2016, (NCCIC, 2016)
as registered by the US ICS-CERT (Industrial Control System Computer Emergency Response Team), which is
the core of cyber infrastructure. The statistical data shows that the vulnerabilities have been reported at least ten
CI sectors, which include the transport and health sectors. Hence, we selected these two sectors for illustrating the
applicability of Q-ID Framework, as two emerging sectors that recently are prompted by the prevalent use of CPS
systems and sensor technologies for clinical management in the healthcare sector. The authors find this an interesting case of CPSS, that may provide greater insight due to the high degree of integration of the CPSS into human
society (see Figure 1). ENISA Threat Landscape report on Main incidents in the EU and Worldwide has included
Health Care attack as one of five the most targeted sectors (ENISA, 2020).
In brief, these two sectors - transport, and health are selected for further analysis and show the applicability of the
risk identification framework from CPSS in mission-critical lens. The following section discusses the proposed
framework, providing a justification for this qualitative risk identification framework and highlighting aspects in
which the organisation-wide risk management approach leads to useful insights in CPSS risk analysis methodology.
RESULTS: PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

Prior sections in this paper discuss how CPSS has a layered architecture comprising of various components, which
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are at times interdependent. We have also discussed how this key attribute of CPSS generates novel risk and
vulnerability that highlight the need for revised methodology to facilitate the interoperability and manage the
emerging effects of these changing ecosystems (Dey et al 2018). Various frameworks to identify risks or vulnerabilities in CPSS or CPS environments have also been discussed. Many of the studies emphasize the cyber components or physical components, and rarely investigate the social components, or consider CPSS deployed in CI
organisations for mission-critical processes. There is a gap between existing risk identification and assessment
methodologies and the current trends in CPSS ecosystems. The proposed framework considers CPSS to be an
organisational process, that is deployed at various levels of an organisation to collectively achieve a particular aim
or objective. The framework emphasizes the existence of relationships among the composite actors, assets, and
stresses how the dynamics that exist among these elements may result in dependencies. This may lead to novel
risk and vulnerability. This logic coincides with context-driven risk assessment approaches such as the OCTAVE
method that motivates for identifying risk relative to business goals and key business assets (ENISA, 2006;
Tweneboah-Koduah & Buchanan, 2018).
Prior sections in this paper discuss how CPSS has a layered architecture comprising of various components, which
are at times interdependent. We have also discussed how this key attribute of CPSS generates novel risk and
vulnerability that highlight the need for revised methodology to facilitate the interoperability and manage the
emerging effects of these changing ecosystems (Dey et al 2018). Various frameworks to identify risks or vulnerabilities in CPSS or CPS environments have also been discussed. Many of the studies emphasize the cyber components or physical components, and rarely investigate the social components, or consider CPSS deployed in CI
organisations for mission-critical processes.
The proposed framework considers multiple existing frameworks, and the primary objective of the proposed
framework is to further contribute to and optimize the existing frameworks. Beyond the identified frameworks in
the Previous Studies Section adopted by the researchers, there are numerous frameworks and standards for risk
assessment such as Operationally Critical Threat, Asset, and Vulnerability Evaluation (Octave) method, ISO
standards such as ISO 27005 for information systems, ISO 31010 for IT Governance, and ISO 31000 for organizational wide (ENISA, 2006; Tweneboah-Koduah & Buchanan, 2018). Risk identification is a part of overall risk
assessment process. Risk identification methodology can be done in several ways, including looking at the checklist, records, experience data and records. (ENISA, 2006) suggests that identification of risks can be related or
characterized by the following steps outlined in Table 1, which is mostly focus on “cyber” domain. On the right
column, we point out unaddressed issues when using this framework for organizational-wide context.
Table 1: Risk identification Methodology and examples of unaddressed aspects of organizational-wide context of CPSS

CI organisations such as health, transport, energy, and water are known to be targets for malicious actors and face
frequent cyber and physical attacks (Haque et al., 2014). The identification of technical and non-technical risks
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in mission-critical organisational processes is a prerequisite step to the assessment, and management of risks. The
enhancement of existing frameworks, the novel components of the qualitative risk identification framework are:
Integration of the organisation-wide risk management model: The translation of the CPSS architecture into
the organisation-wide risk management model is a means of attaining a greater level of visibility of the key processes and actors that comprise the system in the different tiers from an organisational perspective. This viewpoint
provides an understanding of the security risks within the CPSS from each of the different layers – physical, cyber,
and social. This approach allows for a smooth engagement of non-technical risks such as human behaviour during
risk identification and may show how they are connected to or impact IT control gaps and vulnerability findings
in the technical components of the system.
Identification and Classification of cross-functional risk from the organisational environment: in the qualitative risk identification framework the risk is understood to be cross-functional. Cross-functional risks are of a
tactical and strategic nature (see Figure 3), this means they can present as technical risks – e.g., software, system
complexity or non-technical risks – e.g., legal, environmental, or cognitive behaviour. People in the CPSS ecosystem work on different organizational processes that collectively generate a combination of strategic and tactical
risks that affect the security and overall organisation objectives. The risk identification in the proposed framework
comprises of a process tracing and risk mapping exercise. Unlike traditional risk identification frameworks, the
proposed framework goes a step further in classifying the identified risk from the preceding step into human and
technology induced risks. This approach provides improved appreciation for security or organisational objectives
that are impacted by cross-functional risk or process-based vulnerability. An additional benefit of this exercise is
the identification of mission-critical processes and the organisational resources (people or technology) that are
tightly associated or linked to them.
Emphasis on the interaction between human and system alongside associated human risk in CPSS: the
cyber-social integrations and human computer interactions highlighted earlier in Figure 1 give rise to novel vulnerabilities and threats. Among these being susceptibility to human error and the entailing risk. Examples of such
human error are action execution errors, diagnostic/ decision making errors, and errors of commission (Kirwan,
1998a). The proposed framework provides a series of process tracing steps that make it possible to identify and
understand how non-technical ‘human risk’ can affect the system.
A Qualitative Risk Identification Process Framework

The proposed framework is a useful addition to the risk assessment methodology of an organisation, preceding
the actual risk assessment procedure. It is helpful for the identification, understanding, and communication of risk
and vulnerability in a CPSS ecosystem, benefitting strategic risk identification mission-critical process researchers
in an organisational or CI setting. Use of this framework provides clarity on the operational context, resources
connected to critical function, and oversight on possible security risks. The framework considers CPSS as a multilayer, organisation-wide system, this coincides with existing organisational risk methodologies that emphasize
the need for equal tactical and strategic risk assessment. Figure 4 is a flow chart, outlining the objectives of each
of the steps that are later incorporated into the proposed framework.

Figure 5: Analysis of CPSS and derivation of Qualitative Risk Identification Approach
Modelling Concepts for use in Relationship Mapping

An aspect of the proposed Q-ID approach is the relationship mapping exercise carried out alongside other activities in steps 1 -3 of Figure 5. The relationship map informs the risk classification activity in step 4. The relationship
map includes select modelling concepts that are necessary to illustrate, understand, and express security risk in
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qualitative terms. An overview of the concepts used in the proposed framework is discussed below.
Actors: an actor within the CPSS is a representation of humans that exist within the ecosystem in their respective
roles. Actors are a part of the system operations and they are integrated into the system loop. Every actor that
exists within the CPSS ecosystem has a purpose, for instance – data acquisition, information retrieval, user feedback or general action (Zhou et al., 2019). Actors are also linked to goals, the operational objectives, and functions
of a CI organisation; they carry out tasks that lead to their goal achievement and the CPSS’s operational objectives.
Goals: goals are the overall activities associated with an actor that support and are derived from a selection of the
CI’s operational functions. Goals are generally reflected in the outcome of the processes in which an actor participates. An example of goals in a CPSS may be tasks/processes that relate to confidentiality, integrity, and availability of patient data in healthcare service. The goals are linked to and determined by the information security
objectives of the CPSS operation.
Risks: risk as discussed in QID is perceived to be the possibility of the occurrence of undesired outcomes due to
unintended incidents or events. Risk poses a threat in various forms towards the attainment of a CI’s operational
objectives. Risk in the proposed framework is classified under security as technical and non-technical. The risk
identification is based on qualitative methods, combining process tracing and relationship mapping exercises. This
will facilitate the identification of mission-critical processes, the risks and vulnerabilities that threaten them.
Assets: in QID, assets are understood to be tangible entities that are necessary and of value to the CPSS operational
objectives. The identification of key assets and the relationship they share with actors and processes in the CPSS
is an important part of the risk identification activity. An asset is described using two main features in the framework, criticality, and class. Class is the determination of sensitivity of an asset and the level of security required
to protect it. Criticality is defined as a ‘measure of the consequences associated with the degradation or loss of
an asset. Criticality is ranked on a low, medium, or high scale and this ranking determines an asset’s value to the
CPSS operational objectives and mission.
Threats and Vulnerabilities: vulnerabilities are the potential weaknesses that exist within the CPSS operations
that make it susceptible to external threats. In the framework, threats and vulnerabilities are then connected to
assets, actors, and mission-critical processes that they are connected to.
Dependencies: threats affecting one component of the CPSS can propagate through the system, eventually affecting multiple parts of the CPSS (Wu et al., 2015b). A key consideration to understand the risks and vulnerabilities
of a CPSS is through the examination of how the connections among computational, physical, and social dimensions interact in the system.
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Table 2: Proposed qualitative risk identification (Q-ID) framework for CPSS

The identification and classification of risk and vulnerability in CPSS, is a complex, system-wide activity. It
requires the analysis of risk “from a strategic to a tactical level, ensuring risk-based decision making is integrated
into every aspect of the organization”. The identification of risk in a CPSS is a first step before the implementation
of controls and ‘manage’ the risk levels—which are beyond the scope of this work. Table 2 shows the proposed
QID framework that considers the CPSS in mission-critical aspect. The colours in Table 1 correspond to Figure
5.
The aim of the mapping exercise is to reveal underlying connections and dependencies among the processes,
assets, and actors. This step is helpful in the highlighting of the possibility of cascading risk. Cascading risk is an
emergent behaviour of CPSS emanating from the multi-layer integrations in the systems (Wu et al., 2015a). The
applicability of QID in CPSS mission-critical is discussed in empirical illustrations in the next section.
Q-ID FRAMEWORK EVALUATION

Rigour demands the evaluation of Q-ID framework as a demonstration to highlight how it facilitates CPSS risk
identification in CPSS. The context definition of a CPSS is determined by the physical process in which it is
embedded. We consider empirical illustrations highlighting CPSS linked to transport, and health.
Transport Infrastructure – Connected Vehicles

Vehicle manufacturers such as Audi, Mercedes Benz, and Tesla are examples of companies that are at the forefront
of intelligent transport innovation. Vehicles come with a suite of on-board drive assist systems, with services such
as lane control, emergency assist, and multi-collision brake assist. In this example, the vehicle and occupants are
the CPSS. The physical process that we will be analyzing is the emergency assist systems such as (Figure 6). This
is considered a mission-critical process because the safety of human lives is at stake.
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Figure 6: vehicle emergency assist sensor distribution (source Audi AG)

In Q-ID (steps 1- 1.1.3) the CPSS (Emergency-assist) delivers its goals (driver safety) in a series of planned steps
(processes). Each step incorporating essential components, e.g. an actor (driver and passengers), asset (sensors,
brakes, vehicle computer box) leading to successful delivery of a mission-critical process. Various emergencyassist related information is collected through use of intelligent sensors strategically placed in the vehicle (Figure
6) to achieve the CPSS goals. A series of processes follows (Q-ID steps 2 – 2.1). Based on the sensor data,
emergency assist detects, within system limits when the driver is inactive. Should the driver be incapacitated, the
system assumes control of the vehicle and automatically brake to a standstill in its own lane. Emergency assist is
achieved through monitoring of the steering wheel movements and lane assist systems. When the driver appears
unresponsive, the system, repeatedly prompts the driver, using a series of visual and audio cues and brake jolts
(first brake jolt is at 80km/hour). The hazard lights are also activated to alert fellow motorists. The driver may
deactivate the system by moving the steering wheel, disabling lane assist or cruise control, or pressing the brake,
or accelerator pedals. Should the driver remain unresponsive following prompting, Emergency-assist brings the
vehicle to a standstill and the parking brake is engaged. There are instances where the vehicle goes a step further
and makes a call to emergency responders, providing vehicle location details through onboard GPS.
In the Q-ID (steps 2.1.2 – 2.2.2), the described processes would all be classified as ‘mission-critical’ - they have
a direct influence on the overall safety of the driver. However, in the asset classification, the technical assets that
participate in the process would be ranked differently on the criticality and class rankings, for instance, the car
brakes would have a high criticality and class rating when compared to the brake lights. Interestingly, in Q-ID
step 3 there is a duality to the vehicle driver, interpreted as an actor prior to an incident, and then a CPSS vulnerability in the case of incapacitation. This is due to the lack of predictability that emerges when something is wrong
with the driver, yet they still convince the system otherwise. In step 4, it is shown that emergency-assist may be
unable to complete its goal (driver safety) if the driver, moved the steering wheel or brake pedal (physical asset)
or was otherwise intoxicated while operating the vehicle. The framework reveals a dependence between the cognitive state of the driver and emergency-assist that emerges as a ‘human-induced risk’, which leads to cascade
risk such as road traffic accidents and fatality.
Health Infrastructure – Remote Patient Monitoring
The use of digital solutions in the health sector is an emerging trend. Various sensors and digital tools are used to
capture biomedical and clinical data from patients living at home, allowing remote monitoring of chronic health
conditions (see Figure 2). Digital health technologies have been integrated into and applied to processes such as
contact tracing, clinical management, and infection screening. In this case, we analyze the use of a remote clinical
monitoring application (see Figure 2) where data is uploaded to a cloud service from the patient, and the service
includes the preprocessing of data in the cloud service.
Remote patient monitoring is primarily designed to allow patients to gain some independence while they continue
to receive a reasonable level of care. Such applications generate a considerable amount of data, the possibility of
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loss of this sensitive data makes this a mission-critical process. In this example, the patient and all the infrastructure (see Figure 2) are the CPSS. In Q-ID (steps 1 – 1.1.3) a selection of biosensors (e.g., pulse-oximeter), are
used to deliver a customised medical care plan (goal). The CPSS generates a lot of data – input, historic, and
output data. When a patient (actor 1) makes a reading, input data is initially transmitted through a Wi-Fi connection to a cloud-based server, for pre-processing by clinicians (actors 2). They provide advice and feedback to the
patient based on this data. Eventually, historic data is transferred via the internet or a secure health network into
private storage. In Q-ID steps 2.1.2 – 2.2.2, there are two main mission-critical processes that are identified –
harvesting of patient data and the secure data transmission while ensuring its integrity. The criticality and class
ranking for e.g., stable Wi-Fi connectivity and the biosensors is high within the patient monitoring process, and
less so for secure data transmission.
In step 3, relationships between the actors (patients, clinicians), assets (e.g., biosensors, secure networks) and
these processes are revealed. While the biosensors are seemingly passive, they require Wi-Fi connectivity to complete the CPSS goals. This connectivity has a direct impact on the patient privacy and data security in the cloud
service and the wider network. While use of an identifiable Wi-Fi network allows flexibility and mobility for the
patient, an unintended consequence is the ‘surveillance’ effect of such a system. This can compromise patient
privacy that may carry safety, legal, or ethical implications. Further, should the patient opt to connect through an
insecure network, this may compromise not only their individual data but that of other patients. The interpretation
of the available information obtained from the CPSS/ sensors etc. further emphasizes the human-device interplay,
highlighting how cognitive load could influence the overall quality of care the patient receives. In step 4, with
further operational details, it is possible to deduce which aspects of the mission-critical processes are dependent
on cognitive traits. Leading to an understanding of how a lapse in judgement by the patient or the clinician could
compromise the CPSS ecosystem.
CONCLUSION & FUTURE RESEARCH

This paper is an exploratory attempt to apply the ‘organisation-wide risk assessment methodology’ to CPSS ecosystems in critical infrastructure sector applications. CPSS is understood to be a collective of resources, technological capabilities, and organisational processes. This understanding can be a starting point for further studies.
The recommended alternative approach highlights the novel dynamics that are introduced through the integration
of complex critical infrastructure systems into human society. The methodological approach is mainly conceptual
incorporating empirical illustrations and the main contribution of this research work is a qualitative risk identification framework for CPSS analysis. The Q-ID framework serves as a building block for future research in the
CPSS domain. However, the research results presented here require further elaboration, analysis and competing
views. Further empirical and design-oriented studies are required to give deeper evaluations and go beyond the
limited insights provided by the identified empirical illustrations.
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ABSTRACT

Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) is an approach for establishing symmetrical binary keys between distant users in
an information-theoretically secure way. In this paper we provide an overview of existing solutions that integrate
QKD within the most popular architecture for establishing secure communications in modern IP (Internet Protocol)
networks - IPsec (Internet Protocol security). The provided overview can be used to further design the integration
of QKD within the IPsec architecture striving for a standardized solution.
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INTRODUCTION

Achievements in the field of quantum computing are raising concerns about security mechanisms employed
today (Arute et al. 2019). Quantum computers should provide higher computing power and some already described
quantum algorithms (Yan 2013; Shor 1994) for such computers, suggest that they will be able to solve many
mathematical problems in polynomial time that are now considered to be of exponential time complexity. This
would imply that quantum computers would be able to break many known public key cryptosystems (Grimes 2019).
Public key cryptosystems are often used to securely establish a shared symmetric keys between distant parties. The
examples of such systems are Rivest, Shamir, Adleman (RSA), Diffie–Hellman (DH), Elliptic Curve Cryptography
(ECC), and ElGamal. Among them, the DH key exchange denotes the beginning of development for the asymmetric
cryptography (Diffie and Hellman 1976) and is widely used today in a security protocols such as TLS (Transport
Layer Security), IPsec (Internet Protocol Security), SSH (Secure Shell), and many others (Grimes 2019).
In recent years, notable efforts have been made in development of the quantum safe networks based on Quantum
Key Distribution (QKD). QKD, as a name would suggest, is a method for secret key distribution that is based on the
laws of quantum physics. It allows distant parties to establish a shared symmetric keys for which secrecy can be
guaranteed. As it is not a complete quantum-safe network solution but rather a concept for secret key establishment,
QKD’s integration with some existing and well-established security architectures is of great importance. IPsec has
been used for more then 20 years to establish secure tunnels over public Internet infrastructure. It is considered as
the most popular technique for establishing secure communication in the modern IP networks. In this paper we
provide an overview of solutions that integrate the QKD method within the IPsec architecture. The main goal of this
integration is to provide an IPsec engine with the secret keys generated by the QKD. Using QKD keys instead of
DH keys to establish QKD secure IPsec tunnels provides a unique way to converge QKD technology with modern
IP networks.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section Quantum key distribution a brief description of the
QKD technique is provided. Section Internet Protocol security describes the IPsec architecture and its individual
∗ corresponding
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components. An Internet Key Exchange (IKE) protocol, as an important component in the overall IPsec architecture
is described in Section The Internet Key Exchange protocol. An overview of existing solutions that integrate the
QKD technique within the IPsec architecture is given in Section Existing solutions that integrate QKD with IPsec.
QUANTUM KEY DISTRIBUTION

Quantum key distribution with quantum safe symmetric encryption, is one of the very few methods that can provide
provable security in the post-quantum era. QKD has a potential to provide an information-theoretically secure (ITS)
way of establishing secret keys between two distant peers, thus, giving an alternative solution to the secret key
agreement problem (Islam 2018; Alléaume et al. 2014). In 1984, Charles Bennet and Giles Brassard described
the first QKD scheme (Bennett and Brassard 1984), now known as BB84 protocol, for secret key distribution by
exploiting the laws of quantum physics. Few years later, in 1989, Bennett and Brassard demonstrated the first
QKD experiment over a distance of 32.5 cm in freespace (Bennett and Brassard 1989). This experiment stimulated
interest in the integration and wider application of this technology, which is still present today.
How Does It Work?

The establishment of a secret key using the QKD technique requires special purpose equipment. The two parties
involved in the key establishment process require a connection with a QKD link, which is a logical link consisting of
a public and a quantum channel. On the quantum channel the secret key is distributed via a stream of independent
photons, where each photon carries information about one secret key’s bit. Photons, particles of light, show quantum
behaviour and those that carry information in their quantum states, such as polarisation, are known as qubits. The
quantum behavior of photons allows legitimate parties to detect the presence of an eavesdropper on the quantum
channel. This useful property comes from the Heisenberg uncertainty principle. To obtain information carried by
the qubit one must perform a measurement, and stated by the uncertainty principle, every measurement perturbs the
state of the quantum system - the qubit, thus revealing the presence of the eavesdropper. Moreover, the “no cloning”
theorem states that it is not possible to create a perfect copy of the unknown quantum state which further prevents
the eavesdropper from obtaining any information without being noticed. However, due to the characteristics of a
quantum transfer - the key distribution over the quantum channel, imperfections of the communication medium and
the quantum devices, further discussion on the distributed secret key is necessary. This discussion between peers is
carried over the public channel, and is know as a post-processing stage in the QKD scheme. In the post-processing
stage the parties align the information on the distributed secret key, estimate a quantum error rate, correct the
errors, and further strengthen the secrecy of the key. After the post-processing stage, the peers have established the
symmetric, shared secret key. As the discussion over the public channel is conveyed in a classical way, it must be
authenticated to prevent man-in-the-middle attack. (Kollmitzer and Pivk 2010; Gisin et al. 2002)
Limitations

QKD has several limitations that are worth mentioning. Firstly, although in theory it is the technology that provides
the highest degree of security, practical implementation shows noticeable challenges and shortcomings. There is a
number of described and demonstrated attacks (such as a Photon Number Splitting (PNS) attack (Huttner et al.
1995), a Trojan Horse attack (Bethune and Risk 2000), and a Fake states attack (Makarov* and Hjelme 2005)) on
QKD that show how limitations of today’s technology can be exploited to successfully obtain information on the
secret key without being detected. However, with every presented attack, the engineers come up with a solutions
patching exploited loopholes in the QKD system. Another significant limitation of the QKD systems arises from
the fact that the key generation rate is interconnected with a distance between two parties involved in the quantum
key distribution. A longer distance implies a lower key rate due to imperfections of the communication medium,
such as an absorption and scattering of photons in optical fibers (Gisin et al. 2002). The key rates in an advanced
QKD systems are only few hundreds of kbps while the length is roughly limited to 150 km (Lucamarini et al. 2018;
Yuan et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2020), which is significantly low compared to data rates in the current networks.
Furthermore, a standalone QKD system is vulnerable to Denial of Service (DoS) attacks. DoS attack can result in a
shortage of the QKD keys and force the parties to either stop the secret communication or to use less secure keys
that are likely established by public key cryptosystems (Rass and König 2012).
A limitation on the key rates can be soothed by implementing buffers, storages of generated keys at the both ends of
the QKD link. In this manner, QKD can continuously generate keys in advance and store them in buffers from
where they can be easily accessed and used (Mehic, Maurhart, et al. 2017). Furthermore, a limitation on distance,
and vulnerability on DoS attacks of the standalone QKD systems can be overcome by building quantum networks.
In such networks, the secret keys between arbitrary, distant peers can be established in a hop-by-hop or key-relay
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manner (Elliott and Yeh 2007; Kollmitzer and Pivk 2010). However, this implies that all network nodes in the
QKD network must be trusted. The quantum networks are heavily researched, and a number of testbeds were
implemented. For interested readers we recommend (Mehic, Niemiec, et al. 2020) that provides an overview on a
quantum network architectures and testbeds.
INTERNET PROTOCOL SECURITY

The IPsec is a protocol suite that provides a variety of security services such as integrity, authenticity, confidentiality
and more, to the IP traffic. The first standardized specification of the IPsec protocols was published in 1995, in
an RFC1825 document called Security architecture for the internet protocol (Atkinson and Kent 1995). IPsec
operates on a network layer of a TCP/IP (Transport Control Protocol/Internet Protocol) protocol stack 1, and thus
provides end to end security at all levels of connectivity. Applying security on the network layer has some additional
advantages, and probably the most important one is that multiple transport protocols and applications can share a
key management infrastructure provided by the network layer (Doraswamy and Harkins 2003).
IPsec Architecture

The IPsec architecture consists of a several databases and protocols. The major databases in the IPsec architecture
are:
• Security Policy Database (SPD), and
• Security Association Database (SAD).
The IPsec protocol suite consist of the following protocols:
• Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP),
• Authentication Header (AH), and
• Internet Key Exchange (IKE) protocol.
Security Policy Database

The SPD database maintains a number of policies that determine which IP traffic flow needs protection, what level of
protection should be applied and with whom the protection is shared. Each packet passing through the network layer
is first mapped to the IPsec policy based on IP and next layer header information. A policy determines whether the
packet should be protected with the IPsec security services, discarded, or bypass the IPsec protection. (Doraswamy
and Harkins 2003)
Security Association Database

The SAD is a database in which Security Associations (SAs) are maintained. SAs are an agreement between two
parties on how to apply security services to the IP packets. They determine the IPsec protocol used for securing
the packets (ESP or/and AH), transforms - bundle of cryptographic algorithms or the protection suite (encryption
and/or authentication algorithm for the example), and the secret keys. They are uniquely identified using a Security
Parameter Index (SPI) value and the destination address to which they apply. The source can identify the SA using
IP and next layer header information, while the destination must resort to the SPI values because it does not have
access to such information in a protected packet (this information could be encrypted, and therefore is not available
on the destination). Therefore, the SPI value that uniquely identifies the SA on the destination is sent with every
packet. To each SA a value of lifetime can be assigned which determines for how long they are valid. This value can
be expressed in seconds or kilobytes. If a given time passes, or a given amount of traffic is protected with the SA, it
will be replaced by a new one. This process is called rekeying, because a fresh secret key material will be assigned
to the new SA that will be used to protect the same underlying traffic as the old one. (Doraswamy and Harkins 2003)
1The TCP/IP protocol stack is the world’s most widely-used suite of protocols that are grouped in 4 different layers (application, transport,
network and data link layer in that particular order) where each layer has well defined functions and capabilities. Every layer in the stack provides
services to the layer above, and uses services offered by the layer below it.
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Encapsulating Security Payload

The Encapsulating Security Payload protocol is in charge of providing confidentiality, data integrity and authentication
to the data traffic in the overall IPsec architecture. These tasks are achieved by adding a new protocol header (an
ESP header) after an IP header and before data being protected. Moreover, the ESP protocol defines an ESP trailer
that is added at the very end of the IP packet. The data between the ESP header and the ESP trailer is protected
(see Figure 1) and can either be an entire IP datagram or an upper-layer protocol depending on defined IPsec
mode2. (Doraswamy and Harkins 2003)
Encrypted
IP header

ESP header

Protected data

ESP trailer

Authenticated
Figure 1. An ESP-protected IP packet

The ESP protocol is a generic and extensible security mechanism. It relies on the construct of the SA which
describes the actual cryptographic algorithms and the secret keys for the encryption and/or authentication. Each
ESP protected packet will in its header have the SPI value that the destination can use to find the corresponding SA
to properly process such packet. In this manner, it is possible to use a newly invented algorithms for the encryption
and the authentication and define them in the SA without introducing any changes to the ESP protocol. (Doraswamy
and Harkins 2003)
Authentication Header

The Authentication Header protocol provides data integrity, authentication, and protection against replay attacks
to the IP traffic, however it does not provide confidentiality. Like the ESP, the AH protocol provides mentioned
security services to the IP packets by adding an AH header after the IP header and before the data being protected
(see Figure 2).
IP header

AH header

Protected data

Authenticated
Figure 2. An AH-protected IP packet

The authentication coverage of the AH differs from that of the ESP. The AH authenticates portions of the outer IP
header, or more precisely it authenticates those fields of the outer IP header that are not mutable in addition to the
authentication of the data being protected. (Doraswamy and Harkins 2003)
Internet Key Exchange Protocol

IPsec uses an Internet Key Exchange protocol as a default protocol for the establishment and the management of the
SAs. IKE was originally described in RFC2409 (Harkins, Carrel, et al. 1998) as a hybrid of the Oakley and SKEME
protocols that is based on an Internet Security Association and Key Management Protocol (ISAKMP) framework
originally described in RFC2408 (Maughan et al. 1998). It is a general-purpose security exchange protocol and thus
can negotiate parameters and exchange the secret keys for a different services, including IPsec. More details about
the usage of IKE in IPsec can be found in RFC2407 (Piper 1998).
To exchange the secret keys, IKE uses the DH key exchange method. Therefore, as one of the purposes of the IKE
protocol (exchange of the secret keys) overlaps with the main purpose of QKD, one can come to the conclusion
that the IKE protocol is the main component of interest in the overall IPsec architecture that should be replaced or
modified to integrate QKD with IPsec.
2IPsec defines two modes: a transport and a tunnel mode. The transport mode protects the upper-layer protocols, while the tunnel mode
protects the entire IP packets. In case of the tunnel mode being used, the entire protected packet is encapsulated with an outer IP header and sent
trough the public network.
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THE INTERNET KEY EXCHANGE PROTOCOL

The main purpose of the IKE protocol in the overall IPsec architecture is to negotiate the IPsec SAs. In general, the
establishment of the IPsec SAs in the IKE protocol is performed in two phases, simply referred to as a phase 1 and a
phase 2, and can be described as follows:

• The phase 1. In the phase 1, an IKE SA (often referred to as an ISAKMP SA) is negotiated between endpoints
and the secret keys are exchanged. Furthermore, a mutual authentication of the identities and the exchanged
secret keys is performed. The construct of the IKE SA is similar to the IPsec SA, however one must not
confuse one with the other. The IPsec SA protects the actual data on the network layer, while the IKE SA
protects the IPsec SA negotiations. Therefore, as a result of the phase 1, a secure control channel between
two endpoints is established.
• The phase 2. Under the protection of the IKE SA, the negotiation of the IPsec SAs is performed in the phase
2. The secret keys for the negotiated IPsec SAs are derived from the IKE SA secret key if a Perfect Forward
Security (PFS)3is not requested. Otherwise, a new exchange of the secret keys will take place in the phase 2.
The negotiated IPsec SAs protect the IP traffic for a certain time that is defined by the value of their lifetimes.
When the IPsec SA expires, a new one is negotiated under the protection of the same IKE SA.

IKE Version 1

The IKE version 1 (IKEv1) defines a main and an aggressive mode exchange for the phase 1 negotiation and a quick
mode exchange for the phase 2 negotiation. The main mode can provide a better security while the aggressive mode
can be completed much quicker. The IKEv1 protocol defines two additional exchanges: an informational exchange
in which endpoints can communicate error and status information, and a new group exchange that allows endpoints
to negotiate the use of custom DH groups (Doraswamy and Harkins 2003). Here we describe the main and the
quick mode exchange in more detail.
Main Mode Exchange

In the main mode exchange there are a total of six ISAKMP messages exchanged between peers to complete
the phase 1. The ISAKMP messages are constructed by chaining multiple ISAKMP payloads together to an
ISAKMP header. The ISAKMP header and the payloads are described by an ISAKMP framework and their format
will not be discussed in this paper. Important features of the main mode exchange are identity protection and
the ability to negotiate DH groups, at least those that are specified by the IKE protocol. IKE allows different
authentication methods to be employed, thus the main mode exchange will slightly differ based on the agreed
method. The acceptable methods of the authentication are: preshared keys, digital signatures using the Digital
Signature Algorithm (DSA), digital signatures using the Rivest-Shamir-Adelman (RSA) algorithm, and two similar
methods of authenticating via exchange of encrypted nonces. (Doraswamy and Harkins 2003)
In this paper, the main mode exchange with the preshared authentication method being employed is described, as it
has the greatest potential to be used with QKD. The sequence diagram of the main mode exchange with preshared
authentication is shown in Figure 3. The ISAKMP header is denoted with HDR, and a symbol * that follows HDR
is an indication that the payloads that follows are encrypted. The main mode exchange shown in the Figure 3 can be
described as follows:
(1)(2): The initiator and the responder exchange cookies, CKY-I and CKY-R respectively, via corresponding fields
of the ISAKMP header. These values are later used to uniquely identify the established IKE SA. Furthermore, the
IKE SA negotiation takes place. The initiator can propose a complex SA offers and the responder chooses one of
the multiple proposals.
3The PFS is defined in RFC 2409 (Harkins, Carrel, et al. 1998) as a restriction of deriving any additional keys from the previously used key.
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Responder

Initiator
HDR, SAproposal

(1)
(2)

HDR, SAchoice

(3)

HDR, gxi, NI

(4)

HDR, gxr, NR

(5)

HDR *, IDI, HASHI

(6)

HDR *, IDR, HASHR

Figure 3. Main mode exchange with preshared authentication

(3)(4): The initiator and the responder exchange the DH public values, g 𝑥𝑖 and g 𝑥𝑟 respectively, and a pseudo-random
numbers, N𝐼 and N𝑅 respectively. Based on these values both peers form a secret, called SKEYID. The calculation
of the SKEYID is dependent on the authentication method being employed, and for the preshared authentication is
given as follows:
SKEYID = PRF (preshared-key, N𝐼 | N𝑅 )
where PRF is a pseudo-random function, usually the HMAC version of the negotiated hash function, and | denotes
concatenation. Three keys are further derived from the SKEYID: SKEYID_d - from which the session keys for the
IPsec SAs are derived, SKEYID_e - used for the encryption of the messages on the control channel, and SKEYID_a
- used for the authentication of the messages on the control channel.
(5)(6): The initiator and the responder exchange their identities, ID𝐼 and ID𝑅 respectively. Furthermore, the
authentication of the main mode exchange as a whole is performed using a keyed hash values. As the payloads are
encrypted, the identities of the peers are protected. (Doraswamy and Harkins 2003)
Quick Mode Exchange

The negotiation of the IPsec SAs is performed in the phase 2 using the quick mode exchange. The sequence diagram
of the quick mode exchange is shown in Figure 4, where the brackets indicate an optional payloads, and ID𝑢𝑖 and
ID𝑢𝑟 indicate a proxy negotiation.
Responder

Initiator
(1)

HDR *, HASH1, SAproposal, NI, (gxi), (IDui, IDur)

(2)

HDR *, HASH2, SAchoice, NR, (gxr), (IDui, IDur)

(3)

HDR *, HASH3
Figure 4. Quick mode exchange

The payloads are encrypted using the SKEYID_e and an encryption algorithm negotiated for the IKE SA.
Furthermore, in the quick mode exchange, a hash payload always follows the ISAKMP header, and authenticates
the message. The authentication is achieved using the SKEYID_a and a hash algorithm negotiated for the IKE
SA. If the PFS is not requested, the peers will not exchange the DH public values and the session keys for the
negotiated IPsec SA will be generated using the SKEYID_d as the main source of the entropy. The session key of
the negotiated IPsec SA is usually denoted as KEYMAT and is calculated as follows (the variables in the square
brackets are optional):
KEYMAT = PRF (SKEYID_d, [ g 𝑥 𝑦 | ] protocol | SPI | N𝐼 | N𝑅 )
where the SPI values are exchanged during the SA negotiation, a protocol is a value of the IPsec protocol being
negotiated, and g 𝑥 𝑦 is the secret key derived from the DH key exchange. The SPI and the protocol value make
the IPsec SA unidirectional and protocol specific. The quick mode exchange can be considered as not only a way
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to negotiate the IPsec SAs, but also as a rekeying mechanism. However, rekeying is technically a new IPsec SA
negotiation that is performed when an already existing IPsec SA expires. (Doraswamy and Harkins 2003; Cheng
2001)
IKE Version 2

The IKE version 2 (IKEv2), introduced in 2005, brought some major changes to the operation of the IKEv1 protocol
that made them incompatible. IKEv2 defines four exchanges : IKE_SA_INIT, IKE_AUTH, CREATE_CHILD, and
INFORMATIONAL. In IKEv2, the IPsec SAs are referred to as Child SAs. The concept of the two phase operation
still holds, however in IKEv2 there is no clear line as in IKEv1.
For the establishment of the IKE SA, both the IKE_SA_INIT and the IKE_AUTH must be performed, and in that
particular order. In the IKE_SA_INIT exchange, the IKE SA negotiation takes place, the DH public values and the
pseudo-random numbers are exchanged, and a shared secret SKEYSEED is generated. A seven other secrets are
further derived from the SKEYSEED: SK_d - from which the session keys for the Child SAs are derived, SK_ai and
SK_ar - used to authenticate messages on the established control channel, SK_ei and SK_er - used to encrypt/decrypt
messages on the control channel, and SK_pi and SK_pr which are used during the IKE_AUTH exchange. In the
IKE_AUTH exchange, peers exchange their identities and perform a mutual authentication. Furthermore, they
negotiate the first Child SA. Therefore, in particular cases, a total of four messages, that is two exchanges, result
in the establishment of the IKE SA and the first Child SA. Additional Child SAs can be established using the
CREATE_CHILD exchange. Furthermore, the CREATE_CHILD exchange is used to rekey both the IKE SA and
the Child SA. (Kaufman et al. 2010)
EXISTING SOLUTIONS THAT INTEGRATE QKD WITH IPSEC

There are many known approaches to the IPsec implementations that employ QKD derived keys. Several selected
approaches that are based on modification of IKEv1 and IKEv2 are discussed.
DARPA Quantum Network

In (Elliott, Pearson, et al. 2003; Elliott and Yeh 2007), extensions to IKEv1 and IPsec are briefly described to
support the use of QKD derived keys in the world’s first quantum network - DARPA quantum network. Modifying
a kernel and a ‘racoon’ IKE daemon, the following QKD extensions were introduced: a rapid-reseeding and an
one-time pad extension. In the rapid-reseeding extension a simple modification in the IKE phase 2 was presented.
Distilled QKD bits are negotiated and included in the hash function from which the session keys - KEYMATs are
derived. The session keys are then employed as seeds for conventional symmetric ciphers and are updated about
once a minute. The use of DH or QKD is completely independent and one can employ the both techniques to
generate KEYMAT. In the one-time pad extension, IKE and IPsec were modified to support the use of the one-time
pad encryption using a sequence of QKD bits. To serve the IKE daemon with the QKD keys, an IKE / QKD
interface was developed. This interface allowed the IKE daemon not only to reserve and obtain the secret QKD
keys, but also to obtain a relevant information about the states of the QKD links. The overview of the IKE / QKD
interface is shown in Figure 5, where a Qblock is a fixed-size block of shared secret bits. It is important to note that
no modifications were introduced to the IKE phase 1 at the time. It is stated that the level of security offered by
QKD is not required for the IKE SA as it only provides protection to non-confidential control messages.
MagiQ Technologies

MagiQ Technologies, a research and development company, holds a patent (Berzanskis et al. 2009), solution to
achieve a higher frequency at which keys can be changed in the IPsec implementation to improve the overall
security. In the standard implementation of IPsec, the two SA tables are created for the particular IP flow, one for
the outbound and one for the inbound direction. However, each SA table contains a maximum of two SAs at a
time. Extending capacity of each SA table to up to a maximal 216 SAs, this solution allows the fast rekeying. The
presented solution combines (e.g., XOR) QKD derived keys with the classical keys generated by the IKE protocol
creating multiple SAs in each SA table (see Figure 6). This is a local operation and therefore multiple SAs can be
created in a very short time. The resulting keys have a greater or equal entropy compared to the classical keys, thus,
providing stronger security. Furthermore, a large number of the SAs in the SA tables ensures that the SAs are not
being removed before the all reasonably delayed packets are decrypted.
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Figure 5. The overview of the IKE / QKD interface in DARPA quantum network
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Figure 6. A schematic diagram illustrating establishment of the multiple (n) SAs combining the QKD keys with
the classical key generated by the IKE protocol (MagiQ Technologies solution)
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Secure Quantum Key Exchange Internet Protocol

In (Sfaxi et al. 2005), an ISAKMP based protocol is proposed by the name of SeQKEIP (Secure Quantum Key
Exchange Internet Protocol). It couples quantum derived keys with IPsec to secure MAN (Metropolitan Area
Network) communications. The SeQKEIP runs similar to the IKE protocol but it has additional phase - a phase 0,
and a modified IKE phase 1 and IKE phase 2. The phase 1 of SeQKEIP defines a main mode exchange, while the
phase 2 defines a quick mode exchange, similar to the IKEv1 protocol. For the phase 0 a new exchange mode, a
quantum mode, is presented. In the phase 0, the secret key is exchanged between the nodes using the QKD technique.
This key is used as a pre-shared secret in the IKE mechanism. The SeQKEIP uses a pre-shared secret method of the
authentication during the phase 1, and it does not define DH groups, nor does it exchange any DH values during this
phase. The exchanged key in the phase 0 is used for encryption and authentication of the messages. To support the
quantum cryptography concept to full extent, the one-time pad encryption is supported.
AQUA

Under the Advancement in Quantum Architecture (AQUA) project, Nagayama and Van Meter produced an Internet
Draft document (Nagayama and Van Meter 2009), a solution to integrate QKD with IPsec based on a modified
IKEv2 protocol. In 2014. they produced an update to the original draft (Nagayama and Van Meter 2014). The
proposed solution defines two new payloads in the IKEv2 exchanges: a QKD KeyID payload and a QKD Fallback
payload. Furthermore, a new transform field in the SA payload is defined to indicate the use of QKD derived keys.
The QKD KeyID payload exchanges a unique identifier (KeyID) of the secret QKD key and an identifier of the
QKD device that generated the corresponding key. The secret key is uniquely identified by those two values. If
there are no available keys generated by the quantum key distribution protocols, the negotiation in IKEv2 resorts to
a fallback method defined in the QKD Fallback payload. The following fallback methods are defined: WAIT_QKD,
CONTINUE, and DIFFIE-HELLMAN. The WAIT_QKD indicates that IKE must wait for the QKD protocol to
generate a new key. The CONTINUE indicates that the most recent key may be used until a new key becomes
available, and the DIFFIE-HELLMAN method indicates that IKE shall generate a new key using DH key exchange.
It is important to note that the fallback feature is disabled during the IKE_SA_INIT and IKE must wait for QKD
to generate keys in this case. The IKE_SA_INIT exchange, in case when the QKD level of security is desired,
includes the KeyID payload and omits the key exchange (payload that carries DH values) and nonce payloads from
the standard IKE_SA_INIT exchange. Furthermore, it is important to include the new transform payload in the SA
proposal. The fallback method is negotiated during the IKE_AUTH exchange with the use of the QKD Fallback
payload.
QIKE

In (Neppach et al. 2008), a key management solution for the QKD networks is proposed with a primary focus
on the fast rekeying in the implementation of IPsec. In the proposed design for the key manager, an application
first registers submitting an application ID and then sends connection request which includes the maximum key
length that will be requested and the desired key rate. If the requested key rate can be satisfied, the key manager
establishes a dedicated key buffer, filled with the QKD key material, for the application. After the connection
phase, the application can request the secret QKD keys of desired length, or the information about the state of
the key buffer. Further, this paper propose an adaptation of the IKEv1 protocol, called QIKE, to negotiate the
SA parameters and requirements on the quantum generated keys. From the key manager point of view, the QIKE
protocol is an application that consumes the secret QKD keys. The connection to the key manager is triggered by
the QIKE protocol during the phase 1. Therefore, in addition to the standard parameters being negotiated, a QKD
key rate and an application ID parameter negotiation in the phase 1 is introduced to establish the IKE SA. The
phase 1 messages are authenticated using the configured shared secret (the pre-shared method of authentication). In
QIKE phase 2, similar to the phase 1, the QKD key rate and the application ID parameter are negotiated to establish
the IPsec SA. Additionally, a number of the maximum SAs supported by the SAD is negotiated to enable the high
speed IPsec implementation. The phase 2 results in a separated buffers for each direction that are allocated at the
key manager. The value of lifetime assigned to the each SA in the SAD is given in bytes to solve the synchronization
problems of the lifetime defined in milliseconds. If the lifetime of the SA expires, the QIKE protocol does not
perform renegotiation of the expired SA. Instead, QIKE uses the ISAKMP informational messages that carry delete
payloads to inform a remote QIKE daemon of the expired SA (see Figure 7). The expired SA is replaced with a
new SA that will have the same parameters as the old one, but with a new SPI identificator and a newly assigned
QKD key. To deal with the lost of the informational messages, the SPI value is increased per connection to allow a
resynchronization of keys in the buffer.
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Figure 7. Delete messages and SAD synchronization in QIKE protocol

Rapid Rekeying Protocol

Different approach to implement QKD with IPsec was presented in (Marksteiner 2014; Marksteiner and Maurhart
2015) by introducing a specialized, lightweight key synchronization protocol - a Rapid rekeying protocol. The main
idea was to refrain from the IKE protocol as there is no need for the classical key exchange to take place. The goal of
the designed protocol is to achieve the fast rekeying with purely quantum derived keys in the IPsec implementation.
Described protocol uses two channels: an AH - authenticated control channel and an ESP - encrypted data channel.
On the control channel a non-secret information is exchanged to ensure a synchronization of the QKD keys during
the key change procedure. While the non-secret information on the control channel does not require confidentiality,
the authenticity is crucial for the security, and therefore the AH protocol is employed. The rapid rekeying protocol
follows master/slave paradigm, where every peer assumes the master role for its outbound connections. The master
maintains two queues, one for the precalculated SPI values, and the other for the QKD keys. When the key change
procedure takes place, a new pair of the QKD key and the SPI value is added to the queues, and the oldest pair in
the queues is assigned to a new active SA. All the other parameters of an expired SA are inherited to the new one.
The expired pair is removed from the queues, and the key change request is sent to the peer. Every key change
request contains a new SPI value, thus, the receiver can install the SA beforehand. Moreover, a number of SAs exist
simultaneously on the receiver side, allowing it to process packets protected with both an older or newer SA then
the current one. The oldest SA is deleted on the receiver side, and acknowledgement is sent as a response on the key
change request. The acknowledgement serves as keepalive mechanism, as the receiver can compensate the lost of
the key change request, and the sender can continue with secure communication without receiving response. The
key change procedure is shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Rekeying procedure in Rapid rekeying protocol

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

IPSec is the most popular solution for secure communication over a public network. It consists of several
subprotocols that are in charge of negotiation and establishment of a secure channel for the IP traffic flow. The
main drawback of the IPsec protocol is a dependence on asymmetric cryptographic solutions that are at risk with
the upcoming development of quantum computers. In this paper, we provided a detailed overview of the existing
solutions that enhance the security offered by IPsec with QKD which offers an approach to the realization of secure
communication in the post-quantum era.
The DARPA Quantum Network solution provided an IKE / QKD interface, and an ability to derive the session keys
from the QKD keys. However, this solution did not address the slow rekeying rates. Moreover, the security provided
on the control channel relies on the classical cryptography. The Secure Quantum Key Exchange Internet Protocol
utilize the existing method of the preshared authentication supported with the QKD keys providing security even
on the control channel. The session keys can be changed at the rate at which the keys are generated by the QKD.
However, this approach significantly impacts data rates if the one-time pad encryption is employed as the QKD
keys are exchanged on demand (all other solutions assume the QKD keys are exchanged in advance and stored
at the endpoints). The MagiQ Technologies solution allows the fast key change rates by allowing a large number
of the SAs in the SA tables. Multiple SAs can be established in a very short time, combining the classical keys
with the QKD keys. Similar, the QIKE protocol allows multiple SAs to achive the fast rekeying. The operation
of the QIKE protocol is supported with the key manager solution that allows reservation of the QKD keys by the
applications. QIKE relies on the ISAKMP informational messages to synchronize the SAD databases, where it is
sufficient to exchange the SPI values of the expired SAs. The AQUA solution provides extension to the IKEv2
protocol to negotiate the QKD keys. Moreover, this solution allows negotiation of the fallback methods. However,
as in the DARPA Quantum Network solution, the issue of the slow rekeying is not addressed. The Rapid Rekeying
Protocol takes a different approach to couple QKD with IPsec. It is a lightweight key synchronization protocol,
with the main purpose to keep the QKD keys at the both endpoints synchronized. However, the parameters of the
SAs must be known in advance at the both endpoints, as the protocol does not support the negotiation itself.
The presented solutions show that the use of the QKD keys is achievable in the IPsec architecture. Thus, IPsec
could maintain its popularity in protecting critical infrastructures in the post-quantum era. However, to achieve the
high rekeying rates, the IPsec architecture should allow a number of the SAs in the SA tables and a mechanism to
keep the QKD keys synchronized at both endpoints.
The main contribution of this paper is providing a summary overview of techniques used for the integration of QKD
with common network protocols such as IPsec. Our further work will include practical experiments to convergence
QKD with common network applications and protocols used in everyday life.
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ABSTRACT

Critical infrastructures (CIs) in urban areas or municipalities have evolved into strongly interdependent and highly
complex networks. To assess risks in this sophisticated environment, classical risk management approaches require
extensions to reflect such interdependencies and include the consequences of cascading effects into the assessment.
In this paper, we present a concept for a risk model specifically tailored to the requirements of interdependent CIs.
We will show how interdependencies among CI can be reflected in the risk model on different levels of abstraction
in a generic way. Furthermore, we will highlight how the simulation of cascading effects can be directly integrated
into the risk model to consistently assess the evolution of complex CI systems over time. In this way, the model
supports municipalities’ decision makers in improving their risk and resilience management of the CIs under their
administration.
Keywords

Risk model, risk assessment, interdependent critical infrastructures, cross-domain simulation, cascading effects.
INTRODUCTION

Over the last decade, critical infrastructures (CIs) have become more and more interconnected with and interdependent
on each other and have evolved into highly complex networks. In metropolitan areas in particular, where thousands
or even millions of people live in a geographically narrow space, the uninterrupted and failure-free operation of CIs
is vital to maintain essential services and the social life. As historic events show us, if some incident occurs in
one of those CIs, several other CIs can be affected directly or indirectly. For example, in 2019 in Venezuela, an
interruption of the main power line caused a major blackout in the capital Caracas (Dube and Castro 2019). As a
consequence, not only telecommunication but also the supply with fresh drinking water, medical care and financial
services were disrupted.
Risk and resilience management are important tools to tackle such cascading effects and to identify threats, their
potential consequences and how to make CIs more robust. Still, risk and resilience management are often carried
out with the focus on individual infrastructures, although the interdependencies among CIs been given particular
attention over the last decade, starting with the first approaches to characterize them even back in 2001 (Rinaldi
et al. 2001). A number of concepts and approaches have already been developed, which focus on the overall CI
network and the interdependencies among CIs (see also the next Section for more details), but most of the concepts
and frameworks used by CI operators, governmental bodies or city administration (such as ISO 27005 (International
Organization for Standardization (ISO) 2018a), NIST SP800-30 (National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) 2012) or COBIT 5 for Risk (Information Systems Audit and Control Association (ISACA) 2013)) still focus
on individual infrastructures.
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In this paper, we describe a conceptual model for risk assessment and risk management of interdependent CIs. This
risk model is developed as part of the research project ODYSSEUS (running from 10/2019 until 09/2021), which
focuses on risk and resilience aspects of CI networks and supply networks located within a metropolitan area. One
major goal is to support not only CI operators but also governmental bodies and city administration to improve
the risk management activities and resilience management in the metropolitan area. Therefore, the proposed risk
model is closely aligned with the individual steps of the standard risk management process, as defined in ISO 31000
(International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 2018b), and can easily be integrated into already existing risk
management activities. Additionally, the risk model has a strong focus on capturing the complex interdependencies
among the CIs and assessing the potential cascading effects stemming from these interdependencies. To achieve
that, the model integrates a cross-domain simulation approach which can assess the consequences of cascading
effects, hence incorporating them in the risk assessment.

CI PROTECTION AND RISK MANAGEMENT

Over the last years, the protection of CIs has become a prevalent topic all over the world. In particular in Europe, the
European Union (EU) has formalized the topic by the Network and Information Security (NIS) directive (European
Comission 2016) from 2016, which has been implemented in national law by all EU member states. A revision to
the NIS directive, called NIS 2.0, has been proposed in December 2020 (European Comission 2020a) and shifts the
focus from individual infrastructures towards the security of supply chains by requiring individual companies to
address cyber security risks therein. Additionally, also the European Program for Critical Infrastructure Protection
(EPCIP) from 2008 (European Commission 2008) has been revised and extended in 2020 (European Comission
2020b) with a stronger focus on an all-hazards approach and on dependencies among ”critical entities” (which can
be understood as CIs or subsystems thereof) to improve their resilience in all member states. This way, the EU has
responded to incidents that have threatened and disrupted CIs over the last years, such as the hacking of the Ukrainian
power grid (Zetter 2016), the WannaCry and (Not-)Petya ransomware attacks in 2017 (Bill 2017; Fox-Brewster
2017) with their global effects on supply chains (PTI 2017), the large-scale power blackout in Venezuela in 2019
(Dube and Castro 2019) and of course the COVID-19 pandemic, which still has wide-ranging effects on the health
system and supply chains.
The importance of risk and resilience management concepts as well as the interdependencies among CIs have already
been covered in the literature of critical infrastructure protection for almost two decades now. Rinaldi et al. started
to explicitly look into the dependencies among CIs in 2001 (Rinaldi et al. 2001), proposing the first versions of
interdependency graphs. These approaches got extended, among others, by the Hierarchical Coordinated Bayesian
Model (HCBM) (Yan et al. 2006), which provided a more fine-grained description of those interdependency graphs.
To estimate the cascading effects stemming from those interdependencies, methods like the Cross Impact Analysis
and Interpretative Structural Model (CIA-ISM) (Bañuls and Turoff 2011) provided first insights on how (small)
incidents on individual CIs can cause wide-ranging consequences among the entire CI network. However, in their
framework, it was not possible to sufficiently model the complex dynamics in the CI network. Therefore, stochastic
processes such as percolation theory (Salathé and Jones 2010), Bayesian networks (Schaberreiter et al. 2013) and
Interdependent Markov Chains (IDMC) (Wang et al. 2012; Rahnamay-Naeini and Hayat 2016) were applied to
model the propagation of cascading effects in the CI network. Recently, a stochastic model (König et al. 2019)
as well as a simulation tool (Schauer, Grafenauer, et al. 2020) have been developed. Both the model and the tool
describe CIs together with their operational states, analyzes their evolution after an incident has happened and
assesses the respective consequences for the overall CI network.
Nowadays, risk managers of CIs are aware of their importance for society and have implemented standard risk
management frameworks (e.g., ISO 31000 (International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 2018b), ISO 27005
(International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 2018a), NIST SP800-30 (National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) 2012) or COBIT 5 for Risk (Information Systems Audit and Control Association (ISACA)
2013)). Although concepts for integrating the analysis of interdependencies and cascading effects in standardized
processes have already been proposed (Schauer 2018), the assessment of cascading effects is often neglected by the
CI operators. New stakeholders, such as city administrations or governmental bodies are approaching the topic
from an elevated point of view, with a specific focus on the overall CI network and its resilience. In this context,
the national research project ODYSSEUS tackles the problem by developing a cross-domain simulation approach
(Schauer and Rass 2020) to assess the cascading effects among CIs in a metropolitan area and estimate their risk
and resilience.
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Figure 1. Illustration of the ODYSSEUS Risk Model as UML static diagram

(attributes of classes omitted here to simplify the presentation)

ODYSSEUS RISK MODEL
Risk Model Definition

When scrutinizing the risk assessment for interdependent CIs, three core aspects need to be taken into account: first,
a generic format to describe the CI network, i.e., the individual CIs (even including their critical subsystems, if
necessary) and their interdependencies; second, a structure to represent the dynamic aspects of the cascading effects
among the CIs; third, an approach to assess the consequences of cascading effects according to different categories.
The ODYSSEUS risk model we propose here covers all three aspects and integrates the relevant concepts. In Figure
1, we are using a simplified UML class diagram notation for describing these concepts and connect them in one
consistent model.
Regarding the individual CIs and their interdependencies, we are starting off with the generic notion of a
CriticalEntity, which is the core concept of the ODYSSEUS risk model. It represents each (critical) object that is of
relevance for the risk assessment. Depending on the level of abstraction used, a CriticalEntity can stand for either
an entire critical Infrastructure (e.g., an energy provider, telecom operator or a hospital), a Network inside a CI
(e.g., the SCADA or ICT network) or a critical Asset (e.g., an important substation, pump or server), that itself be
located either within the Infrastructure or the Network. Additionally, we also included Actors in the concept of the
CriticalEntity, because specific employees, such as IT network administrators, maintenance personnel or others can
also be considered as critical for an infrastructure. Each CriticalEntity can have multiple OperationalStates, which
describe the current status of the CriticalEntity. The individual states like "normal operation", "limited capacities"
or "complete breakdown", are used later on for the cross-domain simulation.
The structure of a CriticalEntity is chose in this way to make the ODYSSEUS risk model easily adaptable to
many different situations within a CI. Furthermore, the definition of a CriticalEntity and its connected concepts is
extensible with additional information if required. For example, data on the lifespan of critical Assets within a CI
can be integrated into the model based on manufacturer specifications, or historic data collected by the CI. In this
way, the model would also allow to specify a hazard function indicating different phases in the lifespan of an asset
(and thus also indicate a change of the OperationalState of a CriticalEntity). This can be done, for example, using a
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Figure 2. High-level example of an interdependency graph using the concepts from the risk model.

Weibull distribution function, which is popular for modelling reliability. Additionally, other metrics such as Mean
Time to Failure (MTTF), Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) or Mean Time to Repair (MTTR) can be used to
describe the behaviour of the CriticalEntities over time.
To capture the interdependencies among all the CriticalEntities, we explicitly included the depends_on relation in the
risk model. This allows us to directly build the interdependency graph later on, which serves as the main structure to
simulate and analyse the cascading effects. As we are focusing in ODYSSEUS on several interdependent networks
within an metropolitan area in ODYSSEUS, the risk model also allows to define SectorNetworks. They consist
of CriticalEntities, i.e., each SectorNetwork can be built from individual Infrastructures, entire (sub-) Networks,
critical Assets and Actors. The CriticalEntity and the related classes up to SectorNetwork mainly contribute to the
first step in the risk management Process, commonly referred to as “Establishing the Context”.
To illustrate how an interdependency graph is constructible based on CriticalEntities and the related concepts,
Fig. 2 provides a small example. It shows four SectoralNetworks as dashed rectangles, covering electric power
supply (red), water supply (blue), health services (violet) and telecommunication services (green). The Power Plant,
Hospital and Internet Provider are modelled as Infrastructures (rectangles), as they represent complex entities. For
their assessment, no deep functional details of the behaviour are needed, and an abstract description at high level is
sufficient. Although the networks operated in the sectors, e.g., the Power Network or the Internet, are highly complex
systems, they are also represented as single entities of type Network (hexagons). However, in the case of water
supply, the network is of particular interest and therefore modelled at a finer level of detail up to specific important
Assets (octagons) in the network, including several Pumps as well as a Control Room. Finally, some Actors (circles)
appear in this example graph, e.g., the Admin of the Control Room or the Maintenance personnel responsible for the
Substations. Edges among the CriticalEntities represent depends_on-relations as identified in the risk model. They
establish the connection not only among entities within one sector but also across SectoralNetworks. In this way, the
ODYSSEUS risk model allows to compile diverse entities from different sectors, as relevant for an assessment, into
a unified graph representation. This graph then serves as the basis for a subsequent simulation of cascading effects.
The graph in Fig. 2 is hereby intentionally kept small for illustrative reasons, and is therefore not complete (some
dependencies are omitted to simplify the picture, e.g., the Internet Provider has no connection to the power grid); a
real life interdependency graph would be much more complex.
Before turning to the dynamic aspects of cascading effects, we introduce the concept of Threats. In the ODYSSEUS
risk model, Threats are collected in a ThreatCatalog, which can represent any real-life threat catalog. This provides
the ability to freely define the scope of the risk model, as only those threats relevant for the overall assessment are
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modeled as Threats and integrated in the ThreatCatalog. Further, a Threat can act_on one or more CriticalEntities
as part of a Scenario. In this way, the risk model implements the general relation between entities, threats and
scenarios that is usually found in standard risk management frameworks. Using scenarios makes it also easier to
specify the time frame, location and magnitude of a threat taking place.
The analysis of the effects of a specific threat in the context of a scenario is covered in the risk model by the
Assessment class. As usual in risk management, to assess the effects, the likelihood and the consequences need to be
estimated. Therefore, the risk model is following a semi-quantitative approach and uses a set of AssessmentCriteria,
consisting of LikelihoodCriteria (setting the scales for describing the likelihood) and ConsequenceCriteria (setting
the scales for describing the consequences), which are usually defined in the course of the "Context Establishment"
step of the risk management process (see next section for details). In the context of CIs, assessing the consequences
of an incident can be particularly challenging, since the consequences have multiple dimensions that need individual
quantifications and measurement: these may include, but are not limited to, monetary costs, ecological impacts,
lives affected (e.g., injured), and many others. To reflect this multitude also in the proposed risk model, several
ConsequenceIndicators are definable for an Assessment to account for consequences in different aspects. For
example, the likelihood is often a scalar quantity in ordinal units, such as “low”, “medium” or “high” probability
that some scenario happens (in a subjective assessment), or as a relative number of occurrences for a given
time frame (conditional on the availability of enough information from historic events, e.g., how many times
the event happened or will happen in one year). For extended flexibility, our model allows to define multiple
LikelihoodIndicators to describe the occurrence of events in an Assessment (and also to be consistent with the
estimation of the consequences). Such indicators can describe, for example, the plausibility of an incident to
occur or the capabilities, motivation and resources of an adversary. These indicators can be particularly helpful
when dealing with intentional threats, where the likelihood cannot be estimated well based on historic events
but more specific information on the adversary needs to be considered. Examples for LikelihoodIndicators and
ConsequenceIndicators will be given below in Figures 5 and 6.
The quantification for both the consequences and the likelihood is herein always in terms of categories that define
the meaning of natural-language terms like ”low” or ”high” relative to the application context. This assures that the
framework is flexibly applicable to different domains, at the cost of implying that categorizations of the same name
but referring to different domains are generally not comparable or even incompatible. That is, a ”high” likelihood
for system X can mean something entirely different from a ”high” likelihood for system Y. Similarly, may impact
rankings, say ”medium”, may have incomparable interpretations when they refer to system X or system Y.
To include the dynamics of cascading effects into the assessment of a scenario, we are using a cross-domain
simulation approach (Schauer and Rass 2020), which simulates the cascading effects within the CI network and
highlights the critical entities affected by a specific incident. In the risk model, this approach is represented by the
DigitalTwin and Simulator classes. The DigitalTwin serves as a representation of a CriticalEntity (technically, this
is a neural network, see further details in next section) and produces time series which describe the behavior of the
CriticalEntity in a specific scenario. The Simulator then takes these time series and simulates the cascading effects
in the overall CI network (the graph structure is coming from the depends_on realtions among the CriticalEntities).
As a result, a list of CriticalEntities together with their OperationalStates is produced, which is modeled as the
SimulationResult class. Those results directly contribute to the risk assessment and thus are connected to the
Assessment class. In detail, the SimulationResults represent the consequences of the cascading effects a Scenario
has on the CI network and thus are measured according to the ConsequenceIndicators.
Integration into the Risk Management Process

One core requirement for the ODYSSEUS risk model is its applicability and easy integration into the risk
management processes currently implemented within city administration and other governmental bodies. Therefore,
the risk model is strongly aligned with the overall risk management process described in ISO 31000 (International
Organization for Standardization (ISO) 2018b), which has been established as the standard framework for risk
management. It has been adopted in several other frameworks (e.g., ISO 27005 (International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) 2018a), NIST SP800-30 (National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) 2012) and
others) and therefore is already applied in multiple organizations. The process itself is divided into five main
steps, "Establishing the Context", "Risk Identification", "Risk Analysis", "Risk Evaluation", and "Risk Treatment",
together with two concurrent activities, "Communication and Consultation" and "Monitoring and Review" (see also
Figure 3. However, when it comes to interdependent CIs, there are several issues that need particular attention,
e.g., the analysis of the consequences of cascading effects, since they need to be treated differently compared
to looking at CIs individually. With the ODYSSEUS risk model particularly addressing the core steps "Risk
Identification", "Risk Analysis" and "Risk Evaluation", it is specifically tailored to supporting a risk assessment for
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Figure 3. Illustration of the generic ISO 31000 risk management process.

the complex environment of interdependent CIs. In the following, we will briefly address the different steps of the
risk management process and highlight where the important aspects when considering interdependent CIs.
During Context Establishment, often many of the topics influencing the context are already given or described in
some documentation. When looking at the external context, political and legal environment is usually given by
national security strategies and law; with regards to CIs in Europe and EU countries, the NIS Directive (European
Comission 2016) and its national laws are part of the external context which influences the risk assessment. When
focusing on interdependent CIs, it is a little more difficult to define the internal context, since each individual CI in
the CI network has its own organization culture, goals and processes but also operates different technologies and
manages different infrastructure assets. Thus, an important step in the Context Establishment is create a consistent
structure to describe the interdependencies among the carious CIs. ODYSSEUS risk model particularly addresses
this aspect with the concept of CriticalEntities and the depends_on relation to model the interdependency graph
structure.
The core aspect of Risk Identification is to compile a list of threats that might act on the CI network as a whole
or the CIs individually. As the CIs in the network usually are of various type and operate in different industry
sectors, they are facing a broad variety of different threats. Additionally, the threats can also be rather technical
and thus not applicable to all (maybe just to a few) CIs. Hence, it is necessary create a more abstract view on
threats when considering interdependent CIs and therefore use rather generic threat catalogues. Such catalogues are
provided, for example, from national risk assessments in different countries, which gives a very detailed and usually
a good fit to cover a large variety of threats. For Switzerland, one such catalogue is available from the Bundesamt
für Bevölkerungsschutz (BABS) 2019. Using the ThreatCatalog class in the risk model, these catalogues can be
directly covered by the risk model.
The step Risk Analysis mainly deals with assessing the likelihood and consequences of the identified threats. As
already pointed out above, this is one of the most difficult tasks in risk management, since it is not trivial how to
assess the likelihood and consequences when it comes to CIs. In general, we cannot expect a lot of data available to
perform a completely quantitative assessment and thus the semi-quantitative approach covered in the ODYSSEUS
risk model perfectly fits to the given situation. By using the concepts of LikelihoodCriteria and ConsequenceCriteria
together with the respective LikelihoodIndicators and ConsequenceIndicators, it makes it easier to integrate more
subjective assessment methods like expert workshops to obtain a good estimate of an incident’s likelihood and
consequences.
When taking interdependent CIs into account, it is particularly important to assess the influences among the CIs and
evaluate the cascading effects, i.e., how a specific incident affects not only one CI itself but the entire CI network.
This is a task that is only partly addressed in classical risk management frameworks, since interdependencies are
hardly taken into account therein. With the concepts of an entity’s OperationalStates and of the DigitalTwin as
digital representation of an entity, the dynamic aspects are completely integrated into the ODYSSEUS risk model.
As this is one of the main aspectsof the ODYSSEUS risk model, we will describe the interplay between the risk
model and the cross-domain simulation approach in further detail in the next section.
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In Risk Evaluation, the combination of the likelihood and the consequences into a single risk score is taking place,
this is usually done by multiplying the numbers representing the likelihood and the consequences and the visualizing
it in a risk matrix. However, since we are dealing with LikelihoodIndicators and ConsequenceIndicators, this
becomes much more difficult. One solution is to break down the individual categories onto one single number (e.g.,
by using an arithmetic mean) or to illustrate the indicators in different risk matrices. The ODYSSEUS risk model
provides the freedom to use any method computing and visualizing a risk score and therefore can be adapted to
many application areas.
Based on the results from Risk Evaluation the Risk Treatment evaluates which of the identified risks should be
treated first and what could be countermeasures to reduce the risk. Common activities are to reduce either the
likelihood or the consequences or even get rid of the system which causes the threat (which is usually not an option
when dealing with interdependent CIs).
RISK ASSESSMENT
Cross-Domain Simulation

The ODYSSEUS risk model is specifically focusing on the interdependencies among CIs and the potential cascading
effects, which result from an incident taking place in one of those CIs. The main tool to assess those cascading
effects is a cross-domain simulation approach (Schauer and Rass 2020), which is directly integrated in the structure
of the risk model.
A general technical challenge is the integration of arbitrarily heterogeneous simulation systems in a joint cosimulation environment. We can hardly expect a simulation system for one CI, e.g., water, to be technically
compatible to a different simulation environment for another CI, e.g., traffic. An additional dimension of concern is
the sensitivity of the information embodied in simulation environments: even if two infrastructure providers maintain
simulation models for their own (internal) risk assessment, they may be reluctant to opening up their environments
to others for purposes of co-simulation, simply because this may leak out highly sensitive information. To overcome
both difficulties, the technical compatibility as well as to respect data protection concerns, the ODYSSEUS risk
model pursues the use of DigitalTwins that emulate the simulation environments of real-life CIs, while hiding their
internal structures and details at the same time. Using machine learning, specifically artificial neural networks
(ANN), we gain a mutually compatible representation of different simulations (compatible up to the consistency of
physical parameters exchanged between CIs for the co-simulation), and avoid the need of access to a confidential
simulation system. Overall, the digital twin is just a trained ANN that "mimics" the output of a simulation, based on
training that can be done in a preparatory phase and under strong organizational and technical protection of the
infrastructure provider.
The integration of these domain-specific simulations into an overall co-simulation model is based on the SAURON
simulation model (Schauer, Grafenauer, et al. 2020), using probabilistic Mealy automata to describe the operational
states of CIs, and invokes the individual digital twins of the corresponding CIs to determine their dynamic incident
response behavior for the co-simulation, as would be delivered (approximately in the same way) by the real simulator
or the real system. This method explicitly addresses the different domains that are covered in the context of a
metropolitan area on a level that is separate to the interdependency level. Thus, it is useful to distinguish the
Inter-Domain view, i.e., the co-simulation level, from the Intra-Domain view, i.e., the domain simulation level (see
Figure 4.
The Inter-Domain view strongly relies on the SAURON model (König et al. 2019), i.e., it consists of a graph
structure, where the nodes represent the critical entities and the edges represent the interdependencies among them.
The basic concept of the Inter-domain model (and also of the SAURON model) is to represent the behavior of a
node (i.e., a critical entity or CI) in the graph by using different abstract operational states (e.g., from "normal
operation" to "complete breakdown") and to describe how the node changes from one operational state to another.
Therefore, each node is modeled as a Mealy automaton, where the internal state represent the node’s operational
states and probabilistic transitions between those states, which represent the evolution from one operational state to
another. One way that those state transitions can be triggered is by an event happening to the node itself, e.g., an
incident such as a cyber attack). A second way to trigger a state transition is that a direct neighbor of the node in the
graph (i.e., another critical entity or CI on, which provides some service the node is depending on) changes its
operational state.
In the cross domain simulation approach, the Intra-Domain view extends the Inter-Domain view by improving the
description of the CIs as well as the domains they are located in, using the aforementioned ANNs. Those ANNs
emulate the behavior of individual nodes and in this way the probabilistic state transitions of the SAURON model
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Figure 4. Illustration of the interplay between the Inter-Domain and the Intra-Domain model.

are extended, i.e. controlled, by the calculations of probabilistic ANNs (i.e., deterministic ANNs taking auxiliary
random inputs). An event leading to a temporally complex behavior of the CI is here emulated using an ANN by
generating a corresponding time series by the ANN, which in turn controls the state transitions of the SAURON
node. To do this, an ANN is added to a SAURON node as shown in Figure 4. This ANN is specifically modeled
and trained to represent the CI in the SAURON model, based on the temporal behavior of the CI corresponding
to the SAURON node, or part(s) thereof. The tasks of an ANN can range from complex simulations to simple
replications of ON/OFF dynamics.
For ODYSSEUS, a special form of artificial neural networks is used, namely recurrent neural networks (RNNs).
These are particularly suitable for working with time series. Time dependencies are relevant for ODYSSEUS, since
different domains (e.g., the traffic network or the power network of a city) are modeled and analyzed. A RNN can
infer from the observed temporal relationships and can thus predict the behavior of the system in the next time unit
based on a given time series. In the same way, repair times can also be emulated if an RNN is "started" by a failure
event and generates a time series from which the current repair time can be read out over time, and the end can be
predicted using learned distributions for repair times.
Risk Assessment

As mentioned during the description of the risk model in the previous section, the risk assessment is a crucial step in
the risk management process and thus also a crucial part of the proposed risk model. The difficulties in this aspect
evolve mainly around the estimation of the likelihood and the consequences of a specific incident scenario. In the
context of CIs and in particular when looking at the interdependencies among them and the potential cascading
effects stemming from those interdependencies, a large amount of uncertainty is introduced into the risk assessment.
First of all, as CIs are complex systems, operating various machinery together with numerous monitoring and control
systems as part of sophisticated processes. Therefore, it is not possible to model a CI in full detail; too many of the
processes and internal functionality cannot be captured explicitly. Additionally, the interdependencies with other
CIs introduce additional uncertainty, as the dynamics among CIs often are not explicitly known, i.e., usually they are
not exposed before an incident is happening. Although simulation frameworks like the Cross-domain Simulation
described above support the estimation of the cascading effects, the estimation of the consequences is still subject to
uncertainty. Therefore, the proposed ODYSSEUS risk model follows a semi-quantitative approach for estimating
the likelihood and consequences of an incident scenario by employing LikelihoodCriteria and ConsequenceCriteria
together with the respective LikelihoodIndicators and ConsequenceIndicators. In this way, the ODYSSEUS risk
model provides a multidimensional approach to tackle this uncertainty.
The LikelihoodIndicators and ConsequenceIndicators allow to capture different aspects when assessing the likelihood
and impact of a specific incident, which leads to a better description of both elements compared to classical
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Figure 5. Example for the definition of consequence indicators for the effects on people and on assets.

approaches in risk assessment that put all information into a single scalar quantity (whether categorical or numeric).
Regarding the assessment of likelihood, usually one scale is used, which indicates the relative frequency of an
incident to happen in a specific time frame (e.g., one year). This can be misleading, on the one hand, when too little
data is available on a specific threat, i.e., an extremely rare event, such that a relative frequency cannot be estimated
based on that data without including a large amount of uncertainty. Using additional LikelihoodIndicators like the
plausibility of that event to happen or experts’ opinions on the current situation, this uncertainty can be addressed
and reduced. On the other hand, when looking at complex threats like attacks, the intention behind the adversary
highly influences the likelihood of such a threat to happen. In that case, indicators capturing, for example, the
motivation, capabilities and resources of the adversary provide a better estimation (and thus reduces the uncertainty
stemming from simply “guessing” the adversary’s intention).
Due to the wide-spread effects an incident within a CI might have on society, also the consequences of this incident
can only be insufficiently measured in one quantity (e.g., monetary value, which is often used in risk assessment
of companies). This becomes even more valid when the interdependencies among CIs also need to be taken
into account and the assessed values are subject to uncertainty. However, when several ConsequenceIndicators
are defined to cover multiple societal effects as in the proposed ODYSSEUS risk model, different aspects of the
consequences can be captured much better, i.e., focusing on economic and ecological impacts, effects on the health
of individuals as well as the well-being and functioning of the society as a whole. In this way, the uncertainty
regarding potential consequences can be reduced by this variety of indicators, providing a better overview on the
consequences of an incident.
To provide a definition for the ODYSSEUS risk model, we partly adopt a guideline for risk management in crisis
management, which was issued by the Austrian Ministry of the Interior (Bundesministerium für Inneres 2018). In
detail, we use a set of several consequence indicators, reflecting the effects on people (physical and psychological
damage), on assets (damage to infrastructure), on the economy in general (damage on supply chains), on the ecology
(damage to ecosystems) and on the political and social system (political controversies or insecurity in the society).
In this way, effects in almost all relevant aspects of society can be modeled. For the assessment of each individual
indicator, we use a five-tier scale, ranging from “insignificant” to “critical” (see Figure 5).
Regarding the likelihood, we diverge a little from the guideline by using the LikelihoodIndicators. In this way, the
proposed risk model allows to estimate the likelihood according to various aspects, e.g., historic events (how often a
similar incident took place in the past), the exposure of a critical entity to a given incident, or the motivation and
capabilities of an attacker (which is highly relevant for any sort of intentional attack). For sake of accordance with
the consequence indicators, we also use a five-tier scale to describe each indicator (see Figure 6).
By implementing the concepts of LikelihoodIndicators and ConsequenceIndicators, a risk assessment carried out
according to the ODYSSEUS risk model contains much more information than, for example, an assessment in a
classical risk management process. Together with the cross-domain simulation approach, the effects on the entire
CI network can be estimated based on multiple simulation runs. Hence, this additional amount of information and
data on the effects of a particular incident on the different aspects of social life will provide an improved overview
on the consequences with regards to the overall CI network. This will also have a direct influence on the selection
of mitigation measures to reduce the risk level.
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Figure 6. Example for the definition of likelihood indicators for the frequency of occurrence and the adversary’s
capabilities.

APPLICATIONS AND LIMITATIONS

A general limitation of the co-simulation by integration of emulations is the required amount of training data to
craft a reasonably accurate digital twin. While neural networks exhibit nice “interpolating” behavior in some sense,
for it to be an accurate substitute of a real simulation, it takes vast amounts of training data. This number further
increases with the lot of parameters that can be adjusted, since a domain simulator may come with dozens of levers
to push and pull, while the ANN will at some point need to be fixed with a given number of inputs that it can
work with. This number determines how much training information is needed to approximate the simulator to a
reasonable precision.
At this point, the semi-quantitative nature of the risk management comes in handy, since we actually may not need
an arbitrarily accurate approximation of the real-life behavior, as long as the impact and likelihood categories are
correctly determined. That is, if a category is defined by an interval [𝑎, 𝑏], say, describing monetary losses between
𝑎 $ and less than 𝑏 $, it makes no difference if the simulation would predict a loss of 𝑐 $, while the digital twin
produces a loss of 𝑑 $ ≠ 𝑐, as long as both fall into the same category 𝑐, 𝑑 ∈ [𝑎, 𝑏]. A second advantage of the
digital twin is speed: simulations may take long time, and are thus not necessarily feasible to run in reality for a risk
assessment. Contrary to this, the digital twin implementing an ANN can provide the result in an instant, making it
feasible for many repetitions, in particular when systems exhibit stochastic behavior (which we most likely can
expect).
Besides the data required to build the digital twins, a lot of qualitative information about the general structure and
interdependencies among the CIs is necessary to build a realistic model of the CI network. A standard method to
collect this information is through questionnaires and workshops with experts of the individual CIs to obtain a
concise and consistent view on the network. This method is of course quite resource-intensive but can also build on
already existing information gathered by CI operators and governmental bodies. Nevertheless, the CI operators
need to be willing to provide this information, which might be not always the case due to the sensitive nature of the
data. However, national legislation like the NIS law can provide a framework for the collaboration between CI
operators and governmental bodies.
CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a concept for a risk model that is specifically tailored to the risk assessment requirements
for interdependent CIs within a municipality. Therefore, this risk model allows to explicitly define the dependencies
among "critical entities" (i.e., CIs or critical parts thereof) and thus to build an interdependency graph of the CI
network. Additionally, we showed how the core aspects of a cross-domain simulation approach are integrated
into the risk model such that the simulation and assessment of cascading effects is directly supported. To assure
the applicability and practical relevance of the risk model, it is closely aligned to the generic ISO 31000 risk
management process. As part of the national research project ODYSSEUS, the risk model is the basis for a
framework to support the decision makers within municipalities or governmental bodies in assessing various threats
and thus improving the resilience of the CIs under their administration. In this way, the risk model provides a
structured way to integrate simulation-driven assessments in today’s risk management for interdependent CIs.
In the course of the ODYSSEUS project, an artificial city already has been built and a set of use cases is formulated,
which describe several incident scenarios acting on different parts of the city. As a next step, an abstract model
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of the city is created with the critical entities therein being described according to the proposed risk model. By
assessing these use cases, the risk model will be evaluated under realistic conditions. Further, the assessment
process as well as the results from the assessment will be discussed by risk and security experts from CIs and
municipalities in Austria. Their feedback will be used to improve the risk model to adjust it more closely to realistic
risk assessment processes.
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ABSTRACT

This study proposes a framework for double-loop learning from crises, using common operational pictures (COP).
In most crises, a COP is of outmost importance to gain a common understanding among inter-organizational
response. A COP is sometimes expressed through a map visualization. While the technologies to support COP
progress rapidly, the corresponding practice of evaluating the COP and situational awareness is not yet established. Tools that enable responders to learn after the crisis, look back in time on the COP development and detect
the barriers that prevent the COP establishment, still seem absent. Double-loop learning is an organizational practice to learn from previous actions widely adopted in the safety domain, and lately used in crisis management.
This paper addresses the perceived gap by presenting the technical, organizational and structural requirements
derived from document analysis, observation, and a workshop with multiple crisis management stakeholders, and
integrating them to an initial framework.
Keywords

Common operational picture, situation awareness, double-loop learning, crisis management, map-based evaluation.
INTRODUCTION

The need to retrospectively appraise and learn from a crisis operation – or an exercise – is an acknowledged part
of crisis management, usually referred to as “the evaluation phase”. Nevertheless, scholarly articles on learning
from incidents in crisis management are limited. Those that exist usually use terms and concepts such as “learning
after a disaster” (O'Donovan, 2017), “lessons-learned approach” (Rostis, 2007) and “after-action review” (Savoia
et al., 2012; Tami et al., 2013). In the past decade, the possibilities provided by information and communication
technology (ICT) has expanded rapidly, e.g. by systems for decision-support, and common operational pictures
(COPs). A COP is a display or a series of displays of relevant operational information from a situation, showing
e.g. position of units, infrastructure, weather information, events, and decisions. It is often manifested as a geographical representation combined with a checklist that describes the characteristics of the response operation
(Wolbers and Boersma, 2013). It can be used collaboratively by organizations participating in an operation. Although it lacks a univocal definition, it is contemplated as a promising support in actors’ development of situation
awareness (SA) and to collaboration and information sharing difficulties in the field (Comfort, 2007).
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There is currently limited technology support for visualizing and sharing a COP as a basis for systematic learning
from incidents and exercises (Munkvold et al., 2019a; Munkvold et al., 2019b). This also means that studies that
focus on evaluating SA, and common situational understanding using a COP are mostly absent. It is thus difficult
to identify findings on how to evaluate COPs and common situational understanding at all. In relation, having
access to technology-based COPs allowing for dynamic visualization and reconstruction of crisis operations or
exercises do not necessarily in itself imply better evaluations. Our premise is rather that the emerging technology
possibilities and COP data must be connected to organizational processes of turning “lessons identified” into
“lessons learned”, organizational implementations, and “double-loop learning”. Double-loop learning is a concept
stemming from organizational learning where Argyris and Schön (1978) distinguished between single-loop and
double-loop learning. The latter is the learning process in which e.g. an organization is able to reflect upon, question, and modify the goals, values, assumptions and policies that led to certain actions. Single-loop learning is
more of a repeated attempt at the same problem with no variation of method. The concept has since been used
widely in different application areas, including emergency management and crisis management (e.g.,Bakacsi,
2010; Pilemalm et al., 2014). From an inter-organizational perspective, a related challenge is that having joint,
access to a COP does not in itself imply having a common situation understanding among organizations, and thus
no joint organizational double-loop learning. To achieve such long-term improvements, some regional or national
co-ordination is probably needed.
Our work is embedded in the INSITU research project aimed at developing a systematic approach for establishing
a COP and shared situational understanding among multiple organizations in emergency response, in a Norwegian
crisis management context. The project covers several other topics including building a common map-based interface, integrating harmonization of terminology, and collaboration support for information sharing and synthesis
(Munkvold et al., 2019b). The topic relating specifically to our study is to explore and describe a high-level framework for improving inter-organizational “double loop” learning for crisis management, highlighting SA and common situation understanding. The suggested framework should enable the combined use of real-time data from a
COP interface with organizational processes.
Aim of Study

The aim of this study is to present an initial version of the framework outlined above. It is thus a first attempt to
let vision meet reality: to create pre-requisites – identified technical, organizational and structural requirements –
to turn COP data into evaluation results that can be actually used and organizationally implemented. We will thus
also discuss the study outcomes in terms of recommendations for long-term improvement of crisis management
evaluation and learning. The presented framework/evaluation concept focuses on emergency response inter-organizational collaboration, information sharing and SA. The intended audience are researchers and practitioners
in the crisis management domain; not the least latter since the proposed framework need to be further developed
together with them. The focus of the study is crisis management exercises since these are easier to evaluate shortterm than real operations, but (parts of) the framework should be applicable to real operations as well.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In the next section, we explain the background of our work
and sketch the context of our study. We then describe our research method including the analytical framework
used, followed by presenting our results. Eventually, we discuss our findings and conclude.
BACKGROUND AND STUDY CONTEXT

Here, we first give a general overview of research state-of-the-art concerning evaluation and learning from crisis
incidents, including learning challenges with specific focus on COPs and SA. We then present the study context.
Learning from Incidents in Crisis Management: the Continuous Challenges

Different aspects of evaluation and learning from crisis management have been discussed in various studies e.g.,
learning from humanitarian operations (Charles et al., 2009); learning from major forest fires (Marklund and
Wiklund, 2016); learning from Y2K and 9/11 response (Toelken et al., 2005), and knowledge sharing from exercises (Nordstrom and Johansson, 2019). A commonly used approach is After Action Review (AAR). While the
original AAR focuses mostly on human performance in military training, its application in crisis management also
embraces teamwork and collaboration. It seeks answers to questions like “What was supposed to happen? What
actually happened? Why were there differences? What gaps materialized between planning and execution? What
went well? What can be improved? What can we learn?” (e.g.,Tami et al., 2013). AARs can be applied using
various methods, e.g. surveys, interviews, group sessions. AARs can also be technology supported, e.g., by various computer and multimedia tools aimed at replaying and visualizing the crisis/exercise (Pilemalm et al., 2008).
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Learning from crisis operations and exercises is essential since one need to ensure that lessons really are learned
so that the worst effects of the next crisis can be avoided. However, this comes with numerous challenges that
have persisted over time. In real events, the paradox is that the timeline between the incident and report creation
is insufficient to allow any organizations or personnel to actually learn from incidents, thus the report is referred
to as “fantasy documents” (Birkland, 2009). An alternative is to carry out exercises, but these are simplifications
of reality. Also, in real operations, it is well known that one crisis is different from another. In other words, learing
must have a focus on common improvements that are transferable to future crises. In relation, Savoia et al. (2012)
point at difficulties in aggregating and utilizing situation reports. Donovan et al. (2017) claim that various types
of policy failures hinder policy learning, e.g., failure in policy program, failure of policy process agenda setting,
policy formulation, decision making, policy implementation, and evaluation. In other words, there are often insufficient prospects for turning lessons identified into lessons learned. This can also be described as lack of double-loop learning processes, i.e., processes in which an organization can reflect upon, question, and modify the
goals, values, assumptions, and policies that led to certain actions (Argyris and Schön, 1997). Pilemalm et al.
(2014) point out that double-loop learning in emergency management is difficult to achieve since proposed
changes are not accompanied by adequate organizational processes. With regards to AAR, a critique is its focus
on what happened instead of why it happened. If you do not know why something happened, it is difficult to avoid
it happen in the future or reduce the consequences. The challenge becomes even more substantial in large-scale
crisis operations or exercises where numerous actors, organizations, and tactical levels are involved (Pilemalm et
al., 2008).
Technology Support for Situation Awareness and Understanding: Common Operational Pictures

Situation awareness (SA) can be described as the perception of environmental elements and events with respect
to time or space, the comprehension of their meaning, and the projection of their future status. It plays an important
role in situations where the environment is complex, and the actors need to ascertain critical cues to determine
which decisions to make, e.g., in crisis management (Endsley, 1995). A related term is situational understanding
that refers to the more long-term analysis and judgment of the unit's situation awareness, e.g., to determine the
relationships of the factors present and form logical conclusions concerning the course of events and information
gaps to make room for future improvements (Dostal, 2007). In inter-organizational operations, common SA and
situational understanding – in the following referred to as SA/U for situational awareness and understanding –
become crucial. COPs may be used to support them. Even if COPs lack a univocal definition, some recurring
factors are significant: structure, representation, processes, and management (McNeese et al., 2006). A COP is a
structure for available information to be collectively transformed by the actors into knowledge and a representation of the knowledge that provides a process, decision, and actions based on the structure and representation.
During the past decades, there has been a belief in the possibility of map-based COPs to increase common SA/U
since it can capture and visualize the dynamics of crises. For instance, Pilemalm et al. (2008) suggested a multimedia tool for the reconstruction of large-scale crises or exercises, using a timeline, that enabled a focus on the
why rather than try to reconstruct what actually happened. Nevertheless, as to date, few studies embrace the concrete use of COPs for evaluation of SA/U, collaboration, and information. There is an even more apparent lack of
studies that connect them to evaluation processes and long-term inter-organizational learning. The learning process often stops at the reporting stage and usually focuses on the behavior of the hardware and the operators/workforce involved directly with the activities. This likely has to do with the general organizational challenges of
turning lessons identified into double-loop learning and the challenges of distinguishing between a COP and to
achieve common situational understanding. These points are an untapped potential for increasing the use of COPs
and map services to support the evaluation and learning from crises and complement them with relevant processes
that enable organizational use and improvements, based on the COP data.
Study Context

The study is a part of the nationally funded INSITU research project running from 2019 to 2022. The overall
project goal is to contribute to effective sharing, integrating, and using available information from different
sources to establish a COP as a basis for shared situational understanding. The project will develop services for
information sharing, suggest standards for intuitive and explicit map symbols, develop and design a user-friendly
and easy-to-use common map-based interface, methods, and tool support for collaborative information synthesis.
The prototype will provide a common map-based interface, integrating harmonization of crisis terminology and
collaboration support for information sharing. The project is carried out in close co-operation with stakeholders
from Norwegian authorities and crisis management organizations. As part of the overall project, the enhanced
COP will also support evaluation and learning from exercises and incidents. Figure 1 presents a high-level design
of the solution concept that is developed in the project, connecting the different project areas. The double-loop
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learning and evaluation contributions to the overall project are marked with red dashed-line boxes. These boxes
indicate the research area reported in this paper. The research area reported in this paper will contribute in two
areas of the overall INSITU projects. First, it will contribute toward better use of terminology and map symbols
for crisis management (upper dashed-line box). Second, this work will contribute toward the establishment of
better evaluation and learning from exercise and real emergency response in EM organizations (bottom dashedline box).
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Figure 1. Illustration of the INSITU project solution concept

METHODS

Our study is based on participatory design principles, which presume close co-operation with the stakeholders
throughout the development process (Steen-Tveit, 2020). Data collection for this study included document analysis, participant observation, discussions, and a two-day stakeholder workshop involving three sessions: roundtable discussion, brainstorming and the World Cafémethod. Most documents used in this study are based on
Norwegian emergency management, although in the overall project, we have also included examples from Sweden.
Document Analysis

Document analyses are usually applied in an initial phase of a study to explore existing knowledge on the phenomenon under study (Bowen, 2009). In this study, different types of documents have been collected and analyzed, both as the background overview and including preparation for the empirical data collection. This includes
scientific publications, national regulations and guidelines, government white papers, reports from exercises and
evaluations, and documents from related projects. For the results section, the guidelines on evaluation provided
by the Norwegian Directorate for Civil Protection (DSB) are in focus.
Empirical Data Collection
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Given the nature of the broad project, it was deemed important to combine various data collection sources for the
evaluation and learning part to be used as input for suggested COP functionality and evaluation framework. Some
of the data used in this study was collected through observation, performed during an inter-organizational drill in
the field, and involved command and control centers. This data was mainly used for other purposes of collecting
requirements for information sharing and SA and are presented in detail in (Steen-Tveit, 2020; Steen-Tveit and
Radianti, 2019; Steen-Tveit et al., 2020). However, some of the insights are also relevant to this study since the
results suggested alternative methods to evaluate, if existing communication and information sharing can serve as
a basis for capturing the development of SA and a COP.
The main bulk of the data used in this study was collected from a two-day workshop with the project reference
group. Altogether 24 participants from 20 organizations took part, including national directorates, authorities, and
first responders, thus enabling the broad representation of stakeholders from the crisis management domain. For
example, stakeholders from the police, the fire services, and health services, the county and municipal emergency
management, the Norwegian Directorate for Civil Protection the Norwegian Defense Research Establishment, the
Emergency Support Unit at the Norwegian Ministry of Justice and Public Security participated. The overall focus
of the workshop was, based on current practices and needs for improvement, to provide input to the establishment
of a COP, including identifying functionalities that can be used in evaluations and surrounding organizational
needs. The workshop was organized in three sessions. The first day comprised two sessions: first, group roundtable
discussions and experience exchange on current practice for establishing COPs and common situational understanding and, second, brainstorming on the stakeholders’ needs for improvement. The participants were divided
into four smaller groups where the aim was to have representation from various stakeholders, emergency organizations, and different levels (operative, management) in each group. The groups worked with different themes;
one of them was on the support for evaluation of operations and exercises. The groups rotated to attend the presentation of each theme so that each group had a chance to provide feedback to the brainstorming results of the other
groups.

Figure 2. Brainstorming process (left), unsorted results (middle), clustered, prioritized results (right)

On the second day, we employed “World Café” - a design method drawing on seven design principles requiring
active participation of stakeholders and group dynamics; create a hospitable space, encourage everybody’s contribution, connect diverse perspectives, listen together for patterns and share collective insights (Camacho et al.,
2020). A café-like atmosphere is manifested through the establishment of small groups working in round tables
about a topic and then share experiences in the larger group. The same four groups rotated into different tables to
discuss the various themes. The data collected in the brainstorming phase served as input. Different Cafétables
adopted different elicitation methods, depending upon the facilitators. For the intended COP support for evaluation of operations and exercises theme, a presentation based on the Norwegian government vision on future evaluations of crisis management operations was used as input to stimulate discussion. The results were shared in the
larger group at the end of the workshop.
Throughout the workshop, the discussion was noted by the participating researchers acting as observers in each
group. In the brainstorming phase, the stakeholders wrote needs and suggestions on post-it notes and sorted them
into various categories. In the World Café, the stakeholders expressed their opinions based on questions posed by
the facilitators that would contribute to each specific theme. The entire workshop was audio-recorded and transcribed.
ANALYSIS AND ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK

We applied a thematic analysis (Bowen, 2009) for the study. The authors participated in the workshop, used
transcript data, post-it notes, and some identified requirements from the previous participation observation and
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interviews described by Steen-Tveit (2020) as input1. We chose to structure identified requirements according to
overall themes of technical requirements, organizational processes and methods, and structural processes, learning on the socio-technical system view and organizational learning theory, described below.
Socio-Technical System View

The socio-technical system view assumes that technology consists of organizations, personnel, methods, equipment, and technological artifacts involved in implementing the assignments, e.g., in crisis response (Orlikowski
and Iacono, 2001). According to this view, it is not sufficient to only study the technological part of an information
system, such as a COP, to capture its complexity and the dynamic dimensions (Alter, 2003). In the study context,
this means that we do not believe that providing new technical tools for improved evaluation of crisis management
SA/U, collaboration, and information sharing is sufficient to achieve lessons learned and inter-organizational
learning. Rather, stakeholders, organizational processes, and recommendations for implementation should be explored, identified, and developed in parallel.
Organizational Learning

As explained in the introduction, early works on organizational learning distinguish between single-loop and double-loop learning. The latter is the learning process in which an individual or organization is able to reflect upon,
question, and modify the goals, values, assumptions, and policies that led to certain actions (Argyris and Schön,
1997). Later, e.g., (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995) developed the idea of double-loop learning further, including
aspects of tacit knowledge vs. explicit knowledge, and described a process of alternating between the two of them.
The tacit knowledge of key personnel within organizations and collaboration can be made explicit by processes
of socialization, i.e., acquiring the tacit knowledge of others through interaction. Next, the acquired knowledge is
articulated and created in a corresponding process by externalization. Finally, the knowledge can be incorporated
into processes for later internalization, i.e., embodying externalized knowledge in employees and/or applying it
in practice.
As pointed out in the background section, double-loop learning is often related to lessons learned (e.g., Pilemalm
et al., 2014). In the context of crisis management, single-loop learning, usually refer to repeated attempts at the
same problem using the same method with no questioning of underlying goals (Argyris and Schön, 1978). A
typical example would be an incident report that identify needs for improvement from a crisis operation but where
no one takes the report further. The need to aim for double-loop learning in crisis management has been pointed
out in several studies, e.g. by Deverell (2009), who presents a conceptual framework and explore it in relation to
two large-scale blackouts in Stockholm, Sweden, and by Bakacsi (2010), who focuses on traditional leadership as
a hindrance to double-loop learning. However, studies on double-loop learning in direct relation to SA/U and
COPs still seem scarce. In this study, we therefore aim at developing a concept that will enable double-loop
learning in and between organizations with specific focus on COP supported SA/U. For the latter, we refer to the
Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) use of combination which refers to the ability of organizations to cross-reference
multiple bodies of explicit knowledge and to connect them to a coherent whole
RESULTS

In the results section, we first focus on the COP data that can support evaluation and learning (technical requirements), then on organizational processes/methods, and finally on structural processes.
Technical Requirements: Potential of COP Data

From the document analysis, we found that the Norwegian Directorate for Civil Protection (DSB) guidelines´
recommendations on technology for evaluation and learning is on a general level and do not provide suggestions
specifically related to COP use in evaluations, or for SA/U (DSB, 2016, 2018). Similarly, the recurring theme
during all workshop sessions is about the general need to retrieve “fact-based” and “objective” information from
the COP. In most cases, it was not clear what is perceived as a “fact” or “objective”, as exemplified in the World
Café:
Historical and fact-based information will strengthen the evaluation work (Group 2, World Café).
1

This reference is not necessary for understanding our paper but is additional background work. The paper from
2020 describes interview results with a focus on requirements of map-based interfaces. For example, to gain a
common operational picture, standardized symbol usage with a common cartographic design is recommended.
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The exception was map information. Several of the workshop participants pointed out how current screenshots
that are used to register and share SA are insufficient and point at a need for map-based alternatives. They want
the COP to provide time scales, stamps, maps, logs, and symbols, to enable more exact evaluations of command
and control of crisis operations and exercises against pre-defined goals:
Today we need to use screen dumps for registering situational pictures – if we get a good map solution with
time axis with map and symbols this will improve the evaluation. (Group 4, World Café)
In the projects’ previous research – taking extreme weather as an example –Steen-Tveit et al. (2020) identified
more concrete needs for information sharing and SA/U that cover locations and critical buildings (e.g., coordination and meeting points, schools, hospitals), infrastructure (e.g., transportation, electricity, water supply, telecommunication), information on possible victims, evacuation possibilities, resources (e.g., units, vehicles, first responders), and weather information. All these are deemed relevant also for the evaluation phase.
The COP information should be dynamic, allowing better evaluations of large-scale exercises or crisis operations.
In the workshop, the stakeholders suggested time scales, time logs and stamps, and continuously up-dated COPs
that monitor the crisis development for improved SA/U and systematic follow-ups. The data can be extracted from
the COP to support the reconstruction of events regarding, e.g., collaboration, information sharing, and situational
development. They also suggested that map-based solutions could provide decision-material on decisions taken
during different times and places. A decision repository was perceived to support the reconstruction of decisionmaking processes. In general, the stakeholders expressed the needs for repositories and report systems for storing
cases, experiences, lessons identified, best practices, logs, analyses, and previous evaluations.
As to existing information systems, the stakeholders referred to the current Search-and-Rescue (SAR) systems at
several occasions. The system currently includes automatized report systems used by the rescue services. The
systems collect experiences provided by the responders that have been involved in a rescue operation and store
them in the database to be used to improve future operations. The respondents suggested added functionalities
i.e., the capability to aggregate reports, generate action plans from reports and extract statistic data to be used
in future knowledge development. In general, there was a perceived need for a tool that can generate simplistic
evaluations, sum-up learning points, and share experiences.
Organizational Processes and Methods

As to organizational processes, the DSB states that the primary purpose of evaluation of crisis management operations and exercises is to enable reflection that can contribute to learning and identify needs for changes (DSB,
2016, 2018). Evaluations document what has happened, analyze why, what needs changes, and how to find learning points and suggestions for action. At organizational level, an evaluation team with several roles, such as the
evaluation leader and local evaluators, is proposed. The guidelines suggest methods for data collection as a basis
for evaluation, e.g. observations, questionnaires, interviews, and logs from other documents. Questions are proposed e.g. How will the data be processed? Will a written report be required? How will the evaluation result be
conveyed to the relevant stakeholders?
Overall, the suggested evaluation method after the exercise (not an operation) follows the earlier described, commonly used AAR model. It should preferably be completed right after the exercise and involve all participating
stakeholders. The AAR participants are supposed to fill out immediate learning points in relation to various aspects of the exercise. The guidelines thus indeed include many useful recommendations. However, as they are
only high-level and general, they provide a limited basis for evaluating whether a COP and SA/U were established
during the event. The learning points cannot be used to evaluate when and how common understanding was
shaped, and if there were misunderstandings, how these were solved, among which actors, what were barriers
causing the delay of establishing a COP and common understanding, and what were the consequences of this
delay. In summary, the guidelines thus have no explicit connection to improved COPs, and SA/U. However, in
the workshop, several respondents mentioned that future organizational processes for evaluation could indeed
make use of the DSB templates and guidelines if they are further developed. Directives connected to the guidelines
could also support practical implementation in the own organization.
Again, the re-current theme, both in the brainstorming and World Cafésession was, an objective and fact-based
knowledge basis. There is thus a perceived need for a:
“knowledge-based evaluation process” (Brainstorming session)
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The process should be based on a correct understanding of reality and the ability to reconstruct an incident or
exercise. It is generally believed that this will also enhance inter-organizational cross-sector evaluations, “true”
knowledge, and lessons-learned. The stakeholders also came up with rather detailed suggestions on how to develop systematic, intention-based methodologies connected to pre-defined goals. This included, in the preparation
phase, to define goals and related data collection where a focus should be on dynamic results and the incident over
time. If possible, the exercise is then carried-out with other organizations and sectors. In the debriefing phase,
applying AAR (focusing on what went well and bad and taking this further to organizational and governmental
level for lessons learned) immediately following the operation or exercise, was suggested. The value to sometimes
perform joint, inter-organizational AARs were mentioned. In a longer time-perspective, the evaluations results
should be transferred to action plans in the own organization and integrated in daily routines. Experiences, e.g.,
whether the goals have been met should also be documented to improve the next exercise/operation. They should
also be stored in case databases to be used as learning material.
The stakeholders did not often refer explicitly to the SA/U topic when discussing how organizational processes
for evaluations can be improved. However, some of them mentioned that making use of information sharing,
COPs and SA data for evaluation must be considered in the planning phase of the exercise, and exercises that
focus specifically on continuously updated SA were suggested. Some stakeholders also expressed the need for a
feedback mechanism for the usability of collected COP information so that no unnecessary data is collected the
next time. Also, besides the need for vertical and horizontal evaluations at the management and/or operational
level, evaluations across organizations and sectors is emphasized in the data material. It is believed that this will
produce overall pictures of COPs and improved SA/U – something that is currently perceived as a gap.
Structural Processes: the Need for Co-ordination

As for the document analysis, the DSB, guidelines, and methods on how to evaluate exercises emphasize that the
evaluation is a systematic assessment according to defined goals and the goal achievement criteria (DSB, 2016).
The evaluation must, therefore, be part of the planning process. It is again notable that the current guidelines are
on a general level with no methodology or support as to coordinate evaluations on a national level. However, the
government has recently published a set of requirements that should be considered in future evaluations of crises.
These demand to follow-up exercises and operations in all state authorities in the civil sector security domain and
to take lessons-identified further, through action plans anchored at the respective authority management level. The
evaluation phase should not be considered as complete until all the points in the action plan are handled.
(Meld.St.10, 2016-2017) .
In the workshop, the structural level was discussed in both the brainstorming and in the World Cafésession. In
general, stakeholders agreed that time and resources must be set aside in advance, not after a crisis has occurred
– to establish common long-term practices around evaluations. They argued that the DSB guidelines should be
simplified to be useful. DSB could also support in developing concepts and training courses for evaluation; evaluations need to be turned into action plans, handled, and implemented. There should be a clear order as what
actions to prioritize with a focus on those lessons-identified where improvement is clearly needed. Persons responsible for actions should be appointed and evaluations and learning points should be reported to and anchored
at the management level both in own organizations, regionally and nationally, to the authority responsible for a
specific area. The stakeholders also pointed at the necessity to develop common and regular routines for evaluations and to achieve quality improvement of current evaluations and common practices. Needs included focus on
best practices and what can be improved; and establish a common practice for evaluation and feedback mechanisms as an integrated part of any operation. It is also deemed important to develop standards for evaluation based
on directions from the national authorities. How information should be stored, owned, and distributed to enable
transferring identified challenges from one exercise/operation to the next, was addressed in the World Café:
Where should this info be stored, owned and shared – important to clarify. (Group 3, World Café)
SA/U were again explicitly referred to only occasionally. However, a few respondents in the World Cafésession
claimed that if you know that you will be evaluated on relevant SA/U, you can modify the exercise to include
these aspects. Some respondents claimed that evaluation methodologies should be the same across organizations
for synergy effects. In the brainstorming session, a recurring need was to address the perceived current gap of
coordinated, interdisciplinary or inter-organizational evaluations, to coordinate evaluations from each sector to
an overall COP/SA/U. The respondents thought looking deeper into mutual cross-sectoral dependences and challenges could provide added value to evaluations.
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Sector-wise evaluation will be strengthened by holistic evaluation based on facts and retrospective analysis.
(Group 1, World Café)
A few stakeholders even suggested generic operation rooms and physical arenas e.g., at regional level, to facilitate
training, instructions, developing action plans and analysis of evaluations.
Analysis and Initial Framework

Comparing the existing DSB guidelines with our findings, it is not surprising that there are several overlaps as to
how organizational and structural needs (e.g., action plans, prioritization, appointed responsible persons, anchoring) are expressed. First, a few of the workshop stakeholders where from DSB. Second, these are recurring challenges relating to turning lessons identified into lessons learned and how to create organizational double-loop
learning. That the stakeholders describe many evaluation needs on a general crisis management level and those
COP technology and SA/U related on a rather high-level is also not surprising. This is a common challenge when
a technology is new, emerging, or not yet existent (Bjögvinsson et al., 2012). Previous data in the project, on the
other hand, have exemplified several needs for information sharing and SA/U, that can be displayed in the COP
and used also for evaluation purposes
The rhetorical question then persists: If both vision and knowledge on how to learn from crises has existed for so
long; why is it so difficult to realize? An additional challenge to those described in the background section are of
course lack of time and resources. The workshop respondents argued several times that more resources need to be
invested and set aside in advance for evaluations, both at the organizational and at the structural (regional, national) level. On the other hand, a COP support for improving SA/U may provide a basis for rendering the evaluations more effective and cost-beneficial in a long-term perspective. This, since you can spend less time on exploring the AAR theme “what happened” when the COP reconstructs the event according to a timeline and thus
visualize this “what”. Thus, is it then possible for vision to meet reality in the specific case of COPs for improved
evaluations that are turned into organizational double-loop learning and lessons learned and implemented? We
believe that a start to address them is systemize the requirements to an initial framework, as presented in the
following.
Planning phase: to formalize the evaluation

Pilemalm et al. (2008) argued that the benefits of technology support for reconstruction and visualizations of interorganizational crises will not be realized if methodological challenges are not handled. This implies that for each
exercise/operation the involved organizations must define a set of goals, actors and units beforehand, i.e. those
most relevant to the SA/U themes that will be in focus during the reconstruction and analysis phase. This should
be connected to intended evaluation goals, output, and its format, complemented by action/implementation plans.
Relevant contacts to relevant organizations and sometimes to regional and national authorities should be taken.
As to COP-based evaluations, SA/U are often difficult to evaluate in themselves, and scarce research and experience exist. One solution is to conduct exercises that focus on evaluating the involved actors’ SA, joint understanding, and decisions taken during different crisis phases. In relation, involved organizations should jointly define
what data they need to extract from the COP for what evaluation purpose. This concerns many methodological
issues as organizations must decide what data, information, and decisions to prioritize and connect them to defined
goals and themes, how to capture (record) and store them during the exercise or operation, how to visualize them
during debriefing and evaluation, and how to transform them to the desired output format. Thus, the COP data
available should be connected to existing incident command systems (ICS) (Buck et al., 2006) and standard procedures for handling crises in various settings In the framework (Figure 3), the planning phase addresses what
must be done and what data from the COP repository shall be integrated in the planning process.
Evaluation Phase: Taking Advantage of The COP

It is possible to argue that the COP evaluation data is the result of preparation and a structured working methodology in the planning phase. It is important to emphasize that a single COP is not sufficient to provide a holistic
operational picture for all involved organizations; rather, it is a selection of the relevant dynamic and static information that will contribute toward building a joint COP (Steen-Tveit and Radianti, 2019). During the exercise or
operation, the pre-selected data, information and decisions, e.g. selected by the ICS, are recorded and stored in a
COP repository. The COP should also include functionality for recording and playing back entire event handling
in the map interface according to a timeline. Also, the COP should add functionality to produce a quick material
that can be used to visualize the (ICS) pre-selected SA/U themes and what happened in relation to them for an
immediate debriefing following the AAR approach. This applies to exercises and to operations when possible. In
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terms of double-loop learning, it refers to interaction, socialization of experience and tacit knowledge among
incident stakeholders (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995). The COP could also provide tools that ease aggregated evaluations that may be re-used in systematic evaluations and follow-ups, in the organizational implementation phase,
to address the gap pointed out by Savoia et al. (2012). In the framework (Figure 3), the evaluation phase addresses
what did actually happen, taking advantage of the COP repository.
Organizational Implementation Phase: Structural Support

In the organizational implementation phase, the output from the SA/U evaluations are action plans, appointing
personnel responsible for implementation and anchoring at organizational management levels. This phase is the
most complex requiring much further work with organizational stakeholders to develop suitable processes. Many
countries, including Norway, have a decentralized command and control structure, thus creating additional complexity when it comes to ensure that stakeholders have access to the tools and data needed to build COPs and
carry out ensuing evaluations. This requires coordination mechanism at the regional or national level (e.g., DSB).
National co-ordinations mechanisms are also needed for validation of AAR evaluations and according updates,
simplifications, further development and dissemination of guidelines and standards. In terms of double-loop learning, this refers to the externalization of knowledge and experience, for updates, and later internalization and combination across organizations (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995) that may result in improved joint situational understanding in a long-term perspective (Dostal, 2007).
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Figure 3. Integrated framework for double-loop learning using COP data

The COP could be used in the implementation phase by letting the repository collect those actors and organizations
that are relevant to crisis management and systemize them horizontally and vertically with relevant contact information. It ensures accessibility for both evaluations and in the implementation phase. The repository could have
different levels, e.g., actors at the local, regional and national level. Structural coordination is needed, again probably by a national mechanism such as potential ICDs where they exist, and here procedures for how this coordination shall be performed must be developed. In the framework (Figure 3), the implementation phase addresses
what can we learn and how can we support lessons learned through the various loops contributing to double-loop
learning. Single-loop learning occurs when an organization may experience mistakes during the implementation
(crisis response), then learning through evaluation to correct the weaknesses and repeat the process without changing the underlying governing values as a basis for planning. Double-loop learning occurs when an organization
corrects the identified mistakes in the evaluation through the internalization and externalization processes by
changing the governing values for planning and then the implementation. We suggest achieving, above all the
latter, through formalization, the internalization of the lessons-learned from COP data into planning. Overall, the
value-changing process will require structural support. We consider such practice can lead to efficient organizational double-loop learning.
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DISCUSSION

Our results invite for a discussion. We will first review implications before weighting exercises against operations regarding learning effectiveness.
Implications

Over the past decades, emerging ICT has been perceived as improving evaluation and learning from crisis exercises and operations. The current project, and SA/U are no exception. Event though a COP by no means are the
only data source for improving related evaluations (in the workshop also general information systems, lessonslearned cases and simulation tool were mentioned), we believe that a COP with an integrated map interface could
represent a major improvement in the evaluation phase. At the same time, practical examples of that technology
indeed contribute to lessons-learned, and organizational double-loop learning are mostly absent. While technology
for reconstruction of crisis management exercises have long existed, few studies address the related methodological issues and how to implement the learning in organizations (Pilemalm et al., 2008). For instance, Marklund
and Wiklund (2016) describe several lessons-learned from a complex military operation but provides no detailed,
systematic method to take the results further. Nordstrom and Johansson (2019) employ nine thematic clusters
proposed by previous research to examine the inter-organizational learning derived from post-crisis management
exercise and evaluation reports, including reviewing the suitability of the exercise report for inter-organizational
learning. They argue that the majority of the reports focused on describing what happened and what actions were
carried out during the exercise, but did not embrace later analyzing the problems, how they were solved, and what
measures were needed to prevent them to reoccur. Meanwhile, Birkland (2009) argues that learning can only exist
if we include the processes of how to structure organizations and policy systems that bring serious learning from
disasters.
The above challenges are also clearly identifiable in this study that focus COPs specifically. According to the
socio-technical system view, technology, people, competencies, organizations, and structures should be developed
in parallel when developing information systems (Alter, 2003). In the study, the workshop stakeholders expressed
technical needs at a rather “unproblematic” level where they seemed certain that “fact-based”, “objective” information could pave the way for better evaluations and fulfillment of organizational and structural needs. In other
words, they focused more on the social components or surroundings of the COP. This confirms previous research
and indicates that how to achieve lessons-learned and double-loop organizational learning is as relevant for COPs,
and SA/U, as for any learning from a crisis. In Norway, it has also been noted how various software systems and
lack of inter-organizational data access in the emergency management system are among the factors limiting
efficient sharing of information during emergencies (Grottenberg and Njå, 2017). These difficulties give a compelling argument for establishing common dedicated capabilities across organizations, which can be used also for
evaluation and learning purposes. By contrasting the document guidelines with identified requirements from the
workshop, the stakeholders obviously experience a general lack of shared resources for supporting systematic
organizational double-loop learning from crises and exercises. This means that we need to devote time to organizational processes and structural mechanisms – and reach out to decision-makers – if COP-based evaluations shall
make real change and improvements. In this context, it is important to distinguish between the COP (technology)
itself and the supportive processes surrounding it, for instance provided by an ICS (Buck et al., 2006).
In the study, the structural challenges seem those vaguest and thereby difficult to handle. O'Donovan (2017) suggests that the lessons-learned are successful only if corresponding learning processes are promoted, including
Instrumental policy learning, Social policy learning, and Political learning. The latter refers to when the disaster
turns knowledge about the effectiveness of strategies that the current policy advocates to advance policy ideas or
draw attention to problems. In the case of Norway, and in many countries worldwide, the emergency management
system is not centralized, instead emphasizing local decision-making and delegated authority, often adding to
complexity (Grottenberg and Njå, 2017). Still, structural challenges might be those most important if learning
experiences shall reach all the way to the political and decision-making level, i.e., having an actual impact. This
calls for a socio-technical view on future development on COPs, and for integration in processed provided by
general incident command systems/ICS, structures, standards and procedures in various regional and countries.
In relation, we argue for a design approach based on user participation working with stakeholders on local, regional and national organizations responsible for the crisis management in various countries.
Learning from Exercises Versus Learning from Operations

In the study, the research gap identified from literature includes both learning from exercises and real operations.
Meanwhile, the planning documents from DSB focus mostly on exercises. There exist similar planning documents
provided by authorities in many other countries, e.g., those provided by the Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency
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(MSB) (MSB, 2017a, 2017b). However, MSB has also published guidelines that relate to real crisis investigations,
e.g. MSB (2018). Even if learning from real operations is preferable, it is often difficult to accomplish due to the
urgent nature of the crises themselves. Also, large-scale real crises often occur infrequently, implying that the
ensuing evaluations tend to remain in reports until the next crisis takes place - not implemented as organizational
“lessons learned”. Typical examples are the Indian Ocean tsunami of 2004, the forest fires in Sweden 2014 and
2018, and that the world was not prepared for Covid-19 hitting globally. As argued by Birkham (2009), disasters
provide an opportunity to learn from the incidents, but often, given the haste of the decisions made in responding
to them, the risk of superficial, single-loop learning –without attempts to analyze the underlying problem – likely
occurs. Birkland suggests an “Event-related Policy Learning” model to maximize the learning process and avoid
creating hasty learning from incident reports. In our study on the COP, we agree with this reasoning, even if, of
course, also less optimal decicsions and mistakes, later can be used for analyses and double-loop learning purposes. Our study also has similar findings as MSB (2018) which proposed a methodology based on document
analyses and interviews with investigators on a number of crises in various European countries (e.g. forest fire,
flooding, school shooting). The study concludes that there currently exist no coherent methodology to learn from
crises and suggest planning of resources and inter-organizational coordination and responsibilities beforehand,
clearing of juridical matters and practical training as some ways forward. From this study we see that apply these
conclusions are also highly relevant to SA/U specifically. In relation, even if AAR or similar debriefing methods
are seldom possible to carry out during the acute response phase of a crisis, using stored COP data provides the
ability to reconstruct it once the acute phase ends. This makes it possible to recapture the crisis, not in an optimal
but in a better way than before. Thus, the initial concept suggested in the study can be used for both exercise and
operations developed, although it needs modification for various contexts (see future work).
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this study, we addressed the persistent challenges of turning the possibility provided by new technologies into
crisis evaluation and organizational learning processes. We applied this specifically to the ability of COP evaluations to improve SA and situation understanding, a domain with scarce studies. We did this by identifying highlevel requirements on what COP data can support for evaluations complemented by organizational and structural
requirements. Based on this, we presented an initial high-level framework for COP based evaluations.
COPs indeed have the capability to support the learning from incidents, but they will be of no use in this respect
if knowledge is not turned into organizational double-loop learning and lessons learned and implemented. Therefore, we argue for a socio-technical approach and that devoting much effort to complex organizational and structural aspects is necessary if emerging COPs shall make a change, not only promises. This study reports from the
document analysis, some observation data, and a stakeholder workshop. In the next step, we will integrate terminology and map support and additional functionality for recording and playing back event handling in the COP
common map interface. It is also of importance to explore the high-level requirements in more detail and connect
them to functionality, i.e., what are the “facts and objective data” (e.g., response times, positions, decisions, symbols) and what data is relevant to what situation. This is even more important for the organizational and structural
processes and integration with existing ICSs and standards. Further work will take place in a group of stakeholders
representing authorities and response organizations in the domain of inter-organizational crisis management, not
the least DSB responsible persons. A combination of user participation and design innovation techniques (Osborne
and Brown, 2011) will be used to create joint models and processes that stakeholders can take to their own organization for further implementation and training.
As for transferability, our study results are built on the Norwegian emergency management system with a decentralized crisis management structure. Thus, they are likely most relevant for countries with similar structures.
However, the results can be used as inspiration for future research in the crisis management, command and control
and SA/U domains and for practitioners wanting to carry out similar work. The proposal is initial; it needs to be
further, developed, modified and concretized to each specific context. This especially goes for the framework use
in exercises versus real crisis operations, since it has been initially developed based on exercise data.
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ABSTRACT

When a disaster occurs, maintaining and restoring community lifelines subsequently require collective efforts
from various stakeholders. Aiming at reducing the efforts associated with generating Stakeholder Collaboration
Networks (SCNs), this paper proposes a systematic approach to reliable information extraction for stakeholder
collaboration and automated network generation. Specifically, stakeholders and their interactions are extracted
from texts through Named Entity Recognition (NER), one of the techniques in natural language processing. Once
extracted, the collaboration information is transformed into structured datasets to generate the SCNs
automatically. A case study of stakeholder collaboration during Hurricane Harvey was investigated and it had
demonstrated the feasibility and applicability of the proposed method. Hence, the proposed approach was proved
to significantly reduce practitioners’ interpretation and data collection workloads. In the end, discussions and
future work are provided.
Keywords

Disaster response, stakeholder collaboration, natural language processing, network generation.
INTRODUCTION

Disasters often cause devastating impacts on community lifelines (Homeland Security, 2016, 2019). When a
disaster occurs, maintaining and restoring community lifelines heavily rely on collective efforts, which a single
stakeholder could hardly accomplish (National Research Academies, 2012; Nowell et al., 2018). Large-scale
disasters (e.g., hurricanes, earthquakes, fires, and pandemics) always involve a great number of stakeholders, such
as multi-level (i.e., federal, state, and local) governments, nongovernmental organizations, and private sectors,
which are with various roles, responsibilities, and interactions, thereby increasing the complexity of response
collaborations (Homeland Security, 2019). To incorporate complex interactions among stakeholders, network
analysis has been widely applied by modeling stakeholders and their interactions as nodes and edges, respectively
(Comfort, 2007; Djalante et al., 2013; Nowell et al., 2018; Li and Ji, 2020). Using the modeled network,
quantitative analyses are further conducted to identify high-performing stakeholders or groups of stakeholders
(Kapucu, 2005; Kapucu and Garayev, 2013; Nowell et al., 2018).
To generate stakeholder collaboration networks (SCNs), collaboration information that identifies stakeholders and
stakeholder interactions is needed. Nowadays, various types of documents are provided to 1) summarize
stakeholders’ roles and responsibilities (Homeland Security, 2019; Federal Emergency Management Agency,
2019) for guiding stakeholder collaboration and 2) track actual stakeholder response actions for updating
information (Federal Emergency Management Agency, 2017; The Texas Division of Emergency Management,
2020; Federal Emergency Management Agency, 2020; Chen et al., 2020). These documents comprise valuable
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collaboration information to identify stakeholders and understand their interactions. Although existing in various
documents, extracting SCN components (i.e., stakeholders and stakeholder interactions) is challenging because
the majority of collaboration information is embedded in unstructured texts. When the scale of a disaster becomes
large, the number of documents increases, thereby making the information extraction process more labor-intensive
and time-consuming. In addition, the subjectivity of human interpretations impedes the consistency of the
extracted information, which, in turn, affects the accuracy of the generated SCNs. Therefore, to reduce
practitioners’ efforts in manually reviewing text documents, and to ensure the consistency of the extracted
information, a systematic approach that is capable of automatically generating SCNs from texts is highly desired.
The objective of this research is to propose a systematic approach for reliably extracting stakeholder collaboration
information from texts and automatically generating SCNs. The core of the proposed approach is a Natural
Language Processing (NLP) technique—Named Entity Recognition (NER), which functions to automatically
identify stakeholders from texts. Once identified, stakeholder interactions are established if stakeholders are
involved in the same response tasks (e.g., debris removal, hazardous waste collection, and damage assessment).
Lastly, stakeholders and stakeholder interactions are transformed into two structured datasets to automate the
generation of SCNs. Overall, the proposed approach achieves the reliable and automated generation of SCNs from
texts, which largely reduces practitioners’ interpretation loads and eases the data collection process. The remainder
of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, motivations of using NER to obtain collaboration
information are discussed. After that, a systematic approach designed for achieving the automated generation of
SCNs is explained step by step. Following the methodology section, federal stakeholder collaboration in response
to Hurricane Harvey was analyzed to demonstrate the feasibility and applicability of the proposed approach. In
the end, contributions and future work are concluded.
RATIONALE

In the disaster management domain, network analysis has been widely applied to study complex interactions
among stakeholders (Kapucu, 2005; Kapucu and Garayev, 2013; Nowell et al., 2018). To obtain collaboration
information for generating SCNs, practitioners widely rely on conducting surveys and consulting with agencies
who have navigated the disaster response process (Bodin and Nohrstedt, 2016; Li et al., 2019, Homeland Security,
2019). Although surveys are a very useful tool to gather collaboration information, designing surveys and
arranging meetings with various agencies require a large amount of time and high coordination efforts (Jones et
al., 2013). Most importantly, it is difficult to ensure the objectivity of the collected information due to the limited
access to response agencies (Spence and Lachlan, 2010). Nowadays, collaboration information on disaster
response has been recorded in various government-issued documents to guide disaster response and track
stakeholder response actions (Federal Emergency Management Agency, 2019, 2020). Compared to surveys, these
documents are easy to access and have integrated collaboration views among various agencies (i.e., more
objective), which makes them a promising data source for obtaining collaboration information. Specifically, an
example from the firefighting ESF Annex is “the Department of the Interior assists the U.S. Department of
Agriculture/Forest Service in managing and coordinating firefighting operations (Homeland Security, 2019).”
In this example, the involved stakeholders are Department of the Interior and U.S. Department of
Agriculture/Forest Service, and these two stakeholders interact with each other. This piece of collaboration
information can be represented in a network format—two nodes (i.e., Department of the Interior and U.S.
Department of Agriculture/Forest Service) are linked by one edge (i.e., Department of the Interior interacts with
U.S. Department of Agriculture/Forest Service). As more collaboration information becoming available,
comprehensive SCNs can be generated for analyzing stakeholder collaboration during disaster response.
Although these documents contain rich collaboration information, the information is mostly embedded in texts.
To reduce human efforts associated with reviewing these documents, and to reduce the subjectivity of human
interpretations, a process that can automatically extract the collaboration information is desired. Information
extraction (IE) is a process that turns the unstructured information embedded in texts into structured data (Jurafsky
and Martin, 2019). Among various IE tasks (e.g., NER, relation extraction, and event extraction), NER is an
essential one, which seeks to locate and classify named entities mentioned in texts into pre-defined categories,
such as person names, organizations, and locations (Jurafsky and Martin, 2019). In detail, NER deals with deciding
whether a span of texts is an entity or not, and where the boundaries are. Once all named entities have been
extracted, entities that refer to the same real-world entities are linked. For example, the Federal Emergency
Management Agency and FEMA refer to the same disaster response agency. In the context of the presented
research, NER is capable of automatically processing texts, extracting stakeholders as organization entities, and
linking entities that refer to the same stakeholders. Therefore, NER is used to extract stakeholders for generating
SCNs.
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METHODOLOGY

To achieve the objective of automatically generating SCNs from unstructured texts, a systematic approach is
proposed and shown as Figure 1. First, text documents that contain stakeholder collaboration information related
to disaster response are selected. Then, a dictionary that contains the names of interested stakeholders is specified.
Based on the specified dictionary, NER is applied to automatically extract stakeholders. Once extracted, the
information is transformed into two structured datasets (e.g., stakeholders and stakeholder interactions) to generate
SCNs.
Named Entity Recognition

Unstructured Text

Dictionary Specification
• Agency full name
• Agency abbreviation
• Agency ID

Network Generation
Stakeholder

Stakeholder
Interaction

S1
S2
S3

S1 - S2
S1 - S3
S2 - S3
Stakeholder

S1
S1

Stakeholder
Interaction

S2
S2

S3

S3

Stakeholder Collaboration Network

Figure 1. Research Framework

Named Entity Recognition

To extract stakeholders from the selected text documents, a dictionary that contains the names of interested
stakeholders is specified first. In this research, stakeholders are defined as government agencies that are
responsible for disaster response. Since most agency names are well documented in government-issued guidelines
(Federal Emergency Management Agency, 2019, 2020), the dictionary can easily be specified. In the dictionary,
both full names and abbreviations of agencies are included because the two formats are widely used in text
documents to refer to agencies. To link agency names that refer to same stakeholders, the dictionary includes a
unique ID that is assigned to an agency’s full name and its abbreviation. For example, the ID “FEMA” is assigned
to “Federal Emergency Management Agency” and “FEMA” to indicate that they refer to the same stakeholder.
Once the dictionary is specified, NER is applied to extract stakeholders from the selected text documents. Before
applying NER, the text documents and agency names in the specified dictionary are converted to the same letter
case representations (i.e., lower case or upper case). This is to incorporate agency names with letter case variations
(e.g., “Fema”, “fema”, and “FEMA”), and to reduce the number of agency names required in the dictionary. Once
letter cases are kept consistent, NER is applied to process texts and automatically extracts the interested
stakeholders.
Network Generation

To generate SCNs, two types of information are needed: stakeholders (i.e., nodes) and stakeholder interactions
(i.e., undirected edges). Stakeholders are extracted from texts using NER. Stakeholders are extracted from texts
using NER. Based on the extracted stakeholders, stakeholder interactions are obtained by establishing pairwise
interactions when these stakeholders are involved in the same response tasks. For example, if three stakeholders
(e.g., S1, S2, and S3) are involved in one response task (e.g., debris removal, hazardous waste collection, and
damage assessment), then there are three types of stakeholder interactions (e.g., S1-S2, S1-S3, and S2-S3). To
automate the network generation, stakeholders and stakeholder interactions are transformed into two structured
datasets, namely, a node dataset and an edge dataset. By importing the datasets into network analysis software
(e.g., igraph [Csardi and Nepusz, 2019]), SCNs are automatically generated. Once generated, network analysis
can be conducted to evaluate the performance of stakeholder collaboration.
CASE STUDY

In this section, a SCN of federal stakeholders involved in Hurricane Harvey is generated to demonstrate the
feasibility and applicability of the proposed approach. Hurricane Harvey was a category 4 hurricane that caused
devastating damages to southeastern Texas. It is the second-most costly hurricane in U.S. history, and has the
largest number of direct deaths in Texas since 1919 (Blake and Zelinsky, 2018). During disaster response, most
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state and local stakeholders were overwhelmed by disaster impacts and required assistance from federal
stakeholders, which makes the role of federal stakeholders critical (Homeland Security, 2019). In this research, a
10-day period starting from the date when Hurricane Harvey made landfall (Aug. 26, 2017) to the date when
Harvey’s impact started dissipating (Sept. 04, 2017) is selected. The case study is conducted in the following
steps. First, data sources used to extract stakeholder collaboration information are selected. Then, the proposed
methodology is applied to identify stakeholders involved during disaster response. After this, the extracted
stakeholders are transformed into structured datasets for the network generation. To demonstrate the usage of the
SCN, individual stakeholders’ performances are compared using three centrality measures (i.e., degree centrality,
closeness centrality, and betweenness centrality). Lastly, two perspectives of SCN analyses are summarized for
enhancing stakeholder collaboration in disaster response.
Data Source

Mission Assignment (MA) provided by FEMA (Federal Emergency Management Agency, 2020) was selected as
the data source. In detail, MA is a work order issued by FEMA to other Federal agencies when state and local
governments are overwhelmed by disaster impacts. In the MA dataset, each MA includes essential information
required to direct the completion of a specified response task (e.g., debris removal, hazardous waste collection,
and damage assessment), such as cost estimation, location of need, statement of work (SOW), and assigned
agency. Among all types of information, agency and SOW were selected. In detail, agency contains names of
agencies receiving the MA from FEMA, which can be used to specify the stakeholder dictionary. SOW contains
text descriptions of how stakeholders should collaborate in providing the required assistance, which is selected as
text descriptions to extract collaboration information. Since each SOW corresponds to one response task, pairwise
stakeholder interactions are established for stakeholders extracted from the same SOW. After filtering the MA,
294 pieces of SOWs were extracted during the investigated time period (i.e., Aug. 26, 2017 - Sept. 04, 2017). A
sample SOW is shown in Figure 2. Using the proposed methodology, the extracted stakeholders are “FEMA”
(Federal Emergency Management Agency), “DOE” (Department of Energy), and “NRCC” (National Response
Coordination Center). Stakeholder interactions are FEMA-DOE, FEMA-NRCC, and DOE-NRCC. Based on the
collaboration information, a SCN is generated and shown on the right of Figure 2.

Named Entity Recognition
As directed by and in coordination with FEMA, Dept of Energy

Network Generation
FEMA

NRCC

(DOE) will provide appropriate personnel to NRCC to support
FEMA response operations.

DOE

Figure 2. Illustrative Example

Named Entity Recognition

To extract stakeholders from the selected texts, the stakeholder dictionary was first specified. In detail, full names
and abbreviations of agencies given in the MA were included, and unique IDs were assigned to link agency names
that refer to the same stakeholders. In the dictionary, 193 agency names were included, and 102 unique IDs were
assigned. A sample of the labeled stakeholders is illustrated in Table 1.
In this research, the open-source library spaCy (spaCy, 2020) was used to perform NER. SpaCy was selected
because it is easy to implement and it generates accurate outputs in a relatively fast manner. Most importantly,
the pre-trained NER model in spaCy can easily be specialized by adjusting the processing pipeline, which enables
the specialization of the pre-trained NER model by adding the specified dictionary. To achieve the automated
extraction of stakeholders, the EntityRuler function in spaCy was used (spaCy, 2020). In detail, EntityRuler
enables the addition of named entities (i.e., agency names) by specifying entity patterns. Here, the entity patterns
were specified with three keys: label, which specifies the label to assign to the entity if the pattern is matched;
pattern, which is the matched pattern; and ID attribute, which allows multiple patterns to be associated with the
same entity. Once entity patterns were specified, EntityRuler finds matched entities in the texts and assign them
labels and IDs. In this research, the label assigned to the entity is “stakeholder”, entity patterns are agency names
shown in Table 1, and ID attributes are stakeholder IDs shown in Table 1. Using the entity patterns, EntityRuler
is able to find agency names in texts, label agency names as stakeholders, and assign stakeholder IDs to agency
names.
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Table 1. Sample Stakeholders and Stakeholder IDs

Agency

Stakeholder ID

Federal Emergency Management Agency

FEMA

FEMA

FEMA

American Red Cross

ARC

ARC

ARC

Department of Defense

DoD

DoD

DoD

Health and Human Services

HHS

HHS

HHS

Federal Protective Service

FPS

FPS

FPS

Stakeholder Collaboration Network Generation

To generate the SCN, stakeholders and stakeholder interactions are needed. To extract stakeholders, the 294 pieces
of SOWs, and agency names in the dictionary were first converted to lower case letters. Then, the specialized
NER was applied to extract stakeholders mentioned in each SOW. Once extracted, pairwise interactions of
stakeholders obtained from one SOW were established. Following this process, 43 unique stakeholders and 113
unique stakeholder interactions were obtained. Using IDs to represent stakeholders, sample stakeholders and
stakeholder interactions are shown in Table 2 and Table 3, respectively.
Table 2. Sample Stakeholders

Stakeholder ID
FEMA
DHS
NPPD
HHS
NRCC
FPS
OPS
OHA
CNCS
DOE
Table 3. Sample Stakeholder Interactions

Stakeholder ID (a)

Stakeholder ID (b)

FEMA

DHS

FEMA

NPPD

DHS

NPPD

FEMA

HHS

FEMA

NRCC

HHS

NRCC

FEMA

FPS

NRCC

FPS

FEMA

OPS

To ensure the accuracy of the extracted stakeholders, the authors have randomly selected 100 pieces of SOWs and
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identified the desired stakeholders. By comparing the total number of extracted stakeholders (244) with the total
number of desired stakeholders (262), the specialized NER is able to extract stakeholders with 93.13% accuracy.
The error is mainly due to the incompleteness of the specified dictionary (i.e., certain desired stakeholders are not
specified), which can be reduced by enriching the dictionary. Another reason is that stakeholders extracted from
texts do not necessarily refer to stakeholders. For example, in the text “FAA regulations and restrictions,” the
specialized NER identifies FAA (i.e., Federal Aviation Administration) as a stakeholder, whereas FAA refers to
a regulation type. To reduce this error, more advanced NLP techniques (e.g., semantic role labeling) that consider
text semantics are needed.
Using the extracted collaboration information, the SCN was generated and shown as Figure 3. The network was
visualized using network visualization package igraph (Csardi et al., 2019) in R (R Core Team, 2020).

Figure 3. Federal Stakeholder Collaboration Network

To demonstrate the usage of the generated SCN, network analysis was conducted by comparing the performance
of individual stakeholders using three types of centrality measures (i.e., degree centrality, closeness centrality,
and betweenness centrality [Scott, 1988]). Specifically, degree centrality counts the number of links incident upon
a node, and stakeholders with high degree centrality scores will have more influence on other stakeholders.
Closeness centrality is defined as the inverse of the farness, which measures how close a node is to all other nodes.
In the SCN, stakeholders with high closeness centrality scores are able to efficiently reach every other stakeholder
in the network. Lastly, betweenness centrality measures the number of shortest paths between pairs of nodes that
pass through a node, and it is an indication of stakeholder’s ability to control over collaboration between others
(Scott, 1988). In Figure 4, the top five stakeholders with high centrality scores were visualized, and stakeholder
IDs were labeled on the x-axis.

Figure 4. Top 5 Stakeholders by Centrality Measures

Overall, six high-performing stakeholders (i.e., FEMA, NRCC, DHS, DOD, CBP, and DOI) were identified.
These stakeholders are recommended to share their response experience and lessons learned with other
stakeholders. In addition, the top five stakeholders with high degree centrality scores are also stakeholders with
high closeness centrality scores, which shows that stakeholders who have high influences on others are
stakeholders who can efficiently reach others. This finding indicates that stakeholders’ ability to efficiently reach
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other stakeholders is a critical property of stakeholder collaboration in disaster response.
DISCUSSION

To illustrate the applicability of the generated SCN for enhancing stakeholder collaboration in disaster response,
two perspectives were summarized: 1) identification of high-performing stakeholders and stakeholder subgroups
and 2) analysis of the evolution of stakeholder collaboration. Specifically, high-performing stakeholders and
stakeholder subgroups can be identified using quantitative network metrics that measure the performance of
individual stakeholders (e.g., degree centrality, closeness centrality, and betweenness centrality [Scott, 1988]) and
subgroups of stakeholders (e.g., giant components and cliques [Boccaletti et al., 2006]), respectively. Once
identified, exemplary stakeholders should be invited to share their valuable experience and lessons learned from
the past disaster response.
To understand the evolution of stakeholder collaboration over time, high-performing stakeholders or collaboration
patterns at different timestamps can be examined. Based on the results, time periods that have characteristic
changes of collaboration patterns (i.e., emerging stakeholders or/and stakeholder interactions) can be identified
and further mapped to actual disruptive events (e.g., food shortage, power outage, highway inundation). Through
correlating actual disruptive events with their corresponding collaboration patterns, valuable collaboration
strategies can be generalized. Once obtained, these strategies can be used to revise existing disaster response
guidelines for enhanced stakeholder collaboration.
CONCLUSION

Disasters cause devastating damages to community lifelines. To maintain and restore community lifelines,
stakeholders need to collaborate with each other for taking effective response actions. To better understand
stakeholder collaboration, network analysis has been widely applied through modeling stakeholders and their
interactions as nodes and edges, respectively. Nowadays, various text documents contain rich collaboration
information for generating SCNs. To reduce practitioners’ efforts in manually reviewing text documents, and to
ensure the consistency of the extracted information, a systematic approach that achieves the reliable extraction of
collaboration information from texts and the automated generation of SCNs is proposed. In the proposed approach,
NER is applied to automatically extract stakeholders from texts. Once extracted, stakeholder interactions are
established if they are mentioned in the same response tasks. Once stakeholders and stakeholder interactions are
identified, these types of information are transformed into structured datasets for automated generation of SCNs.
A case study on federal stakeholder collaboration in response to Hurricane Harvey was analyzed to demonstrate
the feasibility and applicability of the proposed approach. From the case study, six high-performing federal
stakeholders were identified, and these stakeholders are recommended to share their response experience for
improved stakeholder collaboration. Also, it is observed that stakeholders’ ability to efficiently reach other
stakeholders is a critical property of stakeholder collaboration in disaster response. Lastly, two perspectives of
SCN analyses are summarized for enhancing stakeholder collaboration in disaster response.
Academically, this research proposes a systematic approach for reliably extracting stakeholder collaboration
information from texts and automatically generating SCNs. In practice, the proposed approach largely reduces
practitioners’ interpretation loads and eases the data collection process. Although the proposed approach achieves
automated generation of SCNs, it only considers government agencies as stakeholders. In addition, entities that
have agency names but do not refer to stakeholders cannot be distinguished. In the future, the specified dictionary
will be enriched by incorporating more types of stakeholders (e.g., nonprofit organizations and private sectors).
In addition, more advanced NLP techniques (e.g., semantic role labeling) will be applied to identify entities that
do not refer to stakeholders.
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ABSTRACT

Quality and timely information is critical to effective humanitarian operations during crises. Despite this, there
remain limitations to its capture, exchange and understanding both in the inter and intra agency settings. To
improve this, methods like interoperability should be improved within humanitarian aid organizations and their
wider networks. Learning from the experiences and insights of domestic and international delegates of the
Canadian Red Cross, this paper highlights that the biggest added values of interoperability to the intra-agency
setting are (i.) increasing organizational capacity, expertise and reputation, (ii.) better tools, processes and
leveraging valuable knowledge, and (iii.) improved engagement of volunteers, employees and delegates. The most
prevalent barriers are (i.) workplace culture, (ii.) differences in operations, context and communications and (iii.)
the socio-technical barriers of systems, processes and integration. The paper concludes by presenting lessons for
humanitarian organizations to improve interoperability, supporting resilient responses for future crisis
management.
Keywords

Interoperability, the Red Cross, humanitarian aid organizations, crisis management.
INTRODUCTION

It comes as no surprise that disasters are increasing in frequency and severity globally (Coppola, 2006). These
encompass all types of hazard, and virtually everyone within their lifetime will be affected by one or more aspects
of disaster (Kapucu et al., 2013). In response, humanitarian aid organizations and networks have cultivated
extensive experience through operations within emergency management, assistance, social inclusion and
community support the world over (IFRC, 2020). Experience also includes both short and long-term initiatives,
training programs, medical procedures such as blood donations, resources such as refugee camp equipment, and
building experiences working with vulnerable communities (IFRC, 2020). For example, in 2018 more than 22
national Red Cross societies exceeded $100 million in assistance expenditure, 4 of which recording over $1 billion
(IFRC, 2020). Humanitarian organizations (HO) also rely on collaborations with other actors and authorities, but
also on the internal structures and procedures developed within themselves (Zhang et al., 2002).
Interoperability - as one such important element of humanitarian networks - plays a critical role in shaping the
effectiveness of resilient response, coordination, decision-making and planning (Vasconcelos et al., 2005). This
is generally considered as the exchange of information, expertise and experience between individuals, groups,
networks and/or systems (Vasconcelos et al., 2005). Quality information therefore has the potential to improve a
range of humanitarian operations throughout all of the disaster management lifecycle phases; the response to the
2010 Haiti earthquake saw the use of new knowledge management systems (KMS) and social media tools to aid
with situational awareness and decision-making (Yates & Paquette, 2011); the unfolding management of the Kobe
earthquake in Japan utilized emergency information systems (EIS) (Homma, 2015); case management systems
were used during the SARS outbreak in Singapore (Tan, 2006).
Interoperability within humanitarian networks still faces challenges. Firstly, information is diverse, widely
distributed and nebulous (Zhang et al., 2002). As a resource this is difficult to organize and thus utilize given its
variations of data type and even its context (Zhang et al., 2002). Secondly, few organizations are able to
appropriately track and document information over time – particularly in situations that are demanding such as
during crises, or in networks that have a high staff turnover and short institutional memory (Cotton & Tuttle, 1986;
Lu et al., 2013). This means that humanitarian networks must focus on priority tasks first, often resulting in the
loss of information, experiences or lessons in the long-term (Lu et al., 2013; Gray et al., 2019). Thirdly, there are
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discrepancies in knowledge sharing between international and domestic operations (Dorasmy & Raman, 2011).
In the inter and intra- agency setting this is referred to as interoperability and encompasses the insights and
exchange of knowledge of all kinds (inter meaning between organizations, and intra within an organization itself)
(Dorasmy et al., 2013).
This paper presents a case study of the Canadian Red Cross and uses data collected from 12 semi-structured
interviews conducted with domestic employees and international delegates. Results highlight the current barriers
and limitations to knowledge sharing in the humanitarian network, with a focus on the interoperability between
international and domestic operations teams in the intra-agency setting. Results indicate that the added value of
improving interoperability are: increasing organizational capacity, expertise and reputation; better tools, processes
and leveraging valuable knowledge; and the improved engagement of volunteers, employees and delegates. The
main challenges to this are: workplace culture; differences in operations and context; and the socio-technical
barriers of systems and processes. The paper concludes by suggesting several key recommendations for
humanitarian organizations to better leverage future knowledge sharing, both within an organization and in the
wider humanitarian network. This may improve future humanitarian disaster assistance for all types of hazard.
BACKGROUND

Over the past several decades, the humanitarian scene has been utilizing evermore diverse methods of resilient
response to crises (Clark et al., 2015). The development of new technologies and tools such as social media have
revolutionized data availability, capture and exchange (Shamoug & Juric, 2011). Consequently, data-driven
approaches in humanitarian operations rely on organizing, consolidating and evaluating data collected. Existing
practices for this can therefore be laborious and will often need to account for variations in data-type, integration
and interoperability issues between systems and data, and accounting for differences in human interpretation
(Clark et al., 2015). All of which depend upon the structure and procedures in place within an organization
(Vasconcelos et al., 2005). Furthermore, given the highly volatile and often unpredictable nature of disasters, the
data needed to support decision-making and other types of humanitarian operations can sometimes be incomplete,
or unavailable in a timely manner (Tatham et al., 2016).
To support and improve future humanitarian responses and capacity, research such as Van de Walle et al., (2014)
has suggested that there are a plethora of components which must be analyzed. It is these collective aspects that
cumulatively effect the wider humanitarian network, and thus future operations. Decision-making, coordination
and system effectiveness have been shown to impact the wider network (Van de Walle et al., 2014). The ability
of organizations to exchange operational information and to use it to inform their decision-making – referred to
as interoperability – is therefore a vital component of responding to humanitarian events effectively (Janssen et
al., 2014). Kapucu (2005) adds that rigid hierarchy and centralized structure similarly inhibit the necessary
flexibility needed for inter-agency collaboration. Network integration and “cliques” of responders who tend to
collaborate with one another represent another issue (Ngamassi et al., 2014). Functioning organizational structure
and hierarchies, too, have been highlighted through the case study of the 2010 earthquake in Haiti as being integral
for crisis response (Altay & Labonte, 2014). Subsequently, it is crucial that HOs have a decision-making process
which encapsulates individual organizational strengths (and weaknesses) within a multi-agency framework
(Kapucu, 2005).
Salient technical and cultural issues also affect interoperability and the opportunities afforded by technological
advances within the humanitarian network (Tatham & Spens, 2016). Technologically, the differences in systems,
tools, programs and software may each impact interoperability (Tatham & Spens, 2016). While this is somewhat
lessened within the same organization (i.e. two different HOs may use different management systems), the specific
functions of certain teams within a humanitarian organization still face barriers (House et al,. 2014). Culturally,
one’s work-place environment, and the level of trust placed between internal teams and in the command structure
remain important (Allen et al., 2014). One’s ethical motivation to support the organization and wider humanitarian
cause again may have an impact on how best to utilize information. The most effective humanitarian responses
account for these aspects, and tailor their decision-making processes suitably towards technological and cultural
awareness (Rubinstein, 2014; House et al., 2014).
RATIONALE

The aspects discussed in the background remain interesting and complex as a majority of literature that analyze
humanitarian networks tend to use quantitative analysis, network analysis, social media and other data (Tan,
2006). While extremely valuable, these kinds of methods haven’t sourced data from within prominent large
humanitarian organizations. Fewer still have demonstrated this through the qualitative opinions and experiences
of humanitarians themselves working within crisis response to better explain the components of intra-agency
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functionality (Tan, 2006). Partly, this is due to strict data controls within organizations who must preserve a
professional appearance for legal reasons (Tran, 2018). Secondly, this is due to the fact that humanitarian networks
are often in the midst of time-critical operations and lack the time and resources needed to capture lessons learnt
(Piot et al., 2019). Finally, gathering data originating from multiple different types of individual is time-consuming
and challenging to compare (Tan, 2006).
The Canadian Red Cross (CRC) is a large humanitarian aid organization who works in collaboration with a range
of national and international partners. As part of their ongoing operations, regular internal reviews are conducted
as well as feedback collected and assessed to ensure that the society is continually improving its responses. This
has become increasingly important in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic which has impacted and changed the
way in which humanitarian organizations make decisions and respond to events. For example, 2020 marks the
first year where multiple components of the CRC’s Emergency Response Unit (ERU) were deployed domestically
rather than internationally alone. Further to this, delegates usually deployed in response to health crises
internationally were deployed domestically in Trenton, Cornwall, Vancouver, Lasalle and other areas to contain
and mitigate COVID-19. This has provided a unique opportunity to collect data and form lessons due to the
unprecedented situation. This, therefore, may have implications for the wider exchange of information during a
pandemic within the humanitarian network. The overarching research question is:
“What are the lessons the wider humanitarian network can learn from the CRC’s experience responding
to crises, particularly in the area of interoperability?”
METHOD
Semi-Structured Interviews

To ascertain their perspectives on intra-agency interoperability, a series of 12 semi-structured interviews were
conducted with employees and delegates of the CRC society. Using the CRC as a lens to better understand other
humanitarian organizations, the interview participants were purposively sampled based on their prior experiences.
Inclusion criteria was that the informant had worked for at least one domestic and at least one international
deployment for the CRC as an employee, volunteer and/or delegate. Suitable candidates were found using internal
knowledge of the CRC staff and a snowball sampling method wherein the researchers contacted individuals who
were known to match the inclusion criteria. Suitable candidates were then able to provide information of other
individuals who also matched the inclusion criteria. Question examples include “please can you comment on the
strengths and weaknesses of your previous CRC operations”, and “what were the main lessons you learnt, and
how might these be used in future responses?”. Interviews were conducted until a data saturation point was evident
(i.e. the point at which no new themes are observed in the data) (Guest et al., 2006).
Interviews followed a semi-structured question format which focused on the benefits and limitations that the
interviewees had experienced throughout their deployments. Interviews lasted for one hour, and were recorded
using audio and later transcribed manually by the researchers. All interviewee data has been kept anonymous to
protect the identities of individuals working within the society. It is important to note however that all opinions
expressed within interviews are that of the individual alone and do not represent the stance that the Canadian Red
Cross society has as an organization. Data was processed manually by the researcher using methods of emergent
thematic analysis (i.e., encoding qualitative data to reveal the main themes, which refer to the following results
headings respectively) (Cassell et al., 2005). Data validity was ensured by conducting the interviews with a
moderator present, whose role was to ensure data collection standards and to avoid bias, and structuring questions
to avoid leading the interviewee (i.e. avoiding leading language that assumes an answer before given). The
moderator remained the same throughout each interview. The themes indicate that the added value of improving
interoperability are: increasing organizational capacity, expertise and reputation; better tools, processes and
leveraging valuable knowledge; and the improved engagement of volunteers, employees and delegates. The main
challenges to this are: workplace culture; differences in operations and context; and the socio-technical barriers
of systems and processes.
RESULTS
Organizational Capacity, Expertise and Reputation

One of the most significant contributions that interoperability was found to have in the intra-agency setting was
that of increasing the organizational capacity, expertise and reputation. Interviewees evidenced that there is a
wealth of internal knowledge held by both domestic and international CRC employees, particularly in health,
shelter, water and sanitation developed through the repeated exposure of international teams during deployments.
Domestically, there is expertise in social emergencies, case management and cash transfer programming. Various
other skills have also been developed during different types of operations which result in the increased knowledge
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and capacity of delegates, staff and volunteers alike. An interviewee posited that “I think that the CRC are good
at bringing back knowledge and experiences from deployments both internationally and domestically and using
those lessons from abroad to develop skills and competencies. I think that’s huge and brings so much added
value”. This was correlated in other literature such as Sharma et al. (2020) in their own study of the CRC, who
similarly state that “participants learned skills in international deployment with CRC that can be applied to
domestic deployment in Canada, including adaptability while working in unstructured settings and cultural
awareness of Canadian subcultures”, and in other examples such as Rubinstein et al., (2008).
Interviewees further explained that the reason CRC employees had skillsets suited to various types of deployment
was because they required similar core competencies (which are defined as “skillsets” unique to an individual
which are built up through experience and training over time). One stated that “the attributes needed for
international deployment are also essential to domestic response as well. These vary obviously, especially with
the deployment context, but adaptability is needed for both. Harmonizing competencies across Canada is
something we should strive for more, while being as flexible as possible, and maintaining our reputation to
support the organizations capacity to help”. Being able to share information, knowledge and expertise has allowed
the CRC to develop more multi-layered and developed teams, argued in relevant literature to be one of most
important aspects of impactful humanitarian assistance. This supports the findings of other studies such as Sharma
et al., (2020) which states that “Red Cross participants learned to create high-functioning teams, maintain training
and engagement, and coordinate between different levels of management and government”. This remains
paramount to CRC operations given Canada’s unique multilayered provincial, territorial and national
governmental composition.
Organizational Staff Engagement

A significant number of interviewees stated that they believed that improved interoperability between teams will
not only be beneficial to the organization but would actively increase their own engagement and commitment to
overall humanitarian objectives. To better utilize the knowledge held by certain types of team members it is
important to document what this is, and how it may contribute or impact future operations that aim to become
more interoperable (summarized in table 1 below).
Table 1. A summary of types of organizational member, their unique strengths, and how these can be better
utilized in intra-agency interoperability.

Results indicate that each type of individual has a range of potential benefits to interoperability, as well as to the
organization itself and ultimately the wider network and communities that benefit from well-designed responses.
This is further supported in informant statements that identify the social structures of Red Cross societies as being
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fundamental, where a culture of volunteering throughout one’s youth is common and culminates in a life-long
commitment (in one way or another) to the society. Using knowledge from a deployment in Nicaragua, one
interviewee described that “a majority of the volunteers were around 17 and they were doing most of the work, at
that young age! 10 years later these kids are now branch directors, leading volunteer groups themselves. Lebanese
was another example where the youth stay with it for years and years. You bring people in early and they make
friends for life, and it becomes part of their lifestyle and career – you become Red Cross at heart”. This
corroborates with the principle documented in literature that the more engaged, motivated and fulfilled
humanitarian staff and volunteers feel, the more effective and dedicated to their roles they will be over time
(Dickman et al., 2010; Dittus et al., 2016).
Workplace Culture

A workplace culture is considered the shared values, belief systems, attitudes and set of assumptions that people
in a workplace share (Walton et al., 2016). Several informants mentioned that the domestic and international teams
featured their own workplace cultures, rather than sharing the same. Some even expressed that they would
consider the teams originating from two different organizations. The interviewees agreed however that those
differences are not the consequences of the nature of the operations, but mostly because the two teams had evolved
in parallel instead of in complementarity trajectories. Therefore, the commitment to the principles and the core
mission of the Red Cross are similar - but the processes and tools developed are different. This circumnavigates
a “one size fits all approach” which may be detrimental to both sides. An informant explained that “it's important
to make a conscious effort to update our system, to talk about the new philosophy/approach to emergency response
and our organizational culture. It's about the people going through a crisis rather than the geographical needs
uniquely”. Bridging the gap between these two cultural spheres is consequently one of many aspects that has been
included in the CRC’s 2030 vision.
Results indicated that workplace culture may also be affected by an employee’s state of mind, regardless of
whether this is directed towards the organization explicitly. An informant used both their international and
domestic experiences to illustrate that “there is a difference in operating abroad when you know your family is
safe at home. It was different to operate in a context when your own community is affected which was the case
during the wildfires in British Columbia, Fort McMurray operations and the COVID19 outbreak. It is important
to integrate those considerations into the operational model”. This reflects the findings of studies in humanitarian
operational settings which reveal that mentally and physically demanding jobs – for example being deployed to
crises – experience a higher turnover of staff and volunteers (Dubey et al., 2016). This represents an interesting
topic as there are few published findings that identify or explore the types of personal reasons that may impact
humanitarian operations in the modern day (going beyond Cotton & Tuttle’s (1986) original meta-analysis of 24
variables affecting humanitarian turnover).
Finally, interview results identified two specific aspects of the CRC workplace culture which need to be taken
into consideration for future operations. Firstly, the special nature of the voluntary workforce should not be
overlooked. This remains a core principle of the Red Cross and Red Crescent movement and is an essential pillar
of the CRC, demonstrating value since the society’s origin (Glassford, 2008; Forsythe, 2005). Annually, more
than 130,000 Canadians are helped every year by a team composed of 70% of volunteers which is a figure expected
to rise following the COVID-19 pandemic. Secondly, the impact of local emergencies (such as COVID-19) on a
local workforce must be pre-empted and mitigated. Not only is this beginning to emerge in concerns of employees
and volunteers, it is also gradually emerging in the humanitarian literature given the delayed nature of academic
publishing. Following international guidelines on the emergency, mitigation, preparedness and readiness steps
have been designed and incorporated into the CRC response to reduce the mental risks posed to staff and
volunteers.
Bridging Differences in Operations, Context and Communities

Interviewees evidenced that the main operational differences between domestic and international teams is that of
the structure and context of the operations that they conduct. Most countries where international relations are
conducted have a mid to low GDP, and in most cases feature lower legal restrictions and local governmental
involvement compared to the domestic Canadian setting. The type of response is also mostly focused on health,
water & sanitation, national society development and shelter. Operations in Canada focus on emergency
preparedness, case management after emergencies (wildfires, floods, etc.), social emergencies, restoring family
links (RFL) and more recently public health interventions. These naturally require bridging, especially in cases
where teams are formed of individuals originating from different types of operations and holding different
competencies (Labbé & Daudin., 2015). In these kinds of deployments an informant explains it was necessary to
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“sit down with the other team we were working with and seek to understand what their response was, so as soon
as we understood that we knew the structure - that was the only main difference and it required communication
and context to solve”.
All informants mentioned that despite the different type of context and structure, they all had the competencies
and skills to adapt to different systems. One interviewee stated that, “there are differences between international
and domestic operations in the structure, the tools that are utilized, the operation cycle, and even in the common
language that we’re using to communicate. It feels as though these models aren’t well understood from each
team’s perspective, which makes understanding the overall objectives confusing for everyone involved”. Better
briefing on the communication lines, roles and responsibilities and language (mostly the acronyms used by both
teams) would have facilitated the transition. This supports literature such as Villa et al., (2017) and Gunasekaran
et al. (2018) that argue communications theory must play an increasing role in humanitarian operations to achieve
continued results. While team members with experience in both domestic and international operations were able
to facilitate the adaptation by essentially acting as “translators” for different operations, tools, processes and
contextual understanding in these cases, more attention must be paid to team composition and interactions in
future operations.
Another communication issue found to require bridging between teams was that of mutual respect and
understanding. An interviewee explained that one of the biggest challenges they had faced within the organization
was “having a younger, less experienced employee come into the deployment I was working on and tell the other
more experienced people how to respond – this didn’t come off well and created a bit of tension. This was resolved
through communications quickly, but respecting one another and basic communications between individuals is
always a good lesson to take into future deployments”. They went on clarify that this likely was a result of
individuals subscribing to a particular management structure and lines of communication that were not necessarily
held by different employees in different teams. Interoperability may too be confounded by time restraints as
priority must be placed on urgent operational tasks, with individuals becoming more familiar with one another a
lesser priority. Particularly given the current pandemic, “COVID-19 has made the clear lines of structure more
blurred. So every deployment had to be thought about more in terms of structure and response, we just sort of
rolled with it. For us it didn't work the same way each time, which I think is down to the unique nature of COVID19 as well as the scale of the country.”
Systems, Training and Information Management

The main challenge to effective interoperability between intra-agency humanitarian teams is that of the systems
and processes that are employed. Informants mentioned that the hardest challenges they had in navigating the two
teams were that components, such as those from information management and in support services, are different
and often not directly linked to one another. The information management systems, software and tools used also
differ and may include one or more of: Smartsheet, Office 365, Sharepoint, one drive, Teams, Skype for business,
Linkedin learning, Slido, etc. An interviewee explained that to help with COVID-19 emergency deployments,
“we created a flowchart for each of the CRC branch leaders/managers to channel requests to help with things, but
we still struggled with the difference between independence and control in provinces having different approaches
to things”. The informants mentioned that while a better harmonization is preferred, it will still be possible to
operate effectively if the team members are appropriately trained on the specific systems, software and tools used
by the other side before deployment.
A majority of interviewees also stated that they thought a briefing information package on politics, command
chain structures and processes would also likely be a beneficial practice. An employee explains that “we focus
heavily on training and I think that detracts from information for people being deployed. International operations
do a better job at this due to the sensitive nature of responses that may need to account for different languages or
situations, whereas domestic tends to focus on series of trainings”. The informant further highlights the
importance of information management with their first domestic experience; “we had a strong team made up of
people with different types of expert knowledge, however there was an assumption that I would know how domestic
operations worked in more detail than I did. Fortunately, because of the strengths and experiences of the other
team members we were able to discuss, and then to merge tools, systems and a mutual understanding. That really
made a difference and without it the deployment would have been different”.
DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

Developing Broader Trainings and Briefings

To ensure that staff, volunteers and delegates are as prepared as possible for operations, teams should prepare
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clear and concise information packages designed for certain types of team members. This should include a onepage document or series of interactive videos (to avoid information overload in a new situation) on the different
tools, processes, structures and contextual information of the operation. Information packages should also differ
depending on the area of the operations, whereby each domestic Canadian geography has its own resource. This
should be extended to volunteers and staff who are already working within operations or are already deployed to
increase latent knowledge and improve future operations.
2.

Establishing Clearer Communication and Responsibilities

The conclusion of the ERU deployments in Canada showed that despite the success of those interventions, the
roles and responsibility of the ERU team and the different provinces were sometimes not clear. To develop SOPs
for the different emergency tools such as the ERU, RRMs would facilitate the process. There should also be efforts
made to clarify the different methods of working at the strategic level. Middle management and project managers
should work with delegates, staff and volunteers to organize workshops and meetings specifically designed to
communicate between individuals and teams, with the ultimate goal to better understand the culture and context
of other teams and how they integrate with one another in operations settings. These should be held regularly to
ensure that information and knowledge that is time-sensitive and relevant can be utilized to the best of its ability,
especially given the dynamic nature of operations for humanitarian organizations.
3.

Harmonizing Tools and Processes

A systematic assessment of the different tools and methods of working should be conducted to identify good
practices and areas of improvement. This should be recorded within the organization and made available to all
teams and employees easily. It should also feature a selection of the best practices and standards for each tool and
method, with the ability of individuals to contribute to this wealth of knowledge as and when they used or
developed something new that could benefit the entire organization. Following domestic and international
operations, it would also be valuable for individuals to be able to report back on their personal experiences and
findings to the hierarchy with the ability to put oneself forward to facilitate a training program or briefing on the
most valuable knowledge brought back.
4.

Integrating Organizational Structures

A systematic analysis should be conducted to better integrate support services, particularly that of human
resources (HR). This should be designed to avoid the duplication of roles performed by team members during
operations. Additionally, a mechanism for capturing and understanding team members experiences, competencies
and trainings completed between operational teams must be developed and implemented. This would allow for an
easier exchange of knowledge within the organization and would increase interoperability between teams. It
would also allow for individuals to assess which areas of their skills and knowledge they would like to improve
should they desire to build a career, move teams, or wish to be deployed in certain areas or for certain hazards.
Alongside this, it may be beneficial to consider assigning a mix of staff, volunteers and delegates to both domestic
and international teams. This would utilize their unique strengths and added values to interoperability better and
would allow for a wider range of knowledge and expertise to be shared in any given operation. This may result in
the increased empowerment and thus engagement of staff who believe that their knowledge and experience is
directly benefiting the organization, and the overarching humanitarian objectives that continue to unify
employees.
CONCLUSIONS

Using the Canadian Red Cross society as a lens to better understand the humanitarian setting a number of valuable
findings have been revealed. The consensus of 12 employees explain that improved interoperability is likely to
result in more effective responses, increased organizational capacity, expertise and reputation. This is particularly
the case for challenging operations that required interviewees to learn new skills, processes, tools and contextual
understanding; which they were then able to share with the wider network. By identifying, utilizing and sharing
these kinds of values between individuals, staff also felt heard, seen and more engaged in their roles. Methods of
improving workplace culture and the differences between teams is clearly still required for any humanitarian
organization. The importance of employee mental health, too, should be an area that future studies seek to explore
especially given the context of the unfolding COVID-19 pandemic. Unsurprisingly, communication is integral,
but requires continued evaluation and improvements to ensure that organizations may function to the best of their
capacity. Finally, the plethora of systems, software, tools, processes and structures warrant better integration and
documentation if they are to ultimately provide not only the business efficiencies for which they are designed, but
also if they are to act as enablers rather than barriers to organizational cohesiveness.
In summary, there are four key recommendations that have been formulated to improve humanitarian responses.
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These are (1.) developing broader trainings and briefings, (2.) establishing better communication channels and
responsibilities, (3.) harmonizing tools, software and processes, and (4.) integrating structures. These would allow
for humanitarian organizations to plan, respond, coordinate and mitigate to best of their ability in critical and often
challenging situations. These recommendations may be valuable for other organizations seeking to better support
the intra and inter-agency settings, and subsequent wider communities that rely on their effectiveness in the face
of disasters. Recognizing that the impact and overall devastation of the pandemic has intimately affected every
person, organization, and government globally, of the rules of leveraging knowledge in the pursuit of building
resilient organizations have fundamentally changed. Utilizing the lessons learnt will help ensure readiness for
inevitable future hazards that are becoming more inextricably connected to both the event and an entities’ ability
to respond. In light of the pandemic, recalibrating new lenses to help better identify, capture, analyze, and
operationalize these lessons will reduce risk and increase resilience.
Future Research

It is important to note that due to the broad range of themes presented in this paper it is unfeasible to discuss
literature in each of these areas to a high degree. Instead, this work should be viewed as a foundational case study
upon which future work will individually appraise the emerging themes. This may address the gaps in research
identified, and relate the study findings to wider implications to the inter-agency setting (building upon intraagency findings).
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ABSTRACT

Different approaches and tools have been used in emergency response to manage information flows. In part due
to the differences in countries, emergencies, and local context, but also personal preferences, capabilities and
resources play a role. Being able to compare and contrast various information structures, processes and systems
would be beneficial to identify recurring structures and their performance and increase the resilience of
information structures between organizations and across emergencies. Modelling languages are used in other
contexts to describe, analyze, and compare processes. This research examines the potential of a tailored modelling
language to document information flow setups. An initial set of requirements is developed from a literature study
and validated with experts. Existing languages are compared to these requirements. The research shows that
domain specific language would not only allow documentation of information and coordination setups, but also
increase possibilities for evaluation, exchange of best practices and continues development.
Keywords

Domain specific modelling, information flow, crisis coordination, information management.
INTRODUCTION

Gralla, Goentzel, and Van de Walle (2015) state that it is often not clear how decisions are made during a crisis,
and as such it is difficult to understand the related information needs. This unclarity has resulted in different
strategies, approaches, and tools to connect actors and their information needs in an emergency, with varying
degrees of success. These interventions are managed through various coordination systems, often supported by
information systems to exchange information (Meesters & Walle, 2014). Previous research into the various
approaches towards gathering, processing and use of information in the decision-making process has shown
various challenges (Tapia, Maldonado, Tchouakeu, & Maitland, 2012). Impediments include information
inaccessibility due to the inability to collect and share information in complex multi-actor environments (van den
Homberg, Meesters, & Van de Walle, 2014). Other challenges are the (un)willingness to share data, information
misalignment, unreliability, and inadequate information (Altay & Labonte, 2014). These factors contribute to
inefficiencies in the information processes and may result in less optimal disaster operations. (Tapia et al., 2012).
As insights were gained, lessons learned and technology advanced, approaches and best practices for managing
information flows have and continue to evolve. However, there have been limited efforts to document, analyze,
and compare these various approaches and tools for information flows in a structured manner. Such method would
enable organizations to structurally build a knowledge base and increase their capabilities to exchange
information. Even in ad-hoc created structures such as international responses to sudden-onset emergencies, and
thus, increase their resilience to deal with these unknown and unexpected situations (Comes, 2019).
Research Objective

One approach for documenting, mapping, and analyzing these different approaches to information management
in crisis response could be the introduction of a modelling language. To document the information flows in crisis
situations a tailor-made language could be helpful to describe different structures and tools used (Zantal-Wiener
& Horwood, 2010). To develop such a domain-specific modelling language, a fit need to be established between
the language and domain requirements (Luoma, Kelly, & Tolvanen, 2004). Through the continues examination
of cases, new configurations for a language specialized for information flow in crisis situations can be constructed.
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This research aims to provide an argument for the development of a domain specific language for documenting
information management setups in crisis situation and identify the first steps towards this development. Building
on previous research in the field of modelling languages, various requirements for domain specific languages are
examined and applied to the crisis response domain. These requirements are applied to several existing modelling
languages to identify their suitability, as well as key requirements that should be included in a domain specific
language. The research aims to answer:
“Could a tailor-made modelling language be constructed for information
flows in crisis situations and what are it’s requirements?”
To achieve this research objective this research sets out to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Show the relevance and potential for a DSML in crisis information management flows.
Determine the most suitable scope and fit to leverage this potential.
Identify key requirements and elements to be included in the DSML.
Examine the suitability of existing languages and identify next steps in the development of the DSML.

Research Approach

In designing such domain-specific modelling languages, different approaches have been used in previous research
(Selic, 2007). Therefore, first a valid method needs be designed for developing a modelling language for
information flows specifically in crisis management based on the above-mentioned objectives. First a literature
review of existing modelling languages is used to create an approach to design a new domain-specific language.
Literature is also used to develop requirements and specifics of a modelling language for information flows in the
crisis management field. Secondly, the resulting findings will be tested with existing modelling languages.
Through this analysis’s recommendations can be identified regarding the design of the final modelling language.
Finally, expert interviews will be used to validate the findings. Additionally, the interviews are used to find new
insights and complete the set of requirements. The process is outlined in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Research approach
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Domain Specific Modelling Languages

General Purpose Languages (GPLs) are commonly used to model aspects of frequently used concepts, such as
processes or system designs (Heitkötter, 2012). Examples include Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN)
representation, or the Unified Modelling Language (UML). However, such languages often have a broad
application scope and therefore have a high level of abstraction. As such these languages cannot always capture
sufficient aspects or detail to enable optimal use of the language for analyses, comparison, or other uses. Domain
specific modelling languages (DSMLs) aim to solve problems by targeting a specific domain. Heitkötter (2012)
states: “Domain specific languages trade generality for an optimal representation of concepts from their domain
and try to reach an adequate level of abstraction.”. Subsequently, different studies have shown the advantages of
DSMLs over general purpose languages. Table 1 shows an overview of these various advantages.
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Table 1. Advantages DSML over GPL

DSML advantage over GPL

Source

DSMLs allow solutions to be expressed in
the jargon and level of abstraction of the problem domain.

Deursen, Klint, & Visser, 2000; France &
Rumpe, 2005; Frank, 2013; Heitkötter, 2012

DSMLs enhance productivity, reliability,
maintainability and portability

Deursen et al., 2000; France & Rumpe, 2005;
Mernik, Heering, & Sloane, 2005

DSMLs embody domain specific knowledge

Deursen et al., 2000; Frank, 2013

DSMLs allow validation and optimization
at the domain level

Deursen et al., 2000; Mernik et al., 2005

DSMLs require, less programming expertise to use,
and thus open up for a larger group of developers

Mernik et al., 2005

DSMLs are more expressive and easier to understand

France & Rumpe, 2005; Heitkötter, 2012

Based on the examination of various DSMLs, Heitkötter (2012) established a framework for creating DSMLs,
illustrated in figure 2. This framework consists of several stages, illustrated in Figure 2. The framework starts with
the identification of a suitable generic language (generic framework) (1) and domain specific extensions. These
extensions are further selected based on the characteristics of the domain as well as the requirements of the use of
the eventual DSML (3). In the transformation phase, the existing language elements and syntaxes are adapted (2)
and integrated with the domain specific extensions (4), and any unused elements are removed. Resulting in a new
language (5) with an improved suitability. The example shows the transformation process for BPMN, but it could
be applied to a range of languages and domains.

Figure 2. Framework of DSML design (Heitkötter, 2012)
Approach to Crisis Information Management DSML

Considering the aim of the research to not specifically develop a DSML but also identify the feasibility, the process
includes more explicit purpose and validation stages, integrating the aforementioned research objectives into the
DSML design framework results into the model illustrated in Figure 2. The first step in creating a DSML is to
show the relevance, need, and purpose of the language (Frank, 2010; Michael & Mayr, 2015). Next, the exact
scope of use for the DSML should be determined. Specifically, where the potential of the DSML would be most
prominent and of added value. When determining the scope, it is important that a DSML does not lose its specialty
(Frank, 2010). Hence, it might be required to reduce the scope of a DSML and focus on a specific purpose.
Following the determination of the scope, an existing modelling language is selected as a base. While different
components of different languages can be used, according to Michael and Mayr (2015), often one language as a
base language is selected.
Every modelling language should be constructed upon a set of requirements. Requirements should be a condition
or capability that must be met or possessed by a system or system component to satisfy a contract, standard,
specification or other formally imposed documents (IEEE, 1983). For this research we distinguish between
functional, non-functional and domain specific requirements. Firstly, the domain specific requirements provide a
structure which provides a link between the domain specific modifications and designing principles (Merilinna &
Pärssinen, 2010). Domain specific requirements are requirements derived from characteristics of a particular
domain, translated into functional or non-functional requirements (Frank, 2013). Functional requirements are
product functions implemented in order to enable users or actors to achieve certain tasks or desired outcomes.
Non-functional requirements define other attributes which do not directly influence functions (Chung, Nixon, Yu,
& Mylopoulos, 2012) but increase the usability or usefulness of a system (Chung et al., 2012). Finally, the
resulting DSML, integrating the requirements is validated. This results in the following approach (Figure 3):
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Figure 3. Adapted approach to Crisis IM DSML
Coordination & Actors

Malone (1988) defines coordination as : “The additional information processing performed when multiple,
connected actors pursue goals that a single actor pursuing the same goals would not perform”. That coordination
in crises and information flows are not optimized in a response is a recurring theme throughout the literature
(Bharosa, Lee, & Janssen, 2010). One reason for this suboptimal flow is the complex network of independent
actors. The complexity not only refers to the number of actors, but also to the networks that exist between these
actors, the increase in information and the tools used to exchange this information (Meesters, 2021). Moreover,
this environment and its complexity differ greatly per situation and as such the coordination structures and
mechanisms should be tailored to specificities of the emergency that is being responded to (Nespeca, Comes,
Meesters, & Brazier, 2020). Therefore, establishing and managing coordination among organizations requires a
systematic approach (Bahadori, Khankeh, Zaboli, & Malmir, 2015). This systematic approach can be further
supported through the modelling of information flows (Durugbo, Tiwari, & Alcock, 2013).
When such information flows are analyzed as part of the coordination, four components should be considered:
goals, activities, actors, and interdependencies (Malone, 1988). A modelling language would need to capture the
shared common goal, which is mitigating the effects of a disaster (Raju, Becker, & Tehler, 2018). But should also
be able to capture individual objectives which maybe more diverging. These goals ‘drive’ the actors to exchange
information, who act as holders or recipients of information. Subsequently the information is exchanged through
various activities. In the DSML this would refer to all the activities which correlate to data sharing, collecting and
distribution (Lewis & Talalayevsky, 2004). Finally, interdependencies are found in the various coordination
structures and tools which are used to establish connections between and share data with the actors.
In a multi-actor system, perspectives and interests of different stakeholders need to be considered. Especially
international responses typically lack a central authority that coordinates all actors (van den Homberg, 2014).
Nonetheless multi-actor systems reach for a common goal in various assemblies that work together. Either as
formal organizations, families or communities or even ad-hoc emergent volunteer groups (Nespeca et al., 2020).
While governments firstly have the primary responsibility and mandate to provide humanitarian assistance to their
population, they may call on other parties when overwhelmed (Harvey Report, 2013), for example through the
United Nations, or other international organizations. At the same other actors, which can ad-hoc formed, do not
have a formal mandate and have acces to different systems. For example, local emergent groups may use social
media as a coordination tool (Baharmand, 2016) and have closer connections with the affected communities.
For the intended DSML, it is important to recognize these different kinds of actors, as each has different tools,
coordination mechanisms and other characteristics that determine the information flow to and from other actors.
Requiring different notations, for example, a separation should be made between formal organizations adhering
to a certain mandate, coordination structure or established structures and actors which are operating independently,
are formed ad-hoc and/or not daily involved in the crisis responses.
Information activities

In a crisis operation, actors each undertake various activities to respond to the emergency. These activities require
the right data and information in order to be successful (Meesters, 2021). As information is often scattered,
uncertain, or ambiguous, and exists in different forms, a key challenge is to bring the information together in a
coherent manner to create situational awareness (Stanton, 2001). Actors will use a range of actions and systems
to obtain and share this information. Hence, collecting, processing, and sharing of information are key elements
to be included in a modelling language (Fisher & Kingma, 2001). Specifically, in order to describe the flows of
information there are several key elements, according to Kaplan, Krishnan, Padman, and Peters (1998):
•
•
•
•

Information forms - Abstractions of information that flow between actors.
Processes - Actions that influence the distribution or flow of information.
Transformations – points where information enters the system or gets transformed to a tool or action.
Procedures – procedures designed for data distribution and collection.

To facilitate the information management processes a Disaster Management Information System (DMIS) is
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deployed. Often systems have been mentioned that addressed various aspects of emergency response operations,
such as specific information systems used for optimization and modelling, decision support, visualization,
geographic information systems (GIS), and simulation and training (Meissner, Luckenbach, Risse, Kirste, &
Kirchner, 2002). Despite the advent of technologies and the increased number of systems available to responders,
these previous studies shown that challenges remain (Meesters, 2021). Specifically related to the integration and
linkage of information, the availability of communication, fast data access, timeliness and updating of information,
and standardization of information (Meissner et al., 2002). Communication and linkage between the used systems
is thus a key aspect in disaster coordination. Figure 4 shows an example of one model created for ICTs used as
communication tools during a disaster. This model is an example of the type of tools which are frequently used.
The exact tools, their configuration and use can vary greatly between different emergencies. Additionally,
different actors in the network use the tools they personally prefer and not which are coordinated. The intended
DSML should be able to capture the different systems used and the information flow in between them.

Figure 4. ICT model during response phases (Firdhous & Karuratane, 2018)
Interdependencies

Modelling languages also provide options to support analysis & evaluations, such as the performance of a process
or the efficiency of a design. Depending on the formality of the language these analyses can even be automated
(Borgatti & Everett, 2006). One of the objectives of introducing a DSML to map information flows in the crisis
management field is to support such evaluations. Building on the previous discussed elements, such as analysis
becomes feasible. For example, the resulting network of actors, tools used, and the information flows can be
represented for example as vertices connected through edges. Such networks (graphs) can be analyzed for
example by the degree centrality, closeness centrality and betweenness centrality (Borgatti & Everett, 2006).
Studies have shown that these metrics can even be used to optimize a network (Bisri, 2017; Curtis, 2016). While
the optimization of networks is not the scope of this research, it is important to identify these possibilities in order
incorporate such possibilities in the DSML. Specifically, a directed path representing the flow of information is
needed, visualizing the direction of information flows between nodes in the network (Borgatti & Everett, 2006).
Initial Requirements

The DSML should address various requirements to capture the various aspects of coordination and subsequent
information flows and systems, identified in the previous sections. Summarizing, the DSML should incorporate:
•
•
•

Actors: differentiate actors with different characteristics through different entity notations. Including
clusters of actors, as a visualization of a group which shows the boundaries of said group.
Information Activities: visualize the information domain through the various information management
activities, systems used, information flows, and systems & modalities used.
Interdependencies & analysis: show direction and dependencies of information flows in order to
evaluate the connection between nodes by information flow directionality and cardinality notations.

RESEARCH METHOD

As an explorative study, a qualitative approach is used (Yin, 2015). Specifically, this study uses semi-structured
interviews allowing more flexibility during the interview while still following an interview protocol to focus on
the areas of interest (Corbin & Strauss, 2014). The protocol initially does not focus explicitly on DSML, but rather
encourages the respondent to share their experience in coordination & information management. These
experiences can be used in the research to determine if the relevant concerns, aspects, and other elements can be
sufficiently covered in the identified requirements or if they need to be adapted further. In the final part of the
interview the respondents are asked to reflect on DSMLs more specifically and their potential in the field of crisis
management. Furthermore, the questions are designed to allow respondents to share their own experiences (Qu &
Dumay, 2011). Additionally, the respondents are asked for additional requirements to expand and complete the
set of requirements. Table 2 shows the (abstracted) interview protocol used. To ensure the accuracy and validity
of the interviews, the interviews are recorded and afterwards preserved in a verbatim transcription.
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Table 2. Interview protocol (abstract)

Topic

Description

Introduction

Inform about the purpose of the interview and the use of the results. Ask for consent to record/process the
interview and use of the results for the research outcomes. Biographical information, previous experiences
and other background information
Respondents were asked how current information management setups; coordination structures and
information flows are documented, in order to contrast existing methods with a (potential) DSML.

Evaluation &
Documentation
Coordination & actors

The various coordination approaches used in different contexts and how these different approaches have
resulted in different configurations for emergency response. The role of different (types) of actors involved
in the emergency response and how this influences coordination.

Information &
Communication

The exchange of information between the actors, depending on the type and role of actors and the
coordination structure in place. The role on information and data quality in this process and how these
dependencies are managed.

Tools & Systems

The tools and systems in use to facilitate the exchange of information and communication with different
actors. The selection of the various tools and systems, as well the use to send or receive information.

DSML

Familiarity with modelling languages in general and the use thereof in their past experiences, or other
occupations. The potential of such languages in the field of crisis response and what changes would increase
the value of the language further.

Closing

Closing of the interview, room for clarifications, additional comments or further discussion of any topics
that have come up during the interview.

Respondents

Interviewees were selected with operational field experience, such as team leaders, as well as interviewees with
experts in specific areas such as information management. With this dual perspective (operational coordination
and information management expertise) the requirements of the DSML are examined through two different
perspectives. To check the differences and similarities of national crises with international oriented crises, several
of the interviewees are also working on national oriented crises. The respondents are selected through the personal
network of experts of the researchers. Table 6 shows the interviewees and their position.
Table 3. Respondents
#
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

National/International
National & International
International
National
National & International
National
International
International
International

Role
Team-leader
Head of mission
Program manager
Operational leader, team-leader
Information manager
Information officer
Program manager
Field coordination

Experience
Field coordination, sudden on-set emergencies
Humanitarian aid, emergency response
Security and information management
Field coordination, sudden on-set emergencies
National emergency response operations
Humanitarian aid, emergency response, field support
Field support, data services and systems
Field support, information management.
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Table 4. Evaluation comments
Quote

A
B
C
D
E
F

“On higher abstraction level, conclusions are quickly made. If it were done differently it would have been better, but we should
have compared this before the crisis.”
“ In sudden-onset crises less coordination protocols are ready to use”
“headquarters do invest in evaluating structures, but a major point of improvement is the inter-cluster coordination evaluation”
We should look at what has to be innovated on system-, process, and inter-organizational level”
“Figures say more than 1000 words, however the figures right now are to static, and are often obsoleted in a few hours”
“We look to little at specifically information in a crisis.
“Where I would often see people writing a lessons learned type of document, which was printed and put on a shelf”
Unfortunately, most of the times during the crisis. It is a continual training issue, but in my opinion there is not enough what we
have done or can do in order to prepare for the sudden-onset phase.

Currently there is no structured, formal, way to document and analyze the different approaches to information and
coordination. Both of the frequently used evaluation methods often do not provide an integral view but focus on
personal or team level. In contrast the DSML would offer a more integrated and holistic view across different
actors and networks. However, aside from the analysis the first benefits of a DSML would be the ability to
structurally document the various approaches. During an emergency this would provide clarity to the different
actors, increasing the inter-organizational collaboration. Over time, a knowledgebase of various approaches and
their performance (which may context dependent) could be constructed. Allowing organizations to build on past
experiences and adapt them to new contexts, increasing the resilience of these organizations as they would be
more equipped to quickly setup appropriate structures and processes to exchange information.
Goal 2: Scope

Literature states that national and international crises are difficult to compare in certain aspects (Coppola, 2006).
However, according to the interviews this does not hold for every aspects or emergency. Experts mention that
more large-scale and complex crises are expected on national level. These crises would be comparable to
international crises with humanitarian aspects. COVID-19 was often mentioned as an example of this development
where national authorities are dealing with a multi-faceted, long-lasting emergency. As one expert mentioned:
“We will get more large-scale crises such as climate, cyber, viruses which
are more comparable with international oriented crises.”
In the interviews no differences were found in the requirements for national compared to international
emergencies. While some individual requirements are more relevant for either international or national context,
each requirement would still need to be included to capture the relevant aspects. For example, the requirement:
“A group visualization which shows the boundaries of a certain group”, is only mentioned once in the national
context, but a dozen times in the international interviews. However, when asked, the respondent for the national
component indicated that this often pre-established. Thus, the requirement is still valid but less explicit or dynamic
in the national context compared the international context where the actors can rapidly change. Furthermore, the
inclusion of ICTs in the language is mentioned twice as often in the national context compared to the international
oriented interviews. There are differences in priority between the requirements in national and international
context, but none of the requirements are expected to conflict in either international or national.
Goal 3: Requirements

To check if additional requirements can be derived from the interviews, open coding is used. Codes which were
found in more than one interview are included in the final list of requirements and given a corresponding
requirement type. If the new code is accepted, a precise requirement is formulated in the next section. In order for
a new code to be accepted a threshold for a mentioning in at least three interviews is followed. As a result, two
new requirements are formulated. The final list of requirements is shown in table 5 below.
•

Schedule/time: Interviewees indicated that often information flows are recurring (for example daily
reporting) and thus information flows between actors would have a recurring property.
Domain requirement:
Show schedules of data collection
Technical requirement:
Show schedules of data collection with a time indicative notation
Type:
Functional
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Ease of use / adaptability: interviewees indicated that situations and thus the configuration can rapidly
change during a response. Therefore, changes need to be made quickly to model to remain up to date.
Technical requirement:
The language should be easily adjustable in a crisis situation
Type:
Non-functional
Table 5. Final list of requirements
Requirement
type

Domain requirement

Technical requirement

Show different kind of actors (formal and
informal actors, emergent and established, etc.)

An entity notation which differentiates different
sorts of entities.
Entity notation which includes different
attributes.
A group visualization which shows the
boundaries of a certain group.
Information flow arrows which enabling various
information dependencies.
Cardinality notations
Notation for data collectors and data collection
methods, including the data collecting devices.

Actors
Show clusters within the model

Functional

Information
Activities

Interdependencies

Show direction and dependencies of
information flows in order to evaluate the
connection between nodes
Mapping data-quality aspects: Accuracy,
Timeliness, Completeness, Consistency,
Relevance, and fitness
Show data collection schedules
Analyze the information domain layer of Net
centric system by visualizing systems used for
information exchange
Visualization of ICT model

Nonfunctional

Show schedules of data collection with a time
indicative notation.
A notation for systems and methods which are
used to exchange data.
Show data interactions between systems with
arrowed notation.
The model should re-use concepts and ideas from
existing languages
The language should be adjustable to various
domain specific configurations.
The language should enable the user to model
as-is and should-be situations.
The language should be graphically visualizable
and usable.
The language should be easily adoptable &
adjustable in a crisis.

Goals 4: Review Existing Modelling Languages

As mentioned, a core component in design of the DSML is the identification of existing modeling language that
could be used as a generic framework that could be adapted further. For this purpose, a selection of commonly
used general-purpose modelling languages has been made. This selection is based on frequently examined
languages in the field of process modelling and information management (List, 2006; Korherr, 2008; Söderström,
2002). The resulting table (Table 6) gives an overview of which parts of the modelling languages could be used
with the designing process of the new modelling language. Subsequently the specification of the language has
been extracted from the respective handbook. Next, each requirement is evaluated with each modelling language
to determined if the modelling language fulfills that requirement. Different modelling languages could have
different ways of fulfilling a requirement. There are three optional possibilities namely:
Directly viable (+): This means that the modelling language is directly viable and does not need any adjustments
in order to be useful for the corresponding requirement. This means the modelling language can directly be
adopted and used. However, it is not a must to directly copy this part as it still can be adjusted or improved.
Viable with modifications(+*): The second option is viable with modifications in the framework. It means that
the modelling language has potential to be an addition for the requirement but needs domain specific adjustment
in order to be applied as part of the transformation process of creating a DSML. In other words, it shows the
potential of the language, but not the specific adjustments which have to be made in order to be applied. Further
research should determine the specific enhancements for the disaster management domain.
Not viable (-): The last option is that the modelling language is not viable for the corresponding requirement.
This means that the modelling language does not consist of the required attributes or cannot be modified without
great efforts to sufficiently address requirements.
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Table 6. Requirements vs existing modelling languages
Integrated Definition

Object-role modelling

Petri nets

Entity relationship
model

Flowchart

Service-oriented
modelling framework
(SOMF)
Unified modelling
language Structural

Unified Enterprise
modelling language

+*

+*

-

+*

+*

-

-

-

+*

-

+*

Entity notation which
includes different attributes

+*

-

+*

-

-

+*

+*

-

-

-

+*

-

+*

Information flow arrows
which are able to show
different kind of flow
dependencies

+*

-

+*

-

+

-

-

+*

-

+*

+*

+*

+*

Cardinality notations

-

-

+

-

-

+*

-

-

-

-

+*

-

+*

Notation for data collectors
and data collection methods,
including the data collecting
devices

-

-

-

-

+*

-

+*

-

-

-

-

+*

-

A group visualization which
shows the boundaries of a
certain group

-

+*

-

-

-

+*

-

-

+*

+*

-

-

-

A notation for systems and
methods which are used to
exchange data

-

-

+*

+*

-

+*

-

-

-

+*

+*

-

+*

Show data interactions
between systems with
arrowed notation

-

+*

+*

+*

-

+*

+*

-

-

-

+*

-

+*

Show schedules of data
collection with a time
indicative notation

-

-

-

-

-

-

+*

-

+*

-

-

-

-

An entity notation which
differentiates different sort of
entities

Unified modelling
language behavioral

EXPRESS

+*

Technical requirement ↓

Specification and
description language

Business process
modelling

Behavior Trees
-

Modelling language →

According to the literature study when designing a new modelling language, other successful existing modelling
languages should be used as a fundament (Frank, 2013). The result shows that none of the currently used
modelling languages are completely adequate to be used for information flow setups in crisis situations, further
illustrating the need to create a new language. When purely looking at the number of requirements filled, the most
logical choice should be Unified Modelling Language (structural), Integration definition, Express or Entity
Relationship Model. These modelling languages have in common that they all operate with a systematic point of
view. They model systems in a way that relations and entities are modelled logically. This concurs with the
systematic view of inter-organizational disaster management used in the literature (Bahadori et al., 2015).
These languages still require further adjustments to address all requirements as none fits all requirements. A
combination of languages is likely needed to create a first base which could be further modified to the crisis
management domain. The exact implementation of this language would also need to take the non-functional
requirements into consideration, especially considering the use in the field of emergency response. For these
requirements a design process is required close collaboration with the intended target audience and future users.
CONCLUSION

The goal of this research was to demonstrate the potential and need of a new modelling language for information
flows in an inter-organizational emergency response context. At the same time, through this analysis, the research
provided first insights to what steps and requirements would be needed to create a DSML to document and
evaluate information flow setups in crisis responses. Eventually such as language would improve the evaluation
of information flow through better documentation of information setups in relation to coordination structures.
While this study is the first step, several insights have been gained necessary for further development.
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Firstly, a tailor-made domain specific modelling language is a suitable solution for the current lack of an
evaluation method to evaluate information flow setups in crisis management. This modelling language could be
used in sudden-onset disasters in both national and international contexts. While there are differences between
national and international crises, these differences could be negated with the design of the modelling language
meta-model. In either case, a multi-actor environment is likely necessary for the modelling language in order to
be of added value, especially for an evaluation and knowledge base building approach.
Secondly, the language is useful in a descriptive (as-is) way in the response phase after a hazard strikes, and in a
prescriptive (should-be) way in the preparedness phase. This creates the opportunity to compare and optimize
different setups for ongoing and future crises. In other words, a modelling language can be used to document the
ongoing situation, even as it evolved which provides valuable insights for the actor on-site (getting people on the
‘same page’) as well as for after-action analysis. At the same time, the modelling language can be used to design
and document standardized approaches. Which in turn can be used a ‘templates’ in an emergency for quick
adaption. For these purposes the usability of the language is a key consideration, including the visualization.
Finally, the design of the language follows a set of requirements. The identified requirements show that existing
modelling languages are not directly applicable and therefore a DSML is needed. However, an existing modelling
language could be used as the core framework. On this language modifications and additions can be made which
could be extracted from other languages. Next specific domain requirements not captured by existing languages
should be integrated, such as the time indicative notations. As well as the non-functional requirements specifically
for use during emergency operations. As with many languages this will be ongoing & iterative development.
Future Research

As a preliminary, explorative study, a number of future directions of research are provided. This study ends with
a set of requirements which have been validated with several experts and used to examine the suitability of existing
languages. A next step would be to design the actual DSML in close collaboration with the end users. For example,
following a design science approach which includes the design of the meta-model, components, and rules of a
new modelling language. Additionally, and over time, the users would also play a more important role in the
design and evaluation the language. Eventually the language should thereafter be validated (e.g. consistency) and
tested in real crises (e.g. coverage or usability). With the (initial) modelling language, new research opportunities
arise. Including the comparison and evaluation of different information structures. Different cases, even historical
ones, could be modelled with the language. Next, these setups could be compared, for example on the role of
systems, actors, and tools as well as the performance of various configuration in different contexts. The resulting
insights would help organizations better prepare for different situations being able to quickly determine, design
and implement inter-organizational information flows.
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ABSTRACT

In the last decade, the number of crises has increased and have become more complex. Crisis response does not
only focus on rescue operations, or separate stages but rather it is an integrated and continuous process. During
this continuous process, several Crisis handovers (HO) and Crisis Takeovers (TO) take place, hereafter
interchangeably referred to as HO/TO. A HO/TO is an important, critical but challenging moment during a crisis,
due to the organizational factors that influence the HO/TO and the technology used to transfer information. Since
these are crucial elements of a HO/TO, it would indicate that the alignment between these factors could lead to
the improvement of HO/TO. However, certain barriers resulted in a lack of alignment. An important barrier
originates from the organizational processes. These have a lack of focus on which crisis managers are involved in
the HO/TO and thus create a lack of alignment between the systems and information used by various crisis teams.
Keywords

Information technology, organizational processes, information quality, crisis teams, HO/TO.
INTRODUCTION

In the last decade, the number of crises that directly affect people around the world has increased (Besiou & van
Wassenhove, 2020), and these crises themselves have become more complex (Coronese et al., 2019). One reason
for this is the increasing connection and dependency between societies and exposure to hazards, due to the
worldwide population growth, urbanization, and environmental changes (Helbing, 2013; Huppert & Sparks,
2006). A result of this increasing complexity is that more crises in the past decade started a process where multiple
factors resulted in a clustering of risks that deteriorates the situations during a crisis further (Pescaroli et al., 2014).
At the same time, the response to these disruptive events has become more holistic (Sapriel, 2003). Responses do
not only focus on rescue operations, or separate stages but rather it's an integrated and continuous process
(McConnell & Drennan, 2006). These developments, along with other changes in the humanitarian sector, have
led to an increase in the number of crisis organizations, often each with their own specialty. (Johansson & Bäck,
2017).
A clear example of this is the crisis that followed the 2010 7.0M earthquake in Haiti. A decade later the country
is still dealing with the recovery and continues to receive aid from various organizations. The reason for this is
that the relief efforts continued long after the initial crisis was over. After the initial crisis efforts shifted from
relief efforts to the development of the affected communities (Lautze & Hammock, 1996). Not only the
complexity of the disaster itself but also the complexity of the response to it resulted in multiple and longer relief
missions (Kroll et al., 2021).
Crisis teams responding to these complex emergencies consist of various individuals with experience in crisis
management and are sent to a crisis situation by an overarching crisis organization, like the United Nations Office
for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) (Waller et al., 2014). Specific crisis teams do not stay at a
crisis scene for the entirety of a crisis, since these teams operate under a lot of stress and intense conditions with
long hours (Jachens et al., 2018), therefore it's common practice for organizations to “rotate” crisis responders.
Organizations like OCHA rotate their crisis responders every few weeks (Soden & Palen, 2016). When
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organizations “rotate” their teams a transfer of the situation takes place takes place. During these transfer, the
“current mission team” conducts a Crisis HO/TO (HO) and transfers its responsibilities, operations, information,
and other aspects to the “follow-up team”, which conducts the Crisis takeover (TO), so the continuity of their
activities can be ensured (Manser & Foster, 2011). For this paper terms HO/TO and TO can be used
interchangeably, therefore this paper will primarily use the term HO/TO. HO/TO are a critical moment during the
crisis relief efforts since it is important to have a clear structure in place to guide relief efforts so that relief efforts
can be continued without delay (Bénaben, 2016; Xenakis et al., 2012).
Considering the increased number and variety of teams, and the longer-lasting response, these HO/TO have
become more common in modern crisis situations. These HO/TO and efforts depend on more information than
HO/TO in the past since more different kinds of processes depend on an organized HO/TO (Sakurai et al., 2014).
In the last decades, information has become a more important resource during a HO/TO (Sakurai & Murayama,
2019). This is because there is an increasing amount of tools and technology available which help analyze, process,
and translate data into valuable information which helped in decision making (Ristvej & Zagorecki, 2011).
Therefore, the proper transfer of information and systems which are compatible, ensures that crisis teams can
continue their relief efforts without any delay (Nahida et al., 2017).
Even though the increased use of information and technologies can improve a HO/TO itself, by improving the
quantity of information that has become possible to transfer, it has also made HO/TO more challenging (Zagorecki
et al., 2013). By focusing more on the use of information, the demand for information has increased as well. This
resulted in large quantities of data being transferred in a relatively short time frame (Zagorecki et al., 2013). Lastly,
organizations need to ensure that tools and their configurations, which are being used to process all this
information, need to be transferred as well (Hsu & Lin, 2016). Information can lose its value during a HO/TO,
especially when there are differences between the various tools in use (Carter et al., 2009).
In summary, a HO/TO is an important, critical but challenging moment during a crisis. This is due to the
organizational factors that influence the HO/TO and the technologies used to transfer large amounts of
information, which needs to be achieved in a short time frame. Since these are some crucial elements of a HO/TO,
it would indicate that the alignment between these factors could lead to the improvement of HO/TO, yet certain
barriers resulted in a lack of alignment (Isaksen et al., 2020).
Research Objective

To improve HO/TO’s several issues need to be solved. The reason these issues haven’t been solved thus far is that
there currently is no proper alignment between the crisis organizations, information gathered, and technology in
use. However, there are currently a few factors that prevent the alignment between these variables. What these
factors are and where they come from is currently unknown. Finding these factors will help further digitize crisis
teams and lead to crisis teams that are better capable of using various types of tools and software in their day to
day to activities, to better utilize the various types of information gathered by crisis teams. These various types of
information and technology can in turn help crisis teams improve and optimize their current processes and thus
HO/TO’s.
Thus, this paper aims to discover ways that lead to further improvement of technology and information used in
crisis organizations. By doing so this paper looks to create a more comprehensive understanding of factors that
influence the success of HO/TO’s.
RELATED WORK

Crisis teams gather various sorts of information to improve their operations in response to critical events.
Increasingly technologies and the general availability of data enabled these teams to gather more information and
quicker. Yet due to this large amount of information gathered, various processes have become even more complex,
including the HO/TO to a new team (Zagorecki et al., 2013). Research has shown that successful HO/TO’s depend
on a combination of technology, non-technical skills, and proper information quality within the organization
systems (Jeffcott et al., 2009; Merten et al., 2017; Pezzolesi et al., 2013). Research has also stated that
organizations can not improve processes, without the alignment of all aspects of a process and IT (Bessler, 2010),
if there is no proper alignment, organizations can not fully utilize their available resources (Peak et al., 2005).
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Information Quality

Transferring large volumes of data does not mean that large quantities of information are transferred (Genesereth
et al., 1997). Data needs to be translated, cleaned, and structured before it can be considered information
(Bernstein, 2011). Initial crisis teams flooded follow-up teams during a HO/TO with large quantities of data,
which resulted in an information overload (Pickering et al., 2010). Also, the initial crisis teams are exhausted upon
conducting the HO/TO, which can compromise a proper transfer of information (Talbot & Bleetman, 2007).
There were instances in the past which showed that standardizing the information transfer during a HO/TO does
not improve the information transfer. However, this was because the staff involved was not familiar with the
transfer method (Talbot & Bleetman, 2007). Different studies have shown that a standardization method, which
is familiar to both parties, does indeed lead to a qualitative information transfer (Ilan et al., 2012). A standardized
transfer of data can ensure that information received would not be perceived as unambiguous (Shah et al., 2016),
and most importantly information would not get lost (Bhabra et al., 2007). Thus, standardization of a responsible
information transfer process, which includes the way information stored and documents how it was gathered,
would lead to an improved quality of information which would be beneficial for the HO/TO (Iedema et al., 2012).
Technological Compatibility

Since the emphasis on information is increasing, the tools need to be compatible with the requirements for crisis
teams (Gralla et al., 2014). The ability of technology to integrate and scale with other applications and systems is
an important factor of technological compatibility (Mariani et al., 2007). This can be measured by the usage of
information, without conflicting records, by different actors, and without degrading information quality (Brace et
al., 1989). If technology is easy to use and integrate into the current IT environment, it will be more compatible
and positively influence the transfer of information (Whitehead, 2007). Another aspect that determines
technological compatibility, is the information transfer speed between devices (Scala & McGrath, 1993). If the
data transfer speed is limited, or not on the desired speed of the actors during the crisis, and thus not accessible, it
is a sign that software is not compatible (Lettl et al., 2006).
Organizational Processes

As stated before, there are many types of technology available that can fulfill many of the requirements crisis
teams have. Yet, crisis teams still face various issues during a HO/TO, even with the use of more technology
(Qadir et al., 2016). These issues stem from social organization aspects, for example, the knowledge barriers that
play a factor during the HO/TO and use of technology (Shinkle, 2009). Also, the structure of processes and work
methods influence the way HO/TO’s are conducted (Bhabra et al., 2007).
RESEARCH METHOD

This research starts with a focus on the improvement of crisis situations with the help of information technology.
As it focuses on the way crisis teams interact with technology to conduct and improve HO/TO’s, therefore this
research has a socio-technological focus. After conducting a literature review the scope narrowed down on the
improvement of HO/TO’s and how alignment would help crisis organizations make use of information
technology. This resulted in approaching experts that had the proper knowledge to participate in this research.
Several experts were asked about their previous experience with HO/TO’s and the use of technology within their
respective crisis organizations. Based on these findings the initial problems that occur during a HO/TO were
formulated. This led to a better understanding of the origins of issues crisis organizations face and how these could
be improved.
For this research, several semi-structured interviews with experienced emergency responders were conducted, the
results from these interviews were analyzed both qualitatively and quantitatively. Through these interviews, we
examined the challenges these responders faced during HO/TO’s. These interviews, in contrast with other
methods, like surveys or questionnaires, provided the researchers with a better understanding of these challenges
and added more depth to the results (Noor, 2008).
Data Collection

In total twelve interviews were conducted. The interviewees are working for different organizations, from
governmental organizations to organizations that focus on international humanitarian aid. The HO/TO’s which
were conducted by the various interviewees focused on the transfer of the crisis situation between teams, within
the same crisis organization. The research made use of multi-stage sampling, meaning that two sampling methods
were used. The first interviewees were contacted via the network of the researchers. Thereafter, various other
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interviewees were contacted via snowball sampling. The experts that were interviewed thereafter, were chosen
based on their knowledge and expertise within the information management and crisis management fields. All
these interviewees also have been involved with many HO/TO’s related to sudden-onset disasters. Therefore, a
judgmental sampling approach was used for these experts, meaning that these experts were chosen, based on their
aforementioned knowledge (Alkilani et al., 2013). All these interviews were conducted between November and
December 2020. The interview protocol focused on the improvement of HO/TO’s, issues experts faced while
conducting various HO/TO’s, and the potential of technology and information to support these HO/TO’s.
The interviews followed a semi-structured approach. The interviewees were asked for permission to record the
interviews. The transcripts of the interview were analyzed afterward. When interviewees or findings from the
interviews were contradictory, these contradictions were included in subsequent interviews. This allowed for the
interviewee to explain the reason for views or experiences. All interviews started with a brief explanation of the
research, followed by an introduction by the interviewee. Next, the interviews focused on the topics based on the
previously discussed theoretical concepts:
●
●
●
●

Handover: How the interviewee worked during a HO/TO, issues he faced, and desired improvements.
Here a shared understanding of the HO/TO process, the situations, and considerations were established,
used for further discussion on more detailed topics.
Information quality: The role of information during a HO/TO, how information is begin transferred
and issues crisis managers faced related to information.
Technological compatibility: The technologies crisis managers use, which new kinds of technologies
they would like to use, how technology was introduced in the past, and how technology could help
improve HO/TO’s.
Organizational processes: The internal processes play out within crisis teams and organizations, which
protocols are in place, how communication flows move and how this influences HO/TO’s.

Participants

The 12 participating interviewees have all been involved in various sudden-onset disasters all over the world and
have performed various HO/TO’s. In Table 1 the function of interest of the interviewee, their function scope, and
their number of conducted HO/TO’s have been mentioned. All participants have experience in the information
management and crisis management fields, but all have different backgrounds, some started their careers at the
fire brigade, while others worked in IT and later moved to the crisis management field.
Table 1. Interviewee background
Code

Function

Scope

HO/TO #

I

Crisis management advisor

Regional, National

>5-10x

II

Emergency response officer

International

>20x

III

Former chief innovation officer

National, International

>5-10x

IV

Former emergency coordinator

Regional, National,

>10-20x

V

Chief operational information

Regional, National,

>5-10x

VI

Program manager in the field of security issues

International

>5-10x

VII

Program officer

International

>5-10x

VIII

Trainee crisis management

Regional, national

<5x

IX

Professor information technology

National, International

<5x

X

Project manager safety region

Regional, National

>20x

XI

Disaster management software expert

International

>5-10x

XII

Professor crisis management

International

<5x

ANALYSIS

After the interviews were conducted and transcribed, the mentions of specific factors were documented, by
following an open coded approach, to identify the various factors and which had the biggest impact related to the
improvement of HO/TO’s. Afterward, it was documented how many times certain factors were mentioned in
coherence with the other factors to see if there was a clear relationship between certain factors.
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For this research 30% has been chosen as a valid coding percentage, from the highest co-occurring variables. This
would mean that sub-variables with an individual occurrence below 20 have been scrapped from the results of
this research, as they were deemed insignificant for the primary variable. The percentage of 30% has been chosen
based on research by Campbell et al. (2013), this research used the same method for analyzing his interviews.
Campbell et al. (2013), state that the minimum percentage for claiming valid results is an occurrence between
10% and 20%, and that the maximum percentage would be 75%, to add more validity to the research results a
percentage in the middle of the two extremes was chosen, which was 30%. The complete co-occurring table can
be found in Table 2. In Table 2 the variables which co-occurred more than five times together are marked to
indicate a stronger relationship between variables.
Table 2. Code co-occurrence

To further analyze the qualitative results the various interview outcomes were categorized so that not only the
topics discussed became clear, but also the relevant information was ordered. These categories, the same as the
codes of the quantitative part, were later segmented. This resulted in overarching results between the various
categories which helped formulate a proper conclusion. Based on the way the various interviewees expressed
themselves, more relevant findings became clear than just the number of mentions of a topic (Noor, 2008).
Coding
During the conducted interviews the relevant codes, as can be seen in Table 3, were analyzed. These codes can be
further divided into sub-codes. Based on the findings in Table 3, it becomes clear that information quality indeed
is considered an important element during HO/TO’s. But it also shows that more crisis managers mention that the
organizational processes play a bigger factor than technological compatibility during HO/TO improvement. The
primary codes will be further expanded in the following paragraph.
Table 3. Coding results
Code

Primary

Definition

Sub-

Sub-

codes

occurrence

The impact that high-quality
information has on the improvement of
important elements of a HO/TO.

Information responsibility

27

Information sources

55

The different properties of technology
make it possible to read and use highquality information during a HO/TO.

Technology complexity

31

Technology accessibility

23

Technology scalability

20

Knowledge barriers

53

Organization structure

33

occurrences
Information
quality

82

Technological
compatibility

74

Organizational
processes

86

Internal human-driven processes within
crisis teams are important for linking
technology to improving HO/TO’s.
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RESULTS

HO/TO’s experienced by interviewees usually follow the same format. The initial crisis team arrives on a crisis
and leaves after a week. During this week the initial team tries to gather various types of information and tries to
set up information streams, which help the crisis managers in the field. After this week, this team is relieved by
the follow-up team. The team managers of the follow-up and the initial team discuss the situation at the point of
the HO/TO, transfer all the information which has previously been gathered, and give the new team the authority
to manage the crisis situation. However, all interviewees expressed that this is the ideal situation, there have been
situations where follow-up teams either received no information or were flooded with information. Interviewees
have also expressed that they often don’t receive the relevant contact information to keep the information streams
flowing, which complicates the work efforts of the follow-up teams the first few days. The worst-case scenario,
which has also occurred, is when all the relevant person of the initial crisis team has already left the crisis. In this
case, the follow-up has to translate all their notes, systems, and previous information but lacks routines and
agreements with other teams. Follow-up teams try to solve this by contacting members of the initial team.
Information Quality Issues

As stated by almost all interviewees information is a valuable source during a crisis. However, many initial crisis
teams gather a lot of data during a crisis, which they want to transfer to the follow-up team. But this initial team
does not filter their acquired data, they transfer this data to the follow-up team, without thinking about the future
use of this data and the usability of this data, as is stated by an interviewee:
“If you go on a mission, you are only focused on the task. You acquire a lot of information and want to
transfer this afterward, but many teams just throw it at you, without filtering data first or thinking about the
follow-up situation.” - Chief operational information
The data that is transferred might not contain useful information after all. Other interviewees state that sometimes
valuable information is transferred, but isn’t fully used. The use of information is often narrowed and thus after a
HO/TO, the usability of this data gets lost. There is often a focus on the single use of information, but this same
information could be used for many more purposes if it is of a strong enough quality. As stated by an interviewee:
“There is a primary focus on the use of information to fuel platforms, to share this information, but good
information has more functions, like being used as a coordination tool. A part is a situational awareness, a
part is the situation reports information delivered and a part is an overview for involved parties.” - Chief
innovation officer
This shows that the focus crisis teams have on their data is an important factor in the quality and thus usability of
this data. According to some interviewees, there is a wrong focus on the available information. As stated by an
interviewee, information is a valuable asset, as long as crisis teams can make use of this information to pursue
crisis goals.
“Information is always a valuable asset, even in a dire crisis. However, Information is part of the complete
crisis ecosystem. So it should not be the main focus, if you have the correct information you can operate with
a strong focus. But, you can say that the use of technology is not a valuable asset, the big question is can you
link the information available to the processes that pursue the crisis goal?” - Disaster management software
expert
This interviewee gives some insight into the role technology plays during a crisis in combination with the
information quality of available information. Information and technology are only important if the technology
enables the use of information to further the crisis goals.
Technology Compatibility Issues

As stated by the previous interviewee, technology needs to add value to pursue the crisis goal, thus a HO/TO.
However, many interviewees expressed that there are indeed many types of technology available, ranging from
applications like MS Excel to elaborate dashboards, they need to be careful not to be inundated with new
technology and tools.
“We have to be careful with software that we are not inundated with new software every time.” - Emergency
coordinator
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It has occurred in the past that crisis teams were approached, to make use of technology and that this technology
was not of added value. There are many types of technology, but the proper compatibility is missing. Different
types of technology offer various benefits and would help solve issues regarding the handling of information, but
this large amount of different tools has made it difficult to acquire compatible technology.
“People will maybe be greeted with skepticism, not because they are not collaborative, but they heard it so
many times, where magical tools were proposed and it did not make the big difference they were promised or
it just was not relevant.” - Emergency coordinator
According to interviewees, it is clear that there needs to be a stronger focus on true compatible technology.
Especially when it comes to the use of technology to further digitize HO/TO’s.
“Technology needs to be compatible with our virtual world, this is something that needs more focus.”- Chief
innovation officer
Organizational Issues

As mentioned before many crisis managers have been offered software that would solve all possible issues they
faced. However, this was often not the case, according to interviewees. According to interviewees, there should
be more focus on the social aspect of HO/TO improvement. As can be seen by a quote by an interviewee:
“Common sense always takes precedence over technology or information, I keep bringing that up, but often it
is not listened to” - Crisis management advisor
Common knowledge and experience, in other words, the crisis managers themselves, are the most important factor
during a HO/TO. The fact that the proper people are in the right place is a crucial factor during a crisis. Technology
or information cannot get the proper people in the right position. There are many different crisis managers within
the crisis ecosystem, many of these have their own technology and own tasks.
“Every organization has its own view and wants to pursue different tasks and of course their own
technology.” - Project manager safety region
Not only do crisis teams have their own tasks and technology, but their overarching organizations are also
splintered. There is no clear strategy for improvement and many teams operate on their own. These organizations
also face issues regarding the transfer of information and the HO/TO. Not only the knowledge level of the receiver
plays a role in the transfer process, but also the method. During a crisis, crisis teams experience more benefits
when communication flows and information is shared in a downward method, instead of the hierarchical upward
method, which takes too long in a crisis. This also results in the fact that more decisions are made with a focus on
initial teams instead of the follow-up teams. Decisions concerning follow-up teams are only made when the
HO/TO draws near. Due to the hierarchical communication the HO/TO’s increase in complexity for the followup teams.
“You see that they (crisis organizations) are affected by a lot of splintering and that many parties operate on
their own. Many parties share information in an upward manner and have a hard time with sharing in a
downward manner.” - Emergency coordinator
It has also become clear that the complexity of the technology, which is partially based on the knowledge level of
the crisis organization plays a role when improving the HO/TO. There are various different complex tools
available that can help during a crisis. Many of these are however complex to use. If technology is too complex,
an expert is needed to make use of it or explain it to a different end-user. Since this is a clear barrier that crisis
organizations need to consider, it is important that the technology, which is made available to crisis teams can be
understood by all crisis managers in the field, regardless of their background or knowledge level.
“If technology is complex, you need an expert to use, or explain it. However, experts are not always
available.” - Professor crisis management
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All crisis managers involved in a crisis are experts in the field of crisis management, but all of them also have
their own expertise. There are many practical-oriented members within crisis teams that only have a limited
amount of knowledge about technology, but there are also members which are technology experts. These diverse
teams have many benefits, but they also make it difficult for teams to make use of technology that can be
understood and used by all members since there is a considerable knowledge gap between crisis team members.
Which complicates digitizing crisis teams and improving HO/TO’s.
DISCUSSION

The lack of alignment between information quality, technological compatibility, and organizational processes,
prevents crisis teams from successfully digitizing and improving HO/TO’s. However, the issue here is not the
lack of information or technological tools available. It is a combination of the information overload teams perceive
during a HO/TO and the overload of available tools, but both of these perceived barriers can be traced back to the
knowledge levels of current crisis managers. Furthermore, even if these barriers can be bridged, it will not solve
all issues regarding HO/TO’s, since issues regarding these HO/TO’s have a human nature.
Use of Tools
There is a stark contrast between information managers within various crisis teams. There are crisis managers that
have a more practical background and previously served within organizations like fire brigades ambulance
workers, these crisis managers often have less affinity with technology. Other crisis managers have a more
theoretical background and have a stronger affinity with technology. This affinity with technology has various
effects, there are crisis managers that have a wide scale of tools available which they can use during a crisis but
are too complex for others. This knowledge barrier might be a reason why digitization within crisis teams is a
difficult process. On the one hand, there are crisis managers that have knowledge about various tools and know
which to use, on the other hand, there are crisis managers that prefer a more paper-based approach since they
deem these tools as too complex. This knowledge barrier may thus hinder the introduction of tools available within
crisis teams. It is important to note that it is, therefore, more important to make use of tools that are widely used
and recognized by all crisis managers. Instead of a new tool, that can only be operated by a handful of people,
crisis teams should make more use of tools like Excel to store information. These more common tools like Excel
or google drive may seem less impressive compared to elaborate tools available, but they will help initiate the
digitization process within crisis teams. The use of these more common tools may also help standardize the
transfer of various types of information and information sources, which helps information retain its quality. Tools
like Excel can help crisis managers in the field gather and HO/TO the required information and document where
this information comes from. This can help improve the transfer of important information, so follow-up teams do
not experience a data overload, or lack of information when they arrive on the crisis scene.
Stricter Documentation of Methods and Tools
Various crisis managers have expressed their concerns towards the harmony in methods. The working methods
operated by various crisis managers and teams within the same organization differ strongly, which impacts the
HO/TO. This in combination with the fact that most crisis managers prefer their own tools, makes the interaction
between crisis teams chaotic. Stricter documentation of methods and tools may improve the interaction between
various crisis teams. An important change in methods may be the focus on the nearing HO/TO, as explained by
various crisis teams, teams only start working on a HO/TO when the moment of the HO/TO is insight, this further
adds to the chaos of interaction between crisis teams. Crisis teams should keep the HO/TO in mind from the start
of their mission, so the proper information streams are established and documented, and the relevant information
is transferred. It should also be kept in mind who will manage the situation after the HO/TO. The expected
knowledge levels of the follow-up teams should be an indication for the initial teams in how well they should
document the HO/TO and which kind of tools they should use which are compatible with the follow-up teams.
Organization Structure
The aforementioned issues regarding the working methods and tools can be attributed to the overarching crisis
organizations. Currently, these overarching organizations have a hierarchical structure. Due to this structure,
decisions making takes longer, and communication and thus changes are slower. A change in structure, where
communication flows bottom-up, can have a positive effect on communication and decision-making by the crisis
organizations. This may also enable crisis teams to operate more proactively in the field and in collaboration with
other teams, from other organizations, where the overarching organizations were previously unaware of.
Currently, these crisis organizations offer crisis teams technology with limited success, instead of offering crisis
teams tools that are available, they should focus more on the desires crisis teams have and thus focus more on the
human aspect in the introduction of software. This may improve the technology adoption process of crisis teams
since crisis teams will be offered the technology, they actually desire.
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CONCLUSION

During the setup of information systems in crisis response, various decisions are made. The decisions to use
specific tools, software, information, and so on, are based on the experience and knowledge of the members of
the crisis teams. The result is that the technology used is compatible with the initial crisis team. However, these
decisions, are made with a focus on the initial team and not on the possible follow-up teams. Crisis teams only
start looking at the HO/TO when it becomes time for this HO/TO to occur.
Decisions that are being made at the beginning of a crisis have consequences for the HO/TO later on. These
decisions will have to be based on the difference in knowledge and experience between the initial and follow-up
teams, the greater this barrier, the more consideration must be put in the decisions for the use of certain technology.
This knowledge barrier further enlarges the barriers crisis teams perceive and prevents them from adopting the
proper information technology. Crisis teams need to act proactively on the future HO/TO, instead of waiting for
it to be time to HO/TO the crisis situation. The increasing amount of technology and information which can be
used is a welcome development. But, if the follow-up crisis teams receive tools that are not compatible with their
tools and processes, then all this technology becomes obsolete, due to this misalignment. The primary focus should
be on which technology and information are relevant for all crisis teams, regardless of their knowledge and
experience and not only for the initial crisis team.
This research is a first step towards the improvement of HO/TO through improved information management. This
research recognizes that technology opens up many possibilities within crisis teams and can help crisis teams
improve their processes. But this research also shows that the reason why the introduction of technology has
currently met limited success is that there is limited alignment between the relevant elements, which are relevant
during the HO/TO. Further research should focus on two topics, one on diminishing these perceived barriers and
the second on how organizational processes need to be improved so the benefits from technology can truly be
harvested by crisis teams.
In conclusion, previous research showed that there are many tools available that can help crisis teams. This
research has expanded on this research by focusing on the alignment between Information quality, Technical
compatibility, and Organizational processes. Specifically, this research showed that the socioecological aspect
plays an important role in ensuring the selection of the correct technology and its implementation. The correct
alignment between technological compatibility, information quality, and organizational processes is critical in
ensuring an effective transference of information during a HO/TO. The challenge specifically in HO/TO is that
this alignment is not only within the current team but has to match with the incoming team as well. The choices
the incumbent teams make in the tools, processes, and systems used, directly influence this alignment, and
therefore warrant a conscientious approach from the early start.
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ABSTRACT

Due to Covid-19, many of the traditional food chains did not able to fulfill their customers due to the sanitary
measures: quarantines, border lockdowns, capacity facilities reduction, etc. This situation generated increased use
of alternative means such as delivery service, online stores, and traveling fairs. The latter is part of the short food
supply chains, SFSC, which at the beginning of the pandemic was used to respond to the shortage of products and
crowded markets. This work tackles new food supply habits by consumers in Lima, the capital of Perú, and the ecommerce role. Before the pandemic, SFSC exists mainly in rural zones, now it has a 16% preference, and ecommerce increased its utilization by 13,84 times, mainly by A/ B /C socio-economical young population. The
most valuable characteristics recognized are the use of protocols to prevent the spread of viruses, quality products,
and delivery speed.
Keywords

Short supply chain, COVID-19, pandemic, crisis, food supply, E-commerce.
INTRODUCTION

In the context of the pandemic, to comply with the health protocols proposed by the World Health Organization,
many businesses such as markets, fairs, and supermarkets closed their doors or reduced the capacity of the facility.
They must migrate from a 100% face-to-face model to one by teleworking in many cases (Mushtaq, 2020; Peña
et al., 2019). Furthermore, because of social distancing measures, the number of shift workers in countless
industries has had to be reduced to minimize contact between suppliers and customers to reduce chances of
contagion (Kilpatrick and Barter, 2020; Muñoz, 2020). This caused it will promote alternative ways to offer their
products using short food supply chains, virtual stores, delivery service, etc., which in many cases led them to
further expand their market and be more successful in sales.
According to Sanabria et al. (2017), citing several authors defines the agri-food supply chain as a network of
organizations that work together, in different processes and activities, in order to bring agricultural products from
farm to table and meet demands’ consumers, is made up of producers, wholesalers, distributors, brokers, service
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companies, retail companies, and consumers. There are several definitions of the short food supply chain (SFSC).
The European Commission adopts the following widely accepted definition in one of its reports: The foods
involved are identified and traceable to a farmer and the number of intermediaries between the farmer and the
consumer should be 'minimal' or ideally zero (Kneafsey et al., 2013). However, Michel-Villareal et al., (2019)
propose that, basically, the number of intermediaries or physical distance does not distinguish the short supply
chain, but rather the connection between consumers and producers through integrated products with information.
In addition, they guarantee product quality and customer satisfaction (Renting et al, 2003; Vachon and Klassen,
2002). For the INRN (2011), the advantages of short food supply chains are: (1) they contribute to diversify and
increase the sources of income of farmers, (2) they help to develop closer ties between consumers and farmers,
thereby reinforcing a sense of the importance of the agricultural sector for a sustainable society and (3) increases
the supply of fresh, high-quality and relatively unprocessed food locally and thus promotes healthy eating. All
these characteristics motivated national and local government authorities to promote and strengthen the use of
many SFSCs at the beginning of the pandemic to deal with the state of food supply crisis generated by the
pandemic; quarantines, border lockdowns, capacity facilities reduction, etc.
Latev (2011) said Latin America will be register the strongest e-commerce growth globally, over 2010-2015,
although this will represent just 4 % of global e-commerce sales. Growth will be driven by an increase in online
users, improvements in infrastructure, higher household PC and laptop penetration and improvements in safe
payment and delivery services. For Suominen (2017) technologies riding on the Internet such as 3D printing,
machine learning, radio frequency identification (RFID) systems, robotics, and the Internet of Things applications
grow more ubiquitous. These technologies open significant opportunities for entrepreneurs and companies to
create new business models and export services. According to BlackSip (2019) in Peru, the internet penetration
rate is 72,9%, one of the highest in the region, on the other hand, the same report indicates that by the beginning
of 2019 internet users who used the networks to search for food was 28% in the world, while in Peru it was only
4,21%. Ebanx (2020) report that widely used to the smartphones, internet providers, fintech services, greater usage
of digital payments and banking services, pushing virtual markets, that contribute to the improvement of different
operations such as production, distribution, and marketing, bringing a high level of service to the end customer
(Ludwig, 2020).
Lima, the capital of Peru, represents 29,7% of the total population of the country and concentrates more than
49,8% of the national gross domestic product. It is a modern city, evidenced by the fact that it attracted a large
national migrant population, representing 37,6% (2 860 059 inhabitants) of the province of Lima. According to
INEI (2014) in Lima, the number of new licenses for commercial establishments is concentrated in local stores
and restaurants, which represents a potential market for the use of e-commerce, as a facilitating tool to continue
operating in the context of a pandemic.
FOOD SUPPLY HABITS DURING THE PANDEMIC

The new context of the pandemic generated new habits, the concerns related also generated changes in people's
habits, behavior, and values. About this a study carried out by Kantar (2020) in Latin America identified the
following: (1) due to the confinement, 84 % Latin Americans declared their intention to only leave home for the
extremely necessary, for instance; purchases in supermarkets, bank transactions, … Furthermore, 72% of the
people expressed their intention to avoid crowded places, (2) confinement generated new habits in which “family
moments” are given greater importance and majority people became more homelike, however a group of people
expressed their desire to go out and make up for lost time, and (3) in terms of consumer demand, the new values
and concerns generated the need for new places of purchase and manner to choice products, such as: prefer
business where known the needs of consumers and adapting to them, places where adapts their products and / or
services to the expected security of customers, reviewing product label-content, taking in count communication
about sustainable actions, focus on the appropriate channels and categories and connect the purpose of the brand
with the new values of consumers and people chose to make larger purchases to avoid going out frequently. In
Peru, the following information was obtained by Kantar: on March 16 (start quarantine) the percentage increase
in the number of products per purchase was 19%, on March 23 it was 22%, on March 30 it was 38% and on April
6 it was obtained a 50% increase percentage. Due to this, suppliers had the arduous task of identifying which
products are the most necessary, in addition to knowing news inventory turnover, the flow of replacement of these
products was adjusted.
According to (Jarzębowski et al, 2020; Navereau, 2007), after uninterrupted years of the establishment of large
commercial areas in the periphery of urban cities as Spain and France, currently, the public and private actors
coincide in the same discourse in favor of a trade closer to consumers. In a pandemic context, SFSC could
represent a solution in times when there are many limitations in terms of customer mobility, and food availability
in large traditional suppliers; markets and supermarkets, allowing them to be closer to consumers (Hernández,
2020: Ekcert, 2020). Below are 4 cases of short supply chains in Peru run in the context of the Covid-19 pandemic,
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before the sanitary emergency, they have a presence mainly in rural villages far from Lima:
● Farmers Market in Peru, the initiative of 300 farmers families formed by the Association of Agricultural
Producers and Cattlemen of Cusco Region (ARPAC) on January 17, 2004, to be able to sell their products
in more favorable markets and change the conventional system of intermediaries. This initiative gathers
approximately 5 000 farmers throughout Cusco, of which more than 40% sell their products directly, this
market gathers about 25 000 consumers, most of whom are urban. By 2012, 5 000 small and medium-sized
producers passed from selling 850 tons (by 2004 they sold 170 tons), this represents increased the income
of producers to $ 280, exceeding the Peruvian minimum wage at that time of $ 259 (Agroferias campesinas,
2020).
●

Rural agro-fairs, began in 2012 by the Peruvian Society of Gastronomy APEGA and financed by The
Multilateral Investment Fund of the IDB Group, to make it an easily accessible channel for producers who
were required an organic certification to take part in local fairs. In the current pandemic context, the fairs
follow security protocols such as; facilities were set up to avoid conglomeration of people, each seller was
requested to wear a protective mask and take rapid Covid-19 tests every 20 or 30 days (Guittard, 2013).

●

Itinerant markets "From the Farm to the Pot", organized by the Rural Agrarian Productive Development
Program (Agro Rural), a unit attached to the Ministry of Agriculture and Irrigation of Peru (MINAGRI).
Its main objective is to bring near producers to markets, this has been achieved thanks to a collaboration
between agricultural producers and local authorities (district, provincial and regional municipalities)
throughout the country. By May 18, 2020, MINAGRI estimates that around 456 873 households have been
favored with a 15% and 20% reduction in final food prices. In addition, approximately 6 000 farmers have
benefited from the income of around US$ 4,2 million in 319 itinerant markets (Vadillo, 2020).

During the pandemic, all the types of SFSCs mentioned and other local ones increased their exhibition points and
participating partners, increased their commercial offer, expanded the options of means of payment, incorporated
sanitary control protocols. However, due they depend on the use of the public space, the service to customers,
always it is limited in its expansion.
According to Vargas (2020), e-commerce has been the privileged purchase option during the pandemic in 2020,
since having to be at home, its use has facilitated the acquisition of mass consumer products. The online restaurant
consumption category grew 10 190 % according to (Bravo, 2020a), other small and micro businesses also
launched their own websites (repair services, personal care, home maintenance, etc.). Facebook pages were used
to receive orders and to make your offer visible, marketing your products, communicate with your customers,
promote your promotional campaigns, etc. 44% of Peruvian shoppers made their first purchase on the digital
channel in the last year, 83% of them plan to continue shopping online during 2021, it is expected to grow 121%
between 2019 and 2024 (Bravo, 2020b: Sandoval, 2020).
METHOD

The approach used in this research is quantitative, according to (Hernández-Sampieri et al., 2014) because it has
the characteristic of collecting information through instruments. In this case, it used surveys, in order to reinforce
and verify to what the aim of this research; to have a clearer picture of how Peruvian customer habits have changed
during the pandemic in the context to supply food and e-commerce role. The type and level of research are of a
pure theoretical type, with a level qualified as descriptive (AECT, 2020; Vara-Horna, 2012). Also, it is descriptive
research, characterized by the collection of limited information or data, referring to large or broad groups. It was
chosen online surveys because it is an easy manner to release them to target group. This type surveys, in the social
and private sector market research is widely used (Spitz, Niles & Adler, 2006). The survey has been designed
following the criteria proposed by Harlow (2010) in terms of the content of the questions, duration, and
accessibility of the survey, and subsequent exploitation of the data found.
Data Collection

According to Velasquez and Rey (1999), the sample is the representative part of the population, which must meet
certain requirements and conditions. In this case, the study sample is 150 people of legal age, who live in the city
of Metropolitan Lima. To collect information was used virtual surveys, due to the context in which this work was
developed and the health measures required by quarantine. The instrument used was a virtual questionnaire using
Google Forms. In APEIM (2020), the districts of Metropolitan Lima have been classified into eleven zones, in
this work, it is also possible to know the percentage of the population of each zone by socio-economic level: A,
B, C, and D.
The first questions of the survey allowed to identify the respondents by age, district, and socioeconomic level, and
later the questions had the objective of gathering information on how to make purchases before and after the
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pandemic. Finally, the surveys were disseminated through instant messaging applications such as WhatsApp and
Instagram. According to (Badii et al., 2008) for the total population of 10 775 738 in Metropolitan Lima,
considering a precision of 3%, it is necessary to take a sample of 150 respondents at a confidence level of 70.20
%.
RESULTS

The results obtained were the following; the districts of Lima, where online shopping is most popular in times of
pandemic are the districts that are in Zone 6 (Jesús Marí
a, Lince, Pueblo Libre, Magdalena, and San Miguel) and
Zone 7 (Miraflores, San Isidro, San Borja, Surco and La Molina); to a lesser extent the districts of Zone 4 (Cercado,
Rí
mac, Breña, and La Victoria) and Zone 2 (Independencia, Los Olivos, and San Martí
n de Porras).
According to APEIM (2020) and results from survey, we can conclude that economic sector A, B, and C make
online purchases more frequently than socio-economic population C, and D, belonging to zones 2, 4, 6 and 7.

Figure 1. District of Residence

Regarding the age range of the surveyed population, they are from 18 to 24 years (58.7%) predominate and to a
lesser percentage people from 24 to 39 years (25.3%).

Figure 2. Age of Population
Habits after and before the Pandemic

In Figure 3, it can see how often people have bought during and after the pandemic. Customers prefer to reduce
frequency bought, biweekly and monthly food supply has increased, daily and weekly shopping have decreased,
this new habit avoids Covid-19 contagion by exposing to crowed places. Traditional habits of the food supply by
Lima families have decreased by the quarantine and lockdown.
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Figure 3. How often did you buy your food products? (after and before pandemic)

As can be seen in Figure 4, e-commerce has increased the most than other supply options because people avoid
getting infected, and e-commerce assures social distance, meanwhile, purchases in supermarkets or traditional
markets have decreased, the most decreasing is at traditional markets because it has been a delay in adopting
sanitary controls. Online commerce has been very important during the pandemic, which does not mean new
business, that it means adoption of technology by local traders.

Figure 4. What was the supply center that you used the most? (after and before pandemic)

People value the most when buying by online those protocols for preventing the spread of COVID-19, the quality
of the products and the speed of delivery, in a lower percentage the variety of products and the variety of payment
methods.

Figure 5. On a scale of 1 to 5, what do you value the most when buying online?

The highest percentage of people who use virtual means, spend in purchases weekly, a range of 100 to 200 soles,
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is 32,7%; continues the group of people who spend from 0 to 50 soles (28.7%) and in a range from 50 to 100
23,3% of the total of people surveyed. (exchange rate on 08 February 2021; 1,0 sol is 0,52 US$).

Figure 6. Approximate weekly spending on internet purchases

According to the survey carried out, the biggest disadvantage that virtual commerce brings is the delay in
deliveries, no match between products features in the virtual platform and the real product, and some frauds or
scams to sellers. However, a considerable percentage indicated that they had no problems.

Figure 7. Do you have any inconvenience when making your purchases online?

For this part of the analysis, the socio-economic levels have been grouped by the highest percentage of the
population that they represent in each analyzed zone. In Figure 9, it can be observed that in socioeconomic levels
A / B, the use of supermarkets decreased by 25% after the pandemic, with the use of e-commerce having a greater
reception with an increase of 15%, itinerant markets (or SFSCs) increased by 20%. Regarding the socioeconomic
level B / C, the use of traditional markets decreased by 20% and e-commerce increased by 20%, even in the C /
D levels they have been incorporated users to e-commerce, which shows the widespread use of this medium for
the supply of food, seeking to ensure social distancing.

Figure 8. Means of the food supply by socioeconomic level before and after the pandemic

The frequency of weekly shopping after the pandemic decreased in socioeconomic level A / B by approximately
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43% while shopping twice a week increased by 5% and monthly purchases increased by 20%. Weekly purchases
in socioeconomic level B / C decreased by 60% and monthly purchases increased by 55%. Regarding the
socioeconomic level C / D, weekly purchases decreased by 30%, and purchases twice a week increased slightly,
however, monthly purchases have an increase of 50%.

Figure 9. Purchase frequency by socioeconomic level before and after the pandemic

It is evident that even when monthly purchases mean the use of a larger budget, this is only possible if the families
have permanent income and also if they have resources that facilitate the conservation of food (for example
refrigerators) so the value of the increase in class C / D recorded here should not be representative of a reality,
which indicates that only 76.3% of the population in Lima has a freezer or refrigerator (INEI, 2017).
CONCLUSION

The evidence found in this research shows that the use of e-commerce has increased widely, pushed by the health
protection Government directives issued to avoid contagions; social distancing, avoiding crowded places, and use
of protective equipment. This increase of activity around the use of e-commerce to commercialization have
privileged their use for the supply of basic necessities, where the purchase of food has had a priority in the search
for and spending of products marketed through online, which already had some marginal presence before the
pandemic, for instance: (1) web pages of supermarkets such as Metro, Plaza Vea, Tottus, Wong, etc., (2) delivery
applications such as Globo, Rappi, Fazil, etc., (3) local store web pages, and (4) social networks such as Instagram,
Facebook Marketplace, WhatsApp. Especially the young population belonging to socio-economic levels A, B,
and C have been the largest users that have been incorporated into its use. The purchase frequency that was used
the most compared to the search for less exposure by users was the monthly frequency followed by the biweekly.
It is expected that the increase and predilection for the use of these means will continue while quarantines are still
used to avoid the successive waves of infections that are occurring in 2021, the increase in spending for purchases
is evident, higher frequency of use this means is occurring among the younger population.
It is estimated that the resources to be required to support these new habits in Latin America will have to be
strengthened, for example, Internet transmission bandwidth, new shopping applications, integration with
traditional media managed by the financial system, etc.
It is suggested to expand the sample of the survey to broaden the level of trust of the target audience, especially
some socio-economical sector like C/D. As well as to consider the collection of data from the different regions of
the country, which correspond to different sociodemographic characteristics due to the disparity that exists
between predominantly urban and urban regions. rural areas, especially the latter located in the highlands and
jungle areas of Peru.
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ABSTRACT

Flooding is one of the most serious natural hazards faced in the UK. The Environment Agency estimates that in
England alone, about 5.2 million properties are at risk of flooding, or roughly one in six (2009: 3). Flooding
imposes significant financial, psychological and social burdens on households and these may be especially acute
for young people in the property market, such as renters and first-time buyers. This paper examines how
housing-related policy can help alleviate the burdens of flooding on young people in the housing market. First, it
canvasses the kinds of damage inflicted when flooding affects properties. Second, it discusses the financial
burdens imposed by such damage. Third, it enumerates the financial burdens and benefits of measures to protect
against flooding. Fourth, it considers the non-monetary burdens of flooding, in the form of psychological and
social burdens. Finally, the paper offers some policy recommendations in light of the preceding discussion.
Keywords
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INTRODUCTION

Flooding is one of the most serious natural hazards faced in the UK. The Environment Agency estimates that in
England alone, about 5.2 million properties are at risk of flooding, or roughly one in six (2009: 3). Future
climate change is likely to be a major driver of increased susceptibility to flooding; it is thought that an
additional 1.3 million homes and businesses will be considered ‘at-risk’ by 2050 (Cantwell 2020: 3). While
official Government guidelines do not recommend building on floodplains (National Planning Policy
Framework s. 14, para. 155), in recent years property development has continued unabated in vulnerable areas.
For example, about 70,000 new homes have been built in the highest-risk zones in England since 2009 (Halliday
2020). None of these are covered by the government’s Flood Re scheme—which aims to provide affordable
flood insurance—and around 20,000 of them have no protection from flood defences (ibid.). Flooding imposes
significant financial, psychological and social burdens on households and these may be especially acute for
young people in the property market, such as renters and first-time buyers. Given that younger generations will
bear the brunt of climate change, it is imperative to ascertain the implications of increased flood risk for these
individuals. This will clear the path for ways to reduce younger homeowners’ vulnerability to flood damage.
Consequently, this paper examines how housing-related policy can help alleviate the burdens of flooding on
young people in the housing market. It unfolds as follows. Section 1 canvasses the kinds of damage inflicted
when flooding affects properties. Section 2 then discusses the financial burdens imposed by such damage.
Section 3 enumerates the financial burdens and benefits of measures to protect against flooding. Section 4
moves on to consider the non-monetary burdens of flooding, in the form of psychological and social burdens.
These burdens may be important to recognize, as they are often missed out in cost-benefit studies of flood risk.
Section 5 offers a series of policy recommendations in light of the preceding discussion. These policy
recommendations are as follows: subsidizing flood resistance measures for young people; creating a
comprehensive socialized scheme of flood insurance; strengthening land use regulations to restrict property
development in high-risk areas; ensuring young people have access to full information about flooding risks,
particularly through social media; and investing in ways to offset the psychological and social impacts of
flooding. Section 6 concludes the paper.
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This research contributes to the literature by considering certain kinds of burdens, such as psychological and
social burdens, which are often omitted in economic studies which stress the monetary burdens. These nonmonetary costs are not as easily replaced as the economic literature tends to assume (cf. Morton 2019: 26-28).
Moreover, this paper considers flood risk from an unusual standpoint: that of young people on the property
market. While there is a large literature on children in disasters (e.g. Tatebe and Mutch 2015; Gibbs et al. 2014;
Freeman et al. 2015), comparatively less attention has been placed on young people of working age under 35
and even less so on the specific needs of those young people seeking to buy or rent a property. This paper aims
to fill this gap in the literature on flooding and disasters more broadly.
Before I continue, I should say more to motivate this paper's focus on young people, which I define as those
aged under 35. This age group is least likely to be informed about flood risk and so are particularly vulnerable to
the effects of flooding (Thrush et al. 2005: 4). They are also the group most likely to die in a flood emergency,
as they are prone to taking unnecessary risks (Henry 2018), and are least likely to know how to ensure their
homes are flood-resistant (Environment Agency 2018).
Furthermore, this age category suffers from disproportionate poverty; the empirical literature shows that a lack
of income also predicts increased vulnerability to flooding (Thrush et al. 2005: 4). In 2013/14, 34 percent of 1619 year olds, 29 percent of 20-25 year olds and about 20 percent of 25-34 year olds lived below the poverty line
in the UK (Joseph Rowntree Foundation 2015). The low incomes of many young people will become salient
when we consider the significant financial burdens of flood protection. Such economically marginalized
individuals operate under conditions of resource scarcity, which may explain why they will choose to prioritize
short-term objectives— such as paying the weekly rent—over expensive long-term goals such as taking out
flood insurance (Morton 2017: 547-549; see also Mullainathan and Shafir 2013; Mani et al. 2013).
HOW FLOODING AFFECTS PROPERTIES

Flooding damages properties in a multitude of ways. We can make a useful distinction between ‘overland’ and
‘overfloor’ flooding, depending on the extent of the floodwater around an individual property and therefore the
extent to which that property is affected. Overland flooding covers the physical land surrounding the house,
such as gardens and patios, but otherwise does not actually inundate the property. Overfloor flooding occurs
when floodwaters enter the interior of the property (Eves 2002: 216).
Overland flooding physically cuts off the house and thus impedes vehicular access, while also causing minor
damage to sheds, garages and landscaping. Overfloor flooding is far more severe: apart from the problems
caused by overland flooding, overfloor inundation can result in losses of equipment, furniture, contents and
other personal objects. Moreover, overfloor flooding can inflict major structural damage, which ruins wall
linings and exposes electrical wiring (ibid.: 216). A building’s overall susceptibility to flood damage is a
function of the construction techniques and materials used, the depth and duration of the flood and the velocity
of the floodwaters (Joseph et al. 2011: 281). In cases where the water depth is greater than 1,000mm, water
should be allowed to flow through the house; to do otherwise is likely to increase the water pressure on the
external walls of the property, leading to major structural problems (ibid.: 281). Damage can also occur from
lingering contamination and pollution in the aftermath (Carroll et al. 2009: 542). In the very worst cases, entire
houses can be swept away no matter how well defended they are (Joseph et al. 2011: 282).
THE FINANCIAL BURDENS OF FLOOD DAMAGE

Damage from overfloor flooding is likely to pose the greatest financial burdens for homeowners. A study for the
Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra) found that the repair bill for a flooded house can
range from £10,000 to as high as £50,000, depending on how high the floodwaters reach (Bowker 2007: 3).
Restoration work after a flood can lead to the property being overcapitalised: additional money is spent not to
improve the house overall, but simply to bring it back to its original state. Thus restoration work is a sunk cost
that cannot be recovered when the homeowner sells the property (Evers 2002: 216). In the case of young people
and first-time buyers on the housing market, the sunk costs may be so exorbitant that (absent insurance) they
may simply choose not to repair the property. This would avoid the sunk cost problem but still leave the
homeowner worse off, as the property will lose value anyway due to neglect and structural depreciation (ibid.:
216).
THE FINANCIAL BURDENS AND BENEFITS OF FLOOD PROTECTION

A financial alternative to post-flood reconstruction is to install appropriate resistance and resilience measures
within the home. Resistance measures are those designed to prevent water from entering a building or at least
minimize the amount of water that does inundate the property. They may be temporary (e.g. barriers and
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sandbags) or permanent (e.g. waterproof doors and windows, air bricks and automatic barriers) (Bowker 2007:
3-4; Joseph et al. 2011: 281). Temporary resistance may cost in the range of £2,000 to £4,000. Their
effectiveness has not been proven in laboratory tests, but they may be useful in cases of flash flooding or shortduration flood events (a matter of hours) less than 900mm, where temporary barriers can be quickly deployed
(Bowker 2007: 4). Permanent resistance is more expensive, ranging from £3,000 to £10,000, but does not need
to be deployed with advance notice and likely requires less maintenance (ibid.).
Resilience measures are those designed to minimize interior damage. Because they are the most costly
measures, at £10,000-£30,000 (Bowker 2007: 4), they are generally recommended only for buildings highly
exposed to flooding or are installed during planned renovations (Joseph et al. 2011: 282) Such measures include
water-resistant paints and solid concrete floorings, which prevent floodwaters seeping into the structure of a
building (ibid.). A major advantage of resilience is the shortened recovery time. In one reported case, the
homeowner was able to return and use the property just 24 hours after the flood (ibid.).
Flood resistance and resilience represent clear financial benefits for homeowners, in the form of damage that is
mitigated and prevented. However, they also impose a significant financial burden, particularly for young
people and first-time buyers entering the property market. Even so, there are weighty financial reasons that
count in favour of flood protection. For example, the highest-end resilience measures, costing £30,000, are
significantly less expensive compared to the damage wrought by a very severe flood event, at £50,000 (Bowker
2007: 3-4). Some resilience measures may not be any more costly than standard repairs, such as raising electrics
higher than the likely inundation level (ibid.: 5). Indeed flood protection may well pay for itself even after a
single event, in terms of the damage prevented next time round (Environment Agency 2009: 17; Bowker 2007:
5). This tallies with cost-benefit studies of other natural hazards, which show that pre-disaster mitigation is
several times cheaper than post-disaster reconstruction (NIBS 2019).
Another important financial consideration is insurance. In the UK, private flood insurance is bundled with other
kinds of hazard insurance; this ensures very high coverage, up to 95 percent (Crichton 2002: 122). But in some
sense this figure is deceptive as it does not account for lower socioeconomic groups, who are least likely to be
insured and also the most vulnerable, as they typically live on cheap land which is prone to flooding. As of
2002, only 30 percent of poorer households had flood insurance (ibid.: 123). Moreover, at-risk properties may
face large flood excesses, which were as high as £5,000 in 2001 (ibid.: 122). Because of the bundle system of
flood insurance, all households may generate a claim regardless of whether or not they live in a flood zone. As a
result, private insurers have gone to great lengths to produce their own flood maps, which are more extensive
than those in the public domain (ibid.: 122). Where citizens do not have access to private insurance, there is
usually no state compensation available (ibid.: 123). In recent years, the government has introduced a Flood Re
scheme to ensure that more economically deprived households are sufficiently covered. But properties built after
1 January 2009 are not eligible, which equates to tens of thousands of homes (Halliday 2020).
The precarious economic position facing many young homebuyers and renters, as made clear in the
Introduction, will mean that they will have to opt for cheap at-risk housing. At the same time, they will be
unable to afford expensive insurance, especially if they live in older buildings which do not qualify for Flood
Re. This suggests the need for a more comprehensive socialized insurance system. As well as being a way to
safeguard households from financial insecurity following a disaster, comprehensive insurance can also have
wider social benefits beyond those that accrue immediately to the household, for example by enabling citizens to
relate to each other on fair and equal terms (Voorhoeve 2018). Conversely, such an ability to relate on fair and
equal terms may be severely hampered absent flood insurance. This kind of social burden of flood damage is
one that I will explore in the next section.
THE NON-FINANCIAL BURDENS OF FLOOD DAMAGE

While it is clearly necessary to consider the monetary burdens and benefits of flooding on young people in the
housing market, we must also account for non-monetary burdens which are psychological and social. Such nonmonetary costs may be easily missed out in studies that purely focus on the financial costs and benefits
involved. Let us first consider the psychological burdens of flood damage, before addressing the social burdens.
When floods wreak havoc in our neighbourhoods, they do not only destroy the physical properties, but also the
rich psychological associations we have with those physical properties. Treasured personal possessions, such as
photographs, craftwork and heirlooms, are essentially irreplaceable if they are lost to a flood. This was clear
from interviews carried out in the wake of the Carlisle floods of 2005: “We had a lot of books, some first
editions, and a lot of personal things you can’t replace” (Carroll et al. 2009: 542). Homebuilding can require
years of financial investment and personal commitment, so it should not be surprising when flood victims
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experience feelings of grief akin to losing a loved one (cf. Du et al. 2010: 270). This kind of deep psychological
loss resonates with Marc Fried’s classic study of displaced working class Bostonians, who reported grief-like
feelings of depression, helplessness, direct or indirect anger, overwhelming sadness and an idealized nostalgia
for their lost homes (1963: 359-360). And just as when we lose a loved one, many flood victims find the sudden
interruption of normal life difficult to process: the stress can be compounded if people do not receive adequate
mental health support (Carroll et al. 2009: 544). Moreover, we might think of our homes as extensions of our
inner lives (Nine 2018) and therefore integral to our sense of self. When we are forcibly evicted from our homes
due to a flood, we thereby lose an important connection to our sense of self. Many Britons still aspire to have a
place of their own, even after the post-2008 housing crisis and in spite of a generally unfavourable housing
market (Mostafa and Jones 2019). For young people trying to move up the property ladder, floods can threaten
their aspirational sense of self, precisely because homebuilding carries strong connotations of social mobility.
Renters, too, may find the rich personal associations with their surroundings irreparably damaged in the wake of
a disaster.
The emotional toll of losing the home itself is compounded by the psychological damage inflicted in trying to
recover a sense of normality. Many flood victims find it difficult to come to terms with the sudden interruption
of everyday life. Survivors of the 2005 Carlisle floods, for example, report difficulties in adjusting to their ‘new’
properties, worries about being “stuck here” and the enormity of a year “lost” to the disaster. In short, the floods
had “taken over their lives” (Carroll et al. 2009: 543). In a study of flooding in Hull, some residents described
the work of recovery as akin to project management, juggling multiple tasks such as chasing quotes, phoning
insurance companies, managing builders, contacting companies to correct snagging issues, redirecting the post
and phone bills, sorting out paperwork and driving back and forth between rented and real houses, all while
dealing with several government agencies and attempting to maintain normal routines such as caring for
children (Whittle et al. 2010: 65-66). The psychological trauma inflicted by flooding may take longer to repair
than the physical damage itself: in the case of the Carlisle floods, some homeowners never fully adjusted to their
‘new’ properties when they moved back after the disaster (Carroll et al. 2009: 543-544).
As well as damage to psychological wellbeing, homeowners and renters may also incur social harms insofar as
their connections with others come under threat. Humans are social creatures almost by nature (see Brownlee
2020): we depend on our relationships with others for our own personal wellbeing and these relationships are
eroded in the aftermath of a disaster. Disasters such as floods are major changes in our lives and so have knockon effects on our occupations, our leisure activities, our caring responsibilities and all other kinds of ways in
which we interact with others (Nine 2018: 243). Moreover, when households are physically cut off from each
other due to flooding, such isolation can have impacts on society as a whole, such as a lack of trust, a loss of
togetherness and an evaporation in community spirit. Sociological studies of disasters emphasize the
importance of rebuilding relationship networks, restoring social cohesion and therefore on regenerating our
wider communities as part of the recovery process (e.g. Ride and Bretherton eds. 2011; Silver and Grek-Martin
2015).
POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

In light of the considerable monetary and non-monetary burdens imposed by flooding on young homeowners
and renters in the property market, what are the implications for housing-related policy?
The financial impacts of flooding on young people must be a priority area. First, policymakers should subsidize
permanent resistance and resilience measures for young people who cannot afford the hefty cost of flood
protection. Residents should be aware of the range of available options and households should be assessed on a
case-by-case basis to determine the most appropriate protection measures for their particular context, in
consultation with surveyors, engineers and insurers (Broadbent 2004: 82).
Second, all vulnerable households should be entitled to a comprehensive socialized scheme of flood insurance.
This should include an extension of the existing Flood Re affordable insurance scheme to include those built on
or after 1 January 2009. Importantly, flood insurance should be seen as one component of a wider damage
limitation policy that complements other protection measures, rather than being seen as the be-all and end-all
(Lamond, Proverbs and Hammond 2009)
Third, land use regulations could be strengthened to actively discourage property development in flood-prone
areas, rather than simply advising against construction on floodplains (as is currently the case with the National
Policy Planning Framework). One way to do this would be to have a classification system similar to that in
Australia, which rates properties from (1) very flood-liable to (4) flood-free, depending on the expected
frequency of inundation within 100 years (see Eves 2002: 215). Planning authorities could then make it illegal
to build in higher-risk zones and/or offer incentives to attract development in lower-risk categories.
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Fourth, renters and homeowners should have full information about flooding risks when they enter the property
market. This would require, for example, that the above-mentioned flood classification system should be made
publicly available. Equally, landlords and developers should be required to declare their flood risk status to
prospective renters and buyers. There should be regular awareness campaigns and clear information on what to
do in the event of a flood, particularly for newcomers who are not familiar with their surroundings or who do
not know where to access local resources.
Given the widespread popularity of social networking sites and apps among the target age group, opportunities
to promote flood awareness online should be exploited to the full. In 2019 for example, 97 percent of 16-24 year
olds and 93 percent of 25-34 year olds had a social media profile (Tankovska 2021). The UK government
should partner with social media companies to create educational campaigns that will engage young people in
taking steps towards flood protection. There are precedents for this: many emergency management
organizations already use social media to disseminate readiness and preparedness advisories (Lindsay 2011: 3).
But great care needs to be taken to ensure the information provided is accurate and up-to-date. This is perhaps
the most important challenge, given the inherent lack of quality control on social networks and the potential for
malicious falsehoods (ibid.: 7). As the COVID-19 crisis has shown, misinformation can increase the lethality of
a disaster (Bridgman et al. 2020). While a full account of how social media should be used in flood risk
planning is beyond the scope of this paper, it is at least clear that online campaigns should be authorized by an
official source—as government announcements tend to enjoy particular authority when it comes to disasters
(Enria et al. 2021)—and the materials should be thoroughly fact-checked in order to prevent abuse. Campaign
literature can and should be targeted to meet the needs of specific users (ibid.), such as young people on the
property ladder in this case.
Finally, policymakers should give due attention to the psychological and social impacts of flooding. This should
include investment in ample mental health support for affected families, lasting well beyond the immediate
aftermath of the disaster. This would address the ongoing mental trauma of losing a home, as well as the
emotional toll of trying to resume normal routines while still coming to terms with such a life-changing event.
Local authorities should emphasize the importance of strengthening community ties as a way of reducing flood
risk. Young people should be encouraged to serve their neighbourhoods through undertaking first aid training,
participating in flood campaign groups, raising awareness on social media or helping to organize flood drills.
This will give young people a stake in the wider community, induce psychological preparedness for flooding
and also ensure that they do not experience social and emotional isolation in the aftermath of a flood disaster.
The benefits of such community interventions will likely offset the psychological burdens imposed by a flood.
CONCLUSION

This paper has sought to provide ways to reduce the flooding risks for young people in the UK housing market.
First, it outlined how properties suffer damage from both overland and overfloor flooding. Second, it discussed
the financial burdens accrued when households experience inundation. Third, it explored the financial burdens
and benefits of various measures to counteract flood damage. Fourth, the paper widened the focus to include the
non-monetary burdens of flood damage, which tend to be neglected in cost-benefit studies. Finally, the paper
ended with a series of policy recommendations to alleviate the burdens of flooding. This research reveals the
need for a comprehensive policy strategy to reduce flood risks, where authorities at all levels can act in concert
to reduce the risks to both renters and first-time buyers on the property ladder.
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ABSTRACT

In this document, we explore position tracking in the context of land-based search and rescue operations, where
we also may have a limited and unreliable communication channel. This is the case when using APRS (amateur
radio tracking) in voluntary SAR services in Norway. We have looked more closely into trails of movements and
how to plot these on the map to present informative real-time pictures to the incident commanders. A simple
scheme is proposed to improve trails by piggybacking positions at the end of regular transmissions. Experiments
show that a significant amount of positions are recovered. In some cases, this can recover useful information,
though it depends on the actual situation.
Keywords

GPS tracking, trails, search and rescue, APRS.
INTRODUCTION

In emergency response and search and rescue operations, it is useful to be able to track the positions and
movements of resources that are out on missions in the field. This is for the safety of the search and rescue (SAR)
personnel and better coordination of the operation. It is also desirable to be able to document and analyse the
operation after it has finished for the day. This can be done by equipping personnel or vehicles with GPS trackers
that transmits information to a service that can present positions and trails (history of movements) on a map. A
system for doing this is developed, based on the radio amateur's APRS-network. APRS (Automatic Packet
Reporting System) uses VHF (144 MHz) with fairly strong transmitters which gives a fairly long range. On the
other hand, the bandwidth is narrow and the data capacity rather small. The infrastructure can quickly be extended
using mobile repeaters and gateways, it has a low cost, and it is based on voluntary effort.
There is a desire to be able to deploy and use such a system in remote areas with limited access to a fixed
communications infrastructure. We may also argue that we should be prepared for worst-case scenarios where
parts of the infrastructure are down due to some catastrophic event. We may therefore also need to be "offline"
with mobile and ad hoc arrangements for the reception, storage, and presentation on maps, as well as unreliable
communication channels with limited capacity.
A challenge with the APRS system and similar system is the resolution, not much in the spatial dimensions, but
mostly in the temporal dimension. Since the capacity of the communication channel is limited and it is shared
amongst many trackers, we cannot send position updates too often. Also, position reports would frequently be lost
because of varying coverage, interference, etc.
According to earlier papers (Hanssen, 2015), there are mainly two types of use of tracking information in such a
context. (1) Real-time tracking, which helps to see the picture while the operation is in progress. This is for the
safety of the personnel in the field and coordination and management of the operation. (2) Look up trails from a
database, typically after a mission or operation has finished. For example to see where a search has been
performed. It could be for documentation, analysis and planning of new operations. It could as well be for research.
The main research question addressed by this paper is how to improve the quality of trails from trackers moving
in the field, where the quality of service of the communication channel can be weak. A scheme for doing so, by
improving the temporal resolution, is proposed. It seems somewhat obvious that the need for a higher temporal
resolution is primarily with the second type of use. In real-time tracking, we are looking at a particular moment
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in time. To the extent we need trails of movements here, we are typically interested in just the last minutes that
lead to the positions right now. We can also (depending on the type of operations) tolerate that positions on the
map are some minutes old. Improving the temporal resolution could be useful also here; it will improve the quality
of the picture on the map. These claims may be investigated further by asking relevant informants in search and
rescue services.
Given the premise that the communication channel has a very limited capacity and is unreliable, we see two
possible schemes. The first mainly aims at real-time tracking. Here, extra reports and redundant reports from
earlier points in time are piggybacked on real-time transmissions. These can be deltas (differences) from the main
(real-time) time and position. A piggybacked position report with deltas requires little space compared with a
transmission with a stand-alone report. Such redundancy can over time compensate for that a tracker temporarily
moves in an area without coverage (radio shadow). In this paper, we focus on the first scheme. An implementation
is made and test-runs performed. This method has proved to give a significant improvement in some cases.
The second scheme is mostly for looking up trails sometime after. A more detailed trail is stored in the tracker,
and when a network (e.g. Wifi LAN) is within range, the tracker automatically detects this and uploads the trail
to a server. A tracker is developed, that can automatically connect to Wifi access points (where available) and
upload detailed tracks to the server.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows: First, we present some context, i.e. related research in the use of
information systems in emergency response and SAR in particular, we introduce concepts of tracking using the
APRS systems by radio amateurs. Second, we look at some lessons learned from using tracking and trails in SAR
operations in Norway over the past 10 years. By using some example snapshots we illustrate some challenges in
the use of trails in APRS tracking in this context. Third, we describe our proposed scheme for improving realtime trails by piggybacking past position reports on transmissions. Fourth, we show some results of testing this.
Fifth, we discuss our findings and at last, we conclude.
BACKGROUND

Information system support for emergency response (Jennex, 2007) is an active field of research and development.
Here, spatio-temporal data with geographical information systems (GIS) can contribute significantly to situational
awareness (Snoeren et. al. 2007; Zlatanova and Fabbri, 2009). This includes the location of incidents, affected
areas or buildings, location of rescue teams, victims, shelters, etc. It is useful for decision-makers in the progress
of operations as well as planning and debriefing.
A known issue is how to establish a common situational or operational picture (Copeland, 2008; Norros et. al.
2010; Wolbers and Boersma, 2013). This concept has several definitions in the literature. There can be challenges
in establishing a common understanding of the incident across different organisations and cultures participating
in the decision making, or across information-systems supporting decision making.
Dilo (2011) proposes a conceptual model for dynamic, operational information to support emergency response
decision making. They distinguish between (1) situational information which is about the incident and its effect,
and (2) operational information which is about active responses, processes, people and organisations involved.
They also distinguish between static information that exists prior to incidents, like maps, roads and buildings and
dynamic information produced during an incident. Dynamic operational information includes incidents, events,
threatened areas, causalities, teams or vehicles. Some of the information can be spatio-temporal, i.e., it contains
points in both spatial and temporal dimensions. For instance, the spatial position of objects may change at
particular time instants. Through spatio-temporal analysis, one could derive trajectories of moving objects. A data
model for trajectories is explored, e.g., in (Spaccapietra et. al., 2008) which is a more conceptual background for
our more practical investigation of trails in tracking.
Search and Rescue

For search and rescue operations, a number of information system tools exist for planning, coordination and
decision support. The usefulness of GIS in SAR (as well as in emergency response in general) is well known
(Ferguson, 2008, Donia, 2009). Advantages include having more updated maps, being able to easier connect
between planned and documented efforts, to see areas that are or are not searched, and to integrate information
from multiple sources. Another advantage that is mentioned in the literature is the ability to keep track of how
rescuers move, which is also the focus of this paper.

GIS tools can also be used to apply search theory and statistical models to help planning the effort and increase
the chances of success (Frost and Stone, 2001; Abi-Zeid and Frost, 2005). One could use such tools to visualise
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the probability of finding the lost person. For example, distance circles may be drawn around the initial planning
point (IPP) of the operation, which often is based on the last known position (LKP) of the missing person. The
Bicycle Wheel Model (Koester, 2008) is a well-known application of such search theory in land-based SAR. It
can be visualised and combined with tools to draw search areas, points of interest, to manage teams and missions,
to write operation logs, and to track the position and movements of search teams.
The work described here focuses on one of the many parts of a GIS-based information system for SAR, namely
position tracking of teams, vehicles, etc. Several commercial applications exist, providing tracking or fleet maps,
often proprietary and limited to single technologies like, e.g., Tetra. We are primarily using amateur radio APRS
tracking. Our system aims to be an extensible platform where such functionality may be added as well as
alternative data sources. Our project is focused on open source and web-based software, while other solutions are
often proprietary or require specific programs to be installed on desktop or laptop computers.
POSITION TRACKING AND APRS

In this section, concepts of tracking and tracking infrastructure are described. Based on these concepts, we have
developed portable trackers as well as a web application for displaying tracking information on digital maps. It is
based on Automatic Packet Reporting System (APRS) (Bruninga, 2015) which is an open standard used by radio
amateurs worldwide. The adoption of APRS by voluntary rescue services in Norway does not exclude other
technologies.
Tracking Concepts

A tracker is a portable device that contains a GPS receiver and a VHF transmitter (or transceiver). It can send its
position through some infrastructure to an information system that can process and present the position on a map
to support decision-makers in command centres, etc. During operations, a tracker is typically associated with a
rescue team or vehicle carrying it. Trackers may be integrated into communication radios and use different
technologies and infrastructures (e.g. APRS, AIS, Tetra, cellphone, etc.). Even a smartphone may be used as a
tracker using the GPS and a proper app, though there may be issues like battery capacity or coverage. A position
report from a tracker is usually associated with a time instant. The information system may present the tracker’s
position at a particular time. In addition, it may present a series of such reports from the same tracker within a
certain time-span. We refer to this as a trail (or trajectory).
APRS Concepts

In the APRS protocol, location items can be either stations or objects. Stations have globally unique identifiers
which typically are radio callsigns. Stations transmit position reports in order to update their positions or other
associated information. A station typically corresponds to a physical tracker. In addition, stations can report the
position of objects. Since objects are “owned” by stations that report them, they do not need to have globally
unique identifiers by themselves. Conceptually, this would imply existence dependency, though, in the APRS
protocol, a station can in some cases take over the ownership of objects from other stations. This is useful, e.g.,
when the station that generated it in the first place stops operating and we still need to keep track of the object.
A location item has a (possibly moving) position and is associated with a symbol that is sent with position reports.
A symbol can be used to indicate what type of item it is or what mission it is assigned, e.g., car, aircraft, boat,
rescue-team, etc. A symbol is typically used to select an icon when plotting the item on the map.
A position report is associated with time, either by timestamping it at the source, or timestamping it when received.
A trail for a given location item is an ordered list (by time) of reports within a given timespan before the last
reported position. In a real-time view, this means showing the movements of stations (as lines and points on the
map) some minutes back in time.
Tracking Infrastructure

A tracking system needs an infrastructure to convey and process the stream of information between trackers and
the applications where the information is presented. This is also the case for APRS which use AX.25 (Fox, 1984)
data packets to send reports over a radio. It uses a single VHF channel and a rather narrow band form of modulation
(1200 baud audio frequency shift keying). The APRS protocol (Wade, 2000) defines formats for position reports,
as well as for short text messages, telemetry, weather reports, etc. Though it is criticised for being aged and not
optimal, it is free to use, an open standard, well tested, widely deployed in the radio amateur community. It is also
used on a daily basis. APRS devices are affordable or not too hard to construct. Experiments with more recent
digital communications protocols, like LoRa, is also a promising activity among radio amateurs.
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Figure 1 shows how infrastructure consists of several components. Trackers broadcast their information. This is
collected by internet gateways (or directly by client apps), possibly after being retransmitted by digital repeaters
(often termed ‘digipeaters’), to extend the coverage area. The APRS Internet Service (APRS-IS) is a worldwide
network of servers that can interconnect the gateways and provide data to applications. The range of repeaters or
gateways depends on the topography, antenna height, etc. A range of 50 km is not unusual. The fixed infrastructure
can also be extended by deploying mobile repeaters or gateways.

“gateway”
“Tracker”

Internet
(APRS-IS)

“client”
“Server”

“Digipeater”
“Tracker”

Figure 1. APRS Infrastructure
Related Research on Tracking

Few research papers have been published on APRS tracking in the context of search and rescue. In the context of
mobile computing, a fair amount of work has been done on location-services. This includes works on energy
efficiency (Kjærgaard et. al. 2009; Farrel et. al., 2007). This can be significant in long missions where there is a
strain on the tracker’s battery, or where there is little time to charge batteries between missions. Dead reckoning
(Leonhardi et. al. 2002) is about computing a probable location based on earlier movements. Extrapolation
techniques like this is a possible approach to improving trails in our context (if used restrospectively), though
probable locations may turn out to be imprecise. They should therefore be marked as such. Detecting proximity
and separation (Küpper and Treu, 2006) can also be useful when analysing trails.
LESSONS LEARNED FROM TRACKING IN SAR OPERATIONS

From more than 10 years of experience with tracking in a number of real SAR operations in Norway, we have a
significant amount of data, and several lessons are learned. This story is more elaborately described in earlier
papers (Hanssen, 2015; Hanssen, 2018). This tracking system has been used mostly in Oslo and Tromsø, but not
exclusively. In Oslo, in particular, the operations are often close to the capital, and will often involve more than
20 trackers at the same time. In this section, we show some snapshots from real SAR operations. The
improvements tested in the next section are however not yet applied to real operations. This section should indicate
that adding trails to the moving points on the map can make the picture more informative, also in real-time
tracking, where we are mostly interested in what is going on at the moment. Seeing movements as trails reveals
more than just direction and speed. It can indicate intent. Informants say that it is also useful (for the radio
operators) to see (from the trail) where radio coverage is problematic. This is useful in planning where to deploy
repeaters, etc. However, the examples show that the map can easily be overloaded with “noise” and that there is
a potential for various technical improvements.
The results span a broad range from clear and highly informative tracking pictures to more unusable ones. The
most important factors that influence the quality of tracking are:
•

Radio coverage. Trackers use a shared communication channel with limited capacity, trackers may move
in areas with weak coverage, and there may be interference, especially where there are a high number of
trackers active along with repeaters (to extend the range). If a significant number of transmissions are
lost, it will severely affect the quality of tracks.

•

Speed of movement. Slow movement tends to give better trails since there is more time between moves
that need to be reported. Faster movement can be more challenging since updates need to be done more
often to give a precise trail. There is obviously a large difference between tracking an aircraft and tracking
search teams moving slowly on the ground.

•

Geographic range of movements (or zoom level). Tracking within small areas, for example in streets in
cities, can be more challenging since resolution both in the temporal and spatial dimensions are more
significant. Since we can expect that the accuracy of a typical GPS is around 5-10 meters, we need only
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worry about GPS errors when zooming in to detailed levels.
•

How well the trackers and the presentation system adapt to varying requirements. To some extent,
trackers can adapt using a so-called smart-beaconing algorithm. It adjusts the frequency of updates
automatically to match the speed of movement and change of direction. Moving in a straight line is
obviously different from moving around corners, making turns, etc.

Figure 2 shows two rather typical snapshots of real-time tracking in search for missing persons. Tracker positions
are labelled (person names are blurred here). The left side is from Oslo showing 20 active trackers and the right
side from Tromsø showing 10 trackers. Sometimes the picture can be overwhelming and seem chaotic at first
glance. Therefore it is useful to be able to zoom in or to edit the map, for example by changing the length of the
trails, using different colours, editing labels or even removing points or trails from the maps that are not significant.
This requires skilled and experienced operators that also have time to do this on short notice, which is not always
possible to accommodate. We see that the quality of the trails can vary a lot, though they are informative in most
cases. If the temporal resolution is too low, for example if moving in areas with bad coverage, having faulty
trackers or moving fast from one location to another, this could lead to long straight lines that contribute less to
the understanding of what is going on. We see some trails that show clearly what is going on and other trails that
could have been more useful if the temporal resolution was improved.

Figure 2. Tracking in city areas

Figure 3 shows an example with 10 trackers (search for a missing person) where trails are not too long and mostly
separate from each other. It is easy to see from the picture, what is going on. Here, all trackers moving are search
teams climbing steep hills. There is also a marking of an interesting observation (sent from a tracker). The
command post is notified about what has been observed, and it can see the position on the map.
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Figure 3. Search for a missing person in steep hills near Tromsø

Figure 4 shows the difference between a useful real-time trail showing an aircraft circling around a mountaintop
(left side) and another aircraft search (right side), where we failed to give a clear picture of how the search was
performed. However, it is still somewhat useful since we see the area where the flight was done. The reporting
frequency and the packet loss of the trackers are almost similar in the two cases, but the flight pattern was simpler
on the left side.

Figure 4. Aircraft tracking

Figure 5 illustrates the power of being able to lookup in a database exactly what we need in order to answer
specific questions, typically after the operation has ended. Both tracks are in a mountain area near Tromsøand
the frequency of position reports was almost optimal with little loss. The left side shows one single search
assignment, where the search team moves up to the area of interest and performs the search there, systematically.
The right side shows 6 trackers moving from a common starting point out in different directions. In this case, the
lookup was done while the operation was in progress. From this, we could quickly tell if the operation was
progressing according to the plan.
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Figure 5. Looking up trails for specific tasks or missions
EXPERIMENT - DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

A tracker prototype has been developed, the Arctic Tracker. It is based on affordable modules like the ESP-32
Internet of Things (IoT) microcontroller (Maier, et. al., 2017) and a VHF radio transceiver module. The ESP-32
has Wifi, Bluetooth, a dual-core CPU and enough memory to support fairly advanced applications. It is popular
in the IoT and maker communities, and many open-source projects are based on this platform. In this project, a
version with 16 MB integrated flash memory is used. This allows storing several hours, even days of trails.
The tracker firmware is designed to transmit position reports with variable time intervals (smart beaconing). An
algorithm is designed that decides when to transmit, based on the speed and direction of movement as well as
listening on the channel. When the tracker moves faster or changes direction, it transmits more frequently. When
it does not move, it may wait for up to several minutes between transmissions. This is user-configurable and can
lead to better utilisation of a shared channel. In most cases, it is usually not a good idea to transmit more often
than every 20 seconds or so. The time between transmissions should in most cases not be less than 10 seconds.
To illustrate why, if 20 trackers share a channel (which is not unusual), each transmission lasts around one second,
and each transmission is retransmitted by a repeater, it is obvious that the rate of transmissions must be limited to
avoid overloading the channel.
Packets may be lost due to (1) collisions, bit-errors or other interference, or (2) weak or missing signals when
moving in areas where it is difficult to reach a repeater or gateway. In the first case, the probability of lost
transmissions can be assumed to be evenly distributed and small. In the second case, the probability may be higher
during a series of transmissions. In practice, it is difficult to make a general prediction, though we may assume
that if one packet is lost, the probability of losing the next one as well is somewhat higher, since we may have
moved into an area of weak coverage.
To improve the quality of trails, both in case of lost packets, or where more frequent transmissions would have
been appropriate, we have designed and implemented a scheme where each transmission may carry multiple
position reports: The current one plus a selection of earlier ones.
Figure 6 illustrate how we may place position reports on transmissions. It shows a timeline which is usually also
a line of spatial movement. It shows how the position reports from earlier points in time can be piggybacked on
the current transmission. Depending on the distribution of transmission errors, such a scheme can maximise the
probability that a report eventually goes through. In addition, position reports from points in time with no
transmissions can be added, allowing for a higher temporal resolution. In our experiments, this is done when
changing the direction of movement. If the tracker detects that the direction of movement has changed more than
e.g. 40 degrees, it adds the position it had for example 10 seconds ago (illustrated with a star in the figure).
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pi

p0

Figure 6. Position reports and transmissions on a timeline

Encoding

The extra or redundant position reports are encoded in the comment field at the end of an APRS standard
timestamped position report. We should compress these as much as possible to minimise the overhead. Each report
pi has a main (real-time) position report with a timestamp. When encoding the extra reports, we can use deltas of
the main report, i.e. the difference between the report in question pi and the main report p0. This allows us to make
these extra reports very compact.
For each extra/redundant position report, we take the timestamp, the latitude and the longitude and compute the
difference from the main report of the packet to be sent. A timestamp is the number of seconds since a start date;
the delta is the number of seconds between the two reports. The difference between positions is the difference
between latitude and longitude coordinates separately; a floating-point subtraction will do.
The timestamp delta is represented as a 12-bit unsigned integer allowing us to encode time deltas of up to 68
hours, the latitude and the longitude deltas are represented as 18-bit signed integers by first multiplying the
floating-point values with 100,000 and converting to an integer. Since only 18 bits are used, the 18th bit must be
used as a sign bit. In this way, a latitude or longitude delta can be up to +/- one degree. A resolution of 1/100,000
degrees is in most cases within one meter.
Each of these is encoded with the base-64 scheme where each 6-bit chunk is encoded as a character in the set [AZa-z0-9+/]. The 12-bit timestamp delta is encoded with two characters and the lat/long values are each encoded
with 3 characters. The most significant 6-bit chunk first. Then, each report is encoded using only 8 characters.
The comment field may contain a series of such reports, starting with a known prefix, e.g. ‘/*’ (slash star). So, a
comment field of an APRS packet (position report) using this scheme may look like this. The example line below
contains 4 timestamped position reports. The first is ‘6CACV/04’ where ‘6C’ is the timestamp delta, ‘ACV’ is
the latitude delta and ‘/04’ is the longitude delta. If we convert this back to numbers, it represents a delta of 232
seconds, +0.000037 degrees latitude and -0.000178 degrees longitude.
/*6CACV/049oAB5/+p+4ABBABV/OAApABE Arctic Tracker
Decoding and Presentation

A platform for presenting tracking information on digital maps, the Polaric Server, has been developed and used
in real search and rescue operations for years like described in (Hanssen, 2015; Hanssen, 2018). It can decode
standard APRS packets, AIS packets, etc. It can store trails in a PostGIS database for later spatio-temporal queries.
For this experiment decoding of extra/redundant reports was added. It can recognise such reports in the comment
field of APRS position packets, decodes these and inserts them at the proper place in the trails if not there already.
This involves sorting the points in the trails with respect to timestamps. The Polaric Server is a web-server, it
pushes updates to clients in real-time using Websockets and JSON encoding. It can therefore be accessed with
most standard web-browsers.
Protocol Extension

Using the comment field of APRS position reports has been done in an experimental setting. It doesn’t exclude
having other information in the comment field as well, though different experimental schemes of encoding data
in this field, used at the same time, may conflict. For more widespread use, a packet format specifically for this
purpose should be proposed as an addition to the APRS standard. A scheme like this is quite efficient with base64 encoding using a character-based protocol like APRS. A specifically designed binary protocol can be made
somewhat more efficient, but getting widespread acceptance for such would be a more challenging process.
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TEST RESULTS

The scheme of adding piggybacked (redundant and extra) reports to transmissions are tested the following way:
When the direction changes, the smart beaconing algorithm detects a turn and sends a report, an extra report (the
position 10 seconds ago) is added. When a position report is generated and transmitted on air, the same report is
repeated (in a compressed form) after 2, 4 and 7 transmissions. This means that each report is repeated (sent
redundantly) 3 times. This is configurable. Two instances of the Polaric Server are used: One modified instance
that can detect the piggybacked reports, and one that cannot, to be able to compare. The tracker is then used in a
series of test trips, both driving and walking. Table 1 shows the results of 7 such trips. It shows that between 26%
and 45% of the received position reports (37% on average) are either lost or not transmitted in the first
transmission, and then recovered from piggybacked reports on later transmissions.
Table 1. Recovered position reports

Trip

Length

# Recovered

Percentage

Trip 1 (walk)

1 km

11 of 30

37 %

Trip 2 (drive)

9.5 km

16 of 36

44 %

Trip 3 (drive)

9.5 km

16 of 61

26 %

Trip 4 (drive)

7.7 km

18 of 54

33 %

Trip 5.1 (walk)

2.7 km

29 of 77

38 %

Trip 5.2 (walk)

2.7 km

25 of 73

34 %

Trip 6 (walk)

2.4 km

18 of 41

44 %

Trip 7 (walk)

3.8 km

31 of 69

45 %

Trip 2, 3 and 4 followed mainly the same route around the town (Mo i Rana, Norway). The algorithm for deciding
when to transmit was changed to better adapt to driving speed, so in trip 3 and 4, we transmit somewhat more
frequently. It seems to affect the percentage of reports being recovered. Trip 5.1. and 5.2 are the same trip in
opposite directions up and down a hill.
The area we operate in is covered by an APRS repeater and a gateway, so these trips were in areas with fairly
good radio coverage. Trip 6 and 7 moves in areas where coverage is weaker. We see that even in areas with good
coverage, still some transmissions are lost and recovered from later transmissions. It is expected that the recovery
percentage will be higher in areas with weaker coverage. Figure 7 shows trip 2 with (left side) and without (right
side) extra/redundant reporting. The recovered reports are marked with green. We see a visible improvement of
the trail, i.e. it shows the actual route more accurately.
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Figure 7. Trails with and without recovered points (trip 1)

Figure 8: Trails with and without recovered points (trip 6)

Sometimes, we would be interested in finding where the tracker has moved in the last minutes. This is near-realtime information we may need while the operation is in progress. The actual route leading to a point can be an
educated guess from information on roads, paths, rivers, etc. on the map, but sometimes we may need detailed
trail-information from trackers if there is more than one likely route. Even if there is just one likely route, we may
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need to be reasonably sure. This is information that can be lost when transmissions are lost, but that can be
recovered by use of our piggybacking scheme.
Figure 8 shows trip 6. At the upper right side of the trail, we see that potentially important information is
recovered. This part of the trail is magnified at the bottom. Three subsequent transmissions are lost, and there are
several possible routes we could have walked. When looking at the map there are two bridges where we could
have crossed the river. Even if these three position reports are recovered, we cannot (in this example) be absolutely
sure which path we walked (if we assume we follow the paths). However, if we know that position reports are
issued when changing direction, we have probably walked the shortest path, which is also a straight line. In the
rest of trip 6, our piggybacking scheme doesn’t seem to recover important details.
In the other trips we made, we see similar patterns. We see several examples of multiple subsequent transmissions
that are lost and recovered, but also many examples of recovered position reports that have little impact on how
the command post may understand the movements in the field. In particular, the extra reports, generated when
making turns, are often a bit too close to the point where the decision is made. The scheme may be improved by
finding the most optimal point to add to the trail. In all cases, the scheme led to smoother trails which can make
the picture on the map easier to read.
Data Analysis

Received position reports are also logged to a database, allowing a range of queries after the trips are made. Two
long-distance drives of 700 kilometres each, were made. These trips crossed areas with good and poor coverage,
plus some areas without coverage at all. One trip was made on December 20 th 2020, where 563 of 1220 reports
were recovered, and the return on January 4th 2021, where the tracker was turned off a part of the trip; 319 of 691
reports were recovered. In both cases, the percentage was 46%.
DISCUSSION

This paper investigates the quality of trails of moving GPS-trackers on a GIS map, where the communication
channel can be unreliable. Trackers are carried with vehicles, persons or teams that are moving in the field, being
assigned missions related to search and rescue. This paper is based on many years of experience with voluntary
SAR operations in Norway, as well as designing trackers and GIS software that display information on maps. The
focus is on SAR operations on land, possibly with support from aircraft or boats. Trails is a spatio-temporal
concept since they describe movements in the time and space domains. A trail is contains information about the
movement of an object within a particular time-span. For most practical purposes, it contain a series of points in
space, each with a timestamp to tell when the particular position was reported.
We distinguish between (1) real-time tracking and (2) looking up trails stored in a spatio-temporal database,
typically after the operation has finished for the day. The purpose of the first type is to provide an operational
picture of what is going on just now and in the past minutes, to help making operational and tactical decisions.
Real-time tracking is for the safety of the personnel in the field, and for coordination and management of the
operation in progress. It can help incident commanders, answering short-term or medium-term questions. Shortterm questions may for example be if search teams have observed things of relevance, if they are missing important
areas, or if they are about to finish their missions and therefore need transport. A short term question related to
safety, can for instance be if personnel are moving into tough or dangerous terrain. Medium-term questions can
for example be if specific areas are being searched or need to be searched, or questions related to logistics.
The second type of tracking can support medium- or long-term questions, where long-term questions include what
areas need to be searched, based on an analysis where it is likely that the missing subject is. This may be based
on statistical data from past incidents like in (Koester, 2008). For example, after the day has ended, the incident
commander and his/her team may need to plan the next day. He/she would also need to document what has been
done this day. Such documentation can be used in debriefing, learning and research, but also in explaining to
persons close to the victim what has happened and what has been done. The value of the latter should not be
underestimated. Losing a person which is close, can be devastating. From my personal experience and others, a
typical reaction is to seek information and clarity on what happened and what rescue services have done. A visual
explanation is often very helpful in that respect.
Usefulness of Trails in Real-Time Tracking

We have seen some factors that can affect the quality of trails of real-time tracking like radio coverage, speed,
zoom level, or the ability of trackers to adapt their reporting frequency. We have seen a span from highly
informative maps to overloaded and chaotic map pictures that are less informative and less intuitive to read. HighCoRe Paper – Geospatial Technologies and Geographic Information Science for Crisis Management
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quality trails are easier to read and can carry more information than low-quality trails. Trails that by a first glance
look chaotic, can in some cases be useful when adjusted and analysed by experienced personnel. However, it can
be rather hectic when an operation is in progress, so if the system can automatically help to improve the quality
of the picture, it would be useful.
How important is frequent updating? Real-time positions may be several minutes old without being a problem,
but this is true to a certain limit. If exceeding that limit, we start to wonder if the tracker has failed or something
has happened to the vehicle or team carrying the tracker. We experience in many situations that trackers move
into areas without coverage. The system automatically marks a label for a tracker with a different colour to indicate
that the time since the last update is longer than a pre-set limit and that we shouldn’t trust it to show the position
correctly. After even more time, it is removed from the map.
Frequent updating (temporal resolution) seem to be more important when plotting trails of movements
(trajectories) and more in after-the-fact analysis than in real-time tracking. However, we have seen some reasons
to use trails also in real-time tracking, though shorter in their timespan which is typically immediately before the
last position plot. We have also seen (figure 5) that it can be useful to do a database search of longer trails while
the operation is still in progress.
Improving Trails and Map Pictures

Even in real-time tracking, improving the trail some time after can be better than not improving at all. If the team
carry more detailed tracks back (stored in the tracker’s memory) to the command post after their missions, there
is no practical limit to the trail’s temporal resolution. Still, it is useful to try to improve tracks when the mission
is still in progress. We explore this by designing and testing a scheme where positions are piggybacked on the end
of transmissions several times. It the first one doesn’t go through, the next may do it. The piggybacked reports are
deltas of the main report, and will therefore require little extra space (8 bytes). In contrast, a full APRS report is
typically 60 to 100 bytes including addressing. It may take around one second to transmit with 1200 bps speed.
In the experiments, 37% of the received reports was recovered this way, some of them because the transmissions
were lost. Long-distance trips with partly poor coverage gave 46% recovered reports. This means that a significant
portion of reports can be recovered in some cases. We have seen examples of series of 3-4 lost reports were
recovered which quickly improved the picture significantly (figure 8). We have also seen examples of less useful
recovered positions in areas with good coverage, though some of them may be more interesting if we zoom in.
Since it is highly dependent on the situation what is useful, we could probably benefit from optimizing what
reports to prioritise using this scheme. An adaptive algorithm for doing this may be a topic for further research.
What we tested here is one approach that tries to get more information through, despite a limited radio channel,
by adding redundant and highly compressed reports. Another possible approach is to try to filter the information
to deal with information overload issues, as well as trails/points that are not relevant in the particular view.
Approaches that are currently explored, include using rule-bases to automatically tag and filter tracking
information. This can be used to highlight important facts or remove less relevant information that is regarded as
“noise”. Alternatively, we may try to extrapolate where it is likely that the tracker has moved, based on the
information we have. A goal is to make the picture more informative and easier to read. We should try to find
methods that reduce the need for human intervention during the operations, and that can support learning from
data. Using machine learning is a possible approach to this.
CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have looked at position tracking in the context of land-based search and rescue operations, where
we may have a limited and unreliable communication channel. This is the case when using APRS (amateur radio
tracking) in voluntary SAR services in Norway. We have looked more closely into trails of movements and how
to plot these on the map, in order to present informative real-time pictures to the incident commanders.
Experiences from numerous past incidents show a variation of trail quality. Factors that affect this include speed,
communication channel quality, zoom level and the number of trackers, trackers ability to adapt, etc. For trails
that are looked up from a database some time after the operation, it is possible to upload stored trails in trackers
when they get back from missions. Improving trails is also useful for real-time tracking, and we have proposed a
simple scheme to improve trails by piggybacking extra or redundant position reports on the end of regular
transmissions. Piggybacked reports are deltas of the main report and therefore requires little space. Tests indicate
that a significant number of reports are recovered with this scheme. Some of them recover significant information
of movements, others contribute less to a better picture.
Other schemes for improving trails and map pictures to be explored in future research may include more adaptive
position reporting, automatic or semi-automatic filtering of information, and prediction of positions, possibly
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applying rule-bases, machine learning techniques etc.
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ABSTRACT

Due to the high popular concentration of large-scale events, once an emergency (like a stampede) occurs, it will
often cause severe casualties. Moreover, since the widespread of the COVID-19, the prevention of the novel
coronavirus should also be considered during mass gatherings. How to reduce the probability and potential
consequence of emergencies is of great significance. This research designs an emergency management framework
using ArcGIS-based geographic information technology for large-scale events. To verify the effectiveness of our
framework, we take the Winter Olympic torch relay in university as an example. The paper is mainly divided into
two parts, emergency resource allocation and the emergency prevention model. The former part focuses on the
site selection of emergency sentries and emergency hospitals during the torch relay. In the latter part, an
emergency prevention model is designed for two significant emergencies: stampede and epidemic.
Keywords

Arcgis, large-scale event, emergency management, epidemic prevention.
INTRODUCTION

The 2022 Winter Olympic Game will be held in Beijing, the capital of China. Before the Olympic, a series of
torch relay events will be held, which can not only show Chinese cultural traditions to all over the world but also
promote the Olympic spirit of unity and friendship. However, the Olympic torch relay event will inevitably be
accompanied by a large number of spectators gathering, which is likely to cause emergencies such as the stampede
and the epidemic outbreak. Especially in the context of the post-epidemic era, how to prevent and control the
epidemic when organizing such large-scale events is very essential. Therefore, this research designs a large-scale
event emergency management framework based on GIS technology to prevent these two significant emergencies.
There is a large volume of researches using GIS technology in emergency management. One of the significant
applications of GIS is to analyze the emergency evacuation route during emergencies and the emergency resilience
of urban road networks. Kubisch et al. (2019) investigated the entire evacuation process from evacuation decisionmaking to arriving at emergency refuges based on the standardized expert questionnaires and GIS technology.
Besides, this research took a Chilean community as a case study. Widera et al. (2017) proposed several
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requirements for transport planning during disaster relief processes which are derived from previous pieces of
literature and research projects. Applying Dijkstra's algorithm in GIS technology, Rybansky (2014) established
an optimal route planning model for the emergency evacuation, which considers various obstacles due to the
emergency. Nicoara and Haidu (2014) adopted the GIS-based network analysis method to seek the shortest
emergency medical rescue route, which considers the possible obstructions or prohibition on the urban road
network.
Using the spatial network analysis combined with multi-objective function based on GIS, researchers have also
been able to study emergency management. Rottkemper and Fischer (2013) established a multi-objective
optimization function concerning the optimal distribution of relief supplies. This research fulfilled rescue needs
while reducing costs as much as possible and assisted in making quick decisions after disasters. Tsai and Yeh
(2018) applied GIS technology and multi-objective function to study the service coverage of existing refuges in
tourist parks and analyze whether the existing refuges can meet emergency needs. According to the filter result of
spatial network analysis, Wu and Weng (2011) built the refuge site selection model. Hashemi and Alesheikh
(2013) combined the agent-based model and GIS technology to study the location of evacuation sites during
earthquakes, taking into account a variety of personnel composition after the earthquake.
Meanwhile, many researchers have utilized Various technologies to assist emergency management of large-scale
events in metropolitan areas. Cai et al. (2018) analyzed the urban road network during large-scale events through
the minimum cost and maximum flow algorithm in GIS and conducted an experimental evaluation with the real
data from Beijing. Combing semantic technique along with GIS technology, Barcaroli et al. (2019) established
an automatic risk assessment method for metropolitan areas. The researchers then conducted a case study in Rome.
Romanowski et al. (2015) adopted data mining techniques to obtain emergency data from past emergencies and
combined GIS technology to build an emergency decision-making model for large-scale events. Wang and Yang
(2010) used the Delphi method to construct an emergency management system to assist in emergency
management during large-scale events.
Nevertheless, there are certain drawbacks associated with existing studies. Most of the literature focuses on
emergency management of natural disasters, while relatively few works involve emergency management for
large-scale events. These studies mainly focus on a single course in emergency management, such as traffic
decision-making or stampede early warning. Furthermore, due to the outbreak of the COVID-19, it is necessary
to consider epidemic prevention during organizing large-scale events. This research will take stampede as well as
epidemic into account, and propose a comprehensive GIS-based emergency prevention framework for large-scale
activities.
METHOD

This paper is mainly divided into two parts, emergency resource allocation and emergency prevention model, as
shown in Figure 1. At the outset, the torch relay handover points were determined according to the reality of the
campus. On this basis, the path planning algorithm was employed to determine the torch relay route. Subsequently,
the location-allocation algorithm was adopted for the site selection of the emergency sentries so that the
emergency sentries can cover the torch relay route as much as possible. Ultimately, spatial network analysis,
which takes the distribution of roads and residences into account, was used to choose the site for the temporary
hospital.
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Figure 1. Design of emergency management framework

Two major emergencies that may occur in mass gatherings were analyzed in the latter part. Concerning stampede,
combined with campus occupant density factors such as the torch relay route and road distribution, spatial network
analysis was applied to evaluate the possibility and potential consequence of the latent stampede. Consequently,
the comprehensive risk of the latent stampede was assessed. It follows that the emergency evacuation and rescue
routes for the high-risk areas were planed according to the nearest facility algorithm.
With regard to the potential epidemic, the vehicle routing problem algorithm (VRP algorithm) was used to design
the disinfection route for multiple groups of medical workers. GPS positioning technology, along with the
dynamic tracking analysis, was applied to analyze the influence coverage of the suspected patients.
In Figure 1, the location-allocation algorithm, the nearest facility algorithm, and the vehicle routing algorithm are
mainly based on the computed result of the total road length. While applying the location-allocation algorithm,
the torch relay handover points are set as the emergency service demand points, and candidate emergency sentries
are set along the road. ArcGIS will calculate the distance from the candidate emergency sentries to each service
demand point. Thus, the candidate emergency sentry with the shortest total distance is selected. While applying
the recent facility algorithm, refuges (including playgrounds, green spaces, and gymnasiums on campus (Li et
al.,2006) and hospitals are set as emergency facilities. In contrast, stampede high-risk areas are set as demand
points, thereby obtaining the shortest evacuation and rescue routes. In the vehicle routing algorithm, the torch
relay handover points are set as the stopping point in the VRP analysis; the emergency sentries are set as the start
point and end point of each group of medical workers. ArcGIS will traverse different route combinations to
determine the shortest disinfection route.
When performing a spatial network analysis, it is essential to analyze multiple influencing factors and establish a
multi-objective function. e.g. During the site selection of the emergency hospital, on the one hand, it needs to
meet the emergency medical needs when an emergency occurs; on the other hand, it needs to be as close to the
road and dormitory area as possible to facilitate medical treatment. While evaluating the possibility of campus
stampede, road density and occupant density should be taken into account; equally, while evaluating the
consequence of campus stampede, it is vital to overall consider the distribution of refugees and hospitals. Each
emergency problem contains various influencing factors, as shown in Figure 2. When analyzing these influencing
factors, this research introduces some quantitative indicators, as shown in formulas (1)-(3):
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Figure 2. Factors Included in Spatial Network Analysis
𝑤
±

±

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 ((𝑥, 𝑦)|𝑚) = 𝑓 (∑ √(𝑥 − 𝑋𝑚𝑖 )2 + (𝑦 − 𝑌𝑚𝑖 )2 )

(1)

𝑖=1

∑𝑤
𝑖=1 𝐿𝑛𝑖
𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 ± ((𝑥, 𝑦)|𝑛) = 𝑓 ± (
)
𝑆

(2)

𝜕𝐻 𝜕𝐻
𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝 ± (𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑓 ± (
+
)
𝜕𝑥 𝜕𝑦

(3)

Here, 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 ± ((𝑥, 𝑦)|𝑚) represents the reclassified Euclidean distance between the point (𝑥, 𝑦) and an m-type area
pattern (such as refuge or dormitory), (𝑋𝑚𝑖 , 𝑌𝑚𝑖 ) represents the coordinate of all m-type area patterns.
𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 ± ((𝑥, 𝑦)|𝑛) represents the reclassified density of n-type line pattern (such as sidewalk) at the point(𝑥, 𝑦),
and 𝐿𝑛𝑖 represents the length of the line pattern in the pixel, S represents the area of the pixel. 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝 ± (𝑥, 𝑦)
represents the reclassified slope at the point(𝑥, 𝑦), and 𝐻 represents the elevation data at the point. 𝑓 ± represents
the reclassification algorithm based on Jenks natural discontinuity point. Due to the calculated Euclidean distance
are not intuitively displayed, the reclassification algorithm needs to be applied to classify and score each index on
a scale of 1-10. The Jenks reclassification algorithm classifies based on the natural discontinuities inherent in the
data, which can appropriately classify similar data and make the difference between each group as significant as
possible (Chen et al.,2013). 𝑓 + indicates that the reclassified result is positively correlated with the original data,
and 𝑓 − indicates that the reclassified result is negatively correlated with the original data.
CASE STUDY: TORCH RELAY EVENT IN THE COLLAGE CAMPUS

Since the Winter Olympics torch relay events will be carried out in several university campuses in Beijing, this
article takes a Beijing campus as an example to carry out emergency prevention and control research for the largescale event. The road network and building geographic data in this research are derived from OSM open-source
maps (Haklay and Weber,2008).
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Emergency Resource Allocation
Torch Relay Route Planning

Due to the crowded characteristics, the torch relay route should be considered into the subsequent emergency
prevention and control method. Thus, the torch relay route must first be planned according to the reality of the
campus. Considering factors such as well-known buildings on the campus, this study selected 33 torch relay
handover points such as the Central Main Building, Zijin Student Dormitory, and Jinchun Garden. Hence, 32
torchbearers will carry out the torch relay. After determining the torch relay handover points, the ArcGIS path
planning algorithm is used to determine the optimal torch relay route. The result is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Campus Torch Relay Route
Site-selection for Emergency Sentries

During the torch relay, to cope with a latent emergency like a stampede, it is crucial to set up several temporary
sentries on the campus for a quick response. Due to limited emergency resources, the total number of emergency
sentries should be restricted. According to the distribution of torch relay handover points, the school is divided
into four areas. Assuming that each area establishes an emergency sentry, the service scope of each emergency
sentry is shown in Table 1. The location-allocation algorithm is applied to choose the site for the emergency
sentries. The result is shown in Figure 4.
Table 1. Emergency Sentries Service Scope

Emergency Sentries Number

Main Service Scope

Sentry No. 1

Along the Handover Points 1-8

Sentry No. 2

Along the Handover Points 9-16

Sentry No. 3

Along the Handover Points 17-22

Sentry No. 4
Along the Handover Points 23-33
In Figure 4, it is assumed that the running speed of emergency guards is 200 meters per minute, and the allowed
emergency response time is set to two minutes. The service area accessibility algorithm in ArcGIS was adopted
to analyze the coverage area of the emergency sentry (blue area in the figure) within two minutes. The OriginDestination cost matrix from the emergency sentries to the torch relay handover points is shown in Table 2. The
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shortest emergency response time is 0.03 minutes, the longest emergency response time is 2.81 minutes, and the
average emergency response time is 1.45 minutes. The emergency response time of 85% of the torch relay
handover points is Within 2 minutes. This suggests that the emergency sentry can cover the torch relay route in a
short time, and therefore can make a timely and effective emergency response after a potential stampede occurs.

Figure 4. Emergency Sentries Coverage
Table 2. Sentries-Facilities OD Cost Matrix

SentriesFacilities

Shortest
Distance
(Meters)

shortest
Time
(Minutes)

SentriesFacilities

Shortest
Distance
(Meters)

shortest
Time
(Minutes)

1-1

556.0

2.78

3-18

253.0

1.27

1-2

352.7

1.76

3-19

155.0

0.78

1-3

158.2

0.79

3-20

101.5

0.51

1-4

107.7

0.54

3-21

321.0

1.61

1-5

140.6

0.70

3-22

340.5

1.70

1-6

399.6

2.00

4-23

289.17

1.45

1-7

264.1

1.32

3-24

185.6

0.93

1-8

356.1

1.78

4-25

204.9

1.02

1-9

562.2

2.81

4-26

6.8

0.03

2-10

373.1

1.87

4-27

244.4

1.22

2-11

154.9

0.77

4-28

246.9

1.23

2-12

20.6

0.10

4-29

354.8

1.77

2-13

202.4

1.01

4-30

508.8

2.54

2-14

388.8

1.94

4-31

325.9

1.63

2-15

325.1

1.63

4-32

383.6

1.92

2-16

459.7

2.30

4-33

401.7

2.01

2-17

443.3

2.22
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Site-selection for Emergency Hospital

Considering that the existing school hospital may not be able to meet the emergency needs, this research proposes
to construct another emergency hospital on the campus to improve the campus stampede resilience. The following
five factors should be considered when selecting the location for the emergency hospital: (1) To facilitate
emergency hospital to dispatch ambulances for emergency response, it should be close to the roadway; (2) To
facilitate people to seek medical treatment, emergency hospitals should be close to student dormitories and living
quarters; (3) The emergency hospital should be built in a relatively flat area to facilitate medical rescue; (4) For
the balanced distribution of medical resources, the new hospital should be far away from the existing school
hospital; (5) To facilitate the emergency hospital to transfer the wounded, the emergency hospital should be close
to the emergency refuges. The weighting formula for site selection is shown in formula (4):
𝐹(𝑥, 𝑦) = 0.2 ∗ 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 + ((𝑥, 𝑦)|𝑅𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑤𝑎𝑦𝑠) + 0.1 ∗ 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 + ((𝑥, 𝑦)|𝑆𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑘𝑠)
+0.1 ∗ 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 + ((𝑥, 𝑦)|𝑆𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑑𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠) + 0.1 ∗ 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 + ((𝑥, 𝑦)|𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑠)

(4)

+0.15 ∗ 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝 − (𝑥, 𝑦) + 0.15 ∗ 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 − ((𝑥, 𝑦)|𝑆𝑐ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑙 𝐻𝑜𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙) + 0.25 ∗ 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 + ((𝑥, 𝑦)|𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑢𝑔𝑒𝑠)
After calculating the site selection weighting score, the area with the highest score is selected. Besides, considering
that the construction area could not be too small, the mode filtering tool is applied to remove the isolated pixels.
Given the above, the suitable areas for building emergency hospitals is obtained, as shown in the green area in
Figure 5. It can be seen that the areas suitable for the new emergency hospital are mainly concentrated in the
northeastern part of the campus. Excluding areas with existing buildings, the optimal location of emergency
hospitals is determined in the area marked by the red circle in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Suitable Location for Emergency Hospital
Emergency Prevention Model
Stampede Safety Assessment

According to the Chinese national standard "GB/T 33170 Safety Requirements for Large-scale Events", before
large-scale events are carried out, it is demanded to conduct a comprehensive safety assessment in the event venue.
During a safety assessment, it is fundamental to consider the combination of possibility and potential consequence
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comprehensively.
Due to the stampede are more likely to occur in densely populated areas, the stampede possibility multi-objective
function should include the following three factors: (1)Since the torch relay route will draw a large crowd, the
stampede risk is positively correlated with the distance of the torch relay route; (2) A large number of pedestrians
and vehicles will gather around the road, so the stampede risk is positively correlated with road density; (3) Some
gathering points on campus such as canteens and well-known tourist attractions will gather a large number of
people, so the stampede risk is positively correlated with the distance of these gathering points. Likewise, the
stampede consequence multi-objective function should involve the following three factors: (1) Due to the shorter
emergency rescue time, the potential consequence is negatively correlated with the distance of the hospitals. (2)
Due to shorter emergency rescue time, the stampede potential consequence is negatively correlated with the
distance of the emergency sentries. (3) Due to faster evacuation speed, the stampede potential consequence is
negatively correlated with the distance of the evacuation sites. The calculation formulas for stampede probability,
consequence and comprehensive risks are shown in formula (5)-(7):
𝐿(𝑥, 𝑦) = 0.25 ∗ 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 + ((𝑥, 𝑦)|𝐻𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠) + 0.25 ∗ 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 + ((𝑥, 𝑦)|𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒)
+0.2 ∗ 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 + ((𝑥, 𝑦)|𝑅𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑤𝑎𝑦𝑠) + 0.1 ∗ 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 + ((𝑥, 𝑦)|𝑆𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑦𝑠)

(5)

+0.2 ∗ 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 + ((𝑥, 𝑦)|𝐺𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠)
𝐶(𝑥, 𝑦) = 0.35 ∗ 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 + ((𝑥, 𝑦)|𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑢𝑔𝑒𝑠) + 0.35 ∗ 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 + ((𝑥, 𝑦)|𝐻𝑜𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑠)
(6)
+

+0.3 ∗ 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 ((𝑥, 𝑦)|𝐸𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠)
𝑅(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝐿(𝑥, 𝑦) ∗ 𝐶(𝑥, 𝑦)

(7)

The results of the stampede possibility and potential consequence are shown in Figure 6, and the result of the
comprehensive risk assessment is shown in Figure 7. It can be seen that there are several high-risk areas on the
campus that are densely populated and far away from hospitals or refuges—these areas concentrated in the
southeast gate, especially around the concert hall, the student apartment, and the library. During the torch relay
event, attention should be attached to potential safety hazard checking and controlling in these areas.

(a)

(b)
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Figure 6. Stampede Possibility and Consequence Map

Figure 7. Stampede Safety Assessment Map
Stampede Evacuation and Rescue Route Planning

When designing an emergency management framework for the torch relay event, it is crucial to plan the
emergency evacuation routes from risk points to refugees as well as the emergency rescue routes from hospitals
to risk points in response to the potential stampede accidents. Based on the comprehensive risk assessment result
in Figure 7, 10 high-risk points are selected in the high-risk area, and the shortest routes to the refuges are analyzed
using the nearest facility algorithm in ArcGIS, as shown in Figure 8(a). Similarly, the emergency rescue routes of
the hospital to the risk points can also be analyzed, as shown in Figure 8(b). Once there is an emergency such as
a stampede occurs, emergency evacuation and emergency rescue can be carried out according to the planned route.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8. Stampede Evacuation and Rescue Route
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Epidemic Disinfection Route Planning

Organizing large-scale events under the new normal of the Post-epidemic era, how to carry out scientific and
effective epidemic prevention is of great significance to the smooth conduct of large-scale events. In order to
prevent the spread of the epidemic, it is fundamental to conduct regular disinfection along the torch relay route.
Therefore, in this research, four groups of medical workers are organized to set off from 4 emergency sentries to
disinfect along the torch relay route. Through a vehicle routing algorithm, route planning can be performed for
these four groups of medical workers. The disinfection road between two torch relay handover points is called a
section. Set the disinfection time required for each section to 5 minutes, and set the maximum number of
disinfection sections that each group is responsible for to 9. The disinfection routes for four groups are shown in
Figure 9, and the time required for each group shown in Table 3. After VRP path planning, the torch relay route
can be eliminated within 1 hour.

Figure 9. Disinfection Route
Table 3. Disinfection Time for Each Group

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Group 4

52.19 min

51.01 min

55.39 min

48.57 min

Suspected Patient Tracking Analysis

During the holding of large-scale events, in order to prevent cluster transmission, it is fundamental to quarantine
people with suspected symptoms such as cough and fever in time. The spectators of the torch relay event will be
supposed to feedback on their real-time position on the campus according to the mobile phone's GPS positioning
function. Moreover, the spectators should also report whether they have a cough, fever, and other suspected
symptoms through the mobile app. Then map out the real-time location in ArcGIS, and set a 30-meter buffer zone
for epidemic transmission for each person. Subsequently, apply the dynamic tracking function of ArcGIS to
analyze the location and status of every spectator. When a spectator has cough symptoms, a yellow warning frame
is highlighted outside the buffer zone; when a spectator has fever symptoms, a red warning frame is highlighted
outside the buffer zone. Using the tracking analysis function, the track and close contacts of suspected symptoms
can be obtained.
Figure 10 is a simulated tracking analysis on September 11, 2021. Figure 10(a) is at 10 a.m. Several students
watch the torch relay along the route. Among them, student B report a mild cough, and a yellow warning is
highlighted outside the 30-meter buffer zone of student B. Figure 10(b) is 11 a.m. Student B, who had previously
coughed, report fever and a red warning is highlighted. Student A, who had been in contact with him, also has
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cough symptoms. Meanwhile, student G is within the potential spread zone. Therefore, the three students A, B,
and G, should be quarantined immediately.

(a)

(b)
Figure 10. Epidemic Prevention Tracking Analysis

CONCLUSION

This research designs an emergency framework for large-scale events, which includes emergency resource
allocation and emergency prevention model. First, Given the population distribution characteristics during the
torch relay event, the location of emergency sentries was determined. Then, the site of the emergency hospital
was chosen based on multiple factors such as road distribution and residential distribution. Next, according to the
stampede possibility and consequence obtained from the spatial network analysis, the risk map of the stampede
accident was superimposed to identify high-risk stampede areas. At last, it follows that emergency escape and
rescue routes in high-risk areas were planned. Applying the VRP algorithm, this research has identified the
disinfection route for multiple groups of medical workers. Subsequently, the influence coverage of possible
suspected patients was traced and analyzed. The large-scale events emergency management framework will
contribute to reducing the possibility and the potential consequence of emergencies such as stampede and
epidemic effectively.
Some improvements can be made in the future to assist large-scale emergency management: (1) The scale of the
selected area in this research is relatively small, and the subsequent research concerning large-scale emergency
management can be carried out in larger scale areas such as cities. (2) More factors like topographic condition
could be considered in spatial network analysis to improve the multi-objective function. (3) This research is based
on the dynamic tracking function of Arcgis to analyze the close contacts manually; a further study could introduce
the trajectory similarity calculation model to realize the automatic tracking of the close contacts.
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ABSTRACT

Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI) integrated with Disaster Information Management Systems (DIMS)
has great potential to assist managers and the community in times of emergency. However, there is a lack of use
of standards of interoperability and emergency, which can impair interoperability and the quality of the
information contained in these systems. This work presents a fully interoperable framework aimed at the
construction of DIMS, which integrates official data and VGI through International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) and Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) standards, allowing managers and the community
to work with official data and VGI to assist managers in decision making. To show the viability of the framework,
a case study using data from the risk situation of dams located in the municipality of Barão de Cocais in Brazil
was carried out.
Keywords

Disaster information management systems, landslide, interoperability, volunteered geographic information.
INTRODUCTION

According to Löscher et al. (2016), “disasters are emergencies with a high potential for negative impact, causing
widespread losses as victims and material damage so that the affected community, region or country cannot
respond and recover effectively on its own". According to Ritchie and Roser (2019), natural disasters kill 60,000
people a year on average, which represents around 0.1% of global deaths. Apart from causing 520 billion dollars
loss and have arrested 26 million people a year to poverty (World Bank, 2016). In Brazil, 59.4% out of 5,570
Towns do not have any kind of risk management plan for disasters, and 15% have already been affected by
landslides (IBGE, 2018).
According to Baharin et al. (2009), the impact and losses that a natural disaster can cause can be reduced by
disaster effective management. For Giardino et al. (2012), wide and easy access to geographic information is
crucial for decision-making in humanitarian operations. Therefore, the use of resources that can reduce life losses
and material damage is indispensable, aside from supporting managers in taking decisions and assisting the
community in emergency moments. Web systems that collect User-Generated Content (UGC), in special
Volunteered Geographical Information (VGI), have a great potential to contribute to emergency times (Ostermann
and Spinsanti, 2011).
Other resources that can be used as support in emergencies are the Disaster Information Management Systems
(DIMS) that, according to Ryoo and Choi (2006), are systems used to support the integration of actions from
different bodies and institutions whenever there is a disaster. Therefore, the use of standards is necessary since
interoperability is one of the important requirements in these systems. Besides this, according to Ostermann and
Spinsanti (2011), decisions based on incorrect data can take to several consequences, such as non-preservation of
lives. In this way, the use of standards in collaborative systems is important once standards and rules can help in
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obtaining quality data and systems, apart from facilitating the interoperability between collaboratives that follow
these rules.
According to a survey conducted by Tavares et al. (2018), in three years eleven collaborative systems aimed at
emergency action management were identified, but only two systems covered the three steps of an emergency
(pre-event, during the event, and post-event). However, these two have not followed international standards in
their architecture, being not able to guarantee the interoperability and quality of data used on these platforms.
This paper aims to propose a framework to assist in building DIMS in an agile way so that managers and the
community do not waste time during emergencies, such framework is based on international standards aimed at
emergency and interoperability situations, aside from the requirements specified by Ryoo and Choi (2006),
allowing that managers and community being able to work with official data and VGI aiming to assist managers
in taking decisions, apart from helping the community in emergency times.
The article is organized in the following way: Section 2 describes some related papers.; Section 3 presents the
international standards used in this project, which are aimed at interoperability and emergencies. Section 4
describes the main characteristics of the LapsusVGI framework and its integration with the standards described
in Section 3; Section 5 presents the Lapsus Terrae SGID, which is an implementation of LapsusVGI framework,
together with a case study of Barão de Corais Town; and finally, Section 6 has the conclusions of the paper and
possible future works.
RELATED WORK

AGORA is an open geospatial collaborative architecture to build resiliency against disasters and extreme events,
being divided into five components: Agora-OSM – OpenStreetMap; Agora-VOS - Volunteer As Sensor; AgoraSM - Sensor Management; Agora-IDM - Information Fusion and Management; e Agora-DS - Decision Support.
AGORA adopts an approach that involves citizens, specialists, researchers, and government agencies, allowing
managers and community to work with VGI data, as crowdsourcing and social networks, aside from sensors, both
static and mobile, aiming to support the decision taking in risk management (AGORA, 2020).
The framework described in this paper is different from the ones previously mentioned because it is not only a
collaborative VGI system, although collecting VGI, a DIMS focus specifically on disaster management. On the
other hand, despite the AGORA project incorporates VGI, physical sensors, and patterns of interoperability among
systems, like WMS, it focuses on events like floods, while the LapsusVGI focuses on landslides. Another
characteristic that differs the AGORA from the LapsusVGI project is the integration of LapsusVGI with a specific
standard for disaster and emergencies, published by standardization agencies.
STANDARDS FOR EMERGENCY AND INTEROPERABILITY MANAGEMENT

This section describes the main patterns published by standard-setting institutions that are specific for use in
emergencies and mentions some standards warranting interoperability of data and geospatial services.
The ISO 22327 standard - Guidelines for implementation of a community-based landslide early warning system
(ISO, 2018) defines methods and procedures to be implemented in previous warning systems focusing on
communities that are vulnerable to landslides. On this rule, a previous warning system for landslides is specified,
which is composed of seven other subsystems, among them, the definition of the disaster assistance team, apart
from the preparation of the local authorities. However, due to this paper's scope, only components that could
directly act VGI were selected, in this way, the development of route maps and evacuation subsystem was
incorporated.
Other ISO 22327 specification is the definition of color and symbol for specified spatial features, on the other
hand, in ISO 7001 standard, Graphical symbols – Public information symbols, and in ISO 7010 – Graphical
symbols – Safety colors and safety signs – Registered safety signs. The ISO 7001 is a symbology standard
applicable to public information symbols that can be used at any location or sector with open access (ISO, 2007).
On the other side, the ISO 7010 standard describes safety signs aiming to prevent accidents, fire protection, and
emergency evacuation, which is especially applicable to people's safety issues (ISO, 2011).
On the other hand, the ISO 22351 standard - Message structure for the exchange of information (ISO, 2015),
describes the structure of the message for being used among organizations involved in emergencies, aiming to
facilitate the interoperability among information systems; this structure is called Emergency Management Shared
Information (EMSI). Besides defining the attributes that each disaster notification must-have, it specifies a module
that must be able to export such information in XML. This module must follow a model, which can be consulted
into the ISO. Another characteristic of ISO 22351 is the specification of the use of codes instead of descriptive
texts for filling most of the fields, which makes it possible to translate each code according to each culture or
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language, assuring the interoperability among several systems from distinct countries.
The adoption of standards defined by the OGC is fundamental for DIMS development. For example, the Web
Map Service (WMS) specifies a service performance that produces special data dynamically. The OGC specifies
several standards related to the access and processing of geospatial data, such as operations to recover maps under
JPEG and PNG format which can be displayed on WEB applications. The Web Feature Service (WFS) standard
allows every content to be handled at a venue level, specifying operations of content discovering, consultation,
locking operations, and transactions. The Style Layer Descriptor (SLD) standard is an extension of the WMS
standard for allowing the spatial venues coloring and symbolization using the Symbology Encoding (SE)
language, aside from defining operations to the standardized access to legend symbols on the map (OGC, 2020).
THE LAPSUSVGI FRAMEWORK

In software engineering, a framework is an artifact that reuses solutions present in several software projects
providing generic functionality, that is, an unfinished software that requires customization through programming
(Cwalina, 2020).
LapsusVGI (Lapsus, means slide/slip in Latin) is a framework directed to events related to landslide, it was
developed aiming to assist managers in decision-making and the community in emergencies. The building of this
framework had the Ryoo and Choi (2006) requirements gathering as the basis and international standards directed
to emergencies and interoperability, which were presented in the previous section.
Ryoo and Choi (2006), apart from proposing a framework to classify DIMS, also identified the essential
requirements that every DIMS must-have. Such requirements can be divided into four categories: data collecting;
data distribution; data processing for an effective presentation; and data processing for effective handling;
however, each requirement can have several sub-requirements.
According to Ryoo and Choi (2006), is desirable to incorporate the components of greatest importance at the first
moment and add the rest of them incrementally. Thus, at the LapsusVGI framework, not all the requirements were
incorporated due to the time limit for the system development and for the fact that this paper explores most of the
integration of DIMS with VGI. In this way, only the requirements directly related to VGI were selected. The other
requirements can be incorporated in future studies.
On data distribution, Ryoo and Choi (2006) recommend the use of data transmission/reception protocols that are
known; therefore, the ISO 22351 - Message structure for the exchange of information was chosen. In this standard,
the attributes that each EMSI notification can have are specified. Figure 1 shows a Unified Modeling Language
(UML) class diagram, which has all the categories and attributes that an official emergency notification can have.
An EMSI can be divided into four main elements: Context; Event; Resource; and Mission. However, for
emergency notification, only Context and Events are mandatory, while Mission and Resource are optional.
For the first phase of this project, it was defined that an emergency notification will use only the Context and
Event, which are responsible for the EMSI identification and description, respectively, once that such elements,
besides being mandatory on an EMSI, can also suffer more influence from VGI, according to previous examples
on this article. The elements Mission and Resource are responsible for information registering about the necessary
resources and missions to obtain or eliminate damage in emergencies, as to provide resources available on supply
chains in emergencies. These elements will be incorporated into the LapsusVGI framework, on a later project
phase.
As can be seen from Figure 1, the Event element has a relation to several secondary categories. The Etype category
describes the type of event, while the Casualties category keeps the information about the victims, on both injured
and disappeared, besides this, the Event category has a relation with the Evac category, which regards the
evacuees. The Egeo category contains information about the incident location such as the type of location and the
weather at the moment of the notification, it’s also possible to observe that the Egeo category has a relation to the
Position category, which is responsible for saving information about the spatial component – the spatial location
together with its coordinates system.
The Context category is also related to the complementary categories. The Origin category is responsible for
saving information about the one in charge of EMSI development, containing data about the organization and user
from where has been originated. The External info category is responsible for presenting the attachments inside
the system.
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Figure 1. UML class diagram of EMSI notifications (Source: ISO 22351 Standard (ISO 2015))

The EMSI will only be available for managers' manipulation because it contains data that can be confidential and
carried as official among institutions. Apart from its complexity for ordinary users, and EMSI notification has a
great number of attributes to be filled, which can demotivate the VGI collaborators' contribution. Thus, according
to what can be seen in Figure 2, a short form, based on EMSI, was created. It contains a few attributes, that are
easy and fast for being filled by the collaborators, however, it can work as a guide for managers at the moment of
the incident and afterward on the formalization of data through the EMSI, besides working as a guideline for the
community in emergency moments.
The field “Event Type” presented in Figure 2, is related to the type of events that can occur in landslide situations,
such values were taken from government agencies, United States Geological Survey (USGS) (2020), besides this,
the firm also counts on fields which are referred to the occurrence moment, event description, apart from allowing
the user to provide as many attachments as necessary. Finally, the form has other two EMSI attributes, the first of
them informs if the mentioned event has any damage risk to humans or materials, indicating to the managers that
may be necessary to make evacuations. Besides this, there is another attribute that informs if there were victims
or missing during such event, working as an indication for managers due to the necessity of activating the rescue
team.
At the collecting data requisite, Ryoo and Choi (2006) highlight as important, the ability to recognize and process
disaster data derived from different sources, apart from the system capacity to process data at any possible format,
or adopt standards directed to disaster information storing. Therefore, it was identified that the data capture can
happen from four different sources, being possible to contemplate data from official agencies and VGI.
VGI is used in two ways, the first is through data extracting coming from VGI platforms like the OpenStreetMap
(OSM), to work as a cartographic basis of the LapsusVGI framework. For example, the features extracting such
as routes, buildings, and water resources to be used as the basis in applications that use the LapsusVGI. The second
way of using the VGI would be to collect data and information about events related to landslides, through the
voluntary contribution of users who have access to the Internet and availability to contribute to the system.
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Figure 2. Form for VGI collecting

Official data can also use both ways, the framework supports the use of shapefiles that contain landslides risk
areas, such files can be found in government platforms. For example, the Geological Service of Brazil - CPRM
provides maps of landslide risk areas in Towns, around all over the country. Besides this, managers can collaborate
on registering EMSI incidents using official data to describe events related to landslides, according to what was
previously detailed.
Another requisite specified by Ryoo and Choi (2006) is the standardization for data presenting. To fulfill this
requirement the standard ISO 22327 - Guidelines for implementation of a community-based landslide early
warning system was selected, however, according to what was previously mentioned, this standard defines the
main elements that must be in maps of landslides early warnings systems. Figure 3 illustrates a map that follows
the ISO 22327 guidelines. At the top, there is a component that shows the title and a descriptive text referring to
the presented location. At the right corner of the image, there is a subtitle containing symbols presented on the
map. The bottom of the image can be divided into two parts, the first is located to the left, where is shown the
name of the head of the household for each domicile, while to the right, there is the contact information that can
be useful for people who need support in emergency times and, finally, at the central part there is a map containing
information which may be necessary during a landslide event, for example, temporary shelters, schools, and the
village guardian.
LapsusVGI was implemented to present a layout similar to Figure 3, however, since the VGI is the focus of the
system, the component of the left bottom, in other words, information about the head of households weren’t
included, once such information is private and not being available for free access, for any member of the
population. Besides this, for any structures from LapsusVGI to ISO 22327, was created a filter in the levels, at the
moment of OSM data extraction, to show the community only elements that help in the locomotor system, or
instructions that help in the community assistance, like hospitals, fire department, and shelters.
At the fourth requisite, Ryoo and Choi (2006) highlight methods for information recovery. To understand this
requisite, three more OGC standards were incorporated into the LapsusVGI architecture: WMS, WFS, and SLD.
In this way, it was specified at the framework that, after the stylization of the elements according to the ISO 7001
and ISO 7010 rules, using the rules described in the standard SLD, the data are available in three levels from the
standards WMS and WFS. The first level is the only level that doesn’t represent official data, in other words, that
refers to VGI data, being the responsible level for providing the contributions made by the collaborators. The
other two are levels of the system's official data, which refers to the risk area maps obtained from government
agencies, and the other level refers to the EMSI managed by the system managers. The only spatial data that are
not available by the system are the data from the OSM platform, once such data can also be obtained through
WMS and WFS from other sources.
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Figure 3. The layout of Route and Evacuation Map. Source: Fathani, Karnawati e Wilopo (2016)

Figure 4 illustrates a UML class diagram containing the categories and associations present in the LapsusVGI,
representing the power that each type of user has in the application, taking into consideration that the system has
three types of collaborators and two types of managers. In Figure 4, the EMSI agency refers to a simplified version
of the UML class presented in Figure 2.
The types of collaborators are registered, anonymous, and moderator. Any collaborator can contribute to the
system; however, the anonymous collaborator is the only one who can contribute without logging in to the system.
The moderating collaborator can accept or deny the contribution, once that when a collaborator contributes to the
system, for safety issues (e. g.: vandalism risk), this one is not immediately available for the community.
According to what is shown in the diagram, only the manager or the moderating collaborator can accept or deny
a contribution to be seen by the community.
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Figure 4. Part of LapsusVGI conceptual scheme.

The LapsusVGI framework specifies that the system can be managed at an agency level. The system can have an
administrating institution and other several institutions, but one of them would be responsible for the whole
system, while the others could only collaborate on the system management. For example, if the institution Civil
Defense is the administrator, its managers can determine which other institutions (e. g.: Fire department and Civil
police) can take part in the landslides’ management. In other words, normal institutions only can have technical
managers, while the administrating institutions can be associated with administrating managers. Both types of
managers can evaluate collaborators, determine new moderators to the system, besides being able to register new
EMSI messages to be sent as official data. Finally, any type of system user can extract data from it through the
data exporting option. However, this option is not represented in the model, due to the non-necessity of saving
information about who exported data.
According to what was previously mentioned, the system supports data exporting using the OGC and ISO
standards. The exporting through OGC allows that the data to be exported through WFS and WMS, following the
collaboration and symbolization rules from the SLD standard. In this way, the data can be exported through
requirements sent to the server. The exporting through ISO follows the specifications of ISO 22351. On this
standard is determined that the data must be exported through eXtensible Markup Language (XML), is specified
the attributes and how they must be formatted to be sent, for each category.
EXPERIMENT: THE DIMS-LAPSUSTERRAE SYSTEM

The DIMS-LapsusTerrae System is an implementation of the LapsusVGI framework, which aims to assist
managers on action management as a response to disasters like landslides and dam failures. Its function is to assist
the community in emergency times, using VGI and adopting standards that ensure interoperability and good
practice on emergency management. The system interface was built using technologies like HTML, Bootstrap,
and Javascript, besides the library Leaflet, which allows the viewing and extracting of OSM features.
At the backend, it was used the PHP language, together with the MySQL DBMS, that has structures to the
geospatial data management. Besides this, it was used the Model-View-Controller (MVC) architecture to ensure
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maintainability and portability, allowing that afterward the system can be adapted to mobile platforms, like
Android and IOS, without the necessity of changing the project backend structure. The Geoserver software was
used to make spatial features under WMS and WFS format available, besides allowing the collaboration and
symbolization through SLD standard.
Figure 5 presents a flux that represents part of the steps of the registers done in the system, from the initial one
until the moment that they are available for viewing in the system. The first step represents any of the registers
that can be persisted in the system: the volunteers’ contributions (VGI); the EMSI notifications that were
registered by the managers; and the risk areas maps managed by the administrators. Afterward, the values are
persisted at the DBMS according to their types: the EMSI notifications are converted on a format specified by the
ISO 22351 to be able to be exported through XML afterward; the VGI contributions are stored containing the
attributes presented in Figure 2; the shapefiles can be added or removed through the interface of the system
management.

Figure 5. The flux of the register steps of the system

In the third step, it is done a connection between the Geoserver and the application database. At this moment, the
data, besides being colored and symbolized using the SE language specified on SLD standard, together with the
symbols specified on ISO 7701 and ISO 7010 standards, occurs other configuration at the Geoserver, aiming to
separate the data into three levels, one for each type of data that is treated in the system: EMSI; VGI contributions;
and shapefile. This separation is done to make it easier to differentiate such data at the moment that other servers
import them, according to their respective level. Afterward, on the two last steps, the DIMS-LapsusTerrae itself,
imports such data using WMS and WFS aiming to be shown for users through the library Leaflet. It is important
to note that this importation process through WMS and WFS can be required for any user or institution, it is
enough just to follow the importation guidelines specified on the respective standards.
Case Study: Barão de Cocais-MG

In Brazil, 15% of the towns have already been reached by landslides (IBGE, 2018), apart from the count on the
history of dam failures, as in Mariana and Brumadinho cases, in the state of Minas Gerais. Another case that has
been constantly monitored by the ore industry Vale S.A., is one of the Barão de Cocais towns, which is also in
Minas Gerais state, which is constantly threatened by a barrier rupture. In this town (Figure 6), there is the mine
of Gongo Soco together with its slope, which is around 1500 meters far from the Superior South barrier, which is
represented by the biggest polygon highlighted in Figure 6. The Superior South barrier stores 6 billion liters of
mine residues, apart from already presenting problems, there is a risk that a slope, which is located in the mine,
falls and it can provoke a shock wave that may affect its stability. Besides this, there is another barrier which is
called Inferior South, represented by the smallest polygon highlighted in Figure 6, that besides having a smaller
rupture risk, it can be destroyed if there is a rupture in the Superior South barrier. Figure 7 presents a timeline
containing the main events related to Barão de Cocais barriers, since 2019. These events were obtained from a
collection of data done through Internet research, newspaper sources, and the Vale S.A. website.
The barriers can be classified into three emergency levels. According to the classification of the Emergency Action
Plan of Mine Barriers (PAEBM - Plano de Ação de Emergência de Barragens de Mineração), as smaller the
level, consequently smaller is the risk of the barrier rupture, the level 3 is attributed to situations where the barrier
rupture is happening or there is the risk of imminent rupture. According to what can be observed in Figure 7, on
February 8th, 2019; in a preventive way, emergency level 2 was attributed to the Superior South barrier. According
to Vale (2019), around 500 people from the communities of Socorro, Tabuleiro, and Piteiras, all of them in Barão
de Cocais town, were evacuated from their houses. After an analysis done by an independent audit, informing
about the critical condition of the barrier stability, the situation of the Superior South barrier was increased to
level 3. Afterward, a judicial block around R$ 2,9 billion was done, to ensure the eventual damage redress, that
can be caused by the barriers rupture.
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Figure 6. Barão de Cocais town and its barriers.

Two simulations of emergencies were done in Barão dos Cocais between March 25th and May 18th, 2019, besides
this, from May 16th on, the construction of a concrete wall was started, aiming to hold the barriers residues. On
May 31st, 2019, a fragment with 600 m2, around 1% of the structure seize in all, tumbled down the slope.
According to Vale (2020), there was an erosion inside the water tank of the Inferior South barrier, due to the heavy
rain in the region, which increased to level 2 of emergency in this barrier, and on Mach 3rd, 2020, it was informed
that construction of the wall for containing residues was concluded, until the moment of this paper written, no
relevant information from Vale was found neither in News websites.
In this way, to assist in the viability verification of the DIMS-LapsusTerrae system, a case study was elaborated
based on the information mentioned in the previous paragraphs, aiming to demonstrate the system interoperability.
Apart from the information previously mentioned, it was found that alarms and signs were installed in places that
can be affected by the barrier rupture, aiming to alert and assist the population in case of evacuation necessity.
However, due to the non-availability of the exact location of such elements, these alarms and signs couldn’t be
used in this case study. Firstly, the location of the barriers and the Gongo Soco mine was registered as VGI
contributions, besides the emergency simulations that happened in the neighborhoods of Barão de Cocais. Apart
from this, the construction of the wall together with its estimated location to contain the barrier residues was
registered. Each contribution was elaborated according to the fields presented in Figure 2.

Figure 7. Barão de Cocais barriers timeline.

Afterward, EMSI notifications were registered, informing the emergency level changes in each barrier, besides
this, due to the ISO 22351 specifications, information about the barriers’ states was registered, apart from risk
information for living beings, constructions, and environment. Information about the event's urgency and status
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was registered, for example, if the event has already been started, in other words, if the barrier rupture has already
happened, and if the rupture risk has been increasing, declining, or if it is stable. Aside from this, the notifications
were registered as the accidental cause instead of natural one, due to the barrier construction has been provoked
by an anthropic action, the resources were registered as level 4. In other words, the event will be treated with
resources coming from the affected company (Vale S.A), with the support of organizations from all over the
country, once that the federal government will intervene with necessary resources in case of occurring the barriers
rupture.
The ISO 22351 standard also determines the specification of the place's physical characteristics, in the example
of the barriers, the location was identified as a mine and mountainous place. Another aspect that was informed on
the EMSI notifications are the agencies in danger, for example, people, animals, and houses constructions, besides
this, there is a text field aiming to save a description of the event which supports until 500 characters. Attachments
containing photos of the barriers and the Barão de Cocais town were also used, apart from a description for each
provided attachment with information about the event victims, however, as the barrier rupture, fortunately, did
not happen, and once that the agencies in danger have already been informed on this same notification, the field
of victims was not filled. Besides this, according to what was informed on the timeline, there was an evacuation
at the moment that the Superior South barrier emergency degree increased, in this way, the number of people that
were evacuated during such period was informed. It is important to remember that after the register of
contributions and EMSI notifications in the system, this information is available to be exported under XML format
or through the levels WMS and WFS.
Finally, to verify the interoperability of the system data, the registers mentioned above were exported through
mechanisms that were informed in previous sections of this paper. Firstly, the EMSI notifications were exported
through XML, according to what can be seen on the left part of Figure 8, the attributes are transported through
tags, however, most of its attributes cannot be comprehended, once that for specifications from ISO 22351, these
attributes are transported through codes. For ensuring the multilingual characteristic, in other words, to allow that
the message can be comprehended in distinct regions. The other verification of interoperability was done through
exporting using WMS and WFS. For this, according to what can be verified on the right side of Figure 8, the
software QGIS was used, which allows the WMS and WFS levels importation, it was noticed that all the
contributions together with their attributes could be successfully exported to the QGIS.
In this way, it is possible to exchange information about landslides and VGI contributions among any
organizations that use the previously mentioned standards like EMSI, WMS, and WFS. It is important to highlight
that to adequately the DIMS-LapsusTerrae structure to the ISO 22327 standard, the OSM level filter was done
using the OSM2Diagram tool (Sperandio et al., 2018). After the extraction of the important levels according to
the ISO 22327, these levels can be manipulated to be shown using a small guide, according to what can be seen
in Figure 6. Once that such levels were imported from the OSM, these same levels were not exported through the
DIMS-LapsusTerrae, because the LapsusVGI aiming is not to duplicate the information provided by OSM, but
yes, to provide interoperability and quality about the information related to landslides.

Figure 8. XML exporting of EMSI notifications and imported data by QGIS software.
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CONCLUSION

This paper describes the LapsusVGI framework, which aims to work as a basis for the planning of the DIMS
directed to landslides and to enable the interoperability of data among institutions. The working of DIMSLapsusTerrae can be resumed into two steps, data feeding and providing in an interoperable way. On data feeding,
there are four main data sources: basis map exported from VGI sources as OSM; VGI contributions; EMSI
notifications, with attributes specified on ISO 22351 standard; and risk areas maps on shapefile format. The data
providing in an interoperable form can occur in two ways, the first is through the XML format specified on ISO
22351 standard, another way is the provision of EMSI notifications, VGI contributions, and risk areas maps under
the WMS and WFS formats.
With the results achieved on the case study, it was found that the system is interoperable with systems that follow
certain standards of interoperability and emergency, besides being possible to use the official data, while making
the most of the VGI potential. This project shows that is viable to promote the use of official information together
with VGI, aiming to assist managers in decision-making and also the community in emergency times. Future
works include the following challenges: to expand the framework to work with the other specifications mentioned
by Ryoo and Choi (2006); to adapt the framework for the resources range management, to assist on disasters
holding; to expand the use of VGI, as the user of sensors for helping on predicting the possible catastrophes.
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ABSTRACT

When a forest fire occurs, the commander cannot obtain information in time, and the rescue command is like
groping in the dark. In order to solve the problem, this research establishes a near real-time forest fire display
system based on UAV and GIS. The UAV is equipped with visible light and thermal imaging cameras to transmit
back forest fire scenes. Based on GIS, the system can extract the boundary of the fire field through image
processing and 3D modeling technology, and display various forest fire information on the screen. Through image
processing and 3D modeling technology, the boundary of the fire field can be extracted and displayed on the
screen. We conducted several experiments to test the accuracy and the reliability of the system. The result shows
that the accuracy, reliability and near real-time capability can be guaranteed in small-scale forest fires.
Keywords

Forest fire, forest fire boundary extraction, UAV, GIS, 3D modeling.
INTRODUCTION

In recent years, with the increase of human forest activities, forest fires are becoming more and more frequent.
Large-scale forest fires not only bring great economic losses and casualties to the local people, but also cause
serious damage to the ecological environment (Jiang & Jiang, 2013). For example, the Australian wildfire in 2019
influenced by continuous high temperature, drought and windy weather conditions, lasted for many months and
spread to 6 states across Australia. In addition, due to the incorrect command and decisions and insufficient
investment in firefighting forces, it caused serious consequences (Zhang & Xu, 2020). China is also one of the
countries with serious forest fires. According to statistics (Zhang, 2018), during the ten years from 2009 to 2018,
an average of 4,440 fires occurred every year in China, with 68 casualties and economic losses of up to 140 million
yuan due to forest fires, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Statistics of the number of forest fires, property losses, and casualties in my country from 2009 to 2018

Early detection, timely positioning, and timely extinguishments are essential to reduce forest fire losses and the
occurrence of serious forest fires. A lot of work has been focused on forest fire monitoring, in which the common
methods are near-ground monitoring, radar monitoring, satellite monitoring, and wireless sensor network
monitoring (Yan & Li, 2017). These methods have their own merits, however, they are not that suitable for realWiP Paper – Geospatial Technologies and Geographic Information Science for Crisis Management
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time information collection. For near-ground monitoring, the forest rangers cannot patrol all places restricted by
terrain and environment. Multi-spectral imagers are limited in field of view and high cost, and also susceptible to
interference from forest radiation and reflection. The radar monitoring is vulnerable to interference because the
spatial scale of fire radar echo is only a fraction or even a few orders of magnitude of precipitation echo, and
mixed in clutter (Huang et al., 2013). Satellite monitoring is easily obscured by clouds and fog, and its operating
cycles are too long (Yan et al., 2005). Wireless sensor technology is still in its infancy and cannot guarantee the
accuracy of sensors and equipment reliability (Grangeat et al., 2016).
In recent years, with the development of unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) technology, forest fire monitoring based
on UAVs has received more and more attention. UAVs have advantages of high mobility and low cost. The
linkage of multiple UAVs can quickly inspect the forest area and return live videos in real-time. Existing research
focuses on early forest fire monitoring and cruise path planning by UAVs. For example, ED Wardihani et al.
(2018) proposed setting cruise routes for forest fire detection to detect forest fires timely. Na Wei et al. (2019)
used UAV cruise planning based on GIS to carry out forest fire prevention. Zhentian Jiao established a forest fire
prevention UAV system based on deep learning to monitor forests (Jiao, 2019).
This paper establishes a real-time forest fire display system based on UAV and GIS, in which the image overlay
function of Google Earth is used to realize 3D modeling and the image edge extraction technology is used to
extract the forest fire boundary. Through several experiments, it has been demonstrated that the system is feasible
in real-time display of fire situation. The following of this paper describes the system research background, system
design and implementation and the experimental design. Finally, we summarize this paper and give the proposal
for later research directions.
SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

The real-time display system for forest fire is composed of three subsystems: data transmission system, image
processing system, and display system, as in Figure 2. First, the data transmission system transmits the image data
and position data obtained by the UAV and cameras. Then, these data are processed through image processing
system. The image processing system processes the visible light image and the thermal imaging image separately
to complete the 3D modeling and forest fire boundary extraction. At last, these results are shown in the display
system (Nadal-Serrano, 2010).

Figure 2. The flowchart of system
Data Transmission System

Figure 3 shows the structure of the data transmission system. The system includes the data transmission link and
data storage equipment. Data transmission links can choose to use WiFi, 4G, VPN (Virtual Private Network),
to build the transmission link according to the network situation around the fire site. Data is transmitted on the
link in the form of a stream. Data storage equipment is NVR (Network Video Recorder), which can cache data,
realize video storage and support subsequent playback and facilitate the analysis of forest fire and the summary
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of rescue work (Vandecasteele et al., 2015).

Figure 3. Data transmission system architecture
Image Processing System

The image processing system is the core of the rescue command system, which is divided into two parts, visible
light image processing and infrared image processing. The former is used to process the data from the UVA and
visible light camera to complete 3D modeling. The latter is used to extract the forest fire boundary.
Visible light image processing

The ultimate goal of visible light processing is to achieve 3D modeling. Visible light image processing includes
UAV data and visible light camera data processing. The 3D modeling process is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. 3D modeling flowchart

Due to the advantages of multiple platforms, high image resolution, and real-time image updates (Liu et al.,
2015), this paper uses Google Earth to perform 3D modeling to restore the forest fire scene. In recent years,
Rusli et al. (2014) found that the watershed boundaries obtained by Google Earth and SRTM (Space Shuttle
Radar Topographic Mapping) were basically the same. Wang et al. (2010) verified the accuracy of Google Earth
by comparing satellite images and inversely calculating contours.
3D modeling needs UAV data and visible light camera data. Then, inputting this data into Google Earth in turn
as required and the live images taken at that location are loaded into Google Earth by adding photos, too. Next,
measuring the latitude and longitude of the four corners of the image in order from left to right and bottom to top.
According to the longitude and latitude of the four corners, the image overlay function of Google Earth can
complete 3D modeling.
UAV data contains UAV's longitude, latitude, altitude and yaw angle in flight. Visible light camera data
contains the camera's visual field width and height, focal length and pitch angle. Among them, altitude, yaw
angle and pitch angle should be corrected, and the visual field width and height need to be calculated through
camera's focal length.
The height correction is the UAV’s height value minus the height deviation value of the forest fire place. The
calculation of the height deviation value is: select a number of points, each point is 10 meters apart, then use the
UAV to measure the height value of each point. Next, the former height value minus the same point’s height value
on Google Earth. At last, calculate the average value 𝑥̅ . The 𝑥̅ is the height deviation value. For the correction of
the UAV's yaw angle and the camera's pitch angle, first determine the value of the positive or negative value. If it
is non-negative, no processing will be performed. Or, the UAV's deflection angle value will be added by 360. The
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camera's pitch angle value adds 90.
On the basis of visible camera data, the width and height of the camera's field of view can be calculated. The
calculation formula is shown in formula (2-1).

𝜃 = 2 × 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛(

𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟 𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒
2

/𝐿)

(2-1)

L is the focal length used by the mounted camera during shooting, and θ is the field of view.
Thermal Imaging Image Processing

The color space of the original thermal imaging image is RGB, the fire area under this color space has the
characteristics of discontinuity and incompleteness, which is not suitable for segmentation. Besides, the
correlation between R (red), G (green), and B (blue) in the RGB color space is very high. A single parameter is
difficult to segment the fire area too (Zhang et al., 2015). To solve this problem, we convert the thermal imaging
image into the grayscale image and then into the binary image (as shown in Figure 5). The binary image has only
two colors, pure black and pure white, with obvious contrast, and it is very suitable for image segmentation and
edge collection.

Figure 5. Thermal imaging image processing flowchart

The specific image binary conversion steps are as follows:
a)

Gray conversion

The commonly used way to convert RGB model to grayscale is:
𝐺𝑅𝐴𝑌 = 0.3𝑅 + 0.59𝐺 + 0.11𝐵
b)

(2)

Binary conversion

First, a threshold is selected. Then, according to the threshold, the part of the grayscale image becomes black or
white, and the other part becomes the corresponding color. In this paper, in order to suit the large temperature
range and multiple colors in the thermal imaging camera, the OTSU algorithm is selected.
The basic idea of the Otsu algorithm is: mark T as the segmentation threshold between the foreground and the
background, the proportion of front sights in the image is W0, and the average gray scale is U0; the proportion of
background points in the image is W1, and the average gray scale is U1. The total average gray level of the image
is:
𝑈 = 𝑊0 × 𝑈0 + 𝑊1 × 𝑈1

(3)

Traverse T from the minimum gray value to the maximum gray value, when T makes:
𝐺 = 𝑊0 × (𝑈0 − 𝑈) × 2 + 𝑊1 × (𝑈1 − 𝑈)2

(4)

When the maximum is selected, T is the optimal threshold for segmentation [14].
⚫

Forest fire boundary extraction

The boundary is the edge where the attribute of the area changes suddenly, which is essentially the sudden change
of the signal (Jiang et al., 2009; Zhang & Shi, 2000). The existing image edge extraction methods can be divided
into three categories, one is based on a certain fixed local operation method, such as differentiation method, fitting
method and so on, which belong to the classic edge extraction method. The second type is energy Minimization,
which is the criterion for global extraction methods. The third category is represented by high-tech developed in
recent years, such as wavelet transformation, mathematical morphology, and fractal theory. After the binarization,
the thermal imaging image has a clear distinction between black and white and obvious grayscale changes (Cui et
al., 2009). Considering, the real-time display system has high requirements for timeliness, edge extraction adopts
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a differential operator method.
The edge detection in the differential operator method can be realized by using the Robert cross operator. Establish
the gray value function 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦), for row pixels and column pixels in the binary image, then the edge in the image
𝜕𝑓 𝜕𝑓
is the place where the gray value function’s value changes suddenly. Derivation of the gray value function( , ),
𝜕𝑥 𝜕𝑦

known from the nature of the derivative, when the function value changes suddenly, the absolute value of the
corresponding derivative value is the largest, at the position (x, y) The maximum value of the derivative is:
𝜕𝑓 2

1/2
𝜕𝑓 2

𝜕𝑥

𝜕𝑦

𝐺 = [( ) + ( ) ]

(5)

Correspondingly, the direction to obtain the maximum value is:
𝜕𝑓

𝛼 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛 [ 𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑓 ]

(6)

𝜕𝑥

Based on this, the expression of Robert's operator is derived as:
|𝐺| = 𝑀𝐴𝑋(|𝑓(𝑖, 𝑗) − 𝑓(𝑖 + 1, 𝑗 + 1)|, |𝑓(𝑖 + 1, 𝑗) − 𝑓(𝑖, 𝑗 + 1)|)

(7)

Based on this theory, the edge extraction of the image can be achieved with the help of the OpenCV open source
library.
Display System

After the display system receives the 3D modeling data and the wildfire boundary data, it first performs on-site
restoration based on the 3D modeling data, and then uses the drawing function in the OpenCV to draw the
boundary on the live image based on the forest fire boundary data. The final image after processing is displayed
on a screen. In addition, the fire location, fire area, wind direction, wind speed and other related data are displayed
on the screen according to the requirements of the on-site commanders, what they need most is the wind direction
and the location of the fire area. The final effect is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Display system
EXPERIMENT TESTING
3D Modeling Using Visible Light Image

We choose an open area in a mountainous area as the experimental site, and the DJI MATRICE 300 RTK UAV
and H20T multi-function mounted camera to shoot. Before the experiment, we placed a number of 1m*1m red
square cloths on the ground as simulated fire points. To ensure accuracy, the distance between each cloth was
about ten meters. The drone uses 45°tilt photography when shooting, and uses laser ranging to measure the
longitude and latitude of each point. After acquiring the image data, mark the simulated fire position on Google
Earth, numbered 1-5, and use the image overlay function for 3D modeling. After modeling, mark the simulated
fire points in the three-dimensional image, numbered A-E, and the effect is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. 3D modeling diagram

Using the distance ruler in Google Earth to measure the distance between the corresponding simulated fire points
to estimate the error in the 3D modeling. The maximum distance in the figure above is 12.1 meters, the minimum
is 3.81 meters, and the average is 7.328 meters. According to the regulations, from the discovery of fire to the fire
alarm should be within one minute. Considering the limit case, the maximum distance of forest fire spread in one
minute can be used as the upper limit of error. Crown fire spreads at a speed of about 83m/min ~ 133m/min
without obstruction along the wind (Xu et al., 2012), which is one of the most harmful forest fires. So, the error
should not exceed 133m, and the above differences are all within the allowable range of error. Subsequently, UAV
was used for multi-directional and multi angle shooting. Considering the camera deviation angle and pitch angle,
28 points were selected for 3D modeling and error distance measurement. The detailed results are shown in Table
1. Among the 28 points, the maximum distance error is 26.85 meters, the minimum is 1.37 meters, and the average
value is 13.59, which is also within the allowable range of error. It can be seen that the results of using Google
Earth to perform 3D modeling to restore the forest fire scene are reliable.
Table 1. Simulation fire point statistics table
Simulated
fire point

Distance
difference(m)

Simulated
fire point

Distance
difference(m)

Simulated
fire point

Distance
difference(m)

Simulated
fire point

Distance
difference(m)

1

3.91

8

12.03

15

15.71

22

3.77

2

5.19

9

3.83

16

12.73

23

1.37

3

4.88

10

5.23

17

22.00

24

10.10

4

14.29

11

20.69

18

23.06

25

13.28

5

25.15

12

26.85

19

15.84

26

12.92

6

6.57

13

19.92

20

15.89

27

17.19

7

8.48

14

15.60

21

20.98

28

23.01

Maximum value:26.85
minimum value:1.37
average value:13.59

Fire Boundary Extraction Using Thermal Imaging Image

We use the UAV images of the forest fire that occurred in Foshan City, Guangdong Provenience in December
2019 as our experimental data. Two typical images are selected, one is an image of a small fire when the forest
fire just happened, the other is an image of relatively a large fire after it spread for some time.
From Figure 8, it can be seen that as long as there is a forest fire in the UAV shooting screen, the fire boundary
can be extracted clearly.
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Small fire area

Big fire area
Figure 8. Firewire extraction display
Real-Time Display Test

We also test the real-time performance of our system. We ignited a few piles of wood in an open field to simulate
the fire, as shown in Figure9(a). At the same time, we use drones to shoot live scenes and display them on the
large screen of the system through algorithm processing, as shown in figure9(b). In the middle of the large screen
is the result of 3D modeling and visible light image superposition. The red point is the location of the fire point
calculated by the system's algorithm. It can be seen that there is a certain error, but it is not more than 10 metres,
which is acceptable. The top right is the fire location extracted from the thermal imaging image, and the bottom
right is the live video streaming. After experimental testing, the entire system has a delay of about 2s, which can
meet the requirements of real-time display.

Figure 9(a). On-site fire display

Figure 9(b). Real-time display
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CONCLUSION

The realization of the system gives a solution to the lack of on-site information, which is very significant during
forest fire rescue. This system is based on UVA and GIS. Through visible light cameras and infrared cameras and
Google Earth, the system completes the three-dimensional modeling and the restoration of the forest fire, forest
fire boundary extraction and some other functions. With the help of this system, the commander can formulate a
scientific and reasonable rescue plan based on the actual situation of the forest fire. The system has a playback
function, which is also a great help to the review and summary. There are still some improvements that can be
done in the future. The current method is only suitable for small-scale forest fires. When faced with a complex
fire environment such as smoke, fire tornados, wind, and so on, the system may be disturbed. In the future, we
will conduct large-scale fire experiments to explore these issues.
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ABSTRACT

Ghana’s capital, the Greater Accra Metropolitan Area, is vulnerable to flooding. This paper proposes a fusion of
satellite imagery and social media data to derive informed flood extent maps and to understand affected population
reports during a flood disaster. We use a change detection technique and present an automatic thresholding approach
for flood extent mapping using Sentinel-1 images. We explore four different speckle filters and compare them using
the VV, VH and VV/VH polarizations to determine the best polarization(s) for delineating flood extents. The VV
and VH bands together on Perona-Malik filtered images achieved the highest accuracy with an F1-score of 81.6%.
Moreover, we add social media data layers representing tweet text and images posted from the region to highlight
different ways these heterogeneous data sources can be used. The obtained signals complement each other and help
find flooded roads and areas which are not identified by the satellite imagery analysis.
Keywords

Flood mapping, social media, satellite imagery, remote sensing.
INTRODUCTION

Flooding in Ghana is an inevitable socio-natural disaster that has wreaked havoc over the last decade. In 2017
alone, 117 flood events have been recorded by Ghana’s National Disaster Management Organisation which affected
4124 people whilst damaging 5700 houses.1 In particular, the Greater Accra Metropolitan Area (GAMA)–Ghana’s
national capital and largest urban agglomeration–is the largest and fastest growing industrial hub in Ghana, and has
been experiencing unprecedented torrential rain in the form of intensive storm events. These storm events consist of
heavy rainfall over a short period of time which result in flash floods that devastate low-lying areas. With a total
population of almost 4.7 million people as of 2020, the number of people vulnerable to flooding is intensified
in GAMA.2 Some of the factors attributed to the flooding problem include changes in rainfall and temperature
patterns, rapid urbanization, poor physical planning, flaws in the drainage network, and coastal inundation and
erosion as a result of climate change (Appeaning Addo et al. 2011; Rain et al. 2011; Karley 2009).
Satellite-based flood inundation mapping is becoming increasingly important during a flood event. Not only does it
provide better situational awareness by drawing attention to the areas that require immediate action, but it also assists
crisis managers with flood risk preparedness, management, response, and mitigation at the time of disaster (Tiwari
et al. 2020). Whilst satellite-based flood extent maps can offer timely information right after a disaster, it fails to
provide information in real-time. This is where the potential of social media comes into play, as it provides insights
in real-time. With this advantage there comes the drawback of requiring verification and this weakness is actually
1https://www.desinventar.net/
2https://ghana.opendataforafrica.org/kzspqfg/population-size-ghana-by-region-2010-2020
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the strength of remote sensing, where satellite imagery is usually reliable and accurate. Since remote sensing data
and social media data complement each other well, as the strength of one is the weakness of the other, the fusion of
both sources for rapid flood mapping can be a powerful tool for crisis responders. This is because both the wide
perspective provided by the satellite view combined with the ground-level perspective from locally collected textual
and visual information can help in planning a rapid response. Obtaining this comprehensive view of the flood
situation is crucial because satellite images only give a bird’s-eye view of a flood event, but does not reveal the
impact the flood had on people’s lives. In such situations, social media information can be used to support the
conclusions one might be reaching from satellite images, and vice versa; thus allowing for the quick verification of
one data set against another.
This paper plans to leverage satellite imagery for flood detection and Twitter data to understand human activity
during a flood event. Satellite imagery, particularly synthetic-aperture radar (SAR) imagery, with the help of flood
detection algorithms, is the preferred method to delineating flood extent in near real-time as it can penetrate through
clouds, unlike optical sensors (Joyce et al. 2009). Likewise, many studies show the use of Twitter social network
during flooding, as locals inform one another about casualties, damages, and alerts during a disaster (Velev and
Zlateva 2012). Research studies show people closely located to a disaster produce more informative disaster-related
tweets (Peters and De Albuquerque 2015; De Albuquerque et al. 2015; Herfort et al. 2014).
When it comes to prioritizing relief efforts, it is crucial that the damage assessment maps visualize which buildings,
roads, and facilities are completely damaged or partially affected, along with the number of lives at risk. Altogether,
this paper aims towards using useful information from different heterogeneous data sources to build a map that
would assist crisis managers identify flood extent, determine most vulnerable areas and population and in prioritizing
response for communities at high risk.
We use the change detection technique on Sentinel-1 imagery taken before and after the Ghana October 10, 2020
flood event. We determine the best speckle filter for Sentinel-1 images when used with the Otsu’s threshold detection
technique. Moreover, we determine the best polarization(s) in delineating flood extent when using Otsu’s automatic
threshold detection technique. Due to the lack of ground-truth data from Ghana, we apply our proposed approach
on imagery taken from Enugu Otu in Nigeria and show promising results. Moreover, on top of the remote sensing
layer, we add two social media layers representing relevant tweets and images classified using deep learning models.
With the help of our consolidated map, we highlight the following three types of signals useful for crisis managers
(more details in the results section):
(1) Confirmatory signals: when remote sensing, tweets, and images show flooding in the same area.
(2) Complementary signals: when tweet text or images bring additional contextual information and report/show the
kind of damage (flooded roads, bridges, damaged building).
(3) Novel signals: when one of the sources (either remote sensing, or tweet text, or tweet images) shows flooding or
other useful information.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we summarize related work followed by a section
on study area and data. We present our approach in the methodology section and show results in the results section.
Finally, we provide a discussion of the results and conclude the paper in the last section.
RELATED WORK
Remote Sensing for Flood Detection

Satellite-based remote sensing is a cost-effective way to delineate floods in near real-time due to the availability of
timely multi-temporal images. Two different types of satellites have been used to map floods, the first one being
optical followed by multispectral. Synthetic-aperture radar (SAR) is a form of radar imagery which is unaffected
by weather conditions such as cloud coverage during flooded periods, thus making it suitable for detecting floods
(Carreño Conde and De Mata Muñoz 2019). However, SAR data produces flood extents with limited accuracy
in densely populated areas due to the increased amount of backscattering from buildings.3 Optical data on the
other hand, is able to separate water from non-water regions much easily compared to SAR data due to the distinct
reflectance in water. However, getting access to zero cloud coverage optical data during a flood event is very unlikely
as the flooded areas are usually covered with clouds.
Based on the summaries by Liang and Liu (2020), various SAR-based flood detection techniques have been proposed
in literature, including histogram thresholding, fuzzy classification, interferometric coherence calculation, region
3https://un-spider.org/advisory-support/recommended-practices/recommended-practice-google-earth-engine-flood-mapping/
in-detail
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growing and active contour model, object-oriented classification, and change detection. Among these methods,
thresholding (manual and automated) is the most commonly adopted method due to its simplicity and ability to
achieve similar accuracies compared to more complex algorithms. Liang and Liu (2020) further divides thresholding
methods into two categories, the first one being global thresholding which uses a single threshold for the entire
image, and the second category being local thresholding which uses varying thresholds for different parts of the
image. Most thresholding methods used in research rely on a single threshold to separate water from non-water,
where some researchers like Martinis et al. (2009) considered only a single SAR flood image of the flood event to
extract water regions, whilst others like Giustarini et al. (2012) make use of a non-flood reference image as well to
improve the flood extent. Ruzza et al. (2019) and Tiwari et al. (2020), for example, computed a global threshold
value using Otsu’s method (Otsu 1979), which is a widely used automatic thresholding technique to differentiate
water from non-water regions. According to Ruzza et al. (2019), the best results are obtained when the image
histogram is characterized by a bimodal or multimodal distribution.
A few studies have investigated the fusion of both SAR and optical data where Amoah Addae (2018) focused on a
floodplain in Accra. Results showed that the fusion of both optical (PlanetScope) derived inundation and radar
(Sentinel-1) derived flood extent resulted in an Intersection-over-Union (IoU) of 88% as compared to 75% for the
optical image alone and ∼50% for the radar image alone. This shows that the combination of flood inundation from
different satellite sources can be beneficial in achieving near-accurate flood extents.
Social Media to Detect Human Activity

Volunteered geographical information (VGI) is defined as the collaborative user-generated content through
crowdsourcing where users voluntarily contribute geographic data via the web (Goodchild 2007). Based on the
systematic literature review conducted by Horita et al. (2013), VGI has been commonly used to manage floods and
fires with the predominant research area being disaster response. Social media in particular is being utilized in
studies for the early detection of floods, the derivation of flood maps in real-time, and flood depth map generation.
Jongman et al. (2015) analyzed flood-related Tweets in Pakistan and the Philippines to determine its use in early
detection of floods. Results showed that flood-related tweets were posted one to seven days prior to the event
being reported to the humanitarian organization. For example, flooding due to an overflowing dam in Pambujan in
Northern Samar, was reported to the national Philippines Red Cross Society on December 8, 2014. However, on
Twitter around 200 tweets and photos were posted two days earlier (December 6, 2014) discussing the start of the
flood, thus proving the potential for early flood detection.
Huang et al. (2018) proposed a novel approach on integrating post-event remote sensing optical data with real-time
VGI from Twitter to develop near real-time flood maps. A kernel-based weighting algorithm is used to assign a
higher weight to a VGI point if the satellite-extracted wetness, i.e., Normalized Difference Water Index (NDWI), is
also higher. The proposed methodology was tested on a 2015 South Carolina Flood, where results showed an overall
72.04% match with the ground truth inundation map. Eilander et al. (2016) also studied the use of Twitter data for
developing near real-time maps in the city of Jakarta, Indonesia. Tweets that mentioned the physical characteristics
of a flood, such as flood depth and the location were utilized in combination with a Digital Elevation Model (DEM)
to derive flood probability maps. Results showed that the peaks in the number of tweets correlated with the water
level observations at the gauging station where 69% of the validation points were within 500m from the modelled
flood extent.
Fohringer et al. (2015) generated flood inundation depth maps from photos posted via Twitter and Flickr within the
city of Dresden, Germany during the June 2013 flood. Water depths from the photos were manually estimated, and
with the help of a DEM layer and water level observations from gauges, water level estimates were interpolated
throughout the area. Similarly, Li et al. (2018) also generated near real-time flood maps by using water height
points derived from tweets and stream gauges along with a DEM layer. The model was applied on the 2015 South
Carolina flood case study where the results provided a consistent and comparable estimation of the flood situation
in near real-time.
The use of social media to assist flood mapping has not yet been investigated in Ghana, and thus GAMA is a new
region to be investigated in this paper. Moreover, adding a remote sensing layer will highlight new opportunities to
better understand flood extent and associated contextual information from tweets and images.
STUDY AREA AND DATA
Study Area and Flood Event

In this study, we focus on the severe flooding event that happened on October 10, 2020 in various parts of Ghana.
The study area selected is the Greater Accra Metropolitan Area (GAMA), as seen in Figure 1, which has a land
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area of approximately 1585 𝑘𝑚 2 (Addae and Oppelt 2019). On 10 October 2020, the GAMA region was severely
affected by flash floods that lasted for over six hours. With raging floodwaters up to one metre deep, roads turned
into rivers which caused vehicles to be swept away, resulted in traffic chaos, and also damaged many homes. Many
locals shared their sentiments on Twitter by posting images and videos to show the devastation caused by the rains
and flooding.4 Figure 2 shows the devastating impact of the flash flood at the time of the event, where cars are
submerged and trees have been uprooted. Two days after the event, Figure 3 shows that the flood waters have also
inundated houses.

Figure 1. Map of Study Area

Figure 2. Tweet showing roads affected

Figure 3. Tweet showing a house inundated

4http://floodlist.com/africa/ghana-flash-floods-cause-traffic-chaos-in-accra
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Dataset
Remote Sensing Data

Level-1 Ground Range Detected (GRD) Sentinel-1 SAR images from the Google Earth Engine (GEE) cloud
computing platform (Gorelick et al. 2017) were used for flood detection (Table 1). The pre-flood image, i.e.,
the reference image, represents a day from the driest period in GAMA, between December 4 and February 10,
according to Weather Spark5 analysis of historical data from the years 1980 to 2016 for Accra. Since there was
no Sentinel-1 imagery available on the day of the flood event (10 October 2020), the earliest post-flood imagery
available was three days after the event (13 October 2020). Both VV (Vertical transmit and Vertical receive) and
VH (Vertical transmit and Horizontal receive) polarization’s were investigated to determine whether one single
band or a combination of both is best at delineating flood extent.
Table 1. Sentinel-1 data specifications for GAMA

Specifications

Sentinel-1 (SAR Data)

Acquisition Date

Before Flood

12 Dec 2019

After Flood

13 Oct 2020

Polarization Mode

VV and VH

Observation Mode

Interferometric Wide (IW)

Pass Direction

ASCENDING

Spatial Resolution

10 m

Social Media Data

In order to collect flood-related tweets about GAMA flooding events, we used the Artificial Intelligence for Disaster
Response (AIDR) system (Imran et al. 2014). Specifically, we collected 30,266 tweets from October 10–13, 2020
using different keywords and hashtags (𝑁 = 16) related to Accra floods, including #AccraFloods, #floodsAccra,
Accra flood, Accra flooding, Accra rained, Accra heavy downpour, Accra torrential flood, etc. Moreover, we
downloaded images corresponding to the collected tweets. Table 2 shows the daily distribution of tweets and images.
Table 2. Twitter data collection details: daily distribution of tweets and images

Number of tweets
Number of images

Oct 10
7209
865

Oct 11
9974
934

Oct 12
6666
908

Oct 13
6417
906

METHODOLOGY
Processing Remote Sensing Data

United Nations Platform for Space-based Information for Disaster Management and Emergency Response (UNSPIDER) recommends a practice for Flood Mapping and Damage Assessment using Sentinel-1 SAR data in Google
Earth Engine.6 We fine-tuned this methodology to include an automatic Otsu thresholding algorithm (Otsu 1979)
rather than a static threshold. Moreover, a difference of the before and after imagery is not taken directly after
applying the threshold, but rather it is applied as the last step. A flow chart of our detailed methodology adopted for
flood mapping using Sentinel-1 imagery is shown in Figure 4. Next, we describe these methodological steps in
detail.
5https://weatherspark.com/y/42322/Average-Weather-in-Accra-Ghana-Year-Round#Sections-Precipitation
6https://un-spider.org/advisory-support/recommended-practices/recommended-practice-google-earth-engine-flood-mapping/
in-detail
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Figure 4. Flood detection methodology using Sentinel-1 (SAR) imagery

Pre-processing

Sentinel-1 Ground Range Detected (GRD) images in GEE7 include several pre-processing steps as shown in
Figure 5. The first step involved applying an orbit file correction to update the product metadata with accurate
satellite position and velocity information (Filipponi 2019). Next, the GRD border noise removal step removes
low-intensity noise and invalid data on scene edges (Filipponi 2019). To further eliminate noise, thermal noise
removal is applied to normalize the backscatter signal within the entire Sentinel-1 scene (Filipponi 2019). Now that
7https://developers.google.com/earth-engine/guides/sentinel1
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majority of the noise has been removed, a radiometric calibration is performed to convert image intensity values
into sigma nought values (Filipponi 2019). Lastly, the image is terrain-corrected where the image is converted from
slant range geometry to a map coordinate system (Filipponi 2019).

Figure 5. Pre-processing steps done in GEE

Speckle-Filter

All radar images come with speckle noise which is variation in backscatter from nonuniform cells which gives a grainy
appearance to the image thus making the segmentation classification of radar imagery complicated (Mansourpour
et al. 2006). Whilst many speckle filters have been proposed in literature, the Gamma MAP (Lopes et al. 1990),
Perona-Malik (Perona and Malik 1990), Lee (Lee 1980; Lee 1981b) and Refined Lee (Lee 1981a) have been tested
in the GEE environment to evaluate the performance of each filter in reducing speckle noise in SAR images.
Otsu Threshold and Binarize Flood Extent

The next step involved classifying the Sentinel-1 SAR images into two classes: water and non-water, to determine
the water inundated areas. Otsu’s automatic threshold detection method assumes that the distribution of image
pixels follow a bi-modal histogram with two varying peaks thus allowing it to determine an optimum threshold for
separation. The optimum threshold value is determined by minimizing the weighted sum of within-class (intra-class)
variances of the foreground and background pixels (Moothedan et al. 2020). Next, we apply the thresholds identified
by the Otsu algorithm on the before and after images to get a binary layer of water-inundated regions.
Refine Flood Extent

In order to further refine the flood extent layer, three post-processing steps have been applied. First NASA’s Shuttle
Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) Digital Elevation Model (DEM) which has a resolution of approximately 30m
(Farr et al. 2007), was used to remove flood classified pixels that have a slope greater than 5 degrees to further
reduce speckle noise (a similar approach has been used by (Cian et al. 2018)). Next, we use a high-resolution
Global Surface Water Dataset (Pekel et al. 2016), particularly the ‘Seasonality’ layer, to mask out flooded pixels
that intersect with permanent/perennial water bodies that have water present for more than 10 months of the year.
Lastly, flooded pixels which are connected to eight or fewer neighbours are eliminated to get rid of further noise in
the flood extent, thus resulting in a final flood delineation layer.
Processing Social Media Data
Tweets geolocation and classification

In this study, we are interested in tweets which report useful information about Accra flooding on October 10, 2020
and ideally posted from within the Accra region of interest or, at least, mentions places, street names, or points of
interest from Accra. Although the tweets were collected using keywords related to Accra floods, many of them
might still be content-wise irrelevant or not geographically related to Accra. For this purpose, next we extract
geographical information from tweets using the approach proposed in (Qazi et al. 2020). The geolocation inference
technique uses various meta-data fields from a tweet to geolocate a tweet. Table 3 lists all the fields and our priority
order (1=highest) to decide which meta-field, when available, is used to put a tweet on the map. Given the output of
the geo-inference algorithm and our prioritization, we add tweets on the map using the approach shown in Figure 6.
We discard tweets outside our region of interest (i.e., GAMA). Table 4 shows the remaining tweets geolocated in the
region of interest (column “Geolocated in GAMA”).
In order to filter out irrelevant tweets, we used two deep learning classifiers from CrisisDPS system (Alam et al.
2019), namely, disaster type (reported F1-score=0.93) and informativeness (reported F1-score=0.93). These
classifiers help us filter out tweets which are not related to flood disaster and do not report any useful information.
Table 4 shows the distribution of the number of geolocated tweets classified as related to flood disaster and are
informative.
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Table 3. Tweets meta-data fields used for geo-inference and their prioritization

Priority

Meta-data field

Description

1
2
3
4
5

Geo-Coordinates
Place
Tweet Text
User Location
User Profile Description

Exact coordinates from the user’s device
The user tags specific locations in their tweets
Actual tweet content. We extract toponyms from it
Users shared location (free-form text)
Profile description provided by users. We extract toponyms from it

Figure 6. Approach to determine prioritization of the location fields

Tweets image processing

As stated earlier, we downloaded images from the collected tweets (N=3,613). To extract only flood related images,
we used a deep learning image classification model from (Weber et al. 2020). This model is trained on one million
images related to 43 crisis incidents. We ran the model on our images and selected the ones classified as “heavy
rainfall", “storm surge", “mudslide", “flooded", “mudflow", and “landslide". Table 5 shows the total number of
images, proportion of flood classified images, and flood-related images geolocated in the GAMA region.
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Table 4. Tweets data processing details: tweets geolocated in GAMA, related to flood disaster, and informative

Date

Total Tweets

Geolocated in GAMA

Flood-related Tweets

Informative Tweets

7209
9974
6666
6417
30266

6335
7023
6185
5817
25360

1378
1754
377
174
3683

1349
1739
352
165
3605

10 Oct 2020
11 Oct 2020
12 Oct 2020
13 Oct 2020
Total

Table 5. Tweet images statistics: total images, flood-related images, and flood-related images geolocated in GAMA

Date
10 Oct 2020
11 Oct 2020
12 Oct 2020
13 Oct 2020
Total

Total Images

Flood-related Images

Flood-related Images in GAMA

865
934
908
906
3613

135
132
94
63
424

115
97
89
59
360

RESULTS
Remote Sensing
Accuracy Assessment

Due to the lack of flood extent ground truth in data-scarce regions like Ghana, the flood detection algorithm was
validated on a test site in another country in Africa characterized with an urban morphology. This is because the
GAMA region is densely populated, so it was important to ensure that case study selected is similar in nature.
This morphology factor is important because the detection of flooded areas is more complicated in urban areas as
compared to rural areas covered with crops and vegetation. The country selected was Nigeria, with the area of
interest being Enugu Otu. The Copernicus Emergency Management Service (EMS)8 was used to download the
vector ground truth for free. EMS provides post-event information rapidly for many major disasters through their
Rapid Mapping activation service, where EMS activation code EMSR314 was used for the Nigeria ground truth. A
potential limitation of testing the algorithm on another country poses a question on whether the flood detection
algorithm can generalize well on different land areas classified with an urban morphology. This is because the
Enugu, Otu region used as the case study is smaller as compared to the GAMA region. However, since a change
detection technique was used for flood detection, it is known that change detection algorithms are better at handling
spatial heterogeneity of land surface, compared to flood detection models that use a single-image (Matgen et al.
2019).
Enugu Otu, Uganda Case Study: Torrential rains on September 18, 2018 triggered devastating floods in different
parts of Nigeria causing the Niger and Benue rivers to burst their banks. As a result many communities and farms
were inundated which affected hundreds of thousands of people.9 The ground truth is derived from Sentinel-1
images on September 22, 2018 using a semi-automatic extraction method where the exact same image is also used
to validate the flood detection algorithm.
The validation was done using well-known measures, i.e., precision, recall, F1-score and Goodness of Fit (i.e.,
Intersection over Union). Sentinel -1 SAR classified images of August 21, 2018 for the Engu, Otu region of Nigeria
and the corresponding Sentinel-1 ground truth of August 21, 2018 for Engu were used for the validation task.
Looking at Table 6, the VV band was found to perform better than the VH band across all filters in determining
flood extent. This is because the VV band produces a bi-modal distribution as seen in Figure 7 which allows
the automatically detected threshold to separate the water regions from the non-water regions more accurately.
Moreover, the combination of the VV and VH band together resulted in an increased accuracy when compared
to the VV band alone across all speckle filters. In particular, the Perona-Malik filter performed the best with an
F1-score of 79.2% when both the VV and VH bands are used. Thus, the combination of VV and VH bands on
Perona-Malik filtered images for GAMA will be used when delineating the flood extent.
8https://emergency.copernicus.eu/
9https://emergency.copernicus.eu/mapping/list-of-components/EMSR314
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Table 6. Comparison of statistical measures for all speckle filters
Perona-Malik

Gamma

Precision
Recall
F1-score
Goodness
of Fit

Lee

Lee Sigma

VV

VH

Both

VV

VH

Both

VV

VH

Both

VV

VH

Both

94.3 %
56.1 %
70.3 %

94.6 %
43.0 %
59.1 %

94.4 %
60.1 %
73.5 %

95.6 %
69.7 %
80.6 %

95.2 %
47.2 %
63.1 %

95.7 %
71.1 %
81.6 %

91.3 %
69.0 %
79.2 %

95.4 %
44.6 %
60.8 %

91.5 %
71.8 %
80.5 %

94.2 %
47.8 %
63.4 %

95.4 %
44.7 %
60.9 %

94.7 %
54.3 %
69.0 %

54.2 %

42.0 %

58.0 %

67.6 %

46.1 %

68.9 %

65.5 %

43.7 %

67.3 %

46.5 %

43.8 %

52.7 %

Figure 7. Comparison of speckle filters

Flood Mapping on GAMA region

We apply the flood detection algorithm on Perona-Malik filtered images from the GAMA region using both the VV
and VH bands. Figure 8 shows the flood extent. The black regions show the permanent water bodies captured by
applying the flood detection algorithm on the before image from a dry day. The flooded regions as a result of the 10
October 2020 flash flood are shown in blue, which shows that the flooding was indeed severe.
Furthermore, we remark that freely available Sentinel-1 SAR images in the GEE platform has a great potential
for flood mapping as it avoids applying extra pre-processing steps which require high computing power and large
images do not have to be downloaded. Instead, the analysis of the inundation maps can be done directly in GEE
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Figure 8. Overview of flood extent in GAMA

with the help of predefined functions. Moreover, the high classification accuracy using both the VV and VH bands
on Perona-Malik filtered images demonstrates the potential of the Otsu’s algorithm in automatically detecting
thresholds for separating water and non-water pixels without requiring user input.
Social Media

All the relevant tweets and images are overlaid onto the flood extent layer to visualize their geographic distribution.
The markers in green represent the tweet text and the markers in red are for tweet images. Figure 9 shows that
majority of the tweets are located in the south of the GAMA which is situated towards the coastal region. In Figure
10, we show a tweet reporting flooding on the roads. Figure 11 shows the devastating effects as a result of the flash
flood, where a truck is submerged in deep waters and locals are forced to use their boats to navigate their way out.
This information can be used by crisis responders to understand the severity of the flood situation in different areas,
where they will be able to prioritize their actions accordingly.
With these results, we observe that tweet images can provide crisis managers with a quick visual insights on the
flood situation (i.e., flood depth, damages) and the severity of damage across areas which can immediately assist
relief teams with their response operations. Moreover, textual content of tweets can assist crisis managers in
understanding the sentiments of the affected people and the alerts which are communicated to the public by affected
locals. This valuable information can be valuable for taking the right response strategy.
Combining Remote Sensing and Social Media

When both remote sensing and social media data sources are combined, three types of signals can potentially be
derived to assist crisis managers with their relief efforts. These signals are listed below:
(i) Confirmatory signals: When all three data points (remote sensing, tweet text, tweet image) show flooding in
the same area, they confirm the flooding situation. The close proximity of flood relevant tweets and images on or
near flooded regions derived from the flood detection algorithm prove that remote sensing, tweets, and images can
provide conclusive information to crisis managers about flood extent. Figure 12 shows a closeup of a region in
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Figure 9. Overview of tweet text and image markers

Figure 10. Tweet text

Figure 11. Tweet image

GAMA where the tweet text and images are located on flooded regions identified from the satellite imagery which
indicates that the region is definitely vulnerable and requires immediate action from crisis responders.
(ii) Complementary signals: Tweet text and images can potentially provide extra contextual information to crisis
managers. Such information can be on the damage incurred to buildings, roads and other infrastructure, as well as,
difficulties that the affected people face due to the disaster. As shown in Figure 13, Kaneshie, Dansoman, Mallam
areas are reported as flooded (see tweet text) and the image shows a specific community having raging floodwaters.
(iii) Novel signals: When flood extent mapping is not possible using remote sensing, tweets and images can provide
novel signals about flooding. Higher number of tweets clustered in an area as seen in Figure 14 provides an
indication that people are vulnerable to flooding even though it’s not visually seen on the flood extent map.
DISCUSSION

Real-time satellite imagery during flood events is often not available due to poor weather conditions causing
difficulties for decision-makers to get a comprehensive picture of the situation. An alternative source of data which
can provide insights into the ground-level perspective during a flood, is social media posts (textual messages and
images) from locals who are directly affected. However, social media data on it’s own raises the limitation of not
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Figure 12. Tweet distribution and Flood Extent

Figure 13. Tweet text and image information

Figure 14. Novel signs of flooding from tweets

being fully represented by the general population and thus identifying floods through social media solely is not an
ideal approach. To tackle this problem, social media data can be fused with near real-time flood maps derived from
satellite imagery to obtain a comprehensive picture of the flood situation from both the bottom-up view represented
by social media and the top-down view captured by satellites. This will in turn provide situational awareness needed
for emergency response and the coordination of rescue efforts.
Flood hazard, flood vulnerability and flood risk maps have already been developed at the local level for hotspots in
10 pilot districts in Ghana, which was part of a Community Resilience through Early Warning (CREW) project,
implemented by National Disaster Management Organization (NADMO) in collaboration with United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP).10 Whilst these maps are expected to improve risk mitigation where government
and non-governmental organizations can identify risk factors and allocate resources, build infrastructure, and ensure
10https://www.gh.undp.org/content/ghana/en/home/presscenter/articles/2015/10/20/ghana-launches-disaster-risk-maps.
html
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early warning systems are put in place for disaster resilience, there are no maps implemented for post flooding
response and damage assessment. Therefore, this paper proposes an opportunity for Ghana where near real-time
maps fused with social media can provide the following advantages to key stakeholders in Ghana:
(i) The ability to identify regions severely affected by floods with greater confidence through confirmatory signals.
The spatial distribution of tweets can provide an indication that a specific area is severely affected by flooding when
there is a cluster of tweets at a close proximity. However, if a flood map based on satellite data shows that the same
area is also flooded, then this will turn the indication into a confirmatory signal that the area is indeed severely
affected; and that attention should be given to this region to understand what relief operations are required.
(ii) Response teams (e.g., ambulatory services, rescue teams etc.) can be immediately directed to the affected areas
in a timely manner based on the additional complementary signals from tweet images and/or text.
The contextual information in tweets can enhance humanitarian organizations’ understanding of the problems
specific to a local region—which is useful for them to launch right relief operations in a timely manner e.g.,
emergency vehicles directed to flooded areas for rescuing trapped people. Moreover, images posted from an area
can further enhance situational awareness e.g., estimating flood water-level from submerged buildings and cars,
whilst tweet text reporting specific roads that are impassable.
(iii) A comprehensive picture of the flood situation means that flooded areas that are hard hit and not easily noticeable
from the flood map, are now visualized onto the flood map with the help of novel signals from tweet text and/or
tweet images.
Tweets and images which are spatially distributed away from severely flooded areas detected via remote sensing can
potentially provide novel signals. Moreover, flash flood events, which lasts a few hours with devastating impact,
may not be visible and detectable from remote sensing techniques. During such situations, social media data can
provide pertinent information in near real-time.
Whilst the proposed flood mapping approach requires no additional costs as the satellite imagery used is free and
open-source, potential technical challenges may arise if there is a lack of computing infrastructure capacity needed
to retrieve satellite imagery in real-time. Moreover, a lack of personnel to maintain and support the system and lack
of access to uninterrupted internet service may hinder the ongoing generation of flood maps in near real-time.
Large-scale socio-natural disasters like flooding, poses a big challenge for crisis responders as they need fast access
to comprehensive and accurate post-damage assessments to best allocate their limited resources. In order to conduct
a quick assessment of flood damage and provide support in areas with immediate attention, one potential approach
we plan to explore in the future is to intersect a land use/land cover map with the flood inundated layer extracted
from the satellite imagery to understand what area of land (i.e crop, urban etc.) is affected in comparison to the land
use/land cover map before the flood event. Similarly, we plan to intersect various geospatial data like population
density, building density and road network with the flood map to identify vulnerable populations, affected buildings
and roads which will assist crisis responders with the prioritization of their efforts.
CONCLUSIONS

This paper explored the fusion of two heterogeneous data sources, namely, satellite imagery and social media
for building more informed flood extent maps. As for the remote sensing data, we applied a change detection
technique to identify flooded regions. Specifically, we assessed the Otsu’s thresholding approach for flood mapping
on four different speckle filtered images using Gamma MAP, Perona-Malik, Lee and Refined Lee. Moreover, the
different polarizations were also investigated to determine if one specific band or the combination of both bands,
accurately estimates water inundated areas. In addition to the remote sensing layer, we added two more layers from
social media data representing tweet text reports, which provide more contextual information about the crisis, and
tweet images that show flooded roads, streets, and damaged buildings. We used deep learning models to filter out
irrelevant tweets and images as well as those outside the region of interest. We remark that the fusion of these
two data sources produce informative signals for crisis managers to not only understand flood extent, but also the
consequences of flooding, type of incurred damages, and the severity of damages.
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ABSTRACT

To reduce human casualties after a major earthquake, it is vital to ensure that traffic flows on main roads. Local
governments in Japan promote seismic reinforcement of roadside buildings; however, this project is not going as
well as planned, and there is a demand for appropriate information on its effects. Here, we propose a method for
identifying roadside areas with vulnerable accessibility to disaster bases after a major earthquake. First, we define
two accessibility indices: the link isolation (LI) ratio and the network isolation (NI) ratio. Then, by using a
simulation model, we evaluate the accessibility of disaster-base hospitals that use emergency transportation
highways in the Tokyo Metropolitan Area. The LI ratio tends to be low in areas with sparse road networks, and
some hospitals show a dangerously high NI ratio. In secondary medical areas with such hospitals, it will be
necessary to consider measures to improve accessibility.
Keywords

Major earthquake, accessibility assessment, emergency activity, building collapse, road blockage.
INTRODUCTION
Background

In recent years Japan has experienced many natural disasters. Moreover, it is predicted that there is a 70%
probability that Tokyo will experience a direct strike by an earthquake with a magnitude of 7.0 or more (hereafter
called a major earthquake) within the next 30 years (Headquarters for Earthquake Research Promotion, 2020), so
it is likely that large-scale disasters will continue to occur. A major earthquake inevitably leads to such problems
as road blockages, building collapses, and liquefactions. For example, in the Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake of
1995, collapsed buildings blocked major roads, hampering emergency activities such as firefighting and the
provision of relief supplies. This led to a series of secondary disasters, such as fire spreads. It is therefore an urgent
issue for local government agencies to ensure that emergency services can continue to function in the event of a
major earthquake. To maintain traffic flow on main roads in the event of a disaster, local authorities in Japan have
designated certain main routes as emergency-transportation routes, and have promoted seismic reinforcement of
roadside buildings along these roads. For example, the Tokyo Metropolitan Government (TMG) has set a goal of
improving the seismic resistance of buildings along specific emergency transportation routes from a level of
86.3% at June 2020 (TMG, 2020a) to 100% by the fiscal year 2026 (TMG, 2016; TMG, 2011a; TMG, 2018a).
However, due to the cost burden of seismic retrofitting of buildings and a lack of clarity regarding its effectiveness,
some building owners have failed to appreciate the necessity of this action. As a result, the project is not going as
well as planned, and it is important to provide appropriate information regarding its effectiveness and the financial
assistance.
A few studies have attempted to provide the information necessary to support public policy making. Osaragi
(2020) studied the accessibility provided by emergency transportation routes and the effects of seismic retrofitting
of roadside buildings in Tokyo at the regional level. He conducted a quantitative study on the promotion of seismic
retrofitting of specific roadside buildings, and demonstrated the usefulness of accessibility-based discussions.
However, a detailed analysis of local features, such as the nature of the road network and the spatial distribution
of vulnerable roadside buildings, is necessary for more-concrete discussions on disaster mitigation.
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Worldwide, many studies have been conducted on the assessment of accessibility by road networks with link
failures, especially in the field of civil engineering (Iida, 1999; Taylor et al., 2006): Pokharel and Ieda (2012)
provide a comprehensive literature overview of this topic. Furthermore, several previous studies discuss
accessibility from a more-focused viewpoint, for example, at the level of the road link. Most studies have focused
on the ability of emergency vehicles to move between specific origin−destination (OD) pairs, and have evaluated
accessibility from the perspective of reachability and travel inefficiency. Seto et al. (2011) and Harada et al. (2014)
proposed an accessibility evaluation index that can evaluate the reachability between OD pairs and the robustness
of travel routes. Specifically, they evaluated accessibility by considering nonoverlapping paths based on N-edgeconnected networks (Grötschel, 1995) in which an OD pair connects more robustly when a greater number of
nonoverlapping paths is available. However, this method is not yet capable of identifying roadside areas with
vulnerable accessibility that might be unreachable or might require significant detours between specific OD pairs.
Several studies have proposed methods for identifying roadside areas where accessibility is potentially
compromised in the event of a major earthquake (Osawa et al., 2017; Harada et al., 2013; Toma-Danila, 2018;
Caiado, 2012). Osawa et al. (2017) evaluated mobility between key sites during a major earthquake by considering
building collapses, bridge damage, and slope and cut-soil failures resulting from property collapses. Specifically,
by using simulations that describe the movements of emergency vehicles, they calculated the probability of each
road becoming impassable. This method is superior in identifying roadside areas with potentially vulnerable
accessibility, but the evaluation is limited to road links involved in movements between important sites. Also, due
to a lack of detailed information on building attributes, building collapses and road blockages were not estimated
with sufficient precision. Harada et al. (2013) developed a method for identifying roads used for the movement
of emergency vehicles between important sites. They calculated the reliability of roads for each 1 km grid cell
and extracted roadside areas with vulnerable accessibility over a wide area. However, to reduce the computational
burden, their study was based on simple assumptions, and it did not calculate the reliability of interconnections
rigorously. In other words, this method is unsuitable for accessibility evaluation under complex conditions such
as disaster activities at multiple sites.
Research Objective

Here, we propose a method for identifying roadside areas that might cause problems of accessibility to disaster
bases in the event of a major earthquake. This method can also evaluate accessibility at regional or facility levels.
Furthermore, it can provide information on which roads or buildings should be prioritized for promotion of seismic
retrofitting. A vulnerable roadside area is defined as an area where accessibility of a destination is likely to be
impaired by a major earthquake. First, we proposed two novel accessibility indices, focusing on roads isolated
from the road network. These accessibility indices are defined from the viewpoint of the reachability of a
destination. Next, we constructed an emergency-activity simulation model that describes the movements of
emergency vehicles in the event of road blockages. Finally, we performed a simulation over the Tokyo
Metropolitan Area, and we evaluate the accessibility of disaster-base hospitals to emergency vehicles.
When a major earthquake strikes, various types of structural damage can occur, including collapses of buildings
and piers, liquefactions, cracks in roads, and collapses of utility poles. Traffic congestion also becomes an
important issue. Here, to produce a more explicit and more straightforward assessment, we will consider only
road blockages that are caused by collapses of buildings along roads.
DEFINITIONS OF ACCESSIBILITY INDICES

We propose two indices to evaluate the accessibility of destinations: the link isolation ratio and the network
isolation ratio. Conventional accessibility indices are often designed to evaluate mobility between OD pairs and
they provide only limited information in the form of summary values, such as the average arrival possibility and
travel time. Consequently, spatial information is lost, and it is difficult to identify which road blockage causes a
particular reduction in accessibility (Figure 1(a)). In this study, we confirm the connectivity to an origin from all
road links, which are defined as sections between nearest pairs of intersections, and we identify road links that are
isolated from the road network (Figure 1(b)). By calculating accessibility indices for each road link, so as not to
lose spatial information, we can identify roadside areas where traffic function is likely to be obstructed on a
microscale, i.e., that of buildings and road-link units.
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Figure 1. Accessibility of a Destination in the Event of Road Blockages
Link Isolation Ratio

The link isolation (LI) ratio is an index for evaluating the accessibility of destinations of road links. By using this
index, it is possible to identify roadside areas where the traffic function is likely to be obstructed. The LI ratio is
the proportion of times that a destination d will become unreachable from a road link j in a set of K simulation
trials (Eq. 1).
𝐿𝐼(𝑗, 𝑑) = 1 −

∑𝑘∈𝐾 𝛿(𝑘, 𝑗, 𝑑)
𝐾

(1),

where (k, j, d) is the arrival status, which has a value of 1 when emergency vehicles can access destination d
from road link j at the kth trial, and 0 when it cannot do so.
Network Isolation Ratio

The LI ratio is an index for evaluating accessibility by each road link and it does not provide an understanding of
accessibility over an entire region. By using the network isolation (NI) ratio, we can evaluate the accessibility of
a destination at a regional level. The NI ratio is the ratio of the total length of road links from which an emergency
vehicle cannot reach destination d to the length of the entire road network (Eq. 2).
𝑁𝐼(𝑑) =

∑𝑘∈𝐾(∑𝑗∈𝑅𝐴 𝑙(𝑘, 𝑗, 𝑑)⁄∑𝑗∈𝑅𝐴 𝐿(𝑗))
𝐾

(2),

where K is the number of simulation trials, RA is the set of road links in region A, l(k, j, d) is the length of road
link j from which destination d cannot be reached at the kth trial (Figure 2), and L(j) is the total length of road link
j. Moreover, the arrival status for each road link can be classified into the following three patterns.
Case 1: Road link j is entirely blocked.

l(k, j, d) = L(j)

Case 2: Road link j is partially blocked.

0 < l(k, j, d) < L(j)

Case 3: Road link j is not blocked.

l(k, j, d) = 0

Figure 2. Calculation Example of Unreachable Distance of Each Road Link
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Because the LI ratio is an index based only on the number of times that emergency vehicles cannot reach their
destinations, we do not distinguish cases 2 and 3 when calculating the LI ratio of each road link. On the other
hand, the NI ratio is an index based on the lengths of roads where emergency vehicles cannot reach their
destinations; in this case, therefore, we must distinguish between cases 2 and 3 and precisely calculate the length
of each road link where an emergency vehicle cannot reach its destination.
OVERVIEW OF THE EMERGENCY ACTIVITY SIMULATION MODEL

To evaluate the accessibility indices, it is necessary to estimate the movements of emergency vehicles after
a major earthquake. Figure 3 provides an overview of the simulation model that we used. This consists of the
following two sub-models: (I) a road-blockage model and (II) an emergency-vehicle-movement model. We
improved the model proposed by Kishimoto and Osaragi (2019) by reducing the computational load of the
emergency-vehicle-movement model.

Figure 3. Overview of the Simulation Model
Road Blockage Model

First, we estimated road blockages based on building collapses, to consider their effect on emergency activities.
Several researchers have proposed models for estimating building collapse (e.g., Miyakoshi et al., 1997; Hayashi
et al., 2000). Taking into account attribute information from the available geographic information system (GIS)
data, we used the building-collapse probability model proposed by Murao and Yamazaki (2000). The probability
of building collapse PR(i) is estimated from the value of the peak ground velocity (PGV), the structural material
(wood, reinforced concrete, or steel), and the construction year (Eq. 3). Many studies have used the PGV to
estimate building collapse because it shows a stronger correlation with building collapse than does spectral
acceleration or peak ground acceleration. We next determined whether a building, collapses or not, by comparing
the probability of building collapse PR(i) with a generated uniform random number.
(3),
𝑃𝑅 (𝑖) = Φ[(𝑙𝑛(𝑃𝐺𝑉(𝑖)) − 𝜆)⁄𝜁 ]
where Φ is a cumulative distribution function, and λ and ζ are the average and standard deviation of ln[PGV(i)],
respectively, which vary according to the structural material and the year of construction of building i. We applied
the damage rank R defined on the basis of a survey conducted by Kobe City (Murao and Yamazaki, 1999), and
we set the values of the regression coefficients, λ and ξ, according to those provided by the TMG (2018b) (Figure
4, Table 1).
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Figure 4. Collapse probability of wooden buildings for the case of destroyed dwellings
Table 1. Parameters for the Building-Collapse Probability Estimation Formula for the Case of Destroyed Dwellingsa

Year of
Construction

≤1971

1972–1981

1982–1991

1992–2001

≥2002

λ

ξ

λ

ξ

λ

ξ

λ

ξ

λ

ξ

Wood

4.45

0.342

4.73

0.378

5.12

0.496

5.68

0.496

6.13

0.496

Reinforced concrete

5.12

0.646

5.33

0.575

6.00

0.789

6.00

0.789

6.00

0.789

Steel

4.64

0.619

4.97

0.490

5.64

0.731

5.64

0.731

5.64

0.731

a

A dwelling house that meets one of the following conditions (Murao and Yamazaki, 1999): the damaged floor
area or spilled area of a dwelling house is about 70% or more of the total area; the damage to the dwelling house’s
main structure reaches about 70% or more of the total floor area; or the damage to the main structure of the
dwelling house is about 50% of its market value.
To estimate the road blockages, we then applied the model proposed by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, and
Transport (2003). The probability P(j) that a road link j is blocked was calculated as the probability that roadside
buildings produce sufficient debris to block a street (Figure 5 and Eq. 5). We determined whether a road link, was
blocked or not by comparing the value of P(j) with a generated uniform random number. We assumed that
emergency vehicles cannot pass along a street when its passable width is less than 4.0 m.
𝑓𝑖 (𝑗) = 𝐷𝑐(𝑖)(1.1753 ∙ 𝑆𝑐(𝑖) − 0.0514) ∙ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (

−𝑊𝑒 (𝑗)
)
2.58𝐶𝑟(𝑖)0.379 + 0.210𝐹𝑙(𝑖)2.23 + 4.90𝑆𝑐(𝑖)12

𝑃(𝑗) = 1 − ∏
𝑖∈𝐺𝑗

(1 − 𝑓𝑖 (𝑊𝑒 (𝑗)))

(4)
(5),

where fi(j) is the probability that the debris of collapsed building i outflows onto the road j, We(j) is the effective
width of road j, and Gj is the set of roadside buildings along road j that generate the debris.

Figure 5. Estimation of road blockage
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Emergency-Vehicle-Movement Model

In the emergency-vehicle-movement model, we calculate the possibility of an emergency vehicle reaching a
disaster base in the event of road blockages. To calculate the accessibility indices, we used only the reachability
information. We therefore performed a breadth-first search (Moore, 1959) instead of using Dijkstra's algorithm
(Dijkstra, 1959). Consequently, we significantly reduced the calculation load required to extract road links that
can reach to each disaster base. We regarded a road link with no attainable route to a disaster base to be
unreachable.
STUDY AREA AND ASSUMPTIONS IN SIMULATION
Study Area and GIS data

Figure 6 and Figure 7 show an overview of the data on roadside buildings, emergency transportation routes, and
disaster bases (disaster-base hospitals) to be analyzed.
Building data for 102,087 buildings in total were taken from the TMG’s Land and Building Use Survey (TMG,
2011b; TMG, 2012), which is part of the TMG’s urban planning GIS data (Figure 6(b)). These data include the
location and the height of each building, but do not contain such details as the actual structure or construction
year. We therefore estimated detailed attributes by cross-tabulation of the actual structure and the construction
year. On the basis of the average depth of buildings in the dataset, we defined “roadside buildings” as those less
than 4.0 m from the road boundary line (Figures 6(b) and 6(c)).
To identify roadside areas with vulnerable accessibility, it is necessary to evaluate accessibility by using a set of
road links with equivalent traffic functions. We performed our simulation of the emergency activity by using only
those emergency transportation routes urgently required to ensure traffic function. GIS data on the emergency
transportation roads, comprising 26,954 links and 26,158 nodes, were taken from data supplied by the Ministry
of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism (2020). This dataset contains such information as the lengths and
widths of roads (Figure 6(a)).
Disaster-base hospitals are those hospitals that serve as bases for such medical-relief activities in times of disaster
as accepting injured persons and dispatching medical-relief teams (Bureau of Social Welfare and Public Health,
2020a). In general, emergency medical services are housed at secondary medical area units: these are regional
units capable of providing medical care for hospitalization. Therefore, each disaster-base hospital performs
medical-relief activities within its sphere. We prepared GIS data on a total of 80 disaster-base hospitals, based on
a list published by the Bureau of Social Welfare and Public Health (2020b) (Figure 7). Moreover, we checked the
connectivity of the hospitals to surrounding emergency transportation roads in detail.
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Figure 6. Overview of building and road data

Figure 7. Overview of disaster-base hospitals and secondary medical areas
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Simulation Assumptions

In general, we estimated property collapses by assuming a specific earthquake: a northern Tokyo Bay earthquake.
In such a case, the estimation results depend heavily on the location of the epicenter. In other words, the
distribution of property collapses becomes more severe in areas near the epicenter of the earthquake. However,
this is not an appropriate assumption for assessing the accessibility of each disaster base relatively. It is possible
to evaluate the accessibility while neglecting effects of the location of the epicenter by performing multiple
simulations with a various epicenters. However, the computational load increases markedly as the assumed
number of epicenters is increased. Tagashira and Osaragi (2020) demonstrated that if the analysis area is under a
certain size, the accessibility estimated by assuming a uniform seismic intensity has an accuracy equal to that
estimated by using a large number of different epicenters. We therefore chose a seismic intensity (the Japanese
scale for measuring earthquakes) with a median value of 6 Upper (6.2) for all areas. With this size of earthquake,
people cannot remain standing and heavy furniture might fall. We set this value based on estimates of damage
from a northern Tokyo Bay earthquake and a south-central Tokyo earthquake with predicted seismic intensities
of 6 Upper near their epicenters. The seismic intensity in the simulations was converted into a PGV of 66 cm/s,
by using the method proposed by Tong and Yamazaki (1996).
In this paper, we assumed that emergency vehicles move to disaster-base hospitals by using the emergency
transportation routes. The accessibility indices were calculated on the assumption that disaster-base hospitals
within the secondary medical area would be responsible for medical-relief activities during a disaster.
With those preparations, we performed the emergency activity simulations K = 100 times, and we calculated the
accessibility indices. Note that in the following analysis, each accessibility index was calculated and evaluated in
the secondary medical area unit, not over the entire Tokyo metropolitan area.
ASSESSMENT OF ACCESSIBILITY OF DISASTER-BASE HOSPITALS BY EMERGENCY TRANSPORTATION
ROADS IN THE TOKYO METROPOLITAN AREA
Spatial Distribution of the Road-Blockage Ratio

Figure 8 shows the spatial distribution of the road-blockage ratio for emergency transportation roads. The road
blockage ratio tends to be low over the whole area, and only 5.9% of the road links have a value of more than
10.0%. This is because, in most cases, emergency transportation roads are sufficiently wide for emergency
vehicles to pass even in the presence of debris from collapsed buildings. However, road links with a high blockage
risk are present in the western parts of 23 wards (Figure 8(b); Area I). In these areas, the road network is sparse
and the number of roadside buildings between intersections tends to be large. There is therefore a higher
probability that debris from collapsed building could flow onto and block road links in the event of a major
earthquake.
Spatial Distribution of the LI Ratio

Figure 9 shows the spatial distribution of the LI ratio for each emergency transportation road. The scale interval
of this figure is different from that in Figure 8 showing the road-blockage ratio. The LI ratio is the probability that
an emergency vehicle will have no access to any disaster-base hospital within the secondary medical area. For
example, an LI ratio shown in red indicates that there is an 80% or greater probability that an emergency vehicle
cannot reach any hospital from the road link. Note that we took no account of the possibility of taking a detour by
road links outside the Tokyo Metropolitan Area; consequently, the accessibility of disaster-base hospitals tends
to be underestimated in border regions of the analyzed area.
Fifty percent of the all road links showed a higher value for the LI ratio than for the road-blockage ratio (Figure
10). This is because the isolation status of a given road link results from both its blockage status and surrounding
situations. By using the spatial distribution of the LI ratio, we can identify roadside areas with vulnerable
accessibility, which is difficult to understand from the spatial distribution of the road-blockage ratio alone. For
example, in an area where the emergency transportation roads are properly maintained (Figure 9(b); Area II), LI
ratios are not worse over a wide area because emergency vehicles can take detours when encountering road
blockages. On the other hand, in an area with a sparse road network, fewer detour routes are available for
emergency vehicles, and isolated links tend to occur over a wide area (Figure 9(b); Area III).
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Figure 8. Spatial distributions of the road-blockage ratio

Figure 9. Spatial distributions of the LI ratio
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Figure 10. Differences Between the Road-Blockage Ratio and the LI Ratio
NI Ratio of Disaster-Base Hospitals

Figure 11 and Table 2 show the NI ratio for each disaster-base hospital. The NI ratio is the ratio of the total length
of isolated links (lA) to the entire length of the road network (LA) within a secondary medical area A (lA/LA). Sixtynine disaster-base hospitals (86.3% of the total) have a low NI ratio of less than 20.0%, whereas seven disasterbase hospitals (8.8% of the total) have an NI ratio of more than 50.0%.
Disaster-base hospitals with a particularly high NI ratio tend to be distant from the nearest intersection of three or
more road links. Therefore, when a road blockage occurs near the hospital, there is a low probability of alternative
routes and of the emergency vehicle reaching the hospital (Figure 12). To improve the accessibility of those
hospitals, it is important to improve the seismic performance of roadside buildings near those hospitals.

Figure 11. The Spatial Distribution of the NI Ratios of Disaster-Base Hospitals
Table 2. The Top Ten NI Ratios of Disaster-Base Hospitals

No.

Hospital name

NI ratio

1

Toho University Omori Medical Center

93.9%

2

Ebara Hospital

78.7%

3

Nihon University Itabashi Hospital

70.1%

4

Minami Machida Hospital

61.9%

5

Tokyo Women’s Medical University Medical Center East

58.7%

6

Tokyo Metropolitan Komagome Hospital

57.6%

7

Sassa General Hospital

54.1%

8

Tokyo Metropolitan Matsuzawa Hospital

49.9%

9

Toshima Hospital

46.5%

10

Tobu Chiiki Hospital

44.7%
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Figure 12. Road-blockage ratio and LI ratio of each road link around the Toho University Medical Center Omori
Hospital
NI ratios of Secondary Medical Areas

We also evaluated the accessibility to disaster-base hospitals within each secondary medical area, considering the
number of accessible disaster-base hospitals. When a major earthquake occurs, some hospitals might collapse or
become inaccessible due blockages of surrounding roads. As a result, it becomes difficult for these hospitals to
accept injured people, who will need to be transported to other hospitals within the secondary medical area.
However, if the medical-relief function is overweighted toward some of the available hospitals, these might reach
their capacity limits. It is therefore necessary to evaluate whether the medical-care functions within a secondary
medical area are distributed evenly among the hospitals.
For example, if we assume a situation where there are multiple road blockages on a road network with three
disaster bases (Figure 13), an emergency vehicle cannot reach Base A from 60% of the total road links: the NI
ratio of base A is therefore 60%. In the same way, we can calculate the NI ratios of bases B and C.

Figure 13. Examples of a road network with blocked links and isolated links: (a) Example of road network with three
disaster bases; (b) Bases A and C are reachable from 60% of roadside areas and unreachable from 40%. (c) Base B is
reachable from 50% of roadside areas and unreachable from 50%.

Figure 14 shows an example of the relationship between the number of reachable disaster bases and the NI ratio.
As the number of disaster bases considered increases, the NI ratio increases. Ten percent of the road links are
isolated and provide no access to any disaster base. When we calculate accessibility to at least one disaster activity
base and 10% of roadside areas are considered as isolated, the NI ratio becomes 10% (Figure 14(a)). Similarly,
60% of roadside areas provide access to base B only, and provide no access to bases A and C. Therefore, the NI
ratio becomes 60% when we calculate accessibility to at least two bases (Figure 14(b)). No roadside areas provide
access to all three disaster bases; that is, the NI ratio becomes 100%, when we calculate accessibility to at least
three disaster-activity bases (Figure 14(c)).
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Figure 14. Example Showing the Relationship Between the Number of Reachable Disaster Bases and the NI Ratio

Figure 15 shows the relationship between NI ratio and the number of reachable disaster-base hospitals in each
secondary medical area. Because the number of hospitals in each secondary medical area is different, we take the
ratio of the reachable disaster bases m to all bases in the area M as α (= m/M) on the horizontal axis.

Figure 15. Transitions of the NI ratio in secondary medical areas 1–12

In Area 6 with four hospitals (Figure 15, green triangles), the NI ratio worsens as the number of accessible
hospitals decreases. Areas 8 (Figure 15, red triangles) and 12 (red squares) show high NI ratios at the minimum
value of α. In these areas, it is possible that emergency vehicles will not be able to reach an injured person after a
disaster. Moreover, it is difficult to access some of hospitals when the secondary medical area has a hospital with
a high NI ratio, such as Area 2 with Toho University Medical Center Omori Hospital (Figure 15, green circles).
In other words, only a few hospitals can provide medical relief service in these secondary medical areas. It is
important to consider measures to improve the NI ratio in these secondary medical areas, for example, by seismic
retrofitting of buildings around disaster-base hospitals or by providing road links with a high LI ratio.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We have developed a method for identifying roadside areas in which accessibility to disaster bases is vulnerable
to the effects of a major earthquake.
First, we defined two accessibility indices focusing on road links isolated from the network due to road blockages
after a major earthquake: the link isolation ratio and the network isolation ratio. We then refined the emergencyactivity-simulation model proposed by Kishimoto and Osaragi (2019). This simulation model consists of two submodels: a road-blockage model and an emergency-vehicle-movement model. We then performed a simulation in
which we evaluated the accessibility of disaster-base hospitals from emergency-transportation roads in the Tokyo
Metropolitan Area.
The road-blockage ratio tends to be low. Only 5.9% of the emergency-transportation routes showed a roadblockage ratio of more than 10.0% of the total. With the proposed accessibility indices, we identified roadside
areas with low accessibility to disaster-base hospitals. Among our findings were the following. In areas with
sparse road networks, road links are prone to becoming isolated from the network and show low LI ratios.
Furthermore, seven disaster-base hospitals (8.8% of the total) had a markedly high NI ratio of over 50.0%. In a
secondary medical area with such hospitals, the burden of medical care is likely to be concentrated in certain
hospitals that have a high accessibility. Our results show that it is necessary to consider measures to improve
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accessibility to disaster bases, for example by seismic retrofitting of nearby buildings or buildings along road links
with high LI ratios.
We have also shown that it is possible to verify the effectiveness of promoting seismic retrofitting of buildings by
calculating accessibilities before and after such a project. We are also developing an application that disaster
managers can use for quantitative evaluation of disaster-mitigation measures.
This study evaluated the impact of road blockages caused by building collapses on the accessibility of disasterbase hospitals in the event of a major earthquake. However, after a major earthquake, accessibility of medicalrelief activities depends significantly on the population distribution, the spatial distribution of injured people, and
the number of beds in each disaster-base hospital. Further analysis taking these factors into consideration is
required to achieve smooth medical-relief activities.
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ABSTRACT

In China, storm surge disasters cause severe damages in coastal regions. One of the most critical tasks is to predict
affected regions and their relative damage levels to support decision-making. This study develops a two-stage
retrieval model to search the most similar past disaster case to complete prediction. Based on spatial attributes of
cases, the top-ranking past cases with a similar location to the target case are selected. Among these past cases,
the most similar past case is selected by disaster attribute similarities. Three typical storm surge case studies have
been used and implemented into this proposed model, and the results show that all the most affected regions can
be predicted. The proposed model simplifies the prediction process and updates results quickly. This study
provides valuable information for the government to make real-time response plans.
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INTRODUCTION

A storm surge is an abnormal increase in the sea surface caused by cyclones (Resio and Westerink, 2008), divided
into the typhoon storm surge (caused by the tropical cyclone) and extratropical storm surge (caused by the
extratropical cyclone) (State Oceanic Administration of China, 2017). The force of the winds and the low pressure
associated with intense cyclones push water toward the shore (Feng, 1982). The rise of water level along the coast,
which is caused by a combination of the storm surge, the astronomical tide, and the wave, can lead to a storm
surge disaster (Liu et al., 2019). If the seawater invades inland, it can lead to coastal flooding. In China, storm
surge disasters cause huge damages and have devastating impacts on coastal areas every year, especially typhoon
storm surge disasters (Yang et al., 2016). For example, the amount of economic losses of typhoon storm surge
disasters exceeds 10 billion RMB (1.5 billion dollars) in 2019, accounting for 99.4% of the total amount of marine
disasters, according to Bulletin of China Marine Disaster (2019). In the past few decades, the frequency of storm
surge disasters has been rising in China (Fang et al., 2017). Meanwhile, climate change and population growth in
coastal regions are likely expected to increase the risk of this disaster in the future (Helderop and Grubesic, 2019;
Lin et al., 2012; Ling et al., 2011). To respond this rapid-onset disaster and reduce the related losses, it is necessary
to predict affected regions and their relative damage levels.
Researchers used hydrodynamic simulation models, such as Advanced Circulation and MIKE21 (Liu et al., 2018;
Reffitt et al., 2020; Shi et al., 2020; Tanim and Goharian, 2020; Zheng and Sun, 2020), to predict affected regions
and their damages of storm surge disasters. One of these simulation aims is to predict inundated areas to make
evacuation plans, which requires various data and complex computations to obtain the flood water depth of storm
surge disasters in coastal areas. The damages of affected areas can be evaluated by damage curves (Hsu et al.,
2018). Before the hydrodynamic simulation, the data, such as the wind field of cyclones, topography data, and
astronomical tide for simulated regions, are required and obtained from the public platforms. However, it is
challenging to obtain the corresponding damage curves because they change with different affected targets and
different inundated areas. One cyclone triggers a storm surge which can impact several province-level coastal
regions. Under the circumstance of multi-region getting affected, the hydrodynamic simulation, which is usually
performed on a county-level or city-level, fails to provide national-level disaster managers suggestions despite its
high prediction accuracy. Furthermore, the hydrodynamic simulation may take several hours or even days, and it
will also take so much time to update the simulated results if getting new information. Before a storm surge
disaster occurs, the national-level disaster managers should know the affected scope and the relative damage levels
in each affected region to manage this disaster. Therefore, a new model needs to be developed to predict the related
information in a short time.
Storm surge disasters are influenced by various factors, and possible reasons for rich disaster events vary over
time and regions. It is difficult to quantify and integrate all related factors to predict affected regions. If the
upcoming disaster happens under similar conditions to past disasters, it is possible to complete prediction through
similar past events. Case-based reasoning (CBR) is a knowledge method to solve a new problem by reusing
solutions to old problems (Fei and Feng, 2020). Compared with simulations, the CBR method could simplify the
calculation process to obtain prediction results quickly. Many studies introduced this method to predict disasters.
For example, Pedro et al. (2005) integrated CBR and Fuzzy multicriteria decision making to forecast future
positions of tropical cyclone tracks. Deng and Li (2020) adopted CBR for assessing the risk of geological disasters
by revising spatial past cases. Chen et al. (2011) applied CBR to predict the economic loss of typhoon disasters.
According to statistics and analyses (Shi et al., 2015), storm surge disasters have specific spatial and temporal
patterns, including prone areas and times, which also provides a base to predict affected regions and their relative
damage levels by similar disaster cases.
One essential step of the CBR cycle is to create a retrieval model to search similar cases. However, few studies
emphasized the retrieval model of storm surge disasters. A cyclone triggers a storm surge disaster, and its spatial
locations and intensities directly link to the affected areas and damages of storm surge disasters. Therefore, the
retrieval model needs to consider corresponding cyclone information. Previous studies focused on retrieving
similar cyclones to predict cyclone tracks by considering multiple attributes (e.g., the shape and location
information) (Fraedrich et al., 2003; Li et al., 2018; Roy and Kovordányi, 2012; Sievers et al., 2000). These
retrieval methods are so complex that they reduce the retrieval applicability of storm surge disasters. It is necessary
to develop a simple retrieval strategy of cyclone tracks only with its locations to obtain similar storm surge
disasters with close locations. To search the most similar case for prediction, this retrieval model also requires
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disaster information, such as hazard and vulnerability data. Although many studies provide disaster indexes to
represent storm surge disasters (Guo and Li, 2020), some data are not available during the prediction stage. For
example, the data related to storm surges are confidential to the public before a storm surge disaster occurs. The
available data of disaster indexes should be selected to predict storm surge disasters.
This study creates a two-stage retrieval model, consisting of spatial attribute and disaster attribute search, to
predict affected regions and their relative damage levels quickly. The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes the data sources. In Section 3, the retrieval model is explained, followed by the case study in
Section 4. Then in Section 5, the conclusion is formulated.
DATA COLLECTION

Typhoon storm surge disasters with the high frequency and severe damages are selected as study objects. Data of
177 typhoon storm surge disasters between 1983 and 2019 are collected from different sources. In this study,
spatial attributes are 6-hourly locations (latitudes and longitudes) of tropical cyclone track points, and they are
from the Best Track Dataset (Ying et al., 2014), which are available on the platform “China Meteorological
Administration Tropical Cyclone Data Center” (http://tcdata.typhoon.org.cn/en/index.html).
This study describes attributes of typhoon storm surge disasters from 3 dimensions: the typhoon storm surge
hazard, the region vulnerability, and the disaster prevention and mitigation capacity. In the prediction stage,
attribute indexes of typhoon storm surge disasters should be representative and available. Through analyzing the
characteristics and investigating literature, attribute indexes are selected as follows.
The hazard of a typhoon storm surge disaster is represented by a surge height or water level. However, data about
the hazard cannot be obtained through public platforms in time during the prediction. Other available data are
selected to replace it according to the characteristics of typhoon storm surge disasters. The most representative
indexes are the tropical cyclone intensity and astronomical tide water level. The astronomical tide is one part of
calculating the water level. When the storm surge is over the astronomical tide, they are nonlinear coupling to
generate the rise water level, varying over time and locations. Considering the complex computation in the
prediction, another attribute related to the astronomical tide is selected to replace it. Actually, a storm surge
combining with the astronomical high tide will lead to a more severe disaster than only a storm surge, and whether
a storm surge coincides with an astronomical high tide can be forecasted before a disaster happens. Therefore,
three indexes of tropical cyclones and the astronomical tide, i.e., the minimum pressure (MP) near the tropical
cyclone center of the track point, two-minute mean maximum sustained wind (MSW) near the tropical cyclone
center of the track point, and whether a storm surge combines with an astronomical high tide, are selected as the
representation of the storm surge hazard (e.g., Feng and Liu, 2017). In this study, if a typhoon storm surge
coincides with an astronomical high tide, the value of this attribute is assigned as “1”; otherwise, the value is
represented by “0”. The indexes of region vulnerability are retrieved from damage records of Bulletin of China
Marine Disaster (1983-2019), including five kinds of factors. Given a lack of data, four categories (6 indexes)
(e.g., Jin et al., 2018; Zhao and Hao, 2013) of region vulnerability are gathered (seen Table 1). Furthermore, two
indexes, regional Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and accumulated length of the dike up to the standard (ALDS),
are collected to reflect regional disaster prevention and mitigation capacity (e.g., Guo and Li, 2020).
Table 1. Six indexes of region vulnerability

Name of the index group

Name of each index

Farmland indexes

Area of grain sown;

Yield of grain per unit area

Aquaculture indexes

Area of mariculture;

Aquaculture production of marine products

Seawall index

Length of the dike

Vessel index

Number of motorized fishing boats at year-end

Data of tropical cyclone intensity is from the same source of spatial attributes, and data about the astronomical
high tide are recorded in the Bulletin of China Marine Disaster (1989-2019) and Collection of Storm Surge
Disaster Historical Data in China 1949-2009 (Yu et al., 2015). Data of other indexes are all obtained in an online
database “China economic and social big data research platform” (http://data.cnki.net/YearData/Analysis).
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Though all 14 provincial-level coastal regions have been affected by storm surge disasters, data of only 11 regions
(study regions) are gathered because there are no disaster records of Hong Kong, Macao, and Taiwan in the data
sources. Therefore, the study area is 11 coastal regions: Liaoning, Hebei, Tianjin, Shandong, Jiangsu, Shanghai,
Zhejiang, Fujian, Guangdong, Guangxi, and Hainan (Figure 2).
METHOD

This study applies a two-stage retrieval method to predict affected regions and their relative damage levels (shown
in Figure1). To easily search tropical cyclones which induce typhoon storm surge disasters, the same “Case
Number Identity (CNI)” is set for one typhoon storm surge disaster and the corresponding tropical cyclone. The
first stage is to spatially search tropical cyclones by calculating the similarity of key track point locations within
spatial retrieval scope. According to CNIs of selected tropical cyclones, the same CNIs of typhoon storm surge
disasters are chosen. Then, by comparing values of disaster attribute similarities between past cases and the target
case, the most similar past disaster case is selected to predict affected regions and their relative damage levels.

Spatial attribute search

Disaster attribute search

Determination of
spatial retrieval scope

Calculation of
disaster attribute
similarities

Determination of
key track points

Calculation of
spatial attribute
similarities

Selection of top
ranking past cases

Selection of the most
similar past case

Prediction of affected
regions and their
relative damage levels

Figure 1. A retrieval model of storm surge disasters
First-Retrieval Based on Spatial Attributes

Most tropical cyclones affecting China are generated in the northwestern Pacific (Yin et al., 2013), and segments
of their tracks close to coastal areas are critical to trigger typhoon storm surge disasters. Before performing the
retrieval model, the initial steps are to determine the spatial search scope and select the key tropical cyclone track
points for measuring the spatial similarity. The boundary line of the spatial search scope is drawn by a buffer of
the regional coastline in the Geographic Information System (GIS), and this scope consists of the land scope and
sea scope (Figure 2). Considering that most typhoon storm surges occur before tropical cyclones make landfall,
the sea search scope is created based on the closest track points in the sea to the regional coastline.
Taking Guangdong province as an example, its sea search scope is created as follows. Firstly, all track points of
cyclones inducing typhoon storm surge disasters in Guangdong are inputted to GIS. Next, points that are located
at sea and closest to the regional coastline of tracks are highlighted. Then, a Guangdong coastline-centered buffer
is generated, including all highlighted points. The final sea search scope is produced under expert subjective
judgment to ensure the buffer is reasonable (not too big or small). Meanwhile, the Guangdong land search scope
can be produced by the buffer symmetry. During this process, the land search scope is limited within the area of
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Guangdong province. It is worth noting that the spatial search scope may change within a small range with
different scholar’s analyses, but it influences little for selecting key track points due to their sparse distribution.
The method for generating the spatial search scope is applied to the rest of the regions, and then, the buffers of
different provinces are transformed into one union buffer as the whole spatial search scope. In this study, the buffer
radius of each coastal region is seen Table 2.
Table 2. Buffer radius of each region

Liaoning

Hebei

Tianjin

Shandong

Jiangsu

Shanghai

Land buffer
radius (km)

100

100

100

100

150

150

Sea buffer
radius (km)

100

100

100

300

300

300

Zhejiang

Fujian

Guangdong

Guangxi

Hainan

Land buffer
radius (km)

150

150

150

150

_

Sea buffer
radius (km)

300

100

100

250

100

Two key points of tropical cyclone tracks are selected to retrieve the spatial similar tropical cyclones. The first
key point is located at sea and closest to the regional coastline due to its huge impact on triggering typhoon storm
surges, and it also reflects which region is most likely to be affected. The rest of the points of one tropical cyclone
track in the spatial search scope are also important because they may occur in the buffer of other provinces causing
damages in a larger scope of several regions. Therefore, the last point of one tropical cyclone track within the
spatial search scope is chosen as another key point. Within the spatial search scope, the point located at sea closest
to the regional coastline (Starting Point) and the last occurring point (Ending Point) of one track in buffers are key
points to show the location of this track.

Figure 2. The area formed by the red line is the spatial retrieval scope. The scope is created based on the boundary
line of 11 coastal regions.
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The spatial similarity is measured by the Euclidean distance of key points between the target case and the past
case. The distance of two Starting Points of the target case and one past case is calculated (Equation (1)), as well
as the distance of two Ending Points (Equation (2)). These two distances are standardized, shown as Equation (3)
and Equation (4), respectively. Then, these standardized distances are averaged as spatial attribute distances
between the target case and one past case (Equation (5)). Finally, the similarity is a value of 1 minus the average
standardized distance (Equation (6)). After calculating similarities between the target case and past cases, all
values of similarities are arranged in descending order. The mathematical formulas of spatial attribute similarity
are as follows:
1

2
2 2
DiTS = ( xiS − xTS ) + ( yiS − yTS ) 
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2
2 2
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i
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SiT = 1 − DiT

(6)

Where 𝑥𝑖𝑆 and 𝑦𝑖𝑆 are the longitude and latitude of the Starting Point of the 𝑖 𝑡ℎ past tropical cyclone track, 𝑥𝑇𝑆
and 𝑦𝑇𝑆 are the longitude and latitude of the Starting Point of the target track, 𝑥𝑖𝐸 and 𝑦𝑖𝐸 are the longitude and
latitude of the Ending Point of 𝑖 𝑡ℎ past tropical cyclone track, 𝑥𝑇𝐸 and 𝑦𝑇𝐸 are the longitude and latitude of the
𝑆
Ending Point of the target track, 𝐷𝑖𝑇
is the distance of Starting Points between the target case and the 𝑖 𝑡ℎ past
𝐸
𝑆
𝑆
case, 𝐷𝑖𝑇 is the distance of Ending Points between the target case and the 𝑖 𝑡ℎ past case, min 𝐷𝑖𝑇
and max 𝐷𝑖𝑇
𝑖
𝑖
𝐸
𝐸
are minimum and maximum of Starting Point distances among all cases, min 𝐷𝑖𝑇
and max 𝐷𝑖𝑇
are minimum and
𝑖

𝑖

𝑆∗
𝐸∗
𝑆
𝐸
maximum of Ending Point distances among all cases, 𝐷𝑖𝑇
and 𝐷𝑖𝑇
are standardized distances of 𝐷𝑖𝑇
and 𝐷𝑖𝑇
,
𝑡ℎ
𝐷𝑖𝑇 is the standardized distance of spatial attributes between the target case and the 𝑖 past case, 𝑆𝑖𝑇 is the
similarity of spatial attributes between the target case and the 𝑖 𝑡ℎ past case.

Second-Retrieval Based On Disaster Attributes

Although the tropical cyclone locations contain spatial information about typhoon storm surge, predicting affected
regions only by spatial data of tropical cyclones is incomprehensive. The spatially similar tropical cyclones can
cause typhoon storm surge disasters with similar locations. Thus, the next step is to retrieve the most similar case
with respect to disaster attributes from the selected cases of the first retrieval stage. Five top-ranking past cases
are selected from the first retrieval into the next stage to assess disaster attribute similarities of them to the target
one. The formulas of disaster attribute similarity are introduced depending on different types of attribute values.
This study includes two types of disaster attributes: the symbol attribute and numerical attribute. For the symbol
attribute, its similarity is given by

1
SIM ( Sis , T s ) = 

0

if Sis = T s
if Sis  T s

(7)

Where 𝑆𝑖𝑠 is the value of the 𝑠 𝑡ℎ symbol attribute index of the 𝑖 𝑡ℎ past case, 𝑇 𝑠 is the value of the 𝑠 𝑡ℎ
symbol attribute index of the target case, 𝑆𝐼𝑀(𝑆𝑖𝑠 , 𝑇 𝑠 ) is the similarity of the 𝑠 𝑡ℎ symbol attribute index of the
𝑖 𝑡ℎ past case to the target case.
The similarity of the numerical attribute is given by
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SIM ( Si j , T j ) = 1-

Si j − T j
max A j − min A j

(8)

i +1

i +1

𝑗

Where 𝑆𝑖 is the value of the 𝑗𝑡ℎ numerical attribute index of the 𝑖 𝑡ℎ past case, 𝑇𝑗 is the value of the 𝑗𝑡ℎ
numerical attribute index of the target case, min 𝐴 𝑗 and max 𝐴 𝑗 are the minimum and maximum values of the
𝑖+1

𝑖+1

𝑗𝑡ℎ numerical attribute index of all past cases and the target case, 𝑆𝐼𝑀(𝑆𝑖𝑗 , 𝑇𝑗 ) is the similarity of the 𝑗𝑡ℎ
numerical attribute index of the 𝑖 𝑡ℎ past case to the target case.
The similarity of disaster attributes between the 𝑖 𝑡ℎ past case and the target case is given by
n

m

s =1

j =1

SIM ( Si , T ) =  ws  SIM ( Sis , T s ) +  w j  SIM ( Si j , T j )

(9)

Where 𝑤𝑠 is the weight of the 𝑠 𝑡ℎ symbol attribute index, 𝑤𝑗 is the weight of the 𝑗𝑡ℎ numerical attribute index.
These weights can be obtained by combining the expert judgment with literature investigation (e.g., Su, 2015; Yin,
2011; Zhang, 2013). The criterion for deciding weights is the importance of indexes to disasters. According to the
importance of different types of indexes and the average distribution of the same type of indexes, the exact weights
are shown in Table 3. After calculating the overall similarities between the target case and five past cases, the
values of these similarities are arranged in descending order. The first ranked case is the most similar, and its
recorded affected regions and their relative damage levels are the predicted result of the target case.
This two-stage retrieve simplifies the prediction for affected regions and their relative damage levels, taking
minutes to retrieve similar past cases. If the predicted tropical cyclone information updates, the new retrieval can
also be derived within minutes to update the predicted results.
Table 3. Weights of disaster attribute indexes

Name of the index group

Name of each index

Weight

MP of the Starting Point (H1)

H1: 0.075

MSW of the Starting Point (H2)

H2: 0.075

MP of the Ending Point (H3)

H3: 0.075

MSW of the Ending Point (H4)

H4: 0.075

Whether a typhoon storm surge combines with an astronomical
high tide (H5)

H5: 0.3

Area of grain sown (V1)

V1: 0.05

Yield of grain per unit area (V2)

V2: 0.05

Area of mariculture (V3)

V3: 0.05

Aquaculture production of marine products (V4)

V4: 0.05

Seawall index

Length of the dike (V5)

V5: 0.1

Vessel index

Number of motorized fishing boats at year-end (V6)

V6: 0.1

Mitigation capacity

GDP (M1)

M1: 0.4

indexes

ALDS (M2)

M2: 0.6

Hazard indexes

Farmland indexes

Aquaculture indexes

CASE STUDY

In this section, three target cases of typhoon storm surge disasters are selected to verify the retrieval model. The
CNI of the first target case is “1918”, and its tropical cyclone track was located in the East China Sea and passed
through the coastal area of Zhejiang. The second one is the “1904” case, and the corresponding tropical cyclone
passed through Hainan and entered the South China Sea. The tropical cyclone of the last one, the “1822” case,
made landfall in Guangdong and entered Guangxi, and then disappeared. These tropical cyclone tracks are shown
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in Figure 3, and their key points are bigger than other track points. The location information of key points is shown
in Table 4.

Figure 3. Tropical cyclone tracks of three target cases

Table 4. Spatial attributes of three target cases

“1918”
Starting
Point

“1918”
Ending

“1904”
Starting

“1904”
Ending

“1822”
Starting

“1822”
Ending

Point

Point

Point

Point

Point

Latitude (°N)

29.3

33.3

18.9

20.1

21.5

23.1

Longitude (°E)

122.2

124.6

110.9

106.8

113.5

108.1

Spatial
attributes

The top five similar tracks and corresponding similarities are illustrated in Figure 4 and Table 5. It is found that
the selected tracks in the spatial search scope are close to their target track, which can contribute to the same
affected regions as target ones.
Table 5. Top five similar cases of each target case based on spatial attributes

Similar tracks of the “1918”

Similar tracks of the“1904”

Similar tracks of the “1822”

CNI of past case

Similarity

CNI of past case

Similarity

CNI of past case

Similarity

1416

0.950

0508

0.995

9316

0.986

0407

0.932

0917

0.991

0915

0.983

1509

0.916

1508

0.983

1208

0.978

0205

0.907

9106

0.981

1713

0.971

0515

0.901

0518

0.978

0606

0.963
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Figure 4. Three target tracks and their top-ranking five tracks

According to Equations (7)-(9), the similarities based on disaster attributes are listed in Table 6.
Table 6. Ranking five similar cases of each target case based on disaster attributes

Similar cases of the“1918”

Similar cases of the “1904”

Similar cases of the “1822”

CNI of past case

Similarity

CNI of past case

Similarity

CNI of past case

Similarity

1509

1.599

1508

1.576

1208

1.560

1416

1.467

0917

1.026

1713

1.498

0407

0.641

0508

0.864

0915

0.917

0515

0.555

0518

0.650

0606

0.738

0205

0.500

9106

0.368

9316

0.218

After two steps to rank the most similar past case of each target case, the recorded affected regions of each selected
past case are treated as the predicted affected regions of each target case. The proportions of the direct economic
loss in different regions of the past case are regarded as the relative damage levels among predicted affected
regions of the target case. For the “1918” typhoon storm surge disaster, the recorded affected region is Zhejiang
(Figure 5(b)), whereas the predicted scope is larger, including the other three regions (Fujian, Jiangsu, and
Shanghai) (Figure 5(c)). Although more regions are predicted to be affected, the predicted result can also provide
valuable information to make a decision considering the relative damage levels among affected regions. The most
affected region of the predicted result is Zhejiang, which is also the only affected region of the actual record.
Before this typhoon storm surge disaster occurs, the four province-level governments need to pay more attention
to the development of the disaster, especially Zhejiang officials, and make mitigation plans. The affected regions
by typhoon storm surge disaster triggered by this type of cyclone track are difficult to predict accurately due to its
long track in the sea search scope and few past cases. Furthermore, this predicted result can be reasonable because
of statistic error and reducing loss by effective measures in lightly affected regions.
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Figure 5. (a) Tracks of the “1918” case and its similar case “1509”. (b) The recorded affected region of the “1918” case.
(c) The predicted result of the “1918” case

The “1904” typhoon storm surge disaster is induced by another kind of tropical cyclone tracks, making landfall
in one region and then moving to the sea. From Figure 6(a), Guangdong, Guangxi, and Hainan are possibly
affected by the “1904” typhoon storm surge disaster. The recorded and predicted results both consist of the same
province: Guangxi (Figure 6(b) and (c)), which is mainly resulted from high similarities of spatial and disaster
attributes between the past “1508” case and target “1904” case. It is worth noting that this typhoon storm surge
disaster records no economic loss in Hainan, though it passed through Hainan. This phenomenon can be related
to multiple factors, such as the climate, geomorphology, and prevention capacity. The affected region can be
predicted fast and accurately by simplifying related influencing factors based on similar disaster conditions.
Despite the low intensity of this typhoon storm surge disaster, the Guangxi government also needs to respond to
it to reduce damages.
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Figure 6. (a) Tracks of the “1904” case and its similar case “1508”. (b) The recorded affected region of the “1904” case.
(c) The predicted result of the “1904” case

The predicted result of the “1822” case includes two affected regions: Guangdong and Guangxi (Figure 7(c)),
smaller than the recorded affected scope (Figure 7(b)). However, the direct economic loss in Fujian, the extra
actual affected region, only accounts for 0.08% of the total loss, which reflects the relatively low damage level.
Given that statistic error of the direct economic loss and attribute differences of the similar past case to this target
one, the result of an unpredicted region with slight loss can be acceptable. It is clear that whether for the recorded
or predicted result of the “1822” case, the damage degree in Guangdong reaches a high level. The result of
predicted regions provides an essential base for decision makers to undertake response at different levels among
these regions.
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Figure 7. (a) Tracks of the “1822” case and its similar case “1208”. (b) The recorded affected regions of the “1822” case.
(c) The predicted result of the “1822” case
CONCLUSION

This study establishes a two-stage model to retrieve the most similar past case to predict affected regions and their
relative damage levels of an upcoming typhoon storm surge disaster. The first stage is to search past cases by
assessing spatial similarities of tropical cyclones which trigger typhoon storm surge disasters. Secondly, the best
past case is chosen by ranking disaster similarities among selected top five past cases from the first stage, and
finally, the affected regions and their relative damage levels of the target case are estimated as outputs of our
retrieval model. Given lacking data of attributes in the prediction, some attributes are replaced by analyzing
disaster characteristics to complete the prediction. In addition, this predicted result only takes minutes to be
updated as the input data change. This model helps make real-time decisions to mitigate disasters.
From the results of three kinds of target cases, this model performs well. The most affected regions in all three
target cases can be forecasted to warn the relevant government to implement further preparedness. The proportions
of the direct economic loss of the most similar case can reflect the relative damage levels among predicted regions,
which can be related to different levels of emergency response plans for the storm surge disaster in different
provinces. There are also some biases for predicting the affected regions owing to manual statistic error of the
direct economic loss and lack of similar past cases. However, the predicted requirement for these extra or neglected
regions is not strict regarding their very light damages.
This retrieval model provides a possibility to predict affected regions and their relative damage levels of storm
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surge disaster by the most similar past case. Different combinations of case attributes and weights may retrieve
different similar past cases. We need to collect more data and test different attribute weights to better predict
affected regions at the city-level or county-level. Furthermore, it is necessary to propose the adjustment algorithm
to predict the spatial distribution of the storm surge disaster damages. For the prediction result, we can also develop
a probabilistic methodology to describe affected regions and their relative damage levels by many similar cases
in future work.
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ABSTRACT

The Covid-19 pandemic has disrupted the health care system and affected all sectors of society, including critical
infrastructures. In turn, the impact on society’s infrastructures has impacted back on the health care sector. These
interactions have created a system of associated risks and outcomes, where the outcomes of risks are risks
themselves and where the resulting consequences are complex vicious cycles. Traditional risks assessment
methods cannot cope with interdependent risks.
This paper describes a novel risk systemicity approach to elicit and mitigate the systemic risks of a major
pandemic. The approach employed the internet-based software strategyfinder™ in workshops to elicit relevant
risk information from sixteen appropriately selected experts from the health care sector and major sectors impacted
by and impacting back on the health care sector. The risk information was processed with powerful analytical
tools of strategyfinder to allow the experts to prioritise portfolios of strategies attacking the vicious cycles.
Keywords

Systemic risk, cascading effects, vicious cycles, risk system analysis, risk mitigation.
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INTRODUCTION

Responding to the Covid-19 pandemic and preparing toward
further pandemic waves is extremely complex. The Covid19 pandemic has raised a challenge where “everything is
connected with everything”, to paraphrase the nature of
interdependence in complex systems (Figure 1). Numerous
factors outside of the health system impact the management
of the pandemic, e.g., mass gatherings, travels, transport,
schools, …, and vice versa: the pandemic itself impacts on
numerous outside factors, of which many have causative
effects on the pandemic and other health aspects (such as
diverting resources needed for other critical cases toward the
pandemic). These factors have the potential to deliver harm,
although for most of them the probability of their occurrence
cannot be computed numerically.
Hence, one must prepare for and respond to the direct and
indirect consequences of the Covid-19 pandemic by
considering risk as “a phenomenon that has the potential to
deliver substantial harm, whether or not the probability of Figure 1. Preparedness and response to a pandemic
goes beyond chains of effects within the public health
this harm eventuating is estimable” (Lupton, 2013, p. 10).
and care sectors. These sectors are influenced by

The Covid-19 pandemic is a highly complex dynamic external sectors, inducing complex feedback loops of
system. It contains vicious cycles, i.e., complex chains of reciprocal effects.
risk factors that reinforce themselves through a feedback
loop.1 See Figure 2 for an example of a vicious cycle.

Figure 2. A simple vicious cycle related to vaccination – the arrows represent the direction of causality. This vicious
cycle is part of a systemic risk model consisting, in round numbers, of 180 risk factors. The double headed arrow 3642
expresses that 36 causes 42 (making this influence part of the vicious cycle) and that 42 causes 36.

Several vicious cycles can be interconnected, which drive complex, compounded effects. Vicious cycles must be
1

Feedback occurs when outputs of a system are routed back as inputs as part of a chain of cause-and-effect that forms a loop.
See Ford, 2020, Ch. 9.
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detected and understood, and they must be responded to with measures that are anchored in a proper understanding
of resulting dynamic complexity. Quoting Senge (1992), dynamic complexity is characterised by “…cause and
effect are subtle…the effects over time of interventions are not obvious. Conventional forecasting, planning and
analysis methods are not equipped to deal with dynamic complexity.”
Very important and to the point, the existing methods for risk analysis and risk mitigation are inadequate since
they do not capture the causal interdependence between risks. Solarz et al (2020) argue for understanding the
holistic nature of the Covid-19 pandemic, and they suggest that “in the long run, it will be possible to monitor the
pandemic via an integrated, holistic system of systemic risk management”. Amaratunga et al. (2021) state that
“Current policies that are designed to address conventional risks are unable to capture and deal with the complexity
and interconnectedness of systemic risks. Hence, a policy mechanism that facilitates ‘systemic risk governance’
is much called for”. However, neither Solarz et al. nor Amaratunga et al. have accomplished methods or policies
for doing so. Risk is often referred to as the probability of an event occurring multiplied by the consequence of
that event (ISO 31OOO, 2018; DHS Risk Steering Committee, 2010, p. 35 Probabilistic Risk Assessment). This
definition is reflected in risk assessment tools such as a Risk Register (Project Management Institute, 2017) where
the likelihood and the impact of individual risks are considered. Although Risk Registers are commonly used,
they promote consideration of the impact of risks in isolation from one another without taking account of the
interactions between risks. These interactions create a network, or system, of associated risks and outcomes, where
the outcomes of risks are risks themselves, and where the resulting consequences can be extremely complex. Risks
are a system where a single risk can cause a plethora of other risks, inducing vicious cycles of risks (Ackermann
et al., 2007).
In the case of Covid-19 one has a system of risks where risks in different sectors (health, business, social
behaviour, travel, etc) interact. Here, “risks” should be understood in a broad sense as factors, conditions or events
that affect preparedness and response to pandemics. Unless these risks are understood then mitigation strategies
can be sub-optimal and sometimes dysfunctional.

panic and
scarcity of
resources
fuel the
pandemic

worse citizens’
health owing to
diminished health
and nursing home
resources

less health
staff, more
virus spread

Insufficient
protection
devices
promote
infections

less
protection
as health
care staff
gets
infected

less
protection
along with
growing
pandemic

less nursing
home staff,
more virus
spread

less health
staff and less
nursing home
staff, more
virus spread

less
protection
as nursing
home staff
gets
infected

Figure 3. Networks of interdependent risks create vicious cycles, of which some are highly nested. E.g., risk ‘8
diminishing the availability of health and caring staff’ participates in 16 vicious cycles, of which 8 are nested; risk ‘9
higher number of infected persons and Covid deaths’ participates in 15 nested vicious cycles, of which 8 are nested.

As an example, consider the impact of insufficient protective devices for health staff and staff at nursing homes
1
(labelled as #1 and #2 in Figure 3). This lack of protective devices means that people, particularly elderly persons
with a higher-than-average risk of fatal outcome, will have a high risk of becoming infected. It will increase the
number of infections in nursing homes, and later in hospitals. In turn, it will increase the number of staff infected,
diminishing the availability of health and caring staff, and making the lack of protective devices even more acute,
owing to the higher number of infected persons. People with potentially serious health symptoms (e.g., cancer),
do not go to the doctor, fearing coronavirus infection, thus worsening the general health in the population. Related
to this, there is also the waiting list problem. The health conditions got worse owing to the postponement of
surgical operation (many doctors were not available for not-COVID-19 related operations).
The example in Figure 3 is a comparatively simple subsystem of the challenge to assess and mitigate pandemic
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risks. Few would guess that the subsystem induces 17 vicious cycles, half of them nested, threatening loss of
control unless properly mitigated. Seventeen vicious cycles are already a major challenge. Our pandemic risk
model has, in round numbers, 180 risks factors, yielding over 4 million of vicious cycles, most of them highly
nested. It follows that the management of such a complex challenge cannot be met with conventional strategies
addressing isolated risks, even if the strategy targets ten, twenty or even thirty identified risks. Rather, portfolios
of strategies targeting multiple risk factors in highly compounded vicious risks networks are needed.
Hence, the system of risks conjured by Covid-19 has a high level of dynamics complexity, reinforcing the urgency
of the recent call in the risk literature: “…substantial research and development to obtain adequate modelling and
analysis methods – beyond the ‘traditional’ ones – to ‘handle’ different types of systems… which are complex
systems and often inter-dependent.” (Aven, 2016).
The Norwegian government appointed the 24th April 2020 a committee of experts to evaluate all relevant aspects
of Norway’s management of the Covid19 pandemic. The committee delivered 14th April 2021 a report to this
effect (Koronakommisjonens rapport (NOU), 2021, in Norwegian). On p. 26 the committee lists the seventeen
main findings. Main finding no. 1 concludes that all in all the government’s management of the pandemic has
been good (Norway is among the European countries with lowest mortality from the pandemic and among the
least affected economically). The second main finding criticises the government for insufficient preparedness,
despite the fact that the Norwegian Directorate for Civil Protection had evaluated a major pandemic as the most
probable and most serious national crisis.
The third main finding reads like this (translation from Norwegian by JJG): “In its preparedness work, the
Government has not considered how risk in one sector depends on the risk in other sectors. A preparedness system
based on each sector assessing its own risk and vulnerability fails when no one has taken responsibility for
assessing the sum of the consequences for society as a whole. There is a need to develop a cross-sectoral system
that captures how the risks in the various sectors interact with each other. This is a learning point for emergency
preparedness in general.” This paper presents the methods and the preliminary findings of the Systemic Pandemic
Risk Management (SPRM). Our project targets precisely a cross-sectoral system that captures how the risks in the
various sectors interact with each other, and the SPRM’s methods are indeed able to be adapted to preparedness
in general, i.e., beyond pandemics.
The SPRM project is an innovation project with private/public participation funded by the Research Council of
Norway. Project partners are the Norwegian company Stepchange AS (project manager), the municipality of
Kristiansand (capital of Southern Norway); the Hospital of Southern Norway (Sørlandet Sykehus); the Centre for
Integrated Emergency Management (CIEM) at the University of Agder, Norway; the Center for Research and
Training in Disaster Medicine, Humanitarian Aid and Global Health (CRIMEDIM), at the Universitá del Piemonte
Orientale, Italy; and the Center for Disaster Medicine and Traumatology (Katastrofmedicinskt Centrum – KMC),
affiliated with Linköping University, Sweden. Innovation projects funded by the Research Council of Norway
target the development of commercial applications requiring research and development activities. The SPRM
project will provide state of the art tools and methods to improve preparedness and response to pandemic crises
within the health and care sector, but also in any public organizations and in enterprises vulnerable to economic
consequences of pandemics, such as airlines, cruise lines, insurance companies, etc.
The fundament and point of departure of the SPRM project are methods developed through decades of research
on strategic management and systemic risk assessment and mitigation for engineering projects. Among the
numerous references we mention Williams et al., 1997; Ackermann, et al., 2007; and Ackermann et al., 2014.
Recently, the risk systemicity approach was extended to societal resilience (Pyrko et al., 2019). The research on
strategic management and systemic risk assessment and mitigation employed tools known as Group Explorer and
Decision Explorer (Eden & Ackermann, 1998) that have recently inspired the internet-based tool strategyfinder™
(https://strategyfinder.pro/).
The extension of the risk systemicity methods to pandemic risks impacting and being impacted back by several
critical infrastructures, understood as assets that are essential for the functioning of a society and economy, enters
the territory of systems-of-systems. A system-of-systems is a large and distributed network of component
subsystems which are themselves complex and autonomous. The extension of the risk systemicity methods to the
pandemic system-of-systems poses several major challenges:
•

Increase in the number of risks and the interrelations among the risks;

•

the increase in risks inducing an even larger increase in the number and impact of the vicious cycles;

•

the increase in vicious cycles causing a significant increase in the complexity of the risk scenarios;

•

which in turn increase the challenge to identify powerful portfolios of strategies to disable the most potent
risks.
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To explore and identify the issues to be implemented as tools and methods to improve preparedness and response
to pandemic crises within the health and care sector, the first work package of the SPRM project conducted a risk
systemicity research and analysis of the Covid-19 pandemic. Thereby, interdisciplinary experts participated in six
risk systemity workshops facilitated by experts in risk systemicity analysis and strategy development with the
online tool strategyfinder™. The selected scenario was based on the expected pandemic threats facing Southern
Norway (the Agder County). The interdisciplinary participants in the workshops were experts from the capital of
Southern Norway (Kristiansand) and the Hospital of Southern Norway in Kristiansand.
By conducting a systemic risk assessment of the Covid-19 pandemic the first work package of the SPRM project,
systemicity research and analysis of the Covid-19 pandemic, provided insights that will be used in the work
packages 2, 3 and 4. The methods and tools (enhancements of strategyfinder) to be developed in the work
packages 2, 3 and 4 aim at significantly easing the task of risk systemicity facilitation:
•

automated risk scenario identification, which is the target of the SPRM project second work package;

•

automated analysis of impacts for prioritizing, which is the target of the SPRM project third work package;

•

generation of policy options writing scenarios, which is the target of the SPRM project fourth work package.

The scope of a research project like SPRM limits the scope of the systemic risk assessment of the Covid-19 in
several ways:
•

Since the project started 1st September 2020, seven months after the detection of the first Covid case in
Norway and the deployment of national and regional teams to meet the pandemic challenge, the SPRM
project’s contributions are not automatically integrated into Norway’s Covid strategy. Rather, the project’s
participants carry over the project recommendations and insights to the decision-makers.

•

The project workshops require the participation of heavily engaged personal. They had to be conducted after
normal working hours, i.e., adding 2-3 hours extra work. It happened several times that participants who had
registered for workshop participation had to deal with urgent Covid-related problems in their normal
professional role, thus hindering them to participate in the workshop. Other times, registered participants
cancelled their participation in the planned workshop, but it was possible to find substitutes. Both
circumstances made the project workshops less productive than intended.

•

Within the scope of an innovation project the number and the duration of the workshop cannot match the
effort that would be required for a full-scale risk systemicity assessment and development of strategies. Thus,
the actual outcome of the first work package is not a full-fledged analysis of systemic risks. Rather, it should
be considered as proof of concept that the project methods can be applied to a major pandemic.

The remainder of this paper is organised this way:
•

Section RISK SYSTEMICITY METHOD describes the risk systemicity method and the tool
strategyfinder™ supporting it.

•

Section IDENTIFYING AND SELECTING APPROPRIATE INTERDISCIPLINARY ROLES
describes the approach to ensure that the pandemic risk systemicity workshops focused on health care
can elicit on the most relevant know-how from interdisciplinary experts for the project’s objective.

•

Section RISK SYSTEMICITY WORKSHOPS provide a high-level description of the workshops and
their progression along with analysis going on between workshops.

•

Section ANALYSIS FOR PRIORITISING RISK MITIGATION describes how to determine the
systemic risks that are likely to be the most relevant to mitigate.

•

Section DEVELOPING EFFECTIVE MITIGATION STRATEGIES focuses on method and outcomes
to this effect.

•

Section “CLIENT” FEEDBACK reports on the usefulness of the project outcomes for the clients
(understood as the project partners Kristiansand municipality and the Hospital of Southern Norway).

•

Section CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK discusses the risk systemicity approach of this project in the
light of the Top-Hazards Approach to disaster risk reduction and describes how the outcome of the
SPRM’s first work package serves as a platform for the project’s main objective and how the project
work packages 2…5 build upon these outcomes.

RISK SYSTEMICITY METHOD

The nature of any major pandemic requires that the development of effective strategies for risk mitigation must
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involve interdisciplinary thinking and strategy implementation – working across traditional silos.
The SPRM project uses a special collaborative software to elicit and collect wisdom, experience, and knowledge
from interdisciplinary experts in a structured way. This software – strategyfinder™ – allows the participants to
‘meet’ via the internet and work on a causal map of the interconnected risks. Each participant can add material to
the risk map. The participants add links between the views representing causal influences, which often lead to
discovering feedback loops (vicious and virtuous cycles, and balancing/controlling feedback loops). Changes and
additions made to the map can be seen by all participants.
The map shows the risks and the causal links presumed to exists between them. In some respects, these maps can
be seen to be similar in form to ‘cognitive maps’ and causal maps can be amenable to many of the methods used
to analyse cognitive maps (Eden 2004) However, there is an important distinction between cognitive maps and
the causal maps created in this project. A cognitive map is intended to be a map of cognition, cognition belongs
to an individual not a group (Eden 1992). A group map merges the thinking of all members of the group and is
highly unlikely to be representative of any individual members cognition. What we have been constructing are
cause or causal maps.
The system of risks presented in a causal map format then allows participants to i) explore and validate a preprepared generic map of the system of risks and consequently make it appropriate to their location and to the time
horizon they wish to consider, and ii) develop impactful strategies that are also practical. The strategyfinder
software has powerful tools for analysing the risk map, to detect feedback loops and find the most central parts of
the system, to rate and to add preferences, and to guide the participants during this strategy development process
towards realistic actions and goals. A facilitator works with the group to help ensure that the different individual
perspectives are structured to reveal significant causal chains of argument that allow for further reflection,
extension, and debate amongst group members.
During the SPRM first work package the interdisciplinary expert group met for two 2 hrs workshops on two
occasions during December 2020, and for four 3 hrs workshops on four occasions during January and February
2021. Each participant can contribute from any location where they have access to a computer and internet
connection. Indeed, the workshops involved participation from Norway, Sweden, and the UK.
IDENTIFYING AND SELECTING APPROPRIATE INTERDISCIPLINARY ROLES

Gathering a willing and appropriate group of participants is crucial. The SPRM project is concerned with the
impact of a pandemic on healthcare. That impact – the risks associated with it – cross disciplinary boundaries.
The nature of a pandemic implies that the implementation of strategies to mitigate key risks will involve teams
across many departments and silos.
To make the tool/method as effective as possible we have identified a recommended mix of participants. We
settled on a maximum group size of 16 persons to i) enable a good interdisciplinary mix, but also ii) keep the
group size to an effective number, given the different place-same time way of working and the use of
strategyfinder.
The process to identify participants involved five iterations.
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

The first iteration involved five members of the SPRM project with different backgrounds and
perspectives. They suggested 51 relevant participants (or rather roles).
In the second iteration the perspective (topics) that the proposed participants would bring was mapped
out.
In the third iteration we mapped the identified topics and the potential participants that might be able to
contribute with relevant expertise to the topic.
In the fourth iteration 13 advisors, including the five persons from the first iteration augmented with
additional experts from Norway, Sweden, Italy, and the UK, were invited to i) comment on the list of
participants and seek to narrow down/prioritise, ii) add new ideas for participants, and iii) add missing
topics and link participant suggestions to the new topics.
In the fifth iteration, the map created from iteration 2 was updated in the light of responses. The total
number of suggested participants had increased to 65. Then, the participants were scored for each topic
based on i) the number of topics that the respondents saw that the potential participant was able to
contribute to, ii) the number of respondents prioritising the potential participant, and iii) the number of
topics that the map indicated a potential participant might contribute to. These three indicators thus took
account of the respondents’ views about priorities and the overall data. To provide a ‘final’ score these
three scores were multiplied together. The final score provided an indication only of possible priorities.
In addition, there was the constraint of ensuring that there was at least one participant nominated for each
topic.
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The fifteen top recommended participants are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

coordinator for crisis management for the municipality, city, or region
medical doctor responsible for pandemic response
senior hospital manager/ chief medical director
representative of business in the Region: for example, Chamber of Commerce CEO
main transport operator (e.g., lorries, rail, ferry)
representative of hospital Human Resource Management
care home management (public and private)
leader of the communication for region/city
city project manager: Impact on the health and care sector
senior manager in social services for the Region
senior Police Officer
airport chief (contact with all the airlines)
politician (local and/or national)
expert in human behaviour (of different groups)
expert on medical supplies to country/ region

In addition, we added the role of a “remarkable person", defined as
•
•
•
•

a person not in contact with any other participant;
likely to create an ‘aha’ from other participants;
often an academic bystander/observer;
likely to take an intelligent, well-argued, but ‘off-the-wall’ surprising perspective.

Given it is unlikely that one will be able to gather precisely the recommended group of participants, it is important
to appreciate the contributions they are each expected to make to the workshops. E.g., we did not get a senior
hospital manager/chief medical director to attend the workshops. The replacement that covered the required
contributions was the specialist emergency medicine and manager at the Accident &Emergency department at the
Hospital of Southern Norway.
RISK SYSTEMICITY WORKSHOPS

The first workshop, conducted 10th December 2020, resulted in a map of risks along with proposed causal
influences between risks.
Participants worked independently, adding risks within the health care sector and externally in sectors being
affected by and affecting the health care sector. They added the risks blindly (not seeing the risks added by the
other participants).
After making the screen with all the proposed risks made visible to all, the participants added arrows representing
causality. A single arrow from A to B, A→B, means A causes B. Example on Figure 4, p. 8: the arrow going from
statement 24 to 63 in the lower-left corner. A double arrow between C and D, CD, means C causes D and D
causes C. On Figure 4: the double arrow going from statement 20 to 63 and vice versa in the lower-left corner.
During the seven days between the first and the second risk systemicity workshops, the SPRM analysts employed
strategyfinder to detect and classify vicious loops, to create views of the risk systemicity model and to prepare
tasks for the second workshop. Each view expresses a perspective obtained by showing the most relevant risk
factors for the perspective and hiding risk factors of less relevance. Added information is provided using special
strategyfinder styles. Figure 5, p.9, shows a part of the risk system related to the shortage of hospital workers –
most of the risks on this view have causal links to other risks not shown. [KEY: ***/bold means these risks are in
most of the feedback loops in the total risk system; background of grey means they are seen as long term outcomes;
pale orange background indicates they are part of a feedback loop on this view – for example, 20 cause 97 which
causes 20, and 20 causes 97 which causes 96 which causes 20, and 20 causes 63 causing 96 which causes 20; and
note one ‘balancing loop’ where fewer people travelling to work (101) causes less fear (87) which causes more
people travelling to work].
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Figure 4. Part of the causal map of systemic pandemic risks at the end of the first risk systemicity workshop. About 180 risks were identified by the expert participants
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Figure 5. View showing selected risks with strong impact on the availability of health care workers in hospitals (risk factor #20). For details, see main body text.
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Some strategyfinder views were intended for analysis (internal use). Other views were intended for further usage
in the second workshop. The view shortage of health care workers in hospitals has been selected. The resulting
risk system on the canvas shows risks strongly affecting health care workers shortage.
The activities in workshop 2 were validation of important views (checking causality, adding missing risks and
their causality using strategyfinder). To undertake this validation process, the group examined and validated risk
sub-systems; this involved the participants proposing and arguing their case for deleting risks (unusual outcome)
and also changing causal links. This often involves debate about evidence vs. experience vs judgment, etc.The
outcome of workshops 1&2 was a generic pandemic systemic risk model.
The last four workshops addressed a scenario of high relevance for Agder County, i.e., Southern Norway (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Scenario for workshops 3-6

The outcome of workshops 3-5 was a validated localised pandemic systemic risk model ready to be analysed for
prioritising risk mitigation and for developing effective mitigation strategies.
ANALYSIS FOR PRIORITISING RISK MITIGATION

The objective of the analysis of the risk system is to find those risks that if mitigated would be likely to have the
biggest impact in terms of reducing infections and deaths. It is these risks that should become the focus of strategy
development.
The risk system is made up of over 4 million of feedback loops – mostly vicious cycles. The feedback loops are
all linked either because they are nested loops (see figure 3) or because of causal links from one system of loops
to another. The task for the analysis in preparation for the strategy development workshops involves three steps:
i) find all of the feedback loops, ii) find the risks that appear in the most feedback loops, and iii) find which causal
links, if deleted, would reduce the maximum number of feedback loops.
Strategy development can then focus on mitigating the risk that appears in most feedback loops – thus, in effect
‘deleting’ this risk from the risk system and so maximally collapsing the risk system, and/or find a strategy that
will stop the causal link (discovered in (ii) above) from working – find a strategy to ‘delete’ the arrow, or reverse
its causality, or convert a vicious loop into a balancing feedback loop contributing to mitigate the associated risks.
Strategies that do not address the most potent risks with a portfolio of strategies acting on the most potent risks
simultaneously are not effective enough. The “pandemic fire” simmers further through the active potent risks that
remain showing up with a roller coaster of pandemic waves.
After each strategy-development-workshop the analysis was repeated by analysing a ‘corrected/updated’ risk
system model which has the mitigated risks taken out (on the basis that the mitigation strategy has been
successful,) and any causal link strategies taken to be implemented successfully. This analysis reveals the next
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priority risks for which strategies should be developed.
These analyses are, of course, non-trivial and require the use of computer-based analysis techniques for them to
be undertaken. The analyses are designed to enable a group to:
•

Focus on the dominant vicious cycles – the ones with risks that occur in most loops.

•

Get rid of the vicious cycle by attacking one of the causal links in the cycle.

•

Attack the risk that is at the core of the vicious cycle – in most loops by i) checking what drives the loop
(in-arrows), ii) being creative.

•

Flip a vicious cycle into a virtuous cycle.

•

Make the cycle a balancing loop – develop a strategy to turn a causal link to the opposite impact.

•

Solving one vicious cycle is never enough, and often will not happen quickly enough without attacking
the other dominant linked vicious cycles: mental health; shortage of hospital staff; social distancing.

DEVELOPING EFFECTIVE MITIGATION STRATEGIES

The implementation of agreed strategies is successful when the strategies are both i) potentially impactful – they
do what they were intended to do (impact the risk at the end of arrows out of the strategy) and ii) are practical.
These two criteria were used to evaluate the range of strategies suggested in the strategy development workshops.
On some occasions the evaluation of strategies reveal that they are: highly impactful and impractical in which
consideration is given to making them practical, and secondly when they are highly practical and have low impact
then consideration is given to making them impactful.
In order to help ensure that implementation of strategies is successful, when monitoring and review the question
to be asked is “have you implemented the strategy in such a manner that it will achieve xxxx…” (xxxx = impact
specific risks at the end of the out-arrows). Thus, when devising an implementation plan it is crucial to ensure that
everyone involved knows that part of the causal map: the statements at the out-arrows of the strategy (see Figure
8 below).
Given the above requirements for strategies, the purpose of the strategy development workshops was:
•

Refine, re-evaluate and agree on a portfolio of strategies that will impact the six previously identified key risk
topics: staff shortage in health care provision, mental health, social distance, trust, vaccinations, and infection
rates.

•

Develop strategies that are both high leverage and practical: attack the core risks with a portfolio of strategies
(allowing that some will fail) – find strategies that will attack each risk in vicious cycle

•

Identify the interdisciplinary teams required for the effective implementation of the agreed strategies.

Workshop participants were instructed to:
•

Review each topic by i) refining existing strategies if necessary, ii) identifying missing impactful strategies,
iii) evaluating the proposed strategies for their impact over our agreed time horizon – effective impact before
April 2021.

•

Identify those agreed strategies to which i) you personally would expect to contribute as a part of the
implementation team, ii) others in your organisation would expect to contribute, and iii) other organisations
/people who are not a part of the group who are needed as part of the implementation team.

To enhance the implementation of strategies, participants were requested to:
•

Consider the purpose of the strategy – the arrow out – make sure it delivers.

•

Think about who should be directly involved.

•

Think about who should take overall responsibility.

•

Think about who should know.

•

Think about where any financial resources will come from.

Figure 7, p.12, exemplifies the outcome of the last workshop using, as an example, one of the previously identified
key risk topics, viz. staff shortage in health care provision. The participants suggested strategies – such as #240
on the r.h.s. of the diagram along with the responsibility for the implementation (here #361).
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Figure 7. View ‘staff shortage’ after adding suggested mitigation strategies and responsibility for implementation of strategies [purple statements are key strategies – judged to
have the highest impact, and those in green are subsidiary strategies – judged to have good impacts.
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After the final workshop, the SPRM analysts use the sequence of maps developed by the group to compose a
document on the agreed portfolio of strategies (Figure 8 shows the first two pages of the document). For each
portfolio, the rationale of the strategy is explained in terms of its causal implications.
As indicated in the introduction (p.5), the limitations of the project did not provide enough time to exhaust the
capabilities of the risk systemicity method. The strategies depicted in Figure 8 should be seen as proof of concept
of what can be achieved within a few hours of concerted effort with interdisciplinary experts.
“CLIENT” FEEDBACK
Perspective from the Kristiansand municipality

The systemicity approach utilizing strategyfinder applied in workshops in the SPRM project goes beyond
traditional risk and vulnerability analysis in that it addresses the key factors making up the complexity of the
pandemic. Based on input from stakeholders representing different health care services and many other sectors
affected by the pandemic, the interdisciplinary workshops provided insight into the interdependencies of the direct
and indirect pandemic risks by revealing the most important vicious cycles and key risk scenarios along with the
strategy to attack the vicious cycles making up those scenarios. The participants could discuss the identified risks,
and the impact and possibility to cope with the identified risk on a local level. The participants reported that this
made it possible to seek to reach an interdisciplinary consensus about what strategies to apply, targeting the most
relevant risks during the ongoing pandemic. The identified relevant strategies, not already being implemented are
to be communicated to the decision-makers responsible for efforts to mitigate the identified risks and vicious
cycles. Inevitably, the workshop participants did elicit some strategies that are already implemented by local,
regional, or national decision-makers, thus confirming their efficacy. The workshops provided added value by
eliciting systemic strategies through a novel methodology that will allow the exploration in depth of the
implementation systemic strategies in the follow-up and review process.

Figure 8. Portfolios of strategies address each key risk scenario to provide enough points of attack in case that some of
the strategies fail to achieve desired effect. The picture shows such portfolios for the key risks shortage of health care
workers in hospital and for non-socially distanced infected interactions.

A similar systemicity approach with strategyfinder is seen as being applicable without external facilitators and in
other scenarios than a pandemic. This will depend on acceptance of participation in systemic thinking in
workshops from relevant stakeholders and the training of local facilitators who can conduct the workshops and
the analysis tools in strategyfinder.
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Perspective from the Sørlandet Sykehus HF (Hospital of Southern Norway)

Risk systemicity assessment with strategyfinder is an innovative approach representing a further development of
current crisis management tools. Sørlandet Hospital HF is an institution familiar with small and large emergency
events. Crisis management and preparedness is an integral part of our assignment, this also includes pandemic
preparedness and management.
The SPRM project with the strategyfinder tool and corresponding interdisciplinary workshops have revealed a
large and traditionally unredeemed success-potential in complicated crisis handling, especially with community
partners. The identification of risk, potential risk-reducers, vicious circles, and stakeholders within the same tool
represents a promising method for future contingency planning for small and large crises.
CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

The United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction embraces as the current paradigm in disaster risk planning
the All-Hazards Approach, even in the context of the Covid-19 pandemic. The All-Hazards Approach assumes
that all disasters share characteristics that allow for generalized preparedness and planning activities. Quoting
from the presentation of the webinar Disaster Risk Reduction and Health in the Covid-19 Pandemic: “The webinar
will …recommend key actions to enhance the promotion and implementation of integrated all-hazards disaster
risk management by all sectors and stakeholders” (WHO, 2021).
A recent publication (Peleg et al., 2021) presents strong evidence that the challenges of the Covid-19 pandemic
are unique, owing to the characteristics of the cascading effects, the long duration of the pandemic and the need
to prioritize risks mitigation in a hierarchical manner, which altogether make the character of the pandemic very
different from other disasters. Instead of the All-Hazards Approach one must meet the pandemic challenge with
a Top-Hazards Approach. The Top-Hazards Approach recognises that inherently different events require different
planning and mitigation tactics, and therefore should be prioritized according to likelihood and severity in each
local context. The SPRM project is free from assumptions that disasters must share commonalities. Instead, the
SPRM risk systemicity workshops has targeted the hazard-specific characteristics of the pandemic according to
likelihood and severity in the local context.
In this paper we described the outcome of the first work package of the SPRM project: a risk systemicity
assessment of the Covid-19 pandemic with suggested mitigation strategies. The selected scenario was based on
the expected pandemic threats facing Southern Norway (the Agder County). At this stage of the project the main
partner engagement were experts from the capital of Southern Norway (Kristiansand) and the Hospital of Southern
Norway in Kristiansand. As remarked in the introduction, the limitations of the project imply that the risk
systemicity assessment and the mitigation strategies must be seen as proof of concept.
In addition to the systemic risk assessment and mitigation strategies the first work package of the SPRM project,
has delivered insights that will be used in work packages 2, 3 and 4:
•

WP2: Development of automated scenario identification.

•

WP3: Automated analysis of impacts for prioritizing mitigation actions.

•

WP4: Develop script for generation of policy options writing scenarios.

Then, in the final (fifth) work package the methods and tools will be tested and validated in Italy by CRIMEDIM,
in Sweden by KMC, and in Norway in joint cooperation between CIEM, Kristiansand municipality and the
Hospital of Southern Norway, in all these cases with the assistance of Stepchange AS.
As SPRM project partner, CRIMEDIM – the Center for Research and Training in Disaster Medicine,
Humanitarian Aid and Global Health, Italy – is the main partner to test and validate in Italy the tools developed
during the project. Having a long-lasting experience in training and aiming at its continuous quality improvement,
CRIMEDIM will introduce the innovative tools right within its training activities in the next future.
The testing and validation of the SPRM methods and tools are planned for the final six months of the project, i.e.,
between 1st March and 30th September 2022. Nevertheless, we are contemplating activities earlier than that. In
fact, the outcomes and findings arising from the SPRM project will integrate an already existing training package
that CRIMEDIM has implemented and delivered since the beginning of the Covid-19 pandemic, in order to train
not only health care staff to effectively respond to the current health crisis. Indeed, assuming that “everything is
connected with everything”, a training that provides only clinical or medical knowledge and competencies, has
been revealed insufficient and inadequate. As a matter of fact, it is appropriate that all the professionals involved
in crisis management should have a holistic approach of the ongoing emergency which goes beyond their specific
field of expertise. Whatever the training is delivered during the acute phase of the emergency or in the context of
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preparedness must be more interdisciplinary as possible, so that trainees will understand the complex nature of
risk and its capacity to range from sector to sector, reciprocally influencing each other.
Due to the complexity of the identified risks, the vicious cycles, and connectedness of risk sub-systems, human
decision-makers cannot foresee the consequences of these system-of-systems. Hence, by conducting workshops
involving interdisciplinary experts with complementing experiences applying a method, such as the one supported
by strategyfinder, assists decision-makers to understand. Finding suitable entries in order to avoid cascading
effects would increase chances of success. By directing resources towards where they will have most effect, less
time and money is spent on causes not contributing to a solution. For the Center for Teaching and Research in
Disaster Medicine and Traumatology (KMC) in Linköping, Sweden, this means better understanding of risks, risk
chains, and progress of extremely complex events. KMC is responsible for the regional medical command and
control and will benefit from this, but KMC can also use it for teaching as the approach allows for generating
scenarios that can be used for realistic future exercises.
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ABSTRACT

Timely and reliable sensing of infrastructure conditions is critical in disaster management for planning effective
infrastructure restorations. Social media, a near real-time information source, has been widely used in disasters
for forming timely situational awareness. However, using social media to sense electricity infrastructure
conditions has yet been systematically explored. This study aims to address the research gap through mining
public topics in social media. To achieve this purpose, we propose a systematic and customized approach wherein
(1) electricity-related social media posts are extracted by the classifier developed from the Bidirectional Encoder
Representations from Transformers (BERT); and (2) public topics are modeled with unigrams, bigrams, and
trigrams to incorporate the formulaic expressions of infrastructure conditions in social media. Electricity
infrastructure in Florida impacted by Hurricane Irma is studied for illustration and demonstration. Results show
that the proposed approach is capable of sensing the temporal evolution and geographic difference of electricity
infrastructure conditions.
Keywords

Social media, infrastructure resilience, human behavior, disaster response.
INTRODUCTION

Electricity infrastructure is the fundamental underpinning of modern societies as it supports all other critical
infrastructure systems (e.g., water treatment, telecommunications, and public health) in fulfilling basic needs of
the public (DOE, 2017). Recently, natural disasters (e.g., earthquakes, hurricanes, and tornadoes) have occurred
with an increasing frequency and intensity due to climate change, and subsequently brought massive electricity
disruptions (Bartos & Chester, 2015). The massive electricity disruptions are further aggravated by the aging
electricity infrastructure in the United States (US)—it is graded as level D (representing poor to fair conditions)
as per the 2017 American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) infrastructure report card (ASCE, 2017). To achieve
effective restorations, timely and reliable sensing of electricity infrastructure conditions is needed for practitioners
to make informed decisions (e.g., crew dispatch and information update).
As the aggregated information of human opinion, public topics are promising for providing useful information
related to electricity infrastructure conditions. Recently, social media has been widely used in disaster
management for mining public topics, which contributes to the development of rapid and reliable awareness of
general disaster situations (DHS, 2014; Rexiline Ragini, Rubesh Anand, & Bhaskar, 2018). Public topics in
different stages of Hurricane Irma are identified from Twitter to understand general disaster situations (e.g.,
caution and advice, the safety of people and animal, and infrastructure status), which is beneficial for emergency
managers to timely and effectively address general public needs (Xu, Lachlan, Ellis, & Rainear, 2019). Highwayrelated public topics are identified from Twitter to obtain a rapid and reliable assessment of disaster impacts on
highways from Hurricane Harvey, which contributes to effective highway recovery and route planning (Chen,
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Wang, & Ji, 2020). Infrastructure-related topics are detected from Twitter to track the evolutions of disaster
situations, which is beneficial for providing actional insights to responders (Fan, Mostafavi, Gupta, & Zhang,
2018). Public health topics are mined from various social media platforms (e.g., Twitter, Facebook, and
Instagram) to support the preparedness and response of public health infrastructure in the currently evolving
pandemic COVID-19, which is useful to prevent hospitals from being overwhelmed (Merchant & Lurie, 2020).
Such success of presented outcomes demonstrates the feasibility and utility of social media-based public topics in
providing or enhancing situational awareness in disasters. Despite being an intriguing idea, using social mediabased public topics for sensing electricity infrastructure conditions has yet to be explored mainly due to the lack
of a specific social media mining approach.
This research aims to address this research gap by proposing a systematic and customized approach to sense
electricity infrastructure conditions through mining public topics from social media. Explicitly, the developed
approach is capable of (1) accurately extracting electricity-related social media data with binary classifier
developed based on Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT); (2) reliably modeling
public topics on electricity infrastructure with the most frequent unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams to incorporate
the formulaic expressions used for describing electricity conditions in social media; and (3) systematically
investigating the spatiotemporal patterns of the modeled public topics to indicate electricity infrastructure
conditions. Electricity infrastructure in Florida impacted by Hurricane Irma are studied for illustration. The
content of this paper is organized as follows. First, research studies focusing on text representation techniques are
reviewed. Second, the details of the developed approach are introduced. Third, the spatiotemporal patterns of the
modeled public topics are analyzed. Finally, research contributions, limitations, and future work are discussed.
TEXT REPRESENTATION

As the main information format, social media text has been extensively used in disaster management to derive
timely and reliable disaster situations (Alexander, 2014; Caragea, Silvescu, & Tapia, 2016; Imran, Castillo, Diaz,
& Vieweg, 2018; Yin et al., 2015). To process the text information efficiently, text mining techniques are needed
to extract the information related to a specific topic (i.e., electricity infrastructure in this research) from massive
social media data.
Text representation is a critical and fundamental problem in text mining techniques (Aggarwal & Zhai, 2012).
Unstructured texts should be represented with numerical values to make them mathematically computable. Bag
of words (BOW) and term frequency-inverse document frequency (TFIDF) are two traditionally used text
representation methods. In BOW, a text is represented as the bag of its words, and the value for each word is its
frequency (Rajaraman & Ullman, 2011). TFIDF has a similar format to BOW, but its word frequency is
normalized by the document frequency (Rajaraman & Ullman, 2011). However, these two traditional methods are
incapable of capturing semantic meanings, as they disregard the valuable word order information. Recently, BERT
has been increasingly used to build an accurate text representation due to its superiority of semantic meaning
interpretation (Devlin, Chang, Lee, & Toutanova, 2018). BERT is designed to pre-train deep bidirectional
representations from unlabeled texts by jointly conditioning on both left and right contexts in all layers. The pretrained BERT model can be fine-tuned with just one additional output layer to adapt to the application corpus.
BERT has been used to create state-of-the-art models for a wide range of tasks (e.g., question answering and text
classification) without substantial task-specific architecture modifications (Devlin et al., 2018). Several existing
studies have demonstrated the capability of BERT in disaster context for building accurate classifiers on
classifying social media data into various humanitarian categories (e.g., impacted individuals, infrastructure
damage, and other relevant) (Fan, Wu, & Mostafavi, 2020) and identifying flood events (de Bruijn et al., 2019).
Such presented research outcomes, as well as the superiorities of BERT in text representation, make it promising
to build an accurate BERT-based classifier to identify electricity-related tweets in disasters.
METHODOLOGY

The developed approach consists of four modules: social media data collection, electricity-related data
classification, electricity-related public topic modeling, and electricity infrastructure condition sensing. In the
social media data collection module, Twitter is employed to collect raw social media data due to its popularity in
disaster management, as well as its easy access for collecting a large-scale dataset (Kryvasheyeu et al., 2016). The
raw collected data is further filtered with a set of carefully designed electricity-specific keywords to reduce
information overload. The purpose of reducing information overload is to ease the manual efforts required for
labeling a high-quality training dataset in the following classification module. In the electricity-related data
classification module, the identification of electricity-related social media data is formed as a binary classification
problem: each of the collected tweets is classified as electricity-related or non-electricity-related. Using the
identified electricity-related social media data, public topics on electricity infrastructure are modeled by the most
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frequent unigrams (single word), bigrams (continuous sequence of two words), and trigrams (continuous sequence
of three words) to incorporate the formulaic expressions used by social media users for describing their electricity
conditions in emergency environments. Finally, the sensing of electricity infrastructure conditions is conducted
by investigating the temporal and geographic distributions of the modeled public topics.
Public topics on the electricity infrastructure in Florida impacted by Hurricane Irma are studied for illustration.
Hurricane Irma was an extremely powerful hurricane that caused widespread destruction across its path in
September 2017. 6.7 million electricity customers, which were 64% of all customer accounts in Florida, were with
power outages (EIA, 2018). Hurricane Irma became a Major Hurricane (Category 3) on September 1 st, 2017, made
its first landfall in the Florida Keys on September 10th, 2017, traveled up to Florida on September 11 th, 2017, and
finally degenerated to a remnant low and moved away from Florida on September, 12 th, 2017 (Cangialosi, Latto,
& Berg, 2018). According to the timeline of Hurricane Irma, we defined three phases to capture the temporal
evolutions of Hurricane Irma: before-Irma, during-Irma, and after-Irma. Explicitly, the before-Irma phase is from
September 1st, 2017 to September 9th, 2017, the during-Irma phase is from September 10th, 2017 to September
11th, 2017, and the after-Irma phase is from September 12th, 2017 to September 30th, 2017.
Social Media Data Collection

Tweepy, a Python package for implementing the Twitter streaming API (Roesslein, 2020), is used to collect
geotagged tweets through the previously developed module (Q. Wang & Taylor, 2016). Two types of constraints,
timespan and location, are used as filters to ensure that the collected tweets were posted during the period of
Hurricane Irma and in disaster-impacted regions. The timespan is from September 1 st, 2017 to September 30th,
2017 to cover the predefined three disaster phases. The location is set as the state of Florida as it is the most
severely impacted state. Finally, 348,629 tweets posted by 43,644 unique users are collected.
The collected tweets are further filtered with a set of electricity-specific keywords to reduce information overload.
Previous studies have proved that the information related to a specific infrastructure in social media only accounts
for a small portion, and keyword filtering is an effective way of removing most of the irrelevant social media data
(Chen, Ji, & Wang, 2020). To ensure the completeness of electricity-related information, the employed keywords
should be carefully designed to cover the most mention scenarios of electricity infrastructure in social media.
Through manually checking the collected tweets, seven keywords (blackout, electric, electricity, outage, power,
dukeenergy, and FPL) are employed to cover both the general and local mention scenarios of electricity
infrastructure. Keywords of “blackout”, “electric”, “electricity”, “outage”, and “power” are used to cover general
mention scenarios, as they have no specific location information. Keywords of “dukeenergy” and “FPL”, which
are the names of two main utility companies (Duke Energy and Florida Power & Light) in Florida, are employed
to cover the local mention scenarios. Notably, the abbreviations of these keywords, such as “pwr” to “power”, are
also included as the keywords. Additionally, to remove the tweets posted by agencies or even bots, the tweets
posted by extremely active Twitter users are removed through empirically setting a threshold, i.e., tweeting
frequency is greater than 10 in the studied period. Through this electricity-specific keyword filtering, 2,291 tweets
(0.66% of the initially collected tweets) are finally kept, which signifies a considerable reduction of information
overload. The number of filtered tweets for each keyword is shown in Figure 1. To allow a large range, the x-axis
is on a log scale with a base of 10. The tweets filtered by the keyword “power” are the majority. Notably, the
filtered tweets are not necessarily related to electricity infrastructure. For example, although the tweet “In our
weaknesses, God’s power and strength are truly manifested” contains “power” that is a keyword for electricity
infrastructure, it is apparently not related to electricity infrastructure. Therefore, further identification of
electricity-related tweets from the filtered tweets is still needed.

Figure 1. Number of the Filtered Tweets
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Electricity-related Data Classification

In this section, the identification of electricity-related tweets is formed as a binary classification problem. A finetuned BERT-based classification model is developed to classify the filtered tweets as electricity-related or nonelectricity-related. The architecture of the BERT-based binary classification model is depicted in Figure 2. An
input tweet is tokenized into N tokens: Tok 1 to Tok N. [CLS] is a special symbol added in front of every input
text. Ts are the final output of the input text token. C is the final output of the special symbol [CLS], and it is
usually used as the aggregate sequence representation for classification tasks. In addition to BERT, an additional
output layer is added on top of the output C to predict class labels. Since the electricity-related tweet classification
is binary, the output layer is only a sigmoid neuron (S). The sigmoid function calculates the probability of a class
given an input vector x, and it is formulated as Equation (1).
𝑆(𝒙) =

1
𝐓

1 + 𝑒 −𝒘𝒙

(1)

where w is the weights (the parameters in the output layer). The BERT-based classification model is simply
composed of BERT and only an additional sigmoid neuron, which significantly reduces the efforts required for
building deep learning architectures. In this research, the pre-trained BERT model with 12 layers
(https://tfhub.dev/tensorflow/bert en uncased L-12 H-768 A-12/1) is used for initialization. During the training
process, the pre-trained parameters in BERT are fine-tuned, and the parameters in the output layer (connects the
output C and the sigmoid neuron S) are trained.

Figure 2. Architecture of the BERT-based Binary Classification Model

To illustrate the superiority of the BERT-based model for this binary classification task, support vector machine
(SVM) (Suykens & Vandewalle, 1999) and logistic regression (LR) (Kleinbaum & Klein, 2002), which are two
well-established text classification approaches, are included as baselines. BOW and TFIDF are used to transform
social media text into numerical features as the input of SVM and LR. In this research, an electricity-related tweet
is taken as a positive sample as this research focuses on electricity infrastructure, and consequently, a nonelectricity-related tweet is taken as a negative sample. Precision, recall, and F 1 are employed to evaluate
performances. A relevant sample represents an electricity-related tweet.
A training dataset, wherein each tweet is labeled as electricity-related or non-electricity-related, is needed to train
these supervised classifiers. The reduction of information overload in the above section provides a valuable
opportunity to obtain a high-quality training dataset (i.e., rich electricity-related information) through labeling
only a small number of tweets, which significantly reduces the required manual labeling efforts. The reduction of
information overload guarantees that a large portion of the filtered tweets is related to electricity infrastructure, as
they contain at least one of the electricity-specific keywords. To ensure labeling accuracy, an English native
speaker was invited to manually label 1,000 tweets, wherein 762 tweets are electricity-related, and the remaining
238 tweets are non-electricity-related. The labeled 1,000 tweets are randomly split into three subsets: training
(60%), validation (20%), and testing (20%) subset. The training and validation subsets are used to tune the
hyperparameters of supervised classification models, such as the learning rate in the BERT-based classification
model, and the penalties in SVR and LR. Once the best hyperparameters for a model are found, the model with
the best hyperparameters is retrained with the combination of training and validation subsets, then tested on the
testing subset. Google Colab, which provides free access to Google’s hardware (GPUs and TPUs), is employed
in this research for training and testing (Bisong, 2019). Table 1 shows the testing performances of the BERTbased model and baseline models, and the best performance is marked in bold. The BERT-based model achieves
the best performances: all evaluation performance metrics are around 97%. The BERT-based classifier
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outperforms the baselines, especially in terms of precision. Through manual checking of the labeled tweets, we
found that lots of formulaic expressions are used by social media users to describe their electricity conditions,
such as “have power”, “lose power”, and “no power”. This phenomenon makes BERT an ideal candidate for this
binary classification task, as it is capable of learning these formulaic expressions by considering bidirectional
word sequences and fine-tuning its parameters to adapt to this application.
Table 1. Comparisons of classification performance

Model
LR-BOW
LR-TFIDF
SVM-BOW
SVM-TFIDF
BERT-based

Precision
87.8%
91.5%
89.9%
87.4%
96.8%

Recall
96.4%
98.0%
98.0%
98.0 %
98.1%

F1
91.9%
94.7%
93.9%
92.5%
97.4%

With the fine-tuned BERT-based classification model, each of the remaining 1,291 tweets (2,291 filtered tweets
– 1,000 labeled tweets) is classified as electricity-related or non-electricity-related, of which 1,001 tweets are
classified as electricity-related. The combination of the electricity-related tweets obtained through the fine-tuned
BERT-based model and the electricity-related tweets in the labeling dataset are combined as the final dataset
related to electricity infrastructure. Finally, 1,763 (i.e., 1,001 + 762) electricity-related tweets are extracted, and
their temporal variations are shown in Figure 3. Electricity-related Twitter activities remained at a low level before
the landfall of Irma, increased sharply during Irma, and gradually decreased in the after-Irma phase.

Figure 3. Temporal Variations of Electricity-related Twitter Activities
Electricity-related Public Topic Modeling

In this research, electricity-related public topics are modeled with the most frequent terms, and a term refers to a
unigram, bigram, or trigram. Previous studies have demonstrated the utilities of bigrams and trigrams in language
models for speech recognition (Mikolov, Sutskever, Chen, Corrado, & Dean, 2013; X. Wang, McCallum, & Wei,
2007). Meanwhile, in the electricity-related data classification module, we found that lots of bigrams and trigrams
are particularly used as formulaic expressions by social media users to describe their electricity conditions, such
as “have power” and “still no power”. Therefore, bigrams and trigrams are incorporated together with unigrams
to model electricity-related public topics.
To achieve reliable modeling of electricity-related public topics, a systematic process for identifying the most
frequent k terms (hereafter refers to top-k terms for simplicity) is defined, as shown in Figure 4. In the tweet
cleaning and tokenization, all URL links and invalid symbols are removed, and then each tweet is tokenized into
a set of separate tokens. The tokens are lemmatized into their base forms, such as “powered” to “power”. The
bigrams and trigrams are built based on the entire electricity-related tweets with the constraints of minimum count
and scoring threshold. The minimum count constraint is used to ignore the bigrams and trigrams with a small total
collected count: the minimum count is empirically set as 5. The scoring threshold is used to ignore the bigrams
and trigrams that are unlikely to be phrases. For a bigram composed of the word a (the first word) and b (the
second word), its score is calculated with Equation (2) (Mikolov et al., 2013).
score(𝑎, 𝑏) =

(𝐶𝑏𝑖𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚 − 𝐶min ) ∗ 𝑛
𝐶𝑎 ∗ 𝐶𝑏

(2)

The 𝐶𝑏𝑖𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚 , 𝐶𝑎 , and 𝐶𝑏 are the counts of the bigram, word a, and b, respectively. 𝐶min is the value of the
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minimum count constraint, and it is used as a discounting coefficient to prevent too many phrases consisting of
very infrequent words to be formed. n is the size of the corpus built using the entire electricity-related tweets. The
trigrams are constructed based on the built bigrams and remaining unigrams, i.e., the combination of a built bigram
and a unigram is a trigram. A higher score threshold means fewer phrases. In this research, the score threshold is
empirically set as 1 to balance the numbers and the meanings of bigrams and trigrams. Once bigrams and trigrams
are built, the stop words are removed, as stop words alone provide no meanings. The stop words are from the
Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK, 2007). Here, the useless tokens are the stop words (meaningless information)
and the previously employed electricity-related keywords (already known information) that remain as unigrams.
FPL and Dukeenergy are merged into a single bigram, i.e., utility company, as they have no differences in
understanding public topics on electricity infrastructure.

Figure 4. Top-k Terms Identification Process
Electricity Infrastructure Condition Sensing

In this section, the modeled public topics are investigated from both temporal and spatial perspectives. The
temporal perspective is used to indicate the evolution of electricity infrastructure conditions, which contributes to
the interpretation of electricity conditions in different disaster phases, i.e., before-, during-, and after-disaster
phases. Additionally, such interpretation enables the understanding of the interplay between human behavior and
infrastructure conditions. The spatial perspective of the modeled public topics is used to compare electricity
infrastructure conditions amongst different geographic regions, such as the impacted counties in a state. For
example, by comparing the intensity of electricity infrastructure damage-related public topics, we could identify
the most severely impacted regions as they usually have a high intensity of damage-related mentions on social
media. By doing such spatial comparisons, we are capable of perceiving the geographic region that has the most
electricity infrastructure disruptions, as well as the regions wherein the electricity infrastructure is only slightly
impacted. The details of utilizing the modeled public topics to sense electricity infrastructure conditions are
illustrated in the results.
RESULTS

In this section, the utilization of the modeled public topics for sensing electricity infrastructure conditions are
conducted through a two-step procedure: (1) the top terms which are with clear indications of electricity conditions
are grouped into five aggregated topics (i.e., no-power, have-power, safety-check, damage, and restoration), then
(2) the spatiotemporal patterns of the aggregated topics are studied over the counties with significant electricityrelated Twitter activities. Through such a procedure, spatiotemporal patterns of public topics are examined from
an aggregate level, which is needed for achieving reliable sensing of electricity infrastructure conditions.
Step 1: Top Term Aggregation

In this research, the k is set as 20 to balance the number and the topic coverage of top terms. The top 20 terms in
the three predefined disaster phases are listed in Table 2. The number after a disaster phase is the number of tweets
in this phase, and the number after a top term is the count of this top term. In the before-Irma phase, the term
“power outage”, “lose power”, and “power out” emerged, which indicated that there were electricity disruptions
in certain communities even before the landfall of Hurricane Irma. The term “ready” and “cook” reflected the
public preparation for Hurricane Irma, and cooking food is the most popular preparation behavior. In the duringIrma phase, the terms related to electricity disruptions, such as “no power” and “lose power”, were quite popular
(with large numbers), which indicated that Hurricane Irma brought massive electricity disruptions. Meanwhile,
“still have power” was the second most popular term, and this indicated that certain communities survived
Hurricane Irma without losing electricity. The term “good” and “safe” reflected safety check behaviors, and the
term “tree” and “damage” described the damage caused by Hurricane Irma on the electricity infrastructure of
Florida. In the after-Irma phase, “have power” became the most popular term, as power came back in most
communities. This was partially demonstrated by the high popularity of the term “power back”. Apart from the
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terms related to electricity disruptions used in the before- and during-Irma phases, “still no power” emerged in
the after-Irma phase. The term “still no power” revealed that certain communities were without power for a long
period, which indicated that the communities were severely impacted by Hurricane Irma and long restoration
processes were needed. The electricity conditions indicated by the term “still no power” is exactly opposite to that
indicated by the term “still have power”. Additionally, the terms related to restoration processes began to emerge,
such as “utility company” and “restore”, in the after-Irma phase.
To better understand public topics on electricity infrastructure, only the top terms that are with obvious indications
of electricity conditions are considered for further analysis. Five aggregated topics are empirically prepared, as
shown in Table 3. The first two aggregated topics are no-power and have-power which indicate two opposite
electricity conditions. Understanding the public topics of the two sides of electricity conditions is capable of
assisting responders to develop a more comprehensive and reliable situational awareness. The remaining three
aggregated topics are safety-check, damage, and restoration. Safety-check is a popular public behavior in disasters
for checking the safety of their friends and family, and it is useful for understanding public situations under
massive electricity disruptions. The information related to electricity infrastructure damage is beneficial for
responders to perform damage assessment that is needed for dispatching utility crews effectively. The restoration
topic can be potentially used to evaluate electricity recovery process from a human-centered perspective.
Table 2. Top-k Terms in the Three Disaster Phases

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Before-Irma (77)
('power outage', 11)
('lose power', 9)
('ready', 7)
('nb sb', 7)
('power out', 6)
('go', 6)
('cook', 6)
('sfltraffic', 6)
('still have power', 5)
('the avenue', 5)
('street', 5)
('power go out', 5)
('good', 4)
('wind', 4)
('still', 4)
('make', 4)
('stay', 4)
('forecast', 4)
('home', 3)
('tomorrow', 3)

During-Irma (550)
('no power', 68)
('still have power', 52)
('still', 48)
('lose power', 48)
('tree', 43)
('good', 40)
('safe', 39)
('power out', 37)
('wind', 36)
('go', 31)
('damage', 31)
('power go out', 28)
('have power', 28)
('power outage', 26)
('without power', 25)
('make', 22)
('power line', 21)
('road', 20)
('house', 20)
('time', 20)

After-Irma (1136)
('have power', 101)
('no power', 86)
('home', 67)
('still no power', 62)
('day', 62)
('utility company', 61)
('without power', 60)
('power back', 59)
('power outage', 58)
('back', 58)
('still', 51)
('restore', 45)
('work', 45)
('open', 45)
('water', 42)
('get power', 42)
('today', 39)
('thank you', 38)
('week', 35)
('house', 35)

Table 3. Five Aggregated Topics

Aggregated Topic
No-power
Have-power
Safety-check
Damage
Restoration

Included top terms
'power outage', 'lose power', 'no power', 'without power', 'still without power', 'power
out', 'still no power', 'power go out'
'have power', 'still have power', 'power back on', 'power back', 'get power'
'good', 'safe'
'tree', 'damage', 'fall power cable', 'power line'
'utility company', 'restore'

The count of an aggregated topic is the sum of the counts of its included terms. The temporal variations of the
five aggregated topics are shown in Figure 5. Topic engagement TE is defined to reveal public participation in an
aggregated topic, and it is formulated as Equation (3).
𝑇𝐸𝑇,𝑃 =

𝐴𝑇𝐶𝑇,𝑃
𝑁𝑇𝑃

(3)

where ATC and NT are the count of an aggregated topic and the number of tweets, respectively. The subscripts T
and P represent the aggregated topic and the disaster phase, respectively. The no-power aggregated topic was the
most popular in all three disaster phases, and the have-power aggregated topic followed. The TE of the no-power
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aggregated topic had similar values in the before-Irma and during-Irma phases but decreased significantly in the
after-Irma phase. This indicated that high percentages of electricity-related tweets in the before- and during-Irma
phases described electricity disruptions. In contrast to the temporal variation of the no-power topic, the havepower aggregated topic increased significantly from the before-Irma phase to the during-Irma phase and remained
at a similar level in the after-Irma phase. This revealed that have-power topic was popular not only in the afterIrma phase but also in the during-Irma phase: the popularity in the after-Irma phase was caused by the electricity
restoration, while the popularity in the during-Irma phase was caused by the situation update posted by the users
who survived Hurricane Irma without losing electricity. The safety-check and damage topics achieved their peaks
in the during-Irma phase, which reflected that the public usually did the safety-check and shared the damage on
the first time. The restoration topic peaked in the after-Irma phase, as utility crews were dispatched for restoring
electricity infrastructure.

Figure 5. Temporal variations of the five aggregated topics
Step 2: Spatiotemporal Patterns

To ensure a reliable analysis, only counties with significant electricity-related Twitter activities are employed to
study their spatiotemporal patterns. The geographic distributions of electricity-related Twitter activities in Florida
are shown in Figure 6. Notably, this figure is only used to provide an overview of the geographical distribution of
electricity-related tweets, and disaster impact assessment is presented in Figure 7. The strength of Twitter
activities is represented by the number of electricity-related tweets. Most counties are with very few electricityrelated tweets, even on the path of hurricane Irma. Among the 67 counties in Florida, 45 counties have very few
(<10) electricity-related tweets. Counties possessing a large number of electricity-related tweets (>=100) include
Miami-Dade (287), Broward (215), Orange (186), Pinellas (140), and Palm Beach (110). These five counties are
critical counties of three metropolitan areas in Florida. Miami-Dade, Broward, and Palm Beach County are the
three counties in the Miami metropolitan area. Orange County is the central county of the Orlando-KissimmeeSanford metropolitan area. Pinellas County is a part of the Tampa-St. Petersburg-Clearwater metropolitan area.
Considering that cities performed as public activity centers, electricity-related Twitter activities gathering in these
counties, in this case, is reasonable. These five counties are further employed to study the spatiotemporal patterns
of the five aggregated topics.

Figure 6. Geographic Distribution of Electricity-related Twitter Activities
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Spatiotemporal analysis of urban settings has been frequently used in disaster management to understand disaster
dynamics (Yu et al., 2020). In this research, the spatiotemporal patterns of the five aggregated topics over the five
counties in the three predefined disaster phases are illustrated with a group bar plot, as shown in Figure 7. Each
county is represented by a color. The topic engagement TE in a county is calculated based on the electricityrelated tweets only posted in this county. In the before-Irma phase, no-power aggregated topic in Miami-Dade,
Broward, and Palm Beach Counties dominated, and it is reasonable as these three counties were firstly impacted
by Hurricane Irma. There were no electricity-related Twitter activities related to the topic of damage and
restoration. In the during-Irma phase, no-power aggregated topic was still dominant in all counties. In the nopower topic, Pinellas County had the highest TE, while in the have-power topic, Pinellas County had the lowest
TE. This is consistent with the fact that Pinellas County was severely impacted by Hurricane Irma, and was with
massive electricity disruptions (Johnston & Griffin, 2017). In the have-power topic, Orange County had the
highest TE, and this is because the percentage of customers without power in Orange County was relatively lower
than that in the other four counties (Johnston & Griffin, 2017). Pinellas County had the highest TE in the safetycheck aggregated topic. The differences in the damage aggregated topic were not significant. In the after-Irma
phase, there were not many differences in the five aggregated topics, except for the restoration topic. In the
restoration topic, the TE of Pinellas County was way higher than the TEs in the other four counties. This can be
explained by the fact that Pinellas County was severely impacted by Hurricane Irma, and therefore required more
restoration.

Figure 7. Spatiotemporal Patterns of the Five Aggregated Topics
DISCUSSION

While extensive studies have focused on using social media to form and enhance situational awareness in disasters,
social media-enabled situational assessment of electricity infrastructure has been less investigated. This research
examines the effectiveness of social media for assessing electricity infrastructure conditions, which contributes to
the domain of infrastructure management in disasters. The results demonstrated that the assessed electricity
infrastructure conditions are consistent with the physical facts. In contrast to the traditional approaches (e.g., field
inspections, phone- and internet-based reporting, and smart meters), the proposed approach is capable of providing
new and supplementary insights on infrastructure conditions as the employed data source is different than that
used in traditional approaches. In the scenario wherein traditional approaches are limited due to a variety of
reasons (e.g., unreachable communities caused by blocked transportation, overloaded phone-based reporting, and
malfunctioned smart meters), the proposed approach can be used to provide timely insights on infrastructure
conditions. While traditional approaches are functioning well, the proposed approach can be used to cross-validate
those indications from traditional approaches or to provide supplemental insights. Such capabilities of the
proposed approach are desired to enhance situational assessment of critical infrastructure in disasters.
CONCLUSION

In this research, a systematic and customized approach is developed to sense electricity infrastructure conditions
through mining public topics from social media. Electricity infrastructure in Florida impacted by Hurricane Irma
are studied for illustration and demonstration. Results show that the developed approach is capable of reliably
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sensing infrastructure conditions by investigating the spatiotemporal patterns of the modeled public topics.
Academically, this research achieves theoretical and methodological advancements in utilizing social media for
sensing electricity infrastructure conditions. From the theoretical side, the research identifies the existing
electricity-related public topics in social media, which is beneficial for researchers to further utilize social media
data for detailed sensing of electricity infrastructure, such as rapid damage assessment, information update, and
restoration process evaluation. From the methodological side, a systematic and customized approach is developed
to mine public topics on electricity infrastructure from social media, wherein (1) a fine-tuned BERT-based
classification model is developed to identify electricity-related tweets from social media, and (2) public topics on
electricity infrastructure are modeled with the most frequent unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams to incorporate the
formulaic expressions used by social media users for describing their electricity conditions. Practically, the
developed approach can be used to assist infrastructure operators to obtain a timely overview of electricity
infrastructure conditions, which contributes to the planning of infrastructure restorations.
Although this research develops a systematic and customized approach for mining public topics on electricity
infrastructure from social media, its capability is limited in counties with very few Twitter activities. The main
reason for this limitation is that only geotagged tweets, which account for around 1% of the entire tweets (Leetaru,
2019), are employed in this research. In the future, data enrichment methods (profile-based and content-based)
will be incorporated to extract more electricity-related social media data, which is beneficial for achieving more
reliable modeling of public topics on electricity infrastructure.
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ABSTRACT

A surge of instant local information on social media serves as the first alarming tone of need, supports, damage
information, etc. during crisis. Identifying such signals primarily helps in reducing and suppressing the substantial
impacts of the outbreak. Existing approaches rely on pre-trained models with huge historic information as well as
on domain correlation. Additionally, existing models are often task specific and need auxiliary feature information.
Mitigating these limitations, we introduce Mirrored Hierarchical Contextual Attention in Adversary (MHCoA2)
model that is capable to operate under varying tasks of different crisis incidents. MHCoA2 provides attention by
capturing contextual correlation among words to enhance task identification without relying on auxiliary information.
The use of adversarial components and an additional feature extractor in MHCoA2 enhances its capability to achieve
higher performance. MHCoA2 reports an improvement of 5 − 8% in terms of standard metrics on two real-world
crisis incidents over the state-of-the-art.
Keywords

Covid-19, hurricane, adversarial, hierarchical attention, support, infrastructure damage.
INTRODUCTION

During crisis, conversation over social media regarding crisis has emerged as an indispensable source to prepare
automated techniques to flatten the disaster scenario consequences (Priya, S. Singh, et al. 2019, Priya, Upadhyaya,
et al. 2020, Priya, Sequeira, et al. 2019). Identifying task related information such as information relevant to supports
needed, available resources, infrastructure damage, casualties, etc. from social media is of utmost importance for
emergency caregivers so that they can prioritize their relief activities and save lives.
However, the tweets posted during different disaster events such as Biological pandemic (COVID, Ebola, Zika,
etc.) and Meteorological crisis (Hurricane, Tornado, Heat wave, etc.) have different reasons of spread and varying
consequences, hence the situational tasks emerged may also be different. State-of-the-art techniques have manually
designed the tasks during different disaster events (L. Li et al. 2020, Rudra, Ghosh, et al. 2015), among these
tasks we select few tasks to solve using text classification approach. For this work, we consider two crisis events
COVID-19 and Hurricane Irma. Lockdown during COVID-19 severely affected low-income communities, and
lack of financial sources, leaving them with fewer commodities and hence more vulnerable to such disease. Such
communities may have several other types of urgent needs, which can be identified through social media data.
Such anticipated needs require to be explored using automated technique for the sake of the general public (the
information gaps between the authority and the public, and the information need of the public). Other then “required
support" there are several supports being offered and information regarding the same needs to be communicated to
∗ corresponding

author
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Table 1. Few tweets from the two datasets. These tweets are labelled relevant for the corresponding Class.

Class

Event

Support signals

COVID-19

Infrastructure damage

Hurricane
Irma

Example tweets
i. Hi, it’s Eternity0227_. I hope our donation for Wuhan Coronavirus will
help people here. We donated 10000CNY to hospital
ii. Nepal Government is preparing to send 2 planes to bring back
Nepalese students in China who are at living in Corona affected region.
iii. The head of a hospital treating #coronavirus"" Salute to this doctor.
This is amazing dedication to his profession.
i. Photos show destruction, damage from Hurricane Maria at puerto rico.
ii. Hurricane Maria damage latest: 100,000 homes without power
after storm batters Caribbean
iii. Hurricane Maria continues destructive path through The Caribbean sea

the deprived ones. Following (L. Li et al. 2020), tweets posted are classified into 7 categories. However, we select
three major categories, i.e Type3 (donation of money, goods, and services), Type 4 (providing emotional support),
and Type 5 (Help-seeking), and club them as an individual class and named them as support signals.
Other than identifying support signals during the biological pandemic, state-of-the-art has shown the importance of
situational information during hurricanes, earthquakes, etc. (Imran, Alam, et al. 2020; Priya, Bhanu, et al. 2020).
However, each situational information posted is extremely demanded but the information regarding infrastructure
damage holds notable significance for emergency assistance (Priya, Upadhyaya, et al. 2020). Example of tweets that
have been considered relevant to both tasks is shown in Table 1.
Extracting task relevant information from unstructured (brevity, presence of typos, digits, punctuation, hashtags,
etc.) tweets is a challenging task. Moreover, the distribution drift between text generated from different locations
(Priya, Bhanu, et al. 2020) and it’s identification for different crisis tasks makes it even more challenging. Machine
learning (ML) or Deep Neural Network (DNN) models trained on previous disaster events (pre-trained models) are
also not suitable for the same (Priya, Upadhyaya, et al. 2020).
Limited works have been done towards classifying important information during epidemics (Ebola, plague, etc.).
Such techniques rely on manually generated task conditioned features and may not perform well as the change in
keyword distribution will result in the change in disaster events (Alam, Joty, et al. 2018). Among recent works
(L. Li et al. 2020), has harnessed Weibo and Twitter data for exploiting natural language processing and traditional
ML techniques to classify COVID-19-related information into several types of situational information. Other than
COVID-19 specific data, researchers have proposed similar ML model with meta and linguistic features with other
health disaster datasets (Adel and Wang 2019; Rudra, Sharma, et al. 2017). Further, word embedding approach was
used for 2014 Ebola and 2016 Zika outbreaks for identifying crisis-related actionable tweets (Khatua et al. 2019).
Apart from literature’s in the biological pandemic domain, similar attempts have been done in other geophysical,
hydrological, and meteorological disaster events to classify situational data and used ML and DNN based models
(Khatua et al. 2019; Rudra, Sharma, et al. 2017; Rudra, Ghosh, et al. 2015). They require manually engineeredfeatures like task-specific keywords and TF-IDF vectors (Imran, Castillo, Diaz, et al. 2015) for learning the task
properties. Other than the huge dependency of such techniques on pre-processing and feature engineering, adapting
the model to changes accordingly is mostly infeasible when there is a change of either crisis events or tasks. Hence
such approaches are time consuming and not always reliable. Additionally, embedding based techniques have also
being implemented with these disasters (Basu et al. 2019). However, domain-specific tweet corpora during the early
stages of outbreaks are normally scant; identifying actionable tweets during early stages is crucial for stemming
the proliferation of an outbreak (Khatua et al. 2019). Moreover, these techniques require huge annotated tweet
samples and crowd-sourcing to train ML or ANN models that are undesirable and time-consuming at the early
stage of disaster event (Imran, Castillo, Lucas, et al. 2014). Authors (Madichetty and Sridevi 2021a) have proposed
technique to identify infrastructure damage tweets using exhaustive feature sets but the features are extracted only
by taking care of the dedicated task, hence can not be generalized for the health disaster scenario.
Having seen the drawbacks of pre-trained, ML and embedding based models, DNN models have an inherent
capability to catch latent features, capture non-linear dependency among features automatically without any feature
engineering (Nguyen et al. 2017) and is widely used for task related tweet identification in many classification
tasks. Therefore, it will be helpful if we develop a uniform model that is free from manual effort of feature
engineering and additional information required to capture contextual correlation. To prepare such model, we
propose Mirrored Hierarchical Contextual Attention based adversarial (MHCoA2) framework which captures the
contextual correlation among the text and uses them as attention to highlight relevant latent features for identifying
crisis-related task tweets.
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The major contributions of this paper are: (1) The proposed model uses contextual information of the input instances
as attention and emphasizes the most relevant one without the need for any additional information for attention. (2)
The proposed model involves a dedicated component for capturing different parts of “Task Feature space" using an
adversarial strategy. (3) We apply our model for two tasks on publicly available datasets: (i)identifying support
signals from COVID-19 data and, (ii)identifying infrastructure damage relevant text information from Hurricane
Irma data. We choose datasets and tasks from two entirely different domains so that the robustness of MHCoA2 can
be verified. We observe significant improvement in terms of standard metrics when compared with state-of-the-art
techniques. Further, details are provided in the relevant sections below.

RELATED WORK

We closely examine the growing landscape of research done for all natural disasters using social media data. Existing
techniques in disaster domains have seen a growth from traditional ML to deep learning (DL) techniques. Classical
models use bag-of-words features to classify situational tweets generated during Earthquake and Flood, similar
techniques have been used for pandemic data such as COVID-19, Ebola, and Zika, etc. (Alam, Ofli, Imran, and
Aupetit 2018; Adel and Wang 2019; Ghosh et al. 2019). Popular Artificial Intelligence and Disaster Response
(imran2014aidr) work use crowd-sourcing to get vast annotated samples and uni-gram, bi-gram features to train
the model (Imran, Castillo, Lucas, et al. 2014). Authors (Rudra, Ghosh, et al. 2015) extract lexical and syntactic
features for classifying situational information during disasters. Other ML techniques (SVM, NB, LR) consider
informative keywords, intensifiers count, etc. for situational tweets identification. Although several techniques
including pattern matching, language modeling, and DL (X. Li, D. Caragea, Zhang, et al. 2019; Priya, Bhanu, et al.
2018; Priya, Bhanu, et al. 2020) have been proposed, however, it is a critical task to prepare manual query and
informative keywords for the success of such techniques. As the above mentioned works are highly dependent
on handcrafted features, task specific keywords, and require feature engineering, it makes the task relevant tweet
identification challenging, every time a disaster strikes.
Recently word-embedding techniques have received attention due to the extraction of features without manual
intervention. Apart from the low availability of the current crisis data to train the models, the developed models
may also suffer from distribution drift (Priya, Upadhyaya, et al. 2020), whereby the dominant feature components in
the data change over time. Such techniques can not be deployed in every situation and pre-trained embeddings
(Glove, ELMo, BERT, etc.) are also not helpful due to the existing large vocabulary gaps in the tweets (Basu
et al. 2019; Alam, Ofli, Imran, and Aupetit 2018). Further, authors developed an IR framework by combining
word embeddings and character embeddings for extracting the resource need and availability tweets during several
geophysical disasters (Basu et al. 2019). Limitation is that for the same tweet keyword, embedding vector is same
even if they are used in a different context. Hence, it performs poorly while there is a need to disambiguate the
words in a different context. Further basic DNN models with crisis embedding are also exploited for classifying
the crisis related data (Madichetty and Sridevi 2021a). Improvements using DNN’s is observed over ML with
handcrafted features and embedding based techniques. All the keywords used in the tweet have been given equal
weight while training CNN and MLP-CNN, but as suggested by authors (Priya, Bhanu, et al. 2020; Priya, Bhanu,
et al. 2018), certain important keywords need to be given more attention to identify important signals during any
disaster events. Our proposed work uses context based hierarchical attention model for identifying different task
related tweets from two entirely different disaster events.
There is limited work done with the COVID-19 twitter dataset for identifying task related information.Moreover,
among the literature, a vast set usually considers X-ray image data of COVID-patients for identifying such
information. Similarly for identifying infrastructure damage during disasters, majority of the work consider images
over text (X. Li, D. Caragea, Zhang, et al. 2018; X. Li, D. Caragea, C. Caragea, et al. 2019; Imran, Alam, et al.
2020), However, text data posted during such events are much high in numbers than images and may provide
more rich set of information (like location, severity, etc. for both COVID and Hurricane).Thus processing of the
textual contents holds its importance.Relevant existing state-of-the-art related to crisis domain are summarized and
tabulated in Table 2.
Having seen the drawbacks of existing state-of-the-art, we aim to fill this gap by our proposed approach.

DATASET AND METHODOLOGY

This section describes the datasets, their pre-processing, and methodology.
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Table 2. Summary of literature related to different task in crisis informatics domain.
Dataset
COVID-19 Twitter data
COVID-19 Weibo data
COVID-19 Twitter and 4Chan data
COVID-19 Twitter data
Ebola and MERS Twitter data
Ebola and MERS Twitter data
Cholera, Famine, Refugees Twitter data

Red River floods, Haiti earthquake,
Oklahoma grass fires Twitter data
Pakistan Earthquake Twitter data

Biological pandemic
Objective
Methodology
Predicting outbreak of COVID-19
Evolutionary algorithm
Characterisation and propagation of
Support vector machine,
COVID-19 dataset
Naive Baye’s and Random forest
COVID-19 related sinophobic abuse
word2vec
Text analysis and Natural
information and misinformation
language processing tools
SVM, Naive Baye’s and
Classifying epidemic information
Logistic classifier
Medical database (UMLS
Multi-dimensional information identification
/Metamap) and lexical features
TF-IDF+ Lexical+
Morphological
Crisis Message Classification
SVM, NB, RF
Other pandemics

L. Singh et al. 2020
Rudra, Sharma, et al. 2017
Ghosh et al. 2019
Adel and Wang 2019

Bag-of-words model

Verma2011NaturalLP

n-gram features
Low-level lexical and
syntactic features.

Imran, Castillo, Lucas, et al. 2014

Bag-of-words model

icdcn

Word embeddings
and character embeddings

8715653

CNN, MLP-CNN

MADICHETTY2020962

CNN with manual features
Exact-match model
Probabilistic approach
Comparison of different
state-of-the-art and
it’s challenges

Madichetty and Sridevi 2021b
Priya, Bhanu, et al. 2018
priyataqe

California Earthquake and
Typhoon Hagupit Twitter data
Nepal and Italy Earthquake Twitter data
Nepal Earthquake Twitter data
Nepal and Italy Earthquake Twitter data
TREC-IS 2018 data

Identification of Actionable information

Nepal and Italy Earthquake Twitter data

Jahanbin, Rahmanian, et al. 2020

donation, damage and casualities

Identification of
Fact-checkable microblogs.
Extracting resource needs
and availabilities of tweets
Classification of Crisis-related
data
Detection of resource tweets
Identification of Infrastructure Damage Tweets
Identification of Infrastructure Damage Tweets

Nepal Earthquake Twitter data

L. Li et al. 2020

Detecting Situational awareness tweets

Extracting situational information.

HDBlast, UFlood Twitter data

Publication
Schild et al. 2020

rudracikm

McCreadie et al. 2019

Dataset, Pre-Processing and Manual Analysis

To analyze the performance of MHCoA2, we use two publicly available datasets. These datasets are of different
disasters (Biological and Meteorological) to evaluate model performance on varying objective tasks.
• GeoCoV19 (Qazi et al. 2020) is a large-scale Twitter dataset containing 348 million English tweets posted
over a period of 90 days. However, for this work, we select a subset of English language tweets of size 0.1𝑀
in chronological order (as suggested in many literature Ghosh et al. 2019; Rudra, Sharma, et al. 2018; Rudra,
Sharma, et al. 2017), and only tweet id and text information.
• Hurricane Irma (Alam, Ofli, and Imran 2018): Florida hurricane Irma dataset is also publicly available for
use by the crisis informatics community.
Table 3. Description of publicly available datasets for the specified tasks used for the experimentation.

Events
COVID-19
Hurricane Irma

Total tweets
100,000
3,517,280

Sampled Unique tweets
16731
12023

Relevant tweets
471
907

Irrelevant tweets
500
950

Pre-processing: Available tweets contains root tweets as well as retweets and replies. We follow techniques
involved in (Priya, Bhanu, et al. 2020) to remove any duplicates in both the datasets. Necessary pre-processing
steps that have been done for tweet refinement. We remove non-ASCII characters, stopwords, numbers, tokens less
than three characters, hyperlinks, Retweet tags and hashtags. Further we apply porter stemmer to reduce tokens to
it’s root words. Only refined tweets are further used for MHCoA2 model preparation.
Manual annotation: We follow standard literature while performing manual annotation for unique tweets in
COVID-19 dataset (Olteanu et al. 2015; Alam, Ofli, and Imran 2018). Three professionals with good English
knowledge were selected as annotators. Each annotator was first asked to identify support relevant tweets from
the COVID dataset separately, i.e., without consulting each other. They were given certain instructions about the
annotation and few examples related to the support signal tweets. Example tweets are shown in Table 1. Instruction
sets shown below were prepared with the help of recent work on situational information classification (L. Li et al.
2020). The tweet is considered “support signals” if it reports one or more of the following:
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(a) Schematic view of MHCoA2. HAM (upper block) is mirrored as HAMA
(lower block) in adversary. Initially, each word is given attention with contextual
information in CxInEm layer. With a sequence of feature transformation by
CNN, MaxPool, and another attention layer FeX. The most prominent features
of words are highlighted in FeX layer. This feature transformation enhances the
performance measure of the proposed model on the objective task.

CxInEm
(b) Conceptual presentation of attention given
to a word (hospital_) in CxInEm layer. The
thickness of the lines from different words indicates their corresponding attention weightage
to the word (hospital_). Similarly, each word
possesses the relevant contextual information
in this layer. FeX layer next in hierarchy highlights the words with the most prominent feature by providing necessary attention to the
words by their relevant features.

(c) Feature space schematic diagram. Though,
any model can be efficient in identifying inputs
with “Task Features", it might fail in situation
with only “Shared Feature", which are ambiguous. Adversarial model HAMA in this scenario
helps to identify such instances of “Shared Features". Ultimately, HAM (stars) and HAMA
(circles) capture the whole “Task Features"
space efficiently.

Figure 1. (a) Block Diagram of MHCoA2 and Operational view of each layer. (b) Concept of Contextual Attention.
(c) The behavior of HAM and HAMA models and advantage of Adversarial Concept.

• If tweet contains donation information or wishes to donate materials, money, medical supplies, blood, or
services for outbreak prevention and control.
• If tweet contains information regarding providing emotional support; praise or show empathy to others such
as medical teams, public welfare organizations, celebrities, and the masses who supported covid-19, infected
people.
• If tweet contains information regarding seeking help, medical institutions individual, etc. to seek support,
needs, requests, queries, seek emotional support and/or services by volunteers or professionals.

We observed the Cohen kappa coefficient value of 84% for the COVID-19 dataset. This indicates high agreement
among the annotators for COVID-19 datasets. The disagreements were resolved through mutual discussions. The
manual annotation of the hurricane dataset is received upon request from the author of (Priya, Upadhyaya, et al.
2020).
It has been observed that relevant task-specific tweets are very less in number and following the standard literature’s
on text classification (Rudra, Sharma, et al. 2017; Rudra, Sharma, et al. 2018; Khatua et al. 2019), we maintain
the balance between task relevant and irrelevant tweets while training MHCoA2 for tackling class imbalance. All
details of both datasets are shown in Table 3. However, more annotated tweet samples may help in improving the
performance of MHCoA2, but at the early phase of disaster events tweets generated are very less and hence the
anticipated model is expected to perform well on lesser tweets.
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PROPOSED MODEL: MIRRORED HIERARCHICAL CONTEXTUAL ATTENTION IN ADVERSARY

We elaborate the proposed classification model MHCoA2(𝜁) in this section. The input to the model is the sequence
of words (tweet tokens) {𝑤 𝑖 , 𝑤 2 , 𝑤 3 . . . 𝑤 𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡 ℎ }. Though we carry pre-processing, we avoid any need of
explicit feature crafting from input data. The model (Figure 1a) consists of two components Hierarchical Attention
Model HAM(𝜉𝑖 ) and its mirrored counterpart in adversary HAMA(𝜉 𝑗 ). HAM contains two attention layers: CxInEm
followed by FeX. For each word in the input sequence CxInEm captures a word’s contextual correlation with other
words however far the words are, by giving relevant weightage to every other word and assign the aggregated
value as attention to the word (Figure 1b). FeX is able to highlight the most important features using softmax and
feature aggregation. This hierarchical attention helps to reveal important features of the concerned task which
can be observed by comparing the model with its variants having hierarchical attention removed (MHCoA2∼Att).
Additionally, the notion of using HAMA comes from adversarial networks (Priya, Upadhyaya, et al. 2020), working
in adversary HAMA is able to generate (shared) feature vector which can not be distinguished between task or
non-task features. Hence HAMA helps to tap the information which is most ambiguous (shared) in identifying task
or non-task information. HAM helps to capture task features while HAMA helps to capture features that are shared
between task and non-task (Figure 1c). Using these two feature vectors, MHCoA2 is capable of making an improved
prediction1 for the input sequence. The following presents the aggregated classification loss of the MHCoA2 (𝜁):

min max E 𝑥∼𝑃 log(𝜁 (𝜉𝑖 (𝑥)𝜉 𝑗 (𝑥))) + E 𝑥∼𝑃 log(1 − 𝜁 (𝜉𝑖 (𝑥)𝜉 𝑗 (𝑥)))
𝜉𝑖

(1)

𝜉𝑗

Where 𝑥 ∼ 𝑃 is word sequence from the distribution of task dataset (𝑃). 𝜉 is a component of main model which
helps in predicting the correct label for the input instances.
Operational Steps of the Proposed Model: The model (𝜁) is constructed of two components (𝜉). With these
components in adversary, 𝜁 is able to precisely identify the fine features of the objective task. The following are the
prediction steps of our model (𝜁):
𝑥 𝑖 = 𝜉𝑖 ({𝑤 1 , 𝑤 2 , 𝑤 3 . . . 𝑤 𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡 ℎ })
𝑥 𝑗 = 𝜉 𝑗 ({𝑤 1 , 𝑤 2 , 𝑤 3 . . . 𝑤 𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡 ℎ })
𝑥 = 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡 ( [𝑥𝑖 , ∼ 𝑥 𝑗 ])
𝑦ˆ = 𝑠𝑜 𝑓 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒(𝑥))

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

The 𝑦ˆ ∈ {0, 1} is the predicted class of the model. The 𝜉 𝑗 working against 𝜉𝑖 , enhances 𝜉𝑖 to correctly identify
features of the required task. Next, we elaborate structural configuration of 𝜉𝑖 model. Keras embedding is used to
prepare the vector representation of token sequences which is passed as input to CxInEm layer. Apart from CxInEm
and FeX layers, we used a sequence of CNN, Maxpool, Dropout layers. CNN is useful in capturing the features of
neighborhood using Maxpool and dropout.The utility of CNN has already been shown in many standard literature
(Madichetty and Sridevi 2021b; Nguyen et al. 2017). The operational steps of the 𝜉𝑖 component are as follows:
𝑒 = 𝐸𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔({𝑤 𝑖 , 𝑤 2 , 𝑤 3 . . . 𝑤 𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡 ℎ })
𝑝 = 𝐶𝑥𝐼𝑛𝐸𝑚(𝑒)
𝑠 = 𝐷𝑟𝑜 𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑡 (𝑀𝑎𝑥 𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑙 (𝐶𝑁 𝑁 ( 𝑝)))
𝑠 = 𝐷𝑟𝑜 𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑡 (𝑀𝑎𝑥 𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑙 (𝐶𝑁 𝑁 (𝑠)))
𝑓 = 𝐹𝑒𝑋 (𝑠)
𝑥 = 𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒( 𝑓 )

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)

Contextual Information Embedding (CxInEm) layer is a unit of Multi-head attention (Vaswani et al. 2017),
defined using 3 kernels (𝑊𝑄 , 𝑊𝐾 , 𝑊𝑉 ∈ R𝑑1×𝑑2 ) with respective biases. 𝑑1, 𝑑2 are input-output dimensions
respectively. The concept of these kernels is derived from the operation of making a query (𝑊𝑄 ) in database and
obtaining values (𝑊𝑉 ) based on specific key (𝑊𝐾 ) (Vaswani et al. 2017). Analogous to this, these kernels help to
provide attention based on query and key. Similarly, this layer is able to capture the relative correlation between
embedded words. It infuses the features of each word with its contextual information (Figure 1b).The following
equations present how each word in embedding space are imbued with the implicit features of other words in
1Prediction, identification, and classification words have been used interchangeably in this paper.
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context:
𝑞 = 𝑊𝑄 ∗ 𝑒 + 𝑏 𝑄 ,

𝑘 = 𝑊𝐾 ∗ 𝑒 + 𝑏 𝐾 ,

𝑣 = 𝑊𝑉 ∗ 𝑒 + 𝑏 𝑉

𝑞∗
𝑣 = 𝜎( √

𝑘𝑇

(12)

)𝑣 + 𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠

(13)

𝑝 = 𝜎(𝑣)

(14)

𝑑

Feature Extraction layer (FeX) It provides attention to the words by their feature values. It highlights the words
with prominent features for the task:
𝑔 = tanh(𝑊 ∗ 𝑠 + 𝑏)
𝑓 = 𝑠𝑢𝑚(𝑠 ∗ 𝑠𝑜 𝑓 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑔), 𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑠 = 1)

(15)
(16)

The notations are having usual meaning unless specified.
EVALUATION AND PERFORMANCE MEASURES

This section describes training and deployment, and baseline techniques in different subsections.
Training & Deployment

The model is trained on 80% of data out of which 10% is used for validating the model using 10-fold cross-validation.
We follow same train-validation-test split for every model (proposed and baseline models). Hyper-parameter has
been selected using TPE in hyper-opt python library (Priya, Upadhyaya, et al. 2020) for every model. Training
is stopped when validation loss converges. Best hyper-parameter are given as follows for MHCoA2: 100 epochs
for COVID-19, 400 epochs for Hurricane, regularization used is l1, 0.5 dropout, activation: ReLu and sigmoid.
Embedding used is embedding with dimensions as 128 (COVID-19), 32 (Hurricane Irma). Adam is the optimizer
with accuracy as metrics and binary-cross entropy loss. We used python as programming language and few important
libraries are keras, pandas, numpy, hyperopt, sklearn. All evaluation metric scores are reported on executing the
model on the rest 20% of datasets. We contribute our code and annotated datasets publicly for researchers at:
https://github.com/veracity-rumor2020/CRISIS.
Baseline Techniques

We compare the performance of MHCoA2 with certain standard state-of-the-art techniques and intermediate steps
of MHCoA2.
• SVM, NB, and RF: Supervised learning methods such as support vector machines(SVM), naive Bayes(NB),
and random forest(RF) to learn the types of unlabeled data based on n-gram features on COVID-19 dataset
having very less labeled samples (L. Li et al. 2020). Moreover, similar techniques have been used by (Barnwal
et al. 2019; Ghosh et al. 2019; Imran, Castillo, Lucas, et al. 2014) to classify situational tweets during different
disaster events.
• Logistic Regression and XGBoost: We implement Logistic Regression(LR) and XGBoost with n-gram
features of our dataset.
• C-LSTM: It combines CNN and LSTM to extract a sequence of higher-level phrase representations, and are
fed into a LSTM to obtain the sentence embedding (Zhou et al. 2015) for text classification.
• CNN: This is the first DNN model to improve the performance of crisis tweet classification system in spite of
exploiting manual features to train traditional ML models (Nguyen et al. 2017).
• Transformer: It is an encoder-decoder model, based solely on attention mechanisms, dispensing with
recurrence and convolutions entirely (Vaswani et al. 2017). Positional encoding and multi-head attention
mechanism makes this model suitable for many recent sequence generation, machine translation and text
classification tasks.
• Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT): It is widely used bi-directional transformer
model on variety of tasks in natural language processing. The BERT model (Devlin et al. 2018) use the
transformer encoder architecture to process each token of tweet text in the full context of all tokens in forward
and backward direction both.
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• 𝐶𝑁𝑇 𝑋 ∼ 𝐴𝑑𝑣: This model is one of the intermediate steps where we remove the adversarial counterpart
(HAMA) of our model.
• 𝐶𝑁𝑇 𝑋 ∼ 𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛: It is an intermediate step where we do not use attention layer. This variant is important
in measuring the performance of Hierarchical Attention of the proposed model.
EXPERIMENTATION, RESULT AND ANALYSIS

In this section, we investigate the performance of MHCoA2. Standard performance metrics such as Precision,
Recall, F-measure, Accuracy, and ROC-curve are used for comparing the performance of MHCoA2 with different
state-of-the-arts.
Performance comparison with the baselines We perform extensive experiments to show the performance of
MHCoA2 compared to baseline techniques on both datasets. Table 4 shows the metrics value obtained. Table 4
reveals that among standard ML (NB, LR, SVM, RF, XGB), SVM outperforms other techniques in terms of
Precision for COVID-19 dataset. Using n-gram feature, words with explicit correlation are well captured by SVM in
COVID-19 but n-gram features are not enough to capture implicit contextual correlation among words (Hurricane
Irma). Moreover, its Recall values for two datasets are not promising since SVM is not able to identify abundant of
implicitly related word combinations. Thus resulting in a comparatively average F-measure and Accuracy. However,
NB and LR models report different results from that of SVM. In COVID-19 dataset, NB and LR identifies most of
the actual class but at cost of high penalty for false-positive prediction resulting in a compromised F-measure and
Accuracy. A possible reason for this can be the assumption of independent relation (unable to capture implicit
correlation) by these models for many word combinations in the dataset. The higher performance measures of
MHCoA2 reveals without feature crafting, the model is able to capture implicit correlation among words, hence
able to identify the respective task class better than these ML models.
We also record the performance of CNN and stacked C-LSTM. While observing Table 4 for COVID-19 dataset for
identifying support signals, CNN is performing significantly better than C-LSTM but for infrastructure damage
identification task in Hurricane data, stacked model i.e. C-LSTM performs better in terms of F-measure by a
significant margin, that actually matches the performance shown by state-of-the-art (Priya, Upadhyaya, et al. 2020).
Moreover, MHCoA2 is compared with two trendy state-of-art models i.e. transformers and BERT. We record lesser
F-measure and accuracy value with respect to our proposed approach, the lesser training dataset can be a possible
reason for this (Madichetty, Muthukumarasamy, et al. 2021).
We observe MHCoA2 performs significantly better in comparison to baseline for Hurricane dataset, because
of richer training dataset available in this case. We also compare the performance of our proposed approach
with its variants, the results are shown in Table 4. We notice that for COVID-19, removal of adversarial layer
(𝑀 𝐻𝐶𝑜 𝐴2 ∼ 𝐴𝑑𝑣) drops the model performance in terms of F-measure and Accuracy to lower value with respect
to the removal of hierarchical attention (𝑀 𝐻𝐶𝑜 𝐴2 ∼ 𝐴𝑡𝑡). However In case of Hurricane data we observe removal
of attention (𝑀 𝐻𝐶𝑜 𝐴2 ∼ 𝐴𝑡𝑡) drops the model performance by a huge margin, it may be due to the facts shown
in multiple state-of-the-art (Priya, Bhanu, et al. 2020) that while identifying infrastructure damage tweets, there
are keyword pairs that were always important for this task, so while not giving attention to the keywords, models
performance drops. Additionally, the words in Hurricane dataset are having high number of implicitly correlated
words that exhibit high contextual correlation which adversarial component is not able to capture better than the
dedicated Hierarchical Attention part. Intuitively, this is the possible reason why most of the models’ performance is
better on COVID-19 than that of Hurricane dataset. The varying performance of models for different dataset reveals
the fact that any baseline models are not capable to capture the task conditioned contextual information except
MHCoA2. Moreover, adversarial component is able to improve identification of task features space. Contextual
attention and adversarial counterpart both are necessary while we are creating a generic model for varying disaster
incidents and objectives.
The performance of MHCoA2 using ROC-curve can be visualized in Figure 2. CNN is one of the standard
state-of-the-art DNN method and SVM is also a better performing baseline with respect to many other, the reason
we select CNN and SVM to compare the ROC-curve of MHCoA2 for both the datasets. The curve of MHCoA2 is
in the top left corner for both COVID-19 and Hurricane almost everywhere, which verifies the better performance
of our proposed approach.
Performance with varying embedding size We record Precision, Recall and F-measure value for COVID-19 and
Hurricane dataset with varying embedding size. For both the datasets Precision and Recall value are inconsistent
but maximum F-measure value is achieved at embedding size 128 for COVID-19 and 32 for Hurricane dataset as
shown in Figure 3.
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Table 4. Performance comparison of MHCoA2 with state-of-the-art and it is variants.
Method

Dataset1

Naive Baye’s
(NB)
Logistic
Regression(LR)
Support Vector
Machine (SVM)
Random Forest
(RF)
XG Boost
(XGB)
CNN
C-LSTM
Transformer
BERT

COVID-19

MHCoA2∼Adv
MHCoA2∼Att

COVID-19

MHCoA2

Precision

Recall

F-measure Accuracy Dataset2
Precision
State-of-the-art Techniques

Recall

F-measure

Accuracy

0.53

0.86

0.65

0.71

0.68

0.64

0.66

0.65

0.50

0.86

0.63

0.69

0.58

0.67

0.62

0.66

0.86

0.61

0.71

0.65

0.59

0.68

0.63

0.66

0.28

0.76

0.40

0.63

0.41

0.69

0.51

0.62

0.15

0.72

0.24

0.53

0.31

0.63

0.42

0.57

0.78
0.64
0.46
0.61

0.65
0.69
0.43
0.47

0.71
0.67
0.44
0.53

0.73
0.69
0.63
0.59

0.46
0.62
0.48
0.55

0.57
0.65
0.55
0.56

0.65
0.67
0.60
0.60

0.63

0.77

0.70

0.64

0.70

0.67

0.66

0.64

0.81

0.72

0.67

0.57

0.62

0.64

0.67

0.83

0.75

0.70

0.75

0.72

0.71

0.73
0.62
0.50
0.56
MHCoA2 & Variants
0.66
Hurricane
0.68
Irma
0.79

1.0

True Positive Rate

True Positive Rate

1.0
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0.8

0.6

0.6
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0.4
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(a) ROC on COVID-19 data
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Figure 2. ROC-curve of MHCoA2, CNN and SVM on (a) COVID-19 and (b) Hurricane Irma
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Figure 3. The performance measure of MHCoA2 on varying embedding dimension.

Failure Analysis and Discussion

Example tweets indexed as ★ in Table 5 are the tweets that are only correctly identified by MHCoA2 but other
techniques failed. The colored tokens are uncommon in the dataset but contextually similar to the terms used
to represent support and damage, hence our technique identifies such tweets but other techniques fail. Though
MHCoA2 performs better than existing baselines, there were certain tweets where all techniques including proposed
one failed and couldn’t identify task relevant tweets. We list few such tweets in Table 5. First three indexed
examples are from COVID-19 dataset and next two are from Hurricane Irma dataset. We searched the dataset
to find the frequency of the unigrams and bigrams in which the highlighted keywords appear. We observed that
the keywords, “extend remote working", “Real Estate", “grocery chain", do not appear in any other tweets. The
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keyword “diagnstic msk”, “riped" and “swpt" occurs only once and is misspelled. Thus we assume that tweets
having rarely used tokens and tweets containing misspelled tokens are supposed to be incorrectly labeled by any
method. However, by increasing training dataset of any crisis events, such problems can be possibly addressed.
Table 5. Few examples of failure tweets. For better readability we keep original tweet representation in the Table.

★𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔! 𝐴 9 − 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 − 𝑜𝑙𝑑 𝑔𝑖𝑟𝑙 𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 𝑑𝑢𝑚 𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 𝑡𝑜 ℎ𝑒𝑟 𝑛𝑢𝑟 𝑠𝑒 𝑚𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟, 𝑤ℎ𝑜 ℎ𝑎𝑠 𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑓 𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔
frontline against the #coronavirus, a ;time when families are supposed to be together. #RealHero
★𝐻𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑒 𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎 ℎ𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑟 𝑠 𝑃𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑜 𝑅𝑖𝑐𝑜, 𝑐𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑒 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
BREAKING: From Feb 3, #HongKong gov’t departments extend remote working
arrangements for staff. The arrangement will reâ
his shouldnt be happening to people. 1 the diagnstic msk has to be available world wide before fly more people out.
You cant just shut China up and not give them any help!
cetain grocery chain still recovering damge from hurricane irma.
the ground did not shake to alert people before the waves riped buildings from their foundations and swpt

MHCoA2 captures the contextual similarity better due to hierarchical attention layers but presently we have used it
with keras embedding only, so it can be a possible limitation but we plan to add some advanced embeddings for the
same. Moreover, as MHCoA2 is free from task specific feature engineering, MHCoA2 can be scaled for similar
other text classification tasks where the relevant tweets (positive class) available dataset is very less.
CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose MHCoA2, a mirrored hierarchical attention based mechanism for identifying different
task relevant tweets generated during different disaster events. Major goal of MHCoA2 is to identify support
signal tweets from COVID-19 dataset and infrastructure damage tweets from Hurricane Irma dataset by giving
importance to the keywords responsible for task identification. We address major challenges of unstructured text
available, contextual variation in text of different tasks, and efforts required for feature engineering. We compare
our proposed approach with several state-of-the-art that includes standard ML and DNN models. We observe a
relative improvement ranging from 5 − 8% against best performing baseline in F-measure and Accuracy for both
COVID and Hurricane dataset. Further, we check MHCoA2 performance with its two variants as well to show the
need for these components in the model. Investigation reveals that none of the state-of-the-art or variant is sufficient
to be readily applied when there is a change in dataset with varying objectives. In future studies, we aim to apply
the proposed approach with added task and image information as well.
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ABSTRACT

Between 2018 and 2019, the Incident Streams track (TREC-IS) has developed standard approaches for classifying
the types and criticality of information shared in online social spaces during crises, but the introduction of
SARS-CoV-2 has shifted the landscape of online crises substantially. While prior editions of TREC-IS have lacked
data on large-scale public-health emergencies as these events are exceedingly rare, COVID-19 has introduced an
over-abundance of potential data, and significant open questions remain about how existing approaches to crisis
informatics and datasets built on other emergencies adapt to this new context. This paper describes how the 2020
edition of TREC-IS has addressed these dual issues by introducing a new COVID-19-specific task for evaluating
generalization of existing COVID-19 annotation and system performance to this new context, applied to 11 regions
across the globe. TREC-IS has also continued expanding its set of target crises, adding 29 new events and expanding
the collection of event types to include explosions, fires, and general storms, making for a total of 9 event types in
addition to the new COVID-19 events. Across these events, TREC-IS has made available 478,110 COVID-related
messages and 282,444 crisis-related messages for participant systems to analyze, of which 14,835 COVID-related
and 19,784 crisis-related messages have been manually annotated. Analyses of these new datasets and participant
systems demonstrate first that both the distributions of information type and priority of information vary between
general crises and COVID-19-related discussion. Secondly, despite these differences, results suggest leveraging
general crisis data in the COVID-19 context improves performance over baselines. Using these results, we provide
guidance on which information types appear most consistent between general crises and COVID-19.
Keywords

Emergency management, crisis informatics, Twitter, categorization, prioritization, COVID-19.
INTRODUCTION

A core question in crisis informatics concerns how well datasets and models – and in fact whole processes –
developed on one emergency event perform when applied to a new, unseen event. This question is especially critical
for rare emergencies or short-duration, fast-onset events, where opportunities for data collection and annotation are
limited. The COVID-19 pandemic represents such a crisis, leaving open questions about how well crisis-informatics
systems developed for non-COVID events adapt to this new, global emergency. Emergency response officers are
therefore less likely to trust or use these systems during a critical moment where social-distancing ordinances
may drive social media data volumes to new highs, and public health is at significant risk. Likewise, researchers
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and system developers have limited evidence about what types of information actually transfer to this new crisis
context and whether extant datasets on non-COVID crises should be discarded in favor of collecting wholly new
COVID-specific data. This paper investigates these concerns through the lens of the 2020 editions of the TREC
Incident Streams (TREC-IS) track, wherein we investigate applications of the TREC-IS information-type and
priority taxonomies developed on non-COVID-19 crises to COVID-19 data and explicitly evaluate a collection of
crisis-informatics systems in both non-COVID and COVID-19 contexts.
TREC-IS 2020 marks this initiative’s third year of promoting research and tooling to better support emergency
response services’ efforts to harness social media, making it an ideal space to investigate these questions. Each year,
the track collects, annotates, and publishes datasets of crisis-related social media data and invites researchers from
across the globe to submit automated systems for evaluation in crisis-related text retrieval tasks. This framework is
built around a text retrieval task, wherein participant systems label social media content collected from numerous
emergency events according to a taxonomy of crisis-related information needs (e.g., requests for search and rescue,
reports of emerging threats, or calls for people to evacuate an area) and priority levels (from low to critical). At the
same time, as the pandemic is an unprecedented event in modern times, and while TREC-IS has an expansive –
and growing – volume of annotated social media data for crises, the rarity of large-scale public health crises has
precluded their inclusion in prior TREC-IS editions. Consequently, we have expanded the TREC-IS framework in
2020 to introduce new COVID-19-specific evaluations as well as making available 282,444 social media posts and
19,784 manual annotations of this content from 29 new emergency incidents. As in previous years, TREC-IS 2020
includes two editions, 2020-A and 2020-B, with the 2020-A edition (ran in June 2020) including a new task for
annotating COVID-19-related social media data and evaluating systems’ adaptability from general crises to several
COVID-specific regional contexts. For the 2020-B edition, we have extended this initiative by making available
annotated social media data around COVID-19 collected from participants in 2020-A and manually annotated by
professional assessors.
Using this framework, resulting annotations of crisis- and COVID-19-related social media content, and systems
submitted from six research organizations across the globe, we answer two key sets of research questions. First,
we examine 45,325 manual annotations of COVID-19 social media data to evaluate how well the TREC-IS
information-type and priority taxonomies adapt to the COVID-19 context. Second, we leverage participant systems
to compare performance across general crises to regional COVID-19 contexts. This evaluation covers three aspects:
1) how well systems perform in a new crisis context – i.e., COVID-19 – when trained using general crisis information,
2) how much this performance increases when COVID-19 training data is made available, and 3) whether specific
information types adapt more easily across the general-to-COVID-19 context.
Together, answers to these questions will highlight how crisis informatics researchers and practitioners can
incorporate COVID-19 and future large-scale public health issues with extant frameworks, models, and crisis-related
data collections. These answers and the framework for evaluating them provide the following contributions, which
will be of value both to emergency-response officers and to researchers and engineers who study and develop
crisis-informatics systems:
• The official overview for TREC-IS 2020, containing the 2020 task description, updated metrics, an expanded
general-crisis dataset, and participant performance statistics;
• A large dataset of regional COVID-19 social media content, including an analysis of information types and
critical information shared on social media during this global event; and
• A detailed examination of participant systems, how well general crisis informatics systems adapt to a
previously unseen crisis and crisis type, including insights about which types of information are most
conserved in new crises.
RELATED EFFORTS, PRIOR EDITIONS OF TREC-IS, AND COVID-19

In 2020, crisis informatics has seen a wholly new global emergency in COVID-19, and TREC-IS is far from the only
effort to study this crisis. This section situates TREC-IS in the context of these related efforts before describing
relevant background from prior editions.
Related Crisis Informatics Research into COVID-19

Given the global impact COVID-19 has had, naturally significant research effort has since been devoted to questions
of social media use during the pandemic, COVID-19-related misinformation, effective communication channels, and
many related concerns. Most related to the TREC-IS initiative are several works that have focused on constructing
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and sharing large-scale Twitter-centric datasets of COVID-19 discussion. Qazi et al., in particular, have published
the GeoCov19 dataset (Qazi et al. 2020) as part of the CrisisNLP project1 (Imran, Mitra, et al. 2016), and this
dataset contains in excess of 524 million COVID-19-related tweets posted since February 2020, replete with a
subset of geolocation information. Likewise, Chen, Lerman and Ferrara (Chen et al. 2020) and Banda et al. (Banda
et al. 2020) both have released significantly sized datasets of COVID-19 discourse on Twitter. While exceedingly
valuable for analyzing discourse around COVID-19 across numerous regional contexts, these datasets lack manual
assessments around types of information shared, criticality of information, or comparison between COVID-19
discourse and prior studies of crisis-related discussion. Consequently, if a crisis informatics researcher or emergency
response officer wanted to leverage computational decision support when searching for discussions of advice,
requests for help, or volunteer opportunities during the pandemic, these stakeholders would have to manually search
for this content. With the large volume of labeled crisis data TREC-IS makes available, however, practitioners could
rely on models built on these prior datasets, but given the unprecedented nature of the pandemic and paucity of
outbreak-style data, how well such models would adapt to this new context in these COVID-19 datasets is unclear,
clearly motivating this present paper.
Other related efforts, such as that by Abd-Alrazaq et al. (Abd-Alrazaq et al. 2020), have studied social media users’
COVID-19-related discourse, decomposing these discussions into topics to identify which concerns are receiving
the most attention. While results suggest high variance in topical discussions, many are related to speculation around
the virus’s origin, economic impact, and mitigation efforts. Again, these efforts, while crucial to understanding
public concern around the pandemic, these efforts do little to contextualize these discussions with results from
prior study of crisis communication. TREC-IS, on the other hand, extends a general taxonomy of crisis-related
information types to the COVID-19 pandemic, allowing us to evaluate differences in public concern and topical
popularity between COVID-19 and prior crises.
Despite these deviations in studies, however, these related works reach a conclusion consistent with the TREC-IS
initiative: Namely that national and international efforts around public health should engage more with social media
content for surveillance, monitoring, and correcting misinformation (Abd-Alrazaq et al. 2020).
An Overview Prior TREC-IS 2018 and 2019 Initiatives

As 2020 is the third year of the TREC-IS initiative, this section briefly describes the key organizational aspects
of TREC-IS 2018 and 2019, shown in Figure 1, as they provide the foundation for our discussion of TREC-IS in
2020. At a high level, participant TREC-IS systems are intended to produce two outputs for crisis-related social
media content: classifying messages by “information type”, and ranking these messages by their criticality. To this
point, these social media messages have focused on Twitter content – i.e., tweets. As shown in Figure 1, TREC-IS
provides participants with a stream of filtered, event-relevant tweets and an ontology of information types; then,
each system assigns information-type labels and priority ratings to all of these messages, which they then submit
back to TREC-IS for evaluation. Below, we operationalize these information types, priorities, ground truth labeling
using professional human assessors, and summarize the primary findings of these prior TREC-IS efforts.

Figure 1. TREC-IS Task Visualization

An Ontology of Crisis-Related Information Types Early versions of the TREC-IS track defined information
‘types’ that represented the categories of information an emergency response officer might be interested in, such
1https://crisisnlp.qcri.org/
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as ‘Reports of Road Blockages’ or ‘Calls for Help’. We defined these types based on a top-down analysis of
incident management ontologies such as MOAC (Management of a Crisis)2, response documentation and discussion
with experts. Prior TREC-IS editions have found this valuable information to be rare on social media, as most
information shared during emergencies is of lower importance, such as news reports or shocking images (McCreadie
et al. 2020). On the other hand, these other types of information may be valuable to researchers and practitioners
engaged in a wide variety of tasks, such as public-health surveillance, volunteer coordination, or other support
functions, as outlined in the Federal Emergency Management Agency’s Emergency Support Functions (ESFs).
Hence, we expanded the initial set of information types via a bottom-up analysis of tweets from a small sample of
events. This resulted in additional information types such as ‘Sentiment Expressed’, ‘Press Releases’ and ‘Sharing
Best Practices’. Following the 2018 pilot of TREC-IS, we have defined a total of 25 high-level types, as shown in
Table 1. Based on analysis from prior TREC-IS iterations, we also have identified six of these information types as
“actionable”, or of high importance (based on a ranking of types by mean message priority):
• ‘Request-GoodsServices’,
• ‘Request-SearchAndRescue’,
• ‘CallToAction-MovePeople’,
• ‘Report-EmergingThreats’,
• ‘Report-NewSubEvent’, and
• ‘Report-ServiceAvailable.
Table 1. Ontology High-level Information Types

Measuring Message Criticality To capture the importance a given message has to emergency response officers,
we also measure the perceived criticality of a given message. For manual assessment, we use four distinct criticality
labels: low, medium, high, and critical. High- and critical-level messages require prompt or immediate review
and potentially action by an emergency manager. Examples of critical information included calls for search and
rescue, emergence of new threats (e.g., a new gunman, aftershock, or secondary event), or calls for evacuation. For
participant systems, however, we have experimented with casting criticality measurement as a continuous regression
task to predict a criticality score (as in 2018, 2019, and 2020-B) or as a four-label classification task using the same
labels as used with assessors (as in 2020-A).
Evaluating Participant Systems To evaluate participant systems, we require ground-truth data on information-type
and criticality labels for the above tweets. For the 2018 and 2019 efforts, TREC-IS coordinators collected Twitter
data for 33 crisis events, partially from prior crisis informatics efforts, including CrisisLex (Olteanu et al. 2015)
and CrisisNLP (Imran, Mitra, et al. 2016; Imran, Elbassuoni, et al. 2013), which coordinators then supplemented
with additional TREC-IS-specific collections, primarily released as part of 2019-B (see Table 2). For each event,
TREC-IS coordinators de-duplicated and sampled the resulting Twitter collections to create numerous event-specific
2http://observedchange.com/moac/ns/
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tweet collections from which ground truth could be evaluated. NIST-hired assessors have labeled these tweets,
marking priority and all relevant information types (taken from Table 1) per message. Following TREC-IS 2018
and 2019, this labeling has resulted in 46,741 manually labeled tweets.
To evaluate the state of the art in crisis informatics, TREC-IS releases subsets of these events, replete with these
manual labels. Each TREC-IS edition then releases a new set of events without these labels, so participants can
develop cutting-edge prototypes using this labeled content and submit predicted information-type labels and priority
scores for the new event sets. Each participating research group is then allowed to submit up to four “runs” from
their candidate systems, each of which is evaluated separately.
These runs are then evaluated across two axes: information-type categorization, and information criticality. For
information-type categorization, participant systems submit (potentially multiple) information-type labels, which
are then evaluated using standard precision, recall, and F1-score, macro-averaged across the evaluation events. As
mentioned, not all information types are equally important (i.e., messages of sentiment are generally less critical
than requests for search and rescue), so we evaluate these metrics both across all 25 information types and the six
actionable information types highlighted above. For the second axis on ranking information criticality, we want
to up-weight information that emergency response officers need to see. In the prior 2018 and 2019 iterations of
TREC-IS, since our criticality labels are ordered (e.g., “low” is less than “critical”), we assign numeric scores to
these labels and calculate the Mean Squared Error between the human-assigned score and a system’s score for each
tweet.
Main Conclusions from TREC-IS 2018 and 2019 A crucial finding in TREC-IS’s 2018 pilot run and confirmed
in the 2019 initiative is that a non-trivial (approximately 10% post-filtering) amount of actionable and high-priority
information exists in Twitter during emergency events. The average priority score for an emergency-related
tweet appears relatively stable between low- and medium-importance across eight years of emergency events
(2011-2019) (McCreadie et al. 2020). Further, the six actionable information types we describe above are likewise
stable in that tweets with these information-types are consistently perceived to be of higher-priority than the
remaining 19 types. An analysis of manually labeled tweets and systems participating also yielded insights into
what information is actionable and critical for emergency response officers, as messages that are perceived as high
priority also often contain references to particular locations – in line with Purohit et al. (2018) – and also include
hyperlinks to external information sources. These perceptions of criticality are of particular interest in the TREC-IS
2020 edition as the definition of high-priority content may be altered dramatically when faced with long-lived,
global events like the COVID-19 pandemic.
While the above results focus on the distribution of information within crises, participant-system evaluations from
prior TREC-IS iterations also found that cutting-edge systems of the time were insufficient for end users’ needs in
classifying information type and priority. While participants were relatively effective at identifying news reports
and sentiment, they struggled to identify critical information like search and rescue requests (McCreadie et al. 2019).
Though system-performance comparisons across TREC-IS editions are generally difficult to interpret given the
variation in crisis events and the ever-expanding volume of training data TREC-IS makes available, we find systems
are generally becoming more performant from edition to edition. Likewise, systems relying on neural language
models are also increasingly performant compared to traditional learning models (McCreadie et al. 2020). Despite
these trend, performance in identifying actionable information lagged behind the identifying all relevant information
types, suggesting significant room for improvement remains.
CHANGES TO THE INCIDENT STREAMS TRACK IN 2020

To address open questions around COVID-19, in this third year of the TREC-IS initiative, we have made several
modifications and extensions to the track. At the same time, the track has continued its focus on curating feeds of
social media posts, where each feed corresponds to a particular type of information request, aid request, or report.
As in the previous year, TREC-IS expanded its collection of events, adding 29 new emergency incidents, 282,444
social media posts, and 19,784 manual annotations of this content. Following TREC-IS 2019, we also ran the
track twice this year, a first edition in June 2020, which we call 2020-A, and the main TREC edition in September
2020, called 2020-B. In both editions, participant systems could submit systems for the core task, classifying
tweets by information type (high-level), version 2, which is carried over from TREC-IS 2019 and includes both
information-type classification and prioritization.
In 2020, the track has introduced three major changes: First, we have added a COVID-19-specific task in both
the 2020-A and 2020-B editions to investigate adaptability of TREC-IS data and processes and how well systems
perform with and without COVID-19 training data. Second, we have added a new task to restrict the number of
information types to a core set of 11 high-priority classes (intended to allow participants to focus on a core set of
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information types). And third, to address the growing dataset sizes for events and improve coverage over these
events, TREC-IS has moved to post-hoc pooling for evaluation rather than releasing a pre-annotated dataset for each
event. We have also instituted smaller changes in run types, formats, and new metrics, which we describe below. In
sum, the new TREC-IS 2020 track is comprised of the following three tasks:
Task 1. All High-Level Information Type Classification This task is an extension of the core TREC-IS task used
in 2018 and 2019. Systems participating in this task are given tweet streams from a collection of crisis events
and should classify each tweet as having one or more of the high-level information types described in the
ontology section above. Each tweet should be assigned as many categories as are appropriate. Likewise, each
message must be tagged with a numeric measure of priority, on a [0, 1] scale (in 2020-A, we used an ordinal
value of “Low”, “Medium”, “High”, or “Critical” but returned to the numeric scale after discussions with
participants).
Task 2. Selected High-Level Information Type Classification (Introduced in 2020-A) A common concern in
Task 1 is that the number of high-level information types makes it difficult to dive deeply into the labels.
Obtaining a deeper understanding of these labels appears key to a high-performing system, however, as
systems with strong feature engineering have performed highly in previous TREC-IS editions. To address
this issue, TREC-IS 2020 now includes a restricted version of Task 1 that focuses only on 11 of the high-level
information types. These 11 include the top six information types labeled as “actionable” in previous editions
(i.e., the types that have, on average, the highest priority) as well as five other types selected from the full set
used in Task 1, as shown in Table 1 (marked by a † ).
Task 3. COVID-19-Specific Information-Type Classification (Introduced in 2020-A) In this task, systems are
intended to provide public health officials and emergency response officers with additional tooling and
evaluation data for future public health emergencies or resurgence of COVID-19. COVID-19 is different
from prior events, however, in that its impacts are global in scale and are difficult to restrict to a single
region as we can with wildfires or earthquakes. It is therefore difficult to identify primary affected locations
(whereas hurricanes or wildfires are geographically constrained). Hence, for COVID-19 TREC-IS focuses
data collections around regional areas of interest, primarily population centers. In 2020-A, this task restricted
the set of information types to a subset of eight relevant types (see Table 1 for types marked with a ‡ ) as
the track lacked training data for public health events. For 2020-B, however, we have removed the category
restriction as analyses of 2020-A COVID-19 data has found instances across 24 of the 25 information types
(weather-related content was not found). Consequently, this Task 3 parallels Task 1 and differs only in the
data against which participant systems are evaluated.
New Datasets

For standardized evaluations of systems, TREC-IS provides participants with training and test datasets, comprised
of three components: the ontology of high-level information types, a collection of crisis-event descriptions, and
the tweets for each event to be categorized. In its original form, the TREC-IS track has aimed to enhance crisis
management scenarios across a variety of crisis events, both natural and manmade, so the track has published
these three-component datasets over numerous crises. Prior editions have repurposed extant datasets to create
these standardized evaluation sets, but in 2020, we have expanded both the collection processes and resulting event
collections substantially. To encourage broad applicability of systems, these collections cover the following event
types (★ are new to TREC-IS 2020):
• Wildfires,
• Earthquakes,
• Floods,
• Typhoons/Hurricanes,
• Shootings,
• Bombing,
• Hostage situations,★
• Accidental explosions,★ and
• Structural fires.★
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To develop these new crisis datasets for 2020, TREC-IS coordinators have continued with the 2019 effort in
constructing custom datasets by tracking ongoing crises in a prospective fashion. Constructing these collections
has required coordinators to scour news coverage of global crisis events, and on identification of a sufficiently
impactful event, coordinators would begin collecting streams of data around these events using Twitter’s public API.
Consequently, TREC-IS 2020 relies heavily on current data, but this reliance has enabled coordinators to expand the
set of crisis events substantially, as shown in Table 2. This table shows that, compared to prior editions, 2020-A and
2020-B have provided participants with significantly more crisis datasets, totaling 15 and 14 events and associated
social media messages respectively, as well as COVID-19 data on 9 regions. Data collection in 2020 has resulted in
45, 325 new, manually assessed social media messages around crises, 22,401 of which are from regions with heavy
COVID-19 impact.
An important aspect of this new dataset creation method is that TREC-IS now collects significantly more content than
can be assessed manually in reasonable timeframe. For COVID-19 events in particular, this overabundance of data
was problematic, as the prior TREC-IS initiatives have first sampled data from large events for manual assessment
prior to releasing test sets to participants; in the time of COVID-19, however, the track did not have time to manually
assess these large samples prior to release. TREC-IS 2020 has therefore moved to a model where coordinators
collect these datasets, de-duplicate data using locality-sensitive hashing – using the Nilsimsa digest (Damiani et al.
2004) – to filter highly similar tweets and retweet, and then release the full datasets to participants for labeling
and prioritization. Coordinators then group the resulting participants’ runs using a pooling method to select a
subset of messages to assess manually. While this process introduces complexity and requires participant systems to
label nearly an order of magnitude more messages than will be judged, this method allows coordinators to leverage
state-of-the-art technology when identifying valuable or critical content to assess. Otherwise, coordinators would
need to develop an internal method for ranking messages according to information type and priority to identify
what should be judged, and if this problem were easy to solve, the track would not exist. We discuss this pooling
method below.
Pooling

In information retrieval test collections, the standard practice is to label a small sample of the dataset, and to focus
that sample where positive examples are likely to be found. The most common approach is pooling: take the top-𝑘
ranked results from a diverse set of state-of-the-art systems, and manually review the resulting pool. This process
will yield an unbiased, sufficiently-complete set of labels to measure the pooled systems (Zobel 1998). When the
system outputs are not ranked, for example if the system is a binary classifier on a stream where feedback is updating
the classifier, stratified sampling is used (Lewis 1995).
In 2020-A, following the practice from earlier editions of TREC-IS, systems returned information type labels for
each tweet along with a priority level. Pooling based on priority level alone could bias the pool against information
types that are typically low priority (like Report-News) or where priority is hard to predict. Accordingly, we drew a
sample stratified on priority levels from the system outputs using reservoir sampling up to a maximum of 2,500
tweets per event. For 2020-B, to support more straightforward pooling approaches, we required systems to return a
classification probability for every information type and a numeric priority score. We pooled 2020-B to the top
100 tweets from every system by both priority and by information type probability. This approach resulted in an
variation in the number of tweets per event but would theoretically provide sufficient coverage over the 25 TREC-IS
information types and over the priority spectrum.
Tweet Labeling Process

Once TREC-IS coordinators have constructed Twitter samples for each event, each tweet in the TREC-IS collections
is labeled by a TREC assessor. These assessors all have strong information analysis skills and experience in labeling
text and social media for TREC-IS and other TREC retrieval and classification tasks. Prior to performing labeling
tasks, each assessor receives a two-hour, in-person training session that includes an overview of the emergency
event scenario and guidance on identifying actionable information within each event type. Assessors then exercise
their training in a guided, hands-on, group labeling session using the 2012 Colorado wildfires event. Assessors are
also allowed to use Wikipedia entries for each event to familiarize themselves with its timeline and geography.
For each labeling task, assessors use an assessment tool that displays the raw text of the tweet and renders it using
Twitter’s API, which replicates the view (replete with embedded multimedia) a user would see natively on Twitter.
Assessors then decide if each tweet is actually relevant to the event, if it contains actionable information, and assigns
one or more category labels and a priority level to the tweet. In most cases, all tweets collected for a single event
are labeled by one assessor to minimize inconsistencies within an event that could arise from disagreement between
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Table 2. TREC-IS Events
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assessors. While budget and time constraints have not allowed for multiple assessments per tweet, precluding
agreement evaluations, this manual assessment has been used consistently in prior TREC-IS iterations (McCreadie
et al. 2019; McCreadie et al. 2020).
Metrics for TREC-IS 2020

Information Feed Metrics: TREC-IS 2018 and 2019 primarily used standard accuracy, precision, recall, and
F1 as metrics for system evaluation, with TREC-IS 2019 introducing a sub-metric targeting the six high-priority,
actionable information types described above. For overall classification accuracy, this metric is micro-averaged
over all events (larger events will have more influence3), but macro-averaged over information types4. However,
emergency service operators primarily care about whether they are shown all of the valuable information or not,
i.e. missing actionable information is a much more serious failure than returning noise. As such, we also report
classification F1 only on the positive class, micro-averaged over all events. Further, we report both performance
when considering all information types (actionable and non-actionable), as well as when only considering only
actionable information types.
• Information Feed, Info. Type Accuracy, All: Overall classification accuracy, micro-averaged across events
and macro-averaged across information types. Gives a high-level view of categorization performance, but
does not capture whether the output is useful to our end-users.
• Information Feed, Info. Type Positive F1, All: Categorization performance when only considering the target
class per information type. For example, when calculating performance for the ‘Request-SearchAndRescue’
information type, we only calculate performance over the small number of tweets that belong to that type,
ignoring all other tweets. As such, this measures the signal that is shown to the user, while ignoring any noise
that the system also produces. The ‘All’ version of this metric macro-averages over all information types.
• Information Feed, Info. Type Positive F1, Actionable: The same as the above metric, but only considers
the actionable information types shown in Table 1. This metric aims to capture whether systems are able to
find the actionable information within the stream.
Information Priority Metrics: The second aspect of a TREC-IS system that we want to evaluate is to what
extent can it identify key information that the emergency response officer needs to see. This is operationalized by
comparing the information priority score provided by each system and the priority label provided by the human
assessor per tweet. To enable such a comparison and to bring system output in line with the four information priority
labels used by the human assessors, we mapped priority scores into discrete priority labels. In this case, low=0.25,
medium=0.5, high=0.75 and critical=1.0. We then evaluate participant systems using F1 score around these discrete
priority labels, and as with the information feed metrics, to distinguish between prioritization performance for
actionable categories against all categories, we report prioritization error for both all information types and only
actionable information types. To account for the relative importance of these messages and the general scarcity with
which they appear (McCreadie et al. 2020), we also measure normalized discounted cumulative gain nDCG@100
(i.e., over the first one hundred highest-priority tweets), macro-averaged across events.
• Prioritization F1, All: Categorization performance when only considering the discretized priority labels.
Higher is better.
• Prioritization F1, Actionable: The same as the above metric, but only considers the actionable information
types shown in Table 1. Higher is better.
• Prioritization nDCG@100: This metric ranks the quality of the top-k messages according to their priority
and compares this value to the maximum potential gain in this ranking. Here, lower is better.
RESULTS IN COMPARING COVID-19 AND OTHER CRISES

Having established the structure for TREC-IS 2020, we now turn to this paper’s core contributions: a comparative
analysis of the manual assessments around COVID-19 versus other crises, and an evaluation of how well participant
systems perform when integrating extant crisis-informatics datasets. For comparing regional COVID-19 datasets to
other crises, we examine 45,325 manually assessed tweets to answer the following research questions:
3This is done because some events have very few tweets.
4Some information types, such as Continuing News are very common, and we don’t want performance on those categories to dominate the
performance score.
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RQ1.1. How do the distributions of information type and priority compare between COVID-19 and general-crisis
events?
RQ1.2. For an individual information type, is the distribution information priority consistent between COVID-19
and general-crisis events?
Second, we leverage participant systems to compare performance across general crises to regional COVID-19
contexts. This evaluation covers three aspects: 1) how well systems perform in a new crisis context – i.e., COVID-19
– when trained using general crisis information, 2) how much this performance increases when COVID-19 training
data is made available, and 3) whether specific information types adapt more easily across the general-to-COVID-19
context:
RQ2.1: How well do systems perform information-type classification and prioritization in the context of COVID-19
using only data from prior general-crisis events on which TREC-IS has focused?
RQ2.2: How do systems perform information-type classification and prioritization during COVID-19 when
additional COVID-specific training data is made available?
RQ2.3: Do systems perform significantly different for particular information types in the COVID-19 context
compared to the general crisis-event context?
RQ1.1 – Comparing Distributions of Information Type and Priority in COVID-19

full_label
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The COVID-19 construct in 2020-A asked participant systems to classify only a subset of the 25 information types
available based on the assumption that many of the information types would not be present in COVID-19 data.
During annotation, however, we allowed assessors to evaluate content against all 25 types, and surprisingly, we
found content across all but three of the information types. Figure 2 shows the mean distribution of these labels
across the three COVID-19 events in 2020-A (Figure 2a) and eight labeled COVID-19 events in 2020-B (Figure 2b).

full_label

(b) 2020-B Info-Type Distribution

Figure 2. Distribution of Information Types for 2020-A COVID-19 Events

Regarding priority in COVID-19 content, Figure 3 shows the distributions of priority assessments for relevant
tweets in 2020-A and 2020-B. In the three 2020-A events, we find an abundance of “Medium” and “High” priority
content, more so than in the general events seen in prior TREC-IS iterations (Figure 3a); critical messages, however,
remain consistently rare. In 2020-B, of the eight assessed COVID-19 events, we find a more expected distribution
with many “Low” and “Medium” priority content (Figure 3b). We hypothesize that the differences in COVID-19
events in 2020-A and 2020-B are driven by different collection and assessment timeframes, where the relative
novelty of the pandemic in early 2020 (when 2020-A was run), assessor perceptions of priority may be artificially
higher. In 2020-B, however, as these assessments were completed in November/December 2020, perceptions of
criticality may have shifted.
While differences between 2020-A and 2020-B expose some variations and some consistencies in COVID-19
events, the larger question concerns the comparison of information shared between COVID-19 events and other,
more general crises, Figure 4 shows the difference in the overall prevalence of information types (measured as a
proportion of all tweets) for the 28 crisis events and 11 COVID-19 locations according to our human assessors. In
this figure, a negative value indicates information that is more common for COVID-19 events, while positive values
indicate information types more common in general crisis events.
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(a) 2020-A Priority Distribution

(b) 2020-B Priority Distribution

Figure 3. Distribution of Mean Priority Labels for COVID-19 Events, Macro-Averaged Over Events

Figure 4. Difference in proportion of Information Types across Crisis and COVID-19 events (2020-A/2020-B).

From this figure, we first observe that overall proportion ranges never exceed around +/-15%, so while the differences
are notable, they are not extreme in terms of raw tweet counts. Despite this relative consistency, it should be
highlighted that a seemingly small change in the overall proportion might reflect a large change the relative
proportion for that information type – e.g., an approximately 7% overall reduction Weather related tweets between
general crises and COVID-19 corresponds to a 90% relative reduction (there are almost no weather related tweets
for COVID-19 events). Second, focusing in the top and bottom of Figure 4 reveal the most extreme examples:
In crisis events, reports of weather, multimedia sharing and emerging threats are more common. For Weather
and Multimedia sharing, this result is expected, as there is almost no weather reporting during COVID-19, and
less opportunity exists for sharing of disaster imaging in COVID-19 (as oppposed to aftermath of earthquakes or
hurricanes, that may have many more instances of demolished buildings). The small volume of emerging-threat
content for COVID-19 events is reflective of the long-term nature of the pandemic, where the situation changes
slowly. Indeed, what might be considered an “emerging threat” is quite different for COVID-19 events than in
general crises. In COVID-19, for example, lack of or behind-schedule testing or reports of quarantine breakers may
be considered emerging threats as precursors to outbreaks, but these messages were rare in our sampled data.
Meanwhile, if we examine what information types were more common in COVID-19 events, we see more advice,
sentiment, discussion, contextual information, reports of services available and irrelevant content. The higher
prevalence of general discussion (discussion, advice, contextual information and sentiment information types)
indicates that much of the content for COVID-19 is potentially less useful for direct response than for crises. The
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higher relative proportion of tweets reporting services available are almost all reports regarding COVID-19 testing
centres (when and where they will be available). Hence, to conclude on RQ1.1, there are notable differences in the
types of information that are posed during crisis and covid events.
RQ1.2 – Comparing Priorities of Information Types in COVID-19

While we see unsurprising differences in the distributions of information types in COVID-19 events, considering
these information types in isolation only tells part of the story. As highlighted above, the meaning of each information
type (or at least what types of tweets get labled for each type) differs between crisis events and COVID-19. As
such, we next examine how the perceived priority of information for each of the information types varies between
the crisis events and our COVID-19-impacted regions. Figures 5 (a) and (b) report the ratio of tweets for each
information type labeled as having each priority level. The lower portion of each bar (blue and orange) indicates
higher priorities.

(a) Crisis Events (2020-A/2020-B).

(b) COVID-19 Events (2020-A/2020-B).

Figure 5. Ratio of Information Types across Priority Levels

Comparing Figures 5 (a) and (b), we are looking for differences in the ratio of tweets labeled as either Critical and
High. From this comparison, we can make the following observations: First, some information types were perceived
to be less important moving from general crises to COVID-19. Most notably, advice, location information, reporting
of sub-events, and official reports were marked as less critical. Meanwhile, information types such as reporting of
clean-up operations and volunteering were more commonly labeled as either high or critical. Also of note is that
emerging threats, while much rarer for COVID-19 (e.g., see above), are consistently perceived as important, just as
with general crises. Hence, to answer RQ1.2, we do indeed see marked differences in the criticality of some (but
not all) information types. This result, in particular, has important implications for prioritization of content, as prior
studies of TREC-IS data shows information type is a strong predictor of criticality.
RQ2.1 – Performance in Adapting General-Crisis Datasets to COVID-19

A core question in this analysis is whether and how well automated systems trained on general, non-pandemic crisis
data are able to adapt to a new, global event type – namely, the COVID-19 pandemic. Prior to the 2020-A edition,
TREC-IS has not focused on large public-health crises, as these events are typically rare, making datasets difficult to
construct. Introducing the COVID-19 task into TREC-IS 2020-A has provided an opportunity to evaluate how well
such systems can adapt to this new context. While COVID-19 and related public-health crises may be significantly
different from other event types (as answers to RQ1 above suggest), several information types may be sufficiently
conserved in their language so as to enable this adaptation. To answer RQ2.1, we first evaluate mean system
performance across the TREC-IS 2020-A Task 3 (𝑛 = 10) participant systems, focusing on the seven information
types shown in Table 1 (we exclude the “CallToAction-MovePeople” type, as assessors found no instances of
this type in the 2020-A instance of Task 3). We first compare this performance against a zero-rule baseline for
COVID-19 data, wherein all tweets are labeled as the “Other-Advice” information type and “Low” priority – these
labels are the most common information type and priority label calculated across the TREC-IS 2018 and 2019
datasets. We also contextualize this performance by comparing Task 3 system performance to Task 1 (𝑛 = 14)
participant systems. Figure 6a presents results of this analysis, showing that Task-3 systems exhibit significantly
higher performance than the zero-rule baseline in 2020-A but lower performance compared to Task 1, significantly
so for both nDCG (𝑝 << 0.001) and Info-Type F1 (𝑝 < 0.05). Comparing prioritization F1 between Task 1 and
Task 3, surprisingly, suggests systems trained on non-COVID data and applied to COVID-19 events do not perform
significantly lower in prioritization (𝑝 > 0.05), implying some aspects of prioritization adapt comparatively well
across contexts.
In answer to RQ2.1, we find that crisis datasets from non-COVID-19 events do in fact provide value for both
information categorization and (especially) prioritization.
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RQ2.2 – Performance in Integrating General-Crisis Datasets with COVID-19-Specific Training data

RQ2.1 focuses on systems that participated in 2020-A, where pandemic-related content was unavailable for training.
As the pandemic (and, indeed, TREC-IS) goes on, however, we are amassing more panedmic-related data and
have since published a dataset of COVID-19-specific training data developed from 2020-A. Hence, a natural
follow-on question is whether this new training data improves models of COVID-19 information-type and priority
classification. As COVID-19 impacts regions differently, one might expect relatively little transferability of models
among regional contexts; on the other hand, the pandemic’s global nature may drive consistent language around
topics regardless of location (modulo language differences). RQ2.2 examines this question, and in TREC-IS
2020-B, we run a new comparison of participant systems with the same zero-rule baseline described above, with
results shown in Figure 6b. Unsurprisingly, participant systems perform better in 2020-B than in 2020-A, and
for prioritization and information-type labeling, these new systems significant outperform the zero-rule baseline.
Surprisingly, however, systems appear indistinguishable from the zero-rule baseline in measuring nDCG@100 in
2020-B, which we posit is driven by a change in pooling approaches between 2020-A and 2020-B, where we pooled
fewer events more deeply in 2020-A, allowing for the discovery of more high-priority content. In 2020-B, however,
the vast majority of content is low-priority content. Hence, in answer to RQ2.2, the availability of COVID-19 data
does increase system-level for classifying information-types and priorities.
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Figure 6. Average System-Level Performance in 2020-A (a) and 2020-B (b), across Task 1 (General Crises) and
Task 3 (COVID-19). In 2020-A, systems perform significantly worse in nDCG and Information-Type F1 in the
COVID-19 task (Prioritization F1 is also lower but not significantly so at the 𝑝 = 0.05 level).

RQ2.3 – Performance in Specific Information Types

While RQ2.1 and 2.2 show overall performance across all information types, one might expect certain information
types to adapt across contexts better than others (e.g., information about service availability or advice may be
sufficiently similar regardless of the underlying event). RQ2.3 investigates this possibility by breaking down
participant-system scores for precision, recall, and F1 across the seven information types present in both Task
1 and Task 3, as shown in Figure 7. Of these seven types, in 2020-A, the average system appears to perform
similarly for four of the types, while systems perform much worse in identifying reports of emerging threats and
calls to volunteer during COVID-19. Likewise, both precision and recall are significantly lower for COVID-19 in
these two types. New sub-events also exhibit significantly lower recall in COVID-19 though precision across the
two contexts is similar, suggesting COVID-19 has a potentially larger space of discourse around new sub-events
compared to general crises. Surprisingly, requests for information exhibit much higher recall in COVID-19 than
across the general crises, suggesting a particular consistency in COVID-19 discussion. Results are largely consistent
in TREC-IS’s 2020-B edition as well.
In answer to RQ2.3, a core set of information types appear to be conserved in the COVID-19 context compared to
the general crisis-event context, while reports of emerging threats, requests fore information, and calls for volunteers
seem much more difficult to identify in the COVID-19 context. This latter result is consistent with our above
analysis of information types, where we suggest emerging threats and related observations differ substantially
between COVID-19 and non-COVID events. More research is necessary, however, to understand whether these
differences are specific to the COVID-19 pandemic or public-health crises more generally.
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Figure 7. Average System-Level Performance in 2020-A, across information types in Task 1 (General Crises) and
Task 3 (COVID-19). Systems tend to perform similarly for four of the Task 3 information types, while reports of
emerging threats and calls for volunteers appear to deviate significantly across contexts.
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CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have provided an overview of the new 2020 editions (2020-A and 2020-B) of TREC-IS and have
compared how both social media information and participant systems may change or adapt in the time of COVID-19
and future large-scale pandemics. This paper describes how the 2020 edition of TREC-IS has addressed these dual
issues by introducing a new COVID-19-specific task for evaluating generalization of existing COVID-19 annotation
and system performance to this new context, applied to 11 regions across the globe. TREC-IS has also continued
expanding its set of target crises, adding 29 new events and expanding the collection of event types to include
explosions, fires, and general storms, making for a total of 9 event types in addition to the new COVID-19 events.
Across these events, TREC-IS has made available 478,110 COVID-related messages and 282,444 crisis-related
messages for participant systems to analyze, of which 14,835 COVID-related and 19,784 crisis-related messages
have been manually annotated. Analyses of these new datasets and participant systems demonstrate first that both
the distributions of information type and priority of information vary between general crises and COVID-19-related
discussion. Secondly, despite these differences, results from six organizations that participated in both the 2020-A
and 2020-B editions, submitting a total of 50 runs, suggest leveraging general crisis data in the COVID-19 context
improves performance over baselines. Using these results, we provide guidance on which information types appear
most consistent between general crises and COVID-19.
The Incident Streams track is slated to continue in TREC 2021 with a further two editions. All tweet streams, labels
and participation details can be found at http://trecis.org.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL – PARTICIPANT RESULTS

Below, we report the raw results of TREC-IS system evaluations across all three tasks in 2020-A and 2020-B. For
ease of comparison, we group by task rather than edition, but one should note numeric scores are not directly
comparable across editions (because of differences in training data and evaluation methods); rather, rankings and
trends within the metrics and orderings among participant systems are better axes of comparison.
System Evaluations, Task 1: All High-Level Information Type Classification
Table 3. 2020-A Task 1 Submitted runs under the v2.6 evaluation script. For each metric (Priority-centric nDCG,
information-type F1/accuracy, and priority), higher is better. Bolded numbers are maximal over the full column.
Results suggest the UCD-based systems outperform other participant systems in the majority of metrics.

Table 4. 2020-B Task 1 Submitted runs under the v2.7 evaluation script. For each metric (Priority-centric nDCG,
information-type F1/accuracy, and priority), higher is better. Bolded numbers are maximal over the full column.
Results suggest the UCD-based systems outperform other participant systems in the majority of metrics.
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System Evaluations, Task 2: Selected High-Level Information Type Classification
Table 5. 2020-A Task 2 Submitted runs under the v2.6 evaluation script. For each metric (Priority-centric nDCG,
information-type F1/accuracy, and priority), higher is better. Bolded numbers are maximal over the full column,
and italicized numbers are maximal in Task-2 systems. Results suggest the UCD-based systems outperform other
participant systems in the majority of metrics. More interestingly, Task-1 systems outperform the type-restricted
Task-2 systems, suggesting little benefit comes from restricting info-type label space.

Table 6. 2020-B Task 2 Submitted runs under the v2.7 evaluation script. For each metric (Priority-centric nDCG,
information-type F1/accuracy, and priority), higher is better. Bolded numbers are maximal over the full column,
and italicized numbers are maximal in Task-2 systems. As in 2020-A, Task-1 systems outperform the type-restricted
Task-2 systems, suggesting little benefit comes from restricting info-type label space.
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System Evaluations, Task 3: COVID-19-Specific Information-Type Classification
Table 7. 2020-A Task 3 Submitted runs under the v2.4 evaluation script. For each metric (Priority-centric nDCG,
information-type F1/accuracy, and priority), higher is better. Bolded numbers are maximal over the full column.
Note that not all metrics are presented here, as the restricted information types precludes separating content into
actionable categories.

Table 8. 2020-B Task 3 Submitted runs under the v2.7 evaluation script. For each metric (Priority-centric nDCG,
information-type F1/accuracy, and priority), higher is better. Bolded numbers are maximal over the full column.
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ABSTRACT

Social media listening practices are increasingly adopted in crisis management and have become an object of
interest for researchers and practitioners. This article analyzes how these enactments have been studied. Through
a systematic review of the available literature, features from studies involving depictions of practice were
extracted, analyzed, and turned into a narrative by using an inductive approach. Strategies of improvisation,
overreliance on personal and professional networks, manual work, spontaneous coordination, and re-assignment
of tasks represent the main findings in the multidisciplinary literature. This article provides a consolidated
overview of experiences from social media listening in practice beyond listing the benefits of social media as a
source of information. Moreover, this paper sets the basis for future studies on the range of possible configurations
and the institutionalization of practices to manage disruptive crises.
Keywords

Social media listening, practice, improvisation, crisis management strategy, configuration.
INTRODUCTION

Insights into situational awareness in areas affected by crises, maintaining two-way conversations with affected
communities, the possibility to respond to requests for help, and early warning of sudden events are some features
embedded in data emanating from social media conversations that are useful for crisis management operations.
The benefits of data from social media have been recognized, assimilated, and documented (Hughes and Palen,
2012; Tobias, 2011); however, difficulties remain in adopting, configuring, and strategizing practices of social
media listening in crisis management. Therefore, social media strategies and are often a result of improvisation
and “spur-of-the-moment” decisions with limited information sources available. Using social media as an
information source is a relatively new practice that has encountered barriers in an already rigid field with
established and somewhat rigid command-and-control procedures (Reuter, Hughes, and Kaufhold, 2018; Stieglitz,
Mirbabaie, Fromm, and Melzer, 2018). Therefore, an ideal starting point to reveal configurations of practices is
to review existing academic literature for insights into adoption, implementation, benefits, challenges, and
intrinsic characteristics surrounding the collection, analysis, synthesis, and reporting of information to fulfill
organizational, operational, or strategic objectives.
Although a new practice, social media listening counts with an available body of literature that is numerous and
encompasses diverse disciplines from social and natural sciences. At first glance, the literature focuses on single
independent case studies that provide insights into the disconnect between social media’s potential and current
practices or on the design of technological solutions that address challenges in collecting and handling data. This
article seeks to aggregate previous findings through a systematic literature review and to generalize emerging
concepts intrinsic to the configurations of social media listening practices in crises. The result is a consolidated
picture of the enactment of crisis management strategies and a future research agenda. In social media listening,
practices are inherently different and context dependent. The findings illustrate overarching themes that explain
the implementation and configuration of practices.
Listening to social media conversations is often regarded as intelligence, surveillance, or monitoring. In essence,
it refers to the extraction and analysis of data found on social media, usually with the help of one or several
technological solutions with analytical capabilities for social media listening. For this article, social media
listening is a term that encompasses these commonly used terms. Moreover, practice is understood as the set of
interactions between entwined entities, people, and objects and is a part of an ecosystem that seeks to achieve
objectives (Kallinikos, Leonardi, and Nardi, 2012). Attention is placed on “the situated practices surrounding the
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socio-technical accomplishment of representing the world through data” (Soden and Palen, 2018, p. 3). Social,
technological, organizational, and contextual features with unclear boundaries work together to fulfill decisionmaking objectives (Kaufhold, Rupp, Reuter, and Amelunxen, 2018; Olteanu, Vieweg, and Castillo, 2015). The
practice of social media listening is an all-hazard approach that, with each incident, transforms in parallel to the
spatiotemporal progression of crisis life cycle, namely: preparedness, response, recovery, mitigation, and
prevention (Blanford et al., 2014; Gu et al., 2014). Thus, social media listening exists because of the need for
information so that decisions that translate into actions can be made (Quarantelli, 1988). In crisis management,
disasters (i.e., disruptions of established societal dynamics with slow-onset or rapid-onset characteristics) produce
an environment where novel and unexpected problems emerge and directly or indirectly affected populations
actively engage in problem solving (Dynes, 1994; Quarantelli, 1998); these individuals or groups then support the
disaster life cycle. The different types of disasters that originate from the complex interactions of physical, social,
and built environments (Mileti, 1999) are classified into natural, human-made, organizational, and public health
(Henriksen et al., 2018).
This literature review seeks answers to the following question:
How are configurations of social media listening practices in crisis management studied in the literature?
This article makes two main contributions. First, it provides a comprehensive overview of social media listening
practices and their contributions as captured in the literature. Second, it deepens understanding of these practices
by discussing implications and proposing research avenues. The remainder is structured as follows: Section II
describes the systematic methodology for reviewing and analyzing the literature. Section III presents the findings,
and Section IV presents a discussion and future research directions. Section V concludes with a brief overview of
the discussed content and a future research agenda.
METHODOLOGY: FINDING, CLASSIFYING, AND ANALYZING THE LITERATURE

This systematic literature review follows the approach from Okoli and Schabram (2010) and Webster and Watson
(2002). The study of Kitchenham (2004) was used as the primary guide for protocol development.
The compilation of 109 final articles was used as the basis for analyzing results from a rigorous selection and
classification process that started with the building of a protocol for review; the protocol contained parameters
that guided the selection process in this study (Kitchenham, 2004). The scope included papers that are written in
English and have no timeframe of publication, as most of the research related to this phenomenon has been
conducted in the last decade. The papers involve the use of social media as a source of information in crisis
management. The selected articles should also focus on the enactments of practices as a socio-technical
phenomenon through case studies and other methodologies involving experts in managing crises.
The process started with the construction of simple keyword searches to obtain an overview of the field. First,
Google searches of the terms “social listening” and “social media listening” yielded numerous results about
commercial tools and services for social media analytics. This result indicates that social media listening is a wellestablished practice across field boundaries. However, the same search on Google Scholar and other academic
databases yielded mostly irrelevant articles from diverse disciplines. At this point, the diversity of concepts
associated with social media listening clearly poses a challenge in retrieving relevant knowledge (Boell and CecezKecmanovic, 2015). Therefore, several combinations of terms were tested to find the most relevant results by
leveraging Boolean operators. Associated terms, such as monitoring, intelligence, analytics, citizen-generated
content, and surveillance, were integrated. Subsequently, the search stream was refined with characterizations of
disasters, including terms such as emergency, crisis, situational awareness, and similar variations. Then,
descriptors of practice, such as process, operations, and systems, were added to obtain more focused results.
Automated filtering was applied by restricting searches to abstracts, titles, and keywords. Papers involving
disciplines, such as sports sciences, astronomy, and biology, were automatically discarded. The final search was
applied in five academic databases considering social media listening’s multidisciplinary nature (Figure 1). As a
result, 1,699 peer-reviewed articles and conference papers were selected as potential candidates for screening.
After duplicates between databases were removed, 1,360 articles were obtained (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Literature review process: criteria definition and automated search for literature

The body of literature was further narrowed down by manually screening articles by title and abstract with at least
two reiterations, as this process was challenging. Then, 282 articles were selected to thematically analyze at the
abstract level to identify preliminary themes and structures of practices based on topics of concern and
methodologies used. At this point, only articles with case studies and methodologies that involved practitioners
were included., yielding 81 articles. Finally, additional articles were added using a snowballing approach (Webster
and Watson, 2002) with a focus on known authors in the field (Figure 3), yielding a final count of 109 articles.
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Figure 3. Literature review process: manual screening steps and analysis
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The selected articles’ contents were coded and analyzed following an inductive approach, and the results of
abstract-level analysis were used as basis for further classifications. The descriptions and features of social media
listening practices emerged from each article. Then, codes were compared, and connections were made from the
findings in the literature to construct a narrative that describes the features of practices according to previous
studies.
FINDINGS: THE FEATURES OF PRACTICE

Performing academic research is an avenue to understand the adoption, integration, and perception of practices of
social media listening in different organizational, technical, and environmental contexts (Stieglitz et al., 2018).
However, given the fast-paced and volatile nature of the field, the performance of immediate tasks, mostly related
to response and recovery, is prioritized over the research, process improvement, training, and design of solutions
that are performed during “steady-state operations” or non-crisis periods (Tapia and Moore, 2014), which is a
disadvantage in such a volatile field of analysis.
The main concern of studies is the adoption and benefits of social media in crisis management operations.
Practitioners and volunteers recognize the benefits of social media as a good source of situational awareness
(Munkvold, Flaten, and Nguyen, 2015; Stieglitz et al., 2018) and disaster risk reduction (Allaire, 2016). However,
how actual practices are developed from possible ideas remains uncertain (Reuter, Kaufhold, Spahr, Spielhofer,
and Hahne, 2020) because current research mostly recounts factual events and results in personal perceptions that
may differ from actual situations during crisis operations in real time (Avery, 2017).
Research in social media listening is found under the general umbrella of social media use in crisis management,
which includes:
•
•
•
•

Information dissemination and extraction (Petersen et al., 2018; Reuter et al., 2020);
A source of traces that provide a picture of a crisis (Castillo, 2016; Simon, Goldberg, Aharonson-Daniel, Leykin,
and Adini, 2014);
A configuration of decision support systems (Moßgraber et al., 2018); and
A source for innovations (Soden and Palen, 2018). Turning to social media to extract information seems to be a
second priority after pushing content (Chatfield and Reddick, 2015; Szymczak, Kuecuekbalaban, Knuth, and
Schmidt, 2015).

Methods of Study

The existing body of literature uses diverse methodologies to analyze practices around social media. In turn, what
the practice does in real time, the researcher investigates in the future. Table 1 summarizes the methodologies
used for the study of practice, which goes from the description and analysis of past events, user patterns,
information flows, and stakeholder attitudes to the use of social media, software development, and organizational
strategies and configurations. The study of practice shows that once systems are in place, organizational
configurations become a more evident challenge.
Research and technological tool development also enact social media listening practices. However, whereas social
media listening practices need real-time analysis that is time sensitive and resource constrained, most research
tasks are performed with historical data, allowing in-depth understanding. Moreover, data collection is not
automated, mainly in qualitative research. As methods of information extraction achieve more sophistication over
time, research will be able to follow. For example, in the early 2010s, user identification, coding, and location
were determined by manual investigation (Vieweg, Hughes, Starbird, and Palen, 2010), currently, crowdsourcing
mechanisms aid the performance of these tasks (Imran, Castillo, Lucas, Meier, and Vieweg, 2014).
The following subsections present the features of practice from ideal to actual enactments, as described in the
literature.
Table 1. Methodologies and objectives when researching social media use in crisis management

Methodology
Interviews
Observations
Document and
literature analysis

Objective
Recount experiences from main stakeholders in crisis management and analyze flows of
social media information during past crisis events (Burns, 2015; Munkvold et al., 2015;
Simon, Goldberg, and Adini, 2015)
Analyze the perceived technological, organizational, and environmental challenges in
social media adoption (Stieglitz et al., 2018)
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Table 1. continued.

Methodology

Objective

Historical analysis of
social media data and
big data analytics

Analyze collective activities in digital humanitarian and formal response authorities
(Burns, 2015).
Analyze crisis management patterns, such as user roles and useful information, for
situational awareness (Mirbabaie, Ehnis, Stieglitz, and Bunker, 2014; Vieweg et al.,
2010; Zade et al., 2018).

Online and offline
simulations

Analyze and discover generic user types and behaviors acting in a crisis and analyze
responders’ actions and attitudes toward the use of social media as a part of response
operations in disaster and rescue scenarios (Lappas, Karampelas, and Fessakis, 2019;
Meesters, van Beek, and Van de Walle, 2016)

Delphi study

Reach consensus between practice and technological requirements elicited for software
development (Hiltz et al., 2020).

Organizational
strategies, tasks,
performances, and
operations analysis
Comparative and
longitudinal analyses
(short term)

Explore structures, procedures, and technical features required to deploy intelligencegathering efforts that influence decision making (Cobb et al., 2014; Fathi, Thom, Koch,
Ertl, and Fiedrich, 2019; Markenson and Howe, 2014; Power and Kibell, 2017)
Conduct the same study with two or three years of intervals to analyze the evolution of
practices (Reuter et al., 2020; Tapia and Moore, 2014).

Emergence of Practices

Given the diversity of objectives that can be fulfilled through social media, research in the field focuses on
individual case studies. For example, through the study of virtual operation support teams (VOSTs), Fathi et al.
(2019) discuss the ideation, structuration, and deployment of a team to aid in surveillance during a mass gathering
event. The structure of VOSTs is decentralized, usually removed from the actual emergency and the emergency
operations; furthermore, it is also familiarized with procedures, protocols, and communication channels of the
agency that uses them (Fathi et al., 2019).
The American Red Cross (ARC) concept of a digital operations center is based on key tasks surrounding
information, linkages with emergency management protocols, and staffing (Markenson and Howe, 2014).
Information gathering includes diverse, publicly accessible, and geotagged digital sources beyond social media
(Markenson and Howe, 2014).
Bunker, Ehnis, Levine, Babar, and Sleigh (2018) explain how centralized information and linear decision-making
processes from knowledge to action constitute the essence of command and control rigidity that exhibits
incompatibility with other systems from other organizations, in turn limiting possible collaborations and
coordination (Bunker et al., 2018).
In studies about terrorist attacks, social media listening practices emerge as an accelerated process that jumps
protocols, leading to the possible institutionalization of the “experiment” after the response (Petersen et al., 2018).
These studies find that social media is the first source for the situation awareness of these events rather than
traditional media, the customary venue for sense making (Petersen et al., 2018). Social media is the first place
where attacks are reported by eyewitnesses and quickly transforms into the communication hub, as emergency
phone lines are usually overwhelmed (Simon et al., 2014).
Despite the uniqueness of each enactment of social media listening, distinctive patterns and characteristics have
been discovered through this literature review. Table 2 presents a summary of findings that serve as guidance
throughout the rest of the section.
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Table 2. Radiography of social media listening

Umbrella

Social media use
Situational awareness
Constant surveillance

Objectives

Two-way conversations
Monitoring for requests for help (when traditional lines are overwhelmed)
Communication functions
Operational/tactical tasks

Housed in

Mix
Ad-hoc set-ups
Analysts
Information officers

Configured and
performed by

Digital volunteers
Artificial Intelligence
Software
Steady state

Phases

Crisis response
Post-crisis response and return to steady state
Keyword searches

Activities

Data analysis
Relevant social media user identification
Tight organizational networks from long-standing relationships
Flexible configurations

Features of practice

Adapted to objectives of the organization
Improvisation and spontaneous coordination
Rapid flow of information and decision making
Online and offline actions
High expectations
Technical and field experience required to maximize technologies capabilities

Barriers

Trust
No institutionalization of practices
Hyper-targeted crisis communications

Permanent Operations or Steady-State Operations During Non-Disaster Times

Some crisis management and humanitarian organizations have adopted social media routines where surveillance
and situational awareness regularly happen. Examples in the literature describe how constant surveillance is set
up based on topic interest (Boersma, 2013; Markenson and Howe, 2014) and social media accounts (Ehnis and
Bunker, 2020) or how situational awareness is provided to the public on minor events (Simon et al., 2014). In any
case, each organization has intrinsic processes, technologies, and information systems that respond to the
capabilities and requirements of their specific operations and mission (Bunker et al., 2018)
Social media listening is traditionally placed in communication roles because social media is mostly used for
disseminating content (Avery, 2017; Hughes and Palen, 2012). Thus, tasks of social media listening tasks compete
with crisis communications and traditional media, making listening lower in priority as practitioners expect the
public to trust their content published on social media but are reluctant to trust insights from social media
(Silvestri, 2017; Szymczak et al., 2015). However, with the operational benefits of social media data, the practice
finds a place within operation center configurations to support decision making and operations that have not
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previously considered social media information, such as emergency dispatchers and humanitarian relief (Ma and
Zhang, 2018; Purohit, Castillo, Imran, and Pandey, 2018).
Routines in operation center structures align with other functions within the same organization (Purohit et al.,
2018). Power and Kibell (2017) describe three components of day-to-day operations for a social media intelligence
analyst working in shifts, namely, arrival, where priorities and objectives are passed on from the previous shift,
and systems are prepared for activities of the day; monitoring and collaboration, which refers to the performance
of the core tasks of monitoring and verifying for incidents and developments that respond to needs and objectives;
and handover, where a smooth transition is ensured by communicating and collaborating with an incoming team
(Power and Kibell, 2017). Unless constant monitoring is demanded due to the nature of the operations, such as an
emergency dispatcher or police surveillance, no 24/7 monitoring occurs during steady-state operations; if incidents
are reported on social media channels, they may not be heard until the following business hours (Ehnis and
Bunker, 2020). Regardless of the constant or ad hoc nature of social media listening, the following are the basic
features in setting up practices.
Basics

Keyword searches are the method usually employed for social media listening. More sophisticated configurations
display dashboards with continuous updates related to an organization’s core mission and reputation (Markenson
and Howe, 2014). The objective is to watch for the potential surge of disasters or controversies that hinder the
organization and its mission (Markenson and Howe, 2014) or the emergence of potential needs from the general
public (Ehnis and Bunker, 2020). If an emergency is spotted, systems adapt from everyday operations into crisis
management, and established protocols are activated, such as 24/7 surveillance (Power and Kibell, 2017) or
coordination with support resources, such as volunteers or temporary staff (Bunker et al., 2018; Markenson and
Howe, 2014). Organizational structures demand flexibility for the scalation of capabilities in terms of trained and
skilled additional staff, volunteers, and resources (Markenson and Howe, 2014) that integrate temporary
operations that do not need to be physically located in the organization (Abdulhamid, Perry, and Kashefi, 2018;
Bonaretti and Piccoli, 2018; Hughes and Tapia, 2015).
The shift in operations due to a major event is evident as social media behavior from response authorities changes
from providing to extracting situational awareness and broadcasting safety and response contents (Pogrebnyakov
and Maldonado, 2018; Simon et al., 2014).
Preparation Beforehand

Studies argue that strategies and infrastructure for practicing social media listening need to be established before
a crisis emerges (Reuter and Kaufhold, 2018). When practices are set up based on previous knowledge of crisis
management operations and disaster needs, practitioners spend some steady-state time identifying relevant social
media users, such as politicians, journalists, celebrities, and other influencers, with common and emergent
hashtags. These preparation steps enhance the effectiveness of social media listening (Power and Kibell, 2017).
Moreover, in the collaboration realm, the crisis management field relies, on the one hand, on tight organizational
networks with long-standing relationships formally called upon when capacity enhancement through other
entities, such as authorities or volunteers, is needed. When setting up collaborations, strategy meetings are carried
out, where expectations and relationships are defined (Abdulhamid et al., 2018; Fathi et al., 2019). On the other
hand, collaborations emerge informally through personal networks from conferences or previous working teams
that understand the nature of the field and can be reached on short notice (Petersen et al., 2018; Tapia and Moore,
2014). Figure 4 illustrates the stages of social media listening from steady state to crisis management.
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• Preparation steps
• Keyword search
setup
• User identification
• Surveillance for
potential disruptions
• Infrastructure set-up
• Network building
• Operations during
business hours

Shift in
operations
• Significant event is
detected
• Increase capacity
• Response objectives

• Activate established
protocols
• Situational awareness
• Safety and response
content broadcasting

Crisis
management

Steady-state

(Not fully explored in the literature)

Figure 4. Transitions of practices of social media listening from steady-state operations to crisis management
Crisis Management: From Information Discovery to Decision Making

During crises, the role of social media listening is for information to flow from discovery to decision making
through internal and external structures. The enactment of the practice is fast paced and stressful (Cobb et al.,
2014). Processes are performed starting from predominantly automated data collection and sometimes analysis
tasks to manual tasks mostly related to visualizations and reports that are highly customized to a decision maker’s
requirements (Fathi et al., 2019). Technology tools that aid processes are numerous and used depending on tasks
performed, such as following hashtags or identifying users (Cobb et al., 2014). Teams performing social media
listening find value in using many tools as the access and variety of information are enriched (Cobb et al., 2014).
At the onset of crises, a preparation phase involves the assessment of a situation and the identification of keywords,
hashtags, possible relevant stakeholders, users to follow, location, and situation-specific information (Cobb et al.,
2014). Coordination and communication mechanisms then aid the realization of tasks for social media listening
tasks. For example, backchannel communications, such as internal social media team forums or ongoing
conference calls; help verify, revise, and communicate changes in information requirements and decision making
throughout the monitoring and reporting of findings (Cobb et al., 2014). Sometimes, a manually created and
maintained central document that serves as a response operations’ basic guidelines is used (Fathi et al., 2019;
Petersen et al., 2018). The document is dynamic and starts as a repository for information requirements and
available information at any given time. Manual updates are entered as situations change, and sub-events emerge
within a crisis. The central document also serves as a team-tracking device to delegate assignments and coordinate
activities (Cobb et al., 2014). Search parameters are continuously adapted and manually updated both in the central
document and in different monitoring tools (Fathi et al., 2019; Petersen et al., 2018). Information from the central
document is selected, compiled, and summarized by a team leader that presents a report to an official (Fathi et al.,
2019). In cases where resources are not sufficient to allow working in teams, these tasks are performed by one
analyst (Avery, 2017). The central document and the reports that are used for decision making serve as guidance,
and record-keeping for the operation. These documents tell a story of the crisis and the performance of the practice
in crisis response (Fathi et al., 2019). However, the manual work involved in maintaining the central document
slows down other aspects of social media listening.
In volunteer organizations that are often linked to formal crisis management organizations to enhance crisis
response capabilities, both internal and external organizational and team configurations are observed (Abdulhamid
et al., 2018). Internally, relevant information is collected, verified, and located geographically following
established protocols and then transferred to crisis maps that include an analysis of details found on the content
(Fathi et al., 2019). Subsequently, a coordination liaison assesses and transfers the results to the requesting
organization into the decision-making process (Fathi et al., 2019). In turn, the literature demonstrates that
additional resources quickly meet requirements and enhance processes within the response of events (Petersen et
al., 2018).
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Note: This is a simplified representation of the social media listening process based on findings from the literature. However, enactments of practice are unique
and non-linear as described in the text. Furthermore, processes oscillate from manual to automated. Automated processes are most likely to be found in the
information processing stage. Likewise, the social media practice encounters features of improvisation mainly in the onset of crises and the reporting of findings.
However, as the practice matures, there is a need for standardization and institutionalization of processes.

Figure 5. Representation of the process of social media listening: summary of findings
Rapid Decision Making Versus Improvisation, Spontaneous Coordination, and the Emergence of
Institutionalization

The rapid decision-making nature of disaster response makes crisis management rely on mechanisms, such as
improvisation, spontaneous coordination, network contacts, and previous knowledge, as the main concern is
speed. These mechanisms are especially evident during the first 48 hours of crisis management activation, where
many unknowns exist and the pressure to act is high (Tapia and Moore, 2014). Decisions are made right away and
sometimes bypass established protocols such as meetings, approvals, and reviews (Tapia and Moore, 2014).
Practitioners hesitate to act based solely on social media information (Anson, Watson, Wadhwa, and Metz, 2017;
Ehnis and Bunker, 2020; Stieglitz et al., 2018). However, during crisis response, social media listening practices
may emerge as a result of spontaneous coordination when unexpected developments bring new objectives, and
dynamic information requirements surpass established structures; this process results in “breaking the rules” or
relying on alternative means to respond to the immediate needs of an emerging situation (Chatfield, Scholl, and
Brajawidagda, 2014; Fathi et al., 2019).
Even though social media can be an established channel for responders to interact with the public, the uncertainty
and the lack of formalized procedures that emerge from the needs of response operations result in delays in
responses and the waste of resources (Conrado, Neville, Woodworth, and O’Riordan, 2016; Simon et al., 2014;
Stieglitz et al., 2018). For example, during the 2015 Paris attacks, when an operation center for crisis management
received a requirement for information from a higher authority in charge of the response, an analyst used personal
contacts to establish a temporary collaboration relationship with a digital volunteer organization that quickly
adapted practices within the requesting organization and rapidly provided the required information, including
preliminary analyses (Petersen et al., 2018). After the benefits of social media information were experienced in
action, authorities allowed the development of a keyword-based monitoring tool that had been planned for some
time (Petersen et al., 2018). Another example is during Hurricane Sandy in the US, where authorities started to
respond to requests for help from the public on social media, as the emergency line was overloaded (Chatfield et
al., 2014). In this scenario, resources were dispatched despite the unverified and untrusted nature of the
information provided before resources were used (Chatfield et al., 2014; Conrado et al., 2016).
When receiving requests for help or incident reports on social media becomes a continuous habit, unofficial
processes emerge from current social media listening practices and the moral responsibility to meet the public’s
expectations (Ehnis and Bunker, 2020). Likewise, examples from volunteer teams revealed that the awareness of
changes in operational procedures can result in temporary assignments and the redistribution of tasks (Fathi et al.,
2019), evidencing a dynamic structure that is flexible to mirror the specific emerging needs of a situation (Fathi
et al., 2019). This restructuring spontaneously emerged from the needs of an operation and was not preestablished
(Fathi et al., 2019). These examples of practiced improvisation exhibit the need to loosen command-and-control
structures as citizens are more active and have higher expectations of social media use by authorities (Hughes and
Tapia, 2015; Stieglitz et al., 2018). Moreover, organizations temporarily experiment with technologies to perform
tasks, such as the monitoring of presidential elections by leveraging popular social messaging apps (Moreno,
Garrison, and Bhat, 2017).
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Patterns of Collaboration and Integration Across Organizational Boundaries

During crises, stakeholders interact both offline and online. Twitter and Facebook are social media platforms that
are mainly used in crisis management (Latonero and Shklovski, 2011). However, the lack of awareness of key
stakeholders (e.g., government bodies, influencers, other organizations) on social media presence in each crisis
makes it challenging to coordinate and monitor information flow (Simon et al., 2014), unless connections are
made offline. Tapia and Moore (2014) find that practitioners lack information sources rather than content itself.
Crisis managers traditionally rely on sources that are a result of trusted relationships and networks formed in time
that simplify the exchange of data across organizational boundaries when needed (Tapia and Moore, 2014). In
this sense, social media contributes to maintaining the personal and professional networks practitioners make
along with their professional experiences. Trusted networks are a source of information in themselves, as “the
broadcast nature of social media data greatly reduces the effort required to gather information” (Tapia and Moore,
2014, p. 498).
Fathi et al. (2019) highlight the role of familiarity and flexibility in a VOST’s integration with the organization
they are embedded in, the tasks, and the scenarios related to activities performed. The transfer of expertise to a
digital volunteer organization is regarded as an advantage in the humanitarian sector because of the infrastructure
and skills that surpass the resources available in a responding organization (Tapia and Moore, 2014). However,
for the better integration of different organizations and systems, the alignment should include technological,
organizational, and structural attributes defined as outcomes, principles, community, action, social fabric,
infrastructure, services, and governance (Bunker et al., 2018). These considerations need to be in place before a
crisis occurs and strengthened as collaborations extend through time (Tapia and Moore, 2014). This process is
important so that initiatives materialize from ideas to relationships. Conversely, when social media listening
practices are analyzed in isolation, research finds similarities across cases, such as collaborative work, the
geographic dispersion of team members, backchannel conversations, and trusted networks (Cobb et al., 2014).
Proximity/Closeness to Decision Making

The flow of information assumes a direct link to decision makers. In the case of VOSTs, the structure uses a
liaison figure that physically connects the VOSTs with authorities in planning meetings, operation decisions, and
deployment. The liaison acts as a synchronizer by ensuring that information and strategies arrive at respective
parties. In addition, the liaison figure and leaders in VOST participate in situation meetings to ensure that both
organizations are aligned (Fathi et al., 2019). Digital operations with a more permanent nature are physically
located within the eyesight of decision makers, enabling open access to situational awareness (Markenson and
Howe, 2014).
Knowledge, Experience, Training, Guidance, and Craft in Crisis Management

Social media listening is strengthened by the ability to navigate through social media platforms, formulate and
refine searches and keywords, and understand the event as a crisis evolves; these features are possible not only by
the power of technology solutions but also by an intrinsic experience that only comes from both crisis management
and social media (Power and Kibell, 2017; Reuter et al., 2020). Through social media listening, reality is observed
remotely, detached from direct human experience in crises. Therefore, the practice relies on representations found
on social media platforms to construct a perceived reality (Burns, 2015). A survey of analytical tools for social
media conversation used for preparedness shows that although the majority of respondents use social media
platforms, less than 40% use social media analytical tools to make sense of data from social media conversation
because users likely lack knowledge of these tools (Anson et al., 2017). Therefore, practitioners recognize the
need to be educated better in using social media to contribute to the development of proper technical solutions
when working with social media (Latonero and Shklovski, 2011; Reuter et al., 2020). “If the usability barriers of
a method are too high or if the results are difficult to understand, the users, usually fall back on their more
traditional, hands-on means of analyzing the available data” (Fathi et al., 2019, p. 22).
The literature asserts that a plausible solution is employing volunteered labor through collaborations between
digital humanitarians and formal institutions for emergency management (Burns, 2015; Hughes and Tapia, 2015).
Moreover, financial support may foster the adoption of social media analytics (Stieglitz et al., 2018). Likewise,
training and organizational changes are essential to increase the usage of social media in organizations (Reuter et
al., 2020). However, trainings are commonly focused on the provision of services for affected communities and
do not include social media listening strategies (Stieglitz et al., 2018). A unique feature observed in the concept
of the ARC is that social media use is not an isolated task managed by social media staff. Instead, field units, staff,
and volunteers beyond communications are trained and encouraged to engage with social media on behalf of the
institution (Markenson and Howe, 2014), which increases the proficiency of social media and engagement at an
organizational level.
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High Expectations, Ideal Versus Existing Practices, Barriers, and Fears

Current technological possibilities do not seem to match expectations from practitioners (Hiltz et al., 2020), who
are overloaded with tasks and want to delegate or automate information extraction and analysis (Hiltz, Kushma,
and Plotnick, 2014; Kaufhold, Rupp, Reuter, and Habdank, 2020). For example, in controlled simulation studies,
when providing practitioners with social media analytical tools, information from social media is addressed
individually, and every piece of content is given the same importance (Grace, Halse, Kropczynski, Tapia, and
Fonseca, 2019; Meesters et al., 2016) indicating that the lack of training and knowledge on processes, tools, and
disasters leads to an overload of information. The response fails to consider the big picture, where networks form
and users take the role of “information hubs” (Meesters et al., 2016).
In turn, with all the existing possibilities in technological development that enhance the practice (Imran, Castillo,
Diaz, and Vieweg, 2015), existing social media analytical tools are not fully understood or used by practitioners
(Anson et al., 2017) due to the lack of awareness of available possibilities or reluctance to try new technologies
that may not serve the mission of each organization (Hiltz et al., 2020). Even though practitioners exhibit
enthusiasm about improving software, achieving high expectations is questionable and unrealistic (Hiltz et al.,
2020; Stieglitz et al., 2018; Tapia and Moore, 2014). Customizable algorithms are expected to satisfy the
requirements of specific contexts and types of crises, be understandable, and support crisis management goals
(Stieglitz et al., 2018). As Burns (2015) asserts, challenges with practices are often framed “in ways that make
them addressable through technological means” (Burns, 2015, p. 480). By contrast, research is more concerned
with the technological challenges of social media analytical tools and the veracity and quality of information
extracted from social media (Stieglitz et al., 2018). To bridge this gap, researchers have started to bring together
technology developers and practitioners to seek consensus and understanding of needs and possibilities and
provide a list of priorities for future software developments (Hiltz et al., 2020). The lack of understanding and
familiarity with social media in crisis management results in an apprehension toward implementing social media
listening practices before attempting to incorporate this practice into already established protocols (Munkvold et
al., 2015).
Moreover, barriers to social media use are mainly organizational rather than technical (Hiltz et al., 2014), causing
inadequate humanitarian response (Burns, 2015). Such challenges include but are not limited to: the lack of
resources (technology, finances, staff, time, experience, knowledge, and training); the lack of guidelines,
standards, and policies; inaccuracies in information; rumors; and the malicious use of social media (Lindsay,
2011; Stieglitz et al., 2018). In addition, organizational culture change is needed before the adoption of social
media. Hierarchical structures also complicate the usage of technologies, such as social media analytics (Stieglitz
et al., 2018). The literature briefly considers the possible risks of unexpected outcomes emerging from operating
on social media without sufficient knowledge. For example, audience profiling and linguistic matching are
evidenced when computational tools facilitate a sensitive and personalized experience for crisis communications,
which in turn leads to the phenomenon of hyper-targeted crisis communications (Leykin, Aharonson-Daniel, and
Lahad, 2016). In addition, communities and intrinsic contextual characteristics that do not fit the limiting
parameters are overlooked (Burns, 2015). Regarding social media listening practices, practical guidance and the
institutionalization of practices are missing in terms of evaluating, judging, and using social media (Tapia and
Moore, 2014).
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH AGENDA

Rapid decision making and fast-paced operations are intrinsic characteristics of practices in crisis management.
By compiling studies of practices, this review discovers patterns of social media use as a source of information in
this field. The academic literature provides evidence that current practices are moving from discussing the benefits
of social media data as a source of information to the study of practice adoption and implementation. Therefore,
the article argues that social media listening practices are maturing from the mere monitoring of one’s own social
media presence to more specialized configurations that aim to take full advantage of the possibilities of social
media data to help achieve objectives; some of these objectives include two-way communications or constant
surveillance for early warnings of events. Thus, listening and understanding social media conversations
contributes to decision making, operations, the design of technology tools, and information dissemination (Avery,
2017; Kaufhold et al., 2018; Markenson and Howe, 2014; Meesters et al., 2016). Although strict protocols and
guidelines exist for traditional response operations, the lack of knowledge and trust in social media generates
spontaneous coordination and reconfigurations that demand the momentaneous bypassing of established
organizational protocols to fulfill information objectives (Fathi et al., 2019).
The differences in strategizing and adopting social media listening practices are related to remaining challenges
in the technical, organizational, and environmental realms (Stieglitz et al., 2018). Although technology may not
be fully understood or used for their intended purpose, (Hiltz et al., 2020) and staff who work with social media
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may lack knowledge and resources (Avery, 2017); technology interventions combined with organizational
strategies that are context- and survivor-centric may aid in overcoming the challenges. The influx of resources
dedicated to this function depends on the importance that decision makers place on social media data and the other
intrinsic characteristics of each enactment of practice. Response staff already operate and expect to perform tasks
with imperfect information and uncertainty, as the nature of the work is driven by action and judgment calls (Tapia
and Moore, 2014). Spontaneous coordination and momentaneous reconfigurations act as barriers to
institutionalizing social media listening practices in crisis management. Research calls for the relaxing of strict
command and control structures. However, understanding reactions and processes that trigger improvisation
together with operational training and formalized guidelines can identify ways to encourage the flexibility and
acceptance of social media listening practices in crisis management and thus overcome current challenges in
practice (Bunker et al., 2018; Ehnis and Bunker, 2020). Therefore, the first proposition on the research agenda is:
How can features from current practices inform the future design and institutionalization of social media listening
in crisis management strategy?
Moreover, a great deal of manual work goes into social media listening practice, which sometimes constitutes
tasks that can be delegated or even automated. Therefore, further understanding of the pressure identifies where
the practice can use reconfigurations with automation. The following formulations are then yielded:
How can practices achieve more fluidity by streamlining manual work?
Techniques that help process information from social media advance at an incredible pace (Castillo, 2016; Imran
et al., 2015; Purohit et al., 2018). Approaches are developed but stay as a research prototype, or only a few techsavvy practitioners take the time to use tools at their full potential (Anson et al., 2017; Hiltz et al., 2020). Moreover,
intrinsic practice features that are context- and organizational-dependent rather than technology-dependent are
left behind as challenges are framed in a techno-deterministic fashion that promises solutions through the click of
a button (Burns, 2015; Stieglitz et al., 2018). This perception also influences the adoption of practices.
How can proficiency in social media listening be achieved to design, improve, and re-design future practices?
Throughout the study of social media listening, the practice and research about the practice lack integration with
other systems (Ehnis and Bunker, 2020; Hiltz et al., 2020). Therefore, an additional area for future focus is the
design of social media listening practices that encourage the integration and orchestration of features of social
media listening practice with established crisis management systems and internal and external collaboration
routines together with the weight of social media and other sources of information that influence decision making.
CONCLUSION

The social media listening practice counts with different manifestations, from digital volunteerism to commandand-control responses for crisis management. This literature review revealed that some practices emerge from
improvisations and spontaneous coordination that originate from practitioners’ strong networks established
offline. In addition, the lack of knowledge, familiarity, training, and guidance keep practices in an experimental
phase, where decision makers have not reached complete trust in social media as an information source. Additional
work is needed in helping the configuration of practices to optimize the benefits that social media contributes to
crisis management organizations.
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ABSTRACT

User-generated content (UGC) on social media can act as a key source of information for emergency responders in
crisis situations. However, due to the volume concerned, computational techniques are needed to effectively filter
and prioritise this content as it arises during emerging events. In the literature, these techniques are trained using
annotated content from previous crises. In this paper, we investigate how this prior knowledge can be best leveraged
for new crises by examining the extent to which crisis events of a similar type are more suitable for adaptation to
new events (cross-domain adaptation). Given the recent successes of transformers in various language processing
tasks, we propose CAST: an approach for Crisis domain Adaptation leveraging Sequence-to-sequence Transformers.
We evaluate CAST using two major crisis-related message classification datasets. Our experiments show that our
CAST-based best run without using any target data achieves the state of the art performance in both in-domain
and cross-domain contexts. Moreover, CAST is particularly effective in one-to-one cross-domain adaptation when
trained with a larger language model. In many-to-one adaptation where multiple crises are jointly used as the source
domain, CAST further improves its performance. In addition, we find that more similar events are more likely to
bring better adaptation performance whereas fine-tuning using dissimilar events does not help for adaptation. To aid
reproducibility, we open source our code to the community1.
Keywords

Domain adaptation, emergency response, social media, transformers.
INTRODUCTION

As evidenced by a number of previous research works (Imran, Mitra, et al. 2016; Alam et al. 2018; McCreadie
et al. 2019), exploring computational techniques for finding useful information from user-generated content (UGC)
on social media during crises remains an important research question. This is the case for two important reasons.
Firstly, it is not easy to manually filter useful information since UGC is usually enormous and noisy (Imran, Castillo,
et al. 2015), thus motivating the development of automatic filtering techniques. Secondly, since UGC contains
a good deal of actionable information (e.g. a need for rescue following an earthquake), it has the potential to be
utilised by emergency response agencies to aid these people in a timely manner (McCreadie et al. 2019).
Most approaches to crisis message classification require UGC from prior crises for training purposes (e.g. to
fine-tune language models). The nature of such training data is the focus of this work. Crisis events of different types
∗ corresponding

author
1https://github.com/wangcongcong123/CAST
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<example_text>

seq2seq transformer

output:

input:
standard
Content: <example_text>.
Question: <task_desc>
<event_desc>
input:

seq2seq transformer

output:

CAST

Figure 1. The standard and CAST approaches for crisis domain adaptation leveraging seq2seq transformers

may feature similar characteristics. For example a bombing or an earthquake may both result in a person requiring
rescue from a fallen building. Similarly, flooded conditions may arise from weather events such as hurricanes, or for
other reasons such as a dam breach. As a new crisis unfolds, it is important to consider the training data that is used.
Using training data from one crisis in order to classify posts from another is a form of cross-domain adaptation.
Two primary research questions are to be addressed in this study. Firstly, to what extent does the similarity of
crisis event types affect the quality of cross-domain adaptation in this context (one-to-one adaptation)? Secondly,
although more training data is generally considered to be a positive, does this presumption hold when the training
data relates to merging different crisis events with different characteristics (many-to-one adaptation)?
In this work, we propose CAST that explores sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) transformers for domain adaptation
between different crises for message classification tasks. Unlike the standard method of fine-tuning seq2seq
transformers for a downstream task (Raffel et al. 2020; Lewis et al. 2020), CAST is simple and trained by using a
task description or/and event description added to each example, as illustrated in Figure 1. In comparison to similar
work for crisis domain adaptation (H. Li, D. Caragea, et al. 2018; Alam et al. 2018; Liu et al. 2020), CAST uses
only labeled source data without any unlabeled target data. This makes CAST more fit to real-world use cases. This
is because a crisis usually focuses on a specific “topic” at a certain stage. For example, an earthquake is normally
more about “Emerging Threats” than “Donation” at early stages. Hence, to get a good-quality distribution of the
target event, the unlabeled target data needs to be collected as the target crisis unfolds.
To test the effectiveness of CAST, we conducted comparative experiments in both one-to-one (a single source event
to a single target event) and many-to-one (several source events to a single target event) adaptation settings. In
one-to-one adaptation, it is found that CAST outperforms the state of the art in both in-domain and cross-domain
adaptation when not using any target data. To compare it with the standard, CAST is more effective than the
standard in cross-domain adaptation when trained with a larger model. In the many-to-one adaptation, CAST’s
advantage over the standard in cross-domain adaptation becomes more obvious even with a small model. Moreover,
based on our experimental figures, there is evidence to suggest that the use of multiple similar source events as the
source domain improves the adaptation to a target event. Our main contributions are summarised as follows:
• We propose CAST: a seq2seq transformer-based approach for crisis domain adaptation. Our approach makes
the model event-aware by taking into account a task descriptor and event descriptor in the input construction.
In addition, it does not rely on any target data in model training which makes it more suitable for real-world
use cases.
• In the one-to-one adaptation setting, experimental results show that CAST achieves competitive performance
with existing work that uses unlabeled target data for self-supervision and it outperforms the state of the art
when not using any target data. Moreover, we found CAST is particularly effective in cross-domain adaptation
when trained with a larger model or combining multiple events as the source domain.
• Using CAST, we study the effectiveness of adaptation from similar events to a target event. The experimental
results show that, to bring better adaptation performance, it is suggested to combine similar events as the
source domain whereas adding dissimilar events does not help for adaptation.
RELATED WORK

Our work aims to tackle the crisis domain adaptation problem by training computational models for crisis-related
message classification. Hence, we surveyed related work from two perspectives: i), crisis domain adaptation and ii),
crisis message classification.
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Crisis Domain Adaptation

To overcome the issue of scarcity of training data for a new crisis, the problem of crisis domain adaptation has been
widely studied in the literature (H. Li, Guevara, et al. 2015; Imran, Mitra, et al. 2016; H. Li, D. Caragea, et al. 2018;
H. Li, X. Li, et al. 2018; Alam et al. 2018; X. Li and D. Caragea 2020). This line of work can be broadly divided
into two categories: target-data independent and target-data dependent. The former is a supervised approach,
where no unlabeled target data is used in model training. For example, Imran, Mitra, et al. (2016) investigated the
domain adaptation between different combinations of past disasters across different languages. They found that
similar events of the same type (e.g. earthquakes) tend to be useful for adaptation and even cross-language domain
adaptation is useful when the source events and target events are from similar languages. Another target-data
independent work is by H. Li, X. Li, et al. (2016), who explored a wide range of both word embeddings and sentence
encodings with traditional machine learning (ML) algorithms for crisis adaptation classification tasks. They found
that general pre-trained GloVe embeddings overall outperform other embeddings and the GloVe embeddings trained
on crisis data bring better results on more specific crisis tweet classification tasks.
The other category is target-data dependent where classifiers are trained with labeled source data as well as unlabeled
target data. Existing work in this category has consistently found that the adaptation performance can be improved
by additionally using the unlabeled target data in model training (known as semi-supervised or self-training) (H. Li,
Guevara, et al. 2015; H. Li, D. Caragea, et al. 2018; Alam et al. 2018; X. Li and D. Caragea 2020). For example,
H. Li, D. Caragea, et al. (2018) trained Naïve Bayes classifiers for crisis domain adaptation with unlabeled target data
taken into account via a self-training strategy. They compared the classifiers with their corresponding supervised
classifiers learned only from labeled source data, showing the classifiers trained with extra unlabeled target data
bring better adaptation performance. Moreover, they selected eleven event pairs for cross-domain adaptation study,
presenting evidence that the adaptation between similar event pairs is likely to bring better performance. With
the recent success of deep learning approaches based on neural networks (NNs) in short-message processing
tasks (Y. Kim 2014), some work has been done to apply NN methods for the crisis adaptation problem. The
representative work in this direction is from Alam et al. (2018). They applied a convolutional NN (CNN) with
adversarial training and graph embeddings for domain adaptation between two crisis events in both supervised and
semi-supervised (with unlabeled target data) settings, showing the semi-supervised way outperforms the supervised
way. Another recent target-data dependent work is by X. Li and D. Caragea (2020). Instead of CNN, this work
applied a recurrent neural networks (RNN) based seq2seq model that is trained jointly on a classification task with
labeled source data and sequence reconstruction task with unlabeled target data. It is found that the reconstruction
task can bring benefits to the adaptation performance as compared to the classification task alone.
Considering that even unlabeled target data is not readily available for a new crisis, CAST is a NN-based target-data
independent approach, aiming to explore the limit of adaptation performance without knowing any target data.

Crisis Message Classification

To achieve the objective of finding useful information among UGC from social media, the literature has seen several
works on classifying the messages by various “information types” (C. Caragea et al. 2011; Nguyen et al. 2017; Liu
et al. 2020; Wang and Lillis 2020a). The information types exist in a wide range of forms. They can simply be
binary indicating whether a message is relevant or informative to a certain disaster, or can be more fine-grained
indicating different information nuggets such as requesting search and rescue, reporting infrastructural damage,
etc. (Olteanu, Vieweg, et al. 2015; McCreadie et al. 2019). Given the importance of such classification tasks in
emergency response, many computational techniques have been proposed for this purpose. The techniques vary
from traditional ML algorithms to NN algorithms (C. Caragea et al. 2011; Nguyen et al. 2017). In particular,
since the attention-based transformer NN architecture was introduced (Vaswani et al. 2017), recent years have
witnessed great success of its variants (Devlin et al. 2019; Raffel et al. 2020), fine-tuned on downstream tasks. Two
broad categories of the variants are encoder-based (e.g., BERT) and seq2seq-based (e.g., T5). Related work in
both categories is found in the literature. For example, Liu et al. (2020) applied BERT for two crisis message
classification tasks, leading to the state of the art performance. Per Wang and Lillis (2020), they leveraged the
seq2seq T5 model for finding useful information from messages relating to the COVID-19 pandemic by treating a
slot-filling classification task as a question-answering task. Our work is directly inspired by this work in constructing
the input sequence with the addition of an event description. Since the core idea behind CAST is crisis domain
adaptation, our work additionally takes into account the event type embedding (i.e, the event description) in the
input construction. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to systematically study the problem of domain
adaptation between different disasters by leveraging seq2seq transformer models for crisis message classification.
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METHOD

In this section, we first describe the background of fine-tuning seq2seq transformers for general downstream tasks
and then introduce CAST for crisis domain adaptation based on this background.
Seq2Seq

At a high level, a seq2seq model consists of a encoder and decoder. The encoder learns to encode an input
example to a vector that can represent the contextualised linguistic features of the example. Conditional on the
input representation, the decoder then learns to generate the prediction words iteratively. Mathematically, given
a source sequence 𝑋 : {𝑥 1 , 𝑥2 , ..., 𝑥 𝑛 }, the seq2seq model generates predictions denoted as the target sequence
𝑌 : {𝑦 1 , 𝑦 2 , ..., 𝑦 𝑚 } through a parameterised estimation of conditional probability distribution as follows.
𝑝 𝜃𝑒 , 𝜃𝑑 (Y1:𝑚 |X1:𝑛 ) =

𝑚
Ö

𝑝 𝜃𝑑 (y𝑖 |Y0:𝑖−1 , 𝑓 𝜃e (X1:𝑛 ))

(1)

𝑖=1

Where 𝑓 𝜃𝑒 (·) refers to the mapping function from the source sequence 𝑋 to its contextualised representation, learnt
by the encoder with tunable parameters 𝜃 𝑒 . Likewise, 𝜃 𝑑 is the tunable parameters for the decoder to learn the
function of conditional generation: 𝑝 𝜃𝑑 (·). In order to optimise 𝜃 𝑒 and 𝜃 𝑑 , the model is trained with the objective
function defined as follows.

arg min
𝜃𝑒 , 𝜃𝑑

𝑚
Õ

𝜉cross_entropy 𝑦 𝑖 , 𝑦 𝑖



(2)

𝑖=1

As can be seen, 𝜃 𝑒 and 𝜃 𝑑 are tuned with the objective of minimising the cross entropy loss between the ground
truth targets 𝑌 : {𝑦 1 , 𝑦 2 , ..., 𝑦 𝑚 } and the predicted targets 𝑌 : {𝑦 1 , 𝑦 2 , ..., 𝑦 𝑚 }. In the fine-tuning of a downstream
classification task, 𝜃 𝑒 and 𝜃 𝑑 are first initialised from their corresponding pre-trained parameters and then tuned on
the objective function where the 𝑌 : {𝑦 1 , 𝑦 2 , ..., 𝑦 𝑚 } refers to the ground truth labels of the task.
CAST

The problem of domain adaptation between crisis events can be simply described as follows. Given a task T , for a
set of source events 𝑆 with dataset 𝑆 𝑑 , a model trained on 𝑆 𝑑 is directly tested on the test set 𝑇𝑑 of a set of target
events 𝑇 within the same task T . Referring to the aforementioned seq2seq model as the model mentioned here,
this means that 𝜃 𝑒 and 𝜃 𝑑 are learned to fit the source dataset 𝑆 𝑑 through fine-tuning the model first and then the
model does inference directly on the target dataset 𝑇𝑑 without further training. To differentiate in-domain and
cross-domain adaptation, the former refers to the case when 𝑆 equals 𝑇 while the latter is the case when 𝑆 is not
intersected with 𝑇, which is the focus of this study. To put the cross-domain adaptation in the context of crisis
response, the source events set 𝑆 refers to the past crises whose datasets are available and the target events set 𝑇
usually contains one element referring to an emerging new crisis.
For the standard method of fine-tuning a seq2seq model for a downstream task as seen in (Raffel et al. 2020; Lewis
et al. 2020), the input example 𝑋 : {𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , ..., 𝑥 𝑛 } simply consists of the textual content itself (see Figure 1). CAST
is specifically proposed for cross-domain adaptation, taking into account both a task description 𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑐 and an event
description 𝐸 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑐 , leading to the new input 𝑋ˆ : {𝑥ˆ1 , 𝑥ˆ2 , ..., 𝑥ˆ 𝑘 }, formulated as follows.
𝑋ˆ 1:𝑘 = 𝜁 ⊕ (𝑋1:𝑛 , 𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑐 , 𝐸 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑐 )

(3)

Where 𝜁 ⊕ is the transformation function that concatenates 𝑋 with 𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑐 and 𝐸 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑐 in a natural language form. For
example, in Figure 1, 𝑋ˆ is constructed as a question-answering sequence. Following this, Equation 1 now becomes:
𝑝 𝜃𝑒 , 𝜃𝑑 (Y1:𝑚 | X̂1:𝑘 ) =

𝑚
Ö

𝑝 𝜃𝑑 (y𝑖 |Y0:𝑖−1 , 𝑓 𝜃e ( X̂1:𝑘 ))

(4)

𝑖=1

As described, CAST differs from the standard approach in two main aspects. First, it considers 𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑐 , which is
inspired by prior work (Wang and Lillis 2020b) using a task description in the input example for a COVID-related
event extraction task. In addition, CAST considers 𝐸 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑐 for making the model domain-aware when tested on
different events.
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EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we describe experimental details, report and discuss the results from different dimensions, aiming to
comprehensively test the effectiveness of CAST and share the insights from what we have learned.
Data Preparation
AF: Alberta Floods
QF: Queensland Floods
OT: Oklahoma Tornado
SH: Sandy Hurricane
BB: Boston Bombings
WTE: West Texas Explosion

(a) NE: Nepal Earthquake

(b) QQF: Queensland Floods

(c) Six events of CrisisT6

Figure 2. Subfigure (a) and (b) show the word clouds of examples of the two events from the nepal_queensland
dataset and (c) presents the six crisis events of CrisisT6.

Since CAST is proposed for cross-domain adaptation between crises, we use datasets containing examples from
different crisis events. The datasets we used in our experiments are nepal_queensland and CrisisT6, described
briefly as follows.
• nepal_queensland is a famous benchmark dataset for cross-domain adaptation in this field, consisting of two
crisis events, Nepal Earthquake and Queensland Floods whose word distributions are depicted in the word
clouds of Figure 2a and 2b. The samples of this dataset are tweets related to the two events and each tweet is
annotated by two well-balanced classes: relevant implying the tweet is relevant to the event and not_relevant
implying the opposite. We use the standard train, validation and test splits from Alam et al. (2018) in our
experiment for parallel comparison.
• CrisisT6 was originally released by Olteanu, Castillo, et al. (2014). It is a collection of approximately 60,000
tweets posted during six crisis events with approximately 10,000 in each event. Six events are presented in
Figure 2c. Each tweet in each event of this dataset is labeled with two classes, on-topic indicating the tweet is
on-topic to the event and off-topic indicating the opposite and the two classes are well-balanced across the
examples. Since CrisisT6 does not provide standard splits, following H. Li, D. Caragea, et al. (2018), we use
5-fold cross-validation evaluation whenever the in-domain performance is reported for CrisisT6.
Considering both datasets relate to a similar task, (i.e., T is defined as a binary classification task), we unify their
labels to the same target labels. In nepal_queensland, relevant is changed to yes and not_relevant is changed to no,
likewise for CrisisT6. Following this unification, the task description 𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑐 becomes the same for the two datasets.
Scenarios

Using the datasets, our experiments include two scenarios for training, as outlined in Figure 1.
• standard: This scenario represents common practice in the literature for fine-tuning seq2seq transformers on
a downstream task. It is used as a strong baseline in our experiments due to its state of the art performance
on text classification tasks (Raffel et al. 2020). This scenario simply feeds the raw training examples to the
model without any additional text being added. In our case, a training example no matter what crisis event it
belongs to is always constructed in the form: “ {𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡_𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡}”.
• postQ: This scenario represents a particular use case of our CAST method. Referring back to Equation 3,
postQ takes into account 𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑐 , 𝐸 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑐 and 𝜁 ⊕ . In this scenario, 𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑐 becomes “Is this message relevant to”
and 𝐸 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑐 becomes {𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒}{𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑠_𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒} that are available in our selected datasets 2. Finally, the
concatenation function 𝜁 ⊕ constructs the input example to be in the form of a question-answering sequence:
“Content: {𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡_𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡}. Question: Is this message relevant to {𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒}{𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑠_𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒}?”. For
in-domain adaptation, the location name and crisis name are from the source event(s) at both training and
testing time. For cross-domain adaptation, the location name and crisis name are from the source event(s) at
training time and from the target event at testing time.
2For example, in the nepal_queensland dataset, 𝐸𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑐 becomes “Nepal Earthquake” or “Queensland Floods”.
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Before determining postQ, we also experimented with different variants of CAST with CrisisT6. These are
summarised as follows:
• variant 1. This is similar to postQ except that we remove the {𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒} from 𝐸 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑐 , making the
input location-agnostic to the model. The final input sequence is constructed like: “Content: {𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡_𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡}.
Question: Is this message relevant to {𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑠_𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒}?”.
• variant 2. This is similar to postQ except that we re-arrange {𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒} and {𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑠_𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒} such
that the input is like: “Content: {𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡_𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡}. Question: Is this message relevant to a {𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑠_𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒} event
that occurred in {𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒}?”.
• variant 3. This variant constructs the input sequence by setting 𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑐 to be empty such that the input is like:
“Content: {𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡_𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡}. Question: {𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒}{𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑠_𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒}?”.

The experimentation on these variants and postQ did not present any noticeable difference in performance. It is
interesting to notice that there is no performance difference between variant 3 and postQ where variant 3 simply uses
location and crisis name without including 𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑐 in the extended text. This is because given a specific classification
task, 𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑐 will be the same for all training examples, thus leading to no difference to the model. However, we
ultimately chose the variant with 𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑐 (i.e., postQ) in our subsequent experiments mainly because we expect to
expand our approach to multi-task learning settings as future work where 𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑐 becomes different for different tasks.

Training

Our experiments are conducted to examine the performance of the above two scenarios in domain adaptation
through fine-tuning seq2seq transformers on the two benchmark datasets. Given a number of existing such seq2seq
models (Wolf et al. 2020), we select T5 (Raffel et al. 2020) as the target model in our study due to the availability of
multiple pre-trained weights and its strong performance in various downstream language tasks. To be specific, the
off-the-shelf t5-small and t5-base weights implying different model sizes are used in our study, which we
abbreviate to small and base3. In fine-tuning, we configure most of the hyper-parameters in keeping with related
work (Wang and Lillis 2020b). We fine-tuned both the small and base models with 12 training epochs as we
see no further improvement when training with more epochs 4. The learning rate is set to be 5𝑒 − 05 using Adam
optimizer (Kingma and Ba 2015), updated by a linear decay scheduler with warmup ratio 10% of the total training
steps. All our experimental runs are accelerated by a 6GB RTX2060 GPU, so we adopt memory saving strategies
including Mixed Precision Training (FP32 and FP16) (Micikevicius et al. 2018) and gradient accumulation steps
(up to 4) to ensure the training batch size is always 16. In addition, we set the maximum source and target sequence
length to be 128 and 10 since we are in the context of processing short crisis messages that do not exceed this length.

Results and Discussions

Having conducted extensive experiments with the two selected benchmark datasets, we report the results regarding
both in-domain and cross-domain adaptation. To align with the metrics used in the literature, the weighted F1 scores
are reported for nepal_queensland (Alam et al. 2018) and the accuracy scores are reported for CrisisT6 (Liu et al.
2020). We report and discuss the experimental results from the following two perspectives, which is inspired by the
intuition behind real-world crisis domain adaptation.
• One-to-one adaptation is when both the source events set 𝑆 and the target events set 𝑇 relate to a single one
crisis event. This helps answer a question like: “Among a number of source events whose training sets are
available, which one is most suitable to be adapted to a new emerging target event for which training data is
not yet available?”.
• Many-to-one adaptation is similar to the one-to-one adaptation except that the source events set 𝑆 can
contain multiple events. It helps answer a question like: “Which combination of available source events, is
most suited to be adapted to an emerging target event?”.
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NE→NE

QQF→QQF

65.11
75.35
74.40
79.25
77.57

93.54
96.31
96.83
96.34
96.81

CNN (Alam et al. 2018)
standard-small
standard-base
postQ-small
postQ-base

Table 1. The in-domain adaptation weighted F1 scores for nepal_queensland where NE: Nepal Earthquake and
QQF: Queensland Floods. The CNN runs refers to the supervised CNN run from Alam et al. (2018) and the runs
in bold refer to our experimental standard and postQ runs with t5-small and t5-base.

source → target

NE→QQF

QQF→NE

TDD

CNN + DA + GE (Alam et al. 2018)
RNN + AE (X. Li and D. Caragea 2020)

65.92
81.18

59.05
68.38

TDI

CNN + DA (Alam et al. 2018)
RNN (X. Li and D. Caragea 2020)
standard-small
standard-base
postQ-small
postQ-base

60.94
55.17
82.43
77.39
78.21
87.06

57.79
64.18
58.99
60.25
63.75
64.12

Table 2. The cross-domain adaptation weighted F1 scores for nepal_queensland. The runs are presented in two
categories: target-data-dependent (TDD) and target-data-independent (TDI). The CNN+DA+GE refers to the
CNN run with data adversarial with graph embedding from Alam et al. (2018) and RNN+AE refers to the RNN
auto-encoder run from X. Li and D. Caragea (2020).

One-to-one Adaptation

Table 1 and 2 present the in-domain and cross-domain performance respectively on the nepal_queensland dataset
across different runs. Regarding the in-domain performance, we compare our runs with the CNN run (Alam et al.
2018). It is found that our runs substantially outperform this run in both NE and QQF events. For cross-domain
adaptation, we include CNN+DA+GE (Alam et al. 2018) and RNN+AE (X. Li and D. Caragea 2020) that use
unlabeled target data in training, i.e., target-data-dependent (TDD). Apart from our target-data independent (TDI)
runs, we also report CNN+DA and RNN that do not use any target data like our runs. To compare our runs with the
TDD runs, our runs substantially outperform the CNN+DA+GE run. When it comes to the state of the art (SOTA)
TDD RNN+AE run, our postQ-base achieves competitive performance, where 87.06 versus 81.18 in NE→QQF and
64.12 versus 68.38 in QQF→NE. However, the postQ-base outperforms the SOTA TDI RNN run in cross-domain
adaptation where 87.06 versus 55.17 in NE→QQF and 64.12 versus 64.18 in QQF→NE. To compare the standard
with the postQ in in-domain adaptation (see Table 1), we found that the postQ performs basically the same as
the standard. This makes sense since postQ is only different from standard in appending an extra task and event
description. For in-domain adaptation, the appended text is the same for all training examples during training and at
inference time, thus leading to no difference for the model when the extra text exists or not, which explains why they
have the same level of performance. Interestingly for cross-domain adaptation, the standard method can achieve
comparable performance to our postQ when using a small model. When using a bigger model (i.e., postQ-base), it
seems that the standard does not maintain comparable performance and instead our postQ performs much better
(see Table 2). This finding is further verified in our subsequent experiments on the CrisisT6 dataset.
Based on the nepal_queensland dataset, we have identified some evidence of the effectiveness of our CAST-based
runs (particularly for TDI cross-domain adaptation) as compared to the SOTA. However, one limitation of this
benchmark dataset is that it only offers two crisis events, which limits its value in fully evaluating the effectiveness
of our approach. Hence, we extend our experiments to be conducted upon the CrisisT6 dataset that consists of six
different crisis events representing a wide range of domains.
3t5-small and t5-base have around 60M and 220M parameters respectively. There are larger versions originally released by the
authors, such as t5-large, t5-3B and t5-11B. We did not include these since they are too large to be handled by our training resources.
4Except that we fine-tuned base on nepal_queensland with 6 epochs.
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Figure 3. Event adaptation accuracy and correlation for CrisisT6 where SH: Sandy Hurricane, AF: Alberta
Floods, BB: Boston Bombing, WTE: West Texas Explosion, QF: Queensland Floods, and OT: Oklahoma Tornado.
Figure (a), (c), (e) and (g) refer to the adaptation accuracy from the source events (rows) to the target events
(columns) using the standard and postQ two ways of fine-tuning small and base. Subfigure (b), (d), (g), and (h)
demonstrate the Pearson Correlation matrix between the rows of subfigure (a), (c), (e) and (g) respectively.
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NB-S
NB-ST
postQ-base

SH→QF SH→BB SH→WTE SH→OT SH→AF
QF→BB
76.84
68.66
77.21
80.78
71.06
74.97
82.40
84.06
90.82
87.76
82.57
81.86
94.49
89.14
90.61
94.49
93.42
88.27

NB-S
NB-ST
postQ-base

QF→OT
84.13
85.48
89.09

QF→AF
84.35
86.91
94.90

BB→OT
73.81
83.96
89.85

BB→AF
78.87
86.01
76.74

BB→WTE
94.77
94.82
94.67

Average
78.68
86.06
90.52

Table 3. Cross-domain accuracy comparison between our postQ-base, NB-S (TDI) and NB-ST (TDD) from H. Li,
D. Caragea, et al. (2018) who studied the 11 event pairs of CrisisT6 as reported in the table.

Figure 3 reports the results of domain adaptation between the six events using both the standard method and postQ
for fine-tuning the small and base models. The subfigures on the left side, i.e., (a), (c), (e), (g), present the accuracy
scores in a matrix where the diagonals refer to the in-domain performance and the rest are cross-domain scores.
The row represents the source events while the column stands for the target events. In addition to the adaptation
matrices, we also add a correlation matrix to the right side of each of the adaptation matrices. The correlation
matrices calculate the Pearson correlation between the rows of source events, which helps indicate how correlated
two source events are in terms of their applicability to other target events.
Examining the matrices on the left, we find that both the in-domain and cross-domain performance is consistent with
nepal_queensland. For example, in in-domain adaptation, postQ achieves similar performance to the standard with
different model sizes5. Speaking of cross-domain adaptation, postQ slightly outperforms the standard when using
the small model (see Figure 3a and 3c). For the base model, the postQ substantially outperform the standard in
cross-domain adaptation (see Figure 3e and 3g). Since H. Li, D. Caragea, et al. (2018) has done a similar work on
this dataset, we compare our postQ-base with their NN-S and NB-ST runs on 11 event pairs, as presented in Table 3.
It shows that the postQ-base substantially outperforms the target-data independent NB-S which is consistent to the
results we report for nepal_queensland. However, the postQ-base achieves strong performance overall across the
11 pairs adaptation as compared to the target-data dependent NB-ST (90.02 versus 86.06 in average accuracy).
Regarding cross-domain adaptation, we also noticed some interesting points. The results from H. Li, D. Caragea,
et al. (2018) present some evidence that similar event pairs such as QF→AF and BB→WTE are more likely to bring
better scores than dissimilar pairs like QF→BB and BB→AF (see Table 3). This evidence is enhanced in our study.
We noted that the Alberta Floods (AF) and Queensland Floods (QF) relate to the same type of crisis (flooding)
albeit in different locations at different times. It is interesting that in our four runs these two events are reciprocal,
indicating that either of them as the source event is well-suited to being adapted for the other as the target event. For
example, the AF→QF adaptation always achieves accuracy around 95 and QF→AF adaptation achieves accuracy
of 89.28 at the worst (Figure 3c). Examining their correlation scores on the right, we find that they are not only
reciprocal, but also highly correlated, ranging from 0.91 to 0.96 (Figure 3h and 3b). This lends credence to the
idea that similar event types have similar characteristics in terms of their applicability to cross-domain adaptation
and could potentially be used interchangably for a novel target event.
Another event pair with some similar characteristics are the Boston Bombing (BB) and the West Texas Explosion
(WTE). These are perhaps less similar to the floods above in that one was an intentionally planted explosive device
whereas the other was a factory fire that later resulted in an explosion. In this situation, it can be seen that whereas
BB can be successfully adapted to WTE, the reverse is not the case. This may be related to the observation that BB
is itself a difficult target event to adapt to, as evidenced by the fact that the cross-domain adaptation tends to be
poorest in general when BB is the target.
Surprisingly, we find that the Sandy Hurricane (SH) and Oklahoma Tornado (OT) datasets can not only be well
adapted to AF and QF in most cases but also adapt well to WTE. This implies that there may be a certain degree of
common linguistic features shared between the tornado/hurricane events and the explosion event. It seems that
these findings indicate that the more similar a source event is to a target event, the more likely it is to exhibit better
adaptation performance for that target event. Now such a question is naturally raised: does combining multiple
similar source events add further benefit (many-to-one adaptation)?
5Per Liu et al. (2020) that reported the average in-domain SOTA accuracy for CrisisT6 which is 95.6, our in-domain scores as seen from the
diagonals approximate this SOTA. Since this SOTA was gained based on a random test leaving-out evaluation which is different from our 5-fold
validation, we only refer it here instead of comparing directly it with our scores.
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small-standard

small-postQ

AF+BB+WTE+QF+OT→SH
SH+BB+WTE+QF+OT→AF
SH+AF+WTE+QF+OT→BB
SH+AF+BB+QF+OT→WTE
SH+AF+BB+WTE+OT→QF
SH+AF+BB+WTE+QF→OT
Average

74.35
95.22
70.18
89.39
95.59
90.52
85.88

AF+BB+WTE+QF+OT→SH
SH+BB+WTE+QF+OT→AF
SH+AF+WTE+QF+OT→BB
SH+AF+BB+QF+OT→WTE
SH+AF+BB+WTE+OT→QF
SH+AF+BB+WTE+QF→OT
Average

82.16
95.16
88.01
95.94
95.71
89.16
91.03

Table 4. Leave-one-out cross-domain adaptation accuracy using CrisisT6. The last row reports the average score.
As a comparison, the best average score reported in the literature is 89.6 (H. Li, X. Li, et al. 2018).

Many-to-one Adaptation

Considering the variety of crisis events and training efficiency, our many-to-one experimental runs are based on the
CrisisT6 dataset trained with the small model. The first experiment we conduct is leave-one-out cross-domain
adaptation where we choose only one crisis as the target domain and the union of the others as the source domain.
Table 4 presents the results of fine-tuning using both the standard and postQ approaches. To compare our runs with
the work by H. Li, X. Li, et al. (2018), it reveals that our CAST-based postQ run achieves 91.03 versus 89.6 in
average accuracy. In addition, from this table it can be seen that there is no substantial difference between standard
and postQ when AF, QF and OT are left out (they already achieve high accuracy). However, when leaving out
SH and BB, standard performance is substantially lower than for postQ. This experiment indicates, even with
the small model, that postQ outperforms the standard approach when considering multiple events as the source
domain. This is further justified by our next experiment.
Our next experiment is conducted to test what effect of enriching the source domain by combining multiple events.
For this purpose, we select two event pairs: (QF, AF) and (BB, WTE). As indicated above, each pair contains two
similar event types, while the two pairs themselves are dissimilar. The decision to choose these two pairs as similar
event pairs is guided by existing work (H. Li, D. Caragea, et al. 2018) and the correlation scores that are discussed
above.
Table 5 presents the results of combinations of multiple source evens adapted to the two pairs. First, we see from
the figures that postQ overall outperforms the standard in most situations (accuracy is much higher when BB and
WTE are the target events and is at least the same level for QF and AF). However, the more interesting thing we
note from this experiment is that simply increasing the number of source events does not guarantee benefits to the
adaptation performance but it depends on what source events to be added. For example, when QF is the target event,
we see only a trivial difference between AF-to-QF and leaving QF out (thus combining all other crises as the source
domain). A similar pattern is observed when AF is the target event.
small-standard
QF
AF

small-postQ
QF
AF

small-standard
BB
WTE

small-postQ
BB
WTE

AF
QF

95.5
-

93.7

95.28
-

89.28

WTE
BB

72.69
-

93.28

79.13
-

87.15

BB+WTE
SH+OT
AF+SH+OT
QF+SH+OT
SH+OT+BB+WTE

83.79
93.97
95.32
92.72

74.69
85.05
95.45
82.67

87.27
93.71
95.76
91.44

76.18
83.71
95.38
81.81

AF+QF
SH+OT
WTE+SH+OT
BB+SH+OT
AF+QF+SH+OT

51.24
75.71
73.3
63.94

68.42
89.32
92.44
79.6

50.1
82.14
85.3
78.42

80.56
92.01
96.35
86.29

AF+SH+OT+BB+WTE
QF+SH+OT+BB+WTE

95.59
-

95.22

95.71
-

95.16

WTE+AF+QF+SH+OT
BB+AF+QF+SH+OT

70.18
-

89.39

88.01
-

95.94

(a) QF and AF as the target events

(b) BB and WTE as the target events

Table 5. Many-to-one cross-domain adaptation on similar event pairs

Table 5a also indicates that adding BB+WTE seems not to add any benefit to the performance (indeed this reduces
performance when compared with a source domain of SH+OT), and SH+OT can help to a degree (adding SH+OT
to QF results in an improved cross-domain performance when AF is the target).
Table 5b demonstrates a similar outcome. When BB and WTE are the target events, AF+QF contributes little to
the adaptation performance. Surprisingly, SH+OT not only helps QF and AF but also helps BB and WTE, which
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coincides with the one-to-one results as reported in the previous section. Hence, as a recommendation to maximise
the adaptation performance to a target event (e.g., AF), it is good to combine its similar events (e.g., QF+SH+OT →
AF) as the source domain and exclude dissimilar events (e.g., BB+WTE) 6.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we propose CAST - a sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) transformer-based approach for domain
adaptation between crisis events. To test the effectiveness of CAST, we conduct extensive experiments on two
benchmark crisis-related messages classification datasets. In one-to-one adaptation setting, CAST is demonstrated
to be effective in cross-domain adaptation outperforming the state of the art without using any target data and its
advantage over the standard approach is more pronounced when training with a bigger model. In a many-to-one
adaptation setting with a small model, as compared to the standard method, CAST adds substantial improvements to
the cross-domain adaptation performance.
Interestingly, our results indicate that for cross-domain adaptation there is merit in choosing a source domain with
similar characteristics (i.e. fine-tuning based on a similar type of crisis). If multiple existing similar events are
available, these can be combined to form a larger source dataset to improve adaptation performance. Dissimilar
events may harm classification performance, however. Regarding future work, so far our method has only been tested
on the binary relevance classification tasks for crisis messages. We intend to test our method in a wider range of tasks
such as eyewitness identification (Zahra et al. 2020) and more fine-grained information type classification (Olteanu,
Vieweg, et al. 2015; McCreadie et al. 2019). In addition, as our method includes a task description for model
training, we also intend to extend our approach to domain adaptation in a multi-task learning setting, extending our
work in Wang and Lillis (2021).
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ABSTRACT

Social media platforms, like Twitter, are increasingly used by billions of people internationally to share information.
As such, these platforms contain vast volumes of real-time multimedia content about the world, which could
be invaluable for a range of tasks such as incident tracking, damage estimation during disasters, insurance risk
estimation, and more. By mining this real-time data, there are substantial economic benefits, as well as opportunities
to save lives. Currently, the COVID-19 pandemic is attacking societies at an unprecedented speed and scale, forming
an important use-case for social media analysis. However, the amount of information during such crisis events
is vast and information normally exists in unstructured and multiple formats, making manual analysis very time
consuming. Hence, in this paper, we examine how to extract valuable information from tweets related to COVID-19
automatically. For 12 geographical locations, we experiment with supervised approaches for labelling tweets into
7 crisis categories, as well as investigated automatic priority estimation, using both classical and deep learned
approaches. Through evaluation using the TREC-IS 2020 COVID-19 datasets, we demonstrated that effective
automatic labelling for this task is possible with an average of 61% F1 performance across crisis categories, while
also analysing key factors that affect model performance and model generalizability across locations.
Keywords

COVID-19 tweets classification, crisis management, deep learning, BERT, supervised learning.
INTRODUCTION

Historically, the primary source of first-hand information during crises is reporting by first responders1. However, in
recent years the use of social media as an alternative communication platform has become popular (McCreadie et al.
2020). Indeed, recent statistics, indicate that one in three people worldwide and two thirds of those with Internet
access engage with social media2. Furthermore, regionally, particular social media platforms can dominate. For
instance, in the United States, with 68% of American adults reported they obtain news from social media.
With the significant worldwide impact of COVID-19, social media is widely used as a discussion platform, which
may contain valuable insights for the response effort. However, the vast volume of on-topic content posted in
contrast to the comparatively small volume of actionable content makes direct leverage of social media by response
personnel difficult and costly. Therefore, there is a clear and urgent need for support systems to help response
organisations filter this content to a degree that it becomes manageable.
In this paper, we report our experiences in developing a system that automatically analyses tweets posted during
emergency events and then labels then based on the content that they contain. In particular, we target tweet labelling
for 7 crisis categories, such as reports of services becoming available, or people providing advice (that may need
fact checked). We also examine automatic assignment of priorities to tweets, for use as a general filter for the large
volumes of irrelevant or non-useful content on social media. Indeed, based on these labels, we can forward tweets
with actionable information to response officers in need of that information. For example, tweets assigned the
‘Emerging-Threats’ label could be forwarded to officers managing the deployment of resources.
1https://training.fema.gov/is/courseoverview.aspx?code=IS-42
2https://ourworldindata.org/rise-of-social-media
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The contributions of this work are four-fold. First, to the best of our knowledge this is the first work to examine
automated content categorization for COVID-19 using the new TREC-IS 2020 COVID-19 dataset, and as such can
provide valuable insights for future researchers planning to use this new resource. Indeed, we provide an analysis of
a range of automatic classification models for this task. Second, as valuable content on social media is rare for
COVID-19, this makes it difficult to train automated approaches to find such content. We propose and evaluate a
new approach referred to as incremental rectified training (IRT) to alleviate this issue within state-of-the-art deep
neural models. Third, given the wide impact of COVID-19 as a topic, we examine whether automatic COVID-19
content classification approaches are able to generalize across locations. Finally, we also highlight some notable
insights we gained when analysing the models developed.
Based on experimentation over the TREC-IS 2020 A/B data sets, we believe the development of effective automated
tooling to aid in the filtering of COVID-19 data for personnel tasked with either finding localised information
or identifying information needing fact-checked is possible. The development of deep neural language models
such as BERT enable reasonably high precision and recall (approximately 65%) for the majority of information
types tested, meaning that while not perfect, such models can drastically improve the information-to-noise ratio
over simply scanning a keyword filtered feed. We also showed that our proposed IRT method can further improve
the quality of the classification models produced by around 17%. On the other hand, our analysis indicates that
while information categorization models seem to generalize for most information types, the same is not true for
information prioritization classifiers, indicating that what is considered as ‘high-priority’ in one location is not the
same in another.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In the next section we provide a brief summary of relevant
works from the literature on content categorization for pandemics, the TREC-IS initiative, and machine learning over
social media data. Next, we provide a structured overview of the factors that might affect the quality of a COVID-19
content classifier, which are variables that we experiment with in our later experiments. This is followed by an
experimental setup section, where we provide more technical details about the dataset and training methodology
employed. Finally, we list our research questions, as well as report our results, analysis and conclusions.
RELATED WORK

In this section we provide a brief overview of recent papers in crisis informatics, as well as past works within TREC
Incident Streams track that are relevant to our investigation.
Social Media During Emergencies

Social media is a new but critical platform for relevant party to gather and analyse urgent information, especially like
Twitter. Information collected via Twitter has previously been shown to be useful for detecting infectious disease
both spatially and temporally (Ye et al. 2016), HIV/AIDS (Fung et al. 2019), seasonal influenza (Nagar et al. 2014)
and Ebola (E. H.-J. Kim et al. 2016).
Information extraction from social media platforms like Twitter is a recent but increasingly critical problem.
Information collected via Twitter has previously been shown to be useful for detecting infectious disease both
spatially and temporally (Ye et al. 2016), HIV/AIDS (Fung et al. 2019), seasonal influenza (Nagar et al. 2014) and
Ebola (E. H.-J. Kim et al. 2016). Indeed, within social media streams, a common task for emergency responders is
to classify documents based on the information they contain. Twitter data, as a popular data source, can help many
emergency departments (Nagar et al. 2014) and public health agencies (Fung et al. 2019) to predict disease spread.
Moreover, geographically tagged social media content has shown to be a valuable tool for tracing and mapping
disease outbreaks (Widener and Li 2014). However, up until now, few agencies actively take advantage of these
resources.
TREC-IS Pilot Effort in 2020

The Text Retrieval Conference (TREC) Incident Streams track (denoted TREC-IS) is a public data challenge that
aims to tackle current issues with automatically extracting actionable content from social media during crises. At
a high level, participant TREC-IS systems can perform two tasks: classifying tweets by information type, and
ranking tweets by criticality. For both tasks, given an event, a participating system receives a stream of filtered,
event-relevant tweets and an ontology of information types from TREC-IS. The goal of that system is to produce
tweet-level labels and priority ratings, which they then submit for evaluation. TREC-IS has run editions in 2018,
2019 and 2020. Importantly for this work, in response to the global COVID-19 pandemic the 2020 editions of
TREC-IS introduced a COVID-19 sub-task and provided labelled tweets for evaluation. In particular, TREC-IS
2020 defines information ‘types’ to represent categories of information that emergency response officers might find
interesting, for TREC-IS 2020 COVID-19 task (Task 3), the information types are as follows:
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GoodsServices: The user is asking for a particular service or physical good.
InformationWanted: The user is requesting information.
Volunteer: The user asks people to volunteer to help the response effort.
EmergingThreats: The user reports problems may cause loss of life or damage.
NewSubEvent: The user reports a new occurrence that officers need to respond to.
ServiceAvailable: The user says that he or someone else is providing a service.
Advice: The author provides some advice to the public.

To capture the importance a given message has to emergency response officers, TREC-IS defines four information
criticality labels: low, medium, high, and critical, where high- and critical-level messages require prompt or
immediate review and potentially action by an emergency manager. For instance, examples of critical information
might include calls for search and rescue, emergence of new threats (e.g., a infected patient), or calls for emergency
medical care.
Machine Learning Approaches

In this paper, we experiment with both classical and deep learned approaches to tackle the TREC-IS Task 3 (COVID).
For reference, we consider classical approaches to be those that rely on either bag-of-words or shallow embeddings
to represent tweet text. Indeed, according to a 2019 review conducted by McCreadie et al. for TREC-IS Task 1 and
2 (Crises), classical classifiers can still be very competitive and robust, even when comparing to state-of-the-art
deep neural network models (McCreadie et al. 2019), although that study did not cover pandemic-type events like
COVID-19.
In contrast, recently, pre-trained deep neural language models have become popular as they are very effective
methods to encode meaning contained within sequences of text (Simonyan and Zisserman 2014; Razavian et al.
2014; Antonellis et al. 2015). These models replace the traditional bag-of-words or shallow word embeddings used
by classical models. At the time of writing, the most widely used neural language model is the transformer BERT
model (Devlin et al. 2018) and its subsequent variants. For the purposes of classification, BERT and similar models
can be tuned to produce a numeric vector representing a text sequence, which can then be passed to a traditional
classification model. While models like BERT are widely seen as superior to more traditional text representation
approaches (Xia et al. 2020), they are not yet commonly used in production systems due to their high computational
cost and the need for dedicated GPU acceleration.
It is worth noting that models like BERT can be re-trained or tuned to make them more effective for particular
domains or tasks. In the COVID-19 space, Müller et al. (2020) recently produced an updated BERT model by
re-training it over a COVID-19 twitter dataset. However, given the small gains in down-stream performance reported
(around 0.03 F1) and the large cost of retraining the model, it is unclear whether the benefits are worth the effort
and cost.
Tackling Class Imbalance

A concern with content classification for COVID-19 is the class imbalance (Japkowicz and Stephen 2002; Weiss
2004; He and Garcia 2009). For TREC-IS Task 3, there are 7 categories of interest, where only a small proportion
of the tweets belong to each class. This is a challenge when training models, as there are few positive examples
to learn from, leading to model bias towards the majority class. Moreover, from a task perspective, emergency
responders are more sensitive to failures regarding positive class, as this represents potentially useful information
not being surfaced to the user.
A common approach for solving class imbalance is to balance the number of positive or negative samples used
for training. For example, by down-sampling the majority class, over-sampling the minority class, or using a
combination of the two (Drummond, Holte, et al. 2003; Chawla et al. 2002; Maciejewski and Stefanowski 2011;
He and Garcia 2009). Alternatively, a number of learning methods that intrinsically account for class imbalance
have have been proposed, e.g. (Krawczyk 2016). However, these require larger numbers of positive samples
to be effective than is available for this task, hence we employ sampling methods here. Deep neural network
models also suffer from imbalanced training data (Huang et al. 2016; Jeatrakul et al. 2010). Hard sample mining
is a technique that has been exploited in computer vision to solve the class imbalance, e.g. for tasks such as
object detection (Felzenszwalb et al. 2010; Shrivastava et al. 2016), image categorisation (Song et al. 2016), and
unsupervised representation learning (X. Wang and Gupta 2015). Hard sample mining focuses on selecting samples
that represent difficult to classify, as they carry more discriminative power for the classifier to learn from. Inspired
by this work, we employ a similar approach for our task, referred to as incremental rectification training, where we
use direct sampling based on information criticality.
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TREC-IS Participant Systems

Participants to TREC-IS 2020 have developed a range of initial solutions for the COVID-19 task, where details can
be found in the associated technical reports (known as ‘notebooks’) provided by TREC.3 For instance, C. Wang and
Lillis (2020) experimented with two multi-task transfer learning approaches, one is an encoder-based model like
BERT, while the other one leverages a sequence-to-sequence transformer, such as T5. These models do not explicitly
attempt to counteract the problems of class imbalance in the crisis data. In contrast Buntain and Sharma (2020) tackle
this problem via the automatic generation of additional examples via a synonym-augmentation strategy using the CrisisMMD dataset as a ground truth. Notably, this work applies a VGG model to classify images attached to the tweets,
enabling both text and image data to be considered, which to some degree alleviates the issues with class imbalance.
VARIABLES WHEN BUILDING COVID CLASSIFICATION MODELS

In this paper we examine to what extent automatic approaches can be used to identify valuable information from
COVID-19 tweets. This section summarizes the variables that we experiment with when developing classical and
state-of-the-art models. When considering model creation in this context, it is useful to divide approaches along
five dimensions: data sampling; tweet representation; model type; training methodology; and model tuning. Data
sampling describes any alterations to the original dataset made prior to training. The tweet representation describes
how each tweet is converted into features used by the learning model while the model type defines the structure
of the resultant model. The training methodology describes how the model is trained, meanwhile model tuning
describes any additional steps that are taken to improve model performance. We describe each of these in more
detail below:
Data Sampling

• No Sampling (NS) In this case we use the dataset as provided by TREC-IS without any modifications. We
can expect performance for rare categories to suffer under this type of sampling, as there are few positive
examples for the learner to work with.
• Over Sampling (OS) Over sampling is a technique to counteract class-imbalance in a dataset by ‘cloning’
rare positive examples in the training set such that the learner is exposed to them more frequently when
training (Barandela et al. 2004). Over sampling has a hyper-parameter that defines the degree to which
positive examples should be cloned, which we tune per-information type based on the validation set for each
fold.

Tweet Representations

• Text: Bag of Words - Count/TFIDF: A bag-of-words approach is the simplest method for representing the
text in a tweet (Zhang et al. 2010). Here, the presence/absence of terms from a pre-defined dictionary are
used to represent the tweet text. The dictionary is constructed from the most frequently appearing 25,000
words in the dataset. Terms are either represented as a count of that term in the dataset (count), using the
TF-IDF weighting scheme (TFIDF) to emphasise rarer terms that are more informative.
• Text: Deep Neural Language Models: An alternative approach encoding a tweet’s text is to pass it to the
sequence encoder of a deep neural language model. This transforms the sequence of text into a numeric
vector that is suitable for learning and captures the ordering and semantics of the text. We experiment with
the popular BERT model (Devlin et al. 2018) in our later experiments. We set the maximum sequence length
to 144 characters (the maximum length of a tweet) to reduce the GPU memory overhead during training.
• Tweet Metadata: In addition to using the text of a tweet, we can also leverage some additional metadata
about that tweet (A. Kim et al. 2017). In particular, we encode the following numerical data into our models.
1) Favourite Count, 2) Retweet Count and 3) Quoted Status.
• Hashtags: In addition, we separately encode the presence/absence of common hashtags as binary features (Antenucci et al. 2011).
3https://trec.nist.gov/proceedings/proceedings.html
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Model Type

• Logistic Regression (LR): Logistic regression (Wright 1995) is a classical machine learned model that
performs a (weighted) linear combination of features generated by the above tweet representations.
• Support Vector Machines (SVM) A classical supervised model designed for categorization tasks, which
leverages support vectors to influence the decision boundary (hyperplane) allowing for (typically) better
performance than simpler linear regression models (Drucker et al. 1997)
• Decision Trees (DT): A decision tree learner produces a tree-like model comprised of binary decision points
that each condition on an input feature. The primary advantage of these models is that they inherrently are
able to model non-linear interactions between features (Quinlan 1986).
• BERT: BERT is a transformer deep neural language model (Devlin et al. 2018) that can also be applied directly
as a classification model by training an additional layer which takes the last neural layer output and transforms
that output into classification predictions. There are two basic versions of the BERT model, BERT-Base and
BERT-Large. We use BERT-base here due to the very high memory overheads of BERT-Large.
Training Methodology

• Cross-fold Validation (CV) This is a technique to enable the evaluation of models in scenarios where there
is limited volumes of training data available. In this context, it involves splitting the dataset into five equally
sized sets of tweets (5-fold) (Wright 1995). Each of these sets are selected in turn as the ‘test’ set, and the
remaining tweets are used for training the machine learned model(s). The resultant model is applied to the
test set to evaluate performance. The next tweet set is then selected and the process repeated, until all 5 sets
have been used as the test set. Reported performance is then the average over the 5 experiments.
• Cross-Edition Training (CE) TREC-IS ran for two editions this year (2020-A and 2020-B). Under crossedition training, we train a model on tweets from one edition and then test the other edition. As there is little
in the way of location overlap between the editions, then this type of training can be used to evaluate whether
models trained from one location can generalize to other locations.
Model Tuning

• No Tuning (None) The models trained using default hyper-parameters are used.
• Hyper Parameter Tuning (HPT) Both classical and deep learned models have hyper-parameters, which
represent ways that the training process can be customised with the aim of improving performance (e.g. the
model learning rate) (Feurer and Hutter 2019). Prior to model learning, there is often no way to know what
hyper-parameter settings will result with the best model. Hyper-parameter tuning is the process of trying
different settings and checking the resultant performance on a validation set. The best performing model is
then used for testing.
• Incremental Rectified Training (IRT) Incremental Rectified Training is a new approach that we propose to
improve the performance of deep learned models in scenarios with highly class imbalanced data, which we
summarize in the next section.
PROPOSED INCREMENTAL RECTIFIED TRAINING APPROACH

The majority of the variables discussed above are commonly discussed in the literature and hence we direct the
reader to the associated citations. However, Incremental Rectified Training is a new approach that we developed
to explicitly tackle the issues of imbalanced classes when training models like BERT, hence we provide a more
in-depth summary of how this functions below.
The standard procedure for training a neural network is as follows. For a batch of training data, we first run a
forward pass of the current model and calculate the loss of this batch against the validation set. Then we calculate
the gradient based on the loss and use an optimizer to update the parameters of the neural model. This process is
repeated until the model performance stabilizes or a target maximum number of iterations is reached. The issue
with this approach is that as most examples in the COVID scenario for an information type will be negative due to
class imbalance, the model will naturally focus more on those negative examples, leading to poor performance on
the positive class.
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Algorithm 1 Incremental rectified training
Rectified neural model normal Fine-tuning procedure 𝑖 ← 0 incremental factor Every minority classes in the data
set select all samples in one batch which belong to this class
forward pass based on these samples
calculate loss and gradient
use optimizer two to optimize hyper-parameters

The intuition underpinning incremental rectified training (IRT) is to take better advantage of the small number of
informative ‘hard samples’ per information type (Krawczyk 2016), which for this task we can identify based on the
priority label of each tweet (e.g. those marked as ‘Critical’). There are two main stages of our training process.
The first stage is the same as the standard training procedure. We calculate the gradient and update the model
parameters using an initial optimizer over the whole training dataset. The second stage is incremental rectification
(see Algorithm 1 below).
For an IRT iteration, we sample from the whole dataset a sub-set that represents the type of examples we wish to
rectify (in this case we rectify twice, once using tweets marked as ‘Critical’ priority and once using tweets marked
as ‘High’ priority). We then calculate the loss and gradient only based on this sample, using a second optimizer
(with a lower learning rate) to update the model parameters.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

To evaluate to what extent we can automatically identify actionable content from COVID-19 tweet streams, we
evaluate using the TREC-IS 2020 Task 3 datasets and methodology. We summarize the technical details for the
dataset and model creation below.
Dataset: The TREC-IS 2020 A and B Task 3 datasets contain around 21k COVID-19-related tweets collected
from different geographical locations. 2020-A is comprised of three locations, while 2020-B is comprised of 8
locations. The locations are listed in Table 1. For each location tweets were sampled (based on textual diversity)
and subsequently manually labelled based on the information each contained (information types) and the perceived
critically of that information (priority). These tweets were assessed by between one and four human assessors (a
sample of tweets were redundantly assessed for the purposes of calculating inter-annotator agreement). To facilitate
evaluation where a tweet has been labeled multiple times (which may disagree), we collapse those labels as follows.
For the information type labels, we use the union from all assessors as the true label set. Meanwhile, as information
priority evaluation requires only a single label, we take the majority vote amongst the assessors where possible, in
cases where only two assessors labelled a tweet and disagreed on that label (3.4% of tweets), we randomly select
one to use as the ground truth.

Figure 1. Number of tweets labeled as containing information for each of the 7 information types investigated and
4 priority labels in the 2020-A and 2020-B datasets.

Figure 1 reports the number of tweets labeled as containing information from each of the 7 information types
investigated and 4 priority labels for the 2020-A and 2020-B data sets. This covers around 3.3k of the 21k total
tweets (the remaining tweets were not assigned any of these 7 categories). As we can see from Figure 1, the
COVID-19 dataset only contains a very small number of positive examples of each information type (recall that
the number of tweets labeled was around 22k), i.e. potentially useful information is rare. Indeed, instances of
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2020-B
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Identifier
TRECIS-CTIT-H-Test-050
TRECIS-CTIT-H-Test-051
TRECIS-CTIT-H-Test-052
TRECIS-CTIT-H-Test-068
TRECIS-CTIT-H-Test-069
TRECIS-CTIT-H-Test-070
TRECIS-CTIT-H-Test-071
TRECIS-CTIT-H-Test-072
TRECIS-CTIT-H-Test-073
TRECIS-CTIT-H-Test-074
TRECIS-CTIT-H-Test-075

Event Name
2020 COVID-19 Outbreak in Washington DC
2020 COVID-19 Outbreak in Washington State
2020 COVID-19 Outbreak in New York
2020 COVID-19 Outbreak in Jacksonville, FL
2020 COVID-19 Outbreak in Houston, TX
2020 COVID-19 Outbreak in Phoenix, AZ
2020 COVID-19 Outbreak in Atlanta, GA
2020 COVID-19 Outbreak in New York, part 2
2020 COVID-19 Outbreak in Seattle, WA
2020 COVID-19 Outbreak in Melbourne, AU
2020 COVID-19 Outbreak in New Zealand

Event Type
COVID-19
COVID-19
COVID-19
COVID-19
COVID-19
COVID-19
COVID-19
COVID-19
COVID-19
COVID-19
COVID-19

Provided Tweets
49,894
48,499
50,000
13,506
44,297
16,766
50,000
50,000
50,000
50,000
5,148

Labeled Tweets
4,012
5,697
5,126
664
963
871
966
1,396
966
957
783

Table 1. TREC-IS 2020 COVID-19 Locations

tweets requesting goods/services or information are particularly few in number (which contrasts to what we might
see in natural disaster-type events (McCreadie et al. 2019)). Hence, why techniques for tackling class imbalance
(as discussed earlier) are needed here. When considering the priority labels, we observe a particularly skewed
distribution with almost no “Critical" tweets.
Model Training: For all information type categorization scenarios, we treat it as a series of 7 binary classification
tasks (one per information type). Meanwhile, prioritization is treated as a 4-class classification problem, where one
model is trained. When using cross-fold validation (CV), for each fold setting we divide the dataset into three parts,
three training folds, one validation fold and one test fold. We only use training set and validation set for model
tuning and use the test set to evaluate the model at last and only once. For experiments with BERT, we perform our
research on a GPU cluster supporting TITAN RTX GPUs with 24GB memory.
Model Tuning: For the logistic regression (LR), SVM and Decision Tree (DT) models for some settings we perform
hyper-parameter tuning over for 8 parameters. Here we use a randomized search of the hyper-parameter space as a
full grid-search would be computationally impractical. For example, when we conduct a randomized search for
10000 fits, the time cost is around 53 hours in our experiments. Furthermore, 10000 fits with 5 folds cross validation
is only very small subset of all combination of these 8 parameters. Therefore, we believe this level of searching is
not effective. For the BERT models, following best practices (Devlin et al. 2018) we tune the batch size ([16,32])
and learning rate ([5e-5,3e-5,2e-5]). We also use a learning rate decay function to decrease the learning rate step by
step during tuning. We use the Adam optimizer with an epsilon value of 1e-8.
Metrics: To evaluate the performance for both information type categorization and prioritization, we use four
traditional classification metrics: precision, recall, and F1 score.
RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND STRUCTURE

To evaluate to what extent automated approaches for covid content categorization are effective, we divide our
analysis into two parts. First, we examine four research questions that focus on the quantitative evaluation of
supervised models for both information type categorization within tweets, as well as for priority estimation. We
then follow this with a discussion section where we highlight some notable outcomes from our subsequent analysis
of the output of the developed models.
1. RQ1: How effective is a classical machine learning model at covid content classification?
2. RQ2: How does the tweet text representation affect performance?
3. RQ3: Is Incremental Rectified Training effective?
4. RQ4: Can covid categorization models generalize across locations?
RQ1: HOW EFFECTIVE IS A CLASSICAL MACHINE LEARNING MODEL AT COVID CLASSIFICATION?

To begin our performance analysis, as this is the first work looking at COVID-19 content classification for TREC-IS
Task 3, it is worth examining how difficult the two categorization tasks are (information types and priority) for a
classical machine learned model on COVID-19 data. Table 2 (RQ1) reports the performance of a logistic regression
model when trained using CV (5-fold) for the 2020-A dataset with oversampling (OS), both with and without
hyper-parameter tuning (HPT). For information type categorization, reported performance is macro-averaged across
the information types.
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RQ2

RQ3

RQ4
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Model
Data
Sample
2020-A OS
2020-A OS
2020-A OS
2020-A OS
2020-A OS
2020-A OS
2020-A OS
2020-A OS
2020-A OS
2020-A OS
2020-A OS
2020-A OS
2020-A OS
2020-A OS
2020-A OS
2020-A OS
2020-A/B OS
2020-A OS
2020-A/B OS

Information Types
Training
Methodology
CV (5-fold)
CV (5-fold)
CV (5-fold)
CV (5-fold)
CV (5-fold)
CV (5-fold)
CV (5-fold)
CV (5-fold)
CV (5-fold)
CV (5-fold)
CV (5-fold)
CV (5-fold)
CV (5-fold)
CV (5-fold)
CV (5-fold)
CV (5-fold)
CE (AVG:A->B,B->A)
CV (5-fold)
CE (AVG:A->B,B->A)

Tweet
Representation
BoW (Count) + # + Meta
BoW (Count) + # + Meta
BoW (Count) + # + Meta
BoW (TFIDF) + # + Meta
Word2Vec + # + Meta
BoW (Count) + # + Meta
BoW (TFIDF) + # + Meta
Word2Vec + # + Meta
BoW (Count) + # + Meta
BoW (TFIDF) + # + Meta
Word2Vec + # + Meta
BERT + # + Meta
BERT + # + Meta
BERT + # + Meta
BERT + # + Meta
BoW (Count) + # + Meta
BoW (Count) + # + Meta
BERT + # + Meta
BERT + # + Meta

Model
Type
LR
LR
LR
LR
LR
DT
DT
DT
SVM
SVM
SVM
LR
BERT
BERT
BERT
LR
LR
BERT
BERT

Tuning

Precision

Recall

F1

0.2096
0.1951
0.2096
0.1843
0.2103
0.1120
0.0970
0.1480
0.1905
0.1714
0.2033
0.5011
0.6155
0.6155
0.6164
0.2096
0.5001
0.6164
0.6675

0.5190
0.6239
0.5190
0.4725
0.1917
0.3860
0.3520
0.2870
0.0016
0.0013
0.0137
0.4526
0.5808
0.5808
0.6130
0.5190
0.4963
0.6130
0.6684

0.2875
0.2945
0.2875
0.2652
0.2200
0.1740
0.1520
0.1950
0.0031
0.0026
0.0256
0.4699
0.5880
0.5880
0.6106
0.2875
0.4691
0.6106
0.6628

None
HPT
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
IRT
None
None
IRT
IRT

Priority
Time
(min)
264.22
264.22
255.30
384.50
48.32
50.29
136.70
46.23
48.10
111.03
281.30
330.70
330.70
376.33
264.22
611.84
376.33
612.4

Precision

Recall

F1

0.3160
0.3300
0.3470
0.3160
0.2275
0.3333
0.3333
0.3400
0.2623
0.3150
0.3380
0.2505
0.3867
0.3867
0.4326
0.3470
0.2851
0.4326
0.2232

0.6770
0.6360
0.6500
0.6770
0.2138
0.3245
0.3245
0.3280
0.2937
0.3018
0.3110
0.2265
0.3529
0.3529
0.4448
0.6500
0.4944
0.4448
0.3387

0.3480
0.3540
0.3820
0.3480
0.2204
0.3289
0.3289
0.3339
0.2684
0.3036
0.3239
0.2275
0.3575
0.3575
0.3839
0.3820
0.3541
0.3839
0.3262

Time
(min)
37.46
35.30
37.46
58.30
6.58
7.20
15.30
7.15
7.32
16.80
43.70
67.00
43.70
52.19
37.46
87.12
52.19
87.2

Table 2. Performance analysis of different Covid Classificaton models for TREC-IS Task 3.

As can be seen from Table 2 (RQ1), in terms of information type categorization performance, categorization
precision is around 20%, with recall higher at between 51% and 62%. The precision performances, in particular, are
quite low here indicating that this is quite a difficult classification task, likely due to the very small number of tweets
for some information types like volunteering, emerging threats and requests for information or goods/services in the
2020-A dataset (see Figure 1). The other outcome of note here is that as expected, the addition of hyper-parameter
tuning (HPT) does improve performance by a small margin (e.g. 0.3480 F1 to 0.3540 F1 for priority estimation).
However this comes at the cost of increasing training time by around 52 hours, hence to keep training time tractable
given the large number of variables investigated here, we do not apply HPT for logistic regression in the following
experiments.
RQ2: HOW DOES THE TWEET TEXT REPRESENTATION AFFECT PERFORMANCE?

Having provided an initial baseline that we can use for comparison, we next need to evaluate what impacts
classification performance for this task. Hence, we next investigate the impact of the primary input to the learned
model, i.e. how we encode the tweet text for the learner. As discussed previously, we have two main options here.
1) use a bag-of-words representation (either with term counting, or via a term weighting model like TFIDF). 2) Use
an embedding of the text using a neural language model. Our expectation is that neural language modelling should
be more effective, as they can better encode the semantics of each tweet.
Table 2 (RQ2) reports the performance of these three text representation approaches across both categorization tasks.
Note that we can use the BERT embedding of the sentence either as an input to a classical model or extend the neural
network to do end-to-end classification, hence we report the outcomes for both of these scenarios (RQ2 rows 3 and
4 in Table 2). From Table 2 (RQ2) we observe the following. First comparing the two bag-of-words approaches, we
observe interestingly the simpler approach (count) where we use the document frequency to represent the importance
of each term is more effective than the TFIDF representation. The primary difference between these two approaches
is that TFIDF introduces a term frequency component, which can be noisy when working with short tweets (Amati
et al. 2011). Secondly, contrasting the bag-of-words and neural embedding approaches, we see that both information
type categorization models that utilize the BERT-based text embeddings are markedly more effective than the
models that use the bag-of-words representation. This is expected given the impressive performances that deep
neural language models have shown for similar related tasks (Müller et al. 2020). However, the picture is less clear
when we consider tweet priority/criticality prediction. In particular, while one of the BERT-based models does
demonstrate a clear advantage over the bag-of-words representation in terms of precision, this seems to come at a
large cost in terms of recall. This indicates that the semantic representation provided by the BERT model is not
well suited to capture the text features that are indicative of information priority, although further investigation is
needed to better understand why this is the case. To answer RQ2, it is clear that the text representation can have a
strong impact on model performance here, where neural language models are recommended for information type
categorization tasks, but not for priority estimation.
RQ3: IS INCREMENTAL RECTIFIED TRAINING EFFECTIVE?

In the previous section, we showed that using a neural language model for covid content classification was effective.
However, given the strong class imbalance inherent to the covid data, can our proposed incremental rectified training
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approach help alleviate this issue (in tandem with oversampling)? In this section, we compare the performance of
our BERT-based model both with and without IRT to see if it benefits performance. We would expect that if IRT is
useful, overall performance will increase, and that the benefits will be most present in information types where there
are very few positive examples.
Table 2 (RQ3) reports the performance of the BERT-based model both with and without IRT. As we can see from
Table 2, in terms of overall performance, IRT is effective, outperforming the BERT baseline under all metrics for
both information type and prioritization sub-tasks.4 For instance, for information type categorization, performance
increases from 0.5880 F1 to 0.6106 F1, primarily due to increased recall for no loss in precision. Hence, to answer
RQ3, we conclude that incremental rectified training is indeed effective.

Figure 2. F1 Performance of the BERT model with and without Incremental Rectified Training per Information
Type.

However, what information types are most benefited from this approach? Figure 2 reports the performance change
in terms of categorization F1 for the 7 information types. Counter to our expectations, we see that the performance
gains observed are not for the cases with very few examples (volunteering and requests for goods/services or
information), but rather the other categories. First, it is worth noting that even though these other four information
types have more examples (between 100 to 500), they are still rare in terms of the overall COVID-19 dataset (21k
tweets), so our expectation that IRT will help for rare categories is still upheld. On the other hand, although we
cannot definitively prove this, we believe that the reason that the extremely rare information types (volunteering and
requests for goods/services or information) are not benefited by IRT is that they simply lack the needed critical mass
of examples to learn any further meaningful patterns through tuning. Indeed, there are only between 14 and 53
examples for these information types. Hence, this may be a case where more examples need to be found to enable a
better model to be created.
RQ4: CAN COVID CATEGORIZATION MODELS GENERALIZE ACROSS LOCATIONS?

So far, we have focused on classification performance under a 5-fold cross validation for the TREC-IS 2020-A
dataset (covering 3 locations). Under this scenario, tweets from each location will be spread over the training,
validation and test sets for each fold, i.e. the model will have received at least some training examples from the same
location as is used for testing. In effect, this represents a scenario where some training is available for each location.
However, as the pandemic spread, a valid use-case might be to take a model trained in one location and then apply it
to a different location. Hence, it would be practically useful to test to what extent this is possible. To evaluate this,
we test model performance in a cross-edition training setting, i.e. we train on locations from one TREC-IS edition
and test on locations from the other TREC-IS edition. If performance is comparable to the cross-fold setting, then
we could conclude that model generalization is possible.
Table 2 (RQ4) reports the performance of both the best logistic regression and BERT models when trained either
in a cross-fold or cross-edition manner. Interestingly, from Table 2 (RQ4) we observe a clear split between the
information type categorization and priority sub-tasks here. In particular, for information type-categorization,
the performance was comparable or markedly better when training both model types in a cross-edition manner,
indicating that model generalization is indeed viable. However, when considering the prioritization sub-task, we
see the opposite picture, where performance degrades markedly when moving from cross-fold to cross-edition
training. This indicates that what might be considered as of ‘high’ priority in one location is not the same across
locations. Indeed, we observed quite a diverse set of tweets being marked as of high priority across locations in our
4It is worth noting that while overall performance across categories is improved, this is only statistically significant for 3 of the 7 categories
(McNemar’s Test, p<0.05).
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subsequent manual analysis. Information about new cases emerging in an area appears to be commonly labelled as
a high priority across locations, but we also observe particular topics that seem to be localized, such as reporting on
pollution levels in one U.S. state, or the outcome of drug trials in another. Hence, to answer RQ4, we conclude
that the information type categorization models developed appear to generalise well across locations, however, the
priority estimation models do not.
ADDITIONAL OBSERVATIONS AND DISCUSSION

Having performed a quantitative analysis of the impact of different variables on model performance in the previous
sections, we now report some select outcomes from a manual failure analysis we performed on one of these models,
5 which may be useful to future researchers and practitioners working on this task.
URLs can miss-lead classifiers: In terms of the 7 information types, requests for goods and services (‘GoodsServices’) is the most difficult (exhibits the lowest performance). To explain why, we analysed the key term features
that the model was focusing on when attempting to classify each tweet. Figure 3a lists the term features and their
weight according to the logistic regression model learned for the Washington State location. As we can see from
Figure 3a, the model is learning that some URLs are important (as indicated as term features with both the highest
and lowest weights). However, such URLs are both location and time dependant and hence will not generalize. If
training a model for use across locations, it would be advisable to either filter out such URLs or encode them in a
location/time agnostic way, as unaltered they can confuse the learner.
Location-bearing hashtags are important relevance indicators: Additionally, also from Figure 3a (a), we
observe that hashtags like “seattle" and “coronavirusseattle" are weighted highly. In this case, the model has learned
that these are negative features because they indicate that the tweet is irrelevant to the current location, i.e. the model
was being applied on Washington State, not Seattle, hence Seattle-related tweets are defacto irrelevant under the
task guidelines. Indeed, we can see the same pattern in Figure 3a (b) for a different information type (Information
Wanted).

(a) Request for Goods and Services

(b) Information Wanted.

Figure 3. Top features by weighting factor for the Logistic Regression model

Images and videos can also be important: Notably, when analysing cases where the model made errors, we
encountered scenarios where we could not explain why the human assessors labelled them with particular tags
when looking only at their text. For example, consider the tweet “@realDonaldTrump Major coronavirus high
risk cities 4 Seattle. companies, need employees relief Amazon Boeing Microsoft walmart". The human assessor
marked this tweet as belonging to the request for goods and services category, but why? We might think that the
human assessor assigned the wrong label, but if we render this tweet on Twitter then we find that it contains a video
about how to get access to food supplies. This highlights that some cases will require more than just analysing the
text to effectively label some tweets.
CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we analysed to what extent automatic machine learned models are able to identify useful information
from high volumes of COVID-19-related social media content. In particular, using the TREC-IS 2020 COVID-19
5More precisely, those trained on 2020-A OS using CV (5-fold), the BoW (Count) + # + Meta features using logistic regression.
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sub-task datasets, we trained a range of traditional and state-of-the-art deep neural models to both identify tweets
containing particular types of useful information (e.g. emerging threats or advice), as well as to estimate the
priority/criticality of that information. Our results show that accurate automatic identification of tweets containing
particular information types such as services becoming available, advice sharing, new relevant events and emerging
threats is possible. Indeed, deep neural language models such as BERT provide reasonably high precision and
recall ( 65%) for these information types. From a practical perspective, this means that while not perfect, such
models could be used to drastically improve the information-to-noise ratio for analysts who currently just use the
search tools provided by Twitter itself. Additionally, we proposed a new approach to alleviate issues stemming
from limited examples when training deep neural models for this task (denoted incremental rectified training or
IRT), with demonstrated improvements of up-to 17%. Furthermore, through analysis of model generalization
across geographical locations affected by covid, we showed that while information categorization models seem
to generalize across locations, the same is not true for information prioritization models, indicating that what is
considered as ‘high-priority’ in one location is not the same in another. Moving forward, we aim to investigate how
to better integrate non-text content into the categorization process, such as images and videos attached to each
tweet, as we found that both 1) tweets exist that need such information to be categorized correctly and 2) the current
models we tested were unable to perform effectively for such tweets.
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ABSTRACT

Crisis Named Resources (CNRs) are social media accounts and pages named after a crisis event. They are created
soon after an event occurs. CNRs share a lot of information around an event and are followed by many. In this
study, we identify CNRs created around COVID-19 on Facebook, Twitter, and Reddit. We analyze when these
resources were created, why they were created, how they were received by members of the public, and who created
them. We conclude by comparing CNRs created around COVID-19 with past crisis events and discuss how CNR
owners attempt to manage content and combat misinformation.
Keywords
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INTRODUCTION

Social media can be used before, during, and after a crisis event to raise public awareness, understand and monitor
the event, provide information and warnings, and improve response and recovery management (Palen and Hughes
2018; Wendling et al. 2013). A wide variety of people contribute to crisis-related communications on social media,
including emergency responders, government, public relations practitioners, and members of the public (Simon
et al. 2014; Wigley and Zhang 2011).
When communicating about a crisis event, people often create dedicated venues or channels on social media (Bird
et al. 2012; Shklovski et al. 2008). Past studies have called such dedicated venues Crisis Named Resources (or
CNRs). CNRs are social media pages and accounts named after a crisis event. They appear soon after the event
occurs and share event-related information. Since these resources are named after an event, they appear as search
results on social media search engines and gain more attention than they otherwise would if they were not named
after the event (Chauhan and Hughes 2020). These CNRs serve as important and visible information sources for
those seeking information online, thus they require further study to better understand the role they play in crisis
events.
In this study, we analyze the CNRs created around COVID-19 across three social media platforms: Facebook
(social networking service), Twitter (microblogging and social networking service), and Reddit (social news
aggregation, web content rating, and discussion website). We chose COVID-19 as the event of study for several
reasons. First, COVID-19 has affected the global community, with more than 114 million cases worldwide.
Second, COVID-19 has resulted in widespread uncertainty and anxiety. After almost a year, it is still unclear when
vaccines will be widely available, when everyone will be vaccinated, and when things will return to normal. Third,
the COVID-19 pandemic offers a rare opportunity to study an unfolding event as it takes place over a much longer
period of time than most crisis events. Finally, COVID-19 has resulted in record online activity (Koeze and Popper
2020). This is likely due to the stay-at-home orders issued soon after the pandemic was declared that caused many
to turn online for social connection and answers to the uncertainty caused by the pandemic (Ferrara 2020). We
chose Facebook, Twitter, and Reddit as social media platforms of study because of their popularity and unique
affordances. CNRs about COVID-19 exist on all three platforms, however, CNRs on Facebook and Twitter are
much different than those on Reddit. For example, while only the CNR owners can post on Facebook and Twitter
CNRs, everyone can post on a Reddit CNR (or subreddit). Once a user posts something on Reddit, other users
cast positive (known as up-votes) or negative (known as down-votes) votes; posts with more up-votes appear
towards the top of a subreddit. There are also differences in the way Facebook, Twitter, and Reddit moderate these
CNRs. While Facebook and Twitter verify the authenticity of pages and accounts and place blue-colored
verification checkmark badges next to verified pages and accounts, subreddits have moderators, who make
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community rules and moderate user posts.
This work contributes to the crisis informatics body of research (Palen et al. 2009) and builds upon past studies
of CNRs by looking at a different type of event (a pandemic) and social media type (Reddit). This analysis allows
us to compare and contrast CNR existence and use across different event and social media types. Our research
enquiries are as follows:
•
•
•
•

When are COVID-19 related CNRs created?
Why did people create these CNRs?
Which COVID-19 related CNRs were most well-received?
Who are the owners of these CNRs and how do they manage their resources?

We conclude the paper by examining differences between CNRs across different social media platforms and
comparing COVID-19 CNRs with those created for past crisis events. We also discuss how CNR owners are
taking steps to reduce misinformation and disinformation, and offer recommendations based on these
observations.
BACKGROUND
Social Media Use During Crisis Events

People often exchange information on social media platforms during crisis events (Bruns 2014; Reuter et al. 2018).
Heverin and Zach (2010), for example, reported on the types of information transmitted, the sources of the
information, and the temporal trends of information shared on Twitter during the 2009 Washington shooting of
four police officers and the subsequent 48-hours search for the suspect. The use of social media during crisis
events can also help in sensemaking (Mirbabaie and Zapatka 2017; Stieglitz et al. 2017), raising situational
awareness (Tobias 2011; Vieweg et al. 2010), and coping with disasters (Vicary and Fraley 2010).
Though there are numerous benefits of using social media during crisis events, social media can also propagate
misinformation and disinformation (Wendling et al. 2013). Misinformation is false information shared
unintentionally and disinformation is false information shared with the intentions of causing harm (Wu et al.
2016). It is therefore critical to determine who is sharing the information, why, and what is the influence (or reach)
of these accounts.
Crisis Named Resources

As already stated, CNRs are social media accounts, pages, or communities named after a crisis event. People in
the past have created such resources for many crisis events, such as the 2014 Carlton Complex Wildfire and the
2016 Fort McMurray Wildfire (Chauhan and Hughes 2017, 2018). Shklovski and colleagues (2008), for instance,
discovered that a member of a rural community, who had been evacuated due to the 2007 Southern California
Wildfires, created a community-based volunteer website to reconnect community members and facilitate
information exchange about the wildfire status and humanitarian relief efforts in the area. Bird and colleagues
(2012) also reported on Facebook groups created during the 2010/11 Queensland and Victorian floods. They
conducted surveys with people who were following these groups and found that respondents first heard about
these groups from their friends or family members, a Facebook or Internet search, or after receiving an invitation
from a Facebook friend. Their findings also show that respondents perceived government Facebook groups and
websites as more accurate and trustworthy than community groups, while community Facebook groups were seen
as timelier and more useful than government groups and websites. A recent study also reported on the perceived
trustworthiness of CNRs named after the 2017 Hurricane Irma and showed that participants evaluated
trustworthiness based on their perceptions of a CNR’s content, information source, profile, and owner (Chauhan
and Hughes 2020).
Our contribution in this space is to deepen our understanding regarding COVID-19 related CNRs on Facebook,
Twitter, and Reddit. Since COVID-19 is a global crisis event, this study is not limited to any specific country or
a geographic region. Specifically, we are investigating when CNRs are created, why they are created, how they
are received by members of the public, and who owns these resources and how they moderate their resources.
COVID-19 A Pandemic and Infodemic

On December 31st, 2019, China alerted the WHO to several cases of unusual pneumonia in the city of Wuhan in
Hubei province, China. The WHO found that the new virus belonged to the coronavirus family on January 7 th,
2020. The new disease was given the name “COVID-19” on February 11th, 2020 and was declared a pandemic on
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March 11th, 2020 (Al Jazeera, News Agencies 2020). Soon after this declaration, the world changed. The pandemic
forced many countries to close borders, restricting travel outside and/or within the country. Educational
institutions, organizations, and businesses around the globe were forced to close (Al Jazeera, News Agencies
2020).
COVID-19 caused much uncertainty and resulted in record social media activity worldwide (Watson 2020; Wold
2020). In response to which, the World Health Organization (WHO) Director-General, Tedros Adhanom
Ghebreyesus at the Munich Security Conference on February 15, 2020 said, “We’re not just fighting an epidemic;
we’re fighting an infodemic (an over-abundance of information - some accurate and some not).” WHO has
therefore shared public health information and advice, including myth busters on COVID-19, on its social media
channels and website (World Health Organization 2020).
As of February 2021, COVID–19 has infected more than 114 million people and has claimed more than 2.53
million lives worldwide (John Hopkins University and Medicine 2020). This event provides a unique opportunity
to study a global-level crisis as it slowly unfolds. Studying CNRs during a pandemic will also help us better
understand social media activity and behavior during this type of event.
DATA COLLECTION

Using Facebook, Twitter, and Reddit search engines, we determined pages, accounts, and communities, whose
name had any of the following keywords- ‘coronavirus,’ ‘COVID-19,’ ‘quarantine,’ and ‘social distancing.’ For
each identified Facebook page, we recorded its name, information in the about and page transparency section, the
number of likes and follows, and whether it had a profile picture, cover picture, and a verification sign 1. For each
identified Twitter account, we recorded its name, handle, bio, location, date joined, number of tweets, number of
following, number of followers, and whether it had a profile picture, cover picture, and a verification sign 1. For
each identified Reddit community (or subreddit), we recorded its subreddit name, handle, about description,
number of members, date created, rules, moderators, and whether it had a profile picture and a cover picture. The
collected parameters are summarized in Table 1. In total, we identified 690 Facebook pages, 172 Twitter accounts,
and 217 subreddits related to COVID-19. All data were collected in June 2020, after obtaining an ethics clearance
from our academic institution.
Table 1. Data Collection Parameters

Data Collection Parameters

Facebook

Twitter

Reddit

Name

Yes

Yes

Yes

Handle

Yes

Yes

Yes

Bio

Yes

Yes

Yes

Date Created

Yes

Yes

Yes

Presence of a Profile Picture

Yes

Yes

Yes

Presence of a Cover Picture

Yes

Yes

Yes

No. of Likes, Follows, or Members

Yes

Yes

Yes

Presence of a Verification Sign

Yes

Yes

Not Applicable

Page Transparency Section

Yes

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Location

Not Applicable

Yes

Not Applicable

No. of Tweets

Not Applicable

Yes

Not Applicable

Community Rules

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Yes

Community Moderators

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Yes

FINDINGS
Overview of COVID-19 Related Crisis Named Resources

The majority of the CNRs we identified had a COVID-19 related profile or cover picture (see Table 2). All
Twitter and Facebook confirm the authenticity of accounts that are in the public interest by placing a bluecolored check mark verified badge next to an account’s name.
1
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subreddits and the majority of Facebook (75.3%) and Twitter (96.5%) CNRs had a self-description. Very few
(0.1% Facebook and 12.2% Twitter) of these resources had a blue check mark verification sign.
While some CNR owners (24.2% Facebook, 26.7% Twitter, and 41.1% Reddit) created their resources for a
specific continent, country, state, county, or neighborhood (e.g., COVID-19 South Africa, Coronavirus Canada,
or US Coronavirus updates), others addressed a more general audience (e.g., COVID-19 Resources, Coronavirus
Stories, or Coronavirus Prayers).
Very few CNRs (0.5% Facebook, 8.1% Twitter, and 0.9% Reddit) claimed to be official. Of these official CNRs,
many belonged to a country government or county emergency management agency.
Table 2. Overview of COVID-19-related Crisis Named Resources

Crisis Named Resources Attributes

Facebook
(N = 690)

Twitter
(N = 172)

Reddit
(N = 217)

COVID-19 related Profile Picture

687 (99.5%)

169 (98.2%)

152 (70.0%)

COVID-19 related Cover Picture

623 (90.2%)

140 (81.3%)

71 (32.7%)

Self-Description (about or bio)

520 (75.3%)

166 (96.5%)

217 (100.0%)

Verification

1 (0.1%)

21 (12.2%)

Not Applicable

Claimed to serve a geographic region

167 (24.2%)

46 (26.7%)

90 (41.4%)

Claimed to be official

4 (0.5%)

14 (8.1%)

2 (0.9%)

Creation of Crisis Named Resources

CNR creation dates were retrieved from Facebook pages, Twitter accounts, and Reddit community pages. As
shown in the Table 3, the number of new CNRs continued to rise from January to March and started to decline
gradually after that. We posit that this behavior reflects how the anxiety caused by the pandemic increased in the
beginning and then began to stabilize as people acclimated to the changing conditions (e.g., wearing masks,
practicing physical distancing, working from home, etc.).
Table 3 also shows that most Facebook pages (60.4%), Twitter accounts (41.8%) and Reddit communities (71.8%)

were created in the month of March. We speculate that this is a result of heightened activity caused soon after the
declaration of a pandemic on March 11th, 2020. With stay-at-home orders and uncertain conditions, many people
chose to turn to social media to find information and cope with difficult circumstances. Bridging knowledge gaps
that arise due to the uncertainty caused by crisis events is a common response and has also been observed in the
context of COVID-19 pandemic (Christianson and Barton 2020; Stephens et al. 2020).
Some CNRs (3.7% Facebook, 41% Twitter, and 0.9% Reddit) were created before January 2020, before
knowledge of the virus was widespread. This implies that these CNRs may not have been created for COVID-19
but were rather renamed or repurposed. Though we do not know why these individuals or organizations renamed
their CNR, we speculate that they did so to participate in the event, show their support, or to draw attention to
themselves.
Table 3. Number of Crisis Named Resources Created by Month

Before Jan 2020

Jan 2020

Feb 2020

Mar 2020

Apr 2020

May 2020

Facebook (N = 690)

26 (3.7%)

14 (2.0%)

19 (2.7%)

417 (60.4%)

207 (30.0%)

7 (1.0%)

Twitter (N = 172)

70 (40.6%)

5 (2.9%)

9 (5.2%)

72 (41.8%)

14 (8.1%)

2 (0.5%)

Reddit (N = 217)

2 (0.9%)

13 (5.9%)

34 (15.6%)

156 (71.8%)

12 (5.5%)

0 (0.0%0

Owner Intentions for the Crisis Named Resources

To determine the intentions of COVID-19 related CNR owners, we analyzed CNRs based on their name, handle,
and description. Two researchers coded all the CNRs independently and later met to discuss the results. All
conflicts were resolved, and researchers finally agreed on the following six categories- news, support, response,
opinions, memes, and personal. Our findings show that while the majority of CNRs on Facebook (56.8%) were
about support for those affected by the event, the majority of CNRs on Twitter (33.7%) and Reddit (40.0%) were
about news updates (see Table 5). This seems to imply that Twitter and Reddit were more commonly used to share
information (news), while Facebook was more about building a community around the event (support). Facebook
does have more rich features for facilitating this kind of community (i.e., groups, pages, friends, support for longer
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messages and multimedia), However, further investigation (namely interviewing CNR owners) is needed to fully
understand correlations between CNR owner intentions and platform type.
A few CNR owners had multiple intentions and thus the corresponding CNR was coded with multiple categories.
We provide examples of these intentions in Table 4 and discuss them in detail below.
Table 4. Examples of Owner Intentions for the Crisis Named Resources

Example Descriptions
News

Latest news regarding the Novel Corona virus (2019-nCoV)
Coronavirus latest news and updates around the world

Support

A coordinated mental health response to #COVID19
Tips and Recipes for Cooking during the Quarantine

Response

Get more info on how to stay safe during this covid-19 pandemic
This page for awareness about covid-19 you will get to know about its precautions, symptoms

Opinions

A place to vent without judgement about the negative effects of the Covid-19 shutdown.
Let’s talk conspiracy

Memes

We live in unprecedented memes
Memes about everyone’s favorite pandemic

Personal

[An individual’s name] vs COVID19
[An individual’s name] #FlattenTheCurve #StayHome to fight #COVID19
Table 5. Owner Intentions by Category for the Crisis Named Resources

News

Support

Response

Opinions

Memes

Personal

Facebook (N = 690)

149 (21.5%)

392 (56.8%)

88 (12.7%)

8 (1.1%)

66 (9.5%)

6 (0.8%)

Twitter (N = 172)

58 (33.7%)

37 (21.5%)

17 (9.8%)

4 (2.3%)

29 (16.8%)

33 (19.1%)

Reddit (N = 217)

87 (40.0%)

83 (38.2%)

6 (2.7%)

47 (21.6%)

10 (4.6%)

0 (0.0%)

News. These CNRs were created with the aim to exchange announcements, information, facts, and updates about
COVID-19. A significant amount of CNRs on Facebook (21.5%) and a majority of CNRs on Twitter (34%) and
Reddit (40%) were related to news.
Support. These resources were created with the intent to spread prayers and positivity, allow people to share their
COVID-19 stories and quarantine experiences, provide resources for mental health struggles and things to do
during quarantine, and facilitate donations. The majority of Facebook (56.8%) and many Twitter (21.5%) and
Reddit (38.2%) CNRs provided support.
Response. These CNRs focused on helping frontline workers, building technology to assist in rapid screening,
and educating people about the virus. Very few resources (12.7% Facebook, 9.8% Twitter, and 2.7% Reddit)
belonged to this category.
Opinions. CNR owners created these resources to allow for speculation, discussion, uncensored information,
conspiracy theories, and political discourse around COVID-19. Reddit (21.6%) had many more opinion-based
CNRs compared to Facebook (1.1%) and Twitter (2.3%).
Memes. The aim of these resources was to share memes or jokes about COVID-19. CNRs allowing memes
appeared more frequently on Twitter (16.8%) than Facebook (9.5%) or Reddit (4.6%). Prior research has also
reported the existence of parody social media accounts around crisis events (Chauhan and Hughes 2020; He et al.
2016; Wan et al. 2015; Achter 2008).
Personal. Personal accounts that changed their name to COVID-19 were categorized as personal. Very few
Facebook (0.8%) and a considerably number of Twitter (19.1%) accounts were personal. None of the subreddits
were categorized as personal, because Reddit does not allow one to rename a subreddit.
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Popularity of Crisis Named Resources

CNRs usually gain popularity because they are named after an event which means that they appear when people
search for information on social media about the event. Prior research has reported that people follow community
groups created during a crisis event for curiosity as well as to share information, offer help, and gain information
about the affected community (Bird et al. 2012).
We recorded the number of likes (Facebook), followers (Twitter), and members (Reddit) for each CNR on June
07, 2020. Table 6 shows that 20.2% Facebook pages and 6.9% Twitter accounts had zero or less than 10 followers.
A vast majority of CNRs on Facebook (76.9%), Twitter (69.1%), and Reddit (89.8%) had likes, followers, or
members in the range 10 – 9,999. Many CNRs (2.7% Facebook pages, 23.8% Twitter accounts, and 10.1% Reddit
communities) were followed by over 10,000 people. We now report on the most popular CNRs on the three social
media platforms.
The most popular Facebook CNR had 2,057,920 likes. It was created in March 2020 with the intentions of sharing
news updates from around the world. Though page owners do not provide any information about themselves, the
page transparency section from Facebook states that this page was managed by four individuals from the United
States of America. A page with more than 2 million likes has a strong influence, thus any misinformation shared
from this page would be of concern.
The most popular CNR on Twitter had 150,100 followers. It was created in January 2020 with the goal of sharing
news and updates about the pandemic. The account owners tweeted actively (~25,900 tweets) throughout the
pandemic and often used #covid19 and #coronavirus hashtags. The account owners do not provide any
information about themselves, their sources of information, or how they manage their account. This is concerning
because given its popularity, any misinformation or disinformation sent through this account would likely be
amplified to many Twitter users.
The most popular subreddit monitored the spread of COVID-19 and facilitated discussions about the virus. It had
2,118,104 members and was created in May 2013, 7 years before COVID-19. The popularity of this subreddit is
likely because it’s handle was named after coronavirus - the generic coronavirus and not COVID-19 specifically.
This subreddit was moderated by 10 individuals. The next most popular subreddit had 257,777 members and was
created in February 2020. The aim of this subreddit was also to facilitate scientific discussion about COVID-19.
This subreddit had 10 moderators, who had set up the following 10 rules for their members - be civil, use scientific
sources, no inappropriate/sensationalized titles, media policy, avoid reposting information, avoid unsourced
speculation and anecdotal discussion, avoid off-topic and political discussions, avoid 'economic impact'
discussions, no medical advice, and no low effort posts/comments.
Table 6. Popularity of Crisis Named Resources Created around COVID-19 (Follower Counts were Captured on June
07, 2020)

Number of Likes, Followers, or Members
(as of June 07, 2020)

Facebook
N = 690

Twitter
N = 172

Reddit
N = 217

No Followers (0)

59 (8.5%)

2 (1.1%)

0 (0.0%)

Single Digit Followers (1 - 9)

81 (11.7%)

10 (5.8%)

0 (0.0%)

Two Digit Followers (10 - 99)

230 (33.3%)

17 (9.8%)

60 (27.6%)

Three Digit Followers (100-999)

245 (35.5%)

46 (26.7%)

76 (35.0%)

Four Digit Followers (1,000 - 9,999)

56 (8.1%)

56 (32.5%)

59 (27.1%)

Five Digit Followers (10,000 - 99,999)

17 (2.4%)

37 (21.5%)

19 (8.7%)

Six Digit Followers (100,000 - 999,999)

1 (0.1%)

4 (2.3%)

2 (0.9%)

Seven Digit Followers (1,000,000 - 9,999,999)

1 (0.1%)

0 (0.0%)

1 (0.4%)

Owners of Crisis Named Resources and Moderation Strategies

We determined CNR owners by analyzing resources’ names, handles, and self-descriptions. Our findings show
that most of the Facebook (91.8%) and Twitter (77.9%) CNR owners did not reveal their identities (see Table 7).
Of those who revealed their identities, many gave an abstract description about themselves (e.g., international
team of researchers and volunteers, mental health care practitioners, regional public information officers, or
collection of coaches, therapists, and other professionals). Very few owners gave their names or contact
information. Unknown identities raise concerns with accountability, i.e., who would be accountable for
misinformation and disinformation sent through these resources?
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Our data also show that all but one Reddit community had moderators (see Table 7). The Reddit community with
no moderators was a small community (10 members) and had no posts. The role of moderators on Reddit is to set
up rules for members and monitor whether members are adhering to these rules. Upon further investigation, we
found that there were 475 unique moderators in our dataset; 48 moderators in our dataset were moderating two or
more COVID-19 Reddit CNRs. The most active user in our dataset was moderating nine COVID-19 Reddit CNRs.
This user joined Reddit in January 2014 and has 12,830 karma 2 points. We also found that 9 out of 217 (4.1%)
subreddits had “AutoModerator” as one of the moderators. AutoModerator is Reddit’s built-in system bot that
enables moderators to set automated rules for their subreddit. Our data also shows that 99 out of 217 (45.6%)
subreddits had more than one moderator and 15 (6.9%) subreddits had 10 moderators.
Table 7. Owners of Crisis Named Resources

Facebook (N = 690)

Twitter (N = 172)

Reddit (N = 217)

Known

55 (7.9%)

38 (22.0%)

216 (99.5%)

Unknown

635 (91.8%)

134 (77.9%)

1 (0.4%)

Our data shows that 42.3% subreddits have rules (see Table 8). We also found that very few Facebook (1.5%) and
Twitter (0.5%) CNR owners have mentioned rules in their page or account bio. We suspect that this low
percentage is due to the design of these platforms – both Facebook and Twitter do not explicitly provide the ability
to set up rules or assign moderators.
Table 8. Crisis Named Resources’ Moderation Rules

Facebook (N = 690)

Twitter (N = 172)

Reddit (N = 217)

Had Moderation Rules

11 (1.5%)

1 (0.5%)

92 (42.3%)

No Moderation Rules

678 (98.2%)

171 (99.4%)

125 (57.6%)

To determine how CNR owners were moderating their resources, we collected and analyzed all the moderation
rules that appeared on these Facebook, Twitter, and Reddit CNRs using affinity diagrams (see Figure 1). Affinity
diagramming is a technique used to organize and understand large amounts of unstructured qualitative data
(Lucero 2015). Our findings show that CNR owners encouraged their followers or members to post and share
high quality and relevant information, and be civil in their interactions (see examples in Table 9).
Post High Quality Information. CNR owners urged their
members or followers to post and share high quality
information. They encouraged people to cite information
sources and post information from reliable sources. They
discouraged people from reposting information and posting or
sharing articles with inappropriate, edited, or sensational titles.
That is, posting or sharing the same information again and
again was considered spam. Posting or sharing articles with
inappropriate, edited, or sensational titles was seen as
spreading of disinformation (i.e., false information shared with
the intentions of causing harm).
Post Relevant Information. CNR owners encouraged people
to post or share information relevant to the purpose of their
CNR. For instance, meme based CNR owners discouraged
people from sharing medical advice, conspiracy theories, or
political opinions.

Figure 1. Crisis Named Resources Owners
asking their followers to post and share high
quality information.

Be Civil in Interactions. CNR owners encouraged people to be civil in their interactions, including when posting
or sharing information and commenting on posts. They asked people to welcome all perspectives and be kind and
respectful to others. They discouraged people from sharing posts that advocated violence, hate, xenophobia,
bigotry, harassment, abusive behavior, or trolling.

A user's karma reflects their contribution to the Reddit community. It is an approximate indication of the
total votes a user has earned on their submissions ("post karma") and comments ("comment karma").
2
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Table 9. Examples of Moderation Rules for Crisis Named Resources

Example Descriptions
High Quality Information

Avoid reposting information.
No extraordinary claims without substantiation. No sensational titles.

Relevant Information

No medical advice.
Avoid off-topic political discussions.

Civil Interactions

No personal attacks or harassment.
Be polite and no fear mongering.

DISCUSSION

In this paper, we identified 1,079 COVID-19 related CNRs on Facebook, Twitter, and Reddit. Most of these
resources were created in March 2020 with the intention to share news, support, response, memes, and opinions.
Nine of these resources had over 100,000 followers. Most owners did not reveal their identities but encouraged
people to share relevant and high-quality information and be civil in their interactions. Below, we compare the
CNR activity across platform type, and COVID-19 CNRs with those created for past crisis events. We also discuss
how CNRs owners are combating misinformation and corresponding recommendations from our research.
Crisis Named Resources Activity across Platform Types

We identified 690 Facebook, 172 Twitter, and 217 Reddit COVID-19 CNRs. Though Facebook, Twitter, and
Reddit are all US-based social media platforms, compared to Twitter (Clement 2020a) and Reddit (Degenhard
2020), Facebook (Clement 2020b) is much more popular in countries outside the United States. This could be one
of the reasons behind the much larger number of COVID-19 Facebook CNRs. Another reason could be the fact
that Facebook is the most popular social media network worldwide (Clement 2020c).
There are many social media platforms and each platform has a different set of affordances (Choi et al. 2016;
Smith et al. 2012) and this played a role in the behaviors we observed. We expound on these differences below.
Account verification. Facebook and Twitter have an option where users can have the authenticity of their pages
and accounts verified. This verified status is indicated by a blue-colored verification badge next to the verified
account’s name. Reddit does not verify subreddits, but it does ensure that usernames and the name of subreddits
cannot be changed. This is a useful feature because in this study we noticed that some verified Twitter CNRs
changed their names, which is troubling, as it means that a Twitter account owner could change their identity and
purpose soon after the verification process.
Anonymity. One of the challenges with CNRs is that they appear soon after a crisis event and have no past social
media activity thus providing no opportunity to evaluate their credibility. Most CNR owners also chose not to
identify themselves. Anonymity of resources could particularly affect the accountability of resources that are
sharing crisis-related news, raising funds for crisis-affected victims, or sharing opinions about the handling of a
crisis event. In extreme cases, people can also stay anonymous and use their CNRs to provoke political divide. To
combat the issue of anonymity, Facebook has introduced a page transparency section on all its pages. This section
provides many details about a page, including the information about when the page was created and if the page
has ever changed its name. This information could be very useful in assessing the credibility of a page. Reddit, on
the other hand, has taken steps to ensure the credibility of subreddits, by allowing only the users who have enough
positive karma2 points and whose account is at least 30 days old to create communities (or subreddits).
Moderation. While Facebook and Twitter are taking steps to combat misinformation, they do not explicitly
provide an opportunity for the account and page owners to do so. Reddit, on the other hand, allows users to
explicitly add rules and moderators to their subreddits. Consequently, we noticed that subreddit owners in our
dataset have made rules to fight misinformation (e.g., asking people to cite sources of information), disinformation
(e.g., asking people to avoid sharing articles with inappropriate, edited, or sensational titles), and malinformation
(e.g., asking people to avoid sharing posts that advocate xenophobia, bigotry, or abusive behavior).
Crisis Named Resources for Various Crisis Events

Compared to past crisis events, we found a record number of CNRs around COVID-19. Researchers who have
specifically looked at CNRs in the past have reported 8 CNRs during the 2014 Carlton Complex Wildfire
(Chauhan and Hughes 2017) and 83 CNRs during the 2016 Fort McMurray Wildfire (Chauhan and Hughes 2018).
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This is because COVID-19 was far more widespread and directly affected more people, and had record online
activity.
COVID-19 CNRs also had a record number of followers. For instance, while nine COVID-19 CNRs had over
100,000 followers, the most popular Fort McMurray Wildfire CNR on Facebook had 41,428 followers (Chauhan
and Hughes 2018). This difference is again likely because the pandemic was a global crisis event that affects
everyone and not a local one (e.g., a wildfire). The pandemic is also a prolonged event, unlike many other types
of crises, and CNRs have likely garnered more attention due to sustained public interest.
Most COVID-19 related CNRs were created in March after the pandemic declaration. This finding is consistent
with past studies which show that CNRs are created soon after a crisis event occurs (Bird et al. 2012; Chauhan
and Hughes 2017, 2018, 2020; Shklovski et al. 2008). The personal COVID-19 CNRs (personal accounts that
were repurposed for COVID-19) were also present in past crisis events – Carlton Complex and Fort McMurray
Wildfire.
COVID-19 CNRs owners created their resources to share news, support, response, opinions, and memes. Prior
works have also reported about CNRs sharing news updates (Bird et al. 2012; Chauhan and Hughes 2017, 2018,
2020; Shklovski et al. 2008), support (e.g., Donations, Fundraisers, Prayers, Needs & Offers, and Stories types
of CNRs created during the Fort McMurray Wildfire (Chauhan and Hughes 2018)), response (Chauhan and
Hughes 2020), opinions (e.g., CNRs sharing reactions during the Fort McMurray Wildfire (Chauhan and Hughes
2018)), and memes (Chauhan and Hughes 2020). While there are similarities with the past crisis events, we noticed
a lot more opinion-based CNRs (those that were discussing how the pandemic was handled by different
governments) for the COVID-19 pandemic than past crisis events.
Finally, like the past CNRs, owners of most COVID-19 related CNRs (particularly on Facebook and Twitter)
chose not to disclose their identities (Chauhan and Hughes 2017, 2018, 2020). The unknown identities of CNRs
owners remain a concern, especially when the owners of CNRs with the greatest number of followers are
unknown.
Combating Misinformation

Social media platforms are taking steps towards combating misinformation and empowering their users with
accurate information (Geeng et al. 2020; Leathern and Rodgers 2018; Lee and Oppong 2020; WhatsApp 2020).
For instance, Facebook and Twitter are directing their users to credible public health resources if users search
vaccine-related keywords (Bickert 2019; Harvey 2019). Social media companies are also taking steps to minimize
the top-down misinformation that comes from influential users. For example, Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube in
late March removed posts shared by Brazilian President Jair Bolsonaro because they included coronavirus
misinformation (Brennen et al. 2020).
In our data, we saw many examples where CNR owners attempted to combat misinformation through moderation.
They would create rules meant to improve the quality of information that appeared in their CNR, and in enforcing
these rules they would question and possibly censor information that did not abide by the pre-established rules.
CNR moderation was much more visible on Reddit than on Facebook or Twitter, because the moderation
mechanic is built into the design of Reddit.
Recommendations

We offer several recommendations based on the results of this study. We recommend that social media platforms
create a more robust verification process. For instance, social media sites might impose periodic reverification
that discourages people to repurpose their accounts after verification. Adding the date when an account was
verified would also be useful information in helping people to assess whether an account is authentic and
trustworthy. Social media platforms may want to consider mechanisms where newly created CNRs are reviewed
before they can become public.
We also recommend that emergency responders and researchers pay particular attention to CNRs and monitor
them for content as well as misinformation. CNRs are so easy to find (they are named after the event) and thus
are more publicly visible than other sources of information. We therefore see them as critical information sources
that should be vetted, especially early in a crisis event when little information is available.
CONCLUSION

This study expands upon existing research on CNRs by examining them in a new type of event (a pandemic) and
by looking at a previously unexamined social media platform in this context (Reddit). We identified and examined
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Facebook, Twitter, and Reddit CNRs related to COVID-19. Most of these resources were created in March 2020,
soon after COVID-19 was declared as a pandemic. CNRs owners created these resources with the intentions to
share COVID-19 related news, support, response, opinions, and memes. They also encouraged members of the
public to share relevant and high-quality information and be civil in their interactions.
Past crisis events as well as the COVID-19 event have showed that CNRs due to their visibility and popularity
can be significant centers of influence. Thus, it is important that researchers and emergency responders pay
attention to these resources and monitor them for misinformation.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we show that the text-image relationship of disaster tweets can be used to improve the classification of
tweets from emergency situations. To this end, we introduce DisRel, a dataset which contains 4, 600 multimodal
tweets, collected during the disasters that hit the USA in 2017, and manually annotated with coherence image-text
relationships, such as Similar and Complementary. We explore multiple models to detect these relationships and
perform a comprehensive analysis into the robustness of these methods. Based on these models, we build a simple
feature augmentation approach that can leverage the text-image relationship. We test our methods on 2 tasks in
CrisisMMD: Humanitarian Categories and Damage Assessment, and observe an increase in the performance of the
relationship-aware methods. We make our data and code available at https://github.com/tsosea2/DisRel.
Keywords

Multimodal disaster tweet classification; image-text coherence relationship prediction; ViLBERT.
INTRODUCTION

According to NOAA National Centers for Environmental Information (NCEI), in 2019 the United States was
impacted by 14 natural disasters, while in 2020 there were 22 disasters that produced significant losses and damage.
During these times, fast assessment of damaged areas can improve resilience by informing responders and aid
agencies about critical areas, guiding the allocation of resources, and improving the real-time response overall. In
a recent guide on preliminary damage assessment released in May 2020 (FEMA 2020), the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) lists several methods for damage assessment, including: self-reporting, door-to-door
assessments, windshield surveys, geospatial analysis, remote sensing, and predictive modeling. While very precise,
self-reporting and door-to-door assessments are generally performed through surveys and interviews, and lag behind
the triggering event by days or even weeks, resulting in a slow recovery.
Individuals affected by disasters often turn to social media, such as Twitter, to report information that can be useful
for the relief authorities (e.g., road damage, fallen trees, or downed power lines), as shown in Figure 1. Recent
studies focus solely on collecting such data, annotating it for a specific task that can potentially speed up the
real-time response of the authorities (e.g., damage assessment, informativeness detection), followed by training
∗ corresponding

author
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(a) Unrelated

(b) Similar

(c) Complementary

(d) Unrelated

(e) Similar

(f) Complementary

Figure 1. Different types of relationships between the image and the tweet.

machine learning classifiers on these tasks (Alam, Ofli, et al. 2018a; Neppalli et al. 2018; C. Caragea et al. 2016;
H. Li, Guevara, et al. 2015; Ashktorab et al. 2014). However, none of these studies take into consideration the
relationship between the image and text, or the effects of this relation on downstream tasks.
In this paper, we explore the image-text relationship in multimodal tweets collected during natural disasters, and
further investigate if we can leverage this relationship to improve the multimodal disaster tweet classification. To
this end, we introduce DisRel, a dataset of 4, 600 disaster tweets, annotated with image-text coherence relations
such as Similar and Complementary using the Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) crowdsourcing platform. The
dataset is composed of tweets collected during various disasters from the year of 2017 and serves not only as a
challenging benchmark for computational models, but also as a valuable resource for analyzing the interrelation
between the textual and visual modalities. To provide a better understanding of the task, we discuss a few examples,
shown in Figure 1. For example, in Figure 1b the text clearly describes the content of the corresponding image; they
are similar to each other. However, in Figure 1c, the two modalities complement each other; both modalities add
information to the other. On one hand, the text adds information by specifying the number of casualties, while on
the other hand the image also shows the ongoing relief efforts.
For the annotation of the dataset as Similar vs. Complementary, to ensure high quality annotations, we provide
clear definitions and examples for the annotators to carefully understand the task, as discussed in Section Dataset.
Inspired from recent work on cross-modal coherence modeling (Alikhani et al. 2020), which shows impressive
improvements in generating captions that take the informational need of a user into account, we present a
comprehensive investigation into understanding the relationship between the text and the image using our DisRel
dataset. Moreover, we draw ideas from the recent self-supervised multimodal architectures, such as ViLBERT (Lu
et al. 2019) and VisualBERT (L. H. Li et al. 2019), which use large amounts of unlabeled data to learn universal,
task-agnostic visual-linguistic representations and propose a simple self-supervised relationship-aware architecture
based on the ViLBERT model for our disaster context. We show the feasibility of our approach compared to
coherence-agnostic methods on CrisisMMD (Alam, Ofli, et al. 2018a), a Twitter multimodal dataset composed of
more than 18, 000 image and text tweets collected during natural disasters.
Even though the recent self-supervised multimodal architectures show improved performance compared with
existing methods, it still remains unclear if they are robust to adversarial attacks. Moreover, model robustness
is particularly important when dealing with the invaluable context of disasters. Therefore, we also perform a
comprehensive analysis into the robustness of these self-supervised architectures, and investigate which modality is
more vulnerable to adversarial attacks. Interestingly, our experiments show that: 1) our coherence-aware ViLBERT
model obtains the lowest attack success rate compared to other baselines, and 2) the textual adversarial attacks are
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consistently more successful than image attacks. To our knowledge, we are the first to explore model robustness to
potential adversarial attacks that may occur in a disaster context.
We summarize our contributions as follows:
• We create and annotate DisRel, a dataset for identifying the relationship (Similar or Complementary) between
the text and image of a disaster tweet.
• We propose a multimodal model based on ViLBERT to identify the text-image relationship using the created
dataset.
• We show that the relationship information can be used to improve the performance of multimodal models for
disaster tweet classification.
• We investigate common model errors and perform a comprehensive analysis into the robustness of multimodal
methods in the disaster domain.
RELATED WORK
Disaster Tweet Classification

Recent research studies have used machine learning and deep learning to show the utility of social media information
for disaster management and response teams. For example, the analysis of text data (e.g., tweets) has received
significant attention in various recent works (Yin et al. 2012; Guan and C. Chen 2014; Imran, Castillo, et al. 2015;
Kryvasheyeu et al. 2016; C. Caragea et al. 2016; H. Li, D. Caragea, et al. 2018; Yuan and Liu 2018; Enenkel
et al. 2018). In particular, Kryvasheyeu et al. 2016 used Hurricane Sandy-related tweets, and Enenkel et al. 2018
used Hurricanes Harvey and Irma filtered, geo-located tweets to show that rapid early damage assessment can
be facilitated by social media. Similarly, several studies have focused on the analysis of social media images in
emergency situations (Lagerstrom et al. 2016; Bica et al. 2017; Alam, Imran, et al. 2017; Nguyen et al. 2017; X. Li,
D. Caragea, H. Zhang, et al. 2019; X. Li, D. Caragea, C. Caragea, et al. 2019; Alam, Ofli, et al. 2018b; Chaudhuri
and Bose 2020; Weber et al. 2020). Unlike macro-level images, such as satellite images or images taken using
drones, social media images provide detailed on-site information from the perspective of the eyewitnesses of the
disaster (Bica et al. 2017), and can serve as an ancillary, yet rich source of visual information in disaster damage
assessment.
While most of the prior works have focused on either text classification or image classification independently, many
tweets posted during disasters contain both text and images, as shown in Figure 1. Generally, the information
contained in one modality (e.g., text) can enhance or complement the information contained in the other modality
(e.g., images), and together the two modalities (i.e., text and images) can produce more effective models for filtering
useful disaster-related information (Imran, Ofli, et al. 2020). This has recently led to multimodal disaster tweet
datasets, consisting of both tweet text and images (Alam, Ofli, et al. 2018a; Mouzannar et al. 2018), as well as
a surge of studies focused on multimodal models in the disaster space (Mouzannar et al. 2018; Rizk et al. 2019;
Gautam et al. 2019; Nalluru et al. 2019; Hao and Wang 2020; Ofli et al. 2020; Agarwal et al. 2020; Abavisani
et al. 2020). For example, Mouzannar et al. 2018 developed a multimodal deep learning approach based on text
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) (Kim 2014) and Inception-v4 networks (Szegedy, Ioffe, et al. 2016) to
identify damage related information in social disaster posts. Agarwal et al. 2020 proposed a gated multimodal model
based on Recurrent Convolutional Neural Networks (RCNN) for text (Lai et al. 2015) and an Inception-v3 model
for images (Szegedy, Vanhoucke, et al. 2016), fused with an attention mechanism (Hua and H.-J. Zhang 2004), and
used it on three damage-related tasks introduced by Alam, Ofli, et al. 2018a. Abavisani et al. 2020 proposed a
multimodal deep learning framework, which leverages DenseNet (Huang et al. 2017) and BERT (Vaswani et al.
2017) for representing images and text, respectively, equipped with a cross-attention module to filter out irrelevant
information from the text and image modalities, and reported state-of-the-art results on the tasks introduced by
Alam, Ofli, et al. 2018a. These tasks range from assessing the damage of a disaster to identifying if tweets posted
during disasters convey informative messages or not. In this paper, we show that the image-text relationship can
improve the performance on these tasks.
Pre-trained Multimodal Models

The Multimodal Bitransformer (MMBT) (Kiela et al. 2019) is a supervised BERT-based model that fuses
information from two separate pre-trained text and image encoders. MMBT has obtained very good results on
multiple multimodal tasks, hence we consider it as one of our strong baselines. However, the self-supervision
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step is carried out separately for each modality. On the another hand, many recent self-supervised multimodal
architectures, such as ViLBERT (Lu et al. 2019), VisualBERT (L. H. Li et al. 2019), LXMERT (Tan and Bansal
2019), VL-BERT (Su et al. 2019), Unicoder-VL (G. Li et al. 2020), UNITER (Y.-C. Chen et al. 2019), use large
amounts of unlabeled data to learn universal, task-agnostic visual-linguistic representations.
ViLBERT (Lu et al. 2019) is greatly inspired by BERT, and is composed of two parallel BERT-like models that
correspond to the text stream and the image stream. The information flows separately through the two models and is
fused through a transformer co-attention layer. The co-attention layer is straightforward; after the two transformer
blocks compute the query, key and value matrices, the keys and values are exchanged between the two streams. The
output consists of two embeddings: a text representation conditioned on the image representation, and an image
representation conditioned on the text representation. The pre-training objective of the textual BERT block remains
the Masked Language Modeling (Devlin et al. 2018). The image self-supervised training is carried out by masking
certain regions extracted by a pre-trained Mask RCNN (He, Gkioxari, et al. 2017) segmentation model. Instead of
predicting pixel values, the model learns to predict the class of the masked image region.
LXMERT (Tan and Bansal 2019) uses a two-stream architecture, but employs a multi-component design for the
cross-modality model and makes use of additional pre-training tasks.
While ViLBERT employs two different streams for vision and language modalities that can only attend to each
other, VisualBERT (L. H. Li et al. 2019) uses a single stream for both modalities. This is achieved by passing both
visual and textual embeddings to the multi-layer Transformer, followed by learning alignments between the input
text and image regions through a self-attention mechanism.
VL-BERT (Su et al. 2019) makes use of a single-stream unified architecture. However, it differentiates itself from
other works by introducing additional pre-training on text-only datasets to improve generalization for long sentences.
Moreover, the model does not freeze the weights of the upstream image segmentation network, and further trains it
during the self-supervision process.
In this paper, we use as our base models the MMBT model due to its simplicity and the ViLBERT model to explore
self-supervised visio-linguistic approaches in our disaster domain.
Text-Image Relationship Datasets

The growth of the social networks focused on text and image sharing (e.g., Twitter, Instagram) has spurred a lot
of research into capturing or making use of the coherence relations between images and text. The relationship
between these two modalities may be useful in many situations. For example, a classifier that can predict if an
image-text pair are closely related is useful for building datasets for various computer vision tasks (e.g. image
captioning). Several studies have looked into these relationships from different perspectives. For example, Vempala
and Preoţiuc-Pietro 2019 define a way of categorizing the relationship between the images and text of Twitter posts.
They investigate whether the text is represented in the image or not and whether an image adds new information to
the meaning of the text or not. However, their proposed approach involves using different models for computing
image and text representations that are later concatenated. A better fusion technique could be ensured by using
models that use joint representations of image and natural language content as proposed in our paper.
Alikhani et al. 2020 also create a coherence-relation annotation protocol for image-caption pairs which they call
CLUE. They introduce multiple relations between image-text pairs: Visible, Subjective, Action, Story, and Meta.
By allowing overlapping labels, they ensure a very fine-grained classification of text-image pairs. However, this
approach was applied for images and their captions automatically extracted from the Web, which already involves a
tight connection between the text and the image. On the other hand, social media posts can contain significantly
weaker connections between the modalities. For example, when people post images on social media, the text of
these images does not necessarily describe the image; the text can be a quote, or can simply give background
knowledge for the photo.
Kruk et al. 2019 use Instagram posts to compute the author intent from multimodal data. To this end, they introduce
three taxonomies: Intent taxonomy, which divides the image-text pairs into eight classes by the speaker’s intent:
advocative, promotive, exhibitionist, expressive, informative, enterntainment, provocative/discrimination, and
provocative/controversial; Contextual taxonomy, which categorizes the relationship between the meaning of the
image and text into Minimal, Close or Transcendent; Semiotic taxonomy captures the relationship between what is
signified by the two modalities, which can be Divergent, Additive or Parallel.
Despite all the progress made in studying text-image relationships, the existing taxonomies are not useful in the
particular scenario of natural disasters. Our experiments show that these general purpose datasets add no improvement
to our domain, reinforcing the importance of DisRel, which enables the exploration of relationship-aware methods
in the domain of natural disasters.
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(a) View from satellite

(b) Conference

(c) Chart

Figure 2. Several representative examples of irrelevant tweets.

(a) Similar vs. Complementary

(b) Complementary vs. Unrelated

Figure 3. Some representative examples of annotations that did not reach agreement.

DATASET

We collect data from the disasters that hit the USA in 2017: Hurricanes Maria, Irma, Harvey, the Mexico Earthquake,
and the California Wildfires. We crawl tweets through the Twitter streaming API using keywords such as #hurricane,
#Harvey, etc., and use several methods to clean and filter out duplicates. We filter out retweets (tweets with the
"RT" token), normalize the texts, and remove the duplicates from our collection, as well as tweets with more than
one image. This process produced 122K tweets with one image and text. A manual inspection of the data revealed
that these data are noisy and most of the time irrelevant to disaster response. For example, a satellite photo of a
hurricane does not offer information about its impact on the ground, nor does a chart or a meme. We show examples
of different types of irrelevant images in Figure 2. In this paper, our main goal is to use the image-text coherence
relationships to improve the multimodal disaster tweet classification for a better resource allocation at the time of
the disaster. Therefore, we employ another filtering process to remove the noisy and irrelevant image-tweet pairs
using classifiers trained on the informative/not-informative classes from CrisisMMD (Alam, Ofli, et al. 2018a).
Specifically, we employ two separate classifiers based on the textual and image modalities. For text, we use the
BERT (Devlin et al. 2019) base model, while for the image modality we use a ResNet-50 (He, X. Zhang, et al.
2016) model. Both these methods achieve 90% F-1 score on CrisisMMD, and use them as follows: if either the text
or the image is classfied in the informative class by one of the classifiers, then we consider it in our next steps. After
filtering, we obtain 16, 000 examples, which we use to create DisRel.
Text-Image Relationship Types

By manually analyzing the image-text pairs, we derived a taxonomy that captures three broad types of relationships
between the modalities relevant for disaster situations. We enumerate these relationships below, and provide some
examples in Figure 1:
Unrelated The image and the text do not share any information. Moreover, one modality does not influence the
understanding of the other modality.
For instance, in Figure 1a, the image and the text convey unrelated information. On one hand, the text refers to
frustrated residents and reopening after Irma, whereas the image depicts a flooded area, with no sign of residents.
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(a) Multitasking Architecture: the red and the blue paths are used
alternatively during training. The model used for embedding is
either ViLBERT or MMBT.

(b) Feature Augmentation Architecture: only the red path is used
during backpropagation. The models used to produce the H and T
embeddings are both either ViLBERT or MMBT.

Figure 4. Model Architectures for (a) image-text relationship detection using multitask learning; and (b) disaster
tweet classification using feature augmentation based on text-image relationship.

Similar In the early phases of this study, we defined the Similar relationship as the text and image provide the
exact same information (i.e., the text is a caption of the image). For example, both the tweet text and image from
Figure 1b show floods that leave people waist-deep in water. However, most of the times the tweet text does not
precisely describe the image. Therefore, we extended the definition of the Similar category to also cover the cases
when one modality is partially covered by the other, as long as they have the same focus and the shared information
is precise. For instance, in Figure 1e, the text accurately describes a tree that fell on a house, just as in the image,
even though it offers the extra information of it causing no injuries. Our annotation process only considers the
relaxed version of the similar class.

Complementary. Another possible relationship between an image and its corresponding tweet is having two
modalities that do not share the same focus, but their information is still related (i.e., one modality helps better
understand the other or complement each other). For example, in Figure 1c the two modalities are related as both
present information about a school downed by the earthquake. However, the text focuses on the number of victims
(not covered in the image), whereas the image illustrates the relief efforts being made (not covered in the text). In
this scenario we say the two modalities complement each other. There is also the case when one modality offers little
information, although it is related to the other as shown in Figure 1f. We consider this situation as Complementary
as well, rather than Similar, as the information shared by both modalities is minimal.
Annotation Process

In order to create a labeled dataset for the aforementioned classes, we uniformly sampled 5, 000 image-text pairs
from our informative image-tweet pairs, filtered as explained above, and labeled each of them using four different
annotators on the Amazon Mechanical Turk crowd-sourcing platform (AMT). We design the AMT form to contain
one tweet per page, and the annotators are asked to choose between one of the three labels presented earlier. We
take several steps to ensure quality control measures and exclude spurious annotations. First, we compute a trust
score for each annotator as the mean number of annotators agreed with. As there are four annotators in total, one
annotator can agree with at most three other annotators for a tweet. Therefore, the annotator trust scores lie between
0 and 3. Next, we rejected annotators with trust scores smaller than 1.5, as well as annotators with less than 10
annotated examples. The filtering process ended up removing 55% of the annotators and 24.5% of the annotations,
hence each tweet has on average 3 annotations. To assess the agreement between our annotators, we compute the
Krippendorff Alpha metric, and obtain an 𝛼 = 0.58. The final label is computed by considering the majority vote of
the remaining annotators. The resulted label distribution is unbalanced. We obtained 3135 similar examples, 1451
complementary, 184 unrelated, and for 223 examples an agreement could not be established due to ties between two
labels; hence these examples were dropped. To provide additional insights into why agreement was not achieved for
some of these tweets, we present some examples in Figure 3. First, we observe in Figure 3a an example where
in spite that the image and text have the same focus, one might argue that the text does not offer enough details.
Second, Figure 3b shows a tie between the Complementary and Unrelated classes. Although the image and text
might seem unrelated, the text weakly refers to the damage caused by the hurricane, which is reflected in the image.
After computing the final labels, we found that the unrelated class contains less than 4% of the examples, which
indicates that informative disaster tweets text and image are rarely unrelated to each other. Due to the very small
numbers of unrelated examples, we did not include the Unrelated class for our experiments. In consequence, we
obtain a dataset of 4, 600 image-text pairs annotated with the Similar and Complementary classes.
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APPROACHES

There are two main tasks that we address in this work. First, we aim to identify the text-image relationship for
multimodal disaster tweets. Second, we study the usefulness of the relationship with respect to downstream
classification tasks on multimodal disaster tweets. We describe the approaches used for each task in what follows.
Text-Image Relationship Detection in Disaster Tweets

To identify the relationship between the textual and visual modalities in DisRel, we explore several models.
ConcatBOW concatenates averaged 300-dimensional GloVe (Pennington et al. 2014) word embeddings with the
output of a pre-trained ResNet-152 (He, X. Zhang, et al. 2016) network. ConcatBERT concatenates the BERT
(Devlin et al. 2018) embeddings with the output of the same ResNet network. For both these models, we project the
concatenated embeddings through a linear layer for classification. Next, we explore 2 state-of-the-art multimodal
classification methods. First, we use a Supervised Multimodal Bitransformer (Kiela et al. 2019) (MMBT), which
projects information from both modalities through a transformer network. Similar to BERT (Devlin et al. 2019), we
use the CLS token representation ℎ𝐶 𝐿𝑆 and pass it through a linear layer for classification. Second, we apply the
ViLBERT (Lu et al. 2019) pre-trained visio-linguistic model to our task. ViLBERT produces 2 vector representations
of the image and text modalities: ℎ 𝐼 𝑀 𝐺 and ℎ𝐶 𝐿𝑆 . We take an element-wise product between the ℎ 𝐼 𝑀 𝐺 and ℎ𝐶 𝐿𝑆
embeddings produced by the model, then pass this result through a task-specific linear layer for classification. The
model is trained end-to-end.
Finally, we investigate a multi-task learning framework using hard parameter sharing (Caruana 1997) to improve the
performance on our DisRel task T of identifying coherence relationships, by using information from a helper task
H. We show our approach in Figure 4a. We start from the base ViLBERT or MMBT model, on top of which we add
2 task specific classification layers; one for the helper task H, and one for our target task T. At training time, we
alternate between batches from task T and task H. A batch from task T updates the parameters of the task-specific
layer of T and the base model (ViLBERT or MMBT), while a batch from task H updates the parameters of the
classification layer corresponding to H and the base model as well. For the helper task H, we use the original labels
of the task. We denote this method by M-H-MT, where M is the name of the model (MMBT or ViLBERT), and
H is the name of the helper task. In our context, we experiment with different helper tasks H. First, we set H as
the image-text semantic overlap detection task introduced by Vempala and Preoţiuc-Pietro 2019. Their dataset,
which we denote by Relationship (or REL for short) in this paper, is composed of ∼ 4, 400 tweets of users from
different socio-demographic groups. The data is multimodal, and is annotated with coherence relations such as all
text content is represented in the image, or the image adds some information to the text. The task is very similar to
ours; however, the domains differ substantially. Second, we set H as the coherence detection task from the CLUE
(Alikhani et al. 2020) dataset, which contains 10, 000 captioned images annotated with coherence relationships
inspired by computational models of discourse. These datasets are presented in detail in Section Text-Image
Relationship Datasets.
Relationship-Augmented Disaster Tweet Classification

To investigate if the information about the relationship between the textual and visual modalities (considered to be a
helper task H in this context) can improve the performance of classification models in disaster-centric domains
(representing the target task T here), we explore several approaches. As our main helper task H for image-text
relationship detection, we first experiment with the relationship detection in disaster tweets from DisRel. Next, we
use the coherence detection task in the CLUE (Alikhani et al. 2020) dataset as well as the Relationship dataset
(Vempala and Preoţiuc-Pietro 2019) as the helper task H to understand how a relationship-aware model designed
and trained outside of the disaster domain affects the performance of the models. For the target task T, we model
two tasks proposed in the CrisisMMD dataset, Humanitarian Categories and Damage Assessment (Alam, Ofli, et al.
2018a).
Introduced by Alam, Ofli, et al. 2018a, CrisisMMD is a multimodal Twitter Dataset from Natural Disasters. It
contains ~18, 000 tweets with image and text, extracted during the following crisis events: Hurricanes Irma, Harvey
and Maria, the Mexico and Iraq-Iran earthquakes, California wildfires, and the Sri Lanka floods. The authors
removed duplicates and the dataset contains only English tweets with at least two words. CrisisMMD was manually
labeled for three classification tasks.
The first task we consider is to determine what kind of humanitarian information is conveyed in the informative
messages and images. To this end, the authors define seven categories: infrastructure and utility damage, vehicle
damage, rescue, volunteering or donation effort, injured or dead people, affected individuals, missing or found people,
and other relevant information. The second task involves assessing the severity of the physical destruction produced
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Table 1. Results on Similar and Complementary tweet classification. In order from top to bottom: (1) Weak
Baselines (Top) - single modality and various combinations of these single modality models (2) Strong Baselines
(Middle Block) - the vanilla MMBT and ViLBERT models (3) Multitasking Methods (Lower Block) - the ViLBERT
and MMBT learned in a multi-tasking scenario using data from CLUE and the Relationship dataset. We assert
significance★ if 𝑝 < 0.05 under a paired-t test with the counterpart base model (e.g., ViLBERT-MT vs. ViLBERT).
p sim

r sim

f-1 sim

p com

r com

f-1 com

micro f-1

macro f-1

acc

concatbow
concatbert

0.74
0.73

0.85
0.83

0.78
0.77

0.50
0.46

0.36
0.33

0.52
0.39

0.70
0.65

0.65
0.58

0.69
0.67

mmbt
vilbert

0.80
0.82

0.82
0.81

0.81
0.82

0.61
0.61

0.60
0.62

0.60
0.61

0.74
0.75

0.71
0.72

0.75
0.75

mmbt-clue-mt
mmbt-rel-mt
vilbert-clue-mt
vilbert-rel-mt

0.77
0.81
0.78
0.82

0.75
0.82
0.76
0.82

0.76
0.81
0.77
0.82

0.60
0.62
0.60
0.63

0.61
0.61
0.61
0.62

0.60
0.61
0.61
0.62

0.72
0.75
0.73
0.76★

0.69
0.71
0.70
0.72

0.72
0.75
0.73
0.76★

Table 2. Results of the best models on crisismmd. We use †to denote the micro precision, recall and F1, and
‡to denote the macro precision, recall and F1. We assert significance★ if 𝑝 < 0.05 under a paired-t test with the
counterpart base model (e.g., ViLBERT-AG vs. ViLBERT).

mmbt
mmbt-dr-ag
mmbt-clue-ag
mmbt-rel-ag
vilbert
vilbert-dr-ag
vilbert-clue-ag
vilbert-rel-ag

P†

P‡

0.94
0.95★
0.92
0.90
0.95
0.95
0.90
0.92

0.92
0.93★
0.90
0.89
0.93
0.94
0.88
0.90

Humanitarian
R†
R‡
0.91
0.92
0.88
0.88
0.91
0.93★
0.89
0.89

0.90
0.90
0.88
0.88
0.90
0.94★
0.86
0.88

Damage Assessment
R†
R‡
F1†

F1†

F1‡

P†

P‡

0.92
0.94★
0.90
0.89
0.93
0.94
0.89
0.90

0.90
0.92★
0.89
0.88
0.91
0.94★
0.87
0.88

0.85
0.81
0.84
0.83
0.86
0.88★
0.83
0.83

0.83
0.79
0.82
0.82
0.85
0.87★
0.82
0.81

0.83
0.86★
0.78
0.79
0.83
0.86★
0.78
0.79

0.79
0.83★
0.79
0.78
0.81
0.82
0.78
0.79

0.84
0.86★
0.82
0.81
0.84
0.87★
0.81
0.81

F1‡
0.80
0.83★
0.81
0.81
0.82
0.84★
0.80
0.80

by a disaster. The objective is to classify the type of damage into severe, mild, or little to no damage. However,
only the images from the tweets are annotated with this type of damage. We postulate that a relationship-aware
multimodal model can leverage the text as well and may improve the performance on the damage assessment task.
To this end, we perform a comprehensive set of experiments on this task, and consider the labels of the images to
apply to the text-image pairs as well.
In the original version of the CrisisMMD dataset, the two modalities are labeled independently. However, in
order to enable multimodal exploration on the humanitarian task, we only consider the image-text pairs where
the two modalities share the same label. For humanitarian task, we obtain 3, 000 informative tweets split into
three categories: infrastructure and utility damage (20%), rescue, volunteering or donation effort (30%) and other
relevant information (50%). The other categories were disregarded as they had too few representatives. For the
second task, we adopt a binary classification scenario by grouping the mild and severe categories in a damage class,
and all the little to no damage examples in a no damage class. We obtain 6, 000 tweets, 70% labeled as damage and
30% as no damage.
To have a point of reference for the classification performance of computational models on the two CrisisMMD
tasks, we first apply our vanilla MMBT and ViLBERT models on each of the two tasks. Next, we explore a feature
augmentation approach, which uses information produced by our image-text relationship detection task, assumed to
be a helper task H, to improve the performance of the two CrisisMMD target tasks T. First, we train our vanilla
MMBT and ViLBERT models on task H. We use these trained classifiers to produce embeddings for the image-text
pairs from task T. Following the same notation as in the multi-tasking section, for MMBT, the resulted embedding
𝐻
𝐻
is the ℎ𝐶
𝐿𝑆 embedding produced by the model, while for ViLBERT, we use the textual embedding ℎ𝐶 𝐿𝑆 and the
𝐻
visual embedding ℎ 𝐼 𝑀 𝐺 . Finally, to produce our relationship aware representation, we employ an element-wise
addition with the embeddings produced on task T:
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𝐻
𝑇
𝐸 𝑀 𝑀 𝐵𝑇 = ℎ𝐶
𝐿𝑆 ⊕ ℎ𝐶 𝐿𝑆

𝐸 𝑉 𝑖𝐿𝐵 =

𝐻
(ℎ𝐶
𝐿𝑆

⊗

ℎ 𝐼𝐻𝑀 𝐺 )

⊕

(ℎ𝑇𝐶 𝐿𝑆

⊗

ℎ𝑇𝐼𝑀 𝐺 )

(1)
(2)

where ⊗ is the element-wise multiplication, and ⊕ is the element-wise addition. These embeddings are then
projected through a linear layer for classification. We denote these models by M-H-AG, where M is the name of
the model (ViLBERT or MMBT), and H is the name of the helper task (CLUE, REL or DisRel). We show our
approach in Figure 4b.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In this section, we present our experimental setting, then investigate the performance on two target tasks: First,
we analyze the models trained to predict the text-image relationship in DisRel. Then, we explore if using the
relationship between the text and image improves the downstream classification performance.
Experimental Setting

We use pre-trained 300 dimensional GloVe embeddings for the BOW approaches, and use the BERT-base model
(Devlin et al. 2018) trained on Wikipedia and Bookcorpus. For both tasks, we follow the best reported hyperparameters for MMBT (Kiela et al. 2019), freeze 3 transformer layers for the image modality, and use a batch size
of 16. For ViLBERT (Lu et al. 2019), we follow the initial values used by the authors for the Caption-Based Image
Retrieval task, then vary the learning rate in steps of 1𝑒 −5 . Due to memory restrictions, we use a batch size of 8. In
order to obtain statistically significant results, we repeat the experiments 10 times and report the average results. We
perform all the experiments on an Nvidia V100 GPU.
To spur further research on the exploration of coherence relations in the disaster domain, we create a 60/20/20 train,
development, and test split for DisRel, which we will make available alongside our data.
Predicting the Relationship between the Text and Image of a Disaster Tweet

We evaluate the performance of the presented methods on DisRel, and show the results in Table 1. First, the
ConcatBERT and ConcatBOW models, which use concatenated embeddings from two separate networks, perform
significantly worse than the other models, which jointly learn image and text representation during the training
time. Surprisingly, the ConcatBOW model greatly outperforms the ConcatBERT model by as much as 5% in
micro F1, even though it is much simpler. ViLBERT obtains a slight improvement over the MMBT model, which
shows the benefit of training visio-linguistic representations during the self-training step. The ViLBERT-REL-MT
model however, manages to outperform all the other methods, and obtains a 1% improvement in F1 and accuracy
compared to the ViLBERT model. Interestingly, even though the domain of the multi-tasking helper task H for
ViLBERT-REL-MT differs substantially from our task, this approach still manages to improve the performance
of the task. On the other hand, the ViLBERT-CLUE-MT model sees a decrease in performance compared to the
base ViLBERT model. We assume this is due to the fact that the Relationship task is more similar to ours. The
Relationship dataset is annotated with image-text relations such as the image adds some information to the text
which can be directly mapped to our Similar and Complementary classes. On the other hand, the CLUE task can
have labels which conflict with our task. For example, the Meta class, which employs that the text allows the reader
to draw inferences for both the presented scene, as well as the production of the image, can belong to either the
Similar or Complementary classes.
Using the Text-Image Relationship to Improve Disaster Tweet Classification

We show the results of our experiments on the two CrisisMMD tasks in Table 2 and observe a few patterns. Models
augmented with features from the disaster domain consistently outperform methods that use features from
other domains. Moreover, these models manage to leverage the relationship between the text and image to
improve the downstream performance. The ViLBERT-DR-AG, which uses features learned on the DisRel dataset,
outperforms the task-agnostic VilBERT model by 3% in macro F1 on the humanitarian task, and 3% in micro F1 on
the damage assessment task. The MMBT-DR-AG also sees an improvement on both tasks. On the other hand, the
ViLBERT-CLUE-AG and ViLBERT-REL-AG models, which leverage features from disaster unrelated domains see
a 5% drop in micro F1 on the Humanitarian task, and a dramatic 6% drop in macro F1 on the Damage Assessment
task. These results show the importance of our dataset, DisRel, which provides an opportunity for the exploration
of coherence-aware methods in disaster-centric domains.
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Table 3. Attack success rates on perturbations applied on images and text.

S&P

Image Perturbation
Gaussian
Speckle

Poisson

Text Perturbation
Random
List
Gs-Gr

concatbert

5%

28%

29%

10%

13%

15%

94%

mmbt
vilbert

1%
1%

2%
1%

2%
1%

1%
1%

9%
8%

12%
9%

90%
85%

(a) Frequency key

(d) Indistinguishable

(c) Borderline
(b) Named entity

(e) Syntactic

Figure 5. Some errors of our models.

Robustness

We explore the robustness of our models under textual and image perturbations. We ask the following questions:
Is our ViLBERT model more robust compared to other baselines? Are text perturbations more successful than
image perturbations? We investigate various methods to generate adversarial examples (which we call attacks).
The purpose of an attack is to make a correct model prediction on the test set to be incorrect by adding a small
perturbation to the input. We experiment with our two best models MMBT and ViLBERT, as well as a weak
baseline which uses both modalities: ConcatBERT.
Image Perturbation.
Our image perturbations are straightforward: we add different types of noise to the
images. We experiment with Gaussian, Salt and Pepper, Speckle and Poisson noise.
Textual Perturbation.
We define a textual attack as changing only one word from the input sentence: 1)
Random replaces one word from the input sentence with a random word from the vocabulary. The results
reported are the average of 1, 000 different runs. 2) List (Alzantot et al. 2018) iteratively replaces each word in a
sentence with another word extracted from a list of semantically similar words. A successful attack is reported if
one of the replaced synonyms leads to an incorrect prediction. 3) GS-GR (greedy select + greedy replace) (Yang
et al. 2018) first finds the weak spot in an input sentence: it iteratively zeroes out each word in the input sentence
and analyzes how the model output probabilities change. Next, it picks the word that produces the highest change in
probabilities as the weak spot, and replaces it with a random word from the vocabulary. This process is repeated
1, 000 times, and a successful attack is reported if one of the words manages to change the output of the model.
We denote by success rate the percentage of correct predictions on the test set that become incorrect under the
perturbation, and report our results in Table 3. Models that sustain lower attack success rates are more robust in the
face of adversarial attacks.
First, we observe from the table that ViLBERT is more robust under all attacks, consistently outperforming the
other models. ConcatBERT is the most vulnerable model, especially on image perturbations such as Gaussian or
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Speckle noise. Interestingly, the textual perturbations are significantly more successful than image attacks on the
best performing MMBT and ViLBERT models.
ERROR ANALYSIS

Common Errors To get an insight into the drawbacks of our methods, we perform a comprehensive error analysis
of common errors on the Similar and Complementary detection task. Understanding these errors is paramount and
can help create better coherence-aware models on different tasks. Therefore, we sample 100 test errors of our best
performing ViLBERT-CMMD-MT model on DisRel, and manually group them into different error categories:
low frequency key textual terms (39%), textual named entity presence (28%), borderline (9%), hard-to-distinguish
image (9%), lexical and syntactic cues (8%), other reasons (7%).
Low Frequency Key Textual Terms
We observe a large number of errors when the textual modality contains
a rare keyword. For instance, in Figure 5a, the word looting appears only two times in the training set, and is a key
information that determines the label of the example.
Textual Named Entity Presence
We found that numerous mislabeled examples contain named entities. For
instance, in Figure 5b, even though the tweet text clearly describes the image, we believe that the named entity
17-92 near W 18th St. in Sanford manages to mislead the model.
Borderline
There are a few examples where the difference between the Similar and Complementary classes is
minor. For instance, in Figure 5c, even though the text describes the image well, one can argue that the focus of the
image is not the rising river, but the strong winds.
Hard-to-distinguish Images
There are quite a few indistinguishable images that manage to mislead the models.
For instance, in Figure 5d, even though the example is clearly in the Complementary class, the model mislabels it as
Similar.
Lexical and Syntactic Cues As ViLBERT is a BERT-based model, the processing of the textual modality still
relies on surface-level lexical features. We found that errors sometime arise from misspelled words, or punctuation
that changes the textual meaning. We show an example of this phenomenon in Figure 5e. Although the text
information can be found in the image, the question mark completely changes the label of this example to the
Complementary class. This could be seen as a type of attack at character level, i.e., with minor changes to the data,
the model is faked.
We observe the same pattern as in Subsection Robustness; a significant amount of the errors produced by our model
originate from anomalies in the textual modality. This error analysis opens up directions for further investigation to
improve models’ robustness to address adversarial types of attacks that could occur in disasters contexts.
CONCLUSION

We introduced DisRel, a disaster-centric dataset for detecting coherence relations such as the Similar and
Complementary classes. Composed of 4, 600 image-tweet pairs from the disasters that hit the USA in 2017, we
show that this dataset can be used to improve the performance on other disaster related tasks, and propose a simple
approach to learn relationship-aware multimodal models on CrisisMMD (Alam, Ofli, et al. 2018a). Therefore, we
believe our data provides an invaluable context and can help relief authorities better assess the damage produced by
disasters. In the future, we plan to leverage the large amount of data that circulates the social media around the time
of these disasters. Specifically, even though we collected 122K tweets, due to cost restrictions, we only annotated
about 4% of these. Hence, we will investigate semi-supervised learning techniques to use the large amount of
unlabeled data to improve our classification task.
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ABSTRACT

Social media has enabled people to circulate information in a timely fashion, thus motivating people to post
messages seeking help during crisis situations. These messages can contribute to the situational awareness of
emergency responders, who have a need for them to be categorised according to information types (i.e. the type of
aid services the messages are requesting). We introduce a transformer-based multi-task learning (MTL) technique
for classifying information types and estimating the priority of these messages. We evaluate the effectiveness of our
approach with a variety of metrics by submitting runs to the TREC Incident Streams (IS) track: a research initiative
specifically designed for disaster tweet classification and prioritisation. The results demonstrate that our approach
achieves competitive performance in most metrics as compared to other participating runs. Subsequently, we find
that an ensemble approach combining disparate transformer encoders within our approach helps to improve the
overall effectiveness to a significant extent, achieving state-of-the-art performance in almost every metric. We make
the code publicly available so that our work can be reproduced and used as a baseline for the community for future
work in this domain1.
Keywords

Disaster response, tweet analysis, transformers, natural language processing.
INTRODUCTION

According to Guha-Sapir et al. (2012), an average of 50,000 people worldwide die from natural disasters annually.
Effective and accurate knowledge of how an incident is unfolding (known as “situational awareness” (SA)) helps
response services to take timely preventative measures to remedy a crisis situation (Endsley 2017). Social media can
provide real-time contact and communication between emergency aid centres and those in the vicinity of incidents,
and as such has been identified as an important tool in establishing SA (S. Vieweg et al. 2010; S. E. Vieweg 2012).
Substantial work has been undertaken to examine the possibility of SA on social media (Lambert et al. 2005; Norris
2006; Palen and S. B. Liu 2007). According to one study, 69% of people believe that emergency response operators
should monitor their sites and social media accounts, and respond promptly during a crisis2. A recent study also
shows that around 10% of emergency-related posts on Twitter3 are actionable and around 1% are critical (McCreadie
∗ corresponding

author
1https://github.com/wangcongcong123/crisis-mtl
2https://mashable.com/2011/02/11/social-media-in-emergencies
3https://twitter.com
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et al. 2019). Manual identification of useful messages is unfeasible, particularly as the quantity of messages tends to
increase explosively during a crisis (Lambert et al. 2005; Palen and S. B. Liu 2007). Thus computational linguistics
techniques have been sought for automating the classification of such messages (Imran et al. 2013; Olteanu, Castillo,
et al. 2014; Olteanu, S. Vieweg, et al. 2015; Zahra et al. 2020).
Event: philipinnesFloods2012

@chicogarcia Pls help Matet Reginaldo and her 2-week-old baby!
Lot4Block3 Villa Olympia Sto Domingo Cainta Rizal #RescuePH @pcdspo
Information type categorisation

Request-SearchAndRescue
Report-FirstPartyObservation

Priority Estimation

Critical, High, Medium, Low

CallToAction-MovePeople
...

Figure 1. An example of disaster tweet categorisation

The TREC Incident Streams (IS) track (McCreadie et al. 2019; McCreadie et al. 2020) is an initiative designed for
the categorisation of crisis-related tweets. Figure 1 presents an example of disaster tweet categorisation, illustrating
two sub-tasks of the IS track. Given a crisis-related tweet, participants are asked to both ascribe information
types and estimate its priority. Human assessors are employed to annotate such crisis-related tweets, forming
a crisis dataset known as TREC-IS dataset, which has been growing since 2018. The tweets are labeled with
one or more information types (i.e. what information needs a user-posted tweet is about that can be useful for
emergency responders in making aid-relevant decisions). TREC-IS defines an ontology of 25 information types,
covering major aspects of such information needs, among which 6 are defined as “actionable” and the rest are
“non-actionable”. These are detailed in Table 1. In addition to the information types, each tweet is also assigned
a level of priority, indicating the criticality of the tweet. The priority can be “critical”, “high”, “medium” or
“low”. The TREC-IS dataset provides a benchmark dataset for studies on crisis-related messages processing or
categorisation, which is crucial to the community leveraging social media for emergency response. The IS track also
proposes a research-friendly standardised evaluation methodology for systematically measuring the performance of
participating systems. The official website4 contains all details relevant to the IS track.
This paper presents our method in both the information type categorisation task and the priority estimation task. We
describe and analyse the work that we submitted as part of our participation in the IS track, and also additional
research work that has continued beyond this. In recent times, transformer-based deep networks (Vaswani et al.
2017) such as BERT (Devlin et al. 2019) and ELECTRA (Clark et al. 2020) have become widely adopted due to
their strong performance in short message processing. We propose a transformer-based multi-task learning (MTL)
technique that categorises the crisis tweets through a joint learning of two sub-tasks, namely, information type
classification and priority estimation. The contributions of our work are multifaceted and summarised as follows.
• We propose a transformer-base MTL approach for crisis tweet categorisation. The experimental results show
it outperforms both transformer-based single-task learning and traditional machine learning baselines.
• We introduce a simple ensemble technique that leverages the joint predictions of multiple MTL models for
crisis tweet categorisation, which is demonstrated to be very effective as compared to the individual MTL
models.
• We submit runs based on our transformer-based MTL approach to the IS-track. The returned results present
that our MTL runs overall outperform the competitive participating runs. Subsequently, our ensemble runs
notably outperform the participating runs in almost every aspect of performance.

RELATED WORK

A number of existing computational methods have been applied to the problem of automatic classification of
crisis-related social media messages. These methods can be broadly divided into three categories. The classic
methods fall into traditional machine learning (ML) algorithms, which are known for efficient computation and
4http://dcs.gla.ac.uk/~richardm/TREC_IS/
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Table 1. Actionable and non-actionable information types in the TREC-IS dataset (McCreadie et al. 2019).

Actionable

Category
Request-GoodsServices
Request-SearchAndRescue
Report-NewSubEvent
Report-ServiceAvailable
CallToAction-MovePeople
Report-EmergingThreats

Non-actionable

CallToAction-Volunteer
CallToAction-Donations
Report-Weather
Report-Location
Request-InformationWanted
Report-FirstPartyObservation
Report-ThirdPartyObservation
Report-MultimediaShare
Report-Factoid
Report-Official
Report-News
Report-CleanUp
Report-Hashtags
Report-OriginalEvent
Other-ContextualInformation
Other-Advice
Other-Sentiment
Other-Discussion
Other-Irrelevant

Description
The user is asking for a particular service or physical good
The user is requesting a rescue (for themselves or others)
The user is reporting a new occurence that public safety officers need to
respond to
The user is reporting that they or someone else is providing a service
The user is asking people to leave an area or go to another area
The user is reporting a potential problem that may cause future loss of
life or damage
The user is asking people to volunteer to help the response effort
The user is asking people to donate goods/money
The user is providing a weather report (current or forcast)
The post contains information about the user or observation location
The user is requesting information
The user is giving an eye-witness account
The user is reporting a information that they recieved from someone else
The user is sharing images or video
The user is relating some facts, typically numerical
An official report by a government or public safety representative
The post is a news report providing/linking to current/continious coverage
of the event
A report of the clean up after the event
Reporting which hashtags correspond to each event
A report of the original event occuring.
The post contains contextual information that can help understand the
event, but is not about the event itself
The author is providing some advice to the public
The post is expressing some sentiment about the event
Users are discussing the event
The post is unrelated to the event or contains no information

explainable feature-based predictions. For example, Caragea, McNeese, et al. (2011) employed the classic SVM
algorithm for classifying messages from the 2010 Haiti Earthquake according to some important information types
including people trapped, food shortage, etc. Li et al. (2018) applied Logistic Regression and Naïve Bayes for crisis
tweet classification with an adaptation approach.
Deep learning methods based on neural networks have been applied to good effect to various problems related to short
message processing. In Neppalli et al. (2018), traditional ML methods (Naïve Bayes with hand-crafted features) were
compared to deep methods (CNN and RNN), finding that deep methods outperform the classic ones (particularly
CNN). Several other studies applied CNNs for categorising crisis-related data on social networks (Nguyen et al.
2017; Caragea, Silvescu, et al. 2016). Kumar et al. (2020) proposed a multi-modal approach for identifying
informative crisis-related tweets using both text and image data, which are trained by a long short-term memory
(LSTM) and VGG-16 network respectively. Another important study of this kind is that of Chowdhury et al. (2020),
who proposed a LSTM-based multi-task model for identifying hashtags in crisis tweets.
Transformers are a series of attention-based neural network models (Wolf et al. 2019), originating from the original
transformer paper (Vaswani et al. 2017). In the field of transfer learning for NLP, fine-tuning the transformer-based
models such as BERT (Devlin et al. 2019), ELECTRA (Clark et al. 2020), DistilBERT (Sanh et al. 2019), etc., has
become the mainstream way to achieve state-of-the-art performance for various language tasks in different domains.
For example, in the domain of crisis message processing, J. Liu et al. (2020) proposed CrisisBERT, which fine-tuned
pre-trained BERT to achieve state-of-the-art performance in crisis events identification. Chowdhury et al. (2020)
applied BERT for multi-label crisis-related tweets classification with Manifold Mixup in cross-linguistic settings.
Since MTL has achieved remarkable success in NLP applications (Zhang and Yang 2017), recent years have seen
many work into applying transformers via MTL for text classification tasks in similar domains. For example, Xue
et al. (2019) applied BERT for joint learning on name entity recognition (NER) and relation extraction classification
tasks from a Chinese medical text corpus. Similarly in the domain of medical text mining, instead of fine-tuning
jointly on two tasks from a single corpus, Peng et al. (2020) studied the effectiveness of BERT jointly fine-tuned on
multiple corpora from different types of tasks including text similarity, NER, text inference, etc.
Inspired by the work using MTL with BERT in similar domains, we extend BERT to multiple transformers and
fine-tune them for crisis tweet categorisation in a MTL way. In addition, we investigate the power of an ensemble of
multiple transformer-based MTL models, which has not been seen in the literature to the best of our knowledge.
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Figure 2. The overview architecture of our transformer-based multi-task learning approach.

Based on the objectives of disaster tweet categorisation as described, we break them down to two downstream
sub-tasks by fine-tuning the transformer-encoder models5 in the manner of multi-task learning (MTL). Figure 2
depicts the overview architecture of the MTL approach for the information type categorisation task (denoted by
ITC) and the priority estimation task (denoted by PE).
The objective of ITC is to predict the probability: 𝑝 (𝐼 𝑗 | 𝑥) referring to the likelihood of an input message 𝑥 being
assigned to the information type 𝐼 𝑗 . Since 𝑥 can be assigned to one or more information types, it is taken as a
multi-label classification problem, estimated by the following equation.
𝑝 (𝐼 | 𝑥) = 𝜎( 𝑓 (𝑥))

(1)

1
(1 + 𝑒 −𝑎 )

(2)

𝜎(𝑎) =

Where 𝑝 (𝐼 | 𝑥) is the estimated probability distribution across all information types 𝐼 : {𝐼𝑜 , 𝐼1 , ...𝐼 𝑗 , ..., 𝐼𝑛 } and 𝑛 is
the number of information types. In our method, an information type 𝐼 𝑗 is assigned to 𝑥 when 𝑝 (𝐼 𝑗 |𝑥) > 0.5.
To learn the function 𝑓 (·), we add an information type projection layer. We choose BERT’s [CLS] token output
vector 𝑜 [CLS] , denoted by BERTCLS (𝑥), as the input of the projection layer. The projection process is formulated as
follows.
𝑓 (𝑥) = BERTCLS (𝑥)𝑊𝑡

(3)

Where 𝑊𝑡 ∈ R𝑑model ×𝑛 is the learnable parameters of the projection linear layer and 𝑑model is the hidden state
dimension of the transformer encoder (i.e., the BERT encoder in Figure 2). Considering the BERT-style transformer
as an upstream encoder, this outputs a representation vector for each token of the input sequence using the multi-head
5Here we take BERT as an example, although the approach generalises to other transformer encoders as discussed below.
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self-attention mechanism described in Vaswani et al. (2017). The lower part of Figure 2 illustrates this process and
it can also be expressed mathematically as
BERTt (𝑥) = Encoderup (Embed(𝑡)))

(4)

where 𝑡 : {CLS, 𝑡1 , 𝑡2 .., SEP} refers to the word pieces tokenised from the input sequence 𝑥. These are represented
by combining two types of vectors, namely position embeddings and token embeddings6, before being fed to the
self-attention-based BERT encoder. It can be formulated as follows.
Embed(𝑡) = Embedpos (𝑡) + Embedtoken (𝑡)

(5)

𝑡 = tokenize( [CLS] 𝑥 [SEP])

(6)

In a similar way to ITC, the PE task is treated as a regression task (due to the dependency between priority levels).
In PS, a numeric score 𝑠 ∈ [0, 1] is assigned to the input example 𝑥 for quantifying its priority level, which is
defined as follows.
𝑠 𝑥 = 𝜎(𝑔(𝑥))

(7)

To learn the function 𝑔(·), a priority projection layer is added, which transforms the [CLS] token output vector to
the priority score, formulated as follows.
𝑔(𝑥) = BERTCLS (𝑥)𝑊 𝑝

(8)

Where 𝑊 𝑝 ∈ R𝑑model ×1 is the learnable parameters of the priority projection layer and 𝑑model is the hidden state
dimension of the BERT-style transformer encoder. Based on this equation, we can see the two tasks share the
upstream encoder, i.e., mathematically, using the same layers of millions of parameters for encoding input tokens
𝑡 : {CLS, 𝑡1 , 𝑡2 .., SEP} to output vectors 𝑜 : {𝑜 [CLS] , 𝑜1 , 𝑜2 .., 𝑜 [SEP] }. The motivation behind this is two-fold.
Firstly, parameter sharing between multiple tasks is likely to enable one task to share its learnt knowledge with
another Zhang and Yang 2017. Secondly, it is faster to make predictions at inference time than training two separate
models for every task.
To update the parameters of the projection layers as well as fine-tune these from the transformer-encoder, we define
the combination loss function as follows.
𝐿 total = 𝜆𝐿 it + (1 − 𝜆)𝐿 pri

(9)

Where 𝜆 is the loss parameter for 𝐿 it and 𝐿 pri adjusting their weight, and 𝐿 it is the loss between predicted information
types and human-annotated labels. This tells that it will be the priority estimation single task and information type
classification task fine-tuning when the 𝜆 is set to be 0 and 1 respectively.
The following formulates the loss computation for one training example. For a mini-batch of examples, the final
loss is averaged over the examples.
𝐿 it =

Õ

−𝑏(𝐼 𝑗 ) log( 𝑝(𝐼 𝑗 |𝑥)) − (1 − 𝑏(𝐼 𝑗 )) log(1 − 𝑝(𝐼 𝑗 |𝑥))

𝐼 𝑗 ∈𝐼

(10)

Where 𝑏(𝐼 𝑗 ) is 0 or 1, indicating if the information type 𝐼 𝑗 is assigned to the example 𝑥 (information type ground
truth) and 𝑝(𝐼 𝑗 |𝑥) is the probability score for predicting 𝑥 to be 𝐼 𝑗 .
The 𝐿 pri in Equation 9 refers to the priority loss calculated using Mean Squared Error, which is formally defined as
follows.
𝐿 pri = (𝑚(𝑟) − 𝑠 𝑥 ) 2

(11)

Where 𝑟 is the priority level assigned to 𝑥 (priority ground truth) and 𝑚(·) is the mapping function converting
categorical priority levels to numeric scores according to the schema: {𝐶𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 : 1.0, 𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ : 0.75, 𝑀𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑚 :
0.5, 𝐿𝑜𝑤 : 0.25}. At prediction time, the mapping function is used in reverse to convert the predicted numeric score
to a categorical priority level. For example, the priority of 𝑥 is predicted to be critical if 𝑠 𝑥 lies between 1 and 0.75.
6BERT also features segment embedding, which is omitted here since only a single sequence is used as input in our problem (i.e. segment
IDs are zeros).
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EXPERIMENT

This section presents the experimental components that are necessary for results demonstration and discussion,
including dataset construction, training details, and evaluation metrics.
Datasets

Having run several editions since 2018, the TREC-IS dataset has grown to contain approximately 40,000 examples,
which are divided into four subsets based on the four editions of the track that have run to date. The subsets are 2018,
2019A, 2019B, and 2020A, with each consisting of tweets across different crisis events and the events between
the subsets are not overlapping. Table 2 presents the main characteristics of these subsets. As this illustrates,
the examples are short, with only around 0.1% more than 128 BERT-based word pieces. To fit our experimental
purposes, we use the 2020A subset set as the test set (6,658 examples) that consists of tweets from 15 crisis events
occurred in 2020. For the training dataset, we first generate a combined set containing all examples from 2018,
2019A and 2019B. We then sample 10% from the combined set to form the development set for model selection and
the remaining 90% to form the training set. This results in 30,420 training examples and 3,381 for model selection.
Table 2. Statistics of TREC-IS sub-datasets. No. events means the number of crises for a set. Avg. length refers
to the average number of tokens of each example and Beyond 128 indicates the percentage of examples with more
than 128 tokens, counted as BERT-style word pieces.

Subsets

Size

No. events

Avg. length

Beyond 128

2018
2019A
2019B
2020A

17581
7098
9122
6658

15
6
6
15

35
37
48
42

0
0
0.09%
0.60%

Total

40459

42

40

0.10%

Training

Training mainly involves fine-tuning the pre-trained transformer encoders to the joint downstream task of information
type multi-label classification and priority estimation. For hyper-parameter selection, we experimented with a grid
search over learning rate: 𝑙𝑟 ∈ {5𝑒 − 4, 2𝑒 − 4, 1𝑒 − 4, 5𝑒 − 5, 2𝑒 − 5, 1𝑒 − 5} and mini-batch size: 𝑏𝑠 ∈ {8, 16, 32, 64}.
Finally, we chose 𝑙𝑟 and 𝑏𝑠 to be 5𝑒 − 5 and 32 respectively as they perform better empirically.
Following the work in a similar domain (J. Liu et al. 2020), we use the Adam optimiser (Kingma and Ba 2015) to
update model parameters and a linear scheduler for dynamically updating learning rate, with 10% warm-up ratio of
the total training steps7. In addition, we set 𝜆 from Equation 9 to be 0.5, giving equal weight to the information
type loss and priority loss during fine-tuning 8. We set the maximum sequence length to be 128, since a negligible
number of training examples have more than 128 tokens, as presented in Table 2. All the runs in our experiment are
accelerated by a RTX-2080Ti and a RTX-2070 super GPU.
Evaluation Metrics

The IS track asks participants to submit their systems’ runs on test tweets for which information types and priority
levels are later judged by human assessors. Moreover, the runs rank the submitted tweets per event type according to
estimated priority scores so that they can be evaluated uniformly. We evaluate our system’s effectiveness using the
same evaluation metrics as are used in the IS track (McCreadie et al. 2020). The metrics are broadly divided into four
categories evaluating different aspects of a system’s effectiveness: Ranking (NDCG), Alerting Worth (AW-HC,
AW-A), Information Feed Categorisation (CF1-H, CF1-A, cacc) Prioritisation (PF1-H, PF1-A). Each metric
in these categories is represented by a numeric score within a certain range where higher is better, which are briefly
described below.
• Ranking (range 0 to 1): In this category, NDCG (Järvelin and Kekäläinen 2002) is the priority-centric metric
used to evaluate the quality of submitted test tweets ranked by priority scores. By default, it measures the top
100 submitted tweets per event. A high NDCG score implies that the system has achieved a good quality of
priority-based ranking when compared with human assessors.
7We fine-tuned 12 epochs totalling approximately 3.4k steps evaluated every 400 steps as we observed no further performance improvement
when increasing the epoch number.
8This is based on our pilot study that found 𝜆 being 0.5 gives overall good performance in both tasks
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• Alerting Worth (range −1 to 1): This is inspired by the alerting use case in a real-world emergency response
system. It not only measures the effectiveness of a system in generating true alerts but also penalises the
system in generating consecutive false alerts that would make end users lose trust in the system. Two
components of Alerting Worth are AW-HC and AW-A, which measure the effectiveness of true alerts within
the scope of tweets judged to be critical or high, and within the scope of all priority-level tweets respectively.
• Information Feed Categorisation (range 0 to 1): This is used to evaluate the aspect of information type
classification performance by a system. To better reflect a system’s utility to emergency response officers, it
consists of three specific metrics, Actionable F1, All F1, and Accuracy, denoted by CF1-H, CF1-A, and Cacc
respectively. CF1-A macro-averages the F1 scores across all information types, while CF1-H macro-averages
the F1 scores only across the 6 actionable types as presented in Table 1. The two metrics indicate the
performance of information type categorisation by only taking the target class per information type into
account. Cacc computes the categorisation accuracy micro-averaged across information types, which offers a
general view of categorisation performance.
• Prioritisation (range 0 to 1): This is applied to measure the performance of priority level predictions,
consisting of two specific metrics, Actionable F1 and All F1, abbreviated to PErr-H and PErr-A. Both
are computed by averaging the macro-F1 scores on priority label predictions per information type. Unlike
PErr-A, which averages the F1 scores for all information types, PErr-H averages the F1 scores for actionable
types only.
As a general reference, the metrics in the category of information feed categorisation indicate the effectiveness of the
information type classification task while the rest reveal the effectiveness of the priority estimation task. In addition
to the above mentioned official metrics, we add a harmonic mean metric (HarM) to the list as an indicator of overall
performance across all metrics. In calculating this harmonic mean, AW-HC and AW-A are first normalised to lie
between 0 and 1.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The major objective of our study is to answer essential questions that we consider to be beneficial for further work
into this problem domain by the community. We report and discuss our experimental results to answer the following
research questions in the three sub-sections that follow.
• RQ1: Does multi-task learning add benefits compared to single-task learning baselines?
• RQ2: How do the pre-trained transformer encoders influence performance? Does ensemble learning help?
• RQ3: How does our approach perform compared to top runs submitted to the IS track?
RQ1: Single Tasks Learning Baselines

To answer the first question, we use BERT_base9 as a baseline to fine-tune two models independently for the
ITC and PE tasks in a single task learning (STL) scenario. The loss functions of Equation 10 and Equation 11
are used separately to train the two single task models. Our MTL scenario uses the joint loss function of
Equation 9. In addition to the transformer-based deep baseline we also consider traditional machine learning (ML)
algorithms such as Logistic Regression (LR) to be strong baselines in this problem domain, as evidenced in previous
work (McCreadie et al. 2020; C. Wang and Lillis 2020). Hence, we also train two separate LR-based classifiers
for the two single tasks. To make this baseline as strong as possible, we use the development set of TS to test
different options in configuring LR, including 𝐶 ∈ {0.01, 0.1, 1, 1.0, 10, 100}, 𝑛𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚_𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 ∈ {(1), (1, 2), (1, 3)}
and 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 ∈ {count, TFIDF}. Following empirical study, we use 𝐶 = 10, 𝑛𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚_𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 = (1, 2) and
𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 = TFIDF.
We report the performance of the BERT-based and LR-based STL runs and compare them with our BERT-based
MTL run in Table 3. It shows that the BERT-based runs perform better than the LR-runs except for the marginal
decrease in Cacc score. More importantly, our MTL run achieves substantial improvement in NDCG and AW
scores over the BERT-based STL run. For example, the BERT_base + MTL run achieves the best scores in NDCG,
AW-HC, AW-A and CF1-H. Although it can be seen that the BERT-based STL runs perform the best in prioritisation,
this is at the cost of a loss of NDCG and AW performance. As a whole, our MTL scenario gains an advantage over
the STL scenario not only in the overall effectiveness (as illustrated by the HarM score in the last column) but also
in avoiding the need to train separate models for separate tasks.
9Unless stated otherwise, all pre-trained checkpoints mentioned in this paper refer to the official uncased ones provided by the transformers
library (Wolf et al. 2019).
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Table 3. Comparison between single task learning (STL) with Logistic Regression (LR) and BERT and our
multi-task learning (MTL). The numbers in bold represent the highest performance in each column and those
annotated with ★ indicates that the highest is “confident” compared to the next-highest in its column (Wilson
Score Interval (Wilson 1927), 𝑝 < 0.05). We describe the difference between 𝑐 1 and 𝑐 2 to be “confident” if their
confidence intervals do not overlap.
Priority estimation

Info. type classification

LR + STL
BERT_base + STL

NDCG
0.4495
0.4393

AW-H
-0.4856
-0.4057

AW-A
-0.2627
-0.2148

PErr-H
0.1718
0.2402★

PErr-A
0.2216
0.2758★

CF1-H
0.0898
0.1084

CF1-A
0.1527
0.1801

Cacc
0.9113
0.8960

HarM
0.2109
0.2510

BERT_base + MTL

0.5101

-0.2689★

-0.1569★

0.1923

0.2544

0.1382★

0.1638

0.8937

0.2609

RQ2: Transformer Selection and Ensemble

In the pipeline of our approach, one important component is the transformer encoder selection. In the “Method”
section above, we formulate our approach with the well-known transformer encoder BERT. However, other mainstream transformer encoders achieve state-of-the-art performance on various language understanding benchmarks
(e.g., GLUE (A. Wang et al. 2018)) in the literature (Lan et al. 2020; Sanh et al. 2019; Clark et al. 2020). Since the
introduction of BERT, the literature has seen many BERT variants being developed. Variants like DistilBERT,
ALBERT, and ELECTRA have been developed to optimise various aspects of BERT such as memory consumption,
computation cost or pre-training representation learning. Studies have shown their promising performance through
fine-tuning in downstream tasks such as text classification and reading comprehension. To examine their capabilities
for our problem, apart from the original BERT we fine-tune the following three transformer encoders on the TL
dataset in our MTL approach and report their performance using the IS track metrics.
• DistilBERT (Sanh et al. 2019) is a distilled version of BERT. Compared to the original BERT, it has fewer
trainable parameters and is thus lighter, cheaper and faster during training and inference. Given the size of the
reduced model, the original paper reports that it still keeps comparative language understanding capabilities
and performance on downstream tasks. We use its base-uncased pre-trained weights in our experiment.
• ALBERT (Lan et al. 2020) is a derivative of BERT that is mainly optimised for memory efficiency with
two parameter-reduction techniques. First, it splits the embedding matrix in a BERT-like architecture into
smaller matrices (separation of the embedding size and the hidden size), leading to reduced memory use
while mathematically maintaining equivalent effect. In addition, it uses repeated layers, where the parameters
are shared across different BERT hidden layers. This optimisation results in a smaller memory footprint
although the computational cost remains similar to the original BERT (the same iteration through all hidden
layers is still required). In our experiment, we use its official base_v2 pre-trained checkpoint.
• ELECTRA (Clark et al. 2020) maintains essentially the same architecture and size as the original BERT
except for a change in the embedding matrix as in ALBERT. What makes it stand out is that it adopts a
different pre-training approach. Unlike the Masked Language Modeling (MLM) pre-training objective used in
BERT, it trains a generator using the MLM objective to replace tokens in a sequence and meanwhile it trains
a discriminator with the objective of identifying which tokens were replaced by the generator in the sequence.
It is shown to outperform other transformers on language understanding benchmarks when using the same
amount of computational power. In our experiment, we use its base-discriminator checkpoint.
The upper block of Table 4 presents the results of these encoders’ performance10. As this shows, the BERT run has
the same model size as the ELECTRA. However, there is no significant difference in performance between the runs
when evaluated using the HarM score. Although BERT outperforms ELECTRA in AW, it loses this advantage in
prioritisation. In comparison, DistilBERT and ALBERT are relatively smaller in size than BERT and ELECTRA.
They still perform well overall, only slightly worse than the BERT and ELECTRA runs, which illustrates their
effectiveness with much reduced model sizes (ALBERT in particular).
Of the individual runs, each scores the highest performance in at least one metric, with none showing a significant
overall performance improvement over the others. In order to bring the power of these individual runs to our
problem we propose a simple ensemble approach that combines the individual runs to jointly make predictions for
10Note that the first row of Table 4 is the same as the last row of Table 3.
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Table 4. Individual runs with different transformer encoders and ensemble runs that leverage the individual
runs jointly making predictions for priority and information types. The number appended to the individual runs
refers to the trained model size and the number appended to the ensemble runs indicates the combination of
corresponding individual run indices. The numbers in bold represent the highest in each column and ★ indicates
that it is “confident” compared to the next-highest in its column.
Priority estimation
Run variants
NDCG
Individual transformer encoders
1. BERT_base (110M)
0.5101
2. DistilBERT_base (66M)
0.4808
3. ELECTRA_base (110M)
0.5042
4. ALBERT_base_v2 (11M)
0.4669
Ensemble runs
EnsembleA (1+3)
0.5207
EnsembleB (2+4)
0.4848
EnsembleC (1+2+3)
0.5206
EnsembleD (1+2+3+4)
0.5176

Info. type classification

AW-HC

AW-A

PErr-H

PErr-A

CF1-H

CF1-A

Cacc

HarM

-0.2689
-0.4533
-0.4011
-0.4118

-0.1569
-0.2382
-0.2122
-0.2190

0.1923
0.9004
0.2059
0.1900

0.2544
0.1191
0.2801
0.2720

0.1382
0.1376
0.1514
0.0568

0.1638
0.1830
0.1742
0.1707

0.8937
0.2110
0.8958
0.9087

0.2609
0.2264
0.2689
0.1923

-0.2274
-0.3212
-0.1982
-0.1613★

-0.1406
-0.1823
-0.1282
-0.1148

0.1999
0.2081
0.2023
0.2594★

0.2560
0.2728
0.2589
0.2966

0.1738
0.1407
0.1819
0.1754

0.1796
0.2041
0.1909
0.2084

0.8722
0.8844
0.8621
0.8545

0.2836
0.2752
0.2919
0.3141★

information types and priority. We hypothesise that such an ensemble may leverage the distinct benefits of these
diverse transformer encoders to achieve greater overall performance across both tasks.
Our ensemble approach: Given a set of individual multi-task learners, {𝑙 1 , 𝑙2 , ..𝑙 𝑛 }, the final priority prediction for
a tweet is made from the priority predictions by {𝑙 1 , 𝑙2 , ..𝑙 𝑛 } according to a priority decision strategy, denoted by 𝑃 𝑑𝑠 .
We evaluated three options for 𝑃 𝑑𝑠 , where 𝑃 𝑑𝑠 ∈ {𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑒𝑠𝑡, 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒, 𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑠𝑡}. Highest refers to always selecting
the highest priority level given by any of the individual predictors. Lowest represents the opposite strategy. The
Average scenario means taking an average score over all priority predictions in the union and then the final priority
prediction is assigned based on this average score. The conversion between priority numeric score and level is
applied via the mapping function, namely 𝑚(·) as introduced in Equation 11. Regarding information types, the final
prediction for each tweet is made from the information type predictions by {𝑙1 , 𝑙2 , ..𝑙 𝑛 } according to a information
type decision strategy, denoted by 𝐼 𝑑𝑠 . We evaluated two options for 𝐼 𝑑𝑠 , where 𝐼 𝑑𝑠 ∈ {𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛}.
Union and Intersection refers to always selecting the union and intersection respectively of information types by the
individual predictors.
Table 5. Evaluation results of our EnsembleD run with varying strategies for merging information types and
priority levels. Each row is named as 𝑥 − 𝑦 where 𝑥 is the information type strategy, i.e. 𝐼 𝑑𝑠 and 𝑦 is the priority
level strategy, i.e. 𝑃 𝑑𝑠 .
Priority estimation
Union-Highest
Union-Average
Union-Lowest
Intersection-Highest
Intersection-Average
Intersection-Lowest

NDCG
0.5170
0.5066
0.4896
0.5178
0.5061
0.4888

AW-H
-0.1613
-0.2489
-0.5824
-0.1613
-0.2489
-0.5824

AW-A
-0.1148
-0.1491
-0.2932
-0.1148
-0.1491
-0.2932

PErr-H
0.2594
0.2475
0.1302
0.2342
0.2184
0.1321

Info. type classification
PErr-A
0.2966
0.274
0.2102
0.2715
0.2485
0.2215

CF1-H
0.1754
0.1754
0.1754
0.0303
0.0303
0.0303

CF1-A
0.2084
0.2084
0.2084
0.1105
0.1105
0.1105

Cacc
0.8545
0.8545
0.8545
0.9291
0.9291
0.9291

HarM
0.3140
0.3036
0.2369
0.1387
0.1362
0.1233

In choosing 𝑃 𝑑𝑠 and 𝐼 𝑑𝑠 , we initially conducted experiments using an ensemble of all four individual runs from the
top of Table 4 and the results are reported in Table 5. The results show that the 𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑜𝑛 runs substantially outperform
the 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 runs in information feed categorisation while yielding the same scores in the remaining metrics.
For 𝑃 𝑑𝑠 , we see an increased performance in ranking, alert worth, and prioritisation as it changes from 𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑠𝑡 to
ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑒𝑠𝑡. Based on the results, in our subsequent experiments, we set 𝐼 𝑑𝑠 to be Union and 𝑃 𝑑𝑠 to be Highest as this
combination gives the best performance across the metrics.
With this setup, next we experiment using different sets of {𝑙 1 , 𝑙2 , ..𝑙 𝑛 } and the lower block of Table 4 demonstrates
their performance. The EnsembleA runs combining the two relatively large models, BERT and ELECTRA, while
EnsembleB combines DistilBERT and ALBERT. We see that each ensemble has overall performance superior to its
component models. This indicates that the ensemble approach adds benefit to the performance by leveraging the
predictions of individual runs. The best-performing run among all experimental runs so far reported in our study is
EnsembleD, with the HarM score reaching 0.3141 as well as achieving strong scores in individual metrics except
for in Cacc. However, we note that Cacc is arguably the least important metric due to the heavy imbalance in the
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TREC-IS information types and the usual problems with accuracy-based metrics in such a scenario. A naïve run
that predicts all tweets to have all information types will achieve a Cacc score of approximately 0.94, while being
useless in practical terms and performing extremely poorly in the other metrics. To examine the performance of
the ensemble runs in separate tasks, we found that the ensemble runs outperform the single model based runs in
both priority estimation and information type classification tasks. Although the overall performance increases as
more individual models combined, our experiments found that the increase becomes marginal when there are more
models combined than the EnsembleD. Hence, we take EnsembleD as the best run of our system considering its
effectiveness and size.
RQ3: TREC-IS Track Participation

We have reported that our MTL-based runs have an advantage over both the BERT-based and LR-based STL
baselines. In addition, we have proposed a simple ensemble technique that leverages the individual MTL runs
to jointly make predictions for information types and priority levels. This ensemble technique further improves
performance as compared to the individual runs. The remaining research question relates to the performance of
such an approach compared to the state of the art. This is measured by comparing it to participating runs in the
most recent 2020-A edition of the TREC-IS track. This edition proposed two tasks, task 1 and task 2. The only
difference between task 111 and task 2 is that task 2 uses a reduced set of 12 information type labels, which includes
11 important information types12 from the 25 used in task 1 (see Table 1) with the remaining 14 combined into the
single category “Other-Any”. Thus task 2 emphasises a run’s performance in identifying the information types that
are most closely related to emergency response. Due to the common features shared between the two tasks, any
runs submitted to task 1 are also evaluated in task 2.
In the 2020-A edition TREC-IS, we submitted several runs, of which Our_Run1 is our MTL-based run that is
similar to the BERT_base+MTL run13. Figure 3 plots the returned results of Our_Run1 and the top participating
runs, which are evaluated for both task 1 and 2. We also include our EnsembleD to show how it performs
compared to the submitted runs. Although EnsembleD was not officially submitted, it was subsequently evaluated
using IS’s official evaluation script. The plotted results present the performance of the top participating runs from
the four aspects: Ranking, Alert Worth, Information Feed Categorisation and Prioritisation.
When examining the participating runs, it appears that they frequently achieve high scores in some metrics at
the cost of lower scores in others. For example, the elmo runs relatively outperform Our_Run1 in Alert Worth
(Figure 3c and 3d) but fall far behind in Ranking and Information Feed Categorisation. In contrast, the sub runs
achieve good scores that are near to Our_Run1 in Information Feed Categorisation (Figure 3e and 3f) but not
in the Alert Worth metrics. Despite the loss in Alert Worth to the elmo runs, Our_run1 outperforms the top
participating runs in the rest of metrics for both task 1 and task 2 with the only exception of a marginal loss to one
elmo run in Task 1 Prioritisation (Figure 3g). Our_run1 also achieves the highest HarM score, which implies
overall best performance. However, there remains a strong argument that in practical terms different submitted
runs are preferable in different situations, depending on the needs of the emergency responders, and that no overall
best-performing system has been satisfactorily identified.
The EnsembleD run, however, achieves state-of-the-art performance in almost every metric, substantially
outperforming the participating runs in most cases. Figure 3 indicates that there are only two evaluation figures
(other than the less important Cacc discussed previously) where EnsembleD does not have the highest performance,
with the difference being minor in both cases (the CF1-A from Figure 3e and PErr-H from 3g). Given the tendency
of participating runs to achieve imbalanced performance across the individual metrics, our EnsembleD stands
out as a good choice with regards to its effectiveness in different aspects of emergency response, across the range
of metrics. Hence, we consider EnsembleD to be a strong baseline for further work into this problem by the
community in the future.
ERROR ANALYSIS

Although our approach-based runs (EnsembleD in particular) achieve effective performance in multiple aspects, we
are interested in knowing what types of errors are manifested in our system. We subsequently conduct a qualitative
error analysis for our system, aiming to provide insights of solving the challenges in this field for the community.
Here, using our best-performed run, (i.e., EnsembleD), we focus on the information type categorisation task due to
11The results we have reported so far are from Task 1.
12The information types include the 6 actionable information types in Table 1 plus Request-InformationWanted, CallToAction-Volunteer,
Report-FirstPartyObservation, Report-Location and Report-MultimediaShare.
13The difference is that Our_Run1 is trained on the entire training set without leaving out the development set that we use in the
BERT_base+MTL.
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Figure 3. Performance comparison between TREC-IS 2020A top participating runs for both task 1 and 2, which
are evaluated from four major aspects: Ranking, Alert Worth, Information Feed Categorisation and Prioritisation.
Our runs are annotated in red and the rest are other participating runs.
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Table 6. Examples of error analysis for information types
Id

Event

Text

IT prediction

IT ground truth

#1

gilroygarlicShooting2020

6-year-old killed in Gilroy
Garlic Festival Shooting
https://t.co/MYgvoneYdC

Report-Factoid, ReportLocation,
ReportMultimediaShare, ReportNews

#2

gilroygarlicShooting2020

#3

hurricaneBarry2020

#4

baltimoreFlashFlood2020

Volunteers from Muslimfaith based charity @pennyappeal have turned up
at Chapel school with
loads of supplies for people
evacuated from #WhaleyBridge. Good on ya, lads.
https://t.co/eBMM3evPAL
Rain water at Mississippi and Santa fe
#Denver
@9NEWS
https://t.co/a8eekFIODx
I’m at Bronycon 2019
in
Baltimore,
MD
https://t.co/oVXxmZ4JID

Report-Factoid, ReportLocation,
ReportMultimediaShare,
Report-News,
ReportThirdPartyObservation
CallToAction-Donations,
Report-Hashtags, ReportLocation,
ReportMultimediaShare, ReportServiceAvailable

Report-Hashtags, ReportLocation,
ReportMultimediaShare, ReportNews
Other-Irrelevant

Report-Hashtags, ReportLocation,
ReportMultimediaShare, ReportServiceAvailable, ReportThirdPartyObservation

Other-Irrelevant

RequestSearchAndRescue

its importance in emergency response. Table 6 presents some interesting examples of wrong information types
predictions by EnsembleD. “IT prediction” is the set of information types assigned by EnsembleD, whereas “IT
ground truth” lists the information types assigned by human assessors as part of the IS track.
The first two examples are interesting in how the “Report-ThirdPartyObservation” IT is handled. In the first
example, EnsembleD chose this IT but it was missing from the ground truth ITs. In contrast, for the second
example EnsembleD did not choose this IT but the ground truth included it. It is arguable that all tweets containing
information about a crisis ought to be tagged as first-party or third-party observations. That said, is interesting
that the image associated with #2 suggests that this may actually be a first-party observation with the author of the
tweet posting an image of the volunteers that are mentioned. Additionally it is interesting to note that EnsembleD
chose the “CallToAction-Donations” IT. Although this tweet is not explicitly a call to action, the referenced Twitter
account (@pennyappeal) represents a charity appeal for crisis situations. Both of these observations indicate that
context and subtlety make IT classification a difficult task.
Geographical context is important in example #3. The human assessor has marked it irrelevant as it relates to
Denver, Colorado whereas the major effects of Hurricane Barry were felt primarily in Louisiana. The attached
image shows flood water within the same time period as the hurricane in question. As such, had it been within the
geographical area in question, many of the ITs chosen by EnsembleD would likely be correct. This example also
further illustrates another challenge with regard to geographical context. Without context, “Mississippi” could
refer to a US state or a river and “Santa Fe” is the capital city of the US state of New Mexico. However, in this
instance these names refer to street names in the city of Denver, Colorado, where the picture of floodwater was
taken. Although this was not the reason why this particular tweet was misclassified it indicates a further challenge,
suggesting that language models alone will not be the sole solution to this problem and that the incorporation of
knowledge maps and other ontologies may be necessary to lend necessary context to IT classification systems.
The final example seems to simply represent human error in the process of assigning ITs. This tweet refers to the
user attending a conference that ended two days prior to the flash flood that is being referred to14. This example
serves to emphasise the limitations inherent in using human assessors for comparison. Personal opinion, outside
context and straightforward errors mean that it is important for systems to be examined qualitatively as well as
reporting evaluation metrics.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we present a transformer-based multi-task learning approach for crisis tweet classification and
prioritisation, which is a crucial problem in emergency response. We empirically present our approach’s leading
performance as compared to single task baselines as well as competitive participating runs from the IS track.
Additionally, we introduce a simple ensemble approach that leverages multiple multi-task learners for categorising
14It is possible that the assessor felt that anybody finding themselves attending Bronycon is necessarily in need of rescue, but that question is
outside the scope of this paper.
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the crisis-related test tweets. This ensemble approach turns out to be more effective than its constituents, and
achieves state-of-the-art performance when compared with participating runs in the TREC-IS track.
Regarding the effectiveness, there is still much room to improve. We offer our approach as a baseline for future
work on this problem. Our approach is currently limited to using the raw text of tweets. Per McCreadie et al. 2020,
linked content such as the web pages, or images posted along with the tweets are likely to improve performance.
Hence, future work will incorporate this linked information into our current approach. In addition, since our current
approach only focuses on two tasks from a single corpus, we plan to extend our approach to support more tasks
from multiple corpora. Although effectiveness is an essential performance measurement for an emergency response
system, another aspect to which the same importance should be given is efficiency. When employing an emergency
response system in a real-world situation, the speed of message handling is crucial because social media message
quantities are usually enormous during a crisis. Our approach has not yet been examined regarding its efficiency,
which also requires further exploration.
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ABSTRACT

Significant progress has been made towards automated classification of disaster or crisis related tweets using
machine learning approaches. Deep learning models, such as Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), domain
adaptation approaches based on self-training, and approaches based on pre-trained language models, such as BERT,
have been proposed and used independently for disaster tweet classification. In this paper, we propose to combine
self-training with CNN and BERT models, respectively, to improve the performance on the task of identifying crisis
related tweets in a target disaster where labeled data is assumed to be unavailable, while unlabeled data is available.
We evaluate the resulting self-training models on three crisis tweet collections and find that: 1) the pre-trained
language model BERTweet is better than the standard BERT model, when fine-tuned for downstream crisis tweets
classification; 2) self-training can help improve the performance of the CNN and BERTweet models for larger
unlabeled target datasets, but not for smaller datasets.
Keywords

Domain adaptation, self-training, crisis tweets classification, BERT, Convolutional Neural Network(CNN).
INTRODUCTION

Social media platforms, such as Twitter, are known to have intrinsic value in terms of improving situational
awareness during emergencies. Both emergency practitioners and researchers agree that the first hand information
posted by people in the affected areas on social media should be integrated into the emergency operations (Homeland
Security 2014; Reuter, Hughes, et al. 2018; Castillo 2016; Imran, Castillo, et al. 2015; Palen and Hughes 2018;
Grace et al. 2019). However, information accumulates very fast on social media during emergency situations. The
information from eyewitnesses or victims of a disaster, can be easily buried deep under the torrent of news reports,
unrelated posts or even misinformation. This information overload problem makes it hard for the public to resort
to the social media for help, and for the emergency organizations, such as first responders, to improve situational
awareness through social media (Plotnick et al. 2015; Reuter, Ludwig, et al. 2015; Imran, Ofli, et al. 2020; Hiltz
et al. 2020). Therefore, automated filtering tools are expected to be key in solving this problem (National Research
Council 2013; Imran, Ofli, et al. 2020).
In recent years, many researchers have worked on applying machine learning and natural language processing
(NLP) techniques to build automated filtering tools to classify disaster related information, categorize sources
and information types, and recognize rumors on social media (Imran, Castillo, et al. 2015; Castillo 2016). For
classifying disaster or crisis related tweets, researches have employed statistical learning or traditional supervised
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machine learning approaches (Verma et al. 2011; Starbird et al. 2010; Imran, Elbassuoni, et al. 2013; C. Caragea,
Squicciarini, et al. 2014; Kaufhold et al. 2020; Ghafarian and Yazdi 2020), and deep learning approaches, such as
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) (D. T. Nguyen, Joty, et al. 2016; D. T. Nguyen, Al-Mannai, et al. 2016;
Burel and Alani 2018; Kersten et al. 2019; Ning et al. 2019).
However, to train a good model, many machine learning algorithms, especially the data-hungry deep learning
networks, need large amounts of labeled data, which will not be available in a short time for a new emerging event.
One solution for this problem is to use historical labeled data from previous events. But as each event is unique in
terms of type, location, culture, people involved, etc., and different events may cause different social media responses
(Palen and Anderson 2016; Palen and Hughes 2018), supervised classifiers trained on a previous emergency event
may not generalize well on a current event in practice (Imran, Castillo, et al. 2015; Imran, Elbassuoni, et al. 2013),
especially if the previous and the current disasters are of different types (Wiegmann et al. 2020). Therefore, domain
adaptation approaches or approaches that focus on a classifier’s generalizability across different disaster types have
been proposed.
Among many domain adaptation approaches, one way to increase a classifier’s generalizability is to use pre-trained
models, such as pre-trained word embedding (H. Li, X. Li, et al. 2018), to transfer knowledge from a large body
of general-use unlabeled data. With the big impact of large scale pre-trained language models, approaches that
utilize pre-trained language models, such as BERT (Devlin et al. 2018) have also been used to increase a model’s
generalizability across different disasters (Wiegmann et al. 2020; Ma 2019; Coche et al. 2020; Desai et al. 2020).
Another domain adaptation approach for transferring information from a prior source disaster to a target disaster is
to utilize unlabeled target disaster data together with labeled source data to train classifiers for the target disaster.
This is possible, as information about the on-going event spreads quickly and thus unlabeled data accumulates
rapidly, and can be extracted without much effort (Imran, Castillo, et al. 2015; Alam et al. 2018; H. Li, Guevara, et al.
2015; H. Li, D. Caragea, and C. Caragea 2017; H. Li, D. Caragea, C. Caragea, and Herndon 2018; H. Li, Sopova,
et al. 2018). Among other works, H. Li, Guevara, et al. (2015) and H. Li, D. Caragea, C. Caragea, and Herndon
(2018) proposed a domain adaptation approach based on the iterative expectation maximization (EM)/self-training
(ST) strategies, used together with a weighted Naive Bayes classifier, to identify disaster relevant tweets. In this
approach, a classifier is learned at each iteration, and used to label the target unlabeled data. Subsequently, the
target unlabeled data, with labels assigned by the current classifier, are combined with the labeled source data and
used to train the classifier at the next iteration.
As one of the early domain adaptation approaches that has been used to classify crisis tweets, the self-training
approach has significantly improved the performances of the base supervised Naive Bayes classifiers. Given the
recent and successful revisiting of self-training in natural language processing (NLP) (He et al. 2020; Z. Sun et al.
2020; Ye et al. 2020) and computer vision (Xie et al. 2020) in the context of deep learning models, our goal is to
investigate whether self-training can further improve deep learning classifiers that take pre-trained embeddings as
input, or classifiers based on pre-trained language models fine-tuned for classifying crisis tweets. More specifically,
in this paper, we propose to combine self-training with Convolutional Neural Networks, and BERT models to
build semi-supervised generalizable classifiers for disaster tweet classification. In particular, we used the standard
BERT and also BERTweet (D. Q. Nguyen et al. 2020) models. BERTweet is a large-scale language model for
English Tweets, which was pre-trained with the same architecture as BERT but with the training procedure from
RoBERTa (Y. Liu et al. 2019). We evaluate the resulting classifiers on three datasets: CrisisLexT6 (Olteanu,
Castillo, et al. 2014), CrisisLexT26 (Olteanu, Vieweg, et al. 2015), and 2CTweets (Schulz et al. 2017) using a
leave-one-disaster-out strategy, to simulate a realistic scenario. Specifically, we design experiments where each
disaster’s data is used as unlabeled target data in one experiment, while all the other disasters together as used as
labeled source data in that experiment. We find that when relatively large target unlabeled dataset are available,
self-training can help improve CNN models significantly for some disasters, and slightly help improve BERT
models. To summarize, the main contributions of this work are as follows:
• We experiment with the self-training domain adaptation approach, in combination with CNN and BERT
models, for classifying disaster/crisis related tweets. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to use
self-training together with such transferable deep learning models in the disaster response domain.
• We show that BERT models pre-trained on Twitter data perform better than the standard BERT models
pre-trained on English Wikipedia and BooksCorpus. This indicates that further pre-training BERT language
models on large scale disaster/crisis data/tweets may further improve the performance of crisis tweet classifiers.
• We show that self-training can help improve the performance of the deep learning models (which already
enable knowledge transfer through pre-training) when large amounts of target unlabeled data is available.
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RELATED WORK

As we have discussed, significant progress has been made in classifying disaster/crisis related tweets in recent
years. We have already mentioned relevant works in the introduction; here, we will emphasize domain adaptation
approaches for classifying crisis tweet, as well as works that used CNN or BERT models, especially in disaster
response and resilience.
In one of the early works applying deep learning to crisis tweet classification, C. Caragea, Silvescu, et al. (2016)
explored the use of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) to classify informative tweets from six flood events in
CrisisLexT26. They used three flood disaster datasets with labeled instances, tuned parameters on one dataset and
then tested the resulting models on the other two test datasets. The goal was to investigate how well models with
tuned parameters generalize to new events. This setting is similar to our leave-one-disaster-out setting.
D. T. Nguyen, Al-Mannai, et al. (2016) used CNNs to classify crisis related tweets, as well as situational awareness
tweets. They assumed that some target labeled data is available and used two simple supervised domain adaptation
techniques to combine prior source disaster data with current disaster labeled data during training. One technique
was to weight the prior source disaster data, while regularizing the modified model. The other technique was to
simply select a subset of the prior source disaster tweets, specifically those samples that are correctly labeled by a
target-based classifier. The authors showed experimentally that CNNs that used the simple instance selection domain
adaptation technique gave better results. One drawback of the abovementioned approaches is the requirement that
some target labeled data is available, which is not easy to obtained especially in the beginning of a disaster.
Burel and Alani (2018) used CrisisLexT26 dataset to create three different CNN-based classifiers that enabled the
identification of crisis-related documents (i.e., related vs unrelated), event types (e.g., hurricane, floods, etc.) and
information categories (e.g., reports on affected individuals, donations and volunteers, etc.)
In a cross-disaster setting, with the goal of building classifiers that can generalize well to different disasters/crises,
H. Li, X. Li, et al. (2018) experimented with simple domain adaptation approaches that use pre-trained embedding
models to transfer knowledge. More specifically, the authors experimented with embeddings at both word-level
and sentence-level, under the multi-source domain adaptation setting or cross-disaster setting, using traditional
supervised learning classifiers, such as Support Vector Machines (SVM). When comparing different types of
pre-trained word embeddings and crisis-specific word embeddings, they found that GloVe word embeddings
pre-trained on Twitter data generally performed better for the CrisisT6, CrisisT26 and 2CTweet datasets (which are
also used in this paper). Ning et al. (2019) has experimented with CNN models in a cross-disaster setting, and
showed that CNN models outperformed other models on the informativeness task of the CrisisLexT26 dataset.
Kersten et al. (2019) proposed a parallel CNN in a cross-disaster settings and successfully used it on different data
collections for classifying disaster related data.
Related to the use of BERT models for cross-disaster classification, Wiegmann et al. (2020) experimented with
BERT models on 46 disasters of 9 different types. They found that detection models worked equally well over a
broad range of disaster types when being trained for the respective type. However, domain transfer across disasters
of different types was shown to lead to unacceptable performance drops. Desai et al. (2020) built an emotion dataset
of 15,000 English tweets spanning three hurricanes: Harvey, Irma, and Maria. They presented a comprehensive
study of fine-grained emotions and proposed classification tasks to discriminate between coarse-grained emotion
groups. They used unlabeled Twitter data to further pre-train the standard BERT model, which achieved the best
results overall, as compared to other models, such as CNNs. Ma (2019) applied BERT for multi-class crisis tweet
classification (specifically, tweets were classified according to several situational awareness categories). Ma (2019)
proposed to use CNNs, as well as recurrent neural networks (RNNs) on top of the representations from BERT, to
perform classification. Experimental results using several disaster datasets, including CrisisLexT26, showed that
the results of the standard BERT model with one classification layer (without the addition of CNN/RNN models),
i.e. fine-tuning had better recall than adding CNN or RNN on top of BERT embeddings. The experiments here
were run on all the data ignore disasters difference, not in domain adaptation or cross disaster types setting.
J. Liu et al. (2020) proposed an end-to-end transformer-based model CrisisBERT for two crisis classification tasks:
crisis detection and crisis recognition. They also proposed document-level contextual embedding Crisis2Vec
for crisis embedding. They also used CrisisLexT6 and CrisisLexT26 datasets for crisis detection and crisis type
recognition classification tasks.
In terms of domain adaptation based on self-training, H. Li, Guevara, et al. (2015) proposed a domain adaptation
approach based on the iterative EM algorithm and a weighted Naive Bayes classifier, for identifying disaster
relevant tweets. In this approach, a classifier is learned at each iteration, and used to label the target unlabeled data.
Subsequently, the target data, with probabilistic soft-labels assigned by the current classifier (e.g., 𝑝(+|𝑑) = 0.7 and
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𝑝(−|𝑑) = 0.3 for an instance d), are combined with the labeled source data and used to train the classifier at the
next iteration. The original classifier is trained from source data only. The process continues for a fixed number of
iterations, or until convergence, by slowly giving more weight to the soft-labeled target data during training. H. Li,
D. Caragea, C. Caragea, and Herndon (2018) extended this work by replacing the EM strategy with the self-training
strategy. Similar to the EM domain adaptation, the self-training domain adaptation is an iterative approach that
uses a weighted Naive Bayes classifier to combine source and target data. Just like the EM approach, it starts by
learning a supervised classifier from source data only, and uses that classifier to label the target unlabeled data.
However, instead of adding all the target data with probabilistic soft-labels to the training set for the next iteration as
in EM, in self-training only the most confidently classified data are added to the training set, with hard (e.g., +/- or
1/0) labels. (H. Li, Sopova, et al. 2018) compared the self-training approach with a feature representation based
domain adaptation approach, Correlation Alignment (CORAL) (B. Sun et al. 2015), used on top of supervised
Naive Bayes classifiers, and proposed a hybrid model combining self-training and CORAL on top of Naive Bayes
models. They experimented with different source and target disaster pairs of CrisisLexT6 on predicting the disaster
related tweets. They found that for some target disaster the hybrid model performed better but overall self-training
approach performance was still hard to beat
Alam et al. (2018) proposed a domain adaptation approach that combines domain adversarial training and graph
embeddings with a classification network. The adversarial training is used to reduce the distribution shift, while
the graph embeddings are used to induce structural similarity between source and target data. Yao and Wang
(2020) proposed to apply a domain-adversarial neural network to perform sentiment analysis of tweets posted
during hurricanes. Their method first retrieves hurricane-relevant tweets with a supervised trained Random Forest
classifier, then classifies the sentiment of the retrieved tweets with the domain-adversarial neural network.
Finally, BERT has been used for domain adaptation in other NLP applications. For example, Du et al. (2020)
investigated how to efficiently apply the pre-training language model BERT for single source unsupervised domain
adaptation with application to sentiment analysis of the Amazon multi-domain data. They first used a pre-trained
BERT model and further pre-trained it with two tasks: 1) domain-distinguishing task, where instead of predicting
the next sentence in the original BERT model, they predicted whether two sentences are from the same domain or
from different domains; 2) target domain masked language modeling (MLM), where they further pre-trained the
model with MLM on the target domain to inject target domain knowledge. With the post-trained BERT model, they
further proposed to use adversarial training. This combination of post-training and adversarial training was shown
to be better than just fine-tuning or adversarial training with vanilla (default pre-trained) BERT model.
METHOD

Let 𝐷 𝑆 = {(x1 , 𝑦 1 ), . . . , (x𝑚𝑠 , 𝑦 𝑚𝑠 )} ⊆ X × Y be the set of labeled examples1 where X is the feature space and Y
is the label space. Let 𝐷𝑈 = {x1 , . . . , x𝑚𝑢 } ⊆ X be the target unlabeled data, and 𝐷 𝑇 = {x1 , . . . , x𝑚𝑡 } ⊆ X be the
target test data. Combining self-training with deep learning models (base models) approach can be illustrated by the
procedure show in Algorithm 1. The base models we choose in this paper are CNN model and BERT models. For
CNN models, we use the architecture proposed by Kim (2014), and we use BERT default model and another variant
BERTweet model (D. Q. Nguyen et al. 2020) which is pre-trained on specifically on tweets. Some details of the
models are discussed in Experimental Setup section, for more details about these base models we refer the reader to
the original papers.
There are different strategies that can be used here as discussed in related works, we choose to first experiment with
a way similar to soft-labeling strategy in this paper for simplicity. That means, we will add all target unlabeled
instances to the training set with positive and negative labels but calculate the their corresponding loss with
probabilities as weights. Concretely, in the first step, the base model is trained with only 𝐷 𝑆 , and the model is
trained to minimize the cross entropy loss of source labeled instances only. Then in the second step, we use this
base model to make predictions on target unlabeled data and get the probability 𝑝(𝑦 𝑗 = 𝑘) for instance 𝑗 in 𝐷𝑈 to
be class 𝑘 ∈ Y (positive or negative). Then in the third step, we will add the pseudo-labeled 𝐷𝑈 instances to 𝐷𝑈 𝐿
along with weight 𝜆𝑢 𝑗 for the 𝑗th pseudo-labeled instance. Then we will train a new model by using both 𝐷 𝑆 and
𝐷𝑈 𝐿 and minimize the weighted loss.
L=

𝑚𝑠
Õ
𝑖=1

𝜆 𝑠𝑖 ∗ 𝑙 𝑠𝑖 +

𝑚𝑢𝑙
Õ

𝜆𝑢 𝑗 ∗ 𝑙𝑢 𝑗

(1)

𝑗=1
(𝑖)

(𝑖)

(𝑖)

(𝑖)

1To apply the proposed approach on multiple sources problems like in this paper, let 𝐷𝑆𝑖 = { (x1 , 𝑦1 ), . . . , (x𝑠𝑖 , 𝑦𝑠𝑖 ) } be the set of 𝑖th
source domain labeled examples. We can simply combine all 𝐷𝑆𝑖 together as 𝐷𝑆 = { (x1 , 𝑦1 ), . . . , (x𝑚𝑠 , 𝑦𝑚𝑠 ) } ⊆ X × Y, or use instance
selection techniques to form 𝐷𝑆 . In this paper, we use the first option, meaning simply combine all available labeled sources instances.
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where 𝑙 𝑖 is the cross entropy loss of the 𝑖th source labeled instance, 𝜆 𝑠𝑖 is the weight for it and it’s set to 1, 𝑙 𝑗 is the
cross entropy loss of the 𝑗th target pseudo-labeled data 𝐷𝑈 𝐿 , 𝜆𝑢 𝑗 is the weight for it. For simplicity, we just use
𝑝(𝑦 𝑗 = 𝑘) as the weights2. Finally, we can iterate on the third step to a certain number, and use the final model to
make predictions on the target test data.
Algorithm 1 Self-training with deep learning models
Input: Labeled instances set 𝐷 𝑆 and target unlabeled instances set 𝐷𝑈 , target test set 𝐷 𝑇 .
Output: Predictions for target test set.
1: Initialize weights for 𝐷 𝑆 instances 𝝀 𝒔 ← 1.
2: Initialize target pseudo-labeled data 𝐷𝑈 𝐿 ← ∅, and 𝝀𝒖 ← 0 for 𝐷𝑈 𝐿 instances.
3: for 𝑖 = 0 to iterations do
4:
Train the base deep learning model with 𝐷 𝑆 and 𝐷𝑈 𝐿 to minimize the weighted loss in Equation 1.
Use the model to label instances in 𝐷𝑈 to be all positive (+) with probabilities p+ and all being negative(-)
5:
with probabilities p− .
+ + 𝐷 − , with 𝝀 ← p + p .
6:
Update 𝐷𝑈 𝐿 ← 𝐷𝑈
𝒖
+
−
𝑈
7: end for
8: Use the model to make final predictions 𝑃 on target test data 𝐷 𝑇 .
9: return 𝑃

DATASET

We use three datasets in this study, specifically: 1) CrisisLexT6 (Olteanu, Castillo, et al. 2014); 2) CrisisLexT26
(Olteanu, Vieweg, et al. 2015); and 3) 2CTweets (Schulz et al. 2017).
CrisisLexT6 is a collection of English tweets crawled during 6 disasters that occurred between October 2012 and
July 2013 in USA, Canada and Australia, as shown in the first part of Table 1. There are approximately 10,000
tweets for each disaster, all manually labeled as on-topic (i.e., relevant) or off-topic (i.e., irrelevant) using the
crowd-sourcing platform CrowdFlower (currently, renamed Appen). CrisisLexT26 is a collection of tweets posted
during 26 crisis events that happened in 2012 or 2013. Given that we use English embeddings, we only selected 7
events from the 26 events in our study, as shown in the middle part of Table 1, and focused on the task of classifying
tweets as informative or non-informative. 2CTweets is a collection of tweets about incidents, such as car crashes,
fires or shootings, which happened in 10 different cities, as shown in the last part of Table 1. Tweets in 2CTweets
were labeled as incident related (Yes) or not (No). Given that incidents in different cities most likely involve local
named entities, such as local street names, adaptation is needed to enable generalization of classifiers between
different cities (Schulz et al. 2017).
For CNN models, we first perform preprocessing for all datasets, using a Python version of the GloVe’s Ruby
preprocessing script, The statistics of each class in each event dataset, before and after the preprocessing, together
with the total number of tweets in the dataset, are shown in Table 1 for the three datasets, respectively.
One of the BERT variants used, BERTweet (D. Q. Nguyen et al. 2020), has its own tokenizer. Thus, in the case of
BERTweet, the preprocessing can be done by this tokenizer, which is recommended as special tweet tokens are
included in the pre-trained BERTweet. One example of preprocessing performed by the BERTweet tokenizer is to
convert user mentions and web/url links into special tokens of the form @USER and HTTPURL, respectively. We
feed the BERTweet models with the raw tweets corresponding to the cleaned tweets used in the CNN models. To be
consistent, we use the raw tweets for the standard BERT model too. Although standard BERT has its own tokenizer,
this tokenizer is not designed specifically for tweets.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We evaluate the models using a leave-one-out and 5-folds cross-validation (CV) setting, as described below.
Leave-one-out: We use a leave-one-out setting for evaluation to simulate a real scenario. Namely, for each dataset
(e.g., CrisisLexT6), in a particular experiment, we select one event as the target test data, and use the rest of the
events from that dataset as source training data. For example, when Hurricane Sandy from CrisisLexT6 is selected
as test, the other five disasters from CrisisLexT6 are used for training. Thus, we combine all sources into one
training set, the simplest strategy for multi-source domain adaptation. Each disaster is left out in one experiment.
2From optimization perspective, this can be definitely improved. The intuition is that the probabilities can sever as the confidence level of the
pseudo-labeled instances being positive and negative. By adding these weights, the weighted loss will take consideration of pseudo-labeled
instances but still be dominated by the losses of source labeled instances.
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Table 1. Statistics about the datasets (CrisisLexT6, CrisisLexT26, and 2CTweets), before and after cleaning
Before Cleaning

After Cleaning

CrisisLexT6

On-topic

Off-topic

Total

On-topic

Off-topic

Total

2012_Sandy_Hurricane
2013_Queensland_Floods
2013_Boston_Bombings
2013_West_Texas_Explosion
2013_Oklahoma_Tornado
2013_Alberta_Floods

6138
5414
5648
5246
4827
5189

3870
4619
4364
4760
5165
4842

10008
10033
10012
10006
9992
10031

5443
3324
4824
4123
4101
4550

3757
4530
4301
4711
5111
4745

9200
7854
9125
8843
9212
9295

CrisisLexT26

Informative

Non-Inf.

Total

Informative

Non-Inf.

Total

2012_Colorado_wildfires
2013_Queensland_floods
2013_Boston_bombings
2013_West_Texas_explosion
2013_Alberta_floods
2013_Colorado_floods
2013_NY_train_crash

685
728
417
472
685
768
904

268
191
512
439
298
157
95

953
919
929
911
983
925
999

665
681
397
444
665
736
684

252
183
489
390
284
147
88

917
864
886
834
949
883
772

2CTweets

Yes

No

Total

Yes

No

Total

Memphis
Seattle
NYC
Chicago
San Francisco
Boston
Brisbane
Dublin
London
Sydney

361
800
413
214
304
604
689
199
552
852

721
1404
1446
1270
1176
2216
1898
2616
2444
1991

1082
2204
1859
1484
1480
2820
2587
2815
2996
2843

333
739
373
202
290
586
667
189
490
832

699
1293
1411
1254
1146
2123
1746
2574
2287
1947

1032
2032
1784
1456
1436
2709
2413
2763
2777
2779

5-folds-CV: For a thorough evaluation of the models with self-training, we split the target data into 5 folds; we
use 1 fold (20%) as target test data, and the remaining 4 folds (80%) as target unlabeled data, and run 5-fold
cross-validation to evaluate the performance.
Some details of the models are as follows:
• CNN: For CNN models, we use the architecture proposed by Kim (2014). The filter sizes are 3, 4, 5, with 100
feature maps each. A dropout rate of 0.5 is used for regularization purposes. Furthermore, ReLu is used as
the activation function of the hidden layers, and the sigmoid function for final output layer. Based on results
from previous work (H. Li, X. Li, et al. 2018), for the CNN models, we use GloVe embeddings pre-trained on
Twitter data for CrisisLexT6 and CrisisLexT26, and Word2Vec for 2CTweets data. The pre-trained word
embeddings are loaded as the embedding layer. We use 80% of all source labeled data for training and 20%
for validation and apply early stopping with two steps3. The mini-batch size during training is 128 for all
three datasets, optimizer is Adam with learning rate 0.001, 𝛽1 = 0.9, 𝛽2 = 0.999 and 𝜖 = 1e−7.
• CNN-ST: CNN-ST models are CNN models combined with self-training. For each dataset, the CNN-ST
model hyper-parameters are set to be the same as those of the corresponding CNN models. For all experiments,
we run the self-training approach for three iterations4.
• BERT: This is the standard BERT language model, specifically, “bert-base-uncased”, with a classification
layer added for sequence classification. This model uses the average of final hidden states of all tokens (all
words in a tweet), an averaged 768 dimension vector, as the aggregation of a tweet5. The whole model is
fine-tuned with all source labeled instances. For CrisisLexT6, the mini-batch size is 128, and the maximum
3Given the there multiple source domains and the data distribution disparate exists, we found that using only 80% source labeled data and
validate on the 20% then test on target data gives better results than use all available source instances from all source domains
4Considering that CNNs are slow and expensive to train compared with Naive Bayes, for example, we only experiment with small iteration
numbers. Specifically, the results reported here are for three iterations. Running more iterations - up to 10 - didn’t show a significant improvement
as compared to just three iterations.
5We have experimented with this representation final hidden vector of the first input token [cls] from the BERT language model (a 768
dimension vector) as the embedding of a tweet. The results are not much different with CrisisLexT6 and 2CTweets, but slightly worse for
CrisisLexT26.
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sequence length is 80. For CrisisLexT26, the mini-batch size is 32 and the maximum sequence length is 64.
For 2CTweet, the mini-batch size is 64 and the maximum sequence length is 64.
• BERTweet: This model has just one difference from the standard BERT: The base language model is
BERTweet, and BERTweet tokenizer is used. The whole model is then fine-tuned with all source labeled
instances.
• BERTweet-ST: BERTweet-ST is the BERTweet model together with self-training. As BERTweet models
are even more expensive to train than CNN models, we only add the target unlabeled data once, i.e. run
self-training with one iteration only.
For all BERT related models, Adam with weight decay is used for optimization, learning rate 1e−5, 𝛽1 = 0.9,
𝛽2 = 0.999 and 𝜖 = 1e−8.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We report the accuracy and macro F1 score of each model trained. Specifically, the results of the experiments for
CrisisLexT6 are shown in Table 2, the results for CrisisLexT26 are shown in Table 3 and the results for 2CTweets
are shown in Table 4. We will discuss the results with respect to several research questions in what follows based on
mainly comparing macro F1 results as the trends are consistent with accuracy results.
How do the CNN, BERT, BERTweet models perform across all datasets?
We first compare how the models perform without self-training. From the results we can see that the BERTweet
models have the best overall performance for all three datasets, and especially for CrisisLexT6, where the BERTweet
model is better than the CNN model for every target disaster. For CrisisLexT26, the performance of the BERTweet
model is better than that of the CNN model for different target disasters except Colorado Wildfires where the results
can also be seen as equivalent. For 2CTweets, the performance of the BERTweet model is better than that of the
CNN model except for San Francisco where CNN model is better. For CrisisLexT6 and CrisisLexT26, BERTweet
model is better than BERT model for almost all target disasters (except Queensland Floods in CrisisLexT6, Colorado
Wildfires and Colorado Floods in CrisisLexT26). Although, the differences between these two models are not that
significant for 2CTweets, we can still see better results with BERTweet model for some target for example Sydney.
In general, because BERTweet is specifically trained on tweets, and tweet special tokens, such as user mentions,
are included in BERTweet, but not in the standard BERT model, we can do fine-tuning the BERTweet language
model for crisis tweets analysis. This also suggests that a language model that is specifically trained on large scale
disaster/crises data may further help the downstream crisis data classification tasks.
The results also show that the BERT default models are generally better than the CNN models, although for
CrisisLexT6, the CNN model has performance similar to that of the BERT model. Given that the BERTweet models
are better than the BERT models, we only experiment with self-training with BERTweet models.
Can self-training be used to further improve the performance of the CNN and BERTwet models?
To answer this question, we will compare the results of the CNN and CNN-ST models (top two rows of the result
tables of both accuracy and Macro F1 scores), and also the results of the BERTweet and BERTweet-ST models (last
two rows in the result tables of both accuracy and Macro F1 scores). From Table 2, we can see that, for CrisisLexT6,
self-training helps improve the base CNN models, and slightly helps improve the BERTweet base model. CNN-ST
improves the performances of CNN base model for three out of six target disasters(Sandy Hurricane, Boston
Bombing and West Texas Explosion), slightly improves the results for one disaster (Oklahoma Tornado), and
achieve equivalent results as CNN base model for two target disasters (Queensland Floods and Alberta Floods ).
We can observe similar pattern when comparing BERTweet-ST with the BERTweet base model, except that for
West Texas Explosion, BERTweet base model already performs very good and adding self-training doesn’t help.
Furthermore, for all three datasets, BERTweet-ST models are better than the CNN-ST models, as the corresponding
base models are also better (a result consistent with prior works). A closer look into the accuracy and macro F1
score results of each disaster in Table 2 show that the overall improvements of the CNN-ST and BERTweet-ST
models, as compared to their corresponding base models, are mainly due to the better performance on Hurricane
Sandy, and Boston Bombing. Intuitively, the improvements on these events, when using self-training, make sense
as these are unique disasters of their type in the CrisisLexT6 collection. Therefore, adding back the unlabeled
data from those respective disasters, e.g., Hurricane Sandy, helps the base model learn representations specific to
Hurricane Sandy. Although Boston Bombing and West Texas Explosion have been shown before to be close in
data distributions (H. Li, D. Caragea, C. Caragea, and Herndon 2018), they are still different types of man-made
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Table 2. Accuracy and macro F1 results of each disaster in CrisisLexT6 in leave-one-out setting. The best averaged
result is highlighted in bold.

CrisisLexT6
Accuracy

Sandy
Hurricane

Queensland
Floods

Boston
Bombing

West Texas
Explosion

Oklahoma
Tornado

Alberta
Floods

Accuracy
Average

CNN
CNN-ST

84.52
91.42

94.63
95.11

86.02
91.27

93.71
95.31

91.68
92.21

88.74
88.08

89.88
92.23

BERT
BERTweet
BERTweet-ST

86.98
88.25
91.35

96.24
95.81
95.93

85.35
90.54
92.89

95.04
97.39
97.51

92.40
94.04
94.53

86.99
95.99
96.02

90.50
93.67
94.70

Macro F1

Sandy
Hurricane

Queensland
Floods

Boston
Bombing

West Texas
Explosion

Oklahoma
Tornado

Alberta
Floods

Macro F1
Average

CNN
CNN-ST

84.43
91.20

94.52
94.99

86.00
91.18

93.65
95.27

91.55
92.17

88.65
88.07

89.80
92.15

BERT
BERTweet
BERTweet-ST

86.84
88.09
91.12

96.17
95.73
95.85

85.32
90.54
93.22

94.99
97.37
97.58

92.29
93.97
94.48

86.84
95.99
96.02

90.41
93.62
94.71

Table 3. Accuracy and macro F1 results of each disaster in CrisisLexT26 in leave-one-out setting. The best
averaged result is highlighted in bold.

CrisisLexT26
Accuracy

Colorado
Wildfires

Queensland
Floods

Boston
Bombings

West Texas
Explosion

Alberta
Floods

Colorado
Floods

NY Train
Crash

Accuracy
Average

CNN
CNN-ST

85.93
86.37

86.11
86.92

84.20
84.31

87.53
86.09

81.45
78.72

87.20
88.44

94.30
94.69

86.67
86.51

BERT
BERTweet
BERTweet-ST

87.35
86.04
86.80

86.81
87.15
87.96

86.79
87.47
87.92

88.73
91.49
91.13

82.19
83.88
83.14

89.69
89.58
89.24

95.85
96.89
96.89

88.20
88.93
89.01

Macro F1

Colorado
Wildfires

Queensland
Floods

Boston
Bombings

West Texas
Explosion

Alberta
Floods

Colorado
Floods

NY Train
Crash

Macro F1
Average

CNN
CNN-ST

82.75
81.71

79.20
79.57

84.14
84.26

87.40
85.92

76.69
70.38

76.09
76.33

83.76
85.09

81.43
80.47

BERT
BERTweet
BERTweet-ST

83.59
82.62
83.46

80.70
81.91
82.72

86.75
87.32
87.79

88.70
91.46
91.10

77.59
78.76
78.58

81.18
80.25
78.52

88.59
91.34
91.20

83.87
84.81
84.77

Table 4. Accuracy and macro F1 score results of each disaster in 2CTweets in leave-one-out setting. The best
averaged result is highlighted in bold.
2CTweets
Accuracy

Memphis

Seattle

NYC

Chicago

San
Francisco

Boston

Brisbane

Dublin

London

Sydney

Accuracy
Average

CNN
CNN-ST

87.79
89.15

84.01
85.78

92.32
92.43

94.37
94.44

92.90
91.85

94.28
94.72

91.05
91.17

97.32
97.39

93.59
93.73

94.24
94.53

92.19
92.52

BERT
BERTweet
BERTweet-ST

89.83
90.79
91.09

88.88
89.42
88.63

93.33
94.11
93.89

95.12
95.47
95.74

91.85
90.74
90.39

96.20
96.68
96.46

91.59
91.79
91.13

97.79
97.72
97.76

95.35
95.61
95.57

94.57
97.41
97.59

93.45
93.97
93.82

Macro F1

Memphis

Seattle

NYC

Chicago

San
Francisco

Boston

Brisbane

Dublin

London

Sydney

Macro F1
Average

CNN
CNN-ST

85.50
87.38

82.32
84.62

88.02
88.06

88.64
88.43

89.23
87.85

91.02
91.89

88.88
89.29

89.17
90.04

87.87
88.02

92.90
93.23

88.36
88.88

BERT
BERTweet
BERTweet-ST

88.58
89.81
90.10

88.24
88.92
88.15

90.12
91.33
91.08

90.33
90.89
91.28

88.33
87.15
86.76

94.43
95.17
94.87

89.88
90.11
89.45

91.91
91.87
91.99

91.53
92.01
92.00

93.32
96.87
97.08

90.67
91.41
91.28
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disasters, and thus adding back the target unlabeled data through self-training helps improve the performance,
especially that of the base CNN model.
However, self-training doesn’t help much for 2CTweets and CrisisLexT26. The reason may be that we do not have
enough target unlabeled data in CrisisLexT26 and 2CTweets, as compared to CrisisLexT6 for which larger amounts
of unlabeled data are available in the target event. For reference, the size of each dataset is shown in Table 1. As
can be seen, for CrisisLexT6, for each target disaster, we have nearly 8,000 tweets, therefore about 6,400 target
unlabeled tweets. However, for CrisisLexT26, each target disaster has only about 1,000 tweets in total, and some
disaster datasets are highly unbalanced (e.g., in New York train crash case). For 2CTweets, the size of each target
disaster/crisis is more than 1,000, but still less than 3,000. With our leave-one-out setting, the number of source
instances is roughly 10 times the number of target unlabeled instances, and therefore, the source instances still
dominate the models’ performances. Our conclusion is that self-training should, in general, help deep learning
models when a very large number of target unlabeled data is available. However, there is a trade-off, as the training
cost increases significantly as compared to the case when each model is trained only once (and this cost may not be
justified, especially in the early hours of a disaster). Furthermore, the training cost is even higher for a larger dataset.
In our experiments, one positive outcome was that the results obtained with 10 iterations were comparable to those
with just 3 iterations for the CNN-ST models (results now shown).
CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose to combine self-training with CNN and BERT models to improve the performance of
tweet classifiers for a target disaster, where labeled data is assumed to be unavailable, while unlabeled data is
readily available. Concretely, we first run CNN classifiers, BERT based classifiers, and BERTweet based classifiers
on three crisis tweet collections, CrisisLexT6, CrisisLexT26 and 2CTweets. We find that the language model
BERTweet, which is the BERT language model further pre-trained on tweets, is better than the standard BERT
when fine-tuned for downstream tweets classification tasks. We then combine self-training with CNN classifiers
and BERTweet fine-tuned classifiers, and compare the results of the resulting self-trained models with those of the
base models on the three datasets considered in the study. We find that self-training can help improve the CNN and
BERTweet models for CrisisLexT6, but not for CrisisLexT26 and 2CTweets, where data sizes are smaller than those
in CrisisLexT6. Therefore, we conclude that self-training can help when a large amount of target unlabeled data is
available.
To further verify this, in future work, we plan to run the models on large collections of crisis tweets, including
collections from CrisisNLP6 or TREC Incident Streams7. As these collections contain tweets that are labeled
with situational awareness categories or information types, we will experiment with the self-training approach on
multi-class classification tasks, which are more challenging than the binary classification tasks used in this paper.
In this paper, we used target unlabeled data for self-training with pre-trained language models. However, another
way to use target unlabeled data is to further pre-train the language models, for example BERTweet, with the target
unlabeled data, especially when the size of the target unlabeled data is very large. Following the pre-training, we
can fine-tune the models with a small amount of target labeled data, and build a classifier for the target disaster.
Furthermore, as we have seen benefits from the BERTweet as compared with the standard BERT, we plan to train a
BERT-Crisis language model on a large amount of crisis data. We can also specifically train BERTweet-Crisis just
for Twitter data since tweets have unique characteristics (e.g. short, special user mentions, hashtags). We also plan
to use other self-training strategies and domain adaptation techniques, such as hard labeling instead of soft-labeling,
and instance selection or weighting in combination with self-training for BERTweet models. Given that fine-tuning
a language model, such as BERTweet is easy to over-fit, it’s better that we select the closest source instances to the
target disaster domain for fine-tuning. Instance selection with help from reinforcement learning such as proposed by
Ye et al. (2020) is also interesting. Finally, self-training approaches that can handle multi-modal social media data
are also of interest. We plan to explore multi-modal models to build better generalized classifiers across different
types of disasters/crises.
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ABSTRACT

Social media applications such as Twitter and Facebook are fast becoming a key instrument in gaining situational
awareness (understanding the bigger picture of the situation) during disasters. This has provided multiple
opportunities to gather relevant information in a timely manner to improve disaster response. In recent years,
identifying crisis-related social media posts is analysed as an automatic task using machine learning (ML) or deep
learning (DL) techniques. However, such supervised learning algorithms require labelled training data in the early
hours of a crisis. Recently, multiple manually labelled disaster-related open-source twitter datasets have been
released. In this work, we collected 192, 948 tweets by combining a number of such datasets, preprocessed, filtered
and duplicate removed, which resulted in 117, 954 tweets. Then we evaluated the performance of multiple ML
and DL algorithms in classifying disaster-related tweets in three settings, namely “in-disaster”, “out-disaster” and
“cross-disaster”. Our results show that the Bidirectional LSTM model with Word2Vec embeddings performs well
for the tweet classification task in all three settings. We also make available the preprocessing steps and trained
weights for future research.
Keywords

Tweet classification, machine learning, deep learning, disasters.
INTRODUCTION

Social media (SM) platforms play an important role in providing a quick understanding of the situation as it unfolds
during disasters. Research has found that the general public use SM applications during disasters to communicate
information regarding urgent needs, infrastructure damage, injured or dead people, volunteering or donation efforts,
and situational updates (Kumar et al. 2019; Madichetty and Sridevi 2019; O’Keefe and Alrashdi 2018; Alam, Joty,
et al. 2018). Timely access to SM data can be leveraged for emergency response in the first few hours to significantly
reduce both human loss and economic damage (Alam, Joty, et al. 2018).
One of the main challenges for utilizing SM in crisis situations is the reliable detection of useful messages in
a massive amount of streaming data. A straight forward method for collecting disaster-related tweets is to use
disaster-keyword filtering. For example, tweets can be filtered using a dictionary with relevant keywords (e.g.,
∗ corresponding

author
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“flood”, “earthquake”) or specific hashtags (e.g.,“#NepalQuake”, “#boulderflood”, “#coloradoflood”). However,
these descriptive keywords are diverse and ambiguous, and the hashtags chosen by individual users are often not
consistent over time (Wiegmann et al. 2020; Ning et al. 2019). As a result, a significant portion of the collected
tweets can be irrelevant. Therefore, detecting disaster-related tweets is commonly modelled as an automatic
classification task and tackled with Machine Learning (ML) algorithms and more recently with Deep Learning (DL)
algorithms (Wiegmann et al. 2020; Alam, Joty, et al. 2018; Neppalli et al. 2018).
Tweet classification for disaster response is a text classification task that aims to determine if a tweet is related
to a particular type of predefined informative class (O’Keefe and Alrashdi 2018). Olteanu et al. (2015) showed
that crisis related tweets can be broadly categorised into: related and informative, related but not informative, and
not related. For example see Figure 1 representing the Olteanu categorization using tweets extracted during 2013
Colorado floods.

Disaster Tweet
Classification

Related

Informative

Not-Related

Not-Informative

1. “RT @CUBoulder: SEEK HIGHER GROUND IMMEDIATELY: Wall of water coming down
Boulder Canyon. Move away from Boulder Creek! #BoulderFlood”
2. “Sending our thoughts and prayers to those affected by the Colorado flooding”
3. “Will people understand the value of longterm data? I hate to see @USGS streamgages being
discontinued due 2 lack of funding #coloradoflood”
Figure 1. The Olteanu catergorization for tweets, and three example tweets from the 2013 Colorado floods
(Olteanu, Vieweg, et al. 2015). The first tweet is categorised as “Related and informative”, second as “Related - but
not informative” and third as “Not related”

A vast majority of the existing literature has focused on classifying tweets of the same event type and mostly used
the CrisisLexT26 dataset for training classifiers (Acerbo and Rossi 2017; Gata et al. 2019; Burel and Alani 2018;
Khare et al. 2018). The CrisisLexT26 contains around 250K tweets posted during 26 crisis events in 2012 and
2013 (Olteanu, Vieweg, et al. 2015). Communication patterns of people might change over the years and, therefore,
classification accuracy using classifiers trained on older datasets may not be high for future events (Graf et al. 2018).
Furthermore, supervised learning algorithms work well with more and complete training data covering the full
spectrum of inputs that the model is supposed to handle during the classification task. Therefore, there is a timely
need to test classifiers for new and more comprehensive datasets. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, to date,
there exists no research for large scale ML and DL model evaluation in identifying disaster-related tweets combining
multiple datasets. Therefore, during this research, we address the following research question.
• What ML or DL model has the best performance for a disaster-related tweet classification task?
To answer this question, we conduct experiments in the following three settings:
• In-disaster: training and test data belong to the same disaster type.
• Out-disaster: training and test data belong to different disaster types.
• Cross-disaster: training set consists of tweets of various disaster types.
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During in-disaster experiments, we take both train and test data belonging to the same disaster type. The currently
labelled datasets belong to a few disaster categories, including flood, earthquake, hurricane and biological. However,
in reality, there are many more disasters (e.g., landslides, volcanic eruptions, droughts and tsunami) where people
use tweets to communicate. Therefore, we wanted to explore how accurate a model can be if they are applied
outside the domain. As a result, we explore a setting where train and test datasets belonging to different disaster
types. We train models for a combination of disaster types and test on individual types during the cross-disaster
experiment. Altogether, we carry out 540 train, test experiments.
Our contributions can thus be summarized as follows:
1. Evaluation of a large-scale ML, DL model for disaster-related tweet classification
2. Evaluation of three state-of-the-art word embedding models
3. Publication of all the learning weights so that the response agencies can quickly adopt the trained models for
an ongoing disaster1
The rest of this article is organized as the follows: The Related Work section reviews the literature related to disaster
tweet classification. In the Methodology section we discuss the technical architecture and algorithms developed.
The Results section provides results and critique of the findings. Finally, the Conclusion gives a brief summary and
some directions for future research.
RELATED WORK

In the crisis domain, useful information retrieval is an early step in processing data from SM platforms (Basu et al.
2020; Ghosh et al. 2019; Zheng and Sun 2019; Meurisch et al. 2019). A large and growing body of literature
has investigated this as an automatic tweet classification problem (Parilla-Ferrer et al. 2014; Toriumi and Baba
2016; Alam, Joty, et al. 2018; Gata et al. 2019; Neppalli et al. 2018). These studies can be divided into three
categories; related tweet classification, informative tweet classification and specific topical classifications. Related
tweet classification focuses on identifying whether a tweet is related to a crisis event or not (Graf et al. 2018). The
concept of “Informativeness” is subjective, which heavily depends on the receiver of the information. However,
generally “informative” tweets can be defined as tweets that provide valuable information to anyone in the scene
of a disaster (e.g., a victim, supporter or responder). In comparison, “non-informative” tweets can be defined as
tweets which do not convey any useful content in the scene of a disaster (Neppalli et al. 2018). Research on specific
topical classifications group tweets into multiple categories such as injured or dead people, sympathy and emotional
support, affected people, caution and advice, missing people and donation needs (D. T. Nguyen et al. 2016). A
summary of the closely related work is presented in Table 1.
The vast majority of literature has considered classifying useful tweets using ML algorithms such as Naïve Bayes
(NB) (Parilla-Ferrer et al. 2014), Random Forest (RF) (Kaufhold et al. 2020), Logistic Regression (LR) (D. Nguyen
et al. 2017), Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) (Caragea et al. 2016) and Support Vector Machines (SVMs) (Khare
et al. 2018). More recent attention has focused on using deep neural networks such as Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNN) (Neppalli et al. 2018; Ning et al. 2019) and Long Short-Term Memory Networks (LSTM) (O’Keefe
and Alrashdi 2018) to address the disaster-related tweet classification task. Supervised ML or DL algorithms
require labelled data to train classifiers that can be further used for classifying new data. Labelling the training data
is typically carried out manually and is, therefore, a time-consuming and expensive process. This poses a major
challenge when attempting to use supervised learning algorithms to assist disaster response in the event of a new
disaster, as the time and effort needed to label tweets from the disaster prevent timely use of classifiers. However,
recently multiple research work made manually labelled datasets such as CrisisNLP, CrisisLex and CrisisMMD
freely available online (Imran, Elbassuoni, et al. 2013; Alam, Joty, et al. 2018; Olteanu, Vieweg, et al. 2015;
Olteanu, Castillo, et al. 2014). The review article by Kruspe et al. (Kruspe et al. 2020) summarises the details of
such datasets. Furthermore, the Incident Streams of Text REtrieval Conference (TREC-IS) editions were designed
to provide annotated datasets and bring together academia and industry to research automatically processing social
media streams (TREC-Incident Streams n.d.).
Word embedding is a key factor in improving the performance of a DL model for a text classification task. Multiple
general-purpose word embeddings such as GloVe (Pennington et al. 2014), fastText (Bojanowski et al. 2017) and
Word2Vec (Mikolov et al. 2013) and domain-specific word embeddings such as Crisis embedding (D. T. Nguyen
et al. 2016) have been proposed. However, there is not much work done to examine the effectiveness of different
1Trained weights of the models, Disaster_Tweet_Classification
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Relatedness

Relatedness
Relatedness

Relatedness

Relatedness

Informativeness

Informativeness

Informativeness
Informativeness

Informativeness
Informativeness
Topical

(Burel and Alani 2018)

(Khare et al. 2018)
(Wiegmann et al. 2020)

(D. Nguyen et al. 2017)

(To et al. 2017)

(Madichetty and Sridevi 2019)

(Win and Aung 2017)

(Parilla-Ferrer et al. 2014)
(Caragea et al. 2016)

(Acerbo and Rossi 2017)
(Ning et al. 2019)
(D. T. Nguyen et al. 2016)

* The model having the best accuracy.
# Total number of tweets in the dataset.

Relatedness

(Stowe, Paul, et al. 2016)

Crowd-

Own data
CrisisLexT26
only)
CrisisLexT26
CrisisLexT26
CrisisNLP
(flooding

CrisisLexT26, AIDR

CrisisLexT26,
Flower10K
CrisisMMD

CrisisLexT26
7 datasets; AIDR, CrisisLexT6, CrisisLexT26,
CrisisNLP, CrisisMMD,
Epic Annotations, collection by McMinn et al.
CrisisNLP3, CrisisLex,
AIDR

CrisisLexT26

Own data

Dataset

4,000
5,577

6,780

4,434

10,876

21,021

5,931
123,166

28,000

7,490

# Size

Random Forest
CNN
CNN, Bi-LSTM*

SVM,CNN, CNN and
ANN*
RF, SVM, NB, LibLinear
classifier*
NB, SVM*
ANN,SVM,CNN*

LR

SVM, LR, RF, CNN*

SVM
feed-forward NN*,CNN

NB, CART, SVM,CNN*

SVM*, MaxEnt, NB

Algorithm

BOW
n-grams

n-grams

TF-IDF,
Word2Vec and
Cisis embedings
TF-IDF,
Word2Vec
n-grams

uni-grams,
Word2Vec
TF-IDF,
Word2Vec
Semantic
BERT, USE

Features

Category

3

3
3
3

3

3

3

3

3

3
3

3
3
3

3

In-disaster

Classification
Out-disaster

Reference
Cross-disaster

Table 1. The summary tweet classification studies.

0.76
0.81
0.62

0.87
0.78

0.75

0.76

0.94

0.86
0.98

0.83

0.72

Best Accuracy
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deep learning architectures and different word embeddings in improving tweet classification models (O’Keefe and
Alrashdi 2018).
Many approaches for tweet classification focus on particular disaster types (Acerbo and Rossi 2017; Gata et al.
2019; Caragea et al. 2016). For example, Caragea et al. (2016), use flooding datasets extracted from CrisisLexT26
as for both training and testing datasets. Similarly, Gata et al. (2019) train SVM and NB models to detect tweets
related to earthquake events. However, only a few studies comprehensively test classification across various
disaster types (Cresci et al. 2015; Graf et al. 2018; Wiegmann et al. 2020). Closer to our objective is the work
by Graf et al. (Graf et al. 2018) and Wiegmann et al. (Wiegmann et al. 2020). Graf et al. (2018) introduce a
cross-domain informativeness classifier based on SVM classifier. The study by Wiegmann et al. (2020) compares
the effectiveness of three state-of-the-art machine learning models, namely CNN and two transformer models:
BERT and Universal Sentence Encoder (USE) for the related tweet classification task. However, they explicitly
consider only cross-disaster types. Also, these approaches have been mostly pursued in academic contexts and have
not been made available to the public and responding organisations through easily accessible and integrable tools
(Burel and Alani 2018).
METHODOLOGY

We conduct experiments under three settings to evaluate twelve ML models and two DL models with three different
word embeddings for the disaster-related tweet classification task.
Dataset

We extracted tweets from Disaster Data Corpus 2020 created by Wiegmann et al. 2020, that includes data from
seven repositories, namely, CrisisLex T26 (Olteanu, Vieweg, et al. 2015), CrisisLex T6 (Olteanu, Castillo, et al.
2014), CrisisNLP - RESOURCE # 1 (Imran, Mitra, et al. 2016), CrisisNLP - RESOURCE # 2 (Imran, Elbassuoni,
et al. 2013), CrisisNLP - RESOURCE # 5 (Alam, Ofli, et al. 2018), Epic Annotations (Stowe, Palmer, et al. 2018),
and the dataset collected by (McMinn et al. 2013). Furthermore, we downloaded additional non event-tagged
Kaggle (“Real or Not? NLP with Disaster Tweets”) dataset2 that was originally created by figure-eight 3, and Appen
Disaster Response Messages4 and Kaggle (“Disasters on social media”) dataset 5. Table 2 lists the 46 disasters
contained in the datasets considered in this study and the number of Related and Not-Related tweets available for
each of them before the preprocessing steps. We assigned each disaster to one of 8 disaster types, based on the work
by Wiegmann et al. (2020). The combined dataset has 192, 948 labelled tweets in total.

Figure 2. Related and Not-related tweets by category.

Figure 3. Related and Not-related tweets
in the dataset.

During the noise reduction and preprocessing steps, we removed all non-English tweets, duplicate tweets and
re-tweets (e.g., RT @username:) using string manipulations in Python Pandas library 6. Furthermore, all URLs,
hashtags, special characters, emoticons, and emojis were removed. Also, we removed stop words, words having less
than three characters and sentences having less than three words. After these steps, there were 117, 954 tweets,
2Kaggle “Real or Not? NLP with Disaster Tweets” dataset, https://www.kaggle.com/c/nlp-getting-started/overview
3Appen Datasets Resource Center, https://www.figure-eight.com/data-for-everyone/
4Appen Disaster Response Messages, https://appen.com/datasets/combined-disaster-response-data/
5Kaggle “Disasters on social media” dataset, https://www.kaggle.com/jannesklaas/disasters-on-social-media
6Python pandas library: https://pandas.pydata.org/
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Table 2. Related and Not-Related labelled tweets grouped by disaster category

Name

No of Tweets
Related NotRelated

Flood (9)
2012 Philipinnes
2013 Sardinia
2013 Manila
2013 Alberta
2013 Queensland
2013 Colorado
2014 India
2014 Pakistan
2017 Sri Lanka
Earthquake (12)
2012 Costarica
2012 Guatemala
2012 Italy
2013 Bohol
2013 Pakistan
2013 California
2013 Chile
2015 Nepal
2017 Mexico
2017 Iraq and Iran
2018 Nepal
Biological (2)
2014 Ebola
2014 Mers
Other (3)
2013 Russia meteor impact
2013 Singapore haze
Kaggle and Appen datasets

906
926
921
6,172
11,332
925
1,322
1,744
367

88
68
47
4,856
10,259
70
498
25
655

909
940
940
969
1,569
1,595
1,590
10,583
1,030
493
3,410

399
108
50
31
312
106
342
5,801
350
104
2,820

1,559
1,331

215
27

1,133
933
24,800

271
46
14,725

Name

Wildfires (3)
2012 Colorado
2013 Australia
2014 California
Societal (2)
2013 Boston bombing
2013 LA airport shootings
Industrial (4)
2012 Venezuela refinery explosion
2013 West-Texas explosion
2013 Brazil nightclub fire
2013 Savar building collapse
Transportation (4)
2013 Glasgow helicopter crash
2013 New York train crash
2013 Spain train crash
2013 LA train crash
Hurricane (11)
2011 Joplin Tornado
2012 Hurricane Sandy
2012 Hurricane Pablo
2013 Typhoon Yolanda
2013 Oklahoma Tornado
2014 Typhoon Hagupit
2014 Hurricane Odile
2015 Cyclone Pam
2017 Hurricane Harvey
2017 Hurricane Maria
2017 Hurricane Irma

No of Tweets
Related NotRelated
953
949
1,245

238
242
344

6,577
912

4,416
87

339
6,157
952
1,141

58
4,825
40
75

918
999
991
966

177
0
6
31

1,756
6,138
907
940
5,165
1,778
1,219
1,508
3,329
2,843
3,548

976
3,870
68
71
4,827
232
43
496
1,105
1,713
956

reducing around 40% of the tweets. We also applied lemmatization to convert words into their root forms as it
improves the classification accuracy (Acerbo and Rossi 2017). Figure 2 illustrates the number of Related and
Not-Related tweets in each disaster category after the preprocessing stages.
We combined the Related and Informative and Related but not Informative into the Related class, and Not Applicable
into the Not-Related class. For the datasets where there were topical classes, we combined them into Related class
(e.g., “affected people”, “missing trapped or found people”). These two classes were then used for distinguishing
crisis-related content from unrelated content for creating binary text classifiers (Khare et al. 2018). Also, we
combined the same disaster events across different datasets (e.g., Queensland Floods in CrisisLex and CrisisNLP).
Figure 3 presents the distribution of total Related and Not-related tweets in the dataset.
To avoid classification bias towards the majority class, we balanced the data from each category by matching the
number of Related tweets with Not-Related ones. For example, after preprocessing, the number of related and
not-related tweets of earthquake category were 6,946 and 4,650, respectively. We randomly selected not-related
tweets from other categories except for earthquake category and made the dataset such as having 6,946 related and
6,946 not-related tweets.
Models

We selected five supervised ML algorithms that have been mostly explored for disaster tweet classification tasks
namely Logistic Regression (LR), Decision Tree (DT), SVM, NB, ANN and RF (Parilla-Ferrer et al. 2014; Kaufhold
et al. 2020; Khare et al. 2018). In addition, six more ML models were selected that have rarely been studied for
disaster tweet classification tasks in literature such as Gradient Boosting Classifier (GB), RidgeClassifier, AdaBoost,
k-Nearest Neighbors (KNN), xgboost, and catboost. All the algorithms were implemented in Python scikit-learn
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(Pedregosa et al. 2011), using the default parameters. Furthermore, we used two DL algorithms, namely CNN and
Bi-directional LSTM (Bi-LSTM).
Text documents have to be converted into numerical vectors for the machine learning task. Single-dimensional
bag-of-word (BOW) model with Term Frequency–Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) representations have
been widely adopted for traditional ML algorithms (D. Nguyen et al. 2017), whereas word embeddings such as
Word2Vec and GloVe have been used for DL models (O’Keefe and Alrashdi 2018; Burel and Alani 2018). We
extracted word-level unigrams from tweets as features for our ML models and converted to TF-IDF vectors by
considering each tweet as a document.

Figure 4. Illustration of (a) CNN and (b) Bidirectional LSTM of twitter text classification task.

Word embeddings generate a vectorized representation of words by mapping words to vectors instead of a onedimensional space. Therefore, semantically close words should have a similar vector representation instead of a
distinct representation. We used pre-trained Word2Vec model of Google News dataset about 100 billion words
7, pre-trained fastText model of Wikipedia 2017, UMBC web base corpus having 999,995 word vectors 8 and
pre-trained GloVe embeddings having 2 196,016 vectors 9 as features for our DL models. When embedding,
each tweet is represented as a matrix of size 𝑛 ∗ 𝑘, where 𝑛 is the maximum length of a tweet text (number of
words) in the training data and 𝑘 is the embedding vector dimension. We used (𝑘 = 300) for all three embedding
models and applied zero-sequence padding for the tweet texts having the number of words less than 𝑛. Kim et al.
(2014) described a CNN architecture for text classification tasks and has been mostly adopted in disaster tweet
7word2vec pre-trained word vectors, https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/
8fastText pre-trained word vectors, https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/english-vectors.html
9GloVe pre-trained word vectors, https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
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classification studies (Kim 2014; Neppalli et al. 2018; Burel and Alani 2018). We adopted a similar model with a
single convolution layer followed by a max-over-time pooling layer and a fully connected layer where the softmax
function is applied to predict the document classes. Furthermore, our dropout rate was set to 0.5 for regularisation
and ran the model for 100 epochs. However, early stopping was used to terminate the execution based on validation
accuracy. The Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) is a specialized version of Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)
capable of learning long term dependencies. While LSTM can only see and learn from past input data, Bidirectional
LSTM (Bi-LSTM) runs input in both forward and backward directions. This bidirectional feature of Bi-LSTM is
critical for the various applications involved with understanding complex language (O’Keefe and Alrashdi 2018).
ALRashdi et al. (2019) described a Bi-LSTM model for disaster tweet classification, and we adopted a similar
architecture for our experiments. Figure 4 illustrates the architectures of the CNN and Bi-LSTM networks for the
tweet classification task.
Experiments

We carry out experiments under the following three settings.
1. In-disaster balanced training dataset (disasters considered: Earthquake, Flood, Hurricane and Societal)
2. Out-disaster balanced training dataset (disasters considered: Earthquake, Flood, Hurricane and Societal)
3. Cross-disaster balanced training dataset (disasters considered: Earthquake, Flood, Hurricane, Societal,
Wildfire, Industrial, Transportation and Biological)
Table 3. In-disaster, out-disaster and cross-disaster experimental datsets

In-Disaster

Cross-Disaster

Train Dataset

Test Dataset

Earthquake
Flood
Hurricane
Societal

Earthquake (2018 Nepal)
Flood (2017 Sri Lanka)
Hurricane (2017 Maria)
Societal (2013 LA airport shootings)

Train Dataset
All data
All data
All data
All data
All data
All data
All data
All data

Out-Disaster
Train Dataset
Earthquake
Earthquake
Earthquake
Flood
Flood
Flood

Test Dataset
Flood (2017 Sri Lanka)
Hurricane (2017 Maria)
Societal (2013 LA airport shootings)
Earthquake (2018 Nepal)
Hurricane (2017 Maria)
Societal (2013 LA shootings)

Test Dataset
Earthquake (2017 Iraq and Iran)
Flood (2018 Nepal)
Hurricane (2017 Maria)
Societal (2013 LA airport shootings)
Biological (2014 MERS)
Transportation (2013 LA train crash)
Wildfire (2014 California)
Industrial (2013 Brazil nightclubfire)
Out-Disaster

Train Dataset
Hurricane
Hurricane
Hurricane
Societal
Societal
Societal

Test Dataset
Earthquake (2018 Nepal)
Flood (2017 Sri Lanka)
Societal (2013 LA shootings)
Earthquake (2018 Nepal)
Flood (2017 Sri Lanka)
Hurricane (2017 Maria)

We formulated our experiments for all three settings such that the tests are applied to the newest disaster dataset.
For example, we selected the most recent disasters from each category and used that as the test dataset. In the case
of multiple disasters in the same year, we chose the disaster with the fewest tweets as the test dataset. Therefore,
our test datasets were; 2017 Sri Lanka floods, 2018 Nepal earthquake, 2014 MERS, 2014 California wildfires,
2013 LA airport shootings, 2013 Brazil nightclub fire, 2013 LA train crash and 2017 hurricane Maria. Hence,
before training the algorithms, we removed those entire test datasets from each category to test the models for
unseen data. Table 3 lists the training and testing datasets considered for three experiments. We used 10 fold
stratified sampling for cross-validation 10 while training the models. The performance of algorithms were measured
10Stratified ShuffleSplit cross-validator, https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.model_selection.
StratifiedShuffleSplit.html
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using average F1-score. Altogether we carried out 36 model training and evaluations for in-disaster category. To
reduce the number of training and evaluations, we selected the top three ML models and best DL model based on
average F1-score for the out-disaster and cross-disaster experiments. All experiments were executed in the Google
Collaboratory 11 environment.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table 4. Average F1-scores of the DL and ML models for the in-disaster experiments (The best scores are
highlighted in grey, and the three best performing ML models and the best performing DL model are underlined).

Algorithm

Hurricane

Societal

Earthquake

Flood

Linear SVM
RidgeClassifier
Logistic Regression
Decision Tree
k-Nearest Neighbors
Gradient Boosting Classifier
NB
AdaBoost
Random Forest
Perceptron
xgboost
catboost
LSTM-fastText
CNN-fastText
LSTM-GloVe
CNN-GloVe
LSTM-Word2Vec
CNN-Word2Vec

0.742
0.718
0.743
0.695
0.492
0.687
0.729
0.715
0.524
0.628
0.716
0.696
0.770
0.791
0.776
0.766
0.793
0.787

0.565
0.571
0.576
0.613
0.512
0.491
0.737
0.605
0.687
0.632
0.613
0.537
0.690
0.779
0.787
0.707
0.795
0.764

0.810
0.813
0.799
0.769
0.523
0.676
0.795
0.731
0.740
0.751
0.756
0.723
0.794
0.769
0.753
0.799
0.820
0.804

0.866
0.800
0.819
0.741
0.516
0.727
0.854
0.792
0.789
0.753
0.767
0.734
0.914
0.905
0.911
0.898
0.925
0.900

Algorithm

Earthquake-Flood

Earthquake-Hurricane

Earthquake-Societal

Flood-Earthquake

Flood-Hurricane

Flood-Societal

Hurricane-Earthquake

Hurricane-Flood

Hurricane-Societal

Societal-Earthquake

Societal-Flood

Societal-Hurricane

Table 5. Average F1-scores of the ML and DL models (LSTM-fastText (DL1 ), CNN-fastText (DL2 ), LSTM-GloVe
(DL3 ), CNN-GloVe (DL4 ), LSTM-Word2Vec (DL5 ) and CNN-Word2Vec (DL6 )) for the Out-disaster experiments.
The best scores are highlighted in grey.

SVM
LR
NB
DL1
DL2
DL3
DL4
DL5
DL6

0.632
0.644
0.759
0.844
0.782
0.839
0.837
0.864
0.794

0.531
0.532
0.522
0.593
0.495
0.610
0.606
0.653
0.583

0.492
0.525
0.551
0.600
0.602
0.624
0.678
0.657
0.626

0.597
0.639
0.844
0.833
0.784
0.682
0.742
0.856
0.733

0.530
0.539
0.641
0.612
0.680
0.624
0.649
0.739
0.740

0.504
0.504
0.581
0.658
0.622
0.665
0.634
0.677
0.616

0.653
0.713
0.822
0.732
0.793
0.808
0.783
0.826
0.776

0.827
0.831
0.841
0.896
0.903
0.911
0.886
0.907
0.886

0.510
0.521
0.630
0.610
0.566
0.621
0.605
0.644
0.618

0.522
0.524
0.729
0.677
0.743
0.783
0.735
0.795
0.660

0.519
0.518
0.789
0.762
0.801
0.730
0.810
0.819
0.730

0.507
0.504
0.616
0.427
0.469
0.567
0.525
0.634
0.608

Table 4 shows the F1-score for ML and DL algorithms for in-disaster experiments, where scores for the models
range from 0.49 to 0.92. The Bi-LSTM model with Word2Vec features performs the best while the KNN algorithm
produces the worst results. From the data in Figure 4, it is apparent that the DL algorithms outperform ML
11Google Collaboratory, https://colab.research.google.com/
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Table 6. Average F1-scores of the ML and DL models (LSTM-fastText (DL1 ), CNN-fastText (DL2 ), LSTM-GloVe
(DL3 ), CNN-GloVe (DL4 ), LSTM-Word2Vec (DL5 ) and CNN-Word2Vec (DL6 )) for the Out-disaster experiments.
The best scores are highlighted in grey.

Algorithm Wildfire

Hurricane Industrial

Societal

Transport

Biological Earthquake Flood

SVM
LR
NB
DL1
DL2
DL3
DL4
DL5
DL6

0.727
0.729
0.612
0.741
0.712
0.743
0.689
0.766
0.716

0.590
0.642
0.606
0.513
0.518
0.499
0.559
0.644
0.622

0.744
0.718
0.674
0.752
0.771
0.771
0.711
0.775
0.770

0.797
0.781
0.836
0.628
0.720
0.729
0.583
0.804
0.794

0.625
0.616
0.606
0.793
0.781
0.795
0.763
0.798
0.770

0.535
0.543
0.607
0.412
0.563
0.553
0.593
0.608
0.588

0.712
0.638
0.668
0.729
0.779
0.814
0.708
0.816
0.805

0.891
0.894
0.898
0.919
0.911
0.902
0.916
0.928
0.896

algorithms having F1-scores over 0.69. It can also be seen from the data that across all the experiments flood tweet
dataset has achieved higher F1-values. A possible explanation for this can be the larger number of common words
among the flood datasets considered.
Regarding the out-disaster experiments, any DL or ML model trained on hurricane dataset and tested on flood
dataset has performed the best while the models trained on societal and applied on hurricane has performed the
worst (see Table 5). Overall, ML/DL model’s performance applied for an out domain has obtained lower average
F1-values, with scores ranging from 0.42 to 0.91. This finding implies that out-disaster experiments need to be
carefully designed. Furthermore, choosing DL models over ML models yields better results. Among the DL models,
the Bi-LSTM model with Word2Vec embeddings has performed the best.
Table 6 illustrates the results of cross-disaster experiments, where average F1-scores ranging from 0.41-0.93. The
Bi-LSTM model with Word2Vec features has achieved the highest F1-scores while KNN algorithm performing
the worst. Overall, a model trained on a combined disaster dataset applied on flood data performs the best while
industrial and societal categories perform poorly.
The current state-of-art for relatedness classification can be found in (Stowe, Paul, et al. 2016; Burel and Alani 2018;
Khare et al. 2018; Wiegmann et al. 2020; D. Nguyen et al. 2017; To et al. 2017). The accuracy scores reported
by them are as 0.72 for in-disaster experiments in (Stowe, Paul, et al. 2016), 0.83 for cross-disaster experiments
in (Burel and Alani 2018), 0.98 for cross-disaster experiments in (Wiegmann et al. 2020) 0.86 for cross-disaster
experiments in (Khare et al. 2018) and 0.94 for in-disaster experiments in (D. Nguyen et al. 2017). It is important to
note that these experimental settings are significantly different from ours. For example, in (D. Nguyen et al. 2017)
in-disaster experiments contained tweets only from Cyclone PAM and in (Wiegmann et al. 2020) cross-disaster
experiments contained data from same disaster category.
In summary, from these results, it is interesting to note that DL models outperform the traditional ML algorithms.
This finding supports previous research by (D. Nguyen et al. 2017) and (Burel and Alani 2018) who showed that
DL classifiers performed better than all non-DL classifiers. It seems possible that word embedding performs well
than the BOW and TF-IDF representations. However, the training time for DL algorithms were higher than the
classical ML models. Moreover, the difference in classification time for both approaches was negligible. Among
the DL models, the Bi-LSTM model with Word2Vec features has performed the best across all three experimental
settings. Another important finding is that with the default parameters, the KNN algorithm has performed the
worst for all three experiments. We have considered data-rich disasters (having more than 25,000 tweets in the
training dataset) for in-disaster and out-disaster categories while cross-disaster category having a combination.
From the data in Figures 4 and 6 it is visible that there is no significant deviation among the results of in-disaster
and cross-disaster results. An implication of this is the possibility of using a cross-disaster dataset if the training
data unavailable. However, the F1-scores of the out-disaster category are generally lower except for DL models.
Therefore, out-disaster experiments have to be carefully designed. The generalisability of these results is subject to
certain limitations. For instance, we kept the default parameters for all our ML algorithms. As indicated in the
literature, parameter tuning yields better results (Derczynski et al. 2018). Therefore, future research has to be done
to identify the best parameters for the ML models. Furthermore, our training datasets are of different sizes as we
wanted to explore the maximum possible performance of the individual classifier.
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CONCLUSION

This study investigated the identification of the best-performing ML or DL models, to classify disaster-related
tweets in three settings: in-disaster, out-disaster and cross-disaster. The research findings suggest that generally, DL
models outperform traditional ML models for the tweet classification task. The use of different embedding plays a
significant role in text classification. It was shown that the Bi-LSTM model with Word2Vec features performing the
best for all three experimental settings considered, namely, in-disaster, out-disaster and cross-disaster.
This is the largest study so far, evaluating ≈0.2 million labelled tweet dataset. The evidence from this study suggests
that classifiers can be trained to identify disaster-related tweets in all three categories. However, these findings are
limited by using default parameters for the ML algorithms and considering only English tweets. Therefore, in our
future work, we plan to identify the best parameters for the experimented models. Furthermore, we will study the
capacity of studied models for reproducing or replicating for future researchers.
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ABSTRACT

Twitter is an immediate and almost ubiquitous platform and therefore can be a valuable source of information during
disasters. Current methods for identifying and classifying crisis-related content are often based on single tweets,
i.e., already known information from the past is neglected. In this paper, the combination of tweet-wise pre-trained
neural networks and unsupervised semantic clustering is proposed and investigated. The intention is to (1) enhance
the generalization capability of pre-trained models, (2) to be able to handle massive amounts of stream data, (3)
to reduce information overload by identifying potentially crisis-related content, and (4) to obtain a semantically
aggregated data representation that allows for further automated, manual and visual analyses. Latent representations
of each tweet based on pre-trained sentence embedding models are used for both, clustering and tweet classification.
For a fast, robust and time-continuous processing, subsequent time periods are clustered individually according to a
Chinese restaurant process. Clusters without any tweet classified as crisis-related are pruned. Data aggregation
over time is ensured by merging semantically similar clusters. A comparison of our hybrid method to a similar
clustering approach, as well as first quantitative and qualitative results from experiments with two different labeled
data sets demonstrate the great potential for crisis-related Twitter stream analyses.
Keywords

Information overload reduction, semantic clustering, crisis informatics, Twitter stream.
INTRODUCTION

Twitter is an immediate social media platform. This real-time character, paired with a huge and highly active user
community distributed over the world, enables public instant discourses about the latest topics and events. Twitter
can therefore be a valuable source of information in case of natural and man-made events and disasters (Wiegmann,
Kersten, Senaratne, et al. 2020).
Current state-of-the-art methods for filtering or classifying crisis- and event-related messages are often based
on supervised and semi-supervised machine learning techniques (Kruspe et al. 2020), for example pre-trained
convolutional neural networks (Burel and Alani 2018), models trained from scratch utilizing ad-hoc labeled
data (Kaufhold et al. 2020; Snyder et al. 2019) and domain adaptation (Mazloom et al. 2019). In-depth cross-event
and cross-event type experiments using pre-trained deep learning models in (Kersten et al. 2019; Wiegmann,
Kersten, Klan, et al. 2020a) revealed, that generic models trained with data from various events are suitable to
∗ corresponding

author

† www.dlr.de/dw/en
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filter Twitter stream data with an average misclassification rate of 3.8 % (false positive rate). However, for the task
of identifying crisis-related messages, average F1 drops of ≈ 0.4 were observed in exhaustive cross-event type
experiments.
One reason for the limited generalization capability might be the fact that the analysis is approached on microbloglevel. This is known to be challenging, for example due to abbreviations, potential misspellings, informal language,
and a limited number of characters. Recently proposed clustering methods for Twitter novelty detection (Kruspe
2020) and event detection based on the full Twitter firehose (Fedoryszak et al. 2019) impressively demonstrate the
value of incorporating contextual information by semantically and temporally aggregating microblog messages.
Motivated by this, we propose to combine semantic clustering with pre-trained models for classifying crisis-related
tweets in order to enhance the performance of these models and to automatically detect crises-focused, semantically
aggregated data. With the ability of spawning and merging clusters, we furthermore seek to capture the unfolding
and development of crisis (sub-) events, even if they occur in parallel.
A combination of unsupervised and supervised methods is commonly used for tasks like event detection (Angaramo
and Rossi 2018) and topic detection and tracking (TDT) (Li et al. 2021). With special emphasis on the Twitter
overload reduction problem by identifying clusters of potentially crisis-related messages in unfiltered Twitter streams,
our main contributions are: (1) We investigate, how static pre-trained and general models to classify crisis-related
tweets can be enhanced by unsupervised clustering; (2) in contrast to often utilized word embeddings, we use
sentence embeddings to represent tweets; (3) we propose an incremental CRP clustering method to enable the
processing of continuous stream data. A secondary intention of our approach is to obtain a semantically aggregated
data representation that allows for further automated analysis steps, like summarization or localization, as well
as easier manual inspections, visualizations and eventually understanding of the contents. These aspects will be
addressed in future works.
The article is organized as follows. After a discussion of Related Work in the following section, our Proposed
Method is outlined. The data sets used for evaluation are described in section Data Sets and Experimental Results.
Furthermore, first qualitative and quantitative results obtained with our method are summarized and discussed.
Finally, conclusions are drawn and steps for future works are pointed out.
RELATED WORK

Text clustering is utilized for various applications, like topic modeling (Viegas et al. 2019), topic detection (Miranda
et al. 2020; S. T. Nguyen et al. 2019) and topic tracking (Fedoryszak et al. 2019), (sub-) event detection (Angaramo
and Rossi 2018; Jiang et al. 2019), and data aggregation in general (Qiang et al. 2019; S. Yang et al. 2019). An
overview of current approaches in this field grouped by the features used for clustering is provided in table 1.
Spatio-temporal approaches usually involve density-based methods, like STDBSCAN (Ester et al. 1996), but
have to be further complemented with methods, like Latent Dirichlet Attocation (LDA), in order to analyze
message contents (M. D. Nguyen and Shin 2017). However, processing large amounts of stream data, for example
Twitter microblogs, requires computationally inexpensive approaches, like burst detection (Fedoryszak et al. 2019),
K-means (Miranda et al. 2020; Singh and Shashi 2019), or infinite mixture modeling (Dai et al. 2017; Kruspe 2020).
In the majority of identified research works, word embeddings are utilized to represent text (Dai et al. 2017; Ertugrul
et al. 2017; Jiang et al. 2019; Mendonça et al. 2019; Miranda et al. 2020; Singh and Shashi 2019; Zhou et al. 2019).
Especially for short texts, word embeddings have shown to be useful to augment traditional features (Comito et al.
2019) or to expand a small set of representative terms with semantically similar words (Qiang et al. 2019; Viegas
et al. 2019). Recently proposed sentence embeddings, like Google’s Universal Sentence Encoder (USE) (Cer et al.
2018), provide a latent representation of whole sentences and are able to capture semantic as well as contextual
information. In (Kruspe 2020), USE is utilized to represent and directly cluster microblog messages for the detection
of novelty in social media messages during emerging crisis events.
The addressed research problem in this work is strongly related to the task of topic detection and tracking, where
clustering techniques are often involved. Challenges in TDT can be the sparsity and complexity of data, varying
topic granularities, unexpectedness of emerging topics, and the unpredictability of topic evolution (W. Liu et al.
2020). With emphasis on distributed and parallel processing, Li et al. 2021 utilize DBSCAN to detect and a
parallel K-Nearest-Neighbor algorithm to track topics. In order to robustly detect new emerging events, W. Liu et al.
2020 propose to involve domain-specific hierarchical ontolgies. A new event is identified according to similarities
between the linguistic expression of ontology nodes and vectorized news events. Focusing on multimodal Twitter
data, where noisy sentences and images, misspellings, new invented words, or informal language are common
challenges, a transformer-based approach for topic detection is proposed in (Asgari-Chenaghlu et al. 2020). Named
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Table 1. Related work grouped by features used for clustering.
Reference

Methods

(Angaramo and Rossi 2018)
(S. T. Nguyen et al. 2019)

Application
Traditional Features
Event detection

Bag-of-Words
Central centroids
Dirichlet multinomial

(Qiang et al. 2019)

mixture, text expansion

(Viegas et al. 2019)

Data

Twitter

Hot topic detection

Twitter, Events2012 (McMinn et al. 2013)

Text clustering

TREC (2011/2012)
(TextREtrievalConference 2015),
(Yin and J. Wang 2014)

Non-negative matrix

Topic modelling,

factorization, text expansion

document clustering

Various
(Yin and J. Wang 2014),

(S. Yang et al. 2019)

Word graphs, similarity

Text clustering

Named entity recognition,

Real-time

(Yin, Chao, et al. 2018),
(J. Yang and Leskovec 2011),
(TextREtrievalConference 2015)

(Fedoryszak et al. 2019)

burst detection

(M. D. Nguyen and Shin 2017)
(S. Xu et al. 2020)
(Zhang and Eick 2019)

event detection

Twitter firehose

Density: Time, Location, Content
Extension of DBSCAN
Text clustering
(Ester et al. 1996)
LDA, ST-DBSCAN
(Birant and Kut 2007)
LDA,
contour-based

Twitter

Event detection

Twitter, own labels

Event tracking

Twitter

Word Embeddings
(Dai et al. 2017)

Chinese restaurant

Public health

process, smilarity

Twitter, own labels

(Ertugrul et al. 2017)

Hierarchical clustering

Event detection

Twitter

(Comito et al. 2019)

Chinese restaurant
Keyword-pairs,
hypothesis test
K-Means, EM,
Mean Shift, DBSCAN

Online topic detection

Tweets, crowdsourcing

Crisis sub-event detection

Twitter

Text document clustering

News articles, medical abstracts

(Jiang et al. 2019)
(Mendonça et al. 2019)
(Singh and Shashi 2019)
(Zhou et al. 2019)
(Miranda et al. 2020)

K-Means

Topic clustering, summarization

Newswire (Nenkova 2005)

Parallel K-Means
Self-organizing maps,
K-Means

Text similarity measurement

Website customer comments

Topic detection

20 Newsgroup (Dua and Graff 2017)

Sentence Embeddings
(Hadifar et al. 2019)
(Kruspe 2020)

Auto-encoder, K-Means

Short text clustering

Chinese restaurant

Novel topic detection

Stackoverflow, SearchSnippets,
PubMed (J. Xu et al. 2017)
Twitter: TREC-IS 2019A
(McCreadie et al. 2019)

entity recognition in images and texts in combination with fine-tuned word embeddings to analyze semantic relations
between words are used for graph-based clustering and TDT.
The evaluation of clustering methods is challenging and often manual inspections and qualitative interpretations
are carried out (see for example (Zhang and Eick 2019; Miranda et al. 2020)). Currently, there is no consistent
benchmarking data set available by which event detection systems or clusterings of Twitter data can be measured (Fedoryszak et al. 2019). Resources, like CrisisLex (Olteanu et al. 2015) or CrisisNLP (Imran et al. 2016) are quite
useful for classification tasks, but only contain a focused subset of tweets. Simulating realistic stream conditions
can be done by augmenting labeled data with a large amount of off-topic messages, as done in (Wiegmann, Kersten,
Klan, et al. 2020b). A better but more demanding setting would be to provide a full stream and corresponding
labels for all the tweets relevant for a specific application. One example for this is the Events2012 data set (McMinn
et al. 2013).
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PROPOSED METHOD

Since a Chinese restaurant-based clustering (CRP) is able to robustly handle massive data volumes (Dai et al. 2017),
we favor this method over other methods, like K-means, where the number of clusters has to be defined in advance.
The data stream-character is taken into account by clustering subsequent time intervals and by merging semantically
similar clusters across interval borders. The complete workflow is depicted in figure 1.

Figure 1. Proposed workflow for Twitter stream clustering.

After a sequence of standard pre-processing steps (e.g. lowercasing, language filtering, tokenization, removing
URLs, numbers, and hashtags), a latent space representation is obtained for each tweet with a pre-trained transformer
model1. A new tweet is assigned to the closest cluster as long as the cosine similarity is within a certain threshold.
Otherwise, a new cluster is spawned. In order to speed up the process, clusters are represented by central
centroids (S. T. Nguyen et al. 2019), which are obtained by averaging the fixed number of cluster representatives
that are most similar to each other. Furthermore, this ensures robustness towards outliers.
Adding a tweet to a cluster is followed by updating its representatives and the central centroid. Clusters from the
same as well as from different time periods can be merged according to the cosine distance between the central
centroids. Inactive and long-lasting clusters can be pruned based on time-thresholds. Our method differs to (Kruspe
2020) in the following ways: (1) We analyze time-intervals instead of complete data sets to handle stream data,
(2) a constant cosine similarity threshold is used instead of estimating and adapting an Euclidean distance-based
threshold, (3) a K-means-based initialization of the process is therefore not required, (4) the concept of central
centroids is utilized, and (5) the option to merge similar clusters occurring over time is given.
Unsupervised clustering is complemented by applying a tweet-wise pre-trained model (Wiegmann, Kersten, Klan,
et al. 2020a) for assigning crisis-relatedness. A cluster that does not contain at least one tweet classified as
crisis-related is pruned. This is intended to reduce information overload by only retaining potentially crisis-related
clusters. In the following section, this proposed automated method is evaluated.
1https://tfhub.dev/google/universal-sentence-encoder-large/4
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Even though not addressed at this early stage of research, some application-related aspects and motivations of our
method shall be pointed out. An aggregated and reduced crisis-related data representation is intended to provide a
sound foundation for fast manual content inspections as well as for further automated analyzes, like the detection,
tracking, and localization of parallel events or discussions. An overview of the topics contained in the clusters can
be summarized, for example by determining the most significant keywords. This allows for fast customization by
pruning or emphasizing clusters related to specific topics of interest. Hence, the combination with an interactive
interface might enable a near real-time and flexible stream analysis for practical applications. This interactive
approach is expected to mitigate lower accuracies of pre-trained models in case of new events in the following ways.
First, a lower recall could be mitigated by retaining clusters in which only a few related tweets were found according
to the model but more actually related tweets might be contained. Second, a lower precision could be mitigated by
manually inspecting (or further analyzing) and discarding clusters of low model-confidence, irrelevant topics or
identified false positives. An in-depth investigation of these hypotheses will be part of our future work.
DATA SETS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Data Sets

We use two different data sets for a first evaluation of our approach. For a comparison to (Kruspe 2020), the same
resource of labeled tweets (24 crisis-related information classes, multiple labels allowed) from the TExt Retrieval
Conference (TREC) (McCreadie et al. 2019) 2019A edition is investigated. It contains around 20,000 labeled tweets
covering 15 different crisis events (natural and man-made). Since this set does not contain a realistic amount of
off-topic messages, the Events2012 data set is utilized in a second experiment. It represents a four week Twitter
stream containing over 120 million tweets, where relevance judgments for a subset of 150,000 tweets are available
covering more than 500 events from a broad range of topics, including natural disasters. Due to deletions and
privacy changes on Twitter, only around 50 % of all tweets and around 1/3 of the labeled tweets from Events2012
are currently available.

Experiment 1: Class-wise Cluster Purity

In the first experiment, we evaluate the CRP clustering based on cluster purities, i.e., without involving pre-trained
models and without analyzing multiple time intervals. Hence, for each TREC-event, an independent clustering of
the corresponding, chronologically organized data is conducted. The cluster purity reflects, how well classes can
be isolated and distinguished. Ideally, a cluster or a set of clusters contains all tweets of the same thematic class,
such as "Donations", "Sentiment", or "ServiceAvailable". Similar to (Kruspe 2020), we therefore determine the
cluster purity individually for each event and class. Example results for the Nepal earthquake in 2015 with cosine
similarity thresholds of 𝑡 = 0.7, 0.5 and 0.2 are depicted in figure 2.
Our results with 𝑡 = 0.7 coincides with those reported in (Kruspe 2020), i.e., the dominant classes found most often
relate to the generally most dominant classes in the data set and clusters dominated by rare, but very important classes
(for example “EmergingThreats” and “SearchAndRescue”) are also detected and display high purity. However, the
number of tweets per class (green line in figure 2 (a)) compared to the number of clusters (red) reflects, that the
clusters tend to be very small. For instance, ≈ 1, 000 Tweets of class FirstPartyObservation are grouped into ≈ 800
clusters. Hence, a large fraction of the result clusters is represented by a single tweet. In contrast, lower thresholds 𝑡
produce larger clusters and introduce a trade-off between cluster size and purity. Furthermore, the detection of rare
classes appears to be more difficult in case of a low threshold. As a consequence, less result classes are present in
figure 2 (c).
A further important observation is that, compared to the method in (Kruspe 2020), our approach leads to a
significant speed-up of up to 500. Reasons for this are the fixed cosine similarity threshold and the utilized central
centroid concept for representing clusters. Even though this might not be representative due to possibly inefficient
experimental implementations, this shows a clear trend.

Experiment 2: Stream Analysis

In our second experiment, we use selected subsets on a daily basis from Events2012 in order to evaluate the clustering
performance in case of stream data. Furthermore, we want to evaluate, if our method is able to automatically
identify and isolate crisis-related tweets representing specific events, and if parallel events can be distinguished. For
all experiments, a cosine similarity threshold of 𝑡 = 0.7 and a time interval of one hour turned out to be a good
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(a) 𝑡 = 0.7

(b) 𝑡 = 0.5

(c) 𝑡 = 0.2

Figure 2. Results for the Nepal earthquake (2015) data: Label purities (blue), number of found clusters (red) and
accumulated number of tweets (green) by most frequent class for different cosine similarity thresholds 𝑡.

choice. In contrast to the first experiment, the obtained cluster sizes are much larger with the Events20212 data.
Results for three different days are summarized in table 2.
For the hospital fire on October 24, ground truth labels for 25 tweets are available. The pre-trained DNN was able
to correctly classify only two of them. In contrast, 13 relevant tweets were identified by our hybrid method. Since
the DNN is trained to detect any crisis-related messages for a broad range of man-made and natural disasters, the
overall numbers of detected tweets from the whole day are quite high (DNN: 51k, Hybrid: 85k). Since the average
total amount of tweets per day is around 2.1 million, this means a significant reduction to potentially relevant
messages, where the hybrid approach leads to a nearly doubled amount of potentially relevant tweets. Compared to
the DNN, it is likely, that a larger fraction of false positives is contained here. On the other hand, the fact that more
GT tweets could be identified by the hybrid method is also a hint for a better recall. This leaves ample room for
further exhaustive quantitative investigations.
Through manual inspections we realized, that, in addition to the labeled tweets provided in Events2012, there are
many more messages "hidden" in the data that are actually somehow related to the investigated events. We therefore
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Table 2. Selected results for the Events2012 data set. For each day and event, the available number of ground
truth tweets (GT), the number of GT tweets found correctly (GT-F), and the overall number of tweets identified as
crisis-related for the whole day are provided for the pre-trained model (DNN) and our hybrid method. Additionally,
the number of all clusters that contain GT labels (GT-C), the corresponding number of tweets (T) and the mean
purity (MP) for these clusters are provided.

DNN
Hybrid
GT-F/Overall

Date

Event

GT

Oct 14

Tornado outside of Walsh

156

153/49,346

Oct 24

Hospital on fire, Taiwan
Explosion and fire, Khartoum
Surfer killed by shark, CA

25
63
96

2/51,837
3
15

Nov 02

Marathon canceled, Sandy
Hurricane Sandy death toll
Landfall hurricane Sandy

695
25
56

GT-C

T

MP

153/97,337

60

1,825

0.92

13/85,284
4
66

2
3
2

19
10
98

1.0
1.0
1.0

540/74,516 677/112,783
23
24
55
55

17
7
16

2,293 0.93
2,774 0.85
2,722 0.91

carefully inspected all clusters that contain at least one ground truth label and, for instance, found them distributed
over 60 clusters that contain around 1,800 tweets for the tornado event on October 14. A manual labeling of these
reveals a quite high cluster purity of around 90 %. This is also true for the other events and therefore indicates a
good capability of our method to isolate event-related, semantically similar microblogs.
On October 24 and November 02, three disasters or sub-events took place each. A significant increase of the
detection rate by our hybrid method can be observed in case of a fire, a killed surfer and a marathon canceled due to
hurricane Sandy. Since almost all relevant tweets were already found by the DNN in some cases, no gain can be
measured here. In case of the explosion and a fire on October 24, both methods perform very poor. This is due to
the fact that this type of event (explosion) is only covered by few corresponding training samples (see (Wiegmann,
Kersten, Klan, et al. 2020a) for more details) and indicates a strong dependence on the DNN quality and thematic
coverage. However, if a specific event type is covered by the DNN, our hybrid method is able to significantly
enhance the results in the investigated cases. It is worth noting that even though some of the related tweets could
not be found automatically, they still might be grouped in one ore more clusters that could be identified by further
analyzes or manual inspections.
In order to get a rough impression about the precision of our method, we investigated all clusters with more than
three tweets that were identified as relevant but do not contain any ground truth label. The corresponding results
in table 3 demonstrate, that the average purity of the large amount of clusters found on each day is significantly
lower compared to the clusters in table 2. This indicates, that our method tends to identify and group a broad range
of content, that might potentially be crisis-related, but also has a relatively high false positive rate. However, we
believe that this behavior is well suited as an initial setting for the task of overload reduction in general. At this
stage, no further specifications regarding the topics or keywords of interest were made. According to (Stieglitz et al.
2018), a reliable overload reduction is the first essential step for practical applications. The usually low veracity of
information was identified as one of the key challenge for the adoption of social media analytics. Furthermore, “a
customization of filtering algorithms for the needs of emergency management agencies might be needed for them to
respond to their specific crisis situations” (Stieglitz et al. 2018). We argue that our proposed reduction and semantic
aggregation of stream data provides a sound foundation in terms of overload reduction and data preparation in this
context. Our semantic aggregation may therefore be a good starting point for the development of further analysis
methods that could be used in real scenarios, for example in context of further overload reduction, trustworthiness
analysis, localization, summarization, and adaptive situation monitoring.
Qualitative Analysis

As an example for the aforementioned required customization to specific crisis situations, we generated a
UMAP (McInnes et al. 2020) visualization for all clusters of October 24 that contain the keyword "Long Island".
The well distinguished clusters at the top of figure 3 demonstrate, that the embedding-based clustering has the
potential to well isolate and aggregate (sub-) events and discussed topics. Furthermore, this interactive visualization,
where for example the most dominant keywords are used to characterize a cluster and tweet texts can be shown on
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Table 3. Amount of clusters (>3 tweets) without any ground truth label that contain at least one tweet classified as
related, the corresponding total amount of identified related tweets per day, and the average cluster purity.

Date
Oct 14
Oct 24
Nov 02

# Cluster

# Tweets

Average Purity

1,528
1,539
2,068

61,915
44,725
59,414

0.19
0.16
0.34

mouse-over, enables to immediately capture a good overview of the current situation and past developments. For
instance, the information about crowds at petrol stations might be valuable, since this reflects security-related issues
and required services of citizens affected by power supply interruptions. A further important observation is that of
course not only physical events, but also discussions related to these events can be found. We can see that there
was a vital discussion about the NY marathon, that finally leads to an Twitter activity peak after it was officially
canceled, even though the mayor tried to avoid the canceling.

Figure 3. Top: 2D UMAP-based visualization of selected clusters containing the keyword "Long Island" identified
on October 14, 2012. Bottom: Tweet counts over time (GMT) per cluster/topic.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, the task of Twitter overload reduction through automatically detecting and semantically aggregating
crisis-related Twitter content is addressed. Current tweet-wise pre-trained models for this task are known to have a
limited generalization capability in case of new events and event types. The combination of such a model with an
unsupervised semantic tweet clustering is intended to mitigate this effect. As demonstrated qualitatively, taking into
account contextual information helps to provide an immediate overview of discussed topics and events as well as
their development over time.
We use latent space representations of tweets based on pre-trained sentence encoders for both, tweet classification
and clustering. A stream of incoming tweets is clustered based on a Chinese restaurant process, where a central
centroid cluster representation allows for fast computations and ensures robustness against outliers. Clusters without
crisis-related tweets are discarded. A semantic merging of the remaining clusters over time takes the stream
character of the data into consideration. In future works, we will also investigate the effect of linking clusters to
cluster chains, like done by Fedoryszak et al. 2019. This approach is likely to be helpful to detect topic shifts.
Our experimental results provide some first valuable insights but also demonstrates, that further exhaustive
quantitative investigations are required. The analysis of cluster purities indicates, that our method is able to isolate
and identify crisis- and event-related Twitter content. Clusters that actually represent event-related content show a
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high purity. However, since our method in its initial state is designed to identify any content that might be somehow
related to a crisis event, also a large amount of clusters with lower purities can be expected. In the second experiment
(stream analysis), our method was able to significantly enhance the detection rate of crisis-related tweets at the cost
of a significantly higher false positive rate.
From a practical perspective, the results indicate a need for further cluster content analysis steps that allow to tailor
the overload reduction process. We argue that the obtained aggregated data representation is a well suited starting
point to summarize the course of discussions related to events – even if they occur in parallel – as well as for further
customized filtering. Our current work focuses on the preparation of a comprehensive labeled and realistic Twitter
stream data set that covers various different disaster events and types. Further experiments and developments of our
method will be based on this resource.
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ABSTRACT

Severe tropical cyclones impose threats on highly populated coastal urban areas, thereby, understanding and
predicting human movements plays a critical role in evaluating disaster resilience of human society. However,
limited research has focused on tropical cyclones and their influence on human mobility resilience. This
preliminary study examined the strength and duration of human mobility perturbation across five significant
tropical storms and their affected eight urban areas using Twitter data. The results suggest that tropical cyclones
can significantly perturb human movements by changing travel frequencies and displacement probability
distributions. While the power-law still best described the pattern of human movements, the changes in the radii
of gyration were significant and resulted in perturbation and loss of resilience in human mobility. The findings
deepen the understanding about human-environment interactions under extreme events, improve our ability to
predict human movements using social media data, and help policymakers improve disaster evacuation and
response.
Keywords

Disaster resilience, human mobility, social media, tropical cyclones.
INTRODUCTION

Intensifying tropical cyclones severely threaten coastal urban areas where human activities are intensive and
complex (Emanuel, 2013; Knutson, et al., 2010; Hao & Wang, 2019; 2020). A tropical storm that reaches
maximum sustained winds of 74 miles per hour is classified as a hurricane or typhoon depending on the location
(i.e., in the North Atlantic, central North Pacific, and eastern North Pacific, the term hurricane is used; while in
the Northwestern Pacific Basin, typhoon is more commonly used). Over the past 100 years, the continental United
States has suffered about $10 billion a year in damages (Pielke Jr, et al., 2008). Such damage is expected to
increase as a result of the growing concentration of people and properties in the coastal areas. Hurricane Sandy
(2012) caused at least 43 deaths and up to $50 billion in economic loss in New York City, making it the most
expensive natural disaster in 2012 (Ferris et al., 2013). Typhoon Haiyan (2013) destroyed Tacloban, a city with a
population of more than 220,000 people (BBC, 2013). Typhoon Rammasun, a category four typhoon in 2014,
caused over 150 fatalities in multiple countries (Khanh, 2014). The Philippines alone suffered 106 fatalities and
1,250 injuries (Council, 2014). The loss of life, immense human suffering, and severe economic loss from these
events call for innovative research and technologies to improve disaster evacuation, response, and relief (Gao &
Wang 2021).
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One such innovation is studying human mobility using large quantities of empirical data collected from voluntarily
reported geolocations from social networking platforms, e.g. Twitter or mobile device apps. Such studies could
potentially improve the understanding and prediction of human locations and routes during the occurrences of
disasters. Thus, they can help guide the development of disaster response strategies (Pan et al., 2007; Schneider
et al., 2011). Without a deep understanding of human mobility during disasters, response plans may be ineffective.
Researchers have reported the diversity of individual and household decision-making during the occurrence of
natural disasters (Dash and Gladwin, 2007; Dow and Cutter, 1998; Lindell et al., 2005). In Hurricane Sandy’s
case, while 71 percent of people living in evacuation areas were aware of a mandatory order to move, more than
50 percent of them stayed nonetheless. Unfortunately, most of the fatalities occurred in the mandatory evacuation
zones (CDC, 2013). Even people who evacuated were not entirely safe: the data from FEMA showed that the
flooding areas were much larger than the evacuation areas, putting people who stayed in the assumed safe areas
in severe threat (Rosenzweig and Solecki, 2014). Similar situations happened during the attack of Typhoon
Haiyan. While people were ordered to seek shelter in the City of Tacloban, many people moved to concrete
buildings instead of seeking higher ground. Many of these buildings were flooded and collapsed and claimed
people’s lives (Teves and Bodeen, 2013). These tragedies demonstrate that understanding human movements
during the occurrence of disasters, rather than assuming people’s responses and movements, is crucial to
developing effective disaster response strategies and long-term resilient urban planning.
BACKGROUND

Existing research has discovered patterns in human mobility. Two parameters are used to measure human
mobility: the exponent β of a power-law probability distribution, which governs human mobility (Brockmann et
al., 2006; Cheng et al., 2011; Gonzalez et al., 2008), and the radius of gyration rg, which captures the size of an
individual’s activity space (Gonzalez, et al., 2008). Researchers have studied currency circulation data and mobile
phone data and confirmed that human movements follow a power-law distribution, with β values ranging from
1.59 to 1.88 (Brockmann, et al., 2006; Cheng, et al., 2011; Gonzalez, et al., 2008). The universal distribution
means that human movements can generally be described by the Lévy flight model, which is typically found in
animals’ movement patterns (Ramos-Fernandez, et al., 2004). Research has also shown that individual movement
trajectories exhibited similar shapes after being rescaled by the radius of gyration (Gonzalez, et al., 2008). It has
also been discovered that human mobility shows uneven frequencies of visitations (2010).
Human movement at the city scale also shows common patterns. Periodic modulations dominate human
movements in urban scales (Cho et al., 2011; Liang et al., 2012). Urban dwellers are found to exhibit similar
movement patterns across 31 cities (Noulas et al., 2012), and they naturally choose the most efficient
configurations if a trip involves multiple stops (Schneider et al., 2013). Researchers from urban science also
investigated the relationship between human mobility and socioeconomic status with mobile phone data and found
that the relationship was influenced by the spatial arrangement of housing, employment opportunities, and human
activities (Wang et al., 2018; Xu et al., 2018). Another study demonstrates the usefulness of WiFi access data in
analyzing human mobility patterns and behaviors in heterogeneous urban environments (Traunmueller et al.,
2018). Explicitly or implicitly, these studies assumed people were in steady states, i.e., their movements were not
disturbed by changes in the external environment. However, studies have demonstrated that external changes,
such as exacerbation of weather conditions, natural disasters, and man-made extreme events, can significantly
perturb human movements (Bengtsson et al., 2011; Brum-Bastos et al., 2018; Horanont et al., 2013).
Unfortunately, limited research has focused on human mobility perturbations or attempted to discover mobility
patterns related to human mobility perturbation.
This study attempts to reveal a fundamental pattern in human mobility perturbation: the loss of resilience.
Resilience in human mobility refers to the ability of human movements to absorb shocks, maintain the
fundamental attributes, and return to equilibrium in steady states (Cutter, et al., 2008). Research has shown that
assessment and leverage of resilience are critical to reducing the vulnerability of human societies and communities
when facing disasters (Burby et al., 2000; Godschalk, 2003). Humans exhibit diverse coping mechanisms and
behavioral adaptions when facing natural hazards and changes in weather conditions (Bagrow et al., 2011;
Bengtsson, et al., 2011; Horanont, et al., 2013). These findings led to the discovery of inherent resilience in human
mobility (Wang and Taylor, 2014b; Wang et al., 2017). It was found that the power-law governed urban human
mobility in New York City during the striking of Hurricane Sandy, and both the shifting distances of the centers
of movements and the radii of gyrations of movements correlated to the steady-state values. Although the
discovery of human mobility resilience is of critical importance, little evidence is available to validate that
resilience can withstand stronger tropical cyclones. We need to understand and evaluate its limits to improve
human mobility resilience.
METHODOLOGY
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This study examines how human mobility resilience is impacted during and after the landfall of tropical cyclones.
We investigated the most significant hurricanes in 2013 and 2014 tropical cyclone seasons and human mobility
in their influenced urban areas.
Hypotheses Development

Based on existing literature, we developed three hypotheses to test human mobility under the influence of tropical
cyclones. Pondering on the question of how hurricanes influence human mobility perturbation, we developed our
first hypothesis:
Hypothesis 1: Hurricanes of distinct wind speed in different areas cause perturbations on human mobility
following similar temporal patterns.
If human mobility perturbations show different patterns, what are the causes of the changes? To answer this
question, we examined two parameters to quantify such perturbations. As previously mentioned, two parameters
were used to capture the fundamental patterns in human mobility: the scaling parameter, β, and the radius of
gyration, rg. Therefore, we developed our second and third hypotheses as follows:
Hypothesis 2: The loss of resilience of human mobility comes from a fundamental deviation from power-law.
Hypothesis 3: The loss of resilience in human mobility comes from the aggregate effects of individuals changing
their radii of gyrations.
Data Collection

Empirical data of human mobility were collected using Twitter, which is a large-scale social networking platform.
Twitter data has been used to study critical issues in civil and urban engineering and its geo-locating function
provides an open and viable venue to study human mobility (Hawelka, et al., 2014; Sutton, 2009; Wang and
Taylor, 2014a). Twitter data has also demonstrated its usefulness in disaster management for different purposes
(Huang et al., 2017). We collected human mobility data by continuously streaming global geo-tagged tweets. Each
geo-tagged tweet contains a geographical coordinate as well as other information, such as tweet ID, user ID,
username, the content of the message, etc. The accuracy of the geographical coordinate is up to 10 meters. Python
was used to design a data collection system that streams geo-tagged tweets in real time. The data collection effort
started in October 2012, and the system has since been running continuously. Each day during the study period
about 9.5 million geo-tagged tweets are collected into the database worldwide. For more information about the
data collection, see (Wang and Taylor 2016).
The human movement data were retrieved for all the typhoons over 2012 to 2014. After filtering out the ones
without sufficient data entries, high-resolution human mobility data collected from eight areas under the
influences of five typhoons were used for this study. These cases are (1) Tokyo, Japan (Typhoon Wipha, 2013),
(2) Tacloban, Philippines (Typhoon Haiyan, 2013), (3) Cebu, Philippines (Typhoon Haiyan, 2013), (4) Antipolo,
Philippines (Typhoon Rammasun, 2014), (5) Manila, Philippines (Typhoon Rammasun, 2014), (6) Okinawa,
Japan (Typhoon Halong, 2014), (7) Nakagami, Japan (Typhoon Phanfone, 2014), (8) Calasiao, Philippines
(Typhoon Kalmaegi, 2014). The methodology of data collection and analysis are described in the following subsections. To test if the occurrences of human mobility perturbation were caused by the attacks of the cyclones, we
compared the human movements in different days. We assumed the day each typhoon made landfall was Day 0,
and then we retrieved displacement data on that day. Displacement data were also retrieved from the 15 days
before the landfall (-) and the 17 days after the landfall (+). Each day was assumed to start at 3 am local time since
most of the Twitter activities start to emerge then. We assumed the perturbation state (Dp) is the 24-hour period
over which a hurricane made landfall. The steady state (Ds) is normal days that are at least one week before or
after the landfall of the typhoons. In total, we collected 1,688,319 geo-tagged tweets from 123,938 individuals in
the eight cases.
Data Analysis

We conducted several analyses on the data. First, we analyzed the perturbation strength for each case by examining
the changes in the distributions of displacements. We calculated the probability distributions for both Dp and Ds,
and let dE = [dE (1), dE (2),…, dE (dmax)] be Euclidean distance between the two distributions. Therefore, dE
demonstrates the perturbation strength between human mobility in a perturbation state and a steady state in each
case.
Then we calculated the displacements of human movements in each case. A displacement d is the distance between
two consecutive coordinates of the same individual. The Haversine formula was used to calculate the distances
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(Robusto, 1957):
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where r is the earth radius, which approximately equals to 6,367,000 meters, ϕ is the latitude, and φ is the
longitude.
For each case, the displacement data for each 24-hour period were fitted to the truncated power-law distribution.
A truncated power-law is represented as:

P(r )  r −  e − r
where Δr is the displacement, β is the exponent parameter, λ is the exponential cutoff value. Due to the heavy tails
of the empirical data, we applied the procedure of logarithmic binning to reduce the noise of the empirical data
(Newman, 2005; Yan et al., 2013). The procedure follows the introduction from Milojević’s study (Milojević,
2010). For each B, the binned value yB equals to average numbers of displacements d inside the B:

yB =

d

Bmax − Bmin

where Bmax is the upper limit of B and Bmin is the lower limit of B. The logarithmic binning was started from d = 9
with each bin (B) size equal to 0.05, i.e. log(Bmax) - log(Bmin) = 0.05. We also conducted a Kolmogorov-Smirnov
(KS) test and Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) to compare truncated power-law distribution to both
exponential distribution and lognormal distribution.
To calculate the value of the radius of gyration, we first calculated the center of mass of human movements using
the following equation (Gonzalez, et al., 2008):

1 n (t ) 

rCM =
 ri
n(t ) i =1

where n(t) was the number of locations an individual visited in the 24 hours, ri was the coordinate. Then the
following formula was used to calculate the radius of gyration:
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where the symbols are the same as indicated above.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

By analyzing the perturbation strengths (dE), we discovered that human mobility experienced different magnitudes
of perturbations in different cases. We collected wind speed data from reports and weather station records. The
results between dE and the wind speeds are shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1. Wind Speed and Perturbation Degree

We observe that more powerful typhoons characterized by higher wind speed are likely to cause stronger human
mobility perturbations. This finding is critical yet not surprising. Higher wind speeds are associated with tropical
cyclones of a stronger power, causing more precipitation, gusts, power outages, transportation failures, and even
occurrences of other natural hazards, such as storm surge, floods, and landslides. The correlation supports the
common assumption that all of these consequences can cause stronger perturbation in human mobility. The
correlation also shows that although the occurrences of typhoons influence human mobility, determining the
magnitudes of perturbation is a complex task and can be influenced by multiple causes. Such complexity deserves
further study.
We studied the displacements before, during, and after landfall of the tropical cyclones. We scaled the numbers
of displacements by dividing each day’s value by the average value from Day -14 to Day -7. The scaling allowed
us to compare the magnitudes of perturbations from different cases directly. The analytical results revealed three
distinct perturbation patterns. First, in the cases of Tokyo, Okinawa, and Manila (Fig. 2 grey lines), the numbers
of displacements in the perturbation states changed by less than 20% compared to the steady states. The
magnitudes of perturbation reduced quickly and returned to the average values within days. Most of the
fluctuations were rather mild, within 20 percent. Second, in the cases of Cebu, Antipolo, Calasiao, and Nakagami
(Fig. 2 blue lines), the changes were much stronger, up to 60% compared to the average values in the perturbation
states. The numbers of displacements kept shifting around the average without reducing the perturbation
magnitudes even after two weeks. Last, in the case of Tacloban (Fig. 2 red lines), the number of movements
reduced dramatically after the landfall of Typhoon Haiyan. The value remained on a very low level and showed
no signs of resuming after two weeks. The severe perturbations are mainly attributed to the devastating storm
surge, which destroyed many buildings, vehicles, and trees. The flooding also extended for 1 km inland on the
east coast of the city, causing large-scale infrastructure destruction and loss of lives.
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Figure 2. Changes of Total Displacements

We also analyzed the daily numbers of displacements (Ni) in six ranges of distance for each case. The six ranges
were: (1) 1-100m, (2) 100-500m, (3) 500m-1km, (4) 1-5km, (5) 5-10km, and (6) over 10km. The numbers of
displacements at different ranges of distances experienced noticeable, although diverse, perturbations (Fig. 3).
Similarly, the results displayed three different patterns as well. First, when the strength of perturbation was
relatively low, i.e. in the cases of Tokyo, Okinawa, and Manila, there was a clear trend that people increased their
short-distance travels and reduced their long-distance travels. However, when tropical cyclones were attacking an
urban area with strong winds, the changes started to become more chaotic. This second pattern could be observed
in the cases of Cebu, Antipolo, Calasiao, and Nakagami. Changes happened at all distances and there were no
clear, distinguishable patterns, although it was observed that the magnitudes of changes increased with the growth
of dE. The third pattern was observed in the case of Tacloban, where displacements at all levels decreased
dramatically, and long-distance travel disappeared entirely.

Figure 3. Changes in Displacements at Different Ranges

The results of the analysis on displacements demonstrated that stronger perturbations show entirely different
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patterns. Therefore, we found support for Hypothesis 1. The examination of Hypothesis 1 has identified the
fundamental attributes to the impact of typhoons on the resilience in human mobility: the magnitude of typhoons
(i.e. wind speed) and the perturbation patterns. The different patterns also suggested a key finding: Human
mobility possesses inherent resilience, but resilience has its limitations. When a typhoon is extremely powerful,
such as Typhoon Haiyan, the resilience can collapse.
To understand the cause of the collapse (Hypothesis 2), we first analyzed human mobility data for every 24 hours
from all of the cases. We fitted each dataset into the truncated power-law distribution (Fig. 4). The results were
surprising; although having different values of scaling-invariances, almost all of the data from different cases
followed truncated power-law distributions. The power-law dominates human mobility patterns, even during most
of the days in Tacloban during the attack of Typhoon Haiyan. Therefore, we rejected Hypothesis 2.
Although Hypothesis 2 is rejected, the analysis result implies an important discovery. While previous research
has demonstrated that human mobility follows similar patterns across multiple big cities around the world (Noulas,
et al., 2012), our finding further establishes that human mobility follows power-law distribution in perturbation
states even when typhoons impact it with different strengths.

Figure 4. Human Mobility Distributions

To investigate Hypothesis 3, we calculated the values of the radius of gyration (rg) before (-), during (0), and after
(+) the landings of typhoons for each 72 hours. We only included the active users, each of whom reported at least
five locations in the 72-hour periods. Each individual’s rg was calculated (Fig. 5). Comparing data in each set, we
found that the changes in rg of human movements aligned with the patterns we found in the displacement analysis.
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With increasing perturbation degrees, the magnitudes of changes in rg increased. The values of rg eventually
declined when the perturbation was extremely strong, this was demonstrated in Tacloban as rg experienced a
significant reduction due to the destructive power unleashed by Typhoon Haiyan. Therefore, we found support
for Hypothesis 3.

Figure 5. Changes in the Radius of Gyration

CONCLUSION

A recent white paper released from the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (Cutter et al.
2019) addresses the lack of longitudinal data and systems for measuring the human dimensions of resilience and
encourages the employment of big data in resilience science. Taking advantage of crowdsourced individuals’
geolocations collected from social media microblogs posted on Twitter, this research measures human mobility
resilience across tropical cyclone cases. Our preliminary analysis of displacements demonstrated three patterns
for human mobility while influenced by severe tropical cyclones. While displacements from all cases suffered
temporary fluctuations, the three cases with smaller dE absorbed the perturbations quickly (Pattern 1). However,
with the increasing perturbation degree, it became increasingly difficult to absorb the shocks. Human mobility
experienced a higher magnitude of fluctuation and required a longer period to return to equilibrium (Pattern 2). In
the case of Typhoon Haiyan in Tacloban, human mobility collapsed, and the movements dropped to an extremely
low level (Pattern 3).
To understand the perturbation and loss of resilience, we tested two sets of hypotheses. The analysis on the first
set allowed us to find those stronger perturbations in human mobility exhibit significantly different patterns from
the weaker ones. Low-magnitude perturbation often exhibits mild fluctuations in travel frequencies and distances
and returns to its equilibrium in a short period. High-magnitude perturbation, on the other hand, forces human
movements to significantly deviate from their balance more erratically, taking a significantly longer time to return
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to equilibrium. While low-magnitude perturbation is linear and shows a clear pattern of oscillation, the highmagnitude perturbation is non-linear, chaotic, and more difficult to predict.
These findings highlight the possibility that human mobility can lose its resilience in extreme conditions. When
experiencing mild influences from tropical cyclones, human mobility suffers temporary perturbation but strives
to return to its state of equilibrium. However, powerful influences from severe tropical cyclones, or disasters in
general, can destroy established resilience in human mobility, forcing individuals to deviate from their routines
and adapt to new environments. The process is often more time-consuming, unpredictable, and associated with
the collapse of established equilibriums.
Although tropical cyclones can trigger different patterns of human mobility perturbation, we found that a truncated
power-law governs human mobility universally, even when influenced by extremely powerful natural disasters,
such as Typhoon Haiyan. While this finding confirms that the power-law is the fundamental pattern in human
mobility (Brockmann, et al., 2006; Gonzalez, et al., 2008), it also suggests that perturbation and the collapse of
human mobility are not caused by the deviation from power-law. The scaling parameter β is an insensitive factor
and cannot be used to capture these phenomena in human movements.
Instead, the perturbation and loss of resilience of human mobility are more likely to be the results of individuals
changing their radii of gyrations. We found that the radius of gyration is not only a key parameter to describe the
fundamental patterns on the individual level (Gonzalez, et al., 2008), but also a critical factor to capture and
analyze perturbations in aggregated human mobility. This links human mobility perturbation from the micro-level
to the macro-level, enabling more accurate location and travel predictions during the occurrence of natural
disasters to minimize loss of life and human suffering. With more detailed spatial data of urban environments and
local communities' socioeconomic and mitigation planning data, the research findings can also inform humaninfrastructure interactions and resilient urban planning. Our future work will include more cases of severe tropical
cyclones to achieve generalizable findings. We will consider the impact of disaster mitigation strategies (Berke et
al. 2012), early warnings (Gao & Wang 2021), and spatial arrangement of facilities (Xu et al. 2020) in further
investigations on human mobility resilience, while also ensuring vulnerable populations are well-represented in
the analysis (Samuels and Taylor, 2020) and taking into consideration social media activity drop-offs (Samuels,
et al., 2020). Future studies can also explore human-centered resilience measurement by integrating finer-scale
damages derived from multi-modal social media data (Hao & Wang 2020; Wang et al. 2020) across severe tropical
cyclones.
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ABSTRACT
In a classification task, dealing with text snippets and metadata usually requires to deal with multimodal approaches.
When those metadata are textual, it is tempting to use them intrinsically with a pre-trained transformer, in order to
leverage the semantic information encoded inside the model. This paper describes how to improve a humanitarian
classification task by adding the crisis event type to each tweet to be classified. Based on additional experiments of
the model weights and behavior, it identifies how the proposed neural network approach is partially over-fitting the
particularities of the Crisis Benchmark, to better highlight how the model is still undoubtedly learning to use and
take advantage of the metadata’s textual semantics.

Keywords
Transformers, contextual keywords, humanitarian computing.

INTRODUCTION
It is frequent to fuse information from different channels in order to help the classifier disambiguate some examples
(Xu et al. 2013). Nonetheless, systems that mix together the different information fluxes inside the model are mainly
used in multimodal data-processing (Baltrušaitis et al. 2017) and less frequent for a simple modality.
The rise of Transformer models (Vaswani et al. 2017) created a new set of possibilities in text processing. Nowadays,
the new architectures are pushing the boundaries of the state-of-the-art (Raffel et al. 2019; Brown et al. 2020) in
general tasks and no longer only in Machine Translation.
Those architectures allow us to efficiently process an input composed of 2 sentences, like for Natural Language
Inference tasks (Williams et al. 2017), so that they can interact together and the fusion happens inside the model.
This is interesting since the model is able to infer the meanings contained in both sentences in context.
In this paper, we propose the use of textual metadata semantics, by encoding it textually in the input of the classifier
in a way the model can detect metadata as separate information and yet is able to use cross-input attention between
the metadata and the text content. This can be seen as related to some works done on zero-shot learning using
Natural Language Inference (NLI) where the semantic content of the label is encoded inside the classifier (Yin et al.
2020; Halder et al. 2020). (Clark et al. 2019) studied the attention mechanism of a BERT model and clustered
the attention heads. (Rogers et al. 2020) reviewed the understanding of BERT-based transformers in the literature,
highlighting that semantics information was spread across the entire model . From the best of our knowledge, no
work has been done to analyze semantics between a contextual keyword and its associated sentence by retrieving
the most important words with the help of the attention weights, then clustering the retrieved words embeddings.
∗ corresponding

author
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Table 1. Examples of text pre-processing for each model
Model
BERT
RoBERTa
T5

Example
[CLS] fire [SEP] After deadly Brazil nightclub fire, safety questions emerge. [SEP]
<s>fire </s>After deadly Brazil nightclub fire, safety questions emerge. </s>
cbmk context:

fire sentence:

After deadly Brazil nightclub fire, safety questions emerge.

In the context of a crisis caused by a natural or human source, it is important to be react quickly and to be aware of
the population needs (Alam, Ofli, and Imran 2020). The resources created by social media users can contain crucial
information (Olteanu et al. 2015; Imran et al. 2016) because of the poster witnessing the situation directly (Zahra
et al. 2020). The type of event is highly variable, and the system needs to be relevant in the context of a natural
disaster like a fire or a hurricane (Waqas and Imran 2019; Alam, Ofli, Imran, and Aupetit 2018), a train crash or a
pandemic (Qazi et al. 2020). Moreover, it is known that out-of-domain prediction is harder (Alam, Joty, et al. 2018).
We chose to work on the Crisis Benchmark 14-event-types dataset (Alam, Sajjad, et al. 2021) on a 11-humanitarianclass supervised setting, in order to use the event type as metadata to enhance the quality of the predictions,
comparing the results using BERT (Devlin et al. 2018), RoBERTa (Liu et al. 2019) and T5 (Raffel et al. 2019). It is
important to note that in this type of task, the urge of retrieving information from social media arrives after the
beginning of the disaster, hence, the type of disaster is always known and it is an information available for use. We
found that in every configuration the event-aware models obtain better results than their Vanilla counterparts. We
then investigated this improvement by an intensive study of the dataset, the learned model behaviors and predictions.
In addition to the experiments using the official partition, we used a Leave-One-Event-Type-Out setting (LOETO)
in order to prevent the model from overfitting some particularities of the dataset events. This work is directly in
continuation with the work of (Alam, Sajjad, et al. 2021), in which they add the event type to the tweet content
using a simple concatenation, leading to no improvement over the Vanilla model.

METHOD
The proposed approach consists of the integration of metadata information inside the input text representation. We
chose a dataset where this was available and where the authors of the original dataset claimed that their method was
not working. We decided to integrate the event type into the learning algorithm using a NLI configuration for 3
transformer models. After running several experiments, we observed an increase in all the models’ performances,
independently of the architecture. We ran some analyses in order to investigate whether this gain came from the
textual content of the metadata, or from mechanical memorization of the label distribution conditioned by the
metadata.
We chose to focus on the Crisis Benchmark’s humanitarian classification task for space reasons. The reader should
note that we also made experiments on the informativeness binary classification task described in (Alam, Sajjad,
et al. 2021) that lead to positive results.

Incorporating Event Type
Instead of naively concatenating the event-type and the tweet together, we used the patterns offered by the different
models to separate the two types of information. In this way, we are not breaking the syntax and the rhythm of the
tweet sentence by adding a piece of text that does not belong in the initial sentence. For BERT and RoBERTa, we
used the special tokens in order to separate the 2 sentences. For T5, we used a text pattern, with a new task name
and the sentence and context. Examples of the different pre-processing configurations we used are visible in
Table 1.
By calling 𝑦 the humanitarian label, x the observed tweet and 𝑚 the metadata, we can reformulate the prediction
of the Vanilla model as 𝑃(𝑦|x). Instead of modeling 𝑃(𝑦|x), the event-aware configuration models a conditioned
probability 𝑃(𝑦|x, 𝑚). Another way to integrate the metadata would be to model the joint probability of the class 𝑦
and the metadata 𝑚 in 𝑃(𝑦, 𝑚|x). We chose the conditioned model in order to easily use the semantic information
contained inside the keyword, similarly to the way some zero-shot NLI models are handling the labels (Yin et al.
2020).

Model and dataset analysis
We ran some analysis of the event-aware model, in order to verify if the model was integrating semantic information
regarding the textual content of the event. Transformers and more generally Neural Networks models are known
to be black boxes, but some works have been done in the direction of interpreting them (Clark et al. 2019). In
combination with analysis of the model and its behavior, we also analyze the dataset and its label distribution,
allowing us to detect some patterns on which the neural network could rely on.
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Table 2. Results on the humanitarian classification task. (Alam, Sajjad, et al. 2021) use concatenation.

Model
BERT (Alam, Sajjad, et al. 2021)
RoBERTa (Alam, Sajjad, et al. 2021)
BERT
RoBERTa
T5

Event
3
3
7
3
7
3
7
3

Prec
70.1
70.2
73.5
75.3
74.2
74.1
75.0
76.7

Rec
71.3
72.3
71.9
72.5
73.6
74.5
74.4
73.8

u-F1
70.7
71.1
72.5
73.7
73.7
74.1
74.6
75.1

w-F1
86.5
87.0
87.5
88.3
87.9
88.5
88.3
88.8

Acc
86.5
87.0
87.5
88.1
88.0
88.5
88.4
88.9

We seek to answer the following questions:
- Dataset label distribution: What does the labels distribution look like for each event ?
- Predicted label distribution: What is the impact of conditioning over an event on the predictions distribution?
- Out-of-domain learning: Is the event-aware model still better on a Leave-One-Event-Type-Out setting?
- Attention weights: What words are influenced by the metadata event type token?
We ran the models with the transformers library (Wolf et al. 2019). For BERT and RoBERTa, we used a
learning rate of 1e-6, Adam algorithm, for maximum 20 epochs, while we ran the T5 for 3 epochs, using a learning
rate of 3e-4. For RoBERTa, we manually added and trained a new layer1 allowing to specify the token types, which
is normally not used during RoBERTa pre-training. On the LOETO setting, we created the dev by taking 25% of
the test set, otherwise we used the official train/dev/test partition. We normalized the size of every sequence up to
128 tokens in total.

EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
Dataset
For our experiments, we used the Crisis Benchmark dataset (Alam, Sajjad, et al. 2021) composed of 87,557 tweets
collected during several crisis events, that can be separated into 14 event types: bombing, collapse, crash, disease,
earthquake, explosion, fire, flood, hazard, hurricane, landslide, shooting, volcano, or none. This dataset has
been labeled into 11 humanitarian classes: Affected individuals, Caution and advice, Displaced and evacuations,
Donation and volunteering, Infrastructure and utilities damage, Injured or dead people, Missing and found people,
Not humanitarian, Requests or needs, Response efforts, Sympathy and support. We refer the readers to the original
paper for more details on the dataset (Alam, Sajjad, et al. 2021).

Classifier results
The results of the experiments comparing the event-aware and event-unaware models are shown in Table 2. We
used unweighted means of the Precision, Recall and F1, as well as global Accuracy and weighted F1. The best
results among the transformers are obtained without surprise with the T5, which has 220M parameters, more than
BERT and RoBERTa (110 and 125M). For each transformer, the event-aware model reaches higher performances
compared to Vanilla model. The results event per event are available in Table 4, the only event that is worse in the
event-aware setting is ’fire’. Finally, we believe the reason our Vanilla models obtain significantly better results than
Alam, Sajjad, et al. 2021 remains in a better fine-tuning of the transformers, with a lower learning rate and a higher
number of epochs.

Analysis
We run analyses on the dataset as well as BERT weights and behavior in order to interpret the good results of the
event-aware model compared to the Vanilla model.

Dataset label distribution
It is interesting to look at the distribution of the labels regarding the event type, available in Figure 1 for the training
set2. We can see the type of labels appearing in each event type is highly imbalanced: for some events, like
Landslide and Volcano, there is even only one label, which is Not humanitarian. These events, which are highly
unrepresentative in term of labels distribution, only represent a small portion of the dataset (Figure 1).
1Layer managing the token_type_ids
2The distributions are comparable on the test set
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Figure 1. Distributions of labels regarding the event type in the train set, with the proportion of each event type
Table 3. Results of the BERT model on LOETO

Model type
Vanilla
Event-aware

Prec
40.0
47.0

Rec
54.9
55.2

F1
44.1
45.2

Acc
65.4
67.6

By comparing the distributions with the model’s performances, we can see that the only event type where the
event-aware is worst is ’fire’, where the distribution of labels is closer to uniform.
With such diverse distributions of labels regarding the event, it is obvious that memorizing the label distribution of
each event will be highly beneficial for the model, but just an overfitting of the model on the dataset.

Predicted Label Distribution
In order to check if conditioning over an event was distorting the predictions, we calculated the Kullback-Leibler
divergences between the test set distribution D𝑡 , the distributions of predictions over the test set conditioned by an
event 𝐸, D𝑡 (𝐸), and the event’s label distributions D𝑒 (𝐸). We found that, when conditioned over an event, the
model predicts on average over the test set, a distribution that is closer to its respective event distribution (0.62) than
to the test set distribution (0.69) (Eq. 1). This seems to confirm the impact of the event type token in overfitting
some dataset particularities.
Õ
𝐸

𝐾 𝐿(D𝑒 (𝐸)||D𝑡 (𝐸)) <

Õ

𝐾 𝐿(D𝑡 ||D𝑡 (𝐸))

(1)

𝐸

Leave One Event Type Out
We ran a LOETO cross-validation in addition to the experiments using the official partition of the dataset. This
setting allows the comparison of results in a situation where the event-aware model is not able to infer the label
distribution of the event type.
This method obtains necessarily worse results than when testing on samples from an event type that was used during
learning, the goal is to compare the Vanilla BERT and the event-aware BERT. If the event-aware model reaches
higher performances than the Vanilla, then adding textual metadata has a positive impact on the performances.
The results shown in Table 3 are explicit: adding the event type also improves the results when the system is faced
with a new event it had not seen before. In Table 4 we can see on the results that the event-aware model is not
homogeneously performing according to event types.

Attention weights
In order to understand how the event type is influencing the decision, we look at the interaction mechanism between
the event type and the tweet by studying the attention weights of the BERT model. To avoid any model overfitting
on specific words corresponding to specific events, we ran this study in a LOETO configuration, so that the model
has never seen the event type token before and cannot make a correlation between this token and words appearing
for this event type.
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Table 4. Accuracies (differences with Vanilla) for each event type of the event-aware BERT on the humanitarian
classification task, for official partition and LOETO

Partition
Official
LOETO

None
91.2 (1.2)
34.3 (5.0)

Bombing
96.7 (0.4)
89.7 (-4.3)

Collapse
88.8 (0.0)
44.1 (19.7)

Crash
89.3 (1.1)
81.5 (-0.3)

Disease
98.6 (2.9)
59.4 (-11.3)

Earthquake
77.0 (1.2)
49.4 (-1.6)

Explosion
96.6 (0.3)
93.1 (1.4)

Fire
81.5 (-1.2)
67.6 (-4.2)

Flood
90.7 (0.7)
85.3 (1.7)

Hazard
52.8 (0.0)
49.8 (1.4)

Hurricane
88.0 (0.6)
71.7 (5.0)

Lanslide
100 (1.6)
92.6 (-0.6)

Shooting
87.5 (0.0)
77.8 (7.1)

Volcano
97.1 (0.0)
72.0 (-2.8)

Average
88.3 (0.8)
67.6 (2.2)

Figure 2. Tokens interacting the most with the event type ’hurricane’. Clusters of the top-50 tokens.

For each event, we counted the number of times every token from the tweet was linked to the event token with
an attention weight bigger than an arbitrary threshold of 0.5. We discarded the weights between the punctuation
and the stop-words3 tokens. Then we took the 50 tokens with the highest tf-idf, extracted their embeddings with a
BERT model, and proceeded with a clustering.
A visualization of the words and clusters for hurricane has been made in Figure 2. We figured out that the tokens
interacting directly with the event type were related to the type of disaster4, proper names5, and the classes of the
task.6 This means that even for an event type not contained in the training set, the model is capable of using the
semantics of this event in order to better infer the class of the tweet.

CONCLUSION
In this article, we studied the effect of adding textual metadata information inside three transformer models, using
the classical ways to separate different sentences in an input.
We ran experiments on a Humanitarian Computing dataset, adding to each tweet its respective event type, which
is contextual information always available, in order to better classify it into 11 classes. We discovered that this
method improves the results, even when the event type has never been seen during training phase. It can be applied
to different transformers and we obtained a new state-of-the-art on this dataset. Finally, we carried out an analysis
of the dataset and the event-aware BERT model weights and behavior in order to shed light on the reasons for this
increase in performance.
We show that the event-aware model is not only memorizing the unbalanced label distribution of the event type,
but also learning semantics relation between the text and the event type token. We discovered that the tokens
locally interacting with the event token were related to the lexical fields of the event type, and the classes of the
classification task.

3from nltk toolbox
4hurricane, cyclone, storm, tornado, typhoon...
5Irma, Sandy, Harvey, Vanuatu,. . .
6sympathy, material damages, human damages, warnings, evacuations,...
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ABSTRACT

This paper summarizes key opportunities and challenges identified during the workshop “Social Media for Disaster
Risk Management: Researchers Meet Practitioners” which took place online in November 2020. It constitutes a
work-in-progress towards identifying new directions for research and development of systems that can better serve
the information needs of emergency managers.
Practitioners widely recognize the potential of accessing timely information from social media. Nevertheless, the
discussion outlined some critical challenges for improving its adoption during crises. In particular, validating such
information and integrating it with authoritative information and into more traditional information systems for
emergency managers requires further work, and the negative impacts of misinformation and disinformation need to
be prevented.
Keywords

Crisis informatics, workshop report.
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INTRODUCTION

While social media has radically reshaped many industries, how to make this abundant source of information and
online behavior more accessible and usable for crisis management has remained a subject of debate – as remarked
upon in a recent retrospective on crisis informatics trends and technology (Reuter et al. 2018). Part of this debate
stems from possible disconnects between practitioners’ needs and researchers’ agendas, as practitioners believe
social media has value for their domains, but key concerns that have inhibited these benefits remain unaddressed.
The E1 Unit operating within the “Space, Security and Migration” directorate of the Joint Research Center (JRC), has
sought to bridge these two perspectives by organizing a workshop on “Social Media for Disaster Risk Management:
Researchers Meet Practitioners”. The workshop consisted of five panel sessions conducted online on November 30th
and December 1st, 2020, and attended by 70 people.1 Grounding this workshop in a set of emergency-related case
studies, replete with numerous datasets of various sources and modalities, the workshop encouraged practitioners to
share their perspectives with researchers about key aspects in which social media may provide utility in these events.
Researchers shared their ideas on key technical and scientific challenges. Following this cross-disciplinary exchange,
this paper summarizes and highlights some of the main areas identified by practitioners, recognizes the perceived
barriers within them, and describes the gaps between practitioner requirements and the research that need to be
conducted to overcome these barriers. In making this summary available, we work towards establishing a common
ground between practitioners and researchers for discussing methods for channeling social media information in the
most fruitful way. This approach could ultimately move the field ahead by orienting the significant research effort in
this space toward solving fundamental issues that have inhibited practitioners in their use of social media in crisis
management.
To organize this summary, we first layout the benefits and values practitioners perceive in using social media
for crisis management. We then describe the main concerns practitioners indicate that have possibly inhibited
realization of these benefits and the research related to them. These issues are not new to researchers and to a large
extent they have been mentioned elsewhere (e.g. Reuter et al. 2018). Key concerns we highlight include:
• preventing negative consequences from misinformation and disinformation;
• validating social media information; and
• presenting crisis-relevant information from social media in a useful manner.
PRACTITIONERS’ PERCEPTIONS OF THE VALUE OF SOCIAL MEDIA

Over the workshop, practitioners identified four areas in which they saw social media providing significant value for
crisis management:
• Real-time and ongoing situational awareness;
• rapid insights in the immediate aftermath of disaster;
• integration with heterogeneous, multi-modal data; and
• flexible value across the crisis management cycle.
Real-Time and Ongoing Situational Awareness. Social media’s increasingly ubiquitous and global presence,
particularly during disasters and emergencies, has the potential to empower decision-makers in crisis management
by providing access to timely and relevant information. While, for instance, earth observation data may be delayed
while satellites wait for necessary orbital positioning, or forecasts may be inaccurate in time and space due to lack
of sufficient observational data, citizen-generated information in social media is available 24/7/365 in real-time, all
over the globe. This data can supplement risk assessment improving timeliness and efficiency of satellite based
emergency mapping (Dottori et al. 2017). Recent advances in computational approaches to the massive scales of
data made available through social media provide an opportunity to improve situational awareness for management
and response teams.
Rapid Insights in the Immediate Aftermath of Disaster. In general, as time passes the conversation of social
media tends to become more saturated with noise (e.g., jokes, political blaming, general negative sentiment, etc.)
causing it to depreciate in value for practitioners. In past studies, the volume of relevant or actionable information
was often considered as an indicator of an event, as it was assumed in general, that there is a spike of crisis-related
1https://publications.jrc.ec.europa.eu/repository/
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messages around a particular location or topic. Recent studies (Lorini et al. 2019; de Bruĳn et al. 2020) take a
more conservative approach and integrate authoritative forecasts as well as incorporate crisis responders’ feedback
(Purohit and Peterson 2020) in defining the information filtering frameworks, which can better extract and organize
actionable information to inform decision makers while overcoming noise and misinformation.
An interesting case study presented during the workshop (the explosions in Beirut from August 4th, 2020) highlighted
how images and videos posted by witnesses early after a disaster, can be valuable sources when no other visual
depictions of a disaster exist, for instance before satellite or aerial images can become available.
The Beirut explosion is of particular note as the first image reporting the event appeared only 1 minute after the
official time of the explosions (18:07 local time). This post was followed after 13 minutes by a second one showing
damages at 1.5 km distance, and a third one 19 minutes later, showing the first rescuers operating in the field.
In a short time, more and more images and videos appeared, providing a good understanding of the situation in
the surrounding of the blast location. The images published after the first posts related to the occurrence of the
event, carry the highest potential for impact assessment in terms of magnitude and location. Indeed, the average
probability of images of being classified as not-relevant to the event confirms the timeline of social media activity
when users, during the first hours, are mostly posting visual reports (witnesses) while later, they are joined by
messages of solidarity (Rizk et al. 2019; Rufolo et al. 2021)
According to practitioners, beyond contributing to situational awareness, social media could be helpful in detecting
sub-events within a crisis and monitoring how a crisis unfolds. Other use-cases range from performing damage
assessment (Brouwer et al. 2017), to gathering insights about the compliance with measures and recommendations
issued by authorities, and feedback about the impacts of these actions.
Integration with Heterogeneous, Multi-Modal Data. As evidenced by, among others, the Beirut explosion in
August 2020, the analysis of crisis-related images and videos – in addition to the standard text-analysis processes –
can help humanitarian response organizations to improve decision-making and prioritize tasks. Annotated imagery
and the ability to extract and unify semantic and visual features respectively from a social media post’s text and
images can facilitate detection and damage assessment of a crisis in new ways (Imran et al. 2020). For example,
leveraging the growing popularity of visual media from disparate sources like Instagram, YouTube and TikTok, can
support detecting and assessing severity and damage from natural crises like floods, fires, landslides, earthquakes;
man-made crises like industrial accident, fallout from conflict; as well as severity assessment of the damage to
infrastructure and the impact on the population.
While multi-modal data such as images and video are becoming more popular, so too are the needs to integrate these
various kind of data into unified presentation layers. Crisis management could be improved, for example, through
careful integration of this social data with other technology-based data including geospatial analytics and sensor
technologies. It would require software systems designed for decision support that can handle heterogeneous data
from an array of platforms for social networking, media sharing, and community-driven navigation, among others,
with authoritative information from radars, satellites, sensors, and other sources. This would require technical
advancement to enable the capability of representing and integrating these sources in a way that is relevant for
decision models of the information systems to support emergency managers.
Flexible Value Across the Crisis Management Cycle. The value of social media information varies with each
phase of the crisis management cycle. For example, during the preparedness phase, static social media messages
from past crises can be studied to learn what type of relevant user-generated content could be anticipated in future
events with similar crisis types. During the response phase, social media messages can be used to identify the
extent of an event (Nguyen et al. 2017) or for immediate damage assessment. Social media could also be used
as part of an iterative procedure for assessing efforts made by practitioners in the recovery phase. During the
mitigation phase, agencies can perform corrective measures responding to and recovering from future crises based
upon lessons learned from the public social media messages communicated during past crises. For example, if
evacuation orders were reported by the public through social media as “confusing”, agencies can develop clearer
evacuation communication strategies in anticipation of a similar crisis in the future (Ruin et al. 2020).
BARRIERS TO LEVERAGING SOCIAL MEDIA IN CRISIS MANAGEMENT.

Despite its perceived value, several key concerns have reduced trust in – and therefore adoption of – social media
analysis and related technology for crisis management.
Information Overload and Uncertainty in Automated Filtering. Information overload is a critical concern when
dealing with social media data. Practitioners accustomed to one-directional dissemination of information to citizens
are now exposed to vast amounts of data originating from the public, which precedes formal communications and
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exposes practitioners to overwhelming volumes of information. Of the many social media messages available
during a crisis, only a very small portion of it are valuable for emergency management (Olteanu et al. 2015; Purohit,
Castillo, et al. 2018; Mccreadie et al. 2019).
Beneficial messages have some actionable qualities, for instance, such as a clear location, as well as understandable
and detailed information about a situation. Most social media messages do not fulfill this criterion. For instance, a
large volume of COVID-19 tweets contain political discussions that are only tangentially valuable for crisis risk
management. Therefore, it becomes essential to use reliable implementations of well-designed technologies to filter,
prioritize, and organize relevant data from social media sources for decision makers. Further, these technologies
need to perform in such a way that decision-making processes can be improved within a timeframe that is expected
for each crisis management phase, especially during the time-sensitive response phase.
Technologies for processing social media messages, including artificial intelligence, machine learning and natural
language processing (NLP) methods, have been deployed to try to filter out irrelevant messages from social media
streams. These technologies are valuable but are limited in what they can achieve. For example, it is not always clear
for a person whether a message is useful or not for someone, or whether it may be useful in the future or for whom;
if these assessments are difficult for humans, automatic methods trained on these human judgement are likely to
encounter difficulty. Moreover, to obtain accurate models, many algorithms need event-specific human-labelled data
that may not be available in the early hours of an emergency or disaster. In addition, such filtering or categorization
processes need to be clarified to overcome the concerns related to the explainability and interpretability of the
automated process.
Different people and communities that must respond to disasters can be served differently by social media information,
depending on its source, the type of disaster, and the timing of the information. In general, the less time passes from
the moment in which a social media message is posted to the moment in which it arrives to an officer or responder,
the better.
Misinformation and Its Consequences. Misinformation (unintentional) and disinformation (intentional) may
have huge consequences with social media, including loss of life or property. There is a great differential in
responsibility between users of social media platforms posting this information, and officials who may disseminate
a wrong or misleading message. There are always questions of authenticity around messages posted by users of
social media platforms. The public is aware of these questions, but at the same time, expects that social media
channels are monitored by authorities. Sometimes the actual harm from misinformation or disinformation can
be small or clearly avoidable, such as fabricated images showing sharks swimming in a flooded highway,2 but in
other cases the consequences can be large, such as false accusations to individuals.3 Although the misleading
or malicious content can be a small fraction of messages, if not removed or somehow flagged, their impact can
be larger; also the fact that “bad” content is a small fraction of the total does not mean that “good” information
abounds. Eventually, social media has some capacity for self-correction, especially in the immediate aftermath of an
event, but misinformation can be extremely persistent and mislead the public as time goes by. For instance, vaccine
hesitation has been, to some extent, a persistent message partially amplified by social media. Making matters worse
for practitioners, traditional media outlets sometimes share the misinformation and disinformation. When stories are
not thoroughly fact-checked but instead are prematurely disseminated to the public, the consequences of amplifying
false or misleading information may harm a crisis management agency’s response and recovery efforts. Time and
resources need to be diverted from crisis response tasks to address false or misleading information.
Validation and Verification. Practitioners want to avoid the risk of credibility loss resulting from communicating
false information. To avoid this, it is imperative they check information for accuracy prior to dissemination. Also, if
practitioners are to make decisions based on social media messages, the selected content must be clear, accurate
and trustworthy. Validating and verifying information prior to taking action also reduces the risk of inaccurate or
sub-optimal allocation of resources. False alarms and misleading or outdated information are an everyday challenge
for emergency management professionals. For instance, fire fighters might mobilize to attend alerts that end up being
false alarms. Practitioners are trained to validate and verify the information they receive, and one main component
of this validation is the consultation with a succession of entities, and the integration of independent sources of
information. In this regard, technologies that can collect and integrate heterogeneous data from various sources
would be extremely valuable, particularly if they can integrate social media as a massive and dynamic source, with
authoritative data. The processing of social media could be substantially improved if developed workflows can
provide both timely and validated information. Efficient workflows often involve collaboration between human
and automated elements. In this collaboration, the automated part would require transparency and understandable
mechanisms that make them more trustworthy and easy to use by their human counterparts. As photos and videos
2McKenzie Sadeghi: “Fact check: Photo of shark on a flooded highway is faked”. USA Today, August 2020.
3“Reddit apologises for online Boston ’witch hunt’.” BBC News, April 2013.
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become more prominent elements within messages, they can become more valuable as a means to aid in verifying
crisis information. Recent work is making headway in this area, with new datasets of crisis-related images from
social media are now available for researchers (crisisMMD4). As a consequence, automated techniques to detect
old, edited, or fabricated images are as important as methods for validating and verifying textual content.
Formatting Information. A social media messages stream must be properly formatted before being provided
to practitioners, to increase the potential for its use in decision-making. A key element of this formatting is the
inclusion of geospatial information. Messages must be associated with places, regions, sites, or roads/routes/paths.
In many cases, this association needs to offer high-accuracy and high-resolution, which is challenging due to
the lack of an exact geographical reference in many social media messages. Locations mentions in the text of
social media posts can be extracted as a place name candidates using part-of-speech taggers and searched against
gazetteers (Halterman 2017). However, this approach depends on availability of data and gazetteers, and is often
biased towards messages in English, limiting its applicability at a global scale. Experiences from humanitarian
and collaborative mapping among other crowdsourced data collection initiatives may contribute to adding the
geographical reference to social media. At the same time, more precise geolocation of messages may involve
additional privacy issues when releasing fine-grained microdata. Practitioners may need data in various modalities.
The first preference expressed is in a format that can be integrated within Geographical Information Systems (GIS)
for visual display on a map. Secondly, in “raw” universal textual formats such as Comma-Separated Values (CSV)
or simple text files. Thirdly, in other kinds of structured or tabular form. Practitioners may also need other kinds of
data according to the type of crisis. Different crisis events may require different types of reporting from social
media, data formats, and levels of summarization. This highlights a need for technologies that have aspects or
features that depend on the type of disaster. Multilingualism Finally, in many cases, multi-lingual data is available
and needs to be handled. There is, hence, also a requirement for methods that can process and collect data in
multiple languages to create summaries that can be of use to the needs of different communities inhabiting a city or
region. Multilinguistic tech solutions are very important because information posted in one language often is not
available in another. However, practitioners agrees also that the pursuit of a monolinguistic solution that benefits the
larger number of persons should not delay progress in the geographical area in which it was initially designed to
be implemented. Fine tuning multilinguistic technologies such as embeddings or NLP multi-lingual pre-trained
general purpose models to replicate/mirror the solution in other languages could satisfy this challenge.
TECHNICAL CHALLENGES AND FUTURE STEPS

Many technical challenges were named during the workshop, including the development of research, methods, and
systems, to:
• Extract, transfer, and load heterogeneous data from various sources, particularly authoritative ones, and
reliably integrating them into the real-time workflows, systems and tools used by practitioners for decision
support.
• Automatically appraise the quality or an information source, or assist in the validation of a piece of information,
be it a text message or an image or video.
• Recognizing and categorizing messages where human annotators disagree on the usefulness of the message,
to generate a signal of ambiguity that can be further studied or used.
• Automatically place social media messages in time and space in an accurate manner: geocode them precisely
and with high-resolution, and determine if they are timely or refer to some past or future event.
• Summarize social media messages authored in multiple languages.
As future steps, we plan to deepen our study of the gap between research and practice in this space by surveying a
number of experiences of usage of social media during emergencies and then preparing, based on that outcome,
a manual of best practices that can be useful for researchers and practitioners. During the workshop, it emerged
how, as a fundamental activity, it would be beneficial to focus on shortening the distance between practitioners and
researchers practical scopes. Nearly two different languages are spoken when it comes to disasters, and the two
groups look at disasters through entirely different lenses. Thus, there needs to be more emphasis on a liaison role
who can translate the terminology each one uses, describes the decision-making process and the actors involved in
an emergency response.
4https://crisisnlp.qcri.org/crisismmd
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Since the participants expressed their interest in keeping the discussion alive, a suggested further step is designing
a strategy to lessens the amount of time invested by the practitioner community to collaborate with the research
community, particularly during or immediately following a disaster. We think that well-planned initiatives structured
over time could be the best path towards a common language for framing, addressing and tackling the issues
presented in this work. We believe this could finally cover the last mile that still prevents social media from being
used as any other sensor in a crisis room.
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ABSTRACT

Since the beginning of this millennium, there has been an increasing use of social media and crowdsourcing
(SMCS) technologies in disaster situations (Reuter & Kaufhold, 2018). Disaster management organizations and
corresponding research are increasingly working on ways of integrating SMCS into the processes of crisis
management. In a changing technological landscape to address disasters, and with increasing diversity of
stakeholders in disasters, the purpose of this research is to provide an overview of technologies for SMCS within
disasters to improve community resilience. The identified and analyzed technologies are summarized under the
term “Disaster Community Technologies” (DCT). The paper presents a classification schema (the “DCTschema”) for those technologies. The goal is to generate an overview of DCT in a rapidly evolving environment
and to provide the practical benefit for different stakeholders to identify the right one from the overview.
Keywords

Disaster community technologies, social media and crowdsourcing, categorization and classification schema,
knowledge base.
INTRODUCTION

The increasing availability of the internet worldwide and the associated increase in the number of users has led to
a growing availability of large amounts of data. A significant part is produced by user interactions in social
networks. Social media and crowdsourcing (SMCS) has become an important part of people's daily lives, allowing
them to communicate and collaborate in ways never before possible. This new and easily accessible data has
become the subject and resource for a variety disciplines that seek to explain and/or understand the functionality
of society (Deborah et al., 2019).
The available information on and through social media networks has a continuously increasing importance in
disaster situations and therefore also for disaster management organizations (DMO) (Mauroner & Heudorfer,
2016). The access, analysis and use of these disaster related information is realized via Disaster Community
Technologies (DCT), which is defined as follows: A DCT is a software(-function) for interaction with, within or
among groups of people who have similar interests or have common attributes (communities) in case of a disaster
as well as performing analysis of these interactions.
An exemplary benefit of a DCT from a DMO perspective is the rapid dissemination of information to the citizens
about the current situation of a crisis. When people are in distress, the need of communication increases and
citizens try to contact family and friends and seek “information regarding food, shelter and transportation” (Velev
& Zlateva, 2012). Also warning of dangers or instructing actions to build and support resilience are important
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measures of disaster management. SMCS have rapidly gained recognition in recent years as an important source
of information in disaster situations (Schimak et al., 2015). Consequently, another important benefit of DCT is to
increase situational awareness to better assess disaster situations (Trilateral Research & Consulting, 2015).
Certainly, some of the advantages mentioned can also be achieved with a well-managed social media account.
Nevertheless, a DCT goes beyond the possibilities of simple social media use. Through the use of complex
algorithms and machine learning techniques, DCT allow the analysis and (in part) evaluation of large amounts of
data in real time. In their simplest form, they allow the targeting and control of multiple social media channels for
information dissemination. More complex functions include, the (meta-)analysis or classification of usergenerated content, in order, for example, to capture the sentiment of users on a certain topic. Other important
functions of DCT include the involvement and coordination of first responders and volunteers (e.g. Ready2Help1)
or the use of crowdsourcing applications (e.g. crisis mapping in a flood scenario). In a collaborative crisis map,
for example, citizens can enter damage reports on a map and thus help to distribute relief supplies and aid forces
more appropriately (Associated Programme on Flood Management, 2017). Further, the widespread use of
smartphones among the population makes it possible to use the built-in sensor technology for early detection of
earthquakes (Steed, et al., 2019) or a regional damage situation can be recognized at an early stage through
disproportionate Twitter activity (Bosca & Bielski, 2018).
Considering the technological aspects as well as the social component it becomes obvious that the effective use
of DCT is a multidisciplinary field of research with elements from computer science and social science. However,
there is still much to be done in the structured use of DCT by DMO and citizens alike. DMO face major challenges
in the use of DCT. The prerequisite and basis for the implementation of DCT into disaster management processes
is the handling of data produced in social networks. But the sheer volume of data produced daily (Kaufhold et al.,
2019) and the abundance of misinformation (Kadam & Atre, 2020) available on these platforms make it an almost
insurmountable challenge to identify relevant information without the right tools. There are already many systems,
tools, and algorithms available that can analyze ‘big data’2 in social media (Batrinca & Treleaven, 2014) but a
structured overview and categorization of these technologies is still lacking. However, the identification of
suitable tools is an important requirement for DMO to be able to work effectively in the field.
In order to contribute to the problem of selecting the adequate technology, this paper presents a first draft of a
classification schema, the DCT-schema.
They were either developed specifically for disasters or can be used for the purpose of DMO. The DCT-schema
enables the classification and comparison of DCT based on a comprehensive set of categories. Features such as
the functional scope of the DCT as well as technical requirements (e.g. interfaces for integration into third-party
applications or the handling of metadata) were taken into account. The aim is to make the information available
to a wide range of stakeholders, from practitioners, researchers, business sector and policy makers (not limited to
this list), with the scope and content of knowledge varying according to the needs of the target groups.
The aim of this paper is to explain the derivation and elaboration of the DCT topic in detail. To this end, the
theoretical and methodological foundations are explained below. Based on the results of the analysis, the creation
of the DCT-schema is explained.
RESEARCH APPROACH

This section describes the research design for the paper as well as for the draft DCT-schema. To obtain a research
overview of relevant DCT, a twofold approach was taken: A literature review and a thorough business market
analysis.
The literature review is the starting point of the process. The primary goal was to create a preliminary list of
existing DCT and their functionalities. In addition, the literature review resulted in a collection of practical
examples and relevant guidelines for the use of SMCS. The scientific literature was collected by searches in
Google, Google scholar, academic databases (Springer, ResearchGate and Wiley), and through relevant H2020-,
and FP7-projects by using relevant keywords of the SMCS domain combined with specific keywords for the
corresponding subtopics (see Table 1 below). The time frame for the search was not limited but focused mainly
on literature from the last ten years, as technological developments are fast moving, and information becomes
1

https://www.rodekruis.nl/hulp-in-nederland/ready2help/
Big data is high-volume, high-velocity and/or high-variety information assets that demand cost-effective,
innovative forms of information processing that enable enhanced insight, decision making, and process
automation (https://www.gartner.com). Put simply, big data is larger, more complex datasets, especially from
new data sources. These datasets are so voluminous that traditional data processing software just cannot manage
them.
2
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outdated quickly. The search results were then filtered by assessing the title, abstract, introduction, bibliography
and appendix of a publication. Publications that were assessed as not relevant were not considered further and
consequently not included in the corpus.
Table 1. Most important keywords of the literature review

Keywords
i.e. guidelines, handbook, recommendation, best/good practice, IT-system,
technology(-ies), analysis, extraction, aggregation, data analysis, how to, tutorial,
challenges, difficulties, lessons learned, social media monitoring, crowdsourcing,
disaster, crisis, emergency, management, alert tools, social listening API, alternative
+ ‘tool name’, classification of IT-systems, taxonomy, inventory, knowledge base,
negative impacts, positive impacts, difficulties, problems, issues, digital volunteers
Building on the literature research, a thorough business market analysis was conducted. An essential input for the
business market analysis were existing market analyses that were identified within the literature research. The
collection was then extended with the help of a snowball procedure and through an extensive internet search
focusing on commercial providers of DCT. The results were supplemented through inputs from conference, events
and exhibitions as well as continuous practitioner discussions and general domain monitoring. Those inputs are
equally relevant to the business market analysis and especially the involvement of the practitioners was essential
for gaining the initial requirements for the schema.

Figure 1. Procedure of the conducted business market analysis

The results of the literature review and the business market analysis led to a large list of DCT that still needed to
be consolidated. This was done in a multilevel process. First, duplicates were identified and removed. Then all
DCT were examined to see whether they still had active software support. This is an essential point since the
function of an unsupported DCT cannot be guaranteed. Therefore, DCT that do not have active support have been
removed. In addition, it often happened that a DCT could no longer be found because the website was no longer
online. Those were also removed.
After this process the consolidated list contains 68 relevant DCT from 27 different countries. The USA (34)
outweighs the United Kingdom (8) and Germany (6). This knowledge allows the assumption that it is worth
digging deeper into e.g. the USA to evaluate their experiences with the technologies, but also to look for new(er)
developments. The list of DCT can be found in Table A in the Annex. As the technology landscape is always
changing, the search and selection of relevant DCT is considered an ongoing process and is therefore continuously
expanded.
From the combination of the literature review and the business market analysis the categories for the DCTschema were identified. The categories were formed from the available material via an inductive process. The
consolidated categories were then translated into the DCT-schema. To identify and develop appropriate
categories for a classification schema all relevant DCT were examined in depth for information on its properties.
Primary sources include websites of the DCT with public available documents (e.g. whitepapers, product
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manuals, or product videos). In addition, if available, free demo versions were tested. Secondary sources
included information about properties extracted from product comparison sites (e.g. trusted.de or g2.com).
These sites are specialized in (business) tools comparisons. We identified such sites using the keywords
“<toolname> + alternative” as a keyword in a Google search. The collected information was used to iteratively
identify common properties among the technologies. The extracted properties were then grouped and
categorized in a property comparison table.
FINDINGS

Below we discuss the extracted categories. It is important to note that the schema - and thus the underlying
categories - is not seen as a static outcome with a clearly defined end goal, but rather as a continuous, iterative
process that will change the schema as needed piece by piece in an evolutionary way.
The categorization aims at describing a DCT as precisely, extensively and differentiated as possible to provide
following benefits for different stakeholders:
•

establishing comparability of DCT

•

make all relevant information easily accessible and visible

•

support different stakeholders in the selection of a suitable DCT

•

unite knowledge of people

The sum of the categories results in the first version of the DCT-schema, which offers the possibility of presenting
identified DCT in a structured way. The categories as well as the entire DCT-schema were conceived as a draft
and is in the status of work in progress. In future, the categories will be evaluated, adapted, and revised by various
stakeholders.
Categories

The draft DCT-schema is divided into categories in order to provide some basic classifications. With the help of
the existing classifications of IT-systems and systems used in the field of crisis management, the draft DCTschema starts with “first-level categories” (FLC). These FLC contain subcategories for further classification and
description of DCT. The decision to classify DCT into these categories is based on the state-of-the-art as well as
on empirical findings during the market analysis of existing DCT.
FLC ‘History’

This category documents changes in the DCT-information entry. It covers, for example, a changelog (who
changed, removed or added information) and the option of an additional comment on the respective change. The
need for this became apparent during the initial work with the DCT-schema. In this way, entries can be tracked
and queries can be addressed to the right persons in case of ambiguities. This category is more superordinate and
therefore listed separately.
FLC ‘General information’

The category is used to describe essential basic characteristics of a DCT. The stakeholder should be able to view
the organizational framework conditions of the tool independently of the content or performance of the DCT
through the general information. The subcategories are explained in Table 2.
FLC ‘Phases of the Disaster Management Cycle’

The Disaster Management Cycle (DMC) is a well-known method in the crisis response community to describe
the phases before, during and after a disaster occurs. The four phases of prevention, preparedness, response, and
recovery are used to classify the actions of different stakeholders and to structure disaster management processes
and are already well elaborated in several publications, e.g. (Mergel, 2014; Coetzee & van Niekerk, 2012). In the
context of the use of social media, measures have already been assigned to the respective phases by (Gizikis, et
al., 2017). In order to establish a comparability and relation to such processes, the applicability of the DCT in the
DCT-schema is therefore included and will be assigned to the phases of the DMC wherever possible.
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Table 2. Subcategories of ‘General information’

subcategory

description

name

official name/title

website/URL

link to the website

contact information

mail address, phone number

source country

seat of the company/developer

description

short explanation

operator/owner

responsible operator/owner of DCT

public supporter

public institutions who are supporting the
development (in case they exist)

target

main target of the DCT (in brief)

users (authorities /
public instances)

list of users and costumers from public authorities
and institutions, who are using the DCT

users
(private
corporations)

list of users and costumers, who are using the DCT
(outside authorities)

FLC ‘Crisis Communication Matrix’

Another concept often used in crisis management and also fundamental for the technical requirements is the
classification of processes and measures based on the direction of communication between the authorities (A)
and citizens (C) (Reuter et al., 2012). In the crisis communication matrix, the direction of communication is
defined from a sender to a receiver and is divided in four channels of communication: authorities to citizens
(A2C), authorities to authorities (A2A), citizens to citizens (C2C) and citizens to authorities (C2A). Regarding
DCT C2A is the most data generating way of communication; furthermore, this can be done directly or
indirectly. For direct communication social apps or direct messaging can be used. For the indirect way of C2A
citizens do not address messages to concrete recipients.
In the context of the use of social media in crisis situations, Reuter & Kaufhold already describe numerous
possible applications of social media in the different communication directions (Reuter & Kaufhold, 2018).
Analogous to the DMC, for the purpose of comparability and integration into other processes, the classification
into the described communication directions is included in the DCT- schema.
FLC ‘Range of functions’

Probably is this the most interesting category for DMO. This category shows the range of functions of a DCT and
is intended to provide information on what can be achieved in practice with the respective DCT.
Stavrakantonakis et al. developed a framework model for evaluating social media analysis tools. The motivation
was to provide a guide for enterprises to choose the right tool out of a rapidly increasing market (Stavrakantonakis
et al., 2012). Pohl was one of the first to analytically compare social media analysis tools from a crisis management
perspective. The aim of his work was to create an overview for the management of crisis organizations (Pohl,
2013). A very detailed analysis and comparison of social media analysis tools from the perspective of crisis
management is also provided by Kaufhold et al. The background to the study was the information overload in the
analysis of user-generated content in social networks and the associated excessive demands on DMO when
working with social media. As a solution approach, a framework (Emergency Service Interface) was developed
to assess the quality of information. According to Kaufhold, however, none of the tools found by now offers
sufficient possibilities for assessing the quality of information (Kaufhold et al., 2019).
Table 3 shows the categories of the mentioned classification systems. The focus of the studies is on the range of
functions offered by the DCT. Some functions were mentioned more than once and thus certainly flow into the
DCT-schema. The other functions were evaluated within the first work with the DCT-schema, partly sorted out
or moved to the FLC 'general technical properties'.
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Table 3. Categories of existing classification systems

Source

Stavrakantonakis et al.,
2012

Pohl, 2013

Kaufhold et al., 2019

Criteria

sentiment analysis

sentiment

sentiment

multi-platform

crossmedia

visualization/dashboard

visual content

maps, diagrams

engagement / workflow
management

organizational management

collaboration/communication

event/topic detection

alert/event detection

influence/social profiles
near-real time analysis

influencer
analysis

monitoring

filtering

filter
topic detection
quality assessment

API/export results
historical data
crowdsourcing
classification/clustering
data

of

The subcategories of the FLC ‘range of functions’ with their description is shown in Table 4.
FLC ‘General technical properties’

The subcategories of this FLC are a subset of elaborated data base schema from the FP7-project SecInCoRe3 and
the technology aspects from the research work from Stavrakantonakis et al. (Stavrakantonakis et al., 2012). This
FLC covers all technical properties of a DCT that do not fall under the FLC range of functions. This category
does not directly concern the stakeholder in terms of a functionality/feature but is relevant for the technical
implementation when using DCT (for example in the sense of interoperability). The subcategories are explained
in Table 5.

3

http://www.secincore.eu/ The FP7-EU-project SecInCoRe pursued the overall aim to establish a pan-European
inventory including a collection of datasets, processes, information systems and business models used by
authorities in past crisis situations.
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Table 4. Subcategories of ‘Range of functions’

subcategory

description

Monitoring

Social media monitoring means the observation of relevant topics and discussions
for an organization in social media. The observation takes place in (near) real
time and can transmit collected information to analysis tools. Monitoring is a
condition to perform real-time analytics and event detection (cf. next subcategories).

Real-time analysis

The importance of real-time analytics is the ability to respond to data at the time
you receive it from a monitoring system architecture. DCT must respond to events
and data in almost real-time. The definition of real time in the use case of SMCS
in disaster management has yet to be precisely defined, since the definition of real
time analysis always depends on the sampling rate of a system, i.e. the time
interval between two data acquisitions. In this case, it must first be evaluated
which temporal definition makes sense for this specific application.

Event detection

Online new event detection: identifying events from live streaming documents in
real-time. Involving continuously monitoring of social media and algorithms to
find out relevant events from social media posts and their behavior.

Notification

The DCT has the ability to send automated notifications or messages to the user
i.e. in case of an occurring event.

Location analysis

The DCT is using algorithms, meta data or content from a social media post to
analyze to (exact) location of the creator of content.

Aggregation

The DCT collects and merges social media data from multiple platforms.

Clustering

Dealing with big amounts of data by using computer algorithms to classify
content into groups (“clusters”). Thereby contents can be put into context. For
example, a group of social media posts within similar signal words can be traced
back to a type of event.

General
warning

citizens

The DCT supports functions of type A2C from the crisis communication matrix
i.e. warning notifications.

Mapping

The DCT is collecting and visualizing clustered data i.e. on a geographical map.

Video and image
source analysis

The DCT analyzes images and videos and uses an automatically detection to find
out useful image-/video properties and their content.

Filter

The DCT has the ability to filter analyzed data by specified content or topics.

Diagrams

The DCT has a function to present the processed data in a graph, a dashboard or
a visualized summary.

Visual analysis

Presents text-based data in special plots and diagrams for example a topic
evolution over time to get more information than the size or importance of topics
or contents. The user gets assist into analyzing complex data with visual
overviews.

Sentiment

The DCT analyzes the mood (sentiment) of the citizen who are involved in an
event.

Quality

The DCT uses methods to evaluate the quality of the gathered data or is in the
position to considers the quality of its own result. The definition of content quality
is not defined similar in actual literature, so this category puts all types of quality
analyzes together. Quality is a diversified category and could be separated in
some subcategories.

Boolean search query

Link search queries together with logical operators (Boolean functions “and” and
“or”). For example, a search can be started with the condition that “Word A” and
“Word B” must be included in the content.
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Table 5. Subcategories of ‘General technical properties’

subcategory

description

Language selection

The DCT has a function that changes the language.

Multilanguage
processing

The DCT is able to process multi-language content. A further consideration is to
record which languages.

data

Collaboration

Synchronous interaction and cooperation of different organizations and their
employees (or their volunteer helpers) while time and space restrictions can be
disregarded.

CAP Format

CAP (Common Alerting Protocol) is an international standard developed by
OASIS (Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards)
to exchange data in XML-format.

API

Application Programming Interface: The DCT offers an open interface at source
code level for the integration of the functions in other programs.

Open source

The source code is public and can be changed and edited by third parties.

Standalone

The DCT that does not require any external programs or dependencies to work,
it is able to work independently.

Authors meta data

All available relevant meta data from the author/writer/user like name, profile
picture, creation date of account, number of posts, etc. can be extracted.

Location meta data

Available location data where the post was created can be extracted.

FLC ‘General properties’

This FLC contains all non-technical properties, which are mainly concerned with aspects of accessibility. These
subcategories were primarily created during the research for suitable DCT. Table 6 contains the subcategories
together with a short description.
Table 6. Subcategories of ‘General properties’

subcategory

description

Already used in
disaster management

DCT already used in disaster management

Developed
research

DCT derived from academic research

from

Commercial

DCT developed with commercial background

Currently active

still supported by the developer and available

Demo
available

free demo version available or can be requested

version

Freeware

free availability

Only
information

input

Input and
information

output

Release date

DCT analyzes only incoming information from social media networks
DCT analyzes of incoming information and offer to communicate information on
different channels
latest release date of the DCT

FLC ‘Data sources’

This category covers the different types of sources that a DCT can access when interacting (e.g. collecting
information), thereby the focus is currently not on a technical perspective (API and interoperability), more a
generic overview of the different sources. In the current version, the following data sources were identified:
commentary functions, microblogs, news pages/press releases, video websites, other crisis warning
softwares/applications, instant messengers, chatting software, blogs, forums, and websites.
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FLC ‘Concrete use of social media’

This FLC includes the largest or most used social networks that the DCT can access or interact with. We have
tried to be as inclusive as possible, but due to the large, ever-changing nature of the field, this category currently
includes the largest or most widely used social networks. New and emerging platforms will be updated as the
work progresses. New platforms appearing on the market, such as Tiktok4, are also examined for their application
in crisis situations and, if necessary, added to the data sources. WhatsApp5 is also a current subject of investigation.
Well aware that WhatsApp is used a lot in crisis situations, it offers only very limited accessibility and thus limited
usability. In the future, however, it will be investigated to what extent so-called WhatsApp hotlines of
corresponding organizations can become relevant as a component of DCT in crisis situations (United Nations
Development Programme, 2020). Table 7 shows an exemplary overview of social media networks.
Table 7. Subcategories of ‘Concrete use of social media’

subcategory

description
On Twitter registered users can distribute telegram-like short messages.

Twitter
Facebook

URL: https://twitter.com/
Facebook allows the creation of private profiles to represent oneself, company
pages for business presence, and groups for private discussion of common
interests.

Instagram

URL: https://www.facebook.com/
Instagram is a mixture of microblog and audio-visual platform and enables the
distribution of photos on other social networks.
URL: https://www.instagram.com/
On YouTube users can view, rate, comment on and upload video clips on the
portal free of charge. All kinds of videos are available on YouTube, including
film and TV clips, music videos, trailers as well as self-made films and
slideshows.

YouTube

Pinterest

URL: https://www.youtube.com
Pinterest is an online noticeboard for graphics and photographs with optional
social network with visual search engine.

LinkedIn

URL: https://www.pinterest.com/
LinkedIn is a web-based social network for maintaining existing business
contacts and making new business connections.
URL: https://www.linkedin.com/

Resulting DCT-Schema

All explained FLCs are brought together in one schema, which is implemented at the current working time through
an Excel file. The current overview of the nine FLCs together with their subcategories thus result in the DCTschema shown in the Figure 3.

4
5

https://www.tiktok.com/
https://www.whatsapp.com/
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Figure 1. First draft of the DCT-schema
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

DMO are facing major changes in the use of SMCS in disaster situations. In addition to the lack of expertise and
clear guidelines for the use of SMCS, it is also the diversity of DCT offered and the fast pace of the field that
poses major challenges for DMO. This paper provides a first approach to structure the diversity of technologies
and applications in the field of SMCS. The aim is to go beyond a simple collection of tools and to create a database
with practical information for stakeholders from different fields (e.g. for disaster risk manager as well as for
researcher and also other stakeholder as the business sector). As already mentioned, this is a work in progress.
The categories developed in the DCT-schema are therefore preliminary and will be iteratively revisited and
refined. For example, the study developed by the Trilateral & Research Consulting includes other aspects, such
as an assessment of user-friendliness or financial framework conditions (Trilateral Research & Consulting, 2015),
which are not considered in the current version of the DCT-schema but are worth evaluating in future.
In addition to the research for the categorizations the DCT are elaborated and analyzed to achieve a consolidated
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understanding of these technologies. This work is very extensive and time-consuming in a rapidly changing
market, and plans exist to enable the filling of the DCT schema via a crowdsourcing approach.
From a content perspective the analysis and linkage of existing guidelines and recommendations for the use of
SMCS in disaster situations could be helpful to DMO, as there in no standard defined. Also finished, on-going
and upcoming research projects are worth more analysis and needs to be taken more into account.
From the perspective of applicability, the DCT-schema must also be discussed and evaluated with stakeholders.
The aim of the DCT-schema is that it offers added value to the target group and can be seamlessly integrated into
ongoing work processes. Therefore, the schema must be checked for comprehensibility. This also includes testing
for the intersubjectivity of the categories presented in the schema. Guiding questions are:
•

Is the schema easy to understand and comprehensible?

•

Do the stakeholders interpret the categories as intended?

Interviews and surveys are currently being prepared for this purpose. In addition, the integration of further
categories will be evaluated in this phase. One additional challenge is to keep the business market analyses up to
date, as new DCT steadily published and old ones abandoned. The application and refinement of the DCT-schema
will be future work until an appropriate level of acceptance is reached. The current list of DCT is also a glimpse
of the current status quo and needs to be updated continuously.
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ANNEX
Table A. List of DCT found, February 2021

Name

Website

Name

Website

AIDR

http://aidr.qcri.org/

Mention

https://mention.com/en/crisismanagement/

awario

https://awario.com/

Mitre

https://www.mitre.org/

Brandwatch
Analytics

https://www.brandwatch.com/

Mozdeh

http://mozdeh.wlv.ac.uk/

Buffer

https://buffer.com/

ORA

http://www.casos.cs.cmu.edu/index.php

Cision

https://www.cision.co.uk/

Orlo (former
SocialSignIn)

https://orlo.tech/

ClaraBridge

https://www.clarabridge.com/

publicSonar

https://publicsonar.com/

Coosto

https://www.coosto.com/en/

Pulsar

https://www.pulsarplatform.com/

Cogia

https://www.cogia.de/

Quintly

https://www.quintly.com/

CrowdContr
olHQ

https://www.crowdcontrolhq.c
om/sectors/emergencyservices/

Radarly
(Linkfluence)

https://www.linkfluence.com/de/

Crisis
Tracker

https://crisistracker.org/

Sahana

https://sahanafoundation.org/

Cyfe

https://www.cyfe.com/

Salesforce

https://www.salesforce.com/

DiscoverTex
t

https://discovertext.com/

Scatterblogs

https://www.scatterblogs.com/

Echosec

https://www.echosec.net/

Signal

http://www.getsignal.info

ESA
(Emergency
Situation
Awareness)

https://esa.csiro.au/aus/aboutpublic.html

Simplify360

https://simplify360.com/

Esri

https://www.esri.de/dede/home

Social Hub

https://socialhub.io/

Evolve24

https://evolve24.com/

SocialGist

https://socialgist.com/

Facebook
Business

https://www.facebook.com/bu
siness/

SocialMention

http://socialmention.com

Facelift

https://www.faceliftbbt.com/de

SocialSign.in

https://socialsignin.com/

Fanbooster

https://bytraject.com/software/
social/

Sparkcentral

https://sparkcentral.com/

Followerwo
nk

https://followerwonk.com/

Sproutsocial

https://sproutsocial.com/

GeoFeedia

https://geofeedia.com/

swat.io

https://swat.io/de/

Gephi

https://gephi.org/

Synthesio

https://www.synthesio.com/

Google
Analytics

https://marketingplatform.goo
gle.com/about/analytics/

Sysomos

https://sysomos.com/

Hashtagify

https://hashtagify.me/

Talkwalker

https://www.talkwalker.com/

Hashtrackin
g

https://www.hashtracking.com
/

Tint

https://www.tintup.com/

HootSuite

https://hootsuite.com/

TweetDeck

https://tweetdeck.twitter.com/

Hubspot

https://www.hubspot.com/

Tweetreach

https://tweetreach.com/
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https://www.ibm.com/usen/marketplace/

TweetTracker

http://tweettracker.fulton.asu.edu/

JIXEL
(Alerter and
Aggregator)

https://www.jixel.eu/web/en/

Twitter

https://analytics.twitter.com/about

Keyhole

https://keyhole.co/about-us/

Ubermetrics
Technologies

https://www.ubermetricstechnologies.com/de/

Khoros

https://khoros.com/

Ushaidi

https://www.ushahidi.com/

Lexalytics

https://www.lexalytics.com/

Vico

https://vico-research.com/social-dataanalytics/

Leximancer

https://info.leximancer.com/

Viralwoot

https://viralwoot.com/

Statistical
Cybermetric
s

http://lexiurl.wlv.ac.uk/

WebLyzard

https://www.weblyzard.com/

Meltwater

https://www.meltwater.com/d
e
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ABSTRACT

During the course of this pandemic, the use of social media and virtual networks have been at an all-time high.
Individuals have used social media to express their thoughts on matters related to the pandemic. It is difficult to
predict current trends based on historic case data because trends are more connected to social activities which can
lead to the spread of coronavirus. So, it’s important for us to derive meaningful information from social media as
it is widely used. Therefore, we grouped tweets by common keywords, found correlations between keywords and
daily COVID-19 statistics and built predictive modeling. The features correlation analysis was very effective, so
trends were predicted very well. A RMSE score of 0.0425504, MAE of 0.03295105 and RSQ of 0.5237014 in
relation to daily cases. In addition, we found a RMSE score of 0.07346836, MAE of 0.0491152 and RSQ 0.374529
in relation to daily deaths.
Keywords

Feature engineering, social media, correlation analysis, machine learning, COVID-19, Twitter.
INTRODUCTION

On January 14, 2020, the World Health Organization (WHO) reported the novel coronavirus (COVID-19) to be
potentially transmitted by human contact1. WHO later stated on January 20, 2020, with the increased infections
among health workers there proves to be a stronger case with COVID-19 being transmitted among humans2.
Although, on January 30, 2020, COVID-19 was marked a pandemic which travelled through human transmission3.
The United States of America (U.S.A) was hit with its first COVID-19 cases on January 21, 2020, which was later
confirmed on February 26, 2020 (Jorden et al., 2020). During this time, the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) began to spread information about the COVID-19 virus through social media channels. This
increased engagement on public health official’s social media accounts as information was disseminated about
the developing COVID-19 pandemic occurring across the world. Quickly following this the U.S.A halted as the
cases in New York began to rapidly increase starting in late February (Thompson et al., 2020). In return cities
around the U.S.A seeing what happened in New York began to enforce social distancing mandates, the wearing

1

https://twitter.com/UNGeneva/status/1217146107957932032

2

https://twitter.com/WHOWPRO/status/1218741294291308545?s=20

3

https://www.who.int/director-general/speeches/detail/who-director-general-s-statement-on-ihr-emergencycommittee-on-novel-coronavirus-(2019-ncov)
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of mask and the closure of non-essential businesses and activities such as churches, bars, beaches, etc.4
Although this pandemic became a common thread around the world, it wasn’t the only commonality. The world
had lockdowns, social distancing protocols, and mask mandates in common. With social distancing protocols in
place, we noticed the use of social networking increase dramatically as users attempted to keep in contact. This
made individuals within all generations increase their use of social media. Social media platforms such as Twitter
had a 24% increase in daily users in relation to its previous year5. Users new and old flocked to Twitter as they
began to vocalize their concerns about the government’s plan.
Due to this increase in users, Twitter became a high candidate for data within our study. Twitter was used over
other social media platforms as this study aimed to determine if based on the nation’s understanding towards the
pandemic and government’s policies implemented. Could common thoughts – keywords, be grouped whether
positive or negative in nature and used to model COVID-19 statistics? In addition, Twitter by nature forces
individuals to be very direct with their messaging. Individuals are limited by 280 characters; this worked in our
favor rather than other platforms as it allowed us to do less data cleaning within individual tweets. We assumed
that each tweet is limited to a single thought. Moreover, tweets were used over mass media as we seek to
understand how the average user within America feels and not a select group of individuals.
Throughout their vocalization we noticed there to be a common thread within each. Topics such as “working from
home” and “shutdown of social activities” came into topic on the platform. We note this as hashtags such as
#CoronaLockdown trended at number 1 on March 27, 2020 on Twitter6. This hashtag encompassed tweets such
as, “Officially working from home … Good thing there’s a bar close by.”7. In addition, citizens of countries
expressing their continued concern for the health of their nations in relation to the guidelines or lack thereof put
into place by their government. We note this as #StayAtHomeAndStaySafe trended to number 1 on March 28,
2020 on Twitter8. As tweets such as, “Sure, we don't close the economy over just the flu.” 9 surfed the internet.
Therefore, the goal of this paper is to find a correlation and create models based on these correlations between the
daily cases and deaths (DCCD) within the U.S.A using common keywords found within thoughts shared on
Twitter.
We hypothesized there would be a negative correlation between cases and tweets with a variation of “wear mask”
and “mask”. As businesses and governments continued to enforce wearing a mask, we expected cases to decrease
and tweets about wearing a mask to increase. It’s noted that the use of simple masks can reduce transmission of
COVID-19 by 40% (Gakidou, October 2020). In addition, there would be a negative correlation between contact
tracing and deaths. As contact tracing increased, we expect deaths to decrease. Based on the research newsletter
produced in the JAMA, we note by increasing contact tracing individuals can self-isolate and quarantine faster
which can lead to lower mortality rates (Bilinski et al., 2020). With the use of both instances within our model,
we expected this to positively increase the likelihood of our model accurately performing when mapping our
predicted graph vs. the actual graph.
RELATED WORK

To summarize, we will use keywords to model DCCD within the U.S.A. through searching and tracking common
threads between individuals’ thoughts throughout the pandemic. To first understand and solve the problem at
hand, we first reviewed current literature surrounding this topic.
Tweet Collection and Keyword Search: Researchers such as (Lee et. al., 2012) have used open source tools
such as yourTwapperKeeper to collect tweets. We differ from this as we used a different Social Feed Manager
(SFM). Several keyword approaches for pandemic keyword search have been proposed including (Husnayain et
al., 2020; Lin et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2020; Monhamadou et al., 2020; Shinde et al., 2020; Li et al., 2020; Oyebode
et al., 2020; Tang et al., 2020). These studies focused on the use of Google searches to model COVID-19 cases
throughout various countries. These papers aided in our solution as they indicated different keywords and common
4

https://abcnews.go.com/US/News/timeline-100-days-york-gov-andrew-cuomos-covid/story?id=71292880

5

https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/economy/twitter-sees-record-number-of-users-during-pandemicbut-advertising-sales-slow/2020/04/30/747ef0fe-8ad8-11ea-9dfd-990f9dcc71fc_story.html
6

https://us.trend-calendar.com/trend/2020-03-27.html

7

https://twitter.com/SaraKronenberg/status/1243595836069761028

8

https://us.trend-calendar.com/trend/2020-03-28.html

9

https://twitter.com/gdeguzman99/status/1243956649884172289
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threads of keywords. More importantly these papers indicate the significance of those keywords. Therefore, we
focused on using Twitter keywords when conducting our research. Twitter was used because of its restrictions on
the number of characters within tweets. It allowed tweets to be leveraged and cleaned easily from our algorithms.
Machine Learning: We used Simple Linear Regression (SLR) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) using time
series. As we attempted to use common ML algorithms which could be exploited as there used in addition to other
algorithms for optimization. In addition, studies such as (Lee et. al., 2015) have used ML to predict the location
of a user based on their tweet. However, we used the metadata within the location field to group users within the
United States (U.S.).
Observation of Government Mandates: As COVID-19 has caused many states to limit social distancing
activities to slow down the spread of the virus. We must first understand what these activities are when developing
our keyword set. Various studies focused on the effect of these mandates (Alagoz et al., 2020; Chiu et al., 2020;
Fang et al., 2020; Lyu et al., 2020). (Alagoz et al., 2020) notes the following COVID-19 mandates put in place by
New York, mass gathering restrictions started on 12 March 2020, initial business closures were recommended on
16 March, educational facilities were closed on 18 March, nonessential services closed, and a statewide stay-athome order was issued on 22 March. Moreover, (Lyu et al., 2020) indicates the following mandates for the state
of Virginia which began on May 22, 2020, as the state required residents to wear a face mask in public where
people congregate.
Sentiment Analysis: With the use of social media tweets, understanding the emotions behind individuals’
messages was an important step. We found knowledge on this domain with the use of (Nemes et al., 2020) paper
on sentiment analysis and its relation to social media. Before conducting extensive data cleaning, it was important
to divide tweets into sentiments as it gave an opportunity for mapping this data out and finding clusters.
Previous ISCRAM Studies: We can concur with (St. Denis et. al., 2020) that first-hand information shared by
those affected by a disaster contribute to a richer understanding of how community members are directly impacted
by a disaster. We note that this rich information has such an effect on everyday life that it can be modeled almost
exactly to that of disasters. Moreover, our study follows the narrative of (Reuter et al., 2018) that Twitter has a
dominant impact and is a common tool used within the ISCRAM publications during the period of their study.
Furthermore, (Yang et al., 2018) study focuses on the classifications of tweets into different categories based on
the “What, When, Where and Who” within the tweet data. Whereas our study dives into creating predictive
modeling simply on the combination of these elements. As the “what” represents the different keywords, the
“when” is the daily rate of those keywords on a given date, the “where” is within the U.S. and the “who” indicates
the average Twitter user who tweets from within the U.S.
We used a combination of similar studies with a focus on finding the best keyword feature when modeling
COVID-19 statistics. So, we put an emphasis on understanding if social media platforms truly had the power to
influence individuals. By our definition, we define social media influence by the accuracy of our model using
only the correlation produced by keywords. If we are truly able to see a decrease or otherwise an increase in
DCCD due to the knowledge and concern voiced by individuals on social media. Then, social media would be
considered to have a huge influence on our social activities and willingness to follow COVID-19 protocol
throughout this pandemic.
METHODS
Data

The DCCD from February 2020 – July 2020, in the U.S. were collected from the WorldOMeter10 and Google
COVID-19 Tracker websites11. As the reporting of DCCD during the first months of tracking were not consistent
across platforms. The Google COVID-19 Tracker was used to verify the accuracy of the numbers reported on the
WorldOMeter website.
The daily tweets related to coronavirus were gathered through the use of a SFM produced by The George
Washington University12. The dataset can be found at https://tweetsets.library.gwu.edu/. The study was able to
gather over 75 million tweets which spanned across February 2020 to July 2020. As the SFM used the Twitter
API to gather tweets, our raw data included both the tweet data in addition to the metadata related to the posters
10

https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/country/us/

11

https://news.google.com/covid19/map?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen

12

https://library.gwu.edu/scholarly-technology- group/social-feed-manager
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profile.
Data Cleaning and Exploration

After data collection was completed, the first step was to understand our data. As indicated by Figure 1, 63% of
the data within our dataset were in English, all other tweets were removed from the dataset.

Figure 1. Percentage of Different Tweets by Language which Mentions Coronavirus

Following this step, we investigated those English tweets to identify how many were original tweets – tweets
which were not retweeted or otherwise quoted. As seen by Figure 2, 96% of the tweets within our dataset were
noted to be original tweets. After exploring the 4%, it was noted that quoted tweets are seen to be expressing one’s
thoughts on the original tweet which it is quoting, or it is simply agreeing with the original user. By this assumption
the study did not remove quote tweets as additional individuals used this Twitter feature to develop their own
thoughts on posted issues.

Percentage of Original vs. Quoted Tweets
Mentioning Coronavirus
Original Tweets
96%

Original Tweets
Quoted Tweets

Quoted Tweets
4%

Figure 2. Percentage of Original vs. Quoted Tweets Mentioning Coronavirus

With the initial data cleaning completed, we utilized our knowledge of the dataset and our study’s goal to develop
an architecture as indicated in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Architecture

Filtering Tweets

Following our Study’s Architecture as noted in Figure 3, we developed an algorithm to assist with data filtering.
With the use of NLP libraries, we removed punctuation, capitalizations, stemming and much more. This allowed
our data to be normalized which in returned allowed us to indicate the various variations of states within the U.S
easily. For instance, our algorithm looked for both “Atlanta Georgia; Georgia; Georgia U S A; Georgia; United
States; G A; etc.”. This allowed us to ensure we were not losing any data as individuals may reference cities or
states in numerous ways. In addition, we only looked for instances within the U.S. as this study is focused on the
U.S.A.
Sentiment Analysis

Sentiment Analysis is an evaluation of the opinion of the speaker, writer or other subject with regard to some topic
(Nausheen and Begum, 2018). Sentiment Analysis by default groups data into 3 categories – positive, neutral and
negative. For the purpose of this study, tweets grouped as negative or positive/neutral. For instance, “we should
wear masks”, would be considered positive/neutral. Whereas tweeting “I don’t like masks” would be considered
negative. As indicated in Figure 4, 5 and 6 we use scatter plots to show the clustering of positive/ neutral and
negative tweets using the keyword coronavirus. Plots show the difference between states; in addition, the data
was scaled to show meaningful results. Within these scatterplots, we notice there to be clusters of groups between
the negative, positive/natural, DCCD throughout all plots.
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New York - Sentiment Analysis
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Figure 4. New York - Sentiment Analysis (Keyword Coronavirus)

Illinois - Sentiment Analysis
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Figure 5. Illinois - Sentiment Analysis (Keyword Coronavirus)
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California - Sentiment Analysis
(Keyword Coronavirus)
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Figure 6. California - Sentiment Analysis (Keyword Coronavirus)

Keyword Search

Following sentiment analysis, our tweet text observations were normalized in format by using the NLP library.
This allowed the removal of urls, html code, punctuation and much more. In addition, stemming and
lemmatization were conducted to return the root of all keywords. With the data now formatted, we developed a
list of common keywords which were deemed related topics shared by individuals. Keywords were chosen which
related to both COVID-19 effects to one’s physical health and hospitalization as we used the Kaiser Family
Foundation (KFF) website13 to develop this sector. The KFF website was used as it provided a reliable and detailed
glossary of various topics/terms. In addition, keywords were chosen which closely related to social distancing
protocols but in place by both local and federal governments, organizations and businesses throughout the U.S.
Thus, Table 1 lists the keywords used within our study. The study’s keywords were a very critical choice as all
our algorithms relied heavily on the aggregation and correlation of keyword counts. We observe a summarization
of our keyword counts in Figure 8. Between all keyword searches, there was a sum of 30,405,065 tweets. This
calculated to be 40.54% of our initial dataset.
Table 1. Keywords Used in Dataset

Keywords
Asymptomatic, Bar, Beach, Case Fatality Rate, Case, CDC, CFR, Church, Close Contact, Community
Spread, Community Transmission, Contact Tracking, Corona, Covid, Curve, Droplet, Epidemic,
Essential Worker, Fake, Hospital Bed, ICU, Isolation, Mask, Negative, Pandemic, Positive,
Quarantine, Recovery, SARS, Self Quarantine, Spread, Stay at Home, Symptomatic, Symptom,
Testing, Tracing Ventilator, Airline Flight
Aggregating Keywords

Due to the size of the dataset and the increased number of tweets on certain days, there was an overflow of tweets
from the same day within numerous files. Therefore, aggregating keywords on the date feature was completed.
This allowed the date to have the correct representation of tweets based on keywords on each day. As seen in
Figure 7, we visualize the daily number of tweets mentioning ‘coronavirus for various dates.

13

https://www.kff.org/glossary/covid-19-outbreak-glossary/
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Figure 7. Daily Number of Tweets Mentioning Coronavirus

Scaling Data

As DCCD and the sum of daily keyword tweets being on different scales, it was important to scale our data. This
would allow for a clear representation of the data and would ultimately help with the creation of our models. As
noted by Figure 3, keywords and COVID-19 statistics were combined in preparation of building a dataset to feed
to the model.
Absolute Delta Learning Rule

In an attempt to scale our data, the absolute delta learning rule was used. The absolute delta learning rule is defined
as the absolute subtraction of the first observation and its subsequent observation within a feature. Mathematically
the absolute delta learning rule is described as, 𝑥𝑖 = |𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖+1 |, where x represents the newly created feature for
the absolute delta. And 𝑦𝑖 represents the current observation value and 𝑦𝑖+1 represents the subsequent
observation. Here is a review of using the absolute delta learning rule.
1.

Where 𝑥𝑖 , represents observation 1 within our dataset. Thus,
𝑥𝑖 = 𝑁𝑈𝐿𝐿 as it is currently a blank observation

2.

As 𝑥𝑖 = observation 1, this indicates that 𝑦𝑖 , is also related to observation 1 where,
𝑦𝑖 = 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 1

3.

As 𝑦𝑖+1, is related to the subsequent observation, observation 2. In this case,
𝑦𝑖+1 = 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 2

4.

Indicating the following,
𝑥𝑖 = |𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖+1 |

5.

If 𝑦𝑖+1 = 𝑁𝑈𝐿𝐿 indicating that there was no subsequent observation. This indicates that 𝑦𝑖 was the last
observation within the feature. Thus,
𝑥𝑖 = |𝑦𝑖 − 0|

Min-Max Normalization

To further scale our data into the same range, min-max normalization was utilized. Min-Max Normalization linear
transformed the values between the range of 0 – 1. As seen in Figure 8, the range of the graph surpasses 1 because
the graph is a representation of the sum of observations for each feature for the datasets date range. However,
min-max normalization was done on a daily level and not on an overall span level. Mathematically the min-max
𝑋 −𝑋
normalization is described as, 𝑋𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑 = 𝑋 𝑛 −𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑛 (Mustaffa and Yusof, 2010)
𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑚𝑖𝑛

where,
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𝑋𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑 = new value for variable 𝑋
𝑋𝑛 = current value for variable 𝑋
𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑛 = minimum value in the dataset
𝑋𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑 = maximum value in the dataset
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Figure 8. Aggregated Count of Min-Max Normalization of Data
Spearman Correlation

Methods of correlation summarize the relationship between two variables in a single number called the correlation
coefficient. This study uses Spearman correlation to calculate the correlation between the DCCD and each of the
41 keywords used within the filtering tweets section. Mathematically spearman correlation is described as, 𝜌 =
1−

2
6 ∑𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑑𝑖

𝑛(𝑛2−1)

(Mukaka, 2012)

where,
𝜌 = Spearman's rank correlation coefficient
𝑑𝑖 = difference between the two ranks of each observation
𝑛 = number of observations
In the instance of finding the correlation between the entirety of the dataset, there were no strong correlations
found. However, as we began to get more high level with our calculations and began to break correlations down
by months. Using a significance level of 𝜌 > 0.40 and 𝜌 < −0.40, we found 36 correlations between keywords
and daily deaths (DD). This correlation threshold was used to find all correlations which were deemed moderate
or stronger in accordance with14 as noted in Table 2. In addition, we found there to be 32 keywords correlated
with DC as seen in Table 3.
Table 2. Correlation Thresholds and Rankings

14

Correlation Threshold

Ranking

0.00 – 0.19

“Very Weak”

0.20 – 0.39

“Weak”

0.40 – 0.59

“Moderate”

0.60 – 0.79

“Strong”

0.80 – 1.00

“Very Strong”

https://www.statstutor.ac.uk/resources/uploaded/spearmans.pdf
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Table 3. Keywords Correlated with Target Keyword

Keywords Correlated to Death

Keywords Correlated to Cases

Asymptomatic, Bar, Beach, Case Fatality Rate,
Case, CDC, CFR, Close Contact, Community
Spread, Community Transmission, Contact
Tracing, Corona, Curve, Droplet, Epidemic,
Essential, Hospital Bed, ICU, Isolation, Mask,
Negative, Pandemic, Positive, Quarantine,
Recovery, SARS, Self Quarantine, Spread, Stay
at Home, Symptomatic, Symptom, Testing,
Tracing, Ventilator, Airline

Asymptomatic, Bar, Beach, Case Fatality Rate,
Case, CDC, Church, Close Contact, Community
Transmission, Contact Tracing, Corona, Covid,
Droplet, Epidemic, Essential, Essential Worker,
Fake, ICU, Isolation, Mask, Negative, Quarantine,
Recovery, SARS, Self Quarantine, Spread, Stay at
Home, Symptomatic, Symptom, Tracing, Airline,
Flight

Modeling and Evaluation
Dataset

With our data now being scaled, a dataset was created as seen in Table 4. To summarize the dataset covers dates
spanning between February 25, 2020 to July 30, 2020. In addition, all data within the dataset with the exception
of the date observations are represented using min-max normalization. As seen in Table 4, there are 41 keywords
within the dataset where {41} represents the keywords listed in Table 1.
Table 4. Features in Dataset

Feature name

Description

Date

The date of COVID-19 statistics and tweets

Daily Deaths

The daily number of COVID-19 deaths within the U.S.

Daily Cases

The daily number of COVID-19 cases within the U.S.

Total Number of Daily Tweets

The overall number of coronavirus tweets posted within the U.S.

{41} Keywords

The number of times a keyword was mentioned within the related date.
Note: {41} is a representative of 41 unique variables

APPROACH AND RESULTS

In this study, we used SLR. SLR models study the relationship between a single dependent variable Y and one or
more independent variables X it is called SLR (Bangdiwala, 2018). In addition to SLR, SVM was used, it is a
classification and regression prediction tool that uses ML theory to maximize predictive accuracy while
automatically avoiding overfitting to the data (Jakkula, 2006).
We used SLR to build a base model. Given that SLR models are seen as lightweight and basic models in ML and
are built upon. This allowed us to see how our model would perform over the data with little to no computational
power. Following the creation of our base model, we used a SVM to find patterns within our data. SVMs are used
in time series modeling which allows this algorithm to use past patterns to predict future trends from the given
data.
As our model uses the correlation between the keywords and DCCD reported, we leveraged this information when
creating keyword groups for feature engineering. We used a significance level of 𝜌 > 0.40 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜌 < −0.40 for
keywords selected in both groups in relation to the target variable. We then selected keywords at random to build
two groups for both target variables as seen in Table 5.
As the goal of our paper is geared towards finding the best keyword(s) to use when modeling DCCD. To find the
best keywords to use, we conducted feature engineering. Our feature engineering was broken down into 6
categories – baseline using either the DCCD depending on the target variable; baseline and total number of daily
tweets; DCCD and feature group (FG) 1; DCCD and FG 2; DCCD and all 41 keywords; and DCCD, all 41
keywords and total number of daily tweets.
We then ran both of our algorithms over all six categories. Following this step, we evaluated each category using
the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and R-Square (RSQ). With the use of 2
algorithms and 3 evaluators, we had the ability to see the average of how different categories and clusters of
keywords performed. This allows for a double verification on the values produced.
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Our data cleaning, exploration and scaling was done in Jupyter Notebook 6.0.3. Our predictive modeling was
done in R 4.0.2. Algorithms used within our modeling were SLR using the lm() function; in addition to svm using
the e1071 library and svm() function.
Table 5. Target Variable Feature Groups

DC FG 1

DC FG 2

DD FG 1

DD FG 2

Asymptomatic

Beach

Asymptomatic

Bar

Case

Church

Case

Beach

Case Fatality Rate

Essential Worker

Case Fatality Rate

ICU

Epidemic

Flight

CDC

Positive

Isolation

Curve

Recovery

Symptomatic

Droplet

SARS

Table 6. DC Feature Evaluation

Feature Engineering

Evaluation

Model

Score

DD + 41 Keywords + Total Number of Daily Tweets

RMSE

SLR

0.0425504

DD + 41 Keywords + Total Number of Daily Tweets

RMSE

SVM

0.1268647

DD + 41 Keywords + Total Number of Daily Tweets

MAE

SLR

0.03295105

DD + 41 Keywords + Total Number of Daily Tweets

MAE

SVM

0.04142392

DD + 41 Keywords + Total Number of Daily Tweets

RSQ

SLR

0.9187351

DD + 41 Keywords + Total Number of Daily Tweets

RSQ

SVM

0.5237014

Table 7. DD Feature Evaluation

Feature Engineering

Evaluation

Model

Score

DC + FG 2

RMSE

SLR

0.07346836

DC + FG 2

RMSE

SVM

0.119796

DC + FG 2

MAE

SLR

0.0491152

DC + FG 2

MAE

SVM

0.06255359

DC + FG 2

RSQ

SLR

0.8307047

DC + FG 2

RSQ

SVM

0.374529

As seen from Table 6 and 7, we were informed of the values produced by each evaluator. When determining
which keyword(s) produced the best model, we used the average of how input features did over all evaluators.
From Table 6, we notice that the input feature of all 41 keywords, daily count of tweets and DD produced the best
evaluation scores over all evaluators. This input feature has a RMSE score of 0.0425504, MAE score of
0.03295105 and RSQ score of 0.5237014 between both algorithms. We note from Figure 9 and 11 that our model
graphs the data very accurately using this input feature. From Table 7, we can note that the input feature of DC
and FG 2 produced the best average evaluator score over all evaluators. This input feature has a RMSE score of
0.07346836, MAE score of 0.0491152 and RSQ score of 0.374529 between both algorithms.
We note from Figure 10 and 12 that our model graphs the data moderately accurately using this input feature. We
can further note that both cases and deaths have different input keyword features which produced the best
modeling graphs. This can be expected as we noticed a difference in correlations between keywords over both
DCCD.
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Simple Linear Regression

Cases (Daily Deaths + 41 Keywords + Total Number of Daily Tweets)
Simple Linear Regression
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Figure 9. SLR – Modeling DC using DD, 41 Keywords and Total Number of Daily Tweets

Deaths (Daily Cases + Feature Group 2)
Simple Linear Regression
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Support Vector Machine

Cases (Daily Deaths + 41 Keywords + Total Number of Daily Tweets)
Support Vector Machine
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Figure 11. SVM – Modeling DC using DD, 41 Keywords and Total Number of Daily Tweets

Deaths (Daily Cases + Feature Group 2)
Support Vector Machine
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DISCUSSION

As we can see from our above Figures 9 – 12, with the use of simple ML algorithms we were able to accomplish
an accurate modeling against that of DCCD. The study demonstrates a correlation between keywords noted in
Table 3 and DCCD. As observed from this study with the use of rich data such as Twitter, we found unique ways
to predict modeling in an effective way which does not have lag time. With the use of these simple keywords, we
were able to successfully model DCCD. We observed graphs and evaluation scores that SLR performed better
than SMV. This can be seen in our figures on 07/30/2020 as SMV undershot in its predictive modeling on this
day.
Moreover, this analysis supports our hypothesis that there would be a negative correlation between cases and
tweets such as “wear mask” and “cases”. As businesses and governments continued to enforce wearing a mask,
we expected cases to decrease and tweets about wearing a mask to increase. In addition, there would be a negative
correlation between contact tracing and deaths. As contact tracing increased, we expected deaths to decrease. Our
data supports this as we note keywords such as “mask” having a -0.69 correlation with DC. We note there to be a
correlation of -0.47 between the keyword “community transmission”. A negative correlation indicates that as
tweets surrounding these keywords increase then DCCD decreases and vice versa. On the other hand, there is seen
to be a correlation of 0.56 between DC and “essential”. And a correlation of “essential worker” and DD, this
indicates there to be a positive correlation. A positive correlation indicates as tweets surrounding these keywords
increases DCCD also increase and vice versa.
Furthermore, we analyzed state rules and regulations on March 20th, 2020 New Orleans issued its stay-at-home
order; Alabama activated its national guard; Miami ordered hotels to shut down and implemented a curfew15. On
April 30th, 2020 California closed down beaches within Orange County; and New York shutdown the subway
overnight16. On May 6th, 2020 the Supreme Court rejected to lift Pennsylvania's coronavirus restrictions and
Latinos in Illinois were reported to test at a higher rate for the virus than any other group 17. Oregon required mask
wearing outside and limited gatherings to 10 or less and Louisiana limited gatherings to 50 or less, closed bars to
indoor dining and mandated wearing a mask on July 17th, 202018. Finally, on July 30th, 2020 Indiana extended its
state of emergency and the District of Columbia announced students would learn remotely during the fall
semester19.
During our study, there were several limitations which we encountered. Firstly, due to our initial tweet dataset not
containing daily tweets, we were unable to have a full month’s worth of data to work with. In addition, while
conducting our experiments we were unable to create more FGs as we did not have enough computational power.
Moreover, we were unable to search for all possible keywords when conducting this study. With more FG and
more combinations of different keywords, better scores may be found. We note that several of our limitations
could be solved if we used a distributed file system similar to the architecture of (Lee and Fox, 2017).
CONCLUSION

From our study, we can conclude that social media has played a significant role throughout the pandemic. Our
study while using a significance level of ρ > 0.40 and ρ < -0.40 was able to find 36 correlations between keywords
and DD. In addition, there was a correlation found between 32 keywords and DC. Moreover, after breaking our
feature engineering 6 categories we were able to find the best features for our target variables. For the input feature
– DC there was a RMSE score of 0.0425504, MAE score of 0.03295105 and RSQ score of 0.5237014 between
both algorithms found. In addition, with the input feature – DD, there was a RMSE score of 0.07346836, MAE
score of 0.0491152 and RSQ score of 0.374529 between both algorithms found.
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ABSTRACT

In 2020, we have witnessed an unprecedented crisis event, the COVID-19 pandemic. Various questions arise
regarding the nature of this crisis data and the impacts it would have on the existing tools. In this paper, we aim to
study whether we can include pandemic-type crisis events with general non-pandemic events and hypothesize that
including labeled crisis data from a variety of non-pandemic events will improve classification performance over
models trained solely on pandemic events. To test our hypothesis we study the model performance for different
models by performing a cross validation test on pandemic only held-out sets for two different types of training sets,
one containing only pandemic data and the other a combination of pandemic and non-pandemic crisis data, and
comparing the results of the two. Our results approve our hypothesis and give evidence of some crucial information
propagation upon inclusion of non-pandemic crisis data to pandemic data.
Keywords

Covid19, Twitter, Trecis, cross-validation, machine learning, transfer learning.
INTRODUCTION

In recent years, social media has seen an immense increase in the number of users and content. It has transformed
from being just a platform to update your social life to being a medium to communicate crucial information. Social
media has emerged as a much faster source of mass media communication, especially during the time of a crisis like
wildfire or earthquake, as compared to other mediums like newspapers, articles, etc. During such times, platforms
such as Twitter have especially evolved into a crucial source of information as well as being a medium to request for
aid. This evolution of social platforms into sources of crisis-related data has encouraged the Crisis Informatics
community to include this data in development and improvement of tools for the aid of victims of such crises.
In recent times, we have witnessed a rare crisis, namely, the COVID-19 pandemic. Pandemic and other health
related crises are very different from the usual crises like earthquakes and wildfires. These are much rarer and affect
a larger portion of society. Pandemics are also among the crises which occur for a long period of time.
Due to the need for quarantining in such times, there is an expected increase in the content posted on the social
media, ranging from important information shared by health agencies to social awareness posts. This immense data
for a crisis with such a unique nature raises multiple questions about its utility for crisis informatics. Our approach
towards this data is based on evaluating the importance of the information extracted from non-pandemic crisis data
in identifying and classifying different types of COVID-19 content available on social media.
Thus, we can define the main question we aim to address through this work as:
Research Question : Whether data from non-pandemic crises is valuable for developing models for pandemic-type
events.
We approach this question by conducting experiments on the labeled Twitter data provided by TREC-IS. We
hypothesize that some core information remains consistent throughout all the crises. If this hypothesis holds,
∗ corresponding

author
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including non-pandemic crisis data with pandemic data should improve our model’s ability to identify and classify
different types of pandemic data. To test our hypothesis, we perform a cross validation experiment on the labeled
crisis data provided by TREC-IS and compare the results over a held-out set of pandemic-only data for two different
types of training sets, one containing only COVID-19 tweet data and the other consisting of a collection of data from
multiple crises, including COVID-19. Our results suggest that including non-pandemic data with pandemic-only
training data improves the model’s ability to classify COVID-19 tweets.
RELATED WORKS

With increased use of social media, and increased access to the internet, communicating necessary high priority
information through such means has become a common practice. Research done by Vieweg (2012) suggests that
Twitter has been used excessively to communicate such high priority information in the times of crises and such
posts contain necessary information which can help improve situational awareness about these crises.
Work done by Munro and Manning (2012) and Kanhabua and Nejdl (2013) suggests that the information extracted
from Twitter varies across crises, and is also poorly correlated to other information sources like SMS. However,
research done by Tierney (1993), Buntain and Lim (2018) and Olteanu et al. (2015) show evidence of some level of
consistency in the tweets across crisis events of differing types. Multiple studies (Buntain and Lim 2018; Olteanu
et al. 2015; Sutton et al. 2015; Verma et al. 2011) have been conducted to analyse the importance of extracting
information across differing crises and using this information to improve the classification of data into different
categories. Verma et al. (2011) uses a combination of hand-annotated and automatically-extracted linguistic features
to automatically detect messages that may contribute to situational awareness across a set of three different crises,
namely, floods, wildfire and earthquake. Their work shows evidence that simulating information propagation
through linguistic features from prior events improves the model’s ability to classify data for a new event.
Encouraged by these evidences of importance of information propagation across different types of crises, we
decided on selecting a dataset which would contain labeled social media data across multiple crisis events including
COVID-19 pandemic. Social Media for Emergency Relief and Preparedness (SMERP) (Ghosh et al. 2017) and
TREC Incident Streams (TREC-IS) (McCreadie et al. 2020) are workshops providing standardized dataset containing
labeled tweets for multiple crisis events. Standardized test collections in TREC-IS in particular allow researchers
to develop and evaluate systems across a variety of crises, assuming a core set of 25 types of information are
consistently present regardless of the crisis type. In 2020, however, and in response to the pandemic, TREC-IS
introduced a separate task specifically aimed at COVID-19 tweets; since the workshop lacked training data on any
similar public-health crisis, organizers separated COVID-19 contexts to support a focus on the pandemic, separate
from other crises. This separation demonstrates the uncertainty in the community about whether and to what degree
does our understanding of crises apply to COVID-19, when its geographic and temporal dimensions vary so widely
from many other crises. At the same time, the work cited above generally demonstrates some consistency across
information shared during crises, regardless of their underlying type. This paper aims to unify these views by asking
whether the COVID-19 contexts need to be separated from other non-pandemic type event data and introducing the
following hypothesis:
Hypothesis: Including labeled crisis data from a variety of non-pandemic events will improve classification
performance in COVID-19 events compared to models trained solely on pandemic-type events, where we have fewer
data but more specific and relevant information types.
To test this hypothesis, we describe a cross-validation experiment for comparing the results of different models
against a held-out set consisting only of COVID-19 data. Multiple studies give evidence of improved classification
ability of Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) over classical Machine Learning models. Research done by Hettiarachchi
and Ranasinghe (2020), ALRashdi and O’Keefe (2019), Kumar et al. (2020) and Nguyen et al. (2016) form a
consensus regarding improved performance of these DNNs in crisis response tasks.
Encouraged by these evidences we decided to test our hypothesis based on the results shown by these DNNs.
Transformer models like BERT (Devlin et al. 2019) are a special type of DNNs which have shown state-of-the-art
performances in major Natural Language Generation (NLG), Natural Language Understanding (NLU) and Natural
Language Processing (NLP) tasks. Since this work is focused on using only the tweet text to test the above stated
hypothesis, we plan on using these transformer models for our cross-validation experiments.
METHODOLOGY

To answer the research question described above and to test our hypothesis we devise a cross-validation experiment,
performed on a multi-label information type label classification task, to compare the results given by a set of models
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Table 1. Event Type Data Distribution

Event Type
Wildfire
Earthquake
Flood
Typhoon
Shooting
Bombing
Accident
COVID-19

Labeled Tweets
7,303
128,70
8,342
14,530
10,701
3,239
210
14,835

trained on two different sets of train data, one consisting of only the COVID-19 tweets and the other containing
COVID-19 as well non-pandemic event tweets. These models were then in turn evaluated against a held-out set of
COVID-19 only tweets.
This experiment requires labeled tweet data for both, COVID as well as non-COVID events, machine learning
models for classifying these tweets and metrics to evaluate the performance of these models. We discuss each of
these in turn below.
Cross Validation Experiment Description

To test our hypothesis, we created a cross-validation test. If results on a held-out set of COVID-19 tweets given
by a model trained on just the COVID-19 tweets are better than the results on the same held-out set given by a
model trained on the complete crisis data, which includes COVID as well as non-COVID type event data, then we
can conclude that pandemic-type events should be separated from the rest of the crises. On the other hand, if this
does not happen, that is, if the results by the model trained on just the COVID-19 tweets are worse than the results
by the model trained on complete crisis data, then we can say that the inclusion of general crises like wildfires,
floods, blasts etc. does not offset the performance of the model. That is, we can conclude that there is some form of
information propagation which occurs upon inclusion of non-pandemic type crisis data which is crucial for better
classification of pandemic type tweets
We performed a 10-fold cross-validation with 90-10 data split on the information type label prediction task for
TREC-IS. We split the COVID-19 tweets into training and validation sets using 10-fold cross-validation. These
validation sets containing only the COVID-19 tweets are termed as “held-out set”, and the performance of every
model would be evaluated against this “held-out set”. For getting the results for COVID-19 only model, we trained
the model on the COVID-19 training set for 2 epochs and predicted the information labels for the held-out set. For
getting the results for complete crisis data, we trained the models on the complete training data excluding the tweets
already present in the held-out set, for 2 epochs, and validated the performance against the held-out set. To prevent
same tweets from repeating in the training and the validation set, only the training set contained the augmented
tweets.
To evaluate the results we used the average accuracy, average precision, average recall and the average F1 score for
the 10 fold cross validation. We used the “macro” averaging method to calculate the precision, recall and F1 scores,
which does not take into account any imbalance in the labeled dataset. This would help ensure that the pipeline with
the best results would be able to take into account the heavy imbalance in the real world also.
Dataset

To test our hypothesis, we use the dataset made available through TREC-IS, up through 2020-A. As seen in table 1,
the track included COVID-19 data for three United States regions, namely, Washington DC, Washington State and
New York. In total, this dataset includes labels for 14835 COVID-19 tweets and 57195 non-COVID tweets.
Models

This section outlines the Neural Language Model Pipeline we used to test our hypothesis. Figure 1 shows the
completed pipeline. Given a tweet text, the pipeline first processes and cleans the text. For training the model, the
pipeline augments data in the training dataset and trains a transformer model. For a test tweet, the transformer
models takes as input the processed tweet text and returns a one hot-encoded list of corresponding labels. As this
task was a multi-label classification task, there can be more than one labels predicted for a single input tweet. As
seen from Figure 1, the pipeline can be split into two sections after the initial data processing:
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Figure 1. Neural Language Model Pipeline

1. Data Augmentation
2. Neural Language Model
Processing of the tweet text mainly includes data cleaning and refining. The text is first cleaned of all punctuation and
special characters like #, @, etc. We replace all the URLs, mentions and hashtags from the text with “URLHERE”,
“MENTIONHERE” and “HASHTAGHERE” tags, respectively.
Data Augmentation

The information type labels provided by TREC-IS can be majorly divided into two sections, Critical Importance
type and Low Importance type. The information type labels classified as being of Critical Importance contain the
tweets which have a higher priority for an emergency responder than the tweets belonging to information type labels
classified as being of Low Importance. Information type labels such as Search and Rescue, Volunteers, etc can be
termed as being of higher importance than labels like Multimedia Share or Sentiments.
Our initial analysis of data showed evidence of heavy imbalance between these two types of labels. We found
a majority of tweets belonging to Low Importance information type categories. To counter this imbalance, we
considered using the oversampling strategy SMOTE (Chawla et al. 2002) to increase the number of Critical
Importance Information Type categories. After a few tests of comparing different scores like precision, recall
and F1 score for different oversampling strategies like SMOTE through imbalance-learn library, we decided on
“generating” new tweets of Critical Importance Information categories.
The text augmentation was done on the idea of replacing specific words in a tweet with their synonyms, so as
to “generate” new tweets for training data which do not deviate from their original meaning but still have some
semantic differences from the original tweet. Since the tweets are related to disasters and calamities, we decided
to replace the verbs with their synonyms as those would be the words which would have higher weight in the
sentence. After some tests, we decided on replacing one single verb with top four synonyms, as more than that and
the synonym would sometimes change the meaning of the text. This approach gave us more than four thousand new
tweet texts to be used in training with Critical Importance Information type labels.
While this pipeline introduces complexity into the research design, we have submitted this pipeline to the TREC-IS
2020-A edition (SHARMA and BUNTAIN n.d.), where it outperformed the non-augmented approach and was
more competitive with other participants. Repurposing this existing system has accelerated this research, however,
and the hypothesis, if true, should hold regardless.
Natural Language Models

After processing and augmenting the data, we pass the text to a NLM for training and prediction. To remove
the potential biases introduced by model selection, we run this experiment across a set of 9 different types of
pre-trained transformer models. These 9 models, namely, ALBERT (Lan et al. 2019), BERT (Devlin et al. 2019),
CamemBERT (Martin et al. 2020), DsitilBERT (Sanh et al. 2019), ELECTRA (Clark et al. 2020), Longformer
(Beltagy et al. 2020), RoBERTa (Liu et al. 2019), XLM (Lample and Conneau 2019) and XLNet (Yang et al. 2019),
were shortlisted from the vast list of transformers due to the fact that they are the basic general purpose models
for NLP tasks. Table 2 outlines these models with their corresponding pre-trained weights used. We used the
simpletransformers (Rajapakse 2019) library for model implementation.
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Table 2. Model and Pre-Trained Weights Used for Cross-Validation Test

Model Name
ALBERT
BERT
CAMEMBERT
DISTILBERT
ELECTRA
LONGFORMER
ROBERTA
XLM
XLNET

Model Pre-Trained Weights
albert-base-v2
bert-base-uncased
camembert-base
distilbert-base-uncased
google/electra-base-discriminator
allenai/longformer-base-4096
roberta-base
xlm-mlm-en-2048
xlnet-base-cased

Table 3. 10-Fold Cross-Validation Results for COVID-19-Only Versus Full Dataset. Summarized in the median
row, one can see models based on the full dataset significantly outperform those trained only on COVID-19 data.

Model Name
ALBERT
BERT
CAMEMBERT
DISTILBERT
ELECTRA
LONGFORMER
ROBERTA
XLM
XLNET
Median

Average Accuracy
COVID
FULL
0.670
0.601
0.631
0.501
0.644
0.399
0.633
0.497
0.677
0.473
0.627
0.622
0.640
0.623
0.693
0.191
0.635
0.617
0.640
0.501

Average Precision
COVID
FULL
0.114
0.234
0.208
0.253
0.029
0.131
0.235
0.244
0.052
0.201
0.127
0.298
0.231
0.309
0.028
0.096
0.215
0.296
0.127
0.244

Average Recall
COVID FULL
0.057
0.100
0.072
0.109
0.037
0.067
0.086
0.105
0.042
0.075
0.071
0.178
0.127
0.178
0.040
0.054
0.118
0.168
0.071
0.105

Average F1-Score
COVID
FULL
0.061
0.126
0.089
0.139
0.033
0.081
0.108
0.136
0.038
0.097
0.081
0.208
0.149
0.207
0.033
0.064
0.138
0.200
0.081
0.136

RESULTS

Table 3 shows the results for the cross-validation experiment discussed above. The scores mentioned are for the
different models trained on the two types of datasets. The "COVID" dataset contains labeled tweets for COVID-19
only. The "FULL" dataset contains labeled tweets for COVID as well as non-COVID events. These results are
evaluated against a held-out set containing COVID-19 tweets only.
As observed from the table, even though the average accuracy for the models trained on only COVID-19 data are
higher than the models trained on the complete dataset, the average precision, recall, and consequently the average
F1 scores are significantly higher for the models trained on the complete crises dataset.
It is evident from the table that the cross-validation results are in consensus with our proposed hypothesis, thus
demonstrating that there is some underlying information which is consistent throughout all the crises, due to which
including the general non-pandemic type events to COVID-19 significantly improved the models ability to classify
COVID-19 tweets.
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

The significant improvement in the scores for the cross validation using non-pandemic type events as well as
COVID-19 tweets over the model solely trained on COVID-19 tweets is evidence that there is significant value in
including information from general crises into models for COVID-19 or other pandemic type events. Our work
gives evidence that including general non-pandemic event data to pandemic event data simulates crucial information
propagation which is essential for better classification of pandemic events data.
One interesting aspect of our results is the opposite results shown by the accuracy metric. Contrary to our hypothesis,
and to the other matrices, the average accuracy for models trained on COVID-only data is higher than the accuracy
for the models trained on the complete (non-COVID plus COVID) dataset. Due to heavy imbalance in the dataset,
we can expect to find more predictions for some classes than others, which would, thus, affect the accuracy metric.
This was the reason for including metrics like precision, recall and F1 score to compare our results. However,
this leads us to an interesting question that whether including the general crises data improves the performance
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for specific information types. We aim to analyze which information types are positively affected by inclusion of
general crisis data and which ones are negatively affected by it.
Our aim for this article was to validate this claim. We aim to build on this for our future work. We aim to analyze
whether the information from a natural disaster like wildfires or floods should be given the same importance as the
information from man-made disasters like bombings or shootings when predicting on a natural disaster.
We compared the cross-validation performance showed by models trained on two different dataset, against a held-out
set of COVID-only dataset. Both of the training datasets, one containing COVID-only data and the other containing
COVID as well as general crisis data, had pandemic data in them. We plan on conducting an experiment with
dataset containing only non-pandemic type crisis data. This would further help us to understand the effects of
inclusion of pandemic-type data.
The nature of pandemic-type events raises a question on the priority scoring of the tweets. In general crises like
wildfires and bombings, we have a clear concept of which tweet can be classified as High Priority tweets, like the
ones asking for aid or volunteers. But since pandemics are such long lasting events, and affect the people at a much
slower rate, it would be hard to say which type of tweets will be of High Importance. By High Importance we
mean the tweets or posts which should be seen by some emergency responders. It is hard to define a set of tweets
type which needs to be seen by some emergency responders during a pandemic-type event. We aim to study the
information types which can be classified as High Priority during such an event.
Our cross-validation test gives strong evidence that inclusion of general non-pandemic type events improves
classification for pandemic type event data. But this raises a question on whether the reverse is true also, that is,
does inclusion of pandemic type event data improves our model’s ability to classify general non-pandemic type
event data. Though, based on the evidence shown by our cross-validation test, we can expect our hypothesis to
hold true for reverse condition, but we aim to analyze this by conducting a similar cross-validation experiment as
described above.
CONCLUSION

In this work, we aimed at answering the question on whether we can group a pandemic-type event, like the
COVID-19 pandemic, with other general crises like wildfires and earthquakes for information retrieval tasks for
social media posts. This question arises due to the unique nature of such health related crises, like the time period,
the number of people affected over time, the area affected by it and the kind of content people post online related to
this crisis. We hypothesized that including labeled data from a variety of non-pandemic events would improve our
model’s ability to classify pandemic-only data over models trained solely on pandemic-type events.
We created a cross-validation experiment to test our hypothesis for the TREC-IS dataset and the results showed
evidence that our hypothesis holds true. We observed that there was a significant improvement in model performance,
evaluated by generating average accuracy, precision, recall and F1 scores, after we included the non-pandemic
events (general crises data) to the pandemic type events (COVID-19 data).
In conclusion, our work gives the evidence of some underlying core information which remains consistent throughout
all crises. We aim to continue our research on further questions raised by our findings.
LIMITATIONS

One limitation to our work is the removal of extra information from tweet text during pre-processing. For initial
analysis, we removed the information contained by mentions (@) and hashtags (#) and replaced them with custom
tags like "MENTIONHERE" and "HASHTAGHERE". Our reason for this is that these words (mentions and
hashtags) will not in themselves provide any extra information towards the information type classification task.
However, we plan on integrating this additional source of information and observe the effects to our performance.
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ABSTRACT

Although new technology may benefit rural first responders to help them serve their communities, to date little is
known about what communication technology problems rural first responders most need addressed and what
future technology they desire. To explore the context of use and communication technology problems and needs
of rural first responders, semi-structured interviews were conducted with 63 rural first responders across four
disciplines: Communications (Comm) Center & 9-1-1 Services, Emergency Medical Services, Fire Service, and
Law Enforcement. Using qualitative data analysis, interview data were sorted into problems and needs categories.
Rural first responders’ greatest problems were with reliable coverage/connectivity, interoperability,
implementation/information technology (IT) infrastructure, and physical ergonomics. Rural first responders’
greatest need for new technology was to address their current problems, but they were interested in new
technology that leverages real-time technology and location tracking. Implications for researchers and developers
of public safety communication technology are discussed.
Keywords

Communication technology, first responders, public safety, rural communities, usability.
INTRODUCTION
Rural Environments and Incident Response

First responders in public safety disciplines, namely Communications (Comm) Center & 9-1-1 Services
(COMMS), Emergency Medical Services (EMS), Fire Service (FF), and Law Enforcement (LE) personnel,
respond to emergency incidents to serve and protect their communities. Although these professions face many
dangers and difficulties, first responders in rural communities encounter unique challenges by nature of the rural
areas they serve. To better understand these challenges and how to mitigate them, rural areas in the United States
(U.S.; e.g., Ricci et al., 2003; Tiesman et al., 2007) and in countries around the world (e.g., Aftyka et al., 2014;
Birdsey et al., 2016; Hang et al., 2004; Jennings et al., 2006) have been a topic of research, with many studies
focusing exclusively on rural emergency response (e.g., Gamache et al., 2007; O'Meara et al., 2002; Oliver and
Meier, 2004; Ramsell et al., 2019; Reddy et al., 2009; Roberts et al., 2014).
A commonality in much of this work is finding that rural first responders are tasked to serve small communities
that span wide landmasses. According to the U.S. Census Bureau’s definition, rural areas comprise 97% of the
U.S.’s landmass, but only 19.3% of the population (Ratcliffe et al., 2016; U.S. Census Bureau). Because rural first
responders must often cover wide distances, some studies of rural areas have found longer ambulance response
times in rural areas (Aftyka et al., 2014; Jennings et al., 2006).
Rural first responders also respond to incidents resulting from the unique terrain of the area. Some rural areas are
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impacted by seasonal weather, experiencing high rates of sporting injuries (e.g., skiing) during certain seasons
(e.g., winter) (Birdsey et al., 2016) and high rates of injuries during times of the year with more severe weather
(e.g., monsoons, rain) (Hang et al., 2004). Although injury-hospitalization and death percentages are higher in
rural than urban areas (Coben et al., 2009; Tiesman et al., 2007), rural areas are often served by rural first
responders with small staffs that rely on volunteers or community workers who often have less experience and
training (Gamache et al., 2007; Roberts et al., 2014).
Rural Barriers to Technology

Although these environmental features make incident response different for rural first responders relative to their
urban and suburban counterparts, rural first responders face additional challenges in utilizing the proper equipment
to respond to incidents. Communication technology such as radios, cell phones, and mobile data computers
(MDC) are one of the most important tools first responders use in incident response, allowing them to obtain
information about incidents and coordinate the appropriate response (Choong et al., 2018). Unfortunately, rural
first responders face two primary barriers that prevent them from accessing and using communication technology.
First, rural areas tend to lack the infrastructure needed to implement the latest communication technology (Federal
Communications Commission (FCC), 2020). This lack of infrastructure results in a lack of broadband access in
many rural areas (FCC, 2020) and slow broadband speeds in some areas (Meinrath et al., 2019; Perrin, 2019) that
may ultimately prevent rural first responders from accessing and using technology for incident response.
Moreover, the costs for buying, installing, and maintaining broadband infrastructure are high in rural areas
(Strover, 2001; Yankelevich et al., 2017), sometimes due to the impact of natural geographic barriers (e.g.,
mountains) and harsh weather conditions on equipment (Pötsch et al., 2016; Surana et al., 2008).
Second, some work suggests that people in rural areas are reticent to adopt new technology. Despite many rural
areas gaining more access to broadband infrastructure, the urban-rural broadband adoption gap continues to persist
(Dickes et al., 2010; Department of Commerce (DOC), 2010; Whitacre, 2008). Although demographic disparities
between rural and urban areas are related to these lower adoption rates (Whitacre, 2008), LaRose et al. (2007)
suggest that broadband adoption in rural areas is predicated on individuals’ prior experience with, expected
outcomes using, and self-efficacy for using the internet. Relatedly, work examining non-internet users found that
their primary reason against adopting broadband in their homes was that they did not have any interest or need
for broadband (DOC, 2010). Although this was the top reason for both rural and urban households, a larger share
of rural households than urban endorsed this belief. These studies suggest that people in rural areas may not adopt
technology because the benefits of adopting new technology are not made clear to them (Dickes et al., 2010;
LaRose et al., 2007). Unfortunately, this may result in preventing rural first responders from utilizing tools that
may help them during incident response.
Opportunities to Address Barriers

Fortunately, new legislation has created opportunities for mitigating these challenges by developing new
technology specifically for first responders. The U.S. Middle Class Tax Relief and Job Creation Act of 2012
(Public Law 112-96, 2012) provided funding and dedicated broadband to establish the Nationwide Public Safety
Broadband Network (NPSBN). While NPSBN development is in progress, this network will improve broadband
access for first responders by supplementing land mobile radio (LMR) with Long-Term Evolution (LTE)
solutions. Currently, the public safety research and development community has focused on developing new
communication technology for first responders to operate with the new network. By improving broadband access
and developing new communication technology, rural first responders can better share critical information during
emergencies and disasters (Comfort et al., 2004) as well as use new capabilities such as those that improve location
information (Weichelt et al., 2019) and assist with providing care to people in remote locations ahead of
ambulance arrival (e.g., telehealth; Ricci et al., 2003).
Although the NPSBN is poised to help address rural first responders’ need for broadband infrastructure, a solution
is still needed to ensure that rural first responders will adopt new technology. Recent work has emphasized
adoption as a critical piece of developing new technology for rural first responders and communities (GascoHernandez et al., 2019; Weichelt et al., 2019). These studies and others (Choong et al., 2018) emphasize that
although technology shows great promise to help first responders, unless technology is developed with the first
responders’ context and needs in mind, this technology may not be adopted by them. The concept of including
users of technology in technology development is central to human factors research and user-centered design
(International Organization for Standardization (ISO), 2019). By understanding the user, a developer can design
technology with the users’ needs in mind (Hackos and Redish, 1998). Ultimately, this improves the usability of a
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product, increasing its efficiency, effectiveness, and satisfaction to the user (ISO, 2019). Therefore, in order to
improve adoption of new technology, rural first responders must be directly included in research. This will ensure
that technology is developed specifically for their context of use and that their current needs are accounted for
when developing new technology.
Relevant Research on Rural First Responders

To date, most work examining rural first responders has examined their unique context of use. Studies examining
the context for rural emergency and health care workers have found that rural emergency responders rely on
community workers and volunteers (Greene et al., 2019; Roberts et al., 2014), feel overburdened (Iversen et al.,
2002; Oliver and Meier, 2004), have fewer resources and equipment (Greene et al., 2019; Oliver and Meier, 2004;
Pilemalm, 2018), and serve wide, remote, and geographically diverse areas (Greene et al., 2019; Iversen et al.,
2002; Oliver and Meier, 2004). However, fewer studies have investigated how rural first responders perceive,
interact with, and use communication technology.
The work that has assessed rural first responders’ perceptions and use of communication technology has focused
broadly on emergency and health care professionals, including nurses, emergency department workers, and EMS
personnel (O'Meara et al., 2002; Reddy et al., 2009) as well as community citizens, volunteers, and organizations
(Pilemalm et al., 2013; Ramsell et al., 2019). These studies find that emergency, health care, and volunteer
personnel are hindered by their communication devices due to the lack of interoperability between the numerous
devices they use (O'Meara et al., 2002; Reddy et al., 2009) and connectivity problems (Reddy et al., 2009) from
a lack of infrastructure (O'Meara et al., 2002; Pilemalm et al., 2013). Recently Ramsell et al. (2019) found semiprofessional emergency responders and community volunteers value smartphone application usability and
interoperability to support communication during incident response.
Gaps in Past Work

Although these studies provide important insights, they have two important gaps. First, the studies that have
assessed rural first responders’ perceptions and use of communication technology are largely specific to healthcare
professionals generally and EMS personnel. It is unclear if these same problems transfer to other types of rural
first responder disciplines, or if other disciplines have different problems with communication technology.
Second, many of these studies examined limited types of technology, focusing largely on network coverage and
mobile devices (e.g., smartphones) rather than on other communication technology more broadly such as radios,
MDC, and body cameras. More work is required to identify useful functionalities beyond networks and mobile
phones and instead assess needs broadly across communication technology for rural first responders.
Current Study

In the current study we addressed these gaps in prior work by studying the communication technology problems
and needs of rural first responders across four disciplines (i.e., COMMS, EMS, FF, and LE). We also built off
prior work (Greene et al., 2019; Iversen et al., 2002; Oliver and Meier, 2004) to understand rural first responders’
context of use. Focusing on hearing the voices of rural first responders is important as historically rural
perspectives have been left out of research about rural environments (Chambers, 1994). Insights from this study
can help developers to identify what shortcomings in current technology need to be addressed as well as where to
invest future resources in developing technology for rural first responders. By ensuring solutions that are tailored
to work within the unique environments in which rural first responders operate, rural first responders may be more
eager to adopt and use new technology in incident response.
METHOD

We conducted an exploratory sequential mixed methods study with two phases. In Phase 1, qualitative interviews
were conducted to comprehensively explore communication technology experiences of first responders. Findings
from Phase 1 were then used to design the Phase 2 quantitative survey instrument. In this way, the exploratory
nature of Phase 1 led to a broader representation of first responders in Phase 2. This paper only focuses on data
and analysis from Phase 1 and details methods and results using qualitative analysis methods. There were many
advantages to using a qualitative approach in this first phase of research. First, this approach allowed us to explore
and probe the specific problems and needs experienced by first responders to provide deep insights into the
experiences and perspectives of those first responders who participated. Although qualitative methods are
exploratory in nature, these methods can be applied rigorously for analysis (see Saldaña, 2013) and achieve
validity (see Shenton, 2004). Second, it allowed us flexibility to examine the nuances between different first
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responder disciplines. Third, this approach emphasized engaging directly with participants through semistructured interview techniques. This allowed for examination of first responders’ top of mind priorities and
dynamic perspectives and ensured that the voices of first responders were included in the research.
Recruitment and Sampling

Sixty-three rural first responders across four disciplines (COMMS (n=18), EMS (n=6), FF (n=19), and LE (n=20))
participated in the study. Purposeful and snowball sampling were used to recruit first responders. This sample was
a subset of a larger effort to recruit a national sample of first responders (Choong et al., 2018; Dawkins et al.,
2019; Greene et al., 2019). Five of the ten Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) (2020) regions in
the U.S. were represented in the sample.
Procedure

The research team scheduled 45-minute semi-structured one-on-one interview sessions at the first responders’
place of work (e.g., fire station). However, in order to maximize the number of rural first responders interviewed,
a subset of the interviews was conducted in small groups rather than one-on-one. This resulted in 48 interview
sessions total with 63 total first responder participants. Participants were informed that they could withdraw at
any time, skip any question as needed, and decline to be audio recorded. They completed demographic questions
before the interview sessions. All data were collected anonymously. Recorded interviews were transcribed then
de-identified and assigned an interview number. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
Research Protections Office reviewed the protocol for this project and determined it meets the criteria for “exempt
human subjects research”.
Instruments
Interview Instrument

An interview instrument was developed to guide the discussion during the semi-structured interviews. The
interview instrument focused on two high-level areas: 1) understanding first responders’ context of work, and 2)
identifying first responders’ perceptions of and experiences with technology. To understand context of work, the
interview instrument included questions and follow-up probes related to job tasks and routines, relationships with
people they work with or for, and characteristics of the environment they work in. Questions about technology
focused on what technology they use, what problems they have encountered, and what technology they wish they
had for their jobs. The interview instrument was developed iteratively through a process with a literature review,
pilot interviews with first responders, and feedback from first responders and human factors subject matter experts
(see Choong et al., 2018 for full methodological details for Phase 1).
Demographics Questions

Demographic characteristics (i.e., discipline, years of service, area, location, gender, and age) were collected to
ensure interview data reflected the diversity of rural first responders. Additionally, we asked two questions related
to technology experience and adoption (see Figure 1 and Figure 2) to better understand rural first responders’
familiarity with technology. Participants could select as many options as were applicable to their own experiences.
Participant characteristics

The sample was made up of 18 COMMS participants, 19 FF participants, 20 LE participants, and 6 EMS
participants. Table 1 displays the number of participants across rural first responder disciplines by gender, age,
and total years of service. The sample was less representative of female first responders than male first responders,
with female first responders comprising only 13 participants, though this is consistent with low proportions of
female responders in FF and LE disciplines nationally (Crooke, 2013; Evarts and Stein, 2020). Relatedly, the
larger number of females in our COMMS sample was consistent with gender demographics for the discipline
nationally (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2019). A majority of the sample was between 36 and 55 years old and
had a wide range of total years of service.
Table 1. Frequencies of Demographic Characteristics by Rural First Responder Disciplines

Gender

Female

COMMS

EMS

FF

LE

Grand Total

10

1

0

2

13
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Age (Years)

Total Years of
Service

Total
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Male

8

5

19

18

50

18-25

1

1

3

2

7

26-35

2

1

3

5

11

36-45

5

2

6

4

17

46-55

8

1

5

8

22

56-65

2

1

1

0

4

over 65

0

0

1

1

2

1-5

2

3

3

3

11

6-10

3

0

4

3

10

11-15

4

1

2

2

9

16-20

1

1

2

3

7

21-25

1

0

5

7

13

26-30

3

0

2

2

7

Over 30

3

1

1

0

5

No response

1

0

0

0

1

Total Participants

18

6

19

20

63

Figure 1 and Figure 21 display rural first responders’ experiences with using and adopting technology. Although
nearly 83% indicated they could do most or all things with technology with some assistance, 19% indicated they
had limited knowledge or needed help with technology. In looking at experience adopting new technology, nearly
40% mentioned they let others work out the kinks. Although 28.6% said they follow technology trends, nearly
21% either adopt new technology when theirs has died or it becomes required.

Figure 1. Experience with Technology.

1

Because participants could select multiple responses and the total number of participants was used to compute
percentages, responses sum to over 100%. One participant did not answer the questions.
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Figure 2. Experience Adopting Technology.
Qualitative Analysis

As part of the qualitative analysis process, transcripts were coded. Coding refers to assigning categories to
participants’ responses in order to reduce the data set so that it can be analyzed to find patterns and themes. The
multidisciplinary research team first created an a priori coding list to be used for the initial coding of five
randomly chosen transcripts from the entire project (see Choong et al., 2018). These five transcripts were
independently coded by all team members, then the research team met to review their codes to determine if the
codes were applied in consistent ways. This provided the opportunity to revise codes and operationalize how each
should be applied, ultimately resulting in a finalized list of operationalized codes. The researchers coded all
remaining transcripts using the final code list. The data associated with each code were extracted into separate
files so that the relationships within and amongst the codes could be explored and themes identified.
The current study focused on the data from the transcripts of the 48 rural interviews with the 63 rural first
responders, with codes related to: 1) communication technology problems and needs and 2) the context of use
rural first responders operate within. First, to identify communication technology problems and needs, we
reanalyzed responses initially coded into the “problem: technology” or “wish list” codes by further classifying
responses into more specific categories and subcategories (see Dawkins et al., 2019). The “problems: technology”
items were classified into the list of 18 technology problems displayed in Table 2. The same was done for the 15
“wish list” items displayed in Table 3. These categories and their corresponding subcategories were created for
the larger research effort to identify the needs and requested functionalities that were most important to first
responders (Dawkins et al., 2019). Here they were applied to the subset of the data with rural first responders.
Two researchers independently identified the categories and subcategories for each response, with one researcher
categorizing the problems and the other categorizing the needs. The research team then met to discuss,
operationalize, and finalize the classifications. Second, to identify the rural context of use for problems and needs,
we identified themes about the rural context from the extracted data (see Greene et al., 2019).
The qualitative results present themes using the direct quotes given by rural first responders. Quotes serve as
exemplars and are representative of the data set as a whole. Each quote is followed by the reference to the
participant in parentheses, including their discipline (i.e., COMMS, EMS, FF, or LE), area (R = Rural), and
interview number (e.g., 001). Because participants were anonymous, identifiers are not tied back to a specific
participant.
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Table 2. Communication Technology Problems Categories and Subcategories

Category

Subcategories

9-1-1 Calls

Next Generation 9-1-1 (NG 911), caller location, nuisance calls

Audio Clarity

Hard to hear, audio feedback

Body Camera

Functional issues, physical issues

Connectivity

Reception, bandwidth issue

Disruption of Operations

Continuity of Operations (COOP), mobile operations

Implementation/Information
Technology (IT) Infrastructure

Implementation/Installation issues, cost as a prohibitor, IT
management, no user requirements collected/considered, public
safety network reservations

Interoperability

External interoperability, internal interoperability

Microphone/Earpiece

Cord, earpiece, wireless microphones

Mobile Data Computer (MDC)/Mobile
Data Terminal (MDT)

Navigation/mapping, functionality

Overwhelmed

Sensory overload, situational awareness

Physical Ergonomics

Robustness, battery problems, bulky and heavy, too many devices,
physical discomfort, display size, safety concerns

Radio

Dead zones, traffic, channel switching, usability

Reliability

Unreliable technology, redundancy, unreliable transmissions

Security Constraints

Authentication, access control

Technology Outdated

Outdated, incomparable to personal technology

Technology Overrated

Problems with new technology, doesn’t solve communication
problems

User Interfaces

Ineffective and inefficient, alerting, modality

Video
Data issues, surveillance videos
Note. Categories and subcategories listed here are exhaustive but may not have been used across all disciplines.
For example, “9-1-1 calls” only were coded for COMMS personnel.
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Table 3. Communication Technology Wish List Categories and Subcategories

Category

Subcategories

All-In-One

Cell phones and/or radios, tablets, software and apps, general
multifunctional devices, cameras

Communications
Center Technology

Improved dispatch interface, multimedia data package, access to caller
cell camera, large multi-view display

Functionality

Reliability, better coverage, clearer communication, improved
functionality, longer battery life, faster devices

Futuristic

Media/Science-fiction influenced, smart buildings, face and object
recognition software, self-driving vehicles, augmented reality (AR),
emergency traffic light system

Integrated Gear/Wearables

Heads-up display (HUD), in-mask microphone/earpiece, responder
vitals, personal protective equipment (PPE) technology

Interoperability

Software/hardware compatibility, interagency communication system,
patient care report (PCR), body camera integration, interjurisdictional
criminal data

Microphones/Earpieces

Wireless, specialized earpieces

Mobile Apps

Information references, discipline-specific apps

Physical Ergonomics

Smaller and lighter, fewer devices, robustness, larger devices

Radios

Channel switching,
transmissions

Real-Time Technology

Live video and images - capture/live feed technology, traffic and
navigation, drones, language translation, identification devices

Tracking

Responder location, caller location, search technology

Usable security

Single sign-on

User Interfaces

User friendly, hands free, non-verbal communication

multiple

talk

groups,

prevent accidental

Windshield HUD, built-in camera, automatic license plate reader,
dashboard computer
Note. Categories and subcategories listed here are exhaustive but may not have been used across all disciplines.
For example, the “body camera integration” subcategory in the “interoperability” category was only coded for
law enforcement.
Vehicles

RESULTS
Technology Problems and Wish List Items Across Rural First Responder Disciplines

Technology problems are displayed in Figure 3 and wish list items in Figure 4. Across disciplines, rural first
responders experienced the most problems with radios, reliability of devices, interoperability, implementation/IT
infrastructure, and physical ergonomics. Their top wish list items were related to improving their current
communication technology’s functionality, specifically devices’ reliability and coverage, as well as improving
devices’ interoperability and physical ergonomics. However, they also were interested in some futuristic
technology, especially real-time technology and location tracking.
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Figure 3. Technology problems across rural first responder disciplines.
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Figure 4. Wish list items across rural first responder disciplines.
Radio and Connectivity

Rural first responders experienced the most issues with dead zones preventing radio transmissions. Relatedly,
rural first responders expressed problems with connectivity, especially in accessing bandwidth to gain reception
for internet and cell phones. Some discussed dead zones in buildings or other structures, but many mentioned
dead zones specific to rural terrain (e.g., mountains) that limit communication technology.
Cell phones are great but again we’re on a very rural county and if you get to the far
ends of our county towards the east good luck. Radio traffic is null out there as well as
cell phone is. (FF-R-049)
Rural first responders’ most requested wish list item for improved functionality was improving radio and cell
phone coverage in rural areas.
...You want your radios to work and you want your cell phones to work all over the
county. I mean that’s pretty much it…We did a missing person scenario down towards
[county name redacted] in the national forest and nobody’s radio worked...phone
didn’t work. (LE-R-048)
With access to wider coverage, rural first responders could improve the efficiency and effectiveness by which
they communicate with their team members, transmit information to other responders and hospitals, and maintain
a lifeline in dangerous situations.
Reliability

Many rural first responders felt their devices were unreliable, describing past experiences in which their
communication technology did not work in the way intended.
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We have the [inaudible] MDTs [mobile data terminals], but I think we would call it a
failed technology... We spend more time wasting time trying to keep that thing working
than we do doing our job. So we've given up on it… (FF-R-019)
Finding a solution to reliability problems was also at the top of rural first responders’ wish lists. They wanted to
be able to trust the technology that they use, eliminating unnecessary distractions and stress.
Interoperability

Rural first responders described difficulties communicating among disciplines across rural areas and also during
situations where they must work with other jurisdictions. The second most requested wish list item was improved
interoperability, and many rural first responders were specifically interested in improved interagency
communication. Improving communication interoperability for rural first responders with other disciplines, areas,
and jurisdictions would help improve incident response, as well as increase information being shared with relevant
parties.
Speaker 2: I mean, I can’t call [county name redacted], call on the cell phone. I can’t
call [another county name redacted]; we don’t have their frequencies available, so it
would all have to be relayed from us to here to County, to their dispatch to their officer
and then back to the state again.
Speaker 1: Which creates the delay you talked about earlier.
Speaker 2: Right. And what is lost in translation. (LE-R-060)
Rural first responders also discussed that the numerous devices they use are not well integrated.
I think my biggest gripes are that e-ticketing machine and just the fact that it's not well
thought-out for the application. I don't think there's any reason why it couldn't be done
on the phone that I already carry or the computer that's already in the car. (LE-R-018)
Rural first responders mentioned a need for more interoperability between software and hardware. Improving
internal interoperability may decrease the amount of time to transmit information and may also reduce the burden,
frustration, and confusion of using multiple devices.
Implementation/IT Infrastructure

Rural first responders described problems implementing and installing communication technology. One reason
mentioned in the interviews was that many updates require access to the latest technology or use of broadband
speeds to which many rural first responders do not yet have access. One COMMS worker described a situation
where the communications center sought to use new technology but could not implement the new system because
of the call center’s outdated computer systems.
So, you have to do an upgrade your phone system to make it compatible to go on
NextGen…we are going to upgrade the phone switch, which we did. But then, our wall
boards that tells us how many calls are waiting…they quit working. Well, we found
out that the computers that are driving the wall boards are not powerful enough to drive
the wall boards with the upgrade. (COMMS-R-019)
Many rural first responders discussed these issues with implementation as being related to a broader issue of
funding.
I mean funding is a huge issue…If a truck went down that truck’s gone until we can
save up the money or get a grant or figure out something to fix that truck. I mean we
were living year to year as a department you know and that depended on the size of
the department and the size of the town. (FF-R-048)
Because rural departments were often underfunded, cost may be a prohibitor for rural first responders in accessing,
training for, updating, and replacing communication technology.
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Physical Ergonomics

Physical ergonomics problems and needs captured a wide range of topics, with some related to rural first
responders’ number, size, and weight of devices, and others related to physical aspects of devices such as
robustness, battery life, comfort, and safety concerns. Rural first responders discussed problems with devices’
robustness in rural environments. Rural first responders must have robust equipment to meet the challenges of the
incidents they respond to (e.g., extreme heat) and the environments they work within, as they often encounter
difficult terrain such as mountains or rivers. For this reason, many rural first responders requested improved
robustness as a wish list item.
A lot of our computer sites are above 10,000, 11,000, 12,000 feet. You can't get to
some of them unless it's summer. If one [of] them breaks down, well, just have to wait
until the weather clears. I mean, we have ice loading on some of our tower sites such
that it shuts them down… we wait until it warms up and it falls off…Sometimes we
go up in a snow cab or the technician does. I mean, that's dangerous, expensive work…
(EMS-R-008)
They also discussed having battery issues with their devices. Additionally, they requested having fewer devices
to operate, as another problem was having too many devices. Although making devices more robust and integrated
would be of interest to rural first responders across disciplines, some specific problems and needs differed
depending on the discipline.
Technology Problems and Wish List Items for Each Rural First Responder Discipline

Although many of these problems and needs were common across all disciplines, each rural first responder
discipline experienced unique problems specific to their job requirements and context of use. Each also identified
specific wish list items that would be beneficial to their needs. The discipline-specific data presented below were
emphasized within a discipline but were not unique to that discipline.
COMMS Responders

Rural COMMS personnel experienced unique problems by nature of the environment they work within. COMMS
personnel do not respond on-scene; they instead take emergency calls and dispatch first responders to the scene.
COMMS personnel discussed the difficulty in locating callers during 9-1-1 calls, as some rural areas do not have
addresses. Unique terrains (e.g., mountains, rivers) also bring in seasonal tourists, causing an increase in visitors
unfamiliar with the area who have difficulty identifying their location when calling 9-1-1. For these reasons,
COMMS personnel saw benefits to using technology to improve caller tracking.
I would want to have the ability to see where my callers are…And I wish I could have
the technology to see like a straight path to guide my officers to my callers…There are
times when we've had calls where people were in domestic situations and they couldn't
really tell us everything so that would help a lot. (COMMS-R-014)
They were also interested in improving communications center technology, such as having improved dispatch
interfaces, better multimedia data packages to receive information, and access to callers’ cell phone cameras.
Although they saw benefits to technology, COMMS personnel were wary of new technology. They could foresee
negative impacts and new challenges that may come with new technology, especially Next-Generation 9-1-1, a
digitally-based 9-1-1 system (see National 911 Program). COMMS personnel expressed concerns over both
seeing graphic or inappropriate images in texts and needing to slow down their response time to communicate via
text with callers.
EMS Responders

EMS personnel mentioned problems writing and sending patient reports to hospitals. They discussed their MDCs
were often unreliable and would crash or otherwise fail to save a patient report. In addition to crashing, EMS
personnel also discussed that sometimes when their computers were working, computers could still fail to send
patient information due to disrupted connectivity.
EMS personnel discussed that reliable and usable technology was expensive, causing some departments to opt for
outdated solutions. In some cases, EMS personnel discussed using pencil and paper for report writing rather than
computers. When EMS personnel did have technology for writing and recording patient information, they were
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often frustrated by how difficult their systems were to use. In fact, EMS personnel sometimes spent more time
writing a report than they needed to, and in some cases had to rewrite their reports. Moreover, some mentioned
that because they did not have dedicated IT staff, they often wasted valuable time fixing their systems or finding
alternate solutions.
What happens when it doesn't work? What happens when we have trouble with it?
Who fixes it? Because I can't just call downstairs to IT, okay? I've got a contractor that
does our IT because we don't have an IT department. They're budgeted two days a
week, maybe. (EMS-R-008)
For these reasons, EMS personnel expressed interest in reliable technology, as this improvement may save them
time and frustration, allowing them to focus on their jobs.
FF Responders

FF personnel had difficulty with mics and radios during incident response. They had problems hearing their radios
when there was external sound caused by the fire and alarms, and their mics picked up breathing and other sounds
that made communications hard to hear. They also had physical ergonomics issues, ranging from problems with
batteries to having devices that were not robust to rural incident response. Many also expressed that their
technology was outdated.
…When a fire is paged out here they may page out the appropriate response it may or
may not go out over the radio. We have somewhat of an outdated underfunded
antiquated communications here in our county. (FF-R-049)
Although improved functionality for current devices was the top requested wish list item, FF personnel also saw
benefits to new technology that could provide them with live real-time information about rural fires. They also
requested improved software/hardware compatibility that could link multiple devices to send information to a
single source.
LE Responders

Use of body cameras is specific to LE personnel in their day-to-day work. Some expressed physical challenges
securely attaching their body cameras to their uniform, as well as mentioned that they spend significant time and
effort storing and uploading the cameras’ information.
[Regarding body camera videos] It can add quite a bit of time because for the most
part the upload time is the real time…I think the longest recording I have was probably
about 3 hours which it breaks it up into thirty minute intervals but it took almost 2 ½
or 3 hours for that one video to upload then I had 10 other ones that I had to upload so
the upload speed is absolutely horrible. (LE-R-045)
LE personnel often mentioned challenges using devices that were bulky, too numerous, and not reliable due to
battery problems. These ergonomics challenges were often specific to the equipment they use, such as e-ticketing
devices and utility belt equipment.
Futuristic Functionalities

Beyond desiring technology to address their current problems, rural first responders most discussed wanting new
technology that can provide real-time and location tracking information.
Real-Time Information

Rural first responders discussed that the ability to send and receive live video and images would be useful.
Or that there's the ability that that camera would be tied to the MDC so that I could
push a button, take a picture, and transmit that without sitting here and opening an
email, figure out who's working today, who's going to get this email…(FF-R-008)
Accessing rich and detailed information in real-time would assist rural first responders with planning for and
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responding to incidents.
Access To Location Information

Many discussed that having tracking information would be useful for locating both 9-1-1 callers and first
responders during incident response.
And I think the mapping is a little -- like if we could somehow manage to afford, like
live mapping or whatever…(COMMS-R-019)
Some rural first responders discussed that having information collected from previous incidents and locations as
well as global positioning system (GPS) tracking of nearby responders and vehicles would improve preparing for
and responding to incidents.
DISCUSSION

Rural first responders’ primary communication technology problems were the lack of reliable coverage and
connectivity, interoperability, implementation/IT infrastructure, and physical ergonomics of communication
technology. This is consistent with work examining both rural (Greene et al., 2019; O'Meara et al., 2002; Pilemalm
et al., 2013; Reddy et al., 2009) and urban and suburban public safety personnel (Dawkins et al., 2019). This
suggests that research and development addressing these problems are likely to benefit all first responders.
However, our findings suggest that the rural context of use must be considered in order to improve communication
technology specifically for rural first responders.
Although urban and suburban first responders also experience dead zones and connectivity issues (Dawkins et al.,
2019), the lack of broadband infrastructure and geographic dead zones are largely unique to rural areas. Most
rural first responders in this study relied on using radios and cell phones to communicate, and when these devices
were unable to connect, rural first responders had no way to coordinate with other responders in the area or acquire
new information. Although broadband coverage has been improving (FCC, 2020), some areas that have coverage
have slow speeds (Meinrath et al., 2019; Perrin, 2019). Developers should carefully consider the communication
technology they develop for use in rural areas; until broadband access and speed is improved, some devices may
not work as intended or at all. Therefore, researchers and designers should continue to consider how to increase
coverage and connectivity of communication technology in rural areas.
Researchers and designers would also benefit rural first responders by developing devices that are robust to
extreme weather and terrains and are developed with appropriate physical ergonomics requirements in mind for
each first responder discipline. While FF personnel may need robust radios and mics adaptable to hot temperatures
and loud scenes, LE personnel need body cameras and equipment for their belts that allow them to move easily.
Moreover, rural first responders in this study had limited budgets that may preclude them from replacing
technology often. Therefore, technology should also endure for a long period of time.
An important theme in the interviews was the additional burdens placed on rural first responders. Not only did
they serve a wide area, but because of funding and resource allocations, they were often asked to do their jobs
without proper equipment and personnel. Although technology has the potential to decrease these burdens by
increasing the amount of information they have and decreasing time spent on tasks performed, we saw obstacles
to this goal in our data. In many cases technology was an added burden, both mentally and physically to the dayto-day tasks of rural first responders. Some were distracted by managing and carrying many devices, and some
spent extra time fixing technological problems and coordinating communication efforts between and across
agencies. Therefore, designers should develop technology that will be easy to use and maintain, cost effective,
lightweight, and integrated into technology they already possess. Additionally, in responding to the technology
experience and adoption questions, approximately 61% of rural first responders indicated they would be hesitant
to proactively adopt new technology. Developers must therefore ensure the benefits of new communication
technology are made clear. By alleviating burdens caused by technology, rural first responders may more readily
adopt new communication technology that will reduce their frustration and save them time. Such changes may
help rural responders perform their jobs more efficiently, thereby decreasing the amount of time needed to respond
to incidents. Because past research has found a relationship between response times and patient outcomes and
satisfaction (Jennings et al., 2006; Persse et al., 2004; Rogers et al., 1999), improved efficiency may have benefits
to rural first responders and their communities.
Taken together, it is unsurprising that when rural first responders were asked what new technology would benefit
them, they wanted their current problems fixed rather than entirely new communication technology. However,
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this does not mean that rural first responders were uninterested in new or futuristic devices. Rather than seeing
future technology as a way to improve communication, rural first responders saw more utility for technology to
improve access to real-time information. These findings are consistent with prior work with urban and suburban
first responders (Choong et al., 2018) and underscore the need for developers to address problems but also
anticipate first responders’ need for information.
It is important to note that these results were a part of the Phase 1 study, which was only the first phase of a larger
sequential mixed methods study. Therefore, while the Phase 1 results were meant to explore the experiences of
first responders and their context of work, the results were also intended for use in developing the Phase 2 survey.
The qualitative results presented in this study were meant to deeply investigate a phenomenon by providing access
into the world of those interviewed, in their own voices. Although the sample sizes for each discipline in this
paper were small (e.g., n=6 for EMS), the data were rich and highly contextualized to the rural environment. Thus,
the goal was not to generalize to the broader rural population, but to provide in-depth insights into the phenomenon
from the perspective of those interviewed. Phase 2 was designed to expand upon the Phase 1 results with a larger
sample. Phase 2 results can provide a broader representation of first responders and comprehensively capture
communication technology usage, problems, and needs. Therefore, the ultimate aim of our research will be to use
both exploratory findings from Phase 1 and broader representative findings from Phase 2 to inform the
development and design of new technology for first responders. We encourage additional studies to continue to
expand upon the communication technology experiences of first responders, especially those who work within
rural environments. Specifically, work is needed to analyze differences in problems and needs depending on
demographic subgroups (e.g., gender, age, volunteer status) as well as ensure findings can generalize to the
broader rural population. Future work may also benefit from moving beyond self-report to using scenario-based
assessments (see Pilemalm, 2018) to elucidate problems experienced during incident response, as well as testing
new technology (e.g., real-time technology) with this population.
These limitations non-withstanding, results from this study highlight many ways communication technology can
be designed and improved for rural first responders:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Better coverage and connectivity for cell phones and radios
Improved interoperability both for communicating across agencies and for integrating devices
Strong and long-lasting devices that work in extreme physical environments
Affordable devices that are easy to fix and inexpensive to train on

By continuing to study human factors in rural first responder populations, technology can be developed and
improved for rural first responders. This could shift how rural first responders view, adopt, and use communication
technology. Rural first responders may transition away from viewing communication technology as a problem
and burden, and instead view communication technology as a trusted tool for more effectively and efficiently
protecting and serving their communities.
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ABSTRACT

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are becoming increasingly widespread in recent years, with numerous applications
spanning multiple sectors. UAVs can be of particular benefit to first responders, assisting in both hazard detection
and search-and-rescue operations, increasing their situational awareness without endangering human personnel;
However, conventional UAV control requires both hands on a remote controller and many hours of training to control
efficiently. Furthermore, viewing the UAV video-feed on conventional devices (e.g. smartphones) require first
responders to glance downwards to look at the screen, increasing the risk of accident. To this end, this work presents
a unified system, incorporating single-hand gesture control for UAVs and an augmented reality (AR) visualization
of their video feed, while also allowing for backup remote UAV control from any device and multiple-recipient
video streaming. A modular architecture allows the upgrade or replacement of individual modules without affecting
the whole. The presented system has been tested in the lab, and in field trials by first responders.
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First responders, UAV, gesture control, augmented reality.
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INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs or, more informally, drones) have become increasingly
popular and affordable, assisting and cooperating with humans in various scenarios, such as inspection (Özaslan et al.
2017; Shihavuddin et al. 2019), mapping (Wu et al. 2019; Hill 2019), exploration (Joyce et al. 2019, human-drone
interaction (Karjalainen et al. 2017), and search and rescue missions (Mishra et al. 2020; Burke et al. 2019).
Specifically, in search and rescue scenarios First Responders (FRs), utilise UAVs for quickly identifying victims in
large areas, investigating dangerous scenes with safety, or even inspecting inaccessible areas from a remote location
by viewing their video-stream. However, controlling UAVs in such scenarios require skilled personnel and the
use of cumbersome hand-held controllers that require both hands to operate, thus restricting FRs’ motion and the
performance of concurrent tasks. Additionally, viewing the video-stream on conventional devices such as mobile
phones can distract FRs by requiring them to look away from their immediate surroundings, lowering situational
awareness and increasing the risk of accident.
Towards this end, we present a system that combines a UAV with an augmented reality (AR) device and a hand
gesture capturing sensor, allowing users to intuitively fly the drone with one hand and at the same time view the
UAV video-stream on the AR device without taking their eyes from the scene. Our system is based on Microsoft’s
HoloLens1, DJI’s Mavic 2 Enterprise Dual UAV2 and the LeapMotion controller3. However, due to its modular
design, it is not bounded to these specific hardware components and can be adapted to any other UAV, AR device or
motion sensor. The system has been tested by FRs and researchers both in the lab and in realistic response mission
conditions.
This work is the extension and realization of previously published work in progress (Konstantoudakis et al. 2020),
which had defined gestures for UAV control and validated them in a simulated environment. The main contributions
of the present work include:
• The extension of the previously defined gesture set.
• The use of gestures to control real UAVs, with low latency and a full range of UAV motions.
• A system encompassing UAV gesture control, visualization of UAV’s camera feed in AR, and optional
backup control and video reception by a Command & Control Center.
• A modular architecture based on message broker exchanges that will allow the upgrade or replacement of
individual modules independently from the whole system.
The presented work has been carried out in the context of EU-funded project FASTER4, which aims at providing
FRs with innovative tools and technologies. The project includes both technical and FR partners, which has allowed
for co-design as well as validation of the current work.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Related work provides a review on current interfaces on UAV gesture
control and visualization; Aims and requirements defines the scope of this work; System architecture describes the
proposed solution’s architecture and components; Gesture-based UAV control and AR visualization present the
implementation and performance of the two main sub-systems. Lastly, Conclusions and future work provides a
conclusion and discusses future work.
RELATED WORK

As drones are becoming increasingly popular, several organizations around the world use them to enhance their
operational capabilities by developing innovative solutions (e.g. Giones and Brem 2017). For example, Volckaert
2018 describes a novel decision support system, in which drones fly above a certain area of interest, scanning for
potentially dangerous situations and informing FRs on site. Search-and-rescue(S&R) missions are an integral part
of an FR’s job. To this end, Silvagni et al. 2017 presents a UAV-based system for S&R missions in mountainous
terrains, allowing FRs to locate potential victims without the need to physically visit the site. Even though, UAVs
can be employed for assisting FRs while operating on the field, controlling them with conventional hand-held
devices can be challenging, and not ideal for these scenarios.
1https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/hololens/hololens1-hardware
2https://www.dji.com/gr/mavic-2-enterprise
3https://developer.leapmotion.com/
4https://www.faster-project.eu/
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On the other hand, gestures are an intuitive and integral part of human communication and are crucial at
complementing verbal exchanges in daily communication, especially when discussing more complex topics
(Pavlovic et al. 1997). Consequently, intuitive hand gestures can provide a natural alternative to conventional
joystick-based control in human - UAV interaction, and significant research effort has been made towards the
development of such interfaces. In our previous work (Konstantoudakis et al. 2020) we defined and evaluated two
sets of single-hand gestures for UAV control, and similar to this work Sarkar et al. 2016 introduced a hand-gesture
control interface. Authors in (Ge, Liang, et al. 2016, S. Yuan et al. 2018) gather data from depth sensors like
those found on AR Devices (Hololens) and use it to estimate the 3D hand pose. Others (Zimmermann and Brox
2017, Spurr et al. 2018) use monocular RGB images to estimate the 3D location of key hand points like certain
joints, which can accurately express the 3D shape of a hand. Authors in Walker et al. 2018 present a system that
gathers data from sensors on the AR head-mounted display (HMD), detects the position of the head relative to its
environment, identifies hand gestures, and combines all to control a UAV. Advances in deep learning led the authors
of Molchanov et al. 2016 to propose a recurrent convolutional neural network (RNN) model leveraging 3D input
form depth, color, and stereo-IR (infrared) sensors to overcome the ambiguity of how different people perform
hand gestures. Tackling the same problem, Ge, Ren, et al. 2019 introduced a Graph Convolutional Neural Network
(Graph CNN) method to reconstruct a 3D mesh of hand surface achieving greater detail in regards to hand shape
and pose. A natural language interface based on gestures was proposed by Chandarana et al. 2017, whereby using
twelve distinct and simple hand gestures they could define multiple trajectories. Nagi et al. 2014 cataloged unique
spatial gestures through the use of colored gloves. A recent study by Chan et al. 2018 and an earlier one by Nagi
et al. 2014 gathered data from three sensors, an RGB camera, an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), and flex sensors
placed on the subject’s fingers and managed to combine them to recognize hand pose and finger movement with a
frequency of 100 Hz.
Another set of technologies that have been used for mitigating the challenges when designing robotic systems are
AR and VR (Virtual Reality). For instance, Leutert et al. 2013 exploited spatial AR to display complex robot data
in an understandable way while Qian et al. 2019 developed an AR-based platform to provide an "X-ray see-through
vision" to a surgeon wearing an HMD. Similarly, Erat et al. 2018 developed a system allowing users to control
a UAV from both an exocentric and egocentric view and at the same time by providing an X-ray see-through
view, although his system relied on an external motion tracking system. In a following work, L. Yuan et al. 2019
proposed a non-invasive form of interaction where a UAV can be controlled by gaze, while Liu and Shen 2020
built a scaled 3D map of the environment rendered on an AR device where users could set points to navigate the
drone in a more immersive and intuitive manner. Apart from these works, focusing on alleviating the challenges
related to developing UAV systems, AR and VR have been applied to entertaining and educational activities as
well. For instance, Thon et al. 2013 gamified the experience of visiting a museum with the use of a small UAV that
can fly indoors. Users can control the drone and through its camera shoot augmented targets inside the museum
which will reveal a short history lesson video. Mirk and Hlavacs 2014 explored the possibility of using a UAV and
Virtual Reality hardware (e.g. Oculus Rift) to transform tourism from a physical-only activity to a virtual one as
well. Although inspiring, most of the aforementioned works are not targeting the FRs’ domain and the associated
challenges when developing applications for such scenarios. In this work, we specifically focus on designing a
modular UAV system targeting FRs’ applications.
AIMS AND REQUIREMENTS
Project Aims

The main objective of this work is to provide the foundation for seamless and more intuitive integration of UAVs
into first responder operations. This should extend to both control and vision, and take into account the conditions
in which first responders operate, which are both physically and mentally challenging, and can often be dangerous.
Traditionally, UAVs are controlled via hand-held remote controllers. Although well-established, these are not ideal
for such conditions: They require both hands to operate, effectively preventing the pilot from taking any other action
while controlling the drone; they are not intuitive in their use, with one hand controlling pitch and roll and the other
controlling yaw and throttle; and they add to the encumbrance of the first responder user, whose carrying capacity is
already taxed with protective equipment, communications hardware, and other vital items.
Similarly, users usually see the drone’s camera feed on a smartphone connected to the hand-held remote, which
requires them to glance downwards to look at the screen. However, in the context of disaster response, taking their
eyes off their surroundings can be dangerous, much like car drivers who are advised not to glance at their phones
while driving.
With the above in mind, the present work aims to enhance UAV use in FR missions in the following ways:
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• To make UAV control more intuitive and easier to learn.
• To reduce the fatigue associated with carrying and using a hand-held remote controller and allow UAV
operators to use their off hand for other vital tasks.
• To provide improved UAV-assisted situational awareness.
The above objectives can be realized via two parallel aims:
1. To provide an intuitive and easy to learn gesture-based interface for controlling UAVs, obviating the need to
carry and use a hand-held remote controller.
2. To integrate the UAV’s camera feed into the user’s field of view, allowing them to be constantly aware of it
without taking their eyes off their immediate surroundings.
Requirements

The FASTER project, in whose context the present work was carried out, has identified a number of user requirements
related to UAV control and visualization. These include single-handed control, intuitiveness, reliability and fast
response times, and were drawn in collaboration with the FR partners of the project. This work presents the first
completed version of the control-visualization system. Although it has not yet addressed all identified requirements,
it serves to provide a platform both for the evaluation of the involved technologies and the updating of said
requirements.
In our earlier work (Konstantoudakis et al. 2020), we had compiled a list of design requirements regarding UAV
gesture control ensuring that the interface is intuitive and easy to both learn and use, in the context of a crisis
response mission. Among others, some key points included:
• that control is achieved with a single hand, leaving the other hand free to perform tasks or carry vital
equipment.
• that gestures are comfortable for the user.
• that similar but opposite gestures correspond to opposite UAV commands (e.g. "up" and "down").
• that gestures are mapped to UAV control values in a continuous manner, allowing smooth control.
The most important technical requirement in gesture control is latency. The UAV should respond to gestures almost
immediately. A latency below 200 ms can be considered optimal, as this is close to the period at which many UAVs
consume control data (see Gesture-based UAV control). A latency of 1 second or more would largely negate any
usability or intuitiveness benefits from gesture control, as it would impose additional mental strain on the pilot, who
must try to compensate for it.
Regarding the camera feed visualization, the primary requirement is the integration of the feed into the user’s
field of view in a manner that allows them to see both it and their surroundings at the same time. In addition,
technical requirements include good video resolution, an adequate frame rate and low latency. While there are no
specific thresholds for these, better playback qualities should both increase users’ awareness and make for a more
comfortable experience.
Modular Approach

This work touches on a number of different technologies: gesture recognition, UAVs, real-time communication, and
visualization. Although all of them are mature enough for practical applications, all are also expanding fields, with
new research and implementations surfacing to improve on the status quo or propose wholly different methodologies.
This imposes an additional requirement on the present work, that of modularity: each part should be designed to
be an independent module and communicate with the other parts in predefined formats. This approach can allow
individual parts of the pipeline to be replaced or upgraded without compromising their inter-operation with the
whole.
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SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The system presented in this work aims to facilitate gesture control of a UAV and AR visualization of its camera
feed. In this section, we present the overall system architecture, as well as hardware, software, and communication
components utilized in its realization.
Overall Architecture

The system’s two primary endpoints are the user and the UAV. A secondary, optional, endpoint can be the command
and control center, whose personnel can receive the video feed and even take control of the aircraft.
Figure 1 shows an overview of all system components and their interrelation. In accordance with the Modular
Approach requirement, the whole comprises of a number of largely independent modules, which can be exchanged
or upgraded as needed without affecting the others. Modules communicate with each other via a Kafka broker
(for UAV commands) and an RTMP (Real-Time Messaging Protocol) server (for streaming video), both preferably
running on the same local network the user is connected to, in order to keep latency low. Optionally, the video
stream flow can be routed through the broker instead, not making use of an RTMP server. In AR visualization the
pros and cons of this approach are discussed.
Deployed in the user’s immediate space, the gesture capture module consists of a computer with the LeapMotion
peripheral. A Unity5 application, utilizing the LeapMotion Software Development Kit (SDK), captures the user’s
hand motions and translates them into commands for the UAV. Worn on the user’s head, the AR device hosts the
AR visualization module, which receives the video stream from the drone, via the RTMP server, and displays it to
the user.
The UAV interface connects the UAV to the rest of the system. It comprises of a custom Android application
running on a smartphone connected to the drone’s remote controller. The app constantly polls the broker for new
commands and forwards them to the UAV, while also streaming its camera feed to the RTMP server. Note that the
UAV interface module requires no user intervention beyond startup.
The command and control center (C&C) is an optional additional endpoint. This can be a local, on-site,
coordination point, or a remote control center connected via the Internet. The drone’s camera feed can be received
by anyone able to connect to the RTMP server (depending on security and credentials required), hence multiple
C&C personnel can view the video stream on their own computers, or receive streams from multiple UAVs in a
larger-scale mission.
Due to the modular architecture, the command and control center can even take control of the UAV simply by
posting commands to the appropriate broker topic. Such backup control can be realized using the keyboard, mouse,
touchscreen, or gestures. Similarly, control of the UAV can be easily transferred to another user, as necessitated by
the mission’s development.
5https://unity.com/

Figure 1. Architecture of the presented system, showing the three main modules (gesture capture, AR
visualization and UAV interface) plus an optional command & control center connection. Two main types of
information – UAV commands and video feed – are routed through the broker and the RTMP server, respectively.
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Equipment

Users’ hands are tracked by the LeapMotion controller (now a
part of Ultraleap6), a USB peripheral device that uses infrared
LEDs and cameras to capture the position of hands and fingers,
including joints, with sub-millimeter accuracy and a high frame
rate (Weichert et al. 2013). The controller is connected to a
computer, which runs the gesture capturing and interpretation
software.
The Microsoft HoloLens was used to provide an augmented (or
mixed) reality display to the user. Early implementations used the
first version of the HoloLens. The HoloLens 27, scheduled to be
integrated into this system in the following months, is expected
to bring improvements to the network connectivity, display
resolution, field of view and camera. Software development for
the HoloLens can be built as Universal Windows Platform (UWP)
software.
The DJI Mavic 2 Enterprise Dual was used for developing and
testing the architecture. At the time of ordering (Q1 2020), it
was one of the few drones supported by the DJI Mobile SDK8
platform, which was essential for development. Additional tests
involved the DJI Mavic Mini9, for which SDK support became
available in July 2020. The integration of additional UAV models
or AR devices requires only minor adaptations, due to the modular
architecture.
The UAV interface hardware consists of the UAV’s remote controller and a connected Android smartphone.
Figure 2 shows the complete user endpoint part of the system in
action: the user holds his hand above the LeapMotion to control
the UAV, while viewing its live video feed in HoloLens.

Figure 2. The complete user endpoint in
action, consisting of the gesture capture
module (LeapMotion controller connected
to a computer) and the AR visualization
module (HoloLens).

Software

Hand data is captured, interpreted, translated into UAV commands, and posted to the broker by a custom Unity application
running on the computer to which the LeapMotion is connected.
It uses relevant LeapMotion plugin and SDK functions and employs quaternion algebra to calculate 3D angles for the palm and
individual fingers.
The app also includes a graphical user interface where a user
can input the broker’s address, select left or right hand, and
enable or disable different modes of control. Textual and visual
feedback informs the user of the detected gesture. Figure 3
shows the gesture capturing app in use, as a user performs a pitch
forward/roll right gesture. Textual and graphical feedback can
be seen in the upper left, while handedness and mode settings
in the upper right.
The AR visualization module was created using Unity 3D and
built for Universal Windows Platform (UWP), in order to be
compatible with the HoloLens. The Mixed Reality Toolkit10
(MRTK) provided a range of necessary components and features
relevant for AR.

Figure 3. The gesture capture and
interpretation app. Here, the user
commands the drone to pitch forward and
roll to the right. Note the textual and visual
feedback on the upper left and settings on
the upper right.

6https://www.ultraleap.com/
7https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/hololens/hardware
8https://developer.dji.com/mobile-sdk/
9https://www.dji.com/gr/mavic-mini
10https://microsoft.github.io/MixedRealityToolkit-Unity/
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DJI’s Mobile SDK coupled with the Android Studio IDE11 was used to develop an Android app to act as an interface
between the UAV and the rest of the pipeline. The SDK acts as an interface between the remote controller and the
smartphone attached to it. It allows for high-level flight control, aircraft telemetry recording, state information for
both the aircraft and the remote controller, access to the aircraft’s internal storage, full control of the camera and
gimbal, and finally live video capture and streaming.
Communication

There are two main communication channels connecting the different modules: The RTMP server facilitates
real-time video streaming, while the message broker handles all other communication, including UAV commands,
connection details to the RTMP server, and any additional metadata desired (UAV GPS coordinates, heading, battery
status, etc.). Although the message broker can disseminate any type of messages, including video frames, an RTMP
server is optimized for this task and is often the preferred solution.
To achieve as close to real-time video transmission as possible, the RTM protocol was used which offers as low
as 1 second delay between the server and the client and also offers high frame rate capability (maximum of 30
FPS) when the connection allows it. The lightweight communication server MonaServer12 was used to simplify the
process of live video streaming. MonaServer was easy to set up and required minimal system resources. Once the
right port was forwarded, the server was ready to receive video feed from any source.
Generic message exchange in the presented system was facilitated by an Apache Kafka13 broker, which supports
both binary and JSON formats and incurs minimal latency. The broker’s contents are organized into topics, to which
messages are posted, and subsequently downloaded from. As there is no Kafka client implementation for either
Android or UWP-compatible Unity builds, the UAV interface and AR modules must communicate with Kafka using
REST (HTTP) operations, such as GET and POST. To that end, the Confluent Kafka14 implementation was used,
which includes a REST proxy and a corresponding API.
GESTURE-BASED UAV CONTROL
Gesture Capture and Interpretation
Background

In our previous work (Konstantoudakis et al. 2020) we had defined two UAV control gesture sets: finger-based
control, in which gestures are differentiated according to which fingers are extended; and palm-based control, in
which the drone mimics the movements and tilt of the user’s palm. Having early implementations of both connected
to a UAV flight simulator, a user-study had been conducted to identify user preference ans rate the comfort, usability
and learning curve of each.
In the current work, that gesture capture interface has been improved and refined, and used as part of the system
architecture to control a real UAV with hand gestures. As the previous user study concluded that palm-based control
is more popular, especially among more experienced users, this mode is the main focus of the current development.
However, finger-based control is still supported, and the two may be used alone or in tandem, as preferred by each
user.
Overview

In palm-based control, users control the drone using their open hand with fingers splayed. Hand tracking data by the
LeapMotion include finger state, normal vectors and the hand’s distance from the controller itself. The controller
is placed on a flat surface (e.g. a desk) in front of the user. The gesture capturing and interpretation module is
packaged into a Unity application that uses the LeapMotion SDK to track the hand’s state and orientation, interprets
it and translates it to basic UAV commands (pitch, roll, yaw and throttle).
Palm-based control is active when all fingers are extended. The hand’s motions correspond with analogous
movements of the drone, with:
• hand tilt corresponding to pitch and roll
• horizontal hand rotation corresponding to yaw
11https://developer.android.com/studio
12https://sourceforge.net/projects/monaserver/
13https://kafka.apache.org
14https://www.confluent.io/
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• lateral movement corresponding to altitude (throttle) change
When fingers are not extended this corresponds to no command, which causes the UAV to brake and remain stationary.
Gestures are relative to a rest state, with calibration taking place automatically when first the all-fingers-extended
state is detected. This sets the zero point for both altitude and yaw: moving the hand higher than the the zero point
will cause the aircraft to ascend; rotating it so that it point to the left compared to the zero state will cause it to yaw
to the left; and so on.
For more extensive information on the two modes of gesture control, please refer to Konstantoudakis et al. 2020.
Improvements

For the present work, the output of the gesture capturing and interpretation module has been routed to the broker, as
outlined in System architecture. UAV commands are compiled into a JSON structure, which constitutes the body of
the message posted to the broker.
Moreover, two planned additions to the module have been realized: support for the left hand; and the definition of
gestures to correspond to take-off, landing, and abort landing commands. In contrast to piloting gestures, which
use as input the hand state without any memory or consideration of previous moments, the take-off and landing
gestures are defined with a time component. The corresponding gestures are similar to the ascend/descend motion
but use an upward-facing palm. In order to complete take-off or landing, the user must execute the respective
gesture and hold it for a few seconds. This mirrors similar commands in the hand-held remote, where, for example,
take-off is accomplished by holding both sticks down and inwards for 1 second. Landing abortion has been mapped
to an "ascend" command during the landing procedure.
Interface Application with Real UAV

An Android application was developed to act as a communication
interface with the drone. Designed to be installed on a smartphone
physically connected to the UAV remote controller, it is responsible
for connecting it to the rest of the system architecture (in particular the
Kafka broker, and the RTMP server), and processing any data to and
from the drone. The aircraft itself connects to the remote controller
using a separate communication protocol (either 802.11g WiFi or DJI’s
proprietary OcuSync 2.0).
The main screen of the app is shown in Figure 4. The user can connect
to a Kafka broker and an RTMP server by typing the corresponding
IP addresses and ports on the Configuration page. There, one can also
adjust the sensitivity of the four basic controls all quadcopters have: yaw,
throttle, pitch and roll. This can allow different pilots to adapt gesture
control to their own range of hand motions and level of expertise.
The app is responsible for downloading control messages from Kafka
in real time, parsing the JSON structure, translating them into UAV
commands and forwarding those commands to the drone. In addition,
drone telemetry data are captured every second and include: GPS
position (latitude, longitude and altitude), heading expressed in degrees
from the earth’s magnetic north, and the percentage of the remaining
battery capacity of the aircraft. This information can also be posted live
to Kafka and can be crucial to mission control, including a remote C&C.
Lastly, the app gives the user access to the internal storage of the aircraft,
where photographs or recorded videos are stored. Any media can be
downloaded to the smartphone or be uploaded to a predefined Kafka
topic. It also includes additional functionalities not directly relevant to
the present work, such as virtual stick navigation and waypoint mission
support.

Figure 4. UAV interface application
main screen, showing live video feed
and buttons to available
functionalities.
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Figure 5. Gesture control integration with the DJI Mavic 2 Enterprise. Note how the drone tilts to follow the
user’s hand.

Performance

Regarding the performance of gesture-based control, the main goal was to achieve the same level of control and
fluency of movement as a hand-held remote controller would allow. Specifically, the aircraft should be able to
execute automated take-off and landing, as well as complex maneuvers by combining all four controllable degrees
of freedom. The latency, which is the delay between a user issuing a command and the drone executing it, must be
low enough to allow pilots to react effectively, and ideally should be unnoticeable even by a trained pilot. Finally,
the movement should be fluent and continuous without any stutters.
During testing the drone responded almost instantaneously, following the tilt and orientation of the user’s hand, as
can bee seen in Figure 5. It could perform the same range of motions as the remote controller, resulting in smooth
flight. Test pilots could efficiently guide the aircraft to any desired position and orientation.
To independently test the performance of the gesture-based UAV control system, several volunteers, who had
previously helped define and evaluate gestures in a simulated environment in our previous work, were asked to
control a real drone and assess its responsiveness. All reported that the gestures translated to drone movements
intuitively and without any noticeable delay. Volunteer testers included two FRs who are also trained UAV pilots, at
varying levels of experience (one intermediate and one expert); they also reported their satisfaction at the system’s
responsiveness. In addition, they expressed the opinion that, for a novice user, the gesture-based control would
be more intuitive and easier to learn than the actual remote controller. The expert pilot affirmed that with minor
improvements he would feel confident performing a real mission with this system.
To measure the latency of gesture control, a high-speed camera was set up to capture both user and drone at 240
frames per second. Afterward, the number of elapsed frames between gesture completion and drone reaction was
counted. Latency was measured in three different scenarios, depending on the location of the broker: on the same
local network as the user endpoint; in the same city; and in a different country altogether. Figure 6 shows both the
minimum and the average latency measured in this experiment. Frame measurement at 240 frames per second
allows for an error of about 4 ms, which is equivalent to less than 3%. That small amount of error has no impact on
the conclusions of this experiment.
As mentioned before, a DJI UAV consumes commands from its remote controller every 40-200 ms, hence that
degree of latency is inevitable. It may be noted that the latency in a local area network is minimal, at less than
200 ms, i.e. no worse than that of conventional control. Naturally, latency increases when a remote broker is used.
However, at around 300 ms, latency is still within acceptable limits for UAV control even when the broker is in a
different country.
Due to the infrared cameras of the LeapMotion involved in gesture capturing, robustness often suffered during testing
in bright sunlight or on overcast days, as a result of high levels of infrared radiation scattered in the atmosphere.
This could be moderated to a large extend by placing the LeapMotion controller in shade and avoiding open sky
backgrounds.
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Figure 6. Latency measurements according to broker location relative to the user.

A more thorough validation of the presented system requires larger-scale tests, a wider base of volunteer participants,
realistic scenarios, and a setup of objective and subjective performance measurements, similar to the ones performed
in simulation in Konstantoudakis et al. 2020. However, due to the COVID-19 pandemic and restrictions associated
with it, it was not possible to conduct such tests thus far. By necessity, these will be planned as future work in the
following months, and will provide the opportunity to test both the present system as well as future improvements.
AR VISUALIZATION

AR visualization aims at integrating the UAV’s camera feed in the user’s field of view, allowing them to be aware of
both the video feed and their natural surroundings simultaneously, thus maximizing their situational awareness. To
this end, a HoloLens application was developed and different streaming methods and settings were tested to identify
the optimal solution.
HoloLens Application

The AR visualization app for HoloLens was developed in a Unity 3D environment and built for
UWP, a Windows 10 platform for multiple devices
(IoT, mobile, desktop, XBox, etc). The main part
of the interface consists of the live video player. A
toggle button can select the video source as there
are multiple options for video-streaming. Two
streaming methods can be used for representation,
Apache Kafka and RTM Protocol as outlined in
System architecture. On the interface, parameters
like the broker’s IP, relevant topic names, and the
URL of the RTMP server can be configured by
the user via a virtual keyboard. In addition, two
buttons provide play and stop video functionality.
Figure 7 shows a first-person view captured by the
HoloLens, with the app window in the center and
the real-world surroundings, including the UAV,
in the background. The app communicates with
the server (Kafka or RTMP) over a local network
or the Internet.

Figure 7. A first-person point of view, as captured by the
HoloLens. As the drone is facing the pilot, he can be seen in
the lower left in the AR video window.

Video Streaming

Two video streaming methods were implemented and evaluated: RTMP streaming and streaming via the Kafka
broker. Streaming performance was evaluated on two criteria: frame rate and latency.
RTMP streaming is natively supported by the DJI SDK and is the most widespread solution for streaming in general.
It supports frame-rates of up to 30 frames per second, depending on network quality. Latency is largely dependent
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on the network. Similarly to the gesture-reaction latency, RTMP latency was measured using a high-speed camera,
and it was found to range from a minimum of about 3 seconds, when using a dedicated RTMP server on the same
local network, to about 6 seconds over the Internet.
Streaming video via the Kafka broker is a non-standard solution that was pursued in an attempt to minimize latency,
since message exchanges through Kafka is usually realized with millisecond-latency. This approach requires
that each frame is posted to the broker by the UAV interface app as a separate message, while the HoloLens app
continuously listens for new messages.
However, HoloLens connection to the Kafka broker has been inconsistent and largely problematic, as several
milliseconds are routinely wasted to establish the connection for each polling request. This connection delay
imposes a significantly low limit on frame-rate, at about 7 frames per second. Latency was significantly lower than
the RTMP, at about 130 ms.
In comparison, in a generic use case, Kafka’s lower latency cannot compensate for the largely reduced frame-rate
and inconsistent playback. However, this issue is probably particular to the HoloLens, as the same application
running on a desktop computer exhibited much better connectivity. The HoloLens 2, scheduled to be integrated into
this project in the coming months, is expected to have improved connectivity performance, hence further evaluation
will be performed on that latest version.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we have presented a system for the easy and intuitive control of UAVs using single-hand gestures and
the visualization of the UAVs’ camera feed in augmented reality. The work is aimed towards and inspired by first
responders, who need both intuitive control and free hands in their exacting and often dangerous missions.
Three main subsystems have been implemented and presented: gesture capture, AR visualization, and UAV interface.
A modular architecture has been defined, with modules communicating via a message broker and an RTMP server.
Each module is largely independent as long as it complies with the defined input and output formats, hence each can
be upgraded or replaced with future implementations. The complete system has been tested both in the lab and in
actual conditions, including by first responders.
The present work is the continuation of a previously published work in progress. Although it has reached some
maturity and been successfully deployed in real conditions, work will continue. Despite the fact that early
implementations focused on the Android OS, more mature versions will also be ported to iOS in order to support a
wider range of mobile devices. Regarding gesture control, future plans focus on improving portability and robustness.
The present work captures motions with the LeapMotion controller, which, being a USB peripheral, requires a
computer to function. Declared plans by LeapMotion developers to support Android have not yet come to fruition,
and, due to the company’s merger into UltraLeap, may never do. In addition, LeapMotion hand tracking, while
very robust indoors, often suffers outdoors during the daytime. This is likely a consequence of its infrared-based
detection, which is foiled by the background of a bright sky.
Clearly, in order to accommodate first responder requirements, a more robust and portable mode of hand tracking is
needed. Towards that end, plans involve the exploration of three different modalities: vision-based hand tracking,
such as Mueller et al. 2018; Google AI Blog 2020; tracking based on colored (R. Y. Wang and Popović 2009) or
non-colored (Han et al. 2018 markers, especially appropriate for first responders as it can easily be integrated into
protective gloves; tracking using the vision and depth sensors integrated into HoloLens (Puljiz et al. 2019; Mixed
Reality Toolkit 2020); or a combination of the above, such as Ababsa et al. 2020.
Regarding the AR visualization, the current version displays the UAV’s video feed in a floating window. This is
a first step that does not capitalize on the full range of AR’s capabilities. Future work in this regard will focus
on employing co-registration between virtual objects (the video feed) and real-world objects (the UAV, but also
buildings or other obstacles).
An initial step toward this end, will be to track the UAV in virtual space using live GPS coordinates and/or IMU
sensor readings, such as from an accelerometer or gyroscope. This would create a virtual counterpart for the UAV
that would track it even when there is no direct line of sight. When there is a line of sight, localization could be
enhanced and made more robust with deep-learning-based automatic visual correction.
Further steps would utilize this UAV tracking to allow for a contextualized video display that can position, scale and
orient the video to be consistent with the user’s point of view. Monocular depth estimation (e.g. Godard et al. 2019)
can be employed to refine the positions of objects captured by the UAV’s camera and position them accordingly
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in the virtual space. The HoloLens’s on-board spatial mapping can also register nearby walls and other objects.
Ultimately, the goal is to create the illusion of vision behind obstacles, as inspired by Y. Wang et al. 2007.
As this planned co-registration research provides a wider range of options, respective user-studies must also be
conducted to determine which visualization configurations is comfortable, intuitive, and appropriate for the users.
This could depend on the circumstances: users might prefer to view nearby objects out of their direct line of sight in
scale and context, but more distant views might be more useful when viewed in their full size. Thus, future work in
UAV camera feed AR visualization will follow two parallel and interconnected paths: co-registration between the
real and virtual worlds; and visualization user studies.
Finally, due to restrictions posed by the COVID-19 pandemic, our collaboration with FRs was limited to only a
few domestic field trials. Nonetheless, more testing will be planned as future work to gather feedback from end
users and improve the aforementioned systems so that they meet their special needs and requirements. Also, the
involvement of FRs in the testing process is expected to result in future improvements.
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ABSTRACT

When a large-scale disaster such as earthquake occurs, a huge number of victims will be trapped under debris in
a wide area. Rescue activities in debris are technically not easy and endanger the first responders. There are several
methods for improving safety and efficiency of rescue operation, but their availability is limited to a certain area
or short operating time. Our project called CURSOR is developing tools to comprehensively search victims using
a large number of ground-based robots entering debris transported by aerial drones. Here we show the
development of the exploration robot collecting information with several sensors. The robot system was designed
based on the requirements and performance was evaluated by ruggedization tests and mobility tests. No critical
problem was found in the durability, and the mobility showed as the same as the ordinary wheel. To improve the
mobility, we are planning to apply a proposed unique track mechanism.
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INTRODUCTION

Due to the recent global abnormal weather, natural disasters occur frequently, and human and economic loss has
become a problem (Laurens M. Bouwer, 2011; Drago Bergholt et al, 2012). Strengthening disaster response
capabilities and increasing social resilience are issues that humankind needs to solve. In particular, the rescue of
lives in collapsed rubble when a large-scale disaster such as an earthquake occurs is often not possible with current
rescue methods. It is required that search and rescue activities be enhanced by introducing advanced technologies.
In lifesaving, it is necessary to first detect the victim and identify the location within 72 hours (Sergio F. Ochoa
et al, 2015) and provide the information to the first responders in real-time. Investing appropriate resources
according to the situation at the site enables quick action to save many lives.
In order to search inside the debris, it is necessary to access an environment that is difficult for humans to
physically access while ensuring the safety of the first responders while considering the environmental conditions
at the disaster site. Although various methods are currently being developed and studied, some problems remain.
Fiberscope cameras (Takumi Fujikawa et al, 2019) have a low ability to enter rubble and can only search on the
top surface of the rubble pile. Snake-type robots (Fumitoshi Matsuno et al, 2019; J. Whitman et al, 2018) have a
high ability to move on rough terrain, however, they are large and expensive, result in the use of ropes while
operating, and they are limited to searching the local space near the entrance. The rescue dog (Kazunori Ohno et
al, 2019; Alper Bozkurt et al, 2014) can be active for about 10 minutes each time and need a rest frequently. The
scent of the victims may not spread to the rubble surface, and the dog may bark without finding the victims. Aerial
vehicle (Balmukund Mishra et al, 2020; Hartmut Surmann et al, 2019) can capture the entire disaster site from the
air, but the risk of collision with objects makes it difficult to get inside the rubble.
The CURSOR Project (ARTTIC, 2021) aims to develop a Search and Rescue (SaR) Kit, which integrates several
key technologies into a platform, which contributes to finding victims efficiently in the rubble and grasping the
situation (Authors to be disclosed, 2021). Small mobile robots and drones are developed to shorten the victim
detection time and improving localization accuracy. The real-time information management, situational
awareness, and rescue team safety are also improved.
This paper provides the development of a platform of a small ground-based mobile robot that enters the rubble
and collects information by sensors. Our challenge is to develop hardware for robots that can penetrate and move
deep into the rubble, disperse it over a wide area, collect information. The remainder of this paper is structured as
follows: An overview of the CURSOR SaR Kit; Introducing the conceptual design of a wheeled-type Soft
Miniaturized Underground Robotic Finders (SMURF) hardware design; mobility tests and ruggedization tests of
the robot; Development of a novel mono-wheeled flexible track to improve mobility on higher steps.
OVERVIEW OF THE CURSOR SAR KIT

Figure 1 shows the overview of the CURSOR Search and Rescue (SaR) Kit. SMURF is small mobile robot with
high mobility in rubble. A chemical sensing platform (Sniffer), visual camera, thermal camera, microphone,
speaker, IMU, a communication module, etc. are installed. Since the gas sensor detects chemical substance
markers from the human body using a VOC sensor array, it is made smaller and more sensitive, and the detection
accuracy is improved by data processing. Several types of drones are developed to transport ground penetrating
radar for making radargrams, tethered drones for 24/7 area monitoring, transporting, and unloading of SMURFs,
and 3D mapping for advanced situational awareness. Secure and reliable communication system based on
stationary and portable gateways are developed.
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Figure 1. Overview of CURSOR SaR Kit.
REQUIREMENTS AND SPECIFICATIONS OF SMURF

The SMURF is a miniaturized robot designed and developed to use in areas where access is difficult or dangerous
for humans or canine units. Some SMURFs will be deployed by hand. The others will be transported by drones
and dropped at the target point. They will first penetrate the top layers of the rubble pile. Then will penetrate
inside the lower layers to search for trapped victims.
Considering the purpose, SMURFs must have the ability to move across and through all variations of a collapsed
structure terrain, including the maneuver through and on sand, dust, ash, mud, gravel, concrete fragments. Also,
require surviving free fall and can retrieve the right position, and climb over obstacles as high as possible. The
following shows the part of the technical requirements for the SMURF related to the hardware designs.
● Multiple 1 m drop resistant.
● Height of bounce less than 3%.
● IP level >=IP42.
● Max 2 hours battery life with rechargeable and replaceable battery.
● Operating temperature range -20 to +45℃ outside rubble and -15 to +65℃ inside rubble.
● Withstand 100% humidity.
● Movement on and in the debris.
● Minimize weight and size.
● Low cost and best value for the money.
DESIGN OF SMURF V1
Robot Conceptual Design

Development of SMURF consists of two stages in CURSOR. SMURF V1 is designed based on high-TRL
technologies so that it works in debris cones but with limited mobility and performance as the first experimental
version. SMURF V2 is planned to achieve higher capabilities by studying soft robotics and robot intelligence.
Figure 2 shows the CG model of prototype SMURF V1.0.3. It consists of the following main mechanical
components; two flexible wheels, a monocoque constructed body, and a supporting tail. The tail contacts to the
ground while moving forward to cancel the wheel’s torque. When the wheel rotates to the opposite direction that
the tail cannot support, the tail lifts and SMURF stands up so that cameras and sensors mounted on the tail would
be used in a high position to the ground as possible.
Although this two-wheeled type robot may not achieve high mobility performance on rough terrains, it can
construct a low-cost, compact, lightweight, and simple design, and can also easily introduce high reliable
technology well-established.
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Figure 2. CG model of SMURF V1.0.3. The robot composed of two flexible active wheels and a tail.
Mechanical Design

Figure 3 shows the arrangement of the components installed in SMURF. Table 1 shows the specifications of
SMURF. The prototype SMURF had dimensions of 315 mm in the width, 304 mm in the length, and 155 mm in
diameter. The total mass was 910 g. Most parts were printed by a 3D printer (Markforged Mark Two, material:
onyx with carbon fiber), including the main body, tail, and wheels. The components inside the body can access
for maintenance by opening two large lids on the top and the bottom.
The components were carefully placed in each best/better position so that the equipped sensors can fully work its
performance. A large custom main circuit board is mounted inside the body to connect all the internal electrical
components. A hook is attached on the top to hang SMURF on a transport drone rail. A torsion spring stores the
hook into the tail immediately after being dropped from the drone. Two high brightness LEDs are mounted on
both sides of the tail end to lighten the environment in the large area. A visual camera with high sensitivity for
dark conditions and a thermal camera are mounted on the tail to overlook a wider area while SMRUS is standing.
A microphone and speaker are attached on the tail for two-way audio communication with the victim. IMU is
mounted near the center of gravity on the main board to measure the orientation and the gravitational forces. Two
1 W motor which is approximately 10 grams is equipped to actuate the wheels. A 177 g battery is put inside the
body and use as a counterweight of the tail.

Figure 3. Components of SMURF. 1: LED. 2: Body. (i)Main board, (ii)IMU, (iii)battery is installed. 3: Geared motor.
4: Elastic wheel. 5: Hook to hang on a transport drone. 6: Visual camera. 7: Thermal camera. 8: Speaker. 9:
Microphone. 10: Power switch. 11: Antenna.
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Table 1. Specifications of SMURF V1.0.3
Dimensions

W315 mm H304 mm

Mass

910 g

Material

CFRP (Markforged, onyx with continuous carbon
fibers)

LED(①)

3 W x 2, 180–220 lm

Main board(②-i)

Raspberry Pi Zero

IMU(②-ii)

Accel. x 3 / Gyro x 3 / Mag. x 3 / Temp.

Battery(②- iii)

7.4 V, 3300 mAh, 177 g

Geared motor(③)

1 W x 2, 33 rpm

Visual camera(⑥)

3280x2464 pixel, Viewing angle 220°.

Thermal camera(⑦)

80x60 pixel, Longwave infrared, 8 μm to 14 μm.

Speaker(⑧)

0.7 W

Microphone(⑨)

SN ratio 65 dB

Antenna(⑪)

2.4 GHz and 5 GHz

𝜙155 mm

Additional sensors and components will be added in the future for more effective and efficient search missions.
A chemical detection system “SNIFFER” will be installed to detect volatile chemical signatures of victims. Small
VOC sensors and CO2 sensor will be developed and installed to sense some of the chemical markers. The SMURF
networking will be handled by 2 Wireless Network Interface Cards (NIC) operating in Ad-Hoc Wireless Mesh
Network (WMN) mode, instead of the current on-board NIC which operates in Access Point managed mode. The
WMN setup allows operation without the need of an Access Point or other BSS station. The 2 NICs will operate
on both the 2.4 and 5GHz RF bands respectively, allowing resilient and performant operation in different
environments. Also, a localization module will be placed to detect the position of SMURF in the rubble pile using
the principle of Time Difference of Arrival (TDoA) The localization module is a custom PCB based on UltraWideBand (UWB) technology, consisting of a SMURF included tag and multiple anchors on the perimeter of the
current deployment area.
Figure 4 shows the design of the elastic wheel of SMURF. This first version was designed to be a simple circular
shape that can withstand the impact dropped from a drone. It consists of a hemispherical side cover, a rubber
sponge tire with grousers, and elastic spokes. Eight 2 mm thick spiral spokes, made of nylon with chopped carbon
fiber, absorb radial and axial forces, and moments by its deformation. The outer chloroprene rubber sponge also
absorbs shocks and makes the wheel grip to the ground. The hemisphere side cover blocks debris and other objects
to get inside the spoke.

Figure 4. Design of the elastic wheel of SMURF. It absorbs radial and axial external forces, and moments by its
deformation.
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Electric Components and Sensors

The system diagram of electrical equipment is shown in Figure 5. Raspberry Pi zero was used as the main board
due to the abundance of embedded libraries and the small size. All output module and sensor module are
directly controlled by Raspberry Pi zero. Most of modules are powered by 3.3V and communicate with serial
interface for extensibility. Two I2C ports are reserved for the beacon and the gas sensor. The antenna is for WiFi and Bluetooth communication so that user can remotely control the robot.

Figure 5. System diagram of electrical equipment

At the time of writing this paper, a re-designed version of the main board is being tested. The Raspberry Pi zero
has been replaced by the Raspberry Pi CM 3+ and a custom motherboard has been designed and produced (Figure
6). This has been done to increase the processing power (needed for autonomy and data analysis), and to establish
modular and robust connections with all the components illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 6. SMURF motherboard, dimensions: 75mm width, 61mm depth, 18.5mm height.
RUGGEDIZATION TESTS OF SMURF HARDWARE

Damages of heat, vibration, impacts, and other elements of the outer environment can cause critical problems in
the SaR operation. Several tests were performed to improve the reliability of the hardware. First, ruggedization
tests, including vibration, heat, humidity, drop impact, and waterproof was conducted.
All the experiments were conducted by SMURF designed which is shown in the previous section. The following
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“function check” confirmed whether following equipment is working.
1. Raspberry Pi.
2. Battery checker.
3. IMU board.
4. Motor driver.
5. Speaker.
6. Microphone.
7. Visual camera.
8. Thermal camera.
The results are recorded as a log in the robot and confirmed after the test. Note that this operation check is just for
confirming the presence of each operation data and does not evaluate the drift or error. The sensor is evaluated as
“success” unless it is an obvious outlier.
Vibration Test

Objectives: Check the ruggedization. SMURF receives vibration during moving on rough terrains. There is a risk
of causing mechanical damage such as deformation and loosening of screws, and electrical damage such as
defective soldering of electronic circuits.
Test methods: The robot was fixed to the vibration table in three postures (Figure 7) using a jig. A random
vibration with the power spectral density shown in Figure 8 was applied, and mechanical and electrical damage
to the robot was confirmed. The test was performed in the following procedure for each fixing method following
the JIS 0200: 2013 industrial standards.
1. Fixed the robot to the table while the power is turned off.
2. Vibrate the robot for 15 minutes.
3. Remove the robot from the shaking table and run the function check program.

Figure 7. Three types of fixing method on the vibration testing machine. The vibration occurs on the upward vertical
direction.

Figure 8. Condition of the random vibration (JIS 0200:2013, level3)

Results: No breakdown and fully functioning after all the tests.
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Humidity Test

Objectives: Check the ruggedization. A high humidity environment may break or cause abnormal operation of
electronic devices.
Test methods: The robot was placed inside a thermostatic oven (Figure 9) with a humidifying function and
performed in the following procedure.
1. Place the robot in the oven while the power is turned on and raise the humidity to 96–100%.
2. Run the function check program every 1 minute. The humidity in the tank was more than 96% for 10 minutes.
3. Take the robot out from the oven and conduct function check.

Figure 9. Thermostatic oven for humidity test

Results: After taking the robot out of the oven, the lends of the visual camera got fogged as shown in Figure 10.
After leaving it at room temperature for about 15 minutes, the lends dried. Figure 11 shows the images taken with
a visual camera before and immediately after the humidity test. The image taken immediately after the test shows
a slight white fog in the center. In the function check, all electronic devices operated normally.

Figure 10. Fog on the lens just after humidity test

Figure 11. Pictures taken by the visual camera before and just after the humidity test
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Heat Cycle Test

Objectives: Check the ruggedization of electrical equipment. SMURF is greatly affected by the outside
atmosphere temperature.
Test methods: The robot was placed inside a thermostatic oven. The following is the procedure.
1. Place the robot in the oven while the power is turned off.
2. The temperature was changed for 24 hours in the range of 30 to 80℃ in a 1-hour cycle.
3. Take the robot out from the oven and conduct function check.
Results: Figure 12 shows the example of the temperature change inside the oven for three cycles. No
abnormalities such as breakdowns were found in the electronic components. However, it was confirmed that the
resin lid of the body was deformed by heat (Figure 13). After the test, the lid was made thicker, and ribs were
added.

Figure 12. Measured temperature of the heat cycle test

Figure 13. Heat deformation of the lid caused by the heat cycle test

Low Temperature Test

Objectives: Check the ruggedization under freezing environment.
Test methods: The robot was placed in a thermostatic oven. The following is the procedure.
1. Place the robot in the oven while the power is turned on.
2. Freeze the oven to -18℃ for 10 minutes. Run the function check program every 1 minute.
3. Take the robot out from the oven and conduct function check.
Results: Figure 14 shows the temperature change of the oven during the test, the internal temperature of the robot,
and the CPU temperature. The minimum temperature inside the robot was 3.2℃, and the minimum temperature
of the CPU was 21.6℃. No abnormality was found in the function check of the robot taken out from the oven, but
when the log was checked, out of the 8 function checks, communication with the motor driver failed twice. No
problem was found in the maneuvering after the test.
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Figure 14. Measured temperatures through the low temperature test.
High Temperature Test

Objectives: Check the ruggedization under hot environment.
Test methods: The robot was placed in a thermostatic oven. The following is the procedure.
1. Place the robot in the oven while the power is turned on.
2. Raise the temperature to 30, 40, 50, 55, 60, 65 ° C every 10 minutes, and perform function test every 1 minute.
3. Take the robot out from the oven and conduct function check.
Results: Figure 15 shows the temperature change inside the oven during the test, the internal temperature of the
robot, and the CPU temperature. In the relatively low-temperature range inside the oven, the CPU temperature is
higher than the inside temperature due to heat generation, but there is not much difference in the high-temperature
range. In this test, the lid deformed the same as the heat cycle test. No failure was found in the circuit, but the log
showed the continuation of the communication failure with motor driver from the low-temperature test.

Figure 15. Temperature through the high temperature test
Waterproof Test

Objectives: Robots requires to operate in the rain. A brief waterproof test was conducted to confirm the
waterproofness and water resistance of the robot.
Test methods: Two waterproof-designed parts were tested. One is the part which a gasket is inserted, and the
other is part sealed with glue. As shown in Figure 16, first, the robot body was placed in the water tank, and water
was dropped from above using a shower head to check for inundation. A gasket is inserted between the body and
the lid. The inundation was confirmed by attaching a submersion detection sticker inside the body and checking
the discoloration of the sticker after water discharge. Next, a tail was tested (Figure 17). The LEDs are glued to
the tail. The following is the procedure.
1. A submersion detection sticker was attached inside the body, and the joints other than the upper and lower
lids were covered with masking tape.
2. A gasket was placed, and the lid was closed with screws.
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3. The body of the robot was placed horizontally on the table and installed in the water tank.
4. The shower head was tilted 60° and water was discharged to the body for 1 minute with a flow rate of
10 L/min.
5. Clear off the water droplets and open the lid. Check for discoloration of the submerged detection sticker.
6. Next, a tail was tested. The open part of the tail was closed with masking tape.
7. Water was poured from the body-connecting surface.
8. Confirmed whether water had entered from around the LED.

Figure 16. Waterproof test for the body

Figure 17. Waterproof test for the tail

Results: The condition inside the body after the test is shown in Figure 18. No inundation was found inside the
body. Also, no water leaching was observed at the tip of the tail.

Figure 18. Result of the waterproof test for the body
PERFORMANCE TESTS OF SMURF HARDWARE

Battery duration, the visual camera, and the thermal camera were tested. In addition, experiments to measure the
basic performance of climbing steps, gaps, inclined surface, and stop distance on the inclined surface was
carried out.
Battery Duration Test

Objectives: Robot duration is equivalent to the battery capacity and power consumption. In order to confirm the
battery consumption during standby, the transition of the battery voltage was measured.
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Test methods: The power of the robot was turned on and stand the robot without using any sensors other than the
current-voltage module, and measure the output current and voltage of the battery. A fully charged 2-cell 3300
mAh LiPo battery was used, and the test was performed according to the following procedure.
Results: Figure 19 shows the transition of the output current and voltage of the battery. The battery reached the
recommended operating voltage limit (7.0V) in 24 hours and 50 minutes after being fully charged. After that, the
voltage dropped sharply.

Figure 19. Voltage and current of the battery
Visual Camera and Thermal Camera Test

Objectives: Robot is required to recognize victims even in the dark by combining a visual camera with a thermal
camera. We conducted a test to confirm the camera's recognition ability under different illuminance.
Test methods: We took pictures of a human sitting on a chair in front of the robot while changing the conditions
of the room illumination and the robot illumination (1)-(4) in Figure 20.
Results: Figure 20 shows the values of the illuminometer and the images acquired by the two cameras under each
illuminance condition. The left is the visual camera, and the right is the thermal camera. It can be seen that a visual
camera is effective when the room is bright, and thermal camera is effective when the room is dark.

Figure 20. Pictures taken by the visual camera and the thermal camera
Hole Entering Test

Objectives: Measure the minimum size of the gap that the robot can enter.
Test methods: The robot entered the vertical and horizontal holes made of oriented strand board (OSB) shown in
Figure 21, and the minimum size of the holes that the robot could pass through was measured. The following is
the procedure.
1. Adjusted the size of the hole and place the robot in front of the hole.
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2. Move the robot straight forward toward the hole up to 3 times.
3. If the hole can be passed within 3 trials, it is considered that the hole of that size can be passed, and one side
of the hole is narrowed by 2 cm.
4. Performs procedure 1. to 3. on both sides of the hole to find the minimum value that can be passed through
each.
Entering the hole was performed in two ways for the vertical hole: entering the front (entering angle 0 °) and
adjusting the angle appropriately by manual control. For the side hole, only entering from the front was
performed.

Figure 21. Setup of the vertical hole (left) and horizontal hole (right)

Results: The test results are shown in Table 2. The size of the hole that could be passed when entering from the
front was almost the same as the width and height of the robot (315x155 mm). For the vertical hole whose entering
angle was adjusted manually, it was possible to pass through a narrower hole by inserting the wheels one by one.
Figure 22 shows procedure to pass the smallest hole (280x160mm).

Table 2. Results of the hole entering test

Entering angle Hole direction Minimum size of the square hole
0 deg
Manually
random

Vertical

320 x 160 mm (W x D)

Horizontal

320 x 160 mm (W x D)

Horizontal

280 x 160 mm (W x D)
(Geometrically minimum)

Figure 22. Entering Horizontal hole 280 x 160mm
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Mobility of Gap and Hurdle

Objectives: There are obstacles of various sizes and shapes in the rubble. In order to confirm the basic ability of
the robot to overcome obstacles, we conducted a mobility test to overcome three types of obstacles.
Test methods: The test was conducted according to “Standard Test Method for Evaluating Emergency Response
Robot Capabilities: Mobility: Confined Area Obstacles: Hurdles” (ASTM E2802-11) and “Standard Test Method
for Evaluating Emergency Response Robot Capabilities: Mobility: Confined Area Obstacles: Gap” (ASTM
E2801-11) in “Standard Test Methods for Response Robots” (Adam Jacoff, 2021), made by ASTM International,
which are widely used for evaluating disaster response robots and drones (The InterAgency Board, 2021;
NFPA2400, 2021)
The entire test equipment is shown in Figure 23. The photo shows the arrangement of the hurdle with a pipe during
the experiment. The test equipment consists of two stages made of lauan board, and by arranging the two stages
apart, a groove-shaped obstacle (gap) is created, and a 5 mm thick plate is sandwiched under the stage on the farright side of the image. By combining with the stage on the left front, an obstacle (hurdle) on the step was created.
In addition, a freely rotating 38 mm diameter pipe was installed in front of the hurdle to make it a hurdle with a
pipe. A side view of each obstacle is shown in Figure 24. The following is the procedure.
1. The test equipment was set, and the robot was placed on the left stage.
2. The robot was manually operated to make 10 reciprocations between the left and right stages. At this time,
the robot was moved until the full body completely got inside each stage.
3. If the robot succeeds in 10 round trips without failing even once, it is judged to be a success.
4. For each obstacle, the maximum gap width or hurdle height that can be overcome in 5 mm increments was
measured.

Figure 23. Test field of the maneuvering test

Figure 24. Gap, hurdle, hurdle with pipes in the test field

Results: Table 3 shows the result of each test. When overcoming a gap with a width of 135 mm, the sponge of
the wheel got stuck in the gap and was unable to escape. In overcoming the hurdle, when there was a pipe, the
score dropped significantly compared to when there was no pipe. It is considered difficult to overcome lowfriction obstacles because it is difficult to obtain driving force only with front wheels without any rear wheels. As
shown in Figure 25, it was possible to obtain some traction from the “rear wheel” by entering the hurdle at a
certain angle and climb a step one wheel at a time.
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Table 3. Results of the maneuvering robot

Field type

Max. Score

Gap

130

Hurdle

75

Height of the grouser (mm)

35

Figure 25. Enter the step from an oblique direction
Mobility on Inclined Planes

Objectives: Check the performance on the inclined plane.
Test methods: The test was conducted following the” Standard Test Method for Evaluating Emergency Response
Robot Capabilities: Mobility: Confined Area Obstacles: Inclined Planes” (ASTM E2803-11). The test equipment
was made by drawing a line with gum tape on a stage made of OSB plywood (Figure 26). The test was carried
out by going back and forth in a 0.8 m square area separated by a tape. The test procedure is as follows.
1. The robot was placed at the starting point at the lower left of the plane.
2. The robot was manually operated and made 10 round trips between the start point and the end points.
3. If the robot succeeds in 10 round trips to all the end points without failing, it is judged to be success.
4. The maximum angle of the plane that can be traveled was obtained by changing the angle in 5° increments.

Figure 26. Setup of the inclined plane. Three types of end points was tested.

Results: The robot was able to travel vertically, horizontally and diagonally on a slope of up to 20 degrees. The
result may change due to the frictional coefficient between the sponge tire and the ground material.
Drop Test

Objectives: The robot is thrown into the rubble from a height of about 1 m by a transport drone. When landing,
it is desirable to stand still without being far from the drop point. In addition, it is necessary to withstand the
impact of dropping. A drop test was conducted to measure the stationary distance when the robot landed on a
slope and to confirm its durability against the impact of a drop.
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Test methods: The robot was dropped from a distance of 1 m vertically upward from the landing point with
respect to the slope used in the slope running test, and the distance on the slope (Figure 27) that moved to the final
stopped position was measured. At the time of dropping, the tail of the robot was held up and the tip of the tail
was held by hand. Regarding the orientation when dropping the robot, we conducted experiments in the horizontal
direction and the orthogonal direction. The experiment was carried out according to the following procedure for
each drop direction and inclination angle of the slope.
1. With the power turned on, the robot was dropped from a height of 1 m from the slope.
2. The distance between the landing point and the stopped point on the slope was measured.
3. Check if the robot has any mechanical trouble or not and perform the function check.
4. Repeat steps 1. to 3. 10 times.

Figure 27. Setup of the drop test

Figure 28. Bounce measuring

Results: The coefficient of restitution was measured to 0.16 by bounce measuring (Figure 28). Table 4 shows the
results under each experimental condition. If the robot could not stand still on the slope and touched the wall of
the test equipment, it was considered as a failure and was not included in the data. Although no mechanical or
electrical damage was observed on the robot under test, it was confirmed that the push-type power switch was
turned off by the impact of landing. After the test, the power switch was changed to a toggle switch.
Table 4. Specifications of the mobile robot

Direction

Inclination

| x | (Ave, SD, Max)

| y | (Ave, SD, Max)

*Failure

Parallel

10°

245, 89, 340 (mm)

646, 189, 940 (mm)

0

Parallel

15°

237, 151, 560 (mm)

1781, 370, 2350 (mm)

0

Orthogonal

10°

139, 107, 370 (mm)

603, 119, 755 (mm)

0

Orthogonal

15°

168, 139, - (mm)

1281, 314, - (mm)

2

Orthogonal

20°

53, 27, - (mm)

2315, 151, - (mm)

8
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MECHANISM FOR HIGHER MOBILITY PERFORMANCE

In general, wheeled type robots cannot climb steps higher than the radius of the wheel. Thus, the mobility
performance is limited when the robot size cannot be increased because of several reasons such as the robot must
move inside the debris and enter a small hole. In contrast, continuous tracks with flippers generally have high
mobility performances. However, its large weight is not suitable for transporting by a drone.
To overcome the problems, we developed mono-wheeled track; a novel mobile mechanism composed of an elastic
belt that can adapt to irregular shape obstacles as shown in Figure 29 (Yu Ozawa et al, 2020). The proposed track
could climb 145% higher steps than its diameter, which is 2.9 times higher steps than the conventional wheeled
robot. Refinement of the design, such as improvement of durability, impact resistance, move on soft ground,
improve step climbing performance, and optimize the track structure will take place for the next step, and
ruggedization tests will be conducted for the future use in SMURF V2.

Figure 29. Mono-wheeled track capable of climbing high steps. The size is 350 mm in the length and 242 mm in the
width, and 110 mm in the height. The left figure shows the overview of the track. The right figure shows the track
climbing concrete blocks while adapting to the complicated terrain.
CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the development of a two-wheel type robot for debris exploration which provides tools for search
and rescue. Several tests were conducted to confirm durability and mobility of the robot. Through the vibration
test, humidity test, high/low temperature tests, waterproof test, drop test, there were no critical problems such as
breakdown or malfunction found. At the camera test, the robot showed enough capability to detect humans at the
dark place. The battery life is confirmed to meet requirements by battery duration test. Since the robot is the
prototype focusing on integration of the several sensors, its mobility has room for improvement. The capability
for getting over the obstacles particularly shown in gap and hurdle tests show as the same as the ordinary wheeled
robot which may not be enough for searching around in the environment with many crushed concrete blocks and
broken wood. In the future, we will install our new track mechanism (SMURF V2) and conduct durability and the
mobility test. Also, swarm systems with automatic control and human detection under debris will be developed
and tested. Field tests will be conducted with the first responders to evaluate the usability and performance.
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ABSTRACT

CURSOR (Coordinated Use of miniaturized Robotic equipment and advanced Sensors for search and rescue
OpeRations) is an ongoing European H2020 project with the main objective to enhance the efficiency and safety
of Urban Search and Rescue (USaR) operations on disaster sites. CURSOR’ s approach relies on the integration
of multiple mature and emerging technologies offering complementary capabilities to an USaR system, so as to
address several challenges and capability gaps currently encountered during first responder missions. The
project’s research and development are structured around an earthquake master scenario. CURSOR aspires to
advance the state-of the-art in several key aspects, including reduced time for victim detection, increased victim
localization accuracy, enhanced real-time worksite information management, improved situational awareness and
rescue team safety.
Keywords

Urban search and rescue, victim detection, rescue robotics, sensors, situational awareness.
INTRODUCTION

In Urban Search and Rescue (USaR) operations following natural or man-made disasters, such as an earthquake
or an explosion, time is of utmost importance. SaR teams and other First Responders (FRs) race against the clock
in a time-critical and often hazardous environment to locate survivors within the critical “72 golden hours”
timeframe. This is where CURSOR, an EU and Japan Science and Technology Agency funded project comes into
play. The CURSOR project aims to deliver the design and prototype of an innovative SaR Kit, comprising several
mature and emerging technologies and subsystems, with the ultimate goal of improving the efficiency of USaR
operations on disaster sites.
Today, USaR FRs still rely mostly on conventional technologies presenting several limitations, such as limited
sensor capabilities, heavy and difficult to move scanners, inadequate worksite data analysis, and unreliable
network communications (Kedia et al, 2020, Statheropoulos et al, 2015). CURSOR addresses several current
limitations and capability gaps in USaR by embracing an integrative approach which combines several
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complementary technologies into a single platform, so as to boost efficacy and reliability. Key innovative elements
in relation to the current state of the art in USaR operations include the following:
•

Situational awareness, victim detection and localization supported by integrating information from
several different types of ground-based and aerial sensors. A team of multiple agents is thereby working
collaboratively, having the FRs at the center of all activities.

•

Small ground-based robotic devices are designed to exhibit higher mobility and autonomous function in
debris than ever before.

•

Innovative chemical sensing platforms offer high victim identification rates never achieved before with
similar technologies.

•

Drone fleet consisting of drones with different sensors, providing comprehensive assessments in shorter
time and at lower cost than currently possible, while reducing the risk of bodily harm to FRs.

•

Possibility to transport specialized equipment (robotic devices, ground penetrating radar) to inaccessible
rubble piles.

•

Resilient communication and localization solutions adapted to the post-earthquake debris environment.

•

More convenient user interfaces

More specific information about the novelties introduced by the individual CURSOR Kit components is provided
within the following sections. Overall, the project aspires to advance the state-of the-art in several key aspects,
including reduced time for victim detection, increased victim localization accuracy, enhanced real-time worksite
information management, improved situational awareness and rescue team safety.
An internal on-going collaboration between leading USaR FRs and experienced technology solution providers,
engaged together in a co-design process, lies at the heart of the CURSOR approach. An external FR Board
provides valuable feedback throughout the project lifetime.
The present article presents key approaches and summarizes the current state of research and development of the
project.
OPERATIONAL SCENARIO

The CURSOR SaR Kit solution is designed around a realistic earthquake scenario resulting in the destruction of
urban buildings and trapping of victims under the rubble. The operational scenario encompasses a Master Scenario
and three Use Cases and provides a framework to employ, design and develop the technologies of the project. The
Use Cases are aligned with Assessment Search and Rescue (ASR) levels 2-Wide area search, 3-Rapid SaR and 4Full SaR (INSARAG Guidelines), the latter one being the most relevant to CURSOR.
The Master Scenario has been constructed using information and data from actual deployments and gives a
pragmatic overview of the challenges FRs are facing on the disaster site, so as to reveal current capability gaps
where the efforts for research activities and technology provision should focus. It includes both general
information about the conditions of the considered disaster incident as well as information about the envisioned
role of the CURSOR SaR Kit in the context of the distinct phases of the USaR response cycle (e.g. tasks to be
performed, equipment to be used).
Based on the identified FR needs and capability gaps, related functional and non-functional requirements for the
technological components of the CURSOR SaR Kit have been determined by the end-user partners of the project
and served as the foundation for the definition of the technical requirements and specifications of the various
technological components and the design of the system architecture.
CURSOR SAR KIT COMPONENTS AND SYSTEM DESIGN

The CURSOR SaR Kit features a combination of Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) and newly designed and
developed hardware and software components. The foreseen technological solutions are grouped into two major
categories: a) disaster worksite components used by the FR personnel, and b) information management
components for the higher command/mission coordination personnel at the USaR Coordination Cell (UCC). Key
design principles include mobility, modularity, reliability, quick deployability, ease of operation, and reliance on
open standards and protocols for future sustainability.
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The Kit comprises the following main components: i) Soft Miniaturized Underground Robotic Finders
(SMURFs): devices equipped with a range of sensors, including an innovative chemical sensing platform, ii)
Drone Fleet (DF): a fleet of four types of drones contributing different capabilities into the SaR Kit, iii) wireless
geophones, iv) a resilient and secure communication solution based on multiple stationary and portable emergency
gateways that provide a seamless network on all deployed components, v) a data fusion and event processing
engine, and vi) two Common Operational Picture components, one residing at the UCC and the second, portable
one, at the worksite, providing visualization and mission coordination capabilities. Table 1 lists the main
components of the CURSOR SaR Kit, while Figure 1 provides a corresponding schematic diagram.

Table 1. CURSOR SaR Kit main components

Component
Common
(COP)

Basic description [Location]
Operational

Picture

Workstation providing the overall operational view, supporting mission
coordination by higher command personnel [UCC].

COP Terminal (COPTERM)

Rugged tablet controlled by the FR team leader that communicates with
the COP. Retrieves all worksite information from the EXPER
middleware server [Worksite].

Drone Fleet (DF)

Mothership Drone (MD), Transport Drone (TD), GPR drone (GPRD),
five Modeling Swarm Drones (MSD) [Worksite]

Emergency Gateway (EG)

The computing platform(s) controlling the CURSOR SaR Kit’s
networking [Worksite/UCC]

EXPER

Complex event processing system comprising the Expert Reasoning
Engine (ERE, performing data analysis and exploitation) and the MultiSource Data Fusion Engine (MDFE, handling information flow across
CURSOR components and heterogeneous data fusion) [Worksite].

Geophone kit

Array of (at least) 2 wireless geophone kits, resolution digitizer,
visualization tablet [Worksite].

Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR)

Sensor providing radagrams at locations of suspected survivors
[Worksite].

GPR Drone (GRPD)

Heavy-lifting drone with a GPR sensor as payload [Worksite].

Modelling Swarm Drone (MSD)

Swarm of five pre-programmed drones for acquiring georeferenced
orthophotos of the target area [Worksite].

Mothership Drone (MD)

24/7 “Eye-in-the-Sky” drone, providing continuous local situational
awareness [Worksite].

On-site
Drone
(OSCTRL)

Flight controller for the MD, TD, and GPRD, flight pre-programming
software for the MSD [Worksite].

Controllers

On-site Drone Server (OSSRV)

Server gathering data produced by drones [Worksite].

On-site
(OSWS)

PC performing drone orthophoto-based photogrammetry for 3D
modeling of the target area [Worksite].

Drone

Workstation

Sniffer

Gas sensor platform for differentiating between living and deceased
victims. Integrated into the SMURF [Worksite].

Soft Miniaturized Underground
Robotic Finder (SMURF)

Ground-based robotic platform carrying a range of components
supporting victim detection and localization [Worksite].

SMURF
WS)

Rugged laptop for interacting with swarms of SMURFs and relaying
SMURF data to the EXPER system via the EG[Worksite].

Workstation

Transport Drone (TD)

(SMURF

Heavy-lifting drone for transporting and unloading SMURFs to
unreachable rubble piles [Worksite].
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Figure 1. The CURSOR SaR Kit: 10 mile view

More specifically, a Local Area Network (LAN) is established by the stationary central EG residing at the
worksite, offering networking facilities via multiple wired and wireless equipment (WLAN). The UCC site
components are linked seamlessly into the worksite LAN via a long-range wireless link. The components
participating in the worksite LAN/WLAN are the EXPER system, the COP Terminal, the OSSRV, the SMURF
Workstation, the Geophone tablet, and a number of portable gateways; the latter bridge the Wireless Mesh
Networks (WMN) set up among SMURF team members, operating at specific rubble piles, with the central EG
and thereby with the rest of the LAN/WLAN. The components of the Drone Fleet are interconnected in a private
drone network, with the OSSRV serving as the gateway to the EG. The central EGs act also as Internet gateways.
COP is connected to the LAN/WLAN of the UCC site. All components can transparently route traffic to all other
components.
CURSOR SaR Kit Components
Soft Miniaturized Underground Robotic Finder (SMURF)

The SMURF is a small ground-based robotic platform that carries subsystems such as sensors, actuators,
communication, and localization modules, in order to collect crucial pieces of information about trapped victims.
Its design aims to achieve higher mobility around and into debris and more autonomous functions than ever before,
while offering a cost-efficient manner of detecting trapped victims. The SMURF can be deployed either manually
or carried within a prototype container of the Transport Drone and unloaded onto unreachable rubble piles (Figure
2). By deploying multiple SMURFs, multiple units of advanced chemical sensors, offering high victim
identification rates, are distributed in the rubble pile. The main components of the SMURF are:
•

Motherboard: the SMURF motherboard is a custom Printed Circuit Board (PCB) prototype designed
and developed to connect all the internal SMURF components.

•

Sniffer module: an innovative miniaturized gas sensor platform, composed of two submodules: a) A
novel sensor array technology combining Quartz Crystal Microbalance transducers with ligand binding
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proteins (LBP) involved in olfaction in Nature. Chemical interactions of Volatile Organic Compounds
(VOCs) with the LBP sensitive coatings produce a measurable shift in the resonant frequency of each
transducer. The primary objective of the Sniffer module will be to differentiate living from deceased
victims to help prioritize USaR operations. To our knowledge, it will be the first Sniffer device to use
proteins designed by Nature to detect odorant molecules for victim search. By combining this with the
COTS sensors high victim identification rates never achieved before with similar technologies are
expected.
Up to now, a first Sniffer prototype was tested in the field to assess its potential for detecting the presence
of human victims in closed cavities similar to those encountered after building collapses. The presence
of deceased bodies was simulated using chemical makers. Both human volunteers and the chemical
markers of deceased persons could be detected efficiently. Measuring VOCs and CO 2 along with
environmental parameters showed promising results towards the discrimination of deceased and living
victims but also allowed to free oneself for interfering events such as rain, the presence of smoke and
other perturbations occurring in the vicinity of the victim.
•

SMURF Localization Module: custom PCB solution based on Ultra-Wide Band technology, providing
a SMURF with knowledge of its position, an important functionality in terms of victim localization. The
localization system consists of anchor (placed around a rubble pile) and tag (within the SMURF) nodes
that work together to calculate the position of the tags. The core component of the system is the radino32
module. While the module on its own is a very competent solution, it was designed mainly for line of
sight scenarios. For acquiring a solution suitable for use within a debris environment, our research has
been focused on: i) Increasing the localization module’s transmit power and decreasing its noise figure
so as to achieve as deep penetration into debris as possible, and ii) Extending the receiver’s range in
which the received signal strength can be reliably measured. For calculating its position, the module first
needs to determine its range from known points: the time of flight of radio packets is measured and then
translated into distance using the radio wave’s speed. Since the transmission speed depends on the type
and extent of materials encountered, measurements of the signal’s attenuation are used to correct for this
error and it is thus important to be able to measure the receiver’s signal strength.

•

SMURF Communication Module: Establishing wireless communication between SMURFs searching
within debris and their operators is challenging due to the signal attenuation caused by various building
materials. CURSOR addresses this problem by using a swarm of robots, where each robot acts as a
communication node of a wireless mesh network (WMN), and robots penetrate the debris few at a time.
In addition, using a portable device (portable EG) that is able to participate both in the WMN and the
local WLAN the mesh network is bridged with the outside world offering connectivity to the SMURFs.
The module is based on COTS components and specially developed software. It contains two wireless
RF transceivers for redundancy purposes: i) a 2.4GHz ISM frequency band transceiver, suitable for
medium bandwidth data transfer, high obstacle penetration and low interference environments in this
band, and ii) a 5GHz ISM transceiver, suitable for high bandwidth data transfer and areas with high
interference in the 2.4GHz band, but relatively limited in range and material/obstacle penetration. Two
WMNs are thereby automatically setup, taking advantage of the combination of the different
characteristics of each band. Each station operates in multi-hop fashion. A clever OSI Layer-2 routing
algorithm is setup (Open Mesh B.A.T.M.A.N), allowing a dynamic operation where the optimal path is
always updated in real time.

•

Speaker and microphone, visual and thermal cameras, LEDs, sonar rangefinder, LiPo battery,
antenna: Visual and thermal cameras "bring eyes" inside the rubble pile. LEDs assist the visual camera
by illuminating the environment in front of the SMURF. The sonar rangefinder assists the autonomous
control system by detecting possible obstacles. The main challenge is to obtain satisfactory performance
with COTS components of acceptable size and power consumption.

•

Microcontroller unit (MCU): The Raspberry Pi Compute module 3+, in a flexible form factor intended
for industrial applications, has been selected for the first version of the SMURF. The MCU runs the
control algorithms to achieve autonomous and remotely controlled movements, the localization and
communication software, the processing of video and thermal camera images and streams, as well as the
analysis of sensor data. The SMURF robotic software and its interface rely on the Robotic Operating
System (ROS) 2 framework. The system is designed to display robustness even in the context of an
unreliable communication mesh network.

•

Mechanical components: The mechanical parts of the SMURF include a body sandwiched between two
elastic wheels, two motor housings, a tail, and a tail fin. This simple design enables the body to stand in
an upright position to gather visual information and the voice of survivors keeping wireless
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communication, and the robot to run and drop in debris cones. Improvements compared to the preprototype version involve several key aspects: a) component layout re-design, b) durability against
shock, heat, vibration, water and dust, c) wide elastic wheels with glossers to improve drop impact
resistance and mobility on rough terrain, and ensure static stability when in stand-up motion, d)
subcomponent miniaturization and e) larger torque geared motor to climb higher steps, slopes, and
obstacles without getting stuck within the rubble (Watanabe et al, 2021).
The first prototype version (V1) of the SMURF along with the arrangement of its components can be seen in
Figure 3 (dimensions: 323mm ×326 mm (full length ×full width)). At this stage of the project, SMURF V1 is
approaching completion. Hardware testing performed up to now is described in (Watanabe et al, 2021). Five
SMURFs will be tested in the lab, and even more in the field in the coming months. The future work will consider
the lab and small-scale field test results, and FR feedback. In addition, the possibility to use a mono-wheeled
flexible track (Osawa et al, 2020) instead of the soft wheel of the SMURF V1 will be evaluated.

Figure 2. Swarm of SMURFs illustration. The SMURFs are deployed on a rubble pile either manually by the FRs or
by the Transport Drone.
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(a) SMURF V1.0.4 integrated with components.

(b) Travelling mode by two-wheel drive.

Figure 3. SMURF V1.

CURSOR in the air: Drone fleet (DF)

The CURSOR DF enables multi-faceted situational awareness, risk assessment due to damaged structures (e.g.
zooming into sections of buildings), transport of specialized equipment (SMURFs, GPR) to inaccessible rubble
piles, and communication services (e.g. public alerting and communication with victims through megaphone).
The novelty of the DF consists in integrating drones with different sensors, thereby providing a comprehensive
assessment of locations of potential survivors under rubble in shorter time and at lower cost than currently
possible. At the same time, reducing the risk of bodily harm to first responders. More specifically, the CURSOR
DF encompasses the following drones (Figure 4):
- Mothership Drone (MD): tethered drone with HD video camera, flood lights, megaphone and Wi-Fi access
point serving as 24/7 “Eye in the Sky” at the disaster zone. The tether is adapted with an additional optical fibercable for data transmission to the ground base station.
- Transport Drone (TD): heavy-lifting drone transporting and unloading SMURFs to unreachable rubble piles
under remote, wireless control. It is equipped with HD video camera, thermal camera, floodlights and a
megaphone, and will fly to locations with high probability of finding survivors.
- Ground Penetrating Radar Drone (GPRD): a drone transporting a GPR sensor which can detect survivors
buried underneath rubble. The GPR is transported in a ruggedized container and is lowered to selected rubble
piles via a remotely controlled electric winch (Figure 5). The detection is based on the analysis of reflected radar
signals. The GPRD can be also used without the GPR for an initial aerial overview of the area with its HD video
camera.
- Modelling Swarm Drone (MSD): five drones operating in pre-programmed swarm formation, providing a 3D
model of the disaster area based on aerial photogrammetry. Multiple overlapping geo-referenced photos of the
area are taken as the drone flies along an autonomously pre-programmed flight path. Such information can support
the selection of areas of interest for subsequent operations as well as the assessment of any risks to FRs from
potential structural instabilities. The parallel use of five drones accelerates the procedure of capturing the required
photographs. There is also the possibility of using these small and compact drones as “pocket drones” for obtaining
close-up information of interest at any time during the mission.
At present, the MD, TD and GPRD constitute special configurations of two drone airframes (GAIA 160 and
REHA 160). Using the results of continuing tests, the same heavy-lifting airframe will be selected at the end of
the project in cooperation with the end-users. MSD is currently based on DJI MAVIC PRO and will be updated
to the latest technology towards the end of the project. The selection of COTS equipment for the DF was based
on a survey, which analyzed the characteristics of the available equipment in relation to the requirements identified
in the project and considered technical excellence, equipment handling, maintenance and cost. The full spectrum
of flexibility that USaR stakeholders request for managing the aftermath of an earthquake with the support of
drones suggests that a single platform approach is not feasible. Having three drones, though, based on the same
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drone type reduces maintenance costs, and facilitates training as well as handling. Several of the above drone
operations can be performed in parallel by trained FRs.
Two computing stations are used: i) the On-site Drone Server (OSSRV), managing all data associated with
operating the drones in-flight (e.g. video streams, streamed GPR and thermal camera data) and also serves as a
gateway to the EG so that all data are forwarded to the EXPER system, and ii) the On-Site drone WorkStation
(OSWS) carrying out flight path programming of MSD and photogrammetry processing of aerial MSD
photographs.
In the current stage of the project, each drone has undergone ruggedization and optimization in terms of safety
features, as well as tests under laboratory conditions and in the field, considering various aspects of their operation,
including manpower and time required for the various steps of their usage. Payload capacity, energy source, flight
characteristics and flight time are linked together through design trade-offs. The results obtained hitherto
demonstrate that the DF can be operated in snowstorms, at ambient air temperatures ranging from -5 C to over
+30 C, and in heavy rain. The drones can withstand dropping from 30 cm onto tarmac. The DF will be further
optimized during the remaining project time, by taking into account the results of tests as well as the feedback of
FRs.
For more details about the CURSOR Drone Fleet, the reader is referred to Auer et al., 2020.

Figure 4. The CURSOR’s Drone Fleet System Overview
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Figure 5. Ground Penetrating Radar Drone (GPRD)

Geophones

The current technology widely used in USaR missions involves a portable system with two or more geophones
and one microphone connected to a recorder through cables. The geophones are deployed around the area
indicated initially either by dogs or by other information. They start tapping in regular time intervals expecting
the buried person to respond. The recorder indicates the amplitude of the recorded signals with a scale of LEDs.
The operator is moving the geophones one by one according to the largest signal strength. Gradually all geophones
will be moved in an area of maximum possible signal strength, which is considered the location of interest.
Unfortunately, this procedure entails the risk of misleading locations due to possible directivities of the acoustic
energy release following some debris structure, and requires a skilled operator to detect converted sound into
something of interest. One of the main problems of the current solutions is also the need to move cables over the
debris [U.S. Army Corps of Engineers]
CURSOR proposes a cable-less and wireless solution which does away with cable planting across the disaster site
as well as the need to move the geophones up to the point of strongest signal. “Stay still” time periods are therefore
minimized, thereby increasing the speed of the process and improving the logistics of the detection procedure. To
automate the process, a 32bit high resolution digitizer is used, developed recently (Motus Digitizer) to support
applications such as geophysics prospection and earthquake early warning, along with very sensitive geophone
sensors that can record very low amplitude ground noise. A geophone kit consists of the digitizer and an array of
three geophones forming a triangle within a small distance from each other. Array-based techniques are used for
noise source detection. We can have the noise source estimation even by one array, but if using two arrays, the
noise source can be better constrained. The introduction of phase arrivals estimators is expected to help avoid
directivities of energy release. Both noise amplitudes and phase info are assessed, and all analyses are
implemented locally in the ruggedized tablet, which estimates based on the selected time window, the vector to
the source along with an error estimate. The operator can visualize the vectors, from at least two geophone kits
where the indicated sources of noise will be processed and visualized in the form of a hot zone. This observation
can be sent to EXPER to fuse or propagate to the COP Terminal and COP.
Information Management: Multi-source Data Fusion Engine (MDFE), Expert Reasoning Engine (ERE)

The CURSOR’s data fusion and event processing engine, EXPER, comprises two logical components: (MDFE,
ERE) that cooperate to provide (near) real-time worksite information to the Common Operational Picture
components of the Kit. Machine learning (ML) techniques are used to increase situational awareness and improve
the accuracy of victim location alerts. An ML-based data fusion approach is introduced, based on cutting-edge
technologies and sophisticated algorithms to address data fusion challenges effectively with respect to criteria
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such as efficiency, quality, stability, robustness and extensibility (Meng et al., 2020).
The heterogeneous CURSOR sensing data is transmitted to the EXPER, through common standards. The
CURSOR Data Model follows the SensorThings standard of the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC). For alert
exchange the OASIS Common Alerting Protocol (CAP) is adopted.
Based on their source, the data are forwarded to different topics of an Apache Kafka message bus. A microservice
consumes all data, validates and stores them to the database. For high-volume data the SSH File Transfer Protocol
(SFTP) is used, to allow secure and reliable data exchange. In the case of video streaming, the list of streams is
advertised by the media server of the OSSRV and fetched by EXPER, which in turn shares it with the COP. On
demand streaming of stored videos to the COP is available through EXPER’s media server.
The ERE subscribes to topics of the message bus to retrieve data for extra processing and publishes the results in
order to be communicated to the COP. The processing of the data includes aggregating, correlating and displaying
such information. Orthophotos and 3D area models produced by the drones are analyzed in order to detect
openings that can serve as entry points to the rubble for the SMURFs.
For victim location identification the DBSCAN clustering method (Li, 2020) is used, a promising method, robust
in noise and outliers, for discovering clusters of different shapes and sizes from a large amount of data. The
Convex Hull algorithm is used to achieve the maximum parsimony for the area of operations. Intersect Convex
hulls combine Sniffer with geophones measurements to suggest an area of interest. The proposed ML-based data
fusion approach represents a concept that has not been extensively researched in the literature. It seems to be very
promising as our first computational results are associated with high performance measures, providing FRs with
useful recommendations for decision-making purposes.

Visualization and Incident Command Modules: Common Operational Picture (COP) and COP Terminal
(COPTERM)

The COP component resides at the UCC site, where higher command personnel operate, and is a workstation that
ultimately assimilates information from all CURSOR sensors. It supports incident coordination and provides the
overall operational view to be shared among involved actors, thereby enhancing situational awareness. It
constitutes an integrated solution to visualize the worksite environment and the operational information in an
informative and intuitive way. The offered features will include: user management, resource and specifically
equipment management, creation of incidents, assignment of teams and equipment to incidents, creation of areas
of interest and assigning the teams and equipment to these areas, receiving alerts (possible victim locations) and
sensor operation status from the EXPER system, tabular views, 2D and 3D maps (and various tools for the maps).

Figure 6. Using the COP in USaR

Figure 7. COP Terminal
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The COP Terminal comprises both a hardware and software solution. The hardware to be used will be a ruggedized
tablet capable of running Microsoft Windows (location sensors, front and back facing cameras, battery hot-swap,
touch-enabled both with gloves and fingers, stylus). On the software side, a mobile version of the ENGAGE
platform (ENGAGE), offering the following features: user authentication with the COP, ability to run in offline
mode (if there is no connection to the COP), visualization of assets, sending photographs to COP, sensors and
detected survivors in the field in a 3D map, taking visualization of camera feeds from sensors, visualization of the
3D model of the disaster site as generated by the MSD, communication with COP and entering worksite
information.
The COP and COP Terminal provide a rich situational awareness tool for FRs to visualize their equipment and
their outputs in one single system thereby helping decisions to be made, such as where to concentrate resources
and efforts.
An investigation will also take place to determine inter-operability at the field level with Survey 1-2-3 /
INSARAG.
CURSOR Secure and Resilient Worksite: the Emergency Gateways

A robust, rapidly deployable and reliable wireless communication solution is required in order to support USaR
missions in a smooth and efficient way. Resilience to the harsh disaster environment relates to a number of factors
such as rough handling, interference, signal attenuation, absence of cellular networks, etc. In addition, the system
must be capable to support bandwidth-intensive worksite data.
A custom communication solution has been designed and developed for the post-earthquake debris environment,
comprising two central communication gateways (one at the worksite and another one at the UCC), which
integrate different communication interfaces for redundancy purposes. The design is based on widely available,
low-cost silicon technology considering requirements for improved performance, decreased size and weight, cost
and power consumption.
A long-range wireless link is established between the two central gateways, while portable gateways bridge the
WMN set up among SMURF team members, operating at specific rubble piles, with the rest of the network
infrastructure (Figure 8). Each SMURF targets the absolute minimum size in order to operate in a confined space,
which translates into critical antenna size and power usage considerations. Thus, the SMURF teams are using
mobile device grade antennas and the portable EGs in their vicinity bridge the gap with the rest of the network
via larger antennas and transmit power. The mesh networking approach facilitates traffic inside the rubble pile via
mesh node multi-hopping, which can route traffic outside by using a chain of SMURFs (see also SMURF section).
The EG systems constitute easy to deploy, modern computing platforms that integrate all required communication
technologies in a small factor mobile device inside a rugged case. The goal of the EG is to provide seamless
interoperability and ubiquitous connectivity via Wireless Ad-Hoc Networking, security by design on all
communication channels using the latest open standards (authentication, encryption), and resilient operation. The
CURSOR EG serves also as a gateway to the World Wide Web, using two cellular LTE modems for 4G Internet
access. Different Internet Service Providers in each modem allows extra resiliency in case of coverage failure. An
external mobile satellite communications modem has been foreseen as well for cases when the cellular internet
infrastructure is damaged. Wired Ethernet connections are also offered, while a UPS supports continuous
operation during petrol generator refueling.
At the current stage of the project, the first version of the communication solution has been implemented and
successfully tested in lab environment.
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Figure 8. Multiple EG devices with different setups

TESTING AND INTEGRATION

In order to develop and test a complex SaR Kit, integrating many heterogeneous hardware and software
technologies, early and iterative integration testing and functionality validation is a prerequisite. A continuous
integration and validation plan has been designed for CURSOR. The integration and validation activities proceed
incrementally and iteratively from internal laboratory tests of single components to collaborative lab tests of
multiple integrated components, as the development process advances, and from lab environment and remote
testing to Small Scale Field Tests (SSFT) and Large Field Trials in realistic environments. Approximately 6 lab
tests, 10 SSFTs and 2 CURSOR SaR field trials will be conducted to develop an easy and quickly deployable SaR
Kit of integrated technological components which directly respond to the FR needs (currently 4 lab tests and 1
SSFT have been conducted). Initial testing results available up to now have been concisely integrated in the
sections describing the individual components.
CONCLUSION

Although a number of mature and emerging technologies for USaR exist, most approaches and systems have not
been systematically tested and validated in applications involving collapsed structures (Statheropoulos et al,
2015). It is becoming increasingly evident that the integration of multiple technologies offering complementary
capabilities to an USaR system can enhance efficiency and reliability during operations. This complementarity
principle lies at the heart of the CURSOR project approach.
Overall, the CURSOR SaR Kit follows a modular, interoperable and integrated framework, built around
automated and easily deployable platforms that are equipped with a multitude of sensing, actuation and control
components used in the disaster scene for providing rich sets of continuously updated information, scanning and
mapping the worksite area, within and around a damaged building. These platforms are closely interconnected
over reliable and resilient communication means to each other, to local processing units and to a middleware
fusing and reasoning all information captured in and around the worksite. The data are ultimately visualized over
2D/D Geographical Information System (GIS) in order to enable coordinated tactical command.
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The CURSOR SaR Kit has been designed to reduce the time for USaR teams in detecting and locating trapped
victims in disaster areas, improve the protection of FRs safety, and reduce the time for the deployment of USaR
personnel and equipment, situational assessment and on-site disaster response.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we describe our approach to the localization in GNSS-denied and risky unknown environments of
first responders (FRs). The INGENIOUS project is an EU funded project which is developing a new integrated
toolkit to support the operations of FRs. The micro indoor-drones (MINs) developed within the INGENIOUS
project represent a component of the toolkit which will support the localization of FRs in search-and-rescue (SAR)
operations. In this paper, the concept behind the MINs and the current achievements are illustrated.
Keywords

Micro indoor-drones, indoor localization, swarm.
INTRODUCTION

Natural and man-made disasters are events that unfortunately hit society causing thousands of deaths every year. In
2019 it is estimated that more than 10000 people have lost their lives in natural disasters like earthquake and floods
Our world in data 2021.The first responders (FR) have crucial roles to save lives in this dangerous situations while
putting at risk their own lives. It is then clear that it is important to develop technologies that can allow for faster,
more efficient, safer, and possibly cheaper search-and-rescue (SAR) operations. Robotics technologies can play
a fundamental role in this regard. In particular, the introduction of autonomous aerial or ground vehicles gives
the possibility to amplify the capacities of teams of FRs by carrying heavy but important sensors and tools that
could enhance the perception and action capacities of FRs, e.g., high resolution or thermal cameras may aid visual
capacities of human rescuers invaluably helping the identification of victims in dangerous areas.
The robotics community all over the world has been focusing on the development of solutions for SAR applications
for many years now. The EU in particular has funded several research projects to develop robotic solutions to address
SAR problems, e.g., the CADDY project (2014–2016) Mišković et al. 2015, the INACHUS project (2015–2018)
Athanasiou et al. 2015, the Centauro project (2015–2018) Schwarz et al. 2016 just to name a few.
The INGENIOUS project is also funded by the European Commission (grant agreement No 833435) and it is
focusing on the development of an innovative toolkit for FR. The toolkit will be based on several components which
will enhance the perception capabilities of the FR acting on the field and of those participating from the operation
centers. A glance of the toolkit is given in Figure 1.
The INGENIOUS toolkit is made up of several components, e.g., smart uniforms, smart boots, different aerial
drones. All the components are meant to be integrated in order to deliver enhanced information to the end users
∗ This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation Programme and the Korean Government
under Grant Agreement No 833435. Content reflects only the authors’ view and the European Commission is not responsible for any use that
may be made of the information it contains.
† corresponding author
‡ https://www.sintef.no/en/
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Figure 1. The INGENIOUS toolkit at a glance, from INGENIOUS web page 2021.

Figure 2. Mesh network built by the MINs.

Figure 3. The Crazyflie 2.1.

working on the field. This paper will mainly focus on the development of one component of the toolkit, the micro
indoor-drones (MINs). The MINs are one of the different autonomous aerial vehicles that are being developed in
INGENIOUS. The main goal of the MINs is to support the localization of FR moving in indoor dangerous and
GNSS-denied environments. The idea is to use the MINs to build an indoor mesh-network such that they could
be used as beacons to obtain the position of FR carrying a specific device (tag), see Figure 2. Finally, it must be
remarked that the function of the MINs within the INGENIOUS toolkit is tightly connected to the integration of the
MINs with the other components which, due to space constraints, will not be discussed in this paper.
The literature is rich of results about the use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) for SAR operations, concerning
mainly the use of drones for the localization of victims by the use of cameras and on the development of novel
algorithms to optimize SAR operations by using one or multiple UAVs Alotaibi et al. 2019; Erdos et al. 2013;
Hatazaki et al. 2007; Kulkarni et al. 2020; Jiang et al. 2018. Since SAR applications are very diverse and also the
UAVs category encompasses very different kind of vehicles (e.g., quadrotors, fixed wings), the robotics community
has focused on different problems to be addressed by different kind of UAVs. For instance, Erdos et al. 2013
focused on the development of outdoor UAV starting from off-the-shelf products. They realised a low-cost UAV
by using standard hobby remote-control air-frame that is modified for autonomous flight, GPS-based navigation,
ground image acquisition and moreover, the system integrates several off-the-shelf systems to provide search
and rescue capabilities. The work in Rivera et al. 2016 deals with the implementation of a human detection
and geolocation system using aerial drones for outdoor scenarios. In particular, the authors present a system
based on the use a dual-camera system where a termal camera aids localisation of vicitims outdoor in night time
scenarios, while a more traditional optical camera is instead used for day time scenarios. Indoor applications
present also a challenge connected to the lack of GNSS signals to aid the vehicle localization. To overcome this
problem simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) algorithms have been developed and used for autonomous
navigation in GNSS-denied environments, see for instance Cui et al. 2015; Chen et al. 2017; Aznar et al. 2018. The
work in Cui et al. 2015 presents a solution for search and rescues operations for image collection of the outdoor
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environment and indoor mapping by SLAM algorithms. The contribution of their paper lies in the implementation
and testing of robust image stitching algorithms for reconstruction of the outdoor scenario. At the same time, they
present also an interesting implementation of a SLAM algorithms that accommodates the limited computational
resources of their UAV. Also the work presented in Chen et al. 2017 presents a work based on SLAM algorithms to
support SAR operations. In particular, Chen et al. 2017 presents a SLAM approach for a ground vehicle using a
monocular camera. As a result, they can generate a map which is good enough to support the remote control of the
vehicle and give information about the environment to the rescuer operating outdoor. Although a lot of work has
been done in the field of SLAM, the implementation of SLAM algorithms requires to equip the drone with camera
and/or lidar sensors, implying heavy payload for the vehicles and demanding computational resources to run which
often small UAVs cannot accommodate.
Within INGENIOUS, the development of the MINs is aiming to define an innovative use of autonomous micro
indoor-drones. The main difference and also innovation with respect to the results currently present in the literature
is the use of micro indoor-drones to support indoor localization of FR. The MINs’ purpose is finalized to overcome
the lack of GNSS positioning in indoor environments by using the MINs as beacons to triangulate the position of
the FR. This innovative approach brings important challenges to be overcome which will be discussed in more
detail in the remainder of this paper.
THE OBJECTIVE OF THE MINS & ITS CHALLENGES

In this section the main objective of the MINs will be introduced before the challenges that micro drones have to
face in connection with the specific objectives of INGENIOUS will be discussed. Finally, the discussion will lead
to the introduction of the robotic platform that was chosen to be used as MIN in the INGENIOUS project.
The main objective of the MINs

The use of multiple UAV systems in indoor environments has been already proposed, for instance in Aznar et al.
2018; Queralta et al. 2020; Scherer et al. 2015; Luo et al. 2011 where a multi-robot systems are generally proposed
to aid mapping, monitoring, surveillance, and situational assessment operations. In fact, aerial systems represent
an important resource in SAR operations where disasters have affected large areas, involved many people and the
terrain presents locomotion challenges (e.g., floods, semi-collapsed buildings, earthquakes). Clearly, the specific
objectives to address during the development phase of unmanned aerial systems for SAR operations depend on the
context. In particular, the main objective that has been identified and assigned to the developed of the MINs is the
following:
Objective. The MINs have to aid the indoor localization of FR operating in semi-collapsed and dangerous,
GNSS-denied building and have to self-deploy by navigating autonomously in the environment.
The main objective of the MINs is to create an indoor ultra-wide band (UWB) station network to aid indoor
localization of a FR. UWB is a radio frequency technology which in the last years has emerged as a reliable and
accurate technology for localization systems. In particular, each MIN will behave as a beacon and each FR will
wear a receiver device, a tag, that will be able to triangulate its moving position based on the MINs’ location and
signals. More information about UWB systems for drone applications can be found here Shule et al. 2020.
A possible scenario

The support of the MINs to aid the indoor localisation of FR can be applied to several scenarios characterized
by GNSS-denied environments. However, the development has focused more on the application to earthquake
situations hitting large populated centers. When a high-magnitude earthquake (>7.0 Richter Scale) affects a large
urban area, the collapse or semi-collapse of many inhabited buildings and the interruption of communication
and electricity systems is common. In this case, victims can be located mainly in the affected buildings and
the intervention by unmanned systems which could navigate through dangerous and narrow spaces may be of
tremendous help. Although within the overall context of the NGIT toolkit, the MINs are conceived to support such
operations by entering semi-collapsed building in creating a mesh network which can support the operations of
the FRs. The MINs will not be able to operate alone, and a careful integration with the other components of the
toolkit is needed to obtain relevant information which will support also the operation of the MINs, e.g., obtaining an
external and an internal map of the building will help the indoor navigation task of the MINs.
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The challenges of the MINs

The MINs are micro drones to operate in indoor, GNSS-denied, and dangerous environments, specifically, semicollapsed buildings. Before we achieve Objective we need to address several challenges. The main four are listed
and discussed here:
C1) The MINs will have to move in an unknown environment: micro drones are characterized by limited
payload and therefore cannot carry advanced and precise sensors that could aid obstacle detection. In other
words, the MINs will have to fly in an environment where there will be obstacles due to the nature of the
mission (i.e., semi-collapsed buildings) but at the same time the perception capabilities of the micro drones
are limited due to physical size of the vehicles.
C2) The MINs will have to move in a GNSS-denied environment: the MINs will have to build a mesh network
to support the localization and tracking of FR moving within the semi-collapsed building. Therefore, the
MINs will have to work in substitution of a GNSS system. However, in order to do this, the MINs will have
to communicate their final position within the building with good accuracy in order to being able to use them
as reference points (i.e., beacons) for the localization of the FR.
C3) The MINs will have to move autonomously within the building: the MINs will have to be able to
self-navigate and move within the environment in order to support the work of FR. The situation in which
an FR or any other external person manually operates the MINs would be time consuming while time is a
precious resource in SAR operations. Therefore, the MINs will have to be able to operate with very limited
support of an external operator.
C4) The MINs will have to guarantee a good coverage of the whole building where they operate: the MINs
will spread all over the area within a semi-collapsed building. Each MIN will be equipped with UWB
modules and other radio that could allow the MINs to communicate with each other and with a base station
outside the building. Since the communication range of the radios that allow the MINs to communicate with
each other and with the external station is limited, the MINs will have to hop messages to guarantee that
also the information from the furthest MIN can be relayed to the outdoor station. This aspect clearly poses
a constraint on the final disposition of the MINs and must be taken into account during the design of the
exploration strategy.
The Crazyflie 2.1

An important aspect is the choice of the robotic platform to be used for the MINs. The four challenges introduced in
the previous subsection give a first general idea of what is needed from the MINs in terms of sensor capacities. That
is, a MIN shall be able to carry:
• a UWB sensor
• a module to allow for radio communication with other MINs in a given range
• a sensor capable to detect the presence of obstacles in its way
Furthermore, the INGENIOUS consortium includes several end users that have been precious for the definition
of technical and non-technical requirements that have been driving and supporting the technical development of
the various components of the NGIT toolbox. In the specific case of the MINs, the discussions with the end users
have resulted in a number of requirements that due to space limitation constraints will not be reported in this paper.
However, can be summarised as follow:
• The MINs shall aid the indoor localisation of FR and victims while not representing an obstacle for the
movement of the FR.
• The precision of the localisation system made by the MINs shall reach an accuracy that indicates the area of
the building where a FR is moving.
The technical constraints and the technical requirements discussed with the end users have been driving the
development of the MINs. After a careful investigation, SINTEF decided to use the Crazyflie 2.1 as platform for
the MINs. The Crazyflie 2.1 (Figure 3) is an off-the-shelf (OTS) micro indoor-drone commercialized by Bitcraze,
Bitcraze webpage 2021. The Crazyflie 2.1 is open source guaranteeing complete flexibility concerning SW and
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Table 1. Crazyflie 2.1 specs

HW development. Moreover, Bitcraze commercializes a series of sensor modules among which some of them
are particularly interesting for the MINs applications. Table 1 sums up the specifications and performance of the
Crazyflie 2.1.
In particular, the relevant sensor modules for the MINs are:
• Multi-ranger deck: it is made of five laser sensors to measure the distance in five orthogonal directions.
Measurement range is up to four meters.
• Flow deck v2: it includes the PMW3901 optical sensor that allows the Crazyflie to measure its movement
with respect to the ground and a laser sensor to accurately measure distance from the floor. In addition, it has
also the VL53L1x ToF sensor to measure distance with respect to the floor. The VL53L1x sensor is a laser
sensor with 4 m range with a precision of a few millimeters depending on light conditions.
• Loco Positioning deck: it is a UWB module based on the Decawave DWM1000 module and provides range
measurements to other UWB modules which can be mounted on the other drones and/or carried by the FR.
This module is expected to offer an accuracy of 10 cm.
Finally, the Crazyflies are able to communicate among each other in a peer-to-peer fashion thanks to an integrated
nRF51822 module from Nordic Semiconductor.
THE FIRST RESULTS

The main strategy that it has been elaborated by SINTEF is based on a progressive autonomous self-deployment of
the MINs. In other words, the deployment strategy of the MINs can be summed up as follows:
1. The first MIN will fly towards the entrance of the building and move inside the building as long as it does not
lose connection with a base station
2. The successive MINs will fly towards the entrance and use the already deployed MINs to support their own
localization within the building
3. Each MIN shall not fly too far from the others in order to guarantee connectivity of the mesh network
4. Each MIN shall be within communication range of a given number of other MINs to guarantee a minimum
degree of connectivity of the mesh network
5. When all the area is covered, the MINs will stop entering the building
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Figure 4. Visual illustration of MINs autonomous self-deployment.

Figure 4 gives a visual illustration of the deployment phase of the MINs. It is important to remark that the
requirement of a minimum connectivity degree of the mesh network is fundamental for two main reasons:
1. Triangulation: as mentioned previously, once all the MINs have landed and have formed a mesh network,
they will work as beacons, that is, reference points emitting UWB signals to estimate the position of the FR
that will be carrying a tag, i.e., a UWB receiver. In order for this approach to work, the tag will have to
receive UWB signal from at least three MINs at all time to allow for triangulation algorithms to work.
2. Robustness: an high connectivity degree allows to have redundancy to stream information through the
network. That is, consider the situation in which two MINs that stand too far apart from each other to have
direct communication and they need to exchange a message. If they had only one other MIN between them
bridging the communication, the solution would not be robust since if the MIN bridging the communication
would stop working, then the other two would not be able to communicate, risking also to cut off a part of
the network. A high degree of connectivity then implies also a certain degree of fault tolerance. This same
reasoning applies for the communication between the base station and the MINs, i.e., there will be more than
a MIN next to the base station and within its communication range to guarantee some tolerance to faultiness
of the MINs in the network.
Finally, this overall strategy has to imply a certain degree of autonomy, scalability and robustness to be meaningful.
Scalability is particularly connectet to the communication range of the MINs. That is, a larger communication
range for the MINs allows less MINs to cover the same area while being in communication with a given number of
other MINs. In other words, if we define as neighbour of a MIN another MIN which is within its communication
range, a larger communication range implies that the same amount of MINs could stant further away from each
other while still being neighbours. It is then clear how a first indication of the scalability of our solution would
depend on a clear estimation of the communication range of our MINs. However, during our tests we have not been
able to estimate this communication range properly since the communication capabilities are highly affected by
uncontrollable factorse, e.g., external noise from other communication systems as for instance Wi-Fi network. A
preliminary estimate tells us that four MINs would be able to cover (in terms of communication) an area of 9x9m2
which gives an idea of what could be the possible covered area given a number of MINs. However, further field
tests are needed to better investigate the scalability aspect.
The overall strategy presented above can be broken down in sub-objectives, a few of these are:
SO1. Definition of a communication protocol for the MINs
SO2. Definition of localization strategies using the MINs as beacons
SO3. Definition of swarm strategies for the autonomous self-deployment of the MINs
In the remainder of this paper the sub-objectives SO1., SO2. and SO3. will be discussed.
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Figure 5. Communication channels for the MINs.

Figure 6. UWB with drones as beacons.

The communication protocols

To achieve a good distribution within the unknown environment, to be able to provide localization for the FRs and
to externally provide information about the state of the system, several communication channels, as illustrated in
Figure 5, are necessary. Technically the uniforms will be equipped with a localization tag instead of a drone, but as
the hardware related to communication and localization of these tags is essentially the same as for the drones, it is
not distinguished further. The communication between drones (d2d) and the base-station (b2d) is based on hardware
(Nordic Semiconductor’s nRF51822 and nRF24LU1 radios respectively) already implemented by Bitcraze.
While the provided Crazyflie firmware allows for broadcasts to all drones in reach, the far spreading of the drones
makes it necessary to relay data to members of the swarm that are further away. Therefore, a general layer has
been implemented on top of the provided broadcasting function that takes care of relaying data to all members. It
internally keeps track of drones in direct reach, their reception of messages and the repetition of these, in cases
where neighbors did not acknowledge them. This relaying layer is planned to be made available soon. Again, on
top of this, an application specific layer has been implemented that allows addressing of individual drones and
the definition of command- and data-messages that are needed to support the exploration, localization, and other
specific tasks.
To be able to not only communicate within the swarm but also with a base-station (b2d) Bitcraze’s crtp pythondrone-communication has been extended to allow the forwarding of (for now) short versions of the application
specific messages in both directions. While the goal of the drones is to explore and build the localization network
autonomously, this enables a centralized overview of the swarm and allows for control or updates when needed.
Any drone in reach to the base can be the access point to the swarm in this case.
For the base-station to group-station (b2g) a simple sockets-based communication protocol has been agreed on
within the working group to exchange and fuse data and provide them to external participants. The drone to uniform
(d2u) channel will be implemented using wired UART and is mainly used to communicate the position within the
site to the uniform, from where it is to be provided to the FR.
The drones used as beacons

Although the UWB radio system can be used for communication, its primary use in this project is localization.
By doing a two-way-ranging (TWR) we can estimate the time it takes for the wireless signal to travel from one
drone to another, or from a drone to a tag carried by the first responder. By subtracting the processing times of the
radio’s transmitter and receiver we can calculate an estimate of the distance between the two radios, by dividing the
calculated time with the speed of the radio signal, which is approximated to the speed of light in vacuum. Then, the
drone’s position can be calculated using triangulation. To calculate a position in 3D based on these measurements,
at least 3 beacons in different planes must be visible, but more beacons can be used to increase the accuracy.
Unfortunately, these beacons can obviously not be placed in a disaster scenario before a first responder enters.
Luckily, the radio onboard the drones can be used as a beacon as well as the normal operation as a drone. Thus, we
can fly one drone into the building, land it, and then make it switch mode to become a beacon for the following
drones as they explore the area.
As the first drone to enter a room does not have any other beacons to aid its navigation, the estimated position will
be inaccurate. As more drones enter the building, more information is available, not only for that drone that is
currently flying, but also about the previous drones that the current one sees. Thus, the estimate of the first drone
can be improved and the entire navigation system is improved. To keep track of the drones’ positions we can create a
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graph or matrix with estimated positions, estimated accuracy of the positions and how the estimated position affects
the positions of the following drones. Then we can update this matrix as more drones enter the area, creating a
globally optimal solution for all the drones’ position estimates and feed the landed drones with the updated position
estimates. This is illustrated in Figure 6.
By having this loop of updating the position estimates as more drones complete their exploration, we believe that
we can create a network of drones that provide sufficiently accurate position estimates to provide valuable aid for a
first responder in a risky environment.
Self-deployment strategy considerations

Although we are just starting development of the self-deployment strategy, it will in broad terms aim to make
each drone try to fulfil three main goals: ensuring connectivity with the previously deployed drones, choosing
its final placement be such that it can aid following drones with UWB-ranges for navigation, and extending the
currently covered area. The first goal is required for the MINs to communicate their findings back to the base, and
to receive updates, such as its globally calculated estimated position, from the base. Thus, the signal strength of the
communication link and the number of visible drones are likely candidates to be parameters in the deployment
strategy. The second goal is needed to improve the accuracy of the position estimates of both the following MINs,
and finally the first responder. The third goal is required to urge the drones to cover as much of the SAR operation as
possible. If this is not implemented a valid strategy would be to deploy all the MINs in a small area of the mission,
which of course, is undesired.
Sub-goals can also be included in the strategy. An example is maximizing the estimated remaining battery of the
MIN. As the MINs need to function as a beacon after they have landed, the remaining battery impact their maximum
operational time. In addition, we can add other sub-goals, such as avoiding landing in areas where an FR is likely to
step, avoiding areas that might be hazardous or places with uneven landing areas, or attempting to land in different
elevations to provide better vertical accuracy for the localization algorithm.
As the processing power onboard the MINs is limited, the selected strategy must be straightforward to follow.
Although there is room for some processing, large global optimizations must be avoided, as these are too costly to
be performed onboard. As there is a communication network available from the drone and outside of the mission
area, a possibility would be to have a more powerful processing unit that could create a strategy, but this increases
the infrastructural complexity and centralizes the decisions made by the swarm, which is undesirable.
CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK

In this WiP paper we have given a brief overview of the work that SINTEF has done in relation to the development
of the MIN, micro indoor-drones to aid the localization of FR in GNSS-denied buildings in SAR operations. The
preliminary results have been shown and discussed. Current and future work is focusing on the development and
implementation of swarm algorithms to allow for the self-deployment of the MINs.
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ABSTRACT

Recent advances in the Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) sector have allowed these systems to carry multiple
sensors, thus increasing their versatility and adaptability to a wide range of tasks and services. Furthermore, the
agile performance of these vehicles allows them to adapt to rapidly changing environments making them an effective
tool for emergencies. A single UAV, or a swarm working in collaboration, can be a handy tool for First Responders
(FRs) during mission planning, mission monitoring, and the tracking of evolving risks. UAVs, with their onboard
sensors, can, among other things, capture visual information of the disaster safely and quickly, and generate an
up-to-date map of the area. This work presents an autonomous system for UAV-assisted mapping optimized for FRs,
including the generation of routes for the UAVs to follow, data collection, data processing, and map generation.
Keywords

2D mapping, UAVs, swarm, first responders, emergency operations.
INTRODUCTION

The high applicability of UAVs in diverse tasks is linked to their ability to carry a wide range of equipment and
sensors in the air quickly. Moreover, it is not only their quick deployment that has led to their expansion but in the
case of rotor-type UAVs such as quadcopters or multirotors their high maneuverability and flexibility to adapt to
different conditions have made them a high-added-value tool for a wide range of sectors such as:
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• surveying and mapping (Gutiérrez et al. 2016; Klapa et al. 2019; Park and Jung 2020; Marques Junior et al.
2020)
• surveillance and monitoring tasks (Al-Kaff, Gómez-Silva, et al. 2019; Kanistras et al. 2013; Savkin and
Huang 2019; Y. Li et al. 2019; Al-Kaff, Moreno, Escalera, et al. 2017)
• search and rescue operations (Kundid Vasić and Papić 2020; Silvagni et al. 2017; Menegol et al. 2018; Ismail
et al. 2018; Perez-Grau et al. 2017)
• infrastructure inspections (Al-Kaff, Moreno, San José, et al. 2017; Banić et al. 2019; Choi and E. Kim 2015;
Ramon-Soria et al. 2019)
• emergency operations (Zhao et al. 2019; Yang et al. 2018; Panda et al. 2019; Datta et al. 2018; Gkotsis et al.
2019; Al-Kaff, Madridano, et al. 2020)
• precision agriculture (Milics 2019; Tsouros et al. 2019; Mogili and Deepak 2018)
• handling, transport and delivery of materials (Jo and Kwon 2017; Al-Turjman and Alturjman 2020; Song
et al. 2018)
Nowadays autonomous and teleoperated mobile systems, and in particular UAVs, are being used in emergencies
such as search and rescue missions, monitoring and surveillance. Consequently, research efforts have oriented to
the field of emergency response establishing innovative technologies that will eventually help First Responders
(FRs). However, in many cases, FRs continue to operate with outdated technology which poses a great risk to their
lives and the lives of the victims they are trying to help. Any action that would increase their situational awareness
could have a great impact in crisis response situations. Therefore, it is important to also focus research efforts on
the development of new technologies to improve the security and operational capacity of FRs.
In case of accidents or natural disasters, (explosions, earthquakes, floods, fires) it is impossible to assess the situation
from afar and also very dangerous to send human personnel to the affected location. Hence, having the tools capable
of gathering and presenting information related to the disaster is crucial. UAVs with their on-board cameras and
other sensors, can be deployed, quickly and safely, over a large area to provide real-time visual feed and execute
different tasks such as 2D mapping. With this information at hand, FR teams can establish different strategies to
approach the situation depending on the intelligence provided by the drones.
In this paper we present a pipeline for automated mapping of an area of interest, using either a single UAV or a swarm
of UAVs, tailored for use by First Responders before or during a response operation. This covers mission generation,
optimized flight path calculation for the UAVs, cross-module communication, and orthomosaic map generation.
The presented system requires minimal training and monitoring on the part of FRs, making it appropriate for use in
time-critical circumstances. Used before FR deployment in an area, it can provide a view of the current state, which
may be significantly different from that shown on offline digital maps. This can be invaluable to mission planning
and the safety of both FRs and civilians. Alternatively, it can be used during the course of a mission to monitor both
its progress as well as evolving hazards (e.g. fire, flooding, or road blockages). The presented system was developed
as part of a larger project, the EU-funded FASTER1, which aims to develop innovative technologies for FRs.
The main contribution of this work is to present a UAV-assisted 2D mapping pipeline that is largely automated,
requiring minimal technical knowledge, time and effort on the part of the users. These features aim to make it
suitable for use by FRs before or during their missions when time is essential and personnel focus and effort are at
a premium. In the following pages, we describe each part of the automated pipeline, present the results of early
testing and validation, and discuss future work and improvements
The rest of the document is structured as follows: Section State of Art includes the state of the art on techniques
such as 2D mapping and its application using UAVs; Section Proposal includes the proposal, which establishes the
developments achieved to allow the generation of a 2D map from the visual information captured by the drone’s
camera, as well as the architecture necessary for information exchange between different modules involved in the
operation; Section Testing and validation presents early testing and validation results, including participation in a
large scale multi-disciplinary FR exercise; Finally, section Conclusions and Future Works discusses the conclusions
of the presented work and establishes the future lines of research to convert this work in progress into a crucial
technological tool for the FRs.
1https://www.faster-project.eu/
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STATE OF ART

The mapping of environments through the use of robotic systems is a growing area of research within robotics and
Artificial Intelligence (AI), and an important aspect in the construction of completely autonomous mobile systems
(Panchpor et al. 2018; Almadhoun et al. 2019; Sualeh and G.-W. Kim 2019).
Acquisition of reliable information about physical objects using UAV photogrammetry has become a widespread
and cost-effective solution (J. Li et al. 2016; Ebolese et al. 2019; Sonnemann et al. 2016). 2D mapping can be
classified as either world-centered or robot-centered. In World-centered 2D mapping, the frame of coordinates
is represented globally and it generates an accurate interpretation of the environment. However, robot-centered
2D mapping is represented in a space of measurements determined by the sensors embarked in the robot thus, its
description will also be according to said measurements (Thrun et al. 2002).
Another classification that the literature collects about mapping methods considers the format of representation
and allows mapping based on grids, features and topology (Wang 2013). Firstly, there is the grid-based map,
which uses discrete cells either occupied or free, to represent the environment and determine the resolution of the
map according to the size of the cell. Higher resolutions allow for more accurate representation, at the cost of
higher computing power. Secondly, there are feature-based maps, which use characteristic points, such as edges,
corners or planes of the environment to generate a representation of the world, with the possibility of adding or
removing features independently. Those maps can be generated by using different sensors simultaneously. This
has the advantage over grid-based maps, of generating a more detailed representation, but the disadvantage of
showing only notable features, which prevents updating the map in cases of high noise density. Finally, there are
the topological-based maps, modeled as a graph in which a node is established for each place in the environment,
and edges or paths are established between them. Their easy construction and use contrast with the difficulties in
obtaining information about obstacles.
In the present work, linked to the FASTER project, another type of cartographic representation is employed, known
as an orthophoto (Habib et al. 2007). This type of representation consists of combining multiple images to generate
a larger one using photogrammetry, a technique to extract depth information from overlapping photographs. This
representation based on the grouping of images does not consist of a simple overlap but uses Structure for Motion
(SfM) (Westoby et al. 2012) to reconstruct the scene and avoids problems arising from a basic overlap, such as
image distortion in areas where the overlap occurs and improving the representation in rough terrain. SfM makes
it possible to eliminate distortions resulting from different perspectives, allowing distances to be preserved and
measurements to be accurate (Chiabrando et al. 2015; Lucieer et al. 2014).
For this work, as detailed in the following section, image acquisition is carried out by a ZED 2 camera2 on board
a UAV and, by using the open-source platform OpenDroneMap (ODM) 3 to be able to generate georeferenced
orthophotos, essential for the generation of 2D maps. The ODM software, based on photogrammetry, is intended
for area mapping using UAVs and allows the generation of orthophotos by extracting the EXIF header from each
image, which contains information about the camera sensor and GPS location. This information coupled with the
SfM-based OpenSfM 4 library, generate a point cloud, which depending on the processing performed can be denser
or more discreet. Finally, a 3D mesh is generated and textured by adding images to the faces of the mesh. A 3D
model is the output of this procedure, and the orthophoto is a top-down projection of the 3D model.
PROPOSAL

The following section describes the different methods and developments that are part of the proposal. First and
foremost, the global architecture developed within the FASTER project is described, the work of which is included
within in this paper. This architecture makes it possible to centralize in a single command post all the information
coming from and to the different agents involved in the operation. In addition, the division of this architecture into
different levels allows the command center to receive only processed data that generate useful information for the
FR teams.
A planning algorithm is also presented, which takes as input the available UAVs, their on-board vision equipment
characteristics, (like sensor size, field of view, etc) and the coordinates of the area of interest and outputs flight paths
for each drone to follow. Those flight paths contain waypoints at which photos must be captured. Those images are
then combined to create 2D map of the affected area which FRs must operate in. To exploit this information and the
UAV swarm technology, we are working on the development of a User Interface that allows the RFs to establish
points of interest on the cartographic representation to send the UAVs to increase the information obtained from a
specific area or to monitor and support the work carried out on the ground.
2https://www.stereolabs.com/zed-2/
3https://www.opendronemap.org/
4https://github.com/mapillary/OpenSfM
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Overall System Architecture

The overall FASTER project system architecture is IoT-based, with the principles of scalability and modularity,
having individual modules and services. The main project components: edge devices modules, broker modules,
processing modules and Human Machine Interface Systems modules are depicted in Figure 1. The system includes a
host of technologies and applications for FRs, including drone applications, augmented reality situational awareness,
wearables, communication aids, AI modules, and more, as well as a command center front end to display all data
and provide a front end for various tasks, including UAV mapping.
System components are divided into three layers: The EDGE layer contains modules running on edge devices,
either carried by the first responders or placed in their immediate vicinity. The INTERNET layer is an assortment
of cloud services. The FOG layer is a local cloud network: modules and services that run on devices not carried by
the FRs themselves, but on the local network established in the area of operation. By placing most services on the
FOG layer, connected subsystem can function even without an Internet connection. This makes the overall system
more resilient to connectivity issues that may arise in disaster response scenarios. Inter-module communication is
accomplished via message brokers.
The FASTER project has multiple UAV-related applications, including: extending communication capabilities,
aerial transportation of tools and 2D mapping, among others. UAV applications, as seen in Figure 2, are deployed in
the EDGE Layer, while sensor data is transmitted and processed through the upper layers. Each of the UAVs can
make one or more tasks depending on its architecture. Depending on the sense module, it will forward information
to one FOG module or another. For example, UAVs tasked with mapping will forward the photographs they take to
the 2D mapping module.
The 2D mapping module, presented in this present Work In Progress, has two main submodules (see Figure 3): The
Path Algorithm and the 2D Map Generation. These two will be briefly described below.
When working in tandem these two submodules provide the end user with an effortless experience in creating a
2D map of a desired area. The two submodules are placed on the FOG-Level, but can also be offloaded to the
INTERNET-level, in case of assured connectivity. Hence, they can be installed and run on a remote computer. The
Path Algorithm module listens for a mapping request from the Comand Center, and then calculates the routes for
each drone in the swarm. The 2D Map Generation collects the aerial photographs taken by the UAVs, computes the

Figure 1. Overall FASTER project system Architecture
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Figure 2. Swarm of Drones scheme

2D map and presents it in the Command Center with accurate GPS coordinates. Mapping requests, UAV waypoints,
photos, and the produced 2D map are exchanged between different modules via the Kafka broker, and include
appropriate metadata to help with their organization, processing, and display. Metadata include a unique mission Id
for each mapping mission, the IDs of UAVs taking part in the mission, GPS coordinates, timestamps, and more.
Path Algorithm

Generating a 2D-map requires the use of Structure from Motion (SfM) algorithm (Westoby et al. 2012), which
takes overlapping images as input and matches features, such as edges, between them. The exact percentage of this
required overlap is not easy to find since it depends on many different variables. To model the desired area, four
spatial coordinates that represent actual points on the Earth’s surface are required. These four points also need to
approximate a rectangle. The desired area is divided into small rectangles that represent the effective footprint
of the drone’s camera. As the effective footprint represents the camera’s footprint with the overlap factored out,
a side-by-side tiling of such rectangles will cover the area of interest with the desired overlap percentage. If the
division is not perfect, it gets rounded up to the next integer. If there is a swarm of drones with different camera

Figure 3. 2D Mapping scheme
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Figure 4. Path Algorithm: Compute effective footprint based on camera parameters. Tile the plane using effective
footprint. Round up in needed. Compute centroids of tiles. Create route from one cetroid to the next. Split route
according to number of drones.

resolutions, the smallest resolution is used for the division to ensure the area is fully covered. Since most drones
have similar sensor sizes, this method, although not the most effective, is simple and sufficient to produce accurate
results. After the division, the centroids of the small rectangles are the waypoints of the mission. Finally, these
waypoints are split continuously into however many drones are available to generate missions for each. After the
mission is generated, each drone has to fly a certain path and take pictures at each waypoint. A schematic overview
of this procedure is presented in Figure 4.
2D Mapping

ODM5 was chosen as the primary tool for 2D mapping firstly because it is an open-source project meaning it is
freely available and highly customizable and secondly because it meets the needs for the project. An exhaustive
exploration of how the parameters affect the result was started, both in terms of the quality of the outputs and in
terms of time needed to run. Early experimentation was performed on WebODM 6, which is the same core engine
with a friendly user interface. In later stager, command line ODM was used, due to it being both more customizable
than WebODM and achieving better performance.
As mentioned previously, ODM is highly customizable, allowing the setting of many different parameters, as
described in OpenDroneMap: The Missing Guide (Toffanin 2019). These parameters not only affect the final output
a range of different ways, they also change significantly the time it takes to run and complete tasks. Understanding
the impact of different parameter sets was a two-step process. Firstly, the theoretical effect of each parameter on the
output was considered, and likely default values were identified for different scenarios. After that, thorough testing
of the most important parameters was carried out, determining the best parameter combinations for achieving
optimal output quality, again in different scenarios.
The parameters assessed include:
• crop: This attempts to smooth the final orthophoto by removing outliers from the edges of the polygon.
However is large missions (more than 50 waypoints) it can be beneficial to remove cropping entirely, to lower
the processing time.
• mesh-size: It, refers to the number of triangles the final mesh contains. A larger mesh size equates to a
more detailed 3D model and subsequently a better looking orthophoto in the expense of higher run0rime and
memory usage.
• orthophoto resolution: It specifies the final resolution in cm/pixel. For example an area of 100 by 100
meters and resolution set to 10 cm/pixel produces an orthophoto of 1,000 by 1,000 pixels. This can be
calculated as follows: 100 meters is 10,000 centimeters so 10,000 / 10 cm/pixel = 1,000 pixels
• fast-orthophoto: When this option is enabled, the dense point cloud generation, which is an expensive
process in terms of resources, is skipped. So the final output is computed using only the sparse point cloud.
Consequently, it should be avoided when modeling areas that require finer detail, such as urban centers.
5https://github.com/OpenDroneMap/ODM
6https://github.com/OpenDroneMap/WebODM
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• resize-to: Resizes the images prior to feature extraction and only for that specific step of the pipeline, without
affecting the original images nor degrading the final result. Resizing can be used in data-sets with lots of
distinct features to reduce run-time.
• min-num-features: Specifies the minimum number of features the algorithm tries to find between images.
Increasing this option increases the chances of a properly generated reconstruction, whilst also increasing the
run-time.
• texturing-nadir-weight: The higher this option is set, the more nadir images are used for texturing vertical
areas. This is beneficial when lots of buildings exist in the area of interest
Implementation

The presented mapping process is divided into two steps: the flight path calculator and the generation of the 2D map
(orthophoto). Briefly described, the process starts with the Control Center front end sending spatial coordinates of
the affected area to the 2D mapping module. The module then handles all the computing and data collection needed
and finally sends the 2D map in digital form to every member of the First Responder team. First responders, after
receiving the 2D map, can plan and coordinate their rescue mission accordingly.
The estimated time of completion of the whole process is proportional to the size of the desired area and can vary
greatly depending on many factors. Setting up the drone for flight should take a trained user 1 to 2 minutes. Then
the Control Center Application allows for an operator to design a mission in less that a minute. While the drone (or
drones) executes the mission it sends aerial photographs to the mapping module. This depends on the connection
between the controller and the drone, and the upload speed of the network. Good connection and upload speed
could result in all photos being uploaded before the drone lands, however obstacles between the drone and controller
and slow internet connection could result in major delays. Finally the process of 2D mapping generation depends
on a number of factors. Those factors are, the total number of photos, the altitude of the mission (high altitude
photos tend to result in faster 2D mapping generation), the desired resolution of the 2D map (in cm/pixel), and the
difficulty of the desired area. Areas very little distinctive features (such as a large forest, where the scene is repeated
over a large distance) is difficult to reconstruct due to the lack of distinctive features.
All the modules described here need to exchange information with one another to collectively generate a result.
The whole pipeline has been automated for First Responder easiness of use. For information interchange between
modules an Apache Kafka message broker was used. Messages are normally exchanged in JSON format, which
makes them easily readable by different platforms and operating systems.
UAV development

Regarding UAV used for this purpose, the configuration selected was the best one for the intended characteristics:
• Payload with the following characteristics
– ZED 2, stereo camera with a Resolution of 3840 x 1080. Depth Field of View (FOV) of 110° (H) x 70°
(V) x 120° for depth sensing purposes
– NVIDIA® Jetson Nano™ is a small, powerful computer for embedded applications and AI IoT that
delivers the power of modern AI. It was implemented in order to perform camera operations and to
implement future collaboration of UAVs through swarming capabilities.
– 3D printed in-house Casing to hold both camera and Jetson Nano
• Autonomy of 15 minutes with payload (more than enough to handle the task of 2D mapping)
Table 1. UAV specifications for the intended mission

Component
Motors
ESC
Frame
Battery
Flight Controller
Propellers
Telemetry module
RC Module

Model
Racerstar Racing Edition 2212 BR2212 980KV
30A Brushless Motor ESC For Airplane Quadcopter
S550
Desire power V8 Series 4s 6000mAh 30C
PixHawk Cube 2.1
CCWCW 10x4.5
Holybro 433Mhz 915Mhz 500mW
Futaba T6K
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For the correct functioning of the UAV, the necessary flights for the basic parameter setting were performed.
• Compass calibration and first contact manual flights were performed in the hangar (5).

Figure 5. First Manual Flight in the hangar

• Adjustment flights were performed in the hangar with favorable results. Flights were performed in AltHold
(throttle controlled by autopilot to maintain altitude, pilot directly controls the roll and pitch lean angles and
the heading), PosHold (pilot can control vehicle’s location horizontally and vertically with the control sticks)
and Loiter (maintain the current location, heading and altitude).
• Once these modes were verified, a gain adjustment of PIDs (Leva 2018) was performed (Figure 6 depicts
main tuning parameters configuration )

Figure 6. PID adjustments

• After installing the payload, deployment was performed at Villanueva del Pardillo airfield with a clear sky,
temperature at 16ºC and wind speeds between 0 and 3 m/s. A first flight was performed in AltHold mode
to verify that the payload does not affect the flight capabilities of the aircraft. Subsequently, a flight in
Loiter mode was performed to verify that the satellite-assisted navigation was correct. Subsequent flights in
auto-mode with the automatically generated missions (will be described in Testing and validation) were done.
Some minor corrections over the automatic generation of the mission were made to meet ODM requirements
(that is, prior to taking photos, always point the aircraft towards geographical north).
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Figure 7. Custom UAV ready for a mapping mission during the
Madrid exercise

Figure 8. UAV during takeoff in the
Madrid exercise

TESTING AND VALIDATION

The proposed mapping system was evaluated in numerous test missions, including a diverse range of mapping
area, altitude, terrain types, and different UAV models. In its most recent version, it participated in a large-scale,
multi-disciplinary FR exercise in Madrid, Spain, on 17 November, 2020, alongside other FR-oriented tools and
approximately 25 local FRs, as well as another 10 FRs from other areas. The proposed solution was the first tool to
be used during the exercise, since it provided an updated map of the disaster zone.
The operational scenario was a devastated area with lack of communications, therefore no internet access was
granted. Local PCOP was deployed, meaning that 2D mapping capability was available. The area to be mapped
consisted on a rectangle (disaster area) of approximately 5,700 m2 . The performance can be seen in Table 2:
Table 2. Operation performance

Covered Area
Deployment Time
Operation Time
Data Communication Time
Processing Time
Total Time

5700 m2
5 minutes
3 minutes
3 minutes
10 minutes
21 minutes

The hexacopter described above was used in this exercise to perform the first assessment of the zone, employing the
automated mapping procedure presented in this work (Figures 9 and 10 depicts operational scenario from that day).
Output from the exercise is shown in Figure 11.
Mapping actions pipeline during the exercise

During the exercise, the progress flow of the mapping tool was the following: in the first step, once the First
Responder has selected the area to be mapped, the flight path calculator obtains an optimum waypoint structure
(i.e a flight plan). The GCS is already waiting for a flight plan therefore it is automatically digested in the format
Mission Planner (GCS software selected) wants to have it.

Figure 9. Automatic obtention of Flight Plan

Figure 10. Optimized flight plan and waypoints

After the mission is finished, GCS communicates with UAV’s Jetson Nano in order to download the photos and
upload them to ODM module and when the computations are finished, the orthophoto is displayed
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Figure 11. Generated orthomosaic 2D map

Comments and feedback

During the exercise FR participants shared their impression on the tools used in their operations, including the
presented mapping tool. In the days following the exercise, more in-depth feedback and comments were collected
into a a blog, where the main conclusions were described. Some feedback from the FRs is:
"The drone provided a large number of updates regarding visual casualty and damage information, and the best
points of entry. The Control Center created an updated 2D map of the area. The resulting map was used to plan
where to send search and rescue professionals, and was also useful in identifying infrastructure issues (a tower
with a victim inside was assessed)."7 from ERICAM (Emergency and Immediate Response of the Community of
Madrid);
"Throughout the simulation we had the opportunity to test different technologies. On the one hand, the drones that
flew over the area, which were very useful for a real time reconnaissance of the surface". from ESDP (Spanish
School for Rescue and Detection with Canines)8
During the last debriefing call with the end users, Spanish and Italian partners make a summary of the tool:
"This technology proves to be a great tool for the management of resources, both human and material, thus achieving
greater effectiveness and efficiency in the management of the response that disaster emergency coordinators must
provide. PCOP works without an internet connection providing timely information on a unique frame from local
level on emergency data coming from different sources. Cutting planning and operating time helps saving lives."
"Drones are essential in an emergency scenario because they permit first responders to have an overview of the
area hit from an event, flying over places that could not be reachable otherwise. The criticality arises from the fact
of having to interface with a remote-control system and therefore always maintaining the possibility of being able to
intervene safely on the flight and on the management of the drones."
"The experience using the 2D mapping tool is satisfying and the result is excellent since on the GCOP it’s possible to
view the drone moving on the territory and, in the end, excellent images are obtained to allow effective visualization
of the situation on the ground. Information in real time in order to have a map about the real situation and locate
the rescue dog on the field (collapsed structure in this case)."
"It would be interesting to complement 2D mapping with the use of thermal cameras, a thermographic camera
(infrared or thermal imaging cameras or thermal imagery) which could mark heat sources, making it possible not
only to locate possible survivors, but also victims and possible sources of danger caused by fires. Another suggestion
would be to add a loudspeaker and a microphone and a loud share a message to the victims, this is a functionality
that we usually made in person, but it would be interesting for points of difficult access to use the drone. It is very
useful to be able to discriminate, thanks to Artificial Intelligence, those objects or areas likely to intervene as well
as movements of the ground or detection of human remains that can indicate points where there may be a victim."
Feedback was generally positive, with users highlighting the importance of having an updated on-the-fly map in
disaster response situations. They stressed the necessity of being able to intervene in the middle of a mission, taking
manual control of the UAV. Requested additional features included thermal mapping for improved victim detection,
as well as a UAV-mounted loudspeaker that would allow first responders to issue instructions to civilians. The
collected feedback will be instrumental in designing the future updates of the presented 2D mapping tool.
7http://www.faster-project.eu/sp-blog/2021/02/01/ericam-en-el-piloto-de-madrid/
8http://www.faster-project.eu/sp-blog/2021/02/02/participacion-de-esdp-en-el-piloto-de-madrid/
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

This paper shows the development carried out to demonstrate that collaborative UAVs are a powerful and promising
tool in the field of emergencies and natural disasters thanks, among other aspects, to its flexibility and speed to
place in the air a set of on-board sensors that allow, in this case, to acquire updated visual information of a disaster
environment such as an earthquake.
Together with this analysis, the present work collects those developments in path planning and 2D mapping, which
allow, on the one hand, to design the optimal set of trajectories to cover an area of interest completely and efficiently,
depending on the characteristics of the on-board sensors in the UAVs.
On the other hand, to carry out, from the images captured by the UAVs, an overlapping of them to generate an
updated cartographic representation of the disaster environment that provides the FRs with useful and updated
information of the place of the operation.
Finally, the latest advances and developments that allow undertaking, in real scenarios, the complete operation,
together with the results obtained in the first demonstration of this technology, are included.
Regarding future work, there exists the necessity to improve the following aspects:
• Path Algorithm: validate multi-UAV functionality developed by CERTH in next official exercise. To
accomplish this future step:
1. Preparation of one extra multicopter UAVs to validate the pipeline with an 3 UAV operation
2. Make lab tests to all the UAVs with CERTH functionality
3. Integration, calibration and testing of the rest of UAVs
4. Flight tests in the aerodrome
5. Validation of the workflow during pilots and corresponding updated feedback
• UAV development: Make enhancements on UAV architecture. Through testing, one of the legs of UAV’s
landing gear is seen by the camera. ODM algorithm erases unexpected objects on images, but it is still
something to be solved.
• First Responders application: Make an user interface to enable the end users to perform all the activities
without the guidance of technical staff
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ABSTRACT

Effective communication among first responders during and in the aftermath of a disaster can affect outcomes
dramatically. In this paper, we discuss the design of a resilient architecture that enables effective first responder
communications even in such challenging scenarios. Our ReDiCom (Resilient Disaster Communications) network
architecture builds resilience into the framework across all the layers. The information layer allows communication by
roles and identities instead of addresses to support communication among dynamically formed first responder teams.
The network layer provides robust and resilient communication even when facilities are error- and disruption-prone.
The coded communication and computation further improve resilience and enable efficient data processing in
disaster management.
Keywords

Disaster management, information-centric networking, namespace design, D2D communication, coding.
INTRODUCTION

Effective communication among first responders is one of the most important factors in achieving and maintaining
situational awareness in disaster management. The key for an effective communication in such situations is to
be able to not only have communication within the organizational structure but also among dynamically formed
teams (along the newly created and evolving incident command chains) whose members might come from different
departments: e.g., law enforcement, EMT, firefighting, etc. The system might also need to accommodate a number
of other people depending on the type of incident. For example, an earlier study (Chen, Arumaithurai, Fu, et al.
2016) carefully investigated the London Bombing response: the key there for helping people was to be able to
bring the team of people who are managing the subway system in London, to be part of the first response team.
Impacted infrastructure and disrupted communication channels is another concern in some disasters like hurricane
or earthquake. In some cases, the channels, although still functioning, may be congested due to high communication
demand. Also, large amounts of data is usually generated at the edge network after a disaster, which should be
efficiently processed (e.g., creating a map showing the disaster area) for efficient disaster management.
Informed by a careful study on reported experiences and communication requirements of first responders from a
variety of recent disaster situations, we realize that the challenges include (but not limited to):
• Impediments to communication — the new command chain of the special teams that are dynamically formed
in response to a disaster may usually be different from the original organizational hierarchy. Therefore, the
address or identity (e.g., phone numbers) of team members may not be known to each other. They might even use
different communication facilities since they might come from different departments.
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• Limited infrastructure support — the civilian and/or specialized communication facilities may be damaged by the
disaster. In some cases, even when the infrastructure is intact, the channels might be congested by the burst of
communication from both the civilians and first responders.
• High computation requirement — due to the infrastructure failure, data that are usually processed in the cloud
need to be processed locally. There is a need to harness the computational resource of the individual devices with
limited capacity (e.g.smartphones) through distributed computation that is performed in a reliable and privacy
preserving manner.
In this work, we propose ReDiCom, an architecture that provides timely, efficient and resilient information
dissemination in managing disasters. The architecture addresses the aforementioned challenges by: (i) building
resilience into the framework across all the layers; (ii) creating a naming framework that allows communication by
role and identity among the dynamically formed teams, rather than addresses; (iii) taking advantage of device-todevice (D2D) communications to cover the areas with infrastructure failure (or congested channels); (iv) providing
resilient coded communication and distributed coded computing even when facilities are error and disruption-prone.
REDICOM ARCHITECTURE

Our architecture seeks to enable first responders to communicate, even when the control and command structure of
the newly formed team is different from the original organizational hierarchy and is dynamically evolving. The
architecture is designed to provide efficient and widespread dissemination of information without resorting to
broadcast and enable communication over lossy, disruption-prone, congested channels that may also be disconnected
from the primary infrastructure. Furthermore, our architecture uses end/edge devices to collaboratively process data
collected from the disaster area in a private and secure manner.
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Figure 1. Architecture for Disaster Management Communications

The ReDiCom system architecture (Fig. 1) re-designs the way first responder communication is handled in disaster
situations, by incorporating resiliency as a key component. We enable information resilience among dynamically
formed groups by leveraging the concept of named entities to communicate over a variety of network environments,
including subnets that are partitioned and disconnected from the rest of the infrastructure due to disasters. The
architecture seeks to smoothly transition from an infrastructure-based environment to one that exploits D2D
connectivity among entities within a partition when infrastructure-based communication facilities are limited or fail.
Resiliency is enhanced by coding techniques to communicate over error-prone, low bandwidth or congested links.
Communication among entities with names allows us to support people (first responders, civilians), devices (even
an individual’s multiple devices) and information (critical situational information such as weather, news) without
being tied to a current location. It allows for mobility and utilization of cached information. A key component of
this Information-Centric Network (ICN) architecture is a naming schema that accommodates diverse organizational
frameworks in a single uniform name space. The naming schema supports identification of individuals, devices
or groups by names or by their roles. We support dynamically formed first responder teams that may cross
organizational boundaries. The namespace can dynamically evolve according to the situation, with new names and
relationships being added. Each name (role) is associated with a network address (NA) that may change due to
mobility or other reasons. A Name Resolution System (NRS) translates names to NAs, and communication based
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on roles is achieved by addressing recipients by the (name of the) role. The network thus delivers messages to the
proper individual(s) instantiating the role.
While there may be initial support from the infrastructure, the architecture will be resilient to the infrastructure
disruptions. We use GOSSIP-like (Haas et al. 2006) protocols for name discovery (including name↦→NA mappings
and name reachability). To forward data, rather than being dependent solely on the LTE or WiFi infrastructure,
the architecture utilizes D2D communication with heterogeneous interfaces (e.g., LTE-Direct, WiFi-Direct, and
Bluetooth) within a partition and delay-tolerant network (DTN) routing to cross partitions. To improve robustness
and resiliency over limited capacity or error-prone channels (especially in D2D communications), we utilize link
layer network coding. Having each device perform coding (including network coding and Fountain codes) mitigates
data transmission bottlenecks in D2D networks.
Distributed computing is a crucial component of our architecture when there is little or no infrastructure support.
ReDiCom divides a computationally intensive task into small subtasks at a master device, and offload each subtask to
multiple first responder/civilian devices (workers). Coding is applied to improve resiliency and security of the system.
INFORMATION LAYER

The information layer allows the first responders to send messages to the right set of people, based on their roles.
ReDiCom adopts concepts of information-centric communication (Jacobson et al. 2009; L. Zhang et al. 2014; Chen,
Arumaithurai, Jiao, et al. 2011), which is driven by a name-based framework as the foundation. This allows first
responders to communicate based on roles instead of having to keep track of their address (e.g., phone numbers, IP
addresses). We have observed that multiple command chains can exist among first responder departments. To reflect
such rich relationships, we enhanced existing ICN solutions with a graph-based namespace. However, it is difficult
to accommodate graph-based namespaces in the network layer, as every router needs to perform sophisticated graph
logic. Therefore, we create an information layer above the traditional network layer, supported on a selected set of
nodes (multicast RPs) that perform the expansion logic based on the graph semantics. This keeps the network layer
simple and efficient (multicast based on flat IDs) (Jahanian et al. 2019).
Graph-based Namespace

While hierarchical namespaces (as in DNS, URL, and file systems) are easy to manage and process, they fall short
in representing the richer information organization we see recently, where each concept can belong to multiple
dimensions. Even when there is a strict hierarchy in each dimension, the final organization becomes a directed graph.
One typical example is Wikipedia, where each document and category can belong to multiple parent categories in
different dimensions. Similarly, when we consider how first responders are organized, we observe multiple command
chains (hierarchies) in different dimensions. E.g., the New Jersey Fire department (“NJ Fire” in Fig. 2a) has a
location dimension (belong to “NJ”) and a functionality dimension (belong to “Fire”). When a department/unit
is involved in a particular incident, it would belong to a new dimension and a new command chain (e.g., the Fire
Engine 2 in NJ (“NJ FE2”) is dispatched as a “Fire Fighting” unit in “Incident X”). Specific individuals might
also be responsible for a role during one shift. While designing the namespace, we need to embrace all of these
rich characteristics to better reflect the relationship among first responders in different command chains.
In solutions such as DNS or NDN, in order to represent the multi-dimensioned relationships, applications have to
duplicate the names and result in scalability issues and overhead in management. E.g., in Fig 2b, to represent that
“NJ Fire” belongs in two dimensions, these solutions have to create multiple copies of the whole sub-tree below
“NJ Fire”. ReDiCom supports a namespace based on directed graphs to better represent the relationship among the
first responder departments and units. In our system, each first responder subscribes to his/her own role (a name in
the namespace). When sending a message to a name, the message will reach the subscribers of this name, and the
subscribers of all its descendant names. Fig. 2a shows a simple namespace for first responders. A sender can easily
indicate the range of the receivers using the name he/she sends to. E.g., when sending a message to fire engine 2
(“NJ FE2”), the message will reach all the subscribers of “NJ FE2”, “Driver 1”, and “F. Fighter1”. Sending a
message to “NJ Fire” would reach all the firefighters in the 3 fire engines (descendant names in the namespace).
We can even send a message to all the firefighters by sending the message to “Fire”. In short, the messages will be
propagated along the directed links in the namespace and reach all the subscribers below.
More importantly, we allow the namespace to be dynamic. The structured names can represent not only a
pre-defined, well-known organizational structure, but also dynamically created roles and command chains for
disaster management. In Fig. 2a, we use yellow nodes to represent the well-known organization structure and blue
nodes to represent the dynamically created command chain for “Incident X”. With the graph-based namespace,
we only need to add links between names to reflect unit dispatching, thus reduce a lot of control and management
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Figure 2. Comparison between graph-based namespace and hierarchical namespace in disaster management

overhead. The two red arrows in the figure indicate that “NJ FE2” (and all the units below) and “F. Fighter 2”
are dispatched as “Fire Fighting” units in “Incident X”. When a commander needs to send a message to “Fire
Fighting”, the message can be propagated to these units naturally. In comparison, in a system requiring strict
hierarchical namespace (shown in Fig. 2b), the manager would end up replicating the affected names (shown
in red rectangle). To make things worse, the first responders have to subscribe to the new names to receive the
messages sent in the new command chain. This step would incur great control overhead (dispatcher notify the first
responders and first responders subscribe to new names) especially at the beginning of a disaster. The potential
loss of infrastructure support would make this step even more difficult since the first responders might be in a
disconnected area when the disaster occurs.
Pub/Sub over Graph-based Namespace

Within this graph-based namespace, timeliness and relevance of the information delivery are important. The
useful service interface here is a publish/subscribe capability, because it separates the temporal coupling between
publication and expression of interest for a particular piece of information. However, it is difficult to support
pub/sub in the network layer since the graph semantics are usually more complicated compared to the traditional
hierarchical structures (which can be managed with longest-prefix matching).
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Figure 3. Supporting graph-based namespace in the information layer

In ReDiCom, we introduce an information layer that deals with the graph logic and keep the network layer
simple and efficient. As is shown in Fig. 3, the network layer performs multicast based on flat IDs. We use a
rendezvous-point(RP)-based shared multicast structure (e.g., IP multicast (Estrin et al. 1998), ICN multicast (Chen,
Arumaithurai, Jiao, et al. 2011; Mukherjee et al. 2016), or even application-layer multicast) to allow multiple
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publishers to send messages to the same name. The functionality of the information layer is implemented on these
RPs. Each RP keeps a 𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒 ↦→ 𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑛 mapping for the names served on this RP (just a part of the namespace,
shown on the left of Fig. 3). On receiving a message, the RP would (i) lookup the partial mapping to determine
the reachable descendants; (ii) multicast the message to the names that are served on the RP; and (iii) unicast
the message to the names that are served on the other RPs. E.g., in Fig. 3 (using namespace shown in Fig. 2a),
when the Commander sends a message to “Fire Fighting”, the network routes the message to RP2 according to the
Name↦→RP mapping (NRS, shown on the right in the figure). This is not unlike how existing multicast solutions
find the RP for a multicast group. When RP2 receives the message, it looks up its name mapping and see that “Fire
Fighting” has 2 children “NJ FE2” and “F. Fighter 2”. However, it does not have to know the descendants of
“NJ FE2” since the name is not served on the RP. RP2 then multicasts the message to name “Fire Fighting”. The
network layer sends the message to “FM5” and everyone who subscribes to “Fire Fighting” (based on flat ID). RP2
then sends (unicasts) the message to names “NJ FE2” and “F. Fighter 2” (since they are not served on this RP)
and the network forwards them to RP1 according to the NRS. Similar to RP2 , RP1 finds the descendants of these
names and eventually multicasts the message to the subscribers of “F. Fighter 2” (not shown in the figure), “NJ
FE2” (FM1), and its children “Driver 1” (FM2), “F. Fighter 1” (FM3, FM4).
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Figure 4. Lookup latency between flat and graph-based namespace vs. FIB size

This solution keeps the network layer simple since the routers only need to unicast and multicast based on flat IDs
(simple hash table lookups). They do not have to understand the relationship among the IDs. The solution also
ensures scalability since each RP only keeps a small portion of the namespace – the (direct) children of all the
names it serves.
To demonstrate the differences between the forwarding using flat and names that reflect the namespace organization
(e.g., either tree or graph-based namespace), we implement the FIB for both namespaces (called graph FIB and
flat FIB) and measure the lookup speed with different types of graphs (scale-free directed graph vs. binary tree
vs. flat) with different number of names in the FIB (20∼460). Both FIBs are implemented with user-space
RCU library (Userspace RCU 2012) — a library widely used in software routers and in the Linux kernel as an
alternative for read-write locks for improved performance. The flat FIB is a simple hash table which maps from
a name (a 20-byte string) to a set of next-hop Network Addresses (NAs, with each NA being a 4-byte string) of
the downstream routers with clients subscribed to the name. A lookup in the flat FIB is equivalent to a hash
table lookup which returns the next-hop NAs for the destination name in the packet (similar to a FIB lookup in
PIM-SM (Estrin et al. 1998)). The graph FIB has two mappings: a 𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒 ↦→ 𝑁 𝐴[] mapping similar to flat FIB; and
a 𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒 ↦→ 𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑_𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒[] mapping which stores the graph namespace relationship. A lookup in the graph FIB
involves a Breadth-First Search (BFS) to traverse through the descendant set of the destination name in the packet,
and find out all the (unique) next hop NAs belonging to the descendant set.
We evalue the FIB implementations on Dell PowerEdge R740 servers with Intel Xeon Gold 6126 CPU @3.3GHz and
192GB of memory @2666MHz. The results are shown in Fig. 4. We see that the lookup latency of the graph FIB
increases with the growth of FIB size, since the graph becomes more complex and takes longer to perform the lookup.
In comparison, the lookup latency for a flat-ID based FIB does not increase significantly since it does not have to
deal with the relationships between the names. When we compare the lookup latency of flat FIB and graph FIB of
the same size, the graph FIB is around 40∼400 times slower than the flat FIB. This difference continues to increase
with the FIB size. This demonstrates the necessity to separate the graph-based lookup from the network layer. At
the same time, there is also the need to have a distributed information layer to prevent a single-point-of-failure
on the RPs. The forwarding at the RPs is slower, since they have to use graph FIBs for their lookup.
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NETWORK LAYER

ReDiCom aims to utilize D2D links to attain a network layer operation that copes with partially available or
unavailable communication infrastructure. Effective multi-hop D2D communications over heterogeneous bands and
devices require: (i) seamless and efficient routing on devices from different vendors, and (ii) swift detection of good
quality D2D links. The former is needed for civilians and first responders to communicate with each other using
heterogeneous devices, and the latter is required for finding the best multi-hop D2D path to reach a device. For
the former requirement, we focus on performing the infrastructure-less D2D routing in the user space of Android
devices by designing routing protocols that can work over disconnection/delay tolerant networks (DTNs). For the
latter, effective and quick measurement of D2D link quality is needed.
Detecting Useful D2D Links

To establish stable routing on top of D2D links, the application needs to decide which links to use for routing and
associate a “link cost” to each. This quality measurement is crucial for two reasons: First, a discovered D2D link
may have very low quality if it is traversing two hops. When multiple devices are peered together, they form a group
among themselves for Bluetooth and WiFi Direct. For example, Fig. 5 illustrates that devices A, B, and C are in the
same Bluetooth group and A is the master of the group. If B wants to communicate with C, it needs to traverse
a two-hop link from B to A and then A to C. Second, as IoT devices are becoming more available and wireless
interfaces are able to span tens or hundreds
meters
of range,Measurement
the peer discovery process can generate many D2D
D2D of
Link
Quality
links. It is critical to filter out the bad links quickly so that the routing decisions can be made reliably and timely.
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Figure 5. Intra-group communication of D2D links: Despite appearing as a single link to user-space application,
intra-group communication for a D2D link may involve two hops if it is between two slave nodes.

We have implemented an Android application for searching and measuring the quality of heterogeneous D2D
links. The application employs a multi-threaded peer discovery that handles both WiFi Direct and Bluetooth links
simultaneously. It measures D2D link quality for metrics including received signal strength indicator (RSSI),
throughput, and effective round-trip time (RTT). We performed extensive experiments in real settings that measure
quality of D2D links in indoor, outdoor, line-of-sight (LoS) and non-line-of-sight (NLoS) cases while using devices
from various vendors. We measured the RSSI of the Bluetooth links and the throughput of Wi-Fi Direct links using
TCP. The indoor experiments were done in a 3m × 60m corridor and a corner was utilized for NLoS measurements.
The measurement experiments were repeated until a good confidence was attained, i.e., 50+ times for RSSI and
15+ times for the throughput measurements. As seen in Fig. 6, we observed that the throughput and RSSI both
reduce with distance. Indoor LoS is the most reliable and the least dependent on distance, while indoor NLoS is the
most sensitive to distance. Further, our results showed that RSSI is a more reliable metric compared to RTT or
throughput, in terms of how a D2D link performs in different environments. However, RSSI is only available on the
Bluetooth API in Android. On the positive side, after performing a correlation study among the D2D link quality
metrics in various settings, we found that the Bluetooth RSSI is sufficient to determine the quality of the WiFi
Direct link (between the same devices) in terms of (i) TCP throughput in all environments, (ii) UDP throughput for
indoor NLoS or outdoor LoS cases, and (iii) RTT in outdoor LoS case. Sub-second quantification of the D2D link’s
quality is made feasible by tuning the developed measurement methods for fastest convergence to correct metric
value, and designing hybrid methods utilizing RSSI and UDP-based throughput measurements.
Efficient Routing over DTNs

Highly dynamic and disconnected networks require specialized routing protocols that operate in environments
where disconnections, lack of resources and long delays are the norm. Traditionally, DTN routing designs mostly
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Figure 6. D2D link performance with 90% confidence

used epidemic routing (Acer et al. 2010; Vahdat and Becker 2000), which forwards multiple copies of data packets
to increase the probability of delivery (reachability). This is, in essence, a flooding-based approach; and in a setting
where D2D links are hardly available and very valuable, it is not practical. D2D links can easily get overwhelmed
by the unnecessary copies of the data packets. Another major line of DTN routing work has been based on distance
vectors (DVs) as they summarize the reachability information based on destinations, which are typically much fewer
than links, and hence have a better potential for scaling the routing state. In DV routing each mobile node maintains
a localized view from reachability updates received from its direct neighbors and calculates the shortest paths to
destinations using the Bellman-Ford algorithm, with very little to no reliance on periodic advertisements which
reduces the overall bandwidth demand among mobile nodes, therefore making it suitable for highly dynamic ad-hoc
networks. However, traditional DV routing (TDVR) assumes a connected network. Several studies adapted the
essence of TDVR to mobile
ad hoc settings
utilizing–preceding
data Packet
transmissions
with an on-demand route
Binary
State by
DVRP
Control
Handler
discovery stage (Perkins et al. 2003) or requiring senders to have a-priori knowledge of the network (Johnson and
Maltz 1996). These studies, however, assumed a connected underlying network and did not address the fundamental
problem of unicast (or nearly unicast) and multicast forwarding of data packets over a partitioned network.
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In ReDiCom, we design a DV routing protocol that can work on disconnected networks. We introduce binary state
July 2020
ReDiCom: DV
Resilient
Communication
First Responders
in Disaster
Management
information
to the control plane by marking
table
entriesforwith
active or
inactive
states. Each node can have
either active or inactive DV entries in order to preserve information about past connections along with the currently
active connections. The idea is to provide nodes with more information in making data dissemination decisions and
also leverage regular mobility patterns of certain nodes, particularly mules such as a patrol car in a first responder
network. As shown in Fig. 7, each DV entry is a {cost, state} pair. After the failure of link B-C, the nodes exchange
their DVs and converge to new DVs with active paths indicated with state being 1 in their DV entries. However,
when A-C also fails, the nodes update their DV entries when they realize that their paths towards some destinations
(i.e., path to C from A and B, and paths to A and B from C) to inactive as they became disconnected. We revised
the TDVR’s Bellman-Ford calculation techniques and established the rules of how the DV entries are supposed to
be calculated when such binary state is included in the design.
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Given the binary state DV entries, we can then reduce the number of data packets being exchanged. When data
packets are being forwarded, we flag their local copy depending on how they were forwarded: not-forwarded,
inactive-forwarded, and active-forwarded. These flags, respectively, correspond to the data packets that were (i) not
forwarded to any neighbor yet, (ii) forwarded on an inactive path entry, and (iii) forwarded on an active path entry.
This allows the data plane to better utilize the local buffer for storing the data packets. When a new data packet
arrives, the preference for choosing a victim in the buffer is active-forwarded > inactive-forwarded > not-forwarded,
since this order indicates the likelihood of a data packet’s arrival to its destination. That is, an active-forwarded
packet is most likely going to make it to its destination as it was forwarded on an active path, while a not-forwarded
packet should be kept in the buffer as long as possible until it is at least forwarded to a neighbor before being deleted.
CODED COMMUNICATION AND COMPUTATION

To provide robust and resilient communication and computation over error-prone channels, ReDiCom uses coding
theory. Coded D2D groups mitigate data transmission and computation bottlenecks in D2D networks by having
each device perform coding. Coding enhances reliability and security in D2D networks, where there is limited or
no infrastructure support.
Reliability and Throughput Improvement

A key component ReDiCom is network coding, where packets to/from first responders are coded together for
throughput improvement and reliability. Consider an example scenario where a group of first responder devices is in
the same transmission range. In this setup, a common content, e.g., crucial voice instructions, can be broadcast over
infrastructure-based links. Next, we show the throughput improvement and reliability benefit of network coding.
Example 1: Let us consider four packets, 𝑝 1 , 𝑝 2 , 𝑝 3 , 𝑝 4 being broadcast from a base station via infrastructure-based
links. Assume that packet 𝑝 1 is missing at device 𝑛1 possibly due to mobility of the device, poor link quality,
interference, or a physical attack. Similarly, assume that 𝑝 2 is missing at 𝑛2 , and 𝑝 3 and 𝑝 4 are missing at 𝑛3 .
Without network coding, four transmissions are required from the base station to recover the missing packets. The
number of transmissions could further increase if the connection between the base station and one of the devices is
interrupted. On the other hand, the missing packets can be recovered using network coding. Now, consider that
infrastructure-based links are complemented by D2D links. If each mobile device can receive two simultaneous
packets; one via the infrastructure-based link, and the other through a D2D link from one of the other devices.
Then, the following transmissions can be simultaneously made to recover the missing packets: (i) the base station
broadcasts 𝑝 1 + 𝑝 3 via infrastructure-based links, and (ii) device 𝑛1 broadcasts 𝑝 2 + 𝑝 4 via D2D links. Thus, the
number of transmissions is reduced to one (as 𝑝 1 + 𝑝 3 and 𝑝 2 + 𝑝 4 are simultaneously transmitted) from four when
D2D links complement infrastructure-based and network coding is used. However, it is crucial to determine which
network codes should be transmitted over each interface.

This example shows that first responder devices can use infrastructure-based and D2D links simultaneously to
recover missing packets with the help of network coding, thus improving reliability and throughput. As part of
ReDiCom, we design a network coding mechanism for intermittently connected D2D networks, which is common
scenario in first responder communication. We formulate the problem as a two-layer conflict graph where the higher
layer represents all feasible network coded packets that can be transmitted over infrastructure-based links, while the
lower layer consists of network coded packets that can be transmitted via D2D links. We show that finding the
optimal network coded packets to minimize delay is equivalent to finding the maximum independent set of the
two-layer conflict graph.
Secure Coded Distributed Computation

Distributed computing is crucial in our ReDiCom architecture when there is little or no infrastructure support. E.g.,
creating a map showing the disaster area. Our approach to this problem is to divide a computationally intensive task
into small subtasks at a master device, and offload each subtask to multiple first responder/civilian devices (workers)
after coding to improve resiliency of the system (Lee et al. 2018). The next example demonstrates the potential of
coded computation for matrix multiplication.
Example 2: Consider a setup where a master wishes to offload a matrix multiplication 𝐶 = 𝐴𝑇 𝒙 task to 3 workers.
Assume 𝐴 is a 𝐾 × 𝐾 matrix, 𝒙 is a vector. Matrix 𝐴 is divided into two sub matrices 𝐴1 and 𝐴2 , which are then
encoded using a (3, 2) Maximum Distance Separable (MDS) code to give 𝐵1 = 𝐴1 , 𝐵2 = 𝐴2 and 𝐵3 = 𝐴1 + 𝐴2 , and
sends each to a different worker. When the master receives the computed values (i.e., 𝐵𝑇𝑖 𝒙) from at least two out of
three workers, it can decode its desired task, which is the computation of 𝐴𝑇 𝒙. The power of coded computations is
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that it makes 𝐵3 = 𝐴1 + 𝐴2 acts as a “joker" task that can replace any of the other two tasks if they end up straggling
or failing.

The very nature of task offloading from a master to worker makes the computation framework vulnerable to attacks.
One of the attacks is eavesdropper adversary, where one or more of workers can behave as an eavesdropper and can
spy on the coded data sent to these devices for computations. For example, 𝐵3 = 𝐴1 + 𝐴2 in Example 2 can be
processed and spied by worker 3. Even though 𝐴1 + 𝐴2 is coded, the attacker can infer some information from this
coded task. Thus, it is crucial to develop a private coded computation mechanism against eavesdropper adversary.
We developed a private coded computation (PRAC) mechanism for matrix-vector multiplication in master/client
setup (Bitar et al. 2021). Next, we illustrate the main idea of PRAC through an illustrative example.
Example 3: We consider the same setup in Example 2. The master device divides matrix 𝐴 column-wise into 3
sub-matrices 𝐴1 , 𝐴2 , 𝐴3 ; and encodes these matrices using a fountain code; specifically LT code. An example set
of coded packets is {𝐴2 , 𝐴3 , 𝐴1 + 𝐴3 , 𝐴2 + 𝐴3 }. However, prior to sending a coded packet to a worker, the master
generates a random key matrix 𝑅 with the same dimension as 𝐴𝑖 and with entries drawn uniformly from the same
field which contains the entries of 𝐴. The key matrix is added to the coded packets to provide privacy as shown in
Table 1. In particular, a key matrix 𝑅1 is created at the start of time slot 1, combined with 𝐴1 + 𝐴3 and 𝐴3 , and
transmitted to workers 2 and 3, respectively. 𝑅1 is also transmitted to worker 1 in order to obtain 𝑅1 x that will help
the master in the decoding process. Since the devices have heterogeneous computing power, offloaded tasks are
completed at different times. The computation of ( 𝐴1 + 𝐴3 + 𝑅1 )x is completed at the end of time slot 1. Thus, at
that time slot the master generates a new matrix 𝑅2 and sends it worker 2. At time slot 3, worker 1 finishes its
computation, therefore the master adds 𝑅2 to 𝐴2 + 𝐴3 and sends it to worker 1. A similar process is repeated at
time slot 4. Now the master waits for worker 2 to return 𝑅2 x and for any other worker to return its uncompleted
task in order to decode 𝐴x. Thanks to using key matrices 𝑅1 and 𝑅2 , and assuming that workers do not collude,
privacy is guaranteed. On a high level, privacy is guaranteed because the observation of the workers is statistically
independent from 𝐴.

To summarize, our idea is to mask 𝐴 with 𝑅, and
Table 1. An example PRAC operation.
instead of distributing 𝐴𝑇 x, we distribute ( 𝐴 + 𝑅)𝑇 x,
where some workers are dedicated to calculate 𝑅𝑇 x
Time
Worker 1
Worker 2
Worker 3
to be able decode 𝐴𝑇 x. An alternative solution is
1
𝐴1 + 𝐴3 + 𝑅 1
𝑅1
the use of fully homomorphic encryption (Gentry and
2
𝐴3 + 𝑅 1
Boneh 2009; Van Dĳk et al. 2010), which allows the
3
𝑅2
𝐴2 + 𝐴3 + 𝑅 2
workers to compute on encrypted data, but is known to
4
𝐴2 + 𝑅 2
be computationally intensive and may not be a viable
solution for first responders. We develop PRAC for any
number of colluding workers. We analyzed the performance of PRAC and evaluated it on real Android-based
devices, and observed that PRAC outperforms known secure coded computing methods up to 30% when resources
are heterogeneous (Bitar et al. 2021).
SUMMARY

We see that communication is key to saving lives in disaster management. The three main challenges to provide
efficient communication in this context are: (i) teams are dynamically formed which might even involve personnel that
are not usually part of the first-responder environment (ii) we might face infrastructure that is impacted or the channel
could be congested in the aftermath of a disaster; and (iii) high computation requirement in the application layer.
In this work, we proposed ReDiCom, a layered architecture to deal with these challenges: (i) the information
layer takes the concept of information-centric communication to allow first responders to communicate based on
roles, which is independent of the user identity, their geo-location or the location in the network; (ii) the D2D
communication (enhanced with coded communication) enables efficient data delivery even in the infrastructure-less
environments; and (iii) the distributed coded computation processes the data efficiently and securely to satisfy the
computation requirements in disaster management.
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ABSTRACT

Virtual Reality (VR) technology for training has gained interest in many domains, including firefighter education.
However, there is hesitation to accept immersive VR technology, especially for skills training. This study
investigates the experiences of nineteen firefighter-students, eight instructors, and seven experienced firefighters,
all first-time users of an immersive VR tool, used for simulated fire extinguishing. The technology provided
simulated fire and smoke, heat elements in the suit, and pressure experience via a haptic feedback hose. User
experiences were studied through questionnaires, and observations. The experience of immersive VR
extinguishing was compared to previous Hot-Fire Live-Simulation (HF-LS), usually performed in a container in
the training field. The results indicate that experienced firefighters valued the training more highly than students.
Findings illustrate a difference between user groups regarding expectations of realism in simulated
representations. For example, the visual realism of the smoke and the fire was more satisfactory for experienced
firefighters than students and instructors.
Keywords

Virtual reality, training, firefighter, skills, user experiences.
INTRODUCTION

Immersive VR for training has gained interest for use in different domains, such as medicine, industry, and
military, where skills training is necessary, costly, and sometimes impossible to conduct by other methods (Checa
& Bustillo, 2020; Heldal, 2004). In the Fire and Rescue Service (FRS) domain, Virtual Simulation and VR have
shown their potential as risk-free and cost-effective training formats, complementing live training. However, the
technology barrier and the hesitancy regarding the new ways of training remain high (Heldal, Fomin, & Wijkmark,
2018). Critics question whether systems` inability to provide photorealistic scenarios with naturally interactive
and dynamically correct fire and smoke representation may induce faulty learning outcomes (Engelbrecht et al.,
2019a; Heldal & Hammar, 2017; Tate et al., 1997).
To become a competent firefighter, practice-based skills training is necessary. It is evident that it is impossible to
learn how to connect hoses, use a nozzle, perceive risk-signs, and extinguish fires efficiently just by reading books,
listening to instructors, or watching videos. One needs to be in a convincing and realistic situation, learn how to
act, use equipment and methods, and repeat necessary activities several times, to be prepared for real fire incidents.
The usual practice-based training is HF-LS, a training often performed in containers at the training field of fire
academies or FRSs, using real fire, smoke, equipment, vehicles, and people.
Practical skills training, and particularly HF-LS training, should be practiced many times, a known issue in training
emergency professionals. Setting up HF-LS training is resource-demanding and, though real-life simulation
fidelity is essential, safety and environmental regulations partly limit the challenge students face during training,
compared to possible real-life incidents. Additionally, buildings in a fire training field are constructed to withstand
several fires per day and therefore have uncharacteristic looks. The cars used have also suffered numerous fires
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already. However, they are physical, tangible objects and in this way considered realistic.
The motivation for this study is to examine how new immersive technology, embracing most of the new
capabilities virtual reality offers, can support training practical skills. If VR technology can complement HF-LS
training, it may provide more training sessions for the students, as well as an alternative for further (and more
frequent) training after the firefighter qualification has been acquired (Hartin, 2009), and provide more convincing
and realistic situations.
The main research question is: To what extent are virtual immersive technologies accepted, for complementing
firefighter skills training? We chose to decompose the main research question and seek to answer the following
four sub-questions:
RQ1 Do the participants (firefighter students, instructors, and experienced firefighters) experience
presence in VR in relation to HF-LS training?
RQ2 What are the participants' opinions on the current VR training?
RQ3 How do firefighters’ earlier experiences influence their attitudes to immersive VR training?
RQ4 What are the main challenges of VR, and HF-LS, for better training from the user's perspective?
The answers to these questions are essential for user organizations interested in the potential of immersive VR for
skills training. The pedagogical use of the tool, including competence to develop actual and possible training
objectives in these technologies, is often a major concern for user organizations. The results may also inform
researchers investigating current problems regarding the implementation and usage of VR training. Developers
would gain from the results by better understanding specific needs and the situations that require further
development via possible tools supporting firefighter skills training.
The data behind this paper come from a field study. The Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency (MSB1), responsible
for the two-year firefighter study program in Sweden, has been utilizing Virtual Simulation in incident commander
training, but not for skills training. In March 2019, MSB initiated a test of an immersive VR training system, with
the objective of exploring the possibilities of this technology for firefighter skills training. This paper reports the
results from the field study examining the experiences of firefighters with different backgrounds; nineteen
firefighter students, eight instructors, and seven experienced firefighters from different FRSs in the area. The
focus was on examining the realism of experiences, objects, and situations in the VR environments compared to
familiar training methods (HF-LS). To our knowledge, this is the first study of its kind investigating user
experiences of immersive VR employed for skills training in the field.
While this paper examines the use of a commercially available product, the intention is not to market the product
or compare it with other products. It has been chosen for its currently unique ability, to our present knowledge, to
stimulate different senses for immersion (visual, audio, haptic, and heat) and to fulfill our intention to learn more
about how immersion influences skills training in the domain of the fire service.
BACKGROUND
Firefighter Training and Learning

Firefighter education and training programs differ in different countries. In Sweden, the FRSs usually require a
MSB Fire College diploma when hiring professional firefighters. This diploma is obtained upon successful
completion of the two-year study program. The training program covers several learning objectives, and students
should reach the third level in Bloom's Taxonomy (Bloom et al., 1984), thus acquiring the ability to apply materials
and methods to prevent or mitigate further damage to people, property, and the environment. In this context, this
translates to being able to extinguish fires in various incidents by using the correct techniques and equipment.
Firefighter students need to experience the real heat, flames, smoke, and the whole situation, while handling the
physical equipment, performing the necessary tasks, following procedures, and making quick risk assessments.
They need to be prepared for unexpected events in potentially dangerous environments and to control the air
supply, radio communication, surroundings, and extinguishing agents. They must also use appropriate methods
and techniques to perform a systematic search in buildings, even in near-zero visibility, and assess and manage
risks, while performing smoke-diving. It is not only a matter of extinguishing a fire; all actions must be defined,
coordinated, and performed systematically. For a novice firefighter student, the learning starts with performing
decomposed tasks, following instructions and rules. Since students do not have previous experiences to relate the
initial training to, continuous feedback from their instructors is necessary. Extinguishing is one of the components
1

See www.msb.se/en/ (Accessed 02.02.2021)
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of incident handling, and repeated practical training is performed in HF-LS facilities, until the task is understood
and embodied.
As the firefighter student learns more, their new experiences can be built on previous ones. As described by Kolb`s
experiential learning cycle (Kolb, 1984), the learning process involves: experiencing, reflecting, conceptualizing,
and acting. From the firefighter students' perspective, the experience would include using the protective gear and
extinguishing a fire using the equipment. Reflecting upon the experience (often upon repeated experiences) leads
to conceptualization, which triggers new (and better) ways of acting. Thus, "knowledge is created through the
transformation of experience" (Kolb 1984).
For skills acquisition, (Dreyfus & Dreyfus, 1980) propose five stages, i.e., from novice, through beginners,
competent, proficient, to expert. Professionals increase their competence, undergoing new loops of Kolb`s
learning cycle, refining both practices and understanding. Proficient and expert firefighters master all six levels
of Bloom’s Taxonomy and are often innovative regarding using techniques and inventing new equipment. Though
learning through real-incident-handling is an option for professional firefighters, successful preventive campaigns
targeting the inhabitants have reduced the number of “ordinary” fires in many countries. At the same time, the
rapid development of new types of buildings, materials, chemicals, vehicles, or batteries, etc. implies that new
situations need to be trained for. Therefore, to become and remain skillful, both firefighter students and qualified
firefighters need varied and sufficient training.
HF-LS training is resource-demanding, expensive, causes negative environmental impact (Conges et al., 2019;
Narciso et al., 2020) and exposes firefighter students to carcinogenic smoke (Wingfors et al., 2018). This results
in the setting of strict requirements for planning the training, as well as limiting the amount and quality of training
experiences (Narciso et al., 2020): hence, the motivation for exploring alternative training formats.
Virtual Reality (VR) for Firefighter Training

A SWOT Analysis of using VR for firefighter training (Engelbrecht et al., 2019a) points out the main benefits of
being cost- and environmentally friendly, combined with safe training in varied high-fidelity environments. While
the use of VR for training in decision-making is more accepted, and training has many common aspects for all
professions within emergency management, the skill training of firefighters involves a variety of specialized tools.
Therefore, valuable VR skills training involves complex hardware and software, as it needs to be specialized to
be useful. User studies, involving professionals, and the use of hardware as close to natural inputs as possible,
are necessary, as acceptance or dismissal of the technology is a critical factor. Realistic input tools (natural user
interfaces) and sensational stimuli beyond vision and audition may be the keys to acceptance.
While VR can create high levels (Lebram et al., 2009) of spatial presence (Narciso et al., 2020), it still lacks the
necessary realism to avoid disturbing user experiences while performing activities (Conges et al., 2019). Presence
refers to the user's ability to focus on the virtual representations and actions rather than on the surrounding physical
environment (Slater et al., 1994). Presence can be disturbed by strange representations or when computer devices'
clumsiness comes between users and their interaction (Slater et al., 2003). The lack of stimuli fidelity in adequately
mapping the physical to the virtual (Narciso et al., 2020) or the lack of haptic feelings, e.g., weight and hose
pressure (Engelbrecht et al., 2019; Monteiro et al., 2020), can disturb the presence and experiences during skill
training.
Only few VR products for firefighter skills training that stimulate several senses (beyond vision and audition),
thereby creating more realistic experiences, are available (Lebram et al., 2009; Piazzolla et al., 2017). VR
technologies are constructed in academic environments and developed by companies, e.g., the Ludus 2, ADMS3,
XVR4 or the technology examined here, the Flaim Trainer5. Flaim Trainer allows realistic visual and audio through
a head-mounted display (HMD), realistic breathing through a self-contained breathing apparatus (SBCA), a real
nozzle as an input device, and a hose with force feedback, which lets the firefighter feel the weight of the water
in the hose and the pressure of the water when opening the nozzle to extinguish the virtual fires.
Williams-Bell et al. (Williams-Bell et al., 2015) discuss the possibilities of higher fidelity/realism in the virtual
environment, as well as the interaction techniques and the possibilities of using sensors and game-based
assessment for improving virtual training tools. They also discuss the impact of thermal stress on cognitive
functions, as one of the most important factors for firefighter health and safety, citing Barr and his colleagues
(Barr et al., 2010), who suggest firefighter training in virtual simulation in climatic chambers.
2

https://ludusglobal.com/ (Accessed 20.02.2021)
https://www.etcsimulation.com/ (Accessed 20.02.2021)
4
https://www.infinityxvr.com/services/ (Accessed 20.02.2021)
5
https://flaimsystems.com/products/trainer (Accessed 02.02.2021)
3
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Albich and his colleagues (Abich et al., 2021) discuss the value of the increased interactivity in VR (compared to
PowerPoints and videos), which may enhance training effectiveness and motivation to learn. They also discuss
enhanced facilitation of the cognitive processes to learn provided by the visual, auditory, and contextual cues
possible in immersive VR training.
Narciso and his colleagues (Narciso et al., 2020) presented an experimental study on VR for firefighter training,
with the primary goal of evaluating the effectiveness of virtual environment training (using Oculus Rift DK2
HDM and a gamepad), compared to HF-LS training in a shipping container. The virtual environment included a
replica of the LS container training session commonly used in a firefighter training program in Portugal, with "its
main goal to make trainees adapt to high temperatures, smoke and fire conditions inside a closed compartment".
The study was limited to seven (and in some conditions, four) participants, and data were collected by
questionnaires and heart rate measurements during LS and VR. They concluded that a high degree of spatial
presence was shown in the virtual environment, but since it did not provoke a similar psychological stress response
(measured by heart rate) as the LS, it was not considered useful as a training environment. In this study, the
participant was sitting on a chair, moving in the virtual environment using a gamepad. The authors suggest that
adding the possibility for the firefighter to move more naturally could result in a response closer to HF-LS training.
HF-LS performed in a fire and rescue training field provides correct physical fidelity, since it uses real buildings
and vehicles, fire, and smoke. But the buildings seldom look like any other buildings in a city, and the burning
cars are often already burnt-out cars or steel replicas of cars, with a wood-fire inside, although they may represent
modern electric cars. These limitations impose significant differences between LS-training and the real incidents.
Nevertheless, HF-LS is appreciated, and students wish for more such training in their education. Virtual
environments can provide visually high fidelity, i.e., the buildings can look more like real buildings, the
neighborhood can look like a real neighborhood, and a car can look like a Tesla of the latest model if needed. This
may affect the user's experience of realism, which may also influence their presence, i.e., feeling of “being in the
situation”. Current limitations are to be overcome, technologies are developing, and the need to train more and
for situations that cannot be trained in HF-LS is increasing.
METHODOLOGY

The research project was conducted as a field study at the MSB College in Sweden in March 2019. The
participants were: a class of firefighter students (19 students) at the end of their two-year education, instructors
(8), and experienced firefighters (7 professionals). From the class invited, all students accepted the invitation. The
firefighter instructors were chosen by the MSB College management, based on their experience as instructors.
The experienced firefighters were appointed by the management from four nearby FRSs after an open invitation
to send (maximum) two experienced firefighters per FRS. Table 1 presents the number of participants in each
group, their average age (avg. age), the span of years as a firefighter/firefighter instructor (in years), their gender
(M-males/F-females), the proportion of participants that believe that VR can be used for firefighter skills training
(percent), and the number of participants with any other previous experience of VR technologies.
Table 1. Firefighters and characteristics
N

Firefighter students (FFstud)
Instructors (Inst)
Experienced firefighters (ExpFF)

19
8
7

avg. age

26
45
40

avg. exp.

0
6
18

Span

M/F VR positive (%)

VR exp.

N/A
1-20
1.5-37

100
100
100

1
1
0

14/5
6/2
7/0

Technology Used

The immersive VR tool used in this study includes high-fidelity virtual environments for common fire scenarios.
The participant uses an HMD, an SCBA, including a half-face mask, responsive heating elements over the chest
and back and a real hose and nozzle, thus experiencing weight and pressure feedback from the apparatus (see
Figure 1). In this study, the participants also wore their protective clothing, gloves, and hood, to achieve as close
to real feeling as possible. The system includes a heat jacket to simulate heat radiation, which alternates heat input
from front to back when the user turns their back to the fire.
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Figure 1. A student ready for the VR training scenario.

The scenarios developed use algorithmic models that deliver realistic fire behavior for the virtual environment,
including fire progress and response to fire suppressants, as in the corresponding real-life scenario. Figure 2 shows
the observer`s perspective and the user's perspective.

Figure 2. A car fire scenario. The observer’s perspective (left) and the student’s perspective (right).

The fire scenarios included in this study were: 1) a fire in a family house kitchen stove, spreading over the kitchen
cabinets, 2) a car fire outdoors, and 3) an airplane engine fire. For scenarios 1 and 2, the participants used water
for extinguishing, and for scenario 3 they used foam as a suppressant. The three scenarios were conducted for a
total of 15 minutes.
The Evaluation

The data collection in this study is influenced by the battery of questionnaires developed by Schroeder and his
colleagues (Schroeder et al., 2001), based on Slater et al.’s presence questionnaire (Slater et al., 2000). The
questions were adjusted to the current setting and the user groups, with added questions regarding the current fire
scenarios and to relate the experiences in the simulated VR technologies to the previous HF-LS. These added
questions concerned, e.g., the required interaction, tasks, and realism of scenarios. The benefit of being inspired
by the Slater/Schroeder questionnaires lies in differentiating presence from immersiveness. Presence relates to the
users' experience of being and acting in the virtual environment, while immersiveness relates to the technology.
For example, the technology used in this study, including the HMD and additional equipment, is an immersive
technology, while a laptop is not.
Two questionnaires were used; the first one covered the participants’ background information (six questions) and
their understanding and expectation of VR settings (in open-ended questions), while the second one focused on
the experienced presence in the VR setting (23 questions). Most of the questions (13 of 23) are based on answers
in the Likert scale, the rest require answers in "yes" or "no" form or are open-ended. We used a five-point Likert
scale, pointing from the worst alternative to the best, e.g., regarding experiencing presence, possibilities to mark
an option were: 1=very low, 2=low, 3=medium, 4=high, 5=very high degree of experience. Several questions
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have sub-questions, and all questions invited the participants to comment on their answers.
Since none of the participants had any prior knowledge of the VR tool used here, all were briefly informed about
the tool and went through the following three steps: 1) answered the background questions and dressed in the
gear, 2) entered the next room and performed the three VR fire scenarios (approximately 15 minutes’ total time),
and 3) entered the next room to fill in the second questionnaire.
Firefighting, and especially breathing apparatus entry (BA), is not a one-person job. BA entry is always done in
pairs and should be trained in pairs. Nevertheless, every firefighter needs to train his own skills in handling the
nozzle, assessing risks, and searching a smoke-filled building. In this study, the focus is on the individual
experience of VR for this training. If VR is accepted for this, further studies should investigate how it can include
team training.
RESULTS
Results Based on Open-Ended Questions Regarding Experiencing VR Technologies

In the background questionnaire, all participants (FFstud, Inst, ExpFF) state that they believe that VR can be used
for skills training within firefighter education, to some extent. All instructors and experienced firefighters believe
that VR can also be used for the recurrent training of experienced firefighters. From these questionnaires, it was
clear that all participants, except one instructor, believe that VR can complement HF-LS but not replace it.
The Role of VR-based Training

One instructor (who had previous VR experience) argued that VR could replace most hot fire training for
experienced firefighters but not for novices. The argument was that "professional firefighters gain experiences
from real fire incidents and could benefit from training in various environments, complex and dangerous
environments and situations, in VR".
Six of the instructors, all (7) experienced firefighters, and 12 students answered “YES”, to some extent, to the
question, "Do you believe VR can be used for other kinds of firefighter skills training?" The answers point to using
VR for training in dangerous situations that cannot be trained for in HF-LS, like hazmat incidents and complicated
road traffic incidents. Four students explain why they do not believe that VR could be used for other kinds of
firefighter skills training. Their motivations are "[they need] more practical training [as in HF-LS]"; "I think you
need to train for real [HF-LS is the real situation], to learn"; the VR technology seems to be "not [enough] for
practical training", and "No, no; to practice in the best way, it is necessary to physically hold the equipment".
Five students, who answered this question "to some extent", stated that they would not like VR in the training
program, giving reasons like "I really believe in the practical [HF-LS] training" and expressing, instead, the need
for "more practical training [HF-LS]".
The presence questionnaire’s main questions and answers (delivered in Likert scale) are listed in Table 2. The
experienced firefighters give questions regarding presence higher scores, than the instructors and firefighter
students do. The results for the visual realism questions also show the same picture, i.e., the professional
firefighters rate the visual realism experience more highly than the other groups.
Regarding experiencing presence, most of the participants reacted positively to the feeling of the force feedback
in the hose and nozzle, giving spontaneous comments like "…cool that they can build this in, so you feel the recoil
when you open the nozzle". The experience of the use of the physical nozzle and the corresponding virtual
representation of it, e.g., the water and seeing the interaction of the virtual water and fire/smoke, was appreciated.
Three experienced firefighters commented, "VR was more real [than HF-LS]. To fight a fire in VR was harder
[than HF-LS]"; "I felt like I was using a real nozzle"; "it was a real feeling". Firefighter students commented, "I
had a good response on how I used the nozzle"; "I could use the same [firefighting] technique I have used in the
real training [meaning HF-LS]"; "the water looked like and behaved as it does for real"; "there was no Splash
effect when the water hits a surface"; and "the length of the water jet was too short".
On the question regarding how positive the participants are towards increased use of VR in education, all groups
are predominantly positive, with the experienced firefighters being the most positive group. The two students who
did not give an answer above Likert 3 gave the rating 1, commenting "Computers cannot replace practical training
[HF-LS]" and "I insist that actual training [HF-LS] is better".
To one open question in the questionnaire for the instructors and the experienced firefighters, "Do you think VR
can complement firefighter training in containers [HF-LS]?", all instructors answered positively, for example,
"the student can understand what happens if you don't do it right" and "firefighting in a container [HF-LS] has
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very little similarity to a real indoor fire". All but two experienced firefighters answered positively, while two left
the question blank. This question was present in both “before-test” and “after-test” questionnaires, and no clear
change in opinion/attitude between before and after the test was detected.
Table 2 Questions regarding the experienced presence, the visual realism of representations, and some overall
questions and answers
Firefighter students
(n=19)
Likert Avg.
SD
>=3

Summary

Instructors
(n=8)
Likert Avg.
>=3

SD

Experienced
(n=7)
Likert Avg.
>=3

SD

Presence
Think of some previous hot fire training session
when you experienced a high presence. Compared
to that, to what extent did you experience
presence in the VR simulation today?

58%

2.6

0.96

38 %

2.6

1.3

71 %

3.4 1.13

Think of the experience. To what extent did you
experience a feeling of this incident happening for
real?

32%

2.3

0.95

50 %

2.8

1.28

86 %

4.0 1.15

Compared to the feeling of extinguishing a fire in
hot fire training, how similar would you say the
feeling of extinguishing in VR was?

63%

2.9

0.81

50 %

2.5

0.53

86 %

3.3 0.76

To what extent did you find the virtual
representation of the FIRE realistic enough?

37%

2.4

0,96

63 %

2.9

0.83

100
%

To what extent did you find the virtual
representation of the SMOKE realistic enough?

21 %

2.3

1.05

25 %

2.3

0.46

71 %

3.3 1.11

To what extent did you find the virtual
representation of the WATER realistic enough?

79%

3.3

0.95

63 %

2.9

0,83

71 %

3.6 1.27

68%

2.9

1.03

38 %

2.6

1.06

86 %

4.0 1.00

89%

3.6

1.26

100 %

4.1

0.99

100
%

4.9 0.38

Visual realism

To what extent did you find the task realistic
enough?
Overall
In general, how positive are you about increased
use of VR / virtual simulation and serious games in
your education?

3.9

0.9

The correlation between the results and the demographics, age and gender, are not considered, since the firefighter
students in general are younger than the experienced firefighters and the instructors, and the number of female
participants was too low (Table 1).
DISCUSSION

This field study shows the attitudes in three user groups – firefighter students, instructors, and experienced
professional firefighters – to the use of a specialized and domain-adapted VR tool for firefighter skills training.
The tool stimulates more sensational processes, in addition to vision and audition, since elements of tactility (heat,
pressure, and weight) are represented. The natural input method is a real nozzle that is used and reacts normally,
and heating elements are included in the protective gear. The haptics, the feeling of the weight of water in the
hose and the pressure of water when opening the nozzle, is clearly an aspect that increases presence. The lack of
haptics and realistic input has been discussed in previous studies (Conges et al., 2019; Engelbrecht et al., 2019b).
In this study, we observed the reactions and the value of these aspects for increasing the experienced presence. As
described by Slater, “presence” is the perceptual illusion which makes the user react automatically to the
environment, as if it were for real (Slater et al., 1994). The keyword is reaction, i.e., that the firefighters
automatically react to certain events in the VR fire scenario, go through the experiential learning cycle described
by Kolb (Kolb, 1984) and applied for firefighter by Reis and Neves (Reis & Neves, 2019) and thereby are trained.
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However, the evaluation differs between novices and experts (Dreyfus & Dreyfus, 1980) and also between experts
with different backgrounds, i.e., from education (instructors) or from practice (expert firefighters). Therefore,
while recognizing the importance of quantitative measurements, their results should be carefully interpreted, as
they are based on limited data, from not significantly distributed participants (Narciso et al., 2020). If the indicated
results persist when larger groups of participants have been studied during future work, this may indicate that the
VR tools of this character are better suited for recurrent training of professional firefighters than for beginners, as
one of the instructors suggested. Very few real-world fires occur in steel ship containers, involving a limited
amount of wood – as the current HF-LS training is today. Besides that, experienced firefighters have been through
the same HF-LS training so many times that it may no longer appeals to them. The tested VR tool shows the
potential to prepare firefighters for realistic scenarios, in a space that may represent any building structure, and
include heat simulation.
To develop an effective training program which can utilize the added value of VR, one would need more user
experience tests and learning outcomes/transfer of skills studies. Another issue is better anchoring the use of VR
in the education (Heldal et al., 2018) and build trust to overcome the technology acceptance barriers during
introduction for students and instructors (Engelbrecht et al., 2019; Williams-Bell et al., 2015).
The correlation between age and the appreciation of visual realism (smoke and fire) was not analyzed in this study.
Age may be of relevance, since younger persons are more used to commercial computer games graphics, which
may enhance their expectation regarding visual (photo) realism.
The participants of this study performed three scenarios for 15 minutes. This time can be considered short,
although all participants were able to finish their task to extinguish the fire. Future studies investigating user
experiences and attitudes, should include larger participant groups in each category and possibly more time, to
reach higher representativeness. Although this study shows some insight into the student perspective, future
studies should focus on experienced firefighters, to more closely investigate what gaps VR can fill between the
required skills of firefighter prepared for real incidents and the training possible in HF-LS. As Albich and his
colleagues conclude (Abich et al., 2021), the task type and instructional strategies should also be considered, to
maximize the benefits of VR for training. Training outcome studies are needed to investigate whether VR training
fills a competence gap in today’s education by complementing HF-LS training – but also how.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The study illustrated the opinions of firefighter students, instructors, and experienced firefighters on the
application of immersive VR for extinguishing skills training. Overall, the responses regarding immersive VR
complementing skills training were positive.
Regarding user experiences and presence (RQ1), results from all participants show medium to very-high presence.
The experienced firefighters estimated their presence in the VR training as higher than did the firefighter students
and instructors. They also found the visual realism of smoke, fire, water, and the scenarios more convincing than
the firefighter students and instructors did. All appreciated the force feedback experience of VR, while they barely
sensed the heat generated by the heat jacket. Their views on the use of VR technologies in everyday HF-LS
training were positive (RQ2) but differed in the different user groups. Experienced firefighters found VR usage
more interesting than students and instructors did. The influence of previous dominant experience can explain the
difference in this interpretation. The instructors and students explain their opinions by arguing for the importance
of HF-LS (RQ3). From their point of view, HF-LS is considered the real training. When relating this result to the
opinions on realism, this study concludes that the main challenge of VR for firefighter skills training lies in
anchoring it in the education (RQ4). This study shows the potential of VR to complement skills training in
firefighter education. Since LS cannot be developed at the same pace as many changes in society, we need to use
opportunities that computer simulations offer. Still, how exactly this should take place requires further studies.
One of the main issues regarding future work is examining the natural, physical realism necessary for skills
training. We plan to investigate immersive versus other training situations, not only for firefighters from
emergency management but also for different professional groups, e.g., for firefighters at airports or in the oil
industry, and examine the possibilities for collaborative exercises. It is essential to set up LS and VR-based
training scenarios and determine how these complement each other regarding training for the “real”. Today, none
of them are “realistic” enough to simulate real life incidents accurately, and the best effect would be if combined,
since their benefits and limitations are not the same. Consequently, a first following study may determine the cost
and benefit of complementary training.
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ABSTRACT

Building collapses often happen unexpectedly and suddenly. Consequently, people are often buried under the
debris. What follows is a complicated search by first responders, which is characterized by time pressure and
danger. In the research project SORTIE, a modular and UAV-based technical system is being developed to support
the first responders in their search efforts. During the first phase of this project, an extensive requirements analysis
was conducted with the involvement of end users. This ensures that the developed technology meets the
requirements for later use under realistic circumstance. The project consortium has good experience with this
operational approach and is in close cooperation with end users who are part of the consortium. In addition to a
comprehensive understanding of building collapses and prevailing conditions, the technical partners were also
able to identify requirements that they might not have discovered without the involvement of end users and the
appropriate methods.
Keywords

Search and rescue, UAV, multi sensors, requirement analysis, building collapse.
INTRODUCTION

According to a study by the United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction, 1.7 billion people were affected
by natural disasters between 2005 and 2014, including approximately 700,000 fatalities (United Nations
International Strategy Disaster Reduction [UN ISDR], 2015). In particular, collapsing buildings present risks to
the local population during natural disasters. Due to their impact on structures, especially earthquakes pose high
risks to buildings. While incidents such as the severe earthquakes in central Italy in 2016 and gas explosions are
also recorded in western European countries, the frequency and consequences are much more pronounced in Asian
countries with a high poverty rate. According to a document of the German Federal Ministry for Economic
Cooperation and Development, 90% of the people affected are residents of such regions (Federal Ministry of
Economic Cooperation and Development, 2015). In the past 50 years alone, 838 earthquakes have been recorded
that were above the value of 6 on the Richter scale. More than 1.2 million people have been killed in these
earthquakes (Université catholique de Louvain, Last verified: 2021). It is likely that more people will be affected
by earthquakes in the future. Not because the number of earthquakes is increasing, but because the world's
population is growing steadily. Earthquakes, and other reasons for strong mechanical impact such as gas
explosions, often cause the collapse of buildings, potentially with a high number of victims. Depending on the
impact, emergency services then face challenges such as an unclear and dangerous situation, difficult
circumstances and time pressure in order to rescue the victims alive.
Urban search and rescue (USAR) teams working onsite still use common recourses such as physical search
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(listening, shouting, knocking), canine search and technical search. Most processes of finding trapped victims rely
on the manual application of the various technical equipment directly on top of the debris. Therefore, the rescuers
have to step onto the debris and find themselves in a dangerous situation. The cone of debris could be unstable
and any movement could lead to another person being trapped. In addition, there are limitations affecting all
recourses: For instance, the performance of the acoustic device and the bioradar is strongly dependent on the
composition of the debris cone and ambient noise reduces the usability of the acoustic devices (Jöckel and Döll,
2012). Depending on the prevailing operating conditions, search dogs only have a standby time of 15 to 20
minutes.
As a result, and with view to new technologies and more common use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), there
are many opportunities to make USAR operations faster, more effective, safer and more efficient. The research
project Sensor-Systeme zur Lokalisierung von verschütteten Personen in eingestürzten Gebäuden (SORTIE: in
English Sensor Systems for Localization of Trapped Victims in Collapsed Infrastructure) therefore aims to
develop a modular sensor system that can be attached to a UAV. This sensor system under development consists
of a bioradar, a cell phone location module, a long-range gas detection and a debris field analysis (Federal Ministry
of Education and Research, 2020). The main idea behind the new system SORTIE is to investigate, develop and
evaluate a technical solution that can augment the process of urban search and rescue, not only with regard to
improved localization and rescue activities but also concerning fact-finding and the localization of leakages of gas
supply and service pipes. To ensure that the new system is developed for practical use in search and rescue
missions, the Federal Agency for Technical Relief (THW) and the Institute of Rescue Engineering and Civil
Protection (IRG) have worked together to identify the most relevant end user needs.
RELEVANCE

The early involvement of end users in the project is particularly important and crucial to its success as the end
users can provide their experiences to the technical partners. Researchers and technicians often have no
operational knowledge, low imagination regarding the situation on site and the circumstances the USAR members
and rescuers have to face. A system that is developed without the expertise of end users may not be as practical
in use as intended. Late adaptions to improve the system for a better operational use can cause further costs and
may reduce the acceptance of the system. As the THW with its voluntary experts is an important player in civil
protection and takes on USAR tasks worldwide, it has accompanied the project from the very beginning. THW
USAR experts work according to International Search and Rescue Advisory Group (INSARAG) guidelines as
well as national standards and they bring vast experience in dealing with building collapses to use for development
purposes of SORTIE. In summary, the early involvement of end users can be seen as very important in order to
be able to develop technologies for first responders in a purposeful manner. Early attention to end user needs
ensures that the technology will meet the real-world challenges.
METHOD

The aim of THW and IRG in this research project is to ensure the end user relevance as well as to evaluate the
SORTIE system. This essentially includes the elaboration of relevant and realistic scenarios, including
exemplarily conceivable operational action, the development of the requirements for the system and the individual
components as well as testing the new technology and continuously supporting and advising the technology
partners. All results build on each other and will be used until the end of the project. The findings from scenario
development are used to define end user needs and to verify the final SORTIE system. With the scenarios created
in mind, the end users described what requirements they have for the particular system during the first phase of
the project. At the end of the project, field testing and a large-scale exercise will be conducted based on the
scenarios in order to validate the scope of application of the SORTIE system and to verify that the identified end
user needs have been met.
Scenario Development

The development and detailed description of realistic and representative scenarios were carried out at the very
beginning of the project. For scenario development, past incidents with collapsed buildings irrespective of their
cause were brought together and discussed. As a basis for this, information of past collapse events was collected
and analyzed. Important data sources were past research projects as well as databases of THW (Fleig et al., 2015).
Information on the cause of collapse, building use and type, as well as building materials and environmental
conditions could be identified. In addition, a survey (n = 61) was conducted among emergency personnel with
specialization and expertise in collapse events, which also targeted the same information as well as parts of the
specification of end user requirements. 75 % of survey respondents were deployed in 1-5 collapse events during
their careers, the others had more experience. First responders were asked to answer what characteristics are most
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common in a building collapse. This approach allowed the validation of information from the research projects
and databases.
Furthermore, all the personal experiences and impressions not only regarding past incidents but also regarding the
emergency procedures were provided by THW voluntary experts and first responders within an end users
workshop. Reliable and fact-based information was provided on the following issues:
•
•
•
•
•

What are typical scenarios and operational options for USAR activities?
What does a typical scenario with collapsed buildings look like?
How do USAR units usually proceed?
What are the problems and challenges relief teams have to face?
Are there any gaps regarding the technical equipment, processes?

Specification of End User Requirements

The second step allowed the actual definition of technical requirements for the system. For this purpose, the
voluntary experts and emergency personnel were questioned individually or in small groups using a previously
developed catalog of criteria based on the previously developed collapse scenarios.
The whole SORTIE system and the single parts were discussed in detail with respect to the overriding issues such
as
•
•
•
•

Under which conditions should SORTIE work?
Are there any standards, regulations, legal issues concerning the SORTIE sensor system?
Are there any aspects of reliability, conformability, security, robustness, easy handling, unambiguity,
maintenance, etc.?
What information should be given by the overall system and the subsystems/single components?

In addition to the surveys, national and international standard operating procedures were analyzed to identify
further requirements for the system or to validate the requirements from the previously mentioned surveys. In a
national context, the German vfdb Guideline 03/01 (Vereinigung zur Förderung des Deutschen Brandschutzes
e.V. [vfdb], 2005) was analyzed; the INSARAG Guidelines (International Search and Rescue Advisory Group
[INSARAG] and United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs [OCHA], 2020) were used
for the international area. All standards were examined according to the scheme shown in Figure 1. First, the
guidelines were searched for standards. In this context, the word standard was defined as anything that describes
an exemplary action of the emergency services or an exemplary use of equipment. In some cases, backgrounds
for the standards had to be derived so that requirements for the technology could be defined. For example, the
standard may be that search dogs are not allowed to be on the debris field during acoustic locating. The derived
background is that no sounds must be generated during this technical search. As a background, the present method
defines all explanations that give a reason for the existence of a standard.

Figure 1. Analysis of Standard Operating Procedures
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The requirements from the surveys and the standard operating procedures were collated and compared in a table.
IRG and THW listed all requirements in a specification sheet and assigned them to the individual technical
partners. Furthermore, the technical partners consolidated and discussed the results in a joint video conference
together with the end users. Figure 2 summarized the sources used and how they were combined.

Figure 2. Identification of End User Requirements

RESULTS

Further results were achieved on the way to the requirements analysis. For example, collapse events were
analyzed to create the scenarios. The results of the sub-processes are therefore listed separately.
Results from Scenario Development

Experiences of the voluntary experts as well as first responders and the analysis from the past incidents show that
gas explosions nationally (in Germany) and earthquakes internationally are the most frequent causes of building
collapses. Figure 3 shows the evaluation of collapse events in Germany. “Explosions” can clearly be seen as the
main cause of collapse in Germany. For these statistics, a total of 280 collapse events were evaluated. Furthermore,
it could be determined that most of the affected buildings were residential and had three floors. Very common
damage elements are edge debris, debris cones, damaged/filled rooms, and layering. All analyzed debris elements
are presented in figure 4.
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Figure 3. Proportional distribution of the causes of collapse in Germany; n = 280

Figure 4. Occurrence of damage elements in percent; n = 156

In a direct comparison of national and international scenarios, there are some specific characteristics that were
developed for the scenario description: Gas explosions often show a punctual situation with a low number of
victims. The houses affected are solid, build of reinforced concrete skeleton and masonry, with the ceilings often
made of wood. Thus, rooms are filled with debris layering. Half rooms with sliding surfaces, edge debris also
exist. On the other hand, an earthquake caused scenario affects a large area with many victims in multistoried
buildings of reinforced concrete structures. These result in pancake layers and in case of old buildings of brick
masonry, in rubble piles.
The hypothetical relief processes were also described for these two typical scenarios and some important issues
to be considered with regard to requirements and the potential implementation of the SORTIE system into
USAR processes were determined.
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Results from Requirement Analysis

In discussing and working out the requirements, a closer look at the typical scenarios showed that the
circumstances call for robustness of the technology. For example, the technology must be usable under nearly all
weather conditions, such as wind and rain, and be able to withstand heat as well as cold, dust and dirt. Intuitive
operability, easy handling and low training effort are also important. Data/results provided by the technology
should be reliable and unambiguous. Data transfer, communication, control and analysis tools have to be safe, fast
and consistent. The table below shows examples of some of the requirements that were developed. The
requirements have been specified for the overall system as well as for the individual subsystems.
Table 1. Examples of specified requirements for the SORTIE system
Subsystem

Requirement

Description

Overall System

Transportability

For easy transport, the overall system should be
small in size and light in weight

Decontamination

Easy decontamination by wiping with a wet cloth

Operating time/flight
duration

45 minutes without battery change; even at low or
high temperatures

Setup time

5 min set-up time; 5 min module change

Battery

Continuous flying (3 - 4 batteries are required);
Explosion/overload protection, fire protection
must be provided, redundant

Visual output for
assessment

Photos or videos; Live streaming; Camera
stabilization through gimbal

Traceability of UAV
movements

Tracking and comprehensible display of the
routes flown

Duration of data
acquisition

30 minutes for 625 m²

Interpretation of the
results

Communicate and clarify system boundaries to
end users

Information about signs
of life

Automatic marking of respiratory movements in a
special way

Presentation of the
locating results

Traffic light (red-yellow-green) and curve (raw
measurement results)

Warning when the debris
structure changes

Meaningful warning (optical and acoustic)

Information on cavities
and accesses

Information on cavities meaningful
optical/acoustic (including opportunities for
access)

Static analysis and
evaluation

Visual assessment of the debris; Visual
representation of support measures and erosion in
the 3D model; Visual registration of no-go areas

Mapping and autonomous UAV
operation

Bioradar

Debris field analysis

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The SORTIE project has been very focused on involving end users in the development of this new technology
from the very beginning. In order not to overlook any requirements for the system, different methods were used
and merged. In this way, the requirements for the overall system and the system components could be transparently
presented to the technical project partners.
More information regarding the technical feasibility will be given at a later time, as currently the overall system
and the subsystem are still being developed. The environmental influences (e.g., water, dust) on the sensors will
be evaluated in individual tests.
If the new technical solution offers a significant advantage over current technologies such as taking over new
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technologies and methods, consolidating and simplifying existing technologies and processes, improving
information collection, increasing the reliability of the technology or reducing the resources needed (material,
personnel) SORTIE may be a conceivable complement to existing equipment.
Model setting and continuous field testing will be carried out to check the relevance of the new technology in the
future of the project. Due to the fact that responsibility for the tests is given to end users, the identification of
operational limitations of the system as well as possible interactions with other search method will be observed
early.
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ABSTRACT

Innovative technologies such as monitoring the quality of surface water aquifers with satellite images, applying
UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) and drone technology for a variety of operations, water quality measurements
with improved techniques along with IoT (Internet of Things) and ICT (Information and Communication
Technologies), can provide sufficient data for enhancing water safety in urban water utilities. Specifically, these
data could be an effective tool for improving risk assessment process and management of water supply systems.
Nevertheless, till now, there is a relative lack of published works that validate the efficiency of combing these
technologies on water safety processes by incorporating most of them with a systematic way and during real
working conditions in water utilities. This work aims to present the preliminary design concept of a platform that
embraces innovating water safety technologies planned to be applied to Thessaloniki’s Water Supply and
Sewerage Co. S.A Standard Operating Procedures (SOP).
Keywords

Water safety, satellite images, drones, risk assessment.
INTRODUCTION

As water is a valuable and indispensable ingredient of life, drinking water’s safety is extremely important both
for ensuring consumers’ health and for the proper functioning of communities and the ecosystem. The
implementation of new technologies aiming to ensure that water quality and monitoring in water utilities lies in
compliance with current EU and national standards, is a very promising tool for enhancing risk assessment
processes and management of water supply systems. Some of the most promising technologies are briefly
described next:
Tools like satellite imaging can offer valuable data for surface water quality monitoring of large aquifers that are
used to supply drinking water in communities. Several studies exemplified how satellite data can be used for water
quality monitoring in inland water bodies, particularly for algal bloom monitoring (Flores-Anderson et al. 2020).
The developments in unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) technology provide new opportunities to collect water
samples and to conduct in situ water quality measurements (Koparan, 2020). Compared to traditional water quality
monitoring methods, UAVs are relatively inexpensive and they can be used for water quality monitoring in water
bodies that are inaccessible with boats or dangerous to field personnel (Koparan et al. 2018).
The recent development of big data processing technology in data analysis, such as deep learning, enables efficient
analysis of a large amount of data with given time. A large amount of data collected from in situ field monitoring
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using sensing technology can be more efficiently used for the management of water quality when it is combined
with advanced data analysis techniques, such as deep learning (Park et al. 2020). As Park et al. (2020) notes: “In
the future, the integration of ICT into environmental technologies is inevitable and would provide promising
solutions for the advanced management and quality monitoring of water resources”.
Cost effective sensors combined with Internet of Things brings a paradigm shift for smart water management,
supported by artificial intelligence and big data analytics (Jenny et al. 2020). Despite an increased application of
numerical tools by water utilities, the digital transformation of the water sector is lagging behind other sectors,
such as energy (Park et al. 2020).
Despite the recognized advantages of new technologies in water sector, there is a relevant lack of available works
in literature that provide evidence on the benefits or/and the challenges of each one of these technologies during
SOP. Furthermore, to the best author’s knowledge there is no evidence related to the synergy of the above
technologies, e.g. on a basis of a digital platform. Aim of this work is to present the preliminary design parameters
of a platform that could be able to embrace innovating water safety technologies as applied on the future Water
Safety Plan (WSP) of Thessaloniki’s Water Supply and Sewerage Co. S.A (EYATH SA). These technologies are
presented at the forthcoming chapter and are expected to be developed, applied and assessed within the next three
years under four projects; i.e. aqua3S, PathoCERT and WQeMs (which are co-funded by the European
Commission projects) and KILIDA (which is funded and initiated by EYATH SA).
After the completion of the projects described in this work and their implementation into the company’s SOP, we
expect to enhance the already existing mechanisms for prevention, response and recovery, before, during and after
pollution incidents that can potentially pose risk to water safety. Thus we anticipate to strengthen our monitoring
tools and procedures and to attain early detection mechanisms for the establishment of effective mitigation
strategies towards community resilience.
DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGIES FRAMEWORK
Description of the Case Study

The architecture of the case study where the technologies will be applied, is schematically presented in Figure 1.
EYATH SA is the key operator for providing drinking water and sewerage services to the wider area of
Thessaloniki, the second largest city of Greece (1,050,000 inhabitants). Water supply resources originate from
both surface (Aliakmon River – Polyphytos artificial lake- reservoir) and underground (Aravissos Natural springs
and boreholes) water. The case study focuses on monitoring the area that includes Polyphytos Reservoir and the
70 km-long channel that transports water from Aliakmonas River to the Thessaloniki Water Treatment Plant
(TWTP). This is an open-flow channel for the first 50 km and then it flows in an underground pipeline towards
the TWTP. At present, 60% of the drinking water supply of the city of Thessaloniki originates from Aliakmon
River after being treated at the TWTP. However, in the near future, this proportion will increase as a result of the
expansion of the capacity of TWTP, possibly leading to the expansion of the company’s drinking water network
in more suburbs of the city; thus, Aliakmon River will become the main drinking water resource.

Figure 1. Description of the case study indicating the potential risks and the forecasted tools to be used in order to
mitigate the risks (i.e. satellite images, network of sensors, drones-UAVs and cameras).

These resources are situated in an extended area characterized by a wide variety of land uses and development
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activities (e.g. agriculture, industry, quarry facilities, livestock farms as well as other potential unknown and
unauthorized activities) exerting stresses and several potential risks to the water quality/safety of the whole
drinking network. Due to that variety of the land uses, an accidental (or deliberate) contamination of the surface
water is possible to happen as it has been shown in the past. Thus, it is of utmost importance to be able to employ
flexible and effective monitoring tools based on a synergy of innovative technologies that have been proven
efficient in confronting water safety related issues by ensuring real-time management of data along with
communication tools, to detect such events and timely respond accordingly. Moreover, a rapid decision support
system that provides real-time data collection, exploitation and analysis of this information would be of crucial
importance to take all the emergency actions and control measures needed to stop further spread of threat.
Description of the Research Projects and their Interrelation Framework

The research projects, the technologies that are related with them and their synergy with the case study architecture
are schematically presented in Figure 2. These projects are currently under development, are planned to be
completed within the next three years and after their completion they are expected to be incorporated into the
company’s processes. A brief description of these projects follows:
•

aqua3S, an H2020 research project, is expected to provide a digital platform where processed satellite
images, cameras on UAVs, Total Organic Carbon (TOC) analyser and other online sensors (Refractive
Index sensor, ammonium and turbidity sensors etc.), data sets of anthropogenic uses and company’s
legacy systems will be appropriately fine-tuned to detect any hazard that could prompt potential risk for
the TWTP. Moreover, in case of emergency, a communication standardized protocol will ensure efficient
communication and coordination among the responsible Authorities to mitigate the risk. This is the more
mature project of all four, approaching at the half of its total duration. Some key user requirements
identified by the company to be incorporated in the aqua3S platform are, amongst others: i) the pollution
detection from all the above mentioned tools supported by sophisticated data acquisition modules ii) the
warnings’ generation, iii) a real time visual analytics module that will enable the visualization of all
available data and warnings on a dynamic GIS interface, iv) the capacity of modeling of the pollutant
diffusion on the water surface, upstream TWTP, v) the development of crisis management scenarios for
specific case studies, vi) a crisis classification and decision support tool etc.

•

KILIDA is a project funded and initiated by EYATH that aims to provide an early warning system for
the detection of hydrocarbons on the surface of Polyphytos Reservoir. The data are provided by analyzing
satellite images with applying deep learning tools. A key requirement for the company is the
establishment of an automatic and validated procedure that will detect and analyse available satellite data
in early time to detect hydrocarbons’ pollution at the reservoir, prior to its appearance at the inlet of the
TWTP. This can offer several days of response time to the operators of the treatment plant in order to act
and take proper measures according to each potential pollution event.

•

WQeMS is an H2020 research project, which is designed to enhance the experience and technical
knowledge of exploiting Copernicus EMS, reinforcing the company’s technological assets for
safeguarding drinking water treatment and supply. Moreover, WQeMS, is expected to examine several
physicochemical parameters (e.g. nitrite, nitrate, total N, color, turbidity and phenomena (e.g.
phytoplankton blooms) that affect water quality in Polyphytos Reservoir. The basic requirement of
EYATH SA as a user of the WQeMS platform is the satellite monitoring of the occurrence, extent and
duration of such events at the reservoir in order to: i) strengthen monitoring efforts of this remote and
crucial water resource ii) attain early detection for the establishment of effective mitigation strategies,
iii) facilitate decision making in the case of pollution events.

•

PathoCERT is an H2020 research project, that aims to investigate the use of technological tools (i.e.
wearable or/and portable sensors under development) as to improve the safety and response capabilities
of first responders during a flood incident where the river has been contaminated. In addition, the
company will investigate the PathoCERT tools at the case of an extreme weather event that will cause
the intrusion of pathogen contaminated water in the city’s external water distribution system. The basic
key requirement for EYATH is to obtain access to novel, rapid pathogen detection methods that will
consist of portable and easy to use sensors which will provide reliable and fast results (within the hour)
in order to respond fast and safeguard the quality of drinking water supply.

At the moment the company’s SOP to monitor surface water and drinking water quality rely mostly on frequent
sampling and daily laboratory analysis of multiple physicochemical parameters and several microbiological
parameters, in accordance with the European and National water quality standards according to EU Directive
2015/1787, as well as with the World Health Organization standards and ISO 17025 general requirements for the
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competence of testing and calibration laboratories. There is also a quality monitoring network of installed sensors
(physicochemical and biological) providing in situ measurements, upstream and inside the TWTP as well at the
drinking water supply network. Procedures of risk assessment are currently based mostly on these quality
monitoring mechanisms. At the case of an alert regarding water pollution event, there are specific procedures of
communication with the competent monitoring and respond authorities as well as several control & action
procedures which are followed by the operators of the TWTP and of the water supply networks. However, there
are yet no standardized respond protocols that are officially established within the company.
After completion, each one of the above research projects is expected to provide tools that will be integrated into
the company’s ongoing WSP as well as valuable technological knowledge to enhance its daily operational
routines. These technological results are expected to also bring the possibility for improvements regarding time
and manpower demands during custom operational procedures as well as in emergency events. However, the cooperation among these tools, their validation and integration into the company’s SOP would be a real challenging
task.

Figure 2. Schematic description of the four projects and their relevant indicative technological tools.
Anticipated Outcome for Company

The technological tools of the so far described projects are expected to be combined with the legacy systems of
EYATH SA and to provide necessary data for an integrated risk assessment and an in-depth study to highlight the
vulnerabilities in water safety and security. The main reason that the technologies described in this work have not
yet been adopted in the company’s SOP is the fact that they are relatively new and there is still no experience on
water companies’ systems integration. There is a high expectation that a series of appropriate mitigation measures
and actions will be defined (concerning water resources monitoring methods, communication procedures amongst
the first responders, information harvesting methods to exploit social media etc.). This systematic approach will
bring out the general rules and procedures to be integrated into a framework of a solid standardized methodology.
Moreover, EYATH SA is currently in the process of developing its Water Safety Plan (WSP), in accordance with
the Drinking Water Directive (Commission Directive (EU) 2015/1787 of 6 October 2015 amending Annexes II
and III to Council Directive 98/83/EC on the quality of water intended for human consumption, which has been
very recently recasted by Directive (EU) 2020/2184 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16
December 2020) with a holistic Risk Based approach within the whole water system it manages. The described
projects are anticipated to reinforce these efforts towards the direction of deploying an integrated WSP. To this
direction the main “step-wise” objective of EYATH S.A. is to develop and implicate its WSP while being a part
of a wider community of European authorities who can standardize safety and security within the Water Sector.
Figure 3 schematically presents how the so far described tools could be integrated into the future company’s
WSP.
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Figure 3. Schematic description presenting how the research projects presented in this work will contribute to
company’s Water Safety Plan.

The aqua3s project will act complementary and supportively to the forthcoming WSP by providing preliminary
yet integrated information concerning the interplay between the company’s legacy systems and the new
technologies for water quality monitoring in an extended area of our major water source. The PathoCERT project
will contribute to the implementation and evaluation of new technologies and practices towards pathogen
contamination monitoring and early warning during possible pollution incidents. The role of KILIDA and
WQeMS projects is orientated towards the fine tuning of the so-far available satellite tools regarding the surface
water quality monitoring of large aquifers.
However, the benefits after the project’s completion and integration into company’s SOP should be measurable
by a quantitative way using benchmarking tools. The measured factors should include parameters such as:
•

impact on highlighting the best combination of existing online instrumentation with the new tools

•

water resources monitoring methods

•

influence of the mitigation measures and actions on company’s SOP

•

improvement of internal communication in the utility organization, external communication among the
stakeholders and communication procedures amongst the first responders

•

formatting general rules and procedures to integrate them into a framework of a standardized
methodology.

CONCLUSION

The projects described in this work are expected to provide essential data that are needed for an integrated risk
assessment and an in-depth study of vulnerabilities in water safety and security. These technological tools
developed during the research programs of EYATH SA, taking into consideration both the instrumentation applied
and the potential standardization of first response procedures, are expected to contribute to the substantial
improvement in safety and security of the drinking water supply of the greater metropolitan area of Thessaloniki.
Under this overall risk-based approach, the already complying water supply of the city will become more resilient
to unexpected external threats.
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ABSTRACT

Technology undeniably plays an important role in supporting crisis managers to respond to crisis. However, when
improperly designed or used, technology can be ineffective or even be detrimental to the crisis response.
Therefore, in this paper we bring together insights from the scientific literature and identify 5 principles for the
design and use of technology to aid crisis managers effectively. These principles might seem trivial but there are
several examples of technology used in practice that show the opposite. To illustrate this, we examine as a case
study the Dutch nation-wide crisis management system LCMS which is used in the Netherlands by all safety
regions and other public organizations to maintain and share a common operational picture supporting large-scale
crisis management collaboration. We explain why crisis evaluations and research time and again show that LCMS
has failed to add value for crisis managers during crisis by using the identified principles. Implications for practice
and research are provided.
Keywords

Technology, crisis management, decision making, situation assessment, decision support system, LCMS.
INTRODUCTION

Scholars have pointed to the important role that (information) technology plays in supporting crisis managers to
prepare for and respond during crisis (Comfort, 1993; Comfort et al. 2001; Ho & Kapucu, 2016). A few decades
ago, Comfort (1993) identified three core functions that technology could play for crisis managers. First,
technology allows the creation of interactive network for crisis managers, enabling communication and focusing
attention on the same problem at the same time. Second, technology allows the development of a knowledge base
for a given professional community, which can be used by crisis managers to make informed decisions. Third,
technology supports the representation of information in graphic form and thereby simplifying complex data and
increasing the speed and accuracy of the communication.
Now decades later, these core functions still remain valid, although advances in technology have spawned new
applications. However, as we argue in this paper, when improperly designed or used, technology can be useless
or even be detrimental to the response to crisis. The aim of this paper is to discuss why technology sometimes
does not live up to the expectations. Therefore, in this paper we bring together insights from the scientific crisis
literature and identify 5 principles for the design and use of technology to aid crisis managers effectively. These
principles might seem obvious, but in practice there are several examples that show that they are not always
considered when developing or introducing new technology for crisis managers. To illustrate this point, we use
as a case study the Dutch nation-wide crisis management system LCMS which is used in the Netherlands by all
safety regions and other public organizations to maintain and share a common operational picture supporting
large-scale crisis management collaboration. In this paper we explain why crisis evaluations (e.g. Scholtens et al.
2015; Van Zanten et al. 2017; 2019) and research (e.g. Treurniet & Wolbers, 2020) time and again show that
LCMS failed to add value for crisis managers during crisis by using the identified principles.
This paper is organized as follows. First, we will discuss LCMS and its functionality in more detail. Second, in
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the research methodology, we will explain how we identified the principles and what data sources we used to
compile our case study. Third, we will discuss the principles that we have identified based on the scientific crisis
literature and discuss how they relate to our case study. Fourth, we conclude with the implications of our research
for future research and practice.
DUTCH NATION-WIDE CRISIS MANAGEMENT SYSTEM LCMS IN A NUTSHELL

LCMS is a nation-wide crisis management system in the Netherlands to maintain and share a common operational
picture supporting large scale intra- and inter-organizational crisis management collaboration. LCMS is used by
all 25 safety regions, national and local water authorities, military police and emergency health care organizations.
LCMS is aimed at supporting intra- and inter-organizational decision-making during crisis by facilitating the
development of an up-to-date, consistent and common operational picture. LCMS can be used to share information
within an organization as well as between organizations (LCMS, 2020).
LCMS provides several functionalities. First, is offers the situation picture which can be regarded as the heart of
LCMS (LCMS, 2020). This picture gives a quick overview of all relevant information from and for all actors and
organizations involved. It consists of a textual and geographical part. LCMS Text is developed for composing and
arranging a coherent, clear and actual situational picture. To support information managers, the default content of
the textual fields includes a number of themes that are typically deemed relevant in crisis management. This
includes meteorological information, safety and emergency workers and victim overview. LCMS Plot is created
to build and maintain a geographical picture of the situation. For each participating team a separate drawing layer
is available (LCMS, 2020).
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Literature Review

The five principles are derived from a literature review in which we examined two streams of research.
The first stream of research consists of Naturalistic Decision Making or NDM studies (Lipshitz et al. 2001; Klein,
2008; Schraagen & Van de Ven, 2008; 2011; Zsambok & Klein, 2014). NDM examines how experienced people
make decisions under complex and challenging conditions such as uncertainty and time pressure. It is based on
research in amongst others firefighting, aviation, rail, oil and gas, combat operations and medicine. NDM differs
from traditional research on decision making in that it looks how decisions are made in practice (e.g. by putting
decision makers in environments that closely resemble the reality of a crisis or investigating decision making
during real crisis by conducting interviews and applying the critical decision method of Klein et al. 1989) as
opposed to studying decision making in laboratory settings. NDM also differs from research on user interface and
usability design which is usually concerned with questions like ‘can the user make the tool do what it is intended
to do?’ (e.g. Tan et al. 2020). Although this is undeniably an important condition for technology to be effective,
NDM goes further and considers whether technology actually helps crisis managers to make better decisions about
the crisis response.
In particular, we devoted attention to the scientific literature related to four primary NDM theories that, to our
knowledge, have been used extensively to describe and explain decision making during crisis: Recognition-primed
decision making (Klein, 2009), Endsley’s theory of situation awareness (Endsley, 1995), macrocognition and
sensemaking (Schraagen et al. 2008) and distributed decision making models (Rasmussen et al. 1991). These
theories are well documented in the scientific literature including implications to the use of technology. Reviewing
these theories led to the identification of principle 1 (Technology supporting crisis response should also be
regularly used before the crisis), principle 2 (Technology should help crisis managers to better make sense of
already available data), principle 3 (Technology should support crisis managers distributed way of decision
making) and principle 4 (New technology for crisis managers should reduce or keep cognitive task demands at
the same level).
The second stream of research is concerned with the body of knowledge related to self-reliance of citizens and
first responders during crisis. As research has shown that the effectiveness of crisis response and disaster relief
activities significantly relies on the self-reliance of citizens (e.g. Helsloot & Ruitenberg, 2004), we argue that
technology should take emergent behavior of citizens into account and preferably enhance it.
We have collected relevant scientific literature in several ways. First, we used search engine scholar.google.com
by combining various search terms such as ‘technology’, ‘information technology’, ‘information systems’,
‘naturalistic decision making’, ‘crisis management’ and ‘self-reliance’. Second, we used the same search terms to
search the databases of relevant journals, such as the ISCRAM proceedings, Journal of Contingencies and Crisis
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Management and Human Factors. Third, we obtained a number of relevant papers by looking in the reference list
of papers found after applying search method 1 and 2. We used the following inclusion criteria. Included papers
must be published in a peer-reviewed journal, conference proceedings or book Since technology is a broad
concept, we have mainly focused on information systems and crisis management systems aimed at supporting
crisis managers or teams.
Case Study

LCMS was selected for the case study as both authors have acquired much experience with observing exercises
and evaluating real events in which the system was used. We used Google’s search engine to collect data about
the functioning of LCMS during exercises and real events. We applied (combinations of) the following search
terms: ‘LCMS’, ‘crisis’, ‘crisis management’, ‘evaluation LCMS’ and ‘information management’. We included
the following data sources: publicly available internal evaluations (e.g. conducted by safety region) and publicly
available external evaluations (e.g. conducted by the Dutch Safety Inspectorate or a consultancy firm).
PRINCIPLES FOR EFFECTIVE TECHNOLOGY DURING CRISIS

Based on the scientific crisis literature we identified 5 principles that technology should meet in order to aid crisis
managers during crisis effectively. These principles are not new but they have not been brought together as such.
Since technology is a broad concept, the focus in this section lies on information and crisis management systems
aimed at supporting crisis managers and teams. Every principle will be used to explain why (internal and external)
evaluations show that LCMS in many cases adds little value for crisis managers. Examples of these evaluations
including illustrative citations are provided per principle.
Principle #1: Technology Supporting Crisis Response Should Also Be Regularly Used Before the Crisis

NDM research has shown time and again that crisis managers tend to fall back on ingrained behavior during crisis
(Lipshitz et al. 2001; Zsambok & Klein, 2014). Likewise, based on analysis on many large-scale emergencies,
disasters and crises, Scholtens (2007) points out that crisis managers are likely to revert to what is standard practice
when time is of the essence. This is also true for the technology crisis managers will use in the response to crisis.
A good example is the use of WhatsApp. Crisis evaluations show that this technology is widely used by crisis
managers including crisis management teams (Boin et al. 2020; Van Duin et al. 2019). Even though sometimes
dedicated crisis information sharing platforms exist (e.g. LCMS), crisis managers tend to use what they are
familiar with on a day to day basis.
LCMS does not comply with this principle because the system is only (rarely) used by crisis managers during a
major emergency, disaster or crisis. It should therefore come as no surprise that many evaluations show that LCMS
is not (properly) used during (the initial phase of the) crisis or that it does not work because of technical issues.
Table 1 provides a few examples. Evaluations show that crisis managers forget to fill or maintain LCMS with
relevant data, do not always look into the system to collect the latest information or stick to communication means
that they use on a daily basis such as telephone or radio.
Table 1: Examples of evaluations addressing principle 1.

Year

Evaluation

Example

2019

Veiligheidsregio Zuid-Limburg
(2019) (internal evaluation)

“In the first phase of the incident and prior to the first meeting of the operational crisis
management team it provided difficult for the crisis communication process to obtain
basic information. LCMS was not filled. As a consequence, crisis communication was
not issued on time”
“Members from different teams expressed their amazement at the failure of LCMS plot
on mobile devices such as iPads”

2015

COT Instituut voor Veiligheids- en
Crisismanagement (2016) (external
evaluation)

“To support crisis management, the National Crisis Management System (LCMS) is used
for information management. In this situation LCMS has been used differently. For
example, the system was not used by the emergency dispatch center, while one of the
action centers had recorded the results of an inventory of capacity at hospitals in the
region in LCMS.”

2011

Veiligheidsregio Zuid-HollandZuid (2011) (internal evaluation)

“In addition, many things were coordinated via mobile telephony, which meant that not
everything could always be logged and / or included in the LCMS.”

2011

Inspectie Openbare Orde en
Veiligheid (2011a) (external

“Information management is not unambiguously dealt with during the handling of the
incident. Some organizations cannot access LCMS. Other organizations that are
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evaluation)

connected do not use it or only make limited use of it. Information also becomes available
too late or is not shared.”

2017

Van Zanten et al. (2017) (external
evaluation)

“Interviewees of the crisis management team indicate that they have made limited use of
the possibility to look in LCMS”

2012

Veiligheidsregio Utrecht (2012)
(internal evaluation)

“The strategic crisis management team used information from LCMS but did not add any
information or decisions into the system. The contribution of the strategic crisis
management team was hence not shared with other teams.”
During the exercise, information was directly exchanged verbally by various officials.
This information was not shared with the team in all cases, nor was it recorded (in LCMS
or otherwise).”

2015

Scholtens et al. (2015) (external
evaluation)

“The crisis team also did not take notice of the advice written down in LCMS”

2011

Inspectie Openbare Orde en
Veiligheid (2011b) (external
evaluation)

“According to the safety region, LCMS contains insufficient and outdated information.
Because it is not possible to get in touch by telephone or via LCMS, the RotterdanRijnmond safety region sends a liaison to the area.”

It should be noted that this finding is not restricted to the Netherlands of LCMS. For instance, based on research
in the Unites States, Ho & Kapucu (2016) observe that during crisis crisis managers tend to use the technologies
they are used to use. The authors state that despite the rapid growth of new technologies, phone calls and face-toface meetings remain the prominent communication channels used by the majority of crisis managers.
Principle #2: Technology Should Help Crisis Managers to Better Make Sense Of Already Available Data

Uncertainty is a defining characteristic of crisis and therefore crisis managers need to deal with it when responding
to crisis (Boin et al. 2016). Often enabled by technology, one commonly used approach to reduce uncertainty is
to gather more information and to disseminate it across the response network. Consider, for instance, the use of
drones mounted with cameras by some Dutch fire brigades. This approach of gathering more information may
work well for some types of uncertainty, but for others it can increase uncertainty and reduce performance (Klein,
2009). Klein (2009) argues that gathering more information does not work in cases where uncertainty is caused
by either a lack of trust (can I trust the information I receive?), conflicting information (what information is true?)
and lack of understanding (what does the information mean?). And even if uncertainty is caused by simply not
having the required information, gathering more information can be risky and lead to information overload. For
instance, Marusich et al. (2016) found in several experiments that increased task-relevant volume did not improve
task performance. In one of the experiment, the authors even found that task-relevant information volume reduced
self-reported situational awareness and led to poorer task performance and situation awareness (Marusich et al.
2016). Therefore, as Klein (2009) points out, in complex environments it is not about gathering more information
but to find ways to better understand the information that is already available.
Technology can help to better make sense of available data but it also can make it worse (Klein, 2009). As just
discussed, technology should take into account and prevent the risk of information overload, that is to flood crisis
managers with information which is not relevant for the task at hand. Therefore technology should be designed in
such a way that it prevents the provision of too much and irrelevant information to crisis managers.
LCMS does not fully comply with this principle. Although the use of LCMS does not necessarily has to lead to
information overload, evaluations show that information noted in LCMS often does not help to get a common
operational picture. Wolbers & Boersma (2013) studied the use of LCMS and stress that the development of a
shared understanding of the situation requires more than simply assembling and presenting information from
various response organizations into LCMS. According to Wolbers & Boersma (2013), information shared by
response organizations is not univocal and a shared understanding of the situation only emerges when the different
organizations take time to provide their interpretation of the information and negotiate its relevance for others.
Notably, this process of jointly interpreting information and negotiating the relevance for others takes considerable
time which often is not available in the first few chaotic hours of crisis (Scholtens et al. 2014).
Table 2 provides some examples of evaluations that indicate that LCMS did not support in a better understanding
of the available information. It shows that crisis managers are sometimes confused by the relevance or accuracy
of information which sometimes led to a lack of confidence.
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Table 2: Examples of evaluations addressing principle 2.

Year

Evaluation

Example

2011

Veiligheidsregio Zuid-HollandZuid (2011) (internal evaluation)

“In the operational crisis management team, information in the LCMS was not always
timely validated. As a result, the use of the wrong substance name was not timely noticed
and corrected later.”
“In addition, many things were coordinated via mobile telephony, which meant that not
everything could always be logged and / or included in the LCMS.”

2015

Scholtens et al. (2015) (external
evaluation)

2019

Witteveen & Bos (2019) (external
evaluation)

“The examination of LCMS shows that information is usually inconsistent, multiinterpretable and not always correct. This means that the sharing of crucial
information within the crisis organization should not be done electronically. Crucial
information must be transferred from person to person.”
“During the preparation of this evaluation, it appeared that the LCMS repeatedly
contained incorrect data and was therefore not always a reliable source for drawing up
the facts afterwards.
“In the initial phase of the calamity, the LCMS was partly fed with opinions, facts and
decisions. It was soon established that the category of opinions does not belong in the
LCMS and can be disruptive”

2012

Veiligheidsregio Utrecht (2012)
(internal evaluation)

“For all teams, the information from LCMS has not always been validated and analyzed
for its significance for the team in question. The participants were not comfortable with
the information in LCMS. Due to the large amount of (sometimes brief) information, the
relevance of the teams involved was difficult to assess.”

2015

Inspectie Openbare Orde en
Veiligheid (2016) (external
evaluation)

“The national crisis management center creates a national incident in LCMS, which
contains general information (e.g. contact details). However, an unambiguous (national)
picture of the nature, extent, effects and possible duration of the power failure has not
been established.”

2012

Veiligheidsregio Groningen (2012)
(internal evaluation)

“De period of high water showed that during long lasting incidents too much information
is added to LCMS. This makes it very difficult to keep pace with the actual information.
This did not help in the decision making process.”

2017

Van Zanten et al. (2017) (external
evaluation)

“Interviewees from the operational crisis management team indicate that they have the
impression that their information was insufficiently visible at the tactical crisis
management team. In addition, the interviewees indicated that the speed in meetings and
the amount of information made it difficult to fill LCMS properly and at the same time
look at the additions of others.”

Principle #3: Technology Should Support Crisis Managers Distributed Way of Decision Making

A common assumption within crisis management is that it is possible to provide crisis managers at different levels
(operational, tactical and strategic) within and between organizations with a common operational picture of the
scene of the event. Technology is increasingly used to facilitate the development of a shared understanding of the
situation at the scene of the event. LCMS is one example but there are more. Comfort et al. (2002) for instance
report on the use of an university-wide information and collaboration system in the USA for emergencies and
crises. According to the authors, this tool is aimed at increasing both the technical and organizational capacity to
manage timely, accurate information exchange within and among organizations.
However, research has questioned the assumption underlying these tools and consequently the need to develop
technologies that facilitate the development of a common operational picture (Scholtens, 2008; Helsloot, 2008;
Groenendaal et al. 2013). First and most importantly, Scholtens (2008) points out on the basis of numerous
evaluations of large emergencies and crises that crisis managers work well together in the majority of cases, even
if coordination and a common operational picture are lacking.
Second, Helsloot (2008) and Scholtens et al. (2014) emphasize that in the first chaotic phase of the crisis, crisis
managers often do not have much time to share information with others within and outside their organization, as
this is often at the expense of the already scarce time available to fulfill the primary tasks such as extinguishing
the fire, providing emergency care to casualties or restoring the public order.
Third, the presence of a common operational picture does not necessarily result in or improve collaboration at the
front line. Groenendaal et al. (2013) note that the extent to which crisis managers can be controlled by front line
commanders is structurally overestimated by both practitioners and scholars. Even if front line commanders would
have an actual common operational picture they often lack the ability to hierarchically direct the response efforts
accordingly (Groenendaal et al. 2013; Groenendaal & Helsloot, 2016; Groenendaal & Helsloot, 2018).
Fourth, researchers are skeptical about the extent to which remote tactical and strategic crisis management teams
are able to make meaningful decisions based on the operational information provided by the crisis managers at
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the front line (Scholtens, 2008; Helsloot, 2008; Groenendaal et al. 2013). Treurniet & Wolbers (2020) for instance
emphasize that information acquired by crisis managers, as well as the uncertainty inherent in that information,
cannot always be codified in time or in sufficient detail to provide the remote tactical strategic crisis management
teams with input for decision making.
By referring to distributed decision-making theory (DDM), Scholtens (2008) therefore argues that information
systems should exist not to develop common operational pictures or to keep central crisis management teams
informed, but to help decentralized crisis managers carry out their tasks. Groenendaal et al. (2013) proposed to
apply the concept of stigmergy to crisis management, which is a form of self-organizing, bottom-up coordination
in which activities are neither centrally controlled nor locally supervised; it is generated by placing signs and
modifying the environment. Both concepts – DDM and stigmergy – emphasize the importance of supporting local
decision making rather than enhancing central coordination and hence the need for a common operational picture.
LCMS is not particularly aimed at supporting local decision making. Its objective is to facilitate the development
of a common operational picture which can be used to centrally coordinate the response rather than enhance local
decision making. As a consequence, it does not comply with principle 3.
Principle #4: New Technology for Crisis Managers Should Reduce or Keep Cognitive Task Demands at The
Same Level

Generally crisis managers do not benefit from new technologies that increase cognitive task demands during crisis
(McLennen et al. 2007; Mosier, 2008; Mosier et al. 2012; Zsambok & Klein, 2014). Militello et al. (2015) point
out that newly introduced technology should never distract crisis managers from the unfolding situation as this
may disrupt their ability to build and maintain situational awareness. The authors stress that it is important to
avoid developing software tools that engage and distract users from their task at hand or interfere with other tools
already be used. Therefore, the fourth principle implies that new technology (or features of it) should integrate
with or replace existing technologies as much as possible in order to reduce the chance that its use will increase
cognitive task demands of crisis managers during crisis.
LCMS does not meet this principle as it is used in the Netherlands as an additional technology which only comes
into play when multidisciplinary coordination is deemed necessary. LCMS is used on top of other technologies
that are used on a daily basis by emergency response organizations to communicate and document information.
Table 3 provides a few examples. Consequently, the use of LCMS by crisis managers is likely to increase the
cognitive task demands which might negatively impact their ability to build and maintain a proper situational
understanding.

Table 3: Examples of evaluations addressing principle 4.

Year

Evaluation

Example

2015

Scholtens et al. (2015) (external
evaluation)

“During the incident three different information systems have been used: LCMS,
LiveJournaal and an internal chatbox.”

2018

Van Zanten et al. (2019) (external
evaluation)

“Due to the chaos, the police was already completely occupied with filling its own
internal systems, so that the multidisciplinary system LCMS was not adequately filled
and used in this case either.”
“The different participants in the crisis organization use different information systems.
For example, several water managers used LCMS in addition to the sitrap module for
net-centric work. Because these two information systems were used side by side,
information was not always updated synchronously and sometimes archived twice. In
addition to the use of the sitrap module and LCMS, a lot of information was also received
by telephone and email.”

2013

Veiligheidsregio Twente (2013)
(internal evaluation)

“Users indicate that they have little capabilities to use LCMS effectively. In addition,
questions are being raised regarding the added value of LCMS. To fill the system with
data, to read everything and to use it seems to be an aim in itself.”

Principle #5: Technology Should Consider and Preferably Enhance Self-Reliant Behavior of Citizens

That ordinary citizens are self-reliant and also assist others during crisis is generally accepted within the disaster
and crisis management community (Quarantelli, 1997; Perry & Lindell, 2013; Helsloot & Ruitenberg, 2014). In
fact, the literature even shows that the effectiveness of the crisis response depends to a large extent on self-reliance
and the assistance provided by ordinary citizens (Scholtens & Groenendaal, 2011; Helsloot et al. 2014; Scanlon
et al. 2014). Jurgens & Helsloot (2018) provide several examples of how citizens themselves use technology to
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foster community resilience before, during and after crisis. Scanlon et al. (2014) even go a step further and
emphasize that helping citizens should be able to be connected to the response network and thus be given a formal
position. As a consequence, we argue that crisis response technology should take into account the fact that citizens
are highly self-reliant and tend to provide assistance to response organizations or other fellow citizens if needed.
LCMS does not cater for ordinary citizens and organizations that provide spontaneous support during large-scale
emergencies, disasters and crises. This was also recognized by the state appointed committee that evaluated the
Dutch law on safety regions (see table 5). The committee emphasized that information management should take
into account actors who fall outside the official authority structures and suggested that LCMS should facilitate
this.
Table 4: Examples of evaluations addressing principle 5

Year

Evaluation

Example

2020

Evaluatiecommissie Wet
veiligheidsregio’s (2020) (external
evaluation)

“Although information management is a constant point of attention in many
evaluations of crisis and disasters, organizations and institutions involved in the
provision of care are increasingly sharing information. However, current practices do
not provide for identifying and bringing together actors who fall outside the authority
structures.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Technology such as information and crisis management systems can provide ample opportunities to support crisis
managers and teams in their crisis response efforts. However, technology is not a panacea that can solve all issues
in crisis management. As Klein (2009) notes, the use of technology during crisis helps us to pass some barriers
but introduces others. Technology is not an end it itself – it must be a solution to a problem since every piece of
new technology also introduces new challenges and issues that need to be overcome.
In this paper we presented 5 principles derived from the scientific crisis literature and used them to explain why
LCMS according to numerous evaluations does not add much value to crisis managers. First, LCMS is not used
on a day to day basis and therefore it can be no surprise that it is not used (properly) during crisis. Second,
evaluations show that crisis managers are often constrained by the information provided by LCMS as it is
outdated, not correct or open to multiple interpretations. Consequently, LCMS does not help crisis managers to
make better sense of the information that is already available. Third, LCMS is based on the wrong assumption
that it is possible to develop and maintain a common operational picture during crisis and that crisis managers
need this understanding to work effectively (together). Fourth, as LCMS is an technology on top of already
existing technologies, it is likely to increases task work load instead of reducing it. This makes it more difficult
for crisis managers to maintain their understanding of the situation. Fifth and finally, LCMS does not facilitate
the adoption of self-reliant behavior of citizens and organizations while there is much evidence that they should
get a position in the crisis response effort.
As the principles identified in this research are based on existing research and hence not new, the question can be
raised why they are not embedded in the design of information and crisis management systems such as LCMS.
We think that there are several reasons for this. It could well be that designers of information systems are mainly
focused on designing systems that meet the needs of certain targets group (e.g. information managers) without
looking into whether the underlying goal (i.e. better crisis response) is also achieved. Another reason may be that
information systems are initially designed in accordance with the five principles, but that concessions have been
made during implementation and rollout or the system is not used as designed so that much of its effectiveness is
lost. Finally, we know that it takes a while before scientific knowledge about crisis management is adopted in
practice. Exemplary is the scientific knowledge base about citizen response during crisis which is still not always
reflected in the plans of professional emergency organizations (Scanlon et al. 2014).
The practical implications of our findings are twofold. First, the principles identified in this research can be used
(together with other and more generic user interface and usability principles) by developers of crisis information
systems and other technology to design tools that actually facilitate and improve crisis management decision
making by crisis managers and teams. Second, developers and users of the LCMS technology can use the
principles to ensure that LCMS will contribute more to the effectiveness of crisis management. For instance,
developers could think about ways to integrate LCMS in other tools that are used by crisis managers on a daily
basis. Or invent new features that enable information managers to integrate emergent behavior of ordinary citizens.
Our research also provides starting points for further research. First, we encourage researchers to investigate more
thoroughly how technology benefits the effectiveness of the crisis response. This means that researchers need to
go further than just asking direct users of technology whether the tool has been helpful for doing their work. We
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recommend that scholars also consider the extent to which tooling leads to better decision making by crisis
managers and ultimately better crisis management. For instance, this can be done by interviewing frontline
personnel about the quality of orders they received from a crisis management team that used a crisis information
tooling. Second, we recommend researchers to aid the development of technology by following the principles
identified in this paper. This implies for instance designing and testing technology that takes into account human
factors (e.g. heuristics and biases related to information processing and decision making) and the distributed way
of decision making during the first few hours of crisis.
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ABSTRACT

This paper examines Situation Awareness (SA) and the application of Endsley’s SA-Demons in different contexts
and research areas. We perform content analysis to examine how they are used, and to what degree they are
perceived as stemming from human-error or weaknesses in technology and if any suggestions for mitigation are
primarily focused on the human or the technology side. Based on our findings, we propose Universal Design as a
tool that can counter the effects of the SA-Demons by improving the usability and accessibility of SA-supporting
technology and thereby removing barriers to SA, rather than challenging the users to overcome not only barriers
that are a result of the complexity of the situation itself, but also additional barriers that are caused by inferior and
suboptimal design of the technology in use.
Keywords

SA-Demons, situation awareness, crisis management, human-errors, universal design, content analysis.
INTRODUCTION

Situational Awareness (SA) is essential in critical missions such as in hazardous industries and in commandcontrol centres monitoring critical activities in different sectors such as airspace, aviation, and transport. It is of
particular interest in the Emergency Management (EM) domain, and scholars have examined different aspects
that can improve SA e.g., by developing technology assistants such as GIS technology (Opach et al., 2020),
decision support systems (Van de Walle & Turoff, 2008). SA is important for gaining common operational
pictures (Wolbers & Boersma, 2013), EM responder collaborations (Seppänen et al., 2013), and for social media
crisis communications (Pogrebnyakov & Maldonado, 2018).
The concept of SA was made popular by Endsley (1995), who studied safety in aviation, especially for decision
making and analysing human-errors and performance. However, this concept is applicable to similar challenges
faced by land-based human supervisory control (Stanton et al., 2001), like in the critical infrastructure sectors,
public transport monitoring, nuclear, and other activities in complex dynamic environments.
Endsley (2016) introduces further the SA-Demon concept, defined as “factors that work to undermine SA in many
systems and environments”. She highlighted eight SA-Demons, including Data overload and Errant mental
models. Recently, SA has been examined and connected with “situational disabilities” that can occur in disaster
situations (Gjøsæter et al., 2019, 2020a), and that can hinder the establishment of SA through exacerbating
inherent barriers in technology and increasing the likelihood of human-errors.
There seems to be a tendency to point at human factors rather than on technology design as the source of incidents
and loss of SA, although recent socio-technical perspective on SA may suggest that SA-Demons emerges from
the interactions between the system and the operator. Numerous studies in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI)
show that usability and accessibility issues can have severe consequences for people’s ability to use technology
efficiently. However, the efforts to map how different studies have examined the SA Demons in critical missions
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such as safety and EM are still limited. Most studies tailor SA-Demons into a specific application domain. Thus,
this study tries to fulfil this gap by providing an overview and the directions of the existing SA-Demon studies.
The purpose of this study is to analyse how the SA-Demons have been applied in various domains and to
investigate the perceived source of the problem in terms of humans vs. technology. We, therefore, define the
following research questions:
•
•

In which contexts are the concept of SA-Demons used?
To what degree is human factors or technology singled out as the primary cause of loss of SA?

To investigate these research questions, we perform content analysis on systematically selected literature, using
the text analysis tool KH Coder.
STUDY CONTEXT

SA pioneer Endsley (2000) highlights SA as a major design goal for designers and developers of operator
interfaces, automation concepts and training programmes in fields such as aircraft, air traffic control, power plants
and advanced manufacturing systems. Salmon et al. (2007) point out that SA is extensively handled in the
literature as an individual construct described from an individual perspective, while SA in collaborative
environments presents more of a challenge both in theory and in practice. While team SA concerns the level of
SA each team member needs to do their job as part of a team, shared SA concerns to what degree all members of
a team share the same SA.
SA command-and-control in EM is of particular interest in our study, and the complexity of information combined
with the rapidly shifting states of urgency presents extraordinary challenges to SA both from a human factors and
technology perspective. These situations also tend to demand individual as well as shared SA. Evaluating SA in
such environments can be challenging. Salmon et al. (2006) reviewed measurement techniques of SA for
command, control, communication, computers, and intelligence (C4i) environments, and compared a set of SA
measurement techniques against a set of human factors methods criteria. They find that current SA metrics are
inadequate for these complex environments and recommend either a new approach to evaluating SA in C4i that
takes into account its environment complexities and the combined requirements for individual, group and shared
SA, or a carefully selected battery of combined techniques.
According to Endsley and Garland (2000), the challenge in SA is not lack of information but rather to find what
information is needed when it is needed. SA involves perceiving and comprehending large sets of rapidly changing
data. There are several factors that can hinder the establishment of individual, team, and shared SA. Endsley
(2016) introduced the eight SA-Demons that represent factors that can hinder the establishment of SA. For
example, Errant mental models concern how incomplete or wrong mental models can lead to poor comprehension
and projection. Like SA has been researched extensively in different domains, SA-Demons have been applied to
a range of domains, including maritime accidents (Stratmann & Boll, 2016), urban conflicts (Metcalfe et al.,
2011), power systems operation (Panteli & Kirschen, 2015), and EM (Agrawal et al., 2020).
Stanton et al. (2010) examine different viewpoints on the origin of SA, from the psychological angle where it is
all in the mind, the engineering perspective where tools and technologies provide SA, and finally the ergonomic
perspective where it is the interaction between the user and the artifact that is in focus, and SA is seen as distributed
cognition. The authors advocate seeing SA as distributed cognition arising from the socio-technical systems.
Gjøsæter et al. (2019, 2020a) have investigated Endsley’s SA-Demons and their relationship with Situational
Disabilities that can occur in a disaster situation and that can act as barriers to the establishment of SA by making
the actors more vulnerable to usability and accessibility barriers in the technology and thereby increasing the
chance of human-error. The authors further recommend UD as a method for removing these potential barriers,
and thus taking a technological approach to solving a problem that has tended to be approached through training
of humans rather than improving the technology and making it more useable in different situations.
METHOD

We consider the importance of focusing on two different aspects of SA barriers: 1) Factors that reinforce or reduce
the SA-Demons (such as key issues, relationship of findings; 2) Areas where attention to SA-Demons will be
important (e.g., who is the main subject, evaluation method, and expected improvements). To investigate this, we
employed the content analysis method. Initially, we applied a systematic search for collecting sample articles for
analysis in Google Scholar and Scopus published between 2011-2020. We used Endsley AND Demons AND
“situational awareness” OR “situation awareness” as keywords.
In Google Scholar, we received 377 hits. We excluded patents, books, thesis and dissertations, non-English
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articles, unrelated topics, and non-peer-reviewed, which provided 73 articles. Title and abstract were manually
checked, focusing on whether the papers explained the SA-Demons or purely analysed factors that support SA.
Thus 52 articles remained. Scopus search resulted in 23 hits. When we went deeper by examining abstracts and
keywords, we got only 5 hits, which then merged with the results from Google Scholars. After duplication control
and in-depth reading, we analysed 32 articles. The papers included in our analysis is listed in the Appendix.
Content Analysis (CA)

In EM, CA is not new, e.g., Englund and Arnberg (2018) applied the technique for analyzing survivors’
experiences after a disaster. Fisher Liu (2009), Gallagher et al. (2007) employed CA on news releases during the
hurricanes Katrina and Rita. CA is a method of analysing written, verbal, or visual communication that can be
applied using qualitative or quantitative data, using both inductive and deductive approaches (Elo & Kyngäs,
2008). Stemler (2000) summarizes the method as a systematic, replicable technique for compressing text into
fewer content categories based on explicit coding rules. The technique has also been applied for e.g., coding of
actions observed in videotaped studies. The central feature of the qualitative and quantitative CA method is how
to systematically categorise textual data in order to make sense of it. The process of CA can be seen in Figure 1.
Hsieh and Shannon (2005) introduce three approaches to qualitative analysis, i.e., conventional (coding is derived
directly from the text), directed (analysis starts with a theory or other research findings as guidance), and
summative CA (the analysis involves counting and comparisons of keywords contents before interpreting them).
The differences among these three approaches lie in the coding procedure, origins of codes, and threats to
trustworthiness. Our work adopted the third approach, where we identified and quantified certain words in the
texts to comprehend the context use of the words, with the intention to explore. The focus is more on discovering
the underlying meaning of the text before interpreting the existing text qualitatively further.

Figure 1. Content analysis adapted from (Krippendorff, 2018)
Computational Analysis Support

Computational analysis of this work was performed using KH-Coder to understand the importance of topics and
content of SA-Demons in literature. It is a computer-aided tool for quantitative content analysis, text mining,
computer linguistics, and visualization (Higuchi, 2016). We included the title, abstracts, and introduction parts of
all selected 32 papers and merged them into a single document text file. Each unique paper had a tagged title for
identification. We considered title, abstract, and introduction sufficient to understand the context, research
purposes, and usage of the SA-Demons concept in the literature.
The analysis began with the pre-processing stage by removing punctuation marks and stop-words which provide
no added meaning to a sentence. Conjugated or inflected forms of words, such as verbs or adjectives, were
extracted as their word-stems. For instance, catch, caught, catching, would be transformed into “catch.” We
applied the following rules: ignore the preposition, adverbs, space, and “force” to ignore words that have high
occurrences and add noise to our analysis such as “paper,” “abstract,” “introduction,” “et al.,” “article.”
KH-Coder automatically extracts clusters of words that often occur together—e.g., “taxonomy of situation
awareness errors” using TermExact. It could happen that the same word is clustered into three clusters, such as
“taxonomy,” “situational awareness” and “errors,” or that unintended word clusters emerge. However, each word
cluster was scored, thus the highly scored clusters were believed to be reliable (Higuchi, 2016). KH-Coder counts
a frequency word list and ranks based on the frequency of its occurrence. We also merged some terms, e.g.,
“situation awareness” and “situational awareness,” or the same words in singular and plural, to avoid unnecessary
clustering duplications or word counting. There are multiple features in KH-Coder. In this article, we only
employed one feature, i.e., co-occurrence network., with two algorithms, i.e., graph modularity and betweenness
centrality that aids to conceptualise the content following an algorithm leaning on co-occurring frequency and
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distance of the words in the text.
RESULTS

Results on Technology vs. Human Factors
The collection of texts used in this analysis consists of 942 sentences, 221 paragraphs, and 24,664 expressions.
After pre-processing, it resulted in 2,263 clusters. We searched for words among the clusters associated with
“human” and with “technology,” to understand their usage context. We found 72 clusters were associated with
“human”, while only 14 clusters were associated with technology. Table 1 shows the top 14 clusters to “human”
and an exhaustive list of “technology”. In many articles, the most used human-related cluster of words is “humanerror”, “human factor,” and “human operator”. The technology-related cluster of words is mostly related to
Table 1. 14 Top Clusters of Human and Technology

technology development and technology solutions. This table confirms our assumption stated in the Introduction
that literature has tendencies to emphasise human dimensions when it comes to incidents or emergencies, rather
than looking at the technologies, e.g., if UD principles are adopted.
Results on SA-Demons

To present and analyse the results of SA-Demons, we applied co-occurrence with graph modularity and graph
centrality approaches.
Co-occurrence With Graph Modularity Approach

The co-occurrence network extracts text that frequently co-occurs, visualized as circles with connecting lines with
different thicknesses to demonstrate the relative strength of the association between terms measured by
correlation, both in Figure 2 and 3. We selected only terms that have correlation >0.2. In fact, higher correlation
thresholds such as 0.3, 0.4 or 0.5 yield very little occurrences, i.e., 12, 4, and 2 cases, respectively. Thus, it will
be hard to use them for a meaningful analysis. Taking the correlation threshold below 0.2 would be too weak to
consider, and most of 24,664 expressions fall below 0.2.
The software builds the graphics according to an algorithm affected by word frequency in the text, thus, the
arrangement of the word-fragment concepts in the graphics are independent of researchers’ interpretation of
concepts appearing in the data. Automatic colour-coding highlights different term clusters within the network,
although they are indicative (Higuchi, 2016). Figure 2 was generated using modularity sub-graph technique,
which is widely used as a measure for how good a clustering is in social network analysis, for “community”
identification or community structure in a network. However, here, the network refers to sets of interrelated text
found in the articles. Figure 2 illustrates six clusters extracted from our samples of articles.
Cluster 1 (green) groups topics related to human factor, error, and accident with correlations of most words
between 0.22-0.37. The word “demon” also appears here, although the occurrence is relatively low compared to
e.g., human factor or human operator. The word “SA-Demons” has been used for analysing the design problems
(Agrawal et al., 2020; Stratmann & Boll, 2016). The word is linked as cause of demons (e.g., D’Aniello & Gaeta,
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2018; Pandurino et al., 2013; Salotti, 2018; Sands & Chidambaram, 2016) that leads to inadequate (Fortmann et
al., 2016), or erroneous (Huggins & Prasanna, 2020) situation monitoring behaviour. The word is also used in
connection to issues that can hinder the SA development, (Gjøsæter et al., 2020a; Salotti & Suhir, 2019; Stauffer
et al., 2017).
Cluster 2 (yellow) shows themes related to SA (correlation 0.9) and information decision (Correlation 0.31). SA
as a concept occurs 330 times. Under these themes the following keywords are used: information support,
information technology and processing, technology needs, technology development, decision making, decision
management, and effective actions. For technology development context, Agrawal et al. (2020) addresses design
challenges of human-autonomous-machines interaction. Boll et al. (2020) study the automation in the context of
non-classical HCI in the command-and-control systems. Brown (2016), Chen et al. (2014), D’Aniello and Gaeta
(2018), and D’Aniello et al. (2017), Gruenefeld et al. (2018), and Sharma et al. (2019) analyse the information
overload and loss of SA leading to human-errors in various areas such as aviation sector, human-robot interaction,
container management, air-traffic control, fleet management system, and maritime, respectively. Braseth and
Øritsland (2013) introduce the concept of “Information rich design” for tackling the readability challenge and
large-scale displays intended to provide better SA. MacFarlane and Leigh (2014) tailor it as information
management and shared SA.

(5)
(2)

(6)

(3)

(1)

(4)
Figure 2. Co-occurrence Network, Subgraph modularity
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Cluster 3 (purple) shows topics related to the mental process of achieving SA, with the correlations range between
0.21-0.27. They form a network where the “consider” node is a core connecting the words “interaction” (and
further cognitive, multiple), “task” (followed by visual, monitoring), and “operation” (with current, case, context).
Under this cluster, the authors discuss the cognitive loads that can burden operators (e.g.,Memar & Esfahani,
2018). Brown (2016) shows how the cognitive load determines the working memory of operators and pilots, either
causing reduced SA (Chen et al., 2014), or understand the environment correctly (D'Aniello et al., 2019).
Cluster 4 (red) is related to the study purposes, goals and approaches or ideal system features. The strength of
the correlation in Cluster 4 is between 0.21 to 0.35. The following goals were found in our literature: Developing
multiple-stakeholder-based design processes for human-autonomous UAV (Agrawal et al., 2020; Gjøsæter et al.,
2019), performance monitoring and evaluation (Hancock & Higley, 2014; Metcalfe et al., 2011; Panteli &
Kirschen, 2015).
Some approaches mentioned in the literature are experiments (Chen et al., 2014), scenario-driven and participative
approach (Agrawal et al., 2020), adaptive selection goal approach (D'Aniello et al., 2019), SAGAT methodology
(D’Aniello et al., 2017), and Goal-directed task analysis (GDTA) (Sharma et al., 2019). Several studies highlight
the user-centred design approach, including human-robotics interaction, human complex system interaction,
human autonomous agent interaction and UD (Gjøsæter et al., 2020a; Hanus & Wu, 2012; Huggins & Prasanna,
2020; Illankoon & Tretten, 2020; Kristoffersen, 2020). Both qualitative methods such as analysis of incident
documents (Stratmann & Boll, 2016), interview (Huggins & Prasanna, 2020) and quantitative methods (D’Aniello
& Gaeta, 2018), Bayesian network (Salotti, 2018; Salotti & Suhir, 2019), or mathematical model (Hancock &
Higley, 2014) are found in our samples of articles. Some studies are design-oriented, (Braseth & Øritsland, 2013;
Gjøsæter et al., 2020a), or technology development-oriented (Ebrecht & Schmerwitz, 2015; Stratmann et al., 2019;
Stratmann et al., 2018).
Cluster 5 (blue) is connected to emergency and user, with coefficient correlation between 0.21 to 0.32.
Surprisingly, only four articles out of thirty-two that are actually discussing EM. The “emergency” concept has
been adopted for referring to the scenario (Agrawal et al., 2020), UD of ICT for EM and the issue of situational
disabilities (Gjøsæter et al., 2019, 2020a), and EM controller and decision making in emergency operation centres
(Huggins & Prasanna, 2020). While the use of term “user” has been associated with user of the study for
technology testing and user interface (Stratmann et al., 2019; Stratmann et al., 2018).
Cluster 6 (orange) shows a correlation between intrusion and detection (0.68), where these two concepts mostly
are used together. The terms of intrusion mentioned 21 times related to information fusion for intrusion detection
system found in Hall et al. (2015), network intrusion detection (Hancock & Higley, 2014), cyber-criminal
intrusion (Hanus & Wu, 2012). While the use of the term detection is more varied, such as “automating the
detection and diagnosis of SA (Hancock & Higley, 2014), accuracy of target detection (Memar & Esfahani, 2018).
Overall, these combinations were found in the literature focusing on emergencies and incidents in cybersecurity.
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Figure 3. Co-occurrence Network with Betweenness Centrality
Co-occurrence with Graph Centrality Approach

The centrality is a concept that have been used in a major social network analysis. The most frequently used
measures are degree, betweenness, closeness, and eigenvector. Centrality used for showing “who” occupies
critical positions in the network, although in our case, it is again about text and centrality of concepts. Figure 3
shows betweenness centrality which quantifies the number of times a node (here, a concept, text) act as bridge
along the shortest path between two other nodes.
We observe that only few words are central, indicated by dark blue colour that link the awareness, human-error,
accident, safety, and critical environment. The occurrences of words do not always correspond to its centrality,
e.g., “operator” occurs more than “safety”, “critical” and “environment” but not central as a concept. This figure
is nicely extracting an illustration of main story lines derived from all 32 articles included in this CA.
DISCUSSION
On SA-Demons

Researchers have treated SA-demon topic in three ways. First, some articles thoroughly discuss overall SADemons. Agrawal et al. (2020) suggest solutions that can fight against all eight SA-Demons in the design of multidrones response context. The authors introduce three new demons i.e., 1) Transition failures across graphical and
physical user interfaces, as the operator should be able to handle the physical and graphical control. The confusion
and errors can originate from the transition from one to another interface. 2) The Socio-technical Cyber-PhysicalSystem communication failure, due to high-degree of communication between human-to-human, human-to-UAV
vice-versa, and UAV-to-UAV, causing confusion, uncertainty, and reduced SA. 3) Enigmatic Autonomy, risk of
errors because the autonomous system can change its behaviour, thus the human operators need to comprehend
the configurations, including permissions of the autonomous systems. It is one of the most comprehensive
adaptation of SA demon concept into emergency response found in existing literature. although these concepts
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should be treated cautiously, as they need more validation. Gjøsæter et al. (2019) portray the SA from the lens of
UD to analyse how these SA-Demons can appear in different stakeholders, presented as various personas in
disaster scenarios. Moreover, Gjøsæter et al. (2020a) discuss the applicability of the recognition prime decision
theory, where SA-Demons can occur in various stages of decision making. Stratmann and Boll (2016) thoroughly
analyse over five-hundred maritime accidents to rank which SA-demon is the most prevalent.
Second, some studies emphasise only particular SA-Demons to be applied in a specific case. Kristoffersen (2020)
examines “out-of-the loop” syndrome as a vital “demon” to automation of vessels. This syndrome happens when
the operator´s awareness is not aligned with the state of the automated system. Braseth and Øritsland (2013)
discuss inaccurate mental model, cognitive tunnel vision, and data overload demons, in the monitoring activity
because of using smaller displays. Large scale displays are proposed for improved SA, which, however, may cause
data overload and requisite of memory trap demons. The authors suggest a flat, externalized in-the-world-display
layout in the control room as a solution. Fortmann et al. (2016) use demon as something that distract the humanoperator, manifested as boredom and attention tunnelling. Pandurino et al. (2013) examine only attention
tunnelling, misplaced saliency, errant mental model, requisite memory trap, and data overload, which has been
referred to as “Endsley principles” in designing user interface, but in great detail.
Third, some papers treat SA-Demons less central. For example, Illankoon and Tretten (2020) focuses rather on
in-depth analysis of judgemental biases as leading factors causing safety accidents. People are assumed to make
judgements automatically, triggered by simple rules that ignore information, causing heuristic biases and
emphasise the role of human interaction to defeat SA-Demons. Metcalfe et al. (2011) refer to cognitive tunnelling
and out of the loop syndrome demons concerning the 3600- display system design, without discussing this further.
In the power system control setting, SA-Demons workload and data overload commonly occurred (Panteli &
Kirschen, 2015), or factors to be addressed in a system design to mitigate them without further elaboration
(e.g.,D’Aniello et al., 2017).
On Technology vs. Human Factors and Loss of SA

Apparently, the selected literature tend to either lean to the human dimension or to the technology as a reason for
reduced SA. Although technology may be a reason for incidents, the solutions focus more on the human part.
Indeed, some scholars address the concern about this tendency, to search for the human-error when critical
incidents were analysed. Recent studies (Boll et al., 2020) suggest studying the interaction part of human with
complex systems, including the integration of various devices deployed for safety critical environment,
stakeholders involved in the design, development, training, maintenance, and certification of these systems. This
is indeed beyond what researchers normally see as a part of interaction: operator-system-environment (Metcalfe
et al., 2011).
Agrawal et al. (2020) perceive the SA-Demons as technological design flaws that do not function well with human
operators. While human fallibility and limitations are related to the different demons, it is also clear that the
fallibility and limitations can be triggered, depending on the design of the socio-technical system. Under the sociotechnical approach, the problems of the SA-Demons lie not on either side of the humans vs. technology gap, but
in the interaction between them, and in the usability of the user interfaces. Thus, HCI design principles with usercentred participatory design is the approach taken by the authors to counter the SA-Demons. Gjøsæter et al. (2019,
2020a) recommend UD as a tool for mitigating the SA-Demons. They indicate that there is a parallel between the
SA-Demons and situational disabilities that can affect users in extreme situations, and therefore recommend UD
with a participatory human-centred design process to facilitate SA.
Kristoffersen (2020) underpins the viewpoint that the human-error term should no longer be utilized, and use
design-induced errors instead. The reason is that the systems are often poorly designed for the operators' physical
and mental limits. The operator is often not blameworthy when human-errors occur as the operator is doing his
best within the system that is designed. Human-errors is not always about an operator making mistakes, but also
about working condition such as having too few manpower for the job that causes fatigue. The answer to this
human-induced error is automation (e.g., in vessel operation) that can reduce human-errors considerably due to
fatigue, attention span and information overload. However, it comes with a new concern if new technologies will
introduce new kinds of human-errors (e.g., algorithm-induced errors, monitoring operation). To tackle these
automation challenges, Kristoffersen (2020) suggest replacing technology-driven design with human-centred
design to reduced the human-errors.
Implications

Human factors are considered as the main contributor to SA errors, while digital technology is considered as a
solution to enhance SA (Endsley, 2001). However, technology can also be a contributor to human-errors or SA
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errors. Poorly designed technology such as bright colours and flashing lights on digital interfaces can overwhelm
human operators, overcrowded interfaces and complicated interactions can cause cognitive overload. In addition,
humans are a diverse group of users of technology and have different abilities, capacities, strengths, and
weaknesses. These differences impact how they interact with technologies in different situations. Technology
design should take this diversity into consideration (Salas et al., 1999).
UD principles which ensure high-level of usability and accessibility can play a key role in technology design for
supporting SA (Gjøsæter et al., 2020b) by reducing cognitive and data overload, preventing errors, and minimizing
fatigue. For example, an indoors navigation app which helps users to find the way to the nearest emergency exit
should allow users to pre-define the output modality (text, audio, video) and minimize the number of actions
required for the user to get instructions from the app (UD Principle 2 – Flexibility in Use). An application that
provides overview and warning to personnel in a control center should avoid showing several overlapping warning
pop-up windows on the screen or using the same warning sound for different types of warnings (UD Principle 4
- Perceptible Information). A mobile application used by first responders for communication in a fire situation
should ensure that the buttons have a larger distance, so that the user does not press the wrong button by mistake
(UD Principle 5 – Tolerance for Error).
CONCLUSION

Our analysis shows that humans are to blame in most SA errors and technology is much less involved in discussion
of understanding the demons. However, with the increasing adoption of digital technology in EM, it is necessary
to understand the role of digital technology in SD and SA and apply UD principles when designing SA-supporting
technology to ensure a high-level of usability and accessibility.
Human-centred or participatory design should be adopted so stakeholders are involved in the entire process and
their challenges, needs, requirements, goals, and workflow are considered (Endsley, 2016). Such approaches can
ensure that the system model matches the stakeholders’ mental model and contribute to reducing human-errors
and design-induced errors when interacting with SA-supporting technology.
Can UD mitigate the SA-Demons by improving the technology and facilitate a better interaction between system
and operator? Gjøsæter et al. (2019), examine and connect SA with Situational Disabilities. Since the effects of
these have similarities with traditional disabilities, it is natural to apply UD for mitigating them. Gjøsæter et al.
(2020a) elaborate this and outline how an information system process model of SA can be adapted as a basis for
designing information support systems for SA. That study further supports our current finding that the root of the
SA may not primarily be lack of training or focus among users, nor inadequate technology, but the interface and
interaction between users and technology in the socio-technical system. This is a challenge for which UD and
Human-Centred participatory design is well-suited.
There are opportunities for future research such as to investigate 1) the causes of human-errors when technology
is involved and contributes to human-errors, 2) the key technological challenges that need to be addressed, 3)
design of technology to reduce human-errors and enhance SA, 4) user-oriented information presentation and the
technology design that support user interactions through different modalities and devices. One limitation in this
study is that only title, abstract and introduction have been analysed, since this is where we expect to find
statements about how the authors intend to handle the topics of SA and the SA-Demons in their research.
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ABSTRACT

A wide range of disaster apps are currently available on various app stores, however few existing disaster apps
address the issue of CBRNe (chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear and explosive) threats. The unique ways
in which citizens prepare for and respond to CBRNe incidents merit that such an app exist. But citizens are not a
homogenous group, and therefore the concept of universal design will be implemented when filling this gap. The
PROACTIVE project will address this by co-creating together with citizens, including vulnerable groups, an
inclusive and accessible disaster app able to be used during CBRNe incidents. This article lays out the
methodology PROACTIVE is currently employing in order to create and validate the disaster app for the public
and states some core requirements already co-developed.
Keywords

Disaster app, CBRNe, vulnerable groups, cocreation.
INTRODUCTION

A plethora of smartphone applications for disaster preparedness and response are currently available on various
app stores. For example, a 2014 search on an app store found 683 results (Bachmann et al., 2015) and a 2017
literature review on the topic found 57 unique apps being discussed (Tan et al., 2017). Despite the high number
of disaster apps, this Information Communications Technology (ICT) has yet to be extensively developed for
CBRNe (Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear and explosive) incidents. In fact, a search on the google
play app store in February 2021 for the key word “CBRN” returned only 14 relevant results, one of which was a
general disaster app and not CBRNe specific. These apps are mainly destined towards first responders and
practitioners and tend to be reference apps or apps which are part of a larger training system. For example, the EU
CBRNE Glossary app describes itself as “an information tool for practitioners in CBRNE management and
response,” the CAMEO Chemicals app “is a database of hazardous chemical datasheets that emergency
responders and planners can use to get response recommendations and predict hazards (such as explosions or toxic
fumes),” and the CBRN app is “the app that completes the CBRN training from Bagira Systems” (Google Play,
2021). The PROACTIVE project proposes to develop a CBRNe disaster preparedness and response app for both
practitioners and citizens. Indeed, the 4 March 2018 CBRNe incident in Salisbury, UK of nerve-agent poisoning
and contamination in various public spaces concretely demonstrated that such CBRNe apps should not only be
for practitioners but also for the general public.
Some of the principles for designing disaster apps would seem to imply that adding a new app to the myriad of
available disaster apps is not necessarily the best way forward, since one must “opt-in”, or download, the app.
However, more generic disaster apps will most likely not meet the needs and expectations of citizens during a
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CBRNe incident. This is because these events have a high impact on society, are hard to detect or may even be
invisible, have unknown consequences of exposure and often result in delayed effects from contamination. Indeed,
for these reasons, CBRNe risks are considered ‘dread’ risks. ‘Dread’ risks are defined by lack of perceived control,
catastrophic potential, and fatal consequences (Slovic, 2002 & Slovic et al., 2004). Further, during such incidents,
citizens react and interact with practitioners in ways that are unique and particularly challenging. This is especially
true since the majority of the public are almost totally unaware of the practicalities involved in these kinds of
incidents, including the processes or procedures that practitioners use to deal with them in a contaminated area
(hot-zone). In these instances, citizens depend more than ever on the type of communication, tactics, techniques
and technology employed by practitioners. For instance, seeing practitioners arrive in hazmat suits while waiting
to begin decontamination, a process which often involves disrobing, is potentially further fear inducing. During
crisis, providing timely, relevant information, including how to act, via an app has been found to reduce anxiety
(Bossu et al., 2018).
Further, the ways in which practitioners manage a CBRNe incident also affect the ways in which citizens behave,
in terms of their cooperation and compliance. To enhance appropriate behaviours from citizens during such
incidents, effective communication strategies should be prioritized over control strategies, thus increasing citizen
compliance with recommended actions (Carter et al., 2014). Lastly, a well-prepared, informed and cooperative
public helps to increase the effectiveness of practitioners’ response to CBRNe incidents (Krieger et al., n.d.). We
believe a CBRNe disaster app helps fill in these gaps.
That said, it is important to keep in mind that the public is not a homogenous mass and individual differences may
affect how citizens react and interact with practitioners during CBRNe incidents. As such, the PROACTIVE
project defines ‘citizens’ as members of the public including citizens with needs that differ to the average
population such as persons with disabilities, the ill (e.g. with chronic or acute health conditions), elderly, or
members of an ethnic minority or of a vulnerable group. Vulnerable groups may include children, pregnant
women, persons with disabilities, chronic medical disorders or addiction, older persons with functional limitations
and health restrictions, institutionalized individuals as well as their companions and the people that care for them.
Vulnerable citizens also include persons with limited proficiency of the respective national languages or with
restrictions regarding use of transportation. In this context, accessibility is a key component of social sustainability
and inclusiveness, contributing to usability and durability – as stated in the European Accessibility Act (European
Commission, 2019). Therefore, the principles of universal design, inclusivity, accessibility and co-creation are at
the core of the PROACTIVE project, which aims to provide a tool that is usable by all citizens, including
vulnerable groups, and which allows for more efficient communication between citizens and practitioners.
The concept of universal design takes into account the fact that the general public is a diverse group of people,
including vulnerable groups, and is based on seven principles as elaborated by Connell et al. (1997): equitable
use, flexibility in use, simple and intuitive use, perceptible information, tolerance for error, low physical effort
and size and space for approach and use. When it comes to internet-based content such as web platforms and smart
phone apps, the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) are a common metric by which to measure the
accessibility and inclusivity of ICT tools. Recent research using WCAG to evaluate five different disaster
information sharing web-based tools found that none of the tools meet the WCAG criteria and recommends that
Universal Design principles be included from the beginning of ICT tool development (Radianti et al., 2017).
In order to ensure that the PROACTIVE CBRNe app will meet the criteria associated with universal design and
WCAG, an iterative, co-creation process is being undertaken directly with the desired end-users: all citizens.
Indeed, it has been proven important to involve users in the development of disaster apps for their successful
uptake and use (Kouadio, 2016 & Pylos et al., 2016). This article will describe this co-creation process, the steps
which have already been taken, and provide a first look at the PROACTIVE CBRNe app, which is still under
development.
THE PROACTIVE PROJECT

In line with the EU Action Plan to enhance preparedness against chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear
security risks (European Commission, 2017) and the overall Security Union approach to fight crime and terrorism,
PROACTIVE aims to enhance societal CBRNe preparedness by increasing practitioner effectiveness in managing
large, diverse groups of people in a CBRNe environment. It will do so by providing actionable recommendations
for improving the effectiveness of practitioner and citizen interaction during a CBRNe incident. It will also create
and validate with practitioners and the public toolkits that will include a disaster app for all citizens, including
vulnerable groups. The toolkit also includes an app/Web Platform dedicated to practitioners, which is not included
in this paper.
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The Civil Society Advisory Board

The co-creation process of the PROACTIVE CBRNe app is based on the active involvement of the project’s Civil
Society Advisory Board (CSAB). The CSAB is made up of a diverse panel of representatives of vulnerable groups
and regular citizens, thus representing human diversity (e.g. Local Authorities, Resilience Teams, representatives
of mental health organisations, associations of the elderly, children, persons with disabilities, experts). At the time
of this writing (February 2021), the PROACTIVE CSAB has 38 members, from individual experts (on subjects
e.g. vulnerability or disability rights) to civil society organisations, and covers a wide range of different groups:
experts (19%), blind and partially sighted (15%), deaf and hard of hearing (11%), children (11%), mental
disabilities (11%), older persons (7%), physical disability (7%), ethnic minorities (7%), autistic (4%), women
(4%) and refugees (4%), as seen in Figure 1. CSAB members currently cover the globe, coming from Belgium,
Czech Republic, Finland, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Japan, Lebanon, Montenegro, Poland, Portugal, Romania,
Spain, Sweden, UK, and USA (Figure 2).

Figure 1. Pie chart of the percentage represented by different vulnerable groups in the CSAB

Figure 2. Map of EU countries represented in the CSAB
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The recruitment process for CSAB members will be ongoing for the lifetime of the project. In this regard, a flyer
has been made. The CSAB has already begun and will continue to provide feedback on the project outputs,
including app development. This will be achieved through two, iterative workstreams: (1) defining user
requirements (e.g. functions, design and expected content) and giving feedback on the preliminary versions of the
app during several workshops, and (2) testing the app during three live field exercises. This iterative approach
will ensure that the PROACTIVE disaster app is created and continuously updated using a user co-creation
process, increasing the likelihood of opting-in and ensuring vulnerable citizens’ needs and expectations are met.
Mobile App Workshops

A series of workshops will be held with the various groups of the CSAB. Throughout the various workshops, the
input collected will be documented and validated using the MoSCoW (Must have, Should have, Could have, and
Won't have) methodology (Clegg et al, 1994). This will ensure a core set of key functionalities are developed.
These functionalities will be translated to system requirements and built into the overall system architecture
ensuring a modular, flexible, scalable, robust and secure system is built. The first CSAB workshop took place on
1st October 2020. From this workshop, a series of core requirements were elaborated. The PROACTIVE CBRNe
app:
•

Must have:
o

A privacy policy, data protection and access to personal data consent form and disclaimer,
which users are required to read and verify (tick box) electronically before they can access the
system.

o

Two access levels; Registered Users enables citizens to report emergencies and view
information and Non-registered users enables citizens to view information but not report.

o

The only personal information to register be a valid email address.

o

For registered users, the ability to report an incident at a specific location using a map.

o

Enable the registered user to select their preferred location when they log in.

o

Make it clear in the case of a crisis, the emergency number 112 should be used.

o

The ability to download data (pdf, videos, images, audio files).

o

Cache data for when the internet is not available and an automatic upload when it becomes
available again.

o

Various settings for accessibility; Font Size & Type, Colour of Screen to support colour
blindness, no flashing images to reduce issues with epilepsy, audio options/ voice control for
the visually impaired/ or those with dyslexia, and sign language videos for those with limited
hearing, etc.
▪

o

Useful advice about the app itself via an FAQ page.
▪

o

•

Included in this page will be a section prompting the information to be provided during
an incident (route to incident, medical symptoms, etc.).

The option to subscribe to emails and text notifications.
▪

o

The sign language used will reflect the languages used in the exercise countries
(Italian, German, Belgian/Flemish).

This will be a generic message sent to all users, not targeted to the needs and
requirements of the individual as this would require substantial personal data to be
collected.

A secure REST (REpresentational State Transfer) API (Application Programming Interface)
that allows for external systems to integrate, allowing for interoperability.

Should have:
o

Novelty, e.g. cartoon characters, pictograms, symbols etc. where appropriate to reduce the issue
of language barriers.

o

Signposts for users to other relevant sites/ contacts for useful information, for example
accommodation, help lines, charities, etc.
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•

o

Useful advice about particular situations in the area of the app user via an FAQ page.

o

References to existing apps (providing links where possible).

o

The ability to trace family members who may have been involved and a means to provide
reassurance that family members and friends are accounted for and safe.

Could have:
o

•

Universal Design & the PROACTIVE Project CBRNe App

A system wide avatar.

Won’t have:
o

Direct integration with other apps (to prevent privacy and security issues).

The next workshop will be held with the expert members of the CSAB on February 26th, 2021. This workshop
will focus on “discussion concerning digital accessibility and different types of vulnerabilities” and will also have
an interactive feedback session on the architecture design for the app. Subsequent workshops will be held with
each category of the CSAB.
Field exercises

The PROACTIVE project intends to carry out three field exercises to test project outcomes in a real-life setting.
The field exercises take place over the course of the project, with at least 4 months between exercises, allowing for
an iterative process. Citizens will be active participants in each exercise (as opposed to role players), of which 1015% will be from vulnerable groups. During these field exercises, the PROACTIVE CBRNe app will be used by
end-users during a simulated CBRNe incident. These citizens will be both members of the CSAB as well as local
volunteers. The exercises will help test the app in a realistic environment. The ‘hot debriefing’ method will be used
to get inputs from the participants immediately following the exercise. Hot debriefing will take the form of a focus
group and insights from vulnerable citizens on the accessibility of the app will be discussed. The usefulness and
clarity of the information available on the app will also be a key point during the focus groups. The findings will
then be used to improve the universal design of the app.
For the PROACTIVE CBRNe app to be usable during the field exercises, the system will require limited
functionality. This will enable users to provide more in-depth feedback on usability and content, based on a realistic
scenario. The exercise debriefing will also help the project validate the intermediate versions of the app. Table 1
describes the various functionalities and how the app will meet them.
Table 1. Functionality requirements for the field exercises

Functionality

PROACTIVE CBRNe app

Pre-Incident
Information

PROACTIVE pre-incident materials will be available in
the system for users to reference

Post
Incident
Information

Information post incident to be provided to stakeholders,
specific to the scenario exercise as a lessons learnt.

Links
to
Available
National apps

Countries where the field exercises are taking place that
have existing apps for crises events will have the link
signposted in the portal

Notification
Alerts

Live notifications to be provided by Law Enforcement
Agencies (LEAs) at all stages of the exercise

Existing
Feeds

News feeds from the relevant countries/ areas will be
linked to the app, creating a central hub for information

News

PROACTIVE Project Plan

Due to the ongoing global pandemic, the project planning has already been modified several times. Going forward,
the current planning is as follows:
•

Expert members of the CSAB workshop on February 26 th, 2021;

•

Data breach tabletop exercises workshop on March 4th, 2021;

•

Vulnerable group members of the CSAB workshops on May 12th & May 26th, 2021;

•

General project workshop in September 2021;
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•

First field exercise in April 2022;

•

Second field exercise in October 2022;

•

Third field exercise in May 2023; and

•

Further feedback from the CSAB on an ad hoc basis throughout the project.

PROACTIVE CBRNE DISASTER APP PREVIEW

While still under development, a first look at the app is shown in this section. The app loads to a landing page for
users containing up to date notifications, including a news feed (Figure 3). This will act as the central hub, enabling
users to navigate to the other areas. This page will also act as a main notification page, providing users with live
updates either directly through the PROACTIVE CBRNe app or through links to national systems and news
channels.
The graphic user interface (GUI) is an Angular 9 Reactive web application that provides users with an accessible
user interface to carry out the main functional interactions required of the app. The GUI is designed to cater for a
diverse range of users and devices, supporting: Landscape and Portrait aspect ratios; Screen sizes from 10cm to
50+cm; iOS phones and tablets; Android phones and tables; Laptop & Desktop browsers; Chrome, Firefox, Edge,
Opera and more; Screen readers & accessibility tools; Progressive Web app to provide offline functionality and
asynchronous file uploads. The compatibility of the app for screen readers and other accessibility tools will be
tested by the engineers using software such as the free “content structure” tool1 to display the semantic structure
or the free “web developer toolbar”2 which displays the alternative texts for graphics. These features will also be
tested live by vulnerable citizens taking part in the field exercises.

Figure 3. CBRNe app landing page

There will also be a disaster information sharing section. This will include a live updated map of current incidents
along with a summary of incident status (Figure 4). Registered users will have the capability to report on an incident
in their area whereas unregistered users will simply be able to access the information (as per the requirements
listed in the above section). Information shown will have been either validated (for reported information) or

1
2

www.accessibility-developer-guide.com/setup/browsers/bookmarklets/contentsstructured/
https://chrispederick.com/work/web-developer/
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provided by LEAs.
Lastly, it is expected to have a Technology Readiness Level (TRL) of 8 at the end of the project. The final input
from the CSAB will be to review the proper exploitation of the app, ensuring end users buy into the concept and
understand its added value.

Figure 4. CBRNe app Incident Map
CONCLUSION

Digitalisation in security and emergency management, while bringing many opportunities, also comes with
challenges and can limit the accessibility of the most vulnerable of citizens. Society requires more emphasis on
accessibility, through the provision of safe, secure, reliable and adaptable technological solutions for all users.
Within its Work in Progress (WiP) paper limits, this article showed how the PROACTIVE project will, based on
the concept of universal design, use a user co-creation and iterative process in order to develop a new, inclusive
CBRNe disaster app usable by all citizens, including vulnerable groups.
So far, creating and expanding the CSAB as well as engaging with its members turned out to be a very challenging
process. Inputs from citizens are being collected through a multi-methodological approach, including workshops
and field exercise participation, debriefing and evaluation. To ensure the disaster app meets the expectations of
citizens, the MoSCoW methodology is being applied. Until now, the preliminary results of the co-creation process
are satisfactory, with a first prototype app running.
When the project is completed, the PROACTIVE CBRNe app is expected to fill the gap in a lack of citizen
oriented CBRNe disaster apps available on the market today. It will also provide the opportunity to minimise the
wider “accessibility gap” in emergency management.
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ABSTRACT

As crisis are complex systems, providing an accurate response to an ongoing crisis is not possible without
ensuring situational awareness. The ongoing works around knowledge management and ontologies provide relevant
and machine readable structures towards situational awareness and context understanding. Many metamodels
and ontologies have been designed to collect and organize crucial information for Decision Support Systems.
However, feeding metamodels is still an issue (limitation of manual instantiation, domain centered methods).
The next challenge into crisis management is to provide tools that can process an automated population of these
metamodels/ontologies. The aim of this paper is to present a strategy to extract concept-instance relations in order
to feed crisis management ontologies. The presented system is based on a previously proposed generic metamodel
for information extraction and is applied in this paper to three different case studies representing three different
crisis namely Ebola sanitarian crisis, Fukushima nuclear crisis and Hurricane Katrina natural disaster.
Keywords

Automated knowledge extraction, crisis management systems, ontologies, experience feedback exploitation,
background knowledge acquisition.
INTRODUCTION

Situational awareness (Endsley 2001) is crucial to manage complex systems, especially crisis situations. Understanding context (with respect to time and space) is critical for decision-making. Indeed, Decision Support Systems
rely on the availability and quality of the information describing the context. This information is usually provided by
sensors, live reports, etc. (feeding the Common Operational Picture during the response stage) as well as feedback
from past crisis (especially at the preparation stage).
With the rise of the interconnection and communication between objects and people, the so-called Internet of Things
(IoT) (Kopetz 2011) and initiatives like crowd sourcing and citizen participation (Ofli et al. 2016; Castillo 2016),
multidisciplinary open archives (HAL, arXiv to mention a few) and Open Data, we are facing an exploding amount
∗ corresponding
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of emitted data. This tremendous stream of raw data about the environment, people, organizations, processes,
activities, policies, past events, etc., known as Big Data (Demchenko et al. 2013) can be used as an input for ensuring
situational awareness. It can be valuable in the context of crisis management as it often contains a huge volume
of unstructured knowledge. However, as this knowledge is unstructured, it is not actionable as Decision Support
Systems cannot automatically process it.
To bridge this gap between data and actionable knowledge, meta-modeling and ontology have gained popularity in
data-intensive domains in the last decade (Skvortsov et al. 2016; Kontopoulos et al. 2017). They provide languages
(and first-order logic for the later) to organise and structure domain knowledge in a way that it can be interpreted by
Decision Support Systems. In crisis management area, numerous meta-models and ontologies exist, structuring
either specific kind of crisis (e.g. floods (Fertier et al. 2020), fire emergency situations (Bitencourt et al. 2018)) or
the global system at one or several stages of the crisis lifecyle (e.g. crisis situation representation (Benaben et al.
2020), response planning (Gaur et al. 2019)).
Knowledge bases (i.e. populated ontologies) constitute a condensed, structured and machine readable abstraction
of the knowledge of a domain. Thus using this knowledge as a resource in Decision Support Systems is a way
to provide knowledge that was not necessarily available at first sight for decision makers. In these terms, using
ontologies, populated into knowledge bases from external data sources, participates in situational awareness as it
allows a Decision Support System to have a better understanding of the ongoing situation.
However, instantiating meta-models and populating ontologies with massive volumes of data remains a challenge.
Manual instantiation and population are no longer an option, as it is not only error-prone and time-consuming
(especially in a crisis management context) but unrealistic regarding the variety of data sources and the amount
of produced data. In addition, existing population systems usually either required structured data or manually
annotated documents, or were designed for a given knowledge structure. These statements go in favor of the
automation of ontology population in a generic way. Automating ontology population would indeed allow Decision
Support System to have access to many more sources of information that could not have been processed manually in
a reasonable amount of time.
Two main issues can then be identified in the field of ontology population being (i) manual population that is
unsuitable considering the huge amount of available data and (ii) the limitation to specific use cases when it comes
to automatically populate an ontology. Both issue may especially impact crisis response as ontology population has
to be quick in such a context and certainly not limited to few types of crisis or domain.
The purpose of this paper is then to address these issues of ontology population through the proposition of an
unsupervised domain independent extraction architecture and its application to the case of crisis management. The
paper is organised as follows. Section 2 explores previous related work about automated ontology population.
Section 3 presents the architecture of the proposed ontology population system and the different steps of ontology
population. Section 4 presents the application on a crisis management ontology and Section 5 discusses the
extraction results of the case study.
RELATED WORK

As explained, the role of an ontology is predominant if one want to ensure situational awareness, for complex systems
in general and in the context of a crisis in particular. The major limiting aspect to the application of ontologies is
their lack of real world tangible knowledge. As many studies tackle the question of ontology population, they can be
classified referring to three different aspects, which are (i) the genericity regarding the domain, (ii) the automated or
semi-automated nature of the extraction process and (iii) the type of data sources covered. This section presents
related work regarding these aspects.
Semi-automated to automated extraction systems

Even if the trend is to reduce the use of supervised methods (Zhang and Lu 2019), state of the art tools are still
far from fully unsupervised knowledge extraction systems, especially when dealing with unstructured data. As
stated by (Konys 2019), most extraction systems suppose a strong implication of domain or ontology experts. Some
systems, such as Karkaletsis et al. (2006), are based on both previous data annotation and expert support to learn
additional knowledge.
Some attention has also been given to the automated population of ontologies into knowledge bases through
alignment with existing ontologies or even knowledge bases (Alobaidi et al. 2018; Roth-Berghofer et al. 2010). This
kind of approach reuses already gathered knowledge and reinvest it to support further knowledge extraction. Once
again, it assumes that some structured knowledge is already available which might be the case for medical domain
but not necessarily in other domains such as crisis management.
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Multi data types extraction systems

The variety of sources is a dimension that should not be avoided when harvesting big data. Most systems are
developed for raw unstructured text mining. Some work are dedicated to other group of data sources such as XML
semi-structured data (Tekli et al. 2016; Swaraj and Manjula 2016), web data (Jannach et al. 2009; Ferrara et al. 2014;
Vicient et al. 2013), which are slightly different from raw text, but also mathematical formulas (Qin et al. 2016),
databases (Liao et al. 2019; Liu and Gao 2018), or images (Huynh and Neptune 2018). However, not many studies
focus on the processing of multi-source data (Remolona et al. 2017; Buitelaar et al. 2008). Remolona et al. (2017)
address this issue with the HOLMES architecture welcoming data streams of different sources for the chemical
domain. These approaches in return may be domain-centered and often require a huge amount of annotated data in
order to be efficient.
Domain independent extraction systems

Most of the work conducted on extraction systems is guided and designed for specific case studies. The recent
development of ontologies is notably led by the need of populated ontologies in the medical domain. Many work
are then focused on this domain. However, there is still few extraction systems that are designed to cover multiple
domains as extraction methods they use are often proper to the domain.
Approaches exist which use unsupervised methods to derive taxonomies or even ontologies from text. These
approaches should mostly be associated to the field of ontology learning rather than ontology population as they
create their own representation of knowledge and do not populate an existing ontology. To ensure the keeping of an
existing ontology structure a generic metamodel for information extraction has been designed by Chasseray et al.
(2021). This metamodel ensures the adaptability to different kind of sources and assumes the use of an existing
ontology. As it describes very generic concepts it can also be adapted to many different domains. The presented
system has been built on this metamodel.
METHODOLOGY AND ARCHITECTURE

The methodology initially presented by Chasseray et al. (2021) is based on a generic metamodel for information
extraction. This metamodel is then integrated to a wider framework to derive a data model constituting a bridge
between raw and heterogeneous data and the structured ontology that is going to be populated. The main advantage
of the framework is its genericity regarding the exploited data sources and the domain described by the ontologies.
In the presented framework, the ontology population is done in three main steps namely (i) instance extraction
based on the ontology, (ii) expert validation and (iii) alignment of validated instances with the ontology. These
three steps are detailed in the following sections.
Instance extraction : From unstructured data to information

The main task in ontology population is the research of instances (ontology individuals) that can be related to
concepts (ontology classes). In the presented framework, this is done through two different processes. The first
process uses a rule-based approach extracting hyponymy relations through extraction patterns coupled with natural
language processing. The second process extracts terms with statistical means and uses a matching strategy based
on previously extracted relations in order to derive new knowledge.
Pattern extraction

Pattern extraction has been widely used for the identification of relations in large corpora at different levels of
genericity. The interest of the proposed method is its interoperability with different ontologies, whatever the domain
they describe or the way they have been designed. In ontology population, the research of hyponyms is a major
task as hyponymy relations represent the links between real world examples (i.e individuals of the ontology) and
their conceptualised version (classes of the ontology). Thus the presented method focuses on terms extraction
(potentially representing an instance) based on the hyponymy relation they might have with occurrences of ontology
classes in the data.
Statistical extraction

Statistical approach has been widely used for corpora analysis from Bayesian statistics (Kunal et al. 2018) and
Tf-Idf measures (Jones 1972) to Latent Semantic Analysis space and Word embedding (Altszyler et al. 2016). The
aim of the statistical approach is here to select relevant candidates for further matching with already extracted
instances. As candidates need basically to be terms linked to the studied domain, the choice of candidates is made
comparing the frequency of appearance of terms in common language to their frequency in text.
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Expert validation : from information to knowledge

The presented framework can use expert validation at the end of the extraction process. Expert validation is mainly
used for evaluation of the system. The precision of the system is computed based on the expert’s decisions made at
this step of the process. Expert’s evaluation can also help avoiding noise in extracted elements which are then used
to enrich extraction tools (rules, patterns). However, it is important to specify that expert validation step occurs after
the extraction of relations. This means that the human intervention and expertise is used only for evaluation purpose
and only once the system already extracted knowledge. Thus, it only impacts population as it removes noise and
incorrect extracted relations. The extraction process itself is considered completely unsupervised, as it does not
need annotated data as input.
Still, the choice of the expert might impact the result of the evaluation. Generally, it is considered that an expert
has a general knowledge of their domain providing them an accurate understanding of the concepts used in the
domain ontology that is to be populated. In the specific case of crisis domain, an expert is considered at ease with
the concepts of a crisis (Event, People, Measure, Actor, etc.) but being an expert in a specific type of event is not a
requirement for validation.
Alignment : from the Data Model to the Knowledge Base

After relation extraction and expert validation, extracted knowledge has not yet populated the ontology as it still
lies in the data model. However, as soon as the relation between an instance and its concept in the data model is
confirmed as correct or declared incorrect during expert validation step, an alignment between this data model and
the ontology can be processed. To drive this model transformation, alignment rules are defined at the metamodelling
level between the generic metamodel and the upper ontology making each validated instance become an individual
of the ontology.
CASE STUDY : ONTOLOGY POPULATION FOR THE CRISIS DOMAIN
Table 1. Concepts of the crisis represented as classes in the ontology to instantiate (based on (Benaben et al. 2020)
crisis metamodel) major concepts. Some synonyms and core concepts (bold) are added in order to cover more
vocabulary.

Partners group

Context group

Objective group

Behavior group

Actor
Service
Resource
Organisation
–
–
–
–
–
–

Good
People
Natural site
Danger
Emerging risk
Characteristic
Threat
Accident
Population
Area

Event
Fact
Crisis
Intrinsic risk
Factor
Objective
Strategy
Effect
Risk
–

Subprocess
Measure
Activity
Process
Indicator
Sensor
–
–
–
–

Crisis ontology : classes selection

As it has been presented in the introduction, we can find a lot of ontologies defined to describe the domain of crisis
management. In order to build our case study and illustrate the functioning of the system, a light ontology is built
based on the main concepts of crisis management. The content of this ontology, which defines generic classes
for the description of a crisis are listed in Table 1. The choice is made to keep only generic concepts so that this
ontology can describe any crisis. Nevertheless, the ontology population system can easily be adapted to other
broader or more specific ontologies.
Generic relation extraction rules are fed by these defined classes. Thus, other terms (italic and bold terms) are
added to the bunch of concepts extracted from Benaben et al. (2020) crisis response metamodel as they provide
extended vocabulary for instance detection. Some of them (bold terms) are generic concepts extracted directly
from the collaboration core metamodel (Benaben et al. 2020). Also some synonyms of the metamodel’s concepts
(italic terms) are added in order to cover more vocabulary. These added terms are still linked to crisis as they can be
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Table 2. Details about analysed press and academic articles for the population of the predefined crisis ontology
classes regrouped by type of crisis.
Crisis

Natural disaster (Katrina)

Number of articles
First article
Last article
Number of words

28th August 2005
26th September 2005
33 269

Articles

Number of words

(Murphy and Jennex 2006) (9 pages)
(Fetter et al. 2010) (5 pages)
(Yeletaysi et al. 2008) (8 pages)
(Boin et al. 2019) (30 pages)
–
–
–
33 165

Nuclear crisis (Fukushima)
Press Articles
20
13th March 2011
1st April 2011
27 903
Academic articles and official reports
(Heng and Tao 2014) (5 pages)
(Guan et al. 2015) (6 pages)
(Segault et al. 2015) (8 pages)
(Ishigaki et al. 2015) (7 pages)
(French et al. 2017) (10 pages)
(Barthe-Delanoë et al. 2014) (5 pages)
(OECD and Nuclear Energy Agency 2013) (60 pages)
64 497

Health crisis (Ebola)

1st August 2014
6th May 2015
27 985
(Landgren 2015) (7 pages)
(Bell 2016) (8 pages)
(Kaner and Schaack 2016) (7 pages)
(World Health Organization et al. 2015) (27 pages)
(Save the Children 2015) (40 pages)
–
–
56 319

found in other knowledge management frameworks dealing with crisis management, such as the ones defined by
Zschocke et al. (2010) and Calcaterra et al. (2015). Nevertheless, they are not supposed to modify the structure of
the ontology containing previously defined classes.
Explored data

Within an ongoing crisis, the amount of information that can be collected must be divided into two groups of
relevant information. The first group concerns the information that is specific to the context of the studied crisis.
This includes real time sensor data, social networks information, institutions’ announcements. The other part
of information, which is also relevant for exploitation, is external to the ongoing crisis and can be gathered in
documentation about previous similar crisis (scientific articles, governmental reports, etc.).
Both groups contain relevant knowledge for the population of a crisis management ontology. For example,
ISCRAM Community, through the publications of past conferences, concentrates a lot of knowledge regarding
crisis management. As the main conference has more than a decade of existence, there is a consequent number of
papers that deal with several crisis, that occurred around the world.
The goal of this case study is then to gather a bunch of articles for automated extraction of knowledge. The chosen
articles are directly related to three different types of crisis, namely natural disaster crisis (Hurricane Katrina),
nuclear crisis (Fukushima nuclear disaster) and sanitarian crisis (Ebola crisis). The choice is made to select crisis
of different nature in order to evaluate how the system reacts when applied to different kind of crisis. These case
studies have also been chosen so that there is enough available academic and press data dealing with each crisis.
For each of these crisis, feedback reports are also added to the set of explored documents as they generally summarize
particularly well the events of a crisis. For convenience the set of academic articles and feedback reports is unified
under the term academic in the remaining of this paper. Details about the documents can be found in Table 2.
In order to illustrate its interoperability with other kinds of documents, the system is used on newspaper data as well.
Textual data are then taken from news articles published online by the New York Times during periods concerning
each crisis. The choice of the New York Times is motivated by the need to find a media that would provide enough
data on the three different crisis. Articles are harvested thanks to queries including specific crisis relative keywords.
Information about the press articles textual data can be found in Table 2. Textual data related to press articles is
identified in the remaining of this paper by the term press.
The bias induced by the nature of media data should not be eclipsed. This is one of the reason why extraction have
been tested and compared for both academic and press articles. Press articles harvesting have been limited to one
media for evaluation purpose. However, such a system when used in real context should not be limited to a single
source so that media bias can be at least contained, if not avoided.
Used extraction rules

In the presented case studies, only rule-based method is used to extract instances. Three extraction rules, based on
(Hearst 1992) patterns, have been used to guide the extraction process. The first rule, called X is a Y is designed in
order to detect concept-instance (C-I) relations appearing with the scheme I is a C or I are C. The second rule,
called Y such as, X1, X2 is designed in order to detect the C such as I, I’ or C like, I, I’ forms of concept-instance
relation. The third rule is called X = modifier Y and tends to consider as an instance any concept that is modified by
another word or group of words (called modifier).
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Result indicators

The results of the extraction are presented aggregated by concept (i.e. classes) and with 5 indicators which are :
• The number of extracted instances for each concept (N) : This indicator counts all the extracted instances for
each concept regardless of the decision made during validation step.
• The number of validated instances among the extracted instances (V) : This indicator counts all the instances
that have been extracted and then validated during validation step.
• The number of validated instance with high confidence among the validated instances (S) : During validation
step the expert can validate or invalidate instances with a different levels of confidence. Some validated
instances remain very generic and can hardly be assimilated to individuals as they mostly describe concepts.
These instances remain relevant as they contain some additional knowledge and may be used in different
ways. However they are still not precise enough to be directly used in a Decision Support System. Hence, this
indicator counts the number of instances that have been validated and considered correctly extracted and
specific enough to be derived as individuals.
• Extraction precision over extracted instances (P) : A precision measure has been set up in order to estimate
the success rate of the extraction system. As we use unlabelled text, this indicator does not provide any
recall information because it is not possible to estimate the rate of missed instances. Extraction precision
can be computed separately for distinct concepts, distinct types of extraction rule and also over all extracted
instances. Following equation shows how precision is computed for each concept 𝑐 :
Õ
𝑃𝑐 =

𝛿𝑖 ∗ 𝜔𝑖

𝑖 ∈𝐼𝑐

Õ

(1)
𝜔𝑖

𝑖 ∈𝐼𝑐

Where 𝐼𝑐 corresponds to the set of extracted instances for concept 𝑐, 𝜔𝑖 corresponds to the confidence rate
affected to the validation by the expert , and 𝛿𝑖 is defined as follows :
(
1 if instance 𝑖 has been validated
𝛿𝑖 =
(2)
0 else
• Similarity measure (Sim) : Since the same set of extracted instances can be validated by several different
experts, the induced validations may result in different validated sets. Then it becomes necessary to monitor
the rate of similarity between these validated sets. Hence, the similarity between two sets validated by expert
𝑎 and expert 𝑏 is measured as follows :
Õ
𝑆𝑖𝑚 𝑎/𝑏 =

𝛿𝑖𝑎/𝑏 ∗ (1 − |𝜔𝑖𝑎 − 𝜔𝑖𝑏 |)

𝑖 ∈𝐼

𝐶𝑎𝑟 𝑑 (𝐼)

(3)

Where 𝐼 corresponds to the set of extracted instances validated by expert 𝑎 and expert 𝑏 , 𝜔𝑖𝑎 and 𝜔𝑖𝑏
corresponds to the confidence rate affected to the validation respectively by expert 𝑎 and expert 𝑏, and 𝛿𝑖𝑎/𝑏 is
defined as follows :
(
1 if experts 𝑎 and 𝑏 have both validated or both invalidated the instance 𝑖
𝛿𝑖𝑎/𝑏 =
(4)
0 else
Extraction results

In this section, several use cases of the ontology population system are used to demonstrate its applicability on
different types of crisis. The objective of these use cases is to detect instances that are relevant for the feeding of a
Decision Support System. For each use case, the same ontology is used, containing the classes presented in Table 2,
but different documents are used (see Table 2).
Tables 6, 7 and 8 present some of the extracted instances related respectively to the Fukushima crisis, Ebola crisis
and Hurricane Katrina crisis. As press articles have also been analyzed, tables 3, 4 and 5 contain the results of press
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Table 3. Press articles extracted relations validated by crisis expert concerning Fukushima nuclear crisis.

Concept

N

S

V

P

Risk

17

15

15

0.88

Area

12

12

11

1.00

Accident

11

10

8

0.95

People

7

6

4

0.83

Event

4

4

4

1.00

Effect

3

3

2

1.00

Danger
Resource
Good
Activity
Population
Threat
Service
Factor
Measure
Characteristic
Overall

2
2
1
4
1
1
1
2
2
1
71

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
59

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
53

1.00
0.67
1.00
0.25
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.67
0.00
0.00
0.84

Instance
increase risk [of cancer]
radiation risk
earthquake risk
high - risk area
agricultural area
tokyo area
reactor accident
nuclear power accident
chernobyl accident
japanese people
standard staffing levels
nuclear event
fukushima event
health effect
ill effect
potential danger
scarce resource
dairy good
seismic activity
fish population
immediate threat
phone service
wind speed
–
–

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
–
–

Examples of extracted instances
Extracted data
lead to an increased risk of cancer ...
the radiation risk to the public appears low so far ...
almost all of the country lies in an earthquake-risk zone. ...
to strike the higher-risk areas southwest of fukushima ...
but that should not be done in agricultural areas, she said, ...
40 million consumers in the greater tokyo area. ...
after the three mile island reactor accident. ...
dangerous kind of a nuclear power accident because of the risk of radiation ...
in the chernobyl nuclear accident of 1986 ...
distributed thousands of pounds of food and water to the japanese people. ...
standard staffing levels [...] on the site would be 10 to 12 people ...
one measure of a nuclear event rated level 5, for example, is the melting ...
still, the fukushima event has involved a significant release of radiation ...
the biggest health effect was cases of thyroid cancer ...
even if people consume the water a few times, there should be no long-term ill effects. ...
some areas to pose a potential danger to people ...
they’ve shared scarce resources of food and water. ...
prohibit imports of dairy goods and produce from the affected region. ...
the most violent seismic activity ...
i would definitely be monitoring fish populations in the area ...
these levels do not pose an immediate threat to your health,” mr. edano said. ...
a lack of phone service meant that they ...
based on measurements of a single factor like wind speed ...

Extraction rule
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X is a Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
Y such as, X1, X2
–
–

Table 4. Press articles extracted relations validated by crisis expert concerning Ebola sanitarian crisis.

Concept

N

V

S

P

Area

10

10

7

1.00

People

13

10

6

0.73

Service

7

4

4

0.73

Measure
Threat

6
2

4
2

2
2

0.75
1.00

Resource

3

3

1

1.00

Risk
Opportunity
Population
Effect
Overall

3
1
1
1
47

1
1
1
0
36

0
0
0
0
22

0.33
1.00
1.00
0.00
0.81

Instance
rural area
metropolitan atlanta area
dallas area
the caregiver
sick people
ms . sellu
health service
service uber
immigration service
infection - control measure
international threat
military medical resource
health resource
low risk
missed opportunity
virus population
–

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
–

Examples of extracted instances
Extracted data
i headed to eastern sierra leone in some of the really rural areas. ...
ambulance arrives in the metropolitan atlanta area ...
into contact with mr. duncan attend four dallas-area public schools. ...
the caregivers were often people who had survived smallpox themselves ...
find out who is harboring sick people, with potentially deadly consequences. ...
the front line is stitched together by people like ms. sellu: doctors and nurses ...
charities and the united states public health service agreed to operate treatment ...
arranged through the online service uber, did not have direct contact ...
lucy moreton, the head of the immigration service union, ...
when infection-control measures are poor, hospitals become “amplification points ...
allowed the disease to mushroom from a local outbreak to an international threat. ...
military and medical resources to combat the spread of the deadly virus ...
vice president of texas health resources, ...
dr. frieden stressed that the passengers were a low-risk group. ...
that missed opportunity has cost the lives of many people ...
dramatic change in the virus population could be explained by chance ...

Extraction rule
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X is a Y
X = modifier Y
Y such as, X1, X2
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
–

data related extraction. For each extraction, examples of extracted instances and the piece of text in which they
appear are given.
Concept are ranked decreasingly regarding the number of extracted and surely validated instances (S). The validation
task has been submitted both to a crisis management expert, having in mind the possible use of a crisis management
Decision Support System and to another user mostly focused on the technical aspects of the extraction. Presented
tables are built over the results of the domain expert validation. However, precision measures and similarity measure
of the two validations can be found in table 9 for each type of crisis.
Consistency of precision measure and validation-induced bias

Regarding table 9, the first observation that we can make is that overall precision remains consistent over the
different groups of documents. This observation applies for the type of crisis treated but also stands for the type of
data source exploited, press or academic. The drop of precision in the case of Fukushima crisis, is essentially due to
a high number of instances that are incompletely extracted (e.g. nuclear plant instead of Fukushima Daiichi power
plant) and thus considered as not relevant, or not specific enough. Global consistency is encouraging as it reveals
that the extraction rules and the extraction system are effective without regarding the type of crisis or the type of
data source it is applied on.
Another observation can be made concerning the expert validation bias. Extraction results have been validated
by two different experts adopting two different points of view, as explained in the previous section. Despite this
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Table 5. Press articles extracted relations validated by crisis expert concerning hurricane Katrina crisis.

Concept

N

V

S

P

Area

21

20

16

0.95

Service

12

8

6

0.67

Threat

5

4

4

0.89

People

4

4

4

1.00

Event

5

3

3

0.67

Effect

2

2

2

1.00

Population
Good
Resource
Danger
Strategy
Risk
Factor
Overall

3
1
1
1
1
1
1
58

3
1
1
1
1
1
0
49

1
1
1
1
1
0
0
40

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.00
0.84

Instance
evacuation area
new orleans area
low-lying area
bus service
laundry service
weather service
hurricane threat
dire threat
stranded people
old people
fund-raising events
ecological effect
economic effect
new orleans’s population
dry good
local state resource
potential danger
white house strategy
great risk
–

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
–

Examples of extracted instances
Extracted data
people living in the voluntary evacuation area, which includes most of metropolitan ...
of the dead collected so far in the new orleans area, more than a quarter of them ...
applied only to low-lying areas and not the city as a whole. ...
with a chicago-based bus service, the bus bank, to provide transportation ...
for bills like 100-per-bag laundry service. ...
said timothy j. schott, a national weather service meteorologist. ...
were responding much as they had to many previous hurricane threats, ...
him to raise the consciousness about the dire threats. ...
take to the stranded people, and to evacuate some on the buses, ...
i looked down and there were about 15 or 20 old people. ...
a plans to have fund-raising events when the preseason ...
that contended the corps had failed to study ecological effects. ...
reserve to blunt the economic effects ...
while the bulk of new orleans’s population evacuated before the storm, ...
building with water, dry goods and bath products ...
local and state resources were so weakened ...
nursing home that faced the most potential danger from winds and flooding ...
crucial elements of a white house strategy to help mr. bush recover ...
are often at the greatest risk of death and serious injury ...

Extraction rule
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
Y such as, X1, X2
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
–

Table 6. Academic articles extracted relations validated by crisis expert concerning Fukushima nuclear crisis.

Concept

N

V

S

P

Event

51

37

35

0.82

Organisation

39

31

31

0.86

Accident

37

30

27

0.84

Activity

44

22

21

0.64

Area

46

20

19

0.48

Factor

24

20

18

0.90

Effect

13

11

11

0.92

Risk

15

12

10

0.85

Resource
Service
Strategy
Objective
Sensor
People
Population
Characteristic
Threat
Measure
Danger
Opportunity
Fact
Overall

14
12
9
4
5
3
4
4
2
12
1
1
1
341

10
9
9
4
3
3
2
2
2
1
1
0
0
229

9
8
8
4
3
3
2
2
2
0
0
0
0
213

0.79
0.77
1.00
1.00
0.75
1.00
0.57
0.57
1.00
0.04
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.74

Instance
flooding
earthquake
extreme wheather condition
vendor
nuclear safety organisation
reactor accident
nuclear accident
an explosion
nuclear regulation activity
nea activity
20-km radius area
contaminated area
oceanic area
decontamination factor
public opinion
material factor
thermal effect
human health effect
hydrogen risk
seismic risk
radiation risk
natural ressource
twitter
mitigation strategies
safety objective
photodiode sensor
injured people
ageing population
time characteristic
external threat
[radiation levels] [...] disaster.
invisible danger [of radiation].
–
–

Examples of extracted instances
Extracted data
... against external events such as earthquakes and flooding ...
...
...
...
...

external events – such as earthquakes, floods and extreme weather conditions ...
organisations that support it – such as [...], vendors and their suppliers ...
of the fukushima accident, the nuclear safety organisations considered that provisions ...
a database/matrix documenting the various reactor accident software programmes ...

... a nuclear accident (such as an explosion at a civilian nuclear power station) ...
... nuclear regulation activities dealing with regulatory ...
... on priority areas for nea activities including ...
... an alert “contamination of people 20-km radius area” is generated. ...
... populations living in the contaminated areas face a chronic exposure ...
... region of china and entire oceanic area around japan ...
... been analysed (water balance, decontamination factor decreases ...
... so ”public opinion” is key factor. ...
... superposition of both material factors and ...
.. performed (e. g. the thermal effects created by two passive autocatalytic ...
... uncertainty in the predictions of dose and human health effects ...
... previous projects related to hydrogen risk ...
... external hazards (seismic risks, flooding, ...
... such direct radiation risk communication was quite helpful ...
... creative expression, and natural resource management (burke et al. ; 2006). ...
... on popular services like twitter, automated programs ...
... implementing mitigation strategies during single and multi-unit events ...
... wenra technical report is considered in the implementation of the safety objectives ...
... generated a false signal in the photodiode sensor at a temperature ...
... injured people qualified as absolute emergency have a higher importance ...
... challenges of an ageing population. ...
... due to the time characteristics of the hazards ...
... defence-in-depth concept to ensure robustness against external threats ...
... measure [...] radiation levels in their milieus since the fukushima daiichi nuclear disaster. ...
... information to deal with the invisible danger of radiations ...
–
–

Extraction rule
Y such as, X1, X2
Y such as, X1, X2
Y such as, X1, X2
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
Y such as, X1, X2
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X is a Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
Y such as, X1, X2
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
Y such as, X1, X2
X = modifier Y
–
–

validation seems to lead to similar precision measures, the similarity computed between the two validated sets
shows some divergences. Nevertheless, experts still seem to agree over a large majority of the instances, even if they
adopt different views on validation criteria.
Influence of the type of crisis on the extraction

As stated, the influence of the chosen crisis on the precision of the extraction is not significant. However, if one
focuses on the concepts for which instances are extracted, some differences emerge. Figure 1 represents the relative
importance of the four most represented concepts (in terms of extracted and surely validated instances, aggregated
over academic an press extractions) of each use case. It includes 9 concepts in total, as some concepts such as Area
or Event are well represented in several use cases. This importance rate has been computed by dividing the number
of surely validated instance for a given concept by the number of surely validated instances over all concepts.
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Table 7. Academic articles extracted relations validated by crisis expert concerning Ebola sanitarian crisis.

Concept

N

V

S

P

Service

76

57

38

0.79

Strategy

31

25

21

0.85

Area

29

20

19

0.75

Activity

24

17

11

0.76

Resource

15

10

8

0.78

Organisation

8

8

7

1.00

People

7

7

7

1.00

Factor

14

12

6

0.82

Threat

10

7

6

0.72

Event

6

5

5

0.83

Risk

12

8

4

0.67

Objective
Measure
Characteristic
Population
Effect
Opportunity
Overall

7
12
4
6
3
3
267

4
5
4
3
3
3
198

4
3
3
2
1
1
146

0.62
0.42
1.00
0.56
1.00
1.00
0.78

Instance
vaccination
all cancer treatment
schooling
risk mitigation strategy
rite strategy
evidence-based strategies
western area
metropolitan area
densely populated area
response work
agriculture
u.s. resource
financial resource
civil society organisation
the global fund [to fight aids]
infected people
vulnerable disadvantaged people
sociodemographic factor
natural resources reserves
infectious disease threat
high-profile threat
burial
key events
security risk
financial risk
transmission risk
universal health coverage
prevention measures
sudden change
poorest marginalised population
health effect
time - limited opportunity

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

Examples of extracted instances
Extracted data
barriers to accessing essential services, such as vaccination ...
health services, such as all cancer treatments ...
vital services, such as schooling ...
with risk assessment and risk mitigation strategies in tandem ...
strategies relevant to this epidemic (e. g. , the rite strategy in liberia ...
commitment to effective evidence-based strategies. ...
high transmission in the western areas of both guinea and sierra leone ...
widespread transmission in crowded metropolitan areas. ...
reduce cases in both densely populated urban areas ...
that response work is an activity that is frequently changing ...
the threats to economic activities, such as agriculture ...
decision to massively scale up u. s. resources ...
allocate and audit financial resources according to rules ...
governments, civil society organisations and international institutions ...
focused organisations, such as the global fund to fight aids ...
with some infected people staying in their communities ...
the most vulnerable and disadvantaged people ...
societal infrastructure, sociodemographic factors, local unfamiliarity ...
revenues are influenced by many factors, such as [...] natural resource reserves ...
systems to detect and stop infectious disease threats ...
infectious diseases are high-profile threats that alarm the world ...
critical response events, such as case investigations and burials ...
outline dates in order to illustrate key events that triggered changes ...
robust procedures and capacity for security risk assessments ...
measurements for financial risk protection to ensure ...
responders about transmission risks and safety measures. ...
and we argue that universal health coverage is an affordable objective ...
nurses and local organisations on prevention measures, ...
sudden changes of plans are a general characteristic of many types of disasters ...
progress among their poorest and most marginalised populations ...
the health effects of universal health care ...
ebola crisis in west africa presents a time-limited opportunity ...

Extraction rule
Y such as, X1, X2
Y such as, X1, X2
Y such as, X1, X2
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X is a Y
Y such as, X1, X2
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
Y such as, X1, X2
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
Y such as, X1, X2
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
Y such as, X1, X2
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X is a Y
X = modifier Y
X is a Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y

Table 8. Academic articles extracted relations validated by crisis expert concerning hurricane Katrina crisis.
Concept

N

V

S

P

Resource

14

11

9

0.87

Area

12

11

9

0.95

Event

10

8

8

0.84

Activity

9

9

6

1.00

Effect

6

5

5

0.91

Service

7

7

4

1.00

Strategy
Fact
Objective
Population
Measure
People
Risk
Actor
Threat
Overall

3
3
3
3
4
3
2
1
1
81

2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
64

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
51

0.80
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.25
0.40
0.50
1.00
1.00
0.83

Instance
cleanup resource
social resource
military resource
disaster-affected area
widespread area
canal street area
the south eastern asian tsunami
hurricane katrina
flood event
mitigation activity
staging activity
recovery phase activity
psychological effect
macroeconomic budgetary effect
weather service
mineral management service
pre-positioning transportation strategy
official fact
equity objective
local population
performance measure
trained people
catastrophe risk
key actor
potential threat

...
...
...
...
...
...

Examples of extracted instances
Extracted data
equitably assign debris cleanup resources to each region
find shelter near helpful social resources, while
many military resources begin arriving,
first-aid commodities to disaster-affected areas during the emergency response phase. ...
solid waste are almost instantaneously deposited across a widespread area. ...
major looting was generally limited to the canal street area ...

... recent events such as [...], the southeastern asian tsunami, and hurricane katrina ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

flow resulting from a flood event ...
showed its usefulness in evacuation planning and mitigation activities. ...
found fema’s pre-landfall staging activities to have been unprecedented in scale. ...
these recovery phase activities include cleaning up debris, providing temporary housing, ...
the trying conditions of a disaster also have a psychological effect. ...
macroeconomic and budgetary effects of hurricanes katrina and rita. ...
on monday, the national weather service offices, first responders ...
information from the u. s. minerals management service (mms) ...
study different pre-positioning and transportation strategies. ...
rumors immediately went from being unsubstantiated hearsay to official fact. ...
assigning resources to regions in order to achieve equity objectives ...
that they did not warn the local population ...
system objectives, including performance measures ...
with hundreds of trained people paying close attention to an emerging disaster ...
private-sector company that specializes in catastrophe risk insurance ...
none of the key actors managed to impose their frame on the general public. ...
evidence-based scenarios about a potential threat ...

Extraction rule
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
Y such as, X1, X2
Y such as, X1, X2
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y
X = modifier Y

Table 9. Concepts of the crisis represented as classes in the ontology to instantiate (based on (Benaben et al. 2020)
crisis metamodel) major concepts. Some additional concepts are used in order to cover more vocabulary.
Crisis
Technical Overall precision
Domain Expert Overall precision
Validation similarity measure

Press
0.72
0.83
0.58

Fukushima
Academic
0.63
0.74
0.61

All
0.64
0.75
0.60

Press
0.69
0.81
0.59

Ebola
Academic
0.74
0.78
0.67

All
0.73
0.78
0.66

Press
0.84
0.86
0.72

Katrina
Academic
0.77
0.83
0.62

All
0.80
0.84
0.66

An interesting fact is enlightened by this representation. The appearance of the Accident concept in the Fukushima
crisis whereas it does not appear in other crisis reveals the difference in nature between Fukushima crisis, a
man-made disaster, and Ebola and Katrina crisis. Similarly, it can be noticed that the concept Service is highly
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Service

People

Accident

Resource

Event

Organisation

Strategy

Relative importance (%) of the concepts

0,3

0,2

0,1

0

Fukushima

Ebola

Katrina

Figure 1. Representation of the relative importance of concepts having the most validated instances regarding the
number of extracted instances (results aggregated over both press and academic extracted instances)

represented in Katrina and Ebola crisis probably revealing the strong impact of these crisis on different services
related to health services instances for example. As well the concept Area is much more represented in Katrina crisis
which could be explained by the importance that geographical areas took in Hurricane Katrina crisis (evacuation of
populations, predictions of impacted areas, dimension of the risk area).
Rules disparity

Table 10 shows the precision results regarding the used extraction rules. 𝜏 is computed for each rule as the rate
between the number of instances extracted by the rule and the global number of extracted instances. This table
underlines the big disparities between rules as most of instances are extracted with X = modifier Y rule. Nevertheless,
excepted for Fukushima case study, precision indicator over X is a Y and Y such as, X1, X2 rules remains relatively
high despite the low number of relations detected.
Table 10. Performances of the extraction and extracted instances distribution regarding extraction rules.

X is a Y
Y such as, X1, X2
X = modifier Y

𝜏
P
𝜏
P
𝜏
P

Fukushima
0.01
0.56
0.10
0.54
0.89
0.78

Ebola
0.03
0.93
0.12
0.65
0.85
0.80

Katrina
0.01
0.5
0.03
0.86
0.96
0.85

DISCUSSION AND PERSPECTIVES

The presented system and its applications on crisis management domain constitute a proof of concept of ongoing
work. Applying the system to concrete use-cases emphasizes some further challenges to overcome and also new
possible exploitation of extracted data. This section presents perspectives for the use of extraction results on the one
side and directions that can be taken to improve such a generic system on the other side.
Using generic instances

Mostly, the extracted presented instances are related to the crisis treated. However, many terms are also extracted
that represents instances that are not necessarily related to the studied crisis but to crisis in general. As these
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instances remain too generic (concerned areas, urban areas), they could not directly be used by a DSS in real-time
and thus are not presented as examples.
However, this kind of instances can be valuable for at least two applications :
• First, they can be used to operate comparisons between crisis. Figure 2 shows diagrams in which each
intersection contains common extracted instances for each pair of crisis. This overlapping rate is low as (1)
the set of documents covered remain relatively low, (2) the chosen three crisis are voluntarily different and (3)
the matching is computed through perfect match, ignoring instance describing the same object with different
group of words. However, we hope that covering more data and improving matching measures allows to
identify crisis that share similarities and to what extent (which concepts/instances). Making these comparisons
and detecting similarities, between the ongoing Covid-19 crisis and previous sanitarian or economic crisis for
instance, may support decision makers to benefit from past experiences and seize opportunities.
• As they still constitute an extension of knowledge by specifying generic concepts, they might be reused to
extend the field covered by a crisis knowledge base. This use can be imagined in a second loop of extraction,
where, without modifying the prior ontology, generic instances can be used as new concepts in order to detect
more accurate instances (standing nearby in the text, for example).

Ebola

Katrina

Katrina

307 instances

137 instances

137 instances

25 overlapping
instances (3.6%)

8 overlapping
instances (1.5%)

11 overlapping
instances (2.5%)

403 instances

403 instances

307 instances

Fukushima

Fukushima

Ebola

Figure 2. Overlapping instances of the different crisis (academic and press aggregated)

Concept dependency

The presented system relies essentially on the names of the concepts that are contained in the ontology. This
approach guarantees ontology guided extraction. Nevertheless, given the polysemous nature of language, this
approach presents some limits. Crisis applications presented here are a perfect example of this aspect because the
terms used to define concepts are very common terms (Event, Risk, Measure), and have a very different signification
in everyday life than in the context of a crisis. Hopefully, the hypothesis made that the explored documents are
related to the domain of the ontology is a way to ensure a use of the vocabulary that matches the use made in
the ontology. Still, exceptions can be found. The concepts Measure and Area for instance illustrate perfectly this
default. In explored textual data related to crisis, the term measure is often used to define "measures" as taken
actions whereas the concept Measure defines a quantified measure such as radiation rate, for instance. The concept
Area in the crisis metamodel describes a delimited geographical area. Unfortunately, the term "area" tends to appear
in academic data in order to define research areas which leads to instances that cannot be validated.
As a concept cannot be fully described with its name alone, ontologies classically provide a consensual definition of
its concepts. Thus, using this definition to bring accurate information about concepts and filter possible errors could
be a way to improve the precision of an extraction system based on the content of an ontology.
Benefit and limitations of automation of the ontology population process

The use of automated ontology population systems is a perspective that offers the possibility to save precious
time when gathering information about a given crisis. Fully automated systems, because they do not require the
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intervention of a human being allow the processing of a large amount of data as explained in this paper. This
constitutes one of the cornerstone towards effective crisis response. Besides the gathering of information to acquire
knowledge during an event, knowledge bases can as well be populated using past experiences and feedback to
support preparation. Nevertheless, some precautions must be adopted when applying such extraction systems as
limitations exist.
First the use of automated methods, as long as they rely on a set of rules is precise. But still, because rules have a
limited and predefined range of extraction, a huge part of the knowledge cannot be extracted. Thus, as soon as a
part of the knowledge is extracted through these rules, experts might be needed in order to complete extraction
finding undetected knowledge. Nevertheless, expert intervention can be driven by automated extraction as it reveals
some interesting parts in the data, when many instances are detected in a given document for example.
As the presented approach is not dedicated to crisis management exclusively but to any kind of ontologies, the
combination of automated and generic extraction method does not allow the extraction of the finest knowledge
about a given case study with a generic crisis ontology. However, in order to extract more precise knowledge,
more specific ontologies with fine-grained concepts can be used. These ontologies can then be processed with
the same extraction framework as it can be adapted to any ontology. Still, the main objective of this paper is to
apply the presented extraction system to a wide range of crisis. Hence, the study was not necessarily focused on the
granularity of the used ontology.
CONCLUSION

In this paper, the use of a previously defined domain independent ontology population system has been illustrated
on the specific case of crisis management. The extraction methodology has been applied with the same ontology
classes onto three different types of crisis. The possible exploitation and application of the results of the driven
extractions, based on simple extraction rules, is encouraging beyond the first objective of ontology population.
Further work should be conducted on this field in order to (i) improve the developed extraction system using for
example ontology properties linking classes in order to detect and link instances between each other and (ii) drive
such automatically populated knowledge bases to be integrated in existing Decision Support Systems or simply give
insight into ongoing crisis.
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ABSTRACT

This conceptual paper critically discusses opportunities for and challenges to the development and exploitation of
blockchain-based solutions for resilience management at inter-organizational level of interdependent Critical
Infrastructure (CI) systems. The background rational is that trustful information-sharing and inter-institutional
collaboration are the key elements of government and private sector efforts to build CI resilience (CIR). The
discussion presents a vision that the adoption and adaptation of Blockchain Technology (BCT) could significantly
improve the way a network of stakeholders prepares for and performs in face of unavoidable CI disruptions. Even
though BCT is regarded as a technological innovation, the impacts go far beyond information systems. BCT
application in this domain would entail significant benefits to organizational, managerial, legal and social issues,
but would require some relevant operational and organizational changes. We discuss how interdisciplinary
approach could address existing challenges, how it could introduce new challenges and how it could support other
approaches and paradigms regarded as the future of risk and resilience management. This is a preliminary
overview with the aim to stimulate further discussions and point to possible new, disruptive and interdisciplinary
research avenues. To this end, a possible research agenda is eventually proposed.
Keywords

Critical infrastructure, blockchain, resilience, capability, inter-organizational, research agenda.
INTRODUCTION

A Critical Infrastructure (CI) is an array of assets and systems that, if disrupted, would threaten national security,
economy, public health and safety, and way of life (EC, 2005), such as energy and water supply, transport,
communication, public health. CIs are complex socio-technical systems (STS) whose resilience is emerging as
one of the essential issues of this decade. The STS concept stresses the reciprocal interrelationship between
humans and technology (Ropohl, 1982), or here, the interaction between society's complex infrastructures and
human behavior.
Contemporary societies are increasingly dependent on the availability of services provided by CI, which are also
a major cornerstone of long term sustainability and achieving Sustainable Development Goals set by United
Nations, especially those related to transportation, food security, health, energy, economic growth, and human
well-being. The blockchain applications for sustainable development were already examined in areas of
development aid effectiveness, digital identity, remittances, supply chain management, energy and property rights
(Blockchain Commission, 2018).
CI Resilience is generally understood as the ability to: prevent disruption of service to the public; absorb the
consequences of any disruption; restore (recover) quickly normal performance; adapt to unforeseen scenarios of
disruption (short-term) and different circumstances of operation (long-term); and prepare to fulfil the four goals
(U.S. NIAC, 2009). In complex STS, resilience covers all the system dimensions (Rød et al., 2020), as in ‘TOSE
framework’ (Bruneau et al., 2003):
•
•

Technical resilience refers to the physical properties of the CIs, focusing on their ability to resist damage
and minimizing any loss of function during a crisis, or quickly repairing the unwanted effect.
Organizational resilience includes the processes of organizational capacity and capability, planning,
training, leadership, communication, and so forth.
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Societal resilience refers to the ability of civil society, social groups, and individuals dependent on the
service provided by the CI to cope with CI contingencies.
Economic resilience refers to the capacity to reduce economic losses after disruptive events.

Recent events have shown that the current CIR approaches suffer from major limitations, e.g. Ukrainian blackout
(Choraś et al., 2016), Great East Japan Earthquake (Furutai and Kannoi, 2018) or Suez Canal blockage (Cheong
et al., 2021). Huge impacts of CI disruptions are mainly caused by cascading failures across geographical and
functional borders that arise from highly interdependent infrastructures.
To face a broadened range of hazards and threats (e.g. natural disasters, terrorist and cyber-attacks), CIR has
become one of the top priorities in countries worldwide. However, ensuring CIR is a highly challenging task,
involving physical networks, old and new technologies, actor networks (humans) and institutions coupled in an
integrated ‘system of systems’. Resilience of such complex systems (interdependent, multi-sectoral, multistakeholder, cross-border) now significantly depends on information sharing and collaboration among
stakeholders, which suffers from numerous issues (Petrenj et al., 2013). A breakthrough improvement in the
application cases where sensitive data is stored and exchanged might be brought by the Blockchain Technology
(BCT). It has emerged as one of the most revolutionary developments over the last decade and it has already been
applied in numerous industry sectors. BCT distinctive characteristics might bring radical improvement to the way
the organizations work together to build CI resilience, by enabling secure, resilience and trusted peer-to-peer value
exchange (i.e. transaction of information and other resources).
This paper provides a non-technical overview and critical discussion of possible blockchain applications in the
domain of Critical Infrastructure resilience and in the development of inter-organizational capabilities in
particular. It suggests a possible research agenda listing things that should be considered and further investigated
in order to make this possible. Even though the paper discusses the topic from the CI point of view, it is equally
applicable in other resilience building domains and in Disaster Risk Management in general, including
collaboration and resilience in humanitarian operations and supply chains (Dubey et al., 2020; Zwitter and BoisseDespiaux, 2018).
The paper is structured as follows. The following section explains the key role of information-sharing and
collaboration for building CI resilience, and summarizes the current issues. Section 3 gives an overview of the
BCT and its main characteristics. Section 4 presents the current lines of CIR development and potential benefits
of BCT to their development. The promising lines of future research are summarized in Section 5. The final
section explains the limitations of the paper and draws conclusions.
INFORMATION SHARING AND COLLABORATION AS KEY ENABLERS OF RESILIENCE CAPABILITIES AND
PREPAREDNESS PLANNING

Effective Critical Infrastructure Resilience (CIR) now hugely depends on an efficient collaboration within the
network of stakeholders (infrastructure operators, civil protection, responders, etc.), at different institutional and
operational levels and along all the phases of the Emergency Management (EM) cycle. In fact, no single
organization has all the necessary resources, relevant information and competence to cope with complex inbound
and outbound interdependencies under different accident scenarios (Trucco and Petrenj, 2018). The assessment
of all types of CI interdependencies (physical, cyber, geographical and logical) must consider also the
transboundary dimension since many CIs are not bounded within single countries (Galbusera et al., 2014).
Information sharing and collaboration among stakeholders are crucial within the CIR mission and trust is the
‘essential glue’ to make public-private system work (Figure 1 – U.S. DHS, 2013).

Figure 1. U.S. Critical Infrastructure Risk Management Framework (U.S. DHS, 2013)

The core tenets include stakeholder collaboration/partnerships and information sharing – on regional, state and
local levels – to support, among other risk analysis, understanding of (inter)dependencies, effective resource
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allocation, gaps identification, resilience capacities building, mutual assistance and agreements (U.S. DHS, 2013).
However, inter-organizational information sharing and collaboration suffer from limitations and barriers – Figure
2 (Petrenj et al., 2013).

Figure 2. Key information sharing issues and barriers (adapted from Petrenj et al., 2013)
BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY

Blockchain is considered to be one of the most disruptive computing paradigms after the Internet (Swan, 2015).
What began as Blockchain version 1.0 for finance and economic trading has significantly evolved over recent
years. Version 2.0 brought features such as Smart Contracts, Decentralised Applications (Dapps), Decentralised
Autonomous Organsiations (DAOs), etc. Version 3.0 has put emphasis on extending the technology into more
aspects of social life, and it is taken up by other industry sectors (Jahankhani and Kendziersky, 2019). BCT
enabled digital transformation is moving past the Proof-of-Concept stage (WEF, 2020) and into more mature and
commercially relevant environments. BCT now finds its application in the areas of government, supply chain,
transport, health, retail, utilities, food and agriculture, science, literacy, culture, and art (Swan, 2015). The vision
for Blockchain 4.0 includes applications based on artificial intelligence and machine learning, and focuses on
efficiency, scalability, flexibility, and usability (Colomo-Palacios et al., 2020).
The BCT (Figure 3) combines several existing technologies, such as distributed ledger technology (DLT),
cryptography and consensus protocols (Palfreyman, 2015). A distributed ledger is essentially a database shared
across a network of multiple nodes (i.e. computers, sites and/or organizations) (UK Government Office for
Science, 2016) that allows any participant in the network to see the one system of record.

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of Blockchain (Quinnel, 2019)

Blockchain comes in different forms and with different properties (Table 1), so variants of blockchains show
advantages and limitations when applied to specific use cases. Public (permissionless) blockchains have been the
most popular ones, serving the purpose for wider adoption by the masses for common cryptocurrency-based
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networks. On the other side, private blockchains, intended for business use, provide many customization options,
such as permissions to join and to perform specific functions/roles, network configuration, visibility of data,
adapted and optimized security, scalability, capacity and general performance of the network, law compliance and
regulation. In permissionless blockchains any of the nodes can participate in the consensus algorithm being able
to validate transactions, whereas in permissioned blockchains only a selection of the nodes are further authorized
to validate transactions (Carminati, 2018). Depending on the use case, this can significantly boost trust and
confidence between participants. Consortium blockchains took the sweet-spot between fully open, decentralized
systems and fully centrally-controlled (Yafimava, 2019). They work as ‘semi-private’, having a controlled user
group, but working across different organizations. They are setting themselves up as a backbone for interorganisational solutions to improve workflows, accountability, and transparency. Consortium blockchain benefits
from the transactions’ efficiency (do not rely on proof-of-work to establish consensus) and privacy of private
blockchains, while leveraging the decentralized governance of public blockchains (Dib et al., 2018). With its
logic, blockchain can facilitate and foster collaboration by minimizing doubts and uncertainties in a networked
environment. For this an initial trust is required to begin with, i.e. organizations should have some trust in each
other but not necessarily complete trust.
Table 1. Main variations in blockchain applications (adapted from Ølnes et al., 2017)

BLOCKCHAIN POTENTIAL FOR COLLABORATIVE CIR

Previous fundamental research has set the theoretical base of the BCT and highlighted its ground-breaking nature
capable of disrupting industry and public sector activities. Numerous real-world applications are now already
proving advantages to BCT adopters and showing the benefits. However, the potential of BCT is still vastly
unexploited in the field of CI resilience programs, mainly due to the lack of specific research on the related use
cases, along with a deep understanding of the needs and challenges in deploying and managing BCT for this
purpose.
Inter-organizational relationships have become fundamental for a resilient performance and the main proposition
here is that BCT could drastically improve the way in which individuals and organizations work together to build
resilience (Figure 4). This section presents the emerging paradigms and approaches related to inter-organizational
CIR and further discusses the potential of BCT to support their implementation and/or advancement.

Figure 4. Blockchain as a technological backbone of PPCs for CIR

The top element represents the CI ecosystem and its stakeholder organisations. These stakeholders (or some of
them) usually work together in the form of a CIR programme. Public-Private Collaborations (PPCs, aka PublicPrivate Partnerships - PPPs) have emerged as the most promising model all around the world to deal with CIR
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issues (Dunn-Cavelty and Suter 2009) and develop effective CIR strategies (U.S. DHS, 2013). PPCs seek to
improve protection and resilience of interdependent CI systems by matching complementary skills, expertise and
resources from public and private sectors (Trucco and Petrenj, 2017). Different levels of inter-organizational
relationships have been used to describe and analyze how organizations work together to solve problems (Crosby
and Bryson, 2005).
Investigating the potential of BCT adoption in the CIR domain should evolve around two main issues:
• understanding how the use of the BCT could enable different levels of inter-organizational approaches
(coordination, cooperation and collaboration);
• conceive and demonstrate how these blockchain-enabled capabilities could support a more effective
operationalisation of the emerging approaches to inter-organizational CIR building.
Inter-organizational relationships

The first part should investigate if the consortium blockchain could represent a technological backbone for PPCs
that would enable seamless and trusted peer-to-peer value exchange – and here is the logic.
Blockchain can be well suited for secure information exchanges across network security domains, such as interorganizational (including cross-border) information sharing (Olson, 2018). While public blockchain can support
crypto-related, business-to-consumer (B2C) and consumer-to-consumer (C2C) use cases, private blockchain is
best-suited for inter-organizational business processes and to support business partnerships (B2B) (Carminati,
2018). In our context, on top of B2B, we focus on business-to-government (B2G) and government-to-government
(G2G) use cases (non-commercial interaction between Government organizations, departments, and authorities
where business sensitive information are potentially exchanged during an emergency), where variations of
consortium blockchain might be the suitable option. By using BCT, organizations can benefit from a more
efficient (time and cost) transfer of value, with a reduced risks of fraud and tampering. It enables the
decentralization of organizations and processes as well as the automation of transactions and administration
functions.
The distinctive characteristics of BCT, compared to a traditional database, are (Jaeger, 2018; UK Government
Office for Science, 2016):
• Distributed across and managed by peer-to-peer networks of computing devices;
• Transaction data is shared so each node has the same information;
• Consensus mechanisms validate transactions to ensure there is one and only version of the truth;
• The data is immutable because each transaction is cryptographically secured and linked to the previous
transaction;
• An asset on a blockchain has provenance, it is traceable where it came from and how ownership changed
over time.
These characteristics of the BCT could possibly bring radical improvements to the way the organizations work
together to build CI resilience (Table 2), by offering enhanced efficiency, reliability, trustworthiness,
interoperability, security, privacy (and more) when sharing information or even other resources.
Table 2. Key potential benefits of BCT for inter-organizational resilience building
(supporting a network of CI stakeholders)

Technical/Informational

No single point of failure, Immutable (tamper-proof) data, Privacy, Identity
Management, Access Management, Information/Cyber Security

Organizational

Improved risk management, Inter-organizational resilience capabilities, Peer-topeer transactions, Supply-chain visibility, Efficient and automated processes,
Sharing resources, Joint/aligned decision-making, Aligned Plans

Social

Increased Trust, Improved awareness (on stakeholders, interdependencies,
information needs), Mental model (level of engagement on voluntary basis)

Governments across the world are already conducting pilots using blockchain for the storage of important
information and documents like digital identities, certificates, licenses, government decisions and legislation
(Ølnes et al., 2017). There have been efforts to establish cross-border emergency response, e.g. between Canada
and United States (Transport Canada, 2017) by setting a cross-border response agreement and developing
procedures. However, the procedures are still cumbersome, inefficient and requiring lots of physical
documentation and paperwork. Globally, inter-organizational resource sharing for CIR is still far from being
commonly implemented. In this aspect, the use of BCT could remove administrative burden, automate and
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significantly speed up the process – for example through blockchain stored and government validated response
authorizations, licenses, automated insurance activation, automated asset tracking, all powered and triggered by
smart contracts (Litan, 2020). Smart contracts (Szabo, 1997) are pieces of software that regulate the exchange of
resources between participants. Smart contracts are generally used to automatize and make transactions seamless
and more efficient. It is part of BCT with the highest potential to revolutionize all sorts of transactions from the
execution of legal agreements to the IoT. Smart contracts show high potential to facilitate cross-organizational
processes and collaboration (Prause and Hoffmann, 2020). The collaboration, i.e. the power-sharing concept is
explained as “actors jointly exercising their capabilities related to a problem in order to further their separate
and joint aims … power sharing requires a common or mutual objective … shared power remains a mixed motive
situation in which participants reserve the right of exit” (Crosby and Bryson, 2005, p. 18). Even though the
stakeholder organizations are willing to do more to build CI resilience, none has enough power and resources to
achieve it acting alone. Collaborative approach to CIR would include joint decision-making, shared, collaborative
preparedness planning and shared concept of operations (CONOPS).
This also brings us to the need of investigating a strategy for blockchain governance in this specific application
case. Governance mechanisms must take into account specific requirements, which are different from the typical
business context (Benaben et al., 2017). PPCs for CIR are basically networks of legally autonomous organizations
that work together to achieve both their own and collective goals. Some form of governance is needed to ensure
participants engagement, resolve possible conflicts, and optimize resource utilization (Provan and Kenis, 2008).
Provan and Kenis (2008) presented and compared different approaches to govern networks based on their main
characteristics. When it comes to CIR, approaches to Inter-Organizational ‘network governance’ (also called
‘collaborative governance’ or ‘meta-governance’) are discussed considering as a wide variety of network
management strategies to guide and structure interaction processes (CRN, 2009; Klijn et al., 2020). Governance
models of permissioned blockchain must fit the governance model of the network of involved actors, i.e. which
nodes are authorized to access, which portions of data, who will have validation rights, etc. (Carminati, 2018).
Different layers of control, permission and visibility could answer to a number of information sharing and
collaboration needs and requirements of data confidentiality of transactions and of data.
Emerging concepts and approaches related to CIR

Network centric (enabled) operations (NCO/NEO) paradigm, is based on the idea that a network of well-informed
geographically dispersed actors, may have higher performances thanks to its information advantage. NEO concept
promotes flatter organizational structures, breaking down information silos (sharing information vertically and
horizontally) and empowering individuals at the edge of an organization – at least in situations when dealing with
emergencies (Alberts and Hayes, 2003). Experiments of NCO implementation had been already tested in the crisis
management domain (e.g. in the Netherlands – van de Ven et al., 2018), but with the lowest maturity levels
achieved. BCT might become the key technological enabler of the NEO principles, providing necessary
advantages of networks (such as operational resilience), making them less vulnerable (not beatable in any one
place), dynamic and flexible (new elements can be easily added and removed). Peer-to-peer information exchange
also gives a possibility to flatten hierarchical structures and increase tempo when needed.
CI are increasingly becoming equipped with Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) technology, from transportation
to energy production, making them more connected than they have ever been. BCT may be applied to detect a
malicious tampering of data during transmissions to and from CI (e.g. IoT devices) ensuring that the data is from
a verified source and issued at a verified time (UK Government Office for Science, 2016). It can also assure data
integrity in software and firmware. A blockchain-based cybersecurity platform can secure connected devices using
digital signatures to identify and authenticate them, adding them as authorized participants in the blockchain
network and ring-fencing CI by rendering them invisible to unauthorized access attempts (Muchena, 2019).
Capability‐based planning and capability assessment are high on the agendas of several countries and
organizations as part of their risk management and emergency preparedness (EC, 2015; UNISDR, 2015). Moving
from the traditional approach (Safety-I), which focuses on eliminating causes and improving barriers, a new more
holistic approach is emerging, which embraces Resilience Engineering thinking (Safety-II) as a complementary
approach where attention is directed to the system’s abilities to perform and to succeed under varying conditions
(Hollnagel et al., 2013). In the EM domain, the term capability is usually used in relation to resources and capacity
(Lindbom et al., 2015). Resilience capabilities can be understood as enablers of activities and functions that serve
the resilience goals (Kozine et al., 2018). The US Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) uses the
‘core capabilities’ approach to achieve the National Preparedness Goal (U.S. DHS, 2015). London Resilience
Partnership’s approach to resilience building is based around the development of capabilities as a mechanism for
greater multi-agency cooperation in planning for, and responding to large-scale emergencies (LRG, 2020). The
Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency (MSB) performs an annual national capability assessment (Swedish MSB,
2012). European READ project developed a capabilities-based approach to assessing CIR as a step towards
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informed resource allocation and operation in the context of EM or multi stakeholder planning (Kozine et al.,
2018). Capability-based planning has become the gold standard also for defense planning as it enables military
agencies to identify program needs, allocate resources, and track activities and outcomes (De Spiegeleire, 2011).
Resource Based View (RBV) and Resource Orchestration Theory (ROT) are the main theories to define and
operationalize the core capabilities and to enable collaborative processes for a more effective EM. The ROT is
used to investigate the resources (tangible and intangible assets) and develop capabilities to orchestrate and
operationalize them (Burin et al. 2020), where the orchestration of resources involves their configuration and
combination to create synergies (Gulati et al. 2011). Capabilities must be orchestrated both at the intra- and interorganizational levels since the focus on interdependent systems requires the involvement of actors with different
competencies and resources. This is compatible with the ROT which proposes the possibility to integrate resources
across organizations, thus developing capabilities unavailable to organizations working on their own (Burin et al.
2020).
Both resources and specific capabilities of individual organisations could be made available as services, in a
similar manner. Actors, people and organizations, create capabilities that help in finding a solution for unexpected
problems they have to deal with, during daily operations and activities. In this case the gaps of an organisation
can be filled by capabilities offered by another one. In software engineering Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)
is “a paradigm for organizing and utilizing distributed capabilities that may be under the control of different
ownership domains” (MacKenzie et al, 2006, p.29). When dealing with an inter-organizational process the target
scenario should be the one of SOA, where services are discovered, composed and deployed on the fly based on
the needs (Carminati, 2018).
Most CI systems are important not only for a normal functioning of societies, but continuous operation is required
also during disasters to fully respond to community needs and recovery activities. However, it is demonstrated
that the capacity of many CI during disasters has been compromised. When trying to ensure the business (and
service) continuity organizations rarely go beyond the boundaries of their organization to include the supply chain,
district or infrastructural dimensions of Business Continuity Planning (BCP). Thus, the drafting of guidelines for
BCP implementation at district level is an emerging concept on global level. Area Business Continuity
Management (Baba et al., 2014), as named by the Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA), is a framework
for coordinated damage mitigation measures and recovery actions of stakeholders including individual enterprises,
industrial area managers, local authorities and CI in order for business continuation of a certain area as a whole..
Area BCM could hugely benefit from the BTC-enabled inter-organizational capabilities, including Business
Impact Analysis (BIA) that would take into account interdependencies and consequences of cascading effects,
selection of recovery strategies and developing collaborative BCPs. It is also very common that the weakest part
of a BCP are vulnerabilities that lie with suppliers at deep tiers of the supply chains that might not be visible while
BTC finds its application for an increased supply-chain visibility (U.S. DHS, 2020). The data integration processes
between manufacturers, retailers and suppliers provides greater reliability, transparency and security. The ability
to digitize and securely store information on any asset allows organizations to track their ownership, location,
state, availability and other relevant attributes (Min, 2019).
The summary or emerging research areas in CIR which could benefit from BCT is given in Table 3.
Table 3. Summary of possible BCT uses to address the challenges of effective CIR
(high-level overview)

Public-Private
collaborations

Technological enabler of seamless and trusted peer-to-peer transactions within
a network of CI stakeholders

Information sharing

Overcome existing issues and barriers, support requirements of networkenabled operations

Resource sharing

Cross-organizational resource management and cooperation

Power sharing

Joint decision making, collaborative resilience planning.

Capability-based planning
(Inter-organizational
capabilities)

Resilience capabilities development and inter-organizational capacities
deployment (Service Oriented Architecture)

Supply chain resilience

Supply-chain visibility, product provenance, traceability, process automation

Business
Planning

Enable and support a Collaborative Business Continuity Planning

Continuity

Advanced analytics
decision-making

and

Facilitate use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML)
applications
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A CALL FOR RESEARCH AND RESEARCH AGENDA

The blockchain emerged as a disruptive technology with a tremendous transformative potential for our societies
(Atzori. 2017). Blockchain promises to be a great solution for use cases that rely on security, controlled access,
accountability, transparency, efficiency, and trust (Yli-Huumo et al., 2016), also in situations where multiple
organizations need to come together and agree on participants, roles, assets and transactions between each other.
There is a number of research streams that would benefit from being systematically explored to fully exploit the
BCT potential in this domain. Due to the space constraints, we cover some of the main topics, which are not
exhaustive by any means, but they show that many novel research directions could take place (Table 4).
To start with, it is important to understand if, how, and in what degree, the blockchain technology implementation
would be able to address exiting issues and barriers to inter-organizational information sharing (Petrenj et al.,
2013). In addition, to what extent it could create abilities to improve maturity level of NEO by breaking
information stovepipes through trusted peer-to-peer information exchange and efficient authority delegation,
powering operational-level efficiency. Further exploration should also question how can BCT contribute to the
development of specific resilience capabilities (intra and inter-organizational). For example, facilitating crossorganizational resilience capabilities/services deployment through smart contracts (in SOA manner), thus
significantly improving emergency response and recovery. This would also contribute to the Area BCM since CI
individual BCPs largely depend on external factors such as public agencies support levels, external resources and
supply chains. In order to be effective, BCPs must leverage inter-organizational relations in all phases of the
development. Scholars also emphasize BCT application for the management of common-pool resources in the
context of networks and supply chains to solve and overcome obstacles related to fragmentation and distributed
structures (Prause and Hoffmann, 2020).
On the technical side, a detailed analysis is needed to assess and benchmark existing consortium blockchain
platforms and technologies – architectures, technological components, consensus algorithms, possible
applications, etc. Advantages and limitations of each must be understood for this specific domain of application.
There is a need to investigate blockchain interoperability with existing IT systems but also that different
blockchain network can interact with each other (Akram et al., 2020)
Ability to hide sensitive information and share only selected data might encourage CI operators, responders and
governments to share anonymized data for artificial intelligence and machine learning decentralized applications
to enhance data analysis and support the overall decision-making process. On top of this, numerous successful
BCT use cases already exist – their applicability and transferability to the CIR domain should be investigated.
Even though the most of the literature deals with the technological capabilities, BCT applications can have
significant effects on the way organizational processes are designed (Ølnes et al., 2017). BCT will fundamentally
change how organizations deal with all types of transactions, and so how organizations manage their processes
within the network of involved stakeholders.
Table 4. Proposed research directions

Blockchain Good Practices

Blockchain platforms
technologies

Identification and review of existing successful use cases of BCT,
assessment of their applicability and transferability to CIR domain (e.g. from
Supply Chain, Cybersecurity domains)
and

Assessment and benchmarking of existing consortium blockchain
frameworks and platforms in light of these use cases

Inter-organizational
approaches

Investigate opportunities for BCT exploitation to enable inter-organizational
sharing (information, resources, power)

Inter-organizational resilience
management

Examining the potential and applicability of BCT (and Smart Contracts) to
enable cross-organizational and cross-border resilience capabilities
deployment (Service Oriented Architecture - SOA )

BCT adoption hurdles

Challenges, barriers and risks of BCT adoption in this domain and how to
deal with them

Interoperability

Requirements for the interoperability between blockchain and IT systems in
use by CI stakeholders; interoperability between different consortium
blockchains

Legal aspects

Legal and regulatory concerns should be explored (around data privacy,
enforceability of contracts), which could hinder the technology adoption.

Ethical aspects

Investigate existence of any ethical and/or social implications of adopting
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BCT in this domain
Business
Management
Governance

Continuity

Support collaborative Area Business Continuity Planning
Governance models of private permissioned blockchain and their
compatibility with the governance models of PPCs

Risks and benefits related to BCT adoption and application must be carefully identified and assessed as well.
While BCT can solve many of the existing challenges it may also bring new risks. The resilience of such
blockchain should be assessed, since once deployed it becomes a CI itself. More research is also needed on the
financial costs and benefits of building and running permissioned blockchains in the context of PPC for CIR.
Rather than trying to remedy the problem by developing an ICT to support collaboration, the right approach would
be creation, transformation and perfecting of collaboration process (facilitated by ICT) to improve interorganizational resilience capabilities (Sagun et al, 2009). Looking at the broader picture of public-private
collaborations for CIR, ultimately, it might be mostly a question of governance, whether collaborative initiatives
will succeed or fail.
CONCLUSIONS

This paper discusses how adoption and adaptation of BTC could bring radical improvements to the way
organizations work together to build CIR. The main contribution is synthesizing the knowledge from the previous
work on these topics, and presenting it in a synergistic context to provide a springboard for the new research that
would benefit both fields. Our vision is that the research of the potential of BCT adoption in the CIR domain
should evolve around understanding how the use of the BCT could enable different levels of inter-organizational
capabilities (coordination, cooperation and collaboration), on one side, and explore how these blockchain-enabled
capabilities could support more effective operationalization of the emerging approaches to inter-organizational
CIR building. Risks and challenges of BCT adoption in this domain should also be investigated.
The main limitation of the paper is its conceptual nature – it relates groups of concepts and ideas analyzing already
available information from the two fields. Future research is therefore needed to further detail CIR needs and map
them against BCT capabilities, thus developing initial use cases, practical experiments and related Proofs of
Concepts.
The authors are looking forward to all kinds of feedback that may improve this work, and hope to stimulate further
discussion and research in this multidisciplinary domain.
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ABSTRACT

The field of crisis informatics now has a decade-long history of designing tools that leverage social media to
support decision-makers situational awareness. Despite this history, there remains few examples of these tools
adopted by practitioners. Recent fieldwork with public safety answering points and first responders has led to an
awareness of the need for tools that gather actionable information, rather than situational awareness alone. This
paper contributes to an ongoing discussion about these concepts by proposing a model that embeds the concept of
actionable information into Endsley’s model of situational awareness. We also extend the insights of this model to
the design implications of future information processing systems.
Keywords

Actionable information, situational awareness, social media, crisis management.
INTRODUCTION

Crisis informatics, as a whole, aims at helping crisis responders by delegating a part of their workload to computers.
To do so, many years of research led to the proposition of different systems or organizational recommendations to
process social media data during crisis events. Emerging sources of data, such as social media, sensors in smart
cities, or drones offer new research horizons. Many researchers have explored the value of information collected
on social media to provide first responders the information that they need to respond. Supported by the rapid
development of machine learning based techniques, several systems have been developed. (Vieweg 2012) presents
social media content as a usable and valid source of information for decision makers during emergency events. At
the same time, researchers such as (Verma et al. 2011) proposed to automate the processing of social media data for
identifying relevant information.
Many systems have been then built, with a wide variety of features, to improve the Situational Awareness of the
users. Noticing the lack of adoption of the systems created over the past decade by practitioners, researchers
started to question the "situational awareness improvement" goal (Zade et al. 2018; Kropczynski, Grace, et al.
2018). (Zade et al. 2018) propose a survey and interviews of, mostly, practitioners with a manager role, whereas
(Kropczynski, Grace, et al. 2018) fieldwork’s focused specifically on 911 call takers. This questioning began from
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two observations presented in the aforementioned studies. First, the adoption of the proposed systems among
practitioners is low. Secondly, practitioners, to a large extent, did not mention the need for Situational Awareness.
Instead they emphasized on "identifying actionable information" as a primary information need from data collection
efforts. Thus, the two previous articles propose refinements to the situational awareness paradigm. They define a
new paradigm, actionability, that act as a criteria for incoming information: Is this information actionable for the
first responder?
At the light of the previous findings, one can wonder the relationship between the concept of Actionability and
Situational Awareness. This paper aims to further discussions in the ISCRAM community around the question:
What is the position of the concept of Actionable Information in regard to the previous work on Situational
Awareness in the design of social media data processing systems? The motivation behind this question is to further
explore the initial problematic(s) of the domain, to then build systems that would better address responders needs.
In order to initiate the discussions, the current article explores three aspects: (1) What are situational awareness
and actionability? The literature review cover the previous propositions of definitions for both concepts and their
evolution. (2) Are these two concepts separate from each other? In the third section, we argue, through a revision of
Endsley’s model, that Situational Awareness and Actionability are part of the same picture and both concepts are
highly relevant for system design. (3) What does the consideration of actionability and situational awareness bring
to the design of systems ? The last section builds on the previous two sections to propose principles to include in
the development of systems that would benefit responders.
PREVIOUS WORK ON SITUATIONAL AWARENESS AND ACTIONABILITY
Conceptualizing Situational Awareness

Situational awareness is often described in simple terms as the understanding of the "big picture" of the situation.
More precisely, it is the comprehension of the different aspects of an event, environment, and/or entities and how they
are more likely to evolve in the near future. Sufficient situational awareness is a critical factor in decision making.
Each individual has its own situational awareness, depending on several factors such as experience, perception
ability, training etc. The group formed by individuals also carries its own situational awareness. In an emergency
situation, decision-makers commonly find themselves in a rapidly changing environment and the availability and
quantity of information may vary. Thus, tools that help to recover a sufficient situational awareness are of interest.
The currently dominant definition is seminal work presented in (Endsley 1995). Endsley, which proposes a definition
of situational awareness as well as a model to explain how it fits into the decision-making process. She then defines
situational awareness as the "perception of the elements in the environment within a volume of time and space, the
comprehension of their meaning and the projection of their status in the near future." (Kropczynski, Grace, et al.
2018, p.36) This definition is associated with three levels: (1) perception, (2) comprehension, and (3) projection.
Perception refers to an operator’s ability to detect relevant signals through the senses. Level 2, comprehension,
refers to the ability to interpret and make connections between perceived signals. The last level, level 3, corresponds
to the ability to anticipate future events based on available information. Figure 1 provides an overview of situational
awareness in the decision-making process according to (Endsley 1995).
Numerous works in crisis informatics have extended this definition to meet the needs of this domain. (Vieweg 2012)
thus uses the definition of (Endsley 1995) in that it tries to identify if the content of microblog contents can be
useful during massive emergencies. The author therefore starts from a corpus of messages posted on Twitter during
different events and identifies tweets that have the potential to improve situational awareness.
Later, (Verma et al. 2011) proposed to automate the processing of this information by natural language processing
systems. Inspired by this proposition, several research teams built software to reproduce the results of Vieweg using
computational automation. These systems aim to improve the user’s situational awareness during mass emergencies.
Many systems have been developed to classify tweets: (Caragea et al. 2011; Ashktorab et al. 2014; Imran et al. 2014).
More recently, systems proposing a multi-modal approach (image + text) have been proposed. The multiplication of
heterogeneous data collection channels is a promising approach. This approach enables systems to bring different
points of view on the same event to the user. It also brings an interesting research perspective, especially when it
comes to merging the two types of data. The combination of heterogeneous data sources can provide opportunities:
(i) to collect more information (ii) to verify certain information when text and image overlap, and (iii) fill gaps in
one information source with that of another.
Improving situational awareness is a common goal of many social media data aggregation systems and are espoused
to address information needs first responders. Much progress has been made on information aggregation, processing,
and analysis thanks to the work of these teams. However, given that these systems are not often utilized by
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Figure 1. Situational awareness model from Endsley 1995.

practitioners, we believe that enhanced situational awareness alone is unsatisfactory. Instead, evidence pointing to
the need to consider other aspects of the information processing pipeline bears consideration in the development of
new data systems.
Conceptualizing Actionability

As previously mentioned, fieldwork with crisis managers and operators of call centers found that situational
awareness was not the primary information need of these practitioners (Zade et al. 2018; Kropczynski, Grace, et al.
2018) . Although this is the case, we are aware that depending on the nature of an incident a crisis management
team can also find themselves lacking the information about the ongoing event necessary to take action, or on the
contrary, flooded with information in a way that overloads person capacity to process information. Systems that
process social media data can act as an additional source of information, so they help to cope with the first case.
On the other side, when information is abundant, they do not necessarily provide the actionable information that
emergency services need to plan a response. As a result, the issue of the relevance of the data provided should be
given greater emphasis within systems design. This requires a proper definition of actionable information and a
description of how it can be operationalized into system requirements.
During interviews with American emergency call centers’ operators, (Kropczynski, Grace, et al. 2018 identified
some of the criteria that would lead to what they refer to as a "golden tweet" or, a timely and actionable post
to Twitter. Similarly to how they handle calls, 911 operators are looking for information that answer the 6Ws.
These 6Ws are: Where is the assistance needed, What is the event taking place, Weapon(s) involved in the event
(if relevant to the nature of the event), Who is involved in the event, When the event started, and in some cases
information is collected regarding Why the event is happening. These specific questions help the call takers to
acquire specific information that were identified has the most useful information to respond quickly and effectively
an emergency—or in other words, to take action with regard to a particular event. Later, they refined the coding
scheme they obtained in their 2018 article, with subcategories based on an analysis of how actionable information
appears within actual social media posts during a crisis (Kropczynski, Halse, et al. 2019). At the light of this refined
ontology, they coded 200 tweets and reported the proportion of tweets that were fitting in these categories. Their
results show that among the tweets, four of the categories (Where, What, Who, Why) were significantly present,
while two (Weapon and When) were rare.
Using a similar methodology, (Zade et al. 2018) conducted a survey and various interviews of emergency and
humanitarian responders. They focused their research towards the question "how can the right information reach the
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right person at the right time?" In their approach to this research, they first asked practitioners to define actionability.
(Zade et al. 2018) report "participants described actionable information as anything which either they or their
organization could use at that moment to assist, enact, or expedite the solution to a (potentially) identified issue."
More importantly, the authors report that the practitioners were using a definition according to their organizational
role. More than definitions, the authors looked at the factors of actionability, and identified:
• Role of the practitioner
• Timeliness
• Location
• Credibility
• Context
They highlight some of the processes involved in actionability, namely (i) information verification, (ii) feedback
adjusting the context of an action, and (iii) assessing quality and relevance of the information.
ACTIONABLE INFORMATION IN A SITUATIONAL AWARENESS WORLD

The way the authors perceive the previous definitions is as follows: a crisis situation happened when an unexpected
and destructive event impact a community. This crisis event takes place in a given environment, in which first
responders are deployed. Given the chaotic nature of the crisis, decision-makers are placed in an environment that is
now unknown to them. They do not know what is or is not impacted by the event and what is the current state of the
different elements/assets of their environment. In this context, the decision-makers see their situational awareness
reduced to zero at the start of the event. As situational awareness is one of the first block to achieve decision-making,
the decision-makers will try to rebuild their situational awareness. This start by recovering an adequate perception
of the elements/assets of their environment (level 1 of SA). From that perception, they will use their skills/training
to understand (level 2 of SA) the current situation and then evaluate the future status of their environment (level 3 of
SA). In this picture, an actionable information is an information that can immediately trigger a decision from the
decision-makers. For instance, they receive a report of an injured person. They can instantly decide to evacuate that
person. However, if they didn’t recover enough situational awareness yet, by not knowing safe places to conduct
the evacuation, they might prefer to not consider this piece of information as actionable. While it is a useful and
important piece of information, decision-makers have to delay their final decision on the evacuation. Only when
they will have a sufficient perception of their environment they will be able to order the evacuation of the injured
person. The following section details the reasoning that led to this vision of the relationship between Situational
Awareness and Actionability.
Both the concept of Actionable Information and Situational Awareness are then linked to the concept of Information.
Here, we use the definitions of Data and Information proposed by (Ackoff 1989) in his Data-Information-KnowledgeWisdom framework. The concept of Data is an abstraction. It refers to symbols that have no meaning beyond
their existence. Information on the other hand, is data that has been given meaning by the creation of connections
between those points. Information generally answer questions such as "who", "what", "where" and "when". Thus,
Information if what the caller takers interviewed in (Kropczynski, Grace, et al. 2018) are looking for through the
6W’s framework.
Information and Data are also present in the Situational Awareness model proposed in (Endsley 1995). To the three
levels proposed, and described earlier in the literature review, we can associate the Data-Information-Knowledge
concepts as proposed in Figure 2.
The first level of Situational awareness concerns the perception of the "elements/assets" (or data) of the environment.
Effective data collection allows a decision-maker to achieve a sufficient perception of the surrounding environment
and a means to describe it. Assuming this first level is effective, the second level of Situational Awareness consists
of being able to form patterns with the other elements/assets. Through the interpretation of the different data points
and the way they interact with each other, the operator is able to understand the ongoing situation. This is this level
of Situational Awareness that decision-makers are required to reach to be able to make decision. This is also this
same level that is often lost during the chaotic nature of a mass emergency event, and that decision makers try to
recover using situational awareness tools (Endsley 1995). The final level use the patterns known or identified by
the decision-makers to make predictions on the future states of the environment, thus referring to the Knowledge
layer of the framework. It is preferred that the decision-maker has this level of Situational Awareness, but it is not
necessarily required.
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Figure 2. Location of Data-Information-Knowledge concepts in the Situational Awareness model

Situational Awareness is built upon any Data or Information about the current state of environment and that is
delivered to the decision-maker. Using the previous proposition, we are now able to envision a relationship between
Situational Awareness and Actionable Information. As Actionable Information is a type of Information, it is then
embedded in the second level of Situational Awareness. The difference with regular Information, is that Actionable
Information is the missing piece of the puzzle that allows the decision-makers to make a decision. As a result,
Situational Awareness is the puzzle comprised of pieces of Information that decision makers try to assemble during
the event, and Actionable Information constitutes the final, missing pieces of that puzzle necessary to comprehend
the whole. Actionable Information is then a specific piece of Information in the Situational Awareness model. As
mentioned in the literature review above, (Zade et al. 2018) identify five features that make an information actionable
(role of the responder, timeliness, location, credibility and context). Here, we make the claim that responders’
role, timeliness of the information, location and credibility are all impacted by the context (type, scale, location,
responders’ capabilities, and capacities among others). Moreover, Thus, we consider that actionable information is
information that satisfies four criteria:
• Relevant: the information is delivered at the right place, to the right person.
• Timely: the information is delivered at the right time during the event.
• Precision: the information has to provide precise information. Location is the most requested precise
information, but other such as the number of persons involved in an incident fits in this category.
• Reliable: the information is credible and can be verified.
All these criteria are context-dependent. As an example, when is an information delivered "at the right time"? The
right time can be seen as a time window allowed by the acquisition of previous incomplete information, with missing
parts and where a new incoming information to complete the puzzle. Therefore, there can be no one-size-fits-all
social media processing system that provides only Actionable Information to the user. In (Silberschatz and Tuzhilin
1996) the authors describe two major issues with the processing of Actionable Information: (i) there are a lot
of patterns of interest, that have to be divided into a finite set of action-pattern equivalence; (ii) pattern-action
associations are likely to change overtime, thus, the life cycle of these associations has to be managed. The concept
of actionable information is important, yet subjective and fuzzy, as the criteria above show. But while there could
be no definitive definition, there is definitely room for improvement in the way that the information retrieved by
social media processing system is organized.
IMPLICATIONS FOR SOCIAL MEDIA PROCESSING SYSTEM DESIGN

As (Zade et al. 2018) highlighted, proposed social media systems have not been widely adopted by emergency
responders. Among all the reasons that could explain this lack of interest, some are certainly related to the design of
the systems. Systems initially developed were focused on increasing the amount of information provided to first
responders. However, the misfit of the categories used by these classification systems ultimately lead to adding
noise in the processing. In addition, the information did not always fit the responder’s need, resulting in additional
noise. Current systems handle data collection and information extraction. But the resulting flow might still be
overwhelming for social media operators. The systems developed should require a minimal amount of attention from
the operators on the menial tasks, while keeping her engaged. As the goal of increasing the volume of information
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available to emergency managers can be considered as achieved, future work could concern information quality.
This quality improvement can be achieved by adding support to Actionable Information identification. But, as stated
earlier, Actionable Information can be identified by systems only by having a sufficient Situational Awareness at
first hand. Thus, social media processing systems need to be able to both perceive and comprehend the situation.
Solidifying SA’s Assets

Systems to improve SA were built throughout the decade. Significant lessons have been learn along the way. It
might be beneficial to undertake a revision of the design principles that guided the first situational awareness systems
in the light of this feedback. (Endsley 2016) offers some guiding principles, focus on the user, to the design of
Situational Awareness support systems. As an example, the authors identify 8 "demons" (factors) that harm the
Situational Awareness of the operators:
• Attentional tunneling: fixating one set of information to the exclusion of the others.
• Requisite memory trap: over reliance of the system on the operator’s short memory.
• Workload, anxiety, fatigue, and other stressors
• Data overload
• Misplaced salience: misplaced warnings or sign that incorrectly catch the user attention
• Complexity creep: complex systems, cluttered of features, prevent the user to create an accurate mental model
• Errant mental models: incorrect mental models ultimately lead to poor comprehension and projection
• Out-of-the-loop syndrome: automated systems sometime do not completely inform the user
Moreover, in a later chapter, the authors provide thoughts on the automation of SA-related problems. Automation
can be responsible of three issues: (i) out of the loop syndrome, (ii) inaccurate understanding of the system by the
operator and (iii) diminishing return of decision support systems. To prevent theses caveats, the authors of this article
advise for an adaptive automation and choose the right level of automation. They organize their recommendations
through eleven principles:
• Automate only if necessary
• Use automation for assistance in carrying out routine actions rather than higher level cognitive tasks
• Provide SA support rather than decision
• Keep the operator in control and in the loop
• Avoid the proliferation of automation modes
• Make modes and system states salient
• Enforce automation consistency
• Avoid advanced queuing of tasks
• Avoid the use of information cueing
• Use methods of decision support that create human/system symbiosis
• Provide automation transparency
These insights are valuable in the design of an effective social media processing system for crisis response. Yet,
these principles will only be valuable to provide a better SA to the user of such system.
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Environment Comprehension and Actionable Information identification

Once systems are able to correctly figure support the first level of Situational Awareness of its users, it is then
possible to support the second level. The comprehension of the environment corresponds to the acquisition of
Information from the Data acquired during the perception. Many of the social media processing systems mentioned
in the Introduction section are already able to process Data to create some Information. Currently, few of them are
capable to provide Actionable Information directly. To do so, the system must be capable of identifying Information
that correspond to some criteria like those proposed by (Zade et al. 2018). However, being able to define an
Information as Relevant or Timely require an understanding of the context of the Information. This context is
created by managing and organizing the Information created from the Data. Integrating the Information acquired in
a temporal and geographical framework allows subsequently to create relationships between these different pieces of
Information. This will had a few extra segments compared to the previously used architecture. Generally, systems
were composed of a layer for data collection and management, and a layer for information creation. For instance, a
new system’s architecture could instead be composed of four segments:
1. Data collection and management
2. Information creation (to support level 1 of Situational Awareness)
3. Information management (to support level 2 of Situational Awareness)
4. Information filtering (to identify Actionable Information)
Data collection and management, as well as Information creation already gained attention. However, Information
Management and Information filtering to produce Actionable Information remains mostly unexplored. (Bidoux
et al. 2019) explores automated planning to propose a strategy to handle the event in an efficient way. To do so, the
authors propose a planning based on Multi Criteria Decision Analysis and make it specific to the event using a
preference approach. There are, however, some systems that have already attempted to integrate actionability into
their design. (Avvenuti et al. 2018) created CrisisMap. A social media processing system that aims at identifying
some of the factors to provide a more actionable information to the operators. The system extracts potential
crisis-related actionable information from tweets by adopting a classification technique based on a combination of
readily-available semantic annotators to geo-parse tweets. However, while the article uses this term, it is unclear if
the authors investigated its meaning or conflated it with situational Awareness. (Coche et al. 2021) also envisioned
a system that would go a step further, by not processing the data, but the information extracted. This is achieved by
encoding the appropriate categories through a metamodel of collaborative behaviors in a crisis environment. The
system could be able to automatically infer relationships between the different classes of information extracted and
identify by itself if the information is indeed actionable and then, worth mentioning to the user.
CONCLUSION

Crisis responders’ needs are still largely unexplored, and work similar to those undertaken by (Kropczynski, Grace,
et al. 2018; Zade et al. 2018) are the corner stone to the development of efficient and usable social media data
processing systems. Many advances have been made to make it easier for crisis managers to process social media
data. However, improving the situational awareness of decision makers proved to not be sufficient, we are still
unsure about the fact that identifying actionable information is the missing part. In fact, there could be other
alternatives to just the "right information". (Silberschatz and Tuzhilin 1996), along actionable information, use the
"unexpectedness" of the information as another indicator. One could also argue that the low quality of the data on
the social media prevents the discovery of actionable information. While this argument is interesting and has valid
origins, we live the study of the impact of the data quality for future work.
In this article, the authors motivation is to further explore the initial problematic(s) of crisis informatic, to build
systems that would better address responders needs. The literature review to cover the previous propositions of
definitions for both concepts and their evolution. The third section presents a revision of Endsley’s mode and argue
that Situational Awareness and Actionability are part of the same picture. The last section use the outcomes of the
two previous sections to provide insights for future system’s design. Based on our review of literature on the topics
of situational awareness and actionable information, we believe the combined model proposed in this paper may be
useful to consider when developing data processing tools in the future. Future work should test this model with
additional use cases, cognitive testings, and case studies for validation of the model. We contribute our work as
an extension of the discussion on social media analysis tools for situational awareness and their application for
gathering actionable information in the future.
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ABSTRACT

This paper introduces ZEUS, a novel software tool for the management of large-scale evacuations. The tasks
ZEUS supports were derived from two Standard Operating Procedures, developed on demand of the German
federal states. To this date, the authors are not aware of another software tool that gives technical support to the
management and control of large-scale evacuations as ZEUS does. It comprises functionalities to (pre-)plan a
large-scale evacuation, as well as functions for the management of the flow of evacuees during an evacuation
situation. This paper describes how the requirements of ZEUS were derived from the two named planning
frameworks and how use-cases were developed to meet the requirements; these use-cases were conceptualized as
different steps of a workflow. In an evaluation, the paper gives credit how ZEUS can provide technical support
for the evaluation of large-scale evacuations. The development phase of ZEUS has been finished and is presented
in this paper; the testing phase of the application will consist of a two-staged review process: first, a controlled
theoretical scenario is tested and, upon successful completion, a practical test on a large scale will be executed.
Keywords

Management of large-scale evacuations, emergency accommodation management, capacity management, tools
for emergency management, evacuation management.
INTRODUCTION

Industrial accidents, earthquakes or severe weather conditions can urge authorities to evacuate citizens on a large
scale. In Germany, for this challenging task there is currently no IT support available. This paper introduces
ZEUS1, a module for the crisis response system of the Ministry of Interior, Digitization, and Migration of the
German federal state of Baden-Württemberg. ZEUS is a web application offering functionalities for the
evacuation of large groups from hazardous areas to emergency accommodations in a safer area. ZEUS functions
are derived from two Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) for (pre-)planning emergency situations for large
scale evacuations and were sharpened during expert panel workshops.
This paper explains both the design process of ZEUS as well as the application itself. Starting with identifying
ZEUS is an acronym for the German title “Zentrale Evakuierungs- und Unterbringungssteuerung“, translating
to „central evacuation and accommodation control system”.
1
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general tasks for large scale evacuations in the SOPs, requirements for ZEUS were derived and evaluated during
two workshops. These results were comprised in a design study which formed the base for the implementation of
ZEUS. ZEUS functionalities comprise preplanning methods and functions to support authorities during a
evacuation situation. This contains the management of collecting points (CPs), civil protection contact points for
the allocation of persons to accommodations (CPCPs) and emergency accommodations (EAs). During an
evacuation, ZEUS supports staff at CPCPs to find an emergency accommodation with sufficient capacity and, if
required, further characteristics appropriate to the needs of the person/group to be assigned. The number of persons
accommodated in an EA can be tracked to prevent overloading. ZEUS also offers a set of key performance
indicators to reflect the allocation of emergency accommodations during and after the situation, offering the
possibility to transparently communicate with the public. Lastly, if desired, ZEUS can mirror all performed actions
into an event log. The developed functionalities provide technical support for disaster management authorities
(pre-)planning a large-scale evacuation.
RELATED WORK

As stated, the authors are not aware of a tool, that explicitly implements governmental guidelines to enable
authorities to plan and steer the evacuation flow during an ongoing large-scale evacuation. There exists a variety
of tools, for modelling and simulating evacuation flows from buildings to larger regions, such as (Ronchi et al.,
2016), (Thompson and Marchant, 1995), (Ronchi and Nilsson, 2014), as well as information systems indicating
hazardous areas, that likely need to be evacuated (Elsergany et al., 2015), (Yang et al., 2015). These systems focus
on explaining or predicting evacuee flows; ZEUS is a tool to administer the evacuation flow during an ongoing
crisis.
ESTABLISHING THE REQUIREMENTS FOR ZEUS

As stated by Kendra et al., emergency management tools must prevent to become fantasy documents, offering a
vision but no real benefit for the responders and authorities (Kendra, Rozdilsky und McEntire 2008). Therefore,
the development phase was preceded by an iterative series of workshops and conceptual work, including
representatives of all identified stakeholders (such as civil protection agencies, fire department, police, etc.) that
participated in this phase providing their expertise about the official SOPs and their real-world experience, to
ensure fulfilling the needs of the end-users. The goal of the conceptual phase was a system specification with
appropriate measures to fulfil these user requirements, to which all participants could commit.
A first draft of the ZEUS Study was developed according to two SOPs, the Framework for the Planning and
Implementation of Evacuation Measures for large scale areas2 and the Planning Framework for Disaster
Protection in the Perimeter of Nuclear Facilities3. Both are introduced in the following. This draft included use
cases, requirements and data models, as well as procedural constraints from the authorities, stakeholders and
user groups.
Table 1. Necessary tasks listed from (Strahlenschutzkommission, 2015)

Tasks
T1. Definition of affected communes
T3. Establishing Civil Protection
Points and Collection Points

T2. Derivation of evacuation (sub-)areas
Contact

T4. Define required transport capacity

T5. Warning of the public

T6. Define evacuation routes

T7. Traffic Management

T8. Inform the public about helping infrastructure
(emergency stations, evacuation routes, …)

T9. Measures for public institutions (hospitals,
elder homes, kindergartens, schools, …)

T10. Measures keeping up the public order and
maintaining the public supply (water, energy,
…)

T11. Accommodation and provision of evacuees

T12. Establish exchange points for communication
between evacuation area and target area

T13. Registration of missing persons

Original title: Rahmenempfehlung für die Planung und Durchführung von Evakuierungsmaßnahmen einschließlich der
Evakuierung für eine erweiterte Region (RE Evakuierungsplanung)
3 Original title: Rahmenempfehlungen für den Katastrophenschutz in der Umgebung kerntechnischer Anlagen
2
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The Planning Framework for Civil Protection in the Perimeter of Nuclear Facilities was developed by the
Advisory Board for Radiative Protection for the Federal Ministry for Environment, Nature Conservation and
Nuclear Safety (BMU). This framework focusses on the evacuation of the surrounding area of nuclear facilities,
such as nuclear power plants, nuclear research reactors or intermediate nuclear storages
(Strahlenschutzkommission, 2015). In this document, amongst others, 13 tasks (T) are named, which must be
considered for the planning of evacuation measures around a nuclear facility.
The Framework for the Planning and Implementation of Evacuation Measures for large scale areas is adopted
by the Standing Conference of Interior Ministers and Senators of the federal states of Germany and helps as
framework to plan and execute appropriate measures, structured planning and specific actions in the case of
urgent, large scale evacuations of citizens (Arbeitskreis V, 2014). It was presented during the 200th conference of
the Interior Ministers during the 11th - 12th December 2014 as general planning and execution recommendation
for the evacuation of large-scale areas. After the determination of both existence of the emergency, as well as the
area of the threat, the suggested actions for preparation and pre-planning are largely influenced by those listed in
Table 1. In the execution phase of an evacuation, it lists seven required tasks to be in focus, which are split into
several sub-tasks. These tasks can be found in Table 2. For brevity, the sub-tasks are omitted. A further overallrequirement highlighted by the working group is the capability of the German federal states to support each other
in the different actions stated above (T21).
Table 2. Necessary tasks listed from (Arbeitskreis V, 2014)

Tasks
T14. Communication with press, media and
enterprises

T15. Actions in the area of emergency

T16. Alarming the first responders

T17. Deployment
machines

T18. Public warning

T19. Quality Control

T20. Traffic Management

T21. Cross-state support

and

coordination

of

tools,

After the first expert workshop, it was decided, that ZEUS should support the preplanning phase through functions
for the management of CPCPs and CPs, EAs. During an evacuation situation Actions in the area of emergency,
and after the situation Quality Control should be supported. Overall, exchanging information between evacuation
area and target area should be fostered.
T15 - Actions in the area of emergency is split into several sub actions, from which the following four were
selected (see Table 3).
Table 3. Sub-tasks of T15

Tasks
T15.1. Definition of the evacuation areas

T15.2. Estimate number of persons to evacuate

T15.3. Coordinate the provision of accommodation

T15.4. Assignment of persons to an accommodation

The select tasks of both frameworks then formed the base for the use-cases documented in the ZEUS Study, Alpha
draft. Based on the experience of the expert panel, specific tasks were chosen to receive technical support through
ZEUS (namely T1, T3, T5, T8, T11, T12, T14, T15.1-T15.4, T19, T21). From these tasks, functional
requirements (R) which ZEUS had to fulfil were derived. Table 4 briefly describes the requirements including the
tasks, they were derived from. It should be noted that R2.2 was not derived from a task, but from the experiences
of the expert panel.
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Table 4. Functional Requirements for ZEUS and the task they were derived from

Requirement

Description

Derived
from task

R1

Support preplanning actions through the management of
information for EAs, CPCPs and CPs.

T3

R2.1

During an evacuation situation, offer functionality to define the
evacuation area, based on a drawn (sub-)evacuation area or by
selecting the corresponding county or commune.

T1, T15.1

R2.2

Depending on the progress of the situation, allow subsequent
changes of the target area.
Estimate the number of persons within the selected evacuation
area.

-

R3

Support the definition of the target area by drawing the target area
or selecting the corresponding entities. Allow subsequent changes
of the target area.

T12

R4

Offer functionality to assign EAs, CPCPs and CPs to a situation
and create lists with assigned/active entities.

T3, T15.3

R5

During a situation, offer a situational overview with available
indicators, such as created emergency accommodation capacity.

T19, T12,

R6

Keep track of the implemented actions in an event log.

T12, T19,
T14

R7

Manage the allocation of persons to EAs and prevent over-usage.

T15.4,

R8.1

Offer functionality for staff at CPCPs to assign evacuees to EAs

T15.4, T11

R8.2

Offer filtering possibilities to find appropriate EAs for groups
(such as suitability for families and elder persons or based on
maximum distance.)

T11, T15.4

R9

Give an overview of the occupancy of EAs, communes, counties,
federal states and the evacuation area and target area.

T12, T14,
T19

R10

Keep track of persons send to another federal state and allow crossstate collaboration.
Allow officials from both evacuation and target area to exchange
information about the situation.

T21

R2.3

R11

T15.2

T12, T21

A workshop with an expert panel formed by members of the civil protection authorities from the cities Mannheim
and Pforzheim, executives from the emergency management offices of the regional administrative authorities
Freiburg and Karlsruhe and an executive of the Ministry of the Interior of Baden-Württemberg validated the
chosen steps and suggested corrections or enhancements. The validation was performed through presented
graphical drafts and discussions about the functionalities and standardized processes within German departments
and disaster management authorities. Furthermore, the expert panel defined necessary information which
complemented the data model. After this workshop, the concept was comprised as the ZEUS Study, Beta draft.
As the data model is very specific to the domain, it was compared to the official worksheets of the fire department
Mannheim for critical infrastructures (Stadt Mannheim, 2019). This document offers a standardized way to
characterize infrastructures by collecting information about its address and communication partners, supplies
(such as maximum usage time, availability of water, electricity, drugs) or capacity (space, sanitary facilities
capacities, parking or accessibility). The characteristics for EAs, CPCPs and CPs were derived from this document
to ensure completeness and vocabulary familiar to the domain experts. With these addenda, the concept evolved
into the Gamma draft.
A second workshop with an identical expert panel critically reviewed the ZEUS Study, Gamma draft and endorsed
it in its state at that time – the review was incorporated into the document and formed ZEUS Study, Delta draft.
Figure 1 depicts the ZEUS development process until now. It summarizes the development process: the ground
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base was designed at hand of two planning frameworks. The result was reviewed during a first expert panel; as
result of this panel, the model of ZEUS was extended through the official recording sheets of the fire department
Mannheim for critical infrastructures. In a last expert workshop, the ZEUS design up to this point was endorsed
and allotted for development.

Figure 1. The ZEUS development process until now

THE ZEUS SPECIFICATION

The results of the ZEUS Study Delta were elaborated according to the „Reference Model of Open Distributed
Processing (RM-ODP)” in the ZEUS Specification. RM-ODP is a methodology to describe information
technology systems and is defined in ISO/IEC 10746. This approach works with several viewpoints on a system.
Yet, it does not demand the implementation of techniques or notations of the single perspectives. Moreover, it
defines neutral concepts, that should be used and is therefore understood as meta model. This improves the
flexibility of this approach. Developing the perspectives can happen parallel; nonetheless, these must be consistent
among another (Moßgraber, 2016).

Figure 2: The different perspectives of RM-ODP

The different perspectives are shown in Figure 2 above. The enterprise perspective analyses users and their
requirements regarding their functional, informational and qualitative aspects. Users and roles are defined,
relevant use cases are described. The computational view describes the processes, calculations and algorithms in
the system. Furthermore, the components of the system, their interfaces and interdependencies are described. The
information perspective classifies and consolidates the requirements for the data model. This description is
technology-independent and is conducted with classical Entity-Relationship descriptions, ontologies or UML
(Unified Modeling Language). As the information view is very technical, it is omitted in this paper. The
technological view defines the technologies with which the system is implemented. Used standards are introduced.
The engineering view maps the software to a specific runtime instance with hardware requirements, networking,
installations etc. The following sections describe the distinct perspectives.
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Enterprise Viewpoint

In the following, the use-cases and their interdependencies within ZEUS are described. Users and roles are
described implicitly. The following section introduces the use-cases and subsequently maps them to the
requirements R1-R10, which were introduced in section Establishing the Requirements for ZEUS. Lastly, the
workflow, which is constituted by the single use-cases, is introduced.
UC1: Management of EAs, CPCPs and CPs
The creation of CPCPs, CPs or EAs is ideally conducted before an emergency situation takes place. Input forms
and a map allow entering the required user input. To ease out the process of inputting information, an instance for
reverse geocoding is integrated as well: defining a position on the map receives an address proposal and enters
the suggestion into the input fields. It is reasonable to expect disaster management offices to already keep instances
of each type in their existing evacuation planning processes. To smoothen the integration of those, it is also
possible to request the GPS-position of an address. Entities in ZEUS are access restricted based on the spatial
access authorization of the authority the user is assigned to (e.g. a city). The input modalities for CPCPs and CPs
are similar, whereas the form for EAs are more elaborate (as discussed in Establishing the Requirements for
ZEUS). After the creation of an entity, an entry summing up its information and enabling the user to change the
entity is created. Further content, such as pictures or building plans, can be uploaded and reviewed here, as well.
For EAs, this view additionally allows capacity management during an evacuation situation. Users can review the
allocation history or update the recent allocation of persons to this accommodation. To allow cross-state
collaboration, specific users (such as members of the Ministry of the Interior of Baden Württemberg) can place
EAs in other states than Baden-Württemberg. This way, if the capacity of the own state is not sufficient, evacuees
can be assigned to a location in another state. The negotiation of providing such capacities is not part of the system
and are handled via phone or similar infrastructure. Such capacities are marked with the flag of the destination
state.
UC2, UC3: Defining the evacuation area, estimating the number of evacuees and defining the target area
Starting from a map view, one can choose to evacuate either based on communes or counties. As counties are
larger entities, communes offer a finer approach. The evacuation area can be chosen by either clicking and
selecting municipalities or by drawing a polygon, which defines the area to evacuate enabling the user to define
the evacuation area as sub-area of a commune. Based on the chosen area, the estimated number of people
registered in the marked entities (county or commune) is given; this estimation is based on the official numbers
of registered person, as recorded during a census. Figure 3 shows an example, in which six entities shall be
evacuated. The forms allow giving the situation a name and adding a correctional evacuee value (for example
during major events). The correctional value is added to the sum of registered persons within the marked entities
and subsequently defines the number of evacuees. The table on the right lists all selected municipalities and allows
(de-)selecting to adjust the area to evacuate. Both the evacuation area and the destination area are stored and
shown in the situational overview. The same view is used to edit the evacuation area later on. For UC3 (Defining
the target area), a similar view is utilized

Figure 3. Definition of evacuation area and number of evacuees
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UC4: Associating CPCPs, Collection Points and Emergency Accommodations to a ZEUS-Situation
Depending on its’ role, the user can associate CPs, CPCPs, or EAs to a ZEUS situation. An associated entity can
be associated with different status; some entities need to be established or put in operation first, which is why an
entity can be associated with a situation with, for example, an inactive or in preparation status, including a date,
from which on it presumably is operational. After associating an entity to a situation, the dashboard (situational
overview) shows its availability and – if an emergency accommodation is associated – takes its capacity into
respect. Figure 4 shows the association of four entities to a situation. On the left side, the position of the entities is
shown; the right table gives further information about this entity. Only entities the user has access to, are shown
in this view. An entity which is not associated to a situation is marked with a grey icon on the map and grey
background in the table. Clicking on an icon in the map highlights the corresponding element in the table and vice
versa. The blue buttons on top allow printing the associated entities for further information dissemination. The
green and red buttons at the bottom allow saving or discarding the changes.

Figure 4. Assigning entities to a situation

UC5: Filtering Emergency Accommodations and assigning groups to Emergency Accommodations
During a large-scale evacuation, staff at the CPCPs register and assign evacuees - according to availability and
the needs of the group of evacuees – to an EA. The user chooses the CPCP s/he is assigning persons from; this
step is optional and can be skipped. Based on this decision, the distances to the EAs are calculated. The user has
the possibility to filter all available accommodations by required capacity, maximum distance, accessibility for
wheel chair users, suitability for families or approachability for busses. The user can only assign persons to EAs
which were associated to the situation with the status active (see UC4). After setting the filters, a colouring scheme
indicates the suitability of all available accommodations for this group. If the capacity is not sufficient, the next
booking would fill the allocation over 80%, or other filters do not apply, the EA is marked red. Additionally, if a
selected accommodation is not suited for a group, a warning text explains why the accommodation is not suited.
Nevertheless, users are able to register a group to an accommodation, to give the users the flexibility to choose an
accommodation they think is appropriate. To ease out finding the right accommodation for the group, the table
showing the EAs can be ordered by distance, capacity, allocation etc.
Figure 5 shows the view for assigning a group to an EA. In the top yellow box, the user can describe the size of

the group, the maximum distance they should be travelling and if wheel-chair accessibility or other requirements
must be fulfilled. The table gives the colour-schemed indication which EA is suitable and which is not. A click
on the chosen entity lets the map focus on the EA. The green and red buttons at the bottom are used to confirm or
disregard the booking. The legend on the bottom-right corner explains the used icons; the button on the top-right
corner gives a short tutorial of the views’ usage.
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Figure 5. Assigning evacuees to an EA

UC6: Situational Dashboard
All available information about a ZEUS situation can be accessed through a dedicated situational overview. It
contains the municipalities in the evacuation area, the number of persons to evacuate and the currently available
capacity. Furthermore, the number of activated CPs, CPCPs, and EAs (distinguished in short-, mid-, and longterm accommodations) is summed up. A map shows the position of both evacuation and target area, as well as all
associated EAs, CPCPs and CPs and their status. The different steps for the use cases can be accessed from this
view as well.
UC7: Key Performance Indicators
To gain further insights about the situation, the allocation history for the situation can be depicted in graphs. This
is possible for the allocation history of every affected EA, commune, county, federal state and the whole ZEUS
situation.
UC8: Event log
A mirroring function writes all taken measures into the event log– a dedicated tool of the Ministry of the Interior
of Baden Württemberg protocolling all taken measures to give account for a given situation.
The ZEUS Workflow for Managing Evacuation Situations
This section introduces the ZEUS workflow for evacuation situations, consisting of the use-cases UC2-UC8. The
workflow supporting the preplanning phase of an evacuation situation (UC1) is not discussed here. As Figure 6
shows, the actions described in this workflow highly depend on another. After the decision to evacuate a largescale area was taken, the responsible authorities (depending on the size of the area, the local authority of a village,
city or the district administrator respectively the government district) from the area to evacuate can open a new
situation by defining the area to evacuate and giving the situation an appropriate name (UC2). All further steps
and created data for the overcoming of this situation are linked to this situation. The evacuating authorities can
subsequently assign CPs (UC4) and access all tasks related to the situational overview, as described in UC6-UC8.
This information can be used to inform the public about the associated CPs or the progress of the situation. After
creating a situation, the authorities from the target area can step into action and review the situational overview.
With the information at hand, from where and how many people need to be evacuated (UC6-UC8), the receiving
authorities can define a target area (UC3). In the next step, this allows the appropriate entities (EAs and CPCPs)
from the target area to be associated to the situation (UC4). After both EAs and CPCPs are assigned to the
situation, staff at the CPCPs can assign persons to EAs. It should be noted that ZEUS allows staff at CPCPs, that
are not assigned in ZEUS but are established in reality, can still assign persons to EAs (see UC5). As last step in
this workflow, staff at EAs can feed back their capacity numbers into ZEUS. This information is aggregated in
UC6-UC8 and therefore available to the authorities.
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Figure 6 The ZEUS Workflow during an evacuation situation

Computational Viewpoint

The functions of ZEUS are based on CRUD-operations (create, read, update, delete) of the use case data and the
respective processing. Data can be either processed to create lists of the required entities, to create maps on which
the position of the entities is shown or to consolidate information in time series graphs. Upon the returned data,
spatial processing may take place. Usually, it is of interest for the user to know if an element is within a chosen
polygon or if the user has the access rights to read the specific data.
Technology Viewpoint

ZEUS is implemented as service for WebGenesis, a web-based software framework developed by Fraunhofer
IOSB to implement knowledge-based information systems. It supports the integration of heterogeneous data as
well as maps in different formats, supporting several open standards. For geospatial data, services from the State
Office for Geographic Information and Rural Development Baden-Württemberg (LGL-BW) are used.
Engineering Viewpoint

The software is deployed in the data centre of the state of Baden-Württemberg, which assigns the required
resources to the machine serving ZEUS. The clients requesting ZEUS need a modern web browser, such as
Mozilla Firefox 74 or Google Chrome 80 and above. All machines require access to the internet.
EVALUATION

This chapter introduces a first evaluation of ZEUS and its developed functionalities. The first section investigates,
if the requirements defined in the designing process of ZEUS were fulfilled. We argue, that a fulfilled requirement
implies technical support for the task it was derived from. Before going into production, ZEUS will undergo a
review process which is discussed in section two. If the review process is finished successfully, ZEUS will be
deployed statewide.
Mapping from Use-Cases to Requirements
The requirements of ZEUS were developed according to two frameworks for the planning and execution of
evacuations. These requirements were elaborated and reviewed during two workshops with an expert group of
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stakeholders. This chapter presents the combination of both requirements and use-cases to give credit if, or if not,
ZEUS can give technical support to the planning and execution of a large-scale evacuation in way demanded by
the two introduced frameworks.
By creating EAs, CPCPs and CPs before a situation (UC1), ZEUS allows the user to identify appropriate objects
to overcome a potential evacuation situation both in the evacuation and target area. With this functionality,
technical support for R1 is given.
During a evacuation situation, after the decision for an evacuation has been taken, ZEUS allows defining the
evacuation area by choosing a specific area or a complete municipality. The number of evacuees is calculated
based on the number of persons registered in the chosen municipalities. By entering a correctional value, the
number of evacuees can be refined. UC2 fulfils R2.1, R2.2, R2.3. Equally, UC3 gives functionality for R3.
UC4 describes assigning and activating EAs, CPCPs or CPs for the handling of an evacuation situation. After the
assignment to the situation, further operations with these entities within the situation are enabled. A list of all
entities assigned with the status active can be printed and used for communication with the public or further
responding forces. After activating an EA, the operator can feed back the recent allocation to the system. UC4
maps to R4, R7.
In UC5, a user is enabled to reserve a capacity contingent in an EA for a group of people. The user can quickly
choose from important characteristics to find an appropriate EA with sufficient capacity. The user is informed if
the chosen EA might run short on capacity to prevent overloading. This use-case maps to R7, R8.1, R8.2.
In UC6, ZEUS functionalities for the situational overview are described. The dashboard gives a top-level overview
to the situation and combines all relevant information, such as activated entities, evacuation area and target area,
as well as number of evacuees and created EA capacity. This dashboard is used by officials from both receiving
and evacuating area, giving them both access to the same information. UC6 maps to R5, R7, R9, R11.
UC7 comprises the actual allocation numbers and available capacity on several levels: the allocation and capacities
for each EA, commune, county, federal state or the whole situation can be seen. UC7 maps to R5, R7, R9, R11.
UC8 describes the capability of ZEUS to keep detailed information about the implemented actions. This event log
is accessible by both receiving and evacuating area, thus mapping to R11.
Table 5. Mapping the requirements to the fulfilling use-cases

Requirement

Use-Case

R1

UC1

R2.1

UC2

R2.2

UC2

R2.3

UC2

R3

UC3

R4

UC4

R5

UC6, UC7

R6

UC8

R7

UC1, UC4, UC5, UC6, UC7

R8.1

UC5

R8.2

UC5

R9

UC6, UC7

R10

UC1

R11

UC6, UC8

Taking the tasks into respect, from which the requirements were derived, the tasks, for which ZEUS can support,
are listed in the table below.
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Table 6. Compendium of mapped requirements to use-cases

Task

Description

Technically
supported through
use-case

T1

Definition of affected communes

UC1, UC2

T3

Establish Civil Protection Contact Points and Collection Points
Accommodation and provision of evacuees

UC1
UC5

T12

Establish exchange points for communication between evacuation area and
target area

UC3, UC6, UC7,
UC8,

T14

Communication with press, media and economy

UC6, UC7, UC8

T15.1

Definition of the areas to evacuate
Estimate number of persons to evacuate

UC2
UC2

T15.4

Order to provide accommodation
Registration of persons to an accommodation

UC4
UC1, UC4, UC5,
UC6, UC7

T19

Quality Control

UC6, UC7, UC8

T21

Cross-state support

UC1, UC6, UC8

T11

T15.2
T15.3

Currently, if an evacuation occurred, the technological landscape offers no support for the listed tasks. There are
no flexible functions to define evacuation areas or target areas; if an area is ordered to be evacuated, the place to
which the evacuees shall be brought to is pre-defined – for every commune/county in Germany, there is a
predefined commune/county which serves as counterpart during an evacuation situation (meaning, region A is
evacuated to region B and vice versa). A possibility to flexibly assign groups to EAs that suit their needs, is not
considered at the moment. For the information management of EAs, CPCPs and CPs, printed catalogues or
isolated tools are utilized. ZEUS is the first tool offering technological support to managing and controlling the
assignment of persons to an EA during a large-scale evacuation.
Demonstration and Practical Review
ZEUS will undergo a practical review in which it will give technical support in a theoretical demonstrational
scenario. This review will be conducted by a 10-person expert panel with executives from the regional
administrative authorities of Baden-Württemberg, supplemented by two counties and two communes. Further on,
representatives from the fire brigade and disaster control management will be part of the panel. The review will
take one day. If this review is completed successfully, ZEUS will be deployed statewide to be tested during a live
drill.
CONCLUSION

This paper introduced ZEUS, a tool for the central management of large-scale evacuations in Baden-Württemberg.
The functionalities, as well as the process leading to these were described. The requirements of ZEUS were
developed according to two widely endorsed frameworks developed by high-level working groups and advisory
boards. By comprehending the tasks within the frameworks, elements that can be technically supported were
identified. From these tasks, the authors derived the requirements, which ZEUS had to fulfil to give valid technical
support. After deriving the requirements from specific tasks named in the frameworks, use-cases meeting these
requirements were developed. The use-cases were designed to be executed as tasks within a workflow. Some steps
within the workflow can be execute independently, whilst others require preliminary steps. The ZEUS
implementation was planned according to the RM-ODP meta model. In the evaluation, the developed
functionalities of ZEUS were compared to the defined tasks in the named frameworks: we argue that tasks, that
led to the description of the requirements, which were fulfilled through a use case, can be technically supported
by ZEUS. For the time being, the source code written during this project cannot be published publicly. To this
date, the authors are not aware of a system that gives technical support to the identified tasks during the (pre-)
planning of an evacuation of large scale evacuations, as ZEUS does.
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ABSTRACT

Effective co-ordination between resource-constrained emergency services during multiple mass casualty incidents
(MCIs) plays a significant role in the response phase. In such a case, the co-ordination problem needs to be solved,
namely the allocation of responders-to-incidents, responders-to-casualties, vehicles to travel to casualties at
incident sites and transport casualties to hospitals, and task assignment to responders and vehicles. A
Neighborhood Search Algorithm (NSA) is employed to solve the co-ordination problem with the aim of reducing
the suffering of casualties, with varying injuries and health classifications. An application of the NSA is enabled
using a hypothetical case study of MCIs including three scenarios in a major urban area of the UK. The
experiments conducted show the effectiveness of using different approaches to generate an initial response plan
and the performance of the NSA in developing a final optimized plan.
Keywords

Co-ordination, Neighborhood Search Algorithm, optimization, scheduling.
INTRODUCTION

A man-made disaster is a deliberate event that can occur without notice in a densely populated area. For example,
the London bombing incidents on 7 July 2005 are considered as multiple mass casualty incidents (MCIs) (CTPN,
2019). An MCI results in a number of casualties with varying injuries and health classification, which raises
challenges to the emergency services and hospitals in the affected and surrounding area to cope with the
extraordinary situation (CTS, 2016). Disaster management is divided into four phases, as shown in Figure 1; each
phase has its impact, actions and challenges (WHO, 2007). This paper focuses on the response phase of disaster
management.

Figure 1. The Four Phases of Disaster Management

The response phase consists of several actions that are activated rapidly during a disaster. It is widely viewed as
the most challenging phase due to the importance of the need for co-ordination between the emergency services
involved during MCIs. Moreover, there may be a potential lack of resources due to the number of casualties at
incident sites (Cabinet Office, 2013). The primary aims of the response to an MCI include saving lives and
reducing suffering. Thus, an MCI decision support model is needed to help co-ordinate the emergency services
and optimize the allocation and scheduling of resources efficiently. The remainder of this paper is organized as
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follows. The related work is discussed followed by a description of the model of the co-ordination problem in a
multiple MCI. Next, the solution method used to solve the co-ordination problem is introduced. Further, a
hypothetical case study is defined, and three scenarios are considered, followed by the results and discussion.
Finally, the conclusion and future work are presented.
RELATED WORK
Existing Models in Emergency Response to an MCI

A web-based model has been proposed to solve casualty-to-hospital allocation by providing real-time information
regarding estimated driving time, and the capacity as well as location of considered hospitals (Amram et al., 2012).
On a similar theme, a mixed-integer programming model has been designed to solve ambulance dispatching,
casualty-to-hospital allocation, and treatment ordering problems (Repoussis et al., 2016). In particular, the model
aims to improve casualty outcomes by effectively allocating the limited resources during the response. Further, a
multi-objective combinatorial optimization model was developed in (Wilson et al., 2016) to solve responder-tocasualty and casualty-to-hospital allocation; this takes into consideration the stochastic nature of casualty health
and resource numbers during the response, which leads to dynamic planning. Also, a dynamic optimization model
was proposed in (Wex et al., 2013) to allocate and schedule rescue units and to minimize the sum of completion
times of incidents. In this model, the assignment and scheduling decisions were updated based on the available
information.
Health Profile of Casualties in Mcis

The health profile of a casualty indicates the injuries that he/she may suffer, which could affect his/her vital signs
or the ability to walk as indicated in (Ahuja & Bhattacharya, 2004; Atiyeh et al., 2013; Bhalla et al., 2015; NICE,
2014). The health profile of a casualty contributes to categorizing him/her into one of three groups of health
classification as a result of the triage process: immediate; urgent; delayed. Immediate indicates a casualty is in a
critical condition, urgent signifies a casualty is in a critical condition but less than immediate, and delayed refers
to a casualty being in a non-critical condition. In (Aldossary & Coates, 2019; Amram et al., 2012; Repoussis et
al., 2016; Wex et al., 2013; Wilson et al., 2016), the health profile of casualties was neglected; however, the health
classification was pre-defined and remained the same until the completion of the response. In addition, the model
represented in (Wilson et al., 2016) considered whether a casualty is trapped or not. Table 1 signifies the main
differences between the existing models and the model presented in this paper.
Table 1. The coordination problem considered in existing models and the proposed model
Models

Vehicles-toincidents

(Amram et al., 2012)
(Repoussis et al., 2016)
(Wilson et al., 2016)
(Wex et al., 2013)
Proposed in this paper

x
√
x
√
√

Co-ordination problem
RespondersResponders- Vehicles-toto-incidents
to-casualties
casualties
x
x
x
x
√

x
x
√
x
√

x
x
x
x
√

Casualtiesto-hospital

Scheduling

√
√
√
x
√

x
x
√
√
√

Contribution of This Paper

The main contribution of this paper is the design and development of a mathematical optimization model, which
includes an approach to develop a ‘good’ initial emergency response plan prior to a Neighborhood Search
Algorithm (NSA) being applied, in order to solve a more comprehensively defined multiple mass casualty incident
(MCI) co-ordination problem than seen previously. In particular, the MCI co-ordination problem addressed
involves the allocation and scheduling of (a) responders to incidents, (b) responders to casualties, (c) vehicles to
travel to casualties at incident sites and transport casualties to hospitals, and (d) tasks to responders and vehicles.
The model aims to reduce the suffering of casualties by minimizing three associated objectives, namely the time
taken to deliver to hospital the last immediate casualty across all incident sites; the time taken to deliver to hospital
the last urgent casualty across all incident sites; the time taken to deliver to hospital the last casualty of any type
across all incident sites, i.e. the overall response time. In addition, the model incorporates the design of a
comprehensive health profile for casualties, which includes the injuries that each casualty may have and their vital
signs and condition. Incorporating such detailed health profiles enables the classification of the casualties’ health
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on-site, updating the classification of casualties’ health during the response, and enabling the allocation of the
appropriate resources that meet the casualties’ needs.
MODEL OF THE CO-ORDINATION PROBLEM IN A MULTIPLE MCI

In order to define the model of the co-ordination problem, a description is given of the MCIs’ environment and
emergency resources. Subsequently, modelling the casualties’ health profiles and the tasks’ duration are discussed,
and the objectives functions are presented. Finally, model assumptions are stated.
Mcis Environment and Emergency Resources

Given a road network 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸), let 𝑉 be node set, 𝐸 be arc set where 𝑉 represents the considered locations of
stations, hospitals, and incident sites and 𝐸 represents roads. Let 𝑖𝑠1 , 𝑖𝑠2 , … , 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑖𝑠𝑛𝐼𝑆 be the incident sites’ location
set 𝐼𝑆, 𝐼𝑆 ⊆ 𝑉, where 𝑛𝐼𝑆 is the number of incident sites, each of which has four associated locations, three of which
are static, namely a warm zone (WZ), a casualty clearing station (CCS) and a place of safety (POS), and one is
dynamic, i.e. an ambulance loading point (ALP). The purpose of the associated locations will be discussed later
in this sub-section. Let 𝑐1 , 𝑐2 , … , 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑐𝑛𝐶 be the casualty set 𝐶 , where 𝑛𝐶 is the number of casualties, with each of
them having a number of parameters reflecting his/her health profile. Casualties are distributed between incident
sites. Let ℎ1 , ℎ2 , … , 𝑎𝑛𝑑 ℎ𝑛𝐻 be the hospital location set 𝐻, 𝐻 ⊆ 𝑉 where 𝑛𝐻 is the number of hospitals. The capacity
of ℎ𝑖 is denoted by 𝐶𝑃ℎ𝑖 . Let 𝑎𝑠1 , 𝑎𝑠2 , … , 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑎𝑠𝑛𝐴𝑆 be the ambulance stations’ location set 𝐴𝑆, 𝐴𝑆 ⊆ 𝑉, where 𝑛𝐴𝑆 is
the number of ambulance stations. Let 𝑓𝑟𝑠0 , 𝑓𝑟𝑠1 , … , 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑓𝑟𝑠𝑛𝐹𝑅𝑆 be the fire and rescue stations’ location set 𝐹𝑅𝑆,
𝐹𝑅𝑆 ⊆ 𝑉, where 𝑛𝐹𝑅𝑆 is the number of fire and rescue stations. Let 𝑛𝑎1 , 𝑛𝑎2 , … , 𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑁𝐴 be a set of normal ambulances
located at AS that are used to transport paramedics, 𝑃, to incident sites, as well as casualties to hospitals, where
𝑛𝑁𝐴 is the number of normal ambulances. Let ℎ𝑎1 , ℎ𝑎2 , … , ℎ𝑎𝑛𝐻𝐴 be a set of Hazardous Area Response Team
(HART) ambulances located at 𝐴𝑆 that are used to transport HART teams to incident sites, where 𝑛𝐻𝐴 is the
number of HART ambulances. The HART teams consist of trained personnel who use specialist vehicles, which
allow the provision of advanced treatment in hazardous environments. Let 𝑚𝑒1 , 𝑚𝑒2 , … , 𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑀𝐸 be a set of Medical
Emergency Response Incident Team (MERIT) ambulances located at 𝐴𝑆 that are used to transfer MERIT teams
to incident sites, where 𝑛𝑀𝐸 is the number of MERIT ambulances. The MERIT teams consist of a number of
doctors, who have additional skills in a pre-hospital setting. The MERIT teams also involve critical care
paramedics who have additional advanced skills compared to the paramedics who work within the normal
ambulance teams. Further, let 𝑓𝑒1 , 𝑓𝑒2 , … , 𝑓𝑒𝑛𝐹𝐸 be a set of fire engines located at 𝐹𝑅𝑆 that are used to transport Fire
And Rescue teams (FAR) to incident sites, where 𝑛𝐹𝐸 is the number of fire engines. Let 𝑖𝑠𝑣1 , 𝑖𝑠𝑣2 , … , 𝑖𝑠𝑣𝑛𝐼𝑆𝑉 be a
set of incident support vehicles located at 𝐹𝑆 that are used to transport Search And Rescue teams (SAR) to the
incident sites, where 𝑛𝐼𝑆𝑉 is the number of incident support vehicles. The SAR teams can rescue trapped casualties
at an incident site and move them to a CCS or a POS based on the casualties’ classifications. The SAR teams are
specially equipped personnel when compared to normal fire and rescue teams. The FAR team are equipped
personnel to respond to fires, accidents and incidents where there are risks to life and property. The crew capacity
of nai, hai, mei, fei, isvi are denoted as 𝐶𝑃𝑛𝑎𝑖 , 𝐶𝑃ℎ𝑎𝑖 , 𝐶𝑃𝑚𝑒𝑖 , 𝐶𝑃𝑓𝑒𝑖 , 𝐶𝑃𝑖𝑠𝑣𝑖 . The set of responders is 𝑅 = 𝑃 ∪ 𝐻𝐴𝑅𝑇 ∪
𝑀𝐸𝑅𝐼𝑇 ∪ 𝐹𝐴𝑅 ∪ 𝑆𝐴𝑅. Let 𝑇 be a set of tasks, which are performed by 𝑅. Figure 2 indicates the relationship between
tasks related to casualties, locations and responders.

Figure 2. The Relationship Between Tasks Related to Casualties, Locations, And Responders
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In relation to Figure 2, the ten types of tasks allocated to responders are divided into two groups, namely those
they will perform and those they may perform, as presented in Table 2. These two groupings are based on
responders’ expertise and casualties’ needs. Tasks that responders will perform will be completed in the actual
pre-defined duration of each task. However, tasks that responders may perform will take longer (twice as long)
than the pre-defined duration due to the lower degree of expertise of the associated responder. In the WZ, there
are a number of casualties who might be trapped and thus need to be freed before being triaged. Primary triage,
i.e., triage sieve, is required in the WZ to assess the condition of casualties before they receive any treatment. The
CCS and POS are locations set up for a number of purposes: (a) to perform secondary triage, i.e., triage sort, due
to the possibility of deterioration in casualties’ health conditions during the response; (b) to provide further
treatment; (c) to prepare casualties for transportation to hospitals. An ALP is the location for ambulances to collect
casualties before transporting them to hospitals.
Table 2. Tasks Responders Will Perform or May Perform (Using Numbering in Figure 2)
Responders
SAR teams
FAR teams
HART teams
MERIT teams
Paramedic teams at WZ
Paramedic teams at CCS
Paramedic teams at POS
Paramedic teams at ALP and normal ambulances

Will perform
0,1
4
2,3,6
3,4,5,6
4,6
4,6
3,4,5,6
7,8,9,10

May perform
0,1
2,3
3,5
-

Modelling Casualties’ Health Profiles

As a result of an MCI, casualties may suffer from one or more injuries, which have been categorized into six
groups: head; facial wounds; chest; soft-tissue wounds; extremity; external (Aylwin et al., 2006). The sequence
of generating a health profile of each casualty c is as shown in Figure 3.
Step 1

Initialize the binary parameters that represent the injuries that casualty c
may suffer (except head injury see Step 2) and whether or not he/she is
trapped; in each case 0 and 1 indicate no and yes, respectively.

Step 2

Initialize the integer parameter that represents the head injury where 0, 1, 2
and 3 indicate no injury, severe, moderate and mild injury, respectively.

Step 3

Based on Step 1 and Step 2, initialize the ability to walk, AW, and vital
signs parameters (a) the respiratory rate RR; (b) pulse rate PR; (c) systolic
blood pressure SBP; (d) Glasgow Coma Score GCS which represents
motor, verbal, and eyes response.

Step 4

Determine the triage sieve decision based on WA, RRoriginal,c and PR to
classify casualty c into immediate, urgent, or delayed.

Step 5

Generate RRnew,c based on RRoriginal,c where
RRnew,c = v x RRoriginal,c.

Step 6

Determine the triage sort decision based on the measured SBP, GCS and
RRnew,c to re-classify casualty c into immediate, urgent, or delayed using
Revised Trauma Score System (RTSS).
Figure 3. The Sequence of Generating the Casualties’ Health Profiles

Using the literature as a basis, Table 3 indicates where a relationship exists between the types of injuries and the
vital signs in order to initialize Step 1 and 2. Face and soft tissue wound injuries do not affect vital signs; however,
they are included in Table 3 for completeness. Only casualties with no injuries or with face and/or soft tissue
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wound injuries are considered to be able to walk. Table 4 presents the range of the vital sign parameters RR
(breaths/m), PR (breaths/m), and GCS to initialize Step 3. The SBP is set in the range 30-140 mmHg for all
casualties (ALSG, 2012) as it is not affected directly by any type of injuries that have been considered in the
presented model, as mentioned in Table 3. In Step 4, a casualty who can walk is classified as delayed. However,
for a casualty who is unable to walk, he/she is classified as urgent if RR and PR are in the range 10-29 and 60-119
(breaths/m), respectively; otherwise, a casualty is classified as immediate (ALSG, 2012).

Table 3. Relationship Between the Types of Injuries and Vital Signs Based on The Literature
Injuries

AW

Head
Face
Chest
Soft tissue
wounds
Extremity
External

RR
-

(NICE, 2014)

PR
-

(Bhalla, Frey, Rider, Nord, & Hegerhorst, 2015)

(Atiyeh, Gunn, & Dibo, 2013)
(Ahuja & Bhattacharya, 2004)

-

Vital signs
SBP
GCS
(NICE, 2014)
-

-

-

-

Table 4. The Vital Sign Parameters Range Associated with The Type of Injuries
Chest

RR

External

PR

0

12-20

0

60-100

1

1-11 OR
21-40

1

101-190

Head
0
1
2
3

GCS
13-15
13-15
9-12
3-8

In Step 5, RRoriginal,c indicates the value of RR of casualty c measured at triage sieve, and v is a coefficient ∈ [0.11.2]. The RRnew,c indicates the value obtained at triage sort for the same casualty c. Updating RRoriginal,c ensures the
associated health classification of c is correct at the time of triage sieve. The RRoriginal,c is more likely to improve
or stabilize if a casualty is classified as delayed or receives on-site treatment, i.e., v ∈ [1.0-1.2]. In contrast,
RRoriginal,c can deteriorate if c is classified as urgent or immediate without receiving treatment, i.e., v ∈ [0.1-0.9].
Updating the RRoriginal may contribute to a casualty’s health classification transitioning from one state to another.
In Step 6, scores of 15 and 14 lead to a casualty being classified as delayed and urgent, respectively, whereas all
other scores result in a casualty being classified as immediate. In relation to Figure 2, some tasks will be performed
only in certain circumstances. For example, casualties will only need to be freed if trapped, on-site treatment at
the WZ will only be administered to casualties suffering from severe injuries, such as head and/or external injuries,
and they will be moved directly to the ALP to be transferred to the allocated hospital (NICE, 2014). Casualties
with chest and/or extremity injuries will only receive on-site treatment either at the CCS or POS based on their
health classification (Atiyeh et al., 2013; Bhalla et al., 2015). Further treatment will be given to casualties with
chest injuries on the way to hospital (Bhalla et al., 2015).
Tasks’ Duration

The actual duration of tasks, except transferring a casualty to the allocated hospital task (i.e., Task 8), is predefined due to the absence of such data; these are indicated in Figure 2. To determine the duration of Task 8, a
realistic and detailed representation of the geographical area under consideration, along with key locations such
as incident sites and hospitals, is required. The GIS data is constructed using Ordnance Survey MasterMap (OSM)
(OSM, 2020) and modelled as an undirected graph G. OSM’s ITN Layer is used as this has sufficient details to
determine the route and distance between any two locations, and thus the travelling time between them can be
calculated. Dijkstra’s algorithm is applied to find the shortest distance between any two locations (Dijkstra, 1959).
Due to the absence of data related to the speed of ambulances in MCIs, the data used in (McCormack & Coates,
2015) was adopted to simulate road traffic. This was done by varying vehicle speed according to the day and time
of the incident.
Aims and Associated Objective Functions

The model presented in this paper is designed to co-ordinate the emergency services and optimize the allocation
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and scheduling of resources efficiently. It aims to reduce the suffering of casualties which is measured by
minimizing three associated objectives, namely the time taken to deliver to hospital the last immediate casualty
across all incident sites f1 (s); the time taken to deliver to hospital the last urgent casualty across all incident sites
f2 (s); the response time, which is the time taken to deliver to hospital the last casualty of any type across all
incident sites f3 (s). These objectives are measured in minutes and seconds. In the context of this paper, suffering
relates to the injuries’ that casualties suffer and their corresponding health classification, which may vary during
the emergency response.
The associated objective functions f1 (s), f2 (s), and f3 (s) are defined in a lexicographic approach which shows the
level of their importance. In the lexicographic approach, the search will be carried out according to the order given
to the objective functions. In our case, f1(snew) is compared with f1(scurrent), if it is improved, the current plan will
be replaced with the new one; if no improvement has occurred, the new plan is discarded; if f1(snew) is as same as
f1(scurrent), the same procedure applied to f1 will be applied to the next objective function and so on (Talbi, 2009).
The reason for applying the given sequence is to give priority to the immediate and then urgent casualties during
the response as there is a chance of them losing their lives when they are waiting on-site for a responder to assist
them (e.g., freed if trapped, treated, and/or transported).
The associated objective functions f1 (s) and f2 (s) can be recorded during the calculation of f3 (s) as the time from
the moment of the first journey of each normal ambulance through to the delivery of the final casualty to hospital.
To obtain the emergency response time f3 (s), the workload of each normal ambulance in minutes is determined
as indicated in (1),
𝑚

∀𝑖 𝑊𝑛𝑎𝑖 = ∑

𝑗=1

𝑑𝑛𝑎𝑖 ,𝑐 ℎ𝑐

(1)

𝑗

where i represents the number of normal ambulances from 1 to 𝑛𝑁𝐴 , 𝑚 is the number of casualties allocated to
normal ambulance 𝑛𝑎𝑖 , and ℎ𝑐 is the health classification of casualty 𝑐𝑗ℎ𝑐 .The parameter 𝑑𝑛𝑎 ,𝑐 ℎ𝑐 denotes the
𝑖 𝑗

duration of normal ambulance 𝑛𝑎𝑖 delivering each casualty 𝑐𝑗ℎ𝑐 from the assigned incident site to the allocated
hospital. Casualties can only be allocated to a hospital providing the capacity of that hospital has not been
exceeded. Then, the value of f3 (s) is obtained by minimizing the maximum workload across all normal ambulances
as represented in (2),
𝑓3 (𝑠) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑊𝑛𝑎𝑖

(2)

Equations (3) and (4) indicate the times of delivering the last immediate casualty and the last urgent casualty to
hospital, respectively.
𝑚

∀𝑖 𝐷𝑇𝐼𝑛𝑎𝑖 = ∑ 𝑑𝑛𝑎𝑖,𝑐 ℎ𝑐 , where ℎ𝑐 = immediate
𝑗

(3)

𝑗=1
𝑚

∀𝑖 𝐷𝑇𝑈𝑛𝑎𝑖 = ∑ 𝑑𝑛𝑎𝑖 ,𝑐 ℎ𝑐 , where ℎ𝑐 = urgent
𝑗

(4)

𝑗=1

The priority of casualties to be transported to the allocated hospitals depends on their health classification. The
maximum times of delivering to hospital the last immediate casualty (see (5)) and the last urgent casualty (see (6))
across all incident sites, via a normal ambulance 𝑛𝑎𝑖 , are both minimized. As a result, suffering is indirectly
reduced.
𝑓1 (𝑠) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝐷𝑇𝐼𝑛𝑎𝑖

(5)

𝑓2 (𝑠) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝐷𝑇𝑈𝑛𝑎𝑖

(6)

Model Assumptions

A number of assumptions have been made in the model presented in this paper including: (a) casualties are
available at each incident site at the beginning of the response; (b) casualties are treated according to their injuries
and transported to hospitals based on the priority of their health classification; (c) the health classification of no
casualty will deteriorate leading to their life being lost; (d) responders remain at their incident site locations unless
they are travelling to a hospital with a casualty, however, the movement between locations to carry casualties to
the CCS, POS, or ALP is allowed; (e) immediate casualties must be transferred individually to a hospital by a
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normal ambulance whereas up to two delayed casualties can be transferred in a single normal ambulance from an
incident site to a hospital.
SOLUTION METHOD: ‘THE NEIGHBOURHOOD SEARCH ALGORITHM’

The NSA has been developed to solve the co-ordination problem described earlier. The NSA consists of ten
structures applied to alter the current plan. These structures are: (1) changing the order of processing one task
related to a casualty assigned to a selected normal ambulance, subsequentially, the rest of the tasks assigned to
the same ambulance will be shifted up or down in the schedule; (2) allocating a casualty to a different normal
ambulance; (3) swapping two casualties allocated to the same normal ambulance; (4) swapping two casualties
within different normal ambulances; (5) allocate a casualty from the normal ambulance that has the highest
workload to the one with the lowest workload; (6) allocating a casualty to a different hospital; (7) swapping the
assigned hospital of two selected casualties; (8) allocating a task related to a casualty to a different responder who
is able to perform that task; (9) swapping two selected tasks related to two casualties located at the same associated
location, i.e. WZ, CCS, and POS, at an incident site between two responders’ schedules; (10) allocate a task related
to a casualty from the workload between the responder who has the highest to the one with the lowest where both
responders are from the same type of responder and located at the same associated location at an incident site. In
each iteration of the NSA, one structure is chosen randomly and applied to the current plan. The new plan
generated in each iteration is only accepted when there is an improvement when compared with the current plan
using the lexicographic approach mentioned earlier; otherwise, the new plan is discarded. Pseudocode for the
NSA is given in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1. The Neighbourhood Search Algorithm
1: scurrent ← generateInitialPlan ()
2: snew ← ∅
3: converged ← false
4: while (!converged) do
5:
structure ← genRandStruc[1, 10]

6:
7:
8:
9:

Snew ← genNeighborhood (scurrent, structure)
isImproved ← lexicographic(snew, scurrent)
if (isImproved)
scurrent ← snew

10:
else
11:
converged ← convergence (scurrent)
12: end if
13: end while
14: output(scurrent)

Four approaches have been established to develop an initial response plan. The approaches include: (a) a fully
random task assignment; (b) the same as (a) but with all responders assigned at least one task; (c) the same as (a)
but with all responders assigned an equal number of tasks (if possible); (d) using a form of a genetic algorithm
(GA) with 100 iterations being applied in each of which tournament selection, crossover, and elitism techniques
are used. In this paper, a set of 50 initial response plans were generated using each approach (a) to (d). The best
response plan was selected from the generated set of individuals to be the initial emergency response plan, which
will be optimized by the NSA. The impact of each approach on the performance of the NSA is discussed in the
‘Results and Discussion’ section.
CASE STUDY

The case study consists of a number of casualties, with varying condition and injuries, located at multiple incident
sites to be attended to by a number of responders from different locations such as ambulance stations, fire and
rescue stations and hospitals. In terms of a response, a number of responders will be allocated to each incident site
to perform a number of tasks related to casualties. Subsequently, casualties will be delivered to one of a number
of hospitals via a number of normal ambulances.
The hypothetical three incidents are assumed to occur on Saturday at 1.00 p.m. at three locations in Birmingham,
namely Arena Birmingham (AB), Sunset Park (SP), Think-Tank Science Museum (TSM). Birmingham was
chosen as it is the second-largest population centre in the UK, after London. The case study involves: two
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ambulance stations, namely Immediate Care Medical (ICM) and St John Ambulance Station (SJ); two fire stations,
namely West Midlands (WM) and Ladywood Community (LC); two hospitals, namely City Hospital (CH) and
Queen Elizabeth Hospital (QEH), each of which has a limited casualty capacity. Figure 4 shows a map of
Birmingham city where the top right and bottom left coordinates are (463751, 288244) and (408752, 283527),
respectively. Table 5 shows the available emergency service vehicles at each location, with each vehicle
accommodating three responders.

Figure 4. Map of Birmingham. The Topography and Road Network Layer on The Right and Left Images,
Respectively

Table 5. Available Vehicles at Labelled Locations in Figure 4
Resources
nHA
nME
nNA

ICM
2
2
4

SJ
1
2
3

QEH
0
0
1

CH
0
0
2

nFE
nISV

WM
2
2

LC
2
3

Three scenarios are considered in which the number of casualties and their injury levels, as well as the hospital
casualty capacity, are set to different values as shown in Table 6 and Table 7.

Table 6. The Distribution of Casualties and Their Health Profiles
Scenario

1

2

3

Incident
sites

Casualties

Trapped

AB
SP
TSM
Total
AB
SP
TSM
Total
AB
SP
TSM
Total

40
20
10
70
50
30
20
100
100
50
50
200

14
13
4
31
25
11
11
47
37
26
27
90

Type of injuries
Head
32
14
10
56
33
21
14
68
71
36
36
143

Chest
21
10
2
33
21
14
7
42
60
22
23
105

Extremity
24
11
4
39
22
15
7
44
48
29
25
102

External
20
7
7
34
25
15
14
54
48
29
26
103

Table 7. Casualty Capacity of Hospitals
Scenarios
1
2
3

CH
50
70
90

QEH
40
80
140

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For each scenario, Figure 5 presents the value of each objective function for (i) each of the four approaches to
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develop the best initial plan and (ii) the associated final plan generated by the NSA. The response times of the
initial plans developed by the four approaches corresponds to the largest value of the three objectives, which
increases from scenario (a) to (b) to (c) due to the increasing number of tasks associated with those scenarios.
Scenario 1 involves 698 tasks associated with 70 casualties distributed between the three incidents sites. In
contrast, scenario 2 and 3 contain 1090 and 2003 tasks associated with 100 and 200 casualties, respectively,
distributed between three incident sites. In Figure 5, for approach (a), the initial plans developed for scenario 1, 2
and 3 had a response time of 532.75, 651.5 and 1201 minutes, respectively. For approach (b), the response time
for scenarios 1, 2, and 3 are 605, 710.5 and 1237.5, minutes, respectively, whereas for approach (c), the three
scenarios’ response times are 517.5, 644.25 and 1181.5 minutes. Approach (d) generated initial plans for scenario
1, 2, and 3 with response times 480, 595.5 and 963.25 minutes. By comparing the response time of the initial
plans generated using all four approaches, it can be seen that approach (d) results in the shortest response time
across all three scenarios. To assess the influence of the initial plan on the performance of the NSA in generating
an optimized final plan, the execution times of the four approaches and the NSA for the three scenarios were
recorded as shown in Table 8.

Figure 5. Values of Objective Functions for Each Scenario-Approach Combination

Table 8. The Execution Times of The Four Approaches and the NSA

Scenario

1

2

3

Approach
a
b
c
d
a
b
c
d
a
b
c
d

Execution time (milliseconds) to generate
Initial plan NSA optimized plan
Total
123
84616
87456
107
87333
84723
140
94536
94676
9389
61120
70509
183
119506
119689
193
110037
110230
213
136097
136310
19744
79525
99269
434
244362
244796
475
245497
245972
478
307974
308452
30638
143782
174420

Diff in %
-11
-7
0
-29
-13
-21
0
-31
-23
-23
0
-56

Table 8 indicates that the execution times of the four approaches to generate an initial plan for scenario 1 are less
than those for scenarios 2 and 3. This is due to the reason mentioned earlier regarding an increasing number of
casualties in each scenario leads to an increase in the number of the tasks associated with casualties. For all
scenarios, approaches (a) and (b) generated initial plans faster than (c) and (d). Indeed, approach (d), which uses
a form of a GA to generate initial plans, has the greatest execution times. On comparing the execution times of
the NSA to optimize the plans generated by the four approaches, it is observed that the NSA optimizes the initial
plans generated by approach (d) in the shortest time across all three scenarios; i.e., for scenario 1, 2, and 3, the
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execution time is 61120, 79525, and 143782 milliseconds, respectively. This observation suggests that using
approach (d), which takes the longest execution time to generate an initial plan of the four approaches considered,
followed by the NSA, leads to the lowest overall execution time to create an optimized plan. In other words,
applying approach (d) to generate the initial plans followed by the NSA for scenario 1, 2, and 3 reduces the total
execution time by approximately 29%, 31% and 56%, respectively, when compared to the highest execution times
recorded by using approach (c) then the NSA.
In Figure 5, it can be seen that by applying the NSA to the initial plans, the effect of the lexicographic approach
on the final optimized plans is clear. As the priority of the proposed model is to optimize f1, then f2, and then f3,
the value of f1 in each optimized plan is the lowest and the value of f3 is the highest, which represents the response
time of the optimized plan. For scenario 1, the final optimized plans developed using the NSA following the
application of approaches (a), (b), (c) and (d) to develop initial plans, have similar values of f1 ranging from 200.2
to 200.4 minutes, and similar values of f2 varying from 263.4 to 269.1 minutes. However, using the NSA following
approaches (a), (b) and (c), the value of f3 varies from 399.0 to 399.7 minutes, whereas using (d) the value is 300.3
minutes. For scenario 2, using approaches (a) to (d) followed by the NSA, yields values of f1 and f2 in the final
optimized plans that are almost equal, with the former ranging from 340.2 to 343.4 minutes and the latter from
417.0 to 420.2 minutes. However, the value of f3 is the lowest using approach (d) followed by the NSA at 578.5
minutes, whereas for the other three approaches range from 582.9 to 583.7 minutes. Similarly, scenario 3 sees the
application of approach (d) followed by the NSA yielding the best (lowest) values for all three objection functions.
In summary, for all scenarios considered, approach (d) is selected to generate the initial plan due to its ability to
develop a good initial plan with the shortest response time. Further, the initial plan generated reduces the execution
time taken by the NSA to develop the final optimized plan and achieve a better optimized plan in terms of objective
function values.
Due to space limitations, the result of one scenario, i.e., scenario 1, will be discussed in terms of the final optimized
plan generated by the NSA. Table 9 shows the distribution of responders between the associated static locations
at each of the three incident sites. In the final optimized plan, 39 responders travelling in 13 vehicles, i.e., 3 per
vehicle, are allocated to AB. Given that AB has the highest number of trapped casualties, i.e., 14, 9 SAR members
and 6 FAR members are allocated from LC to this incident site. Further, 15 responders, travelling in 5 vehicles,
are allocated to TSM given that there are 10 casualties of which 4 are trapped. These 5 vehicles are allocated from
ICM, WM and CH, which are the closest stations and hospital to the incident site. The incident site SP is attended
by vehicles from QEH and all stations except LC, as all vehicles available at this Fire and Rescue station are
dispatched to the closer incident site, i.e., AB, which has the highest number of casualties. It is noted that the
allocation of responders to incident sites is not only affected by the distance between locations and the number of
casualties, but also by the casualties’ health profiles. That is, the NSA allocated the responders based on the
casualties’ needs to ensure that all tasks related to each casualty are completed in the minimum time possible.

Table 9. The Distribution of Responders Between the Associated Static Locations at Incident Sites
Incident sites and
associated static
locations
WZ
AB
CCS
POS
WZ
SP
CCS
POS
WZ
TSM
CCS
POS

AS
ICM
HART MERIT
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
3
0
0
3
0
0

P
0
3
3
6
0
0
0
0
0

HART
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

SJ
MERIT
0
3
0
0
3
0
0
0
0

P
0
6
3
0
0
0
0
0
0

FRS
WM
LC
FAR SAR FAR SAR
0
0
6
9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

H
QEH CH
P
P
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
3
0
0
0
3

Table 10 shows the changes in the health classification of casualties between triage sieve in the WZ and triage
sort in either the CCS or POS. When performing triage sort, an improvement was seen in the health classification
of 7, 2, and 2 casualties at AB, SP, and TSM, respectively. Further, no deterioration was recorded when performing
triage sort, reinforcing that casualties received on-site treatment needed to stabilize their conditions.
Figure 6(a) and Figure 6(b) show the total number of casualties received at each hospital and the total number of
casualties allocated to each hospital from each incident site, respectively.
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Table 10. The Changes in Health Classification of Casualties
Incident
sites
AB
SP
TSM

Triage sieve
Immediate Urgent Delayed
23
14
3
11
4
5
4
4
2

(a)

Triage sort
Immediate Urgent Delayed
20
10
10
10
3
7
4
2
4

(b)

Figure 6. Casualty-to-Hospital Allocation

In Figure 6(a), a total of 45 casualties is allocated to CH and 25 casualties to QEH. In Figure 6(b), a total of 31
casualties is delivered from AB to CH, which takes 21.41 minutes per journey compared to 39.25 minutes per
journey to QEH. Due to the distance between either hospital and SP being approximately equal, 11 and 9 casualties
are delivered to QEH and CH, respectively. The distance between TSM and QEH is 25.75 km; however, half of
the casualties at this incident site have been delivered to QEH despite the available casualty capacity at CH, which
is 5.25 km closer to TSM than QEH. This indicates that the NSA is unable to achieve a better final optimized plan
even if more than half the casualties located at TSM were delivered to CH, which is due to the plan’s overall
response time being dependent on the time taken by normal ambulances to deliver casualties from AB and SP to
hospitals.
CONCLUSION

Multiple MCIs require many emergency actions to be undertaken quickly during a disaster to cope with the rapid
changes in the situation and environment. During the response to multiple MCIs, a number of co-ordination
problems need to be solved, namely the allocation and scheduling of vehicles-to-incident sites, responders-tocasualties, vehicles to transport casualties to hospitals, and task assignment to responders and vehicles. In this
paper, a comprehensive casualty health profile is considered. Further, an optimization-based approach,
incorporating a NSA, to solve the co-ordination problem has been presented. Prior to the NSA being deployed, a
number of approaches to develop initial plans have been considered to provide the NSA with a better starting plan
to be optimized. A hypothetical multiple MCI has been modelled in which three multiple MCI scenarios are
considered. In these scenarios, the number of casualties and their injury levels, as well as casualty capacity of
hospitals, vary. For each scenario, the final optimized plan generated by the NSA followed the application of one
of four approaches to develop an initial plan, namely (a) a fully random task assignment, (b) the same as (a) but
with all responders assigned at least one task, (c) the same as (a) but with all responders assigned an equal number
of tasks (if possible), (d) using a form of GA. For all scenarios considered, approach (d) performed best in
generating an initial plan with the shortest response time. Further, the initial plan generated using approach (d)
reduced the execution time taken by the NSA to develop the final optimized plan and achieve a better optimized
plan in terms of objective function values. In the final optimized plan generated for scenario 1, it is noted that the
allocation of responders-to-incident sites and responders-to-casualties are not only influenced by the distance
between locations and the number of casualties at incident sites but also by the casualties’ health profiles.
In terms of future work, the casualties’ health profiles will be updated dynamically during the response to multiple
MCIs. In addition, multiple MCIs occurring at different times during the response will be introduced. These
dynamic changes will require re-scheduling the tasks associated with casualties that were already assigned to
responders and re-allocating the normal ambulances that were allocated to travel to certain casualties at incident
sites. In addition, re-allocating casualties that have been allocated to certain hospitals is required in consideration
of their respective casualty capacity limit. Moreover, due to human error, information regarding the number and
location of casualties at incident sites could be incorrect. Thus, the impact of reporting incorrect information to
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the emergency center on the overall response time is being considered in future work.
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ABSTRACT

The Covid19 crisis has highlighted once more that socio-economic inequalities are a main driver of vulnerability.
Especially in densely populated urban areas, these inequalities can drastically change even within
neighbourhoods. However, conventionally such vulnerabilities are analysed at city or district scale. As such, new
methods with higher granularity are needed to zoom into the spatial patterns locally.
Machine learning techniques enable us to extract detailed spatial information from geo-located datasets. In this
paper, we present a prototypical study that uses Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to analyse the distribution
of labour and residential characteristics in the urban area of Helsinki, Finland. The main goals are twofold: 1)
identify patterns of socio-economic activities, and 2) study spatial inequalities and related vulnerabilities. Our
analyses use a grid of 250x250 meters that covers the whole city of Helsinki, thereby providing a higher
granularity than the neighbourhood-scale.
The study yields four main findings. First, the descriptive statistical analysis detects inequalities in the labour and
residential distributions. Second, relationships between the socio-economic variables exist in the geographic
space. Third, the first two Principal Components (PCs) can extract most of the information about the socioeconomic dataset. Fourth, the spatial analyses of the PCs identify differences between the Eastern and Western
areas of Helsinki, which persist since the economic crisis in the 1990s, indicating clear path-dependencies. Future
studies will include further datasets related to the distribution of urban services and socio-technical indicators.
Keywords

Inequality, socio-economic patterns, vulnerability, PCA, GIS, urban analytics, Helsinki.

INTRODUCTION

Technology and globalization have shaped our cities at an unprecedented pace. Socio-economic changes have
always defined the growth of cities and the distribution of resources in urban areas. Those changes, essentially,
create differentiation in the spatial and social structure of a city and lead to urban segregation, social inequalities
and diverging development, posing a threat to social cohesion and stability (Tammaru et al., 2016. Musterd et al.,
2017). At the same time, inequalities influence the vulnerability and resilience to crises and disasters (Donner et
al., 2008). Therefore, if urban planning and crisis management authorities would like to reduce vulnerability and
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identify potential hotspots before a crisis strikes, understanding the spatial distribution of inequalities and
identifying hotspots are of paramount importance.
Traditionally, indicator-based studies to analyse vulnerability are only available at the level of a city (e.g., Tapia
et al., 2017) or different infrastructures (Comes & Van de Walle, 2014). Urban dynamics are conventionally
analysed by mapping the geographical distribution of households in urban areas using surveys or census data
(Morales et al., 2019), which are extremely cumbersome to collect. As such, what is needed is a method that
makes use of the pervasive data that is accessbile publicly and openly that provides high spatial granularity below
neighborhood scale.
In this paper, we propose using Machine Learning (ML) techniques for urban analytics to shed a new light on
socio-economic urban vulnerabilities with unprecedented accuracy and depth, complementing other methods. It
is undeniable that ML studies have helped unveiling patterns in urban data. Yet some of these algorithms are
difficult to interpret (Mohanty and Vyas, 2018). ML studies often do not link algorithms with the highly
interdisciplinary problems of urban planning and vulnerability (Grekousis, 2019). Therefore, we aim to contribute
to advancing the state of the art of urban ML by detecting socio-economic inequalities and their spatial distribution
via an analysis of changes in the principal components (PCs). The results can help decision-makers to identify
vulnerable areas and track inequalities at a high spatial resolution.
We showcase our approach by using the city of Helsinki as our case study area. In the 1990s, Helsinki transitioned
to a new phase of economic development, resulting in a new distribution of the labour market, and thereby creating
socio-economic differences between the eastern and western areas of the city (Vaattovaara and Kortteinen, 2003).
With this prior information on hand, our study analyses whether those socio-economic inequalities between the
east and the west can still be detected, and how the socio-economic conditions are distributed. In sum, the purpose
of this study is to 1) investigate how principal component analysis (PCA) can identify patterns of inequality in the
socio-economic data of Helsinki in 2016, and 2) examine how spatial changes of PCs identify areas with the
highest concentration of values, which represent different socio-economic attractiveness levels.
BACKGROUND

Recently, there is an increase in crisis and risk management studies that use machine learning for various purposes,
such as predicting flood risk maps of cities (Eini et al., 2020. Darabi et al., 2019); improving the delineation of
flood areas from satellite data (Palomba et al., 2020); assessing damages due to wildfires (Oliveira et al., 2017);
studying the role of social factors in hurricanes damages (Szczyrba et al., 2020); identifying the factors that affect
the vulnerability of communities during drought, flooding, illness and crop-disease events (Knippenberg et al.,
2019); monitoring influenza outbreaks using social media (Allen et al., 2018); or predicting patient volumes at
mass gatherings (Serwylo et al., 2011).
In a nutshell, there are four main categories of ML algorithms: (i) supervised (data is labeled), (ii) unsupervised
(data is unlabeled), (iii) semi-supervised (only a small portion of data is labeled for training) and (iv) reinforcement
learning (data is analyzed and labeled on the flight). Selecting the ML algorithm depends on the problem
properties, such as prediction, classification or clustering (Grekousis, 2019). In this study, we used an
unsupervised ML technique to derive information from data without imposing any label on the classes of data.
We focus here on Principal Component Analysis (PCA), which was first introduced by Pearson (1901) and
Hotelling (1933). Although the literature on PCA spans many disciplines, the use of PCA for the analysis of
vulnerability is limited. In 2008, Cutter and Finch investigated the social vulnerability of the US population to
cope with hazards by extracting PCs of demographic data in different years. Then, Holand and Lujala (2013)
studied two social vulnerability indexes in the main municipalities of Norway. Stafford and Abramowitz (2017)
compared the PCA and k-means clustering method by studying the social vulnerability due to sea-level rise in a
metropolitan area in Virginia. In 2020, Dong et al. characterized vulnerability against urban flooding by analysing
PCA in neighbourhoods. They used PCs to create a disruption tolerance index based on census data, which
identified the accessibility to healthcare services during floodings. There are more applications in urban studies,
where PCA helps to investigate socio-economic inequalities. Moser and Scott (1961) published a prime example
of the social-economic urban inequalities between British towns by using PCA analyses. Lalloue’ et al. (2013)
investigated social health inequalities in metropolitan areas in France and used principal components (PCs) to
extract socio-economic indices at neighbourhood scales. Wang and Zhang (2017) employed PCA to examine the
social inequality of public leisure space provision in Shenzhen. Reades et al. (2019) studied gentrification in
London by measuring socio-economic status with PCs.
The advantage of using PCA is that it offers an alternative to the otherwise subjective variable selection by
objectively simplifying a large number of variables into a few uncorrelated factors. In this way, the factors that
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influence vulnerability are identified on a more elevated level than when represented by individual variables.
Furthermore, the method circumvents the problem with multicollinearity and facilitates increased
comprehensiveness (Holand and Lujala, 2013). Moreover, Stafford and Abramowitz (2017) discussed the
advantages of PCA compared to k-means clustering method in vulnerability analyses. They concluded that one of
the strengths of the PCA is to provide a way of ranking communities in terms of vulnerability which cluster
analyses do not. In particular, indices derived by PCA are more appropriate than cluster analyses for academic
research where the ability to provide a continuous measure of vulnerability is important (Stafford and
Abramowitz, 2017).
While as such PCA has been successfully applied to a wide range of topics and data types (Joliffe and Cadima,
2016), many studies focused on using PCA at highly aggregated levels, i.e., neighbourhoods or city units. What
is missing, however, is an application of PCA for detailed analysis at a higher spatial resolution. Analyses at a
spatial scale lower than neighbourhood can increase the granularity and contribute to developing site-specific
analyses to help urban risk management.
Moreover, most applications of PCA do not discuss the relationship with spatial attributes. Geospatial data
distinctively characterizes the relations between socio-demographic structure and a corresponding spatial location
in the urban environment. Therefore, analyzing the PCA within the spatial context will add to a more
comprehensive understanding of the dynamics of urban areas than purely statistical analyses. These results can
help urban planners and risk managers to identify the vulnerabilities of urban areas at a more detailed level, and
thereby better prepare for crises.
METHODOLOGY

In this study, we analyse the changes in socio-economic data in Helsinki by using principal component analysis
(PCA). We chose Helsinki as a case study as it showed different economic and demographic patterns in the
western and eastern areas that result from a transition period in the 1990s (Vaattovaara & Kortteinen, 2003). In
particular, our study investigated the PCs’ changes in the whole city and the western and eastern areas separately.
Our approach allows us to look at the local variability of urban socio-economic variables by using a classification
technique that does not require a priori information about the original data. Meaningful information from the
dataset is extracted to study the specific urban context without following any prior assumptions or biases. Our
approach presents a flexible way to analyze case studies with assumed local variability of data.
DATA

Our study area is the city of Helsinki, Finland, defined by its administrative boundaries. The total area is
approximately 213.8 km2 with a population of approximately 628,208 in 2016 (Statistical Yearbook of Helsinki,
2016). The administrative boundaries and district division of Helsinki are obtained in shapefile format by the
Helsinki map service of the municipality of Helsinki. Our dataset consists of two sets of statistics data: the
enterprises and establishments’ statistics (Työpaikkaruudukko tietokuvaukset) and the population statistics
(Väestöruudukko) in 2016. Those are openly accessible via the Helsinki Region Infoshare portal (HRI), which is
administered by the municipality of Helsinki. Both datasets are on grids of 250x250m cell size in shapefile formats
that cover all of Helsinki’s built environment.
We use four socio-economic variables to capture the interplay between the labour demand and the implications
for residential areas and housing. In 2019 Reades et al. also used four variables to measure socio-economic status
by using PCA. Previous studies used census data to study social vulnerability with PCA (Cutter and Finch, 2008.
Dong et al., 2020). Although census data represent social and economic disparities of residents in cities, they fail
to represent business attractiveness. For the labour demand, we chose the enterprises and establishments’ statistics
which provide information about the number of enterprises and the number of employees at each grid cell. The
number of enterprises shows the number of business and commercial activities, while the number of employees
shows the number of people working in a specific grid cell. The main difference between the two variables is that
the number of employees is related to the number of commuters in an area, while the number of enterprises to its
local economy. To study the social and residential implications, we selected the population statistics containing
the number of residents and the total size of living space in the area unit. The latter is a proxy for the number of
accommodations since the living space size and the number of accommodations increase proportionately in a
specific area.
Therefore, we chose the four variables that represent the distribution of residential and employment extent in
Helsinki. A location with high residential and employment values represent busy hotspots where people live and
work within the urban area. Low values show less developed areas in terms of socio-economic activities. This
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means that areas with high socio-economic values attract more social and economic activities. Lower socioeconomic values, in turn, represent higher vulnerability in the same context.
Principal Component Analysis

The Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a statistical technique used as an exploratory tool for data analysis.
The purpose of PCA is to reduce the dimensionality of a dataset, while preserving as much statistical information,
or variability, as possible. This means identifying new variables that are linear functions of those in the original
dataset, which maximize the variance and are uncorrelated with each other (Jolliffe and Cadima, 2016). These
new variables are called principal components (PCs). The higher the degree of correlation among the original
variables in the data, the fewer components required to capture common information (Vyas and Kumaranayake,
2006).
The original dataset is defined by the data matrix 𝑋, which is formed by 𝑝 vectors 𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , …, 𝑥𝑝 of 𝑛 observations.
𝑝
Linear combinations are given by ∑𝑗=1 𝑎𝑗 𝑥𝑗 = 𝑋𝑎, where 𝑎 is a vector of constants 𝑎1 , 𝑎2 , …, 𝑎𝑝 and 𝑎′ 𝑎 =
1. The weighting factors 𝑎𝑗 are selected such that the variance of 𝑋𝑎 is maximized. This means to maximize
𝑎′ 𝑆𝑎 − 𝜆(𝑎′ 𝑎 − 1), where 𝑆 is the covariance matrix of 𝑋 and 𝜆 is a Lagrange multiplier. Differentiating with
respect to the vector 𝑎, and equating to the null vector, produces the equation 𝑆𝑎 = 𝜆𝑎 (Joliffe and Cadima, 2016).
The elements of the eigenvectors 𝑎𝑘 are called PC loadings, and the elements of the linear combinations 𝑋𝑎𝑘 are
called PC scores. The PC loadings indicate the effect of each original variable on the new principal component.
The PC scores are the values that each element of 𝑋 would score on a given PC.
In spatial data analysis, PC scores can be mapped as they correspond to each vector of observations at each spatial
location of the data set. Raster PC maps are often used to produce composite indices that describe a certain subset
of data with particular properties (Demšar et al., 2012). The PC score maps show the distribution of values of each
principal component at each location reflecting the combination of several variables. Hence, variations in spatial
distributions of scores indicate the existence of different patterns in the data.
Analytical Framework

For this project, our analyses contain the following three main steps (see Figure 1). First, we pre-processed the
original data (labour and residential shapefiles) by using ArcGIS software. To avoid data gaps, we select only the
cells that are in common to all four socio-economic variables by using the built-in ArcGIS selection tool. Each
cell has a specific ID that we use to join two grid shapefiles. In this way, we create a unique Helsinki shapefile.
Second, we evaluate the PCA on the processed data in Matlab by importing the attribute table of Helsinki shapefile
that is exported as a text file to build a matrix. Each column of the matrix represents one of the four socio-economic
variables that we use and an additional column to store the cell IDs. We analyze the correlations between the
variables. Then, we standardize the data for the PCA by multiplying for the mean and dividing every column by
the standard deviation. This standardization is necessary for the input data to be independent of their respective
scales. After conducting the PCA analysis in Matlab, the scores are saved as text files with each score result
associated with the corresponding cell ID. This allows us to easily integrate the results back into the ArcGIS by
joining cell IDs with the existing Helsinki cell shapefile.
Third, we conduct the spatial analysis in ArcGIS with the resulting PCA scores. In order to compare the results
of different PCs, all scores are rescaled to the interval [0, 1] such that maximum PC score is mapped to 1 and the
minimum to 0. Then, we classify the values in five classes by using the Jenks Natural Breaks method (Jenks,
1967), which is a data clustering method to derive the best arrangements of values into classes. The classified
results are represented as maps in ArcGIS both for the city as a whole as well as for the Eastern and Western parts,
respectively.
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Figure 1. Workflow diagram. We used ArcGIS for processing the spatial data and Matlab for the PCA analyses.

RESULTS

Descriptive Analysis

First, we analyse the distribution of the four selected socio-economic variables in Helsinki: the number of
residents, the size of the living space, the number of enterprises and employees. Locations with high values in
socio-economic variables represent areas that attract activities within the city. We investigate the patterns of the
four socio-economic variables by studying their probability distributions, spatial distributions and correlations
coefficients. Table 1 shows the basic statistics.
Table 1. Basic statistics of the socio-economic variables.

Residents Living space

Enterprises

Employees

[m2]
Mean

318

38

22

106

Standard
deviation

332

14

51

361

Skewness

2.3

2.6

7.5

7.5

The distributions of the number of enterprises and employees are more concentrated towards small values than in
the residents and living space distributions. Figure 2 shows the distributions of the four variables. The distributions
of the number of enterprises and employees are similar, while the residents and living space variables show
different results.
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Figure 2. Distribution of four socio-economic variables (e.g. number of residents, enterprises, employees and size of the
living space) of Helsinki urban area in 2016.

We classify the socio-economic variables into five categories with the Jenks Natural Break classification method,
which is a built-in ArcGIS classification to create thematic maps. The resulting classification yields three patterns
of spatial distribution. Figure 3 shows the resulting spatial distributions.
For the residential aspects, the first pattern corresponds to the spatial distribution of residents in Helsinki.
Locations with a high number of residents are situated in the south-western area of Helsinki, close to the city
center (Figure 3.A). Sites of medium number of residents are spread in the northern and western areas. The second
pattern corresponds to the spatial distribution of the living space (Figure 3.B). Here, the locations of middle values
spread in the whole city area, whereas values with the highest and lowest amount of living space size are located
in fewer sites. The sites with most per capita living space are found mostly in the southern coastal areas, but only
partially corresponding to the areas with few residents.
For the economic aspects, we identified a similar spatial distribution of the number of enterprises and employees
(Figure 3.C and 3.D). The highest values are clustered in the core of the south-western area of Helsinki in
accordance with the central district, while lower values spread from this area in the neighbouring districts. The
lowest values are mostly located in the northern and eastern areas, which forms a larger cluster of low values than
for the residential aspects.
Overall, residents, enterprises and employees form larger spatial clusters with high values around specific
locations. In contrast, high living space values are more scattered throughout the city. The south-western area
forms a socio-economic hub that attracts the highest number of people to live and work. When comparing the
spatial distributions of residents and employees, we identify areas with high values of residents and the lowest
values of employees. Those areas are located in the northern and the whole eastern districts of Helsinki. This
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means that those areas are mostly residential with a limited labour attractiveness. As a consequence, residents in
those areas might travel for longer commuting time to reach the areas more attractive for companies.
To consolidate these findings, we analyse the correlation coefficients to examine the relationships between the
four variables (see Table 2), all of which show p-value < 0.01., indicating statistically significant results. The
number of residents is correlated with the number of enterprises and employees by a coefficient of 0.4 and 0.1
respectively. Enterprises and employees are strongly correlated by a coefficient of 0.8. Whereas for the living
space, we find a slightly inverse correlation with all other variables. These results confirm that enterprises and
employees distributions follow similar trends in the city, while the distribution of residents has a stronger
relationship with the number of enterprises than the other variables.

Figure 3. Spatial distribution of four socio-economic variables (A number of residents, B the size of the living space, C
number of enterprises, and D number of employees) of Helsinki urban area in 2016. Values were classified into 5 classes
by using the Jenks Natural Break classification method.

Table 2. Results of the correlation analysis for the four socio-economic variables.

Residents Living space

Enterprises

Employees

-0.2

0.4

0.1

1

-0.1

-0.1

1

0.8

[m2]
Residents

1

Living space
[m2]
Enterprises
Employees

1

Principal Component Analysis
Results for the Entire Helsinki City Area

The second part of our analysis examines clusters of socio-economic attractiveness levels in the entire city of
Helsinki. We apply PCA to extract the underlying structure of the socio-economic dataset. Each principal
component is a new variable that is a linear function of those in the original dataset. The first and second PCs
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account for 76% of the total variance, which implies that the first two PCs alone contain most of the information
of the original data set.
The PC’s loadings indicate how the original variables contribute to the PCs. We report those loadings values in
Table 3. Loadings of the first PC are (sorted in order of importance): 0.7 with the enterprise variable, 0.6 with the
number of employees, 0.4 with the number of residents and -0.2 with the living space variable. This is an indication
that the number of enterprises has a strong effect on the first PC, followed by the number of employees and
residents, while the living space shows the lowest and negative correlation with the first PC. The loadings of the
second PC show a different trend (again, in order of importance): 0.8 for the living space variable, 0.4 for the
number of employees, 0.2 for the number of enterprises and -0.5 for the number of residents. This means that the
living space is the leading variable for the second PC, while the other variables had weaker effects on it.

Table 3. Principal component explained variance and loadings. The loading coefficient explains the correlation between
each socio-economic variable and the kth PC. Each column contains coefficients for one principal component, which
are ordered of descending component variance.

PC1

PC2

PC3

PC4

Explained variance [%]

49.6

26.5

19.4

4.5

Residents

0.4

-0.5

0.7

-0.3

Living space [m2]

-0.2

0.8

0.6

-0.1

Enterprises

0.7

0.2

0

0.7

Employees

0.6

0.4

-0.3

-0.6

PC scores are the values that each cell would score on a given PC in Helsinki. Figure 4.A shows the spatial
distribution of the normalized scores for the first PC, classified by using the Jenks Natural Break classification
method. The highest scores form a cluster located in the south-western area of the city. Scores mostly decrease
around this central cluster and in a northerly direction. Indication that the central area was the most important area
for the first PC. Figure 4.B illustrates the scores for the second PC, dominated by the living space variable. The
highest values are still clustered in the south-western peninsula, but also scattered in the northern and eastern
regions in smaller areas. The medium to lowest scores are located throughout the city. This means that the central
area still maintained its importance even by changing the PC loadings.
To compare the changes between the Eastern and Western parts of Helsinki, we analyse the number of cells for
each class of scores in the East and West (Table 3). The total number of cells in Helsinki is 1944, of these 612 are
in the Eastern and 1332 in the Western areas. Then, we calculate the rate of cells in the East and West areas by
dividing for the total number of cells in the area for each class, see Table 4.
We find that the number of cells in the 5th class, i.e., the highest values, has the lowest total count in both PCs
with 1% in the West and 0% in the East for the first PC, dominated by enterprises and employees. For the second
PC, the share of the 5th class increases to 2% in both East and West. Therefore, the first PC is more selective in
assigning high values than the second PC.
For the lowest scores, the first PC shows a striking concentration of 64% of the lowest class of scores are in the
East of Helsinki (vs 50% in the West). This indicates that areas with less importance in terms of the socioeconomic variables are in this part of the city. The second PC, dominated by living space, shows more balanced
results in between the East and the West. In particular, the high scores, corresponding to the 4th class, have a
higher percentage in the East than the West of Helsinki.
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Figure 4. Spatial distribution of the Principal Component (PC) scores in Helsinki. 4.A represents the results for the
first PC and the 4.B for the second PC. The values show how much each cell would score on a given PC. High cell values
mean a higher attractiveness of the socio-economic variables in that specific location. The scores are normalized to [0,1]
and then classified with the Jenks Natural Breaks method. The highest values for both PCs are located in the southwestern peninsula, close to the central areas of Helsinki.

Table 4. The number of cells for each class of the PC scores in the East, West and whole Helsinki. The scores are firstly
ranged between 0-1 intervals and then classified in 5 classes. We use the Jenks Natural Breaks method to classify the
values. The 1st class corresponds to the lowest values, while the 5th class to the highest values. The rate is calculated
by dividing the number of cells in a specific class by the total number of cells in each area.

First PC
Classes

Whole

East

West

East rate

West rate

1st

1062

392

670

64%

50%

2nd

652

197

455

32%

34%

3rd

149

21

128

3%

10%

4th

70

2

68

0%

5%

5th

11

0

11

0%

1%
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Second PC
Classes

Whole

East

West

East rate

West rate

1st

307

90

217

15%

16%

2nd

802

238

564

39%

42%

3rd

647

210

437

34%

33%

4th

145

59

86

10%

6%

5th

43

15

28

2%

2%

Results for the West and East of Helsinki Comparison

In the third part of our analysis, we investigate the West and East areas of Helsinki individually. As striking socioeconomic differences between the Eastern and Western parts of Helsinki have been found after the 1990s
(Vaattovaara and Kortteinen, 2003), we now aim to analyse if those socio-economic differences have prevailed
until 2016.
The first and second PCs explain 80% of the total variance in the East of Helsinki and 75% in the West of Helsinki.
These results show that the first two PCs store most of the information representing the original socio-economic
variables. We analyze the loadings to study which variable most influenced the two PCs. Table 5 shows the
loadings for the first two PCs in the East and West areas. The results yield similar trends to the ones for Helsinki
as a whole. The living space variable is still inversely correlated in the first PC and then strongly correlated in the
second PC. In particular, the loadings in the western areas slightly differ from the Helsinki loadings. The changes
are only in the values of the loadings and not in the importance ranking of the variables to PCs.
Table 5. First two principal component loadings of the eastern and western areas analysed separately.

East

West

PC1

PC2

PC1

PC2

Residents

0.4

-0.6

0.4

-0.4

Living space [m2]

-0.4

0.6

-0.2

0.8

Enterprises

0.6

0.3

0.7

0.2

Employees

0.6

0.5

0.6

0.3

Then, we analyse the spatial distributions of the PC scores. Figure 5.B and 5.D illustrate the results in the eastern
part of Helsinki. In the first PC, the highest scores are located in the central area of the eastern part which are also
mainly surrounded by high scores. Whereas, in the second PC (see Figure 5.D), the distribution is similar to the
second PC for the entire Helsinki (see Figure 4.B). High scores are located even in the extreme southern of the
eastern districts. Figures 5.A and 5.C show the PC scores in the West part of Helsinki. Spatial distributions for the
first and second PCs are similar to those found in the whole Helsinki (see Figure 4). A cluster of high scores is
located in the south-western peninsula, similarly to the previous results, which confirm the attractiveness of the
south-western areas. We notice fewer cells classified with the highest scores in the West part than in the whole of
Helsinki.
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Figure 5. Spatial distribution of the PC scores in the West and East of Helsinki. 5.A and 5.B represents the results for
the first PCs, 5.C and 5.D the second PCs. The score values range between 0-1 interval and then are classified using the
Jenks Natural Breaks method. High cell values mean a higher combination of the socio-economic variables in that
specific location.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this study, we investigate socio-economic patterns and their spatial distributions in the city of Helsinki based
on four key variables (number of enterprises, employees, residents and surface of living space). We use PCA to
identify the patterns and examine the changes in high PC values in the spatial context at a high level of granularity.
Our study yields four main findings. First, the descriptive statistical analysis provides us with the spatial
distributions for four socio-economic variables. We find that the number of enterprises and employees show
similar and complementary spatial distributions, while different patterns are observed for the residents and living
space. The highest values of the number of enterprises and employees are located in the south-western area of
Helsinki, while the highest values of the number of residents and living space are located in different areas of the
city. These results confirm the findings of Vaattovaara and Kortteinen (2003), who showed how social differences
between the Western and Eastern areas of Helsinki rose during the economic crisis of the 1990s. Even though
Helsinki experienced since then an economic upswing by focusing on knowledge-related industries, the spatial
patterns from the 1990s are still persistent, even though the city has invested reducing inequalities in the residential
sector (Nilamo, 2020). For economic activities, this is in line with the findings of Inkinen & Kaakinen (2016)
showing that the number and intensity clusters of knowledge-intensive business services diminish when the
distance to the core center of Helsinki increases.
Second, all the four socio-economic variables are correlated with each other. The number of enterprises and
employees are strongly correlated by a coefficient of 0.8, “residents and enterprises” and “residents and
employees” are correlated by a coefficient of 0.4, and 0.1, respectively. The living space is negatively correlated
with all the variables by coefficients between 0.1-0.2. These results confirm that relationships between the socioeconomic variables exist in the geographic space.
Third, the first two PCs account for at least 75% of the total variance in all cases (i.e., the entire city area, or the
west and east parts separately). Moreover, the PC loadings show similar results in all analyses. The first PCs are
positively correlated with the number of enterprises, employees and residents, while the second PCs are strongly
positively correlated with the living space.
Fourth, the spatial analyses of the PCs identify patterns of change between the Eastern and Western areas of
Helsinki. We find that the high values of PC scores (4th and 5th classes) are mostly clustered in the western
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peninsula for our analysis of the entire Helsinki city area. The separate analysis results showed that in the Western
areas, there is a constant cluster of highly important cells in the south-western peninsula. These findings confirm
the observations of Vaattovaara and Kortteinen (2003) that there are differences between the eastern and western
districts from a social-economic perspective that still persists, more than 30 years after the economic
transformation. The western areas are the most important for residential and labour-related aspects.
Our findings have implications for decision-makers, planners and the scientific community. Decision-makers can
use the PCs to identify socio-economic clusters in cities and to aim to address social inequalities, especially in
preparedness for or response to crises. Planners can use these highly localized clusters as an indicator of possible
vulnerabilities and how they distribute in urban areas. They can identify strategic plans to make communities and
neighbourhoods more sustainable and resilient. In particular, planners can use our framework for better
preparedness to understand critical vulnerability hotspots and lower the social and economic risk in case of crises.
For the scientific community, our study contributes to extending the ML techniques to investigate urban socioeconomic patterns and inequalities, which have utmost importance to evaluate and improve the resilience of cities.
For the scientific community, this study contributes to social vulnerability studies, and connect it to the (urban)
planning literature. Studying social vulnerability is important because the impacts of hazard events are falling
disproportionately on the most vulnerable people in society (Copeland et al. 2020, Howell and Elliott 2018).
Moreover, planning scholars maintain that multiple sectors of urban planning (e.g., transportation, conservation,
housing) often ignore the uneven impacts of hazards on socially vulnerable populations (Berke et al., 2019.
Anguelovski et al., 2016). Our results extend the discussion of Cutter and Finch (2008), who emphasized the
importance of using a flexible approach including place-specific local variability while studying social
vulnerability rather than a ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach. Researchers from different disciplines already contributed
to foster the discussion around these themes from analysing the urban planning of cities to making surveys and
models (Rufat et al., 2015. Anguelovski et al., 2016). Our methodology complements this research by allowing
urban planners and crisis managers to extract information at a high granularity from data available, instead of
investing in additional data collection. As such, this approach is especially useful under the stress and time
pressure that is characteristic for crises (Comes et al., 2020).
This study has some limitations as it serves as a prototypical demonstration of using PCA for urban vulnerability.
First, we focus on four key socio-economic variables. Data on income levels, or urban services (e.g., access to
education and healthcare), or real estate prices would complement our analysis to improve the detection of
demographic vulnerability. Importantly, PCA can extract information from larger datasets. Therefore, future
research will focus on using more variables as input to the analyses. Second, we studied socio-economic spatial
distribution and ignored the spatial distribution of infrastructures, buildings and land use in Helsinki. Future
research will go beyond the socio-economic and include socio-technical and socio-environmental indicator sets
(e.g., transportation networks, smart infrastructures; green and blue spaces). To study the distribution of the urban
service at a local scale, we identify areas with similar residential density but different average incomes to compare
the urban service densities between them.
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ABSTRACT

Disasters are a major global problem and a serious threat to sustainable development. In this context, the development
of disaster management systems becomes a complex activity, both due to the unpredictability of the events to be
treated and the difficulty in extracting or identifying these systems users’ needs (software requirements). This
paper presents a systematic mapping of literature (SM) and an open-source repository mining (RM) performed to
understand the software requirements usually elicited for disaster management systems and how such requirements
are identified. The results of this study benefit both academics and practitioners, as detail several characteristics of
disaster management systems that could assist these systems development and decision-making, besides providing
inputs to guide further research.
Keywords

Software requirements, systematic literature mapping, repository mining, disaster management systems.
INTRODUCTION

Disasters are a major global problem and a serious threat to sustainable development. Their impacts are diverse,
such as loss of human life, injury, the spread of diseases, and other adverse effects on human well-being (Yaqoob
∗ corresponding
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et al. 2014). Different types of hazards can contribute to disasters, derived either from natural catastrophes (floods,
earthquakes, and hurricanes) or human-made (wars, conflicts, and refugee crises), impacting communities and
nations worldwide. These disasters can also act in combination or individually as well as in the short or long term
(Twigg et al. 2015).
According to the International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies (IFRC), a disaster is “an abrupt
disastrous event that seriously disrupts the functioning of a community or society” (IFRC 2020). As routine
procedures do not easily manage these events, government agencies, private sectors, humanitarian agencies, and
communities must work together in preventive actions in regions vulnerable to disasters. Disaster Management
includes the sum of all activities, programs, and measures that can be taken before, during, and after a disaster. It
aims to prevent a disaster (pre-disaster activities), reduce its impact (response activities), or recover from its losses
(Alexander 2002; Vasilescu et al. 2008).
In this context, the development of support systems becomes a complex activity due to the lack of understanding or
difficulty in extracting the needs of interested parties that interact directly with the system (Gottesdiener 2008; Hood
et al. 2007). For these reasons, in recent years, organizations focused on software development have been looking
for new and best practices in requirements engineering (Young 2004; Wiegers 2005; S. Robertson and J. Robertson
2012). The project’s success is increasingly related to a better understanding of the software requirements (Wiegers
2005; S. Robertson and J. Robertson 2012).
This study aims to understand the software requirements frequently elicited for disaster management systems and, for
that, sought to identify the functional and non-functional requirements that are generally specified in software in this
context. To identify these requirements, we conducted a systematic mapping of literature (SM) and an open-source
repository mining (RM). The SM identified academic papers that described software requirements for disaster
management systems in general. We chose SM because it is a powerful tool to collect and structure knowledge
systematically and reproducibly (Kitchenham and Charters 2007). The RM identified open-source repositories of
systems created for a specific event and raised its software requirements present in these repositories. We chose
the COVID-19 scenario for the RM since many projects were developed and made available in recent times, thus
facilitating the understanding and extraction of the systems requirements. There are studies in the literature that
present systematic mapping for disaster management systems and the identification of software requirements and
studies that address automatic identification of software requirements in source code repositories. However, to the
best of our knowledge, we have found no work that identifies functional and non-functional software requirements
for disaster management systems.
This work is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related works. Section 3 details the methodology used for the
systematic mapping and the repository mining. Section 4 shows the answers to the research question and discusses
the obtained results. Finally, Section 5 concludes the work.
RELATED WORK

Reviews on disaster management systems are found in the literature, covering topics such as using groupware
technologies for disaster management (Tavares et al. 2018) and big data for disaster management (Akter and
Fosso Wamba 2019). Also, systematic review or mapping to identify software requirements has already been
performed in the literature. Souag et al. (2016) investigated reuse in 20 years of research in safety requirements
engineering through the survey of methods, techniques, frameworks, and tools. As a result, they established a
framework to analyze and compare different proposals and to categorize future contributions for requirements
reuse. Sulaman et al. (2014) searched digital repositories to find evidence about open-source use in critical systems
development. They identified that critical systems in the automotive, aerospace, medical, and nuclear fields
contexts that use open-source applications have as main requirements: interoperability, portability, and image
generation, which supports communication frameworks, parts of real-time operating systems, and libraries for
image manipulation, respectively.
Besides that, some authors have presented proposals for the automatic identification of requirements in code
repositories. These approaches use the context of README files as input, such as the identification of patterns in
natural language (R. L. Q. Portugal and P. Leite 2016) and the categorization of sections (Prana et al. 2018). In
R. Portugal et al. (2017), requirements engineers elicit requirements by analyzing README of projects that have
the same scope and thus facilitate understanding of domain issues. Although these public repositories are interesting
sources for eliciting requirements, there is no other study that maps disaster management system requirements in
code repositories to the best of our knowledge.
Unlike previous works, this paper presents an SM to identify more frequent functional and non-functional
requirements for disaster management systems, covering different kinds of requirements (in contrast to (Souag
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et al. 2016)) and for any disaster management system (unlike (Sulaman et al. 2014)). The work also presents an
RM conducted in publicly available projects on the GitHub platform. The requirements were identified manually
and double-checked to ensure a higher quality of the result generated. It was used as a data source not only the
README content but also the information in the issue reports and other repositories items, such as documents and
codes.
PROTOCOL AND CONDUCTION OF THE STUDY

The main goal of our work is the identification of system requirements applied to disaster management. As the
focus of these systems is to prevent and minimize the negative impact caused by disasters and loss of life, there is a
need to conduct a study to understand these requirements and how to collaborate in the construction of a system
that is useful and reliable for address the challenges posed in disaster management (Hübner et al. 2015). Thus, we
raise one research question related to our work goal: What functional and non-functional requirements of disaster
management software are specified in research literature and open-source repositories?
Systematic Mapping

The systematic mapping aims to identify, analyze and classify, with a broader view, all available research relevant to
a given research topic for establishing whether there is evidence of research in that topic (Petersen et al. 2015).
The SM is carried out through a well-defined process involving three stages: Planning, Execution, and Results
Analysis. It ensures that the survey of existing literature on a given topic will be conducted through a fair and
rigorous assessment, becoming a powerful tool to collect and structure knowledge in a systematic and reproducible
way (Kitchenham and Charters 2007). SMs are well known in disciplines such as Medicine, and the interest in
this methodology has been increasing in other areas, such as empirical software engineering (Petersen et al. 2015;
Kitchenham and Charters 2007).
During planning, researchers determine the research goals and create the protocol, an essential instrument for the
SM execution and to reduce bias. All decisions relevant to the research’s execution are made during this phase
(Petersen et al. 2015), thus comprising items as the selection of repositories (databases), search methods and
keywords, inclusion and exclusion criteria, quality of primary studies, and how results will be synthesized (Mian
et al. 2005). It allows other researchers to reproduce the SM. During execution, the process defined in the planning
is implemented (Petersen et al. 2015). This step involves identifying primary studies by executing the search string
in the databases and selecting and evaluating these studies according to the inclusion and exclusion criteria. After
that, the selected study’s data must be extracted and synthesized during the results analysis phase (Mian et al. 2005).
This work followed the guidelines presented in (Kitchenham and Charters 2007). The mapping protocol was
outlined in the first stage, determining the research question, selected repositories, search string, and the inclusion
and exclusion criteria. The research question is defined at the beginning of this section. The search string was
defined using the PICO approach, also recommended by (Kitchenham and Charters 2007):
• Population (the group observed by the intervention): disaster management, emergency management.
• Intervention (what is observed in the planned SM): requirement, functionalities.
• Comparison (existing baseline or initial data set): not applicable.
• Outcome (necessary factors to characterize what is being investigated): characteristics, elements, particularities, demands, exigency, challenges.
Therefore, the following search string was devised:
( ("disaster management" OR "emergency management") AND
(requirement OR functionalities) AND
(characteristics OR elements OR particularity OR demand OR exigency OR challenges) )
Researchers also established criteria for studies inclusion (IC) and exclusion (EC):
• IC1. Publications addressing approaches, strategies, or practices that assist in obtaining requirements.
• IC2. Publications describing requirements for a specific disaster/emergency system.
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• EC1. Publications in which the search keywords do not appear in title, abstract, or content, and there are no
variations on these keywords (except plural).
• EC2. Publications in which the context does not deal with disasters/emergencies.
• EC3. Publications where the context does not address software requirements.
• EC4. Duplicates or articles similar to other included articles.
The search string was used on the IEEEXplore and Scopus databases, as they are powerful resources for accessing
scientific content and providing good coverage of the area. We also perform snowballing1 (Wohlin 2014). According
to Mourão et al. (2020), performing a hybrid search strategy that combines Scopus with snowballing is an efficient
alternative in systematic literature reviews. This search result was imported to StArt2, a tool that supports the
application of all phases of the systematic mapping (Fabbri et al. 2016). Figure 1 shows an overview of the steps
taken in the execution phase to select the studies, described as follows:
1. Executing the search string in the selected databases: 592 studies were found.
2. Automatically removing six duplicated studies in StArt: 556 studies remained.
3. Applying the inclusion and exclusion criteria after reading the title, abstract, and keywords of each work: 52
studies were approved.
4. Full reading step. Three experts executed this step, and another reader double-checked the refused studies to
ensure the quality of the selection process: 21 studies remained.
5. Using the snowballing method: four studies were added.
The final list of approved studies contains 25 works. These works were used to answer our research questions.

Figure 1. Steps used to execute the systematic mapping (top) and the repository mining (bottom)

Repository mining

For repository mining, GitHub was used to identify project repositories of COVID-19-related disaster management
systems. This topic was chosen because many projects were developed and made available at Github during the
coronavirus pandemic. These projects were usually collaborative projects, with several developers, and reasonably
documented, facilitating the understanding and extraction of the systems requirements.
First, we have identified the repositories on GitHub. We used the term “covid” as a query string and filtered the
projects according to their popularity (more than 100 stars). As a result, 132 projects were found for evaluation.
Then, to identify functional and non-functional requirements, the README file content of each project was
read, in addition to the issue list and pull requests. README files describe helpful information about a project,
frequently used as a manual. Issues keep track of tasks, bug reports, or answer questions. Finally, pull requests
1Snowballing refers to using a study’s reference list or its citations to identify additional works.
2http://lapes.dc.ufscar.br/tools/start_tool
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allow a developer to notify team members that they have completed a feature. These searches were carried out
thoroughly, collecting from the requirements description to the location from which it was identified. In addition
to the requirements, other information was collected, such as the software domain, responsible for defining the
requirements (requirements defined by a single person or by a group), requirements evolution (requirements were
set at the beginning of the project or evolved as the project progressed), requirements detail (requirements were
described briefly or in detail), and requirements comprehension (requirements were sufficient for collaborators to
understand what they need to do).
The decision on repository applicability considered whether the repository contained any open-source software in
the context of COVID-19 (if not, it would not be selected). For the repository classification, groups of domains
were defined according to the purpose of each repository. Therefore, we found repositories that dealt with data and
information sharing as well as monitoring, tracking, simulation, modeling, storage, data collection, and analysis.
Finally, 51 projects were approved, and 81 were refused in this study. The bottom of Figure 1 presents an overview
of the steps used during the repositories mining.
The approved projects were divided into two groups. The more popular projects, which have 250 or more stars, are
in Group 1. Group 2 contains projects between 100 and 249 stars. Table 4 in the Appendix shows all data.
RESULTS

This section presents the results of systematic mapping and repository mining, besides discussing a comparative
analysis of the two approaches.
Systematic mapping results

The 25 selected studies provided relevant information to answer the proposed research question. Nine functional
requirements were identified throughout the works analyzed, which are listed in Table 5 in Appendix. The
requirements “FR1. Issue Alert”, “FR2. Analyze risks”, and “FR3. Check risks” correspond to the functionalities
necessary for the preparation phase. The requirements “FR4. Backup data”, “FR5. Collect information”, “FR6.
Process information”, and “FR7. Share information” are required for the response phase. For the disaster recovery
phase, the software must have the features described in “FR8. Perform data fusion” and “FR9. Consult data fusion”
requirements. Thus, it appears that all works focused on the response phase, but not all on the mitigation/preparation
and recovery phases. An example is a fire brigade support system, in which disaster is not prevented but is responded
to, as mentioned in Dimitrov et al. 2017.
It was identified twelve non-functional requirements throughout the analyzed works, which are listed in Table 6 in
Appendix. Among the non-functional requirements, “NFR9. Interoperability” was the most cited requirement
with 20 occurrences, demonstrating the need in an emergency/disaster management system to have effective
communication between agencies/organizations involved (Leppäniemi et al. 2009; Lichtenegger et al. 2015). Other
requirements often cited were “NFR1. Reliability” (15 occurrences), “NFR7. Performance” (11 occurrences), and
“NFR3. Security” (10 occurrences), as the system must allow for quick and accurate action to the disaster and, by
dealing with sensitive information (government officials, disaster victims, etc.) (Lichtenegger et al. 2015), it must
be secure.
Repository mapping results

The 51 selected projects provided relevant information to answer the proposed research question. It is important to
remember that the following results were about a disaster management support system related to a specific topic,
COVID-19.
Based on the repositories, it was possible to identify the requirements used in each project’s README content,
besides the issues, pull requests, and the system itself. We noticed that the README was the best input to find the
project requirements since it often presents the requirements in more detail and, as can be seen in Table 1, it was
the input that provided most requirements. Requirements were also identified from the issues by analyzing the
developers’ questions, identifying errors, or system improvements. However, the requirements identification from
the issues did not stand out as much as README because requirements are not as detailed as in README. Finally,
other requirements were also found in the system, for instance, at the website description, in the guide explaining
how users can change the system, and links to videos describing the system.
It is important to highlight that identifying these projects’ requirements is not a trivial task and needs expert analysis
since there are no requirements documents or standardized descriptions. The requirements identification is made
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Table 1. Number of requirements extracted by input (readme, issue, or others) and number of repositories (in
parenthesis)
functional

non-functional

readme

109(36)

69(35)

issue

88(20)

22(13)

others

95(27)

23(13)

based on the analysis of these texts to capture the functional and non-functional requirements, which in many cases
can be ambiguous. Thus, the use of issues and source code helps to understand the requirements better, but it also
makes identification time-consuming. The lack of standardization of terminologies, description formats, and more
detailed texts also makes it challenging to use algorithms for automatic identification of repositories, an obstacle for
repository mining techniques that aims to identify project and reuse code.
For a better analysis, we first classified the projects by domain groups. The projects that monitored and tracked data
were the most prominent. Then, the functional requirements that were most similar were placed in generic groups.
The groups found were: “FR1. Data collection”, “FR2. Data filter”, “FR3. Data count”, “FR4. Displays information
panel”, “FR5. Importing and exporting data”, “FR6. Guidance display”, and “FR7. Data update”, as seen in Table
2. From this, some characteristics that stood out were identified, such as “FR6. Guidance display” (57.14% of the
repositories between 100 and 249 stars) that shows graphs with information about the situation of COVID-19 in a
given location, maps showing the locations with the most infected people, interactive geographic panel, among
others. Another feature was “FR3. Data count” (64.29% of the repositories between 100 and 249 stars) since most
of these systems record the number of deaths, recovered people, hospitalized people, and positive COVID tests.
Furthermore, “FR7. Data update” represented 64.22% of the repositories with more than 250 stars. Finally, “FR2.
Data filter” also gained prominence (50% of the repositories between 100 and 249 stars) because some software
displayed information filters such as filtering demographic information, countries, regions, or provinces.
Table 2. Functional requirements and projects according to the number of stars
Requirement

Description

Repositories

% 250

% 100 to 249

FR1. Data collect

Collecting data from trusted sources,
in addition to collecting analysis

R1, R4, R7, R13, R14, R31, R39,
R40,R43, R44, R48, R49, R50

21,74%

28,57%

FR2. Data filter

Filtering of demographic information, as well as filtering of countries,
region, state, or province with cases
of COVID-19

R1, R3, R14, R28, R31, R33, R37,
R38, R39, R40, R41, R43, R44, R45,
R47, R50, R51

13,04%

50,00%

FR3. Data count

Counting, globally or from a specific location, of confirmed cases,
recovered and deaths by COVID-19

R1, R2, R7, R11, R13, R16, R22,
R23, R24, R25, R26, R28, R31, R32,
R33, R37, R38, R39, R35, R45, R49,
R40, R41, R43, R44, R51

34,78%

64,29%

FR4. Displays information panel

Display of maps, histograms, or an
interactive geographic panel

R1, R2, R4, R5, R6, R7, R11, R22,
R21, R24, R25, R26, R28, R31, R33,
R34, R35, R36, R37, R38, R39, R41,
R43, R44, R50

39,13%

57,14%

FR5. Importing and
exporting data

Exporting results, data, or information in CSV or JSON format, as well
as importing data from CSV files

R5, R6, R9, R14, R19, R30, R39

21,74%

7,14%

FR6. Show orientation

Displaying COVID-19 prevention
tips, a page with information on
how to protect itself, travel tips,
emergency contacts, link to websites
with important information about the
virus

R1, R7, R16, R25, R26, R36, R41,
R42, R45, R40, R47, R48

13,04%

32,14%

FR7. Data update

Updating information, spreadsheets,
list of recovered patients, news page,
and daily statistics

R1, R2, R3, R4, R7, R9, R10, R11,
R13, R14, R16, R18, R19, R22, R23,
R28, R34, R40, R46, R49

65,22%

17,86%
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We have found 12 non-functional requirements during the analysis of the projects. A point that stands out is
the compatibility of requirements identified in both groups of stars, as shown in Table 3. The most prominent
non-functional requirement was “NFR2. Reliability”, as some software guaranteed that the system’s information
was from reliable sources. This characteristic was identified in 64.29% (between 100 and 249 stars) and 60.87%
(more than 250 stars) repositories. Another important feature is “NFR6. Availability”, which was identified in
43.48% of the repositories with more than 250 stars, and “NFR3. Ease of use”, with 25% of the repositories
between 100 and 249 stars. In addition, “NFR5. Compatibility” was observed only in repositories with more than
250 stars, with a total of 30.43%, as some systems were compatible with more than one browser or were available
for Android or IOS.
Table 3. Non-functional requirements and projects according to the number of stars
Requirement

Repositories

% 250

% 100 to 249

NFR1. Responsiveness

R28, R31, R33, R34, R41

0%

17,86%

NFR2. Reliability

R1, R3, R4, R5, R6, R12, R13, R14, R17, R19, R20,
R21, R22, R23, R25, R26, R27, R28, R30, R32, R34,
R35, R37, R38, R39, R40, R41, R48, R43, R44, R49,
R50

60,87%

64,29%

NFR3. Ease of use

R5, R6, R13, R16, R22, R28, R34, R38, R39, R41, R43,
R44

39,13%

46,43%

NFR4. Safety

R13, R15, R20, R42, R46, R47

13,04%

10,71%

NFR5. Compatibility

R1, R4, R5, R7, R15, R16, R20, R40

30,43%

3,57%

NFR6. Availability

R1, R2, R4, R6, R9, R10, R13, R14, R18, R23, R25,
R28, R31, R32, R47, R49, R51

43,48%

25,00%

NFR7. Portability

R2, R6, R40, R46, R47, R48

8,70%

14,29%

NFR8. Necessary documentation

R7, R11, R25, R27, R30

8,70%

10,71%

NFR9. Robustness

R42

0%

3,57%

NFR10. Interoperability

R3, R40, R41, R48

4,35%

10,71%

NFR11. Transparency

R8, R11, R13, R42

13,04%

3,57%

Discussion

The results show some similarities and differences between the results of the SM and the RM. Regarding the
similarities, it was possible to draw a parallel between the functional requirements: Share information about the
disaster and Data collection. This is because the focus of both is on raising the situational awareness of their
respective events (Leppäniemi et al. 2009; Meissen and Voisard 2010). Some non-functional requirements were
also found in the two approaches: Reliability, Interoperability, Security, Availability, Robustness, Usability, and
Portability. It is worth mentioning that some requirements appeared with different frequencies in the SM and the
RM. For instance, the interoperability requirement, which had only four occurrences in the repositories but 20
occurrences in the literature, and the robustness requirement, which had only one occurrence in the repositories but
five occurrences in the literature. The same also occurred inversely. For instance, the portability requirement had
only one occurrence in the literature and six in the repositories.
Regarding the differences, some requirements described in the literature were not identified in the repositories, such
as Response time, Scalability, Adaptivity, Integrity, and Flexibility. This also happened with the repositories, where
requirements such as Transparency, Responsiveness, Compatibility, and Necessary Documentation only occurred in
the repositories.
Furthermore, in terms of supporting the phases of disaster management, it was observed that the repositories
focused only on the response phase, while the literature covered all phases of disaster management, although most
of the works focus on the response phases. An important point is that the systems found in the literature present
particularities when compared to the systems found in the repositories that dealt with the theme of COVID. For
instance, a system that deals with fires may demand an answer to text messages and return probability values, while
in the repository systems, demographic information is filtered, thus displaying maps and graphs with COVID cases.
Hence, it is challenging to draw a set of requirements common to all of these systems.
In the studies analyzed during the systematic mapping, it was impossible to identify how requirements were
identified and their characteristics. This is because the requirements document was not available. However, since
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all the information about the projects analyzed on GitHub was publicly available, it was possible to notice that
the requirements are described in a few details in most cases, which can generate doubts in collaborators. A
possible factor is a quick response that should be obtained, causing software engineers to focus on implementation,
thus leaving aside steps, such as eliciting requirements, that could assure higher software quality. However, it is
noteworthy that the application domain analyzed in repository mining is different from the application domain of
the studies selected in the literature mapping. Therefore, we cannot say that the same happens in all cases.
CONCLUDING REMARKS

The development of disaster management support systems is a complex activity, both due to the unpredictability
inherent in these events evolution and the difficulty in eliciting the needs of these systems users. In this context,
this work performed a systematic mapping of the literature (SM) and a repository mining (RM) to understand
the requirements usually elicited for disaster management systems. SM focused on analyzing academic papers to
identify requirements; RM, on the other hand, aimed at eliciting the requirements present in open-source projects.
The systematic mapping and repository mining enabled identifying and analyzing several characteristics of disaster
management systems and systems focused on COVID-19, verifying similarities between them. It also served as a
way to review what already exists about disaster management in software engineering. In addition, it offers benefits
to agencies involved in disaster management, as they will be able to access, analyze, and visualize data for decision
making.
However, despite all the benefits, it was possible to identify some limitations. The first one concerns some identified
repositories, but which did not present information that made it possible to identify requirements. Besides that,
considering the context of COVID-19, it was not possible to identify any repository that addresses issues related to
post-pandemic. Moreover, the requirements elicitation was performed only through literature and open repositories
analysis, thus it is not possible to guarantee that the final users of the disaster management systems have been
involved in the requirements definition.
As future work, this study will serve as a basis for identifying new needs for disaster management systems. In
addition, it serves as an indicator for the requirements of the systems that will work with the period after the
pandemic has stabilized. Furthermore, it is possible to analyze other repositories, thus allowing to compare general
requirements (found in the literature and on disaster management systems broadly) and specific requirements (for
systems designed in response to a specific context) and to reveal similarities and differences that highlight the critical
relationship between software requirements and their application context. Moreover, it is planned to involve final
users of the disaster management systems to validate the identified requirements and explore other requirements.
Furthermore, it is possible to focus on a past disaster to get data about the efficiency of the systems and the relevance
of the requirements. Finally, a template for writing requirements to develop a tool that automatically validates a
system through tests may be proposed.
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Table 4. Projects found on Github
ID

URL

Group

R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
R10
R11
R12
R13
R14
R15
R16
R17
R18
R19
R20
R21
R22
R23
R24
R25
R26
R27
R28
R29
R30
R31
R32
R33
R34
R35
R36
R37
R38
R39
R40
R41
R42
R43
R44
R45
R46
R47
R48
R49
R50
R51

http://www.github.com/covid19india/covid19india-react
http://www.github.com/pcm-dpc/COVID-19
http://www.github.com/someshkar/covid19india-cluster
http://www.github.com/github/covid19-dashboard
http://www.github.com/neherlab/covid19_scenarios
http://www.github.com/kaz-ogiwara/covid19
http://www.github.com/WorldHealthOrganization/app
http://www.github.com/lindawangg/COVID-Net
http://www.github.com/BlankerL/DXY-COVID-19-Data
http://www.github.com/BlankerL/DXY-COVID-19-Crawler
http://www.github.com/COVID19Tracking/website
http://www.github.com/mathdroid/covid-19-api
http://www.github.com/owid/covid-19-data
http://www.github.com/AaronWard/covidify
http://www.github.com/Path-Check/covid-safe-paths
http://www.github.com/abuanwar072/Covid-19-Flutter-UI
http://www.github.com/mrc-ide/covid-sim
http://www.github.com/elcronos/COVID-19
http://www.github.com/NovelCOVID/API
http://www.github.com/MohGovIL/hamagen-react-native
http://www.github.com/ryansmcgee/seirsplus
http://www.github.com/ahmadawais/corona-cli
http://www.github.com/ExpDev07/coronavirus-tracker-api
http://www.github.com/stevenliuyi/covid19
http://www.github.com/dsfsi/covid19za
http://www.github.com/reustle/covid19japan
http://www.github.com/alsnhll/SEIR_COVID19
http://www.github.com/anshumanpattnaik/covid19-full-stack-application
http://www.github.com/sorxrob/covid3d
http://www.github.com/CodeForPhilly/chime
http://www.github.com/chschoenenberger/covid19_dashboard
http://www.github.com/devarthurribeiro/covid19-brazil-api
http://www.github.com/etalab/covid19-dashboard
http://www.github.com/covid19br/covid19br.github.io
http://www.github.com/localeai/covid19-live-visualization
http://www.github.com/ncase/covid-19
http://www.github.com/heremaps/here-covid-19-tracker
http://www.github.com/trekhleb/covid-19
http://www.github.com/3778/COVID-19
http://www.github.com/tayormi/covid_tracker
http://www.github.com/OssamaRafique/Covid-19-Statistics-Dashboard-Angular-9
http://www.github.com/minvws/nl-covid19-notification-app-design
http://www.github.com/lachlanjc/covidtesting
http://www.github.com/peixebabel/COVID-19
http://www.github.com/covid-19-au/covid-19-au.github.io
http://www.github.com/covid19cz/erouska-android
http://www.github.com/nhsx/COVID-19-app-Documentation-BETA
http://www.github.com/COVID-19-electronic-health-system/Corona-tracker
http://www.github.com/swsoyee/2019-ncov-japan
http://www.github.com/YiranJing/Coronavirus-Epidemic-2019-nCov
http://www.github.com/sidhuparas/Coronavirus-Tracker
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Group 1
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Group 1
Group 1
Group 1
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Group 1
Group 1
Group 1
Group 1
Group 1
Group 1
Group 1
Group 1
Group 1
Group 1
Group 1
Group 1
Group 1
Group 1
Group 1
Group 1
Group 2
Group 2
Group 2
Group 2
Group 2
Group 2
Group 2
Group 2
Group 2
Group 2
Group 2
Group 2
Group 2
Group 2
Group 2
Group 2
Group 2
Group 2
Group 2
Group 2
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(Scholz et al. 2013) (Fritsch and Scherner 2005) (Hübner et al. 2015) (Aloi et al. 2016) (Ding et al. 2015)
(Y.-L. Zhang and N.-P. Zhang 2020) (Yang et al. 2012) (Murota et al. 2010) (Ristvej and Zagorecki 2011)
(Veerubhotla and Sharma 2019) (Meissen and Voisard 2010) (Benssam et al. 2014) (Dimitrov et al. 2017) (Huang
et al. 2007) (Leppäniemi et al. 2009) (Lichtenegger et al. 2015) (Lynham et al. 2002) (Singh et al. 2011) (Pradhan
et al. 2018) (Wang et al. 2010) (Albayrak 2006) (Meissner et al. 2002) (Currion et al. 2007) (Annelli 2006) (Li
2015)

Performing a backup to prevent data loss in
the disaster

Collecting information from communities
and organizations involved in the disaster

Processing information from communities
and organizations involved in the disaster

Sharing information from communities and
organizations involved in the disaster

Supporting disaster recovery, using data before the occurrence, along with data after the
disaster occurs

FR4. Backup data

FR5. Collect information

FR6. Process information

FR7. Share information

FR8. Perform data fusion

Consulting the information after merging the
data

(Scholz et al. 2013) (Fritsch and Scherner 2005) (Hübner et al. 2015) (Y.-L. Zhang and N.-P. Zhang 2020)
(Meissen and Voisard 2010) (Ristvej and Zagorecki 2011) (Yang et al. 2012) (Ding et al. 2015) (Leppäniemi et al.
2009) (Lynham et al. 2002) (Pradhan et al. 2018) (Albayrak 2006) (Meissner et al. 2002)

Checking violations of periodic updates of
data related to different risks, such as mapping risks of each location, seasonal preparation activities

FR3. Check Risks

FR9. Consult data fusion

(Scholz et al. 2013) (Fritsch and Scherner 2005) (Hübner et al. 2015) (Y.-L. Zhang and N.-P. Zhang 2020)
(Meissen and Voisard 2010) (Ristvej and Zagorecki 2011) (Yang et al. 2012) (Ding et al. 2015) (Veerubhotla and
Sharma 2019) (Leppäniemi et al. 2009) (Lynham et al. 2002) (Pradhan et al. 2018) (Albayrak 2006) (Meissner
et al. 2002)

Analyzing violations of periodic updates of
data related to different risks, such as mapping risks for each location, seasonal preparation activities

FR2. Analyze risks

(Scholz et al. 2013) (Fritsch and Scherner 2005) (Hübner et al. 2015) (Y.-L. Zhang and N.-P. Zhang 2020)
(Meissen and Voisard 2010) (Ristvej and Zagorecki 2011) (Yang et al. 2012) (Murota et al. 2010) (Ding et al.
2015) (Benssam et al. 2014) (Wang et al. 2010) (Pradhan et al. 2018) (Albayrak 2006) (Meissner et al. 2002)
(Currion et al. 2007) (Annelli 2006) (Li 2015)

(Scholz et al. 2013) (Fritsch and Scherner 2005) (Hübner et al. 2015) (Y.-L. Zhang and N.-P. Zhang 2020)
(Meissen and Voisard 2010) (Ristvej and Zagorecki 2011) (Yang et al. 2012) (Murota et al. 2010) (Ding et al.
2015) (Benssam et al. 2014) (Wang et al. 2010) (Pradhan et al. 2018) (Albayrak 2006) (Meissner et al. 2002)
(Currion et al. 2007) (Annelli 2006) (Li 2015)

(Scholz et al. 2013) (Fritsch and Scherner 2005) (Hübner et al. 2015) (Aloi et al. 2016) (Ding et al. 2015)
(Y.-L. Zhang and N.-P. Zhang 2020) (Yang et al. 2012) (Murota et al. 2010) (Ristvej and Zagorecki 2011)
(Veerubhotla and Sharma 2019) (Meissen and Voisard 2010) (Benssam et al. 2014) (Dimitrov et al. 2017) (Huang
et al. 2007) (Leppäniemi et al. 2009) (Lichtenegger et al. 2015) (Lynham et al. 2002) (Singh et al. 2011) (Pradhan
et al. 2018) (Wang et al. 2010) (Albayrak 2006) (Meissner et al. 2002) (Currion et al. 2007) (Annelli 2006) (Li
2015)

(Scholz et al. 2013) (Fritsch and Scherner 2005) (Hübner et al. 2015) (Aloi et al. 2016) (Ding et al. 2015)
(Y.-L. Zhang and N.-P. Zhang 2020) (Yang et al. 2012) (Murota et al. 2010) (Ristvej and Zagorecki 2011)
(Veerubhotla and Sharma 2019) (Meissen and Voisard 2010) (Benssam et al. 2014) (Dimitrov et al. 2017) (Huang
et al. 2007) (Leppäniemi et al. 2009) (Lichtenegger et al. 2015) (Lynham et al. 2002) (Singh et al. 2011) (Pradhan
et al. 2018) (Wang et al. 2010) (Albayrak 2006) (Meissner et al. 2002) (Currion et al. 2007) (Annelli 2006) (Li
2015)

(Scholz et al. 2013) (Fritsch and Scherner 2005) (Hübner et al. 2015) (Aloi et al. 2016) (Ding et al. 2015)
(Y.-L. Zhang and N.-P. Zhang 2020) (Yang et al. 2012) (Murota et al. 2010) (Ristvej and Zagorecki 2011)
(Veerubhotla and Sharma 2019) (Meissen and Voisard 2010) (Benssam et al. 2014) (Dimitrov et al. 2017) (Huang
et al. 2007) (Leppäniemi et al. 2009) (Lichtenegger et al. 2015) (Lynham et al. 2002) (Singh et al. 2011) (Pradhan
et al. 2018) (Wang et al. 2010) (Albayrak 2006) (Meissner et al. 2002) (Currion et al. 2007) (Annelli 2006) (Li
2015)

(Scholz et al. 2013) (Fritsch and Scherner 2005) (Meissen and Voisard 2010) (Ristvej and Zagorecki 2011)
(Veerubhotla and Sharma 2019) (Benssam et al. 2014) (Leppäniemi et al. 2009) (Albayrak 2006)

Issuing alerts to the population about dangers and potential undesirable events through
SMS servers or media.

FR1. Issue Alert

Article

Description

Requirement

Table 5. Functional requirements and articles
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Table 6. Non-functional requirements and studies
Requirement

Articles

NFR1. Reliability

(Scholz et al. 2013) (Li 2015) (Hübner et al. 2015) (Y.-L. Zhang and N.-P. Zhang 2020) (Aloi
et al. 2016) (Ristvej and Zagorecki 2011) (Yang et al. 2012) (Ding et al. 2015) (Veerubhotla and
Sharma 2019) (Dimitrov et al. 2017) (Lichtenegger et al. 2015) (Singh et al. 2011) (Wang et al.
2010) (Albayrak 2006) (Meissner et al. 2002)

NFR2. Usability

(Ristvej and Zagorecki 2011) (Lynham et al. 2002) (Wang et al. 2010) (Lichtenegger et al. 2015)

NFR3. Security

(Fritsch and Scherner 2005) (Y.-L. Zhang and N.-P. Zhang 2020) (Aloi et al. 2016) (Ristvej and
Zagorecki 2011) (Murota et al. 2010) (Benssam et al. 2014) (Huang et al. 2007) (Lichtenegger
et al. 2015) (Pradhan et al. 2018) (Meissner et al. 2002)

NFR4. Adaptability

(Li 2015)

NFR5. Availability

(Fritsch and Scherner 2005) (Meissen and Voisard 2010) (Yang et al. 2012) (Murota et al. 2010)
(Veerubhotla and Sharma 2019) (Benssam et al. 2014)

NFR6. Portability

(Wang et al. 2010) (Meissner et al. 2002)

NFR7. Performance

(Y.-L. Zhang and N.-P. Zhang 2020) (Aloi et al. 2016) (Meissen and Voisard 2010) (Ristvej and
Zagorecki 2011) (Yang et al. 2012) (Dimitrov et al. 2017) (Lichtenegger et al. 2015) (Lynham
et al. 2002) (Wang et al. 2010) (Albayrak 2006) (Meissner et al. 2002)

NFR8. Robustness

(Scholz et al. 2013) (Meissen and Voisard 2010) (Ristvej and Zagorecki 2011) (Huang et al.
2007) (Pradhan et al. 2018)

NFR9. Interoperability

(Li 2015) (Hübner et al. 2015) (Aloi et al. 2016) (Ristvej and Zagorecki 2011) (Yang et al. 2012)
(Murota et al. 2010) (Ding et al. 2015) (Benssam et al. 2014) (Dimitrov et al. 2017) (Huang et al.
2007) (Leppäniemi et al. 2009) (Lichtenegger et al. 2015) (Lynham et al. 2002) (Singh et al.
2011) (Pradhan et al. 2018) (Wang et al. 2010) (Albayrak 2006) (Meissner et al. 2002) (Currion
et al. 2007) (Annelli 2006)

NFR10. Integrity

(Fritsch and Scherner 2005)

NFR11. Scalability

(Benssam et al. 2014) (Huang et al. 2007) (Leppäniemi et al. 2009) (Lichtenegger et al. 2015)
(Pradhan et al. 2018)

NFR12. Flexibility

(Murota et al. 2010)
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Posters
Poster 1: A question answering system applied to disasters
- Xiaojing Guo (Institute of Public Safety Research, Department of Engineering Physics, Tsinghua
University)
In emergency management, identifying disaster information accurately and promptly out of numerous
documents like news articles, announcements, and reports is important for decision makers to
accomplish their mission efficiently. This paper studies the application of the question answering
system which can automatically locate answers in the documents by natural language processing to
improve the efficiency and accuracy of disaster knowledge extraction. Firstly, an improved question
answering model was constructed based on the advantages of the existing neural network models.
Secondly, the English question answering dataset pertinent to disasters and the Chinese question
answering dataset were constructed. Finally, the improved neural network model was trained on the
datasets and tested by calculating the F1 and EM scores which indicated that a higher question
answering accuracy was achieved. The improved system has a deeper understanding of the
semantic information and can be used to construct the disaster knowledge graph.
Poster 2: A three-level enrichment chain to augment the semantics of Tweets for crisis
management
- Claire Laudy (Thales TRT); Valentina Dragos (ONERA)
This poster presents preliminary results of a collaborative project investigating different enrichment
strategies intended to improve the semantics of Tweets for crisis management.
In this project we use past research on social media use in crisis management combined with new
procedures for content filtering and enrichment. The aim is to develop a flexible filtering and
enrichment process-pipe that is used for identifying relevant information within the social media posts.
We highlight the importance and need for incorporating contextual knowledge and cognitive insights
into computational methods for information filtering and improvement of semantics.
The main goal of the contribution is to systematize the process of extracting and making sense of
near-real-time data and providing reliable inputs for end-users on charge of crisis management. We
also discuss the modality for future validation of our framework. We conducted a preliminary
evaluation using existing data from past disasters. In the future, we aim at investigating the effects of
various processing steps, such as filtering, enrichment, topic modeling and classification on the
quality of tweets processing.
Poster 3: Active learning and multimodal for disaster management
- Hafiz Budi Firmansyah (Department of Information System, University of Geneva, Switzerland);
Jose Luis Fernandez-Marquez (Citizen Cyberlab, University of Geneva, Switzerland); Jesús
Cerquides (IIIA-CSIC, Spain)
This work is intended to present the conceptual framework of a PhD research. The poster will be
mostly focused on the adoption of multi-modality data and active learning approach. The main goal is
twofold: (i) to increase the accuracy of a classifier and minimize the cost of data labeling by actively
asking the algorithm to choose the most informative data, and (ii) to harness social media data variety
in generating situational awareness. The use-case of the study will be handling the problem of
estimating severity of the earthquake based on image and text from social media. The main author is
a first-year PhD student in Information System at University of Geneva, Switzerland. The work is coauthored by two senior researchers from Citizen Cyberlab, University of Geneva, Switzerland and
IIIA, CSIC, Spain.
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Poster 4: ARROWS – Applied research on resilience-driven offshore wind farm safety and security
- Alexander Gabriel (Department for Resilience of Maritime Systems, Institute for Protection of
Maritime Infrastructures, German Aerospace Center); Frank Sill Torres (Department for
Resilience of Maritime Systems, Institute for Protection of Maritime Infrastructures, German
Aerospace Center); Babette Tecklenburg (Department for Resilience of Maritime Systems
Institute for Protection of Maritime Infrastructures)
The poster presents the research project "ARROWS", which has been launched recently at the
Institute for Protection of Maritime Infrastructures of the German Aerospace Center (DLR) and is
funded by DLR. The project conducted by the Department for Resilience of Maritime Systems aims at
a comprehensive assessment and improvement of the resilience status of offshore wind farms as
critical infrastructures in the context of safety and security. The project results will be incorporated into
the development of a situational awareness and decision support framework.
Poster 5: COVID-19 mobile applications: Do user functions help people to build their resilience
process?
- He Li (ELLIADD Lab, Université de Bourgogne Franche-Comté, France); Federico Tajariol
(ELLIADD Lab, Université de Bourgogne Franche-Comté, France)
This work is the first step of the PhD project “Designing and Evaluating Resilience through
Information and Communication Technologies (DERICOT)”, supervised by Federico TAJARIOL,
researcher in Communication Technology. It is funded by the University of Bourgogne FrancheComté, this work continues ELLIADD Lab’s research on the design and uses of digital information
and communication services in case of industrial and natural disasters. ELLIADD’s crisis research
started in 2013 as part of the SCOPANUM project (Strategies for Crisis Communication in PostNuclear Accident through Social Media), in collaboration with the Centre Evaluation et Protection
Nucléaire (CEPN) and supported by the Conseil Supérieur de la Formation et de la Recherche
Stratégiques (CSFRS).
Poster 6: Explainable CNNs for damage assessment and disaster response
- Thomas Chen (Academy for Mathematics, Science, and Engineering, USA)
Natural disasters devastate countless vulnerable communities and countries annually. They are
responsible for the deaths of 60,000 people a year worldwide, on average. The timely allocation of
resources in the event of these tragedies is crucial to saving lives. Additionally, natural disasters
cause varying levels of damage to buildings. The havoc wreaked by them causes widespread
infrastructure damage, in some cases leading to a "cascade effect.” The resulting economic impact is
colossal. For example, since 1980, the United States has sustained 273 weather and climate
disasters that have caused damages exceeding 1 billion US dollars (USD), totaling 1.79 trillion USD.
Unfortunately, the frequency and severity of these disasters will only continue to increase,
exacerbated by climate change.
The catastrophic impact of natural disasters and their increasing prevalence motivates the
problem addressed in this work. In order to prepare for and recover from these terrible but inevitable
events, robust emergency response plans must be in place. This requires quickly and accurately
analyzed data from the disaster site. Because it is almost always difficult to obtain damage
assessment and other details from on the ground in a timely manner, satellite imagery has gained
popularity in being used to analyze these types of situations. Deep neural networks (DNNs) have
been used to locate and classify building damage within satellite imagery. However, the current
literature is limited in the interpretability of what exactly these neural networks are learning and what
is most useful in assessing building damage.
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Poster 7: Faster technologies for first responders
- Tomasz Łachacz (MA Przemysław Wrzosek from the Police Academy in Szczytno, Poland)
This poster presents a scheme of the system, technologies and tools being developed by an
international consortium within the FASTER project- First responders Advanced Technologies for
Safe and EfficienT Emergency Response. These are designed for use at the scene of a crisis event,
e.g. terrorist attack, earthquake, flood, hurricane.The aim of the project is to develop technologies and
tools in the form of a system to protect the life and health of first responders and to rescue victims
more effectively. This research has been supported by the European Commission funded program
FASTER, under H2020 Grant Agreement 833507
Poster 8: FloodFinder
- Deeya Viradia (Harker School, San Jose, CA); Hafiz Budi Firmansyah (University of Geneva,
Switzerland); Amudha Ravi Shankar (Citizen Cyberlab, University of Geneva, Switzerland); Ana
Carolina Peixoto Deveza (Innovation, Human Development and Sustainability, University of
Geneva and Tsinghua University); Jose Luis Fernandez-Marquez (Centre Universitaire
d’Informatique (CUI – UNIGE))
The impacts of climate change drive more extreme weather events, which leads to flooding that puts
many urban communities under stress. Lack of real-time flooding information results in heavy
damages and leads to loss of lives. The main goal of FloodFinder is to provide real-time flood
information using AI algorithms on traffic and private camera feeds to provide notifications to city
officials and emergency responders. It will also provide a dashboard (visual map layer) to help the
Control Management center make better judgments.
The Flood-Finder was part of the Open17 Water Challenge, a 5-week online coaching program, to
help global innovators shape ideas tackling Urban Water Resilience into viable innovation projects.
The Open17 Water Challenge is supported by the Crowd4SDG Project and co-supported by the
Geneva-Tsinghua Initiative (GTI) at the University of Geneva. Flood Finder is one of the projects that
got selected for further development as part of the SDG Accelerator program at the GTI. It seeks to
develop Urban Water Resilience in cities and works toward achieving the targets set in four different
Sustainable Development Goals: SDG 9 “Industry, Innovation, and Infrastructure”, SDG 11
“Sustainable cities and communities”, SDG 13 “Climate actions”, and SDG 15 “Life on land”.
Poster 9: Hedge fund for crisis management in emerging economies
- Mircea Boscoianu (Transilvania University of Brasov, Romania); Gabriela Prelipcean (Stefan cel
Mare University of Suceava, Romania); Marian Zulean (University of Bucharest, Romania)
In the management of multiple crisis (Covid19 medical crisis mixed with economic and social crises)
there are limited and often inefficient possibilities for financial intervention, especially in the case of
emerging economies. The contribution of the research team consists in the flexible integration of
innovative instruments for financing extreme risk events in emerging markets in the context of the
failure of (re)insurance markets and the limitations of their capital markets. The objective is to design
a Special Purpose Vehicles (SPVs) capable to respond quickly to extreme risk events in emerging
markets. The novelty is express by the integration of innovative instruments for the management of
extreme risk events (IMERE) in a high liquidity hedge fund equipped with rotating sub-portfolios,
opened also for retail investors. In the case study, based on Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) are
ranked 8 factors/ 3 sets (strategic ERM framework, governmental intervention and risk transfer) that
could contribute to the success of the financial intervention.
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Poster 10: Hurricane Irma: Multiple avenues of study
Prashant Chandrasekar (Virginia Tech); Kris Wernstedt (Virginia Tech); Edward A. Fox (Virginia
Tech); Pamela Murray-Tuite (Virginia Tech)
The CRISP Type 2: Coordinated, Behaviorally-Aware Recovery for Transportation and Power
Disruptions (CBAR-tpd) project addresses the question: “how can we better recover from
infrastructure disruptions by using a coordinated approach that accounts for human behavior?”
Our overarching goal is to develop power and transportation infrastructure recovery strategies that
incorporate the processing of information by individuals, anticipate behavioral adaptation in response
to this information to better align infrastructure priorities with user needs, and more quickly return
households to productivity.
Through this poster, we describe the steps towards building a better understanding of adaptation and
general behavior during the disruption caused by a hurricane. Our investigation begins with analyzing
data streams from social media and surveys. We summarize our efforts to understand and compare
information collected in South Florida: from tweets during Hurricane Irma, from an online survey of
South Florida residents about Hurricane Irma nine months later, and from damage claims filed by
policyholders in the National Flood Insurance Program. Our analysis focuses on understanding how
people report outages and restoration throughout the pre-, during-, and post-evacuation periods.
We also present results from a choice survey conducted on 1341 Florida residents nine months after
Hurricane Irma. An example of the findings is that residents prioritize recovery of power followed by
re-opening of work, followed by reopening of grocery stores, roads, transit, and schools.
Poster 11: Impact of Information Systems on organizational resilience
- Renan Rodríguez Pillaga (Universidad Católica de Cuenca, Ecuador); Victor A. Bañuls
(Universidad Pablo de Olavide, Spain)
The present work is part of a doctoral research aimed at studying the impact of the information
systems on organizational resilience. In this poster we present the results of a literature review
wherein planning, anticipation, facing, adaptation, and monitoring are highlighted as key
organizational capabilities for improving resilience. Furthermore, we propose a conceptual model
based on the literature review with the relationship between these organizational capabilities and four
main information systems dimensions (human resources, information technology, processes and
information).
Poster 12: Strengthening disaster resilience through social media and crowdsourcing
- Kees Boersma (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam); Nathan Clark (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)
The poster is dedicated to presenting the main findings of LINKS (Strengthening links between
technologies and society for European disaster resilience) an European project funded by the
European Commission under the Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation programme and in
particular under the call Security - Disaster Resilient Society: “Human factors, and social, societal,
and organizational aspects for disaster-resilient societies”. LINKS intends to strengthen societal
resilience by contributing to a better understating of the uses of social media and crowdsourcing
technologies (SMCS) in disasters. The partners who are working on the LINKS project have a wide
range of experience and expertise in the areas of disaster management and governance. They reflect
the actors to whom the project is addressed, representing: EU emergency management and security
organizations and networks; local and national first responders, civil protection and law enforcement
agencies; citizens, public authorities and civil society organizations; business communities and
industry; research institutions.
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Poster 13: Tweet comparison for Puerto Rico earthquake and Hurricane Maria
- Ziqian Song (Virginia Tech); Edward A. Fox (Virginia Tech); Liuqing Li (Virginia Tech)
The poster is related to: "Collaborative Research: Coordinated, Behaviorally-Aware Recovery for
Transportation and Power Disruptions" (NSF CMMI-1638207). This project aims to develop
approaches for coordinated restoration of infrastructure services following disaster events, that will
help households return to productive activities faster.
As a part of this project, we use social media to facilitate disaster management research and practice.
Social media provides real-time information during disaster events, including local user discussions
and users’ geolocation information. Public officials and researchers can analyze social media to
understand local users’ concerns, current situations, evacuation behavior, etc., in a timely manner
during disaster events. In this poster, we focus on the 2020 Puerto Rico Earthquake and Hurricane
Maria. Drawing on our collection of related tweets, we compare the use of Twitter in both events,
assessing local users' reactions. Our research has the potential to improve the efficiency of disaster
management.
Poster 14: Understanding Twitter behavior during the pandemic: Fake news and fear
- Guillermo Romera Rodriguez (Pennsylvania State University); Sanjana Gautam (Pennsylvania
State University)
The poster shows a research project conducted by two PhD students from the Pennsylvania State
University under the supervision of Dr. Andrea Tapia. Our goal with this poster is to inform about our
research in the domain of fake news and sentiment analysis during the summer months of the
COVID-19 pandemic and examine how fake news and disinformation could have affected the way in
which individuals reacted to the safety measures adopted throughout the world.
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Doctoral Symposium Posters
Poster 15: Multi-source Multimodal Deep Learning to Improve Situation Awareness: An
Application of Emergency Traffic Management
- Nilani Algiriyage (Massey University, New Zealand)
Emergency Traffic Management (ETM) is one of the main problems in smart urban cities.
According to the Ministry of Transport statistics, there were 11,449 accidents in New
Zealand, including 2,449 that caused serious and fatal injuries in 2019. The resulting
congestion and related issues after crash incidents cause
substantial economic loss and disrupt the community’s everyday life. Currently, in New
Zealand, the reasons for abnormal traffic conditions are identified only by sending field
officers into the affected area when the New Zealand Transport Agency (NZTA) receives
calls from the public. During the requirements gathering process, it was discovered that it
takes NZTA at least 30 minutes to notify the public of any traffic emergencies. Therefore,
this research aims at real-time identification of traffic abnormalities and informing NZTA
regarding the incidents within 20 seconds time. For this purpose, we gather data from
multiple sources such as social media and online news. Then, use Deep Learning techniques
to fuse multimodal data.
Poster 16: COVID-19 Mobile Applications: Do user functions help people to build their
resilience process?
- He LI (Université de Bourgogne Franche-Comté)
Resilience means the ability to support society and its members to prepare, plan, recover
and adapt successfully to the consequences of an unexpected disaster. It is an active
process in which victims contribute to the reconstruction of their communities. From a
communicational point of view, the resilience process act at different levels, from the
organization (Comes, 2016), through community (Comunello & al., 2016), and to the
individual (Ford & al. 2016). At any level, people involved in a resilience process will succeed
if their public involvement is visible (Kapucu & Haupt,2016). We consider that Information
and Communication Technologies could play a relevant role to build the resilience process,
but we need some specific principles to design them. To meet this need, we first
investigated COVID 19 mobile applications: we collected a corpus of applications (N=47),
analyzed all user functions, and clustered them according to the specific contents delivered
to users. Then we have verified how some intrinsic concepts related to resilience have been
operationalized in the design of the user functions we clustered. We identified three highly
frequent user functions:Tracing (76%), Sharing App, and Health Information ( both 52%).
Our analysis allowed us to define a set of guidelines suitable for the design of resilient
digital services.
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Poster 17: Designing Next-Generation Social Media Listening Practices in Crisis Management
- Lucia Castro Herrera (Centre for Integrated Emergency Management, University of Agder)
This poster presents the general structure of a PhD project that focuses on studying social
media listening, intelligence, monitoring, or surveillance practices in crisis management. The
study's main objective is to understand how practices are configured within crisis
management and the potential for improvement based on insights from current
experiences. Social media listening is understood as gathering, analyzing, synthesizing, and
reporting information harvested from social media in crisis management operations before,
during, and after crises. In some instances, the processes are only activated during the
response to crises, while in other instances, constant monitoring is embedded throughout
the various phases of crisis management. Despite efforts in addressing challenges in using
social media as a source of information, difficulties remain in adopting practices of social
media listening. Thus, this project seeks understand the differences between the different
configurations that social media listening can have within different contexts and address
barriers in the arrangement and improvement of social media data use within crisis
situations. The main source of data are semi-structured interviews that discuss how social
media listening is carried as part of the crisis management strategy in organizations. The
insights from practice will serve as a starting point for the formulation for guiding principles
that will be later validated and reformulated with the aim to bring current practices of social
media listening to the next level. The project expects to contribute to the improvement of
existing knowledge of practices in crisis management and extended theory on social media
listening in information systems.
Poster 18: Rescue team leaders’ situational awareness training and assessment
- Stella Polikarpus (The Estonian Academy of Security Sciences senior-lecturer)
The situational awareness (SA) of the incident commander can determine the chances of
survival of both rescuers and victims, as well as the extent of property and environmental
damage. SA has three levels: perception, comprehension, projection. Training and assessing
SA phases is a complex task as it depends on the circumstances, time, place and person. To
assess SA, realistic rescue events can be represented using various virtual simulations.
However, virtual simulation-based training is costly due to the simulation software licences
and hardware used in virtual simulation centres, time consuming preparation of simulations
etc. Design of virtual-simulations needs cooperation of field experts and software
developers and tests with users. It requires significant changes at the organizational level,
teacher training and specific teaching and assessment methodologies. The possibilities to
assess the SA levels using virtual simulations has so far been little explored. The aim of PhD
theses is to evaluate the effectiveness of implementation model to assess the situational
awareness of rescue team leaders using virtual simulation based training.
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Demonstrations
Demo 1: Crowd4EMS: A facilitation platform to generate time-sensitive, reliable and actionable
information from unconventional data sources
- Amudha Ravi Shankar (Citizen Cyberlab, University of Geneva); Jose Luis Fernandez-Marquez
(Citizen Cyberlab, University of Geneva); Maria Rosa (Rosy) Mondardini (Citizen Science Centre,
Zurich - Citizen Cyberlab, University of Geneva)
Crowd4EMS1 is one of the outcomes of the Evolution of Emergency Copernicus Services
(E2mC) Project. The E2mC Project (EU Horizon 2020) aimed at demonstrating the technical
and operational feasibility of the integration of social media analysis and crowdsourced
information within both the Mapping and Early Warning Components of Copernicus
Emergency Management Service [1]. Crowd4EMS, the crowdsourcing component of the
E2mC Project, aims at validating and enriching the information extracted from social media
with the help of crowdsourcing [2]. Crowd4EMS was developed by Citizen Cyberlab2 at
University of Geneva in collaboration with The United Nations Institute for Training and
Research - Operational Satellite Applications Programme (UNITAR /UNOSAT). The platform
was conceived, reviewed and tested by digital humanitarian communities like GIS Corps,
VOST etc., as well as citizens with no prior exposure to crowdsourcing or disaster response.
Demo 2: EMERTIC: Weak signals detection of potential emergencies in critical infrastructures
contexts
- Víctor A. Bañuls Silvera (Universidad Pablo de Olavide, Spain)
EMERTIC is a scenario-based simulation software aimed at detecting weak signals of potential
emergencies. The methodology is based on the construction of scenarios, building different futures,
and learning from them. It aims to not only contribute to the constitution of emergency plans but also
to participate in the training that these plans require, providing continuous learning that updates both
the Emergency Plan and the necessary training. EMERTIC uses AI for detecting critical events and
recommending actions based on CIA-ISM algorithms. In this DEMO we present the advances in the
implementation of EMERTIC software in industrial and critical infrastructures contexts. We
demonstrate how EMERTIC supports decision-making at different stages of the Emergency
Management cycle.
Demo 3: TwiRole – A user classification tool for supporting user-centered analysis on Twitter
- Edward A. Fox (Virginia Tech); Liuqing Li (Virginia Tech)
Users in social media like Twitter exhibit particular behavior, and play different roles. According to
previous research, male users prefer talking about technology and sports, while female users tend to
show their emotions. A brand (i.e., newsmaker, institution, or organization), identified as neither male
nor female, is likely to deliver messages, provide job offers, or publish advertisements. Discovering
such different roles of users facilitates research and applications.
To aid a variety of studies regarding disaster-related collections, we propose TwiRole, a hybrid
model for role-related user classification on Twitter, which detects brand-related, female-related, and
male-related users. TwiRole utilizes features from tweets, user profiles, and profile images. It then
applies a set of classifiers to identify a user’s role. It outperforms existing methods; evaluation studies
also show it obtains balanced results across the roles.
With the help of TwiRole, we classify a large number of users from multiple collections curated
from various types of disasters (e.g., hurricane, earthquake, school shooting). By combining other
techniques (e.g., emotion detection, topic modeling), we conducted a set of analyses as a guidance
to user-centered social research, leading to multiple interesting results, which have been published at
a prior ISCRAM conference.
The TwiRole tool was developed during Ph.D. research work funded by the Global Event and
Trend Archive Research (GETAR) project, through NSF grant IIS-1619028.
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